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"I couldn't &et alon£
without Ingram's
Milkweed Cream
and Velveola
Souverairte, Every
woman should &et
the 'beauty' that is,

truly, 'in every jar'

and in every Ingram
box and bottle, too."

(Signed)

MARY FULLER.
January 31, 1916

What Ingram's prod-
ucts do for famous
beauties they can do
for YOU—

Take
Advantage
of This Offer
Send us 6c in stamps to
cover cost of packing
and mailing, and get free
our Guest Room Package
containinglngram's Face
Powder and Rouge in-

novel purse packets,
and Milkweed Cream,
Zodenta Tooth Powder,
and Perfume in Guest
Room sizes. Address

F. F. Ingram Co.
31 Tenth St.

Detroit U.S.A.
Windsor, Ont.

TARS of the
Movies, who
must stand

the severe test of the
camera, especially ap-

preciate the &reat value of Ingram's Toilet Creations.

To keep the complexion fair and free from Blemish,
skin disorders and sallowness, there is nothing equal to

Iqgt&ttl'S Milkweed Cream
All Druggists or r* J «t»-l

by Mail, postpaid DUC QIlCl
Preserves Good Complexions—Improves Bad Complexions.

ItigrfQttl'S l^ouvlrainc
is a face powder that beautifies,

conceals blemishes, and is sure
to stay on. 50 cents—4 shades.

Ingram's Rou&e is the "pink of perfec-
tion." Ingram's Perfumes and Toilet

Waters are "doubles" of real flowers.

See free offer in left-hand panel. Write.

FREDERICK F. INGRAM CO.
Makers of Milkweed Cream

Established 1885

Windsor, Ont. 31 Tenth St., Detroit, U.S.A.

§1
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j^wmm genuine perfect cut tA"f

Q7& DIAMONDS'97Per
Carat

This pen is

a duplicate
of the $2.50
pen made
bythemost
prominent
pen manu-
facturers in
the world—
and carries
the same
guarantee.
Ourspecial
fact ory
price to you

$1^00
Orderby
Number
H20.
It is a safety
lever self-fill-
ing fountain
pen. The
lever self-
filler is the
simplest and
most practi-
cal fountain
pen ever
manufac-
tured. A per-
fect flow of
ink is assured
at all times.
The barrel
and cap are
made of first
quality Para
rubber.YOURNAME
INLAID IN
GOLD FREE.
The pen is
made of 14K
solid gold*
iridium tip-
ped.andhand
tempered.
We guaran-
tee free re-
pairs for two
years. Send
For this pen
NOW, only

$100
1

BUY D1KLL1 rROM THE
IMPORTERAND SAVE35%
Why pay retail prices foryour diamond
when you can buy at the world's lowest price
$97.50 per carat from L. Basch & Co., who im-
port direct from the European Diamond Cutters and sell
direct to you. When you buy from us you have the as-
surance of knowing there are no middlemen's unnecessary
expenses or profits added to the import cost of the dia-
mond. Don t pay exorbitant prices but buy from Basch
and save money.

The Basch Plan—See First
Send No Money—Not Even a Deposit
You prove our claims yourself at our expense.
Just choose any diamond from our catalog or from this
ad. We will forward the selection for your full examina-
tion and approval—entirely at our expense—without obli-
gating you to buy. No references required and no money
in advance needed. IT DOESN'T COSTYOUONE CENTTO SEEONE OF OUR DIAMONDS. If you don't think
the diamond we send you is the greatest value you have
ever seen, simply return it at our expense.

Genuine Mother-of-Pearl Men's Set
Consisting of pair of cuff links and tie clasp. The
cuff links have stiffened gold posts and can be used for
soft or stiff cuffs. YOUR INITIAL INLAID FREE ONEACH PIECE. Special factory price to you on this

complete
set.

Only

fee.

'No. 12N
HKMtg

compl.with
dia. $12
dia. 21
dia. 36
dia. 48

ia. 71
^c. $101.25

.00

.25

.00

.75

. Z 5

j

No. 13N
14K baby ring

1 dia. $2.85

No. 18N

pi. $36.75

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
It prepares you in advance against any unforseen
emergency which may arise. It makes loss or disappoint-
ment impossible. This Guarantee is a legal contract in
writing to instantly refund in cash full price less 10%,
should you for any reason wish to return the diamond any
time withina year. Also allows full price in exchange at any
time. Contains statement of exact carat weight, quality
and value of the diamond. "See Chat your diamond is
Basch guaranteed!"

BEAUTIFUL 1916 DELUXE
DIAMOND BOOK—FREE!
We will forward you postpaid, a
copy of this beautiful book upon receipt
of your name and address. Contains
valuable and authoritative facts on diamonds
and jewelry, written by life-long experts. It
shows thousands of illustrations of fine dia-
monds, watches, jewelry, silverware, cut glass,
ieather goods etc., all quoted at money-
having prices. Mail coupon or write us a
letter or post-card for your free copy NOW!

-a 3
CD —

'

P -

dias. Gompf.

$48.75

f
'' No. 14 N

Gold lava!l.,

1 dia., 2 pearls.

Compl. $3.95

TEAR OFF HERE AND MAIL TODAY!

L.Basch&Co.
DeptX2560 State and Quincy Streets

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Please mail me FREE, without obli-
gating me, Basch 1916 DELUXE
DIAMOND BOOK.

Name
i <-»» % o *> * «-r-*-« •-• «'•

Address ,

L. BASCH & CO.
Dept.C2560 State and Quincy Sts.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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and frame.

Frontispiece . . . . . ..... 18
Want to be happy? Meet the Talmadges.

Announcing the Winner . . . . . .21
Our scenario contest has closed. Here is the decision of the judges, and. even if you

didn't win you should be interested in learning about the scenario-writing
amateur.

Without Mentioning Brenon . Creighton Hamilton . 25
Some one put on a million-dollar picture with Annette Kellermann—and some mer-

maids. Yes, you know all about him, but here's what you don't know—how
they manufactured mermaids—and not a man is mentioned.

Bad Man Kill Bad Man . . Arthur Gavin, Jr. . . 32
"It takes a thief to catch a thief" it is said, but, as we are speaking of "bad men"

instead of thieves, we just change the adage around. And William S. Hart has
a very interesting personal side when he throws his guns in a corner and
becomes an ordinary person.

Watchful Waiting . . 38
Blanche Sweet's downcast gaze nt the ocean on this very hot afternoon was not

romantic. There was a reason.

Where Are the Stars of Yesterday? Wil Rex ... 39
Not so very long ago you would have done without your corn plasters, taken the

money and walked miles to see these favorites. But what has happened to
them since? You will remember their names when you see them.

The Quitter Will H. Johnston .. 47
Paradise Gulch was an Eveless paradise, and Happy Jack was Quite content to have

it remain so. But the big thing came and Jack saw it all happen wjth
staggering rapidity—and found himself in the center playing the principal role.

Oh Joyce! She's in Again . . William Prescott . 59
After eighteen months without a camera in sight, pretty Alice Joyce is back in the

pictures. She's right at home, too, except that she can't help worrying about
the baby.

An International Marriage . . Robert Foster . 64
Some people marry for love and some for title. Other fortunate ones get both. But

this American girl aimed a little too high. She was so much in earnest that
she followed across the sea—and had a terrible time trying to get back single.

The Stoic—Verse . . . . W. C. MacDermott . . 72
The chant of the one who knows.

What's Happening ... 73
Unusual snapshots of the people the whole world are talking about, showing them

as they are when the movie camera isn't clicking.
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Editorial comments on the big things that are happening in the motion-picture
world by one who hears and sees them all.

Norma Splash .... Sanford Stanton . 83
"iNorma" means Miss Talmadge, and "splash*" tells everything there is to know

about, her. She is a true example of the impulse girl. Sometimes she'd rather
act than eat; sometimes she'd rather eat than act, and sometimes she'd
rather do something else than either. And what she'd rather do—she does.

The Fine Arts Studio . . . Robert C. Duncan . . 88
A trip to one of the biggest producing plants, where many of the biggest stars do

the work that makes them famous. You go right in the front door, meet
them all and watch them perform under the studio lights.

Not in the Cast . . . . H. Bedford-Jones . . 95
Another installment of the great motion-picture serial. A story of nicker people

in the ordinary world. There is a complete synopsis and it's never too late
to begin.

Sunshine Mary Anderson . . henry A. Keller . .106
Only a short time ago she was simply Mary Anderson. That was before she went

to the studio. Then they found out about the sunshine. And after that she
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of an extremely bright little star.

Ship Ahoy! . . . . 109
Like the real crook, who doesn't go around the streets with a black mask where

spectacles should be, Bessie Eyton is a real sailor girl and doesn't wear a middy.
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They are all famous now, but do you know how they started? One was an archi-

tect, but he was fortunate; another, who shares his popularity, at one time
washed dishes for a meal. And then there are others.

Love Letters of Violet Mersereau . .112
When her shadow flits across the screen you can almost hear the hearts cracking

in the audience. Lots of them write to her about it, and here are the letters
and hei replies to them.

Screen Gossip .... Neil 0. Caward . .119
Filmdom is an extremely lively world, and the only way to keep up with what is

going on is to join the gossipers. They are all gathered here together in a
little club, as it, were, and hold a meeting once a month. The minutes for
the past month are on page one hundred and nineteen.

Masks . . . . Will H. Johnston . .128
The fiction version of the story that won our scenario contest. Read it here and

then watch for the picture with Mary Fuller playing the part of Violet Dane.

Making Myself Miserable . . Cecil C. Holland . .133
If any one says that screen acting is a pleasure, let him take a job as character man.

Or else, to see how truly miserable one has to be for the sake of one's art, read
what one of the best in the business has. to say, and some of the things he
has to do.

Hints for Scenario Writers . Clarence J. Caine . .137
Expert instruction in picture-play writing, with notes on what you can sell and

where you can sell it.

The Picture Oracle . . . 146
Answering any^Rjuestions our readers ask about motion pictures, past, present and

future.
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piCTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE offers a new field for the Classified Advertiser. The rate is but

30 cents a line—a four line announcement costs $1. 20—and this small sum carries your message
to 125,000 people who pay 15c. per issue for PicTurE-Pi^ay because they want the best magazine of

its kind published. PicTurE-Pi^ay Magazine is growing rapidly and now offers a rare opportunity

for the small advertiser to cash in on a growing market. Minimum space, 4 lines
;
maximum, 30 lines-

Forms for October number will close July 18th.

Agents and Help Wanted

A POSITION is open for you in the
Government service after we have
helped you qualify. My money back
offer guarantees it. Write quick for
Dig free book DA 875. Earl Hopkins,
Washington, D. C.

MEN OF IDEAS and inventive
ability. New list of "Needed Inven-
tions," "Patent Buyers," and "How
to GetYour Patent and Your Money."
Randolph & Co., Dept. 46, Wash., D. C.

I MADE $50,000 in five years with
a small mail order business; began
with $5. Send for free booklet. Tells
how. Heacock, Box 716, Lockport,
New York.

AGENTS—HERE'S WHAT THEY
ALL WANT. Concentrated Beer
Extract for making Beer at Home;
strictly legitimate. Enormous de-
mand; make $Q to $12 a day easy.
Just a postal today for Free Trial
Offer. The Ambrew Co., 5345 Plum
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

GOVERNMENT positions pay big
money. Get prepared for "exams" by
former U. S. Civil Service Examiner.
Free booklet. Patterson Civil Service
School, Box Y. Rochester, N. Y.

Entertainmen t

MAKE MONEY ENTERTAINING
—parties, camps, hotels, home. No
capital or experience. Easy. Edward
Allen, (PM), 51 E. 42nd St., New York.

Post Cards
BEAUTIFUL CALIFORNIA Post-

cards 10 for 15c. Give us a trial. No
trashy cards. D. W. Fish, Box 327,
Stockton, Calif. P-P.

Photography

FILMS developed free; post-cards
and 4x5 prints 4c, smaller sizes 3c, 5x7
enlargements 20c, 8x10 35c, 8x14 45c,
any negative that will make a good
print will make a good enlargement.
Ridley's,77l Drexel Ave,Detroit,Mich.

Business Opportunities

IS HE CRAZY ? The owner of a
plantation in Mississippi is giving
away a few five-acre tracts. The only
condition is that figs be planted.
The owner wants enough figs raised
to supply a canning factory. You
can secure five acres and an interest
in the factory by writing Eubank
Farms Company, 1158 Keystone,
Pittsburg, Pa. They will plant and
care for your trees for $6 per month.
Your profit should be $1000 per
year. Some think this man is crazy
for giving away such valuable land,
but there may be method in his
madness.

Patents and Lawyers

PATENTS—Write for How To Ob-
tain a Patent. List of Patent Buyers
and Inventions Wanted. $1,000,000 in
prizes offered for inventions. Send
sketch for free opinion as to patent-
ability. Our 4 books sent free upon
request. Patents advertised free. We
assist inventors to sell their inven-
tions. Victor J. Evans & Co., Patent
Attys., 767 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

IDEAS WANTED—Manufacturers
are writing for patents procured
through me. Three books with list
hundreds of inventions wanted sent
free. I help you market your inven-
tion. Advice free. R. B. Owen, 39
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Motion Picture Playi

WRITE Photoplays, Stories, Poem
$100 each; no correspondence cours
start writing & selling at once, detai
free. Atlas Pub. Co., 423 Cincinnai

SYNOPSES REMODELED, plo
strengthened, and revised. Scenaric
manuscripts typed, dime per pag
Marjorie Homer Jones, 322 Mona
nock Block, Chicago.

Photoplay Text Booh
"HOW TO WRITE A PHOT

PLAY." by C. Winkopp, 1342 Prospe
Ave., Bronx, New York City. Pri
25 cents. Contains model scenari
"Where to Sell," "How to Bui
Plots," " Where to Get Plots," etc.

Story Writers

WANTED—Stories, articles, poem
etc. We pay on acceptance. Offe
submitted. Handwritten Mss. a
ceptable. Please send prepaid wl
return postage. Cosmos Magazin
244 Stewart Bldg., Washington, D.

Female Help Wanted
Wanted—Persons to color art pi

tures at home; easy work; no expei
ence; good pay: sample free. Wheel
Co., Dept. 227, 337 Madison, Chicag

Motion Picture Busines

$35.00 Profit Nightly. Small Capit
Starts You. No experience needei
We teach you. Our machines ai

used and endorsed by Governmei
institutions. Catalog and Testimor
als Free. Reliable Film Exchang
454 Franklin Bldg., Chicago, 111.

WRITE FOR MONEY
c™JiiJOUR IDEAS FOR PHOTOPLAYS,MUKIES, etc. We will accept them in ANYform—correct FREE—sell on commission. Big

Rewards ! Make money. Write to-
day for full details.

, WRITER'S SELLING 8ERVICE
15 Main, AUBURN. N. V.

GET RID
OF THAT FAT
FREE TRIAL TREATMEINT
Sent on request. Ask for my pay when reduc

offer. My treatment has reduced at the rate of a pou;>

a day. No dieting, no exercise, absolutely safe an

sure method. Let me send you proof at my expens

OR. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physiciai
State New York, 36 E. Third Street, New York, Desk A13
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ANNETTE KELLERMANN
was born in far Australia. In childhood she was an invalid, and the doctors recommended
swimming. She became an expert, later coming to California, an exponent of the speedy
Australian "crawl" stroke. After a period of racing and instructing she went into vaudeville,
and then joined the Fox forces. Her new feature, "A Daughter of the Gods," promises to

outdo even "Neptune's Daughter." Miss Kellermann aspires to the Russian Ballet.



/

HENRY B. WALTHALL
after an early career as a law student, played in a stock company until the outbreak of the

Spanish War, when he enlisted. He then returned to the stage and played throughout the East

in several companies. His moving-picture career began in 1906 with the signing of a contract

with Biograph, under Griffith. After other engagements he returned to Griffith to play the lead-

ing role in the famous "Birth of a Nation" and other features. He is now with Essanay.



ALICE JOYCE
who left the Kalem Company a year and a half ago to marry Tom Moore, now of Pathe, signed
a new contract with the Vitagraph Company recently, and is playing the principal feminine part
in 'The Battle Cry of War," a new feature intended as a successor to "The Battle Cry of

Peace." During her vacation from the films she became the mother of a bouncing baby girl,

Alice Joyce Moore. Aliss Joyce (Mrs. Moore) before her screen career was an artists' model.



THOMAS MEIGHAN
was born and educated in Pittsburgh, Pa., and during his school career made an excellent record

as a football player. Before entering pictures he had a long and successful career on the legiti-

mate stage, playing with such stars as Henrietta Crosman, Grace George, Elsie de Wolfe, John
Mason, Willie Collier, and David Warfield. His first and only moving-picture connection was

with Lasky, for whom he is now playing leads in some of the most important features.



BEATRIZ MICHELENA
is the daughter of Fernando Michelena, the well-known tenor, and is herself a singer of more
than passing note. Formerly with Shubert and Savage musical productions, she is even now
preparing to return to Europe for more vocal training after the war. She loves her work in

pictures, but she loves her music more. Since her connection with the California Motion-
Picture Company she has moved from her home in San Francisco to San Rafael.



BESSIE LOVE
is one of those rare birds that flew from obscurity into stardom. When she left the Los Angeles
High S'chool less than a year ago she was only sixteen, yet when her mother took her to Griffith

for a place in his company he was so struck by the possibilities of her quaint, wistful person-
ality that he featured her from the start. For a time she went with Ince, playing opposite Wil-
liam S. Hart, but now she is back with Griffith co-starring with Douglas Fairbanks.



AL RAY
besides playing in his own productions, is probably the youngest director in the business. He
is also one of filmdom's handsomest leading juveniles. Born in New Rochelle, N. Y., in 1883,
he started his career fifteen years ago playing child parts at the old Biograph, and later went
on the stage is ''Buster Brown." He was with Federal, National, and other companies before
playing and directing for Vim, which company he lately left to join Benjamin Chapin who is

producing the life of Lincoln for the Charter Features Corporation.



SYDNEY MASON
was well advanced in college as a student of chemistry, and his scientific career seemed assured

until he joined the college dramatic society. His ambition then turned to the stage, and he

finally obtained a position with a small stock company. His fame grew with the result that

he secured more important engagements and rose to prominence. He entered the picture

drama with Famous Players, and is now with Gaumont.



JUNE CAPRICE
is a youthful star just rising on the screen horizon. Born in Boston just seventeen years ago, she
was educated at the Girls' High School and the Boston Conservatory of Music. It was only a few
months ago that the prim little Puritan maid came down to New York with the idea that she would
like to be a moving-picture actress. As the result of her latest test with the Fox Company she
was not only engaged but is being featured in her first picture, '^Caprice of the Mountains.''



JOHN SHEEHAN
leading comedian with the American Film Company at Santa Barbara, was prominent on the

speaking stage before he threw in his lot with the screen folks. Johnny is a typical Irishman,

full of good humor, and natural ability, and his characters are funny because they are human.

His first studio connection was with Carlvle Blackwell's Favorite Players, where he took

prominent parts in all their productions.



FLORENCE LA BADIE
who plays leads in Thanhouser features, was born in Canada twenty-one years ago. She came
to New York to study painting and sculpture, and then became interested in moving pictures.

Her first engagement was with Biograph, where she was developed by David Griffith. She is

best known to the public as the star in two of the greatest Thanhouser serials, "The Million-

Dollar Mystery," and "The Five Faults of Flo."



.

HELEN CONNELLY
"big sister" of little Bobby, is eight years old. She is playing in the "Sunny Jim'' series with
her brother and has herself been cast for several little boy parts. She attends a private school
near her home when not working at the studio, and says that next to pictures she likes this
better than anything else. Some of Helen's most prominent pictures are "My Official Wife 5 '

and "The Violin of M'sieur."



ROBERT JOSEPH CONNELLY
the youngest Vitagraph player, was born in Brooklyn, N. Y., and missed being an "April fool" by
only three days. He was seven years old on his last birthday. Bobby broke into the game
early his first professional engagement being with Kalem at the age of three. In 1913 he joined
the Vitagraph Company, and is now being starred in the "Sonny Jim" series. The ease and self-
possession of this remarkable youngster is a never-ending source of talk among the older players



ARTHUR SHIRLEY
was born in Australia and made a reputation for himself in the spoken drama of that country.

But the increasing popularity of American motion pictures on the island continent convinced

him that the studio was his promised land, so he took a steamer for California. Soon after he

arrived he met Thomas Dixon, who was assembling the cast for the "Fall of a Nation," and

made such an impression that he was chosen for the leading part.



LORRAINE HULING
like Lochinvar, came out of the West. She is independently wealthy, and spent her girlhood in
Europe. The petty interests of society, however, began to pall after a time on this daughter of
the West, and she returned to America seeking more interesting pursuits. Winthrop Ames gave
her a part in "Prunella" which she carried off so well that the Famous Players offered her a
contract. She was then drafted by Dixon to play the lead in the "Fall of a Nation."



"Laugh and the world laughs with you!" Constance and Norma Talmadge believe it. These same girls, wl

make you grip the edge of the seat when they work, get together frequently and reverse things.



Announcing the Winner
Our scenario contest has closed.

Here are the results. Even if you
did not win you should read this

PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE'S
contest is ended. More than

twenty-five thousand scenarios

were read by the judges in their ter-

rific task of picking the winner. After
weeks of night-and-day work they have
selected the winner.

"Masks," a three-reel feature by Em-
mett Campbell Hall, of Glen Echo,
Maryland, takes the prize of two hun-
dred and fifty dollars.

According to the rules of the contest,

the winning scenario called for forty

dollars per reel and a special prize of

fifty dollars. The price paid was there-

fore in excess of the amount offered,

but the script was so good that.it was
felt to be worth the same as a full five-

reeler.

Mary Fuller, who is to star in the

production, already has started making
the picture in the Universal studios at

Fort Lee, New Jersey.

Contestants whose scenarios have not

yet been returned should not give up
hope. Nearly two hundred are being
held by the Universal Company, and
the best of these will be bought. Deci-
sion on these will not be made by the

scenario department for several weeks.
The company is moving its entire East-
ern plant, with the exception of one, to

Universal City, California, and until

conditions at Universal City become set-

tled no definite action can be taken upon
these scripts.

Scenarios that palpably could not be
considered for the prize were promptly
returned, providing the sender inclosed
postage. In the last week of the contest
the entries came in at the rate of more
than nine hundred a day, and the judges

were swamped. They struggled hard
to keep the possible winners weeded
down to five hundred, but when the

contest closed they found they had on
their tables eight hundred good scripts,

any one of which looked good enough to

take the prize. This pile was cut to

two hundred. All others were ordered
returned, and the judges settled down to

the hardest grind of the contest. At
last they picked three that seemed
equally good. Half a day's conference
was necessary before they selected Mr.
Hall's "Masks" as the strongest and
best suited to Mary Fuller.

Scenarios came from all parts of the

world and from all sorts of people.

Australia contributed seven. From
England came eighteen. Three of these

were based upon the war, and were so

mutilated by the censors that it was al-

most impossible for the readers to pick

out the thread of the story.

Canada contributed more than a

thousand, and half a hundred came
from Mexico.

Some of the scenarios were penciled

scrawls from boys and girls, some were
accompanied by letters written upon pa-

per bearing embossed crests.

Harry Cliffy prisoner No. 64791 at

Sing Sing, entered ten scripts. Two of

these are among the two hundred that

still are being considered by Universal.

Cliff learned photo-play writing by
studying Picture-Play Magazine,
copies of which were sent him free at

his request. He writes : "The model
scenario which I found in the April

issue I have hung on the wall of my
catacomb, to be used as a criterion by
me.
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The best of the scripts came from ex-

perienced writers—men and women
learned in newspaper, magazine, or

photo-play writing.

Hundreds of amateurs presented big

ideas, imperfectly developed. Many
scenarios contained only one idea, thou-

sands were so short that they could not

possibly have been stretched o.ver even

two reels. Bushels of

them were preposter-

ous, inconsistent. A
hundred or more
would have been pos-

sibilities, had they not

called for scenes too

costly to be consid-

ered.

Picture -Play's
contest was an un-

qualified success.
Never before have so

many scripts been en-

tered in such a com-

petition. Thousands

of writers were

roused to action and

entered in the contest

the first scenario they

ever wrote. Picture-

Play hopes that they

will not become dis-

couraged because of their failure to win

the prize, and that they will continue

to try to write salable film plays.

If your scenario has not yet been re-

turned, itnieans that it is a pretty good

effort, and even if it eventually is sent

back to you, perhaps you can build it

up and sell it to some other company. _

Mary Fuller is delighted with the re-

sult of the contest.

"It shows that people are studying

motion pictures intelligently," she says.

"I had no idea that so many thousands

would submit their efforts, nor that such

a great percentage of the writers would
have such a good understanding of my
needs. The field for picture-play writ-

ing is a large one, and I trust that many

Emmett Campbell

our scena

of those whose work is promising, de-

spite that they did not win the contest,

will have a very successful future."

"Masks," with Mary Fuller in the

leading role, wT
ill be released by the

Universal Company soon after this issue

of Picture-Play is published. Watch
for it.

The story of "Masks," in fiction form,

is printed in this
2 i.-sue.

The idea of Pic-

1 ture-Play's contest

was not merely to get

, ! a good scenario for

Mary Fuller. The
basic plan was to en-

courage new waiters.

"If the competition

starts three amateurs

on the road to suc-

cessful scenario writ-

ing, it will have been

a success," the judges

said before they be-

gan their work.

It has done more
than that. Because

the Universal Com-
pany plans to buy the

best that remained

after the winner was
chosen, every contestant whose work
shows promise wull be given a pat on

the back and financial encouragement.

Emmett Campbell Hall, who wrote

the prize winner, is by no means new
at the business of writing photo-play

stories. In fact, he is an old hand

—

probably the best plot builder in the

country not directly connected with a

moving-picture company. The only rea-

son he has not joined one of the large

companies in New York, says his friend,

Epes Winthrop Sargent, is on account

of his dislike for large cities. He made
a connection with Lubin for a while, but

even Philadelphia was too strenuous for

him, and he finally decided to give up

the position.

Hall, the winner of

rio contest.
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The first script Mr.
Hall sold was written

about six or seven years

ago. It was "Indian

Blood," the first of the

long line of reversion-to-

type stories that have
since become so familiar,

and he received the rec-

ord price of $35. He had
come up to Washington
from his home in Ala-
bama to take a position in

the civil service, and some
time later went to work in

the state department. He
became interested in liter-

ary work, and turned his

attention first to writing

"fillers" for magazines
and newspapers. From
this he shifted to short

stories, and when moving
pictures began to grow
popular he tried his hand
at photo plays, though he
had nothing but a form
sheet for a guide. His
second script he landed
with Biograph, and gradu-
ally he began to break into

the other companies, in-

cluding Lubin and Selig.

About a year later he was
sent for by Biograph, and
on the way to New York
stopped in at the Lubin
studio, where he was of-

fered a position on the

staff. Biograph made a

similar offer, but New
York was entirely too citi-

fied for him—one day
convinced him he could never live in a
town with so many activities and so
many different sorts of noises. He
joined Lubin three or four years ago,
with the result given above.

"

Several correspondence schools have
quoted this writer in a manner to sug-

Miss Fuller is

done, do it y

a believer in the maxim "If you want a thing well

ourself"—adding "even if you're not paid for it:'

gest that he had been , a pupil of that

particular school, but he was doing fin-

ished work for nearly a year before the
first school was started.

Mr. Hall is about forty years old
and married. He has no children. In
manner he is reserved and unassuming,
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slow in speech, and rather deliberate in

his movements.
His home at Glen Echo, a suburb of

Washington, D. C, has a glass cupola

about twelve feet square in which he

does all his work. It is fixed up with

a desk and files for his scripts and cor-

respondence ; for Mr. Hall is an ex-

Mary Fuller, who plaijs the lead in Mr, Hall's picture,
,l

Maski

tremely methodical worker. His work-
ing scenario for the serial "The Beloved

Adventurer," for instance, contained

over a thousand pages in five different

colors, one for interiors, one for ex-

teriors, one for leaders, one for advice,

and another for synopsis and scene plot.

It is interesting to recall that many of

Mr. Hall's early scripts were put on by

the now famous Griffith Company, in-

cluding Mary Pickford, in the old Bio-

graph studio.

Mr. Hall is the inventor of what is

known as the "Hall leader," in which
the words are superimposed over the

action. The letters were set up in white

on black velvet and a double exposure
made. The result was found to be

rather confusing,

however, since the

audience had a tend-

ency to watch t h e

action instead of

reading the leaders.

The fact that this

contest, like most
others, was won by

an experienced
writer strikes us as a

mild contradiction of

the well-known slo-

gan of photo-play

correspond-
ence schools to the

effect that experi-

ence is unnecessary.

Some of the amateur

scripts were very

good—surprisingly so

—and the Universal

is considering several

for purchase, but Mr.

Hall's story won on

merit. And his en-

tire synopsis, by the

way, comprised only

three typewritten

pages, single space.

"Practice makes per-

fect" is an old saying,

but it remains as true to-day as it ever

was.

In addition to a few the Universal is still

considering, we are holding about 200 manu-
scripts which came in without either postage or

address. If yours has not been returned, it

is possibly among them. Send a stamped,

self-addressed envelope, and we wih endeavor

to locate it for you.

Read the fiction version ot "Masks" on page 128.



Without Mentioning Brenon
An interview with the queen of mermaids,
wherein she tells all about mermaiding and
how it's done. And there isn't a man in it

By Creighton Hamilton

THE boss picked up piles of type-

written manuscript that were
cluttering up his desk and

thrust the bundle into his wastebasket.

Then he leaned back in his chair and
sighed contentedly, like one who has

successfully cast off temptation.

"I want," he said, "a yarn about the

new Annette Kellermann picture
"

"That's easy," remarked one of his

hired hands. 'Til just go up and get a

fine interview with Herbert Brenon,
about how he spent

"

"Young man," said the boss severely,

pointing to the wastebasket, "in there

are so many interviews with Herbert
Brenon that if they were piled up, end
to end, they would make a monument
taller than the tallest story ever sent

out by a motion-picture press agent.

With all due respect to Herbert Brenon,
I don't want an interview with him. Go

out and get me a tale that mentions not

Herbert Brenon. The linotype ma-
chines are shy of Vs.' See if some-
body else didn't have something to do
with this picture."

"But who "

"I don't give a whoop ! Interview

a camel or a palm tree or a mermaid."
A mermaid! Now the boss was

talking

!

So the hired hand sought Herbert
Brenon. Mr. Brenon was a bit reporter-

shy.

"I have come," said the hired hand,

"to get a story about the picture."

"Yes?" said Mr. Brenon, the man
who has just finished taking some two
hundred thousand feet of film showing
Annette Kellermann clothed in a gar-

ment that suggests a B. V. D. with the

B. and D. cut off.

"Yes?" Mr. Brenon repeated.
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He showed about as much enthusi-

asm as if some one had said : "Look out
the window and pipe the girl in the

short skirt."

"Yes," admitted the reporter. "I

want to write a story about the picture

—without mentioning you."

"Great!" he cried.

"You must have misunderstood me,"
said the hired hand. "I did not ask you
how you liked your picture."

said hesitatingly, "I—er—thought I

might interview a mermaid." It seemed
like a devilish thing to suggest.

"Fine!" said Mr. Brenon. "I'll

wire Miss Gilbert, who had charge of
the mermaids. I'll get her here at ten

o'clock to-morrow morning. She lives

in Philadelphia, but she'll come. Leave
me entirely out of it. That's the stuff !"

That line, "Miss Gilbert, who had
charge of the mermaids," was a bit dis-

concerting. She might
be some hard-faced

old chaperon. But

No one told us why the heartless director tied poor

but if you were in his place, wouldn't you do

all wrong if she escaped—yes, when you

"I understand. I welcome you to my
arms. Thank fortune for a writer who
will give credit to some one else. There
were hundreds who worked just as hard
as I. Tell about them."

"I—er—thought," the interviewer

Look over the pho-

tographs of mermaids
that illustrate this
article. The most
beautiful one, that's

Miss Katherine Gil-

bert, queen of the

mermaids. Think of

being paid to inter-

view the queen of the

mermaids ! Yes, little

reader with the Mar-
guerite Clark eyes,

this truly is a terribly

interesting life.

"This is to be all

about you and the

mermaids," I said se-

verely to Miss Gil-

bert. "Mr. Brenon
isn't on in this scene."

And so I heard the

tale of seven months
spent in Jamaica, the

story of thirty-five

healthy girls on a

tropical isle, thirty-

five, mostly natives of

New York and
Brooklyn, expert swimmers, averaging
eighteen or nineteen years of age. All

day long they swam and danced or

helped direct the picture. And in the

evening ?

When a cab driver has a day off he

Annette up like this

it? It would be

have, hold!
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rides around with a com-

patriot. These moving-pic-

ture mermaids in their spare

time either attended mov-
ing-picture shows or went in

bathing! Of course, some-

times they tired of bathing

and seeing picture shows,

especially after they were

weary from a hard day's

work of playing as dancing

girls in the harem scenes.

To rest up, they danced with

officers from the British

men-of-war in the- harbor,

in the hotel dining room.

"But most of the time,"

said Miss Gilbert, "we were

so tired after a day's work
that we would just sit

around and sing."

They wrote their own words to pop-

ular tunes. Here's a dainty ditty about

a sea egg, which is a prickly animal

that is possessed of a painful sting.

Professor, play "I've Been Working on

the Railroad:"

I've been sitting on a sea egg, all the live-

long day.

I've been sitting on a sea egg, just to pass

the time away.

Don't you hear the whistle blowing? Brenon
says : "Come and play."

I won't budge until the sea eggs have went
upon their way.

Then there was this one to the tune

of "Get Out and Get Under." Mr.

Brenon is supposed to be speaking:

Come up, now go under, come up, now go
under,

Then porpoise for almost a mile.

The camera is turning, stop looking at me.

You'll have to go through it. Get out of it,

Hewitt

!

Come up, now go under, come up, now go

under,

Porpoise and—hang it all, smile

!

Weeks and Press, can't you see some one's

in distress?

Get out of this Argue, your wig's in an

awful mess.

(or otherwise

em dressing-rooms. We
started to cut the intruder

out, but decided to reveal

him. No, that's not the

author.

A failure you've made it, we'll have to re-

take it,

Great Scott
!

, You're not here for your
health !

Here's the last one I'll give you. It's

to the tune of "Everybody Twro-step."

All together, go

!

Everybody porpoise, stay under a little

while.

Everybody porpoise, then come up and
smile.

One, two, three, four, then come up and
swim some more.

Everybody fix up now.

Don't you dare bend your knees, be sure to

point your toes.

If you don't you'll be on the next boat that

goes.

One, two, three, four, all hands around,

The mermaid scenes are over, it's all right

now to drown.

For the first six weeks that the girls

were in Jamaica they did not once get

within range of a camera. They were

all good swimmers when they were en-

gaged, but not good enough. They had

to"be able to swim in a surf while they

wore fishtails that bound their legs

together. And they were not allowed

to bend their knees. It seems that the

best authorities say that a mermaid
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Were not going to mention the man at the left. The title wont let us. But this is the w
Annette looked after she came to shore and her scales were taken off.

would never bend her knees if she had
any. and she always would keep pointed
straight out whatever toes she might
acquire.

In order to learn to swim as they
should, the girls first practiced with
their ankles tied together by a small
cord that could easily be broken in an
emergency. Once proficient in this,

they had to learn to swim while wear-
ing the heavy wigs of long hair such as

is worn in the best families in mer-
maiddom.
"Why is it?" I asked, seeking scien-

tific information, "that mermaids al-

ways have such beautiful hair, yet girls

are always afraid that they will ruin

their own tresses if they get salt water
on them?"
Miss Gilbert didn't know, but thought

Mr. Brenon might. It seemed that he
knew everything. But Mr. Brenon is

barred out of this interview.

One afternoon the mermaids. Miss
Kellermann, camera men, boatmen, and
Mr. Brenon went out thirty-five miles
from shore to a sandy island about one
hundred yards across. The plan was
to get some sunset silhouettes, and the
plan was carried out. But a big storm
arose, and the boats could not return.

So the party had to stay on the island

all night. A shower in the middle of

the night made the party angry—espe-
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cially Mr. Brenon. If the shower had

come when there was light, he said, he

might have shot some fine rain stuff.

They all awoke early, and didn't

know what to do. So Mr. Brenon
shot some sunrise stuff. The sea

calmed, and they went back home to

deny the rumors that they had all been

drowned.

In taking the battle scenes, each of

ten or fifteen girls was put in charge

of several hundred natives. The sim-

ple-minded negroes obeyed like pet

dogs. The girls issued the uniforms,

got the men in place, and paid each his

"two shillings thruppence" at night.

"It may sound brutal, but it wasn't,"

said Miss Gilbert. "We really were
slave drivers. Those natives are per-

petually tired, and never could under-

stand what we wanted them to do. In

marshaling them for the battle scenes

we each had a long stick, and we would
drive them just as a shepherd drives

sheep. They liked us, and there was
nothing that cheered them up like a

gentle poke in the ribs. They wouldn't

take orders from any one but their own
marshals. I saw, as I thought, one out

of line one day and told him to get back.
" 'No, ma'am,' he said determinedly.

'You ain't my boss. My boss is over

there, and she told me to walk out here.

I do jus' what my boss tells me. She's

the one that pays me.'
"

The Jamaica negroes do not speak the

dialect common to American negroes.

You never hear one of them say, "Wha'
fo' yo' wan' me tuh do 'at?" Jamaica
is a British possession and the native

blacks have a cockney twist in their

tongues.

On the first day the girls arrived in

Jamaica Miss Gilbert met a little pick-

aninny and inquired from him the way
to a store. She was astonished to hear
him say: "Ten 'ere to th' roight and
follow the highway. It's a jolly long

tramp, but the scenery is ripping."

"Suppose," suggested Miss Gilbert,

"that a Southerner should ask the same
question of a negro boy in Nashville,

and should receive that answer. What
wTould happen to the boy ?"

It was too terrible a thing for me to

contemplate. I shuddered at the sug-

gestion.

In the evening Mr. Brenon would
give his orders to his girl lieutenants,

then go into executive session, dictating

letters and attending to all sorts of busi-

ness until almost daybreak. He would
roll in for a few hours' sleep and arrive

at the location about ten in the morning.

Automobiles aren't just appropriate for those who live in the deep sea, but one can't

always be a mermaid—especially if she hails from Broadway.

1
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There he would find each girl ready
to report to him that the stage was set.

The three hundred men with spears and
red uniforms were waiting outside such-

and-such an entrance. The five hun-
dred defenders had their swords and
blue uniforms and were on hand at the

gate. So all Mr. Brenon had to do
was to find his megaphone and go out
and take his picture.

Finished, the girls checked up the

uniforms and paid off the men, after

notifying them whether they should re-

port the next morning.

The girls received from the treasurer

each afternoon the money necessary to

pay off the extra men. On big days,

when hundreds of extra men were em-
ployed, one of the girl lieutenants would
carry as much as three hundred dollars'

worth of English money, in shillings

and pence, into a pack of five hundred
blacks, and pay them off without the

slightest disorder.

"Excellent!" I said, when Miss Gil-

bert told of this. "Now you can tell me a

thrilling yarn about how you were held
up by a band of desperate extra men,
how they stole all your money, how you
pursued, armed only with a stick, and
recovered it all

!"

"Alas," sighed Miss Gilbert, "I can-
not. If you must have a holdup in

your story, you'll have to invent it."

Such conditions, of course, made it

utterly impossible for a high-minded in-

terviewer.

"We didn't have a bit of trouble,"

continued Miss Gilbert. "The men al-

ways were well behaved. If we had
been paying off Americans of the same
class we might have been murdered and
robbed, but these people were as easy to

handle and as harmless as well-trained

dogs. They didn't run right away to

spend their money for liquor, either.

They were entirely dependable, and
they always reported on time."

The natives were coached by the girls

as to how the uniforms should be worn

and how the arms should be carried.

Each girl had her own squad, and it

was she, not the natives, who received
the blame if the extras ruined a picture.

The natives had no sense of responsi-
bility nor idea of fitness.

Mr. Brenon called a negro to him in

the middle of a scene.

"Who's your boss?" Mr. Brenon
asked.

"Miss Johnson, she's my boss."

"Well, you go see Miss Johnson and
tell her that your hat is on backward
and that I'll take a shilling out of the
pay of each of you if it occurs again,"

said Mr. Brenon, making a threat that

he did not intend to carrv out.

The negro found his boss.

"Miss Johnson," he said, "Papa—
they all called him that—says you and
me will have to pay a shilling if my hat
is on wrong again. Miss Johnson, you
please try to be very, very careful, won't
you ?"

When it came time to take the gnome
village, Mr. Brenon had the girls dress

and put the beards on the seyeral hun-
dred little pickaninnies who played the

gnomes. The village was under a

waterfall which made so much noise

that the kids couldn't hear the direc-

tions of Mr. Brenon, who stood beside

the camera. So the girls curled up in

the gnome houses or behind trees, where
the camera could not see them and di-
rected the picture themselves.

They couldn't keep the kids from
looking at the camera until some one
thought to tell them that there was a

devil in the black box, and once he
caught their eye he would put a charm
on them. After that no kid ever looked
into the camera's eye.

The Jamaicans at first thought this

strange party from the States was made
up of insane people. They couldn't un-

derstand why, in the hot weather, girls

should come to Jamaica and, all morn-
ing, practice swimming with their feet

tied together and, all afternoon, dance
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weird dances. It didn't look right to

them. They would have done some-

thing about it, but they were too tired.

Spectators were not allowed on the

beach when the girls or Miss Keller-

man were making mermaid scenes.

One day, however, a young Englishman

from one of the battleships, for some
reason, was allowed to watch the taking

of a scene in which the girls wrore their

Gunga Din costumes
—

'^nothing much
before, an' rather less than 'arf o' that

be'ind."

"I say !" he said in astonishment, as

he looked upon the personally picked

pulchritude, "I say, are these what you

call typical American girls?"

"Certainly," answered a camera man.

"And do they go about the beaches

there this way?"

"Always."

"I say," cried the Englishman, "I

must go to America!" He giggled. "I

think American girls must be corking
!"

I casually mentioned that it must
have been interesting for the citizens of

the island to have a chance to see

Broadway chorus girls.

"Chorus girls !" exclaimed Miss Gil-

bert, wTho is in vaudeville. "Chorus
girls

!"

I quickly got the impression that I

had booted an easy one.

"There were no chorus girls there
!"

she continued. "Only a few of us had
had had stage experience. Most of the

girls were direct from fine homes. They
were all selected because they could

swim well. Two or three of the girls

had been attending fashionable private

schools. Most of the others are back in

high school in New York now. They
all took the trip because it was a fine

outing. They thought it was going to

be a vacation, but they found swim-
ming and dancing was hard work. But
they liked it."

Seven months of that sort of work .

put the girls in splendid trim. They
started their work at sunrise, and did

not let up until the light went away.
The result was that they had little time

in which to waste their money in the

.marts of trade. Some saved from their

salaries as much as three hundred dol-

lars.

"And that," said Miss Gilbert, "is

about all I can tell you of the sort of

things you want. Just remember that

we were a bunch of" happy girls, and
w7e had a splendid time and did nothing

remarkable. We acted just like regular

girls. I'm sorry," she added solemnly,

"that you won't let me mention Mr.
Herbert Brenon, our wonderful direc-

tor. There really is nothing to tell if

you leave him out. But you're not going

to say a word about him ?"

"Not a word," I affirmed.



William Safety-first Hart; in the presence of Louise Glaum, the vampire, he looks like a regular
preparedness parade'.

Bad Man Kill Bad Man
William S. Hart, although the best loved
man in pictures, carries the title of "Bad
Man." But he's a mighty good one!

By Arthur Gavin, Jr.

THE stage bad man is dying. So,
in a rigid sense, is melodrama.

^
For melodrama, after all, de-

pends for its livelihood upon the thistles

and roses of character—the wholly bad
and the wholly good—and the play de-
prived of this diet ceases to be melo-
drama. For a time, the stage bad man
and melodrama ruled the American
screen like real despots. True art, skill-

ful character drawing, all the actual
human traits that make a picture worth
producing and worth paying money to
see, were barred from the studio
stronghold. Every film that went out
had a black villain and a white hero;
and, incidentally, the price of admis-
sion was five cents. Not that the show
was worth it.

But the bad man's day is passing

—
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has passed. He fought hard, but he
lost, and a new character has grown up
in his place.

"It takes a thief to catch a thief,"

goes an old saying. We are not speak-

ing of thieves, hence the adage can be

changed. "It takes a bad man to catch

a bad man" is just as good. In fact,

that is just.what we came to talk about.

In the van of the new school of

actors and directors who are leading
the fight against cheap stage traditions

is William S. Hart.

Of all the roles played by this ver-

satile actor, that of the Western bad
man is his best and most famous. He
has produced a character worth while.

But Hart's bad man is not the stage

bad man.

"I like this part best for several rea-

sons," he explained, in a recent inter-

view. "In the first place, it has been
so poorly done in the past that I have
more opportunity to use realism to ad-

vantage. The real bad man, you know,
is bad only part of the time. In the

second place, I have seen these char-

acters in real life, and know how it is

natural for them to react to a situa-

tion."

For, though he was born so close to

civilization as Newburgh, New York,
Hart's boyhood was spent in North
Dakota. With the Sioux Indians then
living in this Territory, he was on
familiar terms. In the white settle-

ments, where the bad man reigned in

the early days, he saw fighting men in

the rough—pioneers, train bandits,

gamblers, primitive men who lived by
brawn and wit and shot from the hip.

Here he learned to ride and shoot like

the rest, and the desperate characters

who terrorized the "tenderfeet" became
his friends. The only knowledge of

books he had was gained from his

father, who had been graduated from
an English college.

"The bad man," says Hart, "is the

most misrepresented and maligned in-

dividual west of the Mississippi. I

knew some famous bad men in my early

days in the Dakotas, but I never met
one whose badness was the real man.
There is always some human note un-
der the gruff surface only waiting to

be touched. Men are the same every-
where, and the controlling desire of
them all is the pursuit of happiness.

Their viciousness is largely a pose, a

device to get what they are after with
less effort. Like the Eastern business
man, who surrounds himself with an
atmosphere of hustle and importance
in order to impress his callers with his

success, so the bad man sneers and
shows his hardware as an intimation

that interference means trouble. He ad-
vertises his frightfulness. With both it

is half bluff. The bad man is only half

as terrible as he looks, and perhaps not
even half as hard-hearted.

"The first photo-play makers seized

the romantic material of pioneer life

because of its stirring action and pic-

turesqueness. But the only W7
est they

knew was the one they had learned in

school, not from the textbooks, but out
of dime novels. Thus they created pic-

tures that were untrue. The fine hu-
manity, the courage and aspirations of

the pioneers were either untouched or

distorted. The producers made husks
of souls—and lost their public."

Coming into the profession with the

plainsman's natural abhorrence for in-

sincerity of any kind, Hart was de-

termined to do away with the double-

dyed villain of Western plays if he
could maneuver himself into hitting dis-

tance. He had come East to enter West
Point, but, finding that his father's

British citizenship barred him from the

school, he finally accepted a small part

with the late Daniel Bandmann, a well-

known touring tragedian, at twelve dol-

lars a week.

Rapidly he rose to a high position

on the speaking stage. He appeared as
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leading man for Madame Modjeska,

and graced the barelegged drama for a

time in "Ben Hur." Then began a

series of rugged frontiersman parts that

gave him something of the opportunity

he had been waiting for. The best-

known plays of this period were "The
Barrier," "The Squaw Man," and "The
Trail of the Lonesome Pine." In these

plays he drew with the Western char-

ge two-gun bad man, having cleaned his hardware,, is proud as a

turnip. ''Well," comments Co-director S. C. Smith, some-

what critically, "pretty good, pretty good."

acter with a fidelity that made him fa-

mous, but the field was still too limited.

Then came his advent into pictures,

which bid fair to hold him for good.

Thomas H. Ince, then with the Reli-

ance-Majestic, had seen the Western-
picture decay and divined the cause

—

falsity and triteness. In Hart he rec-

ognized the man who could make West-
ern characters live. In appearance, too,

so important in the

film drama, Hart was
suited to the part.

Six feet one in his

stocking feet, strong

and active, he was an
ideal figure for the

atmosphere of the

plains. Determination

shows in the set of his

jaw, and his eyes can

look as fierce as nec-

essary. For his part,

he had been thinking

for some time that the

screen was the best

medium for his work.

Photography and
stage direction, and,

best of all, writing

had improved beyond
crude handling, and
he knew that the

Western film, show-
ing life in a small

community, where
characters are well

developed, could be

restored to popular

favor.

/'Whether the

Western film means
very much to Europe
I cannot say," con-

tinues Hart, "but to

this country it means
almost the essence of

national life. Amer-
ica was practically all

frontier until a gen-
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eration or two ago. The later frontier,

the frontier of the range and mining

camp and lumber gang, with its follies

and tragedies and dramatic color, in a

sense typifies the energy and resource-

fulness of the nation. The thing that

pleases me most about the ever-grow-

ing popularity of the Western picture

is that the subject is

absolutely clean ; its

emotions are simple

and readily registered

in full value on the

film, while its charac-

ters are men's men
and women's women,
clean-minded, whole-

s o m e people, of

whom the nation may
be justly proud.

"The conventional

stage bad man has be-

come a veritable stu-

dio lay figure
;
my

present mission in life

is to bring him to life,

put some humanity
into him. Hereto-

fore the consistent

villain, unrelieved by
a single sympathetic

touch, has been
rigged up largely to

contrast with the pure

and beautiful hero.

He works the mean
business in the plot,

and his day's work is

done. The bad man
as a central figure,

actuated by natural

habits and motives, I

believe is more or less

a novelty."

In the studio,
strangely enough, the

famous bad man is

one of the best-loved

actors of the screen.

Sympathy, the quality

which enables him to make the bad man
human, is Hart's most winning char-

acteristic. Advice he gives freely, and
many and many a struggling novice has
been helped over rough places in the

road through his kindness. And the

appetite for encouragement possessed
by most youngsters is unlimited.

A remarkable figure of the
u
two-gun bad man" in action, by

Christaaloro, the well-known Italian sculptor.
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The genius of this man to put him-

self in the place of others can be seen
in an incident which occurred during
the filming of the Triangle-Kay Bee
picture, 'The Aryan." Bessie Love,
the sixteen-year-old heroine, who
played opposite Hart, was new to the
game, and particularly inexperienced in

the intense emotional work which was :

the life of this play. Hart was afraid
some of his dramatic devices might
strike the young lady as rather too
realistic. She explains the situation in

her own words

:

"He told me to remember that he
wouldn't hurt me, no matter how fierce

he looked. He was supposed to be a
terribly bad man, who was trying to
frighten me in every way he could, and
at first he almost did. He played the
part so intensely, you see, that it was
hard to realize that he didn't mean some
of it. I'd never worked with him be-
fore, you know. But in the play I was
supposed to win his sympathy by my
absolute faith in him whatever he did,
so, of course, it would never have done
to be the least bit disturbed. If you
feel it, you'll show it, and I had to be
very careful not to let him scare me.
Soon, however, I found what a kind
and considerate man he really was."

W? don't quite understand this, but it may be honest. Joe August, the camera man, and
S. C. Smith, co-director, have all the money, whereas Hart seems to be holding

the I Vs. We aren't curious; we'd just like to know why—that's all!
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Hart takes great delight in teaching the old dog's tricks to the new one.

Bessie left Inceville to join the Fine
Arts Company, in Los Angeles, only
a few weeks after the death of Hart's
dog. No dog after that was allowed
in the studio at any time. When Bessie
went away, however, she wanted to

make the good bad man a present, and
the gift she selected for him was an-
other dog. Unwilling at first, Hart,
nevertheless, could not reject the ani-
mal under the circumstances, and now
it has become a feature not only in the
studio, but even in the pictures. He
takes particular delight in teaching the
old dog's tricks to the new one.

"The real reason I went into pic-
tures," said Hart, in closing the inter-

view, "includes all the others. I wanted
to follow my audience. The people I

like to entertain, and those I really

have most sympathy for, are at the mo-
tion-picture theaters now.
"No, I didn't feel that I was step-

ping down in any sense. I have never
seen any proof that screen acting was
inferior. It is just as difficult to act

in the photo play as it is upon the

stage, and a man must study his part

with just as much sincerity. In some
respects it takes a bigger man to carry
a big role before the camera than to

register it across the footlights. At any
rate, it's just as hard, perhaps harder,

for me. That's why I like it."





Where Are the Stars of Yesterday?

You once saw their names in blazing

electric lights—but Time and the fickle

public have wrought many changes

By Wil Rex

YESTERDAY—
Time will not tell the treasures it may hold.

The player now whose name is changed to gold

May drop into oblivion—untold.

TO-DAY—
But live the present, for our brightest ray

Is from a star who came its unseen way
Beyond the distant edge of yesterday.

TO-MORROW—
Mayhap by then, the extra, now unknown
Shall be a light that leaves by far outshone

Our players of to-day—and wear their crown.

A. G.

OFF with the old love, on with

the new/' is more than a popu-
lar saying; it is poetic tragedy.

In the fickle world of the moving pic-

ture, stars are forever setting—and new
ones rising. We hear of the swift

ascent to fame of some hitherto un-

known schoolgirl or clerk. Their pic-

tures are everywhere. We read of blos-

soming hopes and yet more brilliant

futures. But what of the old loves,

the has-beens, the stars of yesterday?

A few years back you would have
spent your last penny to watch the

antics of John Bunny, fat and funny,

the man who made slapstick comedy
famous. Who ever thinks of him
now? To-day poor old Bunny is dead
and forgotten, and Charlie Chaplin is

the reigning hero.

Death was not alone responsible for

the passing of the jolly fat man. His
star was already in the descendant.

Together Cleo Madison and George Larkin rose

to fame. They are going back alone.
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The Bunny pictures were losing their

pull; people demanded something dif-

ferent. Mack Sennett struck while the

iron was hot, and gave the world
Chaplin.

When Bunny was at the height of

his glory, his popularity was shared by

Who of you does not remember Es-
sanay's two funny men, Alkali Ike and
Slippery Slim? How many of you
know where they are to-day? Alkali

Ike, who was Augustus Carney when
his make-up was removed, became a

victim of the fatal wanderlust. A film

This picture on the screen—not so long ago—would have sold rolls of theater tickets. Don't you

remember when Cleo Madison and Joe King played together?

his coworkers, Flora Finch and Lillian

Walker. Miss Walker's fame is now
slowly but surely fading, and Flora

Finch has dropped into oblivion. Re-

placing them in popular favor are Edna
Purviance, who, a few short months
ago, was an unknown stenographer, and
Mabel Xormand.
Ford Sterling, another comedian who

formerly shared the limelight with

Bunny, is now little more than a mem-
ory. At present he is again with the

Keystone fun makers, but his films are

few and far between.

actor seldom retains his popularity if

he changes companies frequently.

Take Carlyle Blackwell, for example.

While playing opposite the divine Alice

Joyce, with Kalem, he had a following

second to none. He is still playing,

now with the World Company, but his

popularity has dwindled greatly. The
public quickly forgets. Miss Joyce's

retirement was voluntary, for, after

marrying Tom Moore, she decided that

a wife's place was in the home. But
now the baby is old enough to leave at

home with gran'rna, and mother is
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spending several days a week at the

Vitagraph studio, playing the lead in

"The Battle Cry of War." The ques-

tion is, will her old admirers return,

or will she have to build up a new fol-

lowing ?

Arthur V. Johnson and Lottie Bris-

coe, a few years back, were names to

conjure with. Poor Arthur is now dead
—a result of overwork in acting and di-

recting his own films, and Lottie Bris-

coe hasn't worked in a year. After
Johnson's death, Crane Wilbur was en-

gaged to play in his place, but the pub-
lic refused to countenance the change.

The man he tried to succeed was the

most natural actor ever flashed on the

screen for your entertainment, but Wil-
bur, though he is a handsome, curly-

headed, sport-shirted hero, and has
many admirers, trying to fill Arthur
Johnson's shoes was too much for him.

He is of a much different type. -His
greatest successes were scored while
playing with Octavia Handworth and
Pearl White in Pathe films. Octavia
left the Lubin Company, where she
went after experimenting with count-
less so-called feature companies, and
is now forgotten. Of the trio, Pearl
White alone remains the favorite she

was years ago.

M aurice Costello is another who
faded into oblivion just a short time
after he was the most popular of all

screen actors. It was his own fault,

however, as he preferred a director's

megaphone to grease paint and powder.
But now he is about to play the lead in a
feature produced by the Consolidated
Film Corporation, and will shine as a

star again—if it can be done.

Don't think, however, that all the
stars of yesterday are unknowns to-

day. Take the great and only D. W.
Griffith Biograph Company of bygone
times. There was Mary Pickford, the
Gish girls, Blanche Sweet, Mae Marsh,
Bobby Harron, Harry Carey, and
scores of others. Mary Pickford, as

you all know, is the highest-salaried and
most popular screen actress of the day.
It is needless to tell you the where-
abouts of the others. Show me a per-

son who doesn't know.
However, even some of the great

David's stars have sunk beneath the

horizon. Where is Gertrude Bambrick,
the dainty little darling of three years
ago? She is now in retirement, per-

fectly contented to be the wife of hand-
some Marshall Neilan, and the mother
of Marshall, junior. A happier girl

would be hard to find. Vivian Pres-
cott? Slowly, but surely, this dashing
little comedienne has sunk into oblivion.

Gertrude Robinson? Yes, she is back
in the flicker world once more, tempt-
ing fame and fortune this time with
the Gaumont Company. Will she again
gather about her the personal follow-

ing she had when she and Irving Cum-
mings were screen lovers? With the

conclusion of "The Diamond from the

Sky," Cummings faded from view. He,
too, is attempting a "come-back," with
the aid of the Famous Players. Mar-
guerite Loveridge is another old Bio-

graph star. She used to play leads

when her "kid" sister, Mae Marsh,
was an extra. Compare the two to-

day !

Let us consider the Thanhouser Com-
pany of a year or two ago. Jimmy
Cruze, the curly-haired hero of '"The

Million-dollar Mystery," is now wan-
dering from pillar to post. To-day his

charming wfife, Marguerite Snow, is

upholding the family name and fame.
She is one of the particularly bright

and shining lights of Metro. Maude
Fealy, two years ago, was the country's

foremost actress in romantic and clas-

sic roles. Since leaving Thanhouser,
she has been on the stage, with half a

dozen unknown film companies, and at

present is playing sensational sex non-
sense for some little company. Mignon
Anderson is with the same concern.

How the mighty have fallen ! Florence
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la Badie, the little French Dresden doll,

alone remains with Thanhouser and
keeps the name she made for herself.

Then, there's G. M. Anderson, the

"Broncho Billy" of the screen. Four
years ago, yes, one year ago, he was
the most popular cowboy actor in pic-

tures.: With the coming of William

S. Hart, who showed the country the

real Western character, Anderson's star

began to decline. A short time ago he

left the Essanay Company, of which he

Maurice. Cosfello's star was the brightest, grew

dim, and is about to shine again—
if it can be done

was one of the founders, and the fans

gave the incident little notice. Hart
shows the West of Remington, of

Beach, of Jack London. Broncho Billy

vied with him in showing the West of

a ten-year-old boy's nightmare. Result

—enter Hart into their affections; exit

Anderson. Let the people rule

!

With sorrow, I must chronicle the

passing of one of filmland's most sin-

cere and conscientious actors—King
Baggot. It is wTith a feeling of deep

sadness that I see this sterling player

gradually losing his hold on the pub-

lic. He himself is not to blame. The
Universal Film Company is responsible.

For nearly two years King Baggot has

been cast in roles that offered no op-

portunities for his great talent. Even
comedy parts have been assigned to the

man who made "Absinthe" and "Ivan-

hoe" bywords in the world's best

theaters. Let us hope that before he

retires Baggot will again be the national

figure he was in former days. He is

an actor and a worker.

Ben Wilson, who gained his name
with Edison, is another wTho is losing

the interest of the public. Not since

he left the concern that made him and

joined Universal has he had a picture

so suited to his talents as his early

ones.

Speaking of Edison, where are all

its favorites of a year ago? Yale Boss

greAv into long trousers, and disap-

peared. Andy Clark dropped out of

sight before he had even reached that

stage. Gertrude McCoy and Arthur

Housman became human shuttlecocks,

switching continually from one com-

pany to another. Augustus Phillips

went from Edison to Universal, and

now is playing small parts for a new
concern. Mabel Trunnell, Miriam Nes-

bitt, and Herbert Prior are still appear-

ing in Edison pictures, but you rarely

hear of them. Marc McDermott is

with Vitagraph, and still does excellent

work, though he is not as well known
as at one time.

Helen Gardner is another favorite of

yesterday whose popularity died a

natural death because of lack of good

plays and—Theda Bara. When this

dazzling vampire of the Fox forces
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flashed on the screens of a thousand
photo-play houses in "A Fool There
Was," the death knell of Miss Gardner
was sounded.

Louise Glaum, of Inceville, is an-

other vampire of repute. How many
of you remember her work a few years

ago, playing ingenue parts with Car-
lyle Blackwell, and comedies with
Alkali Ike? How times have changed!

J. Warren Kerri-

gan, Francis X.

Bushman, and Earle

Williams are some
of the few players

to retain their popu-
larity. However,
they are being
closely pressed by
such stars as Char-
lie Ray, the boy who
became famous

is now enjoying the comparative peace
and quiet of married life—comparative
to studio life. Rumor has it, however,
that she will again be seen on the screen.

Here's hopin'

!

Vivian Rich and Harry von Meter,
idols of yesterday, seem lost in the

shuffle for popularity. Kathlyn Wil-
liams, the Cherry Malotte of "The
Spoilers," has been miscast so often

overnight through
his work in "The
Coward ;" W a 1 1 y
Reid, the dashing
Don Jose of Far-
rar's Carmen; and
Antonio Moreno,
the handsome Span-
iard. They have
been working hard
for years, but have
just now gained the

deserve.

And the fair sex.

Ruth Stonehouse,

Biograph at one time would have tacked a lot without this trio.

They are Harry Carey, Jack Dillon, and Bobby Barron.

recognition they

The names of

Rosemary Theby,
Pauline Busch, and Ruth Roland have
grown faint in the electric lights. Miss
Roland still is playing, 'tis true, but she
has not the popularity she enjoyed a

year ago. Ruth Stonehouse has left

Essanay, the company that made her.

The Famous Players is her new ven-
ture. Rosemary Theby is on the pay
roll of the Vim Company, for whom
she plays in comedies, and Pauline
Busch has been in retirement for over
a year. She was wooed and won by
Alan Dwan, the Triangle director, and

that she is finally losing out. Let us

hope that her really great work in "The
Ne'er-do-well" will be the means of re-

establishing her in the affections of the

world at large.

Three stars were made by Univer-
sal^ "Traffic in Souls." For a time
they startled the country by their bril-

liance, and then, for some inexplicable

reason, "flashed in the pan." Their
names were Jane Gail, Ethel Grandin,
and Matt Moore. Speaking of Matt
brings to mind the fact that neither of

his brothers Owen and Tom retain the

popularity that was theirs a year ago.

This is occasioned by their continually

shifting from one company to another.
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Jane Gail and Matt, however, still earn

their livings through playing for Uni-

versal—but "once upon a time" begins

their stories.

Go back a few years and recall the

vogue of Romaine Fielding, William

Matt Moore, Ethel Grand in, and Jane Gail in "Traffic In Souls" which

made their fame sprout within the mushroom time limit.

Clifford, Paul Panzer, Fred Church,

Harry Myers, Tom Santschi, and Wal-
ter Miller. How many of them get

even passing notice to-day? Fielding

hasn't been seen for nearly a year.

Clifford, since leaving Universal, has

been with countless companies, getting

poorer and poorer parts. Now he is

attempting to regain his lost fame in

David Horsley features. Paul Panzer
plays in a Universal picture now and
then, as does Fred Church. Their
names mean nothing now. Jovial Harry

Myers is at Vim,
with Rosemary
Theby. What has

Tom Santschi done
of note since he cre-

ated the character of

McNamara in "The
Spoilers?" Walter
Miller has been

stricken with the

germ of the wan-
derer. At present

he is playing in an

occasional weird
concoction of the

Fox Company.
Compare this with

the old Biograph

days, when he was
daily beset at the

studio entrance by

hosts of admirers

!

And gone, also, is

funny little Max
Linder. At one time

this Pathe comedian

had the reputation

of being the funniest

of funny men. At
last reports, poor old

Max had been dan-

gerously wounded,
fighting for his be-

loved France. Max
Linder has proven
himself a hero,
which is far better

than basking in the light of the Cooper-

Hewitts.

"Our" Florence Lawrence retired

from picture work at the height of her

meteoric career. She very lately at-

tempted to come back by the route of

Universal features, and did just one
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picture. Another girl who retired, or,

rather, left the country, at the time
she had reached the zenith of her
career, was Florence Turner. She is

now starring for an English concern,
but her pictures rarely reach our
shores.

The dainty little Irish girl, Gene
Gauntier, is another of the old guard
to be forgotten. Gene is now sojourn-
ing in Ireland. She is independently
wealthy.

There are numerous reasons for the
popularity of public favorites dwindling
either gradually or suddenly, as the
names above mentioned prove. Uncon-
sciously players have dropped from our
minds, to be forgotten, and we have
seldom missed them. But just the men-
tion of a name, and we recall imme-
diately many pleasant hours spent in

the semidarkness, with their shadowy
forms before us on the screen. They
have been reigning favorites, and have
been dethroned. Sometimes matrimony
—which for centuries has been called,

jokingly and seriously, the greatest of
trouble makers—has caused us to lose a
favorite. Sometimes the players them-
selves are to blame, and sometimes the
companies for whom they work. There
are many people who have stood out-
side theaters, unrecognized, proudly
watching a line before the ticket win-
dow where their names were promiscu-
ously displayed, who are to-day either
living far from the bustling studios,
or who still depend on their histrionic
talent for a living—but a scanty liv-

ing compared to that which they earned
but a short time ago.

Lillian Wiggins, the stunning Pathe
blonde of a short time ago, is now un-
known to screen followers, because she
reversed the acts of many famous stage
players who transfer their efforts to
the pictures, and left films for the
boards. Pearl Sinclair's decline, so
far as pictures are concerned, is

due to the same cause. A year

ago, Louise Huff and her sister Justina
were attracting crowds to the photo-
play houses where their pictures ap-
peared. Now the frequenters of those
same theaters might not even recognize
their names. Their former popular lead-
ing man, Kempton Greene, is still play-
ing before the camera, but to the public
he is far from the same Kempton
Greene of but a few months ago.
Earl Metcalfe, in his zenith, stopped

acting to try to make a screen comedian
of Billie Reeves. He had a hard job
of it, but did good work, sacrificing his
own popularity in the meantime. Mae
Hotely, who worked at the Lubin studio
with Metcalfe and the Huff girls, was,
for several years, a very successful
comedienne. To-day she is living a pri-
vate life—the public tired of her work.

Other fun makers that have gone are
Max Asher, Eddie Dillon, and Billy
Quirk. Max is not even playing, but
Eddie fared better. He is directing the
Triangle-Fine Arts comedies with De
Wolf Hopper. Billy Quirk hasn't done
anything to please the public in over
two years. Although his popularity
among the fans is a dead issue, Billy

Lillian Walker's dimples were once

as famous as Billy Quirk's smiles. A
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still remains

a favorite of

his confreres,

as was re-

cently shown
by his elec-

tion to the

presidency of

the Screen

Club, in New
York.

Billy Gar-

wood, Her-
bert R a w -

linson, E d

Coxen, and
Sydney
Ayres are
not the fa-

vorites they

were a year

ago. The
same is true

o f Winnie
Green-
wood and
Louise Les-

ter. A few months back, Murdock Mc-
Quarrie was the best-liked character

man in filmdom. To-day he is almost

forgotten. George Larkin made a

wonderful name for himself in ''The

Trey o' Hearts," with Cleo Madison.
At last reports he was playing small

parts with Selig. Joe King, another

leading man of Miss Madison's, has

sunk into oblivion.

How many of you remember Linda
Arvidson, Mary Malatesta, Isabel Rae,

Adele Ray, and Joseph Graybill? Pic-

ture patrons of five years ago had no
greater favorites. To-day, Isabel Rae
is the only one who remains in pic-

tures. She is playing with Biograph,

but is fast losing her identity in a maze
of utterly foolish "small-time stuff."

The whereabouts of the others is not

even known. Remember "Skelly and
Gilly," Biograph's two funny men?
"Skelly," or, rather, Charlie Murray,

appears now
for Keystone,

but "Gilly,"

a s Charles

Gregory was
known, is

' ' r e s t -

ing." Edwin
August, Jack
Dillon, Bill
Russell, Al-

fred Paget,

and Claire

McDowell
are others of

the old Bio-

graph stock

company to

find the going

too heavy.

All are still

playing, but

that's about

all.

One of the

Helen Gardner, the Theda Bara of earlier times main reasons

for the pass-

ing of the stars of yesterday is the in-

flux of good new players. In the past

year or two, the comedy field has been

favored with rare talent. Where were
Mae Busch, Chester Conklin, and acro-

batic Al St. John, the Keystone trio,

a dozen months ago ?

Robert Edeson did one picture "just

for the fun of it," and now it would
take a team of oxen to drag him away
from the studio.

The Triangle people almost had to

fight with Willard Mack to get him to

play in "Aloha Oe." After that one

picture, he did four more for Triangle,

and then signed with Jesse L. Lasky,

as an author. One of the greatest

character men of the age is under con-

tract with Thomas H. Ince. Frank
Keenan is his name.

And thus it goes. Off with the old

love, on with the new. The king is

dead—long live the king

!



The Quitter
Happy Jack was a brave man,

but he quailed before the men-
ace of his unknown fiancee

By Will H. Johnston

Featuring LIONEL BARRYMORE Produced by Metro

WHO was responsible for the bril-

liant idea none in the mining
camp of Paradise Gulch could

have told. Old Tom Morgan declared
it "sorter growed," but he "reckoned
what credick there wuz to it oughter go
to Happy Jack." If you had hunted
from San Diego to Nome you'd have
found no merrier-hearted miner than
Happy Jack Lewis ; a fellow of infinite

resource when it came to practical jokes.

But this new, brilliant idea that had
stirred the gulch was no joke, and Jack
would have been the last man in the

world to claim association with it

—

chiefly because it concerned a woman.
And Happy Jack, though no woman
hater, was mortally afraid of the sex.

Paradise Gulch was an Eveless para-

dise—and Jack was quite content to

have it remain so. Nevertheless, the

big idea had come to the camp to stay,

and no manner of peeved disapproval

from Happy could down it. It was in

the Three Cheers saloon that it blos-

somed into action.

"Ain't no excitement in this here
camp," complained Monte Jones. "It
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takes a woman to bring real excitement

to a burg. I've heern it said that some
one uh us oughter give his shack a

house cleaning an' install a wife in that

same palace. But where are yuh goiir

to git a wife? Ain't nothin' but dance-

hall girls among our circle uh ac-

quaintances, and I reckon we don't

stand fer no dance-hall fee-males comin'

to the gulch."

"We sure don't!" the miners an-

swered in chorus.

"Well, then, what's to prevent us ad-

vertisin' for one? Ain't none uh us

strong on beauty, but I reckon Happy
Tack's the tamest hombre among us, and

since I've heern tell that he's been sorter

hintin' at some uh us takin' a wife, I

votes that we appoint this here merry
Happy Jack to draw up in proper style

an adver-tize-ment speakin' on his own
behalf for a wife; an' that he ask for

photygrafts to be inclosed with all and
sundrv replies . .

."

There was more of the speech—for

Monte was strong on words ; but his

voice was lost in the din of approval,

and the miners hustled out to constitute

themselves a deputation and put before

the luckless partner their staggering

proposition.

Happy Jack was enjoying the com-
fort of a quiet hour, and reading for the

third or fourth time a magazine two
months old. when the ''deputation"

crowded into his shack. Monte was
spokesman, and Happy listened to the

"will of the community" with amuse-
ment till Monte reached the climax and
told him that the choice of husband for

the prospective wife had fallen upon
'"their distinguished fellow gulchman.
Happy Jack Lewis."

Then Jack's smiles vanished. He
grew angry, swore, blustered, entreated,

commanded by turns ; but Monte in-

sisted there was no backing out. ''You

never was a quitter, Jack," he said.

"And you ain't goin' to begin now."
He produced a sheet of paper and a

stub of pencil and the dismayed young
miner bowed to the inevitable.

"Wanted—a wife!" he wrote, and
then paused. A start had been made,
at least, and there was a chorus of su£-

gestions. Finally this masterpiece of

ad writing was adduced :

Wanted—a wife. Xo brunettes or wid-
ows need apply. Young and handsome. For
good man in respectable mining camp. Send
photograph. Good treatment promised.

Happy Jack's name was appended to

the document, and copies sent to half

a dozen newspapers in the State.

For the next two weeks Jack's mail

was an interesting one. It brought re-

plies and photos from an assortment of

would-be wives that failed to stir any
emotions in his breast. Some of the

letters were frivolous, flippant ; some
were tearful. But when Happy had
about given up hope he received this

communication :

Dear Sir: I should like to meet adver-
tiser, to visit the respectable mining camp,
and perhaps to marry, if we are both satis-

fied. I am twenty, at present engaged as

stenographer, but very, very anxious to get

away into the country of wide spaces. In-

closed is snapshot. It will give you an idea

of what I am like. Please let me know
how to reach your camp. Glad Mason.
Gold City, June 21st.

Maybe it was the name—Glad; maybe
it was the candor of the letter,

maybe it was the lovely face m the

photograph; but. whatever it was,

Happy was satisfied that the wife for

Paradise Gulch had been found.

In joyous mood, he went down to the

Three Cheers.

"Stick up your hands !" he shouted,

and jerked out a big forty-four to show
that he meant business.

"Gone plumb crazy," muttered

Monte, who, in his excitement, upset a

bottle of whisky; but, like the rest of

the miners in the saloon, he jerked his

hands skyward.

"You put this thing of gettin' a wife
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got her. She only waits my invite to

bring her trunk. Now, seein' as how
I've been made the goat, I've figured

it's up to you fellers to do your share.

That there shack uh mine needs con-

sid'ble fittin' out. So what I says is,

get busy. In the general store you'll

get sofys an' them there things that

ladies expect. Go to it, pards. If you
agree, shake yer heads up an' down.
Them what disag-. ee shake their heads

sidewise an' let me see how quick I am
with this here cannon.

"

Solemnly they shook their heads "up

and down," and Happy Jack, satisfied,

stuck his revolver in its holster.

'That's settled, then. Now let me
show you the lady an' ask your opinion

of her an' the letter she sends."
'

With a certain pride in his bearing,

Jack elbowed his way through the

group, handed the photo to Monte and

4

the message from the outside world to

"Big Bill" McFarland, the sheriff.

While the miners grouped around

Monte, Big Bill read aloud the letter

from Glad Mason.

Happy Jack leaned over the bar and

grinned contentedly at the barkeeper.

"Yuh know I never took much stock

in fee-males, Ben," he said ; "but this

little lady is different. That's the truth,

eh?"

"Sure it's the truth; sure you're

lucky !" agreed Ben. "So lucky that

you'll be wantin' to change the name
uh this here camp to Hell Gulch afore

you're a month older ! Say, yuh poor

Piute, yuh don't suppose the lady what
wrote that letter is anything like the

picture
!"

"Wh-why not?" stammered Jack,

appalled not so much by Ben's words

as by the deep pity expressed in his

voice.
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"Listen here, Happy. You an' me
been pards for a long time, an' I hate

to see yuh gettin' excited by a sample

of ore that yuh think is worth a million.

Chances is that this little lady is a

crabbed cheeild of fifty, with an eagle's

beak an' hair that is adjustable. You've
wrote her to come, uh course?"

"Ye-yes, I sure have, Ben. Told
her to come on from Gold City next

"Tell yuh what, Ben," said Happy,
after a pause. "I never did get along
with fee-males, an' I'm dead sure now
I couldn't get along with this one. Now,
how'd this be? I'll make over my claim

to her and hike. 'Tain't much uh a

claim, but it might sorter soothe her."

"Don't be a quitter, Happy."
"This ain't quittin', Bill,"' said Jack

seriously. "This is for the good of the

Sattiday, on the local due at Pine Junc-
tion at four-forty."

"All right. It's your funeral. But
don't go lookin' for no Venus ; that's

all."

Happy mopped the perspiration from
his forehead. "B-but if she ain't the

girl in the picture I kin send her back,

Ben," he pleaded.

"Not on your life you can't ! That
there Glad person'll have yer locked up
fer breach uh promise."

lady. I've made the boys get busy an'

fix up the shack. She kin make herself

comfortable there an' work the claim

if she wants to hire men—or sell it an'

get out. Come over here, Bill!" He
raised his voice, and Big Bill McFar-
land lumbered over to the bar.

"Bill, I'm about tired uh that there

claim uh mine, an' I want to make it

over to this here Glad lady who wrote

the letter."

"Sort o' pre-marriage settlement ?
"
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"Marriage ain't got nothin' to do
with it. I aim to try my luck outside.

I'm not goin' to see the lady, much
less marry her. Just goin' to leave her

the claim ; an' I want you to fix up the

papers according you bein' notary an'

sev'ral other things asides sheriff."

It took Big Bill many minutes to

grasp the idea. He laughed deep in

his throat.

''You're a wise bird !" he said. "I've

heern tell uh them there fee-males what
write in reply to matrimonial ads. But
you're sure doin' the square thing by
her, Jack."

The lady who alighted from the four-

forty at Pine Junction the following

Saturday was by no means the unlovely

fee-male sketched by Ben, the bar-

keeper, but a dainty girl, clad in a mod-
ish gown, with hair very distinctly her

own, blond, and of that distractingly

ungovernable character that refused to

stay "put." Save for a certain self-

reliance in her bearing, she looked like

a shy schoolgirl.

Happy Jack had vacated his shack,

and it was generally believed that he
had left the gulch; but, though he had
lain low, he had delayed his departure.

Curiosity had won over discretion, and
he was lurking in the background as the

train rolled in and the other miners,

headed by Big Bill, gathered in mass
formation to receive the lovely visitor.

When he saw the winsome girl of the

photograph descend the steps to be
greeted with enthusiasm by Big Bill, he
was tempted to rush forward and claim
her.

But fate in the person of "Skookum"
George, one of the near-bad men of
the camp, intervened. Skookum's ven-
omous tongue had many a time
brought him into a gun-pulling encoun-
ter, and during the few minutes of wait-
ing he had proceeded to "get Happy's
goat," as he phrased it.

Happy was a dangerous man to play

with, and, unstrung as he was by recent

happenings, he promptly knocked
Skookum down and reached for his gun.

The reception committee was too deeply

interested to note what was happening
on the outskirts of the crowd, and
Skookum George scrambled up out of

the dust unnoticed by the others.

"Put away yer gun," he said. "I

thought yuh could take a joke."

Happy said nothing, but moved a lit-

tle closer to the circle crowding around
the girl. He watched her surrender her

grip, saw her smile at his pards with

the most dazzling display of teeth. He
stared, conscious of nothing but the

wonderful fact that a dream girl had
come to life.

Skookum George, too, had been at-

tracted by the loveliness of Glad Mason,
but he was too bruised in mind and body
to devote much thought to her. Instead,

he was keenly alive to Happy Jack's ab-

sorption. It was too good an oppor-

tunity for revenge to let it slip. He put

his full strength into a blow delivered

on the point of the jaw, and Jack
crumpled up.

"Mr. Lewis," the girl had asked for,

"Mr. Happy Jack Lewis ;" and Big Bill

painted him as a quitter, a man so afraid

of women that although he had adver-

tised for a wife, he had crawled out at

the last moment and was gone to parts

unknown.

"But yuh don't need to worry none
about him, miss," he added. "Happy
Jack has done the right thing by you.

He's left you his claim, and we've fixed

up his house for you—'tain't nothin' but

a shack, but we've done the best we
could in the way of furnishin', an' I

hope "

"Oh, I can't have him do that," she

demurred.

"Beggin' your pardon, miss, but it's

all done. He fixed it afore he left."

"I—I wish he hadn't run away. I'm
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sure there must be a lot of good in him,
or he wouldn't have given me his claim

and the house."

"Why, as to that, miss, there's a lot

uh good in most of us, an' you kin have
yer pick uh the camp, I'm thinkin'. I'm
a sorter sheriff an' general order keeper.

McFarland by birth
;
Big Bill by usage.

I'm here to say that we'll pertect you
as long as you care to stay. Xow it's

up to you to say if yer ready to start

for Paradise Gulch or whether you'll

turn back."

Glad Mason turned her pretty head,

stared down the rails—and shuddered.
"Indeed I'll come!" she said. '•You
can't know how glad I am to get away

from—from somebody I don't want to

talk about."

A week passed rapidly—never in the

history of Paradise Gulch had seven
days fled with such astonishing swift-

ness. The coming of Glad Mason had
worked a transformation in the camp.
It seemed as if every man had a hope
that she might accept him as a husband,
and strove meanwhile to appear at his

best.

One morning Big Bill strolled over
to the shack and found Miss Mason
with her arms filled with wild flowers.

"You look glad—like your name,"
he said, pulling off his hat.

To Languish in jail was not Happy Jack's idea of a joke.
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"I am." She nodded brightly.

"Glad? I haven't been so glad since

—

since Bill, sit down here on the

porch and let me tell you something

about myself. It was a dreadful thing

to answer that advertisement ; but you
boys have been so perfectly good to me
that I almost feel I did the right thing."

"You sure did. It was Providence.

That's what it was."

"Yes, Bill, but if we put the nice

things up to Providence, how about the

unnice things?" Bill had no answer,

and she went on : "I saw Happy Jack's

advertisement in a Gold City paper.

Saw it just at the time when things

looked their blackest. My father was
a miner, like the boys here, but I'm

afraid an unsuccessful one. He died,

leaving me a claim that nobody would
buy, and I had to shift for myself. My
mother died long ago. Mr. Willet, of

the firm of Willet & Condon, employed
me as bookkeeper "

"Mmin' promoters—I know 'em.

Slick birds I'd call 'em/' interrupted

Big Bill.

"Well, it looked like a nice position

for me at first, but—but Mr. Willet's

attentions became obnoxious. That's

the mildest way to put it, Bill."

"The skunk"! I'll go down an' fill

him full uh lead."

"No, no, no !" pleaded Glad, and she
laid her hand on his arm. "Let sleep-

ing dogs lie. Everything is all right

now—that is, everything except Happy
Jack. Tell me about him."

Big Bill fidgeted. "Sorry to say,

Glad, we didn't give that young feller

a square deal," he blurted out. "First

off, Ben fills him up with stories of

eagle-faced fee-males of uncertain age
who answer ads like ours and send fake
photographs; and Happy was plumb
feared you'd turn out to be a fright."

"But—but I'm not a fright, Bill?"

She looked up at him, a question in her
smiling eyes.

"Lordy ! No ! You're the purtiest

little Say, Glad, don't get me gohV
as to your good looks."

"But, Bill, why doesn't somebody tell

Happy Jack that I'm—that I won't

scare him?"

"Well, fact is, we've sorter lost track

uh .Happy, an' there ain't none of us

dead anxious to bring him back, for, you
see, he's got fust choice, so to speak.

You understand, Glad ?"

She blushed. "I understand, Bill.

Well, if you see him I wish you'd tell

him I'd like to thank him for being so

good to me."

Skookum George could have told

more about Happy Jack, but Skookum
was not telling anybody. After that

knock-out blow, with the assistance of

a Mexican pal, he had bundled Jack into

a southbound train and returned cheer-

fully to the Gulch with the others.

Some days later, Ben got a wire frorrr

Jack apprising him of the fact that he
had recovered consciousness on the

train and had climbed out at the fas-

tidiously perfect village of Braithwaite.

There he had been promptly arrested

as a suspicious character and flung into

jail. He begged Ben to identify him
by wire.

Skookum George happened to be in

the bar when Jack's message was re-

ceived, and Ben handed it to him for

advice and counsel.

"Good place for Happy," commented
Skookum. "He's fond uh practical

jokes. We'll make this a good one,

pard. I'll wire the warden uh this here

jail that Happy's a crook and a counter-

feiter. 'S what I call some joke on
Happy, eh?"

To languish in jail was not Happy
Jack's, idea of a joke. He waited for

a day or two following his message to

Ben, but no reply forthcoming, he de-

termined to make his own escape. It

was not difficult. A vigorous pressure

on the bars, maintained at intervals in
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the night, enabled him to squirm

through and make his get-away.

He got a lift on an early-morning

market wagon and drifted into Gold
City about noon. Here, while he was
staring into the store Avindows, he was
accosted by a keen-eyed, well-groomed

man of middle age who grasped his arm
and swung him around.

"I thought I couldn't mistake your

"7 told you he was a crook" thundered Willet.

face," he said, with an apology for a

smile. "How are you, Happy ?"

"Why, it's Mr. Willet !" exclaimed

Jack. "Have yuh heard how that assay

uh mine came out ?"

"Good—very good, I may say. I'm
willing to make you an offer. Come
over to my office. But first, a drink."

They did not stop with one drink, or

two, or three, and- when Jack went to

Willet's office he was cloudy about de-

tails and utterly forgot that he had
deeded his claim to Glad Mason. Wil-
let chuckled as Happy signed his name
to the transfer. The young miner in-

sisted on being paid in bank notes, and,

buttoning his coat on them, he stalked

out, feeling that he had done a splendid

stroke of business.

Things were spinning around him

;

his head did not feel at all clear. He
started out along the mountain road.

A motor car roared up from behind.

"Give you a lift," said the chauffeur.

Jack climbed aboard. But something
went wrong with the starter, and the

chauffeur got down to investigate.

Jack dozed—a second car appeared.
Then came the command

:

"Stick up your
hands !"

He obeyed. A man
with a handkerchief

bound round his face

delved into his
pockets and com-
mandeered the sheaf

of bills, while another

stood with his gun
against Jack's breast.

Two more kept watch
for newcomers. If

Happy Jack had had
his gun, there might

have been a different

ending to the encoun-

ter, but he had been

relieved of that at

Braithwaite, and, un-

armed as he was, it

would have been suicidal to attempt

reprisal. He contented himself with

jerking the handkerchief from the face

of one of the men and mentally regis-

tering a vow never to forget the fellowr 's

features. The revenge might be de-

layed, but it was bound to happen, he

told himself, as he watched the two
cars disappear.

They had left a five-dollar gold piece

in his pocket "for luck," and he used

this for a ticket to Pine Junction. The
rest of the journey to Paradise Gulch

he made on foot.

The reception he got from his old-

time partners at the gulch was chilling.

Nobody seemed particularly pleased to

see him. He half wished he had not

come back. To Big Bill he told his
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story of the holdup; and the sheriff,

keenly alert where lawbreaking was

concerned, made the wires hot sending

Jack's description of the desperadoes to

neighboring stations.

"That Glad girl—she's still here?"

asked Happy Jack.

"Sure is, son!" answered Bill. "And
here to stay ! Go up an' say howdy

;

she won't eat yuh."

"Reckon I will."

Slowly he walked to the little shack

that snuggled in the sheltering edge cf

a group of jack pine topping a grassy

knoll now gay with wild flowers—the

shack that he had once called home.

Through the open door he saw her

;

a fair, smiling nymph of the lamps

—

three lamps, to be exact, whose chim-

neys she was polishing to a brilliancy

that Jack had never believed possible.

Bits of song drifted out to him ; fa-

miliar things that aforetime would have

lured him to join his deep tones with

hers, but now he was stricken dumb
with admiration and wonder. Some-

thing new and strange tugged at his

heartstrings. Perhaps he would have

turned about and gone away without a

word, but Glad, lifting her eyes, saw

him standing in the doorway.

"Howdy, stranger," she said easily.

"How," he returned, and then, after

a pause : "I'm Happy Jack, the man
what "

"Happy Jack !" She ran out to him.

"Oh, I have wanted to see you—and

thank you."

Gravely he took the small hand she

extended ; took it gingerly, though the

little fingers squeezed into his palm with

a pressure that disturbed him more than

anything had ever done.

"You don't look a bit like what I

pictured you," she told him. "I ex-

pected to see a man all fun and laugh-

ter. Instead of that, you look to me
very serious-minded."

"I am some clown, miss—on occasion.

But a clown is just a fool. That's what

I've been—a plain fool. I—I ran away
from "

"Yes, I heard you were a quitter."

The word stung him. He flushed.

"No man ever called me that an' got

away with it. But I reckon you can

name me what you like an' I'll stand

for it. How are yuh makin' out?"

"Splendidly. I didn't have a very

pleasant time in Gold City, and this is

like its name—paradise."

"The boys treat you well?"

"Indeed, yes! They're just like big

brothers " She broke off short, as

her eyes roved down the winding road,

along which three men were advancing

at a rapid pace. Happy saw her cheeks

grow pale. Her hands were trembling.

"That man !" he heard her mutter, then

she fled from him into the cabin and

shut the door.

Happy Jack stood dazed for a mo-
ment, and then whirled about. The
three men approached. One of them
was Big Bill McFarland, the sheriff ; the

second was W. S. Willet, the third was
Peter Condon, Willet's henchman.

"The man we are looking for!"

shouted Willet, and broke into a run.

Jack looked more amazed than ever

when Willet demanded his arrest.

"What have I done now ?" he asked

patiently.

"Done ! You are a scoundrel !" cried

Willet. He stuck a hand into his pocket

and brought out a paper. "Here's your

signature, isn't it? It's a receipt for

good money I paid you for a mine that

you don't own !"

Happy Jack brushed a hand across

his forehead. "That's so/' he said

musingly. "I remember signin' over to

you my claim. I had forgot that I'd

given it to—somebody else."

"He admits it!" Willet's voice rose

to a scream. "I come up here to take

formal possession, and they tell me
nothing doing, that you transferred the

claim to
"

"Never mind who I transferred it
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to," Happy cut in. "The girl who has

that claim now keeps it! It must be a

worth-while claim, judgin' from the

money you gave me, an' I'm glad a

worth-while girl has got it. I'm not a

drinkin' man, Mr. Willet, an' them few

drinks we had together must 'a' made
me forget I'd deeded over the claim.

I'm plumb sorry."

"Sorry! What good is that goin' to

do me? Where's that money I paid

you?"
"A holdup gang got it ; but I'll work

my fingers to the bone to square the

debt. Only keep that little girl out

uh it!"

"I told you he was a crook !" thun-

dered Willet. "Sheriff, lock this scoun-

drel up
!"

"Stop!" The door of the shack

opened, and Glad stood there, her eyes

blazing. "I never expected to see you

again, Mr. Willet ; I never expected to

hear you call any one a scoundrel. You!
Why, you're not fit to brush the shoes

of any man in this camp ! I heard what

you said. You've bought this claim

from Happy Jack. Rather than see him
suffer for what he did out of his splen-

did manliness, I cheerfully turn the

mine over to you. Bill, let go of Jack's

arm and get busy with the papers for

the recorder's office."

Willet was smiling. "That being the

case," he said, "we'll call off the arrest

of Lewis and go down and have a drink.

Come on, Condon !"

"I won't have it!" stormed Jack.

"Come back here, Willet ! She goes as

she lays. This here claim ain't mine,

I tell yuh, an' I took your money under

false pretenses. Bill, put the handcuffs

on
!"

"Fix it up with Miss Mason," said

Willet over his shoulder. "If you can

make her change her mind about any-

thing you're a better man than I am."

Jack swore, and would have dashed

after the promoter, but Bill held him

back.

"Don't get het up, son. I've got a

little secret for you. I've just been talk-

in' to Syd, the assayer, an' he tells me
that he has made one whale of a mis-

take. Seems he got two samples of ore

mixed, an' this here claim that he has

bought ain't wuth the papers the partic-

ulars of purchase is printed on. The
sample of ore that Syd thought was
from Happy Jack's mine here was really

from an unworked proppity in Tulliver

County, pronounced unsalable."

"Tulliver County !" cried Glad.

"Why, my father prospected there and
staked out a claim

"

"And spent several years tryin' to

make it pay," added Bill. "Syd told

me the story. And your dad give Syd
a sample that he thought looked good.

Syd, like a darn fool, put the sample

away so careful he forgot about it.

Your dad died, little girl, an' you found

yourself with a mine yuh couldn't sell.

Now comes along Syd, he's a very good
friend uh mine, an' he says he knows
he assayed your dad's sample, thinkin'

it was Happy Jack's, an' he declares

that you've got one uh the best minin'

proppities in the State if there's more
of the ore to be found where your dad

left off—an' I'm reckonin' there is."

"Then I'm a really truly owner of a

wealthy mine!" cried Glad. "Oh, Bill,

I'm so glad ! Now we can laugh at Mr.

Willet. I'll go right in and pack, and

we'll start a new Paradise Gulch in Tul-

liver County."

Big Bill patted her shoulder, while

Happy Jack looked on, rueful at the

turn of events.

"I know a plan !" said Glad suddenly,

turning to Happy Jack. "You've sold

your claim, Jack—now don't come back

at me with any talk about this place

being mine. You were a dear, good

boy to give it to me, but I've given it

back to you, and you've sold out to

—

that person from Gold City. Now what

are you going to do, sir?"

Happy Jack stood twirling his hat.
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"I—I don't know," he answered. "I

wish to the Lord Ben had never told

me what he did."

"What was that?' she asked de-

murely.

Big Bill looked at her with twinkling

eyes. She knew all about Ben's speech,

for he, Bill, had told her. Why, then,

did she want Jack to tell it all over

again ? Happy Jack and Glad were very

close together, and there was an extra

tinge of color in the girl's cheeks. Bill

was a wise man, and he discreetly

strolled away.
" 'Twarn't nothin'," said Happy Jack.

"Just a lie. Ben said

the kind uh girl that

would come in an-

swer to that adver-

tisement would be

—

well, not a bit like

you."

"And if you had
known that I was the

girl who wrote that

letter you — you
wouldn't have run

away ?"

"I would have
taken the fust train

for Gold City."

"Jack," she said,

"how would you like

to come to Tulliver

County with me and
be my— my man-
ager ?"

Big Bill, looking

back on the trail, saw
a pair of white arms
go around the young
miner's neck ; saw a

pair of stout arms
crush the girl against a very dusty shirt.

"Dog-gone it, that there girl proposed
to him !" he asserted afterward. "Sure's

you're born, Glad proposed to him ! But
I don't blame her. Happy would never
have had the courage to do it."

Willet chuckled when the sheriff

told him that Miss Mason had retrans-

ferred her mine to Happy Jack, and
that it was now the property of W. E.

Willet by due process of law. "The
little girl'll vacate the shack within the

week," he added.

"Don't want to hurry her," said

Willet, "but the sooner she's out, the

better."

"You don't seem to have much sym-
pathy for her," the sheriff remarked.

"Sympathy! Forget it! This is a

cold, cold world, brother. The man
that gives sympathy is a fool."

"I'll remember that," said Big Bill

"You look glad—like your name'' lie said, pulling off his hat.

dryly, mentally registering the remark.

And when, later on, he heard that

Willet, after spending thousands to de-

velop his worthless property, sold it for

a tenth of what he had paid for it, Big-

Bill laughed whole-heartedly.

"Sympathy ! Forget it !" he roared.



Little Alice—"just like her motherJ



When Alice arrived in the studio all Vitagraph smiled. Observe -particularly the confectionery

Naomi Childers—did you ever see such a caramel of an expression?

Oh Joyce! She's in Again
By William Prescott

Don' i you remember sweet Alice, Ben Bolt?

(Ben, as you know, was the original star worshiper.)
Sweet Alice, whose hair was so brown;
She wept with delight when you gave her a smile,

And trembled with fear at your frown!

REMEMBER ! Who can forget ?

There is just one Alice who fits

the description, just one we
would be likely to remember, and that,

of course, is the Alice who put the joy
in Joyce.

The disappearance of the famous star

some eighteen months ago was in the

nature of an eclipse. Other and more
important matters—the most divinely

important of all matters we mortals are

given the privilege to experience

—

came between her and her work. It

was oblivion, yes—so far as the screen

was concerned. But during that time
she acquired a home, a husband, and,
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Oh, lookit, father has learned to hold the baby!

she likes it!

And the worst of it is

best of all, little Alice,

"just like her moth-
er." The public was
the only loser.

But Miss Joyce
couldn't stay out of

pictures—s he just
couldn't. So now she's

in again. The first

question I asked when
I went out to the

Vitagraph's big studio

in Brooklyn for an in-

terview proves it be-

yond a doubt.

''What made you
decide to return to the

screen?" I knew that

her husband, the

handsome Tom
Moore, was making a

fabulous salary with
the Pathe Company,
and she had quite

enough money in se-

curities to keep her in

luxury all the rest of

her days. Art for

art's sake had not oc-

curred to me.

"I don't feel as if I

had ever left the

screen in the first

place," she replied.

"Please don't make
me out a runaway.
Of course, it's true

that I haven't been

playing for some
time, but Tom and I

both felt like it was
only a vacation. Most
of our friends, you
know, are players and
directors, so I would
always feel like 'one

of them,' anyhow.
But I am one of them
—I always was. The
idea of my leaving the
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screen for good and

all never occurred to

me ; it is my work, my
profession. Some peo-

ple, I hope, call it my
art."

"You mean you

like it too well?"

"Of course. I

wouldn't feel like my-

self if I were not con-

nected with the stu-

dios in some way.

Baby is old enough

now to leave at home
with her grandma for

the few hours I am
gone, and I have the

double satisfaction of

being at home most of

the time and playing

in the studio as well.

"What's the baby's

name?" I inquired.

"Now, don't ask me
whether I want her to

go in pictures when
she grows up. Her
name is Alice, but

please don't ask any

foolish questions like

all those other writ-

ers. She isn't a year

old yet. How can I

tell whether she's go-

ing to be an actress?"

For some reason I

apologized. I always

do in such cases. Fate

has appointed me the

scapegoat of the
whole journalistic

profession ; otherwise

why should they pick

on me for the sins of

others ? The next

question, I felt, would
blast me forever. It

"was another personal

inquiry.

And staid old Commodore Blackton, when explaining the details of the script,

always wore a flower in his coat Take off your cap, Stuart!
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"Where," I ventured timidly, "did

you meet Mr. Moore?"

Immediately I knew that I was re-

stored to favor. She smiled.

"It was about four years ago, in the

old Kalem studio at Nineteenth Street

and Eighth Avenue, in New York City.

I was a novice then, a little nervous

and frightened, I suppose, and I liked

him because he was sympathetic and
tried to make me feel at home.

"Our first picture together was
'Grandfather's Clock.' We went up
to Nyack, New York, to make some
of the scenes, and I think I never saw
such a beautiful place."

I wanted to ask her whether the ro-

mantic climax to this picture was purely

professional, but there are some things

even an author shrinks at. Just by way
of evidence, however, Nyack could

never be that beautiful to the unroman-
tic vision. Yet I felt I would do well

to change the subject to more common-
place matters.

While I was wrorking my phrases

around in my head, preparing the next

question, a door opened and a woman
shrieked. A flash of blue swept across

the studio floor and obliterated the

beautiful Alice. A confused murmur
of feminine exclamations ensued, the

tangle separated, and I perceived that

Miss Joyce had been embraced—with
such fervor that she lost a hairpin

—

by Naomi Childers.

From the excited conversation that

followed, I caught a few brief snatches

here and there. Speaking of getting

personal—well, listen ! (I'm safe in the

office now.)

Do you like him as much as you did

before you were married? (Prolonged
affirmatory explanations and descrip-

tions.) "You couldn't guess how sweet

he is ! At least three times a wreek he

brings home candy." "Is it

candy?" (This, of course, from Na-
omi, who is engaged to marry a man

who manufactures the stuff.) "Five

pounds ? Oh, my goodness !"

Followed an ecstatic description of

her honeymoon, the summer in Asbury
Park, and the hope that they would
have a cottage on the beach for the

summer. "Tom, you see, works up
near Yonkers," Alice explained, "and
here I am over in Brooklyn. Our
home, in West End Avenue, in New
York, is just in between, an hour each

way ; but if we move to the beach, Tom
will have to spend four hours a day
on the train. I don't believe I could

ever get him up that early. Still, it

would be nice for little Alice."

I subsequently learned that little

Alice would be eight months old on
the twenty-third of July, that she had
stopped crying at night, that Tom
seized the opportunity to catch up on
lost sleep, and various other intimate

details that professional jokers like my-
self think are funny. It was hard to

realize that the girl before me, all sweet-

ness, simplicity, and charm, was one
of the greatest actresses the screen has

yet produced. She seemed too young
to be so important.

Born in Kansas City a little more
than twenty years ago, Miss Joyce,

while still a baby, went with her par-

ents to Petersburg, Virginia. The life

of this old town, one of the quaintest

and richest in traditions in the entire

Southland, was the ideal environment
to develop her native graciousness and
charm. Early in her teens, she came to

New York. Induced by several artist

friends to pose for some of their work,
she became one of the best-known mod-
els in the metropolis, and among other

things posed for fashion pictures. One
of the photographers, having become a

camera man with the old Kalem Com-
pany, suggested to Director Buel that

Miss Joyce might be a good subject for

moving pictures. At the director's in-

vitation, she went to the studio for a

trial, and made such an impression that
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she was immediately cast for prominent

parts. It seems almost ludicrous to re-

call the fact that the pictures in which

Miss Joyce made her early fame were

the old Kalem railroad plays. They
were the early thrillers—the forerun-

ners of the sort of material which is

being presented to-day by Helen

Holmes and Helen Gibson, though not,

of course, of the same desperate nature.

Sensational drama did not appeal to

popularity. With some, undoubtedly, it

is a pretty face. With some it is the

ability to really act. With others we
are still groping for an explanation.

And yet, having the same face and the

same ability, an actress will be famous
one year and forgotten the next. It is

probably, taking all in all, chiefly a

question of the cast—whether or not

she is given parts to fit her talents. And
this, we believe, will determine the out-

Director William P. S. Earle directing Miss Joyce in one of the first scenes she played in after

her return to pictures.

her, however, and she gradually worked
into more conventional plays, in which
she made her greatest reputation.

But the public is fickle. We wonder
if the star worshipers will return to

the old love. Other stars have come
and gone since . her retirement, de-

scended as rapidly as they had risen,

and the screen world knows them no
more. Sometimes we wonder what,
after all, is the index of a film actress'

come of the return of Alice Joyce to

pictures, reenforced by the fact that

some of her former luster still sur-

vives. At any rate, her art will be

more mature ; she has come closer to

the realities of life, and the mellowing

influence of experience is bound to lend

a more faithful and natural touch to

the characters she paints on the screen.

"Can she come back?" they ask. I

believe she can—and will.



Trouble awaited an American girl when she

went, lured by. a title, to a country where
marriage laws are—different from ours

By Robert Foster

Featuring RITA JOLIVET Produced by Morosco

YOU see, Florence, I—I—that is

—this 'big-brother' business is

all very well, but I'm tired of it,

and I—I "

He stopped, and mopped his brow.
For once in his life the Honorable John
Oglesby was quite incapable of giving

adequate expression to his thoughts.

He was one of the younger congress-

men who refuse to be frowned down in

the House of Representatives ; a man

of vision and courage. He had a fine

gift of oratory which easily swayed au-

diences. Only with this dainty audi-

ence of one, in his home town, was he

without influence. He bent over the

back of the garden bench on which sat

Florence Brent, the girl who had been

his childhood chum, and who was quite

evidently bent on continuing that rela-

tionship despite the Honorable John's

desire for a closer one.
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"Please don't look so solemn, John,"

she said, looking up at him with smiling

eyes. ''I'm awfully fond of you—and
proud, too."

"Then why don't you " he began

eagerly. But she put her hand on his

lips.

"I know exactly what you are going

to say, and I don't want you to say it

and upset our chumminess. You know
I'm only nineteen and, you can't expect

me to think about anything so serious

as " She broke off abruptly. A
maid was approaching with a letter.

Florence glanced at the envelope.

"Donjt run away, John. It's from
Eleanor—-Eleanor Williamson, of

Washington
;
you remember her ; most

talented girl this town ever produced.

Why didn't you fall in love with her,

John? She moved to Washington with
her folks and writes me the most won-
derful letters about the distinguished

people she meets."

There were many pauses in the

speech—pauses during which Florence

skimmed through the letter.

"There's a lot about some charming
man she calls Count Janefski," she

went on. "Eleanor's a sly puss.

Shouldn't wonder if we hear of an in-

ternational marriage, with Eleanor in

the limelight. She's evidently Oh,
Johnny boy, what do you think of this

idea ? Listen." And she read aloud

:

"So you simply must visit me and let me
introduce you to Washington society. Bring
your father along, too

; everybody will be
proud to meet the man who revolutionized
the American laundry.

"Wouldn't it be splendid, John?"
asked Florence Brent. "Think of it.

Oh, daddy! Dad!" she called, as a
tubby little man with a round, good-
natured face waddled across the lawn,

"What's happened, pussy?" he asked,

in a deep, rumbling voice. Benning-
ton Brent, the so-called Laundry
King: his face was familiar to many
thousands in the United States; the

5

man who by his patent wringer had
made the washday a joy ; the man who
by his model laundry had paved the

way for uncounted followers.

"Why, daddy, we're going to Wash-
ington," said his daughter. "Just had a

letter from Eleanor. She says we've
got to come. Oh, listen, we'll make a

party. John was due back in that stuffy

House of Representatives in a week.
We'll take him along with us, and we'll

start to-morrow. I'll wire Eleanor
right away." .

Bennington Brent stuck his hands in

the air. His mouth dropped open with
an expression of helplessness.

"No use suggesting," girlie," he rum-
bled, "that I can't leave the model laun-

dry?"

"Not a bit, sir. Everything is pos-

sible when I will it
!"

"John, we're booked." Brent turned

to the young congressman writh a

grimace. "I've known this little lady

nineteen years, and there's about as

much use talking to an ironing board
as there is talking to her, once her mind
is made up."

"As a matter of fact," said the Hon-
orable John, "I have had a hurry call

to Washington, and I must leave my-
self to-morrow."

"Oh, goody!" exclaimed Florence.

"But I shall be very busy. You see,

I am on the Foreign Relations Commit-
tee, and I am dead against the projected

Buritz reciprocal trade bill. There are

a lot of things in it I don't like, and I've

just heard that the young Duke of

Buritz is in this country and will at-

tempt to inject the personal element

into the discussion,"

"The Duke of Buritz!" Florence

Brent lingered over the title with rel-

ish. "He'll come to Washington ! John,
promise me you'll introduce him."

The Honorable John smiled. "I'm
afraid he won't count me one of his

friends when he hears of my opposi-

tion to the bill."
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"Wait till he sees me V
s laughed the

girl. "Now, folks, I must go and pack.

Tomorrow, mind."

And Florence met the duke. It was
a big moment in her life. Her friend

Eleanor had become engaged to Count

Janefski—a youthful aristocrat who
dawdled through life smoking many
cigarettes and giving all his brains to a

nice selection of cravats and waistcoats.

graceful fellow, spoke English without
a flaw, had charming manners, and a

face that Florence pronounced strik-

ingly handsome, though she confessed

there was a "shyness" about his eyes

that she didn't like. Also he had trav-

eled much and was an interesting

talker.

He pictured the little kingdom of

Buritz for her; its beauty, its customs,,

its people ; and the girl's eyes glowed as

l

I'm not sure that 1 believe in international marriages, dear "

He was patently an heiress hunter, hav-

ing little money of his own and living

in long-deferred hopes of the early de-

cease of his next of kin—a dowager
countess of eighty who threatened to

remain on the planet at least ten years

more.

The Duke of Buritz was his cousin,

and when the duke arrived in Washing-
ton, Janefski brought him over to call

on his fiancee. There Florence Brent

met him, and on the duke's part it was a

case of love at first sight. He was a

he hummed a quaint folk song and gave

her a translation. Never had he had so

interested nor so interesting a listener.

"I didn't intend to stay more than ten

minutes," he told her as he rose to make
his adieus. "Instead, I have stayed an

hour. You are to blame, Miss Brent.

You'll forgive me, and give me permis-

sion to see you again?" He took her

hand, kissed it, and bowed himself out.

"It was like a play," Florence told the

Honorable John Oglesby afterward.
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"He has the grand manner you read

about. You'll be charmed with him."
"I've met him, and I wasn't

charmed!" said Oglesby acidly. A
very serious-faced man this young con-

gressman, almost ministerial in appear-

ance ; to him life was no jest, but a

thing to be lived soberly and thought-

fully. He was in strong contrast to the

dimpled, roguish-eyed Florence whose
rosebud mouth was much given to

smiles. She had called John her

"chum," but there were times when she

was afraid of him. It disturbed her
now when he used that acid tone. She
gave a little shiver as he went on

:

"The duke^came to my rooms, as I

rather expected he would. Came to

argue the Buritz bill. He went about
it the wrong way. 'I have been told

that every American has his price,' he
said to me, and slyly drew out his

pocketbook. It was as much as I could
do to keep from kicking him out. But
I told him that he had been misin-
formed and politely handed him his

hat."

"He doesn't understand this coun-
try," she murmured.
"He has a lot to learn, then!"
But if the duke was a poor hand at

diplomacy he was an expert at wooing,
and within a week he had won Florence
Brent's promise to be his wife.

When the duke came to Bennington
Brent to ask for his daughter's hand
the old man's eyes grew a bit misty. He
stared at Florence, who was clinging

to the duke's arm. "I—I thought
he began and then broke off.. "Duke,"
he said slowly, "I guess you can im-
agine this is a big surprise for me. I

thought Florence was going to give me
a son-in-law who is—well, different

from you. I didn't look for an inter-

national marriage. But if she's satis-

fied, that's all that's to be said. I wish
I knew you better. Can't tell whether
you're fast color till yon go through the
wringer !"

To John Oglesby the news was stag-
gering. "I'm sorry, my boy," Brent
said to him when he told' the story. "I

had wished it could have been you.
You'll—you'll not say anything unkind
to the little girl?"

"I won't say anything," answered
Oglesby gloomily. "I'll go away."

"Don't leave me, John. These kings
and near-kings get my goat. If I don't
have one plain American around, I'll go
crazy."

And John stayed—the most miserable
man in Washington,

Strangely enough, while one engage-
ment was in the making, another was in

the breaking. Count Janefski had re-

ceived a cablegram that showed him an
easier way out of his financial difficul-

ties than a union with Eleanor William-
son. This was the message :

Dowager countess very ill. Come immedi-
ately.

He hurried to the duke. "Provi-
dence is kind to the needy," said Janef-
ski lugubriously. He puffed lazily at a
monogrammed cigarette while his ducal
cousin read the cable.

"You'll go back, Janefski?"
"Oh, yes, dear chap-. Ta-ta to Wash-

ington and the American beauties.

With the dowager's estate I may be
free. No wedding bells for me, as they
say in this country."

.
The duke laughed. "Poor . Lady

Eleanor
! How do you think Miss Wil-

liamson will take your decision?"

"With much tears, no d^ubt," an-
swered the count, with a shrug.

But Eleanor took the blow with forti-

tude, bravely told the count that she
had felt that their engagement was a

mistake, and then went to her room to

wash out the memory in tears.

When Florence exhibited the duke's
ring to her friend, Eleanor failed to

grow enthusiastic.

"I am not sure that I believe in inter-
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national marriages, dear," she said, and
then 'she told Florence of her broken
engagement. She was ten years older

than Bennington Brent's daughter, but

they had been drawn to each other and
had shared many joys and sorrows to-

gether.

'Tm so sorry," said the younger girl,

throwing her arms around her friend.

"I never did fancy the count. He al-

ways struck me as being very light-

minded. But the duke is different, isn't

he?"

"I—I hope so," said Eleanor.

In the Buritz castle, where the Arch-
duke Ferdinand was master, the news
that the young duke contemplated mar-
riage with an American girl created

nothing short of consternation. Count
Janefski had endeavored to dissuade

the duke from the project.

"You're the nephew of the king," he
had said

;
"you may be king yourself

some day, and I fail to see how you are

going to obtain the royal sanction to

your marriage with an American girl."

The duke had waved the objection

aside. "Remember the motto of our
house, Janefski: 'What we want, that

we take.'
"

A brief cable was sent to the arch-

duke, and the duke departed with the

count to make wedding arrangements.

His session with the archduke was a

stormy one. The austere old nobleman
was emphatically opposed to the union.

"At least will you receive her here?"

pleaded the duke. "I feel sure that

when you know her
"

"By all means bring her," interposed

the stately, white-haired archduchess.

"She will be welcome, and we will do
all we can to win the king's sanction."

Four uniformed flunkies carried it in, and they lined up, three holding pitchers of water
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Promptly the duke cabled Florence to

hasten to Buritz. The girl came, and
brought with her not only her father,

but the tall congressman whom she per-
suaded to leave "the dull old House of
Representatives"—where, by the way,
the Buritz bill had been killed—and see
for himself what kind of place was this

Buritz, the little principality in the
south of Europe that had taken up so
much of the time of the Foreign Rela-
tions Committee,

Bennington Brent was not at all im-
pressed with the castle's grandeur and
gloom. "If this is a castle, give me an
up-to-date laundry !" he muttered.
The archduchess warmed to Eleanor,

but the archduke had his stiftest man-
ner. It did not freeze Mr. Brent, how-
ever. He grabbed the old nobleman's
hand and shook it vigorously. 'T
haven't had much chance to acquire a
satin-gloss finish, but I'm sure glad to

meet any friend of the duke," he rum-
bled.

"That's a figure of speech," explained
the duke. "Mr. Brent is what is called
in American a laundry king."

"Yes, I'm just rough dry," annotated
Brent, and added: "Well, I'm glad
everything is fixed for the wedding."
The duke hastily intervened and pre-

sented the Honorable John Oglesby.
While John and the archduke discussed
foreign relations Mr. Brent and his

daughter were conducted to their
rooms.

Later on, when the young congress-
man, after a change of raiment, sought
Bennington Brent, he found him stand-
ing in a giddy lounging robe, staring
perplexedly at a family bathtub placed
on the floor of his bedroom.
"What's doing?" he asked. "A foot

bath ?"

"Say, John," sputtered the other. "I
tried to make these guys understand
that I wanted a bath. They don't talk
United States. I went through the
pantomime of swimming; they got me,

and they brought in— this! Four uni-
formed flunkies carried it in, and they
lined up, three holding pitchers of
water. That's what they call a bath in
Buritz."

The duke was having a bad quarter
of an hour with Florence.

"The archduchess thinks you're
charming, dearest," he was saying; "she
did everything she could for us, but the
king is adamant. He insists that I must
not marry any one who has not a title."

Florence was on the point of tears.

"Why did you not find this out before ?"

she demanded. "Oh, you needn't an-
swer me; I don't believe in looking
backward. I'll go home "

"No, no, sweetheart. There's a way.
Marry the count "

"What!"
" and he will divorce you. You

see, dear, you will carry the title of
Countess de Cippico, and then we can
marry immediately with the king's con-
sent It's only a formality."

"But suppose "

"Now, don't let us suppose anything.
Go and break the news as gently as you
can to your father, and I'll fix' matters
up with the count."

Bennington Brent was for taking the
first train to Genoa and the first boat
for America

; but Florence coaxed, and,
as had so often happened before, he let

her have her way.

The wedding was rushed through
and divorce proceedings were begun.
But, meanwhile, John Oglesby had been
making some inquiries into the private
life of the duke, and he found that
the man had been a good deal of a liber-

tine and had gone through a civil cere-

mony of marriage with a woman named
Agnes Sotherton. He was the father
of her child. The marriage, of course,
had no official standing. It was termed
"morganatic" and did not interfere with
any matrimonial arrangements the duke
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But Florence coaxed, and, as had so often happened before, he let her have her way.

might later make ; but to the clean-

minded American it was a bar sinister.

He put the matter squarely up to the

duke. "Tell Florence about your wife

and child," he insisted. "Make it as

pretty a tale as your ingenuity can, if

you like; call your wife by any name
you like, but tell Florence the truth. If

she still sticks by you, I haven't a word
to say. If you'll promise to be honest

with her, I "11 keep my hands off you.

Refuse and I'll give you the licking of

your life, and give her such evidence of

your former career as will make her

turn from you with loathing."

The duke blustered, but there was a

power in the young American's eyes

that made him incapable of temporizing.

To Florence he went with his confes-

sion. She listened, unbelieving at first,

then horrified. She did not give way to

tears. Instead a great rage possessed

her. "You call yourself a man \" she

cried. "You—you beast!" she flung

the ring in his face.

He reddened, and an ugly smile dis-

torted his mouth. "Ah. it is, then, that

you prefer to remain the Countess de

Cippico ?-"

"What do you mean?"
*T mean that my friend the count

may decline to proceed with the di-

vorce. And in this country the law

gives a husband full power over his

wife. Think it over, my dear Flor-

ence V
It was to John Oglesby that Florence

went with her staggering problem

—

John would straighten it out ; he was
her "big brother."

And John acted with commendable
promptitude. He called on the count

and found him in a sumptuous library.

"I am acting for Miss Brent," he be-

gan.

"You mean my wife, the Countess de

Cippico," drawled the dapper young

count, lighting one of his innumerable

cigarettes. "I've just been tipped off

by the duke that you might call with re-

gard to the Countess de Cippico. Will

you sit down?"
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The Honorable John whirled a chair

around and sat on it cross-legged, with

his arms over the back. ''I understand

that you have some hesitancy in divorc-

ing Miss—the lady."

"Quite so. I'm very well satisfied

to be the son-in-law of that millionaire

buffoon, Bennington Brent of the U.
S. A."

"But suppose that the lady insists

that you shall divorce her?"

"Pouf !" The count blew a cloud of

smoke ceilingward.

"7 say the lady insists!" There was
a tenseness in the tone that arrested the

count. His cigarette dropped from his

mouth. His eyes were fixed on the

barrel of a pistol that Oglesby was hold-

ing on the back of the chair, its wicked-
looking mouth on a line with his head.

His face grew chalky.

Oglesby continued, his voice low-
ered but incisive, full of deadly mean-
ing. "Don't make any move to press

that button on your desk, or I'll blow
your brains out. I'm determined that

Florence shall be free of you. Now,

make up your mind whether she goes
back to America a divorcee

—

or a

widow!'

''Since you put it that way"—the

count found speech a last and lit a fresh

cigarette
—

"I wouldn't think of stand-

ing in the way of the lady's wishes."

Oglesby put the pistol away. ''Good

!

I warn you not to try any tricks, my
dear count. When an American under-
takes a job he never lays down on it

—

and I'm an American."

"And as you Americans say,"

drawled the count, "I should worry.
The dowager is dead."

"Everything is packed, dad, and Ave

will start for home soon."

"I dunno, Florence; I dunno. This

is a pretty dirty wash, and John is

some laundryman if he gets away
with it."

"John Oglesby is wonderful, daddy.
There's nothing he can't do."

"That's what I've always said, pussy,

and how you could have come to turn

him clown for a dude duke Re-

can go America
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"He has agreed to divorce you."
"Oh, I'm' so glad! Now I can go

back—"
"You can go back to America- when-

ever you wish

—

if you take me with
you."

There was - no mistaking his mean-
ing. He held out his hands, looked at

her wistfully.

Florence drew very close to him,
caught the lapels of his coat, raised her-

self on her tiptoes—and Bennington
Brent grinned.

THE STOIC
VOLTO call me a tough sort o' mutt in the swarm,

An adventurer minus a soul

;

I've watched fellers swing from a giddy yardarm

—

And I've chuckled and thought it droll.

I've looked on, unmoved, while ah aeroplane guy
Took a . tumble and caromed the earth.

A tiger leaped out at me once—did I fly?

Oh, forget it ! It moved me to mirth.

Now, don't think I'm boastin', but things I have seen
That would move other mortals to tears

Have left me as calm as a haricot bean,

And never once give me the queers.

I've puffed a cigar as an engine went crash
Through a trestle and into the tide.

I've stood by a-smilin' and heard the ker-splash

Of a fee-male who'd tried soo-i-cide.

No hand did I stretch to the sad Mary Ann
As under the surface she sank

—

You see, I am only the camera man

—

I'm

the

feller

who
turns

the

crank. W. C. MacDermott.

member I told his nibs, the duke, I

couldn't tell if he was fast color till he

came through the wringer? Well, he's

fast color, all right

—

but it's yellow!

Cheer up, Florrie. Here's the Hon-
orable John,"

They were standing in the grounds
back of the castle, and Oglesby came
toward them, his face more deeply seri-

ous than usual, his cheeks flushed, no
smile on his lips.

"John-*-John !" gasped Florence.

"Tell me—the count—he will
"



What's Happening
Photographs of the people you see so much,
showing them the way you never saw them

Vivian Martin, Morosco's beauty,
all curled up on a couch, certain-

ly knows how to spend a pleasant
evening. But that little, big-eyed
dog of hers—even if he can't

read, might look at the pictures.

Violet Mersereau, of Universal,

saw the picture that hers was
going to be next to and—well,

what would you do with all that

extra dry goods if you were in

her place?

A parasol may not be exactly the

proper thing to carry when you
want to take a sunbath, but Billie

Rhodes, of Christie comedy fame,
says there are so many men
around the beaches that it makes
her feel uncomfortable unless she

has something to hide behind.

This picture is just to prove that Colin
(Jim) Campbell, the very serious Selig
director, does smile at times.
How about it—isn't this a
scoop? Jim is the man below,
jm for once looking up to a

j

technical director.

joiin



ers?" No? Well, Anna Little, Amer-
ican's brave girl, is trying to set the

style. It may not be practical, but

what's chat got to do with it when it's

so distinctive. It's almost enough to

drive one to try suicide by drown-

ing, to see what Anna would do

That three-inch-above-the-

knee law doesn't bother
Betty Compton any. When
she sees the fellow with a
severe look and a tape-

measure coming down the

beach she just swims out

to a pile, perches mermaid-
ily upon it, winds her hair

around her neck a la Theda
Bara, and smiles. What
does the officer do? Wrhy he
blindfolds himself with the

tape-measure and yells out
an invitation to dinner.

Voice from the invisible beyond:

"Now listen, Alice Maison, if you

want to flirt with me you gotta

send that dog away."



Charlie Murray, of Keystone, is a good
actor. Nothing ever bothers him. In fact,

the little reminder that he has stayed

quite a while goes in the ear next to Anna
Luther and straight out of the one next

to Julia Faye. Present company seems to

satisfy him.

Ivy Close, the English actress, who
came over to seek American fame
through Kalem features.

Josephine Earle, the Vitagraph

home wrecker, between ''vamps."

Sh! Has Dustin got dust in his

engine? Pardon, Mr. Farnum,
pardon; we'll never do it again



Bang! Bang! Bang!
Armored motor car

No. 41144. Z-z-z-z-z!

Bang! The Jugger-

naut slows down and
comes to a stop.

Mercy, the star hasn't

got any stripes! It's

only Fay Tincher, and
all that noise was an
open exhaust. The
hallucination of pa-

triotism—that's all.

But here—look. Here's the star, here's the stripes, and if you
can solve the puzzle, .here's a dog of war. My goodness gra-

cious, Jackie Saunders, I believe you're sitting on his tail!

And speaking of auto-

mobiles, doves of peace

and such like, maybe
you think this is Henry
Ford and Madame
Schwimmer. Wrong
again. It's Henry, yes

—Henry King—a n d

Ruth Roland, both of

Balboa. The hallucina-

tion of pacifism, on the

other hand.

Kathlyn Williams, tamer of wild

beasts—and also of Charles

Eyton, general manager of the

Selig stuaios, whom she is en-

gaged to marry—and her train-

ing partner.



a-

Frances Nelson, Emil Chautard, and

Director Maurice Tourneur in an uncon-

ventional grouping entitled "Hayseeds."

After seeing the famous Fox picture we wonder
if the mermaids drank Jamaica ginger? The scaly
one, if you must know, is Annette Kellermann.

Claire MacDowell, who has just

joined Universal to grace their

pictures with the work that made
her famous at Biograph.





THE critics of screen productions find many things

that are not as they should be, but many of these

things are minor faults which are not so noticeable

that the audiences in the picture theaters detect them. There

are faults, however, which audiences always notice, and

which are altogether too numerous in many current releases.

These faults lie in the cutting and direction of the films

principally, and there is absolutely no excuse for their being. When several

retakes of the same scene are left in a picture, when the dress of the players

changes while they pass from one room to another, when players turn from their

scene at its end and talk among themselves or to the director, and this action is

seen upon the screen, or when any similar defects are noticed, the patron of the

show may be certain that the production was done by inferior producers—even

though the name of the company which released it is one which has gained a

worthy place for itself in the film game.

The final supervision of a film is one of the most important steps in its

making. In some studios this is realized, and the films are supervised by the

director in chief and his helpers, but in other studios the films are allowed to

drift along until it is time to begin laboratory work on the positive prints, and

then they are rushed through, and little thought is given to the careful trimming

off of defects, such as we mentioned above. It is to be hoped, for the betterment

of films in general, that it will not be long before all producers realize the full

value of a final "looking over" of films, and see that their best men are assigned

to this task.

WE have always maintained that it was only natural

that, following the sudden popularity which came

to motion pictures, and the circulation of stories

regarding the wealth to be had in the new industry and art,

that thousands of people throughout the country should be-

come "movie struck," and try to "get into pictures." There-

fore it has never been a puzzle to us why the studios are con-

tinually swamped with written and personal applications for positions as actors,

scenario writers, et cetera.

If seekers of wealth in motion pictures could only secure an insight into

the already overcrowded condition of the acting field, and could witness at close

Bring

the

Scissors

The

Casts Are

Filled
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range the air-tight competition which is continually going on within every studio
between those already employed there, they might reconsider their intention of
entering the new profession.

There can be but little doubt that the field for actresses and actors is over-
crowded. In the two chief producing centers—New York and Los Angeles

—

players have been let out only recently with the explanation that the company
was ••reducing." In Chicago, where a few films are produced, openings are
always filled before they are known of outside the studio. This condition of
affairs gives the aspirant for acting honors but little chance to "catch on," and,
while a few manage to work up from the "extra" class to the "regulars/' they
are very jew, and luck generally favors them.

In scenario departments, scripts of superior quality are always in demand,
but some companies do not show quite enough interest in writers—financially or
otherwise—to reward their efforts sufficiently. Business departments of the film
companies, as well as the technical departments which develop and print the film,
are always in need of efficient help. Taken all in all, the motion-picture industry
offers some opportunities for those who are really anxious to learn its require-
ments from the bottom up, but in the end to which most of the "fans" are at-
tracted—the acting—it is practically nil.

The

Quality of

Features

E
VER since David W'. Griffith startled the world with

his production of "The Birth of a Nation," it seems
that every one who owns a motion-picture camera

has been staging so-called "spectacles." They hire theaters
and press agents, and sell seats at prices that vary upward
of regular admissions.

The public is always anxious to see something good.
There would be no better way of spending an evening than by witnessing another
"Birth of a Nation ;" but, unfortunately, many of the subsequent productions have
been only fair, and very many poor.

The number of long features now exhibiting, and soon to be exhibited, is
surprising. Some of them, true, are good—most of them are not. The public
will grow tired unless the standard of these "spectacles" is raised, and the pro-
ducer of really fine ones will be the sufferer, as the masses will be skeptical about
attending.

.

Let the manufacturers spend some money and stage pictures that are worth
while. The money waits.

Real

Scenario

Money

IN a recent issue of this magazine we stated through this
department that the motion-picture producers should do
something, and do it soon, about the insignificant light

in which the authors of scenarios were looked upon, and
the equally insignificant amount with which they were com-
pensated for their work. Since then one manufacturer has
started on the right road.

Herbert Blache, president of the U. S. Amusement Corporation, of Lemoine
Avenue, Fort Lee, New Jersey, which produces for the Metro, World, and Pathe
programs, has announced that he will pay a minimum price of one thousand
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dollars for acceptable five-reel scenarios. Mr. Blache means it. His plan is to

attract the best writers, and to get their best work.

Mr. Blache says he is in the market for only the best scenarios. Even
mediocre ones will not be considered. It is a policy which is worthy of the

attention of every present-day producer. The public is paying good prices, and
should see good pictures. Good pictures cannot be made from poor scripts, and
only poor scripts can be procured for poor remuneration.

By the stand of Mr. Blache, if he lives up to it, it is proven that a good plot is

worth a thousand dollars to a company. This eliminates the favorite howl of
the producers, that they "can't afford it." What have the others to say now?

ACCORDING to a Western dramatic critic, who is

known as a personal friend of George M. Cohan,
the noted comedian is watching the motion-picture

game closely and carefully, estimating the worth of the

present productions. The critic has little love for the screen
art, and remarks "that when the present crowd of Griffiths,

Sennetts, Inees, Laskys, et al, get through stamping around,
Cohan will come into the field and give the public something entirely different."

We must say that, though the news comes from an enemy of the screen, it is

indeed welcome, for if George M. Cohan can give the screen something as re-

freshing as he gave, and continues to give the stage, he will find a place in any
studio awaiting him. But he will find that he will have to study the screen just as
hard and earnestly as he did the stage if he hopes to introduce "something new"
that will be successful.

In regard to the critic's remarks about the directors, there is little to say,
as he is decidedly prejudiced, and his opinions regarding the worth of screen
subjects or their makers cannot carry much weight.

WHILE there is no dissenting voice among motion-
picture critics when "The Birth of a Nation" is de-

clared "the best ever," this same Griffith master-
piece is far from popular with the exhibitors, both in this

country and in England, where it recently began what looks
like a long run in London.

When the film was presented here, the Epoch Pro-
ducing Corporation—which included Griffith, Aitken, and others interested in
the production of the film—had charge of the showings in all the large cities.

While it was widely announced that the film would not be shown at any lower
than "regular-theater" prices, and in no small houses, the exhibitors who owned
or managed these small houses smiled knowingly, and waited until the producers
"got theirs"—after which they felt sure the film would be rented to neighborhood
theaters. But it was not, much to their chagrin. The same policy apparently is

being followed in England, and that it is also unpopular there among the ex-
hibitors can be easily judged by the following comment, made by J. B. Sutcliffe, a
well-known writer on motion-picture affairs in the British Isles

.

"For exhibitors with designs upon the great feature," he writes, "it has been
a difficult matter to ascertain exactly who is handling it on this side, though it is

generally believed that Griffith and the syndicate which financed the production
6

Cohan

on the

Movies

The

Exhibitors'

Viewpoint
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of the film are exploiting it, or, at least, its first presentations. Assuming this

to be the case, it has been a subject of strong comment that no provisions have

been made to make the screening of the film a practical proposition to the average

exhibitor, and the intimation prominently displayed, that 'this production will

never be seen in any but the highest-class stage theaters,' conveys the supposition

that 'The Birth of a Nation' is, for the exhibitor, forbidden fruit. This policy

may be actuated with a natural desire to preserve the picture as a distinct and

isolated production, but, nevertheless, to deny the man—the exhibitor—who,

after all, has made such things commercial propositions, savors somewhat of

afTectation, if not superficiality."

All that this writer says is true, and we heartily agree with him ; but there

is an angle of the situation which he has not treated—the denying of the poorer

classes the chance to see the film at prices they could afford. Thousands and thou-

sands of persons have heard of the film, but did not feel they could afford to

pay the prices asked at the theaters where it was originally shown. We consider

"The Birth of a Nation" far too wonderful a work of art to allow it to pass

away—even to make room for another Griffith masterpiece—and believe that,

despite assertions to the contrary, it should be shown at the neighborhood houses

—the theaters of the masses—and at popular prices.

THE late Mr. Barnum has been the spokesman of the

average producer ever since moving pictures first

became the subject of commercial competition.

Commercial is just the word we mean ; it is only recently

that competition in more vital matters, such as original di-

rection, good photography, striking light effects, and well-

constructed stories, has really begun to develop. Yet there

are many who still believe that the fan has, per se, the fanatic's traditional inability

to see the faults of his inamorata. We ourselves have just found out some things

that may interest those producers who are still wont to quote : "There's one born

every minute."

In the scenario contest which just closed, we received more than twenty-five

thousand scripts. Most of them were far from empty of ideas. A large majority,

on the contrary, revealed an insight into the technique of photo-play structure

that, under the circumstances, was little short of surprising.

Among other things we learned this : that an extremely large number of

theatergoing Americans, scattered over the country from coast to coast, are able

to adequately and intelligently criticize the more obvious faults of poor produc-

tion ; and that they are interested enough in the subject to seek the plays of real

merit. This is not a discovery, of course, but its truth has never before impressed

itself upon us with such emphasis. Mr. Barnum, we believe, is tottering on his

throne.

IT
is beginning to look as though there would be an in-

vasion of this country by noted English actresses.

Peggy Hyland came first, stopping at Famous Players,

and then Ivy Close arrived to be featured by Kalem. We
believe a little foreign competition would do the industry

good, though too much of it might prove decidedly unpop-

ular with the fans.

What the

Contest

Revealed

About

New
Faces



GRACIOUS
ask me

!

'How did I come to go into

the movies ? And here I've been in 'em
five years

!"

The speaker was exactly sixty-one

inches, one hundred and ten pounds,
many smiles, and a most elusive little

dimple of sugarplumness—and her
name is Norma Talmadge.

'Why, I just made up my mind one
day on the way home from school that

I wanted to go into the movies—and I

went/'

"And some day if that young lady

suddenly looks over the top of the paper
and says, 'Mother, I've decided to go to

Europe—the boat starts in an hour'

—

she'll start," interjected Mother Tal-

madge, while every one was settling

back in their chairs and preparing to

have more or less of a good time—that

is, every one but Norma.
You see, I'd gone to Miss Talmadge's

hotel all prepared to ask her no end of

interesting questions, such as, "What
do you think is the ultimate mission of
the movies?"; "Do you think the scope
of the motion-picture play has been
fully defined as yet?" and suchlike.

Then, as I

was preparing

myself to wait

an hour or two
after word
had come that

Miss Tal-
madge would
be down as
soon as she dressed, a perfect vision

of fluffmess suddenly stepped out of

the elevator and—well, the questions I

had in mind just didn't seem quite the

proper ones to ask, after all.

Out at the Fine Arts studio in Holly-

wood, where Miss Talmadge has been
making Triangle pictures for the last

year, they call her the Impulse Girl.

Half an hour after you have talked with
the little lady you are calling her that

yourself.

"You see," said the victim of the in-

terview, "I was going to school in

Brooklyn in the daytime and to the

movies just as many nights as my
mother would let me. Then one day I

decided to go into the movies myself.
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"My, oh, my, but didn't my mother
storm !" And Norma puckered her lips

up into a contemplative pout, if you
know just what kind of a pout that is.

"But you went," I interposed.

"Yes,'' quickly put in Mrs. Talmadge,
"and when she was seventeen she went
down to Brighton Beach one day and
thought she would like to go in swim-
ming. The fact that she had never even
tried to swim a stroke didn't matter.

She went—and the strange parr of it is,

she swam before she came out.

"And when she was eighteen," hur-

ried on her mother, despite the frantic

attempts of her daughter to stop her,

"she saw a beautiful horse one day and
decided she would like to ride horse-

back. And she did, though she had
never been on a horse before in her
life."

And in those little home stories of

Norma Talmadge you'll get an idea why
a noted motion-picture authority, in

commenting one day on the work of

Miss Talmadge, said: "She possesses

the ability to act any part allotted to her
with a sincerity that creates the illusion

of actuality."

"All the way to the studio on the

day mother finally agreed to take me,
she kept saying, over and over: 'Well,

I'm just doing this to satisfy you. Just
wait until you get there—they won't
want any one like you.'

"I didn't believe it a bit, though, and,

"1 don't care if this is a silk bathing suit," says Norma to Sis Constance. "I'll even go

swimming in it if I feel like it!"
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sure enough, the

first man we met
said, 'Why, yes, I

think we can use the

little girl.' I remem-
ber I poked my
mother right in the

side so hard she

jumped a foot." And
Miss T a 1 m a d g e

smiled seraphically,

while her mother

—

well, she smiled, too,

but it wasn't that

kind of a smile.

''It's extremely

personal, I know." I

said apologetically,

"but do you happen
to remember how
much you earned
for your first work
in the movies ?" You
know, there comes a

time in the lives of

every one when you
dare ask them ques-

tions like that. Miss
Talmadge has ar-

rived at that time.

''Do I remember?
Of course I do ! I'll

never forget it. My
salary was twenty-
five dollars a week,
and I know I

thought it barely possible Mr. Rocke-
feller might be as rich as I was. But
as for being richer—well, that was be-
yond question."

"Well, let's see," I ventured, in my
very best interviewing manner, "I sup-
pose it's proper to inquire as to your
matrimonial intentions, isn't it ?"

"Decidedly not," quickly came the
answer, "that is," she went on, "unless
you want to say that I think golf is a
dandy game and that every man ought
to know how to swim and that I'd

rather ride horseback than in a limou-

Consider that little

It's all

hand. Will it slap him or go about his neck?

a matter of impulse with Norma.

sine and that there isn't any fun in

riding in an automobile, anyway, unless
you drive it yourself

!"

"In other words," I suggested, trying
to translate that somewhat indefinite an-
swer, "you prefer an outdoor man like

"Yes, just like I was saying," broke
in Miss Talmadge. "I just love people
—interesting people especially. I'd

rather talk to some one who says in-

teresting things than do 'most anything
else in the world. But did you ever
notice," she continued, "people you are
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perfectly sure

could be just as

interesting as any-

thing in the world,

if they only wanted
to be, usually never

say a word when
you are talking to

them?"

"Of course,"

said I. "I suppose,

even though you

haven't come to

any definite con-

clusion about indi-

vidual members of

my — ahem !
— in-

teresting sex, you
really have a de-

c i d e d preference

for some of the

pictures in which
you have appeared,

haven't you?"
This is getting serious. Whatll we ever

do about it?

"Weil, now, I

think—let's see—

I

b e 1 i e v e—o h
,

pshaw ! I like them
all.

"I remember one

I appeared in—it

was my first big

par t—t hat was
called 'Jane of the

Chorus.' I played

the part of a

chorus girl."

"Yes, and that's

the only time I can

remember when
Norma decided to

do anything that

she didn't do it,"

spoke up her
mother. "As soon

as she finished her

work in that pic-

ture she came

There are seven men in this picture, but Norma isn't getting even one-seventh of their attention.

V/hassamatter Norm—gotta impulse to cry?
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home and announced she was going to

be a chorus girl."

"And why didn't you?" I asked, for

by this time I had become quite con-

vinced that Miss Norma was decidedly

not a person to cross in anything.

"Oh, I started work right away on a

picture in which I played a school-

teacher, and I kind of thought I'd like

to teach school," she admitted naively.

Her mother laughed. "And that,"

she broke in, "would have been a real

joke on her poor, suffering teachers who
used to send her home with notes that

told me how, try as they would, they

couldn't make Norma study."

"Well, surely she must have been
studying quite a bit when her teachers

weren't looking," I objected, for only

a moment before she had left me quite

hopelessly behind as she started quoting

a bit of
Browning.

"Course I

d i d—a n d

do!" said
the young
lady, smil-

ing her ap-

p r o v a 1 at

my defense

of her
learning.
"I've al-

ways stud-

get.

n d

just

i e d—

a

from
the finest

t e x t books

any one
could ever

have
:

— peo-

ple and the

world at
large."

And then,

while I was
trying to

make up
my mind

to ask Miss Talmadge whether she was
superstitious or believed in fairies or

liked chocolates or fudge the best, a boy
came hurrying over to tell her she was
wanted on the telephone. A moment
later, she was back, and it was quite

easy to tell from the pleased look on her
face that some one had come to her aid

and rescued her from the necessity of

deciding any such important matters.

But just before she said good-by, she
did add a little bit of unsolicited infor-

mation about which I probably never
would have thought to ask her at all.

"If you really want to know," she
said, "I'm extremely fond of the movies
and golf and swimming and horseback
riding and—oh, lots of things, but right

this minute I'm going to try on some
new dresses I've been waiting a week to

And you can say, if you want to,

that for the

lH next two
hours I

wouldn't go

riding
or swim-
ming or
golhng or

—

there aren't

any direct-

ors around
here, are

there ?

—o r work-
ing for any-

thing in the

world.

"Oh, yes,"

she added,

"and I like

pink dresses

better than

any other
kind."

"It may
be blue to-

morrow,' 1

laughed her
'So long!" mother.



The buildings cover a vast area and the only time they were all secured in a single picture was

when this was taken from an aeroplane.

The Fine Arts Studio
Opening the doors to one of the busi-

est producing plants and introducing

you to some famous screen people

By Robert C. Duncan

HE was the smilingest man I had
ever seen. As he stood there,

resting his head affectionately

on a huge cake of ice, he just smiled

and smiled. Pretty soon I smiled.

That was my introduction to the Fine

Arts Studio, not only one of the largest

in the world, but the scene of some of

the most notable achievements in the

moving-picture industry. Incidentally,

it was the first time I had ever seen

Douglas Fairbanks and his infectious

smile off the screen.

Did you ever toss a pebble into a

perfectly placid pool of water, and
then watch the ripples as they grew

larger and larger, until your eye lost

sight of them entirely? Well, that is

exactly the way the Fine Arts studio

impresses any one on his first visit.

As you go whirling out Sunset

Boulevard in your machine, you are

apt to forget for a moment that you
are on your way to visit a great mov-
ing-picture studio in your admiration

of the natural beauties that surround

you. Then you notice the attractive

little bungalows that seem to nestle

among veritable bowers of trees and
shrubs. Suddenly the machine stops,

and, like as not, without your having

noticed it at all, you have abruptly
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landed directly in front of the busiest

place west of the Manhattan entrance

to the Brooklyn Bridge at a rush hour.

At first glance you think the studio

is right there before you. Then, as

you come to the corner of the big ad-

ministration building, and turn—to

your right or left, it matters not—the

ripples begin to grow with surprising

rapidity. Buildings you didn't know
existed suddenly loom up before you.

Hundreds of people whose presence

you had not before suspected surround

you. Over here is a perfect gem of^

bungalow; just across the way, Nero,

one of the finest lions in captivity, rocks

the peak of a mountain a mile or so

awav with his roars.

As you walk along, the immensity

of the place grows on you, and, with it

all, you realize that, all about you, film

is being exposed, registered, and rushed

away to the developing rooms by the

thousands of feet. Everywhere is

activity, but it is like the activity of

an ordered industry. There is no con-

fusion ; no frantic, aimless rushing to

and fro ; not even the shouting of di-

rectors, so dear to the heart of the

movie fictionist.

The Fine Arts studio is a fitting

workshop for the master, and, whether

you are half a mile away, in beautiful

Hollywood , or three thousand miles

away, along busy Broadway, you are

quite as likely to hear it referred to

as the Griffith studio as by its other

title. Here it was that David Wark
Griffith not only conceived but staged

a great majority of his most notable

film achievements.

But don't get the idea that here there

is all work and no play, for, if you

do, you are apt, on your first visit, to

have your preconceived picture thrown

badly out of focus by the irrepressible

Douglas Fairbanks, for example, who
works ten hours, if need be, and then

steals a minute to have a bit more fun

before calling it a day.

Fresh from the display of affection

between "Doug"—no one calls him
Mr. Fairbanks around the Fine Arts

—

and the unresponsive cake of ice, I

Dorothy Gish driving her car, with Constance Talmadge and Mother Gish in the back.
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A castle in the land of make-believe The stage of the Fine Arts studio

slipped around the corner of the Lead-
ville National Bank, and right into the
midst of a roping exhibition by Robert
Harron that made half a dozen honest-
to-goodness knights of the plaited rope
squint an appreciative eye and opine
that in. time there was hope for him.
But it wasn't until John Emerson,

one of the staff of directors who had
just completed the staging and adop-
tion of "Macbeth," came along and
rescued me from the combined attack
of little Georgie Stone and the other
worthy members of his band of Tri-
angle kiddies that I really began to
get an insight into the immensity of
"the lot of many buildings/' as the
studio is often described.

"Come on," said my guide; "I'm

starting back for New York in a few
days, to get to work on some features
in which Norma Talmadge is to be
starred, and I'd kind of like to take
a walk about the old place again my-
self." And so we started.

Along past the dressing rooms—there
are more than one hundred of them

—

my guide took me. Close at hand was
the first of the open-air stages.

"This one is sixty by one hundred
feet in size," said Mr. Emerson, "and
near by there is another, fifty by one
hundred feet. Do you know," he' went
on, "we have made some of our finest

interiors out here, on these outdoor
stages ?"

A little farther on and I saw dis-

tinct evidences that my guide was im-
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Georgie Stone, in the role of little Daniel, is about to be cast into the lion's den if Eddie Dillon

and Fay Tincher don't renege on the Philistine stuff. At that Georgie doesn't

appear to put a lot of confidence in divine intervention.

parting more information to me. His

lips moved ; his arm pointed, but let

nearly a hundred men swing as many
hammers against as many nails, spikes,

boards, or—yes, even thumbs—and I'll

defy any one within a radius of a mile

to hear a word that is said to him.

There came a moment's pause, how-
ever, and then I learned that this was
the new electric-light studio. It is sixty

feet square and twenty feet high, and

the generator is so powerful that when
occasion requires, five electric-light

stages can be operated at once. What's
more, so my guide told me, all five

stages will be going at one and the

same time, for the output of the Fine

Arts studio is enormous.

"There are ten producers here now,"
said Mr. Emerson, "with the chief"

—

every one speaks of Mr. Griffith as "the

chief"
—

"supervising everything. On
the average, ten thousand feet of film

leave here every week, which, even in

the movies, is going some."

A little way from the electric-light

studio we were strolling past one of

the largest buildings on the "lot," when
a door swung open and I caught a

glimpse inside of scores of girls work-

ing away industriously, and, even

though it was a mere man who was

doing the observing, it needed no guide

to disclose the fact that they were mak-
ing dresses faster than it seemed pos-

sible for any man to make the money
to pay for them.

"Putting on a fashion show?" I

asked.

"Fashion show nothing," said Mr.
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Emerson. "That's the costume and
wardrobe department. You know/' he
added, confidentiallike, "I think there
are enough gowns stored away in that
building to come pretty close to dress-
ing feminine New York—for the opera,
anyway, he added, after a moment."
The property room makes the aver-

age storehouse look like one corner
in some lucky youngster's play room.
There are literally thousands of
'props" stored away there. The last

in are always scattered about, appar-
ently helter-skelter, but carefully stored
away, where they are

accessible at a mo-
ment's notice, are the

complete furnishings

of anything from a

palace to a moonshin-
er's still.

The Fine Arts stu-

dio is not quite two
years old, and it's still

growing. In fact, the

carpenter department
has yet to complete
one job before in-

structions come along
to start work imme-
diately on either tear-

ing down or putting
up another. At this

very moment an ex-
tra-large force of men
are working in double
shifts on a new fac-

tory building, where
film will be developed,

dried, printed, assem-
bled, tested, canned,
and made ready for

shipment to the ex-,

changes.

A quick thrust
from John Emerson's
good right arm-
sounds like baseball

stuff, doesn't it ?—and
I was removed more

or less unceremoniously from the path
of a human whirlwind, who was past
and all but out of sight before I had
quite recovered from my astonishment.
"Know who that was, don't you?"

asked Emerson.
I didn't, I had to confess, but I ven-

tured the opinion that from the way he
shot past me it must have been either
Douglas Fairbanks or William S. Hart
going into a fight for the camera man's
benefit.

"Wrong for once," said Emerson.
"That was C. W. Bitzer, who's ac-

Fine Arts cowboys teaching Jimmy Carpenter Western habits.
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The nice man who furnishes smokes for the crowd at the studio is Be Wolf Hopper. TulJy Marshall

has accepted a cigarette, but Orrin Johnson— well, he probably smokes cigars

knowledged to be America's premier

photographer. He's in charge of the

department of camera men, and he

manages to get around this plant seven

or eight times a day ; carries on endless

experiments of his own in his private

laboratory; supervises the completed

work of every one of his men, and has

a decided aversion to running over peo-

ple—he prefers that they get out of his

way."
A moment later I had the pleasure

of meeting Frank E. Woods, who car-

ries the title of manager of production,

and, incidentally, carries it well. He's

the head of the scenario department,

and, beside passing judgment on a few
million, more or less, ideas that are sub-

mitted to him annually, he keeps a

large force of writers constantly at the

task of supplying themes for the vari-

ous directors to work out with their

companies.

As you slowly make your way back

toward the main entrance, you see so

many automobiles waiting in line that

you might easily think the five-fifteen

was about due, or that you had stum-

bled into the parking space down at

the track Suburban Day.

"That's what we call 'Automobile

Row,' " volunteered John Emerson.

"There are a few more than usual there

to-day because most of the work's being

done in the studios, but come out here

some morning, when six or seven com-

panies are getting ready to start for

outside locations. We keep the cars

there for such uses and for any emer-

gencies that may arise, even in the best

regulated of studios."

As my guide picked out a car—his

judgment of cars is excellent, it might

be said— I turned, and, free to wander

where I chose, strolled down a mining-

camp street to the corner of a lovers'

lane which led right straight into a New
England village street, which ended

plump up against a metrooplitan sky-

scraper.
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Tully Marshall, in a studio '"set," decaying an assault on Norma Talmadge while Director
Franklin tells him how to make it look more assaulting.

Among the better-known Fine Arts
directors are WiHiam Christy Cabanne,
Allan Dwan, Edward Dillon, C. M. and
S. A. Franklin, the two who work as
one director and are paid in one en-
velope; Lloyd Ingraham, Paul Powell,
Chester Withey, and my good-natured
guide, John Emerson.
A moment before I had caught a

glimpse of a pair of exceptionally long
legs carrying a man with considerable
speed a scant three jumps ahead of a
bear, that, for all I knew, might for-
get any minute that he was supposed to
be an actor.

"Going back to town?" said a pleas-
ant voice in my ear.

The bear wasn't. That settled it. I

was.

But I was no exception to the few
thousands of others who visited the
Fine Arts studio. The only thing I was
perfectly clear about, at the conclusion
of my visit, was that I was going back.
And I did.

And, all in a bewildering rush, I

caught sight of De Wolf Hopper mak-
ing his spectacular home run in "Casey
at the Bat;" Lillian Gish playing with
a little rabbit for one of the scenes
in "An Innocent Magdalene," and Mae
Marsh climbing a tree to prove she was
"A Wild Girl of the Sierras."

Nor was that all of the Triangle
stars who do their work in the Fine
Arts studio I might have seen that very
day had time permitted, for, as it hap-
pened, Norma Talmadge was there,
getting ready to start back to New
York; Fay Tincher was rehearsing
some scenes of a new feature, and Rob-
ert Harron was at work in the same
picture with Mae Marsh.

Scores of the best-known names and
faces in the pictures to-day are called
back and forth and seen every day at
the Fine Arts studio now, for the popu-
larity of the films it produces has
grown so rapidly that it is difficult to
keep pace with the demands.



Not in the Cast
By H. Bedford-Jones

SYNOPSIS OF PRECEDING CHAPTERS
LJEXRY CASTINE, a Louisiana political boss, assisted by a band of river pirates led
1 * by Sundown Stagg, is trying to obtain title to the island of Cypremort, near New
Orleans. Prosper Darrow, to whom the estate has been given by an uncle, is kidnaped
and carried off to Carencro Island, the pirate leader's headquarters, where to escape death
he draws up a false contract to sell the property. Just before Darrow's disappearance, the
Greatorex All-Star Company, seeking color for a six-reel picture, has come to Cypremort
on Darrow's invitation. Lawrence, a camera man, suspects Darrow's plight, and plans to

rescue him. In the meanwhile, Castine has invited Griggs, the director, to also come to
Carencro to make some scenes. Unconscious of the fact that Castine's hospitality is due
to his fascination for Marian Robson, the star, Griggs accepts. Lawrence waits on the
river in a motor boat for the arrival of Captain Dolly Campbell, a retired actor who com-
mands a river steamer, to seek his aid in the rescue.

CHAPTER VII.

HAVING delivered a small quan-
tity of freight, and a few
passengers, the Islander was

churning leisurely down the inlet to-

ward Campbell's modest abode and
tying-up place, six miles below Cypre-
mort.

Captain Dolly saw the light of Cas-
tine's launch leaving the Cypremort
wharf, and a moment later was startled

into life by a flare which broke out on
the water immediately ahead of the

steamer. Switching on his small

searchlight, he discerned the figure of

Lawrence in a launch, waving to him.

Ten minutes later the camera man
was aboard the Islander.

"Welcome, suh, welcome to my hum-
ble craft!" boomed Campbell, as Law-
rence reached the pilot house. Then
Dolly abandoned his professional man-
ner. "What the devil are you doing

out here in a drifting launch, Mr. Law-
rence ?"

"I'm not drifting, you can bet on
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that," and Lawrence grinned, as he
dropped into the cushions of the deep
seat behind the wheel. "Let your old

hooker float for a while, cap. Listen

to my tale, and see if you can fit it to

any dog you know !"

While the Islander drifted with the

tide, Lawrence told of Darrow's de-

parture that morning, with its accom-
panying circumstances, and his failure

to return. Campbell listened in silence,

his shaggy brows drawn down.

Lawrence had not seen the arrival of

Castine at Cypremort, but Campbell
had, and by aid of his night glass had
made out who was in the launch. He
knew, therefore, that Darrow had not
come home in that launch, and promptly
shared his knowledge with Lawrence.

"I may be wide of the mark, then/'

responded the camera man, "but it

looks a whole lot as though Darrow
were at Carencro right now. How
about it, cap 'n ?"

"In this emergency, suh, we must
seek counsel of the gods," announced
Dolly, and drew forth an ancient corn-
cob, which he filled and lighted. "I

trust you are provided with implements
of offense and defense?"

"I've got a double-barreled shotgun
and a box of shells, if that's what you
mean."

Campbell nodded and puffed out
huge clouds of smoke for a long mo-
ment, his . leonine torso looming
massively in the binnacle light. At
length he drew a deep breath and laid

aside his corncob.

"I feel, suh, that the situation de-

mands action."

"Them's my sentiments!" chirped
Lawrence. "But what kind of action?
You know the place and people, and I

don't. Darrow isn't in any danger, I

suppose?"

"Suh, he is like a sheep among the

wolves !"

"But Darrow's no fool, cap'n. I'll

gamble that he'd turn out a wolf in

sheep's clothing, if it came to a scrap."

"Most certainly. Well, suppose yo'

go down and tow that launch after us
—don't trust those lazy niggahs, suh!
Make her fast yourself. We'll lay up
the Islander at a plantation up the in-

let, and run over to Carencro in your
launch."

Lawrence assented gladly.

The steamer circled and headed back
up the inlet, with the launch towing
astern. Half an hour later she tied up
at a small landing overhung with
cypresses and long festoons of Spanish
moss.

The deck hands and engineer made
fast, then doused all lights. Crutch un-
der his shoulder, Campbell descended
to the dock, Lawrence carrying his rifle

for him, and delivered a brief but
pointed homily to his "hands:"

"Yo'-all sleep aboard to-night, and
stay here till I get back. Go up to the

plantation for some grub to-morrow,
if I don't show up. But if I come back
and find yo' gone, it'll seem like judg-

ment day to you three niggahs, so help

me!"
"Yas, suh, boss !" they chorused.

Captain Dolly turned to Lawrence.
"Set me at the tiller of your craft,

and yo' mind the engine. We'll run
over to Carencro, lay up near there for

the night, and see what we can see by
daylight. What launch have you got?"

"The first I could find, cap'n. Looks
like a good one."

She proved, indeed, to be the speedi-

est of the Cypremort flotilla, and, with

a grunt of satisfaction, Campbell set-

tled himself in the stern. Lawrence
turned over the flywheel, and they

slipped out on the wide darkness of the

inlet.

To Lawrence, that night voyage was
like a dim, vast mystery. The stars

were obliterated by a high fog from
the Gulf, and, after crossing the inlet,

the launch shot up a narrow bayou in
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dense blackness. Far night birds

hooted in the forest depths, and mys-

terious splashings were pregnant with

unseen dangers ; more than once they

brushed against dependent streamers

of moss that swept Lawrence like

ghostly hngers from the sky. Yet
Campbell guided them with what
seemed akin to supernatural cunning.

Without lights, he sent the speedy craft

unerringly forward, twisting and turn-

ing amid the windings of the bayous,

and seemingly never at fault for a sense

of direction.

"Glee-ory! You're a wonder, cap!"

observed Lawrence admiringly, after

an hour or so of this work. "Your
lucky charm ought to be a cat's-eye

"No talking, suh !" growled Dolly,

from the stern. "We're almost there

now. Shut off your engine, and pass

me that emergency oar to scull with."

La vrence obeved. For five minutesJ

or more the launch crawled along in

silence, then a distant shout lifted

across the night like an aurochs' bel-

low.

"That's Sundown Stagg/' muttered
Campbell. "Somethin's up, it sholy

is!"

Stealing- ahead, the launch turned a

dense bend shrouded in mossy swamp
timber, an- floated out on the waters

of a larger bayou. Sparks of light glit-

tered through the trees, and a moment
later another bend was rounded—and
Lawrence saw Carencro.

It was directly opposite them, across

the bayou that widened out here to a

quarter mile across. Hotel, saloon, and
dance hall blazed with lights and gave
vent to sounds of revelry ; flambeaux
and a bonfire redly illumined the land-

ing stage, where a crowd seemed to be

assembled.

"Your eyes are better than mine,"

whispered Captain Dolly. "Here, take

these glasses and try to make out what's
going on, suh."

7

Lawrence focused the glasses on the

scene opposite.

"H'm! Can't quite make it out," he

said, after a moment. "Looks like a

compromise between the 'Pirates of

Penzance' and Dante's 'Inferno.' I see

our friend, Castine, standing up there

by the fire, but Sundown Stagg seems
to be master of ceremonies with the

crowd on the dock. There's a bunch of

women—see, coming from that shack

and dragging something?"

He paused, then continued with

growing excitement.

"Glee-ory ! Say, that bunch is all

stewed, men and women—all except

Castine. They have something down
there on the landing—and there's a big

pot of something cooking over the fire

!

\\"hat is it, cap'n ? A midnight barbe-

cue? A bacchanalian banquet?"

"Bacchanalian hell !" softly exploded
Campbell. "It's a tar-and-feather

party
!"

Lawrence was silent. Then, wThen
he spoke again, his low voice held a

tense quality ; a grim steadiness which
told more than his words.

"You w7 in, cap. Those women are

dragging down a couple of mattresses,

probably for feathers. Then that pot

over the fire must hold tar. Say, what
was Castine doing at Cypremort this

evening ?"

"I don't know," growled Dolly, qui-

etly cocking his rifle. "Can you see

Darrow ?"

"No. I couldn't make out features,

anyway. Castine is watching the crowd
—business of villain. Can't mistake

Stagg's red thatch. Hold on, though !

There's something white in the center

of the crowd "

He paused. Suddenly his voice

snapped out vibrantly

:

"There's a scrap over there ! The
crowd's weaving around—there goes

Stagg into the middle of it—Castine's

jumping down! Glee-ory/ See that
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naked figure? It's Darrow ! It's Dar-
row, and he's pilin' 'em over—by the
Lord, he's off the dock and swimming !"

His voice rose to a shriek of excite-

ment, and was drowned by the wild up-
roar that surged across the bayou. No
need of glasses now ! Campbell him-
self had seen that white figure leap

from the mob and dive out into the
water.

From all Carencro arose a fiercely

swirling outcry—a savage, maddened
howl like the howl of wild beasts. Men
and women alike rushed toward the
landing and began loosing boats and
canoes, flaring torches lighting them;
they were beyond all control, caught up
in the swing of the man hunt, the blood
thirst. Theirs was the sport of beasts,

and with the certainty that they could
overhaul the swimmer, came the fury
of torturing, of playing with their prey
who was making so desperate an effort

to escape.

But on the opposite side of the bayou,
the two hidden watchers knew that
chance had favored them.

"Here!" Campbell thrust the shot-

gun into the hands of Lawrence. "I'm
goin' to try for Stagg or Castine. You
give 'em six or eight shells, fast's you-
all can load ! Pepper 'em good ! Then
turn over the engine 'fore they get their

rifles on us."

Lawrence was quick to grasp the idea

behind the hasty words. Without hes-

itation he drew up the shotgun and sent

both loads banging into the maddened
mob; as he reloaded and fired again, he
heard the explosion of Captain Dolly's
rifle.

Darrow was, perhaps, the first to

realize what was happening. Glancing
back as he swam, he could see that the
hail of shot and bullets had sent Cas-
tine's folk into wild confusion, the
buckshot scattering impartially while
the bullets wrought grimmer work. Al-
though ignorant of who his unexpected
friends could be, Darrow laughed to

himself as he quickened his long,

steady stroke.

"There's a chance—a chance!" he
muttered. Forgotten now were in-

juries, exhaustion, suffering. Like
some great moose, who knows that
shelter is ahead and the deadly knife
behind, and breasts the water with tu-

multuous strokes, so Darrow seemed to

fling his body forward in a great spurt
that called forth all his vitality and
deep manhood.
Quick glimpses over his shoulder told

him that the chance was a slim one.

Gone were lights and torches, scattered

was the bonfire; a spat of rifle fire be-

gan to crackle from the Carencro
houses and trees, and the putt-putt-

putter of boat engines was already
thrumming along the water to the
fugitive, while the calls and shouts of

river thieves and outlaws rang from
near and far as the hounds scattered to

the work.

But, ahead, Darrow now caught the
quick throbbing of an engine, and ven-
tured a low call. The engine was shut
off instantly, and a dim shape glided

toward him.

"Darrow?" The voice of Campbell
pierced the darkness.

"Right here, Dolly !"

-A moment later. Darrow was pulled

over the side of the launch by Law-
rence. Almost exhausted, he lay across

the thwarts, unheeding the questions

that were fired at him
;
then, as strength

returned, he caught the arm of Law-
rence and pulled himself up.

"Start her up, Lawrence," com-
manded Campbell. "Full speed, suh

—

we have to pull out of this
"

"No!" cried Darrow sharply. "Wait
—a moment "

He felt the camera man's coat flung

over his bare shoulders, and gripped it

around him thankfully. Although
every instant increased the danger of

their position, the other two waited in

silence.
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''You can't get to the inlet again,"

went on Darrow. "At any alarm from
Carencro, every approach from that di-

rection is closed—Castine has fisher-

men living close to each bayou in readi-

ness to get out with guns."

"We came up all right," demurred
Lawrence.

"Sure—but you can't go back. Rat-

trap idea, see? That's how they got

me."

"We'll have to do something, and do
it quick," said Lawrence nervously,

casting a glance around. "There's a

million boats on the bayou right now

—

hear 'em catcalling? One of 'em may
find us any minute "

"No hurry, until our engine starts

up." and Darrow laughed harshly.

"Dolly, that chap Castine was at Cypre-
mort to-night ?"

"He was, suh," rumbled Campbell.

"And Griggs is coming here in the

morning, with Miss Robson. No time
for talk now—I'll tell you the whole
thing later. Castine filled me full of it.

Now, if we try to break through, we'll

be riddled with bullets sure—those fel-

lows are. desperate. We must land here

across from Carencro, send the empty
launch down the inlet at full speed, and
when they're all drawn off in chase of

her, either I or Lawrence can swim
over and steal a canoe. They'll not dis-

cover where we're hiding, and by morn-
ing Castine won't dare keep up the

search ; he wants to make a good im-

pression on Griggs and Miss Robson.
What say?"

"Count me in," assented Lawrence
promptly. Captain Dolly picked up his

oar and began to scull once more.

"All right," said Darrow. "It'll be
no picnic party, of course."

He related briefly what had hap-
pened since morning—how he had
tricked Castine, how he had all but got-

ten away, how he had been stunned by
a bullet and recaptured, and how Cas-

tine had turned him over to Sundown
Stagg for punishment.

"It doesn't seem possible!" Law-
rence drew a long breath as the long,

hanging moss from the shore oaks
cloaked them in. "It's incredible that

such stunts could be pulled off nowa-
days, in the year of grace 1916

"

"Anything is possible in this bayou
country." Darrow stepped ashore and
put out a hand to assist the giant crip-

ple. "Come on, Dolly. Can you swim,
Lawrence? Or shall I do it?"

"You bet I can swim!" assented the

camera man. ''Leave it to me!"

CHAPTER VIII.

Griggs had come to Carencro.

A canoe slid quietly in among the

craft at the landing stage belowr Sun-
down Stagg's hotel, and Darrow lay

motionless, keenly alert. It was the

night following his rescue by Lawrence
and Dolly Campbell,

All through that day the three fugi-

tives, half clad and entirely hungry, had
lain hidden in the dense thickets op-

posite Carencro. They had seen the

town swept and garnished
;
they had

seen all traces of the night's revelry dis-

appear
;
they had seen Castine depart

at daybreak and return later in the

morning. With him had come Griggs,

obviously in savage humor over the dis-

appearance of Lawrence, and Bowman
;

Miss Robson had come also, bringing

Aunt Alice from Cypremort, as her

maid.

Griggs had filmed Carencro that day,

and he had put over an excellent scene

between Bowman and Marian Robson,
with the gaping outlaws for supes, for

he believed in improving each shining

hour. So did Castine, apparently, since

he had spent a good portion of that dav
in the company of the leading lady,

wmen she was off stage.

"I'll bet poor Aunt Alice is trem-
bling in her shoes !" chuckled Darrow,
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as he lay in the canoe and watched the

lights of the settlement above. "Well,
if Griggs hasn't found by this time that

he's made a mistake in coming here, I

miss my guess
!"

He had crossed the bayou in the ef-

fort to warn Griggs, or Miss Robson if

possible, of the situation. Also, food
was a very desirable quantity with the

three fugitives. Darrow had deter-

mined that, if by any chance he could

reach the leading lady and place her

in the canoe unseen, he would pick up
his two comrades and endeavor to steal

out to Cypremort; a canoe could go un-
heard where a launch or rowboat would
be apprehended at once.

There was a grotesquerie about the

situation which appealed to his sense of

humor, as he waited for the lights to

disappear up above. In a state ruled, by
the Code Napoleon, where every device

of civilization aided the law, it was hard
to credit that such a man as Castine

could be so flagrantly oblivious to every-

thing save his own desires. Yet this

whole situation—this attempt to seize

Cypremort by fraud and force, this in-

fatuation for Marian Robson—was but
the climax of a long series of smaller

things.

Darrow knew that a man of Cas-
tine's brains and temperament would
never plunge all at once into criminal

enterprise of such a nature. No. It

was a thing of slow upgrowth—sharp
practices, the use of Stagg's outlaws
for underhand work, thieving and
smuggling, the taking of old vengeances.

Stagg himself was the brute criminal

type, but Castine had sunk more gradu-
ally to the lower level.

Since Castine had definitely bound
himself to this course of fraud and
force, he must now push it through at

whatever cost—and he would, so far as

Darrow was concerned. To Griggs and
Miss Robson he was doubtless playing

the chivalric Southern gentleman, in

which role he would shine to undeniable

advantage
; but Darrow was not minded

to leave the girl here at Carencro, un-
warned of the real nature of the place.

"Yet it seems queer that he'd leave
us over there in the swampy woods,"
reflected Darrow, "when he must know
that we could eventually work our way
through to some plantation! No one
was searching for us to-day, that's

sure! H'm ! I don't like it particu-
larly. Castine and Stagg are most
dangerous when they're most quiet, and
it looks as though they should have
more sense than to leave us at liberty

He sat up swiftly, in the canoe, his

thoughts abruptly diverted by the

sound of steps on the landing above
him.

The steps were irregular, and Dar-
row knew they were those of two per-

sons. An instant later he caught the

smooth drawl of Castine, and his pulses

leaped.

"An interesting place, eh? Rough,
of course, as all these hamlets on the

Gulf are rough, but highly picturesque.

Do you not think so?"

Who was the other person—Griggs,

or Bowman ?

"To be frank, Mr. Castine, I prefer

Cypremort," came the soft answer in

the voice of Marian Robson. The
listener sank back, thinking swiftly.

"May I ask why you wanted me to

come out here ?"

Castine laughed softly. "Assuredly!
If you watch the other side of the

bayou, the answer will come. Several

coons are treed over there, and I sent

my men around after dark. When the

torches are lighted and the shooting be-

gins, it will be rather an unusual scene,

and I thought
"

The ensuing words were lost, as the

two passed on.

Darrow sat up again, and reached for

his paddle. Then he paused, glancing

around desperately. All too well he

understood now what was going on

—
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and he could not leave the landing,

could not cross to warn Lawrence and
Campbell, without being seen by
Castine

!

Stagg's men had gone around to take

the three fugitives from the rear. Dar-
row groaned inwardly as he realized

the position of his two friends, trapped
and unable to escape, since he had the

canoe. Treed coons, indeed ! Castine's

metaphor was apt. All day long the

Creole must have known where the

three lay hidden—or did he know there

were three ? No matter ; he must know
that Darrow had found some one to

give aid, and consequently all escape
had been cut off, both for Darrow and
for his friend or friends.

Darrow clenched his paddle, set his

right hand against the landing, and
gathered his muscles for one great

shove that would send him silentlv out
into the darkness. He must risk all in

order to warn

On the landing, Castine scratched a

match. Instantly, as though that were
a signal, a light flared up among the

trees opposite, and a confused shouting
broke forth. Darrow subsided with a

muttered curse. Too late! A rifle

cracked, its echoes flinging back and
back from the recesses of the swamps.

Then, strangely, silence fell. Torches
glowed into flame, slipping hither and
thither among the trees like fireflies,

but there was no sound of combat ; if

Castine had expected to stage a battle

royal, he was vastly disappointed.

Darrow, watching anxiously, could
not understand it. The big rifle of
Dolly Campbell spoke not, nor did the
shotgun of Lawrence. He knew very
well that the two could not have been
taken completely by surprise, for they

had been separated, watching the Car-
encro landing from different points.

Once more his attention was abruptly

drawn by hollow footsteps sounding on
the boards of the landing, and the voice

of Castine came to him in worried
accents.

"My dear Miss Robson, may I leave

you for one moment? Something has
evidently gone wrong—perhaps they
failed to have the coons treed as I had
thought—and I will summon a man and
send him over immediately, if you will

allow
"

"Why, of course!" The girl's voice

was slightly surprised.

Castine strode away hurriedly. Dar-
row realized that all Carencro must
have have been instructed to pay no
heed to the scene across the bayou

—

and he also realized that Marian Rob-
son was standing, alone, on the landing
above him. Cautiously he gripped the
planks and drew himself erect.

"Miss Robson! This is Mr. Dar-
row."

He saw her dark figure, six feet

away, turn toward him. A little cry
broke from her.

"Oh ! I did not know any one "

"Quiet, for Heaven's sake!" he
warned softly. "Miss Robson, I'm in

grave danger here, and so are you. Will
you do as I ask, without question?"

She was silent for a moment, staring
down at him.

"I thought—Mr. Castine said you
had gone to Fenris, to take care of

some papers regarding the sale of

Cypremort, Mr. Darrow! Surely he
does not know you're here?"
"Good thing for me he doesn't,"

chuckled Darrow. "Did he say I'd sold

Cypremort to him, then?"
"Yes, of course! He has a bill of

sale
"

"S-sh! No time to talk, Miss Rob-
son. Please trust me in this. Go back
to the hotel or wherever you're stop-

ping, immediately. Have Aunt Eliza

get you a parcel of food, and roll up
some blankets. Come back here in a

couple of hours, and come alone; don't

say a word to any one about seeing me,
unless you can get hold of Griggs."
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"He's playing cards, with Mr. Bow-
man/' she returned. "There seems to

be a gambling hall up there. I can sum-
mon him, of course."

"Don't," rejoined Darrow, thinking

fast. "Let it go. We can't arouse any

suspicion, or everything is lost. If you
have any personal effects, bring them
with you. I have to get you out of this

place at once. Will you trust me?"
"I don't understand," she returned,

but her low voice was firm. "Yes, I'll

trust you, Mr. Darrow—be careful! I

hear them coming !"

Xot daring to take chances of being

discovered by the man Castine was
sending across the bayou, Darrow
gripped the planks, drew himself from
the canoe, and silently dropped into the

water. Taking the paddle from his

craft, he dove under the edge of the

landing and came up beneath the

planks, where he floated motionless.

"Good for M aid Marian !" he

chuckled- inwardly. "No hysterics, no
running to that dear Mr. Castine

—

nothing but a cool head and steady

nerves. By George, she's one in a

thousand !"

Miss Robson departed, Castine

escorting her to the hotel and return-

ing. A launch set oft and puttered

across the bayou. Presently it re-

turned, and Castine hailed softly:

"Is that you. Sundown?"
"C'est mo' returned the deep voice

of Stagg, in his dialect. "We have one,

but the big rascal was gone. Here, do
you know this one ?"

A match scratched, and from Castine

broke a low word.

"M.r. Lawrence! I am surprised to

find you in such a place, sir ! Fetch
him up here, Stagg, and loose his gag,

but keep a knife at his ribs. If he
raises any alarm, attend to him."

There was a scuffling as the prisoner

was dragged to the landing. Again
came the voice of Castine, this time cold

and biting

:

"So, my dear Mr, Lawrence! We
learned at Cypremort this morning that

you had gone fishing, but hardly

imagined that you were around here.

How, may I ask, did you find your way
thither last night? Who was with

you ?"

Darrow trembled for the answer.

What of Dolly Campbell?
"Oh, I slipped one of your own men

a bribe to get me here," announced the

inimitable Lawrrence, with a sang-froid

rivaling that of Castine himself. "No
use asking who—I shan't give him
away, Castine."

"Very well, let it pass. Where is Mr.
Darrow just now?"

"Search me," returned the camera
man cheerfully. "He started off after

dark to go back to Cypremort in his

canoe— it wouldn't hold both of us."

"Bully for you!" breathed Darrow.
For a moment Castine was silent, evi-

dently weighing the truth of Law-
rence's words.

"Gag him !" the Creole's voice spat

out suddenly. "Stagg, take a fast

launch and warn all the guards at the

bayou mouths. Send men to watch
Cypremort on every side, and bag Dar-

row when he gets home, or prevent his

leaving if he's slipped through. Keep
that fool Campbell away ; shoot him if

you have to, or burn his steamer.

"Now. Mr. Lawrence"—and there

was a vicious whip crack in the words

that told how thoroughly Castine was
roused

—
"Stagg will take you back to

Cypremort. You'll stay there and

carry out the directions left for you by

Mr. Griggs ; if you or any one else tries

to leave, the result will be most re-

grettable. Regardless of what you or

others may say, Mr. Darrow has sold

Cypremort to me, and the papers are

now being duly recorded. Be off,

Stagg ! Send a man to Fenris in case

Darrow went that way."

Ten minutes later the landing was
again deserted. Darrow, chuckling to
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himself, crawled out and found his own
launch, the Macache, lying near by. In

one of her lockers he found a sweater,

two overcoats, and smoking materials,

unsuspected and untouched by the out-

laws, and these he loaded aboard the

canoe, putting one of the overcoats

about his shoulders.

"Lawrence is an impressive liar," he

reflected amusedly. "He certainly laid

it over Castine—but where the deuce

is Dolly Campbell ? How did the old

fox slip out of the snare? That's what

I'd like to know."

His mental query was answered in

startling and unexpected fashion.

Sitting in the canoe, he filled his

pipe, and, leaning over beneath the

edge of the wharf, struck a match, and

held it in his cupped hands to guard

against it being seen. As he blew out

the match and straightened up, some-

thing round and cold touched his neck.

"Hands up, an' keep yo' mouth
shut!" growled a voice.

''Dolly !" breathed Darrow, astound-

ed. "Good Lord, man, don't shoot!"

Glancing over the side of the canoe,

he saw a dark mass of brushwood float-

ing on the water, from which pro-

truded the rifle of Campbell.

"You, Prosper?" The swimmer
seemed equally astonished. "By my
halidome, suh ! Give me a hand, for I

am paralyzed with cold
"

In two minutes the crippled giant was
sitting in the canoe, sweater and over-

coat drawn over his dripping torso.

His explanation of events was brief

and to the point. Lawrence had been

captured by the "coon" hunters without

a chance to fight. Campbell, however,

had dropped into the water, unseen, and
by floating out with some loose brush

from the bank had escaped observation.

Since then he had been working across

to the Carencro landing, knowing that

Darrow was somewhere in the vicinity.

He was vastly pleased on hearing Dar-

row's report of the prevarications of

Lawrence.

"And what is your idea, suh, of tak-

ing Miss Robson away?"
"That's it, precisely," chuckled Dar-

row. "We'll take her away, somewhere
up the bayous, wrork out to the coast

if we can't strike a plantation, and

reach civilization and the law."

"Perhaps Miss Robson will not con-

sider such an expedition, Prosper."

"We'll soon know—here she is now,

I think."

Darrow rose, as a figure approached

silently along the landing.

CHAPTER IX.

That Miss Robson would consider

the expedition, wras instantly made
plain by that quiet-voiced young lady

herself.

"Please get me away from here at

once, Mr. Darrow," she said, just a

trifle breathlessly, as Darrow took the

bundle from her arms. "Here are the

things you wanted. I—oh, I'm so

angry that I can't speak!"

"What has happened?" asked Dar-

row. "By the way, here is Captain

Campbell, who will steady the canoe

while you step into it—yes, right in the

center. That's fine ! Nothing's wrong,

I hope?"

"No. But since meeting you here, I

am convinced there is something wrong

with this place. I heard some women
talking near the hotel, and—and a lot

of the fishermen were intoxicated

—

well, I do not think Mr. Griggs should

have brought us here, that's all."

"Poor Griggs is entirely innocent,"

and Darrow laughed grimly, as he

stepped into the bow of the craft and

pushed off. Campbell had been sup-

plied with a paddle from one of the

other canoes near by, and was engaged

in steering.

"Don't blame Griggs, Miss Robson.

Perhaps you had better explain, Dolly
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—you're a ready talker, and- not so in-

timately concerned with the case as I

am. Miss Robson might think me pre-

judiced, eh ?"

"Your motion-picture company,

ma'am, has come to sad disruption," ob-

served Dolly, with ponderous humor.
"My friend Prosper, and Mr. Law-
rence, and I myself, who are not in the

cast, are, so to speak, playing leading

roles—to say nothing of Air. Castine

and his cutthroats. Allow me, ma'am,

to elucidate."

So, while Dolly elucidated, the canoe

rippled steadily on into the darkness,

and Carencro was lost behind.

Marian Robson heard the story with-

out comment until its conclusion. Al-

though Dolly toned down the harsh pic-

ture very considerably, Darrow was
amazed when at last he heard the girl's

laugh ring out like a soft crystal bell.

"Why, this is real adventure !" she

exclaimed, but her laughing words were
belied by a deeper, graver note, which
Darrow liked well. "And can Castine

really mean to seize Cypremort in de-

spite of the law ?"

"Castine, ma'am, is the law—until a

higher intervenes," returned Dolly.

"The sheriff of this parish is his man.
We must reach New Orleans and take

action through the courts, I believe."

"And we're going to New Orleans
now ?"

"We are going according to the dis-

pensation of Providence, ma'am."
"Good ! Captain, you're a dear

!

Now let's forget that there's any
danger, or that any of us are in trou-

ble ; we're on a jolly fishing and camp-
ing trip, Air. Darrow. How is that for

an idea?"

"Excellent!" assented Darrow
gravely. "If you are satisfied with

Dolly for a chaperon."

"Angels, suh, need no chaperon," re-

proved Campbell. Marian Robson
laughed again.

"Forward, then, my champions!

Captain Dolly is skipper, Mr. Prosper
is first mate, and Maid Marian will do
the cooking. Forward, my merry gen-

tlemen !"

Darrow smiled to himself. "Ador-
able !" he thought, and the word was
sufficient unto his mind. He was not

worried particularly over Castine's

seizure of Cypremort
;

despite false

witness, forgery, and fraud, Castine

must fail, once the courts questioned

his acts, as they would do if Darrow
ever reached New Orleans.

Two hours later, for all her brave-

hearted words, Marian Robson was
glad to step ashore at Campbell's bid-

ding on a small, oak-hung island. The
night wTas dark and uncanny upon the

bayous, the stimulating spark of danger
seemed left far behind, and the neces-

sary unconventionally of the danger
may have troubled the girl more than
she said.

"Can we have a fire?" she asked hes-

itatingly.

"Impossible." Darrow picked up the

bundle she had fetched, and led the

way in among the oaks. "This island

is high and dry, according to Dolly, and
I'll fix you up a little camp of your
own, Miss Robson—pardon me, Maid
Marian ! Come along, Dolly, if you
know this place ; we'll have a bite to

eat, then rest up for the night."

"But—but I don't want all the

blankets ! Where will you sleep ?" ex-

claimed the girl.

"Under the canoe, ma'am," chuckled

Campbell. "At the Inn of the Two
Paddles. Ah, here we are—the two
big oaks to the left, Prosper, and spread

the blankets between them. Our Maid
Marian will be safe, protected, and
sheltered."

The . two half-famished men ate a

portion of the food brought by Maid
Marian, and regretfully laid aside the

remainder for the morning. Darrow
pulled down enough Spanish moss for

a thick mattress, spread the blankets
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upon it and between two giant oaks

which formed a perfect natural cham-

ber, and handed the rifle to Dolly Camp-
bell, who was forced to use it in lieu

of his lost crutch.

"Good night, Maid Marian !" he ex-

claimed, shaking hands in the darkness

with the girl. "Sleep sound, and have

no fears. You're safer here than at

Cypremort itself."

"And remember us in your orisons,

ma'am," added Dolly. "Farewell, until

the morrow !"

Darrow aided his companion back to

the canoe, the girl's firm handclasp

lingering with him, and secured more
moss for their own beds. As he

worked, he caught his friend's deep

chuckle.

"Prosper, unburden yo' mind to me,

suh ! What think you of yonder doll-

faced ingenue with the languishing eyes

and weak chin
"

"Shut your face!" growled Darrow.

"I retract those words, Dolly."

"Well said, Colonel Moberly, suh!

'Twas on such a night as this, twenty

years ago, that I stood beside this old

gate where the clinging ivy
"

"Forget it!" Darrow was in no
mood for pleasantry. "Think about

getting some food ; that's important."

Darrow flung himself down on the

moss bed. Exhausted as he was, he

fell asleep almost instantly.

With the rising sun, Darrow was
aroused by a sputtering crackle of

flame, and sat up to find Campbell and

Miss Robson feeding a tiny fire of dry

sticks. Over the fire—wonder of won-
ders !—hung a coffeepot, and the aroma
of French-roasted coffee filled the air.

"Great Scott!" gasped Darrow,
springing up. "Is that stage coffee, or

real stuff?"

"Real," chuckled Dolly. "I buried

an outfit here some weeks ago, for a

friend of mine, and it's not been called

for. Rise, suh, rise and eat
!"

"I'll run down and wash!" he ex-

claimed, turning on his heel. Follow-

ing an all but invisible trail, he reached

a back eddy of the bayou, among the

oak roots, and in five minutes returned

to the fire. Campbell was just rising.

"Eat hearty, suh," boomed the skip-

per, swinging off with the help of his

rifle. "I will return presently, with g.

surprise for you. Excuse me, ma'am!"
"What's this—real sugar!" cried

Darrow, taking the coffee handed him
by the girl, and inspecting the "outfit"

that lay spread out beside the fire.

"Wonderful coffeer Maid Marian

!

Congratulations
!"

They were alone, Campbell having

disappeared among the trees. Darrow
found to his gratified surprise that Maid
Marian had not only rested well, but

thoroughly enjoyed her experience.

"I think this is perfectly glorious, all

of it !" she said.

"So do I," assented Darrow, with an

emphasis that drew her gaze to his.

"All of it ! Especially the cook. But I

wonder where Dolly went? He's a

queer chap, is Dolly, but fine gold all

through ! He mustn't forget his duties

as chaperon, though."

She nodded, a trifle absently. After

a momentary silence, she made slow

reply.

"Wr

e don't really need him, Mr. Dar-

row. You know, I'm married."

Darrow set down his coffee cup, won-
dering a little at the steadiness of his

hand. He lifted his eyes to hers, and

found her still gazing at him, her face

pale.

"Oh!" he said queerly. "Oh! No, I

hadn't known it. You see—I thought

it was Miss Robson " His voice

died.

"It is, for screen purposes. I've been

married for six months, Mr. Darrow."

TO BE CONTINUED.



Sunshine Mary
AndersonBv Henrv A. Keller

G O out and interview Mary Ander-
son," said the boss, and the

clear California morning I was
admiring from the window faded to

a dismal brown. This was no time to

interview Mary Anderson, or any other

cave dweller who stuck around in a

stuffy studio on such an afternoon. I

had a perfectly definite engagement
with the dancing waves on the seashore

—an engagement, moreover, that I did

not feel should be sacrificed or even

postponed. It happens, unfortunately,

that bosses are rarely considerate of

my personal convenience in such mat-

ters, so the appointment had to die the

death. Nevertheless, it died hard, and
I was still grumbling when I entered the

Vitagraph Company's big studio at Los
Angeles.

"Miss Anderson is busy just now,"
said an important individual—a door-

keeper—who tried to make me feel as

unimportant as possible. "She's work-
ing on a new set for 'Miss Adventure.'

"

"Fine!" said I. thinking of the witch-

ing waves. "Didn't want to see her,

anyhow."
"If you can wait five minutes

"

Men have been murdered for less

than that. But of course I waited,

watching the properties put in place and

scowling at the "extras" who hung
about the door. Then, turning, I

ceased to scowl. Here before me, danc-

ing on a studio beach with a painted

canvas ocean behind her, was the bright-

est little ripple of them all. Wrapped
in flowing white draperies, she swayed
back and forward, pirouetted, dipped,

and swung like the crest of a merry
breaker.

When the dance was over, I was in-

troduced.

"Miss Anderson," said the director.

" 'Sunshine' Mary, you know."

Flushed with the excitement of the

scene, eyes dancing, and a winsome
dimple playing in her cheek, she ex-

tended her hand with a friendly smile.
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All my impatience and resentment fled

with the disagreeable words that went
with them. I could feel my parched

old countenance stretch itself into a

wide grin. What I said was just one

more instance of masculine unprepared-

ness before a battery of feminine

charms.

During the half hour that followed—-

one of the most delightful in my experi-

ence—I learned several interesting facts

about this dainty star.

"Sunshine" Mary's career, when
compared with those of contempora-

neous stars, has been little short of me-
teoric. When she completed the aca-

demic course in one of the Brooklyn

high schools, several years ago, she had
received no dramatic training whatever,

properly speaking. She was fond of

Greek dancing, however, and had taken

part in various amateur

performances that of-

fered opportunity to

display her accomplish-

ment in this art to ad-

vantage. This com-
prised her whole dra-

matic experience at the

time she secured a.

minor part with the

Eastern studio of the

Vitagraph Company.
Nevertheless, under the

guidance of capable,

farseeing directors who
recognized the latent

talent she possessed, the

quality of her acting im-

proved rapidly, and she

won her chance for a

more important part.

She continued to pro-

gress, and her salary

went up by leaps and
bounds.

Then she was fea-

tured in a number of

three-reel dramas and a

good many one-reel

comedies, the scenarios for some of

which she wrote herself. By this time

the Western studio was beginning to

sit up and take notice, and Mary 'was

drafted to California to take part in a

series of features under the director-

ship of Rollin S. Sturgeon. Chief

among her recent successes are "Bill

Peter's Son" and "Miss Adventure."

"Now tell me something of your ac-

tivities away from the studio," I said.

"Aren't you the little girl with the big

motor car who persuaded the sheriff

that forty-one miles was fourteen?"

"Something like that." She blushed.

"All I did was to pull his whiskers,

and he didn't mind that. I had to save

the fine, you know. I only had five

dollars with me. As much as I like

to drive, though, I believe it is just

as much fun doing my repairs."

7 don't think I ever sang as well in my life.
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At first it struck me as strange that

"Sunshine" Mary should think of "get-

ting out and under," but I noticed the

firm, strong arms and determined chin

and decided it would take more than

a leaky carburetor to baffle this remark-
able young lady.

"What do you know about machin-
ery ?" I asked, trying to take her off her

guard.

"More than you know about wheel-

car up to Mount Rubidaux. We had
been asked to appear before an assem-
blage of the people who had gathered
there to give us a word of welcome.
Well, they had a piano, and Florence
played accompaniments to some old

songs. I don't think I ever sang as well

in my life. Honestly, it did my heart

good to see how impressed they were,

and how grateful afterward. I came
away with a. feeling that I had never

'1 felt as if I had never done so much to bring joy to the hearts of others
"

barrows," she retorted. I felt properly

sat upon, and changed the subject.

As we talked I learned that beneath

the surface of frivolity and carelessness

Mary was a very serious young person

indeed. She even confided that she

wouldn't at all mind being a Red Cross

nurse. The best way to make life worth
living, she said, is to live it.

"I think last Easter was the happiest

day I ever spent," she went on. "Flor-

ence Vidor—Florence is also with the

Vitagraph Company—and I went in the

been so happy, for I felt as if I had
never done so much to bring joy to the

hearts of others."

Just then she was called away to take

her place in another scene, and, with

a final word of farewell and another

of those wonderful smiles, she left me.

It was too late to go to the beach,

but I never did like to get sand in my
shoes. Besides, one can take a bath

any time, but it's a rare afternoon in-

deed that one can spend tete-a-tete with

"Sunshine" Mary Anderson



Ship Ahoy!

If Bessie Eyton, Selig's

able-bodied seawoman,
were on the beach in this

pose we'd be doubtfulof the

title. We always were sus-

picious of people who wave
and smile on the beach.

But Bessie isn't a flirt.

Her idea of a good time is

riding out on the ocean in

a rolling ship and enjoying

herself when she should

be seasick. U
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James Wood
Morrison, of

Vitagraph, de-

cided to go on

the stage while

a student at

the University

o/3efbi~e the

... ^3
o f Chicago. ' ==
After playing in vaudeville, he joined Vitagraph.

Helen Gibson, Kalem, is a daughter of the West-
ern cattle country. As a girl she learned to ride the

wild horses fresh from the ranges—seated astride, like

any man. Her daring exploits since she began the

"Hazards of Helen" have caused her to be known as

"the woman unafraid," and those who have seen her
pictures cannot deny that the title fits. And she keeps
it up. Her present serial is the longest ever filmed, and
she pulls a thriller in every episode.

Ford Sterling, the Keystone comedian, was born in

1880. While a boy he ran away from home to join

the famous Robinson Circus, with which he was known
as Keno, the Boy Clown. One of the other clowns
took a liking to the youngster and taught him a num-
ber of acrobatic stunts. The next year he joined

George Whittier in "Tangled Relatives," and finally

drifted into vaudeville. Mack Sennett saw him "doing
his bit" and gave him a job with Biograph.

Dorothy Phillips, Universal, admits that she is

twenty-three. She was born and educated in. Balti-

more. After making a name for herself in amateur
dramatic circles in the city, her ability and good looks

brought an offer from the Fawcett Stock Company,
which she accepted. She made her bow to moving-
picture audiences two years ago with Essanay. The
Universal then made a flattering offer, and she ac-

cepted it.

Forrest Stanley, Morosco, had already made his

mark as an architect before his natural liking for the

theater got the best of him. He had been playing

for some time in amateur productions, however. At
length he was offered the part of leading man in the

Morosco Stock Company playing at the Burbank The-

ater in Los Angeles. His success was such that he

was drafted by the Morosco Photo Play Company and
made over into a screen star.
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can engagement. Lasky was her first studio.

Bobby Harron, Fine Arts, began as a messenger

boy in the old Biograph studio when Griffith was the

director. Economy began at home in those days, and"

whenever possible the help around the studio were

used in the pictures. A messenger boy was needed

one day, so Bobby was called upon to play it. He
continued playing at times until Griffith discovered

that he could really act, after which he retained him

as an actor and got another office boy.

Teddy Sampson, World Film, made her first ap-

pearance in ''School Days," a vaudeville act, when she

was but fifteen years old. Next season she was a

member of the chorus of the "Wall Street Girl," and

afterward played several seasons in vaudeville. It

was while doing her turn on the "two a day" that

Griffith saw her and engaged her at once. In private

life Teddy is Mrs. Ford Sterling, wife of the famous

comedian.

Hal Cooley, American, had a disastrous start. The

road company which he first joined went broke. He
was stranded and walked home. This incident dupli-

cated itself not once, but several times. At times he

had to wash dishes to get a meal. At last he joined

the insurrectos in Mexico, and it was this venture that

landed him a position with Selig, at Los Angeles.

From Selig he went to Universal, and recently he

joined American.

Lucille Taft, Gaumont, first played on the stage

in the role of a little pickaninny. A theatrical director

who was a friend of the family happened to remark

one evening that he needed just one little pick to com-

plete his cast, and Lucille begged so hard that she was

allowed to have the part. She was older than she

looked, but very small of stature. She is now looping

the loop in aeroplanes and performing other thrillers

as a Gaumont star.

Bessie Bar-
riscale, Ince-

Triangle,
started as a

child with her

father, an Eng-

lish actor, dur-



The Love Letters of

Violet

Mersereau

What some of the young
men who have fallen

in love with the shadow
of this screen artist
write to her and her

correspondence to them

.own

In justice to Mr. Bushman and his friends, we wish to assure our readers that his love letters,

'published in recent issues of this magazine, were printed with full permission of the authors, although
their names were not used. The same is true of the following letters of Miss Mersereau. It is hardly
necessary to state that neither would be guilty of any breach of confidence and their friends everywhere
need have no hesitation in writing to them in fear that their communications will be published. The
editor assumed that our readers would understand this, and it is with pleasure that we correct any
misapprehension—Editor's Note.

MY FRAGRANT LITTLE VIO-
LET : The other night I

chanced to see a picture play

—

and you ! Truly, I never appreciated

picture plays until I saw you on the

screen. My ideas about them have un-

dergone a complete and remarkable
change—all because of you ! I used to

think moving pictures were a fearful

bore, but I think so no longer. Your
dainty, graceful, winsome, witching per-

sonality still flickers before my fancy,

clutches at my heart, and bears me off

in a sort of cloud to movieland.

I am a magazine writer and poet

—

so called by the courtesy of friends

—

by profession
;

yet, honestly, I find it

difficult to express adequately the sin-

cere emotions you have called into be-

ing. At the risk of ridiculous failure,

I timorously send you these lines

:

To V. M.

I have heard the voices of girls galore;
1 have danced and dined them

;

I have chummed with them on the sea and
shore,

And toasted and wined them.
I have sung their fair charms far and wide,
From Cleveland to Cathay;

But all of them fade into naught beside
Your shadow in the play.

Though your voice is silent, your actions

speak

;

Your smile has eager tongue

;

The toss of your head, the curve of your
cheek

To me stay not unsung.
The flash of your eye, the sweep of your

hand,

Lips moving or at rest,

Show me the loveliest lass in the land—
The loveliest and the best.

If I never receive a reply to this fool-

ish letter, I shall know what you think
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of my verses—and it will serve me
right ! Ever sincerely, C. S. T.

My Dear Mr. C. S. T. : It isn't often

that I receive letters and poems from a

real poet, such as you have proven your-

self to be in this instance, and I thank

you sincerely for your tribute. I am
grateful not merely because of your ap-

preciation of my work and admiration

for my personality, but because I was
able to inspire in you such genuinely

charming verse worthy of a better fate

than to gather dust in my voluminous
correspondence files.

Indeed, you have expressed ade-

quately and sincerely your emotions,

and I am showing what I think of your
poem by writing thus frankly and sin-

cerely to you. And I am truly glad

that I was the means of bringing about
a "complete and remarkable change" in

your ideas regarding photo plays. That
is an achievement in itself, is it not, for

one little actress?

When your muse feels again inspired

to write equally charming and clever

verses, whether about me or somebody
else or some utterly foreign subject, I

shall be pleased to receive and acknowl-
edge them. Why not develop your tal-

ent? Poetry seems to have been "re-

vived" after a fashion, and—quien
sabe ?—you may yet "arrive." You say

you are a magazine writer. What have
you done—had published? Won't you
send me one or two of your "things?"

But, for goodness' sake, don't try

your hand at scenarios or plays ! Leave
that to the "plot builders" and "potboil-

ers." Yet some day, perhaps, photo-
play writing may become an art and we
players may really become artists inter-

preting the works of true artists. Just
now we are amusing and entertaining

the dear public with "movies," but some
time, when the standard of public taste

rises and it demands true art in its pic-

ture dramas, we shall have something
well worth while—something that will

8

take rank alongside of the great paint-

ings, the great sculptures, the great

music, and the great artistic culture of

all nations and all ages. Don't you
agree with me?
Again thanking you for your de-

lightful lines, I am, gratefully yours,

Violet Mersereau.

My Dear Miss Mersereau : I trust

that you will pardon the seeming frank-

ness and liberty with which I am ad-

dressing you; but, after you have read

and pondered over this communication,
perhaps you will feel disposed to for-

give me—nay, to do more, to consider

the subject matter of my letter favor-

ably.

We are strangers, but I think you will

agree with me that merely because we
have not met and enjoyed each other's

society, it would not be fair to say that

we could not become pretty well ac-

quainted by correspondence for some
time before an actual meeting in person.

Therefore, my first plea is for an ac-

quaintance by correspondence, and if

this should, happily, ripen into friend-

ship, I hope to have the pleasure of

meeting you and knowing you, as the

French say, front a front.

I presume it will be necessary to tell

you who and what I am, in order to

clarify my motive and emphasize my ob-

ject in thus writing you. In the first

place, I have the good fortune—or mis-

fortune, as you like—to be a man of

considerable wealth, which, as you
know, often shuts a human being com-
pletely oft from his fellows

;
and, as I

happen to be rather a democratic sort

of chap, and a bachelor in the bargain,

my money is a hindrance instead of

being a help to me. Many a splendid

man or woman has been deterred from
approaching me, smiling, and shaking

my hand in a human, good-natured way,

merely because they imagined me to be

a cold-blooded, calculating, money-
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grabbing millionaire. Unfortunately, I

didn't make the money myself—I never

would have gone to all that trouble ; a

commercial genius of an uncle made it

for me, and as there was nobody else to

spend the interest, I was made the goat.

What I shall do with the money when
my time is up on this good old ball I'm

sure I don't know, unless I leave it to

the poor kiddies or the Actors' Fund or

some other worthy cause. And this

brings me to the chief point of my letter.

Now, my dear girl, I don't want you

to misconstrue my meaning, or try to

find something hidden between the lines,

or place a wrong construction upon my
words. This is fair warning, because

if ever a man was straight, honest,

truthful, and clean-cut as a new pin, I

can assure you that I am when I make

you this proposal. I take it that you
are unmarried ; I know you are most
attractive, because I see every picture

play in which you appear ; and I don't

need to hear your voice or be near you
in the flesh to feel that you are the girl

for me. The offer, as you see, is very

simple. I will take you on faith if you

will take me, and although I realize that

I shall be getting the better of the bar-

gain—even though you get my bank ac-

count— I think you may like me a bit

in time, if not right away. Really, I

haven't such a bad personality, you

know, and a rather decent character

—

for a rich man.

That my intentions are perfectly hon-

orable, and that I really and truly do

want you to become my wife, will be

evident after I

After seeing this

the least we

can say

about the

love-letters is

''There's

a reason
"

have the honor and

pleasure of meeting

you in person. Of
course, should you
decline my offer—

a

thing which would

be painfully disap-

pointing to me—

I

presume the corre-

spondence will auto-

matically come to an

end, and I shall

continue to lead the

aimless, idle, pleas-

ure-seeking life in the

clubs, theaters, the

opera, social affairs,

and the rest of the

potpourri and hurly-

burly of the metrop-

olis. Still, it isn't all

dull and drab.

I have a kennel of

blue-blooded dogs
and a number of

wonderful horses.
And I have a lot of

books and paintings

which I love like

brothers. And all of

these things you can
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share with me—if you will, Will

you? Sincerely, J. B.

My Dear Mr. J. B. : So you want
to make me Airs. J. B. and help you

spend the money left you by your Uncle

Bill? I confess that at first your most

generous offer almost took my breath

away. Among the thousands of letters

from all over the world which I have

received since I became prominent in

the pictures, there have, naturally

enough, I presume, been many pro-

posals of marriage. But, I am free to

say, none of these numerous proposals

from strangers impressed me as for-

cibly as did yours, and I shall explain

why. Of course, I cannot accept yours,

any more than I can accept a marriage

offer from any stranger, no matter how
wealthy or famous

—

that would be con-

trary to my every

ideal and principle.

Your letter, among
hundreds of a sim-

ilar character, ap-

pealed to me, first

of all, because it im-

pressed me as being

sincere. I think you
meant that when vouJ

said you would never

have gone to "all that

trouble" to pile up
three millions of dol-

lars ; I don't believe

that was a pose.

Therefore, I like you
for that—you rang

true ! Secondly, your
love for children, ani-

mals, books, and pic-

tures. Then, again,

you are a gentleman,

you have refinement

of feeling. And
you're human and hu-

morous—o h
, that's

everything

!

Now, don't you see, dear Mr. B., it's

just because you have these excellent

qualities that you mustn't fling your-

self away on a person you've never seen

or met and know absolutely nothing

about ? One doesn't marry on igno-

rance and blind faith—one marries on
knowledge ; at any rate, I shall. I have
no patience or tolerance for

l<

love at

first sight" or "falling in love with a

picture" or any blind sentimentality of

that sort. If marriage is to be happy
and successful, it seems to me, the man
and the woman must know each other

thoroughly, must have a complete mu-
tual understanding, before—not after

—the wedding ceremony. Have you
ever thought of marriage as the sweet-?

est and loveliest companionship on
earth ? Have you ever thought how
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difficult it is to wean an actress from
stage or studio and train her into a

quiet, domestic life? We live in a little

dream world of our own—a world of

powders, greases, crayons, disguises

—

a world as far removed from your
world of clubs and societies as can well

be imagined. No, Mr. B., it can't be

done. We read about such things in

books and we see them in plays
;
but,

then, most books and plays are distor-

tions of life, not life itself.

I am sorry that I must write you in

this fashion, but you wouldn't want me
to be untrue to my convictions, would
you? At the same time I must thank
you for your sincerity, your genuine-

ness, and the respect and confidence you
were good enough to impose in me.
Cordially yours,

Violet Mersereau.

My Dearest Beloved Heart of
Hearts : Shall I not be frank with

you from the start and say that this

communication is precisely what it pre-

tends to be—a love letter? Can true

love deceive? I cannot think of gen-

uine love, or even genuine friendship,

as a thing of guile or dallying. It is

—

or it isn't. There are no halfway meas-
ures, no milk-and-water compromises.
A man loves—or he doesn't. A woman,
loves—or she doesn't. Simple? Yes.

But all great people, all great things,

are, at bottom, simple. And so is a

great love. *

My love for you, sweet, wild Violet

of that mysterious, unknown region be-

hind the silent screen, is like the love

of the bold and brave knight-errant of

the dim and distant past, in that it for-

ever seeks the well-nigh unattainable.

The knight sallied forth on forlorn mis-

sions fraught with peril; my love cries

out in the wilderness of human souls,

and finds you not. On the screen you
taunt me : your smile is wickedly seduc-

tive
;
your laughing eyes are cruelly

vindictive; your curling Cupid lips are

painfully irresistible. Your soft, wavy
tresses stream in the wind, yet touch
them I cannot. Your lithe, supple,

graceful form skips deerlike over hill

and dale, through leafy bowers and peb-

bly brooks, yet catch you I never can.

You are always laughing at me, always
teasing me, always provoking me. My
heart thumps away loudly, my blood
runs hot and free, my breath rises and
falls like a bellows—and then you are

' gone ! There is another picture on the

shimmering white expanse before me.
Such is my love for you, ghostly

flower of those silent, secret woods that

lie far, far off in movieland. Such is

my love for your specter, your shadow
self. Ah, dear heart, what would be

my love for your real self—your
earthly, flesh-and-blood self? My brain

swims when I contemplate it. Or would
my dream be dissipated^ my idol crum-
ble into dust, if you should suddenly

step forward out of the spiritual screen

into the material air of this life—into

this very room where I am writing to

you? No, I do not think so. There
are certain little tricks and movements,
natural and unconscious, which the

keen, all-seeing eye of the camera
catches unawares ; and these, in your
shadow self, I have watched, noted, and
remembered. And equally keen and all-

seeing is the camera eye of the heart.

Why I love you I know not, nor do

I care. Love that endures, that is worth
while, does not ask why, how, when,
or where. It just takes root and sprouts

and grows ; and, with reciprocal care,

with mutual consideration, it will flour-

ish and blossom and be a perennial de-

light to the two who watch over it.

It is a rare plant, a treasure such as the

orchid one seeks in the untracked Afri-

can tangles ; and it will bear watching.

It is my dream, my prayer, my hope

that some day I may lavish my affec-

tion upon you yourself and not upon
your mere animated photograph. For,

after all, when the overheated imagina-
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tion gets out into the cool air and those

uncanny mental images pass off into

the ethereal unknown, what have we
left? A remembrance of thousands,

tens of thousands of dancing photo-

graphs, vivid and real-appearing as long

as the fevered mind and fascinated eye

can be held fixed to the fast-flashing

points and sheets of light
;
but, out in

the clear, white, dazzling sunlight or

even under the stars and the moon,
how unreal, how flat, shadowy, misty,

unconvincing they are ! Then, upon re-

flection, we know that no photograph,

no matter how lifelike, can ever grip

us as life itself does. That is why my
love for you, should we never meet in

person, will remain a rather unearthly,

unreal, mystic, uncompleted, hopeful,

yet hopeless, love—the love of a shadow
instead of the wonderful being whose
shadow it is. But such is the profound
depth, the deathless persistence of my
love, that I shall cling to the shadow if

I cannot grasp the substance. And so

long as you live on the screen, so long

shall you live in my heart.

If it would not be asking too much,
I should be delighted to receive one of

your best photographs, autographed by
you, although I carry a mental photo-

graph of you around with me always.

And I wonder if you would bother to

write me a line or two.

You may, or may not, believe what I

have written
;
but, whether you do or

not, I may say that I have unburdened
to you my overflowing heart, and I

truthfully subscribe myself, with fur-

ther assurances of devotion, your fond
and faithful admirer, R.

My Dear Mr. R. : I was almost
frightened when I read your remark-
able letter. If any one should really,

really love me like that, I think I should
be the happiest person in the world.
After all, though, it isn't really me you
love, but my picture.

I am afraid, Mr. R., that you have

too much of the impractical idealism

of the poet. It is beautiful, yes, but to

remain beautiful it must always remain
a dream—always. In my plays I por-

tray the character of many women, but
their charm is not necessarily mine. It

is like the novelist who, with the aid

of his art, paints a superman, fearless,

strong, wise. The novelist may be a

coward. It happens that my appear-

ance and talents, you see, find their best

advantage in the part of the heroine.

I should be very happy, nevertheless,

to have you cherish this romantic affec-

tion for me, provided it did not blind

you to the greatest of all human happi-

ness—the love of a real girl. But I am
sure it would. I am a shadow, giving

nothing. She, a reality, would pour out

all the unguessed radiance of a true

human personality. It is this, and noth-

ing else, that will make you truly satis-

fied.

Under separate cover, I am sending

you the autographed photograph which
you request. Thanking you for your
letter, I am, cordially,

Violet Mersereau.

My Dear Miss Mersereau: I ex-

pect to graduate from college next year,

and thought I should like to enter the

movies as an actor, if possible, in the

same company with you. I have seen

you in so many picture plays and en-

joyed your work and your personality

so hugely, that I feel greatly tempted

even now to abandon my college work
and fly to the studio where you are act-

ing, and do anything—even sweep the

floors—just to be near you, whom I ad-

mire and of whom I am very fond. If

your studio director would only give

me a job sweeping out your dressing

room

!

But I suppose I shall have to wait

until I get my degree and diploma

;

then, perhaps, I'll stand a better chance

as a movie actor. Isn't it a shame that
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they don't teach scenario writing and

motion-picture acting in the colleges?

Why, if they did, maybe I might jump
right up into the rank of a star—just

like that ! You've read or heard about

''double stars" in astronomy? Well,

you and I would be the ''double stars"

of the movies. How's that?

I have a cozy room here, with lots

of pretty, pleasing things in it—inti-

mate things, you know. But, my dear

Miss Violet, something very important

is missing, and you can guess what it is

without puckering your forehead very

much. Your photograph ! Why, of

course, dear girl. Send me one post-

haste, will you, and scrawl across the

bottom, if you will be so kind, your

gracious and esteemed autograph. I

shall treasure the token more than I

can say ; and when the boys come into

my room and browse around and one

of them says to me, "Old top, where

did you get that one?"

We have a first-class movie theater

here^ and I am glad the manager shows

so many of your pictures. You can

surely count on me as one of your

"steady following." Now, please don't

fail to send your autographed photo-

graph, and, if you can, write me how,

I can break into your company as an

actor next year after I have my A. B.

—

Bachelor of Acting. Xot a bad degree,

is it? I suppose W7
althall is an A. M.

—

Master of Acting—and Griffith is a

D. D.—Doctor of Directing. And you,

my dear girl—I should say your degree

was Q. M.—Queen of the Movies.

Fondly,
" W. R. H.

My Dear Mr. W. R. H. : I enjoyed

your letter very much, and you shall

have your prized photograph with my
autograph—I am mailing you one of

my largest, latest, and best to-day. I

receive numberless letters from college

boys from every country under the sun

—from far-off Tokyo and Calcutta,

from Copenhagen and Cambridge, from
Buenos Aires and Melbourne, and, of

course, from all over America. The
college boys are very loyal to the

"movies" and to the men, women, and
children who act for them and who
strive to please the countless millions

everywhere who rind in picture plays

their solace and their joy. All thanks

to you college chaps for "boosting our

game," and some day this great game
may boost you

!

I accept your honorary degree of Q.
M. with all my heart, although I fear

that I do not deserve such a lofty tribute

from a worthy member of the junior

class at . . . "Queen of the

Movies!" Delightful!- I don't know
about your prospective A. B. qualify-

ing you as a "Bachelor of Acting," but

I think you struck it right with Wal-
thall's A. M. and Griffith's D. D.

No, my dear W., don't drop your

studies and your degree and hasten to

my studio to sweep out my dressing

room. I have not risen so high in star-

dom that I require an A. B. from

. as a janitor—not yet ! We have

a fairly efficient sweeper at the studio

who, although he is not up in Latin or

economics, is pretty well posted on the

Yankees and the Cubs and can show

you why Willard is a better puncher

than Moran. After you graduate, it

will be time enough to think of acting

before the camera—or flying from it as

fast as your athletic legs will carry

you.

With all good wishes for your future,

believe me, cordially,

Violet Mersereau.
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A hundred reels of the happenings in film-

dom, condensed into a few lively pages

By Neil G, Caward

IT
was bound to happen sooner or

later. Eva Tanguay, famous
comedienne, has become a movie

star. The vivacious Eva, after con-

quering every other amusement field

that she ever entered, came to the con-

clusion that she must score still other

triumphs, and there being no other fields

for her to conquer, she looked upon the

movies and then took the plunge. As
usual, Miss Tanguay refused to enter

the employ of any existing film com-
pany, preferring to establish a film com-
pany of her own, as she did when
invading the vaudeville field. Miss Tan-
guay, in making her screen debut, is to

create an entirely new type of charac-

ter, and the title of her first release is

reported to be ''Eva's Deal in Pork."

Burning question of the moment : Will

anything short of asbestos film be able

to register Eva's temperament and "I-

don't-care" disposition"'

Of course, you recall Florence Tur-
ner, famous a few seasons ago as ''The

Vitagraph Girl." but of late a perma-
nent resident of England, where she

established the Florence Turner Film
Company. Well, six of the very big-

gest and best of the Turner productions

have been purchased by the Mutual
Film Corporation, and during the sum-
mer and fall will be given to Mutual ex-

hibitors at intervals of a few weeks.

Among the subjects chosen are ''Far

from the Madding Crowd." "Door-
steps," "The Welsh Singer," "The First

Settler's Story," and "Shop Girls." If

any of you saw "Old Dutch," in which
Miss Turner was featured along with
Albert Chevalier, you have some faint

idea of what is in store for you.

Ruth Roland, famous Balboa star, is

working in a number of three and five-

reel dramas at the Balboa studios,

which the Messrs. Horkheimer, propri-

etors of Balboa, are to sell to Knicker-
bocker Star Features for release on the

General Film program. This will be

Ruth's first opportunity to twinkle on
the G. F. program since the days when
she was a Kalem star.

Remember what a corking story Ga-
briel d'Annunzio, Italy's greatest poet,

gave the screen in "Cabiria?" Well,

the Authors' Film Company, Incor-

porated, of America, representing

D'Annunzio, has just closed a deal with
the Ambrosio Film Company for the

filming of all the Italian poet's works,

past, present, and to come. This series

ought to result in some remarkable
photo-play spectacles, all of which will

probably be released in America during
the next two years or so.

Kathlyn Williams bids fair to outdo
De Wolf Hopper, or exceed the record

made by Nat Goodwin for the number
of marriages contracted. The heroine

of "The Adventures of Kathlyn," "The
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Spoilers," "The Ne'er-do-well," and
hundreds of other big Selig plays, has

gone, and done it again. This time it is

Charles F. Eyton, who is the party of

the second part. To make it more in-

teresting, Charles F. happens to be the

recently divorced husband of Bessie

Eyton, another Selig star. Let's see,

that makes Kathlyn's relation to Bessie

—oh, well, it doesn't matter. The hon-

est (?) press agent of the Selig Poly-

scope Company solemnly alleges that

the romance between Kathlyn and

Charles began years ago, when both

were connected with the Willard Mack
Stock Company in Salt Lake City,

Utah. They became engaged after a

brief courtship, and then a lover's quar-

rel ensued, which caused them to drift

apart. More than a year ago-Mr.

Eyton became studio manager of

the Pallas-Morosco plant, at Los
Angeles. They met again, and the

meeting resulted in their visiting

the nearest parson.

Owen Moore, famous forever

as Mary Pick ford's

husband, as well as

for his own ability

as a screen star,

has just signed a

new contract with

Famous Players

Film Company,
and within the near

future will be

starred in a Para-

mount production

opposite FI a z e 1

Dawn. Owen re-

cently closed a

mighty successful

engagement w i t h

the Trian-

gle Film

Corpo-
ration, but

he expects Owen Moore, who is again with Famous Players.

to do still bigger things for Famous
Players.

Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran, famous
Universal funsters, have returned to

sunny California after a visit to the

effete East—their trip including a stay

of a week or more amid the bright

lights of Broadway. They celebrated

their resumption of work in Nestor
comedies by making a screamingly

funny baseball picture which they have
appropriately entitled "Kill the Um-
pire."

When a camera man in the Famous
Players studio approached the head
stage carpenter a short time ago with the

demand, "I want a scaf-

fold fifteen feet high to

get some scenes of Mar-
guerite Clark," the stage

carpenter nearly dropped
dead, for he knows that

Miss Clark is only four

feet eight inches in

height when wearing her

highest-heeled slippers.

"What are you
trying to do—kid

me?" asked the

carpenter, where-

upon the camera
man explained

that, in the scene

to be "shot,"

dainty Margue-
rite was impris-

oned in the bal-

cony of a French
chateau. Not only

the balcony, but

the whole floor

v e would
have to be

shown,
thus mak-
ing it nec-

essary to
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erect a scaffold on the studio floor for

the camera if the scenes were to be

realistic. It's simple when you have

the answer, but scarcely to be wondered

at that the stage carpenter was mo-

mentarily dazed.

Speaking of Universal, calls to mind

the fact that dainty Ruth Stonehouse,

who deserted Essanay and Chicago to

star in Universal productions, is just

beginning to get acquainted with her

new leading man. He is Franklyn

Farnum, a player well known on the

speaking stage, but who is making his

first appearance before the camera in

"The Spring Song," a five-part Blue-

bird feature. William Worthington is

directing the production, and Kingsley

Benedict will enact the
uheavy" role.

Bottomley, and will be made at the Bal-

boa studios on the Pacific coast. Judged
by the success of past and present Pathe

James Kirkwood, director of some

ten or more of the Mary Pickford pro-

ductions for the Famous Players Com-
pany, producer for the Biograph Com-
pany in the days when David Wark
Griffith was in charge of all the pro-

ducing activities of Biograph ; the man
who staged such Klaw & Erlanger-Bio-

graph pictures as "Classmates" and

others, with Henry Walthall and

Blanche Sweet as leading man and

woman ; and famous for his Reliance

releases in the days when Reliance

was a part of the Mutual program, is

now an American director. He is out

at Santa Barbara, California, and hard

at work on the first productions in

which Mary Miles Minted is the fea-

tured star.

Pathe is preparing to start off its new
five-million-dollar Pathe serial program
with a series serial from the pen of

Lois Tracy, entitled "The Grip of Evil."

This series of two-reel films will

feature Jackie Saunders and Roland

Jackie Saunders,

to be starred in

Pathe's new series

"The Grip
of Evil ." J

serials, the director and his company
will have to "go some" to improve on

what has already been done—but Pathe

insists that this new picture is going to

set an even higher standard.

We wish to correct an error which

appeared in a -recent obituary in this

magazine of Arthur V. Johnson, the

well-known leading man of Biograph

and Lubin. Mr. Johnson's wife was

not Florence Hackett, as we stated, but

Miss Maude Webb, who played op-

posite him in a number of amateur per-

formances, and whom he married a

year before his first professional en-

gagement.
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We heard recently that Miss Mar-
garet Gordon Johnson, their daughter,

had been approached by one of the

leading companies, with an offer for her

to appear in pictures.

In reply to our letter of inquiry, Miss

Johnson writes

:

"I am trying to decide between the

legitimate stage and

pictures. My father

seemed to prefer

pictures not only for

himself, but for me
also, as he was in-

tending taking me
into the company
with him.

''I have played

several small parts

with him, and he

seemed to think I

had some talent in

that line. I am very

fond of the work
myself, and think I

will enjoy it very

much.'''

If Miss Johnson,

who is spending the

summer in North-

ampton, Massachu-

setts, with her grandmother, inherits

the ability of her parents, she is sure

to meet with favor. She is an accom-

plished rider and swimmer, drives her

own car, and has already gained some
reputation as a dancer in amateur the-

atricals.

identified with Lubin, Fox, and Kalem
at different periods of her career.

Margaret
Johnson,

daughter of

Arthur V.

Johnson,

who will

probably be

seen on the

scran soon.

The Vogue Company, out at Los

Angeles, has been engaging stars by the

wholesale of late. The most recent ac-

quisitions to this galaxy of fun makers
include Gipsy Abbot, Elsie Gleason, and
Nell Farrm. Gipsy will be instantly

recalled for her work with the Balboa

and Horsley organizations. Elsie is the

tiny little mite, not much bigger than

Marguerite Clark, who ingenued for

Selig and Keystone. And Nell has been

If you suddenly learn that Harold
Lockwood and May Allison have

started for the dreary wastes of Siberia

or the north pole, don't be surprised.

They're already

nicely acclimated,

for they have recent-

ly been spending a

few weeks in the vi-

cinity of the Thou-
sand Islands, with a

Metro company un-

der the direction of

Henry Otto. That

location was picked

out as a background
for the scenes of

"One Cylinder
Sam,'' and it was ex-

pected that balmy
weather would be

sure to attend the

company during the

whole of its stay in

the vicinity. Instead,

May and Harold
have been feeling

like polar bears, swimming in the icy

water and dodging the spray of racing

motor boats. Brrrr ! But it was cold.

Neither Cook nor Peary can tell them
anything now about the rigors of the

polar regions. Lockwood says he's

going to insist upon playing a native of

Africa in his next picture, just to get

thawed out.

Douglas Fairbanks, the comedian

with the million-dollar smile, is hard at

work in the New York studios of the

Triangle Film Corporation on some

brand-new grouch dispellers, some of

which are to be directed by Alan Dwan
and others by John Emerson. In all of

these Eastern-made productions, Fair-
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banks will be seen oppo-

site Jewel Carmen, a

newcomer to the ranks

of the movies, who is

considered a veritable

"find." Douglas discov-

ered her for himself,

and predicts that she

will rise high in the esti-

mation of film fans.

And what do you sup-

pose Fairbanks is plan-

ning to do when the

New York picture mak-
ing is completed ? You
never could guess in the

world, so we'll give you
a tip. He's planning to

tour South America, do
a few pictures in each of

the big cities, and then

—

if the war in Europe is

over—hopes to take a

big company abroad for

film work in locations

that are new and re-

freshing to American
picturegoers. "Doug"
has figured it out that he

not only can get variety

in that way for jaded
film fans, but also see a

lot of the world and
have a good time en
route. Ah, who wouldn't
be a picture actor—or "Doug's" camera
man ? ^

Geraldine Farrar, grand-opera star

and heroine of Lasky's "Carmen," is

spending the summer in Los Angeles

again with her husband, Lou-Tellegen.

Another feature in which the renowned
Geraldine will have a stellar role is now
in the making. This is the long-de-

ferred honeymoon trip of Mr, and Mrs.

Lou-Tellegen, and a note of real senti-

ment is attached to it in that they are

spending the honeymoon in the very

place where first they met.

Douglas Fairbanks, who is playing

opposite his own "find,"

Jewel Carmen.

Maurice Costello, hero

of Yitagraph photo

plays almost since the

time that the first Vita-

graph production was
shown the public, is back

in the film game once

more. Ill health com-

pelled Costello to retire

to the seclusion of his

home some months ago,

but a good, long rest has

enabled him to build up
his health again, and

now he is ready to go

back to work. This time

it is the Consolidated

Film Company which is

to have the services of

this matinee idol, how-
ever, and pretty little

Ethel Grandin is to be

his leading lady. The
vehicle in which Costello

will return to the movies

is a sixteen-chapter se-

rial film, to be entitled

"The Crimson Stain

Mystery." The scenario

is already completed, and

the story is being nov-

elized for publication in

newspapers all over the

country bv Albert Pay-

son Terhune. The film,

when completed, will, be released

through the Metro exchanges. August

2 1 st has been set as the date upon which

chapter one of "The Crimson Stain

Mystery" will first be shown to the

public.

Mabel Taliaferro, who still "points

with pride," as the Republican and

Democratic spellbinders say, to the fact

that she was the first recognized stage

star in America to appear in films, has

just signed a new contract with Metro.

It calls for her appearance in eleven
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more five-reel features. "God's Half
Acre" is the title of the first of the pro-
ductions to be made under this new
contract, and, like all those to follow it,

honeymoon trip, returned to Santa Bar-
bara to live.

Mabel

Tanajerro

lias signed

to play at

least eleven

more

features

fdt Metro.

will be directed by Edwin Carewe, who
superintended the production of "The
Snowbird."

Frank Borzage, whom you will re-

call as a curly-haired star of some Kay-
Bee, Domino, and other Inceville

dramas, and who is now an American
director following a few weeks' work
as leading man of the Beauty Com-
pany, has become "leading man" in real

life to Rena Rogers, of the Vogue
studios. They were married in Los
Angeles on June 7th, and, after a short

There's a new one born every minute.
We refer to film brands, not suck-
ers, although doubtless some of
the manufacturers behind certain

of the new brands which were
born yesterday, only to die to-day,

may concede that "sucker" ap-
plies to them also. Anyhow, noth-
ing like that can be said about the
newest topical weekly which is to

blossom forth under the name of
the Hearst International News
Pictorial, for it has all the back-
ing of the powerful Hearst organ-
ization, including the International

News Service. As its name im-
plies, this new brand of film is to

be a pictured version of the news
of the day, served while still hot,

and issued to exhibitors at the
rate of two reels per week. Prom-
inent among the camera-men re-

porters for the newest weekly of
current events may be mentioned
Ariel Varges, who is with the
Allies at Saloniki ; Nelson G. Ed-
wards, now at Constantinople
with the Turks and Germans ; and
Tracy Matheson, who is with
Uncle Sam's boys in darkest Mex-
ico. It mustn't be supposed,
though, that war pictures are
alone to be ofifered, for every

event of interest anywhere will be
filmed by a representative of the In-

ternational News Pictorial, and rushed
to the theaters in this country.

Whoever said that a woman can't

throw straight certainly didn't know
Billie Burke. The fair star of the

George Kleine motion-picture novel,

"Gloria's Romance," had a scene the
other day in which Henry Kolker, as

Doctor Royce, was struck on the head
by an angry bargeman and hurled into
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the water. She was to toss him a life

preserver, thus saving his life. Well,

Billie heaved the life preserver all right,

but it slammed the bargeman alongside

the head, caused him to drop the

weapon with which he was assaulting

Mr. Kolker, and five stitches were

necessary to repair the damages.

What's that? It proves nothing? Miss-

Burke was supposed to be throwing at

the water and hit the man? Nonsense!

Billie herself says she threw at the.

man because she thought Mr. Kolker

was really going to be hurt. All we
have to say is : "You done noble,

Billie."

Ralph Herz, the Metro star, who
made his debut in films in "The Pur-

ple Lady," has taken unto himself a

wife. The lady is Frances M. Logan,

a young -society favorite of Wash-
ington, D. C, and the daughter of

the late Major William Richard Lo-

gan. Following a honeymoon spent at

Atlantic City and in New York, the

Metro star returned to the light of the

studio, and the land of make-believe,

but his love scenes are sure to be more
convincing than ever from now on.

Just watch and see if they aren't.

All sorts of odd advertising stunts

are inaugurated by theater managers to

attract patrons to their houses, but a

chap out in Longmont, Colorado

—

never even heard of the place before,

did you?—proving that it pays to ad-

vertise—pulled a new one when he

screened "The Battle Cry of Peace," the

Vitagraph preparedness picture. He
sent everybody in town a piece of wall

paper on which was printed, "Look

!

We are tearing the wall paper off our

walls to make room for the crowds that

will want to see 'The Battle Cry of.

Peace.' " And the splendid psychology

of the thing was proven by the fact

that the crowds that night at his theater

not only occupied every seat, but just

about jerked ofif the front doors in

their efforts to get in. And they lined

up along the walls in the standing-room

space.

De Wolf Hopper wound up his Tri-

angle engagement of a solid year by

putting into films the immortal classic

De Wolf

Hopper as

he will

appear on

the screen

in the role

of the

famous

Casey.

he has recited some millions of times

for insistent theater audiences all over

the world. Yes—we refer to "Casey

at the Bat." The Mudville nine on the

screen is sure to make the world's

champions look like pikers, and the

world's series receipts will be mere pin
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wards, who used to

make L-KO com-
edies for Universal,

and who of late has
been directing the

Ham and Bud com-
edies for Kalem, is

now at the Keystone
plant. Under the

watchful eye of

Mack Sennett, he is

constructing some
plays that are guar-

anteed to bring
laughs to the most
blase film patrons.

Thomas H. Ince at work. He is about to produce

"Somewhere in France," by Richard Ear

money compared to the sum which
"Casey at the Bat" is sure to bring into

the Triangle coffers. Oh, to be a film

magnate and count your money by the

bale

!

Marguerite Snow, former Thanhou-
serite, and more recently a Metro star,

is now an Ivan leading woman. Oodles
of coin and the opportunity to interpret

congenial roles were the inducements
that led Miss Snow to accept the Ivan
offer. She will be seen shortly in "The
Faded Flower,"- which was written

especially for her by Ivan Abramson.

It didn't seem possible that Keystone
required any more fun makers, for

many have long been of the opinion

that Keystone had a monopoly on that

commodity. But, anyway, Harry Ed-

as a special feature

ding Davis.

Thomas H. Ince,

producer of "Civ-

ilization," is already

planning another big

one. This latest pro-

duction is an adapta-

t i o n of. Richard
Harding Davis' last

story, and is entitled

"S o m e w here in

France." It is expected that Louise
Glaum will be among the featured stars

m this newest spectacle.

Kalem is off again on a new serial.

The successor to "The Social Pirates"

is in fifteen episodes, each two reels in

length, and is entitled "The Fighting

Heiress." True Boardman, celebrated

for his creation of the character,

"Stingaree," in the series of films

of that title, will play the male lead in

"The Fighting Heiress," and Marin
Sais will play the name part. Others
in the supporting cast will be E. For-

rest Taylor, formerly with American

;

Frank Jonasson, Edward Clisby, R. E.

Bradbury, and R. L. Dell.

Following the news that Herbert
Blache will pay a thousand dollars a
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piece for feature scenarios comes the

announcement that Bert Adler, for-

merly manager of Universal's studio,

has been appointed general manager of

the Greater Blache Studios. Madame
and Herbert Blache will direct all the

pictures to be made in the new plant,

with James Johnson their general aid,

as formerly. We are glad to see Mr.
Adler lined up with this progressive or-

ganization.

George Walsh, with whom thousands
of romantic girls who see Fox pictures

are in love, just took her by the hand,

led her to the altar, and made her his

wife. Seena's troubles seem to be over.

When she was with Reliance her name
was spelled "Signa Auen," and, to ac-

commodate those who couldn't pro-

nounce it, she simplified the spelling on
her Triangle contract.

But any one can pronounce "Walsh."

And now, after every one has been

wondering what has become of the very

attractive Seena Owen, who made us all

go to see Majestic-Reliance and Tri-

angle pictures, she suddenly comes back

into the limelight. It is all very simple.

Mae Murray, Lasky star, just

couldn't stand it any longer without a

glimpse of her beloved Broadway, so

she hopped on an eastbound limited,

spent a day or two in the actors' para-

dise, and then hurried back to the Lasky
studios in California. She had just fin-

ished "The Dream Girl," in which she

has the support of Theodore Roberts,
Earle Foxe, and Charles West.

Mae Murray as she appears in

her latest picture, "The

Dream Girl."
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The fiction version of the plot by Emmett
Campbell Hall, which won our scenario contest

By Will H. Johnston

LyNLESS you had a boat of your

J
own, there was only one way
to reach Wind Island—that

was by the gorgeously appointed, but
none too speedy, steamer that made the

three-hour trip twice a day from the

city of Eastport in the adjoining State.

In spite of its inaccessibility, perhaps
because of it, Wind Island was the

place to go when the June sun forced
the city mansions to close their doors
and the dwellers therein to betake them-
selves elsewhere for comfort and health.

And here, on Wind Island, with the

cool breezes and the great stretches of

beach and sand dune—on Wind Island,

with its beauty of trees and flowers and
winding roads and unequaled vistas of

blue-green water, Fate staged her most
memorable romance, with a fine regard
for detail.

For chorus she had a notable com-
pany of beautiful women and well-

groomed, handsome men. For princi-

pals she had Violet Dane, a debutante
of six months' standing, and Lieutenant
Benson, of the U. S. cruiser Tacoma.
So far as physical attractiveness was
concerned, the girl and the lieutenant
were easily chief among the men and
women who made up the colony of
Wind Island. They had not met for-

mally, though they had, of course, seen
each other, for Violet Dane was not a

girl who could pass unnoticed even in

a crowd. She had that rare quality
which we call personality—evidenced as
much in her walk as in the soulful, nut-
brown eyes that looked out from a face

of delicate beauty. In" estimating her,

you somehow began with her small feet

and exquisitely molded limbs frankly
revealed by her short skirt. She could
plant those small feet with a firmness
that indicated strength of character.

And there was strength, too. in

young Lieutenant Benson's clean-

shaven face
;
strength in his wide shoul-

ders
;

strength in his muscular arms.
A physical instructor would have said

there was strength in his fists, and he
would have been right. He had a

punch in his left that had won fame
at Annapolis and settled many a petty

quarrel, when he chose to throw aside

his service coat and meet an opponent
on a footing of man to man.
He was visiting his aunt, Mrs. van

Zandt, an austere lady who had few
social ambitions and had refused the

temptations to lionize her distinguished

nephew. He was glad to be spared the

boredom of teas and other social func-

tions dear to the feminine heart. When
the Tacoma had been warped into the

dry dock at Mare Island, he had found
awaiting him, in San Francisco, Mrs.
van Zandt's invitation, assuring him
that he would find genuine rest at her

summer home. So he had traveled

across the continent, and, in the com-
parative seclusion of the Van Zandt
cottage on Wind Island, had failed to

meet the one woman in the world that

fate had in mind for him—the lovely

Violet Dane, favorite of favorites

among the debutantes of the colony.

But fate flung the young people to-
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gether in spite of circumstances. In

short, it came about that Violet was in

imminent peril of her life, and Lieuten-

ant Benson proved himself a hero. It

was the talk of the colony for weeks.

"Risked his life for hers," said one

to another, with bated breath.

"Yes, pluckiest thing I ever. heard

of," was the response. "Shouldn't won-
der if a romance was in the budding."

They were both very young; both

had a strong leaning toward the roman-
tic. They met frequently after that mo-
ment of peril. They wandered over the

dunes by moonlight. They dimly sensed

shortcomings in each other, but the

compelling hand of Fate pushed them
on to the natural outcome. A few
weeks more of each other's society

migrn have palled upon them, but there

camt: a hurry call for Lieutenant Ben-
son to join his ship, and an avowal of

love was precipitated.

"It means good-by, Violet," he told

her. They were in a corner of the big

porch of the Casino, shut off from view
of the others.

He saw her eyes grow misty, and
suddenly he put his arms around her.

"Marry me," he went on quickly. "We
love each other, don't we? Then say

you'll be my wife."

She was breathing painfully. The
suddenness of the coming of the climax

set he 1' thoughts awhirl. He would
have kissed her, but she gently pushed
him kway. "Are you sure—quite sure,

Howtrd, that you love me?" she asked
him.

If he had been quite true to himself,

he would have answered : "No, I am
by no means sure." But something be-

yond himself, the romantic circum-

stances of their meeting, the fact that

he had saved her life, the beaming
smiles of the colony when he and Violet

were encountered on the promenade,
the overheard whisperings of the well-

wishing, but none too discreet, gossips

;

more than all, the look of happy expec-

9

tation that he fancied he saw written

in her face—all these combined to beat

down what doubt lurked in his mind.

"Of course I love you," he said pas-

sionately. He held her close to him.

"Fate has brought us together, dear,

and she's a capricious meddler, this

same Mistress Fate. See, she has tried

to break both our hearts by driving me
from you. But we'll beat her, you and
I, little girl. I must leave for San
Francisco on the night train from East-

port. But we will be separated in body
only. You will be my wife before I

leave
"

"No, no," she pleaded. "Let us an-

nounce our betrothal ; and then, when
you come back

"

"A betrothal won't satisfy me," he

answered. "Now listen, sweetheart

—

we've got to hustle. I'll get a license

and a minister, and we will have the

marriage performed on board the old

Sea Gull, as I'm on my way to East-

port. Bring as many friends as you
wish, and have all the frills you fancy.

We'll have to postpone the honeymoon
till my next leave comes along—but
that will wait. The great, big, unget-

overable fact will be that when we
part at Eastport we will be man and
wife."

"And so they were married." A
church wedding would have been com-
monplace, but a wedding on board ship

The news spread like wildfire

through the colony. There was fever-

ish hurrying to and fro, ecstatic mes-
sages over the telephone ; and when the

Sea Gull pulled out from the pier she

carried a full passenger list. In the

big cabin, an hour out from Wind
Island, surrounded by smiling friends

and relatives, who considered this a ro-

mantic climax to a romantic meeting,

the somber tones of the parson rolled

out, proclaiming Violet Dane and How-
ard Benson man and wife.

At Eastport, the lieutenant wanted
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to take his wife with him as far as San
Francisco, but Violet and her mother
vetoed the proposal.

"We'll have our honeymoon to look

forward to, Howard," said the girl, as

she kissed him good-by.

"Take good care of Violet till I come
back," he admonished Mrs. Dane.
And then the train pulled out. He

was gone. It all seemed unreal to

Violet, and she went back to the Sea
Gull with the feeling that it was a

dream from which she would awaken.

It was two years before they met
again, and in those two years both Vio-

let and Howard Benson had arrived at

the conviction that they had made a hor-

rible mistake. Their letters at first had
been full of tenderness, but as the

months passed Violet found herself los-

ing interest in the cruise of the Tacoma
and the doings of her man-o'-war's-man
husband. And the young lieutenant

failed equally to experience any thrill

when a letter from his wife reached
him.

In July of the following year, there

came to Wind Island Robert Ashton,
a young artist, seeking fresh inspiration

for his sketches that had won him fame.
He was no portrait painter, finding

more joy in the play of sunlight among
the trees, the curve of a country road
that dips an elbow into a bank of laurel,

the line of surf on the sand.

The human face and figure were of

but passing interest to him—till he saw
Mrs. Benson. He told himself that it

was the artist in him that made him
stare rudely. He was wrong. It was
the man in him. He managed to secure

an introduction, and laughingly sug-

gested that she would make an ideal

nymph for a wood scene he had almost
completed. Would she pose for him ?

"And why not?" Violet had an-

swered, gazing into his honest eyes and
appraising the tall, well-knit figure.

That was the beginning of a tender,

if painful, acquaintance; for Violet,

though true to a fault to her distant

husband, felt that in Robert Ashton she
had found a kinship of soul that she
had sought in vain in the man who had
risked his life for her and whom she
had married in haste.

And Robert Ashton's whole being
had been stirred, too.

"If you were not another man's wife
" he had said to her one day as

they leaned over the promenade rail-

ing and gazed at the waves tumbling
on the beach. He had no need to finish

the sentence. Her hand was close to

his. He covered it with his fingers. A
moment she permitted the small caress.

Then gently she drew her hand away.
"If I were not another man's wife

" she echoed, with a sigh.

Came another June, with its influx of

visitors to Wind Island—among them
Robert Ashton and young Mrs. Ben-
son, who, for the first few days, kept
away from each other as by mutual con-
sent. But presently they drifted into

the old comradeship that, they told

themselves, held nothing of disloyalty

to the absent husband.

Then, on a day in midsummer, came
a brief message from Lieutenant Ben-
son that shocked the girl into a realiza-

tion of the true state of affairs

:

Cruise ended. Reached coast. On way to

Wind Island. Will arrive Eastport twenty-
fifth. Love. Howard.

"I don't love him," she moaned. She
was alone in her room, the message
crushed in her hand. "God help me, I

love Robert Ashton with my whole
strength and soul. Yet Howard Benson
is my husband. I owe him my life. I

have strength of will—Heaven give me
added strength to put Robert out of

my mind and be loyal to the man who
is my husband."

But Lieutenant Benson was experi-

encing an agony of soul no less acute

than that which his wife suffered. He
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had for a long time realized that he did

not love Violet as he ought to love the

woman who would live with him as his

wife. But he did not doubt that she

loved him, and he was determined to

live up to his word and to forever keep

the truth a secret from her.

To make matters worse, he had

found in the beautiful daughter of

Charlton Winston, an Oakland mer-

chant who with his family visited Hon-
olulu at the time the cruiser Tacoma
put in there, a girl who was his true

mate. Evelyn Winston and he needed

but a few days to make the tragic fact

plain to them. Lieutenant Benson told

her of his hasty marriage with Violet.

And Evelyn listened in silence, reading

the thoughts that his lips dared not

utter.

"I expect to go East with my folks

this summer," she told him. "I may
find myself at Wind Island. I may
even meet your wife."

She saw the pain in his face, but she

went on placidly:

"I don't think you two people un-

derstand each other. Nearly all of us

wear a mask. I myself believe in being

frank, but not too frank. I'm very

fond of you, Robert ; I need not tell

vou that ; and I am concerned about

your happiness. If it is going to de-

pend on your wife, I'll make it my busi-

ness to see her and find out just why
you don't love her."

"It's because I love—somebody else,"

he blurted out.

A glad light came into her eyes for

a moment. Then her brows knitted in

a frown.

"Disloyalty is the one unpardonable

sin between man and wife," she said

coldly.

She gave him no further opportunity

for confidences, and he rejoined his

ship. And now the cruise was ended,

and he was on his way back to East-

port.

When he boarded the steamer for

Wind Island, his thoughts were a riot.

He sat on the upper deck, his face to

the stern, watching the seething wake.

Idly he watched a steward serving

a group near by. He beckoned him.

"A stiff drink of Scotch is what I

need, steward. Bring it in a hurry."

"Sorry, sir," said the steward.

"We've just crossed the State line into

prohibition territory. See that big

buoy astern? That's the State-line

buoy."

"The State-line buoy!" The words
sang themselves into his brain. He
remembered that buoy—remembered
passing it fully five minutes before that

fateful ceremony in the cabin. "The
State-line buoy!" That meant—he had

to press his hands to his forehead to

ease the throbbing in his temples—that

meant that he had procured a license

in one State and had been married in

another ! His marriage was invalid !

He trembled with the shock of the

discovery. For a moment his heart

was flooded with joy at the thought that

he might, after all, claim as his wife

the girl he loved. She, too, was at

Wind River. Why not

And then a second thought banished

his happiness. Evelyn had shown him
the significance of the word "loyalty."

He could not in honor take advantage

of a legal technicality.

"I will explain the situation to Vio-

let," he said resolutely, though there

was a lump in his throat. "A second

ceremony can be performed."

Evelyn had spoken of masks. Had
she looked into the souls of Howard
and Violet Benson as they embraced

on the wharf, she would have had a

heartbreaking illustration. The world

and his wife had come to watch the

reunion of the handsome lieutenant and

the wife he had not seen for two years.

And, with never a tremble of the eye-

lids, they kissed each other, spoke the

affectionate phrases that came lightly
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to their lips, though their hearts were
dead within them. Then they were
alone in the Dane runabout.

"I'm taking you home to mamma's
for a day or two. Howard. After that,

Ave can plan how and when and where
we shall begin housekeeping." The girl

spoke tonelessly, and if he had not been
absorbed by the revelation he had to

make, he might have guessed the true
state of affairs.

"Violet, I've just made a terrible dis-

covery," he began. And then he told
her of what he had learned about their

marriage. 'T want to see a lawyer about
it right away to straighten out the rec-

ords," he assured her, "and we'll have
another wedding in a day or two."

Violet was stunned, as he had been,
but he did not understand the real

reason for the trembling of her lips.

That evening Lieutenant Benson
came upon Evelyn, the Western girl

who had won his whole heart.

"Just arrived," she told him.
"My wife—Violet " he stam-

mered.

"Yes, I've seen her, and she's lovely.

But I haven't spoken to her. I thought
I was strong, Howard, but I am not.

I should break down. There is no use
hiding from you the fact that I—I love
you. But I have no right. Violet is

your wife."

"She is not my wife," he broke in;
and he hurriedly told her what had
happened.

"None the less, she is your wife in

intent," insisted Evelyn sadly. "This
is good-by, Howard—forever."

But another good-by was to be said.

Violet was faced with the most diffi-

cult task of her life—the renunciation
of the man she loved. Her soul rose
in revolt. She fought desperately with
herself, but gradually a kind of delirium
took control. She rushed to Ashton's
studio, and, clinging to him in utter

abandon, she cried, over and over: "I
love you, Robert !" Amazed and dis-

tressed, he tried to put away the cling-
ing arms, but she only held him closer.

And then the door opened, and Lieu-
tenant Benson came in. His eyes were
blazing. "This is how my wife con-
soles herself in my absence," he said
bitterly.

Violet swooned.
"As God is our witness, there has

been nothing between Mrs. Benson and
myself that need cause you to doubt
her faithfulness," said Ashton, with a
certain dignity. "We have been friends—would have been more than friends
if we had not believed, as we both do,
that marriage is an honorable thing.
She had come to say a last good-by.
The strain of parting has been too much
for her. I love her, and I believe she
loves me. But she is your wife, and
we have never forgotten that fact.

Take her—and be good to her."

Benson made no move to touch his
wife, and Robert Ashton carried the
fainting girl to a couch.

"Violet loves you I" That was the
astounding, unbelievable thing upper-
most in the lieutenant's mind. For if

she loved this man, then he, Benson,
was free, legally and spiritually, to love
Evelyn.

Robert was kneeling by the couch,
chafing the girl's hands.

Lieutenant Benson crossed the room
and put his arm around the ar-

tist's shoulders. "Fate has come to the
rescue of all of us." he said. And then,
in a few whispered words, he told him
of the defective marriage: told him of
the passing of his own temporary pas-
sion for Violet; told him finally of
Evelyn.

"So, you see"—he gripped Ashton's
hand—"it's up to me to ask you to be
good to Violet. Fate has played tricks

with us, but all's well that ends well.

Wish Evelyn and me good luck! And
God bless you and—Violet

!"



Making Myself Miserable
The martyr of the studio is the

character man. But his suffering

is for the sake of a real art

By Cecil C. Holland

THE art of character make-up is

not very far from painting and

sculpture. It is necessary to

have some skill in these subjects, in

fact, before the problems of really

artistic make-up can be approached at

all. When I am asked, then, to describe

how I obtain certain expressions and

effects, I must fall back on the old plea

of technique. It cannot be taught ; it

must be learned. I have been tinkering

with paint boxes and sculptor's clay

ever since I was
a boy, and what-

ever success I

have attained

since then has

been due to
nothing else
than my famil-

iarity with the'

clay- and - paint

medium.
It may seem

strange to hear

make-up spoken

of as one of the

fine arts. That
is because it has

never been
properly studied

and developed

;

because few are

familiar with its

possibilities, and
because to some
it may not seem
worth the effort.

For me it has as

h o u g h t s

good

Cecil C Holland as Nature intends him to look.

much fascination—more—than the art

of acting itself. I love it.

The director informs you that you

are to portray a certain character in a

play. He gives you the scenario to

read, and from that you permit your

imagination to build a complete picture

—a mental creation that is to live on

the screen. You determine his age, his

walk, his mannerism, his costume ; and

most important of all, you see his char-

acter expressed on his face. What a

wonderful
scope there is

for study in ex-

pressing the
character's own
t

whether

or bad, through

the features

!

To put this con-

ception into vis-

ible form, t o

give it to others,

is art in its real

sense. It is

wort h while,

and the success-

ful, artistic de-

piction of a hu-

man personality

in this way is

the greatest joy

I have ever
known. The de-

light a painter

takes in his can-

vas, the zeal of
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Has he got 'em? Undoubtedly
— but what are they?

Mumps, of course

the sculptor working over

his model—it is the same.

Only my own body is

both canvas and clay.

There is another side

to this, nevertheless. The painter and
sculptor can stop at any time and eat,

talk, breathe, and feel as well and
cheerful as the health within him per-

mits. Not so the character man. Some-
times he is even a mummy, covers his

body over with brown paint, or wears
bearskins in summer and next to noth-

ing in February ; unaccustomed whis-
kers trail in his food, putty clogs his

breathing, wigs induce headaches, tight

shoes wear corns on his pink little toes.

During my term of service in mov-
ing pictures I have enacted more than
five hundred different roles. I speak
the truth when I say that I have never
made up two just alike. It is because
he appears in a different make-up in

every play that the character man is

little known to the public. You do not

recognize him unless his name appears
with the name of the character op-
posite. At times I have not been recoe-

9
o

mzed even by people in the companv.
That is a great compliment to me. for

then I know I am entirely away from
myself.

One incident that amused me greatly
occurred during the picturization of an
animal picture called "Jungle Justice."
in which I was playing the Kafir chief.

We were using a number of real

Young and in his prime,

he totters on the brink

of the grave.

negroes

As General Sherman.

as warriors.

\\ hen I appeared in my
character the first day,

one of the fighting men
said to another

:

the 'dinge' playin* the"Who is

chief?" .

"Dat ain't a 'dinge,' " replied the
other, "dat's a white man."

"I'll bet yo' six bits dat ain't no
white man," came the challenge.

The wager was made, and they came
to me to decide. For a moment I was
tempted to double cross the "wise guy,"
but there are limits to my sense of

humor. I would have paid the loser

for the pleasure his mistake gave me,
but, inasmuch as I was garbed in noth-
ing but a piece of fur and a few beads,

my purse was in the dressing room.
"\\ ell," said he, passing over the sev-

enty-five cents to his companion, who
received it, grinning broadly, "I'll win
it back from somebodv else."

I heard later that he did.

On one other occasion which I re-

call, however, the loser did not pav.

This was during the production of "The
Flash Light," in which I took the part

of a Hindu hunchback. One of the

extra men was remarking how for-

tunate the company had been to secure

a real hunchback Hindu.

"That's Holland," said one of the

regulars. "The hump is made up."

The extra man was from a small

town. He knew better.
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The bold, bad buccaneer—
with stage whiskers

"If that's a hump, I'll

eat it !" he retorted.

The hump was made of

wire and plaster, and I let

him see and feel it, but

it was asking too much of me to let it

be eaten. It had taken time and trou-

ble to make, and I felt sure that one

so uncultured would lack true artistic

taste.

I think the most interesting character

—and the most difficult—I was ever

called on to portray was that of Death,

in the "Man With the Iron Heart." I

secured a real skull for a model, and

began to study the best means by which

to portray the character. Finally I got

a set of false teeth from a

dental-supply house and set

them on strips of hard rubber.

By means of wire I hung the

lower set in position over my
lower lip, and the upper set

I held in place by wires at-

tached to my ears. With nose

putty, of which I used about

a pound, I modeled the skull

over my face, embedding the

rubber and wires. The top

of a lady's silk stocking, also

blended off with putty, cov-

ered my head. After the cav-

ities had been shaded with

brown paint, I was a complete

skull. The jaws worked ex-

cellently with the movement
of my mouth. Black silk

In Kafir make-up

The aged miser gets a clean

shave every morning

gloves and stockings, with

bones painted on them,

formed the hands and

feet. The cowl covered

the rest of the body.

It took me about three hours to put

this make-up on the first time, but the

time shortened with practice. When it

came lunch time I sucked egg and milk

through a straw. But that was my first

attempt at dentistry; now I manu-

facture false teeth to go over my own

molars.

Another interesting discovery I made

during the study of film make-up was

the effect of a glass eye. This can be

done with a walnut shell, the surface

Holland takes his

motto from the real-

estate legend—"re-

modelled to suit,"

He keep} in practice

by fashioning clay

grotesques.
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being smoothed and painted to represent

the eye. Yet the effect is somewhat
crude, so I purchased a real glass eye
and set it in dental wax, making the

setting slightly cup shape to prevent it

pressing against my eyelid. A little

spirit gum is placed around the edges,

and then it is set over the eye as one
places a monocle. The edges are
blended off, and the eyelids made of
putty and then repainted.

In my Kafir make-up, in which I

had to broaden my nose, I found the
best results were obtained with two
small rubber corks drilled through with
holes and placed in the nostrils. This
permits one to breathe through the
nose, besides being

more practical

than putty.

To make thick

lips, I find cotton

the most satisfac-

tory medium. This

is stuck on the lips

and trimmed to the

proper shape with

scissors. A coat of

spirit gum is

painted over to

keep the cotton

from fraying, and
then a tint applied to correspond to the

face. These lips are very light; you
can converse with ease, and there is no
danger of them dropping off or working
loose.

I also found that a good negro wig
is very difficult to obtain, and have con-
sequently adopted headdresses. For one
headdress I used about fifteen pounds
of modeling clay, which I modeled over
my head in a style I had seen used in

South Sea illustrations. These give me
considerable annoyance, as the sun
dries the clay and causes it to clamp
my head, but one has to pass over some
little sufferings for the sake of art.

At times I have used bones which ap-
parently pierce the ears and nose. This

"Death," one of his most novel impersonations.

effect I have obtained by carving out
wooden bones, sawing them through the
center, and attaching a piece of watch
spring along the side to hold the two
parts in position. By bending the
spring backward, it is clipped over the
lobe of the ear and gives the appear-
ance of having passed through the flesh.

The same device is used with the bone
for the nose.

In "The Crisis," a twelve-reel feature
produced by Colin Campbell, I had the
pleasure of playing General Sherman.
For this character I let my beard and
mustache grow, shaved a part of my
head, cut my hair short on top, and
shaved off half my eyebrows. There is

nothing like the

real thing, or the

nearest thing to it.

False beards and
mustaches are too

often self-apparent

and detract from
the atmosphere of

the production.

The time is com-
ing when false
whiskers will not

be countenanced.

In the spoken
drama, one does

not have to be so particular, but the

motion-picture camera is deadly in

picking out every little defect. To get
mannerisms of General Sherman I in-

terviewed an old gentleman who had
known him intimately.

But the public seldom thinks of the

time, thought, and expense devoted by
the conscientious player to preparation

for the many and various roles he is

called upon to enact. It is not so much
that they do not care as the fact that

they do not know7
. Yet make-up, par-

ticularly movie make-up, is no mean
art. If you don't believe it, take some
false teeth, wire, and gum, and make
yourself over into a specter.
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notes on where and what he can sell

By Clarence J. Caine

Qvestions concerning scenario writing, addressed to Mr. Caine, will be gladly answered, but an

addressed, stamped envelope should be enclosed. Due to the great amount of time that it would neces-

sitate, it is impossible for Mr. Caine to read and criticize any scripts. Six cents in stamps will bring

you our market booklet for scenarios.—Editor's Note.

THE DANGER MARK.

THERE is a time in the career of

every young and promising

photo playwright when he ap-

proaches the danger mark and when his

future career hangs in the balance. That

time is directly after he registers his

first sale. Should he be of the level-

headed* type, he will pay but little at-

tention to the praise of his friends and

other incidental publicity the sale of

the photo play brings him, but will

drive right on in the role which he has

been playing—that of a struggling be-

ginner.

More than one writer has sold his

first play and then suddenly stopped,

and, although he continued to write, his

efforts proved unsuccessful. Others,

after registering their first sales, have

gone right back to their machines and

written another "sure-fire" photo play,

then another and another, until they

have found themselves in a studio po-

sition.

The difference between the two
classes is merely the mental attitude.

One feels that he has attained his goal

on the sale of his first script, and injects

inferior material into the succeeding

ones, which are hastily written with

thoughts of tne financial returns only.

Of course they are rejected, and the

chances are it will take several months
for the writer to climb back to where
he was at the time he made his sale.

Every beginner should strive to re-

member just what the first check means
and not let it overbalance him. It is

pleasant to receive it, and no one can

object to a little celebrating, but the

mind should soon revert to one's work.

A serious study of the photo play-

wright's art should be taken up again

at once.

SYNOPSES VS. FULL SCRIPTS.

In certain studios the scenario de-

partment has been turned into a con-

tinuity department, and this work con-

sists entirely of writing the continuity

for synopses and scenarios purchased

from outside writers and big writers

close to the company. The continuity

department does no original work what-

soever. The member who is called

upon to handle a certain story takes

it and goes over it carefully with the

director ; then the writer tucks himself

away and writes out the action, scene

by scene, as it will appear on the screen,

subject to changes by the director dur-

ing the making of the production.

The continuity writer is trained in

the art of carefully matching footage

and action, and he can guess probably

within less than one hundred feet the

amount of action that will fit into a

reel. That is his chief value, for he

so arranges the scenes that the worry

of either overtaking or undertaking the
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footage is taken off the director's shoul-

ders.

We must admit that the continuity

man is valuable in the studio, but the

principle of the thing is wrong. In the

days to come, when companies will de-

pend on writers for finished scenarios,

these writers will have to supply scripts

along the lines of the ones turned out

by the continuity writers at present.

The new photo playwrights in the field

who are struggling for a foothold re-

ceive but little credit for whatever tech-

nical work, they do on a scenario. In

fact, they are told by some editors that

they might as well write the synopsis

as the scenario, but should all young
writers take to writing synopses and
disregard scenarios the editors in time

would find themselves without men who
would be able to write scenarios. For
in the future they must depend upon
those who are amateurs to-day.

Despite continuity writers and edi-

tors who say that synopses only should

be submitted, I advise every amateur to

write out a full script, for the training

itself is of sufficient value to reward the

effort expended. If a person is ambi-
tious to secure a steady position in time,

or if he intends to supply big photo
plays in the future, I think it would be

decidedly foolish for him to do other-

wise than write full scripts. While the

editors have one viewpoint now, the

time will come when they will have an-

other, and then they will seek those in

the open field who are capable of writ-

ing scripts which can be produced with
only such minor changes as are required

by the footage problem.

LENGTHS.

\\ nether a plot idea is good for a

~ne, two, three, four, or five-reeler, or

perhaps even a longer feature, is a ques-

tion that seems to bother many photo
playwrights when they start to develop
their work. The trained mind knows
almost at a glance about what length

an idea will fit, and when he sets out

to develop it he has its definite length

in mind.

First of all, the idea itself must be
considered. The idea which is more
of a sketch and not of large proportions

can probably be handled in one or two
reels, according to its strength. The
larger idea which reaches into foreign

fields and causes thought will stand

more development and more care in

handling. It therefore will probably

require three or four reels. The five-

reel idea is one which is truly big, as

big, in fact, as the idea of any novel

or play. Then there is the longer film

of eight to twelve reels. As this is nat-

urally of a spectacle variety, it must
have an exceedingly big idea as a back-

bone. For instance, "The Birth of a

Nation" had as its theme the South
before, during, and after the war, and
the healing of the wound which? sepa-

rated the two divisions of our nation.

Writers should be very careful to

judge the worth of their ideas rightly

before starting development, for to fin-

ish a five-reeler based on the one-reel

idea is only a waste of time, and the

editors will reject it. Since five-reelers

have become popular, many writers

have failed to sell scripts of this length

simply because they did not give full

consideration to the idea upon which
they based their material. A careful

study of the screen, especially the dif-

ference between the one, two, three,

four, and five-reelers, is what every

amateur needs. If he watches closely,

he will see the difference in the ideas

upon which the plays are based, and he

will also note that the developing ac-

tion, which is very scarce in the lesser-

reel pictures, is very carefully worked
out in the five-reelers.

BE CONSERVATIVE.

There is scarcely a day passes that

some would-be writer does not sit down
and in the heat of inspiration write a
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script containing action which is ut-

terly impossible. Almost as often does

a beginner sit down and dash off a

costume play or one of some classifica-

tion which would require thousands of

dollars to produce properly.

When these are rejected, the writers

wonder why, and generally complain

about the editor's lack of judgment.

There is no sense in wasting one's

time with stuff that cannot possibly get

over. It is the type of plays that one

sees on the screen day after day which

are desired, and if you can supply plays

of this variety with better stories than

others which have been done, your pres-

ence in the photo play-writing game will

be welcome. It takes a conservative

person to learn just exactly what is

needed. We must go to the theater and
carefully study the films to see what
they are made of and how they are put

together. Then we must go home and

create an original idea, clothing it with

as much new development as possible,

but keeping it within the bounds of the

requirements of the present-day screen.

There are many things to be consid-

ered, and the beginner must carefully

look over all of his work in order to

be sure he has got it as "gilt-edged" as

possible.

EVOLVING PLOTS.

Many waiters devote years of time

to useless attempts to learn the magic

process by which they can mechanically

turn out plot after plot which will be

"gilt-edged." They are firmly con-

vinced that they must reach a certain

magical point before they can write suc-

cessful photo plays.

That this is a greatly mistaken im-

pression hardly need be said. The suc-

cessful writers of the day have worked
no magic of any kind to gain their suc-

cess, but have worked and studied with

their whole heart. The knowledge and
ability to build plots that appeal to edi-

tors came to them only because of their

intelligence.

Many talk of using an "idea box"
which contains various words to sug-

gest dramatic situations. By shaking

out the slips of paper containing these

words, one is supposed to receive ideas

which aid in the successful development

of the plot. This is, indeed, a precarious

system, and one which is liable to so

fully distract the mind of a young
writer that he will have to give up his

work for the day. If a man or woman
is to become a professional writer, the

first thing he must do is to train his

mind and imagination and procure the

power of concentration. After he has

mastered these, there will be little use

for an "idea box," for the mind will

become trained along fiction lines and

will reach out and seek new ideas at the

command of the writer when he is cre-

ating.

JUST A STORY.

Under the above title, the Motion
Picture News recently published the

following editorial, which is written by

William A. Johnston, and which we re-

print without changes or comment. It

speaks for itself

:

The other evening I saw a feature

picture which held me spellbound from
beginning to end.

Perhaps this effect was heightened

by the fact that the feature was pre-

ceded by two utterly inane pictures

—

not strikingly inane, but simply of the

kind to be expected from our grist and

grind of two hundred and thirty reels

per week.

But to analyze the feature

:

The acting was excellent ; the work
of the star, because of some kind of in-

spiration, seemed to exceed greatly his

best efforts upon the spoken stage. The
photography—of course—was excel-

lent.

Acting and photography are highly
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important essentials of the better pic-

ture, but neither excelled to the degree

in which the picture was remarkable.

There must have been some other ele-

ment that stamped the picture as ex-

traordinary. And so there was.

It was the story.

The picture actually contained a

story. Not a big story. Not a story

that carried a great thought nor pointed

a great moral. Not a classic. But just

a corking good story.

Just a story like we expect to find

in our favorite magazine, and, failing

to find which, we transfer the same
faith to some other. Just the kind of

good story the magazine editor looks

for and gets—in order to maintain his

magazine's circulation.

And the particular achievement of

the picture was this : That from the

screen was unfolded, step by step, a

narrative shown as subtly, told as ab-

sorbingly, detailed as finely as type

could express it. More , than this, the

story was more vividly, more effec-

tively, more satisfactorily told.

The picture proved this important ac-

complishment to be possible. You sat

with tense interest through every mo-
ment of it. It proved that the screen

can tell a story better than cold type,

and without recourse to stage traditions

or to the strained effects of photog-

raphy.

There was not a spectacle in it—
not even a burning house. There was
no sex appeal, no sensationalism, noth-

ing morbid. Nothing of this sort was
needed, in fact

—

because the story was
so good.

Its other refreshing quality was the

absence of the old, hackneyed "busi-

ness" of the stage—which the stage, by
the way, the stage of to-day shouldn't

be blamed for, since it has ceased to

indulge in such obvious tricks.

In this picture the acting was screen

acting, just as the story was a screen

story. Like the story, the acting relied

upon nothing save the new and won-
derfully expressive opportunities af-

forded by motion photography.

The characters made themselves felt

;

they went about their business as such
characters would in real life.

I was interested enough to find out

how the story was obtained.

It was the work of three men : a

director who takes his work seriously,

and who evidently regards the motion
picture not as a beaten path, but as a

new art worth working for; a news-
paper man who knows how to set forth

a story ; and a studio manager who has
a grip upon his craft from every angle.

Let us credit equally the efforts of all

three. The point is that each has an
abiding belief that the story is the first

essential to a successful picture.

"And, thank heavens !" added the

newspaper man, "we had time to work
it out. It takes time, and we took it.

First we made the skeleton of the story,

and then filled in every detail. Every
bit of it was finished before we at-

tempted production."

Which preparation is essential to any
picture with a good story. You can-

not expect much from a story which
is written overnight, because the salary

of an expensive star begins the follow-

ing morning, nor from the story of a

picture rushed along to catch a release,

nor from a picture padded out to make
footage.

These fatal mistakes have been made
partly because the story has been con-

sidered inconsequential and partly be-

cause of too hasty organization and a

good deal of insincere production.

Now that feature production and dis-

tribution is so much more organized,

there should be far fewer pictures with-

out a real story. There will be no such

pictures if every producer sees the mo-
tion picture for what it really is.

It is not a cheap amendment device
;

it is not a substitute for the stage ; it

is not a matter of junk to be merchan-
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dized by the foot, like so much ribbon

;

it is not the plaything of the business

adventurer.

It is a brand-new way to tell stories

and facts to the millions. It is a new
and very vital art. It asks for new ge-

nius, new effort. Its appeal is that it

be studied by itself and for itself, that

it be evolved from within and not by
the worn-out tricks of other trades.

It asks for just what the picture I

saw gave—a screen story and screen

acting.

ANOTHER SET OF RULES.

Some time ago we presented a set

of rules by a Western millionaire which
we considered of value to all persons

who were striving to succeed, including

photo playwrights. A scenario writer

in New Bedford, Massachusetts, has

come across another set of rules pub-
lished by the New Bedford Sunday
Standard, which he considers fully

equal to the set we published under
the millionaire's name. They are en-

titled, "Twelve Things to Remember/'
and run as follows

:

1. The Value of Time.

2. The Success of Perseverance.

3. The Pleasure of Working.

4. The Dignity of Simplicity.

5. The W^orth of Character.

6. The Power of Kindness.

7. The Influence of Example.
8. The Obligation of Duty.

9. The Wisdom of Economy.
10. The Virtue of Patience.

11. The Importance of Talent.

12. The Joy of Originating.

A REPUTATION.

One of our correspondents wrote us

about a year ago in a rather dark and
dreary vein. He was discouraged by
his constant failure to sell to the pro-

ducing companies, though he wrote sce-

narios continuously. He continued

writing and studying, however, and in

time sold to one of the large com-
panies. His script was praised highly

by the editor, and he was asked to sub-

mit more work. At that time, of course,

five-reelers were not quite as high in

the public's favor as they are at the

present moment, and the author wrote
short stuff. He submitted more of his

work, and it was promptly purchased.

He was elated, and the scenario editor

confided in his friends that he had made
a "find." The writer, who lived in the

same city in which the film company
was located, was called to the studio

and asked if he believed he could adapt
some poems, the rights of which the

company owned. He promptly replied

that he could and was asked to turn in

a two-reel scenario on one of the poems.
He did this on schedule time, and the

result was very gratifying to the editor.

There was more joyous celebration by
the author, who not only looked upon
himself, but was also looked upon by
the editor, as an absolutely dependable

writer.

Then came a change in the policy of

the company, for the men above, be-

cause of market conditions, ordered

that the rest of the poems be written

into five-reelers. The author had never

gone above two reels, but when the

editor asked him if he could do the five-

reel adaptation he promptly answered
that he could. He started work on the

five-reelers much the same as he had
started on the one and two-reelers he

had written, but alas, things did not

seem to work out quite right. On the

schedule day he delivered the five-reel

script to the editor, but after a wait of

a couple of days was informed that the

five-reel script he had written would
hardly stretch over two and a half

reels.

The company did not let that finish

the author
;
by no means. They were

in need of five-reel stories, and he was
asked to submit several of them, be-

cause the editor had previously boosted
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his reputation to the skies. He sub-

mitted them, but they were returned as

regularly, because he was still writing

two-reelers and stretching them into

what he believed was five reels.

The trouble was that his reputation

had blinded him. Once he knew that

his standing in the studio was better

than that of other writers who sub-

mitted, he believed that he had reached
the platform of success at last. Inas-

much as his previous efforts were
warmly received, he thought all he
would have to do in order to continue

his success would be to do what he
had previously done, working, of

course, with different ideas. He did

not study the screen, and therefore did

not know the difference between a two-
reel picture and a five-reel picture. Had
he taken his work more earnestly, he
would have lived up to his reputation,

and probably been one of the star writ-

ers of the company at the present time.

There is a great lesson contained in

this item for all writers who have regis-

tered a few sales and who are beginning
to attract the attention of one or more
editors.

WHY NOT?

It would seem that in the natural

progress of the motion-picture industry

the man who actually prepares a sce-

nario as we see it on the screen would
receive some credit ; not exactly the au-
thorship of the picture, but at least

credit for writing the scenario. Prac-
tically every other department of the

business has been looked over carefully

and those who have proved valuable to

their employers and worthy of pub-
licity have received it.

To our mind, there is no one more
worthy of publicity on the screen than
the man who actually writes the sce-

nario. It is very true that the cutting

department or the director himself later

takes the finished film and rearranges
some of the scenes, but, considered as

a whole, the story, scene by scene, as it

is flashed upon the screen, is the prod-
uct of some scenario writer's brain.

The plot may have been created by
another man, and if so he should be
credited for the story. But the script

writer should be credited for the sce-

nario. Certain directors have at dif-

ferent times made an attempt at right-

ing this matter, but the attempt has
generally been weak compared to what
it should be.

The firm that devotes a few feet of
film to a leader announcing the cam-
era man, director, author, and writer
of the scenario, if the author did not
supply a scenario himself, will find it

has made a popular move, for a greater

portion of the public than the producers
believe are interested in these things.

kelly's ideas.

Anthony P. Kelly, the well-known
script writer, whose many successful

feature photo plays have attracted much
attention during the past year, recently

sent us a letter, part of which we are

reprinting herewith. What he says car-

ries weight, for he was one of the first

feature-article writers to make good in

that field, and has climbed steadily ever

since his advent into the game. Fol-

lowing are paragraphs of the letter

which we choose to quote :

"The principal factor in the success-

ful scenario is a novel theme or an old

theme handled in a truly novel way.
"Cost of production must always be

taken under careful consideration. You
must learn to combine the artistic with
the economical. It is vital.

"It is impossible to tell how long it

takes to produce a feature scenario.

Sometimes you must stew over an idea

for years ; at others, you will wake up
in the middle of the night and Mope'
out the plot before morning. When
my idea is thoroughly formulated, the

actual work on the script of a five-
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reeler is from one to two weeks. This

varies according to your experience at

the work and your natural producing

speed.

"The two chief qualifications of a

scenario man are : First, the imagina-

tive, and second the practical. Too
often the demand is made in the other

order, and too often the writer has

more than his share of the first and an

utter absence of the second.

"The future of the photo playwright

is everything in the film business. Get

away from adaptations ; that is the drift

of the times, and it will go stronger in

that direction every year. They want
original stuff, written directly for the

screen ; one must learn to think for

the eye and not for the ear.

"In my humble opinion, the order

of importance of the various factors in

the production of a big photo play is

as follows: I. Scenario. 2. Director.

3. Cast. 4. Camera man. 5. Cutting.

6. Laboratory and printing.

"It is difficult to say what is the main
trouble with the photo play of to-day.

I do not think there is such a lot of

trouble. It is a young industry, and is

coming along wonderfully at giant

strides. I guess the biggest trouble of

all is that many of the manufacturers

do not realize that they must depart

from precedent and create stories espe-

cially for the screen, and not try to

adapt from plays and books. Respect-

fully,

"(Signed) Anthony P. Kelly."

WRITING TO FIT.

In the minds of many amateurs, the

question often arises as to wmether or

not they are doing the right thing when
they sit down to write a play for a cer-

tain star after learning that plays for

this star are in immediate demand. To
our mind, there should be but little

question over whether they were right

or w7rong, for, once a person starts to

shape a scenario to a star's personality,

the strength of that scenario immedi-
ately begins to w?ane.

The greatest actors of the speaking

stage were those who succeeded in so

combining their personality with the

personality of the character they repre-

sented that the merger of the two left

the public looking not at the player him-

self, but a living character creation. We
are sorry to admit that the screen has

not a great many actors who have the

power of concealing their own person-

ality behind that of a character, but per-

haps more of them would develop if

the character were only made stronger

instead of being written to fit their per-

sonality.

The beginner should seek a big story

built upon a big idea, and if it natu-

rally leads to a feminine emotional lead,

should aim to make it so strong and

yet so elastic that it could successfully

be played by any emotional actress.

The same holds true with any char-

acter. It can be done, and the sooner

the screen authors of experience, as

well as the newcomers in the field, begin

to do it, the sooner we will get away
from the many "flivvers" which our

experienced and high-priced stage stars

attempt before the camera. The sooner

also will we be able to enjoy the tal-

ents of the regular screen stars whose
pampered personalities are now fitted

with characters to the detriment of

plays.

THE SYNOPSES QUESTION.

A Southern author-reader writes us

that he is in constant trouble because

he cannot succeed in boiling his synop-

ses to the proper length. He says sev-

eral things detrimental to the intelli-

gence of the person wTho invented the

synopsis, and ends up by saying that if

the publisher of a book printed a synop-

sis in the front of his novel it wTould

hurt the sale of his book.

Our correspondent probably is just a
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little bit excited over his present trou-

ble of not being able to condense the

synopses. Many others have written

us at various times, complaining that

they could not possibly overcome the

same difficulty. We have written all

of them in the same strain, and that

was that "practice makes perfect."

Most of those who intended to stick at

the game went back to work, and, with
a determined will, overcame the diffi-

culty. Our correspondent's remark re-

garding the synopsis in front of the

novel deserves but little attention, for

would not the producer of motion pic-

tures kill his own chances if he ran
subtitles giving a synopsis of his pic-

tures before they began? The author
has mistaken the submitted work of an
author for the finished work of a pub-
lishing house.

We speak of the proper length of the

synopsis as most writers do who have
got beyond the stage where they worry
over this department of the game. The
proper length of the synopsis is as many
words as are required to briefly and
compactly sketch the plot, including the

big incidents and such happenings as

lead up to the big climaxes with motives
and outcomes. Worry over the number
of words is one of the worst things pos-
sible, and is certain to result in the
person writing words instead of ideas
in a synopsis.

AN EXAMPLE.

An example of the way in which
many writers look upon the game may
be gained by a study of the spirit of a

correspondent who has been "dabbling"
in the game for about two and a half
years. Had he watched things closely

as they happened about him, he would
have gained knowledge and experience
which would have prevented him from
ever writing the letter which follows

:

"There are many who can write ex-'

ceptionally good photo plays who do
not have the time, patience, or inclina-

tion to put them into proper shape for
the film companies. There is a grow-
ing need of this class for some one to

whom they can send these plays or plots

and have an experienced scenario writer
put them into shape and dispose of
them. The writer and the finisher might
divide the profits of the sale, say, forty
and sixty per cent." (The writer does
not say who is to receive the sixty per
cent.)

"Some kind of a clearing house for

photo plays is needed where the writer
can trust his script safely to be disposed
of on the commission basis—a place for
all the writers who are not under con-
tract to send their work. An experi-
enced and reliable man should be in

charge of this clearing house, and
should an amateur send a plav that

contains a good plot badly put together
he should return it to him with advice
as to how to straighten it out and get
it into good shape. Should some be sent
that are worthless, he should return
them with advice as to how to write a

better one. A department should be
created to encourage all who attempt
scenario writing." (The writer fails

to state who is to support such an in-

stitution, nor does he mention a fee in

connection with submitting the scripts.)

"The film companies should go to

the clearing house and select what they
want, instead of the present method of

sending the scripts to them. Many a

good writer is discouraged at the pres-

ent time because of refusals when he
may be sending a good plot to the

wrong company. If they worked
through the clearing house, the com-
pany would find the plot, and if it

proved what they wanted they would
buy it. Such an institution would save
much time, many a disappointment, and
would also serve in time to advance the

price of scenarios to many more dollars

per reel." (If the writer studied his

market carefully, he would not submit
scripts to the wrong company.)
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ANSWERS TO READERS.

L. Blass.—The Chaplin film called

"Ambition" was a rehash of a great

many films, and was not put out by the

Essanay Company, therefore the Ess-

anay Company can hardly be accused

of misappropriating his idea.

Mrs. A. Guexther.—The script you
mention must have been returned to

you, as there is no trace of it to be

found in this office. Scripts should not

be sent to this department, as we return

all of them unread. We would be un-

able to justly criticize all the scenarios

we receive.

Charles E. Stoxe.—The subtitle
'

you mention is long and complicated,

and by carefully wording can be cut

about in half. There is a great art in

writing subtitles, the art of condensa-
tion and expression of big ideas in few
words. This itself is worthy of careful

study. It is always advisable to write

a complete scenario unless it is known
that the company especially desires a

synopsis only.

H. V. Mahlex.—In the April issue,

a sample scenario appeared which
should be of value to -you in overcom-
ing many of the things which you men-
tion in your letter. In submitting

stories, a person may make as many
copies as desired, but only one is to be

submitted to a film company at a time.

The sending of copies to two companies
might give rise to trouble.

Mrs. E. Shaw.—We would advise a

careful study of the screen to see just

how pictures are put together and just

what composes the plot, rather than to

worry over where there are fifteen basic

plots, more or less. Also, we would
advise paying less attention to certain

words, for your question of whether or

not a feature could not also be a drama
thoroughly shows that the names at-

tached to various things are taken too

literally by you. These are really trade

names and applied very loosely.

10

SHORT SHOTS.

Impossible situations are probably

the most frequent cause of rejections

of amateurs' scripts.

If you know nothing of the South
Sea Islands, it will be well to avoid

setting your play there, as you are most
certain to get into difficulties.

Though originality is liable to con-

flict at times, no individual has a mo-
nopoly on it.

Time spent in carefully picking your
characters is well invested. Do not

overdo the cut-back system, as a script

cut in too many scenes may be frowned
upon by the editors.

Good plots are never dashed of!
;
they

must always be written with care and
intelligence.

Though your early efTorts may ap-

pear very fine to you, you will probably

find many serious flaws in them later

on.

LIVE-WIRE MARKET HINTS.

The Universal Company is in need

of one and two-reel comedies and one,

two, and five-reel dramas. The work
of established writers is preferred, and

a "professional" appearance should be

given to all work submitted.

The motion-picture division of

Thomas A. Edison, Inc., No. 2826 Deca-

tur Avenue, Bedford Park, New York,

wishes exceptional material for five-

reel features and two-reel comedies.

For five-reel subjects, big, human,
dramatic stories that are plausible, and

free from morbidity, are desired; for

comedies, stories preferably of the

comedy-drama type, with wholesome
situation rather than incident to furnish

laughs.

Famous Players, 130 West Fifty-

sixth Street, New York City, is offer-

ing one thousand dollars for the best

feature ideas they receive, written in

synopses under a thousand words.
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POLLY MORTON.—I certainly meant
what I said about your letters being as

welcome "as the flowers in May." As a

Sherloclc Holmes, however, I think that you
are a fine contributor. You are all off the

scent on your guess about the glasses. Not
yet, but soon. Mary Pickford will receive

letters addressed to her in care of the Fa-
mous Players' Film Company, New York
City. Pearl White will receive all that are

sent to her at Pathe, No. 25 West Forty-

fifth Street, New York City. Henry Wal-
thall at Essanay Film Company, No. 1333
Argyle Street, Chicago, Illinois. Yes. Wal-
lace Reid is his right name. Yes, Smith is

the name, but Gladys, and not Gertrude. You
should have written to Wallace, and not

the company. However, write them again,

and remind them of the quarter, and I am
sure you will get the photo. William Court-
leigh, junior, was lead in ''Neal of the Navy."
Holbrook Blinn starred in "The Boss."

Earl Foxe was with Universal, then Selig

and Lasky. Don't mention it, the pleasure

is all mine, I assure you.

Paula.—Yes, Lasky released both "Alien

Souls" and "The Darling of the Gods," some
time ago. Yes, I certainly do think friend

Sessue is a fine actor. I can't tell why
people should not like you. Just ignore the

impudent girls who call you names. Mae
Marsh is just nineteen years old. She has

auburn hair and gray eyes. No, you didn't

ask me too many questions. You ought to

see a few of the long ones I get, then you
wouldn't think that your own troubles were
so bad, after all.

Doris 15.—So you like Picture-Play
immensely? Many thanks! You mustn't
believe all you hear. Pearl White is very
nice, indeed. Pathe is situated in both New
York and New Jersey. The executive offices

are in the latter place. Address Pearl White
in care of Pathe, No. 25 West Forty-fifth

Street, New York City.

Film Parasite.—You certainly have a re-

markable case of that national germ disease,

"picture-play fever," and the only thing I can

prescribe, is for you to begin at the back
when you are finished and read to the front.

It's lots of fun. The Fox and the Lasky
"Carmen" had slight variations in plot.

There have been several versions produced,

but the Fox production, in my personal opin-

ion, was superior, though many think other-

wise. No, Victor Moore is no relation of

Owen Moore. So you laughed until your

sides ached over Fatty Arbuckle. You're

not the only one. I'm guilty, also. You are

right about Alan Law and John Dore. Again
I agree with you. Moving pictures are a

great teacher.

Picture-esoue.—Quite a novel caption,

and about the neatest letter I have received

turnmrm w-mtmminuvui
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in ages. It is a pleasure to receive a manu-
script that is neatly done, as some of them
I receive are enough to make one blind try-

ing to figure them out. If I get more of

them, I shall have to change the department
to the Puzzle Oracle. Violet has evidently

changed her mind. Maybe he has a bad
tooth or a mole. Who can tell ? Mrs. Sid-

ney Drew was Lucille McVey before she

was married. Edna Purviance is with Chap-
lin's Mutual Company. The Knickerbocker
Theater in New York is no longer a picture-

play house. Four hundred sets of Chaplin
pictures have been released by Mutual. Quite
a blow to you, eh?

Darell.—With us once more, eh? Where
have you been keeping yourself lately? Of
course, Bessie Barriscale is my favorite. To
be sure, Charles Ray is quite an actor. Yes,
I presume Theda Bara has a lot to do withal,

but I don't see where she gets the time, as

it took her quite some time to find some
spare moments to write her life for Picture-
Play. Yes, we have seen Marguerite Snow
several times in person. Very charming, as

you say. Both William and Dustin are very
good actors, but we personally prefer the

former. Betty Nansen is not acting in pic-

tures at the present time. Ruth Roland
starred in the old Kalem comedies before she
went with Balboa. Haven't heard anything
about Marguerite Clark leaving pictures, and
I should be among the first to hear if she
were. May Allison is with Metro. True
Boardman appeared in the "Stingaree" series.

You're welcome.

Beatrice.—Would like to answer your in-

teresting letter personally, but can't find the
time this month. So you are absolutely in

love with "Herb" Rawlinson ? Poor fellow,

he sure has his hands full—not his arms.
Sure, I'll give you a personal introduction, if

he ever comes to New York the same time
as you get here. Fair enough, isn't it? How
do you know whether I am barred from
that competition or not, as you don't know
what I am?

Mona.—Nope, you're wrong, young lady.

Your questions didn't stick me one bit. See
for yourself. Theda has a very sweet dis-

position, to be sure, off the screen. Betty
Nansen is not appearing in pictures at the
present time. Anna Little is now playing
opposite Frank Borzage for the American
Company. Yes, Mary Pickford played the
title role in "Rags." Geraldine Farrar is

not playing in any feature now. Wallace
Reid plays opposite her when she does. The
"Graft" serial was taken in the West. Harry
Carter played the villain in the "Master

Key." Ella Hall was born in New York
City, March 17, 1897. Her eyes are blue.

So you think I should get as much salary
as any of the film stars. So do I, but evi-

dently the editor thinks differently. How-
ever, I'll show him your recommendation.
Lionel Barrymore confines his acting mostly
to villainous roles, although he just played
lead in "The Quitter." Crane Wilbur is

with Horsley. Me exhausted? My dear
girl, I didn't even get overheated. If at first

you don't succeed, try, try again.

Detroit Girl.—Yes, Harold Lockwood and
May Allison are with the Metro Company.
Wallace Reid opposite Geraldine Farrar in

"Temptation." Louise Glaum was Trixie
and Bessie Love Mary Jane Grath in "The
Aryan." Wallace Reid opposite Cleo Ridg-
ley in the "Chorus Lady." Of course, much
has been printed in Picture-Play about Mar-
guerite Clark. William and Dustin Farnum
are brothers. Creighton Hale appeared in

the "Exploits" and "Romance of Elaine."
Of course you haven't.

Cleo.—Well, well, well ! Cleo, I thought
you had deserted me. Don't ever keep me
in suspense again. I don't know how much
salary Sidney Drew received. Ask me some-
thing easy.

Hope.—So "Faith" sends her regards?
What about ''charity ?" No, this isn't a hint.

You are a little bit wrong. Anita Stewart
has a sister Lucille playing in pictures, not
Lillian. Her first starring film was "The
Destroyers." William E. Shay was the lead-
ing man in "Neptune's Daughter," with An-
nette Kellerfnann. Kathie Lee was the little

sister.

Maxico.—William Farnum was born July

4. 1876. Can't answer that next question,
young lady, as it is against the rules, and
I don't know whether he is or not, as I

haven't asked him. What difference does it

make? The fight between Farnum and
Thomas Santschi in "The Spoilers" was cer-

tainly a real one. Farnum had a sty on
his eye broken open in the encounter. He
is very widely talked about. Why pick on
me? I have as much as I can attend to

answering these questions. What gender am
I? I guess I must be neutral gender. Am
sure he will send the photo, if you do as you
suggest. Address him Fox Film Corpora-
tion, Los Angeles, California. Whaddaya
mean by that next?

Ernye.—"The Painted Soul" was released

by Mutual just before the producer, Thomas
Ince, went with Triangle. That is why his

name appeared on it as well as the "Despoil-
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ers," of Triangle's. He only works for the

latter company now. The companies have all

come from Jacksonville now, but in the win-
tertime there are six companies there reg-

ularly. Santa Barbara houses three different

ones. There are nine big film-releasing firms

—Triangle, Universal, Mutual, World, Para-
mount, General, Fox, V. L. S. E., and Metro.
Tom Ince, D. W. Griffith, Mack Sennett,

Herbert Brenon, and Cecil DeMille are the

five biggest directors in the business. Some-
times I don't know how I do it myself.

The "Chalice of Courage" is the picture you
mean. Myrtle Gonzalez and William Dun-
can played the leads. William Russell is six

feet tall. He was one of those featured in

"The Diamond from the Sky." He started

his stage career at the age of eight. Yes,

that is his right name. He was never a

blacksmith or an auto racer.

Bessie Barriscale Fan.—It all depends on
one's disposition whether one will like the

work of Theda Bara or not. Personally I

think it is excellent. Vampire roles are dif-

ficult at their best, and I think she handles

them wonderfully. I think you are right

about Bessie Barriscale. Thanks for the kind
words. You can write Bessie Barriscale at

the New York Motion Picture Corporation,

Culver City, California. Your other ques-

tions should be sent to the scenario depart-

ment.

Marie.—You can address Webster Camp-
bell at the Vitagraph Company, Santa Mon-
ica, California, and Herbert Rawlinson at

the Universal City, California.

Irene.—Constance Collier played the lead

in "Tongues of Men." Forrest Stanley
played opposite her. Metro Pictures Cor-
poration, New York City. Lasky, New York
City. Same for Morosco.

J. M. Lowe.—Charles Chaplin is English.

Yes, Mary Minter is every bit as pretty off

as on. Address her care of American Film
Corporation, Chicago, Illinois. WT

illiam Fav-
ersham played the lead in "The Right of

Way."

Mary Masco.—Pearl White and Creighton
Hale can be addressed at Pathe, Jersey City,

New Jersey. Francis X. Bushman in care

of Metro Pictures Corporation, New York
City. Ella Hall, Bob Leonard, Francis Ford,
and Grace Cunard can be addressed at Uni-
versal City, California. Richard Travers at

the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company,
Chicago, Illinois, and Marguerite Clayton at

World Film Corporation, New York City.

G. V. C.—You certainly have fallen out of
the movie habit. Syd Ayres is still alive.

So he' is your favorite Western actor. My
advice is for you to see William S. Hart,
and then let me know if you haven't dis-

covered a new favorite. The lions may be
tame, but that would not be the slightest

inducement to get me inside a cage with one
of them, much less three or four. She cer-

tainly has nerve to do it. People accuse
me of having lots of "nerve," but when it

comes to wild beasts it ceases. Clifford

Bruce is with Fox. Bryant Washburn is

playing leads now, not villains. No, he
wasn't in the "Strange Case of Mary Page."
It was Henry Walthall. -Surely I would like

to hear from you again.

A. G. R.—Universal's handsome-man con-
test closed some time ago.

"

H. D. E. Evart.—"The Fireman" followed
"The Floorwalker." "Police" was released

by Essanay. Maybe you'd like to be editor,

too?

M. C. S.—So you have given up the cam-
era idea? That's fine. I knew you would
see it in the right light. Writing me during
business hours, eh? Bet I must be blamed
for an awful lot. Do let me hear from you
again—after hours.

Ruth Hill.—Mary Pickford can be ad-

dressed at the Famous Players' Film Com-
pany, New York City. Anita Stewart, care

of the Vitagraph Company, Elm Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York, and William Russell

at American Film Corporation, Chicago, Illi-

nois.

"Dolly."—At last ! A young lady is found
who is really pretty and does not want to

become a movie actress. Take off your hats,

for she is one in a million ! I am both young
and old. Yes, Percy Richards, of "man in

white" fame, appeared in a Universal photo
play with Violet Mersereau, and in an inde-

pendent picture, "Diana," with Baroness de

Witz. H. B. Warner was very good in "The
Raiders," I thought. Did you like him?
Owen Moore cannot be compared to Douglas
Fairbanks, as they are much different types.

There is nobody like "Doug." He's in a class

by himself, with the accent on the "class."

Three cheers again for you, Dolly!

L. D.—Yes, Irving Cummings is his right

name. You can address him in care of the

Famous Players' Film Company, New York
City.

A. Kay.—Welcome to our department

!

No, we haven't had many correspondents

from England, and I am very glad to hear

from you. So July was your first Triangle

release? Quite a time getting them started
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on the other side, eh? And Fox in June?
You ought to have a film with Miss Bara
shortly. I am sure that you will enjoy her
work. Yes, I have seen Florence Turner's
films. She always was a favorite of mine
So Mary Pickford plays to standing rooms.
Well, she does the very same right over
here. Won't you favor me with a letter

soon again? I'm sure our readers will enjoy
it. Yes, they are one and the same.

Bushman's Admirer.—Wallace Reid is

with Lasky. Mr. Bushman's pictures are re-

leased regularly by Metro. Ask the man-
ager of your theater why you don't see more
of him. Francis Ford and Grace Cunard are
starring in Teg of the Ring." Yes, Dorothy
Davenport is the girl. Next is against the
rules. Tyrone Power is with Universal. Bil-

lie Burke's latest picture is the serial,

''Gloria's Romance." Yes, Blanche Sweet is

considered a very capable actress. The men
will get there yet.

Precious.—What a tempting name ! We
try to make it the best. Why should you
read anything but . the best? Against the
rules, precious. Mary Miles Minter is with
American. Lone Star is the name of Chap-
lin's company. Sounds like wild West,
doesn't it? Well, the wild and woolly is tame
compared with some of Charlie's rough stuff.

Yes, in Los Angeles. Thanks.

Dorothy Gish.—Well, well, well ! You
set me all aflutter when I saw your name
on the envelope. However, I'll pardon you
this once. Your namesake is one of the
finest little girls in filmdom. She is just

eighteen years old.

X. Y. Z.—Yes, the American Film Com-
pany has a comedy company there. The
American, Selig, and Essanay are the three
big companies in Chicago. So you are six-

teen, and crazy to go in the movies? You
must be. Can't some more like Dolly volun-
teer to stay out, so we can have an audience
to show the pictures to? So you are a

stenographer? Yes, the movie work is ex-
ceedingly hard.

William Farnum Fan.—Franklin Ritchie

and Lottie Pickford are with American. Jack
Pickford is with Universal. Morris Foster is

with Thanhouser; Irving Cummings with
Famous Players. Yes, William Farnum an-
swers letters—sometimes. Marguerite has it

on her in several ways. Yes, he will be
there shortly. Watch for him.

C. R.—Certainly, there they are ! Douglas
Fairbanks can be addressed at the Fine Arts
Studio, Hollywood, California. Sure, he is

going to appear in more movies. "Reggie

Mixes In" followed the "Good Bad Man."
He will appear regularly in Triangle produc-
tions.

Sylvia.—Back again? Why haven't you
looked more carefully for your answers? I

found them. Edna Purviance was "Carmen"
in Chaplin's burlesque. Against the rules.

Sometimes they keep the same leading ladies,

and sometimes they change. If they prove
an exceptionally good team, they are kept
together. H. Cooper Cliffe in the "Kiss of
Hate." Another question against the rules.

Haven't you read the heading of the depart-
ment? Joyce Moore is the name.

Read Head.—You are another offender
with your question against the rules. Earle
Foxe can be addressed at the Lasky Studios,
Hollywood, California. He was with Uni-
versal and Selig.

Dejah Thores—Where did you get that?
Crane Wilbur, as Sherwood Darrell. Paul
Willis was Darrell at twelve, Celia Santon
was Faith, Margaret Gibion as Molly, and
Carl von Schiller was Richard Darrell, the
younger brother. Of course you didn't.

Dean.—I think that you have been treated
far from badly, after receiving such nice

photos from Dorothy Gish and May Allison.

Maybe you didn't address Marion Leonard
correctly. She isn't playing at present. Tak-
ing a rest. Write Grace Cunard again. She
has probably forgotten it, as she is one of
the busiest women in filmdom. Warren
Kerrigan is playing as regularly as ever. His
home has been finished some time now. Ruth
Stonehouse piayed in the first episode of

"Peg of the Ring." Yes, Mary Pickford
owns her own bungalow there. No, there is

no one by that name with Triangle. Those
questions are against the rules, young lady.

Margaret K.—The "Strange Case of Mary
Page" was in fifteen episodes. Henry Wal-
thall and Edna Mayo were featured in this

serial.

A. Betsy Nut.—Marguerite Clark is

twenty-nine years old. Yes, she is very cute,

Wallace Reid has it on Harold Lockwood
in looks, but not by much. Sure you would
love to be a movie actress

;
but, at thirteen,

you can afford to postpone that ambition for

some years.

A. A. B.—Dorothy Gish is another young
star who has been only under Griffith's direc-

tion and supervision ever since she entered

the film game at the old Biograph. You
can address her at the Fine Arts Studio,

Hollywood, California. Your parents have

the right idea. Home and school are the
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best places for those desiring to become
photo-play stars, especially when they are

not even through high school.

A. R. N.—You can get photos of the

Misses Dawn and Minter by writing to them,
inclosing twenty-five cents to cover cost of

photo and mailing. Address Mary Miles
Minter, care of American Film Company,
Chicago, Illinois, and Hazel Dawn at the

Famous Players' Film Company, New York
City.

I. Dix-Huio, Etc.—Seena Owen can be
addressed at the Fine Arts Film Company,
Hollywood, California, and Mary Fuller at

Universal Film Manufacturing Company,
New York City. Yes, I am sure they will

be glad to hear from you. There are no
companies that I know of which translate

French scenarios.

Misunderstood.—Your heading is -fine.

You can tell your sister that she's all wrong.
The clipping you inclosed spoke the truth.

Sure they got paid for coming down there.

They received all their expenses, at least.

What do you mean I'm lucky?

Louis Cartier.—Yes, Theda Bara certainly

does speak French. You can address her in

care of the Fox Film Corporation, New York
City. Yes, I am sure she will answer
"sensible" letters.

Lillian 16.—I am sure I answered that

letter. Better look over your Picture- Plays
again. I remember it distinctly. Yes, Henry
Walthall appeared in the "God Within."
Yes, the expressions were quite funny at

times. Ella Hall is still appearing in "Blue-
bird Photo Plays." How dare you not agree
with me? No, I won't forget.

Zee Zee.—That is quite a record for a

little tot of twelve. The "Ne'er-do-well"
was a feature on a much larger scale than
"Aloha Oe," which was one of the finest

productions seen in quite a while.

Annette de Thorpe.—Lois Wilson is im-
proving all the time, and in time may make
one of our best leading ladies. Yes, "Hank"
sure is a fine fellow. Getting real mannish
in my ways, eh? Yes, I certainly did think

Theda was wonderful in "Carmen." Haven't
heard anything about the christening. No,
Charlie hasn't offered his hand to Ruth
Roland. Besides, I might get jealous. (Of
Charles or Ruth?) Guess which.

Fiend and Fan.—Some combination, that

!

Yes, I saw Tully Marshall in "The Sable

Lorcha." He is one of my favorites, also.

Shake ! Tully has supported some of the

biggest stars in the business in his time, in-

cluding E. H. Sothern, and was featured
himself in "Paid in Full" and other plays.

He has also staged many successful plays.

He made his initial screen appearance in

"Paid in Full" for the All-Star Corporation,
but soon joined the Triangle. Flora Finch is

resting at present. Yes, Sydney Ainsworth
is working in another Essanay production.

Some serials are good, and some not so good.

E. D. A.—Yes, you are right about Alan
Law and John Dore. George Larkin was
Alan Law. Sorry, but that question is

against the rules.

Marie C.—They are getting new faces on
the screen all of the time. Maybe you haven't

seen them, but as soon as they get popular
they are starred.

Tubby.—Cleo Madison is playing regularly.

Robert Leonard is appearing in Bluebird

photo plays. You can address both at Uni-
versal City, California.

Ellie.—Sorry, Ellie, but you came a little

too late for the top. This is the best I could

do for you. Don't know who you mean.
No, Earle Williams did not play in the "Sus-

pect." There were two productions of

"Sapho."

K. R. & M. W—Mae Marsh appeared in

"Hoodoo Ann" and "A Child of the Paris

Streets." Where do you get that stuff about
Bessie Barriscale? Am I in love with her?
I don't dare say. I'd have to break a bunch
of my own rules in explaining. Yes, I pre-

fer Dorothy to Lillian Gish. Nothing since

"Out of the Drifts." Marshall Neilan is

directing for Selig now.

Keara Kleives.—Not much of a picture.

No, I haven't quite found out the color of

my eyes. I had almost made up. my mind
about them, but something made me jealous,

and they turned green. Get me? Charlie

Chaplin especially. I hear that he gets more
money than I do. Howard Estabrook in the

"Mysteries of Myra," not Tom or Owen
Moore.

J. C. M.—Kathlyn Williams can be ad-

dressed at the Selig Company, Chicago, Illi-

nois.

Sailor Al.—Your most welcome letter re-

ceived. That "my seamen roughness" stuff

is pretty good. Ah, now you're talking ! Mae
Marsh and Dorothy Gish are great. Thought
she was splendid in "Hoodoo Ann." It's

a toss-up between Fine Arts, Famous, Lasky,

Fox, and Kay-Bee for the best players.

Guess they advertise her so extensively be-

cause she is a fine drawing card. You're

right about "Neal of the Navy." "The Hero
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of Submarine D-2" was the picture. Pretty

good, eh? I'll do that little thing for you as

soon as possible. Be sure to write soon

again.

Mlle. X.—Surely I like appreciation.

Thanks for those kind words. Yes, she does

look a lot like Dorothy Davenport. That is

the age he gives. Elliot is appearing in films

right along. Don't mention it.

"Walthall's Admirer 20."—Walthall was
exceptionally good in "The Raven," but the

picture was not much outside of his own
good acting. Walthall was born on March
1 6th.

Just Claire.—Now, you don't know
whether you have hurt my feelings, or made
me feel completely satisfied with myself.

Better be neutral. So, you don't think a

woman could write such clever things. The
idea! That is, I mean—oh, I don't know
what I mean. A few words more, and I'll

give myself away. Haven't noticed anything

funny about her eyes.

Billie B.—You can address Fannie Ward
care of the Lasky Company, Selma Avenue,
Los Angeles, California. Against the rules,

young lady. You can address Marguerite

Clark care of the Famous Players' Film
Company, New York City. Probably be-

cause Tom Forman makes such an accept-

able villain. Yes, "Gloria's Romance" is a

continued story. I know them all.

A Girl Admirer.—Ha! ha! Fve* found
you out at last. Wait till I tell Jack. Yes,

he played in "Then I'll Come Back to

You." Against the rules. You can address

him at the World Film Corporation, New
York City.

L. B., San Francisco.—The Theda Bara
story appeared in the February 15th issue.

Yes, you can get a copy by sending fifteen

cents to the editor.

A. C. D.—Carlyle is rated very high for

his looks, and Wally Reid the same. Pretty

close race between them. "The Chorus
Lady" was filmed on the coast. I rather

like the sideboards.

Marian.—Jack Sherril was born April 14,

1898, according to himself. Go ahead and
write him.

G. N. R.—The translation of the signature

is "Very Sincerely." They would make a fine

pair. Would like it very much indeed. Hope
the editor won't get it first.

Degy.—There are hundreds of different

opinions on the matter. What do you mean

Wally Deed? Reid is his name. Yes, a boy-
scout picture has been produced. No, Ford
Sterling is not dead. Bushman was better

in "A Million a Minute." Mary Page, not

Bage. John Barrymore is very funny. Ditto

Sydney Drew.

S. H. E. B.—That's nice. Lois Wilson op-

posite Warren Kerrigan in "The Pool of

Flame." Biograph, Meles, Kalem, Selig,

Essanay, Vitagraph, Edison, Vim, Lubin, and
Knickerbocker Star Features are released

on the General program.

B. V. D.—Makes me feel rather cool. Syd
Chaplin is with Mutual. Don't know where
they get that "million-dollar" stuff. Yes,

Balboa is responsible for the "Adventures of

a Madcap." John Bunny was an exception-

ally funny comedian.

Lover of Mysteries.—He is not playing in

picture's. Warren Kerrigan is twenty-seven.

There is no F. McG. with Vitagraph. Yes,

Owen and Tom are brothers. Richard Trav-
ers, Essanay Film Company, Chicago, Illi-

nois ; Arthur Cozine, Vitagraph, Brooklyn,

New York. Address Jack at the Screen

Club, New York City. Arthur Cozine is

twenty-two years of old age.

H. M. I.—Certainly let me hear from you
again. Did you read "Mary Pickford's

Views on Pictures" in this magazine? Bet-

ter find out if it would be appropriate to

call me "Answer Man* first.

Dorothy P.—So you think I'm a woman,
and a reader just above insists that I'm a

man. Pretty soon I'll be doubtful myself.

This mysterious stuff sure does keep one

guessing, and yours truly dodging. I never

get time to go out, anyway, as I have so

many questions to answer. Yes, Mary's hair

is curly. What, haven't you seen Owen
Moore in pictures? Don't fail to see him

if you ever get the chance.

Sister Jack.—You call me a man, and then

sign yourself my sister? That's right, men
can have sisters, can't they? You are wrong
about my age, though. I'll let you know that

much. No, Frank is not Edna's brother.

Yes, he was very good in the "Red Circle."

So you and Lucy wept. Well, well ! No,

I won't tell Francis.

N. H. S.—Wallace will send his picture,

but better inclose a quarter to cover the cost

of mailing, et cetera. She is just twenty.

Clara Kimball is certainly very attractive.

I. My .. A. Lyre.—You are? Well, well!

Who would have thought it? There ain't no

such animal. Sure they would. Yes, she is

as good looking off as on. Florence Law-
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rence has returned to the screen. She is now
with Universal.

Lockwood Lunatic.—"A Night Out" was
produced by Vitagraph and released on the
Y. L. S. E. The cast included May Robson,
Flora Finch, Hughie Mack, and Kate Price.

Francis U.—I disagree with your em-
ployer. I think the opposite. As a movie
actress you ought to be a fine stenographer.
Ah, but men are liable to tell you anything,

when in love. Xo, it isn't very musical "for

a person to sound high C when drinking

soup. Xope, I'm not in love with Bessie.

Xo, they are not related, Alice and Bryant.

Some Movie Fax.—So you don't like our
serials down in Manila? Some of the ones
you have mentioned were very good. "The
Trey o' Hearts" and "The Black Box." for

instance, were 'both very good serials. It's

ail a matter of taste. Xo, Ave never see any
of those films over here. How is it y

rou
suddenly change your opinion of the Amer-
ican pictures, before your letter is half

through ? You mention wonderful pictures

with King Baggot, Kerrigan, and others.

Change of heart, eh? Write again.

S. O. S. C. Q. D.—Henry Walthall, Wil-
liam S. Hart, William Farnum. Douglas
Fairbanks, H. B. Warner, Francis X. Bush-
man, Wallace Reid, Earle Williams, Harry
Morey, Hobart Bosworth, Ty7rone Power,
and Bob Leonard are the twelve men. Mary
Pickford, Marguerite Clark, Bessie Bar-
riscale, Mary Fuller, Theda Bara. Dorothy
Gish, Yirginia Pearson, Anna Little, Xorma
Talmadge, Mae Marsh, Kathlyn Williams,
and Blanche Sweet are the women. Henry
Walthall and Mary Pickford lead in that

respect. Like the offerings of Tom Ince

best.

F. G.—Your friend is right as to the

nationality of only one of the three you
mentioned, Chaplin, Broncho Billy, and Cos-
tello, and that is Broncho Billy, or G. M.
Anderson. Your friend also has the wrong
dope on Theda Bara. She is French and
Italian. Didn't you read her "Strange Life"
in the February 15th issue?

A. W. P.—Yes, Miss Dawn is with Fa-
mous. The Clara Kimball Young question
is against the rules. They will get their

just dues at the first opportunity7
. Yes,

Blanche Sweet was very good in the "Sow-
ers." Address Kathlyn Williams at Seiig

Polyscope Company, Los Angeles, California.

Bob Westmouxt.—Welcome to the realm
of the Picture Oracle ! You can ask as

much as you like, as long as you stay within

the rules of the department. Forrest Stan-
ley played opposite Leonore Ulrich in the
"Heart of Paula." Address him in care of
the Morosco Photo Play Company. Los An-
geles, California. Xow that you know that

you can ask me as many questions as come
to mind—go to it.

Ima Xtut.—From your questions, I am
willing to take your word for it. Harold
Lockwood is not the fat character man in

those Vitagraph comedies. The one you
refer to is John Kelly.

Maude H. S.—Xope. I much prefer an-

swering the long ones in the Oracle rather

than by letter. So you don't think Lillian

is beautiful ? Well, well, well ! Edna Pur-
viance is a good-looking "blonde ;" but,

then, there's Mae Allison. What say you
about her? The article was from the pen
of Theda Bara, and signed by herself, not by
any press agent. That was a mistake. Alary

is a little more than a 3-ear older than Lottie.

Your favorites are excellent, and all good
artists. I agree with you on your four

players, Hart, Farnum, Reid, and Morey.
You are right about that "stagy" stuff, but

why address me as a sir? The teeth are

his one handicap. So you like me? That's

nice. Certainly I'll forgive you after that.

M. Deax M.—See scenario department.

Leslie W. Hayes.—Watch that both-sides-

of-the-paper thing. You had me all mixed
up. Have to be my-sterious, because if any
one should find out where I live or who I

am, they might lay for me and relieve me of

the fortune I. collect three times a week for

answering letters like yours. You must mean
Ruth Roland, of Balboa. Her latest work
was the "Red Circle" serial. Address Lillian

Gish at the Fine Arts Film Company7
. Los

Angeles, California. You're right. Grace
Cunard and Mary Pickford were born on

the eighth of April. Yes, "The Woman
Hater" was very7 good. Some dream, all

right. Yes, they7 learn lines the same as on

the stage. A camera man has a thankless

job. You're wise, young man.

C. D. G.—You can obtain a copy of the

Theda Bara issue by sending fifteen cents

to the circulation manager of the magazine.

Liluax Tull.—Mary Pickford can be ad-

dressed in care of the Famous Players, X"ew
York City ; Charlie Chaplin at Mutual Film
Corporation, X'ew York City7

; Grace Cunard
at Universal City, California. Francis Ford
directed the '-Broken Coin." Wilfred Lucas

put on the "Trey o' Hearts." D. W. Griffith

directed the "Avenging Conscience," Tom
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Ince supervised "Aloha Oe," and Colin
Campbell was responsible for the wonderful
staging of the "Spoilers," one of the best
films ever produced. No trouble at all.

Come again soon.

Barbara I. H.—Your second literary effort

received. You are in a big world, and all

by yourself, if you don't think Charlie is

funny. Why don't you put down the now,
dc plume you want to be known by? That
storm was a real one. Didn't it look it?

\ ou bet the m.-p. actors and actresses con-
tribute to charity, and in great chunks, too.

You guessed it. A juvenile is a man that
is "young and handsome." A juvenile lead
does not mean a child. We'll get to them
as soon as possible. Hart's article appears
in this issue. "Quo Vadis" cannot be com-
pared with the "Birth of a Nation." The
expenditure always depends upon the pro-
ducer. Yes, many of the stars appear in

theaters while their films are being shown,
and make short addresses. Sorry I couldn't
answer this personally, but terribly busy.
By-by.

A Theda Bara Fax.—Where on earth
did you get all that misinformation? Theda
Bara's contract has not expired with the
Fox Films, and she is still with that con-
cern. She received her theatrical training
in London and Paris, but did not take dra-
matic lessons. Her mother was a well-known
actress before her. You should have read
"My Strange Life," by Theda, in the Feb-
ruary 15th issue. It would have answered
all your questions about her. The little

hunchback in the "Two Orphans" was Her-
bert Brenon, the director. Against the rules,

young lady. She was sixteen when she went
on the stage.

O. F. C.—Sorry that I couldn't answer
your questions, but your writing had be-
come blurred by the letter getting wet, and
it was impossible to read your questions.
Try again, but better make the envelope
water-tight.

E. M. B.—Address Lund in care of the
World Film Corporation, New York City.

H. S. C.—Pretty big salaries are paid to

people who are proficient in the developing
and printing of motion-picture films. From
twenty-five dollars up. Not so long with
hard and careful study.

Lovd H.—What branch of the motion-pic-
ture business do you mean, the producing
end? Good pictures are always in demand,
and there is a market for the independent
producer who can make pictures better than
the average, but if he can make them merely

"just as good," he had better keep out. The
board of censors' charge is one dollar per
reel.

E. B. C.—Evidently you are a little out
of tune. Off the key, in other words. Why
be a "movie actor" when the piano business
is all keyed up? I am complying with your
request, however, and sending you a list of
the studios.

Ernest C—You can address Dustin Far-
num care of the Pallas-Morosco Company,
Los Angeles, California.

Forrest Stanley Admirer.—Didn't you
read the article about Forrest in the Fannie
Ward issue? Howard Hickman's latest is

"Civilization," the Tom Ince masterpiece.
Harold Lockwood is now with Metro. He
certainly was fine.

Howard H.—The actress who could suit

the part you mention to a "t" is none other
than Bessie Barriscale. Did you see her in

the "Cup of Life?" There isn't an actress
in the business who would fit a role of this

type more perfectly. You can address her
care of New York Motion Picture Corpora-
tion, Culver City, California.

C. P.—Alice Joyce and Mary Fuller are
two different types. Marion is resting at

present. Yes, they usually write the scenario
also. Address Mary Pickford care of Fa-
mous Players Film Company, New York
City.

Amethyst.—Yes, Henry Walthall will

surely send you the photo on these condi-
tions. The same for Olga Petrova. Don't
mention it.

R. F. D. No. 1.—Ah, ha! Back again?
WT

elcome to my humble domicile. Hart was
exceptionally good in "On the Night Stage"
and "Hell's Hinges." The "woman of it"

is correct. Yes, "Chip" has been filmed.

Molly Make-believe.—Cute little name,
all right. Where do you get that "old, white-
bearded man" stuff? Wheeler Oakman is

twenty-six. Against the rules. No, they
don't get paid for answering letters to their

admirers. That's the job for a poor Picture
Oracle.

Merry Sunshine.—Alas ! to think that

you must become a motion-picture actress,

when good stenographers are in such de-

mand. However, I see there is still hope
for you, as you have only mentioned the

fact that you are going to become an ac-

tress. A yet-to-be, eh ? Griffith is a very
busy young man. Visitors never get past

the door unless they have special permis-
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impurities" from the blood, the real cause
of skin affections. Act now. Send for
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of price from

RICHARD FINK CO., Dept. 49, 396 Broadway, N. Y.
Every druggist can get Dr. Campbell's Arsenic Wafers
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sion. You're a little shaver, aren't you? Well,
you know the old adage, "Good things come in

small packages." Every one can try. Why the

sir? Let me know when you become a star, and
I'll ask the editor to print your picture. In the

meantime, don't desert me.

J. & O.—Alan Forrest is now with Lubin. You
do? So do we. I'll do my best for you, as soon
as space permits. Any relation to the B. & O.?

K. R. W.—I agree with you now on Wallace
Reid. Didn't you read about him in "Romances
of the Studios?" Yes, summer fever has a lot to

do with making one poetical, hasn't it? Twenty-
four times ! Good night ! You've followed the

rules very nicely, indeed, and I welcome you.

Come again soon.

W. S. Hart Fan.—You're right on the first

guess. "Neutral." Hart has been in pictures

almost two years now. He was born in New-
burgh, New York. "The Aryan" was filmed at

Inceville, California. "On the Night Stage" was
published in the old weekly form of this magazine.
No, Hart did not do any kicking. You are cor-

rect in your estimation. Address him at Inceville,

California. Yes, it is his real name. Rhea Mitchell

played opposite him in "On the Night Stage,"

with Robert Edeson also. Yes, they were the

characters in the "Hoosier Schoolmaster." Did
you see the article about Hart in August number?
You're most welcome, I assure you.

Eddie.—No, Eddie, you are all wrong with

your guesses. The poor old Picture Oracle is not

the editor of the magazine, and, furthermore, the

editor is not a moving-picture actress. Not in the

least. Let me hear from you again. I'd send you
a photo for a quarter, but as it is nothing but a

mask, you wouldn't want it.

Jennie M.—True Boardman was Stingaree in

the series of that name. It was produced by
Kalem.

Fern.—You can address Cleo Madison and J.

Warren Kerrigan at Universal City, California.

Mary Fuller care Universal Film Company, New
York City, and Thomas Chatterton at American
Film Company, Santa Barbara, California. Ho-
bart Henley is appearing regularly in Universal

plays. Yes, Dustin and William Farnum are

brothers.

Putt.—Alice Brady is with the World Film
Corporation. Frances Nelson has been playing

opposite Robert Warwick. He is thirty-five years

old. The Fairbanks twins are with Thanhouser.

Grace Cunard Admirer.—Grace Cunard was
born in 1893. Mina Cunard was born in Colum-
bus, Ohio, in 1895. Yes, I certainly enjoy her

acting. Kerrigan has brown hair and blue eyes.

W. W. C.—See scenario department.

Will U. Tellme?—Surest thing you know.
Julian L'Estrange is a stage star and a finished

actor. I don't see why you dislike him. Yes,

Wally and Pauline Frederick ought to make a

good team. So you have his picture displayed
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rominently on your bureau? Well, you're not

le only one.

Leroy Cooper.—How do I know if Sis Hopkins

rould love you or not? I'll have to ask her

nd find out. Don't think there is much hope.

Setter send along your photograph.

Edwin de F.—Ormi Hawley is with Fox. She

lade her reputation while with the Lubin Corn-

any, playing with the late Arthur V. Johnson.

P. D. S.—William S. Hart can be addressed

are Kay-Bee Company, Inceville, California.

L. Roehl.—Some qualifications of a motion-

icture star are good looks, handsome figure,

Dts of brains, and a natural ability to register

le different emotions of life. Nowadays a star

as to be a devil-may-care, acrobat, and contor-

lonist combined. Take Douglas Fairbanks, for

istance. Most of the films are made on the

oast. Theda Bara is of French descent. The
tory of her life was printed in our February

5th issue. Campbell can be addressed at the
ritagraph Studios, Santa Monica, California.

>ryant Washburn at Essanay, Chicago, Illinois,

^arl White at Pathe, Jersey City, New Jersey

;

irace Cunard and Darren Kerrigan at Uni-

ersal City, California ; Francis X. Bushman and
leverly Bayne at Metro Pictures Corporation,

s

Tew York City ; Forrest Stanley and Leonore
Jlrich at Morosco Photo Play Company, Los
uigeles, California ; Muriel Ostriche at World
"ilm Corporation, New York City, and Mar-
uerite Snow at Ivan Film Corporation, New
fork City. Charlie Chaplin has been acting since

e was twelve years old. Beatrice Allen is

ighteen.

Pep.—So they tell you that you are an original

ancer? That's funny. They tell me the same
hing. Most of them say that nobody dances

ike I do. I should hope not. Florence Turner is

low with the Mutual Film Corporation, and you
trill be able to see your favorite again in the

ery near future. Yes, there are two Farnums,
)ustin and William. You can address D. W.
Griffith at the Fine Arts Studio, Los Angeles,

California.

Maud H. S.—Jimmie Kirkwood is considered

. very good director. Don't agree with Robert
jrau's list of twenty greatest of all. Yes, Sessue
iayakawa is a wonderful actor. Barney Sherry
s one of our best little "grease painters." I

vaded through it, all right. Think I deserve a
nedal?

D. H.—As I don't smoke, I never asked Bush-
nan what kind of cigars he uses, although I

enow they cost two for a quarter. Charles Mur-
ay is with the Keystone Company. Vivian Mar-
in is still with Fox.

John Clark.—Lonesome Luke's real name is

Tarold Lloyd. Don't know the exact salary of
Francis X. Bushman, but I wish I got it, what-
ever it is.

V. C. A.—No trouble at all. Wallace Reid in

'The Love Mask." Yes, he will undoubtedly
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for plan. It will interest you. The Motion Camera Co.,

Box R 363, Chicago, IU.
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DELATONE
Removes Hair or Fuzz from

Face. Neck or Arms
DELATONE is an old and well-known scientific prepara-

tion, in powder form for the quick, safe and certain
removal of hairy growths—no matter how thick or

stubborn they may be. You make a paste by mixing- a
little Deiatone and water; then spread on the hairy
surface. After two or three minutes, rub off the paste
and the hairs will be gone. When the skin is washed, it
will be found clean, firm and hairless—as smooth as a
baby's. Deiatone is used by thousands every year, and is
hig-hly recommended by beauty authorities and experts.

Druggists sell Deiatone; or an original
one-ounce jar will be mailed to any
address upon receipt of One Dollar by

The Sheffield Pharmacal Company
339 So. Wabash Ave., Dept. D. C, Chicago, Illinois

USEFUL SUBJECTS 10c EACH
Sheldon's Twentieth Century Letter Writer; Sheldon's
Guide to Etiquette; Physical Health Culture: National
Dream Book; Zingara Fortune Teller; The Key to
Hypnotism; Heart Talks With the Lovelorn; Frank
Merriwell's Book of Physical Development.
Street & Smith, Publishers, 79-89 Seventh Ave., New York

Write MovingPicture Plays
Short Stories and Poems

—Constant demand. De-
vote all or spare time.
Correspondence course

is NOT required. Start work at once. Details FREE
Atlas Publishing Co. 424 Atlas Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

$10 to $300 Each

NO JOKE TO BE DEAF
—Every Deaf Person Knows That
I make myself hear, after being deaf for 25 years, with these
Artificial Ear Drums. I wear them
day and night. They are perfectly

comfortable. No one sees them.
Write me and I will tell you a true
story, how 1 got deaf and how I make
you hear. Address
CEO. P. WAY, ARTIFICIAL EAR

17 Adelaide St., Detroit, Mich.

Meuicated Ear Drum
Pat Nov 3 1903

DRUM CO., (Inc.)

SONGWRITERS"Key to Success"
SENT FREE. This valuable booklet contains THE
REAL FACTS. We revise poems, compose and ar-
range music, secure copyright and facilitate free
publication or outright sale. START RIGHT. Send
us some of your work today for FREE EXAMINATION.
KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS, 600 Gaiety Bldg., New York City

DONT YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
LASHNEEN, a hair food, applied once each day,

will absolutely produce thick and long eyebrows and
eyelashes. Easy to apply—sure in results. Lash-
neen is an Oriental formula. One box is all you will
need. Not sold at Druggists. Mailed on receipt of

25c coin and 2c postage, or Canadian money order.

LASHNEEN COMPANY, Dept. 28. Philadelphia.

send you one of his pictures. Be sure to inclose
the quarter. Yes, Sheldon Lewis devotes himself
to playing villain characters in all his pictures.
Yes, Clarence J. Caine resembles Creighton Hale
a little.

Fordham.—No, Warda Howard did not play
any part in "The Birth of a Nation." Annie
is not Walthall's sister. Stay a while next time,

F. H. M., Jr.—Thanks ever so much for those
few kind words. If I have a bump of knowl-
edge, as you say, I haven't found it. Thanks
for informing me of the fact, however. If your
letter is any indication of your ability as a writer,
you ought to be successful. There's nothing like
exchanging compliments, is there?

M. H. E.—Wheel Some letter! Yes. I think
that as a letter writer you are a fine comedienne.
Too bad I can't tell all my readers that Theda
Bara joke. First laugh I had to-day. I'll tell it

to the editor, anyway.

Fay Wilson.—You can address Grace Cunard
at Universal City, California.

H. S. T.—The "Iron Claw" has been lengthened
at the request of exhibitors. Mr. Daly will
appear in another feature soon.

C. T. J.—Wallace Reid is appearing in Lasky
productions regularly, being featured with Cleo
Ridgely. You are right about Vernon Steele.

A. B. O.—Sorry, but your questions are all

against the rules of the department. Would ad-
vise that you look them over before you ask your
questions.

Inquisitive.—Address Anita Stewart at Vita-
graph, Brooklyn, New York; Pearl White and
Creighton Hale at Pathe, Jersey City, New Jer-
sey; Fritzie Brunette, care of Selig, Los Angeles,
California. Yes, that is Mary's age.

R. G. B.—Henry Kolker is playing opposite
Billie Burke in the Kleine serial. You can ad-
dress Miss Burke in care of George Kleine Film
Company, New York City.

Roger—"The Diamond from the Sky" was the
suggestion of Roy McCardell. Do not know of
its being published in book form.

Sis—Hello! Back again? Harold Lockwood
played opposite Mary Pickford in "Tess of the
Storm Country." No, Mary doesn't believe in

wigs. Where do you get that baby stuff? They
are about the same. Some critics favor William
over brother Dustin. Marguerite Clark is

twenty-nine. Certainly they are, why not?

K. E.—Mae Marsh is nineteen years old. Ad-
dress Billie Burke care of George Kleine Film
Company, New York City; Marguerite Clark
at Famous Players Film Company, and Lillian

Gish at Fine Arts Film Company, Los Angeles,
California.

Ivan W. Dickson.—Welcome back home again.

They are not playing in films at the present time.

The "Goddess" was Anita Stewart's biggest effort.

Yes, Ruth Stonehouse is with Universal. Harry
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Meyers and Rosemary left Universal to produce
refined comedies for the Vim brand. They are

exceptionally good, too. - .
-

Pat.—Begorra, you're a sight for sore eyes

!

Yes, the interiors were pretty poor in that pic-

ture. I agree with you about Bushman. You
know lots of girls who are crazy over Earl Foxe?
They must be.

Dixie V. Rose.—Grace Cunard and Francis

Ford will be taken care of very shortly. Yes, I

am sure they will send you pictures.

Gene Y7
axties.—Here's the promised line.

Your letter was very interesting. Am glad that

you agree with me in so many ways. Come soon
again.

Me.—Address Dorothy and Lillian Gish at Fine
Arts Film Company, Los Angeles, California;

Clara Kimball Young care Clara Kimball Young
Film Corporation, New York City. Yes, Dorothy
and Lillian resemble each other a good deal.

They have been in pictures for six or seven years.

Dorothy is eighteen and Lillian twenty. Will
overstep the rules just this once to state that

Harold Lockwood and Mae Allison are not mar-
ried to each other, as has been reported. Mae
Marsh has freckles, but they do not keep her
from photographing well. Rather nice, I think.

Reel Mad.—Don't know to whom you refer.

Against the rules, young lady. James Cruze isn't

playing opposite Marguerite Snow at the present
time.

You.—Address Creighton Hale at Pathe Film
Company, Jersey City, New Jersey. Am sure
he would reply. Yes, Pearl White is as pretty
off as on. Dustin and William Farnum are
brothers. Y

r
our other questions are not in my

line. Let Caine do some work.

Greenburg.—The "Broken Coin" was staged at

Universal City, California. What does his name
sound like? Certainly I like Charlie Chaplin,
don't you? Isn't that enough to keep people
laughing? Mary Miles Minter is fourteen. His
hair is streaked with gray.

Verxox S. Miller.—Kay-Bee, perhaps, • keeps
the highest standard in their average pictures.

Hobart Bosworth is with Universal. Address
Vivian Martin in care of Fox Film Corporation,
New York City.

Gladys.—Mary Pickford can be addressed at

Famous Players Film Company, New York City.

Louise.—Marguerite Clark is twenty-nine 3-ears

old. Blanche Sweet is the prettier, some say

;

some say not. Yes, that's it. Gladys Smith.
Mary Pickford is twenty-three. I have many
favorites.

Grace Cuxard Admirer No. 2.—Address Grace
Cunard at Universal City, California.

Missouri.—E. K. Lincoln and Minnie Yvonne
in the "Littlest Rebel." Phil Stoneman in the
"Birth of a Nation" was Elmer Clifton. Valen-
tine Grant in the "Melting Pot." Robert War-
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HAMILTON

AnyWatch vSSKt
on CREDIT

One Customer Writes: "itavehaa my watch just——— —

.

———— a year today and our watch
inspector says its the best time keeper on the road. Please find enclosed
my last monthly payment of §1.00." We have thousands of such letters
on file from satisfied customers, who have bought from us on

30 DayS Trial no Money Down
You take no chances with me. I am "Square Deal" Miller and I trust
the people. That is why I am doing the greatest credit Watch, Dia-
mond and Jewelry business in the world.

Watches Guaranteed tor 25 Years

I Smash the Terms
NO REFERENCES DEMANDED

My terms will surely suit you. You get unlimited credit.

^ CfaQr&e A\CCOUttt t^le same kind of credit you get from
your grocer. 2<o matter where yoa

live or what your income might be, you can now- own the finest of watches,
a beautiful diamond or any rare jewelry and never miss the money,

^/ifjlfAfil FM&t~F Send me your name and address so I

"fij I**"!, can mail you Free and postpaid the
most beautiful catalog of its kind ever printed. I want you to have this
book. It's a gem. Write TODAY.

SQUARE DEAL MILLER, Pres.
MILLER-HOEFER CO. 686 Miller BIdg., Detroit, Mich.

Bring Out the Hidden Beauty
Beneath the soiled, discolored, faded or aged com-

plexion is one fair to look upon. Mercolized Wax grad-
ually, gently absorbs the devitalized surface skin, re-
vealing the young, fresh, beautiful skin underneath.
Used by refined women who prefer complexions of true
naturalness. Have you tried it?
M*arroHy<»rl War in one o™ce package, with direc-cou^eu vv ax taons for use> Bold by all druggists.

DO
YOU WISH TO KNOW
whether you will prosper or not in your undertak-
ings? W hether you will marry or not? Have sick-

ness or health ? Travel or stay at home? Win or
lose in speculation? Business to follow, etc? YOUR PLANETS
will TELL YOU. No guess work. Clear answers to all questions.
Will send you hundreds of addresses of people who have been pa-
trons of mine for 10 years, and vou can write to them and verify
my statements. GRASP your OPPORTUNITY and you will gain
your desires. Send birth date and 10c. for a trial reading.

L. THOMSON, Dept. 109, Kansas City, Mo.

"hisBookletFREE
I
Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
You can cash in your "happy thoughts" and

learn big money right in your own home in spare
time. No previous experience necessary. Our
easy home course turns out more successful

I scenario writers than all other schools together.
1 Write now and get by return mail FREE Booklet,
valuable information, Special Price and Priza Offer.
Chicago Photoplaywright College,Box 278XY,Chicago
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Make Your Hair Beautifully
Wavy and Curly Over Night
Try the new way—the Silmerine way

—

and you'll never again use the ruinous
heated iron. The curliness will appear
altogether natural.

Liquid Silmerine
is applied at night with a clean tooth brush. Is
neither sticky nor greasy. Serves also as a splen-
did dressing for the hair. Directions accompany
bottle. Sold by druggists everywhere.

g

OPEN: -Permanent teach,
ngand business opportun
ty. Either sex. Write now
Other positions pending.

Terms as low as 81.00 down'
50 per month. Mandolin or

Guitar sent on approval. Get our new
FREE BOOK.-H2 pages. Ill illustrations.

% Valuable information for player and teacher.
| Explains wonderful new violin construction

with carved and graduated Top and Back
id Stradivarius Arching. Also FREE
treatiseon "How to practice".

TEACH AND SELL THE GIBSON— BIG MONE'J*
Become a teacher. Splendid opportunities for
. Mandolin and Guitar teachers--either sex,

in every locality, private and class instruc-
tion, and sale of Gibsons. The Gibson
has "made" many a teacher pro-
fessionally and financially. C. A.
Templeton, Sioux City, Iowa, writes,
"If it were not for the Gibson I would
not be in the teaching business".
Wm. Place, Jr., Providence, R. I.,
Star Soloist for Victor, uses and en-
dorses the Gibson.

Wrifa Tndac ^ a teacher, become oar
it rue luaay. agen (; j

dobusiness on our
capital. Instruments furnished. We help
sell. Agents' territory protected. You
make the profits. We pay the advertis-
ing. You pay for goods when sold: re-
turn goods not sold. Try oar Still
Hunt". Catalog and Thematic List Free
GIBSON MANDOLIN GUITAR COMPANY
29 Harrison Court. Kalamazoo, Mich.
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- A guaranteed Pure and Harmlesstreatment Send 2oc (coin) and we'll mail package prepaid inplain sealed cover. Get our FREE Beauty Book.
Pre**"u 111

Beware of worthless imitations —
Genuine Lash-Brow-Ine sold only by

Maybell Laboratories, ,^™8-
flV Chicago, Illinois
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wick is the man. No, Douglas is not related to
the Fairbanks twins. Henry Walthall and Mary
Pickford. Theda Bara's "Carmen."

Kewpie—Herbert Rawlinson plays in Univer-
sal pictures. Address Mary Fuller, care of Uni-
versal Film Company, New York Citv, and Mary
Miles Minter, care of Metro Pictures Corpora-
tion, New York City. John Cossar was the de-
tective in "The Alster Case" (Essanay). Other
questions answered elsewhere.

Maude.—Your poetry is verrah good, indeed,
and I only regret that there isn't space enough
to print it—it would be a treat for the fans.
Arthur Hoops plays with Metro. William S.
Hart, of Ince-Triangle, is the greatest portrayer
of Western roles. Eddie Foy did one picture,
"A Favorite Fool," for Keystone, and then re-
signed. Van Dyke Brooke directs and plays char-
acters in Yitagraph productions. John Ince,
brother of Tom and Ralph, is directing for
World-Equitable. Mack Swain is the famous
"Ambrose" of Keystone comedies. Harry Mc-
Coy is another Keystone fun maker. Let me
have some more poetry.

De Wolfe.—Address House Peters and Robert
Warwick care of the World Film Corporation,
New York City; Hamilton Revelle, care of Metro
Film Company, New York City ; and Dustin Far-
num, care of Pallas Pictures, Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia.

Mary Jane.—"The Bargain" (Ince-Mutual)
was the first William S. Hart feature ever shown.

Ruth E. W7
oodward.—"Bobby" Harron is play-

ing under his real name. He was born in New
York City, April 12, 1894. Yes, there's still a
chance for some one, he isn't married. You can
address him at the Fine Arts Studio, No. 4500
Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.

"

I

don't blame you for liking him. You will no
doubt be interested in the article entitled "Suc-
cessful Pals," which appeared in the August issue
of this magazine. Bobby is one of them.

Queen of the World.—Don't worry about
scaring me. I can stand almost anything
now.^ I am very glad that you were one of
the intelligent ones in the Lenore Ulrich con-
test. It helped a lot of people that way. I think
Miss Ulrich did win her car, but she hasn't taken
me out for a ride yet. Let's talk about some-
thing else. It must be fine to be famous the
way you say, especially if you don't know it. I'm
very glad you agree with me. I think they'll
have to fight, or act, it out for second place.
Come again

!

Everybody.—Yes, everybody—and you—please,
please have mercy. I received so many letters
this month telling me that if I don't stop prais-
ing different players they'll write to the editor
to discharge me, that I feel like quitting now.
Please understand that my opinions, as given in

answers, are given only when I am asked for
them, and they are never meant as absolute
facts. They are just what I personally think. I

play no favorites, and try to be fair. Will you
do the same? Thanks.
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ALICE BRADY
is the daughter of William A. Brady, and entered stage life against the wishes of her father.

Her success from the start caused her father's opposition to break down, and her career in

filmdom has been under the sympathetic guidance of the famous World Company's executive.

Her first picture was "As Ye Sow." On the stage she played in "Sinners," "Things That
Count," "Family Cupboard," and "Little Women"; and later added to her reputation in a re-

vival of Gilbert and Sullivan operas. She was born in New York City, November 2, 1893.



WILLIAM FARNUM
who was born in Boston in 1876, began his stage career in "Ben Hur" at the age of fifteen.

He was a star in legitimate drama for ten years, during which time he played in "The Prince

of India," and "Virginius." When he decided to transfer his talents to screen acting he was
engaged by the Selig Company, and played in "The Spoilers," "The Redemption of David

Carson," and others. Leaving Selig for Famous Players he increased his popularity in "The
Sign of the Cross." He is now with Fox, and has appeared in many notable productions.



CHARLES CHAPLIN
in this picture looks as if he had just been rehearsing the role of Hamlet. It is hard to asso-
ciate "Charlie," the comedian, with this likeness of him. Although so well known as

a laugh producer, the public knows little about his life behind the screen. He was born in a
suburb of London of a theatrical family, twenty-six years ago, and began his stage career at

seven as a clog dancer. Before he attained fame as a picture actor he was popular as The
Funny Drunk in "A Night in an English Music Hall."



BERTHA KALISH
is perhaps the best-known Jewish actress in America. Born in Lemberg, Galicia, she became
famous as a singer at an early age. When sixteen she starred in a Jewish opera, and a short

time afterward sang in "The Gypsy Baron," "II Trovatore," and "Carmen." About fifteen

years ago she came to America, and, while she was learning to speak English, played in local

Jewish theaters. Recently she has starred for Fox in "Slander," "Ambition," and other films.



H. B. WARNER
came to America from England to play a six months' engagement, but the public in this

country thinks so highly of him that he has remained twelve years. His family were famous
for three generations, as actors. In the classical English success, "Drink," he played with his
father for several years, during which time he took every male part in the cast. He has also
played with Sir Herbert Tree and Forbes Robertson. For a year and a half with the Triangle
Company he has done notable work that has made him one of America's favorites.



MURIEL OSTRICHE
is only nineteen, but she has already established her popularity with the screen-loving public,

and gives promise of a bright future. She has played leading parts with Eclair, Thanhouser,
Vitagraph, and is now playing with Equitable. Miss Ostriche won her greatest fame in

UA
Daughter of the Sea/' "Gold Standard,''' is her ranking with the critics, the term being espec-

ially appropriate since she was born on the same day that McKinley was inaugurated President.



WEBSTER CAMPBELL
has found time for writing many well-known productions during an extremely busy career as a
motion-picture actor. Some of his works are: "The Man Who Might Have Been," 'The Way
of Life," "The Girl of the Forest," "The Courting of Prudence," "Silence," "The Problem,"
and "Mosaic Law." Since August, 1915, he has been with the Western Vitagraph and before
that he was with Lubin and at Inceville, and played leads with American and Beauty.



WILLIAM H. STOWELL
plays heavy leads with the American. He joined this company in 1915 after six successful

seasons with the Selig Company. With Harold Lockwood he will be remembered for his work
in jungle and animal stories. Previous to his connection with motion pictures he spent two
seasons with musical comedy in Chicago, was leading man at the Whitmer Opera House, and
toured the East three seasons as a leading man with road companies.



ANITA STEWART
is one of the popular young screen actresses who began her career in pictures. With the
Vitagraph Company she scored successes in

UA Million Bid," "He Never Knew," "Sins of the
Mother," "The Goddess," (title role), and "My Lady's Slipper/' Her eyes and hair are not
only brown but very beautiful. She is a great lover of out-door sports, and spends her spare
time indulging in these recreations at her Bay Shore, Long Island, home, "Brightwaters."



FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
has not confined himself to acting, having won popularity in his early career as wrestler, bicycle
racer, and artists' model. He is a Virginian, and was educated at Ammendale College, Mary-
land. When he was nine he appeared on the boards in "The Lady of Lyons." Since then,
despite other vocations, he has not deserted his theatrical work for any considerable length of
time. In 1911 he joined Essanay and has remained in the motion-picture field ever since. He
now plays leads for Quality Pictures.



BEVERLY BAYNE
always plays opposite Francis X. Bushman. She was seventeen years old when she called at

the office of the Essanay Company one day with some friends, and the director was so struck
with her beauty that he offered her a place at once. Miss Bayne refused, but later was per-
suaded to accept a role in "The Loan Shark." She has been in filmdom ever since, and is

now playing in Quality Pictures. Some of the pictures in which she is best known are:

"Pennington's Choice," "Man and His Soul," and "Romeo and Juliet."



JACKIE SAUNDERS
as you would guess from her picture, prefers romping, tom-boy parts, and it is in roles of this

kind that she has proved herself a great favorite. She rollicked into popularity in 1911 with

the Biograph Company, and has played successfully with Universal and Balboa.' Miss Saunders
is connected with the latter company now and has figured in more than fifty of its releases.

"The Rose of the Alley" is one of the several scenarios she has written.



CHARLES J. RICHMAN
has played exclusively for Vitagraph since becoming a motion-picture actor, though he is also
famous in stage circles. He was first with the A. M. Palmer Stock Company, later four years
with Augustin Daly, two years in London, and three years in the Empire Stock Company. He
has played opposite Mary Mannering, Mrs. Langtry, and Blanche Bates. Mr. Richman has won
favor on the screen in "The Battle Cry of Peace," and other shorter pictures.



MARY CHARLESON
has had a career that might be called "checkered." .Considering the screen and the stage as
the white and black spots on the checkerboard of the theatrical profession Mary has played a
winning game in moving back and forth on the little colored patches. And, besides on the stage,
she has played "Checkers" just to be consistent. Mary was born in Dungannon, Ireland, and
she first displayed evidence of possessing the musical temperament of her race by singing with
the Grand Opera Company on the Pacific coast. She has been connected with the Vitagraph,
Lubin, and Equitable Companies, and is now playing with Selig.



BABY JEAN FRASER
is perhaps the youngest motion-picture star in the world. She is only three years old, and has
already played with Selig one season, showing prodigious talent. In "Sweet Alyssum" she was
given an important character role, and won universal praise. Her artistic temperament shows
itself in a remark she made to her director, Colin (Jim) Campbell, one morning: "Only one
thene to-day, Jim. You know, I just passed a restless night." She was summoned to her
career by chance. The writer of "Sweet Alyssum" discovered her just at a time when he
was in need of a child character.
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This is a whole course

Kalisz, of Fox. If

other side of the

of lessons in osculation, taught by Valeska Suratt and Aimand
you are a man, get the mademoiselle so that, from the

room she resembles a German helmet, lean over a

little, hold her head vp, and tht rest will come naturally. If you are

a girl you don't need to be told.

Gosh! How They Dread It

The art of osculation is something every one

should master. Here are some valuable

pointers from those who do it for a living

By Jerome Beatty

COUPLE of years ago there

was a good deal of agitation

about kissing in the photo play.

Now there is no agitation. No move-
ment at all. They just glue lip to lip

and hold it.

I remember the time when a camera
man would say to the director : "Only
got ten feet of film left," and the direc-

tor would answer: "That's plenty.

I'm only going to take a couple of

kissing scenes."

But now ! Ah, glory be to the vam-
pires !

"Ready for the last scene," says the

director. "Miss .Dusenberry,
.
you are

sitting on the balcony, looking longingly

out at the sea. Mr. Blickendorf, you

rush in and kiss her. That's all. Just

rush in and kiss her. Bill"—to the

camera man—"how much film in the

box?"

"Hunderd 'n' thirty feet," says Bill.

"Gee whiz!" cries the director.

"What do you think you're going to

take, a flash ? This is a kissing scene !

Load up your camera !"

And Bill uses as much negative as

he would in making a panorama of the

Bay of Naples.

In books the hero showers the hero-

ine with kisses, but not in the photo

play. A moving-picture kiss is the

only part of a moving picture in which
there is no movement. They tell of a

certain company in California that pho-
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Tony Mario, of Univer-

sal, says. "Hold tight,

close your eyes and im-

agine your going around

a curve." In case you

don't understand he'll

demonstrate with Mary

Stevens any time you wish.

tographed a hun-
d r e d - foot kiss.

Then the photogra-

pher made a still

—

with an ordinary

camera — of the

scene.

The next day
it was discovered

that the film was
ruined by static.

The kisser and the

kissee were busy on another picture,

so the director took the still photograph,
nailed it up on a wall, and had a mov-
ing picture taken of it, pushing the

camera so close that the edges of the

still did not show and it looked like a

real scene.

He patched in thirty-five feet of this

motionless picture, and it proved to be

one of the most thrilling scenes in the

play. The girls out in front said it

sure was grand, and thought the hero
and heroine truly must love each other
if they could kiss so long without even
breathing.

Searching for kisses—beg pardon,
rules of rhetoric slip from one's grasp
when one is writing of such a thrilling

subject—searching for kissing scenes, I

journeyed to Fort Lee the other day. I

found a director who was making one.

The lady about to be kissed was lying

on a couch in a clinging black dress.

The gentleman was sitting beside her.

He leaned toward
her, the sweet per-

fume from her cor-

s a g e seemed to

thrill him withrpas-

sion. She gently

closed her eyes and
took a deep breath.

Her lover softly

wound his arm
about her.

"Ah-h !" I sighed,

as the hero hugged
her and

The only thing Paul Panzer ob-

jects to in kissing Violet Mer-

sereau is that she invariably

eats onions with her steak. But

Violet, being very anxious, shows

how to overcome the difficulty.

Then, there's that calm, quiet, but very interesting

kiss, of which looking into each other's eyes sout-

fully is about ten p<r cent—the kind that can often

be done without soiling your collar. See how

Harry Benham and Irene Hunt, of Universal, do it.
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"For the love o'

Mike!" cried the di-

rector. Kiss her

!

Kiss her! That's a

little better. Hold it

!

Act as if you liked it

!

Cut it! That's rot-

ten !"

In disgust he turned

and came over and sat

down beside me.

''That's the trouble

with married people,"

he confided. "Never
again will I direct

stars that are married
to each other. They're

afraid of a kiss."

He had told me a

fact well known in

motion pictures. A
husband and w i f e

make love mechani-
cally. Not only that,

they think their fol-

lowers demand it.

Perhaps they are

right.

I strolled over and
interviewed the actor

and actress, wed oft

the stage, unwed in

the picture. I shall

mention no names.
"The picture fans

don't like passionate

kisses between actors

they know are hus-

band and wife," said

the actress. "I don't

know why, but they

don't." She sighed

resignedly. "Billy and
I tried to keep our marriage a secret,

but now everybody knows it, and I

guess we'll have to quit playing to-

gether or get into a different line of
pictures."

"It's hard to make passionate love

to your wife before an audience," said

Western attire or old clothes are the only things that can be worn when
you follow the style of Anna Luther and George Walsh, of Fox. The big

idea is to take it seriously and dont mind if your hair is pulled

or your teeth broken. If Anna sold these at country bazaars she

could start a ompany and almost pay her present salary.

Billy. "It's sort of a sacrilege. Now
when I'm playing opposite any other

girl I can
"

"You bet you can !" said Mrs. Billy.

"Well," declared Billy, "I don't know
that you left out anything in that pic-

ture you made with
"
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Will they or did they? Either way they can't be blamed. William Farnum., of Fox, doesn't seem so

aggressive as Dorothy Green, but then there are girls without riding breeches and cloth-top shoes

to make them feel masculine, who would think the same about a Farnum kiss as Dorothy.

"Umph !" Airs. Billy

sniffed. "You know
yourself that a kiss

means nothing more
to an actor than tak-

i n g a drink of

water."

-That's
"

"All right," yelled

the director. "Let's

try it again. And
please make this

concession for me.

Instead of kissing

her on the brow
after you tell her

you are willing to

give up your life for

Pat Rooney and Adele Farrington, of Universal, have discovered a new
^ier

'
at

^
east &° as

way. It has many advantages. Noses are no longer obstacles
^ar as *°

^'
lss ner on

and she can't steal you? watch during the proceeding. *ne cheek."

The only bad thing is that you have to be I journeyed on
an acrobat to be able to hug. to another Studio.
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There I found another kiss in the proc-

ess of being filmed. The director had

just started taking it. I went across

the street and had lunch, and returned

a few minutes before he had finished.

These actors were married, too—but

not to each other.

I got the leading man ofT in a corner.

He is one of those home-loving heroes

who has a wife and three children,

news of which is properly suppressed

by the press

agent. I

trapped him.

"When
you are
making a

picture," I

said casu-

ally, "you
live the part,

don't you?"
" Certain-

ly," he said

"I am not myself ; I am the character

I play."

"Then," I said triumphantly, "as the

disguised Prince of Gazum in this pic-

ture you are making, you really take a

Let's slip him the tip—she isn't

leading, old top, she's waiting.

The book's just a stall. Throw

it aside and clinch. She with the

smile is Alma Hanlon, of World,

and he with the opportunity is

Holbrook Blinn, also of World,

Marguerite Clark

believes that the man
should do it all. Just

now she seems to be

interested in some-

thing in the West. It

might be that, while

wrapped in the arms

of Marshall Neilan,

she forgot about the

fellow she became

engaged to last night.

Why thefrown, Mar-

shall? Get a mouth-

ful of grease paint?

There U an air of ease and contentment about this

that makes one feel as though kissing is a great

deal like dancing. You get to be very perfect

with a certain party after long practice. Owen
Moore and Mary Pickford, it is plain, can kiss

each other m,uch better than any one else. That

accountsfor the ease. And who wouldn't be content.

great deal of pleasure in kissing the

little peasant girl who turns out to be

the Princess Galoot, the damsel you
had sworn ne'er to wed."
"Er—well," he stumbled, "the prince

does, I'll admit that. The prince does.

But I don't. I'm just acting. The
prince enjoys it, get that straight. I

don't personally."
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Then I promised not to use his name
or ever to tell his wife, and he con-

fessed, grinning, as man to man.
"Of course I like it," he admitted.

"Wouldn't you?"
I hastily protested that I was not be-

ing interviewed.

"Frankly," he went on, "it's a lot of

fun. Some actresses won't allow them-
selves to be kissed

—

in the films," he

added. The inter-

view threatened to

become spicy, and I

warned him that I

w7as writing for a

home publication.

"But it is all poppy-

cock to say

that an
.actor is

a wooden
man to
whom a kiss

is no more
than a drink

of water.
You might
as well say

that be-
cause he is just acting, a man is not

irritated when he is forced by the

director to leap into a cold stream or

to fall off a horse and roll in the dust.

But we all have to pretend, you
know, for the common decency of

the thing."

"Then you get the same thrill in

front of a camera "

"Decidedly not," he hastily broke
in. "Don't get the idea that a kiss be-

fore a lens is like the kiss of sweethearts
in the hammock on a dark veranda. I

should say not! A stage kiss is cold,

remember that. You don't have that

cozy feeling, that just-us-two emotion.

You never forget that somebody is

looking and that your road is mapped
out for you. But, nevertheless," he ad-

mitted, "it's not a disagreeable road."

He continued" to dissect the kiss, this

expert.

"Most of the joy of a true kiss is

that it is something contested for

—

something, perhaps, shyly given. A
stage kiss is, of course, entirely differ-

ent. It is like a kiss bought at a charity

bazaar, taken while others look on."

I had come primed with knowledge.
I had searched without success for

something about kissing in the "Cyclo-
pedia of Arts and Sciences. "How-
ever, I had found that Laura Jean L.

—

Olga Petrova and Pierre he May, of Metro, don't have

to be told how by the director. Pierre s method is on

the same general plan as putting on a one-size-

too-small collar while kissing the Blarney

Stone. Only, of course, the stone

can't compare with Mme. Petrova.

I would use her last name, but I can't

remember whether she spells it Libby
or Libbey, and I haven't time to look

it up—that Laura Jean L. says "Kissing

is often love's death."

"Do you believe," I asked, "that love

can be killed by too much kissing?"

"It depends," he smiled sagely,

"whether the one who loves you finds

you out."



Charlie Ray's apartment near the studio resembles the abode of an all-around college athlete, more

than that of an actor. But the pipe is evidence against him. Then, too,

he's reading a scenario instead of Latin.

Comet Ray
His name fits him well. And his pro-

gress has been with the speed of a

meteor, leaving a lighted trail behind

By Warren Reed

CHARLES RAY has risen to a

pinnacle of popularity through

the ordeal of fire and water.

Beginning his career as a theater usher

who cried "Water, water!" between
acts, he first appeared as an actor with

the words, "Fire, fire, fire!'' in "The
Still Alarm." But fire and water were
impotent to damage the aspirations of

this young Triangle player who won
the countrywide favor of the critics less

than a year ago as leading character in

"The Coward."
The photo fans know him as "Char-

lie." He is twenty-five years old, and
perhaps no other actor has scored such

a rapid success against the odds of an
humble beginning. As a ticket seller

in an Illinois theater, he won the favor-

able attention of the manager and was
given a chance to do small bits in a

stock company. His previous connec-

tion with the theater had given him an
opportunity to study the dramatic art

from the wings while the players were
acting before the footlights. From
boyhood his persistent ambition had
been to be an actor. Charlie's histri-

onic talents were not inherited, and his

family did not favor his choice of a

profession. Against the protests of his

folks he first dreamed of being an actor

and then transformed his dreams into

actuality. As usher and ticket seller

he studied patiently and sympatheti-

cally the art of the player people.

The first stock-company engagement
led to another, and he was soon on the
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road, happy on three dollars a week
and expenses. A little later he was
playing various minor roles from musi-
cal comedy to Shakespeare, and his

acting was always satisfactory. Shift-
ing fortune caused him many setbacks
before he was able to secure a real

part. He finally worked himself up to

lead i n g
business,
and began
to feel the

first thrill

of curtain

calls and
big salaries.

It would
b e unfair

to Charlie

to go any
farther
w i t h o u t

The ordinary Charlie.

telling about his

make-up. The ac-

companying pho-

tographs make it

unnecessary t o

emphasize this
fact. He once

played an eccen-

tric old type in a

drama plagiar-

ized from Clyde

Fitch's "Truth"
that established

once and for all

his marked adapt-

ability in this line,

company put on

Earning his living.

Later the same
"Merely Mary

Ann," in which he took the part of

the young minister, and his make-up
in this role was another triumph.

Afterward he switched to heavy
make-up, playing old shyster law-

yers, gray-haired judges, Chinamen,

and many other difficult characters, all

of which he performed with much credit

to himself.

For a time he reverted to musical
comedy, playing leads once more, and
soon the character make-up box was
only a fond memory. This did not last

long, however. One night the leading
comedian was taken sick, and the man-
ager called for a substitute. This was
Charlie's chance. He dug into his trunk
for the make-up box, and the result

was the illustration shown of him here
in skirts. Who would ever recognize
the handsome young leading man in

such a role?

About this time a permanent stock
company made him such a good offer

that Charlie got reckless and invested
in a miracle of a wardrobe. He be-

came a real idol in the town, and all

went fine for a while. Then one night,

after the show was over, the

theater caught on fire. All that

was left of the theater—and the

wardrobe—the next

was recollection and
This broke up the company and
left our young hero badly bent
as far as financial affairs were
concerned. He began to look
around for something to do,

and who should he run into

but the present Keystone come-
dian Chester (Walrus) Conk-
lin, who was in the same boat
as himself—the circus Chester

morning
regret.

When she is good he makes her work.
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was with being stranded. Walrus said

the time had come to talk of many
things, and particularly how to make a

living. They put their heads together

and wrote a sketch, a regular "Weber
& Fields" affair.

The local vaudeville house engaged

them for a week, and they made such

a hit that they were retained for the

following week. Two more weekly en-

gagements finished this combination.

Then both received offers, and parted

company. Charlie went with another

traveling company, and his salary went

up. The company traveled all the way
out to the coast, and played a long run

there until the close of the season.

Charlie had saved up quite a little

money, but he wanted something to do

until the fall came around and he could

rejoin the company. It was then, a

little over three years ago, that pictures

were first suggested to him,

and he was engaged by the

Xew York Motion Picture

Corporation, under Thomas
H. Ince. At the beginning of

the next theatrical season he

remained with the concern in-

stead of rejoining his travel-

ing company, and has been

with Ince company ever since.

They started Charlie out as

a character man. The accom-

panying photographs show a

few of the characters he por-

traved. The work fascinated

him, and he put his whole heart and
soul into his new-found vocation, and
forgot all about the stage. He played

desperadoes, mountaineers, old colonial

types, Dutch characters, bankers, and
everything scenario writers could think

of. Then they discovered that Charlie

made a very good heavy, and he pro-

ceeded to

right

a 1 o n g .

After see-

ing his lat-

est work,

one can
hardly re-

alize how
he e v e r

manage d

to do it,

but he did,

When she is bad she makes him work.

and to the satis-

faction of T o m
Ince. \ ulains,

however, are

never extremely

popular with an

audience, and
soon he was made
a leading m a n .

He played all his

parts well.

From this time

on luck broke for

him consistently.

You can call it luck for short, but of

course it was the reward which is sure

to come to the deserving. Opportuni-

ties came to him to show his real

worth. One of his first parts in a

notable production was with William

S. Hart in the "Grudge." In this he

attracted widespread attention, and

He did this once.
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then played in

quite a number of

two-reel Kay-Bees,

and later in Mu-
tual masterpieces.

These were pre-

ludes to sensational

good fortune which
came to him.

When Tom Ince

left the Reliance

Mutual to direct

the Triangle Com-
pany, and produced
"The Coward,"
Charlie was se-

lected for the title

part in this play.

They needed some
one for the part of

the boy who was
afraid that he

would prove a

coward in battle

and didn't want to

go to war for that

reason. It hap-

pened that Charlie

had c o mp 1 e t e d

work in a picture

and was idle. He
was given the part,

motion-picture histon
with the picture

Charlie Ray as he appeared in the picture

that made him a star

and the rest is

. He "ran away
by his superb acting,

and Frank Keenan, who was the star,

is not less warm in his praise of him
than the public.

Success does not turn Charlie's head.

Away from the screen, his life is rilled

with wholesome enjoyment, mostly of

the outdoor variety, and his mother is

his chum. He takes his revenge on ath-

letics by motoring. His well-known
weakness is tinkering with his car when
she is bad, and racing her in "high"
when she is good. If there is any time
left over, he makes good use of it in

various sports, and tennis in particular.

All of which includes 'Triangle Bill,"

if his beloved bulldog might be called

an outdoor sport.

While the world is

expectantly occu-

pied with wonder-
ing what picture

Charlie will play

after vacation, the

Los Angeles police

are nervously con-

cerned with what
the daring young
motorist is going to

do next in the line

of ''speed" acro-

batics.

Charlie is a

Southerner by
birth and a West-
erner by adoption.

He was born in

Jacksonville, Flor-

ida, and when he

was quite young
his family moved
to Los Angeles,

California, to live.

He claims to be a

cosmopolite, and.
considering h i s

early environments

and his wide trav-

els since, we think his claim to this

distinction is entirely justified. As a

boy he attended the Los Angeles high

school. He was distinguished for his

activity in athletics, and we have proof

of the profit he derived from his out-

door pursuits in his physical dimensions,

which include a manly six feet and more
of height and one hundred and sixty

scale units of avoirdupois. Not to men-
tion his dark hair and brown eyes

—

fame-winning factors with the fairer,

gentler half of his American audience.

And, speaking of those who are in-

clined to write very personal letters to

him, there is something that will no
doubt interest them. They can take it

as they may—it works both ways.

Charlie boasts of bein^ single.
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THERE ! That title will hold you

for just a little while. - You are

entitled to only one guess. But
you'll never guess what it means
- The human form, like any other solid,

has three admitted dimensions. There
is, however, another—a feminine

fourth dimension. It is beauty, and

whatsoever woman is beautiful is a

creature of the fourth dimension.

Beauty is necessarily superlative ; there

is no comparative beauty. A woman is

beautiful, or she is not, and there are

no standard casts of feature or figure in

the category of criterions. Beauty can

best be described as—beauty. --And it

is nothing more or less.

Pardon the digression. One does get

so interested in that subject. To get

to the reason for the title. This fourth

dimension so overshadows details and
the other dimensions as to become, in-

stead of an added dimension, the only

dimension, leaving the possessor in a

nebulous beatitude that strikes star-

tlingly on the eye of the beholder

and renders him oblivious to height,

breadth, thickness, time, and space.

The owner of this pulchritude becomes
a Lady of One Dimension. As Ibsen

so aptly put it ( Xix on that high-

brow stuff— Editor. Oh, all right, all

right.—L. M.)

1. While we are on the subject of

dimensions, glance carelessly to the left

as you enter the next page. Surely

your gaze will be rewarded by dimen-

sions—several of them. Almost any

kind of dimension asked for could be

supplied by the lady. She is giving us

the cold shoulder. Ah, but she has a

warm heart ! Xote the carefree ease

with which the draperies depend from
that right shoulder. Yes, and that al-

luring back which they, in depending,

reveal—alluring to any one but a hard-

ened, unromantic camera man. Her
name? Oh, of course, we thought you'd

recognize Theda Bara from any angle.

2. Below we present a direct con-

trast. This type of beauty, we rise to

remark, is quite as effective as Theda's.

We have had our pay check pillaged by

vampires of beauty bold and sharp

—

and then, again, we have missed our

watch and the stickpin that our Aunt

Sophonisba gave us on our twenty-first

birthday after associating with beauty

of the baby-stare type—such as is illus-

trated here. Which is not to say that

Theda Bara or Alary Miles Minter

—

yes, that's the lady we're talking about

—ever committed larceny on our per-

son, except, perhaps on our uncontrol-

lable heart.

3. Xo. 3 is entirely another type.

A
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In the old days woman used to be a
mystery. It is so no longer. Now-
adays, what with their veils and sheer,
filmy dress goods, it's different. These
things are important, and must be
looked ('S enough, Mawruss.—
Ed. Confound these here Puritan
editors.—L. M.j There is something
indefinably Oriental about the beauty
of the lady in question. Perhaps it is

the veil. It makes us think of Bagdad,
and Abdul Hamid's harem. Darn it,

these Turks may have the right angle
on Life at that. Her name is Muriel
Ostriche. Habitat, World Film.

4. Puzzle : Why is the lady with the
frilly blouse different from a lawyer?
Answer : Because she has her hands in

her own pockets. As she is the star of
"Who Pays?" (Balboa-Pathe) one
would imagine that she is answer-
ing the question herself, and digging for

the mazuma. Oh, yes, the woman pays !

Pity Ruth Roland—she'll have to pay
her tailor for pressing her skirt. Any
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woman knows that it gets a skirt all cut

of shape if she keeps her hands in her

pockets.

5. And now this maiden, shy, de-

mure, to one who is an Epicure as far

as female beauty goes, the reason for

the presence is explained in the timid,

modest glance. It's the kind of glance

that makes one feel wearing pants and
being slipped the frozen mitten is not

one-tenth of one per cent as good as

being a kittem—there, the feet of our

muse slipped, as we knew they would
if somebody did not head us off—as to

that line, up to "kitten," it contains sev-

eral feet that slipped in absolutely with-

out our permission. The possibilities

are, however, that Clara Whipple—for

it is, indeed, our heroine—will, kiss that

kitten in a little while, and that possi-

bility was what overwhelmed us. The
ghost walks for her every week at the

studio of the World Film Corporation.

6. Here is something that no man
should be without. The amazing qual-

A
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i t y of this girl's
beauty makes us feel

that perhaps, after all,

there is something in

the marriage game.
We haven't time to

say much about her,

because we have dis-

covered w h er e she

lives and are just on
our way to borrow car

fare. We want to ex-

plain to her that we

ANITA
STEWART

m
have good
prospects, even

if we are poor.

Just imagine

a n ivy-bound

cottage with
red roses
climbing a 1 1

over the porch,

and a blue-
eyed goddess
waiting at the

gate in the gather-

ing dusk, and all

that sort of bally

rot. Her name is

Mae Murray.
Lasky pays for her

gasoline.

7. Mind your
step as you eagerly

scan the next ex-

hibit. You will find

it to the left, at the

very beginning of

this artcle — the

part that composi-

tors call the "head"
and dictionaries the

"title." It is one
of the pictures that

impelled us to this

exhibition of dare-devil bareback writ-

ing. She is saying "No!" scornfully,

yet gracefully, and explaining that she
will never, never marry any man who
has an Adam's apple. Note the Cupid's

bow of those super-perfect lips. That
is only one of the things that forces us
to include her in this collection. There
is rhythmic music in the gentle curva-

ture of the throat, and even her name
is a symphony of melodious beauty

—

Violet Mersereau.

8. From the pen-

sive, yet firm and
fixed, gaze of No.
8—it can be located

directly opposite

No. 7 at the begin-

ning of the article

—it might be sup-

posed that she is

watching her land-

lord and waiting

for him to disap-

p e a r around the

corner so that she

can sneak out with-

out being seen.

Some landlords

can't take a joke.

MARGUERfTE
CLARK
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It is nothing of

the tall, however.

This lady, with

the luminous
deeps lurking in

her opalescent

eyes, and the

filmy tendrils of

flax - gold hair
framing her
sweet face, is gaz-

ing at a nice new
office building
and wrondering

whether she can

spare enough out

of this week's
check to buy it

and still have suf-

ficient left to pay

for that big French car that she has or-

dered. She is a Lady of One Di-

mension, and is known at the bank

slangily as Mary Pickford.

9. And now we come to a Lady of

One Dimension who is dressed becom-

ingly in a smile. Jump back to page

192, top. Note the beyucheeus lines

of her shoulder. She must have a

wallop in either mitt—do you get the

way she protects her jaw with her

shoulder, like Jef-

fries used to do?
And that "come-

hither" look in

her eyes. Only a

hardened moving-

picture star can

smile in that man-
ner while the
chills are playing

tag on each sepa-

rate bone of her

vertebrae, i f a

lady can be said

to have vertebrae.

That reminds us

of the Queen of

Spain, who re-

turned a dozen

3

pair of silk stockings

that a merchant had

sent her, with the note :

"As far as you know,

the Queen of Spain has

no legs." There ! We
knew that if the editor

took his eyes away
from us for a minute,

we would spill the

beans. To change the

subject, the name of

the lady is Anita Stew-

art, of

graph.

10. Let

pause now in

our considera-

tion of the elu-

sive dimension

and give our

attention to the

stately t y p e .

Notice the
proud and level
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gaze from the patrician eyes of her,

the superb, classic nose, the shut, but
inviting lips, and the becomingly done
mass of auburn—we hope it is—hair.

The hero is just saying to her:
"After all these years; (weeps) come
to me arrums." Yo-ho, mates, the life

of a moving-pic. hero is a merry one.
Her very soul is shining to him out of
her big eyes, and she is saying: "My
own—my own ! Don't muss up my
hair." Slow music—oh, yes, to be sure,
her name is Alice Hollister. Kalem
thinks she is good enough to interview
the cashier there.

ii. Nothing Oriental about this.

Probably our patient has never seen a
sultan and wouldn't know a harem if

she met one on the street. Strangely
ignorant are the girls of the Western
world. All the soulful-eyed specimen
on your immediate left knows is how
to be beautiful and how to act and how
to captivate Our hearts and how to dress
simply, yet fetchingly, and how to look
right through you with an honest,
clear-eyed gaze that makes you feel

ashamed of that fact that you some-
times beat your wife when she gets
out of hand and complains because
there is thirty-five cents missing from
the pay envelope. You know her.

Shure, an 5

her monica is Marguerite

—

short fer Maggie—Clark, bliss th' little

heart av her. She is a Famous Player.
12. Exhibit Xo. 12 is saying: "I have

used Blank tooth powder for 'steen
years, and can truthfully say that I

owe my success to its health-giving
qualities." To put it differently, her
teeth are kinda nice. That, of course,
is not her sole claim to being a Lady
of One Dimension. There is the grace-
ful curve of that right arm, for in-

stance. Yes, indeed, Mawruss, to speak
in baseball terms of curves, you could
say it that the lady has a hop on her
fast one. She is evidently laughing
because she thinks Charlie "Chaplin is

funny. .Why shouldn't she? She is

Edna Purviance, his leading lady, and
her success is assured so long as the
war doesn't cut off the supply of cus-
tard pie. She has just grooved one
straight over the plate. Charlie isn't

here—he is in his dressing room, trying
to get the darned stuff out of his ears.

13. This picture is for male con-
sumption only. Women keep out.
There is nothing in the invitation in
those ^azure eyes and breathless, semi-
parted lips that will appeal to women,
we think, but just imagine how many
men would be killed in the rush if we
gave the address of this Lady of One
Dimension. It is the very youth and
piquancy of this fresh young coun-
tenance that carries the appeal to us
members of one of the least known of
all our sexes. It has been estimated
that if all the nickels that her smile has
divorced from their owners were used
to buy the boys in the trenches tobacco,
all the enemies in the world would be
suffocated by the smoke. Her name
we can conceal the truth no longer—is

Vivian Martin, and she helps keep Mo-
rosco's treasurer busy counting the dol-
lars that come in all the time and go
out on Saturdays.

14. "Then come kiss me, Sweet and
twenty."

"A rose by any other name would
smell as Sweet."

"So Sweet was ne'er so fatal."

"Parting is such Sweet sorrow."
"The bitter past, more welcome is the

Sweet."

"The daintiest last, to make the end
most Sweet."

"How Sweet a thing is."

Of course, there is no doubt that
Blanche Sweet (Lasky) belongs in this

symposium, but even if there were, we
are certain it will be dispelled after you
have given the once over to the above
quotations. They are all from
Shakespeare, and they show what the
great bard thought of Blanche. Who
are we, to disagree with him?
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What's Happenin

Unusual snapshots of the picture people

you hear about, in poses that tell stories

At first we were going to say something about the fact that

Theda Bara finds her own company, as in this case, the best,

and then call your attention to the magazine in which she is

reading about Theda Bara (even as you and I), but, on sec-

ond thought, we decided not to, for modesty's sake.

Mabel Trunnelle, Edison's emotionalist, with her hair all

curled up beautifully and that great, wide, now-do-you-love-

me smile, is sitting beneath a bough, spreading her attention

on a little goat (or is it a lamb?). Anyway, there are lots of

people who will even envy an animal when they see this. And

they'll go old Omar K one oetter, and let the bread and

wine go hang

Anna Little believes in doing

things herself—even to auto-

graphing ber photographs.

What we are wondering now,

is whether she is sending that

one you asked for in your let-

ter or fixing this up for Bill

Russell, in return for the one

of him hanging on the wall.

A





Here's the popular Minta Dufree, and here, also,

is her mother. They seem to be coaxing some
chaperon-shy young man to come and do the

oar-work on a little boat trip. Oh yes, mama
always insists on going along—but why should

Minta care?—she's married.

Tom Forman, all negligeed up,

likes to get off by a mountain

stream all alone (with a friend

and a camera) for a week-end to

take a real rest among the fish.

And then he appears "so differ-

ent" in the snapshots.

Did you ever see a girl who wanted to

be kissed make a weak little struggle

and then give up? And now you think

that pretty Mar-
v ^ guerite Courtot has

run away from a

young man into a

fence soshe'll surely

be caught. But, to be

truthful, she has a

piece of candy and is

calling her doggie.

Judging from expressions it seems as though "Sun-
shine Alary" Anderson, of Vitagraph, took "Boozer"
with her to keep away undesirables, and then, just to

complicate matters, Mr. D. Sirable happened along

Mary is wondering why he is running away so fast

and "Boozer" wants him to speed up still more.



Doug Fairbanks is very fond of kittens, and they all

iove him—every one from Pauline Stark; who is at
his right, and Mildred Harris, edging close to his left

arm, to the little maltese ones on his shoulders. And
when he smiles so grandfatherly we can almost
forgive his bloody, fistic maneuvers for the films.

- -
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You might say that Ollie Kirkby was "up a tree"—
that is, if you didn't care much about being accur-
ate. It isn't really a tree. It is the top of the portico
of her summer bungalow (twenty-two rooms and a
garage). And every time she rides the vine she wears
great high heels, just like a real cow-puncher.

Miss Gypsie Abbott is engaged in the difficult

task of turning a San Diego ice-cream cone into
an accomplished moving-picture actress. She
has just remarked to the fellow who paid for
it that she wishes she had a neck iike a giraffe,
so's she could feel the cream longer.
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Rolin Sturgeon, Vitagraph's director, evidently thinks the camera man has

his machine pointed the wrong way. and the dog apparently feels the

same about it. Glancing at that threatening oar, we should advise the

man at the crank to stop "taking" and back water.

One day when Edwin Markham felt like dashing off a poetic master-

piece, he got Bill Russell to pose for him. The poem was, "The Man

with the Hoe." What? No, Bill didn't mind leaning against the im-

plement for just a little while.
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Most bathing suits, nowadays, are like a naval officer's uniform—not meant to be worn near the water.

But she didn't care, and went for a dip. And now look what happened. The costume shrank so much

that hereafter she can only use it as a belt. Speaking of belts, that must have been an awful one Julia

handed that chap who is slouching off down the beach.



They had unloosed a gusher, good for twenty thousand barrels a day.

The House with Golden Windows
Often have longing eyes been blinded by the dazzle
of riches. And nearly as often, in the hands of those
who longed, has wealth turned the tide of happiness

By Will H. Johnston

SHEEP! She hated the smell of
them ; hated the sound of their

eternal bleating. 'Tom, when
are we going back East?" she said
querulously.

"Why, Sue, girl, we mustn't think of
leaving California for a long time," he
answered. "You know what the doc-
tor said to me: 'Go West if you want
to live; out where you will have fresh
air and room to breathe.' You and I

and Snookums must not go back to

New England yet
"

"This is what we came to !" She
gestured eloquently with her finely

modeled hand.

Tom Wells sat down beside his wife
on the bench at the door of the shack.

"I'm sorry, little girl. It was the best

I could do. You know the lazy Mex-
ican who owned this sheep ranch sold

it to us for a song "

"It's not a white man's job," she

interrupted.

"I know it, Sue. But I've managed
to make it pay, and, besides, we keep
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adding to cur little pile in the cigar-box

bank behind the mantelpiece. It isn't

hard work, and it keeps me in the open,

and — "Why, I'm a new man

!

Doesn't that count for something?"

She was all contrition in a moment.
She put her arms around his neck and

kissed him. ''Tom, I'm a little fool.

So long as you are well and strong

again, I ought to be content ; but some-

times the sheep get on my nerves ; and
then, too, the sight of those people on

the hill across the valley
"

J

"The Peabodys ?"

She nodded. "James Peabody is an

oil king, and his wife lets you know it.

W hy do they want to go and build a

mansion up there in the midst of oil

derricks—except to show how much
better they are than us poor folks ?"

"You're too hard

on them, Sue," said

Tom Wells, smiling.

"Why, Peabody is a

regular fellow, and
his wife may have a

few 'airs,' but I'm

sure she's good-
hearted."

"I think Fd be per-

fectly happy, Tom, if

it were not for that

great house with

wealth written all

over it. Sometimes,

when the sun shines

on the long windows,

turning them to

things of gold, I con-

trast them with the

two pitiable windows
in our shack, and I

get green with envy."

"The House with

the Golden Win-
dows!" laughed Tom.
"W asn't there a fairy

story with that title?

Something about two
children who were

dazzled each morning by the golden glit-

ter of a house across the valley from
their poor hut. They stole away from
their aged grandmother one morning
and toiled all day across the difficult val-

ley, only to find that the golden house

was nothing but a deserted hut, far

worse than their own. The kiddies

cried about it, and then along came a

fairy and pointed to the home they had
left, now beautiful in the sunset glow,

glittering for all the world as the ruined

hut had glittered that morning. The
storv ends with the fairy guiding them
back, and the children perfectly con-

tent with their little hut. Maybe that's

a parable that fits our case, Sue. But,

anyway, don't think anv more about

sheep—and. poverty. Just be glad of

life. Take Billy over into the Pea-

Get out!" he said brutally. ''Get out and stay out!"
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bodys' cow pasture and enjoy your-
selves."

James R. Peabody, the oil king, was
all that Tom Wells had painted him:
kind-hearted and generous. But his

overseer was just the opposite: a man
who, when sober, was a merciless slave

driver; and, when drunk, a brute. By
an unlucky chance, his eyes fell upon
Sue and her little son, playing with a

lamb on the banks of the stream in the

south pasture.

He strode down to the intruders.

''Get out!" he said brutally. . "Get out
and stay out! Don't let me catch you
sheep herders here again

!"

Deep hatred in her heart, Sue hur-
ried Billy and the lamb back to the

sheep ranch.

"The fellow is a beast—like his mas-
ter !" Sue exclaimed, when she had told

her story.

Tom shook his head. "Say what you

like .about Long John. He's an ornerv
cuss."

"Say, pop," interrupted Billy, dou-
bling his small fists, "make believe

you're Long John, and lemme show you
how I'm goin' to knock out that big
stiff when I'm in training."

Tom laughed, and good-naturedly
took the boy's drubbing.

"Everything will be all right, Sue,"
he said presently. "Mr. Peabody is a

white man, and good-hearted as they
make 'em."

But Sue was not to be persuaded of
this, and Tom made a visit to the Pea-
body mansion—the House with the

Golden Windows, as he called it now

—

and talked for half an hour with the

man who had made a fortune out of
the dark liquid he had let loose from
the heart of the earth.

"I'm glad you told me about this,

Wells." said Peabody. "I've had to

reprimand Long John more than once.

"Say, pop Vm goin' to knock out that big stiff when I'm in training.
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"Does he know of the oil? Shall I tell him?" Sue's brain was on fire

and I can assure you this will not hap-

pen again. You tell your wife I will

apologize in person for my man's truc-

ulence."

"Never mind the apologies," said

Torn. "Just so Sue and Billy can have

your permission to get away from the

smell of sheep once in a while and en-

joy the pasture
"

"I'll fix it," answered Peabody. Then
abruptly: "Know anything about oil?

You ought to. Let me show you

around."

While Tom was being initiated into

the workings of the big oil plant, his

wife suddenly discovered that little

Billy was missing from the shack, and

to her dismay she found that his tracks

led across the valley to the forbidden

pasture.

She made her way to the brook, but

there was no sign of him. In a spring

near by she found him. He had stum-

bled into the water, and seemed to be

enjoying the mishap. She dragged him

out, and the little fellow's eyes grew

wet in anticipation of the reprimand.

But no words came from his mother's

lips. A foamy scum that had gathered

on the surface of the water attracted

her attention.

"It's oil !" she whispered into the

boy's ear. "Oh, Billy, if we only owned

this meadow we wouldn't have to herd

sheep any more. We'd stick up a big

derrick, and then we'd have a House

with Golden Windows ourselves."
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And enviously she led the boy away.
Later in the day, Mr. Peabody sent

his automobile to the shack with a re-

quest that the chauffeur be allowed to

bring Mrs. Wells to the Peabody house.
Sue was reluctant to go, but Tom per-

suaded her, and with some misgivings
she entered the big car.

Mr. Peabody received her graciously
and told her of his regret, while Sue
listened in silence.

"I have thought that the best way to

make amends is to ask you to accept
the pasture as your own," he said.

"I'm no charity patient!" she blazed
out. "I guess Tom and Billy and I can
get along without trespassing again."

Peabody was distressed at this out-

burst, and while he pondered on the line

of argument he ought to take, Sue sud-
denly remembered the scum on the sur-

face of the spring. Oil was there be-
yond a doubt, and if he transferred the

property to her

Mr. Peabody's voice broke in on her
musings: "Please don't think of it as
charity,- Mrs. Wells. You and I are
neighbors, and we ought to be friends

as well. It would please me very much
to have you regard the pasture as yours.
I was so sure you would see the matter
as a simple act of friendliness on my
part that I have deeded the property to

you. Here is the legal document."
She took the paper from him. Her

cheeks were crimson. Her hands trem-
bled a little. Mechanically she glanced
over it. She caught a word here and
there

:

Convey to the said ... clear rights
and title to the plot of land known as the
'cow pasture' . . . bounded by . . .

together with any benefits that may be de-
rived from the soil.

"Does he know of the oil ? Shall I

tell him?" Sue's brain was on fire.

If she told him She dared not
think what might happen. A fortune
was in her grasp. Why risk losing it?

With a simple "Thank you," she

went back to the car and was whirled
home.

"Tom, the pasture is ours !" she cried.

"He has given it to us
!"

"What did I tell you about Peabody
being white?" roared Tom, taking her
in his arms and giving her a mighty
squeeze.

"But, Tom, you don't know what he
has given us ?"

"Don't, eh ? Well, Billy does. 1 guess
that cow pasture is his idea of heaven."

"But, Tom "

"Never mind now. You can tell it

all to me by and by. I've got to rush
off to town."

With the secret of the oil still locked
in her heart, she watched him go. Then,
sending Billy to the pasture—her pas-
ture now—and bidding him keep away
from the spring, she took from behind
the mantel clock the cigar box that held
their savings, and, sitting down in a
big chair with the deed clutched in her
hand, she gave herself up to plans for
the future.

So engrossed was she that she did
not notice that the door had opened and
Tom had come back. She saw him at

last, looking curiously at her. "Tom,
our fortune's made!" she exclaimed.
She showed him the deed and told him
of her discovery.

"Just think, Tom, if oil is there—and
I know it is—it means wealth for us !"

She expected him to say something
about the place being intended as a

playground for her and Billy and not
to be made hideous by derricks. But
instead he was even more excited than
herself.

"We've got to raise money, Sue, and
start drilling right away."

Intoxicated with the vision of sud-
den riches, they talked far into the

night.

A day or two later, Mr. and Mrs.
Peabody left for a protracted vacation
in the East—and Tom rejoiced. With
Peabody out of the way, the plans of
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the newcomers in the oil game could

the more easily be carried through.

He mortgaged the pasture for five

thousand dollars, and within a week the

drillers were busy on the new "find."

Deep into the earth they probed, but

without result. More
and more money was
needed to continue

the work. The sheep

were sold—even to

Billy's pet lamb that

had been his play-

mate in the pasture

before the beautiful

spot had been trans-

formed into a wilder-

ness of scaffoldings

and earth heaps.

But at the moment
when abject failure

stared them in the

face, the foreman of

the drillers decided to

take a chance with a

charge of nitroglycer-

ine and "shoot" the

well.

At daybreak, while

Tom and his wife

stood by w7ith a prayer

on their lips, the fore-

man touched off the

spark ; the ground
trembled beneath

them. A rushing

roar from the depths droves the blood

to their faces.

"Run !" yelled the foreman.

Sue arid Tom fled from the derrick

house. As they ran, the air vibrated

to the growing roar. A moment later

the men dived like rabbits from the

structure. And then a thick, black

column burst forty feet up the der-

rick.

The single chance in a million had
won ! They had unloosed a gusher good

for twenty thousand barrels of oil a

.day

!

Wealth they had now in abundance,
this small family who a day or two ago

had been but poor sheep farmers. But
Sue was still unsatisfied. She envied

above all things to repay the Peabodys
for the humiliation she had suffered.

And now I'm going to make you pay."

As if in furtherance of her plan,

the discovery of the gusher on the pas-

ture had affected the output of the Pea-

body plants, and their wells were run-

ning dry.

"Some day," Sue told herself, "I'll

be in a position to treat Peabody as he

treated me—as a recipient of charity."

Her sudden transformation into a

wealthy woman had also transformed

her nature, and if there was a spark of

the old, honorable feeling still left, she

kept it safely concealed. She had heard

that Peabody was hastening with his
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wife from New York in an endeavor to

save his property, and ruthlessly she
went ahead with her exploitation of the
pasture.

To the banker who had loaned her
the five thousand she went with the
demand

: 'Tell me how I can get hold
of Peabody's house."

''How much are you willing to pay?"
asked the shrewd and unscrupulous
banker.

''How much is it valued at?"

"Fifty thousand dollars."

"A mere bagatelle!" snapped Sue.
'Til give that for it, and you can name
your own commission for the sale.

How can you work it?"

"Listen! Peabody pays a monthly
rental, and will forfeit his holdings if

he neglects to make this payment on
or before the third of the month. This
is the second, and just an hour ago I

received Peabody's check. Here it is.

Now don't you see? I can declare no
remittance was received, and destroy
the check "

"Good! But we needn't destroy the
check. I want to keep it as a souvenir.
I'll put it away securely."

A few days later the Peabodys re-

turned—to find Tom Wells and his wife
in possession of the big house on the
hill. Tom, somewhat ashamed, would
have entertained the former owners,
but Sue would have none of it.

"They had no use for us sheep herd-
ers a little while ago," she sneered;
"now let them get along without us.

They can have the shack we used to
live in."

Peabody was astounded at this out-
burst, but he had rubbed elbows with
human nature for many years, and it

was not the first time he had seen the
sudden acquisition of riches bring out
the worst there was in man and woman.
He did not denounce them. "I have

no objection to the shack myself," he
said; "but I beg you let my wife stay

—at least till such time as I can make
other arrangements."

"She stays," decided Tom, with a

sudden burst of charity. "And that set-

tles it V
s

But Sue Wells soon began to reap
the bitter fruits of her treachery. Tom,
the soul of honor in the old davs, was
falling in love with the woman she had
envied, and Mrs. Peabody was luring
him on !

As for Billy, the great change in the
small boy's life amused him at first.

But soon he tired of his splendid nurs-
ery and began to fear his mother, who
went about with a frown on her face.

"Oh, mamma, let's go back to the
sheep ranch !" he pleaded. "I'm afraid
of everything here."

"I'm afraid, too, Billy boy," she
sobbed, holding him tight to her breast.

"I've done wrong, but I'll make it right,

and we'll all go back to the little, old
shack."

So poignant was Sue's distress that
she had forgotten about the stolen
check which she had got from the
banker. She had put it away in the
cigar box which contained their savings
—and here Peabody, who had taken up
residence in the shack, found it.

He saw now how his house had been
filched from him. With or without the
banker's connivance, the merciless
woman had held up his remittance and
put it away in the old cigar box. Curi-
ously enough, he excluded Tom from
complicity in the crime, and fastened
the blame upon Tom's wife. He sent
a note to her, bidding her come to him
at once.

A Mexican boy brought the message,
and Sue wearily descended the hill to

the old sheep ranch. Peabody was
standing by the mantel when she en-
tered.

"I did not think my kindness to you
would be followed by your becoming
a thief," he began, smoothing out the
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"lost" check. "Your crime has found

you out." Then, in a voice that thun-

dered in her ears, he went on

:

"Sit down! I've got a lot to say to

you."

The torrent of denunciation fell upon

her ears for a long time. At last she

lifted her hands pleadingly.

"Oh, please stop ! I deserve all the

things you can say about me, but I

to your wife," he said, his voice low-

pitched but deadly. "You sent Sue a

note telling her to come here. She

flung that note away, but I found it,

Peabody, if you know any prayers
"

But Peabody's hand had stolen be-

hind the clock on the mantel. He had

taken the revolver from its hiding place.

As Tom made a rush, Peabody fired.

Tom Wells tumbled to the floor.

With a cry of anguish she rushed forward and caught kis arm.

have come to give back everything—to

beg your forgiveness."

Peabody laughed harshly. His face

was Mephistophelean. "It's too late.

You have robbed me of everything.

And now I am going to make you pay!"

The door opened, and Tom Wells

came in. He held in his hands a crum-

pled bit of paper.

"This is what I get for being kind

"You're a widow now, Mrs. Wells,"

said the murderer, and he laughed hid-

eously.

He put the pistol back on the mantel,

and, gripping the half-fainting woman
in his arms, he flung her heavily into

a chair—a big chair, the same chair she

had sat in when she took down the cigar

box to count

She rubbed her eyes. ' That cigar box
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was still on her lap ! In her hands she
was clutching the deed to the pasture

!

Wildly she stared around her. The
room was empty ! Tom's body—it, too,

had disappeared

!

Voices came to her—surely familiar
voices—Tom's and Peabody's. But that
was impossible ! The door was pushed
open, and Peabody himself came in.

Sue screamed and shrank from him.
But following him came Tom Wells

—

the husband she had seen shot down!
Under his arm was a parcel. His face
was aglow with life.

Once more she saw Peabody move
toward the mantel. Once more she saw
his hand go up—to clutch that deadly
weapon again, she thought. With a cry
of anguish, she rushed forward and
caught his arm.

.
Surprised, Peabody held up—

a

match! "Mayn't I have a light, Mrs
Wells?" he asked, smiling.

"I—I must have been dreaming," she
murmured.

"Something has upset you, little girl,"

said Tom, putting his arm around her.

"Guess you were lonely. Well, here's
something that will cheer you up." And
he unwrapped the package and held out
a fur garment he had brought from
town for her. "More good news," he

A MOVING INDISCRETION
JT was a maiden, timid, sweet, demure,

She flashed upon the whited, waiting screen,
As shines a single star within a pure

Cerulean vaulted sky, a comely queen
Among a world of queens; "I'm yours for lifer'

Unthinkingly I ventured to remark,
And then I saw a world of stars—my wife
Had heard, and suddenly the world was dark.

Everett Leighton.

went on. "I met Mr. Peabody on the
way back, and he tells me he has fired
his overseer and I'm going to be
groomed for the job." Then to his son,
who was being shown the mysteries of
the visitor's watch: "Billy, don't you
know better than to take up the time
of Mr. Peabody when your mother
wants to thank him?"

"Leave out the thanks, please," said
Peabody, rising hastily and moving to-

ward the door. "I must be off now.
Keep the sheep ranch if you like, Tom—probably you'll want to, for the sake
of old times. But I'll expect you on the
job to-morrow."

Sue ran to him as he stood on the
threshold. "Mr. Peabody—I can't take
the pasture—I found oil in the spring."

"Mistake, Mrs. Wr

ells," he answered,
laughing. "One of my workmen spilled

a barrel of oil near the spring day be-
fore yesterday. That's all the oil there
is in that section."

As the door closed, Sue drew her
husband down into the big chair, put
Billy on one knee, and seated herself
on the other. Then, with her head rest-
ing on his shoulder, she said

:

"Tom, don't you just love the smell
of sheep?"



I
In the Shadow-" of the Trident

.Van Loan

The invention which made it possible to obtain film pictures of the under-sea world.

DOWN on the coral beds where

''the flying fishes play" and the

deep-sea nymphs ''lave their

locks in brine," where the bilge waves
romp and rollick all day long and the

splendor of the noonday sun never falls

on the castle walls of the sea gods

—

deep down to the bottom of the ocean

the movie man has gone and brought

back pictures of mermaids, man-eating

sharks, and myriad treasures long lost.

There is going to be released in Oc-
tober a remarkable production that will-

reveal countless interesting things as

they appear under the waters around
the Bahamas. The picture, consisting

of three hundred thousand feet of him,

was taken under stupendous difficulties

and cost nearly a million dollars. The
undertaking has consumed two years,

and represents the combined efforts of

scientists, actors, expert divers, and a

small army of auxiliary workers.

Near the close of the year 1914, a

company, headed by Stuart Paton, and
consisting of Jane Gail, Edna Pendle-

ton, Matt Moore, Howard Crampton.
William Welsh, Curtis Benton, and
others, left Xew York for the Ba-

hamas. They expected to make their

headquarters at Xassau and remain

away about eight weeks. But, before

they returned they hoped to have the

greatest production in the history of

filmdom recorded on spools of cellu-

loid. The expedition was conducted

under the management of the Univer-

sal Company.
In addition to the actors, famous sci-.

entists journey with the company.
They were George and Ernest William-

son, who startled the country a few
months previous when they announced
that they had completed a submarine

chamber, which could be lowered to a

depth of from one hundred and fifty

to two hundred feet below the surface

of the water and that photographs could

be taken from behind the great glass

disk that covers one side of the cham-
ber.

A drama, which Paton was to direct,

. - -
•-
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had been written by him around this

great invention, and for the first time
a moving-picture company were to en-

act their roles on the bottom of the

sea, and a camera was to crank the

film down in the home of old man
Neptune. The Williamson brothers

had made demonstrations with diving-

apparatus in the harbor of Nassau sev-

eral months previous to the Paton ex-

pedition, and had taken many subsea
motion pictures. Among others, they

part of the work they charge one hun-
dred thousand dollars.

The greatest "sea devils" of the world
at that time were in Honolulu, engaged
in raising the submarine F-4. Mr.
Paton went to Washington, and, after

considerable controversy, obtained per-
mission from the United States gov-
ernment to secure the services of those
divers. They were the Stillson divers.

The Paton company arrived at Nas-
sau December 14, 1914. The natives

Just after the palatial yacht was rammed by the submarine to get a few exciting feet oj film

showed a picture of Ernest Williamson
in a fight with a huge shark. This re-

markable exploit is what suggested to

Stuart Paton a photo play of adventure
with most of its action far below the

keels of overhead steamers. He com-
municated with the Williamsons, who
at that time were down at their home
in Norfolk, Virginia, carrying on ex-

periments. They came to New York
at his request, and, after reading Mr.
Paton's scenario, assured him that

every scene called for beneath the water
could be successfully taken. For then-

are suspicious and superstitious and
had never seen a camera in their lives.

They jabbered fiercely and inhospitably

as the party filed down the gangway.
Considerable difficulty was experienced
before the natives could be induced to

treat the strangers in a friendly man-
ner and cooperate in the work, which
required the help of unskilled labor.

With this first obstacle overcome, the

rest looked simple. Day and night the

Paton company worked, building

houses, rafts, submarines, and "sets,"

while the Williamsons looked after the



making of a mammoth barge

their submarine chamber.

The Williamson
boys had brought

with them two im-

mense glass disks,
made in France, each

five feet in diam-

eter and one and a

half inches thick, for

the observation win-

dow. Also a battery

of nine Cooper-Hew-
itt lights arranged in

a gridiron, each light

having two thousand
four hundred candle

power, these to be

lowered for extra
submarine illumina-

tion, should that be

necessary. As a mat-
ter of fact, it was not

necessary, and these

artificial lights were
scarcely used, owing

to the wonderful
clearness of the West
Indian sea.

to hold The tube by which the chamber was
lowered represented strength and flexi-

The uovements of the divers who "dropped down" to explore the bottom

of the sea as recorded by the submarine photographer.
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bility. This was obtained by overlap-
ping steel scales of malleable iron about
a foot apart that formed the skeleton
of the tube. Over this metallic struc-
ture was securely fastened a water-
proof fabric of canvas and rubber, the
result being a permanently open air

shaft down into the sea—a vertical pas-
sageway into which a man might step
from the deck of the barge and down
which he might climb exactly as one
climbs down a ladder, to a depth of
hundreds of feet below the surface.
At its lower end the tube expanded

into a spherical observation chamber
five feet in diameter, one side of which
was provided with a large, funnel-
shaped window. This observation
chamber was made of cast iron and
weighed four tons. While the subma-
rine photographic work was in prog-
ress two persons usually occupied this

chamber at the same time. Brulatier,
the camera man, took the pictures
through the heavy glass window, and
Paton signaled to the actors on the
bed of the ocean and gave directions
to the deck crew above. A simple ven-
tilating device freshened the air so

that both could remain below indefi-
nitely.

The raising and lowering of the
chamber was controlled by two chains
that were attached to the chamber, and
ran to chain hoists on the deck, which
shifted the position of the chamber, fol-
lowing the wish of the director below.
As the tube was lengthened for deeper
and deeper lowering into the ocean its

bottom folded and squeezed together
under the increasing water pressure. At
considerable depths a section of the
tube, which would be two hundred feet
long when fully extended, and would
weigh a ton, was compressed into about
three feet, and still weighed a ton. In
other words, as the tube was com-
pressed a given length of tube would
become heavier as it sank deeper, and
this automatic adjustment insure its

proper balancing in the sea.

It took three or four days for the
Paton company to prepare everything
for the submarine work. The first

thing the Williamsons had to do was
to place the observation chamber in

position in the shaft, and this was
rather a slow beginning, as the chamber

big "set" at Universal City used in completing the submarine pictures.
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was heavy and had to be lifted with

big, steel cranes. While this was being

done, Paton was engaged in taking

''exteriors" with Matt Moore and Jane
Gail on the island. In some of these

scenes the entire population of eighteen

thousand natives was used.

On the day the first scene was taken
beneath the water, the towing steamer
brought the barge, with the submarine
chamber, to a distance within a few
yards of a palatial yacht called the

Loando, which had been purchased in

Xew York for twenty thousand dollars,

and taken to Nassau, under her own
steam. On this yacht were Matt Moore
and Jane Gail. A submarine, which
had been built at Xassau, and made
after a government design, rammed the

yacht, and as it was burning, Matt
Moore and Jane Gail dove overboard
near the barge and were caught by the

camera man as they descended in front

of the submarine chamber.

W nile the company was at Xassau
some excellent pictures were taken of

the action underneath the water, which
will mystify the audiences when the

production makes its appearance on

Broadway. Divers are shown at work
on the bed of the ocean ; we see them
walk along the floor of the sea, carry-

ing one of the members who has been
killed by the enemy, and watch them
bury his body among the coral beds

of Xassau Harbor, which are known to

be the most beautiful in the world. But,

greater than all this is actual battle

which takes place on the bed of the

ocean, with the fighters using rifles

!

We watch the men firing on each other

and see the smoke from their rifles

!

We wonder how it is done, but that is

a secret which Stuart Paton refuses to

divulge, and it is only one of many
surprises we get in this Universal pic-

ture, which promises to hold the audi-

ence spellbound.

THE MAN BEHIND
BY HARRY S. SMALLEY

THE girls who sat in front of me were in raptures o'er the hero. "Those
eyes!" ''That hair!" 'That noble air!" And, ''Would he ever halt with

fear? No!" ''My, ain't he grand!" said one of them. "Gee, don't he hold

her cozy ?" Another whispered back to her, "And he's so pretty posey." T'm going

out when he comes on. At the corner you will find me. He's one of the reasons

why I drink," said the guy in the seat behind me. Miss Burke was flashed. The
house went mad. I watched her with devotion. I felt a breath upon my neck,

breathe spearmint and emotion. "I used to think pajamas fierce, and overalls so

ugly. But since I've seen them wrapped around dear Biilie's form so snugly.

I've changed my mind, and always now I mention them quite kindly." All this

came softly to my ear from a guy in the seat behind me. "To-morrow night a

Chaplin film," said the guy in the seat behind me. "They couldn't get me here
unless they arrested me and fined me." The following night I forced my way
through a crowd that jammed the lobby. I found my usual seat with joy, for

Chaplin is my hobby. I laughed at Charlie till I cried, and the tears tried hard
to blind me. But the man who laughed the hardest was the guy in the seat

behind me.



Aside from His Profession
Carlyle Blackwell is an actor, No one will deny
that and thousands will emphasize it. But. on the
side, he is a remarkable combination of man and boy

By Thaddee E. Letend re

GOOD morning, Mr. Carlyle

Blackwell
! I am instructed by

the powers that be to produce,
without delay, a snappy interview with
a more than average good-looking, very
hard-working, exceedingly popular
young gentleman, who is known in

Filmfandom as 'The Prince of Popu-
larity.'

"

"Meaning me?" questioned the
Prince. -'Very well. Go ahead. Ask
me any question that will lead to a

snappy answer, and watch me rise to

the bait."

"Is it true that you get a million

letters a day. asking for photographs
and information about your private life,

whether you are married, if you enjoy
corresponding with matinee girls, what

the colors of your hair and eyes are,

what your next picture is to be, and
hew shall the writers all become as
famous as you are?"

Carlyle's deep, dark, Oriental eves
twinkled with merriment as he replied

:

"Do you remember what Mark
Twain said when his death was re-

ported in the newspapers? He sent out
a printed slip, saying: The report of
my death has been grossly exaggerated.'
It is the same case with me. The n>-
ures are wrong. Why, I don't get a

half a million letters a day. though I

will confess it seems so when I start in

to answer them."

"Then you do answer them, do you?"
"If some one came up to you and

said, T think you're a good fellow,'
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you'd say, 'Thank you,'

wouldn't you?" asked Carlyle.

"Sure !"

"Well, that's what I do, in

the matter of responding to

correspondents. I simply say,

'Thank you,' with a word or

a line or a note or a letter or

a photograph."

"But doesn't that run into

money pretty fast?"

"Yes, but what of it? If

they like my work, and I'm

courteous as well as sincere in

my work, they will ask their

local managers for the films in

which I appear, won't they?

There really isn't any advantage in Carlyle s doing
this, except that it is a very good way to get out

of reach when an army of feminine ad-

mirers advance on him at the studio.

The outside oj the studio, with no one

around, is an excellent refuge to go to

alone and think. But that hasn't

occurred to Carlyle—he finds it

a fine place to smoke, be-

cause he can't inside.

And it's the demand of the man-
agers that influences the pro-

ducers. The law of compensation
comes in and squares the ac-

count."

"Do you get very tired of the

screen ?"

"I should hardly say 'tired,' but

after three hundred and sixty-six

pictures, I think you will admit I

may be forgiven for a desire to

go back to the spoken drama, just

by way of diversion. Not that I

want to remain there permanently,

but one can't enjoy roast beef
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every day for eight

years — can he ? — or

even quail."

I acknowledged the

truth of his remark,

and, to keep him
snappy, propounded
the following

all

so

your

seri-

laughed

Then he

strings

The proof of the

still

"Why are

photographs

ous ?"

C a r 1 y 1 e

heartily",
called my attention to

some silken

about his teeth

"Behold!" he said.

"I am not truly beauti-

ful. I had a decided

and pronounced part-

ing between my two
front teeth. The den-

tist is drawing them to-

gether, and in about
two' weeks from now I

shall be taken smiling,

as I have been re-

quested to smile for

years. I've always
been a bit sensitive

about it, but that's the reason I have
had no pictures taken with the T've-
eaten-the-canary' expression."

Carlyle Blackwell is an actor. No
one will deny that, and thousands will

emphasize it. His daily mail is proof
enough of that. But, aside from his

profession, he is a remarkable combi-
nation of man and boy. That boyish-
ness prompted me to inquire

:

"Do you follow up any of your cor-

respondents in a flirtatious way?"
"Say," he said jokingly, "this isn't a

snappy interview. This is a confession.

I might say to your last question that

it is none of your business." He laughed
and showed his strong, white teeth, with
their little silken harness, and then con-
tinued :

"Allow me to sav that I'm first, last,

and all the time a hu-

man being. The aver-

age life of the average

man is pretty much the

same all over the civ-

i 1 i z e d world, and I

claim to be more or less

civilized. Why should

the public care whether
I eat my morning
strawberries with my
right or my left hand?
The only question
really is : Ts he sincere

in his work?' You
might add : Ts he con-

scientious toward his

employers ?' and 'Has
he honestly earned the

place he holds among
the men who draw very

nearly as much salary

as the President of the

United States ?' And it

doesn't make much dif-

ference how much sal-

ary one gets, anyhow."
He laughed again. "It

all goes. It won't stick.

The things that were
luxuries five years ago are the actual

necessities of to-day. I must have a

motor car. What for? Why, to take

me to business and save trolley fares,

of course. Then, too, there is always
a scene or two in a picture where thev

need a motor car. I use mine, so my
car draws a salary, too."

The conversation drifted from topic

to topic, and pretty soon we were talk-

ing about magazines. I paid a com-
pliment to the articles he had been writ-

ing for young and ambitious authors,

telling them how to break their way
into Shadowland. "Speaking of your
copious correspondence,'* I began rather

pompously, "doesn't this work of writ-

ing increase your chirographic responsi-

bilities ?"

He is an optimist of the whistling

pudding that he is

a boy.
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variety, and throughout his eight years

of hard work with the pictures he has

never found time to frown. ' When I

asked him if there was any royal road

to success, he delivered himself thusly

:

"I follow the old rule which Joe Jef-

ferson advised. After Jefferson had

played 'Rip Van Winkle' eight thousand

times somebody asked him if he didn't

find this drama montonous. He an-

swered that each time the play was put

on he tried to make it more a work of

art than it was the time before.

"We young actors cannot go far

wrong in choosing this same road to

success that Jefferson took. When am-
bitious young people write to me, ask-

ing how they can make a career before

the camera, I can only tell them: 'Do

as I do. Work, work, then do some
more work.' From half past six in the

morning until half past seven at night

is a long day, but many a director de-

mands it for his producer."

By this time he had become quite

earnest. For the moment I was talk-

ing not to the gay good fellow, Car-

lyle, but to the serious artist, Mr. Black-

well. But the phone rang just then,

and the call changed his mood. After

that we eased into the light stuff again.

There is a subtle difference between

individuality and personality. Cariyle

Blackwell has a pleasing, winning,

frank, open, boyish personality, but it

is his individuality which impresses you
in his presence. There is a suggestion

of reserve force, a hidden punch, which
seems to say : "If I start, I'll get there."

And he does.

Of course it would be foolish to say

that every picture in which he appears

is a knock-out. A good marksman can

hit the bull's-eye every time, possibly,

but that rests in his own hands. There
are many things that can spoil a pic-

ture aside from the star's acting. Pro-

ducers have learned, however, that if

Cariyle Blackwell is given half a chance

he'll make good, for he has been a di-

rector himself, and he can rewrite his

own part if it needs to be strengthened.

He is not officious or up stage in

his suggestions. Many an
'

'extra" un-

der the skylights puts on more airs

than the principal.

"Look here," he said ; "come over

some evening when we are both feeling

more snappy. Afternoon is no time

for a heart-to-heart talk, anyway. And
when we are working for the public."

he continued, "we should have more
preparation. You think up your ques-

tions and give me time to study my an-

swers. I never have been stuck on this

impromptu stuff. The finest impromptu
speeches I have ever heard took the

speaker hours- to prepare. I'm for pre-

paredness. Come over for dinner next

time. That's the place for loosening up

the unruly. Good luck and good-by."

He showed me, smiling, to the door,

and repeated his invitation. I assured

him that I should be very glad to have

supper with him—and four days later

I did. But Cariyle forgot all about

the fact that I was to interview him
for something snappy, and when we got

together with no one to bother us but

the waiter, I did, too. So the inter-

view will have to go without snap be-

cause the only notes that were taken

during that dinner were made by the

man with the apron, and Cariyle kept

those.



"Cliff! Cliff! Have you no sense of shame? Do you know who this woman is?"

Dare-devil Kate
Just when they thought that the days of excite-

ment were over in Devil's Gap, Dare-devil Kate
blew in and made history—real history—for them

By Robert Foster

Featuring VIRGINIA PEARSON

IF you had told me twenty years ago
that to-day we'd be making im-
plements of war at Devil's Gap

for one nation to slaughter another I'd

have laughed at you. But I'm an old-

timer now, and I've got so used to

bizarre things that I have lost the ca-

pacity to be surprised. I don't know
that I even blinked an eye when Dare-
devil Kate loped in from somewhere

From the film by Fox

on the "outside," drew a bead on sleepy

old Dud Peters, who'd been running the

Last Chance Saloon ever since I can
remember, and told him to get out ; that

she was going to mix the drinks for the

future and show us roustabouts how an
up-to-date saloon should be run. She
plunked down her poke on the counter,

called for the bill of sale, and—that was
the end of it. Dud took one look at
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Kate's eyes—big and round and lovely,

but sharp as a knife—and handed over

the keys.

That was just a month after we'd

begun the munition-making business.

Taking you back twenty years, I could

tell you a story of rare excitement that

followed the discovery of the Bazant

Lode in Devil's Gap—days when men
went mad with the thirst for gold and

Devil's Gap was the Mecca of every

man who wanted to get rich quick. It

wTas some gold strike, and I myself

made a pile that might have lasted me
a lifetime ; but in those days it was
raining money, and I blew it in as fast

as I got it, just like everybody else.

For three or four years we gambled

with thousand-dollar stacks. And then

the thing went to pieces. The yellow

streaks petered out and the exodus be-

gan. I stuck to the

place for sentimental

reasons and watched it

dying. The railroads

had trains running into

the gap on a real

schedule, but when the

exodus began we heard

no more the blasts of

the locomotive, and the

grass grew over the

rails. We settled down
to rust and told our-

selves that the days of

excitement were over.

Then, just twenty
years after, the

town had a new
lease of life—a n d

Kate came and gave

us old-timers a story

that was exciting

and what the novel-

ists call "romantic."

The Great War
had broken out in

Europe and millions

were to be made in

supplying the fighting nations with shot

and shell. In the quest for sites it hap-

pened that Mr. Presby, head of a big

manufacturing concern with central

offices in New York, scouting around
for a likely place to open a new fac-

tory, hit upon Devil's Gap. We had a

ready-made town, though three-quar-

ters empty ; we had ready-made build-

ings whom nobody owned ; we had a

railroad, though it was knee deep in

grass.

Presby had a talk with me, and the

upshot was that I got busy with a gang
of men transforming our biggest hotel

into a munitions plant. Some fellows

at the east end of the gulch were mak-
ing a bare living out of iron ore

;

Presby hired the lot of them on the

spot. The boss of the ore company was
a man named Kilmer, and his right-

Tortured by conflicting emotions Kate, caught the children in her arms.
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hand men were Green and Bentlev.

Green he made the temporary boss,

and the others were given good posi-

tions. I can't say I liked the looks of

either of them, but it was Presby's

funeral ; I wasn't hiring them.

So life began again for us in Devil's

Gap. Then Kate blew in and gave us

the first look at excitement we'd had
for many a day. There was nothing

hard about Kate; she was all soft

curves and lovely skin and big, dark

eyes that looked guileless as a child's,

till you crossed her—then watch them
blaze

!

''Where I come from, old-timer,"

she said to me, "they called me Dare-
devil Kate, and I reckon it's because

I'm quick on the draw and don't stand

for any nonsense. Just pass the word
around to any ornery fellers in the

camp that when I shoot I shoot to kill."

Imagine a girl of not more than

twenty-two or three talking like a bad
man lit up ! It gave me something of

a shock
;
though, as I say, I didn't let it

register on my face. You couldn't look

into those big eyes of hers without
liking her, so I wished her good luck.

She roomed with "Last Chance"
Grimes and his old woman. Last

Chance was sober once or twice a week,
but he was a harmless old lusher and
went- to sleep when he hit the booze.

I take my hat off to old Ma'am Grimes.

She was about the sensiblest woman in

the community in spite of her mate's

leanings for liquor. So Kate was not

in such bad company, when you come
to think of the tough crowd that began
to fill the vacant houses.

It wasn't long till trouble began to

break out in camp. Labor was pretty

hard to get and the men demanded big

money. Presby was tight, and he re-

fused the demands of Kilmer, who had
constituted himself a kind of walking

delegate. Dare-devil Kate sided with

the men, but she advised caution.

"Better be slow than sorry, boys,"

was her advice.

They would not listen to her, and
things came to a climax when a wing of

the hotel chock-full of munitions was
blown up. We managed to keep the

fire from gutting the town, and every-

body piled in and helped, scared now
by the thing they had done.

I took it on myself to wire Presby,
in Xew York, advising him to send on
a real man to boss the job. He took my
advice and sent John West and young
Cliff Stone—and if there's two better

fellows I want to know them. West
was a man of about thirty, and the only

thing I didn't like about him was the

thatch on his upper lip. Myself I wear
a goatee, and I look with a kind of a

sneer on the dinky, short-clipped mus-
taches that they affect in the East. But
West had a fine face, despite his mis-

taken adornment. He brought with
him his wife, Irene, five years his

junior, as sweet a girl as you'd want to

clap eyes on. They had two little girls,

and, being a bachelor myself, it brought
a gulp in my throat many times when
I saw that little lady romping with the

children. Cliff Stone was her brother,

younger than she, a clean-limbed, well-

built chap with a smile always in his

eyes.

"Who's the most interesting person

in town, old-timer?" he asked me, with

a grin that won my heart. And with-

out any thought I answered promptly

:

"Kate."

He opened his eyes amusedly at that,

and said he

:

"Last name?"
"Ain't got one as I heard of," I told

him. "Dare-devil Kate is the name she

answers to. She's the saloon keeper."

"A barmaid!" he laughs. "Sounds
like dear old London."

"Nothing like it. She's owner, presi-

dent, and cashier of this here saloon,

and you want to go well heeled if you

are thinking of raising Cain when
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she's around. Come along and see

her."

And right there was the beginning

of trouble, for inside ten minutes he

and Kate were as thick as two thieves.

I'm not saying anything against the

character of Kate. In that free-and-

easy life of the gap things were dene

that would be

censored e 1 s e-

bronk takes to bucking. For myself I

put Bentley in the same box with

Green and Tom Kilmer, and label them
"Dangerous." I had in mind to tell

Cliff Stone to go slow with Dare-devil

Kate or Bentley would be laying for

him, but I reckoned the young fellow

was able to look after himself, and so

I said nothing.

Green was bad medicine, and when
he was deposed by West, who took over

the management, he stirred up a spirit

of mischief among the men, and I

when you get away from civilization

you don't bother much about the con-

ventions, and the masks are dropped.

Kate, as you may imagine, being the

swell looker she was, had manv offers

to hitch up with one or other of the

men, but she showed no preference un-

less it was for Bentley, who was assist-

ing Green in the management of the

works till John West came from the

East to take charge. I don't know
what she saw in Bentley save his big-

ness, his strength ; and they do say that

women take to the cave-man type as a

scented new trouble in the air. Kate

was sort of on the fence now. The
men took her into their confidence and

laid plans for putting one over on the

Easterners. I could see that she was

disturbed, and I wasn't surprised when
she broke out

:

''Go as far as you like, barring mur-

der, with West—but leave Cliff Stone

alone."

I saw Bentley's eyes flash at that.

"Gettin' soft on little Cliffy!" he

sneered.

"Cut that out!" snapped Kate, giv-
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ing him a look that reached his heart.
"I choose my friends where I will, and
I don't want any comments. Remem-
ber that, Bentley."

He had no more to say, and soon
after he sneaked out of the saloon. I

had grown fond of young Cliff myself,
and I wasn't going to stand by and see
him shot in the back. So I tracked
Bentley. I expected him to make for
the works, where West and Cliff were
on duty twelve hours out of the twenty-
four. But, instead, he went to the
house where Cliff Stone lived with his

sister Irene and her family. It was
about eight o'clock in the evening, and
Irene was sitting alone on the veranda
in a big rocker, with a splendid half
moon shining down on her ; as pretty
a picture as you ever want to see. I

heard her break off the little song she
was humming when Bentley climbed the
steps to the veranda. As I shuffled

past the place I heard a few words of
what he was saying:

"•
• • And I warn you to stop him

from bein' around with Kate.
She's my gal. She's been everybody's
gal. She ain't any more. She's
mine. .

So this was the man's method. A
big fellow, but too cowardly to mix in

a stand-up fight with this athletic

youngster from back East, and, know-
ing too well that a gun play would be
followed by a necktie party led by Dare-
devil Kate, he was taking away Cliff's

character—and taking away the char-
acter of Kate.

I breathed easy, for I felt sure that
Irene was a sensible body and wouldn't
trouble her pretty head with Cliff's love
affairs. But there I was wrong. She
determined to see Dare-devil Kate and
have it out with her. The talk-fest oc-
curred that night at the Grimes cottage
where Kate had her home, and I saw
enough of the scene to make it stick in

'my memory as long as I live.

I had been sitting smoking with old

Last Chance in front of his door when
Kate came swinging down the path that
led from the saloon. We shuffled out
of our chairs and gave her good eve-
ning.

"Howdy, old-timers," she greeted us.
"It's a great night, isn't it?"

"It's the kind o' night for a Romeo
and Juliet," said Last Chance, and he
reeled off a line or two of Shakespeare.
A great reader he was

;
and on his sober

days he used quotations freely.

Kate's eyes sparkled, and then she
held up a hand as comely as a statue's.

But we were not dazzled just then by
the white skin and the lovely curve of
the arm from wrist to elbow. It was a
ring on her third finger that made us
blink—an engagement ring.

"Lordy!" gasped Grimes, forgetting
his Shakespeare.

"Congratulate me, boys," said Kate,
beaming on us.

"We sure do," said I heartily.

"Who's the lucky man?"
"That's telling," she answered, and

vanished into the cottage.

Then, before Last Chance and. I

could rightly settle on our chairs again,
Cliff Stone came on the run.

"Kate home?" he asked.

We didn't have to answer, for Kate
herself calls out to him from the parlor
where she had lighted the lamp:
"Come right in, Cliff."

Then I knew who was the lucky man.
Not Bentley, but

"Can you beat it?" said Last Chance
and I in a breath.

It wasn't more than ten minutes after
that when Irene West showed up.

"I'd like to speak to the woman they
call Dare-devil Kate," she said. "I
understand she lives here."

Now, if Ma'am Grimes had been
there she'd have sized up the situation
in a jiffy and put Irene off with a
roundabout story, but ma'am retired

with the chickens and was blissfully un-
conscious of our need for her.
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I was thinking up

some way of side-

stepping her when old

Last Chance blurted

cut

:

"She's in the par-

lor, lady. Go right

them. indicating

lighted room.

"Cliff! Cliff!" I

heard her cry a mo-
rn e n t later. "Have
you no sense of
shame, brother of

mine? Do you know
what this woman is?"

That was the boy's

cue to flare up, but I

give him credit ; he

didn't manhandle her

with the English lan-

guage
;
just talked to

her gentle and in-

sisted that Kate was
the best woman in the

world and that he
loved her.

"Cliff, I beg of you
leave this woman,"
she said, and went on
to tell him what Bent-

ley had said to her.

Then Kate became
the dare-devil. "Get
out, both of you!" she stormed. "Here's
your ring, Cliff. When you can con-

vince your sister I am pure gold come
back to me. If you can't, there is no
more to be said. I'm done with you.

Xo—not a word," as the boy started to

speak. "Get out before I swear !" And
Cliff and Irene were bundled out.

"There's the kind of woman I should
have been," said Kate to me afterward.

"You've never asked me anything about
myself, old-timer, but I'll tell you. I

was born of a good family, but father

and mother both died when I was a lit-

tle tot. I was left to fight the world
for myself. I had a sister—sweeter-

1 saw a face in the mirror that almost stopped the beating of my heart"

tempered than myself, I guess—and she

was adopted by some kind people. I've

never heard or seen anything of her

since. My mother broke her wedding
ring and gave us each a half. I still

have my portion, though I have no hope

of ever rinding the owner of the other

half. I've rubbed elbows with all sorts

of folks, done lots of things that other

women would shudder at, but, thank

God, I've kept my decency and self-

respect."

So here was added mystery to all the

excitement and romance, and I sat

brooding over it there under the stars

and the waning moon for a long time.
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At the noon hour of the following
day I found Kate, not behind her bar,

but at a table with Green and Bentley
and Kilmer.

"Boys, I'm with you from now on."

she was saying. "I'll get you back your
job again, Green, and send this West
party back with a chip on his shoulder.
I've taken it on myself to write Presby,
who owns the munition works, telling

him that John West isn't the kind of
man to inspire respect in his men; that
he is a consorter with women of dis-

reputable character. That's myself,
boys. You've heard of the vampire
woman ; now you're going to see her.

When Presby arrives, West will be vis-

iting me, and I'll supply enough of a

compromising position to make him
send the new
supe b a c k

borne on the

first train.
N o w
West over
nere o n

some
pre textand
I'll pull
the wool over

his eyes."

I didn't be-

iieve Kate
could be ca-

pable of so
much spleen,

but I suppose

the sight of

that white,

clean -minded
girl, who was
ready to be-

lieve every

m a lodorous

word about

the saloon
keeper, upset

her sense of

justice. ' 1 have never met a woman just like you" lie said.

It fell out as she planned so far as
\\ est was concerned. He was an easy
conquest. Kilmer had lured him over
to the saloon by telling him that he
would find the real cause of ail the
trouble in the lady who dispensed
drinks there, and West readily agreed
that a straight talk with the woman
might do good. Kilmer brought word
that the victim was coming in half an
hour, and Kate slipped away to her
dressing room. When she reappeared
she had donned a barbaric shawl that
showed up the fine lines of her figure.

"I look bold—bold as Carmen, don't
I r" she said, noting my admiring gaze.
And when I nodded she went on:
"You're wrong. I'm timid as a mouse.

When I was
making up I

saw a face

in the mirror

that almost

stopped the
beating of nay

heart. I

thought i t

w a s Cliff,

and, if it

had been,

I don't be-

1 i e v e I

could have
gone through
with the pro-

gram. But it

was Bentley.

'Just looked

in to say
you're a

brick,' he
said, and
went of f

chuckling."

West, as I

h a v e said,

was an easv

conquest. He
wilted under
the play of
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her splendid eyes, and I could see he

was thinking more of her attractiveness

than of the workmen's rows. They
talked together in the little sitting room
off the saloon, and I had a flash at them
as they said good-by.

"I have never met a woman just like

you." he said. He caught her hands

and drew her close to him and looked

long into her great eyes. Then he let

her go.

Things happened with a rush after

that. W est was a frequent visitor and
getting deeper in the toils every day.

Kate's plan seemed to be working out

just right. But Fate has a way of

upsetting the best-laid plans of mice

and women. Here is the astounding

thing that happened :

Kate was passing the West home one

day while the children were playing on

the veranda. Partly out of curiosity,

partly because of her great love for

children, she stopped to talk with them.

It was a box of trinkets they had gotten

hold of, and among them was—a por-

tion of a ring. Kate stared dumbly at

the broken gold band. It was like, so

like the one she treasured. Perhaps

''Where did you get this?" she

panted."

''Why, it's mamma's," answered one
of the little girls. "Mamma told us to

be very careful with it. You see it's

only half a ring. The other half be-

longs to her sister Katherine whom she

hasn't seen for, oh, so many years.

There's a mystery about mamma, you
know. She's not really Uncle Cliff's

sister. She was adopted "

Tortured by conflicting emotions,

Kate caught the children in her arms
for a moment, then she fled back to

the saloon. When I next saw her she

was panicky. She told me of her dis-

covery and begged me to advise her

what to do. It was an easy problem.

"You can turn the tables on the

men," I told her promptly, "and gain

D

all the happiness you'll ever want in

this life. Listen." And I gave her a

plan. This is how it worked out:

We breathed no word of our secret,

and when Presby arrived, unannounced
as we surmised he would, Kilmer
spotted him at the station and tele-

phoned bidding Kate prepare the bait.

Bentley went on the run for John
West, telling him to come to the cot-

tage right away. With the victim

safely in the cottage, Bentley went off

to collect his fellows for the great fin-

ish. But the moment he was gone Kate
told West her story of the discovery of

the broken ring and proved to him
conclusively that his wife was Kate's

sister. Then she confessed that she

had planned to have him dismissed

from the works ; told him of the arrival

of Presby, and finally persuaded him to

leave quietly by the rear door and re-

turn to his home.

All this was in accordance with our
prearranged plan, and it helped the big

climax we now intended to spring on
Kilmer and his tribe.

Mr. Presby came soon after, and was
escorted to the cottage by a gang of

delighted men. Kate received him de-

murely.

"Mr. West?" he boomed. He was
a fat, fussy man with a voice like a bull.

"I understand he is here."

"He is not," said Kate bluntly.

Presby blundered forward, pushed
on by the men. The little parlor was
empty, but Kilmer nodded suggestively

at a curtained bunk that was evidently

occupied.

"Guess we'll find the gentleman
here," he grinned.

He tore away the curtain. Sure
enough a man was there, and they

dragged him out—to discover that it

was old Last Chance Grimes sleeping

off the effects of an overdose of his

favorite tipple.

Presby lost his temper at once.
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"I've been brought here to be made a

fool of !" he stormed. "I'm going to

get to the bottom of this—and the Lord
help the guilty men !"

There isn't much more to tell. When
he was given the rights of it by Kate
and myself he kicked Green and Bent-
ley and Kilmer out of the camp, raised

the salaries of the men all round—and,

in lieu of a parental benediction, gave
his own blessing on the union of Cliff

Stone and Dare-devil Kate, while John

West and Irene—Cliff's adopted sister

—looked on smiling.

I don't profess to understand wom-
an's logic. To Irene, Kate had been
anathema when they were strangers.

The moment she discovered that she

was her sister the dare-devil saloon

keeper became faultless in her eves.
• .- f J.

Don't talk to me of woman's intui-

tion. It isn't in it with blood relation-

ship for arriving at the truth.

A QUIET THRILL

This doesn't look a great deal like a thrill, but it is. Helen Holmes, who risks her life

at least once every day for what the Signal Film Corporation gives her each Saturday, knows
more ways than one to make the heart beat fast. This is her own idea. A huge stack of mail
comes to her regularly from admirers—and she answers it all just the way you see her doing
it here. The thrill comes in when the person she writes to gets the letter. If you've gotten
one you know.
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THREE years ago the appearance of colored pictures

was hailed with delight, and the screen-loving pub-

lic awaited the development of the natural-color

process with expectancy. It is a source of disappointment

to all that improved inventions along this line have not been

forthcoming. It was confidently hoped that in a short time

the colored picture would be perfected and that its use

would become universal.

The Kinemacolor Company at one time offered several colored-picture pro-

ductions which created a favorable impression. Among these was "Hiawatha,"

and the work done on this subject showed the marvelous possibilities of the new

art. Some of the scenes, however, were slightly out of register, and the blurred

effect was unpleasant to the eyes. It is to be regretted that this company never

brought the color process to perfection, especially since it made such a creditable

start in the right direction. The Kinemacolor Company is no longer actively

engaged in releasing pictures.

Pathe and other concerns have processes for coloring films, most of which

are foreign, but none of these processes are quite up to the artistic standard that

an innovation of this kind requires. The true natural-color motion picture

should be as mild and pleasing to the eye as any bit of landscape full of color.

Harsh colors reflected from the screen put an unbearable strain on the eyes.

Just how long it will be before natural-color photography comes into its own
is an unanswered question, but it will come, as surely as the big stage star and

the multiple-reel feature came. When it does come, the realism and attractive-

ness of moving pictures will be greatly enhanced.

THE motion-picture industry should take a stand

against the mediocre kind of press matter which

publicity purveyors ship in job lots to overworked

editors. It is an outworn practice, and should not be

tolerated. The offending press agents remind us of the

old-fashioned advance man of a circus who used "to pull

wheezes" about the marvelous and incredible antics of the

animals. In cheapness of tone and idea, the items sent out from the advertising

departments of many film companies are not far removed from the circus

"write-ups."
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Often editors are forced to use the matter sent them because there is noth-
ing else to use. They select the best from a mass of poor stuff. Picture fans are
to blame in some measure. In their insatiable thirst for information about actors
and actresses they are too often satisfied with maudlin details and incidents.

Such things as the trivial accidents to the players ; the actor who goes to the
slums or elsewhere to study his part; the jewels the leading lady wears and how
they were "almost" stolen; the favorite star who gets writer's cramp because
he or she autographed so many photos, and all such inane news should vanish
forever from the press sheets of the motion-picture publicity men. Such stuff
is sent out on good paper week after week, and it costs the companies real money,
which could be used to better purpose. Also the public deserves to know real
and interesting news and facts regarding its favorite players, and should force
the editors to offer a better grade of biographical matter.

It should be said in justice to a great many companies that they employ
press men of real ability, and it is only against those concerns that retain" the
services of incompetents that we direct our complaint.

I
T is popular to criticize scenes with evil or unpleasant

suggestions on the ground that they "detract from the
value of the play" or "spread an immoral influence."

Such scenes should not be condoned when the purpose for
producing them is obviously sordid or mercenary. We con-
tend, however, that scenes of this kind can be screened with-
out offending the most sensitive. It is largely a matter of

the way they are handled, and wholesale objection to them is an injustice to
artistic producers.

The producer should avoid anything that suggests the risque in the scenes
that precede and follow the one that depicts an immoral situation. If the latter
is presented with discrimination and a proper regard for values, it may be en-
joyed as much as any other part of the play, and may be useful in pointing a
moral lesson. On the other hand, if a director deliberately sets out to play up
evil scenes for the sake of giving his film a sensational "punch," the persons who
take objection to it are quite right. We are glad, however, that the majority of
the producers, whose films are most prominent on the market, have no directors
in their employ who seek to make other than clean films.

Big

Workers in

Filmdom

THE development of the photo play is steady and sure

;

progress is often scarcely noticeable/ but occa-
sionally some striking innovation occurs which

foreshadows a complete change in the whole attitude of the
producers. For a long time it has been a matter of regret
that big authors have been kept out of the motion-picture
field on account of the poor prices paid for scenarios. It

is a commendable move on the part of The Famous Players-Lasky Company to
offer one thousand dollars each for one hundred good photo-play ideas. It
should result in attracting leading authors of the day to the art of writing pic-
ture plays. And this, in turn, will result in the profession of the photo play-
wright being raised to the position of dignity which it deserves.

Up to the time this offer was made, very few noted authors had contributed
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stories written especially for the photo play. Where a feature appeared credit-

ing a famous writer with being the author, it was generally an adaptation of a

book or play which the writer had previously published. The writer and pro-

ducers were generally far away from each other, and negotiations between them
were carried on by agents. This kind of long-range business transaction did

not tend to bring them in close sympathy or understanding with each other.

Then, too, the big authors usually complained, and justly, that photo playwrights

were poorly paid and that they could make more money following their accus-

tomed pursuits.

The present effort of The Famous Players-Lasky Company, however, will

doubtless open up the field to writers of ability by making the work financially

interesting to them. At first it wants merely the synopsis of a play, and is

offering the one thousand dollars for that alone. Later it plans to establish

permanent relations with the authors who show most adaptability to the work,
and will continue to pay them well for full scenarios. With one concern doing

this, others are sure to follow, and the result will be better stories on the screen,

created by the best minds in the literary world.

The many writers who belong to the class known as "outsiders," and who
have yet to make a name for themselves, have much cause to be glad that big

authors are entering the movie field. It will give them a chance to gain fame
among the famous if they are able to turn out good scenarios. The Famous
Players take an interest in the younger writers, and have established a script

bureau, where all stories are carefully gone over, and short but thorough criti-

cisms offered. May the day be not far distant when the long-desired story

superb on the screen will make its appearance !

THE increasing dearth of films which are produced
under the personal direction of the larger directors

ductton and
supplies a subject for much speculation. Some

people believe that the producers have gone into a sort of
Its Evtls retirement through fear of risking their reputation by pro-

- duping a failure. Others say "that the producer? are so occu-

pied with supervising films already on the market that they
have little time to give to new productions. It is true that such men as Griffith,,

Ince, and Brennon, and many who serve in executive positions for their com-
panies are kept very busy with the large number of films which they have
brought out. But we hardly believe that this excuse extends to the majority
of directors. We are rather inclined to think that for the most part the

directors are spending so much time on the finishing touches of some favorite

film, in order to make it live long, that they are neglecting the new pictures. In
producing many films, the painstaking deliberation plays an important part, and,
in so far as this is true, the producers are excusable.

In. fact, it is one of the best things that could happen in the rank and file

of directors, because it blazes the way to greater productions, in which the

release schedule plays no part. If a film is a masterpiece, its director can retain

his popuarity, even if he does not offer a new subject for two or three years.

There was a time when no director could be made to believe this, but they

are beginning to think this way now ; and the manufacturers, who must keep in

mind the money end of the proposition, are also becoming more far-sighted.
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It is to be hoped that in time the present "dashing out" of a subject a week by
a director, in which the only thing considered is footage, will cease, and that
the overproduction crises will disappear. The energy consumed in overproduc-
tion will go to the production of fewer but greater plays.

IT is a practice with some companies to flood the market
with reissues. Whatever we may think of this practice,
we cannot charge those companies with an attempt to

deceive the public when they have duly advertised the re-
issues as such. Forewarned of what to expect, it remained
with the public to decide whether the reissues were worth
patronizing. In some cases the baked-over productions have

been improvements on the originals; very often the revised plays have been more
available than any new plays that the producers have in stock. So much for
labeled reissues.

We are pained to discover that some companies are parading old films under
new titles, without advising the public of the plagiarism. Xo doubt the public
has been fooled this way many times by disreputable concerns. We hoped that
reputable companies would avoid any such malpractice. On ]une 26th, last.
"The Sacrifice" was presented by the Selig Polyscope Company, and no mention
was made of the fact that the play was a revival in new clothes of the old four-
reel feature, "I'm Glad My Boy Grew Up to Be a Soldier," which was released
through A'. L. S. E. last fall. Cut down one reel from the original, "The Sacri-
fice" was "shot in" to the General Film Service to fill a release date of a three-
reeler that failed to come out on time.

A thing of this kind is worse than cheap. Whether the film is a. success
or a failure, the public will feel that it has cause for grievance. We sincerely
regret that the Selig Company, whose record is a credit to the industry, has
shown such poor judgment in the treatment of its patrons in this matter/ We
trust that Selig and other leading concerns will discountenance this practice in
the future.

MAXY an exhibitor thinks he is pleasing his patrons
when he is only pleasing himself."

Thus speaks one of the large manufacturers,
and to that we feel it may well be added that "Many a pro-
ducer thinks he is pleasing his patrons when he is merely
pleasing himself." All of which resolves itself into the old
statement that the exhibitors are not close enough to their

audiences, and that the audiences don't take the trouble to tell the exhibitor
whether they are pleased or displeased, even when given the chance.

Both producer and exhibitor are seeking to please the public, but as yet all

efforts to "get together" have failed. We see no reason for this if the public
will do its part. Let us suppose that any of our readers who attend a certain
theater in the neighborhood of their home received either at the theater, or,

better still, at their home, the weekly program of the theater, with a page or so
devoted to a talk between the exhibitor and his patrons. The program might
state that suggestions and criticisms would be welcomed. These programs
could be sent by mail or given out by the manager as the patrons pass out of the
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theater. Would our readers take advantage of it? They represent the public

in this case, and their verdict would reflect the general public's opinion.

With the exhibitor better acquainted with the style of production that will

please his patrons, it is a simple matter for him to communicate his message to

the producer either direct or through the exchange where he secures his films.

Then it is up to the producer to do his share. From our personal contact with

producers, we believe that the majority of them would be only too glad to secure

a representative consensus of just what the public likes best.

We think the experiment is worth trying out. The exhibitors are alive to

current conditions, and could be very helpful as mediums of producer and the

public.

OTWITHSTAXDING the fact that twenty-five mil-

lion two hundred thousand people in the United

States visit the "movies" daily, a great many of

these patrons of the silent drama feel that there is some-

thing wrong, something deficient in this form of amuse-

ment. Still, these same people are unable to define that

which they believe to be lacking.

After viewing innumerable pictures, the writer believes that he has dis-

covered a big, vital mistake in picture production—that is
;
a mistake from the

layman's point of view. After making the discovery, we discussed the matter

with the chief scenario writer of one of the largest producing companies, and

found verification of our belief.

Producers have given too much attention to the development and exploita-

tion of "stars," and have not devoted the proper care to the construction of the

scenarios in which their stars appear.

It is easy to conceive a producer going through the following mental

gymnastics

:

"I am paying my particular star so many dollars per day. The public likes

my star, hence she must be on the screen in as many scenes as possible."

As a result, incidents not germane to the plot of the picture are dragged in

by the heels in order to give the star an opportunity to register varying emotions.

On the other hand, some incidents are only partially developed and "left up in the

air," because, if they were carried to a proper conclusion, the star would be left

out of too many consecutive scenes, and the producer would feel that he was not

getting services rendered for the salary paid.

If the star system could be entirely forgotten, or, at least, be subordinated

to other things, and the important fact of the proper story development held in

mind, with the star appearing in logical scenes and incidents, more would be

accomplished for the "uplift of the movies" than by any other means.

To be sure, there are a few stars of whom the public is very fond. Of

this small group, Mary Pickford and Charlie Chaplin stand highest in public

favor. And yet these two stars arrived at the apex of their respective pinnacles

by entirely different routes.

Alary Pickford has so long been associated with pictures that Pickford and

pictures are amost synonomous.

Chaplin, on the contrary, is an audience-made star. People laughed at his

antics, and enshrined the droll comedian in their hearts.

Strange to relate, and in proof of what we have said relative to making the
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siory, and not the star the attraction, Chaplin's most successful and best picture
was his burlesque on "Carmen." In this picture there were several consecutive
scenes m which Chaplin did not appear. His admirers liked this picture best
for the simple reason that it had a real idea running through the story.

The majority of people who attend the movies go for just one purpose—to
be amused. Some day the producers may realize this important fact and give
their patrons not only stars, but stars in logically and properly developed stories
and never sacrifice the latter for the former.

THE EFFICIENCY SHARK
'M a rooter for the movies that depict the burglar chaps.
My taste's a bit remarkable, perhaps;

But I like to see a fellow put one over, on the screen,
And make a bully get-away unseen.

You see, I like excitement, and I never, never chafe
When a cracksman blows .the innards from a safe.

Take a simple, little photo play that's just one long, sweet kiss—
That's the sort of thing I always try to miss.

I've a certain admiration for the man who steals a train
Or puts a job across that takes some brain.

I am always filled with rapture when a thief corrals a cop,
Or a bad boy sneaks a baby's lollipop.

I can glow with satisfaction when a famous sleuth is frisked,
Or a diamond from a jeweler's is whisked.

But the thief that gets my goat—although his action's never slow,
Is the guy who grabs my bank roll at the show.

Matthew Allison.



Under the. watchful eye of the director in the background, this group of players is going

through a final rehearsal before a 'take."

The Metro Studio
Taking you inside the Metro-Rolfe studio

and showing you some of your greatest

favorites as they work before the camera

By Robert C. Duncan

LINING the street for a block, and
then some more around the cor-

ner, were the automobiles of the

film people as I approached the Metro-
Rolfe studio in New York City. The
thermometer of my imagination shot up
fifty degrees for the cars suggested
a swarm of actors and actresses arrayed
and ragged out that I was going to see

upstairs.

My companion was an old stager at

the game of frequenting studios, and
strode in ahead of me with an air of

familiarity with the place. Going up
the elevator, I was picturing a motley
melee of possible things that would

burst upon my sight when we were
ushered in. At our sixth-floor land-

ing, we stepped into a large reception

room. All around us were seated player

people, chatting, loafing, waiting, laugh-

ing, staring. My emotions were divided

into two parts : interest and bashfulness.

I was curious all at once, thus suddenly
coming into the midst of these adven-
turous-looking, devil-may-care people,

and my second impression was a tiny

bit painful as I wondered what place,

if any, there was for an outsider.

The caste atmosphere came to me in

strong whiffs. Whatever anxiety I ex-

perienced was promptly set at rest, for
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I was railroaded safely past the desk
man and into the office of the genial

Charles Mattock, publicity director for

Metro. He didn't seem to mind our in-

trusion a bit, and we fell into a pleasant

little chat about screen stuff in partic-

ular and infantile paralysis and things

of general and timely interest.

Pretty soon he suggested that we take
a look around at the place, and we itch-

ingly acquiesced. We started down a

long, narrow hall, laned on each side

by numerous doors. The first one he
opened was blanked with darkness, and
as he fumbled for a push button I dis-

tinctly imagined that he was preparing
some kind of trapdoor fall for us.

Maybe this was the way we would drop
into studio wonderland, I mused, Alice

fashion, to myself. A moment later the'

light flashed, showing us a wonderful
little miniature moving-picture hall, and
this, he explained to us, was the "pro-
jection" room,, where the vivid and
voiceless wonders of screenery are first

canvased into radiance and life.

Then we whisked off down the hall

again, stopping here and there to have
some mystery of fildom explained to us.

Something about "rotation" is the next
thing I remember he said as we paused
to look at the long strips of celluloid

that were hanging like spaghetti from
the wall. "Rotation" is ticklishly tech-

nical, but I knew that the pictures are

taken with no view to successive order
of scenes, and afterward they have to

be cut and strung together to make a

comprehensive picture. Anyhow we
were hurrying off down the hall in a

minute, and I peeped in at a girl who
was spinning the reels on a spool. But
our conductor speeded it so, and more-
over I was too much of a gentleman
to do any Peeping Tom stunts, so I

didn't see as much as I'd like to have.

He said they were dressing rooms on
your right, gentlemen, and hurried on,

and besides I didn't see very hard what
I saw.

Turning a corner in the corridor, we
opened into the dandiest, nicest carpen-
ter shop, like the pictures of the one
that Santa used to make toys for the
kids in, and maybe he does still for all

I know. Mr. Mattock said that the
men of the saws and hammers in there
were the top-notchers of their profes-
sion and could build a model of Conev
Island for you on short notice if the

scenes called for it. Can you think of
it—a log cabin, a bridge, or a Grecian
temple—speaking likenesses, too, if they
did speak, all done to order in a jiffy.

We didn't loiter among the totem poles

and latticed casements very long, for

we were getting restless for the climax
of the tour—the studio itself.

Up a flight of wooden steps like you
see in a factory, and we were at last

in the studio. It might have been a

meeting room of the Holy Rollers or

Devil Worshipers after an unusually
fervent rampage—with all the scrapple

of dead property junked in heaps here
and there and all about. Like all Gaul,
the big room was divided into three

parts, or at least, I mean to say, there

were three separate stages where re-

hearsals were actively in progress

—

each partitioned off from one another

by screens, improvised plank walls, and
miscellaneous fragments of scenery.

The square-foot dimensions of the

room are immense, covering one entire

floor of a very large building. Jun-
gling through the debris, we came to

a cleared space which was set for an
interior attic scene. The effect was one
of direst poverty, suggesting O. Henry's
Skylight Room or some melodramatic
situation from "East Lynne." W'ith my
mind's eye I peopled it again with the

departed actors, and fancied them in

huddled attitudes of fright and famine,

watching perhaps the death of the fair

young flower of the family on the

squalid bed in the corner. Mr. Mat-
tock broke in upon my musings to con-

firm my speculations and to add details
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of horror that my sluggish imagination

had failed to supply. Also he told us

most interestingly of the staging secrets

—how the lights were handled, how
the furniture was arranged, where the

camera was located, and how the actors

posed. Bordering the topmost part of

the walls of the room were streaky, ir-

regular lines that showed where the

wall paper stopped, and he explained

that the camera man so adjusted his

machine as to avoid this and any other

irrelevant details that should not appear

in the picture.

Tiptoeing, with interest in all about

me, I was suddenly attracted by a man
half hidden in a remote corner ranting

demoniacally and yelling frantically.

Often in life you come for the first

time upon a phenomenon or episode that

you understand at once and without be-

ing told about because your imagination

long ago painted to you what it would
be like. Don't you remember the first

time in the woods somewhere you
chanced unwittingly too near a rattle-

snake and recognized with something

like primeval instinct the whirring,

whizzing sound that the reptile made.

Same way about seeing a man fall over

and foam at the mouth, and you in-

stantly recall how, as a child, they told

you about your grandfather, who was
afflicted with epileptic fits. A more
vivid and far more agreeable example
is falling in love. When you landed

in that ecstatic state, way back in puppy
youth, all the angels in heaven might

have come down to sing the glorious

fact to you, but it would not have mat-

tered
;
you knew, and you knew it

strong, that Eden's old, old secret was
yours now, once and for all, and for-

evermore. Maybe I am digressing
;
but,

as I was saying, nobody had to tell me

;

I sensed and scented it, the voice and

gesture of a director. Impatiently and

impolitely I left Mr. Hattock talking

about ''property" or something, and

bolted over to where the rehearsal and
the director were going on. A confu-

sion of voices, all of them loud and ex-

cited ; a group of players gesticulating

wildly at each other ; the director in-

terruping vociferously ; and the man
with the camera and his coatless assist-

An elaborate home in the Metro studio is no less elaborate than one on Fifth Avenue—except that

it costs only half as much to furnish two sides of a room.
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ants standing around—these were the
first incoherent impressions I got as I

breathlessly rounded the partition and
came upon the scene. I stood glued to
the spot—how long I don't know—get-
ting a new thrill every second and fol-

lowing every movement and word with
intense interest. Soon I learned from
a bystander that 'The Pretender'-' was
getting a dress rehearsal, Miss Emmy
Whelan starring. She, of course, was
the attraction special in the setting of
things—she with her long, plaited,

golden hair, blueful eyes, clouds-of-eve-
ning-tinted cheeks, and girlish freedom
of action. Among other types repre-
sented in the cast was a tidy old lady
whose gingham apron, heavy spectacles,
and white hair brushed straight back
gave her a dear, motherly, genteel ap-
pearance. Then there was the tall,

handsome villain, whose make-up con-
sisted principally of a linen duster, a
cigar that he chewed as realistically as
if he had been smoking it, and not least

a masterpiece of a cynical smile. Ths
fatherly, feeble, old farmer who sat in

a cane-bottomed rocker seemed for
some reason the aggrieved person of
the crowd, and the solicitous daughter
and wife busily stretched protecting
arms between him and the "Pretender."
A burly, brawny hero, done up in cow-
boy style, and an old hoosier gentle-
man with billygoat whiskers held their
own with the others very creditably.
After all had exited except Mr. Villain
and Mr. Billygoat Whiskers these char-
acters staged a stormy word battle
which for venomous verbality and fren-
zied ferocity should satisfy the thirsti-

est craving of the public for blood-and-
thunder stuff. Only the words will be
lost to the audience, these being merely
used by the actors to accentuate their
own mood.

Orchestral music and a thousand
other devices are employed for the pur-
pose of animating the actors and thus
indirectly giving "tone." While the lit-

tle old man of the

goatee with depre-

cating gestures of

the fist denounces
the villain, the direc-

tor rushes into the

mix-up, and w i t h

loud disapproval of

the way it's being
done gives 'em a

sample of hair-rais-

ing acting. Then
the actors begin all

over again, and rare
a little worse than
before. This still

doesn't suit the di-

re e to r, and he
charges the scene

again.

The other half of the story—showing those who do their own work
and tell the actors how to do theirs.

Undiscour-
aged and undaunted,
the actors take their

places and strain

valiantly to perfect

every detail o f
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movement and ex-

pression. This goes

on over and over till

finally the director

announces w i t h

gruff kindliness that

the effect is satisfac-

tory. Then the pho-

tographer fellows

get busy shifting the

camera and adjust-

ing its focus. As a

last preparation they

measure contemptu-

ously from the noses

of the actors to the

lens with a tape line

to get the exact per-

spective or whatever
it is. The signal is

given, and the play-

ers reenact their
parts for the last

time while the cam-
era records them.

The director calls

"recess for lunch," and the wearied

little group of player people disband

with a sigh of relief. Such is the super-

strenuous, soul-sapping ordeals of these

hard-working film favorites. We know
nothing of this—we who sit in the rest-

ful stillness and meditative darkness of

a motion-picture hall, enjoying the fin-

ished products of the reel art.

\\ nat of the rest of the studio? The
tale isn't half told. With nothing else

to occupy us we lingered around the

place, accumulating a mass of interest-

ing observations. Mr. Mattock told us

that the Metro Company never stops

at little things like price to acquire this

or that which bears in any helpful way
on the grand, ultimate output of the

plant. Over in one dusty corner was
a useless, but picturesque, old harpsi-

chord of a piano. It was bought in

for twenty-five dollars, being essential

to the completeness of a background
setting, and wasn't worth five. It had

Ethel Barrymore's experience is appreciated at the studio. When she

suggests something Director William Nigh, David Thompson

and Studio Manager Maxwell Karger, confer with her

about it. They are seen here "talking it over."

its place though, and hence the pur-

chase. Wonderfully carved old chairs,

mailed armor for ancient baron knights,

tapestries, frescoes, relics, and curiosi-

ties unnumbered—a British museum in

itself and then some. Scattered the

place over, apparently neglected and
shopworn, was enough to keep one busy
a whole day who had a love for collec-

tions and antiques. All of which doesn't

include the endless assortment of crea-

tions and get-ups in the costume room.

Whatever role you could call for in the

way of make-ups could be found in this

mysterious chamber of robes.

Maybe I was going a little ahead to

leave out a description—but that sounds

so blamed stiff—a description, as I was
saying, of the second and third divisions

of Gaul. Mr. Francis X. Bushman and

Beverly Bayne were starring a rehear-

sal of ''Romeo and Juliet" at the same
time that Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew
were making comedy.
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A view of a goodly portion of the studio stage with a scene in progress. The manner of

"banking" lights is well displayed.

Funny how comedy and tragedy are

lined up side-along- in this school of

dramatics. Not so funny, either, if

what Mr. Shakespeare said about all

the world being a stage is true. It's

just natural, perhaps, that we should

see here what life is—the grim mar-
riage of Mr. Tragedy and Miss Com-
edy, supposing that the titles ought not

to be reversed. Somebody said to us

not long ago that the most serious things

that ever happen to us are always cou-

pled with something funny, and I be-

lieve that the rule holds. Frequently
the work of the two casts conflicted

laughably. Noteworthly, when the R.
and J. people attempted to play a

funeral dirge in opposition to the rol-

licking antics of their friends. There
you have it. Merriment and melan-

choly paired together and thriving on it.

If we were capable of doing it jus-

tice, we would describe the "Romeo and

Juliet" set—the stately columns, the

dignified winding stairs, the bier on
which the beautiful Juliet lay dead, and
the magnificent draperies. The effect

was one of gorgeous color and pleasing

lines that carried a "last word" impres-
sion.

One of the pleasantest things, I men-
tally jotted down, was our visit to the

scenario room and to Harry O. Hoyt,
the master reeler-off of reels. Mr.
Mattock said good-by at this office,

pleading urgent work, and we were left

to the jovial hospitality of Mr. Hoyt
and his corps of assistants. We might
have expected a solemn discourse on
plot, form, leaders, and cut-backs, but

nothing of the kind, for with all his

skill at films and features he is the

best good company in the world and
talks just as well about "ships and
shoes" as he does about shop. His

office is in a quiet little corner of the
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building overlooking Central Park.

Here, undisturbed by the fevered jos-

tle of the fascinating but distracting

studio, this thoughtful group of work-
ers are busily concerned with the out-

put of that most important product of

the motion-picture industry—the sce-

nario.

Our graflex camera caught Mr.
Hoyt's eye. We confess we are proud
of it ourselves. He examined it with

great interest, and we took advantage
of the opportunity which presented it-

self so appropriately. Yes, he was will-

ing to be "snapped," if we wanted to

waste a film on him and all that. The
light was "wrong," and he bore with

us good-naturedly as we overturned

tables and chairs to get a good focus

location. What's more, we are going
to hold him to his promise to auto-

graph one of the prints, for, knowing
something about where work and abil-

ity lies, we will pride his picture as

much as that of any actor or actress.

Taking our leave via the "Hall of
Fame" exit, we noticed the names in-

scribed on the dressing-room doors.

They included many celebrities of the

profession who rebel against the practi-

cal but inartistic method of "number-
ing" rooms. Our only disappointment
was that none of them were "at home,"
or else we would have dropped in for

a friendly how-do-you-do providing
they would have let us in.

THE SCREEN ETERNAL
'"pHE world moves on? Ah, no, it does not move,

The world it is that stays

And we who move—we move and go

Our darkened ways

;

When we have slipped into the yesterday

That is a billion years,

When we have dropped into the sleeping past,

When we have gone,

The world spins in its ancient groove

—

The world stays on

!

We are but moving pictures on eternity's

Vast endless screen,

We register our little parts, and He
Turns the machine.

M. Lyon.



The Thoroughbred
Men have ideals—ideals that mean their life work. Tom
Hayden's was race-track reform. But when starvation and
love stood in the way it was a man's battle to decide

By W. C. MacDermott

Featuring FRANK KEENAN

MOSE patted the mare's flanks.

His little, beady eyes sparkled.

"Dis yah animile hain't got no
chance, majoh," he said, scratching his

woolly head. "No, sah, no chance."

"Eh, what's that?" thundered Major
Ainslee. "Doan yo' dare tell me Miss
Minta isn't a winner right thar as she
stands. What's the matteh with her?
Didn't she beat the record fo' the mile
and a qua'teh in her last workout, and
she carried more weight "

"Dat's what Ah was sayin', sah.

Miss Minta hain't got no chance fo' a

close finish! Dis yah animile'll be a

mile ahead ob de nex' hoss when de
crowd hollers: 'Miss Minta wins!'
Dat's what Ah mean, sah."

From the film by Kay Bee

Major Ainslee was mollified. He
laughed. "Doan yo' jest with me again,

yo' black rascal," he said, with an as-

sumed severity quite lost on the small
jockey, "or I'll do to yo' what we do
to a hoss with four white stockings

"Feed him to de crows," finished the
boy lugubriously. "But yo' ain't gwine
do it, sah, 'ca'se I'm 'up' when Miss
Minta brings in de money, an' yo'

cain't afford to lose me."
"He's right, daddy," said a young

girl who had entered the stable. "I
heard Mose say yo' couldn't afford to

lose him, and I back him up." She
spoke with a rich Southern accent ; her
voice was like music. She was a child
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with a woman's development of figure.

Her hair was yet unbound, and fell

around her shoulders like a soft mist.

Her eyes glowed pridefully as she

teased the mare with a lump of sugar.

"Are yo' going to enter ouah beauty at

Ardsdale, daddy?"
Major Ainslee shook his head. "No,

daughteh. I plan to keep her fo' the

Oakleigh Stakes."

"But, dad, that's two months away."

"I know, Betty. But I reckon we
kin hold on to the old homestead and
Miss Minta, heah, till then."

"An' yo'-all sho'll make a killing,

sah," interposed Mose.
''Do we go to the Ardsdale meet,

daughteh?" asked the major presently.

"I don't know about yo' , suh," she

answered. "But as fo' myself, I'll be

theah—with bells ! A gentleman is tak-

ing me
;
or, rather, I'm taking him."

Major Ainslee looked quizzically at

the girl. "May I venture to ask who

"The Reverend Thomas Hayden,"
she replied promptly.

"The new dominie !" exclaimed the

major, his eyes shining. "So he's fo'

the hosses, Betty?"

"I don't know about that, daddy,"

said the girl dubiously. "In fact, I

think he has some reform ideas that

put racing on the blacklist."

"He'll outgrow them, daughteh. He's

young yet
;
hardly more than a boy

—

and I like him."

And quite suddenly Betty kissed her

father and whispered

:

. "So do I."

The spectacle left him impassive.

Alone of the cheering crowd that

packed the little grand stand and hung
over the rail, the race failed to thrill

him. The flash of the horses, the gleam
of the jockeys' colors, the roar of fren-

zied voices—they brought no sparkle

to the somber eyes of Tom Hayden.
"The Reverend Thomas Hayden," he

6

was addressed, though at first glance

you would have doubted that he had
yet finished his high-school course, not

to speak of college and seminary.

He had a boyish face, with deep-set,

dark eyes—serious eyes that hinted at

profound depths in the young man. "A
fine, open face," the church ladies had
told one another when he preached his

first sermon. "Just a boy, but a boy of

strong character." They were right

about his strength of character; it was
strong to the point of obstinacy. When
he graduated from the New England
Theological Seminary, his father had
spoken of this.

"You've got a lot of mental force,

Tom," he said. "You'll do big things

for humanity. But, my son, there's an
obstinate streak in you, and I advise

you to keep watch on it. It's a good
thing to get the other fellow's point of

view. Zeal, enthusiasm, these are fine

things, but don't let them run away
with you. And if you have any ideas

of reforming the world, go slow. Re-
member, it takes a million years to

make a mountain. A sense of humor
is something you want to cultivate.

Don't take life too seriously. Do your
reforming with a smile on your face,

and do it slow. Above all, don't be

obstinate."

Tom had gripped his father's hand
and assured him he wouldn't forget.

Buoyantly he had taken up his duties

in the little Southern town. They were
splendid people, these Southerners,

whole-souled, kindly folks, the men
gentlemen in the best sense of the

word, the women beautiful. Loveliest

of all was the girl who stood beside

him, Major Ainslee's daughter. Betty

was one of his choristers, and she had
insisted that it was- his duty to see what
a Southern meet was like.

"It will be an experience worth
while," she had told him. "Everybody
is horse crazy in Dixie. Dad used to

have a string that walked away with the
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This was mure than human ears could listen to without a protest.

prizes. You'd have been wise in those

days to put yo' money on Major Ains-

lee's entries."

"I don't believe in betting," he broke
in.

She hardly heard him. "Too bad
dad couldn't breed money-getting stocks

as he bred money-getting colts," she

said pensively. "He's the most gener-

ous soul that ever lived, Mr. Hayden.
and what he didn't give away he lost

in investments through his lack of

sharp business ability. The stud had to

go, but he still has Miss Minta. and
she's a thoroughbred and unbeatable.

I tell yo'. He's going to enter her for

the Oakleigh Stakes—the biggest prize

on the calendar in this State. But
that's a secret, so don't give away the

tip.-

He had been strangely attracted to

this slip of a girl with the drawling,

musical voice and the smiling eyes. She
was totallv different from him in char-

acter. Her outlook on the world was
healthy, wholesome, glad. She gave
him the balance he needed, for he was
keenly conscious of the darker side of

the picture, of the sins of humanity
and the need for reformation. At first

he had been repelled by her blithesome-

ness, but her influence upon him grew
as he came to know her better. He was
finding it hard to deny her anything;

and, telling himself that it was right

that he should see for himself what a

horse race meant, he went with her to

the track.

Truth to tell, she gave him little at-

tention. The daughter of Major Ains-

lee could hardly be expected to devote

much thought to a mere man, even

though a minister, when the glossy

coats of thoroughbreds were gleaming

in the sunshine. So he was left to his

own communings. In his ears were
hurled the names of the winners, but

by whatever process the brain rejects
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certain sounds, however violent, he

failed to register any impression of the

joyous shouts. He only knew that

money had changed hands freely, and

the odds screamed by the bookmakers

cut deep tracks in his memory cells.

They had for him the semblance of a

fiendish chant.

As he drove back with Betty Ainslee,

he was silent. But the girl lived over

again the excitement of the day, and

did not notice his moodiness.

He sat long that night brooding over

the problem of the race track. He
could see it from one angle, and from

one angle alone—the bookmakers'.

Money was lost and won by gambling,

and he had set his face like flint against

that evil, resolutely vetoing even the

proposal to sell chances at a church ba-

zaar for the benefit of a badly needed

gymnasium. The fire smoldered in his

mind during the next few days, and

blazed out with fury in his morning

sermon the following Sunday.

"I was a spectator of the scene at

the Ardsdale track," he said. "I saw

men and women temporarily bereft of

their senses ; I saw savings squandered

in a gamble that was demoralizing to

the soul. I say to you, my friends, this

thing must stop. And I say further

that we who call ourselves Christians

must show the way." He warmed to

his subject, and his voice was filled

with passion as he exclaimed: "He
who causeth his brother to stumble is

not a Christian but a sinner. These are

my convictions, and I must give them

utterance. He who bets on a race is

not a Christian. He who breeds horses

for the race track is not a Christian

It was more than Major Ainslee

could endure. No man more courteous

than he in ordinary circumstances ; but

this was more than human ears could

listen to without a protest. He rose

from his pew where he had been sit-

ting with his daughter, and, pointing

his finger at the young minister, he

said

:

The roar of frenzied voices brought no sparkle to the somber eyes of Tom Hayden.
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"Yo're wrong, suh. I asstfah yo'
many generations of gentlemen have
owned race hosses, and they were none
the wuss for it. If yo* want kindness
done, go to a racing man. suh. And
that's what I call practical Christian-
ity." He stamped out of the church,
white-hot with anger.

The rest of the Reverend Hayden's
sermon was tame after that outburst.
He brought it speedily to a close, and
mechanically went through the conclud-

by a low-cut waistcoat. He affected a
gray coat that had faded to a greenish
hue. Threadbare his clothes, but al-

ways spotless. A dignified Southerner
and a forceful one.

"Sit down, major," he said, and, of-
fering a cigar, he plunged into the
heart of what he had to say without
circumlocution

:

"Yo' did the right thing in the wron<*
way to-day, major."

"Cain't tell that to me, Doc," re-

"Yo' did the right thing in the wrong way to-day, major."

ing exercises. He left by way of the
vestry, passing, without recognition,
those of his parishioners who were as-

sembling in groups about the yard to

discuss the astonishing sermon.

That afternoon Doc Witherspoon
called on the major. Doc was a char-
acter—white-haired, rugged, strone-
featured, massive of head. His string
tie and eyeglass ribbon drooped over
a large expanse of shirt front, revealed

toned Major Amslee. "When I feel

I'm right. I
"

"Let me speak, suh." interposed Doc
Witherspoon. "Yo' doan read the pa-
pers as I do, and yo're 'way behind the
times. Something gits into human na-
ture every so often, and people throw
overboard a lot of things that their fa-

thers revered. Now this yere racing
is a case in point. What they call the
reform wave has struck East and West,
and is sweeping South. Race tracks
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have been closed, and the bookies have

gone to work. I'm not saying it's right,

and I'm not saying it's wrong. But

there it is. The young fellow has come

from New England, where you kin ex-
' pect reform to start. And yo' got to

make allowances for young blood."

"I'll make no allowances !" stormed

the major. "If any man, young or old,

minister or layman, tells me that hosses

and religion don't mix, I'll challenge

him on the spot, suh."

Betty came in just then. Her lips

were trembling, her whole manner agi-

tated. "Mr. Hayden is here," she an-

nounced.

The major's first impulse was to re-

fuse to see the young preacher, but his

better nature asserted itself ; the cour-

tesy of the South is hard to kill. "Yo'

stay here and talk to Doc, Betty," he

said, "and I'll try and be as polite to

the dominie as I kin."

In the outer room, Tom Hayden was

turning over in his mind what he would

say to the wrathful major who had left

his church that morning. When the

door opened and the white-haired old

man came in, Tom held out his hand.

But Major Ainslee pushed it aside.

"You'll excuse me, suh. I'm not

fitten to shake hands with yo' after the

views I heard yo' express to-day. I'm

a breeder of hosses, suh, and proud of

it. If that's sinful, then yo' kin count

me off yore rolls."

"But, Major Ainslee," began the Rev-

erend Hayden, "perhaps if we talk

things over we may come to some com-

mon ground. You have been a very

good friend of mine since I came here,

and I may tell you candidly that I am
fond—very fond of your daughter."

"Stop right there, suh! Have yo'

told Betty anything about this—er

—

fondness ?"

"No, sir."

"I honor yo' for that, dominie. But

I want yo' to put my daughteh out of

yo' mind. She shares my views with

regard to hoss racing."

"Will you let me speak to her and try

to convince her that I am right?"

Major Ainslee chewed thoughtfully

at his burned-out cigar for a minute,

then he opened the door and smiled

grimly. "Come with me, suh."

He led the minister back to the room
where Betty and Doc Witherspoon

were deep in a conversation that had all

the evidences of being a deeply serious

one, for the girl's eyes were moist, and

when she saw the Reverend Mr. Hay
den and her father she clung to the

Doc's arm and flung up her head with

a toss that meant no good will for the

young man.
"Betty, I have been trying to open

your father's eyes to the menace of the

race track. Will you help me?" He
was speaking; and up till that morning

his voice had stirred deep interest in

the girl's face, but now she clung to

Doc Witherspoon and refused to meet

his gaze.

There was a painful silence, broken

at last by the major, who was staring

out of the window, his hands stuck

deep in his pockets. "My daughteh has

answered by her silence," he said, with-

out turning around. "I think there is

no mo' to be said, suh."

Tom Hayden made a last appeal to

the stern old major.

"At least let us part friends," he said.

Major Ainslee felt Doc Wether-

spoon's eyes on him, and, like the

Southern gentleman he was, he swung
about and took Tom's hand.

"Maybe I'm a bit rough, suh," he

said, "but I have inherited from my
forbears an instinctive love fo' hosses.

A hoss race is the breath of life to me.

Yo' cain't understand. But maybe
some day yo' will."

The interview unnerved Tom Hay-
den, but he was still firm in his deter-

mination to put an end to race-track
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gambling.
He founded
a

league

reform
and

threw him-
self into it

with the ar-

dor of youth.

Nor were his

efforts with-

out success.

Indeed, the
results star-

tled the rac-

ing frater-

nity, for by
his eloquence

he had con-

vinced fully

half of the
e 1 e ctorate
that his con-

tentions were
right and
that this
Southern
State should

fall in line
with others

that had
abolished the

bookmakers.
The mem-
bership of his church had decreased,

but his church was always crowded
with those of the community who held

his views.

The reform wave gathered force and
swept the legislature at the election.

It was the death blow to racing in the

State.

There was joy in the reform ranks
;

gloom, deep gloom in the home of

Major Ainslee. The big annual race

meet at which he had confidently ex-

pected to capture the Oakleigh Stakes
and retrieve his fallen fortunes was
called off, and ruin shook a skeleton fin-

ger at him.

It was Doc Witherspoon who opened

'Slop right there, sun.' Have

this—cr—

the young
p r e a cher's

eyes t o the

state of af-

fairs i n the

Ainslee
h o usehold.
' 'I ' m not
blaming yo',

suh," he said.

10 were
only acting

"on yo' con-

victions. But
unfortu-
nately yore
reform act

has brought

despair to the

heart of a

very worthy
man." And
then he told

him of Miss
Minta, the
mare that
Betty had
p r i d e fu 1 1 y
spoken of

that day
when he had
been with her

at the small
racing meet at Ardsdale. It was Miss
Minta that Doc Witherspoon's friend,

the major, had banked upon; and now,
through the zeal of the Reverend Tom
Hayden, the major's chance to retrieve

was blocked.

''Miss Minta is a thoroughbred and
unbeatable." Betty's words came back
to the young minister.

''But aren't there any other races in

the adjoining States that the major can
enter the mare in ?" he asked.

"Yes, he could send her to the Sun-
set track and win the Great Sunset
Handicap—if he had the money, which
he hasn't, suh. Well, as I say, I'm not

blaming yo', but it shows yo' that when

yo' told Betty anything about

-fondness?"
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yo' try to hit the bad folks yo' hit the

good ones, too."

Long after the Doc had gone, Tom
Hayden sat revolving the matter in his

mind. Xot once in all the fever of the

campaign had he forgotten the lovely

face of Betty. Even if she never again

gave him a smile, he knew he would al-

ways love her ; and he revered the char-

acter of her father. He would help him!

It was his duty to help ! But the major

had been his bitterest opponent; he

stood for what the reform party called

the retrogressive movement. Never-

theless, he would help! It was a line

struggle with conscience he had there

in his study, but love won—love and

the remembrance of his father's words

:

"Above all. don't be obstinate."

He drew his savings from the bank

and went with the money to Doc With-

erspoon. "Give it to the major. But

don't tell him it came from me; just

say from a well wisher. It will be

enough to send Miss Minta to the Sun-

set track and enable him to put up a

little stake on the mare. Here's hop-

ingf she wins." And he was off before

the Doc could recover from his aston-

ishment.

"I done tol' yo' de Lawd will per-

vide. suh," said Mose, the diminutive

plantation jockey, when Major Ainslee

told him that some unknown friend had

come to their assistance and supplied

funds to enable them to enter Miss

Minta for the Great Sunset. "Dat's

why, spite ob dis yah 'form movement,

Joe Belair and me kep' Miss Minta in

condition. She'll walk away with any

race yo' staht her in. She's
"

"All right, Mose," laughed the ma-

jor, younger by several years, now that

he was back in the racing game again.

"So long as yo' are 'up' I'll not worry.

Miss Minta and yo' have an under-

standing that's almost uncanny. We'll

win the Great Sunset, no matteh what

the handicapper does to us. Let Gypsy

Girl make the pace; she's our hardest

tighter fo' the prize. Hold Miss Minta

till the final quarter, then let her go."

They were off, Haworth getting

away at the break, Gypsy Girl nosing

her for position, the rest sprawled out,

with Miss Minta breaking her heart to

pull loose from the grip of little Mose
and outdistance the leaders.

At the first turn, Mose gave her her

head for a little, and she drew away

from the ruck till she was within a

stride or two of the second horse. At

the half, Haworth still set the pace. A
length behind, Gypsy Girl was working

like a splendid machine. Mose was

holding down the Ainslee mare to third

place. The rest were out of it.

They swept down the back stretch,

a faintly rocking line of level backs, the

legs of the racers swinging rhythmi-

cally, the jockeys in the saddles looking

like so many tassels of worstedwork.

It was a game fight between the three

for a furlong or two; but Haworth,

overdriven from the start, was losing

ground in spite of punishment, and as

they pounded around the turn, Gypsy

Girl gathered speed and flashed into the

front. Haworth dropped back from

the killing pace, a beaten horse.

"It's Gypsy Girl !" A thousand voices

united in the cry.

But Miss Minta was eager for the

final burst of speed, and, amid a wild

chorus of shouts, entreaties, prayers,

execrations, she drew up to the leader's

flanks and was running like a streak.

Xeck and neck now raced Gypsy

Girl and the Ainslee entry. The yells

of the crowd rang in the plantation

jockey's ears. They were in the final

furlong, nearing the wire.

"Now, honey," Mose whispered, "fo'

the majoh an' Miss Betty!"

The mare leaped forward as if Mose

had used his whip. A dead silence had

settled over the crowd. Moveless,

tense, like inanimate things for that
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standing

t h e

''Would you like to buy a reform cat—pure white, Mr. Hayden?'

supreme moment, men and women
ceased to breathe. Now a murmur
grew into a thunderous roar as the two
thoroughbreds flashed past. Then
"Miss Mima ! Miss Minta wins !"

The shout was taken up and echoed
over the stands. Major Ainslee had
won the Great Sunset ! It meant much
to thousands. What it meant to the
tine old Southerner only he himself
could have told. The skeleton of ruin
had passed by.

"The proudest moment of my life,"

he said, when later the mare, adorned
with a floral wreath, was paraded—

a

fine old custom that still obtained on the
Sunset track.

Whether it was Doc Witherspoorj
who whispered the secret of the young
minister's gift, or whether it was Bet-
ty's white cat who told her—and that
spotless feline had the reputation of
being an incorrigible gossip—at anv
rate Betty Ainslee learned of it. and

the ill will for Tom
Hayden which had
taken possession of
her for the last few
weeks disappeared in

a wave of affection.

He was
bareheaded a t

stairs of the school-

room one day when
she came to him. She
held the white cat in

her arms, and, com-
ing upon him unob-
served, she said,
laughing

:

"Would you like to

buy a reform cat

—

pure white, Mr. Hay-
den ?"

He clenched h i s

fists. The girl had
come to make sport

of him—and he loved
her. His brows wrin-

kled in a frown.

"Don't look so serious, please," she
whispered, and she put the cat on the
ground. "I was only jesting. And I

ought not to jest. I'm proud of you."
"You said you ought not to jest."

He swung round upon her.

"Nor am I." She was gazing not
into his eyes, but down at his boots.
Her fingers played with a button of
his coat. "I am proud of you. Every-
thing is all right now," she went on.
"and daddy won with Miss Minta
at Sunset; Avon so much that he don't
need to worry because you stopped rac-
ing in this State."

"And we're friends again now?" he
said eagerly, catching her hand.
"Do you want me to be a friend?"
"God knows I do—more than a

friend. Betty, I love you, and I'm
going, to marry you in spite of every-
thing. Do you hear me?"

"I always said you were an obstinate

man. Tom."



Marguerite is the only smiling camera grinder known. But there might be lots if other girls

had a chance to turn the crank on Owen Moore.

Is It Wrong?
In a very short part of a day a lot was seen under

the glare of the studio lights. Marguerite Courtot

- plays lead in this and Owen Moore supports

By Arthur Gavin, Jr.

MARGUERITE COURTOT,
pretty, dainty, and very ap-

pealing, was breathing loving

words into the slightly tilted ear of

Owen Moore. Owen, his oracular or-

gan long since hardened to passionate

phrases, pretended he heard them, and

whispered in equally loving tones to

Marguerite. They struggled a little to

get their noses out of the way for a

long, lingering kiss, and then—I turned

away. Even in a studio it seemed un-

gentlemanly to watch such proceedings,

and, if it hadn't, I wouldn't have been

able to stand it, anyway.

While Marguerite and Owen were

osculating almost as if they meant it,

Director Henderson stood by, telling

them at the top of his lungs how to

do it better—a director certainly has

to be a well-informed and artistic per-

son—and the camera man ground away
at his work with the attitude of a mere

bank clerk who is counting over thou-

sands of yellow bills. He tried to be

unconcerned, and tried harder to let
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any one who might glance his way
know that such scenes meant nothing
more to him than the number of feet

of celluloid that they consumed. But,

despite his efforts, it could be plainly

seen that he was moved by what was
going on. Even a camera man appre-
ciates art

!

Marguerite and Owen were still

clutching each other as though he had
just returned with the militia from the

front with no bones broken, and was

When Marguerite sags that the flowers should be on the corner of the

table so as not to hide Owen's face—or for any other rea-

son—she puts them there. And Director Henderson

tries to puzzle out how he can square himself

with the art director about the change.

greeting his sweetheart, entirely forget-

ting the four Mexican scalp locks that

he carried in his pocket. I knew be-

cause I had ventured another fleeting

glance m the direction of the scene.

"Little Mary" Pickford was in Chi-

cago. That probably accounted for

Owen's hope-Henderson-never-says-
stop attitude.

Standing around watching these

things which seemed more appropri-
ately suitable for location on a large

rock beside a small

stream on a very dark

night than in a studio

where even the carpen-

ters and "extras" might
watch beneath the glow
of glaring Cooper-Hew-
itts, brought a question

to my mind. It was a

deep question, and I

surveyed things from all

angles. Camera, film,

scenario, director, pretty

actress, wife in Chicago,

and love. "Is it wrong?"
That is the question.

But the only answer I

could get was a strange

feeling around my neck

and throat. They seemed
terribly dry and neg-

lected.

I am faithful and
loyal and home-loving,

but something inexpli-

cable seemed to tug me
toward the door and
urge me to run all the

way to the station and
buy a one-way ticket to

Chicago, where "Little

Mary" was staying—in

my wife's name. I don't

know whether Director

Henderson noticed me
and recognized my trou-

ble or whether the cam-
era man told him that
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the film had run out. but anyway he

saved the day for me and maybe

some alimony by propitiously shouting:

"Cut \"

And as he shouted it Marguerite's

arms dropped to her sides just as a

safe being lowered from the tenth-

story window would do if the rope

broke. Owen stifled another kiss that

he was about to manufacture, turned

quietly away to where Mr. Henderson

was standing, and implored him to put

on the scene next that

called for a cigarette be-

ing smoked. It is against

studio rules, you know,

to use tobacco unless the

scenario calls for it.

My question was an-

swered. "Is it wrong?"

I asked myself again,

and promptly replied

:

•'No." It was moving

pictures, and kissing,

strange as it may seem,

is merely "all in the
day's work"—at least

that's what those who do

it claim.

Marguerite, when I

looked around to see

how she had recovered

from the effects of near-

suffocation, I sawT ar-

ranging a dining-room

set. I say she was ar-

ranging the set, but it

might be well to modify

and tell the truth. She

was removing a vase of

flowers that had been in

the center of the table

to a place where they

looked "a little different

from the way everybody

has them." Miss Mar-
guerite takes an active

interest in the way the

scenes are fixed, and,

after a careful study, de-

cided to remove a teacup and a napkin

and push the flowers just a little to the

right.

"There," she sighed like one who had

just completed a day's toil, "that looks

better."

My real mission for my visit to the

Famous Players studio had been to see

Miss Courtot, make her let her curls

down, take a picture of her that could

be put on the cover of this issue, and

get an interview with her. So, perhaps,

Marguerite, the director and Owen Moore looking over a script. Mr.

Henderson and the leading lady seem to agree perfectly about

the next scene, but Owen looks on disgustedly while

they pick out a close-up. He strongly favors

one that calls for cigarette smoke.
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Three beautiful smiles a la

Courtot that will never be

served on the screen. The

one with the furs was taken

aboard ship from Florida to

New York and the others were

just snapped when Marguerite

just looked naturally pretty.

the title of this is a mis-

fit, as this is really Mar-
guerite's story. I'll go
on with Miss Courtot
from this point.

I had met her before,

but she had been so

busily engaged since I

had arrived that she hadn't seen me at

all. So, when I saw her sit down to

wait and comment on her artistic ar-

rangement of the flowers, teacup, and
napkin as "looking better," I thought
that the proper time had arrived for
me to do a little pleasant work myself.

"Yes, that does look better," I said
softly, coming up behind her. "I mean
the pose you are in now compared to

what I saw
you
little

doing a

while
ago."

Marguerite,

laughed and
flaunted a

broad smile di-

rectly into my
eyes. I was
swept off my
feet so far as

being i n the Miss Courtot's home in Jacksonville, Florida.

studio was concerned, 1

and carried off immedi-
ately into a much higher

and more beautiful place

where I enjoyed the
breezes that the angels

made with their wingrs

as they flew by. I tried

to show that I wasn't fussed at all, and
smiled. Suddenly I remembered that

my hat was still on. I removed it with
my right hand, changed it to my left,

and finally managed to splutter that I

had come to get an interview. Then
Marguerite blushed—just a little blush,

but I saw it—and my dignity suddenly
wrapped itself around me again and I

felt reassured and important. You
would, too, if

M a r guerite
blushed at you.

I remembered
that a maga-
zine writer is

supposed to be

a very busi-

nesslike person

—despite what
he really may
be—and set to

work.
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"I know you are very famous, Miss

Courtot," I said sternly, "but there are

some things that I don't know about

your career. Would you mind telling

me ?

"Of course not," she agreed. "Is

your pencil ready? Listen!"

I at last found some use for my hat; -

I put my paper against it to give me
something solid to write on. Marguerite

started her biography and gave it to me
much more quickly than she had given

that kiss to Owen Moore.

"Height, five feet three and a half

inches," she rattled off. "Weight, one

hundred and ten pounds. Eyes green,

but perfectly calm and placid. Hair,

chestnut brown. Love to ride in auto-

mobile, but not taxis. Remember that.

Is your car outside ? Born in Summit,

Xew Jersey. Birthday, August 20,

1897. Educated, my mother makes me
admit it, in New York City and Lau-

sanne, Switzerland. Started posing for

Harrison Fisher, but the people didn't

recognize me then. Went to Kalem.

Played there three years. Starred in

features and a series. Changed to Gau-
mont. Stayed there few months. Played

in Gaumont, Jacksonville, Florida, com-

pany. Bought a house down there, and
then, just to be mean, Gaumont came
North. Joined Famous Players, and
have lived happily ever after—until

now."

"Fine!" I said as she finished. My
work was over, and I decided to have a

quiet little talk with the victim of my
curiosity about things general. But Mr.
Henderson made a decision at about the

same time that spoiled it all. He called

her over, and, together with Owen
Moore, they went over the next scenes.

Owen was still thumbing the script, try-

ing to locate the dinner scene that called

for a smoke. I had a suspicion that he

was going to insert the word "long" be-

fore "cigarettes." With the three con-

sulting seriously, I found myself frozen

out. Mr. Henderson looked very hot

and undirectorlike in his shirt sleeves,

so, just for revenge, I snapped a picture

of the group to spread broadcast over

the nation. They finished the consulta-

tion, and, to the utter disgust of Owen,
the director thought that the next scene

should be a close-up. Owen put away
the box of Rameses II. that he had al-

ready opened, mopped the perspiration

that was flowing over grease paint on

his face and down his neck like rain-

drops are wont to drip from one of the

extremities of your umbrella and sneak

in behind your collar, and expressed his

emotions, while Marguerite, through

the kindness of the camera man, turned

the machine herself.

The scene finished, Owen caught a

bright idea and went out to the entrance

to commune with the spirit of the an-

cient Egyptian king, Rameses II. I

watched him, smiling, and was about to

slip out with him and hear what friend

R. had to say myself when a feminine

voice spoke behind me.

"I am Miss Juliette Courtot," said

the pretty owner of the name, "and

Marguerite says that she will send you

some snapshots from home to-night, if

you can use them. They were just

taken last week. If you care to see her

again before you go, she will be up

quite soon. Just now she is terribly

busy making herself look old again by

putting up the curls she let down for

your photograph."

I thanked her and said I would go

ahead, because I wouldn't hurry a busy

•woman for the world. It usually takes

too long.



The Love Letters of

Violet

ersereau

MY DEAR MISS M ERSER-
EAU : I must write and tell

you what you have done for

me—how you have lifted me from the

gutter, put me on my feet, and made
a man of me. Yes, you and you alone
did this marvelous thing for me.

It was* the old, old story—careless

bringing up, then college, bad compan-
ions, gambling, drink, women, and then
—crime ! They sent me to prison, and
after I came out I made an honest ef-

fort—I really did—to amount to some-
thing. For a while—a few months—

I

thought I was succeeding, then I weak-
ened and fell again into the depths. I

went from bad to worse. I drank more
and more ; I stole, but was lucky enough
not to be caught; and once I almost
murdered a man—almost! I feared
that some day, in a drunken frenzy, I

might take a human life, for I was not
responsible. I was going to the devil
as fast as a man could go, with the as-

sistance of the devil's twins—wine and
women. There wasn't much fight left

in me. Even the Salvation Army might
have given me up as hopeless.

Another collection of the

heart-throbbing missives

that this charming little

actress has received from
men who have fallen in

love with her phantom
beauty on the screen

Then the miracle happened ! - One
night, wet and cold, storm-tossed and
weary, disgusted and discouraged at

my own weakness, desperately resolved
that unless T could soon pull myself to-

gether I would end the shame of my
miserable existence, with a half-hearted,

indifferent attitude I wabbled up to the
ticket window of a moving-picture the-

ater, slapped down my last dime, and
straggled into the darkened auditorium.

It was a rather large theater, but I

suppose the stormy weather had pre-
vented many of the regular attendants
from venturing out on such a night,

and the place was not half filled.

Nobody noticed my entrance, and I

dropped heavily into one of the rear

seats. I fancy the same thing would
have happened to me then as had hap-
pened to me under similar conditions

many times before—I would have
stared and blinked stupidly at the pic-

tures for a few minutes, and fallen

asleep. How many "sleeps'' I have
enjoyed under these circumstances it

would be hard for me to estimate—how
many vivid dreams, dreams of happi-
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ness, dreams of what I was and what

I might have been, and, yes, dreams of

sorrow and of tragic death. Sometimes

suggestions from the pictures before

me would start subconscious trains of

thought, and in my dreams apparitions

like those on the screen would come to

me and suddenly vanish.

On this night of which I speak, just

after I had taken my seat, I saw your

name flashed on the screen, and the title

of the picture, "The Path to Happi-

ness." I shall never, forget that title

—

nor you! It wasn't so much the story

or the theme or your acting, or any

one thing about the photo play itself,

as it was the spirit of the thing—the

hint, the suggestion, almost the demand
that I seek happiness for myself and

others, not through self-gratification,

but through love of, and labors for, hu-

manity. I saw that picture to the end

;

then I waited in my chair, now alert

and open-eyed, and saw it through

again, until the theater closed for the

night. And when I walked out of that

place, the storm clouds had passed and

my troubled spirit had passed with

them ; the stars were sparkling, and

my heart was singing. From that mo-

ment I became a man

!

That was only a few months ago,

Miss Mersereau, and I have waited be-

fore writing to you because I wanted to

be sure that I would "make good." I

see all the uplifting pictures and read

all the inspiring books I can. And I

have "made good !" I am successful,

decent, happy, because I am helping my
fellow men to be. I shall never go back

to the old ways, the old life—never,

never

!

When I go to the movies now, in

the little leisure time that I have. I

eagerly look for you on the screen, and

am greatly disappointed when you are

not there. For you, my dear young
lady, although only a picture, only a

fleeting shadow, took hold of a poor,

sodden, sinking derelict, patched him

up, gave him a fresh sail and a strong

pair of oars, and brought him safe and

sound into the port of self-respect and

happiness. Your ever-grateful friend,

E. B.

Dear Mr. E. B.—I cannot tell you

how deeply, how very deeply, indeed,

I was touched and moved by your

heart-pouring, eloquent story of how
my picture, "The Path to Happiness,"

lifted you out of the dark dungeon of

despair and placed you on the bright,

sunlit highroad of success and self-re-

spect. I do not know that I was ever

so thoroughly stirred by a narrative of

human tragedy as I was by your letter,

nor did anything cause me so much
genuine pleasure as to read the "happy

ending" of your tale.

The pictures, which have been so un-

justly denounced and condemned by

certain people, have done a world of

good.

With your permission, dear Mr. B.,

I shall publish your letter for the ben-

efit of all who can appreciate its true

purport and significance. Oh, I know
there will be many who will scoff and

sneer, who will be skeptical of the gen-

uineness of your letter and the truth

of your narrative. But truth is stranger

than fiction, as has been proved so many
times ; and I, for one, do not doubt one

word of your tale. I can understand

your feelings under all the conditions

and circumstances you so vividly de-

scribe.

"The spirit of the thing!" Ah, that's

it ! It was the spirit of that picture

and of other pictures you saw after-

ward which revived your latent sense

of strength and manhood and brought

you back to your own. It is always

"the spirit of the thing" that counts

most in life and in art. I think it was

really wonderful—wonderful !—that I

was able, through my picture, to bring

about such a welcome and wholesome

change in your character and mode of
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living; and if i never did anything else

worth while, I would set that night of

nights down as a great event in my
career. For it is a glorious thing to

save a human soul and make him once
more strong and happy. Your sincere

friend, Violet Mersereau.

Dear Miss Mersereau : I am a prom-
inent and successful theatrical manager
in the West, and am also financially in-

terested in motion pictures. I am a

bachelor, good looking, only thirty-six,

and feel sure that you would be satis-

fied with me, not only as a manager, but

as a husband and friend. I have
watched your work in the pictures for

months, and you fascinate me—

I

frankly confess it. One would suppose
that a man who has been in the the-

atrical business as long as I have, and
who has seen literally thousands of

shows and pictures from both inside

and outside, would know enough to

marry away from the show business.

But remember, this business, like all

others, has its real leaders and its glo-

rious exceptions ; and to my mind you
are one of them. I say this without
ever having met you—to see you on the

screen is enough

!

Therefore the object of this letter is

twofold : I propose to make you my
wife, if you will have me, and at the

same time to ask you to continue in

your profession, either in the studio or

on the stage, as you prefer, or both if

you like. I have the means to gratify

your desire in this direction, and to

maintain for you a home with every
comfort and some luxuries. If you can
learn to like me, I think the arrange-
ment would be ideal. I want to add
this -to doubly assure you—I am not

the kind of man who usually writes to

girls ; I am practical, not romantic.

Now, what do you say, Miss Mer-
sereau, to my offer? I hope you will

receive it in the same sincere spirit in

which I tender it; and if you decline, I

shall not feel differently toward you

—

only I'll be sorry. Will you be good
enough to let me know when I may
have the pleasure of meeting you?
Very sincerely yours, T. B.

Dear Mr. T. B. : You have made a

straight, businesslike offer, and I shall

give you a straight, businesslike an-

swer.

I thank you for your proposition to

make me your wife and make yourself

my manager, allowing me the privilege

of continuing my career as an actress.

But I must respectfully decline your
offer, wholly and without reserve. I

suppose it is only fair to you to state

my reasons.

In the first place, I could never marry
a stranger, no matter how fortunately

he might be situated, and irrespective of

who and what he was. Marriage, if it

ever comes to me, must be the result

of a purely voluntary choice on my part.

Under these conditions, which I lay

down as absolute, it is extremely fool-

ish for strangers to propose marriage
to me—a wanton waste of time, effort,

and postage.

Secondly, I have a contract—-and

contracts must be regarded.

I don't want to appear abrupt or un-

kind, but you put the whole matter to

me so bluntly that I am compelled re-

luctantly to answer you in the same
way. Cordially,

.Violet Mersereau.

My Dear Miss Mersereau: In

writing you this letter, the first request

I would like to make is, please keep

my name confidential. I am a mar-
ried man, and my wife is fearfully jeal-

ous. She won't even let me go to see

the pictures because there are so many
pretty girls in them. Can you beat

that? Her eyes are blue, but I tell her

they've turned green.

Well, as I was about to say, I steal

off whenever I can and see the photo
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plays, and the ones I like best are those

where you are the heroine. You cer-

tainly are some little actress, and a

beaut! If my wife knew how I think

about you, she'd want to make mince-

meat pie out of me for sure. Fact of

the matter is, Miss Mersereau, I've got

pretty sick and tired of this henpeck

business. I'd be glad to be away from
it all, if I could, and I reckon I could,

back East. Of course it might take

you a little while to get used to my
ways, but I'm not afraid of being picked

apart—and I'm honest enough to tell

you my faults right from the start.

I'm no highbrow, I'll say that—just

a plain man of the people, a laboring

man, they call me. I'm a boss car-

penter, and I make pretty good wages
for a man that has had no advantages

in schooling and the like. I drink a

little. I smoke, yes. I play cards

—

some call it gambling, but it's not—just

a friendly game for pastime. I would
go out nights, too, but my wife is so

set against it that I have to stay home
and go to bed. So, you see, I'm no
better nor worse than the ninety-and-

nine.

But, miss, if I had a woman to love

and a woman to love me—a woman,
you know, who would kind of sympa-
thize with me, and one I would feel

like slaving for night and day three

hundred and sixty-five days of the year

—I sort of feel that I'd be a mighty
changed man. They say a woman
makes or mars a man, don't they, and
I guess it's about right. The trouble

with my wife is she don't understand.

She's a good woman at heart, but she

don't understand

!

Now, as I said, miss, I'm a boss car-

penter, and a first-rate man in my line

—none better. I understand the mov-
ing-picture studios are always on the

lookout for high-class carpenters, so I

figure you can easily get me a pretty

good job right there in your studio. Of
course you see my game. I'm foxy,

7

killing two birds with one stone—

I

break away from here and when I set-

tle down back East then maybe I will

find the sort o' woman I can care for

and the woman who will care for me.

I don't know as you'll ever care two
straws about me, only I'm hoping you
will, but I won't break my heart if you
marry some younger and better-looking

man, some "highbrow" with carloads

of coin.

The main thing is, if I can get that

boss-carpentering job in your studio.

If you can't get me in there, will you
please tell me of some other Eastern

studio where I can get in on the car-

penter work?
I inclose a post-card photo of myself,

to show your director, so he'll see I'm

not such a bad looker. Tell him I'll

be as steady and sober as a U. S. su-

preme court judge once I can break

away. I don't like to use a hammer
away from my shop, especially on a

woman, but I can't help it. Please an-

swer soon.

Hoping to hear from you very soon,

miss—can I call you Violet?—and with

the best of wishes for yourself, your
respectful admirer, J. B.

My Dear Mr. J. B.: It is too bad

that you and your wife do not get along

together very well, but are you per-

fectly fair to her, do you think? Is

it not possible that you, too, may be

somewhat to blame? You admit that

you are inclined to "hit the high spots,"

as the saying is
;
you drink, smoke, gam-

ble, and would stay out nights if your

wife would permit—which is equiva-

lent to saying that you do stay out

sometimes, on the quiet.

Now just put out of your silly old

head that notion of coming East, work-
ing for a film company and getting a

divorce from your wife. I haven't a

doubt that you wrote me that letter at

a white heat, while your temper had the

better of you ; and I'll wager that you
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were sorry the next day after you had
mailed it. That wife of yours is no
worse than thousands of other wives
of husbands like you. I have no sym-
pathy whatsoever with men of your
type. You say you are a boss carpenter.

Very well. And you want to be boss

at home, too. Well, that won't work.
Your wife is probably a woman who
has some pride and self-respect, some
independence of spirit and womanhood,
and she will not be ruled by a boss who
"uses a hammer on a woman." (You
did not mean that literally, but I take

it so.)

What you need, Mr. B., is to learn

a little Christian kindness, gentleness,

and charity from the First Carpenter
who worked at his bench in Galilee.

Give your wife some of that "love"

which you seem so willing to bestow on
some unknown, and you will see how
quickly she will respond and her sharp

speech change into the softest and
sweetest voice in the world. Try it,

won't you, Mr. B.—for the sake of your
friend, Violet Mersereau.

Ma Chere Mademoiselle Violette :

I have seen you lately in two picture

plays, and I think you are truly won-
derful ! Such players as you and others

who grew up with the game are the

ones who make the screen drama great.

The rest of them just trail along. It

seems to me that motion-picture acting,

like motion-picture writing, is an art in

itself ; and you players who make the

movies throb with life, who send home
millions of spectators in a sober mood
and actually make them feel and think,

are just as much artists as we of the

palette and brush, or the great writers,

or the great weavers of music. Vrai-

ment

!

I am a painter chiefly of portraits,

and I am writing you to ask if you will

sit for me as model for a few pictures.

I have noticed your features very
closely, and your various poses, and I

am convinced that you are precisely the
model I need for some important com-
missions just given me. Of course I

realize that you are getting a large sal-

ary for your work as an actress, and
I am willing to pay you liberally for

the few weeks required in my studio

—

not as much as you are getting, but a

goodly part of it. My pictures have a

reputation, and these new canvases I

will do, with you as my inspiration,

ought to prove chefs d'oeuvre. Then,
when lovers of art see our pictures

—

yours and mine—they will say: "Isn't

she lovely? Isn't she superb? Isn't

she divine?" "Who is it?" others will

ask. "Why, don't you know?" will

flash the answer. "That's Violet Mer-
sereau, the moving-picture actress. He
saw her several times in the pictures,

and she fascinated him so much that he
asked her to sit for him. And here we
are!"

Ah—may I call you my "Woodland
Violet?"—excellent idea for a decora-

tive canvas. You are perfection ! Not
merely an artist's model, but a model
for a wife. However, I promise not

to make love to you if you object. I

shall attend strictly to my canvas—and
make love to that.

Please do not delay your response, as

I must have the right model very soon.

Perhaps you can work at the pictures

at the same time. That would be tre-

mendously fine

!

Ah, do come, my dear girl, and bring

me not only higher fame but the higher

happiness, for I fear that I love you as

a woman even more than I do as a

model. There—that is frankness!

Mais bien, but I am a man as well as

an artist.

Au revoir, avec tout de ramour,

Henri.

Mon Cher Monsieur Henri: Ah,
you see I have caught the tone and
spirit of your Bohemian letter, n'est

pas?
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No, no, it would never do for me
to give up my art for ever so short a

time, even to contribute to your art.

My work is quite as important to me,

Henri, as yours is to you. Of course

I do appreciate your most kind and

generous offer to have me sit for you,

and in a manner I may—for, although

I cannot oblige you with my own per-

son, I am sending you a substitute in

the form of my photograph. Perhaps

you can
u
do" something of me in oil

or pastel from that.

Now don't write me any more billets

doux or lettres d'amour, but stick to

your palette and brush. That's ever

so much better than love-making—art!

Avec toutes mes plaisirs, je suis

bien cordialement,

Violet Mersereau.

BLOCKADED
DEHIND her hat, dismayed I sat,

And murmured low: "Where am I at?"

(I'd come to see a moving picture.)

An ample hat, obverse of squat,

'Twas built as high as Ararat.

(I'd come to see a moving picture.)

A painted hat, brim wide and flat,

Whose wearer bobbed this way and that.

(I'd come to see a moving picture.)

A modish hat—a painted bat

Played hopscotch with a painted cat.

(I'd come to see a moving picture.)

It moved a lot, that picture hat

—

But gently let me ask you what

You would have done if you had sat

Behind that animated picture?

Martin C. Newman.



kdTctt\s one

Clara Kim-
ball Young,
now heading

her own com-
pany, when
three months
o 1 d filled a

baby part on
the stage in the same play as her mother.

Chester Conklin, Keystone's "Walrus," began his
theatrical career as a clown, and scored success by his

amusing antics, which kept the little tots and the old
folks in an uproar. Leaving the circus, he went into

vaudeville, playing a brotherly love sketch with Charlie
Ray, on the order of Weber and Fields. Later turn-
ing to pictures, he started with the Keystone Com-
pany in its infancy at a very moderate salary. He
originated the character of "Mr. Walrus."

Marie Walcamp, Universal^ daring leading lady,

attained her first triumph as a performer winning the
prize for a Cakewalk dance at the age of five. She
joined a musical comedy when seventeen, and in a few
months was given good parts. As a comedienne she
played important roles with Fritzi Scheff, De Wolf
Hopper, Anna Held, and Frank Daniels. She admits
that she worked hard for two years in motion pic-

tures before gaining real recognition.

Sydney Mason, Gaumont-Mutual, first appeared in

college plays. In one entertainment he played Svengali
in "Trilby" with such credit to himself that he de-
cided upon a stage career. After leaving college, he
took advantage of his first opportunity and landed a

job with a stock company. He gradually worked his

way up, and has now reached an enviable position in

the ranks of his profession. At present he is play-
ing opposite Gaumont's best feminine stars.

Lloyd V. Hamilton first made his appearance on
the stage when fourteen years old. As a boy actor he
was accompanied on his tours by his father. Pass-
ing from stock companies to musical comedies, and
then to drama, he was soon playing with James K.
Hackett in ''Monsieur Beaucaire." Leaving Mr.
Hackett for pictures, he became an "extra man" with
Kalem Company, and has since become a famous
comedian as "Ham" in "Ham Comedies."



Telling What
popular players
did prior fo be-
coming screen

Lillian
Walker,
Vitagraph,
used to get our

number as
telephone
operator, but
we got hers

when she did end dancing in "The Follies of 1910."

Joe Jackson has acquired wide fame both as a

bicycle comedian and as featured star in the Mack
Sennett Keystone productions. After leaving public

school, he joined the Austrian army, enlisting for

two years. He was in the bicycle squad of the army.

Upon his retirement from military life he became con-

nected with a circus in the capacity of bicycle clown.

His family considered this such a disgrace that they

disowned the young Joseph.

Mary Alden, Fine Arts, took a course at the Art

Students' League in New York, and became an illus-

trator before she decided to be an actress. A sister of

Rose Melville, famous Sis Hopkins, took an interest in

her ambitions, and persuaded her to join the Baldwin-

Melville Stock Company. At the suggestion of Philip

Smalley, she studied pictures at the Rex studio, and

soon took a part in a mob scene just for fun. She

has been with Biograph, Ramo, and Griffith.

Edward Coxen, American, gave up the profession

of an engineer to become an actor. Although an Eng-

lishman, his first appearance was with a melodrama
company in San Francisco in 1906. He played the

part of a highwayman along with a lot of other high-

waymen, and had but one line in the whole show

;

namely, "I say." The success with which he has met
proves that he showed wisdom and good judgment in

giving up civil for professional life.

Gloria Fonda, Universal, won her start in the

theatrical world through her beauty. As winner of

the Universal beauty contest, she attracted the atten-

tion of Henry McRae, who saw great possibilities in

her. This was at the time she was visiting the coast

in company with the prize-winning beauties. She did

so well in the small parts first given her that she was
soon signed up for leading parts. Formerly she was
an artists' model.



Not in the Cast
By H. Bedford-Jones

SYNOPSIS OF PRECEDING CHAPTERS
IIENRY CASTINE, a Louisiana political boss, assisted by a band of river pirates, led
* 1 by Sundown Stagg, is trying to obtain title to the island of Cypremort, near New
Orleans.

_
Prosper Darrow, to whom the estate has been given by an uncle, is kidnaped

and carried off to Carencro, the pirate leader's island headquarters, where he draws up
a false contract to sell the property. Seeking local color for a six-reel feature, Director
Griggs, with the Greatorex All-Star Film Company, has come to Cypremort on the day
before Darrow's capture. Lawrence, a camera man, and Captain Dolly Campbell, a retired
actor, who runs a boat among the surrounding islands, rescue Darrow from the outlaws,
and hide on the opposite shore. Meanwhile Griggs and Marian Robson, the leading lady,'
whose charms have attracted both Darrow and Castine, have come to Carencro to make
additional scenes for the picture. Darrow and Campbell get Miss Robson away in a canoe
and flee to a place of more safety, stopping for the night upon a small island. Perceiving
Darrow's growing affection for her, she tells him she is married.

CHAPTER X.

DARROW'S features were stony,

but he could not conceal the

quick pain that had leaped into

his eyes. The little stab of inward hurt
lingered there, despite his grave as-

sumption of polite surprise, and gave
the lie to his words. If Marian Rob-
son observed it, she made no sign.

''You are quite a surprising young
lady!" and Darrow forced a smile.

"Lawrence told me that you had gone

into the moving-picture business fresh

from college, so that my error was,
perhaps, natural."

"It is an error that is carefully fos-

tered," she said slowly. Darrow
glanced up, and saw that her white face

was reddening; yet her eyes dwelt
straightly on his. "Mr. Lawrence does
not know it himself, although Mr.
Griggs does."

"Eh?" Darrow frowned at her

wrords. He was master of himself
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once more, and not for worlds would

he have betrayed to her the inward

feeling that had wrenched him. "I'm

afraid I don't quite understand
"

A wry, bitter smile twisted her lips.

It was a smile, Darrow thought, that

had no business at all upon her face.

But ner eyes were clear and serene as

ever.

"No. How should you understand?

Six months ago I was a foolish, irre-

sponsible girl, that was all. Why, it is

something I can hardly understand

even now ! The film world was a new

creation to me—everything in it was

wonderful, every one in it was marvel-

ous, and a girl's head is easily turned."

Darrow could not divine what lay be-

hind her words.

"I should not imagine it an easy task

to turn your head, Maid Marian," he

said gravely. "You have remarkable

poise, I think."

"Six months can make a great dif-

ference."

"Yes. Six months ago I did not

know that you existed."

She was silent for a moment, frankly

studying him.

"You're an odd sort of man, Mate

Prosper ! Do you know, when I met

you at the Fenris station, I was dread-

fully in awe of you? Somehow, you

seemed a terribly stern man, that after-

noon."

Darrow's rock-hewn features relaxed

in a thin smile.

"Yes? I never knew that I could

inspire feelings of awe, I assure you

!

What is your present idea of me, if I

may inquire?"

"Oh, I've not settled you into any

one specimen box as yet. You have

too many sides. But you're a very

restful person to be with, especially in

such a situation as this of ours."

"Why?" Darrow's blue eyes nar-

rowed curiously. "Because I make
blunders ?"

"Not at all. Because you're a strong

and deep man, and other people who
make blunders like to tell you about

them. Isn't that so?"

"Hm ! Maybe it is." Darrow gazed

at her reflectively. "Come to think of

it, I do act as a walking repository of

unsought confidences."

"Unsought?"
"Another blunder—pardon me !"

His brows drew down in irritation at

his own heedless words. "You see, I

can't help acting decently when my
friends come and pour their troubles

into my ear. But with you, it's differ-

ent, very different! If you've ever

made a mistake, tell me ; it'll make you

a great deal easier to deal with, be-

cause ever since that first day at Fen-

ris you've seemed to me an omniscient

and omnipotent woman "

"Nonsense! Can't a woman make
mistakes ?"

"Certainly not. It is those who judge

her who make the mistakes."

"You're too idealistic, my friend.

Consider! In my very first large part,

I played opposite a young man who
was clever, handsome, a matinee idol.

The glitter of my new environment

dazzled me, and I mistook fantasies for

realities, pretense for earnest, clever-

ness for depth of character. So I

threw aside the warnings of my
friends and my family ; I was secretly

married to this man, and in three weeks

I discovered him to be a profligate, a

dissipated cad without honor, shame,

or manhood. I left him."

"Yes?" Darrow, unconscious of the

action, caught up a loose piece of gum
root between his fingers, and broke it.

The girl knew nothing of gum root,

but she saw the white cords of his

knuckles tensed to the strain.

"Yes ?" He repeated the word, star-

ing with unseeing eyes at the bit of

wood. "Then, in the light of experi-

ence, Miss Robson, we are quits."

"How? You mean "

He looked up into her startled eyes,
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and a slow smile broke the rugged out-

lines of his face.

"You have left an unworthy hus-
band, and so have learned how to be
happy, though married. And I am a
criminal, therefore "

"You a criminal? You?" She
stared at him incredulously.

"Why does it seem so strange to you,

Miss Robson? You're frightened, per-

haps, at being out on the bayous alone

writh a dangerous person?"

The tinge of irony in his tone

brought a flush to her cheeks.

"No, of course not," she said quietly.

"But you're the last person I'd ever
suspect of crime. Is this some joke?"
"Not at all." Darrow began to fill

his pipe with steady fingers ; his firm,

quiet poise was infectious, and the girl

regarded him with more than a touch
of wonder. "Several years ago I em-
bezzled quite a sum of money from a

bank where I was working, up North.
My uncle was rich, and hushed up the

matter. Fine chap, my Uncle Jules

!

I'd like to know just how Castine

scared him out of Cypremort; I can't

understand it."

"Surely you're joking?"

"Eh?" His gaze came to her face.

"No, I'm not. If you'd known my
uncle, you wouldn't be able to under-
stand it, either

"

"I'm talking about you!" she flashed

out. "You're not an embezzler?"

"Morally, yes. The law can't touch
me, of course. My uncle made good
the shortage."

"Why did you do it?"

"Oh, for idealistic reasons, you
might say." Darrow emitted a cloud
of fragrant smoke, his eyes twinkling.

"I felt sorry for a chap—a poor devil

of a carpenter. The bank had trimmed
him to the bone by rather sharp prac-

tice, so I turned over enough of the

bank's money to buy back his home and
give him a fresh start. Naturally, the

bank did not approve of my ideas, so

my financial career was cut short at an
early date."

As though she had suddenly become
aware of her intent air, the girl leaned
back suddenly.

"That—that sounds exactly like

you !"

"Thanks," said Darrow dryly, and
seized the opportunity presented to

him. "What is the remedy for our

—

let us call them our scars of experi-
ence ?"

"None, I think, except the rest of
life ; that is the only remedy," she made
slow response. "As for me, I do not
believe in divorce. As for you, what
you term crime was no more than un-
selfish impulse—legal crime, perhaps

"Exactly. Highly legal crime. How-
ever, now that we have opened our
hearts in mutual confession, let the

dead bury their dead, Maid Marian!
Can you throw any light on the present
whereabouts of our quondam chap-
eron ?"

Darrow's change in manner evoked
quick response. If confession, as is

said, be good for the soul, the inter-

change of confidences seemed to have
lightened the girl's spirit; and it had
awakened a sense of intimacy between
them which to Darrow was rare and
sweet.

"Captain Dolly registered mystery,
intimated that he was going to sur-

prise us, and limped over the side

lines," returned Maid Marian with a

laugh, glancing around. "By the way,
surely we can't be very far from Ca-
rencro ?"

Darrow frowned. In the last few
minutes he had quite forgotten Cas-
tine, but the question was echoed in a

thought that had been disturbing him
subconsciously ever since he had been
wakened from sleep.

They had paddled not more than a

couple of hours after leaving Carencro.

Therefore, they must still be well
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within the danger zone, and Sundown
Stagg's ruffians were certain to be

searching everywhere.

"Confound it, I don't understand

Dolly!" exclaimed Darrow, and sprang

to his feet, his blue eyes sharp with

anxiety. "You're right—we're not any

too far from Carencro ; but Dolly usu-

ally has a method in his madness, and I

suppose he had some reason for bring-

ing us here."

"He did not express any, Mate Pros-

per. I wonder what Mr. Griggs and

Mrs. Bowman will think of my run-

ning away? Poor men—and poor

Aunt Alice, too!"

"Oh, Castine will be the one who's

worried. He'll invent some plausible

lie that will sooth Griggs. Castine is

fine at inventions, but this time he's a

little too deep in his own snare. If we
pull safely out of this, he's done for,

and he knows it. Hm ! I'd sure like

to hear Dolly come shoving through "the

bushes !"

"Don't go after him," exclaimed the

girl, as Darrow made a step forward.

"I promise not to be a bit nervous un-

less I'm left alone."

Darrow nodded comprehension, and

halted. He was frankly perplexed by

Campbell's actions, but he knew that

the ex-actor was true as steel, and re-

sourceful as he was true.

What the promised "surprise" could

be was a mystery to him, nor could he

make out any sign of Captain Dolly.

He turned and went back to their land-

ing place ; as he peered through the

drooping willows and parted the mossy
masks, he could see only the width of a

narrow bayou. To him, at least, it was
wholly unknown.
For a moment he stood there, inde-

cisive, and then without warning came
the answer to his perplexity. From
somewhere amid the trees came the

dull, half-muffled explosion of a rifle.

Darrow recognized the well-known

crack of. Campbell's weapon.

"All right—that's the skipper's gun !"

he cried, to reassure the startled girl.

"Stay quiet, you're perfectly safe here,

and I'll be back in a minute."

Thinking only of Dolly now, Dar-

row of Cypremort leaped across the

clearing and plunged through the tangle

beyond. Dolly must have encountered

some of Castine's men, in which case

swift action would be imperative,

whether in flight or fight. Yet it was

odd that there had been but one

shot

Darrow halted suddenly, staring.

Directly ahead of him was a stretch

of marsh overgrown with sword
palmettos. Through this ran a clear

ridge of land, running to a rise in the

midst of the marsh. Crowning this

rise was a mighty oak, and at the base

of the oak was sitting Dolly Campbell,

working at something with furious

energy.

"What's wrong, Dolly?"

"Come here—quick!" was the ex-

cited response.

Darrow ran forward along the crest

of the ridge, noting, as he did so, that

he followed a faint trail. Upon ap-

proaching the oak knoll, his first alarm

was replaced by a keener anxiety, when
at last he perceived the reason for that

shot, and for Campbell's hasty work.

The skipper was frantically baring

his right foot ; at his side lay the rifle,

and farther from the oak tree lay the

mangled body of a huge rattlesnake.

"Hurry up, Prosper!" called Camp-
bell. "Have yo' knife ready

!"

Running up, Darrow jerked out his

knife. He gained his friend's side, and

knelt over the extended, bare foot ; the

tiny punctures above the ankle told

their own tale.

"Cut 'em," commanded Dolly, grip-

ping his leg with firm hands. "Got a

cartridge? Cut deep, then."

Darrow cut. Savagely wresting the

bullet from a cartridge, he poured the

powder over the wound and struck a
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match. Two minutes later he rose,

more white and shaken than was
Campbell, who began binding up the

blackened wound.

"How did it happen, Dolly?"

"I was climbin' for this tree, seen

him coming for me, and blew off his

head just a mite too late."

Darrow glanced at the big oak.

"Huh! Climbing, were you? Why?"
Campbell wiped the beaded sweat

from his massive countenance. Then,
looking up at the younger man, he es-

sayed a shaky laugh.

"Get up to that first limb, suh. You'll

find a hole over it, and there ought to

be a letter for me in that hole."

Wondering if Dolly's brain were af-

fected, Darrow stared. Then he

stepped over the dead rattler, caught

the first low limb of the tree, and swung
up.

CHAPTER XI.

Above the first limb of the oak was
a hole ; and in the hole was a plain,

sealed, blank envelope. Darrow ex-

tracted it and dropped again to the

ground.

Without comment or question, he

handed the envelope to Campbell, who
tore it open and drew forth a bit of

paper. Dolly stared at it for a mo-
ment, then shoved it into his pocket

with something like a muttered curse,

and held out his hand for assistance.

"Your arm, Prosper! Let us rejoin

Miss Robson at once—damn this leg!

It's lucky the rattler did not strike my
good pin and knock me out completely,

eh?"

The rifle under his arm, Darrow as-

sisted his friend to hobble slowly along
the rise between the palmettoes. Al-

ready the injured leg was greatly swol-

len, but Campbell gave no hint of the

torture he was suffering.

Despite his quick sympathy, Darrrow
could not banish resentment ; it was

strange that his friend would adopt
such secrecy and mystery, particularly

under the existing conditions. To Dar-
row it was inexplicable. He knew very

well that Captain Dolly was the most
open and frank of men

;
yet, but for

this accident, the oak-tree post would
have remained unknown to him.

"What's happened?"
Marian Robson's voice broke in upon

his thoughts, and he looked up to see

her standing before them, at the edge

of the trees.

"Rattlesnake," Darrow explained.

"I've cauterized the bite with powder
—there's no danger."

With a little cry, the girl joined them
and took Campbell's other arm. Dar-
row marveled at the swift efficiency

with which she shared the burden and
aided the suffering man forward; he

detested a "fair-weather woman"
above all things, and, with every mo-
ment his keen delight in the company
of Marian Robson was growing
stronger.

Ten minutes later Campbell was re-

posing on the girl's blankets between
the twin trees. Although suffering

from the cauterization, he declared that

the bite itself was in fair shape, and not

to be feared.

"What worries me, suh," Dolly went
on, "is our proximity to Carencro, and
the delay caused us by this accident."

Darrow did not reply for a moment.
He was filling his pipe with deliberate

care, and seemed absorbed in the

operation. Beside Campbell sat

Marian Robson
;

having soaked her

handkerchief in water, she was now
bathing the ex-actor's brow, and Cap-

tain Dolly appeared quite satisfied to

have her ministrations continue in-

definitely.

"Well, Dolly, where are we?" Dar-

row lighted his pipe and surveyed the

pair coolly. "Maid Marian and I were

just discussing that point when your

gun went off. You promised us a sur-
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prise, and I admit that you were en-

tirely successful."

"Are we far from Carencro?" added

the girl.

"About five mile, ma'am," responded

Dolly.

"Surely that's not far enough to

—

to
"

"To get us to safety? No, ma'am."

Dolly's massive countenance was set in

hard lines. "Miss Robson, ma'am,

would you mind reachin' into this here

pocket an' producing a paper you'll find

there?"

She obeyed. From Campbell's

pocket she drew forth the letter which

Darrow had found in the "oak-tree

post." The ex-actor motioned toward

Darrow.
"Please give it to him, ma'am.

Prosper, see what you make of it."

Darrow leaned forward, took the

folded paper, then gazed at his friend

with narrowed eyes.

"I don't want to cut in on any pri-

vate affairs, Dolly," he said evenly.

"Don't for a moment think that because

I stumbled on "

Campbell lifted himself to one el-

bow, his features eloquent of pained

surprise.

"Don't yo' get ornery with me,

Prosper ! Tell me what you make of

that paper, then I'll do what explainin'

I can. Sho', boy ! Don't yo' get yo'

dander up at old Dolly, not till he gets

a chance to make talk
!"

Without response, Darrow opened

the paper. Somewhat to his surprise,

he found no writing whatever
;
nothing,

in fact, except a single type-written

word. That word was "Ricemarsh,"

and it conveyed no meaning whatever

to him.

Glancing up, he found Campbell
watching him with a fierce intentness.

"Do you get the meaning, suh?"

"Not in the least," and Darrow
frowned. "Is this some joke, Dolly?"

The older man relaxed with a deep

sigh, as though Darrow's attitude had

disappointed him greatly.

"No, suh, it is not a joke." He made
slow answer, evidently with careful

choice of words. "I deduce from your

words, Prosper, that yo' are not aware
of any scheme on foot to wipe out this

den of outlaws at Carencro?"

"What?" Darrow's blue eyes bit out

suddenly. "How do you mean—wipe

out? By legal means?"
Campbell smiled ironically.

"There is no law here, suh. Every
plantation on the bayous has suffered

from the depredations of those men, as

yo' know well. Now, suh, I venture

the prediction that within a short time

Carencro will be no more."

Too astounded to find immediate

words, Darrow sucked at his pipe for

a moment. Many times had he him-

self urged that a vigilance committee

be formed by the planters and rice

company managers, with a view to the

abolition of Sundown Stagg's den of

thieves ; but his words had been re-

ceived with seeming apathy, and their

only effect had been to get himself

warned away from Cypremort by
Stagg.

"Who's behind this movement,
Dolly?" he asked.

"Why, suh, I'm right sorry I can't

tell yo' that," responded the other, evi-

dently ill at ease over his revelation.

"You—can't tell me ! Why not, in

heaven's name?"
"Because, Prosper, we've all sworn

solemnly to keep you out of it."

Darrow turned white at the words.

Then so passionate a burst of fury

swept into his face that the girl, watch-

ing him, uttered an exclamation of

alarm ; but Darrow leaned forward and
spoke without heeding her.

"To keep me out of it! Dolly, I

never thought to hear such words from
your lips. To think that you, to say

nothing of the planters around here,

would not trust Darrow of Cypremort,
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is a bitter thing. But now, by glory, I'll

make you fellows sit up ! Friends or

not, Dolly Campbell, I'm going to crowd

into your game and
"

The ex-actor held up a shaking hand.

"Wait, Prosper, wait!" he pleaded

earnestly. "I don't guess you under-

stand what I was gettin' at, suh "

"I understand enough to know that

you don't trust me "

"No, suh! You're dead wrong!"
Campbell came to one elbow again. "I

wasn't a bit sure that you knew noth-

ing of the scheme, Prosper. You see,

your uncle was one of the organizers,

before he went away ; and he made us

all swear to keep you out of it, though

we wanted you to head us."

"My Uncle Jules?" exclaimed Dar-
row, astonished. "Why?"

"Because, suh, he was thinkin' of

your own good, I reckon. He wanted
to keep yo' out of any further trouble

with Stagg or Castine. If anything

went wrong, he wanted to know that

your skirts would be clear of blame

"Confounded foolishness !" ex-

ploded Darrow. None the less, warmth
flooded back into his heart. He could

understand exactly how his Uncle
Jules Gremillion, a proud and impetu-

ous, but far-sighted, old man, would
have striven to keep him untouched by
danger.

"I comprehend your meaning, Colo-

nel Preston," said Darrow slowly, with

the precise intonation which the old

actor loved. But his smile was still a

trifle bitter. "My only regret, suh, is

that my Uncle Jules took to his heels

and fled, without letting me in as a

partner in the plot."

"Colonel Moberly, suh, I fully share

yo' sentiments!" beamed Campbell,

sinking back on the blankets with a

sigh of relief. "Now that you have
been, so to speak, pitchforked head
over heels into the matter, it is my

hope that it will be possible to take you
into our enterprise as an active factor."

"You'd certainly better make it pos-

sible," returned Darrow grimly. "So
you have some of your vigilantes or

regulators or whatever you call 'em,

hidden out in the bayous, eh?"

"Yes, suh. It was my hope to find

at this spot the chief of our entire band,

but I find that he has gone on to an-

other rendezvous, in the rice marshes."

"Who is this chief?" queried Dar-
row, his voice sharp. ''One of the

planters ?"

"His identity, suh, must not be re-

vealed, even to you, without his con-

sent." Dolly chuckled softly. "I

promise you a surprise, Prosper, when
you see him !"

"Gracious!" Marian Robson spoke
for the first time, the gay note in her

voice relieving the slight tension that

existed. "Captain Dolly, you speak

like an approved dime-novel conspira-

tor, with talk of oaths and secrecy!

Why couldn't your friends simply go
to Carencro in a crowd, destroy the

place, and send the outlaws packing?"

Darrow laughed.

"Small good that would do, Maid
Marian ! They would be back to thiev-

ery and worse within a fortnight. No,
the place and its people must be wiped
out utterly. Stagg and Castine must be

jailed, with as many of the rest as pos-

sible. To effect this, Castine must be

first nabbed."

"Exactly, ma'am," affirmed Camp-
bell, with ponderous gravity. "Castine

must be apprehended in some criminal

endeavor, for with him at liberty, the

law will be blocked. He is too power-

ful."

"But surely," urged the girl, "his at-

tempts to injure Mr. Darrow—Mate
Prosper, I should say—and to seize

Cypremort, are criminal enough ?"

"Very likely, ma'am. That is why I

wish to reach the chief at once, place
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you under his protection, and proceed

to active measures against Castine."

Thus was Dolly's long-winded ex-

planation brought to its conclusion, and
Darrow found his friend sound

enough as to purpose.

It appeared that the mysterious

leader of the vigilantes, whom Dar-

row guessed to be one of the planters

from the inlet, had appointed certain

rendezvous, of which this place was
one; and that he was engaged in a

search of the bayous in the attempt to

find some of the numerous caches of

stolen goods which Stagg's men were

believed to possess. Were these found

and identification of the stolen articles

assured, it was believed that a raid on

Carencro would result in the incrim-

ination of Castine by some of Stagg's

creatures.

As Darrow said, this was all very

well as far as it went. Within the past

twenty-four hours, however, Castine

himself had opened the way for his

own destruction. Could he capture

and silence Darrow, he might yet

escape; but, did Darrow and his friends

reach safety, Castine would be

promptly gathered in by the law for

his forgery and fraud in connection

with Cypremort. For he had already

sent in to be recorded the forged deed
and bill of sale to the plantation.

"No," said Darrow reflectively, "our
friend Castine must either secure my
silence, or he is lost. What about our
immediate plans, Dolly? Have you
anything lined up ?"

"Yes, suh and ma'am. If we're to

find the chief at Ricemarsh, we must
start at once

"

"But, man ! You're unable to

travel!" cried Darrow sharply.

"I am not, suh," Campbell reproved

him. "I can sit in the stern and steer.

Once we find the chief, he will use his

fast launch to place our Maid Marian

in safety, and to gather our friends,

after which we will soon dispose of

Henri Castine."

"All right, if you can steer !" Dar-

row shrugged his shoulders, knowing
the stubborn nature of his old friend.

Then, turning to the girl: "You'll not

let this mystery and secrecy frighten

you? Really, you know, Captain Dolly

would not be happy unless he could in-

troduce a bit of such business
"

"I may be frightened, but I'll not

show it," and Marian laughed. "Then
you're not going to wait until night to

travel ?"

"We must go at once, and reach

Ricemarsh this afternoon, ma'am," re-

turned Dolly. "As to Stagg's men, we
must take our chances."

The girl nodded. "Good. I'm all

ready, then. We'll have to lift the

skipper into our canoe, Mate Prosper?"

Campbell protested that he was quite

able to walk, but his efforts belied his

words. Darrow went to the canoe,

propped the stern ashore to admit of

placing the invalid in without overturn-

ing the craft, and rejoined the others

to find Marian gathering up the blan-

kets about Dolly, hammockwise.
"Catch hold !" she ordered. "I'm so

anxious to find this mysterious chief

conspirator that I could not wait un-

til night, anyway ! Why, this is 'way

ahead of any scenario I ever saw or

heard of, for real action
!"

Darrow chuckled as he heaved up on

his end of the blankets.

"Lawrence told me that action was
his middle name. I hope he likes what
he's had of it, so far ! By glory, I'd

like to see that camera man before

long!"

"Maybe you will, suh," boomed
Dolly's voice from the depths of the

blankets.

CHAPTER XII.

The morning was hardly half gone
when the three fugitives set forth, Dar-

row lifting the canoe from shore and
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stepping in with practiced muscles as

the light craft glided out upon the

bayou.

"We'd sure better find our unknown
mystery man !" he declared. "We have
enough food left for luncheon, and no
more. Dolly, how does it happen that

your chief carries a typewriter with
him?"

"He doesn't," chuckled Campbell.

"Those letters are made up beforehand,

suh."

Marian Robson glanced around with

a little shiver, as they slipped away
from the island of the oaks, and her

gaze rested on the broad shoulders of

Darrow, before her. The rifle lay close

to his knee.

"This seems a horribly desolate

place !" she ventured. "Can't they ever

put these bayous to any use?"
"I'm afraid not," returned Darrow.

"And it certainly is desolate, Maid
Marian ! There's animal life in plenty,

of course, but for a long time to come
I expect this kind of country along the

Gulf will continue about as it is

—

swamp, full of game and fishes, and
good for nothing. It's an uncharted
maze, also."

Uncharted though it might be, Dolly
Campbell knew the winding waterway
unerringly, and turned the canoe from
side to side by such intricate and devi-

ous channels that more than once Dar-
row gave them up for lost.

They crept along with scarce-drip-

ping paddles, now brushing the long

streamers of moss in some narrow
canal, now darting across a wide
stretch of open bayou, and again crush-

ing through patches of wild rice, whose
new and feathery shoots had been
brushed back by other craft barely

enough to let the trail be followed.

Nowhere did they gain sight of man,
though once they passed so close to a
gang of timber cutters that the spang
of the axes came distinctly to them
through the veil of trees and moss. The

wilderness seemed interminable and un-
broken, except for two ruined hunters'

cabins that showed where men had once
been, and passed.

Until they halted at noon in order to

finish their scanty provisions, it was
hard to credit that they could stand in

any possible danger. Darrow drew the

canoe inside a screen of low-drooping
willow boughs and moss; here, com-
pletely concealed from the bayou out-

side, Marian prepared the remnants of

cold food, and the three made a brief

and scanty repast.

Dolly Campbell, who was as yet far

from getting over the effects of his

bite, promptly as it had been cauter-

ized, was just announcing that in an-

other hour they would reach Rice-

marsh, when Darrow curtly halted him.

"Quiet, Dolly! Some one on the

bavou !"
j

"And that was a paddle splashing,"

added Marian swiftly.

The three sat motionless, Darrow's
hand resting on the rifle.

Presently, across the hot stillness of

the dank bayou drifted the slow rip-

pling of a canoe prow parting the

water; then, through the interstices of

their cover, the three could see the

canoe itself stealing forward along the

sluggish current. Two men sat in the

craft. The bow paddler was a dark,

bearded man, with startlingly evil eyes,

that showed white, like the eyes of a

frightened horse. The steersman was
no other than Darrow's former ac-

quaintance, Jean Grojean. At sight of

him, Darrow's fingers tightened on the

rifle.

The two paddlers eyed the bayou,

and, with an oath, Grojean laid up his

blade.

"Fool ! I told you we came wrongly
here !" he growled, in the patois, unin-

telligible to Marian, but readily under-

standable by Darrow and Campbell.

"But the rice sprouts were newly
broken, Grojean!" protested the other
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man. "I tell you a canoe had passed

there within the half hour!"

"Aye, but it went elsewhere than

here. Turn about, Le Barbe."

Slowly the canoe circled. Le Barbe

in turn mouthed a curse.

"Heaven send these birds may be

caught to-day, Jean ! We must not

miss the morning's fun, eh?"

"By no means. So Castine is bring-

ing the entire moving-picture company

to our nest ! That means sport, Le
Barbe—sport of some kind ! Think you

some of them know too much about

Darrow, or is it the pretty bird who
flew away "

The canoe was gone, and the voices

died with its going. Darrow drew a

deep breath, and turned to find Marian

staring at him, her gray eyes wide.

"Did you hear that, Mate Prosper?"

she exclaimed, low-voiced. "What can

Castine be doing?"

"He's entertaining the Greatorex

Film stars," and Darrow chuckled, "in

the attempt to keep them happy and

contented until he has definitely settled

me and Dolly, and has regained you."

"But surely Mr. Griggs will not

calmly accept any chance explanation

of my absence? That's not like him

"Trust Castine, ma'am !" remarked

Dolly Campbell, his voice savage. "He
is a most accomplished liar, and he'll

keep Griggs busy making pictures.

We'd best push on, Prosper, before

those two men take up our trail again.

That fellow Le Barbe is a murderer

from St. Landry parish, with a price

on his head."

"And they're sure looking for us,"

added Darrow, swinging up his paddle.

Forth from its mossy covert stole the

canoe, and Darrow sent it leaping on-

ward with great strokes of the ash

blade. He knew well that the danger

was imminent, and that the two ruffians

who had so nearly found them would
hang to the trail like hounds

;
but,

thinking them behind, he was not pre-

pared for the sight that greeted him a

moment later.

Leaving the bayou by a side channel,

they wound along a winding track

through young rice grass, and so came
into another and larger bayou at its

lower end. Darrow saw that a small

lake lay unfolded before them—then,

from the upper end three hundred feet

distant, uppealed a fierce yell of ex-

ultation as the canoe of Le Barbe and

Grojean shot into sight.

"They've cut in ahead of us!" cried

Campbell, sitting up and swinging his

blade in a wide circle. "To the left,

Prosper ! Quick—up that channel !"

Darrow leaned over his paddle des-

perately, knowing that their one chance

lay in slipping up some small bayou

and lying hidden. As the canoe veered

to the left, a rifle cracked from the

other craft; but the bullet went wide,

and an instant later low-hanging trees

had closed about the three fugitives.

"Give me that paddle !"

Leaning over, Marian Robson
snatched the six-foot blade from Camp-
bell's straining hands, and vainly did

Dolly sputter protests.

"I'm fresh and I can paddle,"

snapped the girl. "Tell us which way
to head, that's all

!"

"Good work, Marian !" cried Dar-

row, an eager laugh on his lips. "I can

feel the pull already—keep it up ! We'll

give them a race now. Pass the rifle

back to Dolly if you get a chance."

For a space, indeed, Darrow felt con-

fident that they had given the pursuers

the slip. Under Dolly's directions, the

canoe flashed on through narrow creeks

and across bayous, "weaving a mazy
trail which seemed impossible to fol-

low, nor did any sign of the searchers

appear.

Twenty minutes of this furious pad-

dling, and the girl's muscles flagged un-

der the strain, but she refused stead-

fastly to give up the paddle to Camp-
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bell. At the end of half an hour they

emerged on another small lake, fringed

with swamps and wild rice, with higher

ground at the upper end.

"Straight up, Prosper!" cried Dolly.

"Among those trees at the other end,

suh, is the bayou that leads to the Rice-

marsh rendezvous. If we have enough
lead, we're safe from those scoun-
drels."

Half the open water was covered
when Darrow, hearing a little cry from
Marian, stole a glance over his shoul-

der. Debouching into the lake behind
them was the pursuing canoe, and as he
looked, it came plunging forward, the

two outlaws working furiously.

"Two hundred yards more !" rose

Campbell's excited cry. "If you give

out, Prosper, swing us around and I'll

try a shot."

Again they sped onward. From be-

hind echoed the crack of a rifle, and
Darrow heard the bullet sing overhead

;

furious anger spurring him, he dug
down anew—and the ash blade snapped
under his hands.

"All over," he panted, leaning back.

"Swing our head around, Marian!"
The girl obeyed, white-faced. They

were but fifty yards from the tree-

crowned higher ground, and the two
pursuers had crept up to about an equal
distance behind them.

Campbell's rifle came up. Before the

ex-actor could press the trigger, how-
ever, a ringing crack reverberated from
the trees beyond them ; it was followed
instantly by a second shot. One of

the figures in the canoe behind went
over sideways, the other flung up its

arms with a wild cry, and the craft

overturned.

"By my halidome!" gasped Dolly,

turning. "What was that?"

Darrow made no response. He was
staring up at the trees, whence drifted

a faint tinge of gray smoke. A moment
later, a tall figure appeared at the edge
of the trees, and another cry broke
from Campbell.

"The chief—he heard the shots

!

Saved, ma'am, in the very nick of time

!

Give me that paddle, ma'am "

But Darrow stared up at the figure

of their rescuer, all thought of the

tragedy behind swept from him, and an

exclamation of astounded incredulity

burst from his lips as they drew closer.

"By glory !" he cried out, staring. "It

can't be true
"

TO BE CONTINUED.

ONE REEL
TWINKLE, little movie star;

How beautiful and sweet you are

!

I wonder if you look like that

When hubby reels into the flat!

Tesa Bazant.



Screen Gossip
A hundred reels of the happenings in film-

dom, condensed into a few lively pages

By Neil G. Caward

BY this time, perhaps, you have

seen "The Crisis," the latest big

one from the studios of the Selig

Polyscope Company. But have you

heard that a still bigger one is on the

horizon—one so big that William N.

Selig hopes to see it proclaimed even

bigger and better than "The Birth of a

Nation" or "Civili-

zation." Yep, it's so,

and the picture is to

be a film version of

"The Garden of Al-

lah." Colin Camp-
bell, who produced

"The Spoilers,"

"The Ne'er Do
Well," and more re-

cently '"The Crisis,"

for Selig, is in

charge of the com-

pany.

sic score written for it by Robert Hood
Bowers, who will be remembered as the

composer of such operas as "The Van-

derbilt Cup," "The Red Rose," and

others equally well known.

Not satisfied with

spending more than

a million dollars in

making the famous

Annette Kellerman

spectacle, "A
Daughter of the
Gods," William Fox
is going still further

in the way of mak-

ing this production

one worthy of a

metropolitan run at

advanced prices by

having a special mu-
8

Colin Campbell, at

"Garden

In these days when we read of pre-

paredness in America and the need

for every man to be ready for a call

to arms, we guess there is one spot

that is prepared every minute of

the day and night if an

inventory of the war
equipment, recently

made, counts for any-

t h i n g—a n d that

place i s Inceville,

California, the stu-

dio where Director

General Thomas H.

I n c e produces

his great Kay-
Bee-Trian-
gle features.
Business Man-
ager E. H. Allen,

of the plant,
found that the

equipment now on

hand for use in bat-

tle pictures includes

four hundred and
thirty-six rifles, six-

teen shotguns, for-

ty - o n e revolvers,

eighty-eight swords,

five hundred and
work directing Selig's seventy-two bayo-

of Allah!" nets, one hundred
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Maurice and Florence Walton, who dance across

the screen in Famous Players films.

and twenty intrenching tools, and two
machine guns. Yes, indeedy, Inceville

is prepared for anything. Bring on the

enemy.

Emily Stevens, Metro star, who un-

derwent an operation in a New York
hospital for appendicitis, is on the road

to health once more and doubtless will

soon be back on the" screen in another

Metro feature before opening her reg-

ular dramatic season at one of the the-

aters which has not yet gone over to

the movies.

Maurice and Florence

Walton, internationally

famous dancing partners,

have found a new world
to conquer. Famous Play-

ers' studio is to be the

scene of the latest dances

created by this clever couple,

and a specially written photo

play will enable them to twinkle

on the screens of photo-play

palaces all over the country

early this fall. Though Maurice
has at various times been pro-

claimed a Frenchman, an Aus-
trian, a Spaniard, and a Rus-
sian, the cold, hard truth of the

matter is that he is an Amer-
ican, and from a humble origin

has danced his way into the

presence of practically

every crowned head of Eu-
rope. Miss Walton claims

Wilmington, Delaware, as

her birthplace, and first

gained prominence in one
of the Ziegfeld "Follies."

The photo-play bug has

bitten another member of the

famous Walthall family, and

Wallace Walthall, a brother of

Henry Walthall, Essanay star,

and known wherever films are

shown for his work as "The
Little Colonel" in "The Birth of a Na-
tion," has just become a solicitor for

the V. L. S. E. film exchange in At-

lanta, Georgia.

Tom Mix, famous Selig cowboy and

producer of Wild West films, has a

new director. Marshall Neilan, upon
completing the last scenes in "The
Prince Chap," which featured George

Fawcett, Mary Charleston, Leo Pier-

son, Cecil Holland, Bessie Eyeton, and

Marshall himself, and which was re-
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leased the latter part of July as a V.

L. S. E. feature, left the Chicago stu-

dios for the coast to begin the direc-

tion of Mix in what is predicted will

be the best series of Western films ever

offered to picture fans.

Alice Brady, World Film star, upon

returning from the national motion-

picture convention in Chicago, where

she was the cynosure of all eyes,

immediately began work on "Her

Majesty," a five-reel offering in which

she is supported by such players as

Arthur Ashley, Montague Love, Irving

Cummings, Clara Whipple, and Alec B.

Francis. This production is being di-

rected by Director Harley Knowles.

fantile paralysis won't attack those who
attempt to prepare the dishes recom-

mended. Poor Vivian! Alas, how
many faults are committed in,thy name!

But surely no one can blame her for

the work perpetrated by Pestiferous

Pete.

Rhea Mitchell, pretty Ince star

signed an American con-

tract some weeks ago and

was cast in several two

and three-reel features

immediately upon reach-

ing the Santa Barbara

studios, and is now at

work with Richard Ben-

nett on his initial Amer-

ican feature which is en-

titled "The Sable Curse."

Speaking of cooking,

Pete Schmid, of the
Morosco-Pallas publicity

forces, has been syndicat-

ing a lot of Vivian Martin

cooking recipes in news-

papers all over the coun-

try. Perhaps the paper in

your city has published

some of them. A lot of

Pete's friends, who are

aware that it is really he

who prepares these reci-

pes, are wondering if

something worse than in-

, who

Again speaking of country news-

papers—a lot of small-town newspapers

are taking a wonderful interest in mo-
tion pictures, their makers, and pro-

ducers. Some of them are even better

than a lot of the city motion-picture

departments, and the fans in the rural

communities are more than glad to be

served with the photo-play gossip while

it is still hot. One of the most enter-

prising of such editors is Herbert Riley

Howe, of the Daily Argus-Leader,

Sioux Falls, South Dakota, who not

Richard Bennett and his two daughters in the American studio.
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long ago put on a popularity contest in It's getting to be just one serial after
his paper which not only brought in a

,..
another, until the public is beginning

lot of new subscriptions, but resulted" to think there are as many serials as
in the award of a really worth-while there used to be -cereals. The latest is

entitled "Liberty," and is be-
ing made for Universal by
Jacques Jaccard. It will fea-

ture Marie Walcamp, Eddie
Polo, and Jack Holt, and is

said to be both thrilling and
patriotic in its nature. It is

to be twenty chapters long,

and each chapter will consist

of a two-reel installment. We
expect the exhibitors of the

country will now begin to cry,

"Give us liberty or give us
death."

. De Wolf Hopper, who
played the famous role of

Casey in the Triangle produc-
tion of "Casey at the Bat,"

proved that acting in the films

is no handicap to his reciting

the famous baseball epic, just

as he did for years and years

on the speaking stage when
encored. The film was shown
not long ago to the league ball

players of New York City, as-

sembled in a Broadway the-

ater at a special show ar-

ranged for them, and before

the picture went on the screen

they heard Hopper recite the

poem with all the verve of

old. Hopper was in the Hotel
Alexandria, Los Angeles, and
gave the recitation over the

long-distance telephone, but

so perfectly was every word
enunciated that those gathered

in New York were able to un-

derstand every syllable. This, Hopper
declares, was the sixteen hundred and
forty-seventh time he recited "Casey,"
and gosh only knows how many more
are to come !

Eddie Polo and

Marie Walcamp,

in a scene from

Universal''s serial

"Liberty" and (be-

low) Jacques Jac-

card, their di-

rector.

prize to Charley Ray, of the Inceville

forces, as the most popular male star

of picturedom, and to Miss Billie Burke
as the most beautiful lady on the

screen.
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They surely believe in neutrality at

the Famous Players' studio. Remem-
ber that English railway coach you saw
in the five-reeler, "Little Lady Eileen,"

featuring Marguerite Clark? Well,

that English coach was made in Amer-
ica by Swedish carpenters. Surely not

even a German could object to that.

Enid Markey in a scene recently pro-

duced had to fry some bacon and eggs

for Frank Keenan, who played oppo-

site her in the picture. After learning

this fact a facetious trade journalist

published the report that it was said

at Keenan's home the night following

that he might be up and around in a

week. But we don't believe a word of

it. Enid must be able to cook better

than that.

Four Broadway successes of note, re-

cently secured for. production as mo-

tion pictures by Famous Players, are

"Under Fire" and "Under Cover," by

Roi Cooper Megrue, and "Rolling

Stones" and "Nearly Married," by Ed-

gar Selwyn. Hazel Dawn and Owen
Moore are to appear in "Under Cover,"

a story of the secret serv-

ice, and other stellar lights

of the Famous Players

forces will be cast for the

leading roles in the other

three plays.

Mary Miles M inter, di-

minutive star of the Mu-
tual forces, who scored so

tremendous a hit with her

first Mutual picture.
"Youth's Endearing
Charm," is said to have an

even more remarkable ve-

hicle in her second screen

offering, "Dulcie's Adven-
ture," which was directed

by James Kirkwood, formerly "Little

Mary" Pickford's director, but now an
American producer.

Reference to Charley Ray calls to

mind the fact that Director West, of

the Kay Bee-Triangle forces, is now at

work on a new story for this popular

juvenile from the pen of J. G. Hawkes,
which is said to give Ray a chance to

play a role in which he does not appear

as a weakling. A host of Ray fans

will give thanks and await with impa-

tience the release of the picture.

Though no announcement has yet

been made as to the company which is

to employ his services, a brand-new
actor of note has made his debut in the

world. His name is Paul Panzer, junior,

and he is the talented son of that fa-

mous film star, Paul Panzer. By the

time this appears in type Paul will be

all of three months old and looking

about for a contract that will enable

him to become even a more popular star

that his well-known dad. Here's wish-

ing him no less luck

!

Mary Miles Minter enjoying a

rest away from the studio,

with her mother.
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produced "Don Quixote" with De Wolf
Hopper in the title role.

Zena Keefe, who has been on the
stage or connected with it in some
capacity since the age of three, is one
of the latest stars to sign a William
Fox contract, and will soon appear in a

new feature, support-

ing June Caprice and
Harry Hilliard.

Grace Cunard and Fran-

cis Ford who are about

to play together in a

series of pictures

Francis Ford
and Grace Cunard,
of the Universal

Company, cele-

brated the comple-

tion of the last foot

of film in the big

serial, "Peg o' the

Ring," by depart-

ing for Honolulu with a big company
of players, where they will produce
a series of plays amid the peculiar

backgrounds that that island affords.

Francis and Grace have a peculiar idea
of a vacation, but it all shows in their

salary checks, and they really like it bet-

ter than loafing.

Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree, cele-

brated actor who played "Macbeth" for

Fine Arts-Triangle, is once more back
in Los Angeles and ready to resume his

work before the camera. The nature
of Tree's next vehicle has not yet been
announced, but it is to be made under
the direction of Chester Withy, who

Mary Pickford will

soon return to the

screen in a special se-

ries of Pickford sub-

jects, each one of

which will be spe-

cially written for this

noted star. Any ques-

tions about her popu-
larity were recently

set to rest upon the

occasion of her ap-

pearance at the na-

tional motion-picture

exposition, held in the

Coliseum in Chicago,

when the huge amphi-
theater which accom-

modated all the thousands who attended
the Republican national convention and
had room to spare, was jammed to ca-

pacity and Mary had to appear before
overflow audiences gathered in other
places in the windy city.

San Francisco, growing jealous of
Los Angeles as a picture-making cen-
ter, has just pledged its support to the
city of San Mateo in establishing a big

studio on the peninsula near that vil-

lage, wrhich is near Frisco. Hobart
Bosworth has brought a big company
to San Mateo, and is now at work film-

ing a ten-reel feature to be entitled "The
Gray Dawn." The story is from the
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novel of Stewart Edward White, which

as you recall describes the early days

of San Francisco. Bosworth expects

to operate at least five companies on

the new site, and this will result in an

approximate expenditure of seven hun-

dred and fifty thousand dollars per

year.

the release date—ah, that hasn't been

definitely decided on yet.

A real innovation in the line of musi-

cal accompaniments is expected when
Unity releases the new serial feature,

'The Yellow Menace," starring Edwin
Stevens and featuring Florence Malone

and Margaret Gale. The music which

accompanies the photo drama was writ-

ten by Charles Fang, a native of Can-

ton, China, and a graduate of Yale Uni-

versity. Mr. Fang is also the author

of the booklet that will be given every

exhibitor showing the picture, telling

him exactly how to produce the proper

effects to bring out the full value of

the music and give it some real Mon-
golian atmosphere.

The secret is out at last. The title

of Vitagraph's new serial in which

Earle Williams and Edith Storey are

the featured principals is "The Scarlet

Runner,"
and it is ex-

pected to
prove a big-

ger hit than

any serial
film Vita-

graph has
ever released.

Wally Van is

directing the

pro duction,

and Julia
Swayne Gor-

don has a

p r ominent
role in the
story. As for

Charles Kent, Earle Williams, and Edith Storey in

Vitagraph's "The Scarlet Runner"

Billie Quirk, inimitable fun maker,

has been engaged by Metro to direct

the productions in which Max Figman
and Lolita Robertson are to be starred.

Just by way of setting at rest a lot

of rumors that he was, that he wasn't,

that he never had been, and that he

would always in the future be inter-

ested in motion-picture mergers, com-

binations, consolidations, et cetera, Ben-

jamin B. Hampton, vice president of

the American Tobacco Company, who
has been variously reported as a pros-

pective president of the consolidation

of the Paramount-Triangle companies,

the "man behind" a merger of the Tri-

angle, Mutual, Universal, and General

film companies, and also rumored to

be heading a brand-new syndicate of

picture producers that was going to be

bigger, better, grander, and more glit-

teringly gorgeous than anything that

has yet been dreamed of, resigned his

post with the American Tobacco Com-
pany and became a director of the

newly incorporated Vitagraph Company
of America. Others on the directorate

of this company are Glendinning J.

Ryan, H. H.
Vreeland, Al-

b e r t E .

Smith, J ,

Stuart Black-

ton, and Wal-
ter W. Irwin.

Mr. Hamp-
tori,' who
sprang into

fame when
h e secured

Mary Pick-

ford's name
to a contract

calling for
her exclusive

services

J
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some time ago, is

said to have the

backing of Thomas
Fortune Ryan and
Percival S. Hill,

both of whom are

immensely
wealthy. It looks

like the movies
were going to add
some new blood
with a vengeance
and incidentally ac-

quire a fortune.

Speaking of the

Famous Players'

organization, it's a

wonder some of its members can tell tion

whether they are real film stars or not.

Take dainty Ann Pennington, for in-

stance. She works during the daylight

hours before the camera at the studio,

and at night gives imitations of Mary
Pickford in the Ziegfeld Follies. From
indications of her popularity it's a safe

guess that she is a star in both the

motion-picture and the musical-comedy
field.

Pretty Ann Pennington who is dividing her

time between the stage and studio.

President - mak-
ing was a popular

pastime during
July. As a result

of the national

convention of mo-
tion-picture exhib-

itors, held in Chi-

cago, Lee Ochs. of

New York City,

was chosen to head
the Motion Picture

Exhibitors' League
of America, suc-

ceeding Fred J.

Herrington, of

Pittsburgh, w h o

during 191

ruled over the ex-

hibitors' aggrega-

1916. Also during
July the Mutual Film Corporation held
an election, and John R. Freuler suc-

ceeded himself as president of that big

distributing organization. Headquar-
ters of Mutual will be established in

Chicago instead of Xew York ere the

leaves begin to fall.

Ye gods, what next ! Beatrice Fair-

fax, the mythical lady who answers the

questions of the lovelorn in newspapers
all over the country, is going to break
into the movies. The International

Film Service announces a new motion-
picture serial starring Grace Darling,

she who used to pose in the Hearst-
Selig News Pictorials, and the story of

this odd continued story is to be writ-

ten by none other than Beatrice Fair-

fax. We haven't heard yet whether
Cupid is to direct or not, but with so

pretty a girlie as Grace in the leading

role we suspect a lot of hearts will be
broken and probably Beatrice's mail

will grow to twice its usual size as a

result.

About the only drawback which stars,

of the legitimate stage complain of after

they join a picture colony is the time
which hangs heavily on their hands be-

tween scenes in which they appear. All

sorts of pastimes are invented to utilize

the waits between "'shots/' and most of

the experienced picture players have a

knack or hobby that can be developed
during their leisure time, while stage

stars have to accustom themselves to

the waits, and gradually follow the ex-

ample of the pioneers in the film field.

Marguerite Nichols, one of Balboa's in-

genue leads, is a talented artist, and
earns not a little extra money by color-

ing photographs, at which she has de-

veloped skill of a truly wonderful sort.

Everything from tatting to tiddledy-

winks is included in the recreations that

occupy the players' oft" time.



Screen Gossip

Director Harry Harvey, of Balboa,

is strutting around the studios at Long
Beach, California, now, with his chest

out, and every one, from leading lady

to assistant camera man, regard him

admiringly as he passes. Why ? Well,

it has just come to light that Harry is

the only medal-of-honor man in the

picture industry—at least, he hasn't

told of any other—and one of the very

few in the United States.

Harry's award is signed by President

McKinley, and he won it through his

gallantry in action at Binictican, Luzon,

Philippine Islands, where, as the story

goes, he and seven others repulsed "a

greatly superior force of attacking

rebels."

Before enlisting in the marine corps,

where he made this record, Harry saw
service in the LT

nited States cavalry.

Something in the way of a thrilling,

dramatic production is expected very

soon from the famous Al Jennings,

whose "Beating Back" of a couple of

years ago will be remembered, and a

staff writer from Universal City, as a

result of weeks spent in each other's

company behind closed doors. If Mr.

Jennings, whose early life was devoted

mainly to holding up trains and being

easy on the poor just like you read

about in books, puts any of those real-

life incidents into the film, we'll have

to go to the theater with a skullcap on

so that we won't block the sight of

those behind when the exciting scenes

come on and our hair wants to do acro-

batics.

Between Betty Harte's liking for the

W est and her undying ambition to do

things in the East, there arises a mighty

question. Mistress Betty was wired an

alluring offer from New York, but she

says she is unable to decide, and won't

somebody help her? If Betty is like

other people in the film game, we ex-

pect to shake hands with her at the

corner of Broadway and Forty-second,

N. Y. C, as soon as the next train ar-

rives from Los.

Big Bill Russell, of American, opened
a package sent by a friend the other

day and discovered that it contained a

gift of a box of pipes. Every one

within the territory that Bill travels

daily knows his fondness for pipes and
his fault of leaving them everywhere
and anywhere that he may lay them
when they go out. Whenever one of

the studio hands wants a new one he

just follows Bill around for a little

while and then very honestly finds it.

Sometimes he can make a choice. And
so the donor gave a box of pipes. If

some one else will only send a set of

large chains, Bill may be able to keep

a few of them.

Some people may talk about the dis-

like actors and actresses have for pic-

ture studios as compared to the stage,

but there is something to say from the

other side, too. Any one in doubt can

ask Nanon Welsh, who played ingenue

lead in the Fox production, "The Girl

I Left Behind Me." Nanon, when she

reached Los Angeles recently, promptly
proceeded to turn down several stock

offers and to hunt up a studio home
for her future work.

Girls ! Girls ! Here's good news !

You who walk out of your way every

day on the way home so as to pass the

theater and see if Francis X. Bushman
is billed for the night, won't you be

glad to know that you are going to have

an opportunity to sit in front of a

Bushman picture every week for four-

teen consecutive weeks ? Francis and
Beverly Bayne, of course, are going to

be featured in a serial, "The Chain of

Evil," very soon. Begin to save up.



Hints for Scenario Writers
Instructions for the picture playwright, with

notes on where and what he can sell

By Clarence J. Caine

Questions concerning scenario writing, addressed to Mr. Caine, will be gladly answered, but an
addressed, stamped envelope should be enclosed. Due to the great amount of time that it would neces-

sitate, it is impossible for Mr. Caine to read and criticize any scripts. Six cents in stamps will bring

you our market booklet for scenarios.—Editor's Note.

THE SPIRIT OF THE AUTHOR.

MOST of you have doubtless wit-

nessed screen productions in

which the story seemed so la-

bored and stilted that it failed to arouse

your interest. And, unless you were a

close student of the screen, you doubt-

less wondered why it was. The reason

for the picture's failure to interest

might be found in the wrong spirit in

which the author wrote his story. He
did not approach his work in the right

way, and the result showed it.

That leads to the question of : "What
is the spirit of an author which leads

to success ?" We would attempt an an-

swer which would be universal if we
felt equal to the task, but it seems well-

nigh impossible, because the correct an-

swer for each writer differs according

to the temperament of that wrriter. It

is only in a general way that we can

point out what the attitude of an author

toward his work should be. Each writer

must so apply himself as to bring out

his peculiar ability. Writers who have
been in the game for some time have
doubtless learned their lesson through

experience; and, while they may not

know the impulse which guides their

work by the name of "spirit," never-

theless they have become familiar

enough with it to avoid weaknesses of

style.

The beginner, however, knows noth-

ing of this matter, and sits down with

the sole idea of getting his idea on
paper quickly and getting the check in

return. There is "spirit" here, but it

is not the proper spirit. The author's

spirit, as he enters the work, should

be one of concentration and absorption

in the idea and development of his play.

He should think nothing about the pro-

ducer or the check he is to receive.

These things are all very well to think

of after the play has been written and
must be marketed, but during the cre-

ation of his play the spirit of the writer

must be creative. Unless it is, the script

appears to be machine made, and when
produced will make this impression on

the audience.

To put the proper spirit in your work
is a matter of supreme importance

—

in fact, almost a matter of life and
death—but it is a deplorable fact that

many writers, even after being told of

the importance of this matter, continue

to ignore it. They are firmly convinced

they can write good stuff, anyway, and
that the editors will never know
whether or not they put the proper

spirit in the work. This attitude is

foolish, for the editors care but little

what spirit the work is done in, so long

as it comes to them in appealing form

;

the fact remains that work which is not

done in the proper spirit does not come
to them in appealing, proper form. To
the editors, the work merely shows

nothing to distinguish it from the mass
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of material they receive daily, and con-

sequently it is rejected.

PROBLEM PLAYS.

That the day of the old-time prob-

lem play has passed is the opinion of

many and one which we hold ourselves

;

but that a new era of problem plays

will dawn is our firm belief. These

will be along entirely different lines

from anything which has been done

hitherto, and will get closer to human
nature than the old plays which bore

this name but really accomplished little

in solving problems.

Our belief is that the new style of

'"problem plays" will deal with ques-

tions large and small which most of us

encounter in our daily lives. They will

be plays which will not only be inter-

esting because of the intimacy of their

subjects, but will also be of unlimited

help to humanity because they will

point the way to better and broader

things. The field for such plays is un-

limited, but it has been exploited by
motion-picture writers very little. It

is only a matter of time until all pro-

ducers begin to think as many of the

better class are thinking now—that new
fields must be explored for picture ma-
terial, and that the "old stuff" which
served so long and faithfully is no
longer wanted by the public. Problem
plays of the new type may have less

plot than the problem plays of the past,

but they will have more real life in

them. In fact, the very thing which
will sustain their existence will be the

sympathetic plot development they re-

ceive and the number of "human
touches" which appear within them.

education.

There is a certain class of American
youths who finish their schooling with
a very poor understanding of the true

spirit of education. This is a lament-
able condition, but a true one and one

which we believe could be helped by
motion pictures if the producers de-

sired.

This class to which I refer is not

ignorant, neither is it lazy. They would
like to learn, and do learn through ac-

tual experience after they leave school.

But there is much that would be to

their advantage to know later in life

that they do not learn through experi-

ence. They would probably object to

sitting through a straight educational

film because it is too much like school,

but facts presented in drama form
would impress them.

Let us take history, for example.

The young men doubtless studied text-

books telling the story of our great

Civil War, but failed to grasp its mean-
ing. After seeing "The Birth of a Na-
tion," it is a safe bet that they remem-
bered many points they should have
learned in school. Then consider the

classics. How many boys have studied

them with the same enjoyment and
profit that they derived from seeing

them on the screen? It is the same in

everything educational. This class will

accept it if it is "sugar-coated," but they

object to it in its raw form. To help

educate the youth of the land will some
day, in what we hope will be the near

future, be the duty of the photo play-

wright. The writer who is able to fill

the demand for dramatic subjects which
have little touches of educational value

here and there—not "lessons" or. "ser-

mons," remember—will find a large and
open market awaiting him.

INCIDENT AND SITUATION.

A situation is a state of affairs at a

crisis.

An incident is a happening which,

coupled with other happenings, makes a

situation.

Those two sentences make it clear

that the two are not as closely related

as many students seem to believe, and
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in few cases are they even remotely

alike.

An incident is unimportant in com-
parison with a situation, for the very

life of a plot rests upon the worth of

its situations, while the incidents are

depended on to awaken and keep alive

the interest between the vital spots.

With weak or trite situations, a plot

seldom qualifies, even though its action

—another popular term for incidents,

though it includes all action—is good.

Incidents should dovetail into a situa-

tion nicely, for if they do not an at-

mosphere of unreality is created at

once. Let us take an example of the

manner in which the two are related.

The situation may be that of a girl

burglar breaking into a wealthy bach-

elor's home and being caught there by
him. Now, the incidents build up the

tale. First, let us have an incident as

she approaches the house—a police-

man whom she eludes, and how she

does it. Then the incident of her get-

ting into the house, followed by a clever

escape from watchful eye of the but-

ler as he looks over the house just be-

fore retiring; her getting to work and
the upsetting of the statue, the crash of

which is heard by the young million-

aire; her capture by him; his defend-

ing her by telling the servants he

knocked the statue over himself and
dismissing them, and then his talk with

her, in which he learns she is really not

bad at heart.

You see, from a supposedly simple

situation quite an interesting bit of a

story can be built by adding the inci-

dents necessary. The next situation

would deal with another phase of the

romance of the girl and the man, and
would be filled out with equally inter-

esting incidents. Each succeeding sit-

uation would work to the climax the

author had planned, and each would be

supported by the incidents surrounding
it, and the whole would be an interest-

ing, live, and balanced plot.

The danger in handling situations and
incidents lies principally in allowing the

imagination to become sluggish in some
certain part and thus putting a weak-

link in the chain. It is well to go over

each situation carefully after the plot

has been worked out and test its

strength, as well as the strength and
interest of the incidents which lead up
to and away from it.

lasky's encouragement.

In a recent issue of the Exhibitors'

Herald, - one of the trade papers, an

article by Jesse L. Lasky, vice presi-

dent of the newly formed Famous
Players-Lasky Company, appeared,

which* bears a message of much im-

portance to writers both with and with-

out experience. It is presented here-

with in its entirety, and deserves care-

ful reading:
"1 recently went on record with the

statement that the art of motion-picture

producing was not advancing, and gave
as the reason the scarcity of good ma-
terial for stories. In fact, I placed the

blame for this lapse of progress entirely

on the shoulders of our novelists,

dramatists, and scenarioists, who are

providing the material for the present-

day photo plays.

"Since the wide publication of this

article, less than a month ago, I have
been deluged with letters from authors

and writers and others connected with

the motion-picture industry, many of

them agreeing with my views of the

matter, but the majority laying the

blame for the lack of suitable dramatic

material on the producers and on my-
self as one of the producers.

"The motion-picture columns of

many daily papers and some of our

trade papers took exception to some of

my statements, so that I am moved to

not alone defend my position, but I

want to show, if I can, that the Lasky
Company, at least, does more than criti-
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cize, and is taking every possible means

to remedy the existing conditions. The
controversy is based on the following

arguments

:

"I claim the art of producing on the

screen is hampered by the lack of good

material and the fact that our authors

are not rising to the occasion. My
critics, on the other hand, claim that

the fault is with the producers ; that

we do not recognize good material when
we see it, and if we do recognize a

good story then we quibble over the

price, so that the poor author is not

encouraged to continue his writing.

They further state that good ideas sub-

mitted to a scenario department often

are returned to writer by the depart-

ment, later to appear disguised in a

different form and produced under an-

other title.

''One very able writer and critic

writes me as follows

:

" Tt takes months, instead of weeks,

to write a strong, original, and vital

story in such carefully revised scenario

form as will do away with costly editing

after visualization. There is a vast

amount of creative work involved, and

a lot of skilled craftsmanship besides.

Yet all this labor must be handed over

without consideration of any sort, with-

out protection from wholesale stealing

or retail peculation, not to the rep-

utable producers themselves, for private

examination and secret consideration,

but to a department of responsibility

wholly unknown. Every week I am
asked by authors about the responsi-

bility of producers.'

"What can I reply?

"A writer in the Indianapolis Star's

columns, in placing the blame equally

on the producer and the author, states

:

" 'Personally I am of the opinion that

Mr. Lasky is right. If the motion-

picture game is to retain its hold upon
the affections of the public, there must
be far better stories than have been

recently pictured. The authors are not

rising to the situation, nor are the pro-

ducers. For this, in part, at least, the

producers are to blame. We hear a

good deal about the need for good

scripts, but at the same time we don't

hear much about special offers made to

authors for such scripts. The idea that

any one can write a good motion-pic-

ture scenario is absurd. The art is a

new one; it requires a special technique,

a knowledge of the rules and require-

ments of an entirely new game. The
man—be he a well-known author or not

—who can write a striking, original

story can be certain of his price, a much
better price, in many cases, than the

motion-picture producers offer. Why,
then, go to the bother of turning a good

short story or serial magazine story

into motion-picture form? Whenever
the motion-picture producers really

sense the need for better pictures and

are willing to enlist the services of men
and women competent to write them,

and are at the same time willing to pay

prices that will equal or better the

prices paid in other forms of literary

endeavor, then they will get them, and

not till then. After all, brains are

worth quite as much as celluloid film.'

"Recognizing that there is truth in

the above statements, the Lasky Com-
pany on the first of June established a

scenario department along new and

original lines, and through this depart-

ment we hope to answer every one of

the above criticisms by doing away with

as many of the evil conditions existing

between the producers and authors as

is humanly possible.

"First, we guarantee that all material

submitted will get quick consideration,

and if not acceptable we will return it

to the author with a very carefully

written, constructive criticism, in which

we will endeavor to point out the rea-

sons why the story, in our humble opin-

ion, was not worth purchasing. If, on

the other hand, the story contains an

idea or even a situation worth develop-
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ing, we agree to collaborate with the

author and to help him develop his story

to a point where it is in such form
that we can pay the author a good

price for material that under ordinary

conditions would have been returned as

being not good enough for production.

"After a practical experience of more
than two years at our coast studios,

during which he wrote some of the

most successful Lasky photo plays, we
have brought to New York to head the

department Hector Turnbull, formerly

dramatic critic on the New York
Tribune.

"Mr. Turnbull has been persuaded to

give up writing himself and to lend all

his time to the encouraging and assist-

ing of other writers. We intend to ap-

peal to men at the top of their profes-

sion who in the past would not take

the trouble to study this new art with

care. We want to cooperate with the

men who write good stories or who
have not yet established their names in

the literary field ; in fact, we ask every

writer, experienced or otherwise, to get

in touch with our department. We are

willing and ready to pay well for ideas

submitted in ordinary synopsis form

—

and through trained continuity writers,

many of them formerly successful

dramatists, we will take these stories,

and, preserving all their dramatic qual-

ities, construct them into the final com-
plete scenarios.

"Pictures to-day have a better circu-

lation than any magazine or periodical

ever published. Are we not, then, en-

titled to the works of the greatest au-

thors and dramatists of our times? We
think we are, and we are prepared to

pay in competition with the best peri-

odicals and publishing houses such

prices that, all things being equal, will

win the author over to the motion-pic-

ture drama. Having won him, we
promise a sympathetically produced

photo drama preserving all the ele-

ments of the author's story and giving

him full credit for the same."

CRAMPED IDEAS.

There is nothing more pitiful than a

writer with more than an even chance

to succeed working under the heavy

handicap of cramped ideas. His mind
travels in a circle, and cannot for the

life of him broaden out his viewpoint

and stretch over into some new field

for a different "slant" of the thing at

hand. The result is that he eventually

becomes convinced that the line of de-

velopment he originally worked out is

the best possible one, and works out his

play accordingly. When the editor

reads it, he frowns—and rejects the

script.

There is but one remedy for this af-

fliction peculiar to new writers, and

that is, broaden out. We have treated

the process of "broadening out" on sev-

eral occasions, but since it is one of mo-
mentous importance, we feel justified in

touching upon it again.

There is no set rule for broadening

one's viewpoint. It is something which

is the result of concentrated effort, and

which comes slowly, but surely, with

the effort expended by the writer to

secure it. One must learn to "think

around" a subject; to gauge it from

different angles, and to figure the

many possibilities it contains. At first

this will be difficult, because, after

thinking of one of two angles, the mind

begins to travel in the circle we men-

tioned earlier in this article. The
writer's ideas are cramped. But as time

goes on, and the writer studies and

works, thinks and broadens, he will find

that he does not become "stuck" so

easily when he starts to "think around a

thing."

Reach out and grasp all the knowl-

edge possible
;
apply it in as many dif-

ferent ways as possible, and to as many
different things as possible. And if
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you see to it that never a day passes

but that something is stored away in

your "idea hie," you will soon hnd

yourself growing out of the class whose

cramped ideas prevent them from regis-

tering many sales they would other-

wise make.

PLAIN BUSINESS SENSE.

Most of us like to feel that we have

what is commonly known as "plain busi-

ness sense." It is a little in advance of

"plain horse sense," but it is one of the

chief requirements of those who would

live by their brains. Many of us who
believe we have "plain business sense"

fail to show it at times.

Let us take a capitalist who sets up

a certain business and meets with little

or no success in the beginning. Let us

suppose that he even goes two years

without coming near to covering his ex-

penses ; but he does work himself into

a trade and become well enough known
after this time so that he appears to be

on the threshold of success. Do you

think he would show good business

sense, in the practical sense of the term,

if he quit his business at this point,

after having invested so much and

worked himself to such a favorable

point? Of course you don't!

Now let's get a little closer to home
and take the case of the amateur sce-

nario writer. Suppose he has worked
for two years also, and studied as he

worked. He has felt his work improve

and his knowledge grow, and he can

see, by comparing his work at intervals,

that it is far superior to that done in

the past. But he hasn't registered a

sale, and as a result he probably feels

pretty much discouraged. Would he
show "common business sense" if he

quit the game at this stage? Most as-

suredly not ! In fact, he would not

even show horse sense. Yet many in

this position are tempted to quit. Think
of the time he has invested ; and it is

certain all this effort has not gone for

naught. The editors know him, and

are watching him, even if they have not

bought any of his scenarios. He has

made a reputation for himself, and his

better judgment should direct him to

keep on working just as hard as ever,

for success is bound to come.

There is another angle to this matter

of "common business sense," however,

and one which really should be quite

as important to every beginner, espe-

cially those whose interest and confi-

dence in the game have begun to falter.

We refer to the matter of dropping

out of the work if one finds one-

self unfitted for it. Most of our

readers will probably wonder how this

unfitness can be learned, but in real-

ity this is not a difficult question.

Every person's heart whispers to him
constantly what is best for him to do.

Merely look into the heart and listen

to its message. If one is sincere with

oneself, he can quickly decide whether

to continue in the game and win, or

drop out and take up some other work
which will allow him to display his tal-

ents to better advantage. It is just as

good a display of "business sense" to

do this as to decide to remain in the

game after much has been invested in

it. But the decision to quit should not

be delayed too long. It does not re-

quire much time for a person to tell

whether or not he belongs in the writ-

ing field, and no one can tell better than

the writer himself.

LETTERS TO EDITORS.

Every so often the popular fad of

writing letters to editors is revived and

we are deluged with requests from new
writers as to "the proper form" for a

letter to be sent with the script. And
the answer is always the same, there-

fore we will repeat the facts contained

in it that all our readers may again

learn our opinion on the matter.

We can see no reason why a letter

should be written to an editor at all,
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unless something important in relation

to the production of the script must be

conveyed to him. Then the facts should

be stated as briefly as possible. An edi-

tor does not want a letter telling him
that the story really occurred in life,

nor does he want a statement telling

how hard the author has worked.
Neither does the letter which states

that the script bearing "such and such"

a title is inclosed and the author hopes

it will be acceptable serve to do any-

thing but vex the editor. All the mes-
sages of this variety are either uninter-

esting to him or else the facts they state

are obvious. Therefore the letters are

useless and only add to the bulk of his

mail and annoy him when he starts to

consider the script.

The judgment of every writer should

tell him when to write a letter to the

editor and when not to. If previous

correspondence has been indulged in, it

is, of course, all right to write if there

is something to be said ; but writing a

letter just for the sake of having a let-

ter accompany the script is decidedly

foolish, and every writer, old or new,

who is inclined toward this practice

should at once break himself of the

habit.

DIRECTORS AND DETAILS.

A man who works in the office of

one of the large producing concerns lo-

cated in Los Angeles and who has been

making observations during the past

few years recently expressed his opin-

ion regarding directors, writers, and
the care the development of the photo

play receives, in a letter to us. It is

interesting and contains much that is

true regarding the power of a director

in his concern. It also throws light on
the feeling the staff writers have to-

ward being called "hacks," a subject

little touched on. If for no other rea-

son, we believe our readers should

study the letter carefully because of

the many little points which are cor-

rected in productions. Such things are

well to remember, for any of us may
have cause to use them in future writ-

ings. Following is the letter

:

I read with interest your extract from
"The Editor," by Hapsburg Liebe; if only
an avalanche of such articles could come un-
der the head of "Hints to Directors," instead

of the poor, abused "Writers !" I do not
claim to be a scenario writer myself, possibly

a "would-be," but in three years' close con-
nection with studios I have noted some pe-

culiar happenings, to put it mildly.

Only yesterday I was calling upon a friend

who is a writer on the staff of a large film

company, and while in his office another
friend came in who is well up with that com-
pany in the producing end. The producer
mentioned a picture he had directed in which
occurred scenes of British soldiers, and I

commented upon the fact that he had made
all those soldiers salute with the American
army salute, which is not only different to

all European army salutes, but absolutely

wrong in that it would make the "private"

usurp his commissioned officer's salute, and
in actual life would subject him to repri-

mand. My friend the producer replied:

"That's a mere technicality; it's the story

that counts."

The scenario writer took the subject up
rather aptly when he argued that the aver-

age company looks upon its writers as

"hacks," as in his case. Twenty years he
has been a reporter, editor, and magazine
writer, yet some of his best scenarios are

cut to pieces by directors who have not been
in the "picture game" more than a few years,

and before that not even on the stage.

I, myself, have stood beside sets day after

day, and seen directors make "breaks"—and
get away with them—which in any other

line of work would have caused dismissal.

It would not have been taken kindly had I

said anything, as I was only "in the office,"

and then "it was only a technicality, any-

way."
A director was putting on a millionaires'

club scene, and in order that the future audi-

ence might distinguish the waiters from the

members he put the "Cordon Rouge" on the

waiters

!

Before a Canadian Northwest picture was
commenced, I informed the director that

the N. W. M. P. did not use Mexican sad-

dles nor cowboy boots
—

"technicalities."

Also the case of a Wells Fargo Express office

in a little Hudson Bay post. Many months
later I saw a letter from a picture house in
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Canada stating that the picture had to be

taken off the screen on account of the ad-

verse laughter caused by these "technical-

ities." (The director to this day has never

been asked to explain that letter.)

The average servant in the society pictures

would not last five minutes in the actual life

which is supposed to be represented. Why
does a butler always carry his chin in the

air in pictures? Why doesn't the average di-

rector learn the difference between butler

and footmen? Why do so many butlers,

footmen, and valets run around the house at

breakfast time in full evening dress? Does
the average American business man, lawyer,

doctor, et cetera, keep two or three "court-

liveried" men servants always "on tap?" Do
the grooms, gardeners, et cetera, take their

hats off to their master's wife or daughters

as though they were society friends of the

family?

Why, in high society weddings, does every

one wear full evening dress? Why, also, are

these weddings at night, anyway?

Why are "deep-sea" stories pulled off on

what looks like a Hudson River pleasure

boat?

Don't directors know that a society girl

taking her morning horseback ride in Wash-
ington, D. C, uses a double bridle (curb and

snaffle), and does not throw the lines over

the horse's head so that they hang loose on

the ground when she leaves the horse at the

side of the road? The horse is not a cow
pony on the ranges, and would probably not

understand the lines dangling at its feet.

(In these cases the horses happened to be

Western, so understood, and everything ran

smoothly. Had the horse been raised in

Washington, there would be another tale to

tell)

I saw a railroad story not long ago in

which the cattle train broke in two ; had
there not been a "close up" of the coupling

becoming uncoupled, it might not have been
so bad, but in the close up the Westinghouse
air brake worked to perfection. The di-

rector didn't know that just as a loose gar-

den hose wriggles like a snake with the water
pressure, so an air-brake hose works up and
down with the force of the escaping air,

which automatically sets the brakes on both
sections, stopping the train. This cattle train

ran wildly away, but the train crew in the
caboose all jumped (much to the disgust of
the trainmen in the town where I saw the

picture run), and the hobo, the "heavy" in

the company, twisted the hand brakes, and
saved the wealthy cattleman's fortune. The
"heavy" twisted about four brakes, and fell

in a faint from his exertions (he had no

9

other stunt to do previously). I have seen

brakemen twist twenty brakes in the old link-

and-pin " days, and never notice it. This
heavy, moreover, walked along the top of

this runaway, or "wild cat," without a sway,

when he should have been going along on
his stomach, because cattle cars are harder

than any to "walk the tops," on account of

the cattle swaying. We will excuse him
from commencing to twist brakes from the

wrong end first, which in most cases would
"buckle" the train into the ditch, because

that brought him facing the camera.

Why do directors love to put their leads

into a canoe, when a small rowboat would
do just as well, if the leads cannot handle

the canoe? In the majority of canoe

scenes, the hero switches his paddle from side

to side with every stroke, and the canoe bow,
with every stroke, makes a half circle to al-

ternate sides. Why, also, does the actor with
the paddle sit up on the thwarts, instead of

kneeling on the bottom of the canoe?
A scenario writer is beside me as I write,

and he asks why directors never consult the

writers, those I mean who are actually on
the staff of the company producing their

stories ?

East Indians do not walk like Anglo-Sax-
ons, and an East Indian who was guarding a

certain leading lady from outside her house
at night could never stand with his back to

the shrubbery while six New York police-

men beat their way through it and pounced
on him from behind. He would smell them
if he was deaf—this is a fact, and casts no
reflection upon the New York policeman. I

have seen a white cook, a white quartermas-

ter, and a lascar sailor approach separately

behind another lascar, and the latter would
tell us in each case who was coming while

they were yards away. Directors should

leave East Indian subjects alone, unless they

know their subject, which no white man does.

Ghosts are a tangible matter of fact com-
pared to the genuine fakir, and in any case

a story true to life on the subject would be

returned "too improbable."

And so on and so on. Are any stories

technically correct in all respects? I do not

think so, and, as was stated yesterday in the

scenario office I mentioned, the answer is

"Too much speed required."

I am afraid I have written too much, but

this is a sore subject with most of the staff

writers, as is also the whims of the leads

which chop the best action out of the stories.

You are at liberty to use anything I have

said, but of course my identity must be kept

out of print, as many of my remarks might

be brought home to me, and my bread and
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butter depends on my minding my own busi-

ness.

All the cases I have cited are actual facts,

and there are many more equally as glaring

which I see happening every day in the

studios. I do not mean to infer by all this

that / know everything, but were I direct-

ing a story or scene with which I was not

conversant, I would get technical advice

from some other person who was, or look my
subject up in a public library instead of

spending my evenings amusing myself.

Some day I will be a director, then the

"other fellow" can get back at me; if he

does, I hope he'll tell me personally, so that

I can profit by what he knows.

A QUESTION OF POLICY.

"The X Company offered me thirty-

five dollars for a script I thought was

worth fifty dollars. Shall I accept the

offer, or tell them to send back the

script?"

That is the general tone of many let-

ters we receive from writers who have

made a few sales and who have there-

fore come to believe their work a little

superior to the work of others. In

other words, they are the amateurs who
have graduated from the class which

snaps up any price offered by a com-

pany
;

they are the writers who are

"breaking in."

To accept or turn down the offer of

the company is a matter of policy on

the part of the writer, but several things

must be considered. Foremost among
them is the question of why the script

is worth fifty dollars in the writer's es-

timation
;
why not one hundred dollars

or thirty-five dollars? He must think

just why he decided its worth ; and if

the reason seems strong enough, he

might write the editor and explain to

him why he thinks he should get more.

To refuse an offer and ask the return

of the script might cut off a market

for the writer, and this is the last thing

which should be done. Is it not worth

while for a writer who is not yet estab-

lished in the silent drama to sell his

early scripts for the price offered by the

companies—providing, of course, that

the price is within reason—so that he

may later profit because of his standing

with them at a time when he can ask

and be sure of receiving a certain price

for his work? We firmly believe it is,

because we have seen several writers

successfully apply this policy.

There comes a time with all writers

who intend to be successes when they

are confronted with this question, and

it is better to study out the course you

will follow in advance than to begin

wondering what to do when you find

yourself face to face with the situa-

tion. Think it over carefully and de-

cide wisely when the time comes. It

may be one of the turning points in

your career.

SCENARIO READERS.

We thought we had said the last word
regarding scenario editors and readers

and their honesty, but one of our read-

ers sends us a copy of The Ladies'

World containing an article which

stamps on "movie fakes" in general and

takes a crack at scenario staffs in the

following paragraph

:

"Finally I submitted my best scenario

in a widely advertised contest. It, too,

was returned. A few months later, I

saw my story, practically unchanged, on

the film screen, under another name,

but produced by the company which

had advertised the contest. Of course

it was not the prize-winning photo play.

It was just one of their regular produc-

tions or pictures. I went straight to the

manager of the theater, and I will never

forget his pitying smile. 'Don't you

know that we backwoods people have

no chance among the salaried scenario

writers in the big studios? They just

read scenarios for ideas, and send them

back. Only the authors with big names

have any chance with these idea

thieves.'
"

The author of the article, Anne
Walker, who, I believe, is not exceed-

ingly well known in motion-picture cir-
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cles, is describing, in the words of an

unfortunate who claims to have been

swindled by a correspondence school, an

experience which we are led to believe

is, in the opinion of the authoress, the

experience of every beginner.

Far be it from us to seek to correct

all the wild impressions which writers

of various kinds gather regarding the

motion-picture industry without know-
ing whereof they speak. Many of the

assertions made by this authoress

throughout her article lead us to believe

she belongs in this "outside" class, but

some impressions should be corrected

lest they do harm.

Let us grant that this woman, whose
words Miss Walker quotes, was
"fleeced," and work the matter out on

that basis. There was a time when
innocent beginners had no recourse in

this correspondence-school matter. Now
it is different, and there is a very direct

method of punishing fake schools. Of
course we presume all of you know that

a course cannot teach you originality,

and originality counts exceedingly high

in the sale of a script. A good course,

however, can teach you proper form,

and a competent instructor can correct

errors you may make. So much for

the "victim" and her course.

Now, regarding the honesty of the

men whose duty it is to pass upon sce-

narios. The paragraph we quote re-

flects upon them. In view of the misty

statements made in the article, we feel

safe in challenging its origin. We do
not believe it would prove to be true

to actual fact.

The statement which convinced both
the "victim" and the author of the ar-

ticle that scenario people were "second-
story men" was made by the manager
of a theater—a man who might never
have seen the interior of a studio, and
who at best was so unfamiliar with the

actual production of pictures that any-
thing he would say in regard to it would
be guesswork and would be worded so

as not to offend the patron who had
asked him a question.

The reader who sent in the article

had read it in good faith and had almost

been convinced that it was unsafe for

new writers to send out scripts. He
also firmly believed that the big writers

were completely overshadowing the un-

known ones in the consideration of the

scenario editors and readers. His im-

pressions were, of course, wrong, as

the above statements regarding the ar-

ticle will prove. As far as the big

writers injuring the unknown author's

chances, things are quite the reverse

;

for. when big writers really come into

the field, the merit of stories alone will

count, and readers and editors will

watch more carefully than ever the of-

ferings of unknowns in hope of devel-

oping a star.

ANSWERS TO READERS.

Mrs. M. B. Stephens.—The concern

which had your play so long was not

a producing company, but a selling

agency. In view of its delay in return-

ing it, we think you would make no
mistake in doing no future business

with them. We would advise notify-

ing the concern to send back the other

play. Register the letter, and if they

don't send it back take the matter up
with the postal authorities.

H. L. R.—The sequel to "The Dia-

mond from the Sky" has not yet been

selected by the American Company and
the Chicago Tribune, but we under-

stand the judges are reading over care-

fully all manuscripts at the present

time. If you will write the Tribune and
inclose a stamped, addressed envelope,

they may send you a list of the win-

ners when they are selected.

B. G. Hickman.—Certain concerns

purchase full scenarios, while others

desire synopses only. The wants are

found in our market booklet. It is true

the staff man will work out the tech-

nical script largely according to his own
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idea when he is given a synopsis, but

credit for the story goes to the writer

of the synopsis. Some companies also

give credit to the writer of the scenario,

and this is quite as it should be. We
agree with you the plan is wrong, but

we are convinced it will soon be righted.

Miss R. L. K—No letter to the edi-

tors is needed unless there is some spe-

cial reason for writing. If you are sat-

isfied that the play you have is a good
one, don't keep it at home for any
reason.

J. G. Moffett.—We agree with you
there are many slips on the part of di-

rectors, but there are so many good
films that Brisbane's remarks are not

justified. Scenario writers should re-

member details and think of the cen-

sors when writing plays. The board
you suggest as national censors would
doubtless serve the purpose as well as

others, though none will be able to win
any large amount of public favor. In

case a board is formed, we agree with

you that condemnation should be unan-
imous before a film is kept from the

public.

Harry Dolgraf and L. F. Greece.—
What is puzzling you is the scene plot

of a scenario. This tells the director

which scenes are exteriors and which
are interiors. For instance. The num-
bers indicate the scenes :

Interior: Living room, 1-2-45-5 1;
saloon, 41-28-29.

Exterior: Saloon, 11-26-34.

This tells the director just where to

look to find all the scenes that occur
on one location and serves to save him
much time.

James L. Colwell.—If you will send
six cents in stamps, we shall mail you
a copy of our market booklet which tells

the needs and addresses of the various
film producers.

LIVE-WIRE MARKET HINTS.

The newly formed Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation, No. 485 Fifth Ave-

nue, New York, N. Y., offers a wide op-
portunity for the writers who have
really been trying and who believe in

a future for the screen author. Besides
the thousand dollars for one hundred
ideas which Famous Players offered

before the consolidation, Lasky has es-

tablished a script bureau under the

supervision of Hector Turnbull, and
wants all writers to get in touch with
them. This concern makes five-reel

features of superior quality, and noth-
ing but the very best efforts of a writer

should be offered.

The Balboa Amusement Producing 1

Company, Long Beach, California, is

not anxious to receive scenarios from
outside writers, but will carefully and
quickly read everything which is of-

fered and will occasionally purchase an
exceptionally good story or an idea

which may be worked out successfully.

The price it will pay has not been
stated.

SHORT SHOTS.

A well-planned campaign has helped
many a slipping writer to regain his

foothold in the game.

Some writers make the mistake of

working out their plot on paper instead

of in their head, while others do just

the opposite. Learn which way is best

for you and then stick to it.

Seek to acquire that unknown some-
thing which distinguishes the true artist

from the writer who toils because he
must live—but always retain your prac-

ticability.

A writer who cannot concentrate is

as useful to himself as an aeroplane

without a propeller is to an aviator.

It's all very well to write for practice

in a sensible way, but remember that

it's the stories that sell that count, not

the ones you write.

Strive to obtain originality, for it is

the key to the gateway of almost any
studio.



The Dream Girl
When Meg Dugan deserted the place in the

slums that she called home, it was to scale the

round tower of Romance in search of Sir Galahad

By Edgar James Rice

Featuring MAE MURRAY From the film by Lasky

AT times she thought herself Elaine

or Guinevere, this child of San
Francisco's underworld, and,

while her half-fed body felt the pinch

of penury, her spirit had for

company King Arthur and the

Knights of the Round Table

;

Sir Galahad, in silver, shining

armor; Lancelot, the flower of

bravery; the bold Sir

Bedivere, and all the

blood for her. Motherless, victim of

a father's drunken cruelty, an empty
sugar barrel became her place of ref-

uge. And here, the well-thumbed vol-

ume propped against the bar-

rel's edge, Meg Dugan's fancy
flitted back to Arthur's time,

her soul delighting in the tales

of knightly deeds.

The sugar barrel forgotten,

she no more was daughter to

"Some day Sir Galahad will come for me."

goodliest fellowship of famous knights
whereof this world holds record.

One volume was her library—a vol-
ume battered, yellowed in the passing
of the years, discarded by its one-time
owner. Scarce legible the title : "Idylls
of the King." Laboriously she read
the book; read and reread it till the
men in mail took flesh and good red

a San Francisco gambler, but a maid
of Astolat, guarding the sacred shield

of Lancelot.

She became, instead, the wonderful
Girl o' Dreams, Meg Dugan, stepping
into the Yesterday with joyous feet;

walking about the gardens and the
halls of Camelot, as in the days that
were.
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It was clean-up

time in San Fran-

cisco's underworld.

'"Reform the Bar-

bary Coast" was
the slogan. And
the police went to

work with a thor-

oughness that dis-

mayed the 1 a w -

breakers who had
sneered at reform

waves. They
found to their cost

that this time the

reformers meant
business. Resorts

of evil fame, as if

by magic, ceased

to be. Chinatown
took on the out-

ward semblance of

decency. The gam-
blers fled—not all

of them, for there

were secret dens

where men still

squandered thou-

sands as they sat

around the gaming
tables, bereft of

every sense save

lust for gold.

One of the most
notorious of these

dens was run by
"'English" Hal, an overseas crook who
had left his country for his country's

good. His partner was Jim Dugan, fif-

teen years before an upright citizen,

but King Alcohol had called him to the

colors, and the love of wife and child

had -failed to win him from the ranks

of drink-crazed men and women.
Heart-broken, Dugan's wife had

given up the struggle for existence.

Disease attacked her. The kindly doc-

tors might have saved her, but she

lacked the will to live, and they were

helpless. The tired eyes took their last

The temptation was too great to be resisted.

look at the laugh-

ing child who
played, uncon-

scious of the near

approach of death,

the maudlin father

standing by, re-

pentant for the

moment.
So the child

Meg Dugan and
her father found

themselves alone.

No anchor now to

windward, the man
drifted into the

underworld, a

hanger-on of gam-
bling hells. He
never, made
enough to provide

a decent home^
and his child grew
up in surroundings

squalid and un-

moral. But Meg
had a spirit above

the tenements. In

some fashion she

picked up an edu-

cation, learned to

read and write,

and one day came
upon the torn copy

of Tennyso n's

"Idylls of the
King, which she always treasured.

"Some day Sir Galahad will come
for me," she told herself.

Dugan's partnership with English Hal

had been lucrative. Hal was an expert

in the art of "fixing" roulette wheels

and other paraphernalia of the gam-

blers. But one of the victims had

squealed. The den was promptly

raided. Hal had no time to grab the

box that contained his savings ; he was

content to make his get-away and leave

the rest to fate.

He went to Dugan's tenement to plan
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the future. But the shock of imminent
imprisonment had partly sobered Jim,

and he told his pal that he was going

to try and live straight.

"Quit that bull, old chap," said the

overseas crook. "Help yourself

!

That's the best policy in this tough
world."

Dugan shook his head. "Seems to

me I was a lot happier before I tied

up with whisky and you."

"Silly ass!" The Englishman lay

back in his chair and laughed. "Keep
your eye on me and you'll be rich. Lis-

ten ! I've got what the fellows here

paper and the family crest. My word

!

Don't you get the idea ? American girls

dote on Burke's Peerage. I'm only 'the

honorable,' but we can announce that

I am Lord Henry Trevor, traveling

semi-incognito as the Honorable Henry.
I say now—with a fine wardrobe and
a few hundreds to squander in your

palace hotels, I'll land an heiress, and
we'll both roll in Yankee dollars. Eh?
wot?"

"But where's the money to come
from ?"

"You," said English Hal promptly.

"You wisely kept your savings in a

Meg was squirming under the table.

call a peach of a scheme? My word,
yes ! I talk English prettv decentlv,

don't I?"

"You do. What about it?"

"Only this: I'm well born—member
of the aristocratic house of Trevor.

Gone to seed. A pull-back. Call me
anything you like. Discarded by my
family and all that. But I'm there with

the family name and the family note

money belt, and I was the sublime don-

key and lost my bank in the raid. Let's

see how much it'll cost." He began
to set down a column of figures on
the open page of a book—a page yel-

lowed with age ; it bore a wood cut of

Sir Galahad.

"That's my book!" screamed Meg,
coming into the room at that moment.
"Don't you dare touch it!" She pulled

J
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it away from him and stood panting
and angry, darting fiery glances at him.

"My word ! You're a stunner when
you're angry, Meg—superb, I say. I

didn't know I was offending you. Come
on now, give me a kiss and say you
forgive me."

She backed away from him. He fol-

lowed and caught her in his arms. She
fought like a tigress, but she was no
match for him, and he would have had
his kiss in spite of her efforts had not

Jim Dugan roused from a stupor in

which he had sunk.

''Cut that out, you scum !" he roared.

"Go to the devil 1" said Hal pleas-

antly.

Dugan grasped the neck of a beer

bottle, and swung it for the English-

man's head. Hal ducked and pulled out

a gun. Du-
gan's senses

were clear-

ing. This was
too danger-

ous a game.

He ran into

the next
room, flung"

the door shut,

and shouted

for help. Hal
fired through

the wood,
and Dugan's

shouts
ceased.
The English-

man crashed

against the
door; burst it

open.

Jim Dugan
lay on the
floor, motion-

less.

"The easi-

est way,"
muttered
Hal, and

stripped the body of the money belt.

"Keep your mouth shut, girl!" He
turned to Meg, who stood frozen with
terror. "If you squeal, I'll kill you,
too. You can live if you give me your
promise to remain silent." He ad-
vanced upon the frightened girl, and
Meg ran from him, clutching her be-
loved "King Arthur" as she went, and
fled pell-mell downstairs.

Hal started to follow, but he stopped
and laughed. "Let her go," he mut-
tered. "She's only a Dream Girl and
won't have sense enough to put the po-
lice on my trail even if she has a mind
to, which I doubt. Now good-by to

English Hal," he said, apostrophizing
himself and straightening; his tie in a

cracked mirror-

Henrv Trevor."

-"and hail to Lord

That night

there was at

least one very

hungry, very

tired little
girl in San
Francis-
co. She sat

eating a stale

doughnut in

an alley be-

side a baker's

shop. A light

flashed in her

face.

"It's a lost

child, begor-

ra!" A big,

kindly voiced

policeman
w a s looking

down at her.

She went
on munching

dough-

*'lt cheered me to think maybe a Sir Galahad would eome."

her
nut. "I'm
waiting for
Sir Galahad,"

she said be-

tween bites.
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"You're not a bit like him. Please go

away."

The bluecoat laughed. "A girl o'

dreams," he rumbled. "Well, come

along now. Maybe we'll find him at

home."
"I have no home," she told him. "I'm

an orphan now. Fa-

ther and mother are

both dead."

"Then, begorra,

you for Miss Ral-
J

ston's," he said, and,

taking her hand, he

led her away.

Miss Ralston kept

a private home for

girls who w ere
''backward and trou-

blesome." The good-

natured policeman

succeeded in gaining

admittance here for

Meg, who was
promptly catalogued

as a "backward." It

was a cheerless place,

and a spirit of rebel-

lion stirred in the

breast of the little

Dream Girl when she

was arrayed in the

homely one-piece uni-

form and severe little

hat, and her bright

fly-away hair was
bound in tight braids.

Her only consola-

tion was her ragged edition of ''King

Arthur," which she clung to in spite

of everything. During the long study

hours she snuggled it into the class-

room, and while she was presumed to

be learning the meaning of an isthmus

she was living in a dream world of

castles, knights, and lovely ladies. Once
she became so engrossed during a geog-

raphy lesson that she barely heard the

teacher telling her to go to the black-

board and draw a map of North Amer-
ica. She began her task, still dreaming

of her beloved knight—and the vision

of him riding out on a charger from the

castle's gates faded into the blackboard

in front of her, and the chalk in her

hand trailed off in meaningless lines.

"Don't touch him," he said. "That shows you how low a man can sink.'"

"Go back !" the teacher's rasping

voice came to her. "If you were not

in the backward class, I should say you
were making sport of me."

The yard where the children exer-

cised was barren of tree, grass, or

flower, but the splendid estate of old

Benjamin Merton adjoined, separated

by a stone wall—a high wall, but not

high enough to hide the glorious trees

that lifted their branches to the skies.
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One day a wonderful white rose climbed

the wall from the millionaire's side, and

Meg Dugan, lured by it, scaled the wall

to touch the rose. She inhaled its fra-

grance, exclaimed aloud at its beauty

;

then her glance fell on the Merton
grounds ; trees and flowers and grassy

slopes aglow in the sunshine. The temp-

tation to explore them was too great

to be resisted. She dropped lightly on

the soft turf and tripped, fairylike,

along the wooded paths. In a flower-

decked arbor she rested and turned to

her inseparable companion, "King Ar-

thur." It was a fit spot for the ma-
terialization of a Sir Galahad. What
if

Some one was coming. No knight

in armor, but a man with snow-white

hair—Mr. Merton himself. Meg
slipped under the table. The old man
entered the bower and sat down. An-
other joined him—one whose voice

was somehow familiar to the girl un-

der the table. They talked in under-

tones for a moment, then the newcomer
broke out : "It will be an ideal alli-

ance, sir; your granddaughter Alice es-

poused to Lord Henry Trevor—that

will make a stir in society. I love your

granddaughter, and I am sure she loves

me. But she will give me no answer
till you put your O. K. on me, don't

you know."
"I must have more time," answered

the other. "I have only known you a

few weeks and
"

"And in that short time your daugh-

ter and I have come to love each other.

Will you not give us your blessing?'*

Then, before Merton could reply, the

younger man exclaimed suddenly:

"Where did this book come from ? This

old copy of 'King Arthur'?"

Meg was squirming under the table.

She had not thought to hide her pre-

cious volume, and now it had been dis-

covered ! Her foot was "sleeping," but

she bore the pain lest she proclaim her

presence by moving.

"I don't know," she heard the old

man answer calmly. "Perhaps one of

the servants."

The sight of the book had evidently

unnerved English Hal—for it was this

overseas lawbreaker, masquerading as

Lord Henry, who had proposed for the

hand of Alice Merton. He said a hasty

good-by and left in confusion. That
"sleeping" foot of Meg's could no
longer be ignored. She stretched it out,

and it came in contact with Mr. Mer-
ton's.

He looked down at the slim ankle.

"Bless my soul !" he said.

Meg crawled out from under the

table. "It's only me, sir. Don't be

afraid." She pulled off her shoe and
vigorously massaged the aching foot.

"I'm from the home next door. Your
lovely park made me a trespasser. We
have no trees on the other side of the

wall. Will you please forgive
"

She broke off as a lusty voice rang

out: "Oh, granddad, where are you?"
Snatching up her beloved "King Ar-
thur," but forgetting her shoe in her

haste, she fled.

A good-looking, well-built young fel-

low ran into the arbor, panting. "Been
looking all around for you, granddad."

"Hmph ! Trouble again, you young
scamp?" Mr. Merton's tone was caus-

tic, but it was evident that he was very

fond of this lusty grandson of his, who,

with his sister Alice, lived with the old

man. Tom Merton was home for his

college vacation and had brought with

him sundry bills that disturbed his

grandfather's equanimity.

"How did you guess it, granddad?

It's a pesky bootmaker this time.

W'rites a forceful letter—and it's a mere
matter of one hundred and thirteen

dollars "
.

"Speaking of boots, Tom, take a look

at that one on the chair."

Tom's eyes grew wide. Gingerly he

picked up Meg's little shoe. "Where
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in the name of all that's mysterious did

this come from ?"

"An angel dropped it ; a poor little

angel who lives in the home next door.

One of the children to whom one hun-

derd and thirteen dollars would look

like a fortune. Your voice scared her

and she ran back and is probably on

the other side of the wall by this time."

"But she'll need her shoe."

"Your wisdom is profound at times."

Old Merton smiled.

Tom ran to the wall and called, but

there was no answer. Meg was crouch-

ing in silence on the other side.

"Wish I knew what sort of child

wore this," he mused. "I'd like to be

good to her. Well, here's wishing her

happiness." And he flung the little

shoe over the wall.

That night Alice Merton gave a cos-

tume dance in honor of her brother's

birthday. The music of the orchestra

floated across to the children's home,

and Meg Dugan, fascinated, stole out

of her window, and, running across the

yard, scaled the wall a second time.

In the old days she had danced to the

tin-pan strains of a street organ
;
now,

with the sublime music of the skilled

orchestra in her ears, she danced like

a daughter of the gods. At length ex-

hausted, she sank on a bed of flowers.

A drowsiness stole over her. She
awoke to find a knight in armor look-

ing down at her.

"Sir Galahad—you came for me!"
"Sir Galahad?" He laughed. Then:

"Well, if you like."

"I knew it! I knew you would
come !" she cried.

He put his arm around her and
lifted her. "What is it, little one? Tell

me your story."

"Why, don't you know? I'm from
the home on the other side of the wall."

"I know, you now. You are the lit-

agggBgjwngggjijw^

It was clean-up time in San Francisco's underworld.
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tie Cinderella who left her shoe behind.

I threw it back—did you get it?"

"Yes, yes, Sir Galahad."

"Now don't call me that," he said

gently. "I'm just Tom Merton, grand-

son of the old gentleman who owns this

place. This suit of mail is make-believe

—a masquerade."

"Oh-h-h !" A long-drawn wail, and

she drew out of his arms.

"Now you're too big and sensible a

girl to have fancies of that sort," he

went on. "Tell me, where did you get

the idea I was a real knight. You must
have been reading about the Round
Table."

He paused, and she nodded. "I've

had such a hard life," she told him. "It

cheered me to think maybe a Sir Gala-

had would come."

"Then let's make believe I am your

knight/' he said cheerily. "What is

your name?"
"Meg."

"Just Meg? Well, little Meg, I'm

your knight and friend, and I'm going

to get you away from that children's

home ; see if I don't
!"

And Tom Merton was as good as his

word. "You must adopt her," he said

to his grandfather, and the good-na-

tured old gentleman agreed to allow

Meg to come for a month "on proba-

tion." "If she is all that you believe

she is, I may act on your suggestion,"

he said.

So began for the Dream Girl the

most thrilling chapter of her life. She

determined to put the past utterly be-

hind her. But it came back to her with

crushing force, thrust itself upon her

willy-nilly.

Among the guests at a chafing-dish

party was Lord Henry Trevor, Alice's

fiance. When Meg recognized in him
the former partner of her father, the

infamous English Hal, she all but

fainted. To denounce him would have

meant revealing the story of her former

life, and this she could not bear to dis-

close. She had told the Mertons that

her parents were dead, and she had
given a touch of romance to the story

by adding the fiction that her father

had been a Maryland minister. And
now came this dread specter from the

past ! He telegraphed her a warning
with his eyes, and she remained silent.

Later in the evening Alice suggested

a slumming party, "with a chow main
to wind up." The suggestion was
hailed with delight. The party motored
to Chinatown, and, parking the cars,

set out on foot to see the sights. Tom,
with Meg on his arm, led the way, and
was pointing out the garish splendor of

a tea balcony when he stumbled over a

drunken man on the curb—an old man
with grizzled hair.

" 'S a wonder you swellsh wouldn'

keep to yer own castles on Nob Hill,"

he snarled, and muttered curses deep

in his throat.

Tom threw the grizzled derelict a

coin and would have passed on, but

Meg, her face suddenly pallid, stretched

out her hand to him. This wreck of
humanity was the man she had thought

dead—her father! Whatever had hap-

pened, whatever his condition, what-

ever hers, he was still her father. So
she would have embraced him, would
have spoken to him. But Tom Merton
drew her away.

"Don't touch him," he said. "That

shows you how low a man can sink."

The words she would have spoken

died on her lips. If Tom but knew
English Hal had recognized him, too,

and managed to stay behind while the

party sauntered on. "Play your cards

right," he told the old man, "and we'll

win. I've got an heiress hooked, and

your daughter has the heiress' brother

on a string. Make him 'work' her, and

we'll corral a pile ,as you say in the

States, don't you know."

Meg was unusually silent on the
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homeward journey, and when they

reached the Merton house she gathered

the family about her and told her piti-

ful story ; told them, too, that Alice's

fiance was a notorious gambler of in-

ternational disrepute. Alice refused to

believe that Lord Henry was an im-

postor, but when he was summoned he

was unable to meet the girl's eyes, and

he confessed the truth. "1 love you,

Alice ; that is all the plea I make."

English Hal had lost one trick, but

there was another card up his sleeve:

Meg and young Tom Merton's evident

love for her. He coached Jim Dugan
in his role, and on the following day

Dugan called on Mr. Merton and in-

sisted that Meg was not yet of age and

that if she was going to be adopted, he,

her father, must be paid a good round

sum. Mr. Merton was disgusted and

would have shown Dugan the door, but

Tom intervened and pleaded for Meg's

drunken parent. Dugan was obdurate

and took the Dream Girl away.

''Good!" said Hal, who was waiting

in the roadway to hear the result of the

interview. "Now you chase back, Jim,

and get hold of the young fellow. He's

head over heels in love with Meg, and

you can squeeze him dry. His grand-

dad gave him a ten-thousand-dollar

check for his birthday, and I shouldn't

wonder if Well, run along and

see how much of a business man you
are with Tom, the college man. I'll

take Meg over to my place in the mean-
time."

Dugan secured an opportunity to talk

alone with Tom Merton, and it fell out

as English Hal had forecasted. Tom
was ready to give his all to have the

girl back. He wrote a check for ten

thousand dollars, dated for the follow-

ing day, the stipulation being that Meg
would be promptly returned to the Mer-
ton house and the father relinquish all

rights of parenthood.

"Where is she now?" he asked, after

Dugan had put away the check.

"She's with English Hal—the man
you knew as Lord Henry Trevor."

"That scoundrel ! We must take her

away from him at once. Come along!"

And he hurried the man into an auto-

mobile.

Utterly dispirited, broken, her castles

fallen about her ears, Meg allowed Eng-
lish Hal to lead her away. In his room
he turned furiously upon her.

"I'll teach you not to squeal !" he

snarled, and turned the lock in the door.

Brutally he struck her, but as she

sank to her knees there came the sound
of running feet. The door was burst

open, and Tom and Dugan and an offi-

cer of the law entered. Tom had an-

ticipated just such a scene and had
phoned to the police on the way. While
the handcuffs were slipped on the wrists

of English Hal, Tom Merton lifted the

girl and laid her on a couch.

"It's all right now, sweetheart," he

whispered. "Your Sir Galahad has

come back and he will never leave you
again."

She opened her eyes. "My Sir Gal-

ahad !" she repeated, and her head fell

on his breast with a contented sigh.

Then she caught sight of her father

standing at the door. She stretched out

a hand to him. "No, Tom ; the dream
has got to end. I must go back to

father. Whatever sins he has com-
mitted, he is still my father."

The girl was sobbing now, and old

Jim Dugan felt a lump in his throat.

"I'll show 'em !" he muttered. He stole

into the hall, pulled out the check, and
wrote with a stub of a pencil:

I'm goin away and wont bother you again
Kid. Tell young Moneybags that if his dads
a lemon yours aint. Jim Dugan.

He tied the check to a beer opener,

and flung it on the ground beside Meg
and her lover. Then he went away,
passing out of their lives forever.

Tom tried to find him in later years,

but there was no trace of him.
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"That one splendid deed sponged his

whole record of crime, dear," he said,

taking the Dream Girl in his arms.

"There was real nobility in him—the

making of a true knight if the devil

had not tempted him above that he was
able to bear. Sweetheart, we will carry

that memory of him and forget all the

She lifted her lips to his. ''Oh, my
knight !" she whispered. "I pictured

you Sir Galahad while still a child. I

wronged you. 'Twas the king himself

I sought—and found."

rest."

THE SILENT PROPOSAL
HEY met

;
they loved at sight

;

No word they spoke

:

But in the fair moonlight

Their souls awoke.

I saw them once again

Still silent, but the twain

Felt Cupid's charm.

They paused ; he held her close

:

Prayer in his eyes

;

The maid, as you'd suppose,

Looked shy surprise.

No question did he put;

Nor need was there

;

The strains of Cupid's lute

Spoke for the pair.

A silent drama this;

Nor was there slip.

No words—but, ah, the kiss

As lip met lip

!

I watched them with a sigh,

And rose to go

—

Tongue-tied I wished that I

Could pop the question so.

Now arm in arm

;

J. D. Bradford.
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KATHERIXE R.—Xorma Phillips was
June in "Runaway June," and was also

"Our Mutual Girl" in that series. Several

companies have photos of the late Arthur
Johnson for sale. Yes, we agree with you
about Theda Bara. Address Mary Pickford
at Famous Players Film Company, New
York City. The same address for Mar-
guerite Clark. Florence Lawrence care of

Universal Film Company, New York City.

Florence la Badie, Thanhouser Film Cor-
poration, New Rochelle, New York. Alice

Joyce care Vitagraph Company, Brooklyn,
X'ew York, and Mary Miles Minter, Ameri-
can Film Company, Santa Barbara, Califor-

nia. Yes, John Bunny, junior, is playing
in pictures.

Fatty.—Mary Pickford was born on April

8, 1893. Address May Allison at Metro Film
Corporation, New York City. Mary Fuller

in care of Universal Film Company, New
York City. Yes, Mary was very good in the

"Foundling."

Charles W.—Yes, those mistakes are fre-

quently made in pictures, the throwing of
lighted cigarettes on the rugs in supposedly
handsome homes, and also throwing the en-

velope on the floor when the letter is opened.
There ain't no such animal.

H. C. S.—Address Marguerite Courtot at

Famous Players Studio, No. 130 West Fifty-

sixth Street, New York City.

Genevieve.—Yes, I quite agree with you
that the story of "Genevieve," taken from
the book of that name, would make an ex-

ceptional photo play.

Edxa Wright.—We secured the snap from
Gertie Bambrick herself. So you took it

three years ago? Kind of surprised you
to see it, eh?

E. X'. M.—Myrtle Stedman has no limita-

tions as far as type of plays for her are

concerned. She is extremely versatile, and
can tackle any type of part, and handle it

efficiently.

Krazy Km the Picture Nut.—Some space

filler that title. Well, we would not bank
anything on saying that some of the things

they do in the "Mysteries of Myra" could

really happen in "real" life. However, they

seem real enough, so what's the difference?

Some of the serials are better than the

others. It all depends on the audiences'

taste. Some may like one and not another,

and the opposite. Biograph is not produc-
ing any more. They are reissuing the Grif-

fith and Sennett subjects, as well as some
Bert Williams comedies. Edison is releas-

ing on General. The Mutual brands are

:

American, Mustang, Vogue, Beauty, Lone
Star (Chaplin), Gaumont, Cub, Signal, and
Centaur. Yes, Charlie gets away with six

hundred and seventy thousand dollars per

year. I liked the "Floorwalker" a little bet-
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ter than the "Fireman/ but both were very
good, indeed.

M. J. Cellar.—Yes, Billie Burke is cer-
tainly very pretty. Quite a little actress, too,
don't you think? Wheeler Oakman is one
of the old reliables. He has been playing in
pictures for some time. Yes, he played in
the "Spoilers," the Selig feature, with Wil-
liam Farnum and Kathlyn Williams.
Whealer played the "Broncho Kid," who
finally married Kathlyn in the picture. Re-
member him? The Drews are certainly very
funny.

^
Yes, the same girl who played the

boss' wife in the Keystone comedy, "Dough
& Dynamite," was Chiquita in the Selig
feature. "The Ne'er-do-well/' You have
a good memory for faces. Shall expect to
hear from you soon again. Yes, I do need
some assistants, but from present indications
my needs are not to be supplied.

Crazy Betty—So you want to know who
writes the answers in the Oracle depart-
ment. That's the easiest question I have had
as yet. WT

hy, I do, of course. No, Blanche
Sweet is not a cousin of the Gishs and Tal-
madges. If she is, she never told me any-
thing about it. Yes, write to Theda again.
She gets so many letters that yours might
have been misplaced. Tell her it's your sec-
ond offense. You are correct about inclos-
ing a self-addressed, stamped envelope, by
all means.

Mary Cooper.—Both Dustin Farnum and
Winifred Kingston are with the Pallas-
Morosco Company. Owen Moore is with
Famous Players. Marguerite Clark was
born in Cincinnati, Ohio. Mary Pickford's
birthday is April 8th.

E. V. B.—Anita Stewart has been very ill

at her home at Bay Shore, Long Island,
N. Y., and the doctors feared typhoid. That
may be the reason.

Esther Meltz.—Doubtless Geraldine Far-
rar did kiss her husband, but we do not think
the same kiss was passed on to any leading
lady. It is true that, one good kiss deserves
another, but this does not permit of any
round-robin interpretation. Beautiful and
attractive as Miss Farrar is, we hardly be-
lieve she or any one else has the magic
power of transforming a man into a singer
by kissing him.

Carolyn—The address of George Webb
is American Studio, Santa Barbara, Cali-
fornia; and the address of Marin Sais is

Kalem Studio, Glendale, California.

Moey Goldberg.—If you want to be a
screen actor, the best way is to see the vari-
ous directors of studios until you get a
favorable consideration from one of them;

but we do not think you had better culti-
vate your histrionic ambition unless you are
sure of your fitness for this calling. The
field is already overrun with aspirants for
film honors. Famous Players Studio is at
No. 130 West Fifty-sixth Street, and the
Rolfe Studio is at No. 3 West Sixty-first
Street, both in New York.

Miss Ohio.—You ask whether Wallace
Reid or Roy Fernandez is "the more beauti-
ful." It is a question of personal taste, and
therefore a hard one to answer satisfactor-
ily. We are inclined to think that Mr. Fer-
nandez has nothing on Mr. Reid when it

comes to good looks. Even at that, it would
be difficult for us to render a decision if we
were judges in a beauty contest. Mr. Reid
is a brunet, and his eyes, as a natural result,
are dark.

Miss Alliance.—Your first question is

one that the rules forbid us to answer.
Mary Pickford and Owen Moore have no
"little fairy in their home." Mary is a
blonde.

Miss Curiosity—Ino.—There you go
again, trying to find out who Sir Madame
Oracle is ! If you really want to know, we
will leave a note for you, inclosed in a plush
box, underneath the tall pine on the right
side of "The Rocky Road to Dublin," be-
yond the first bend, at five o'clock in the
morning on the first Thursday after the
second Tuesday, September next. Roy Fer-
nandez, who won the Universal's Handsome
Man contest, will play with this company,
but not opposite Violet Mersereau; that is,

not for the present, at least. It is a woman's
prerogative to ask questions, and also to
answer questions negatively when it comes
to marriage proposals. It was the second
prerogative that Miss Mersereau took ad-
vantage of in refusing to marry the lady-
killing Roy, the rules of the contest to the
contrary notwithstanding. Miss Suratt was
in France from January to June last, en-
gaged in Red Cross work, but she is now
in this country. There was no such char-
acter as Pollick's brother in "The Strange
Case of Mary Page." Pollick himself played
in some "Flashback" roles after the murder
in the first scene.

Glad.—The address of Wr

alter Long is

No. 4500 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California. You are right in guessing that
he did not go to Ireland to get Emerald-hued
background for a film.

Renie Andre.—Madame Petrova is with
the Metro Company. We think she would
be glad to send you a regular picture upon
request. Yes. it is better to inclose twenty-
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five cents to cover costs. She is a good
emotional actress.

Cunard Twins.—More friends from Can-
ada, and rooters for Grace Cunard. She
has certainly become popular up there. In

fact, from voting contests held there she is

the most popular actress in the eyes of

Canadians, having won all said contests

hands down. The name is pronounced Ku-
nard. House Peters was Jack in "Salomy
Jane," a film produced in. 1914 by the Cali-

fornia Motion Picture Corporation, starring

Beatriz Michelena. Ruth Roland and Henry
King appeared together in the Balboa-Pathe
serial series of "Who Pays."

Dorothy M.—It is not likely that Earle
Williams and Anita Stewart will play to-

gether for some time to come, as both are

with different Vitagraph companies. Anita
is working under the direction of S. Ran-
kin Drew, while Earle is being directed by
Ralph Ince. Yes, Earle Williams, Mar-
guerite Clark, and Anita Stewart are their

real as well as reel names, Against the

rules. Of course Anita's hair is naturally

curly. Pearl White and Creighton Hale
have played together in every one of the

Pearl White serials, with the exception of

the "Perils of Pauline," which Creighton
did not appear in. Wallace Reid wore a
wig in "To Have and to Hold," but Hazel
Dawn's own hair was on exhibit in "The
Saleslady," and so was Fannie Wards' in

"For the Defense." Let me hear from you
soon again. I am sure that Earle Williams
and Anita Stewart will send you an auto-

graphed photo if you inclose a quarter. Ad-
dress Earle at the Vitagraph Studios, Bay
Shore, Long Island, and Anita at the Vita-
graph Company of America, Locust Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York.

A. L. C.—You don't want to know very
much this time. What's the matter? Can't
you think of anything that you want to ask
me? "The Road of Strife" was the name
of the serial put on by Lubin, and featur-
ing Mary Charleson and Crane Wilbur.
Does that mean that you have hopes of
becoming an actress like the Gish girls be-

cause you were born in the same town?
Henry Walthall and Francis X. Bushman
are the favorites of many.

M. S. A.—Thomas Meighan and Sessue
Hayakawa are appearing regularly in Lasky
productions released on the Paramount pro-
gram. Hayakawa also appeared in "The
Cheat" with Fannie Ward, an exception-
ally fine picture, his first picture for the
Lasky Company. Sessue was seen in the

IO

"Typhoon" for Tom Ince, and in "The
Wrath of the Gods." also for the Triangle
producer.

C. F.—Address William S. Hart at the

New York Motion Picture Corporation, Cul-

ver City, California.

H. H. S.—We shall attend to your friend

Harry Hilliard as soon as we have the space

in our gallery. He is already down on our
list. So you want a picture of him? What
will hubby say?

Ald.—Douglas Fairbanks was born in

Denver, Colorado, in 1883. Sorry, but your
other questions about him are against the

rules. Douglas is one of the most popular

screen stars. He has always been an actor,

and a very good one, too. Haven't you seen

the pictures we have published of him in

the magazine?

"Blind Tiger."—I almost left your letter

out, as this is a strictly temperance depart-

ment (as long as we are in the office, any-

way). Cleo Madison is still appearing in

Universal pictures right along. You can

address her at Universal City, California.

George Larkin played opposite her in "The
Trey o' Hearts," Universal serial. I agree

with you that it was very good. Theda
Bara's story, "My Strange Life," was in the

February 15th issue of Picture-Play. You
can secure a copy by sending fifteen cents

to the circulation department of the maga-
zine. Valeska is still in the good old United
States.

Sorrow.—I thought that answering ques-

tions was a hard job, but yours seems to

beat me out, at that. Studying the violin,

vocal, languages, sewing, and the hundred
other things you mention must be an occu-

pation well worth hiding from. No, thanks,

I don't think I'll change places with you

—

that is, not just yet. Yes, Picture-Play
certainly does help to chase away the blues

on a rainy day. Pity me ! On a rainy day
I have just as many letters to answer, so I

can't get the blues, measles, or anything else.

I'm too busy to even be sick.

Pearl White Admirer.—Back again, I

see! We are having a lot of regular cus-

tomers with us this month. Keep up the

good work. Yes, it is almost certain that

Pearl WT

hite will appear in another serial

shortly. They don't seem to be able to keep
the villains off her track. She has several

cars. Creighton Hale has joined the Frank
Powell Productions Company, together with
his arch villain, Sheldon Lewis, of serial

fame. Pearl White will probably be seen in
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some feature pictures by Pathe before un-
dertaking another serial.

Loretta O.—You can write Edward
Coxen at the American Film Company, Chi-
cago, Illinois. Yes, I think he will answer
your letter, all right.

M. D.—Hello, doctor, back again, I see.

The Champion brand of the old Universal
was dropped quite a long time ago. Sev-
eral years ago, in fact. Yes, I manage to see

all the Triangles. It is a toss-up between
the "Lamb" and "His Picture in the

Papers" for the best Fairbanks picture. Yes,
there is a possibility that Betty Nansen may
return to America again to play in pictures.

No, I think that Francis X. Bushman is just

as popular now as he was when with the

Essanay Company. Maybe even more so, on
account of his appearing in big productions
regularly. Ed Coxen gets quite a little boost-

ing. Maybe you just happen to miss it. He
is one of the few that remain with one
company for as long a period as he has
remained with American. Yes, Theda and
I are acquainted, but she doesn't know that

I am the mysterious Picture Oracle, so you
see even my friends don't know who I am.
Rare case of this, eh? George Periolat is

still with American. We have a new photo
of Warren Kerrigan. Watch for it.

S. W. J.—Katherine Franck is her right

name. Do you know her. Same home town
and everything?

Flo and Lou.—Yes, Theda Bara is fond
of outdoor life. I don't think she is super-

stitious. She is even better looking off the

screen than on. She has had many leading

men. Evelyn Brent played Dorothy Temple,
bride of Bob in "The Spell of the Yukon."
Clara Kimball Young is very fond of pets.

It is against the rules to answer a question

of the Florence Reed kind. Mabel Normand
has her own company, named after her now.
She will be seen in comedy dramas. No
more pie throwing for pretty little Mabel.

Charles Chaplin is twenty-six years old.

Florence C.—The Biograph Company no
longer produces, and Mr. Charles Perley is

not with them any more. Address him at

the Screen Club, New York City. I am sure

he will send you a photo. Better inclose a

quarter to cover the cost of photo and mail-

ing.

Phyllis S. F.—Thanks muchly for your
exceedingly generous fee. You are welcome
to the fireside of this department any old

time you choose. No, I'm not seventy-five

years old. Creighton Hale is a very popu-
lar boy. Grace Cunard has played all

through the "Peg of the Ring" serial. The
yacht in "The Surprises of an Empty Hotel"
and "Via Wireless" were honest-to-goodness,
real yachts. No, the Pathe players have
never come to California, with the exception
of the Balboa brand, which is situated on the

coast. That's a new Ford joke on me. The
"Iron Claw" was staged in and around Jer-
sey City. Certainly I'd like your picture. 1

am sure that Creighton would answer you.

See you soon again?

Chick.—Wallace Reid is playing with Cleo
Ridgely in Lasky productions. He certainly

is a very handsome youth. Henry Kolker
is playing lead opposite Billie Burke in the

"Gloria's Romance" serial for George Klein.

Billy.—Here are their addresses : Wallace
Reid care of Lasky Photo Play Company,
Los Angeles, California; Creighton Hale
care of Pathe Film Company, Jersey City,

New Jersey ;
Carlyle Blackwell, at World

Film Corporation, New York City; Francis

X. Bushman can be reached at Metro Pic-

tures Corporation, New York City; Richard
Travers in cafe of Essanay Film Company,
Chicago, Illinois; Edgar Jones at the Screen
Club, New York City ; and Harry Meyers
at Vim Comedy Company, Jacksonville,

Florida. Yale Boss still plays every once
in a while. Marshall Neilan played opposite

Mary Pickford in "Madame Butterfly." Your
last question is against the rules, sorry to

say. Read "Romances of the Studios" in

the June issue of Picture-Play.

Cleo.—Well, it's about time your letter

arrived. You have been deserting me of

late. I was going to put you first on the

list, but that orange-and-black envelope of

yours didn't arrive in time. Better luck next
month. I don't know, I never saw his wrist,

but I think so. Yes, Pearl is long through
with the "Iron Claw." Like it? So did I.

I. C. U.—I. C. U. you don't care much
for Theda Bara from the tone of your let-

ter. Well, people all have their tastes, you
know. Theda, however, has a tremendous
following, but there is not an actor or actress

living who is admired by every one. Marie
Dressier hasn't appeared in films since she

finished "Tillie's Tomato Surprise" for Lubin
quite some time ago. Yes, I agree with you
that Sidney Drew is very comical, indeed.

No, Hank Mann never won a beauty con-

test. The actors and actresses are worth
every cent they get. If they weren't, you can
bet that they wouldn't draw down the big

salaries. Their worth is in proportion to

their earning capacity for their company. If

an actor is popular, and draws the crowd,
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Why Aren't Stenographers

Better Paid?
By GEO. D. BATES

f>y ID you ever stop to think how important is

| the part the stenographer plays in modern
business?

Suppose the stenographers of this country-

there are over 100,000 of them—were to go on a

strike to-morrow! Can you conceive the effect?

Business would be paralyzed. Everywhere there

would result hopeless confusion and delay—tre-

mendous losses. The truth is that, in the conduct

of modern business, the stenographer is absolutely

essential.

Why is it, then, that the majority of them are

so poorly paid? Why is it that the average

stenographer, who is so vital a factor in business,

makes only $8 to $15 weekly? To find the an-

swer, we must go back to the reason for the

invention of the typewriter itself.

Typewriters were invented to meet the need for

greater transcribing ability—to provide a means
of reducing the cost of correspondence, and of

saving time. At first, any stenographer and
typist could command a big salary, because almost

any kind of operator could beat the old-fashioned

longhand. But soon there were many operators,

and the law of supply and demand cut the average

stenographer's salary to a mere pittance.

But just as the first typists years ago were able

to command high wages, so now those who can
write proportionately faster than the average can

still command the big salaries. For the same de-

mand exists to-day which caused the invention of

the typewriter itself. What employers are seek-

ing is greater transcribing capacity—real effi-

ciency in producing finished work.

The average stenographer typewrites from
thirty to fifty words a minute, and draws any-
where from $8 to $15 a week salary. The trained

expert writes eighty to one hundred words a min-
ute, and draws $25, $35, and even $40 weekly. And
employers are glad to pay the higher wage, be-
cause they find it is genuine economy to do so.

The trouble in the past, from the stenographer's
standpoint, has been that there was no successful
method of securing high speed and accuracy in

typewriting. It remained for R. E. Tulloss, who
was one of the pioneers in developing the "touch
system," and who is known the country over as
among the greatest typewriting authorities of the
present day, recently to invent a New Way in

Typewriting—a method which enables any ste-

nographer to write eighty to one hundred words a
minute. Already thousands of stenographers

have adopted the new method, with results bor-

dering almost on the miraculous. Many of them

were so-called "touch writers;" others, after

years of fruitless effort, had practically given up

hope of ever attaining more than merely average

ability; many had taken other courses, with no

marked increase in speed—yet, practically without

exception, they all have developed the remarkable

speed of eighty to one hundred accurate words a

minute—and have joined the high-salaried ex-

perts.

They have been able to do this because this new
way is based upon a radically different idea—an

idea which, in musical training, goes back to the

great old masters of Europe, but which is entirely

new in its application to typewriting.

Mr. Tulloss says that the reason most stenogra-

phers can't typewrite faster is simply because

their fingers have never been trained to be dex-

trous and nimble—as, of course, they must be in

order to write easily at high speed. He says that

if it is important to train the fingers gymnastically

for piano-playing, it is doubly essential to tram

them in this way for the typewriter. So he has

developed a system of gymnastic finger-exercises,

to be practised away from the machine, which au-

thorities say is the greatest step since the inven-

tion of the typewriter itself. In actual use it is

producing results in days which ordinary methods

have never been able to produce even in months

of steady practice. The resultant salary-increases

have been exactly in accordance with facts stated

above—the high speed reached has quickly

brought salaries of $25, $30, and even $40 weekly.

Mr. Tulloss has hundreds of letters, written by

students, which prove this beyond the possibility

of question.

Mr. Tulloss has written a very interesting

48-page book called "The New Way in Typewrit-

ing," which explains his wonderful system in de-

tail, and tells how he is teaching it direct by mail

to students in every part of the country. A copy

of this book will be mailed free to any reader of

Picture-Play Magazine, if the request is made
promptly to the Tulloss School, 9610 College Hill,

Springfield, Ohio, and 4c in stamps is enclosed

to cover cost of mailing, etc.

If you are in any way interested in this latest

development of the typewriting situation, which
is bringing big pay and new opportunities to thou-

sands of formerly underpaid stenographers, I can
only urge you to send for this book to-day.
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he gets paid for it, as he is the box-office

asset. Charlie earns his money, because he
is the biggest magnet of the theater box
offices in the motion-picture business. No,
Francis X. Bushman doesn't write his own
love letters. He has all he can do dictat-

ing answers to the trunk full of mash notes
he receives, much less writing them to him-
self. After that nice, long answer, I shall

expect to hear from you soon again.

E. M. T.—I thought you were kidding me
with those initials at first. I ran the 'e' and
'm' together, and "empty" was the result, but
I hope such is not the case. From your
letter I don't believe so, at any rate. Creigh-
ton Hale is with Frank Powell productions.
He is twenty-two. Otis Harlan in the "Black
Sheep." Yes, Dorothy and Lillian Gish are
sisters.

M. M.—So you Californians like Wallace
Reid? Well, you're not the only ones. The
East, West, North, and South like him, too.

Mae Marsh is a very clever little lad}'. So
you are the image of Mae Marsh? That's
nice.

Julia L.—Space does not permit me to

give a synopsis of the "Birth of a Nation."
The story deals with the rebellion of the
South, and events after the assassination of
Lincoln, foremost of which is the forming
of the Ku Xlux Klan.

J. W.—Evidently you are going to do some
writing if the length of the list of addresses
you want has anything to do with it. Wil-
liam Courtleigh, junior, is not playing in

films at the present writing. Address
Dorothy Gish, at Fine Arts Film Company,
Los Angeles, California. Anita Stewart at

Vitagraph Company of America, Locust
Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. Hazel Dawn
at Famous Players Film Company, New
York City. Bessie Love also, at Fine Arts.
Hope you get a nice letter in reply.

A Movie Fan—Address Taliaferro in
care of Metro Pictures Corporation, New
York City. Edna Goodrich was born in

Logansport, Indiana. You bet, little Mabel
is very sweet, indeed, and you are to be
congratulated that you have her for a cousin.

I. M. Nutty.—Why brag about it?

Grace Cunard is considered a very pretty
actress, and a good one. Some prefer
Grace for looks, and some Pearl White.
It's all a matter of opinion. You had the
right idea. It is terribly hard to inter-
view every one at once. The favorites
will all appear in the magazine in time.
Francis Ford and Creighton Hale are two
such utterly different types that they can-

not be compared. Yes, Francis Ford and
Grace Cunard are one of the most popu-
lar teams in films. I should think those
two jokes would exhaust you. Don't you
know it's bad to dig them up so old. It

gives your age away.

J. K.—Theda Bara is still with the Fox
Film Corporation, and will remain with that
concern for some time to come if William
Fox has anything to say about it. Address
her in care of the Fox Film Corporation,
New York City. Yes, address anything you
want to know in the scenario line to Clarence

J. Caine, of this magazine.

Maxine.—Sorry that one of your questions
is against the rules of the department.
Guess you know what it is. See the picture
of Alice Joyce, Tom Moore, and little Joyce
Moore in the September issue of Picture-
Play. Don't remember any one of that name
in the "Iron Claw." If so, they didn't have
a prominent part.

Chief.—I didn't know that the players
ever did knock any one with real talent
that tried to get into pictures. Have you
heard of any? They might advise some
people who write to them to stay home,
as they receive hundreds of letters asking
them to put admirers in pictures. They
are only too glad to encourage a new-
comer with real talent. Your letter must
have gone astray. Address Olga Petrova
in care of the Metro Pictures Corporation,
New York City. The majority of critics

credit Theda Bara with the honor of being
the best portra}-er of vampire roles on the
screen to-day. Do you ever remember
having seen a picture called "The Vam-
pire" with Theda. Bara? I think you are
mistaken, young lady.

.
G. G. G.—Address Ella Hall and Wil-

liam Garwood at Universal City, Cali-
fornia. Louise Huff, can be addressed at
the Famous Players Film Company, New
York City.

Jimmie M.—True Boardman was to have
starred in Kalem's "Social Pirates," but a
change in the company's plans occurred
shortly after the announcement of this

fact.

S. P. G.—The L^niversal Film Corpora-
tion produces the Red Feather brand of
features.

E. A.—Louise Emerald Bates appears
mostly in Falstaff comedies produced by
the Thanhouser Company, but once in a
while will take part in a dramatic produc-
tion for a change. You can address her
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Why the price
was reduced

It formerly cost us $5.00 to

sell a $5.00 Durham-Duplex
Razor Set—$2.00 for jobber

and' dealer, $2.00 for advertis-

ing and $LOO for salesmen's"

expenses. Our manufacturing

cost was a dead loss. Our
profits came solely from blade

business. We reduced the price

to $1.00 in order to sell more
razor sets and, consequently, to

get more blade orders. Under
this new sales plan we are sell-

ing twenty times as many razor

sets—-and that means twenty

times as many blades. Our dis-

tributing cost has been reduced

to 50 cents—40 cents for jobber

and dealer and 10 cents for

advertising. We get 50 cents

to help pay our manufacturing

cost. And you save $4.00.

The 55.00 Durham-Duplex Domini Ravior Set that we now orfer for $k(X)

contains a genuine S5.00 Durham-Duplex Domino Razor with white American

ivory handle, safet} guard, stropping attachment, and a 50 cent package of >ix

Durham-Duplex double-edged blades ill cutting edges)— all in a handsome

leather kit.

The famous Durham- Duplex double-

edged blade — the longest, strongest,

keenest blade on earth—is made of; the

best Swedish steel, hollow ground,

honed and stropped to the extreme
of keenness. 50 cents for a package
of six. One package free with every

Durham-Duplex Domino Razor Set.

Durham-Duplex Razor Co.
190 Baldwin Ave. Jersey City, N. J.

URHAMJ-|UPLEX
DOMINO RAZOR

You will find real shaving ease when you learn the

Durham-Duplex way. The toughest beard slides oft

without hacking, scraping or scratching, Pin a dollar

'bill. to the coupon and present it to any dealer—or

send it to us. You will receive a -$5.€0 Durham-
Duplex Domino Razor Set—and that means years of

comfortable shaving. Tear out the coupon NOW,
before you forget it.

COUPON

Name

Address

City

Any dealer will honor this coupon.
T29

i
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at the Thanhouser Film Corporation, New
Rochelle, New York. She was a chorus
girl in the Winter show before entering

the films.

M. A. X.
—

"Silas Marner" was in seven
reels. The cast of the picture was as fol-

lows : Frederick Warcle as Silas Mamer,
Louise Emerald Bates as his sweetheart,

Morgan Jones was the supposed friend,

and Thomas Curran played Godfrey.

Anne.— Sorry, but we haven't enough
room to print a synopsis of the last episode

of the "Trey o' Hearts." No matrimonial
questions answered. Grace Cunard is

featured star with the Universal Company.
She was born at Paris, France, 1893.

Olive, Jr.—Keep your eyes open for

Wally's picture in the gallery. Evidently

thou favoreth him much?

O. Blue—I'd be blue, too, if I hadn't

heard from my favorite. Mary Fuller has

evidently not received your letters. Address
her in care of the Universal Film Manu-
facturing Company, 1600 Broadway, Xew
York City.

M. Toronto.—Back again for more.
That's gameness, all right. Donald Hall

was born in Muree, Northwest Province,

India, on August 14, 1876. His father

was a colonel in the English army. He
received his education in London. Norma
Talmadge was opposite him in "A Daugh-
ter's Strange Inheritance." You had the

name a wee bit wrong. I am sure he will

send you a picture. Inclose twenty-five

cents to cover the cost of photo, mailing,

et cetera. Can't answer the "Walthall ques-

tion. Agin' the rules. You certainly may
come again. There's a welcome on the

mat.

G. O. P.—Sounds like the good old days
of the "big stick." Send six cents in stamps
to this magazine for our new market book-
let, with complete addresses of all the film

companies purchasing scenarios from out-

siders. Mary Miles Minter is with the

American Film Company, at Santa Bar-
bara, California. A letter addressed to her
there will reach her. She is now fifteen

years old.

Eddie.—No, those black curls of George
Walsh are real. Yes, it was William Des-
mond who played Prince Karl in "Bullets
and Brown Eyes." Address him at Culver
City, California. Yes, Norma Talmadge
played as the rich man's elder daughter
in the "Battle Cry of Peace." Julia Dean
is an old stage favorite, and a very good

actress, indeed. Charlie Chaplin is very
good looking. Edna Purviance is his lead-
ing lady. Address Pearl White in care of
Pathe, Jersey City, New Jersey. Carlyle

Blackwell can be reached at the World Film
Corporation, New York City. Mary Fuller
at Universal Film Manufacturing Company,
1600 Broadway, New York City.

Allwise.—No, Douglas Fairbanks is not
related to the Fairbanks twins. Hobart
Bosworth is being featured by the Univer-
sal. Bosworth, Incorporated, produced the

Jack London pictures, with Hobart Bos-
worth playing the leading roles. "The Sea
Wolf," "Burning Daylight," and "An
Odyssey of the North," were three of the
best of these productions. Y'es, Betty Nan-
sen has retired from films for the present.

Your last question is against the rules.

Norwegian.—Charles Chaplin can be ad-
dressed at Lone Star Film Corporation, Los
Angeles, California. Alary Pickford at

Famous Players Film Company, New York
City. Pearl White at Pathe, Jersey City,

New Jersey. G. M. Anderson, Longacre
Theater, New York City. Helen Holmes,
Signal Film Corporation, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. Mabel Normand at Mabel Nor-
mand Feature Film Company, Los Angeles,
California. Anita Stewart at Vitagraph
Company of America, Locust Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York. Henry King at Bal-
boa Studios, Long Beach, California. Shel-
don Lewis and Creighton Hale also at

Pathe; and Beverly Eayne care of Metro
Pictures Corporation, New York City.

F. U. S. S. E. R.—Dorothv Gish can be
reached at the Fine Arts Film Company,
Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California.

E. M. M.—Address Marguerite Clark at

Famous Players Film Company, New York
City. Theda Bara has been appearing in

Fox productions for over a year. Theda is

considered a very good actress. Critics

differ as to the greatest actress on the
screen. Mary Miles Minter is fifteen.

D. S.
—"Poor Little Peppina" was pro-

duced by the Famous Players Film Com-
pany. Yes, the Mirror Film Company is

situated on Long Island. They produced the
feature with Nat Goodwin, Billy Quirk,
Flora Finch, and several other well-known
stars. The scenes for the "Bugle Call"
were taken on the Pacific coast.

T. Melvix.—Some of the stars appearing
in the Popular Plays and Players produc-
tions released on the Metro program are:
Madame Petrova, Edmund Breese, Arthur
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TEAR OUT HEBE "™

Your chance to be somebody\ to hold a position of responsibility, to have

an income that will provide every comfort of life, is within your reach.

Just one thing keeps you from finding it, grasping it: you're not

prepared. Through the door of opportunity big jobs are waiting in every

field of work. But only trained men will get them.

Don't play blindmans buff with your future! Start today and train

yourself to do some one thing better than others.

You can get that training in spare time through the International

Correspondence Schools, just as others have done for twenty-five years-

just as more, than 130,000 ambitious men and boys are doing right now.

Choose your own career. The
I. C. S. will train you for the position

you want in the work you like best.

And you need not lose a day or a

dollar in your present occupation.

Tear off that blindfold!

Your chance is here. The time
to start is now. The way is to ask the

I. C. S. to show you what they can do
for you. Mark and mail this coupon
— it costs nothing, but the evidence
it will bring you will open your eyes.

I. C. S., Box42 30, Scranton, Pa.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box42 3 ,

SCRANTON, PA.
Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the position,

or in the subject, before which I mark X-

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN OR ENGINEER
Metallurgist or Prospector
STATIONARY ENGINEER
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Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
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Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
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DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
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A.nniV6rS3rV trial preparedness. More than 130,000 men and
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. \j t O. earnings and greater service to their employ-

ers and their country.

1

Name
Occupation
& Employer.
Street
and No

,
City .

I it name of Course you want is not in this list, write it below.
State.
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Hoops, Wilmuth Merklyn, Eugene O'Brien,
and Edward Martindel.

Caroline H— It is always best to inclose
a quarter when writing for your favorite's
picture. Actors and actresses get numer-
ous requests for their photos, and should
they supply them without charge, they
would soon go broke. A quarter just
covers the cost of the photo and mailing.
Address Mae Murray, Geraldine Farrar,
Blanche Sweet, Cleo Ridgley, Fannie Ward,
at the Lasky Photo Play Company, Los
Angeles, California. Anne Pennington and
Hazel Dawn at the Famous Players Film
Company, New York City. Bessie Love
gets her mail at the Fine Arts Film Com-
pany, Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia. Better write to Marguerite Clark
again. Stars get so many letters from ad-
mirers every day that some of them are
bound to be misplaced while waiting to be
answered. Your question in regard to Tom
Forman is against the rules.

Warren B.—Mary Fuller can be ad-
dressed at the Universal Film Manufac-
turing Company. 1600 Broadway, New
York City.

George Price—Your age is nothing
against your going into pictures if you can
secure the opening. The pits would show
in a close up if too deep to be covered up
by grease paint.

I Stick ro Grace Cunard.—Young lady,
just see what a lot of space your patriotic
title consumed. Grace Cunard is twenty-
three. Don't know what size ring she
wears, as I never gave her any. She has
two cars. I am sure she would be glad to

see you. Address Edna Mayo at the
Essanay Film Manufacturing Company,
Chicago, Illinois.

A Miss Cunard Admirer.—Look, Grace,
here's one of your friends right after an-
other one. Yes. Grace Cunard and I are
acquainted, but she does not know that I

answer the Oracle letters. I guess that's
keeping a secret, eh? I can't answer matri-
monial letters. Why not write to Grace
Cunard, and inclcse a quarter for a photo
of her, and an additional twenty-five each
for as many mere as you want. I can't
suggest any better way of getting ac-
quainted with her if you can't go to Cali-
fornia than by writing. She is a very nice
girl, and tremendously popular. She has a
sister Mina.

Convent—Yes. the Fannie Ward with
the Lasky Company, and the Fannie Ward,

musical-comedy star, late of "Madame
Presidente," are one and the same. She
was born on November 23, 1875. Seems
impossible, doesn't it? But it's a fact,

nevertheless. "The Iron Claw" met with
great success wherever it was shown. Of
course, this type of picture doesn't appeal
to some people, but that it does to the ma-
jority is shown by the money it made for
the producers.

Ann Bell—Yes. the resemblance be-
tween Henry Walthall and George Beran-
ger is startling in the Fairbanks pictures
produced under the supervision of Griffith.

I agree with you that he not alone looks
like Walthall, but has certain mannerisms
in common with the noted star. They are
not relatives, however. You saw the "Birth
of a Xation" ten times? 'Didn't you notice
George Branger in that then? This gave
you a great opportunity to study his like-

ness to Henry. He played Walthall's
youngest brother in the picture, and chum
of Bobby Harron. Know him now?

Princess Peggy.—Your first trial, eh?
It was a short one. so you must come soon
again, and stay longer next time. Wallace
Reid, Mae Murray, and Tom Forman in

"To Have and to Hold." Wallace Reid
and Geraldine Farrar in "Maria Rosa."

Mige.—There is not any company that
we know of at the present time buying
split-reel comedies. Your success does not
depend upon your selling one script, it de-
pends upon your scenario. If you have
sold ten or fifteen, they will not purchase
it unless it has some decided merit. Yes,
it is only necessary to send the script with
a self-addressed and stamped envelope for
it's return kf unavailable. They know it's

for sale when they receive it.

E. K.— Irving Cummings was Bryan
Huntly in the "World's Great Snare" with
Pauline Frederick, produced by Famous
Players. James Aubrey was Heinle, and
Walter Kendig was Louie in the "Heinie
and Louie" series. Kendig was hit by a

street car while riding on his motor cycle,

and was killed, and a new Louie is now
appearing in his place. Kendig was a clever
comedian, and his loss to the game has
been keenly felt by the producers and
public.

M. E. C—Thomas Meighan's picture and
a brief biography appeared in the Sep-
tember issue of the Picture-Play Maga-
zine. Did you see it? He is considered
a very good actor, and I for one enjoy his
work.
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I. E.—You are right in your figuring as to a

contest. I wasn't speaking about popularity. Leo

Maloney is playing with the Signal Film Corpora-

tion, releasing on the Mutual program.

S. R. L. Mickegan.—Never heard of that film

company. Where did you get the name? They

are not producing anything.

\V. E. W.—So you have no desire to become a

movie star? I'll begin to think the weather has

affected my sight. I have had three letters like

this in the last two months. Yes, one does see

many mistakes in detail in film. The director em-

ploys an assistant to pay attention to detail, so

his mind will be left free to work with his people.

The Universal has absorbed all of its companies,

and now owns them all. Yes, Douglas Fairbanks

has recovered from the injury to his eyes, and is

working hard as ever.

Bushman's Admirer.—Glad to see you back

again. Paul Willis used to be a boy scout. The
majority of the critics were of the opinion that

the "Fall of a Nation" did not come up to the

standard set by 'The Birth of a Nation." Vernon
Steele played the French officer in "Silks and

Satins," with Marguerite Clark. Yes, she is a

very good actress. Ella Hall is still appearing

under Bob Leonards' direction. The last Cunard-

Ford serial was "Peg o' the Ring."

An Ardent Admirer of Bushman's.—Sheldon

Lewis is with Pathe. The Essanay won their

suit that Chaplin brought against them to try to

prevent the showing of ''Carmen." All the big

concerns are producing comedies. Haven't you

seen any of them?

Priscilla A.—Address Pearl White and

Creighton Hale at Pathe, Jersey City, New Jer-

sey. Creighton Hale admits to twenty-two.

R. G. B.—Yes, Billie Burke was her right name.

Wallace Reid played the blacksmith in "The

Birth of a Nation." Dorothy Gish is eighteen,

and Lillian two years her senior. Address both

in care of the Fine Arts Film Company, Los

Angeles, California. Geraldine Farrar is thirty-

four. Address Douglas Fairbanks same as the

Gish sisters. Hollywood is a sure-enough town.

Don't mention it. You're more than welcome.

J. A. S.—So you are the exact likeness of John

Hines? Film companies do put on double char-

acters once in a while, but both characters are

usually played hy the same man. With your

salary now, I wouldn't bother trying to get in

pictures. It's ham work, and takes a long time.

Little Mary's Idolizer.—April 8th is Mary
Pickford's birthday. Jack is twenty years old.

Lottie Pickford is just one year older. Can't

answer the Kathlyn Williams question, as it is

against the rules. Three times? Goodness, no!

Dolly.—Welcome home again. Earle Foxe
appeared in many Selig photo plays before join-

ing Lasky. He is a very good actor, and also

quite popular. The story of the "Love Mask"
was not run in this magazine. Yes, the letters

How Present-Day Parents

Keep the Hat-Rack Filled

THESE are times when the Home
must win against a host of outside allure-

ments. Yet it can eclipse them—and Carom and

Pocket Billiards played at home are doing it.

You should send for our free color-book and

learn the life-time charm of playing billiards;

learn the delight of parents, boys and girls.

$5 Brings a BrunswickHome

Billiard Table
$2.50 Monthly Soon Pays the Balance

As the nights grow longer, let your sons

and daughters entertain at home. Let carom
or pocket billiards brighten your own leisure

hours, and bring you perfect health.

You can afford a small payment now as well
as later. So why postpone these hours of merry
conquest? Complete high-class Playing Outfit
of balls, cues, etc., included without extra cost.

No Extra Room Needed
! Brunswick Tables are scientifically built.

I Accurate angles, fast, ever-level billiard beds
and famous quick-acting Monarch Cushions.
Beautiful oak and mahogany richly inlaid

—

; masterful cabinet work throughout.
"Quick Demountables" can be set up any-

~\ where and taken down easily. "Convertibles"
' serve as perfect Library or Dining Tables when
I not in play. Celebrated "BABY GRAND"
! Brunswick — a home-size regulation table,
i "Write for our color-photo book today.

Send This Free Coupon
Don't mistake toy imitations for scientific

\ Brunswicks. If you are not sure which store
! in your town supplies the genuine Brunswick,
= see these tables in our beautiful color-book,

"Billiards—The Home Magnet." It's free.

I Full details, play-as-you-pay plan and free trial

Offer all fully told. Write or send this coupon at once.

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.
Dept. 34W, 623-633 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Send free, your color-photo book

"Billiards—The Home Magnet"
and tell about your home trial offer.

Xame ...

A ddress
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I
Physical

| Culture
I for the Face
H My Beauty Exer-
§§ cises will make you
H look Younger and

| \ more Beautiful than

H all the external
§§ treatments you

y might use for a life-

W time. No massage,

H electricity, vibration,

§j astringents, plasters,

H straps, filling or sur-

H gery—nothing artificial

H —Just Nature's Way.
H Results come soon and
H are permanent. My system
H makes muddy, sallow skins
H clear, and the complexion as

H fresh as in girlhood, firms the flesh, and never fails

H to lift drooping and sagging facial muscles, re-

§f moving the wrinkles they cause. The too thin face
§| and neck are rounded out and hollows filled in.

H No one too old or too young to benefit.

H My system makes double chins disappear
H quickly, and it leaves the flesh firm after the
§| superfluous fat is worked away.

H No matter how tired, five minutes of my Facial

H Exercises will freshen your complexion and give
§| it a most exquisite coloring for a whole evening.

H Write today for my new FREE booklet "Facial

H Beauty Culture." If you will tell me what im-
m provements you would like, I can write you more
= helpfully. Your letter will be held in strictest confidence.

| KATHRYN MURRAY
§§ Suite P 210 Garland Building, Chicago

H The first woman to teach Scientific Facial Exercise.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiii

RULE
By Your Speech

Be a lorcefu], convincing speaker—over-
r come timidness and "stage fright"— dominate
all who hear you with the power of your personality.

Be the man who directs. Our new scientific Course in

Effective Public Speaking
will quickly train yoa at home, by mail, to speak effectively in
public — talk before your club or lodge — make after dinner speeches—se.l
more goods—enlarge your vocabulary—develop eelf-confidence. No tire-
some exercises—fascinating and simple.

Special Offer—Write Today g ê
a

address today for full particulars and Special Offer—no obligations.

Piik1J*»^r»«»alrin«rr}*»nt American Correspondence School of Lawr UPllCOpeaKingl/ept.^587 Manhattan Bldg.. Chicago. III.

Boston
Garter

Gives men more service and more comfort for its cost
than any other article they wear. It's put on and taken
off in a jiffy and holds socks neatly and securely.
Silk 50 ; Lisle 25c. At your store or by mail postpaid.

GEORGE FROST COMPANY Makers Boston

published in the magazine were sent to Francis

X. Bushman by admirers. Glad to hear that you
like the pictures in the front. They are quite

different from anything done before.

A. W. P.—Write Creighton Hale in care of

Pathe, Jerse}7 City, New Jersey. I am sure he

will send you a photo. Better inclose a quarter

to cover cost of photo and mailing. Were you
right in your surmise as to the "Laughing Mask?"

Tuxedo.—Henry Kolker played opposite Billie

Burke in "Gloria's Romance" and in the Equit-

able production, "The Warning." We don't be-

lieve in partiality, and, as soon as space per-

mits, all the stars will receive due consideration

in our columns.

M. J. B.—Crane Wilbur is appearing on the

Mutual program in David Horsley productions.

Yes, the movie stars receive salaries during their

vacations. Why not? Victor Moore is consid-

ered a very fine comedian. Why not write beauty

secrets if 3
7ou think you can be of benefit to

some one else? I am the only one answering
these questions. My working time is twenty-four
hours a day, and if there is a rush of work I

generally put in a few extra hours a day to make
it up. It was William Farnum in the picture you
mention, "The Battle of Hearts," produced on

the coast by the Fox Company. Have to give

that riddle up. What's the answer?

Ink Slinger.—Such a short note for your first

attempt. What's the matter, did you run out of

ink? There was certainly some very thrilling

moments in "The Mysteries of Myra." Jean
Southern is a very pretty little lady.

Voire Bonne Annie.—You certainly are an
old customer. Thanks for those nice remarks.

We appreciate them very much, as it is our fond
endeavor to please our readers. Henry Walthall

can be addressed at Essanay Film Manufactur-
ing Company, Chicago, Illinois. Blanche Sweet is

a capable actress. Critics differ as to the best

actress. It all depends on one's own taste. What
will appeal to one person will not to another.

Doris Grey played the lead in Thanhouser's
"What Doris Did." Adda Gleason and Monroe
Salisbury have never pla3red together in films be-

fore "Romona." Yes, Sis Hopkins has quite a

smile. Marguerite Clark looks very sweet, in-

deed, on the screen, and off, too.

C. F. L.—Clifford Bruce is with Fox. Francis

X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne are a handsome
pair. Yes, I am sure that she will send you a

photograph of herself if you inclose a quarter.

Address her in care of Metro Pictures Corpora-
tion, New York City. Address Lois Wilson at

Universal City, California. Beverly Bayne is

twenty-one.

Flo.—Following two serials at the same time

is quite some job, is it not? Makes you feel

sore when }
rou miss an episode or two, doesn't

it? You can address Creighton Hale in care of

Pathe, Jersey City, New Jersey.

The Hallroom Girl.—Your letter was cer-

tainly very interesting, and I didn't have a bit of
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trouble reading it as you said, either. I am glad

to see that we have such a booster to our maga-

zine. Don't forget to send me in those promised

questions, and I will answer them to the best of

my ability.

Pearl White Admirer.—That was indeed very

nice of Pearl. They will all be taken care of in

the near future. Watch out for them.

Pinkie.—I have my space limited in my Oracle

Department, so I can't tell you about the lives

of the players you mention, although I would like

to very much. Just a wee bit. George Beban

made his success on the stage in "The Sign of the

Rose," and his picture for Ince, "The Alien," was

taken from this. He has been in pictures ever

since. Dustin Farnum is also a recruit from the

stage, and exceedingly popular, as is his brother

William, who made his screen success in "The

Spoilers," a Selig production. Norma Phillips

starred in "Our Mutual Girl" and "Runaway
June" for the Mutual, but will return to the stage

at the beginning of next theatrical season. Claire

McDowell, now with the Universal, made her

name with the Biograph, and was with them up

until a few months ago, when the Biograph

ceased production. Claire was there when D.

W. Griffith held the reins. Mable Trunnelle is

an Edison star of long standing, and has done

some very fine work for that concern. If you

want more, just write and ask for it, and I will

answer personally, as it is too much to answer in

the department.

Very Good Eddie.—Carlyle Blackwell was born

in Syracuse, New York. He went to Cornell

University until his dad decided that his son

was never cut out to be a scholar, and took him

out of college, and, giving him one hundred dol-

lars, sent him out in the world. No, I am not

acquainted with the lady. Yale Boss appears in

a feature every now and then. Lillian Gish is

two years older than Dorothy. Yes, I think that

Carlyle will be sure to answer a letter. No, some
so-called Magdalenes have been pretty bad, so I

guess that is the reason the picture is called "An
Innocent Magdalene." I haven't noticed anything

different about Marguerite Clark's acting. You
certainly have some fine favorites, believe me.

Write soon again.

Mae King.—Harry Hilliard has had a long

stage career before entering pictures with the

Universal. He was with Florence Reed, Wilton

Lackaye, Blanche Ring, Henry E. Dixie, and
Marie Dressier. Some gallery of stars to have

played with, yes? He is now with the Fox Film

Corporation. Frank Lloyd has all his time taken

up with his directing for Lasky, and doesn't have
time to act. You don't call a man of thirty years

old, do you? That question is against the rules.

Charles Murray is still Keystoning.

Moo Viefax.—Whatever that means. Address
Jewel Carmen at Fine Arts Film Company, Los
Angeles, California. An emotional actress is one
that is capable of portraying the different emo-
tions of the human heart, and sometimes un-

human heart. Clear enough? Yes, both Doro-

•'DIAMONDS
WIN HEARTS"

A Diamond is the ideal
gift for a loved one, it

lastsforever , and every
day reminds the wear-
er of your regard and
good judgment.

FREE Examination
You don't pay one cent until you
Bee and examine any article you desire
right in your own hands. If you like it pay for it

on our easy credit plan. If not entirely satisfied
return at our expense.

GET OUR GREAT 116 PAGE
CATALOG. It contains over 2,000
beautiful illustrations of Diamonds,
Watches, Solid Gold Jewelry, Silverware,
Novelties, etc.—all the latest and most up-
to-date designs at our Importer's bargain prices
—and easy terms of payment. Send for catalog
today before you forget. IT IS FREE,

Rock Bottom Prices

Easy Credit Terms
Our import prices "di-
rect from the mines to
you" cut out all the
wholesaler's and re-
tailer's profits. You
get the benefit of this
6aving along with our
liberal credit terms-
eight months to pay—and you wear the
Diamond while paying
for it. Our large cata-
logis free, writefor it.

The National Credit Jewelers
Dept. E927 108 N. State St., Chicago, III.

Stores In: Chicago Pittsburgh St. Louis Omaha
I0FTIS
BBROS&CaissS,

BECOME A MOTION PICTURE ACTOR
OR ACTRESS.
particulars

One of the most pleasant and well
paid of professions. Send stamp for

The P. A. Booking OIlices. Box H363,Chicago, 111.

FlMARffl WRITFR^ We wiU reconstruct
OlsEjllrllllV tflAULilVd*

(if necessary) and sell

a limited number of manuscripts on percentage. No
advance charges and no pay until mms. is sold. Send
stamp for particulars of this introductory offer.

The A. A. Association, Box 3630, Chicago, HI.

TAKE MOTION PICTURES FOR PLEAS-
IIRF OR PROFIT BiS money in it. No capi-
UJ\Ei VII rnVfll. ta i required. Send stamp
for plan. It will interest you
Box R 363, Chicago, 111.

The Motion Camera Co.,

Al VIFNF schools
A Li 1 * .Lt - The A cknowledi

Each department a large school in i

aelf. Academic, Technical, and Practi
cal Training. Students' School. Theatre
and Stock Co. Afford New York Ap-
pearances. For catalogue, write

D. IRWIN, Secretary
Mentioning Study Desired

225 West 57th Street, near Broadway. New

S Est. 20 Yeari

dged Authority on

DRAMATIC
STAGE

PHOTO-PLAY
AND .

DANCE ARTS
Yorkg

WsBookletFREE
Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
J You can cash in your "happy thoughts" and
earn big money right in your own home in spare
time. No previous experience necessary. Our
easy home course turns out more successful

I scenario writers than all other schools together.
I Write now and get by return mail FREE Booklet,
valuable information. Special Price and Prize Offer.
Chicago Photo-playwright College,Box 278XY,Chicago
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Here is the Secret
of Beauty and Health

TRY JUST ONCE Dr. James P. Campbell's
Safe Arsenic Complexion Wafers, see how
they reveal your hidden charms and <ilTe
You

A Velvety Complexion
Campbell's Wafers surely and quickly
clear the skin of pimples, sallowness,
blackheads, wrinkles, redness and facial
blemishes. This marvelous beautifier and
tonic puts you in a vigorously healthy condition, builds
up the system, removing- impurities from the blood, the
real cause of skin affections. Act now. Send for a
box, 50c. and $1.00, mailed in plain cover on receipt
of price from

RICHARD FINK CO., Dept. 49, 396 Broadway, N. Y.
Every druggist can get Dr. CampbelVs Arsenic Wafers

for you from, his wholesale druggist

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1jrmi if

The"WonuerstoenWay
,? =

for quickly removing SUPERFLUOUS HAIR *™

|V is truly wonderful. Good taste demands the JJJ
instant removal of any unusual growth of ms

hair on face, neck or arms. The safest, most mm
V sanitary, most womanly way is "THE WONDER- mm
STOEN WAT." A clean, odorless, positively non- —

^ poisonoustablet.whichhasonlyto belightlyrubbedover "
V* parts affected when all traces of unsightly hafr instantly mm

.V disappear. Can be applied to the most delicate skin with- «
out slightest injury. Price One Dollar. Sent the world over by

^ BELLINS WONDERSTOEN CO. «
— Box 3 P. P., Station W, Brooklyn, N. Y. mmm

Every woman should have our interesting booklet—mailed free.
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Wrinkles
Thousands have successfully used
this formula to remove
traces of age, illness or
worry: 1 oz. of pure

Powdered
SAXOLITE

dissolved in pt. witch hazel;
J use as a face wash. The effect

is almost magical. Deepest wrinkles, crow's
feet, as well as finest lines, completely and
Quickly vanish. Face becomes firm, smooth,
fresh, and you look years younger. No harm to tenderest
fikin. Get genuine Saxolite (powdered; at any drug store.

DO
YOU WISH TLaO K^TOW
whether you will prosper or not in your undertak-
ings? Whether you will marry or not? Have sick-
ness or health ? Travel or stay at home? Win or

lose in speculation? Business to follow, etc? YOUR PLANETS
WILL TELL YOU. No guess work. Clear answers to all questions.
Will send you hundreds of addresses of people who have been pa-
trons of mine for 10 years, and vou can write to them and verify

my statements. GRASP your OPPORTUNITY and you will gain
your desires. Send birth date and 10c. for a trial reading.

L. THOMSON, Dept. 109, Kansas City, Mo.

WHY BE STOUT?
To prove that ADIPO, a pleasant, harmless
Obesity Treatment, will take fat off any part of
the body, we Z ftp Dav FRFF t0 an y one
will send a OVKt UWA 1 nLL who is too

fat. Adipo requires no exercising or diet-

ing, nor does it interfere with your usual
habits. Rheumatism, Asthma.Kidney and
Heart troubles, that so often come with
Obesity, improve as you reduce. Let US
prove it at our expense. Write today for

the FREE 50c Box and illustrated book.
Address ADIPO CO., 3073 Ashland
Building, New York City.

thy and Lillian Gish have great followings. Earle
Foxe made quite a hit in "The Love Mask," a
Lasky production. Edith Storey is a good dancer.
Address her at the Vitagraph Company of Amer-
ica, Locust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. Fay
Tincher is very clever, and also athleti-c. Lillian

Gish dances for exercise, and rides about in her
auto. Charles West can be addressed at Lasky
Photo Play Company, Los Angeles, California.
You better send along that dime, as you lose

your bet. I didn't have any trouble reading your
letter. Proof? Look at the answers.

Miss Anxiously Waiting.—Address Theda
Bara at the Fox Film Corporation, New York
City. Inclose a quarter with your request for a
photo. Hart has one of the most expressive
faces in filmdom. Did you guess who the
"Laughing Mask" was?

Miss Ruth.—Address Clarence J. Caine in all

matters pertaining to the marketing of a scenario.

He is the head of the scenario department of
this magazine. Address Clara Kimball Young at

the Clara Kimball Young Film Corporation, Sev-
enth Avenue and Forty-ninth Street, New York
City. I don't think she ever appeared in a picture

of that title. Do you mean Violet Mersereau?
She is a star with the Universal. Address Alice

Joyce at the Vitagraph Company of America,
Brooklyn, New York. She is playing in a sequel

to the "Battle Cry of Peace," entitled "The Battle

Cry of War." I admire her work a great deal.

No, Geraldine Farrar never called on me at the

office. You see, it wouldn't do any good, because
no one knows who I am. They don't know any
such animal as the Picture Oracle there. They
have heard about it, but that's all. Don't know
anything about the company you mention, so

can't say if they are a reputable concern or not.

Yes, an actor or actress will read a scenario that

is sent to them if they can find the time. Yes,
Al Ray played in "Some Chaperon." Your letter

was indeed interesting. When may I expect an-
other one?

Daniel in the Lion's Den.—Your letter and
suggestions were very good. So Grace Cunard
and Francis are your favorites? Well, you have
good taste, indeed. I think the world of them
myself. I have many favorites, one of which
is Bessie Barriseale. Of course, the letters to

Francis X, Bushman are real. Do you suppose
we would allow them to be published if they

were not? That gives you a good idea of the

amount of letters, and the kind that the different

actors and actresses receive. Your plea is to be
taken care of, as we are going to run a popular-

ity contest.

L. I. M.—Most young girls and boys want to

get into moving pictures because they are tired

of work, and are looking for something easy, and
to their liking to do. That is why we take great

caution in telling them that it is not easy work
they are running into. Yes, Fannie Ward is

forty, although no one would ever dream it to

look at her. If you think you have talent, and
don't mind the uphill struggle, why go to it, and
apply for extra work until you get your chance.
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Your Bunion Can Be Cured
Instant Relief

Prove It AtMy Expense

Bessie Love has only been acting in films for a

few months.

Bunny Toronto—You were right when you

said the question was against the rules. Pauline

Frederick was fine in the "Spider." Lou Tellegen

is with Lasky, doing some film work with Ger-

aldine Farrar. They do have Western pictures.

Haven't you seen William S. Hart? Maurice

Costello is being featured by a new company.

Oltve, Jr.—You have certainly been doing a

quantity of writing lately. It must feel great to

be so happy and carefree as you are when Wal-

lace Reid comes to town in a new picture. I

guessed the reason right along from the first.

Why? Because I have had many a letter from

you, and Wally is the only one that seems to

take up any of your attention at all. Thus my
surmise, and it proved to be correct, too. Pretty

good little guesser, don't you think? Well, you

can get ready to burst forth into joy once more,

and jump all over the place with your most

radiant smile, because your long-sought-for wish

is to materialize, after all. In other words, we
are going to run a popularity contest, and you

will be able to vote for any one. Wonder who
it will be. It wouldn't take me two guesses.

Oltve, Jr.—Goodness, another letter from you

again this month. You sure are living up to your

promise to be a regular customer, and, as usual,

it's all about Wally Reid. I never heard of that

picture you speak about with Wallace. If it is

going to be released soon, there must have been

some mistake in connecting the name of Wallace

Reid with it. Helen Martin and Helen Taft ap-

peared in the Gaumont production, "Lessons of

Love," but not Wallace Reid. Aren't you glad

now that you haven't missed anything in which

the adorable Wallace appeared?

H. P. R.—Address all communications regard-

ing scenarios to Clarence J. Caine, in care of

this magazine.

Bob.—William Farnum is forty years of age.

William is a year older than Dustin.

R. Jake, Texas Jake, Stonewall Pip, Pete

Jake, B. Jake, Corot Pulp, Peanut Pulp, F.

Jake, Chocolate Chewum.—That's some large

family you carry around with you, all right. We
must have some circulation in your town if they

all read it. (Advertisers take note.) "The Count
of Monte Cristo" has been out for a good many
years. Don't suppose your theater could get

hold of a first-class print of this film. Yes,

"Treasure Island" has been produced. The Uni-
versal is the largest company. It was a real vol-

cano they used in the Triangle picture, "Aloha
Oe." Chester Conklin is thirty years old, and
weighs one hundred and forty pounds. Against
the rules. His best pictures were "Dough &
Dynamite," "Love, Speed, and Thrills," "Caught
in a Cabaret," and 'Dizzy Heights and Daring
Hearts." William Desmond is one of the best-

looking actors with Triangle. Alice Hollister is

in "The Vampire." Roszika Dolly is one of the

famous Dolly sisters, professional dancers. Fa-

Don't send me onecent—justletme prove it toyou
as I have done for 67,532 others in the last six months. I

claim to have the only successful cure for bunions ever made
and I want you to let me send you a treatment FREE, en-

tirely at my expense. I don't care how many so-called cures,

or shields or pads you ever tried without success — I don't
care how disgusted you felt with them all — you have not
tried my cure and I have such absolute confidence in it that
I am going: to send you a treatment absolutely
FREE. It is a wonderful yet simple home treatment which
relieves you almost instantly of all pain it removes the cause

of the bunion and thus the ugly de-
formity disappears — all this while you
are wearing tighter shoes than ever. I

know it will do all this and I want you
to send for a treatment, FREE, at my
expense, because I know you will then

I tell all your friends aboutitjust as those
' 57,532 others are doing now. Write now,
as this announcementmay not appear in

this paper again. Just send your name
and address and treatment will be sent
you promptly in plain sealed envelope.

FOOT REMEDY CO.
3545 West 2 6th St.

Chicago

DON'T YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
LASHNEEN, a hair food, applied once each day,

will absolutely produce thick and long eyebrows and
eyelashes. Easy to apply—sure in results. Lash-
neen is an Oriental formula. One box is all you will

need. Not sold at Druggists. Mailed on receipt of
25c coin and 2c postage, or Canadian money order.

LASHNEEN COMPANY, Dept. 28. Philadelphia.

FLABBY SKIN IS UNPLEASANT
Both to the Possessor and Observer

Flabby Skin Under the Chin
Flabby Skin Before the Ears
Flabby Skin Under or Over Eyes

Flabbv, loose or superfluous skin any place that disfigures the ap-
pearance or expression can be tightened or permanently removed,

leaving a clear, clean, youthful expression.

"Bags" Under the Eyes Removed.
Age Wrinkles, Superfluous, Flabby Skin,

Ugly Crow's Feet removed, leaving- a clear,

clean, youthful expression.
Thousands of the world's most success-

ful men and famously beautiful women
are numbered among* our patients. Tlie

same advantage is yours.
Webave the inestimableadvantag-eof the

largest practice in the world in this mod-
ern scientific profession,combined withthe
valuable adjunct of 22 years' experience,

TRY "LIFTING" ON YOUR OWN FACE
*'I iftinn" takes away the u<rlv "jowls" thnt distort the

Lilltlliy shape of the chin, moderates the disfiguring- deep
nose-to-mouth furrows, lessens the "down-in-the-mouth" expres-
sion. Restores shape to the chin.
Makes the face yonng-er, sweeter
and natural, as it used to be before
the cheeks "sag-eed."
Hundreds of New York's promi-

nent ladies and g-entlemen are hav-
ing- it done. You can see cases most
any time; it is THE ONLY sure, safe,
quick way; results are immediate.
Book and literature sent on Plastic-

corrective surtrery and Cosmetic-
Dermatolog-y that will give you
some idea of the wonderful work
we are doing-.

Write, phone or call for confidential
information.

Write for Book Free

Doctor PRATT
40 West 34th St. New York BEFOrE your mirror
NOTICE ! MOTION PICTURE ARTISTS-We have corrected the features and
youthified hundreds in your .profession-obtained .them better positions
and increased their salaries.
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Interesting Book
shows the keen delight and personal satisfaction which a
musical training will bring you; and how you can obtain this
training easily and thoroughly in your own home at one-
quarter the usual cost.

It tells how this most prized of Bocial accomplishments
greatly increases your own enjoyment of life and the en-
joyment of others. It tells of the concert career which
maybe open to yon, and how you can increase your earn-
ing power by giving musical instruction in your spare ,1

time. Sendfor yourcopyof this valuablebook today;itis/ree 'j

Dr. Quinn's Famous WRITTEN METHOD
has revolutionized the study of music. By the nse of Dr.
Quinn's remarkable device, the COLOROTONE (patented),

1

you save three-quarters of the time and effort usually re-

.

quired for learning piano or organ. You play chords immedi'
atsly and a complete piece within a few lessons. The method is scien-
tific and systematic, yet practical and simple. It is endorsed by leading
musicians and heads ofstate universities. Equally effective for chil-
dren or adults, beginners or experienced players. Practise in spare time, when-
ever convenient.

_ Successful graduates everywhere Diploma granted. Special
reduced terms this month. Investigate without cost or obligation by writing
today for free book, "How to Learn Piano and Organ."

Marcus Lucius Quinn Conservatory, Box 650 J.W. Chicago

LEARN TO DRAW FROM
THOSE WHO KNOW HOW

Illustrating, Cartooning and Designing prop-
erly taught by mail. Pleasant and Profit-
able work. Correspondence and Local School.
Send 6 cts. in stamps for book on Art Study.
A reliable school at the National Capital.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
987 F Street Washington, D. C

SONGWRITERS"Key to Success"
SENT FREE. This valuable booklet contains THE
REAL FACTS. We revise poems, compose and ar-
range music, secure copyright and facilitate free
publication or outright sale. START RIGHT. Send
us some of your work today for FREE EXAMINATION.
KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS, 600 Gaiety Bldg., New York City

Bush Car Free
1 5 -Pass., 28 H. P.
Electric Starting

—and agency for your territory.'
Ride in a Bush Car. Pay for It

out of your commissions
on sales. Driving agents

anted in every com-
munity. 84 cars shipped
to agents in March. 103
in April. Big profits for
you. Write at once for
my 40-page catalogue.

Address J. H. BUSH, President. Dept.1034

I BCSH MOTOR COMPANY, Bash Temple, Chicago, 111. I

GET RID
OF THAT FAT
FREE TRIAL, TREATMENT
Sent on request. Ask for my pay when reduced

offer. My treatment has reduced at the rate of a pound
a day. No dieting, no exercise, absolutely safe and
sure method. Let me send you proof at my expense.

DR. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician,
State New York, 36 E. Third Street, New York, Desk A 133

mous Players and Lasky have joined forces, but
are not connected with Triangle. Yes, the^ Dom-
ino brand is included in the Kay-Bee brand on
Triangle, as is Broncho. No one produces com-
edies like the Keystone. A real orchard was used
in "The Black Orchard." It is the consensus that

the Kay-Bee offerings on the whole are slightly

superior to those turned out by the Fine Arts, but
the difference is so slight that they might be
quoted on even terms. Roscoe Arbuckle is

slightly stouter than Macklyn. I liked "Via Wire-
less" very well. Did you? Critics disagree as

to the best serial. Some say the "Trey o'

Hearts," "while others pick the "Black Box" or

"The Iron Claw.' You have good taste in pick-

ing out your favorite magazine.

Curiosity.—You certainly did live up to your
adopted name, all right. Here goes, and I hope
your curiosity is satisfied until you write again.

Rose Melville, Henry Murdock, and Arthur Al-

bertson in "Juggling Justice," Kalem. Billy Arm-
strong as Luke Sharpe, Tommy Hayes as Jim,

his assistant, and J. A. Howe as Slim Pete, was
the cast of the "Twin Trunk Mystery," Cub com-
edy. Ethyle Cooke was Laura, Morris Foster
was Craig MacLean, her fiance; Grace de Carlton

was Christine; Boyd Marshall, Paul Danforth;
and Hector Dion played Coster Rittmore in

"Their Last Performance," Thanhouser. Charles

Emerson was Una, Winifred Lane, his wife, and
Riley Chamberlain, Uncle Dan, in "Una's Useful
Uncle," Falstaff. Harold Lockwood took the part

of Sergeant Barnes, .May Allison that of Alice

Corbett, his sweetheart; Dick la Reno was seen

as Colonel Sears, Betty Harte as his flirtatious

wife, and William Stowel as Doctor Deschamps,
in 'The Buzzard's Shadow," five-part Mutual
masterpicture. Huntley Gordon was leading

man with Lucille Lee Steward in "The Destroy-

ers" and "Heights of Hazard." Denton Vane
played as Peter Worden in "The Vital Question."

Clara Kimball Young was born in 1892. Lewis

J. Cody in 1885. Ray Gallagher in 1888. Arthur
Shirley in 1886. John Barrymore first saw the

light of day on February 15, 1882. I forgot you
didn't care about the day or month. If you
have any more up your sleeve, send them right

along, as I enjoy answering the ones that make it

a little interesting for me; that is, something that

I have to look up.

Roger.—The book taken from "The Diamond
from the Sky," American's serial, starring Irving

Cummings and Lottie Pickford, can be had at

most any book dealer. It is by Roy L. McCar-
dell.

O. A. G.—Harold Lockwood is opposite Mary
Pickford in "Hearts Adrift." Marshall Neilan

is in "Madame Butterfly." Owen Moore is in

"Cinderella." William Shay is in "Neptune's

Daughter."

A. B. O.—Can't answer any of your questions,

sorry to say, as they are all against the rules of

the department.

Bohx.—Griffith can be addressed at the Fine

Arts Studio, Los Angeles, California.
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Agents and Help Wanted Business Opportunities Motion Picture Plays—Continued.

MEN OF IDEAS and inventive
ability. New list of "Needed Inven-
tions." "Patent Buyers." and "How
toGetYour Patent and Your Money."
Randolph & Co.. Der>t 4fi Wash D C

IS HE CRAZY? The owner of a
plantation in Mississippi is giving
away a few five-acre tracts. The only
condition is that figs be planted.
The owner wants enough figs raised
to supply a canning factory. You
can secure five acres and an interest
in the factory by writing Eubank
Farms Company, 1158 Keystone.
Pittsburg. Pa. They will plant and
care for your trees for $6 per month.
Your profit should be $1000 per
year. Some think this man is crazy
for pi vine' awav such valuable land,
but there may be method m his
madness.

MOTION PICTURE PLAYS—How
to write and sell them. Send for E.
H. Ball's new 200 page book, "Photo-
Play Scenarios." It gives you the
substance of a $20 course in Photo-
Play Writing. Only 40 cents post-
paid. Star Library Co., Dept. P, 114
West 41st St.. New York.I MADE $50,000 in five years with

a small mail order business: began
with $5. Send for free booklet. Tells
how. Heacock, Box 716. Lockport,
New York.

Patents and Lawyers

x -f\- x Hi±\ X o \v IllfcJ iur nuw X O \J [J-

tain a Patent. List of Patent Buyers
and Inventions Wanted. $1,000,000 in
prizes offered for inventions. Send
sketch for free opinion as to patent-
ability. Our 4 books sent free upon
request. Patents advertised free. We
assist inventors to sell their inven-
tions. Victor J. Evans & Co., Patent
Attys., 767 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

GOVERNMENT positions pay big
money. Get prepared for "exams" by
former U. S. Civil Service Examiner.
Free booklet. Patterson Civil Service
School, Box Y, Rochester, N. Y.

Motion Picture Plays

WRITE Photoplays. Stories. Poems:
S100 each: no correspondence course:
start writing & selling at once, details
free. Atlas Pub. Co., 423 Cincinnati.

Motion Picture Business

S35.00 Profit Nightly. Small Capital
Starts You. No experience needed.
We teach you. Our machines are
used and endorsed by Government
institutions. Catalog and Testimoni-
als Free. Reliable Film Exchange,
454 Franklin Bldg., Chicago, 111.

PATENTS THAT PROTECT
AND PAY. Advice and books
free. Highest references. Best
results. Promptness assured. Send
sketch or model for search.
Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer,
624 F Street. Washington, D. C.

SCENARIO RESULTS— If you
want direct results from your
scenarios, address Macey Studio, 251

West 42nd Street, New York.

In your own home, dunnz
evenings of just one week you
can leaxn the famousDays ndpi PARAGONShorthand

Speed comes with use. Speed capacity practically un-
limited. Wonderfully easy to read. Writers in service
of U. S. Government and offices of largest corpora-
tions. System already adopted by number of cities

for High Schools. Write now for full proof.
Paragon Institute, 237 Coliseum St., New Orleans. La.

WRITE FOR MONEY
Send us YOUR IDEAS FOR PHOTOPLAYS,
STORIES, etc. We will accept them in ANY
form—correct FREE—sell on commission. Big

Rewards! Make money. Write to-
day for full details.
WRITER'S SELLING SERVICE

IS Main, AUBURN, N. Y.

SECRETS OF PITCHING
By Burt L. Standish

This book will tell you something new, no matter
what you know about baseball. Every player or fan
who wants to know how to make the ball accomplish all
kinds of feats should own a copy. It is the best book on
pitching ever published. Profusely Illustrated.

Price. 15c. postpaid.

STREET & SMITH, 79 Seventh Ave., NEW YORK CITY

You Can Have Beautiful

Eyebrows
M Eyelashes

They give charm, expression, lovli-

ness to the face.addingwonderfully
to your beauty and attractiveness.

Society women and actresses get them by using

It promotes in a natural manner the growth of eyebrows and
eyelashes, making them thick, long and silky, giving depth and
soulful expression to the eyes. A guaranteed pure and harm-
less treatment.Send25c(coin)and we'll mail LASH-BROW-INE
and our FREE Beauty Booklet prapaid in plain sealed cover.

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS—
Genuine LASH-BROW-INE sold only by

Maybell Laboratories, 4008-H Indiana Ave., Chicago

SCENARIOS, PLOTS,
Wanted by a new company. Submit in any form. Also

short stories. Protection guaranteed. No corre-

spondence school agency. Enclose return postage.

California Scenario Company, Inc.,
Los Angeles, California.

SAVES ONE HALF
We defy duplication in price, workmanship or quality. We positively save you

jobber's and storekeeper's profit. Make comparison with any house. You will be
convinced that we are MONEY-SAVERS in Diamonds, Watches. Jewelry and

iSS-v&s Silverware. Write for Special Catalogue 103. Our prices are net cash
i«3S3&; with examination privilege,

SAVES ONEHALF^

S RAiVEStCo
366FifthMe.newYorjl

Eslab26
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Demand for my graduates three times greater than in any previous year. In
new Art Prospectus for free mailing, America's leading authorities give valuable
advice to brainy young men and women about entering the advertising field,

where large salaries and partnerships await those who secure expert training.

All_ authorities agree that the advertising busi-
ness is today in its infancy and that the skillful

ad writer is being earnestly sought by business
men as never before.
More than three times as many advertisers are

employing and asking for Powell graduates, com-
pared with any previous year, and I may add that
they are often willing to pay considerably more
than $25 a week at the start. It is nothing-
uncommon for a new graduate to get a contract
netting $40 or more per week.
More encouraging still for ambitious young

men and. women is the added fact that former
students are not obliged to long remain in these
starting positions.

For example, Dr. Mackenzie, whose portrait
and abbreviated testimony are herewith presented,
shows how Powell graduates are taken into part-
nerships that result in large fortunes.

This partnership phase of the advertising busi-
ness has shown remarkable growth. One reason
is that the trained ad writer is generally the most
valued employee, and upon his skill depend in
no small degree the success and growth of a
given business. Another reason is that adver-
tising enables the ambitious, steadfast student to
achieve success as rapidly as his worth is proven.
Red tape and long service are entirely eliminated.
It is not necessary to serve in the minor clerkships
and waste years trying to get a hold. The skilled
ad man in reality commands the situation.
For instance, a Powell graduate is today Vice-

President of one of America's great department
store

_
systems, with branches in Europe and

America. A few years ago he became my student
and in four months took his first position as ad-
vertising manager of the largest department store
of Hamilton, Ont. You will be interested in what
he says about advertising as a vocation, although
general oversight of his present great business
has compelled him to turn over the advertising
work to others.

Mert and women earning anywhere from $1,200
to $6,000 a year after receiving the benefit of my
training are in all live centers throughout the
country.
My new Art Prospectus, now ready for free

mailing, is far more than a mere explanation of
the Powell System. Not only is the whole adver-
tising situation laid bare, but famous authorities
give valuable advice to the ambitious who have at
least a common-school education and desire to
reach the front in the shortest time.

Why advertising instruction by the true correspond-
ence system is far superior to the inefficient class or
lecture plans, is clearly and scientifically demonstrated
for the first time. The colleges and benevolent institu-
tions have given certain preliminary, theoretical adver-
tising information, but practical advertising instruc-
tion and skill depend on the exhaustive, expert training
as given by the Powell System. In this very connec-
tion you will be interested in the findings of such
leaders as Inland Printer, leading type founders. Y.
M. C. A. directors and heads of the largest national
publications, who send me students because they know
they will get the best advertising training in the world.

But send for the Prospectus today.

George H. Powell, 33 Temple Court, N. Y.

OR.W. A. MACKENZIE
Secy, and Adv. Mgr., Lake
County Land Owners' Assn.,

Fruitland Park, Fla.

DECLINED $10,000 A YEAR!
Dr. Mackenzie's three-page

endorsement will be found in
the new Art Prospectus. These
two extracts will make you
want to read his complete
story: "When I enlisted as
your student, it was the red-
letter day of my existence. I

finally declined $10,000 a year
to accept a $250,000 partner-
ship." Also: "When a young
man today tells me there are
no opportunities for success,
I pity him. Any man with
some education who will
learn to apply himself and
master the Powell System. I
believe will make an unquali-
fied success in the advertis-
ing business."



Make Money Serving
TMs tBig Concern

Top Pay
Fop All or Part Time

Acting as Local Agent for
The New Model Typewriter

QUIVER NINE
The Standard Visible Writer

Open to All

This new-day typewriter— the Oliver Nine"— has leaped into national favor

in four short months. It came years before experts expected it. So to meet
the demand we now throw open thousands of money-making agencies. Here is

a golden chance for someone in every community to help this big concern sup-
ply the public. Do you know a reliable person you can recommend? Do you
want to apply for this handsome connection yourself? No experience is neces-

sary. For this Oliver "Nine"

—

with the lightest touch known— is selling itself

repeatedly where agents show the sample we supply them on attractive terms.

Crowning Features
No other typewriter on earth has the bat-

tery of advances that come on this new Oliver.

One feature alone—the Optional Duplex Shift
—multiplies speed! It is winning a host of

touch-writers from rival makes.

Another— the Selective Color Attachment
and Line Ruling Device— takes the place of

a check protector. Stores, offices, etc., often
pay $10 to $12 for a single machine to do the
work of this one new attachment, which we
furnish without extra charge. Even our own
previous models—famous in their day

—

never had it.

17 Cents a Day
When agents can offer betterments like

these at the old-time price, do you wonder
that thousands are earning incomes in taking
orders for the Oliver "Nine?" And we let

them sell it on our popular purchase plan,
payments that equal only 17 ce?its a day!

Prospects Furnished
We furnish agents with thousands of names

of prospective purchasers that come in re-
sponse to our mighty magazine advertise-
ments. Often we send experts to help them
close sales. Yet you, as an agent, get your
full profit. And we send you the "Oliver
School of Practical Salesmanship" that has
trained so many to win, and win big.

Each agent has exclusive sale in his terri-

tory and gets the profit from every Oliver
"Nine" that is bought there. •

Yet you don't have to change your busi-
ness to handle this dignified agency. Store-
keepers, doctors, lawyers, telegraphers,
clerks, salesmen, clergymen, teachers—nearly
every vocation is represented in this crack
sales organization.

Don't Put Off
But don't put off. We are awarding these

profitable agencies every day. Someone else

may apply and get your territory if you wait.

Win these profits for yourself. Just mail the
coupon right now for full particulars and
"Opportunity Book" FREE.

Mail This toMakeMoney
SThe Oliver Typewriter Company

1329 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago

S Send me "Opportunity Book" Free and tell

j2 me how to get the exclusive agency for the

S new Oliver ''Nine."

8j

^ Name ,

Addrecj . „

£S „„_. (496)



PayAsYou Wish
The greatest jewelry offer of the age ! Select one of the dazzling, gorgeous

Lachnite Gems and get it for 10 days' free trial. Test it every way that you ever heard about. Put it

alongside a real diamond. If you can tell the difference, send it back at our expense. If you
decide to keep it, pay for it as you can afford — a few cents a day Is enough. No red tape. No
notes or mortgages — just a plain, open, and all-above-board proposition. Your credit Is good with
the Great House of Lachroian. Send the coupon now — this very instant for our new catalog
and illustrations of all the superb jewelry that you have to select from. Write now — immediately.

Set in Solid Gold 10 Days Free Trial
When you get the new catalog you will

see handsome illustrations of the scores of solid
gold settings in which the genuine Lachnites are
mounted. You will Bee solitaires, belchers, French settings
—ring's of every kind and description. You will also Bee
LaVallieres, bracelets, necklaces, Bcarf pins, cuff buttons
—everything- in the jewerly line. All sent direct to you
for a free trial for ten full days. Pay for at the rata
of only a few cents a day. Just put your name and
address on the coupon now— tbis instant— and send
to us for this book.

Free Book Coupon
HAROLD LACHMAN CO.,

12 N. Michigan Ave., Dept. 1587 Chicago.
Gentlemen : — Please send me absolutely free and prepaid yoar

new jewelry book and full particulars of your free trial easy pay-
ment plan. I assume no obligations of any kind.

Name.

Address-.

Yes, we want you to wear a genuine Lachnite Gem for
ten full days before you decide to buy. We want you to
be enthusiastic about the dazzling, gorgeous, scintillating
marvel of the twentieth century. These exquisite jewels
are cut by the world-renowned diamond cutters of Europe— their dazzling fire lasts forever. Here at last Is
the perfect substitute for expensive diamonds.

When you get your Lachnite, put it alongside of a real
diamond. Put it to every test that you ever heard about.
If you can tell It from a real diamond, send It back
at our expense — if you decide to keep it, pay for It at
the rate of only a few cents a day. Genuine Lachnites
Btand fire and acid tests and cut glass. They baffle
experts. Only we know how many wealthy society
women are wearing Lachnite Gema that their friends
believe axe diamonds.

Send the Coupon
For New Jewelry Book

Put your name and address down in the free coupon
and send to us at once for the new book of exquisite
Lachnite Gems. Read the fascinating story of how at
last Science has conquered Nature and has produced
a glorious,, radiant gem that has eclipsed the brilliancy
of Nature's diamond. They cost 1-30 as much and wear
forever. Do not delay a single instant. Put your name
and address on the coupon now — get the free book im-
mediately while this greatest of all jewelry offer lasts.

Harold Lachman Co. SffiffltfteSS

i
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ALICE BRADY

VAMPIRES
ON TOAST,
ROSCOE

THE GREAT,
ALICE BRADY'S

~ LIFE -
AND

MANY OTHER FEATURES
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" Have used your

Velveola Souve-

raine, also your

perfume, and

find them both

delightful."

(Signed)

VIOLET
MERSEREAU
August 10, 1916

What Ingram's prod-
ucts do for famous
beauties they can do
for YOU—

Take
Advantage
of This Offer
Send us 6c in stamps to
cover cost of packing
and mailing, and get free
our Guest Room Package
eontainingln&ram's Face
Powder and Rou|e in
novel purse packets,
and Milkweed Cream,
Zodenta Tooth Powder,
and Perfume in Guest
Room sizes. Address

F. F. Ingram Co.
31 Tenth St.

Detroit U.S.A.
Windsor, Ont.

STARS of the
Movies, who
must stand

the severe test of the
camera, especially ap-

preciate the £reat value of Ingram's Toilet Creations.

To keep the complexion fair and free from hlemish,

skin disorders and sallowness, there is nothing equal to

IZMfl&ttt'S Milkweed Cream
by Mail, postpaid 50c and $1

Preserves Good Complexions—Improves Bad Complexioi s.

^ Ingram's Mwmm
Jar is a face powder that beautifies,

conceals blemishes, and is sure
& to stay on. 50 cents—4 shades.

|Sfi Ingram's Rou^e is the "pink of perfec-

tion." Ingram's Perfumes and Toilet

"Waters are "doubles" of real flowers.

See free offer in left-hand panel. Write.

FREDERICK F. INGRAM CO.
Makers of Milkweed Cream

Established 1885

Windsor, Ont. 3 1 Tenth St., Detroit, U.S.A.

There
Is

Beauty

M7'M
«atX(jTV

3* ftKxusiittsif
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GENUINE PBgagiT DIAMONDS
VI0*\ttS T%MI *— DIRECT FROM

VOV^ST P*\CL f IMPORTER TO YOU
You Save 35^
Only from Basch can you
get genuine perfect-cut dia-
monds at the world's low
est price,$97. 50 per carat.
Cash buying from the
European Cutters
pSns our "Small
profits, many
sales plan"
enable as to
save you
36% of
retail
prices.

DIRECT FROM
IMPORTER TO YOU

Many Satisfied
Customers in
Your Own Town
Let us refer you to
them! All will test-

ify to our reputa-
tion for value-giv-

ing, honest and
ia>r dealing,

and rells-

bilily.

Can

Examine

Any Diamond
FREE at
Our Expense

Just choose any dia«

mond from our catalog or
from this ad. We will for- \ c

ward your selection for your
full examination and approval-
entirely at our expense—without
obligating you to buy. Examine,
test and compare the diamond we send
you, and if you don't think it's the greatest value you
have ever seen, simply return it at our expense.

$19

The
Basch

MONEY-
BACK

Guarantee
This iron-clad protect-
ing money-back con-

tract makes loss or dis-

appointment impossible. It

is a legal contract in writing
to refund in cash full price less

10%, should you for any reason
wish to return the diamond any time

within a year. Also allows full pricein exchange
at any time. Contains statement of exact carat

weight, Quality and value of the diamond. "See
that your diamond is Basch Guaranteed."

Greatest Fountain Pen Value Ever Offered. Qnly $ l—

No. B75— his fountain pen is a duplicate of the $2.50 pen made by the most prominent
Pen manufacturers in the world—and carries the same Guarantee. It is a safety lever self-filling foun- 00tain pen. guaranteed non-leakable. The lever self-filler is the simplest, and most practical fountain penmade. The barrel and cap are made of first quality Para rubber. YOUR NAME INLAID IN GOLD FREE.Ine pen is made of 14K solid gold, iridium tipped and hand tempered. Actual length 7 inches. We guar-
antee tree repairs tor two years. Mailing charges prepaid. Our special factory price only .

1

'Basch -

D* Lux.

Diamond
Book

A copy of this valuable book will be mailed to you free, upon receipt of your
name and address. This book is written by experts and contains authoritative

,
facts on diamonds needed to buy safely. It shows thousands of illustrations
of fine diamonds, watches, jewelry, silverware, cut-glass, leather goods,
etc., all quoted at money-saving prices. Mail couponor write us a letter „ ^
or postcard for your free copy NOWI 4* <0

L.BASCH& CO.
Dept. B2560 State & Quincy Sts. y
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

flV
1
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Favorite Picture Players . . ..... 5
Beautiful portrait reproductions of screen actors and actresses who are well known

to the film-loving world.

Frontispiece ..... 20
Photographical evidence that the best-paid movie actress in the world sometimes

walks, her automobiles to the contrary notwithstanding.

Vampires on Toast . . William Prescott 21
Most people live up to the maxim that seeing is believing. But picture lovers should

not. These pages are devoted to giving the poor vampires a chance to redeem
their film reputations.

Roscoe the Great . . IV. P. Lecky ... 29
A prince of merrymakers who makes light of everything, his weight included.

"Don't!'—But She Did . Arthur Gavin, Jr. . 34
Which is also the story of a father who first protested and later praised.

Regret—Verse . . . . 7. S. Gillespie . 40

The Scorching Way . Will H. Johnston . 41
The story of a prize fighter who was able to help others because his head was cool and

his heart was warm.

The Star Maker . . 50
She didn't send her children to a private school: she sent them to business. And

both the children and the world are glad of it.

What's Happening . 51
Snapshot pictures showing that player people are not always stiff and dignified, but

are also human.

Destiny and Avenue U . . Charles Phelps Gushing . 59
The sleepiest little Dutch street in Brooklyn woke up one day and found some

mighty lively things going on. And a motion-picture camera was standing at
the curb.

The Flight of the Eagle . Hazel Dawn . 63
An actress and her money soon part, but here is one who, at least, can tell you where

hers goes.

A Son of the Hills . . . Eugene A. Clancy . 67
This story begins with two characters, a boy and a dog. It ends with two characters,

a man and—not a dog.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Contents Noted—Verse . . Robert Foster . 74

The Famous Players Studio . Robert C. Duncan . 75
If you have never been inside one of the most interesting studios, here is your

chance. And if you have, read this anyway. You were probably not there on
this day.

A Wooing a la Mode . . Marry S. Smalley . 81

The Observer .... 82
Matters of interest to screen fans editorially treated.

When Star Meets Star . Bennie Zeidman 87
Or what happened when an irresistible actress became stranded in an immovable

automobile.

Self-Screened—Verse . . . Everett Leighton . . 90

The Love Letters of Violet Mersereau .91
Concluding a series of heart-throbbing epistles which have been received by the

famous screen actress from her unknown admirers.

The Pretenders . . . W. C. MacDermott . . 97
If a millionaire meets a chauffeur on the street and takes him home as a guest.

things are apt to happen. But it is not likely they would always turn out as
they did in this case.

Before the Stars Shone . At Ray .... 106
Short biographical sketches which show that some players are born great, many

acquire greatness and a few have greatness thrust upon them.

Hands and the Woman . . Jerome Beatty .108
Emotions are deftly entwined around the fingers of Florence LaBadie, who can

register laughter, love, fear or happiness by the use of her educated hands.

The Battle "Cry"—Verse . . J. D. Bradford .112
||

Not in the Cast . . . . H. Bedford-Jones . .113
JA serial story in which a love affair in the bayou region of Louisiana is aided

and abetted by a moving picture company.
ill!

Screen Gossip .... We/7 0. Caward 122
Newsy items of interest concerning players and productions, gathered from the

four corners of filmdom. in!
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Hints for Scenario Writers Clarence J. Caine . .131
A department devoted to instructive and suggestive notes which relate to picture-

play writing and picture-play markets.
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A sketch by James Montgomery Flagg, of Mae Murray, who has risen to picture stardom

from the ranks of a dancer in the Ziegfeld Follies.



GEORGE WALSH
joined the ranks of the movie players soon alter leaving college, and his first picture was

directed bv his brother, R. A. Walsh, of the Fox Company. Among the productions in which

he has appeared are "Blue-Blood Red," "The Beast," "The Serpent'' and "Gold and the

Woman." He often plays the leading part opposite Theda Bara. Mr. Walsh was born in

New York, and was educated at Fordham and Georgetown Universities.



THEDA BARA
the famous interpreter of vampire roles, is, in private life, a home-loving woman of simple tastes.

Her exceptional talent as an emotional actress was recognized at the outset of her career, and

she gained early popularity. Like many well-known stars in filmdom she attained prominence
as a stage actress previous to her appearance in pictures. An interesting fact is that she has

been with the same company, Fox, ever since her debut in films. She was born in 1890,

on the Sahara Desert.



WARREN KERRIGAN
was educated for the ministry, but gave up his clerical ambitions to become an actor. He firsr

played with his brother-in-law, Clay Clement, in "The Road to Yesterday," "Brown of Harvard,"
and "The Master Key." Essanay, American, and Universal are the companies he has been
connected with since 1910, the latter being the one in which he now plays. Mr. Kerrigan has
taken leading parts in "Samson," the "Terrence O'Rouke" serial, "The Bolted Door," and
others. He is six feet tall and weighs 200.



NAOMI CHILDERS
was born in Pottstown, Pennsylvania, and is of -English-American descent. She was educated

in St. Louis, and appeared on the stage when she was ten years old in a stock company with

Henry Kolker. Later she played with Laura Nelson Hall in "Everywoman" in the role of

Duty. Other stage productions in which she played were "Ready Money," and "Madame X."

Miss Childers has been with Vitagraph for about two and a half years. In the new release,

"The Battle Cry of War," she plays the part of the American Joan of Arc.



CREIGHTON HALE
was born and educated in England. He comes of a theatrical family, and went on the stage at

a very early age. His first public appearance in America was in Lady Forbes-Robertson's "The
Dawn of a To-morrow." Another notable production in which he played was "An Indian
Summer." Mr. Hale's screen career began with the Pathe Company, and he is now with the

Frank Powell Productions. He has played with Pearl White in "The Perils of Pauline,"
"The Exploits of Elaine," and other well-known productions.



ORMI HAWLEY
plays leads for Fox pictures. She joined this company recently going from Lubin, where sne

will be remembered for her work in "The Nation's Peril." "Race Suicide," and many others.

Miss Hawley abandoned a stage and musical career to join pictures. She was born in Holyoke.

Massachusetts, and was graduated from the New England Conservatory of Music. Her talents

for a while were devoted to legitimate drama and concert work. Also she appeared with stock

companies traveling in the East.



FLORENCE VIDOR
has a remarkable record of accomplishments for so young a screen actress. She is only
twenty years old. "The Yellow Girl" is one of the first pictures in which she attracted atten-

tion. She first appeared in pictures made in the East, and later went to Santa Monica, Cali-

fornia, to play with Vitagraph. Her initial picture with the Palias Company, with which she is

now connected, was the "Intrigue," in which play Lenora Ulrich returned to the screen and
played the stellar part. Miss Vidor is the daughter of a rancher, and was reared among the Indians.



GLADYS HULETTE
began to play almost as soon as she could walk, and when she was a very tiny child was the

leader of a chorus of small children in De Wolf Hopper's "Wang." When still very young

she appeared with Bertha Kalish in Beethoven's "Kreutzer Sonata." She has also played

with Nazimova in "The Doll House," and was the original Tyl Tyl in "The Blue Bird." Miss

Hulette has been with the Thanhouser Company for about a year having gone there from Edison.

"The Shine Girl," and "Prudence, the Pirate," are the latest pictures in which she has acted.



WINIFRED GREENWOOD
attained prominence in the theatrical profession before playing in screen productions. As an
actress of the legitimate drama she appeared in vaudeville and stock companies, and headed a
company of her own for two years at South Bend, Indiana. Since entering ^pictures Miss
Greenwood has played in a score of the American Company's releases, and is still connected
with that concern. She was born in Oswego, New York.



MAE GASTON
gave early evidence of histrionic ability when she played in amateur performances at college.

When she was nineteen she joined a traveling company and played on the legitimate stage for

some time, before making her screen debut. She has appeared in over six hundred pictures.

Vitagraph, Universal, and the Centaur Companies are the ones with which she has been con-

nected, the latter paying her salary at present. She was born at Harper's Ferry, in 1892.



FRANCES NELSON
was graduated from the high school in St. Paul, Minnesota, and soon afterward went on the
stage. Her first appearance was with Lew Fields in "The Wife Hunters." She also played
leads in stock company with Tom Wise. Miss Nelson's career in motion pictures has been
no less successful than it was in the spoken drama. "Human Driftwood," with Robert War-
wick, is one of the best-known pictures in which she has figured. One of her more recent
films is "The Almighty Dollar."



FAY TINCHER
is one of the few screen actresses who includes aeroplaning in her list of out-door sports. She

is a comedienne of marked ability and plays for the Fine Arts films. Her stage career is

musical comedy, and vaudeville established her reputation as an actress before she entered

pictures. She first joined the Reliance-Majestic Company, and later went to the Triangle organiza-

tion. The best-known picture plays in which she has appeared are "Too Proud to Fight,"

"The Battle of the Sexes," and "Don Quixote."
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MABEL TALIAFERRO
was the first American actress to leave the stage for the screen. She was third among the
well-known players of the world to take this step, Bernhardt and Couquelin having acted in

pictures before her. The first film production in which Miss Taliaferro appeared was "Cinder-
ella." Since then she has played in such famous releases as

k in the Bishop's Carriage," and
"You Never Can Tell." Her stage career began when she was two and a half years old.



HOWARD HICKMAN
has been acting for nearly twenty years although he is only thirty-six years old. He is a lead-

ing man in the Ince-Triangle productions, and is considered one of the most reliable men in

the organization. When a youth he went into vaudeville, and afterward became a stock actor

at the old Morosco Grand Opera House, in San Francisco. He has played in many parts of

the world, including Australia and Europe. First with Universal, and then with Lasky, he had

already become a screen favorite before joining Ince. His latest triumph was in "Civilization."



Whenever news goes around that Mary Pickford is in town, every one takes a camera down
from a shelf, blows the dust off it. and tries to get a "snap"—only to find that she travels
in automobiles. But she was caught. This is how "Little Marv" looks when she has to walk.



Vampires on
Toast

By William Prescott

The fool was stripped to his foolish hide

(Even as you and I !).

Which she might have seen when she threw him aside—

(But it isn't on record the lady tried)

So some of him lived but the most of him died

—

(Even as you and I !)

THIS, then, is the story of the scarlet women of

the screen, the home-wreckers, the sorcerers, the

vampires of pictures. It is neither sad nor bright

nor serious nor funny. The public has seen them through

the camera lens only, but public opinion has applied the

brand. They are "vamps." But there is a second side

to the story.

There

is a

great
difference,

as you can

see from this,

between the homelov-

ing Josephine Earle

and the treacherous

scheming one that is

served on the screen.

It is not my intention, by the

way, to plead a softer ver-

dict for these painted la-

dies ; in the first place, the

decision has already

been rendered. If

you don't be-

^ 1 i e v e it,



Vampires on Toast

mention to your wife that

you are to make a business

call this afternoon on Paul-

ine Frederick, for instance.

Will she permit it? Of
course not. ' It is, further,

not a question for argu-

ment. Sfre knows what sort

of woman That Thing is,

and she's sure it would be
much better, if business is

to be done, to let George do
it, not her husband.

Indeed, we must regard
vampiring as both a busi-

ness and an art. It is a

business because it

pays exceptional-

ly well. It is

m art, be-

cause it

takes more
than prac-

t i c e to
m a k e a

One pose of Valeska Suratt, lurer oj

men, and two of just plain

Valeska Suratt.
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successful vampire, and be-

cause the successful por-

trayal of such a part gives

rise to aesthetic emotions.

And there is a price that

must be paid by the one who

is successful in the busi-

ness of vampiring, for the

more perfect the artists be-

come the greater the flood of

public hatred that wells up

against them. If they are

highly successful, they are

highly detested. The test, of

success is, therefore, obverse

—the more they are hissed

the greater their triumph.

On the other hand, they re-

ceive more than the average,

for they enjoy the stimulus

of art. There is no more

reason that they should be

hissed than envied, or envied

than hissed. They are like

the painters of the grotesque

and horrible, or

the poet who
sings of the

charms of

sin. The
fascina-
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enough to have any idea of their pri-

vate life or their personal philoso-

phies. I was as ignorant and as curi-

ous as you are yourself, and this is

the account of what I found, told

just as it happened to me.
My first visit was to Josephine

Earle, of the Vitagraph Company,
the youngest and least experienced
of all the actresses I proposed to see.

It is comparatively recently that she

was switched from ingenue roles to

play vampires, and I felt that her
impressions would be interesting be-

cause of their freshness. "Joe" they

call her in the studio.

"I don't think I understand," she

complained, when I stated my er-

being

game

tion of their art

unquestioned, but

because we do not

understand it, we
view it askance.

For myself—
in the

so to

speak—I was
naturally
free from the

usual preju-

dice. The few

vampires I had
met were by no

means the sort

of women they

were pictured in

the popular mind.

On the other hand. I

did not know them well
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rand. Perhaps you can appreciate the

predicament of a mere man when he

seeks to extract a woman's emotional

secrets.

"Well," I deposed, thinking hard,

"suppose you tell me all the emotions

you experience between the time you

enter the studio and finish your part."

This got no response at all. She ad-

mitted that she had emotions—oh my,

yes ! But they were different every

day.

"I never thought of that," said I.

It seemed hopeless until I noticed the

gown she was wearing, a rather low-

cut affair that seemed to be causing

her no end of embarrassment.

"How about clothes " and the in-

terview was on.

With Miss Earle—with all the rest,

too, as I subsequently learned—street

clothes are the great equalizer. Even

the vampire feels like an ordinary per-

son in ordinary clothes. When play-

ing the seductress she wears bizarre,

highly colored clothes, and becomes for

the time a different woman. Purple is

Miss Earle's favorite color.

"Oh " she began, and stopped.

"Oh what?" said I, sensing a revela-

tion.

"Nothing. I started to say that I

didn't wear stays because they don't

give the sensuousness that such parts

require, but I don't suppose that would

be interesting."

Now, I leave it to you. Is it, or isn't

it?

Before we leave the Vitagraph home
wrecker, however, let me give one more

of her confessions. She thinks, in

spite of the smiles and cheers she grew

so fond of while playing ingenues on

the legitimate stage, that she—sh !—is

really a vampire, after all. And the

worst of it is she likes it

!

I visited Pauline Frederick on her

busy day. She was sitting in the mu-

sic room of her Park Avenue apart-

ment, with a sculptress on one side,

modeling a bust, and an illustrator on

the other, sketching a magazine cover.

And, in spite of her efforts to keep just

as still and posey as possible, I noticed

that both artists wore a look of patient

resignation. If the lady will grant me
pardon may I say that she reminded

me very much of a small boy getting

his hair cut? The addition of an in-

terviewer to their little group of serious

tinkerers was none too welcome, or, at

least, so it appeared, until it was dis-

covered that I could hold the dog.

After that I was bearable because the

subject had no further excuse to move.

At first, Miss Frederick had nothing

to say.

"I have no technique—I don't know
what it is," she exclaimed. Remem-
bering what Miss Earle had said about

clothes, however, I used the old bait

again.

"Oh, clothes !" she said, rising to the

hook. "Of course. When I'm play-

ing a vampire part I like slinky, creepy,

weird gowns that fit the tone of the

scene That is most important.

"And I think that few people realize

the emotional possibilities of the hair,"

she continued, smiling. "When these

raven locks of mine are pulled back, I

feel old, up stage, and, oh, so haughty

!

T like to wear it simply, parted as I

have it now."

"How about curls?" I inquired.

"Don't speak of it. I feel so ter-

ribly fussy and dressed up with curls

that—oh, I hate them !"

It seems entirely unnecessary to a

mere man that any one should bother

to hate a little thing like a curl, but that

is temperament, if you know what I

mean:
Miss Frederick contends that she is

not moody. Even the mood of a strong

scene does not remain with her long.

If it does, and she admits that some-

times she goes home feeling a bit

creepy, she goes for a ride in her car,

exceeds, the speed limit, and blows all
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Virginia Pearson at home

(above) can enjoy her

woolly dogs and a

quiet afternoon.

Pauline Frederick {below)

in the act of looking

real "vampirish" for

public purposes.

the bogies
away. She is

very fond of music,

and is herself a musician

of some skill, but the idea

of using music as a source

of inspiration for her

work in the studio, she

says, never occurred to

her. Noise, however,

serves as stimulant some-

times, while at others it

gets on her nerves.

An entirely different

point of view was ex-

pressed by Valeska Su-

ratt. The mood con-

nected with her ^ggf
part clings to her

throughout the
making of the picture. She

is able to shake it off tem-

porarily by going into the

woods and fields near the

studio while new sets are

being made, but she never

entirely loses the feeling

that she is for the time

being another person.

"It is only the experi-

enced woman who can

play the part of a vam-
pire convincingly," de-

clared M i s s

Suratt. "It is

foolish to expect a

young girl out of high

school to know the subtle

art of snaring a man and
bending his will through
sheer force of fascination.

The successful vampire
must have had great love

affairs, great happiness

and tragedy in her life,

before she can conceive

the picture she is trying

to paint. True knowl-
edge of human nature,

with its depths
and heights of

feeling, is possi-

ble only when
you have lived through
great moments."

Miss Suratt admits that

she is temperamental. In

strong emotional scenes

she cannot bear to have
spectators present. The
mad scenes in the "Soul

of Broadway," for in-

stance, were all played in

her own apartment, with

no one present but the di-

rector and camera man
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and the other players who took part in

the scenes. She likes to play her vam-

pire scenes at night, and, strange to

say, feels that her work is much better

when she is tired. Her favorite color

is black.

Yet Miss Suratt is by no means sure

that she is a vampire either by prefer-

ence or even intent. As a child she

used to be a tomboy, playing ball with

the boys in the neighborhood, and

stealing the farmers' pears with as

much pleasure as the rest. And her

start on the stage, furthermore, was

not as a vampire, but as a Gibson girl

!

"I'm getting tired of being hated,"

she confided at length. "In two years

or so I'm going to get married and set-

tle down—or up, as the case may be. I

want a home in the suburbs, where I

can be near my friends, some babies,

and a nice husband, of course—wonder

who it will be ?"

\ lrginia Pearson advanced the some-

what original theory that the good

woman makes the best vampire. Such

an actress sees through the eyes of the

horrified good woman and appreciates

to subtle appeal of the artful se-

ductress that all women fear. The

really bad woman lacks the spiritual

quality, the finer touch, that makes an

actress really great.

With each part that she plays, says

Miss Pearson, comes an accompani-

ment of what she calls thought forces

that really transform her into another

personality. This versatility, which

distinguishes her from the "type,"

makes her feel bigger, as if she were

getting more out of life and touching

more springs of emotion.

"It would be quite possible for me to

play any part in any costume," affirmed

Miss Pearson, "but it would not be

convincing, even to myself. Neverthe-
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less, while psychological effect of
clothes is great, it is not as great as the
psychology of the part. It clings to me.
I feel it, think it, talk it. While I was
playing in "Dare-devil Kate," I found
myself saying to a group of friends

:

' 4 'How about it—ain't I right?'
"

It is another interesting theory of
Miss Pearson's that the great tragedi-
enne must have a sense of humor,, and
the great comedienne a sense of
tragedy.

'"Otherwise," she explained, "the
tragedienne will lose her idea of pro-
portion and 'chew up the scenery.'

And true comedy is bound to be
touched with pathos, though it be ever
so slight."

It was during one of her great suc-
cesses, while playing with Hilliard in

"The Vampires," that she came to the
realization of what it means to play
unrelieved tragedy. The snake skin
that she wore particularly became a
symbol of the part, and she could never
bear to take the costume home with
her. It seemed to represent the hate
of the people, which she could feel

keenly in spite of their admiration of
her art. Now she refuses to play the
hard and particularly the vulgar vam- -

pire parts at all. They must be tem-

on Toast

pered with humanity, touches of hu-
mor, and real emotions. In reality, she
says, the spiritual element, the mental
fascination, are far more powerful than
physical attractions as a masculine lure,

and more realistic as well as artistic.

"It takes longer to get out than un-
der, speaking of the spell," she con-
eluded. "I like to get into the country,
and especially to lie down in the grass.

I get something wholesome and clean
from the earth. I couldn't bear to live

in the city—I hate the noise and dust
and excitement. When I get home,
though, with my pets and my garden
and my car, I think I could forget any-
thing unpleasant."

So you see what I found. If this be
treason, make the most of it. Your fa-

vorite vampire, blue-eyed little reader,

didn't shock me worth a cent. Her eves
are not even green. In fact, aside from
the fact that she is probably a bit more
clever, Miss Homewrecker is a dead
ringer for Miss Housekeeper. She is

a regular girl, as wholesome, healthy,

and most likely handsomer than you
are, served up to the public on the

screen as a wicked, scheming woman.
She's a duck in the barnyard, but a

vampire on toast.

Hey, waiter! Wnatyer givin' us!

There are still some manuscripts at PICTURE-PLAY
MAGAZINE'S office, 79-89 Seventh Avenue, New York

City, which were submitted to our contest without post-

age for return. We shall hold them a short time

longer, and if the authors do not send for their return

by then, they will be destroyed.



Roscoe the Great
His greatness can be measured with one eye on his

accomplishments and the other on his waist line

' By W. P. Lecky

SOMETHING short of

thirty years ago, in a lit-

tle, fresh-water town in

Kansas, was born a male child

:

weight sixteen pounds eight
ounces. He was naturally fat

;

indeed, this characteristic so out-

weighed all others that he at

length became known as Fatty,

and Fatty he remains to-day

every dawning of

the east, and the

the same in the

west, it is just so much more
certain that he will be Fatty |

IF
tii

And with

the sun in

setting of
Roscoe uses

Al St. John

as a weight

reducer, in

spare time.

all his days. Which, by the

way, is not so much of a laugh-

ing matter as it might seem, in

spite of the fact that the owner

of this two hundred and eighty-

eight pounds of natural ballast is

a comedian.

Now it sometimes happens, as

all men know, that in spreading

our intellectual nets for the elu-

sive idea, we occasionally cap-

ture what is best described as

a notion. It is neither fish nor

flounder, but rather a sort of

jellyfish that, bc-\ bulbous
H
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cause the day's catch is small, we kid

ourselves into calling the prize of the

whole piscatorial population. It was
a nondescript of this kind, a hallucina-

tory notion, that I drew squirming out

of the ether that pervades the editorial

sanctum, and conveyed very care-

fully to the subway, thence

across the One Hundred and
Thirtieth Street ferry to

Fort Lee, New Jersey, by
surface car to the Key
stone studio, and

finally into the

sacred dressing

room of the

hos pita b 1 e

Fatty h i m -

self.

"Now, this

A r b u c k 1 e

person,"
thinks I, feel-

ing the no-

tion tickling

me by way
of encourage-

ment, "this

Arbuckle person
is probably one
of the few peo-

ple in the whole
world who is

glad he is fat.

He makes more
money than any
circus fat man
who ever lived.

His name is known in every town that
has a moving-picture theater. Millions
adore him. Indeed, with John Bunny
he is spoken of as one of the only two
examples, extinct or extant, who
proved the exception to the rule that
nobody loves a fat man. He is cheer-
ful and healthy, likes his work, and
knows he will never have to hide from
the rent man for the rest of his natu-
ral life. Why shouldn't he be glad
he is fat?"

This perfectly logical train of
thought led to other considerations.

Would not a man possessed of such
treasure take care to. preserve it well?
Would he not be jealous of every ounce
of his person, every inch of his girth,

and, perhaps, lose

weight through
sheer worrv over
the prospect of

too much exercise

in his next pic-

ture? And would
he not, carrying

the process to its

evident conclu-

sion, keep a

large food sup-

ply at all times

handy, even in

the studio, and
spend the time

between scenes

reposing on a

portable couch,

munching choc-

olates with co-

conut fill-

ing? Would
he not be

not merely
fat, but fat

and lazy?

"Certain-

ly," whis-

pered the
notion. "Fat
is the goose

that laid his golden egg." Which curi-

ous figure of speech I accepted as fur-

ther proof of my adviser's genius. I

drew out my notebook and the inter-

view began.

"Ever sorry you were fat, Mr. Ar-
buckle?" I inquired.

"Once, yes." His eyes took on an
expression of pained reminiscence.

Our Fatty is a sympathetic body, for

all his rough stuff on the screen.

"It was like this," he continued.

Evidently Fatty didn't throw that pie straight enough to

suit. He'll say ''retake" in a minute and
then pity on somebody.
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"Hartman, now my assistant director,

and I were touring the Far East with a

comic-opera troupe. We arrived in

Yokohama, and Yokohama, you know,

is very hilly. As luck would have it,

our hotel was at the bottom of the

steepest hill in the town. That wouldn't

have mattered much, though, if our

theater hadn't been on top !

"Well, when we came out of the

hotel, every one climbed into a ricksha

and started up the hill. That is, every

one except me. The remaining coolies

—I suppose there were half a dozen left

—cut me cold. In the end, I employed

three of them—"two pushee, one

pullee"—and was obliged to pay three

fares. Of course, I walked down the

hill after the show. But I did feel

sorry for the poor little Japs, and I

weigh forty pounds more now. Japan

is a beautiful country."

He sighed. I gathered that he never

expected to see it again.

Fat, however, is not what got Fatty

his job. W7hen he started with Key-
stone, his salary to begin was three dol-

lars a day—the usual stipend for an ex-

tra—and this, too, after he had gained

a sizable reputation on the coast as a

stage comedian. Mr. Sennett's verdict,

however, was to the effect that a stage

reputation, unless extraordinary, was
no good in pictures, and it was three

dollars for Fatty, or quit. After three

weeks of hard work playing the part

of a slapstick policeman, he was put in

stock at forty dollars a week, and the

rest is an old story. Through it all, he

has never allowed himself to be tempted

away from the farce comedy, his first

love.

"I do not think polite comedy will

ever amount to much," he confided to

me, ''certainly not for a long time. The
technique is too transparent. The situ-

ations are necessarily few, and the

majority of the scenes merely build up

It isn't because warped wood is used that the sides of the staircases in Fatty Arbucklts pictures bulge

out—here's the cause. The person sitting on about six inches of step, for a large and obvious

reason, is trying to figure out how he is going to get all of Roscoe's face into a close-up.
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to them. The audience guesses what
is coming, and interest lags."

He confessed that this was largely the

fault of the writers, and even admitted
that there are people who can write

polite comedy that will hold attention

and bring the necessary laughs, but he
did not believe the time had yet come
when the producers were willing to pay
such writers their price. -thev bring the

Fatty may not be quite limber enough for a pitcher, but when it cwiues

to a backstop—shoot 'em over!

''The companies are waking up now/''

he said, "but not much. Farce is still

way in the lead. In the first place, the

polite comedy has too much plot. The
characters get tied up in it so that it is

impossible for them to pick up spon-
taneous laughs as they go along. They
simply have to stay with the story, for

there are only two or three big laughs

to be depended upon in a polite comedv.
and if they fail, the picture falls flat.

"Now, my idea of comedy"—he was
quite serious now, and I knew that he
was expressing an ideal as much as an
idea
—

''my idea of comedy is to fit the
picture to women and children ; to keep
it clean for the women and broad for
the children. I think it is well, too, to

work in some love interest at times, also
for the women. Never mind the men

women, and have to

come, anyway. But
all children like
things exaggerated,

broad, so that they

can appreciate them
without effort. This
is why the move-
ments and expres-

sions of the farce

comedian are so

much more unnatu-

ral than those of the

actor in polite plays.

They have to be, if

they are to make the

children laugh, and
I'd rather see the

youngsters have a

good time, than

please every critic

under the sun. It

isn't as delicate, of

course not, but it

gets across, and I'm

for it."

This wras the first

time I had met Mr.

Arbuckle— I won't

call him Fatty any

more—and I was frankly surprised.'

Fancy ideals in slapstick comedy
;
yet

here they were, and plausible, clean,

straightforward ideals at that. It is

never easy to accustom oneself to a new
point of view, and here was an angle I

had never thought of.

"What hurts me most," he went on,

"is the idea some people have that I

owe my success to being fat. It is the

hardest tiling I have to overcome. Io
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never play on

my weight ; in

fact, I am con-

stantly trying

to make the

audience for-

get it. I spend

as much
time and

thought \

and money
on a two-reel

comedy as is

put into the
average five-reel

picture, yet you

hear people say

that my gags would

not get over if I

w ere small and

thin instead of

as I am."

As every
picture fan

knows, Mr.

A r b u c k 1 e

writes his own. plays, and,

in addition to this, directs,

cuts, edits, assembles, and

titles the film personally.

Many a fat man has applied to Mr. Sen-

nett for a job because of the size of his

stomach; Mr. Arbuckle holds his be-

cause of the size of his brain. In this

direction there is less competition.

And although Fatty's duties might

warrant a statement that he is, every-

thing considered, practically an entire

motion-picture company, it would be a

very hard matter to find him sitting in

a corner complaining about too much
work. He sits in a corner, yes, and he

looks very serious and thoughtful;

sometimes he even frowns. But imme-

diately after that you may not see him

again for four or five days, and a
:
week

later he will have "the funniest comedy

ever made" to show you. When Fatty

sits in a corner, it is because he wants

a story, and stories without plots aren't

3

"What?

being made in

his studio these

days, so he has

to think of a

plot. Does he

work too hard ?

Ask him, and

he'll say

:

"Comp lain?
Why should I

complain ? I'm
big enough to do

a good day's

work."

Instead of pre-

serving his sur-

plus avoirdupois,

I learned that he

takes a five-mile

run every morning

before breakfast.

He plays hand-

ball, boxes,
tosses the medi-

cine ball, and is

particularly fond

of the Swedish bench exer-

cises. His muscles, you may
take my word for it, are hard

as a half back's. His other

exercises include playing the guitar and

"rollin' his own." He is one of the few

men of his size to be accepted for life

insurance, of which he carries policies

aggregating fifty thousand dollars. The

accident-insurance companies refused

to chance him on account of his occu-

pation.

"Then you aren't glad you are fat,

after all, are you?" I questioned slyly.

"Lord, no!" ejaculated the patient

Mr. Arbuckle, with emphasis. "Cer-

tainly not
!"

I grinned.

When the interview was over I per-

formed a necessary ceremony. I took

my notion out into the studio yard and

set my foot on what I imagined would

be its neck. All that was left was a

small, oozy spot on the ground.



"Don't!"—But She Did
It is usually wise to accept a father's

advice, but, for once, Alice Brady-

bo 1 d 1 y and profitably disobeyed

By Arthur Gavin, Jr.

NINETY-NINE times out of a

hundred, when a theatrical

magnate draws his bushy,

black eyebrows down in a frown, wrin-

kles his forehead impressively,

focuses both eyes threatening-

ly like William S. Hart's fa-

mous two guns, opens his

mouth slowly, and then

shuts it with, a bang,

emitting a heavy,

sharp "Don't,"

which almost

takes you off

your feet,

every one

within a

radius of three blocks halts on the spot

and sinks to his knees to pray.

That is, ninety-nine times out of a

hundred. That was the way it hap-

pened with William
A. Brady, well

known as a big man
in things theatrical,

for ninety- nine

times. Then, just a

few years ago, he

said "Don't" for the

hundredth time —
and the person he

said it to didn't halt.

She went right on
insisting. The per-

son with the ears

was Alice Brady,

William A.'s daugh-
ter. She had told

him she was going

.on the stage. He
had said "Don't."

So they compro-
mised. She went on

the stage. That was just about the way it

happened, except that between Alice's last

determined sentence and the time she made
her initial appearance on the boards, there

was a serious talk between father

and daughter.

Mr. Brady realized that Miss

Brady was going to be an actress,

so he made his demands and con-

cessions. He refused her any aid

whatever, and said that if she

should be successful, it would be

because she could manage things
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herself. He was working to make suc-

cesses of many other actors and

actresses, but he would not work for

the success of Alice Brady. He gave

her twelve months to gain a reputation

and the name of one person she

couldn't work for. That name was

William A. Brady. Then Alice went

into Wonderland.

Before Alice Brady became known at

all, the attention of the public was

brought to bear on the name of "Marie

Rose," who played the part of Peep-Bo

in "The Mikado." The production was

staged under the management of

Messrs. Sam and Lee Shubert and W.

A. Brady. Up to the time that Marie

Rose interpreted the part, it

had been played by Christine

Nielsen, who had found it a

very difficult role. The night that the

new player went on in her place, Mr.

Brady was standing in the rear of the'

theater, with his genial secretary and

right-hand man, John Tuerk. He anx-

iously and nervously awaited the rise of

the curtain. Mr. Tuerk is authority for

the statement that Mr. Brady was so

nervous that he gnawed and bit his fin-

ger nails savagely.

The orchestra played the overture,

the curtain was raised. Mr. Brady

was feeling very uncertain, as theatrical

managers often do when they see a new
player go on for the first time. Not

a dozen people in the house

had ever heard of or

knew anything about

Marie Rose. But,

when she strode

upon the stage,

everything changed.

Doubt and uncer-
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tainty fled. She was the coolest,

most indifferent player in the cast.

The play was acted and over. The
curtain went down. And Marie
Rose was a success.

But after that, one day the little

actress who had created such a stir

in the heart of Mr. Brady vanished.

Marie ,Rose was never heard of

again. But, simultaneously with
her disappearance, Alice Brady be-

gan to rise. She continued to climb
in popularity and public favor until

she was crowned by Fame. And
she deserved it all, for any person
who could take the unknown name
of Marie Rose, as Alice Brady did,

fill the place of Christine Nielsen,

and score a hit, was worthy of un-
limited credit.

Out of all those who saw that

performance of "The Mikado," and
applauded it, and of all those who
later watched the rise of the new
star, despite his outward appear-

ance of stern protestation, there

was no one who felt happier and
prouder than Mr. Brady—unless it

was Alice herself. He had always
entertained secret hopes since she

was a child. After she had become
a success, Mr. Brady often sat by
himself and remembered how it had
all come about.

He recalled one of those really

disagreeable days in early Novem-
ber, the fifth, to be exact, in the fall

of 1893. He had been downtown
all afternoon, watching a play in

one of the Broadway theaters. The
title was "Alice Sit-by-the-Fire."

When he hurried home from the

performance, he found that the

stork had beaten him there by a

few minutes, and made him the fa-

ther of a bouncing baby girl. Right
then, when his mind was still im-

pressed by the play he had just

seen, he decided to call her Alice.

The next day, when he bought
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cigars for George Broadhurst, Sam
S. and Lee Shubert, Georgie Cohan,

Sam Harris, and Daniel Frohman,

he smiled a smile of the species that

can always be seen beaming on the

face of a man who has just had an

increase at his family table, and

said

:

"The way she cried all night, this

daughter of mine will be a great

singer. You should hear her

voice."

Every one laughed, but no one

took it seriously—not even Mr.

Brady himself. His mind was
working along different lines. He
was planning things for little Alice

even then, but they were things that

led away from the stage. They had

their settings in society. Mr. Brady

was thinking of making his daugh-

ter a society belle rather than an

actress. He knew too well, as did

Alice's mother, the hardships that

have to he suffered on the road of

theatricals, for they had both been

on the stage themselves.

Through all the planning, Alice

Brady never uttered a word, be-

cause she couldn't talk. But very

soon afterward she began to dis-

play symptoms of having inherited

her parents' art. As a child she

did everything in a "stagy" way.

She could dance before she could

walk, and she could sing before she

could talk.

While she was still very young,

her mother died, and it was only

natural that she should become a

constant companion of her father.

Where daddy went, Alice went,

and, thus brought in close contact

with all things theatrical, she

learned a great deal about the world

of artifice. All this served to

arouse her desire to enter the life

herself.

Mr. Brady sent her to the Con-

vent of St. Elizabeth, at Madison,
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New Jersey, for a few years, but even
that isolation from the atmosphere of

the stage did not stifle her determina-

tion. At the convent she studied sing-

ing, and, when she left it, the cultiva-

tion of her voice was completed at the

Boston Conservatory of Music. It was
about this time that Mr. Bradv was co-

operating with the Shuberts in connec-

tion with the production of "The Mi-
kado."

And it was exactly at this time that

Alice approached her father and re-

marked that she was about to go on

the stage. He saw the visions of his

society belle fade suddenly, and greeted

her with the commanding ''Don't/'' She
asked him for a position, but was re-

jected without a trial. Then she went
to her teacher in Boston and
implored him to teach her to

sing the part of Peep-Bo.

She learned it. wired her

father that she was coming
to Xew York to play in

"The Mikado," and came.

She couldn't strike a bargain with

him, so she did the only other thing

left to do, and

went to the
Shuberts.

I
After con-

vincing

them

that she could play the part creditably,

she laid her cards on the table and cor-

nered W, A. Both the Shuberts were
willing to grant her a trial. What was
he to do?

The following morning she went
through the rehearsal without a mis-
take, while her father sat in the back
of the theater, chewing two inches of a

black twenty-five-cent cigar, and tried

to realize that he was a defeated man.
And that was why, when "Marie

Rose'" appeared for the first time in the

part of Peep-Bo, Mr. William A. Brady
stood in the rear of the theater and bit

his linger nails until they bled. "Marie
Rose" was Alice Brady.

Following her appearance in "The
Mikado," in May, 1910, she opened at

the Casino Theater in

"The Balkan Princess,"

with Louise Gunning,

and Robert Warwick,
who is now also a

World Film star, was
also one of the princi-

pals. After a few months, she

joined the all-star revival of Gil-

bert & Sullivan's "Pinafore." in

which she appeared Avith Louise
Gunning, De Wolf Hopper, Mary
Cahill, Eugene Cowles, George Mc-
Farland. and Arthur Aldrid^e.

When "Pinafore" went on the
road for the season of 191 r, she
started out with the company, but
left it to join the road company of

"Little Women." After three

months with this show, she re-

turned to Xew York to open
in the star revivals of

"Patience" and "Pirates
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of Penzance-,"

with Marie
Doro, Cyril
Scott, and De
Wolf Hopper.

In the sum-

mer of 1912

she went on

an operatic

tour of the

Pacific coast,

returning to

Xew York to

open in "Lit-

tle Women"
at the Play-

house, Octo-

ber 1 6th. She

finished the

season in this

piece, and

then played

the role of

Alice Nelson

in "The
Family Cup-

board."

This latter

play was not

s ucces sful

owing to the

fact that
nineteen
women w h o

attempted
to create
the proper

imperson-

3'

opened at the

Playhouse in

"Things that
Count," and
closed the sea-

son there.

While Alice

Brady w a s

busily en-

ed mak-
her repu-

tation

er

er, W. A. B.

was equally

making h i s

bank
greater

gag*

mg
great-

and great-

A.

Alice Brady as she appeared on the stage in

with Robert Edeson.

ation of the part failed utterly. But,

when Alice Brady was assigned to the

role, the Xew York critics not only were

loud in their praise, but even attributed

the final success of the play, after its

apparent failure, entirely to her char-

acteristic work.

Following this success, she appeared

in three failures, "The Bird Cage,"

"Sylvia Runs Away," and "What Is

Love?"
On December 22d, in 19 13, she

roll
and

greater and
greater. This

turned h i s

attention to

motion pic-

tures, and he

organized the

William A.

Brady Fea-

ture Film
Corporation.

One of the

first stars he

signed by

contract, re-

alizing the
actual value

'Sinner?' of having her

work for
him, was his

own daughter—but it is said that her

salary was dickered over until she re-

ceived considerably more than paternal

love for her services.

Alice's first picture was "As Ye

Sow," and was released through the

World Film Corporation, which han-

dled her father's productions. This she

made between appearances on the stage.

That summer, instead of spending the

regular annual two months' vacation in

Europe with her father, she played a
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camera grinding almost regularly, until
she finally deserted the stage entirely
for the newer art. Her screen work,
since that time, includes "The Rack/'
"Lure of Woman/' "The Ballet Girl'"
"The Woman in 47," "Then I'll Come
Back to You," "Tangled Fates," "La
Vie de Boheme," "Miss Petticoats,"
and "The Bird in the Gilded Cage."
Although Mr. William A. Brady is

a very busy theatrical man, he . man-
ages to get around to see every one of
Alice's features. He doesn't even seem
to have much preference about whether
or not they are society plays.

And he doesn't stand in the back of
the theater, either, gnawing his finger
nails, as he did the night he watched
"Marie Rose."

REGRET

J
LIKE to see a picture play,

I like to feel its thrills;

And I could go 'em every day
If some one paid the bills.

But I am broke and out of cash;
Xo pleasure do I find.

And so I thought I'd write this trash
To sort of ease my mind.

T. S. Gillespie.

stock engagement in Dayton, Ohio.
After this, early in the 1914 season,
Alice joined the play, "Sinners," and
scored a success with it at the Play-
house in Xew York. Through W. A/s
influence, the company gave two per-
formances before the inmates of Sing
Sing prison, and Alice portrayed her
part there, also.

But "Sinners" only occupied her eve-
nings, and Alice is not of the type who
likes to sleep all morning and eat all

afternoon. She likes to work. So the
natural consequence was that, while
still playing on Broadway, motion-pic-
ture theaters soon announced that they
were exhibiting a film entitled "The
Boss," featuring Alice Brady and Hol-
brook Blinn. After that, she kept the
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The Scorching Way
In this story it is a prize fighter who

lends a helping hand when feeble

feet have found the Scorching Way

By Will H. Johnston

HEAD like a bullet, hair a bit

faded and close-cropped, face

scarred and wrinkled,, kindly

eyes that looked out from below heav-

ily thatched brows ; a bulky figure with

enormous hands and the inevitable

"cauliflower" ears—that was Stuart

Doane, principal of Doane's Athletic

Academy, expert in the ungentle art of

pugilism, and proud of the fact that

he was retained by the Lambs Club of

Princeton to show the sons of Old

Xassau how to use their fists. .

A strange type of man to place in

the forefront of this drama of unre-

strained love; and yet Doane the

Bruiser, with his sanity, his "horse

sense/' his crude estimate of the moral-

ities, is flung with others into the whirl-

pool of passion
;
and, keeping his head

when his friends were losing theirs, it

is Doane who points the way out.

Therefore the boxer to begin with.

He had developed a creditable list

of "pugs," and he had hopes that Dale

Overton—now in his senior year at

Princeton, and a pupil of Doane's

—

would be added to his string of men

who had made history in the prize ring.

He spoke of this one day in Dale's room

while they were resting after a spar-

ring bout

:
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"You got everything a guy oughter

have in the fight game—speed, clever-

ness, and a terrible wallop in either

hand. But one thing's missing. Dale

—

you can't get mad. It's all right to

have science, but you got to have
more'n that. You got to learn how to

hate the other fellow when you get in-

side the ropes; take it fr'm me."
Dale Overton laughed. He was a

handsome chap, tall, with an uncom-
mon reach of arm, and built like a bat-

tleship. "I hope I'll never hate any-
body, old man."
"Now, don't run away with the idee

that I mean a lasting hate. Nothin' like

it. But if you're ever goin' to be cham-
peen—an' you've got the makin's in

you—you got to get properly mad with
the guy that offers to come and lick

you. Get me ?"

"I get you, Stew, but there's noth-

ing doing. I'm not going to be a cham-
peen. I'm going to be a preacher."

"Great Fitz !" Stuart Doane sat

down on a stool and stared at the mus-
cular young senior. "Mean to tell me
that you, with a punch in yer left that'd

make Willard wabble—mean to tell

"I mean to tell you that it's all fixed,

old man, and nothing you can say will

alter it. My dad is a preacher, and he
has decreed that I shall follow in his

footsteps, and I'm willing. So when
the boys sing, 'Here's to you, Dale
Overton,' on the campus on the final

night, T move across to Alexander Hall
and become a Seminole—which is short

for a student of the theological semi-

nary."

Doane took several minutes to think

it over. Then : "I give you credit,

Dale. You're goin' to be one o' them
there specimens of muscular Christian-

ity. Well, I wish you all the punch in

the pulpit that Billy Sunday has. Come
on, kid; let's see if you got a wallop
or two in your glove before you take up
the turn-the-other-cheek business."

The following winter and the three

succeeding, Doane kept up his ac-

quaintance with Dale Overton. His
chief regret was that his friend had so

little time for the gloves.

"A champeen gone wrong," he be-

wailed to one of his pals in New York
—a cabaret dancer who had been his

friend for a number of years. It was
a purely platonic friendship, and Janet
Hall and Doane were content to let it

remain at that. He had told her of the

young Princeton athlete who had re-

fused to be tempted into the squared
circle. "He has everything that a

bruiser needs," Doane v ent on. "And
yet he turns his back on the ring, and
is goin' to be a sky pilot. Can you beat
it ?"

"A lot of people are driven to do cer-

tain things, Stuart, and they have no
choice in the matter," she answered.
"Maybe that's the case with this boy
you are telling me about. Only he is

being driven along a line that leads to

happiness, and I was driven along a
line that led to unhappiness and dis-

honor."

"Now, nix on the home-and-mother
stuff, sis. I've never asked you for the

story of your life, have I?"
She shook her head. She was an un-

commonly pretty woman; given other

surroundings and a sweet content to fill

her eyes with gladness, she would have
been beautiful. But those eyes were
dulled by the pain of days of agony and
remorse. When they smiled, it was the

forced smile of the actress.

"You're right, Stuart," she said, in

a tired voice. "You've never troubled
to ask me about myself."

"I'm not interested," Doane an-

swered. "What's done is done; that's

my motto. The only thing you have
is the present and the hope of the fu-

ture. So why turn back? You can't

relive your life, Janet. You and I

have been good pals; pals, that's all.

I like you, and I like to talk to you
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when I come here ; that's all. Now,
don't go and queer the friendship by

telling me to go out and kill the villain

who ruined your young life." There

was nothing brutal in his speech ; it was

just matter of fact, and Janet Hall un-

derstood him.

"What do you think of Henry Dal-

ton?" she asked abruptly.

"A man about town, a money maker,

and a good fellow to tie to in a pinch,"

he replied. "Morals not what the

world calls good, but if I was up against

it, Henry D.'s the man I'd go to, and

I wouldn't be turned away empty-

handed."

"Yes, he's ready enough with his

cash," bitterly. "But there are greater

things than money—there is honor."

"Now you're gettin' out o' my depth,

Janet. This thing that the world calls

honor is a queer game. It's perfectly

honorable for a man to have six wives

living, and perfectly dishonorable for

one man and one woman to live to-

gether as man and wife unless they

have mumbled some words that are

easily forgotten. What d'you mean,

honor ?"

"I mean Henry Dalton is the father

of my little girl, and he has never

married me. I mean that he took ad-

vantage of my weakness
"

"Cut out the sniffles, little woman,"

he broke in. "Be candid—you're one

of the helpless beauties who couldn't

make a living as other girls are doing,

and so you took—the Easiest Way.
Eh?"

"Yes, but it isn't the Easiest Way.
It's the Scorching Way."
"Depends on how you look at it,"

said Doane, who was a philosopher as

well as a pugilist. "I know a lot of

women who play the spider with men,

and enjoy life immensely. Then there's

"Don't be too hard JM
on the folks who

have been driven w^Sl

along the

Scorching
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the other sort, who sometimes chuck
life away in the river."

"Some day I think I'll do that, Stu-

art—I and little Ruth."

"Aw, gee, you're talking like a Bow-
ery actress, Janet." There was a sneer

in the words, but his eyes were sympa-
thetic and his huge hand rested on hers

with a touch of infinite calm. "Forget

the weeps, little woman. Play the

game. Take the gifts the gods give

you, and be glad you're alive."

"You're next, Janet." A gruff voice

broke in on them. A man of middle

age, heavily jowled, with a certain brut-

ishness in his face, tempered by the

good humor in his eyes, had come up
to the table silently and stood looking

down at Janet with unmistakable ad-

miration. The girl gave him what was
meant for a smile, though there was
no warmth in it. He dropped into the

chair she vacated, and shifted it

around so that he could watch the

graceful figure as she whirled into a

bacchanalian dance.

"Lovelv as a swan," he muttered.

"Doane, there's only one woman like

her, and that's the reflection she sees in

her mirror."

"Why don't you marry her, Dalton ?"

The pugilist shot out the question and
waited for answer, but Dalton Avas not

listening. He had eyes only for the

swaying, posturing girl ; ears only for

the passion-filled song that brought a

storm of applause.

Doane put his hand on the other's

arm. "Dalton, I hate to be a butter-in,

but in plain language I want to tell you
you're a fool

!"

Dalton grinned. "Go to it, old boy!

They ought to have made Stew Doane
a preacher instead of a bruiser."

Doane flushed. "I didn't intend to

preach. But what I want to say is if I

was in your place I'd hitch up lawful

with that little piece of Dresden china.

Janet ain't the girl I'd let pirouette for

the benefit of a bunch of gaping men

liing Way
and women if I had the hold on her

that you have. I'd marry her, and give

the baby an honorable name."

"Yes, I know that's what ought to be

done for little Ruth's sake," answered
Dalton moodily. "But I'm built dif-

ferently from most men. You know
what I've been, Stew. A rounder, a

booze fighter, and—oh, yes, a good fel-

low, if you like. I made a fortune on
the Street, bought a little house at

Ferndale on the Hudson, and tried the

simple life. Did it work? Listen! I

filled the house with relatives—and
within a month kicked them out, closed

the place, and am fairly content with

my rooms in an apartment hotel. I

sometimes try to picture Janet and the

kid

—

my kid—and me playing the hum-
drum life at Ferndale. It wouldn't

work. I'm not built for domesticitv.

Ruth is in a children's home—father-

less, if you like* to put it that way, but

I doubt if it would add to her happi-

ness to know that I was her dad. As
for Janet, she's making good here

"

"But is she happy?"

"Happy? Why not? She has her
own flat, and she can't say I pester

her with attention—come here to see

her dance; that's all. Of course she's

happy. She's nothing but a toy."

The girl had come back to the table,

and, drawing up a chair, she sat down
between the two men and lit a cigarette.

They were silent for a painful moment.
Then Janet said, a little bitterly: "I

heard your last remark, Harry. Part

of it was a lie, part of it was true."

She turned from Dalton and looked

straight into Doane's eyes. "He's quite

right. Stuart ; I'm nothing but a toy.

But he lied when he said I was happy."

"And what will make you happy?"

Dalton leaned closer and drew out a

bulging pocketbook.

"Put that stuff back," said Janet.

"I'm earning money honorably, and I

can at least keep my self-respect. If I
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was staring

took money from you,

it would mean "

"It would mean,

for my part, nothing

more than my sincere

regard for you," he

hastened to say.

Through h i s eyes

she searched his soul.

There was a pause.

Then, significantly

:

"There is only one

way you can show
your sincere regard

for me." And she

rose and glided away.

"I know—I know,"
Dalton said aloud,

speaking his thoughts,

but addressing no

one
;
unconscious, in-

deed, that Janet had

gone, and that Doane
him curiously. Vaguely he heard

pugilist say: "The little girl's right.

Marry her." And mechanically he

echoed : "The little girl is right." Then
he sank into a reverie, and Doane left

him to his thoughts.

It was late when Dalton ' left the

cabaret. His brain felt cloudy. A taxi

driver hailed him, but Dalton shook his

head ; he would walk. The fresh air

would clear the cobwebs that pre-

vented clear thinking. A man followed

him—a gangster who had sat at a

near-by table and watched, with hungry

eyes, the display of the fat pocketbook.

The morning papers had the story.

"Henry Dalton, well-known plunger,

found dying. Blackjacked by un-

known. Pocketbook missing. Robbery
evident motive. Died in hospital."

This was the gist of the narrative given

to the public. But there was a more
intimate part that the newspapers did

not get hold of ; a footnote to his life

history that had tremendous conse-

quences for Janet Hall, and that

"Come on, kid; let's see if you got a wallop or two in your

before you take up the turn-the-other-ctieek business."

glove

at

the

brought the moisture to honest Stew
Doane's eyes when he heard it, and
made him exclaim : "I knew he had
the right stuff in him !"

It was a final deed of kindness : noth-

ing less than a will, made just before he

died, bequeathing all his worldly goods

to Janet.

"It means a new life for me, Stuart,"

she said to Doane, on her last night at

the cabaret. "It will be like stepping

out of a pit into the sunlight. You'll

come and see me when I get settled in

my new home—the house in the coun-

try which Harry furnished, and then

'

turned his back on."

"Come and see you? Not on your

life!" said Doane, with a smile. "If a

pugilistic celebrity like myself called

on you, the small-town gossips would

have a talkfest that wouldn't leave you

a shred of character. Nothing doin',

Janet. When you shake the old life,

you pull the curtain all the way down.

And that means good-by to everybody

who knows you now—includin' my-
self."

"I'll miss you a lot " she began.
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"So will I," he broke in. ''But you'll

see I'm talkirv sensibly when you be-

gin to play the role of a respectable

widow."
"You've been a good friend of mine,

Stuart," she said, giving him her hand.
"And good friends we're goin' to re-

main, even if I never see you again," he
answered heartily.

It was their farewell, and on the

following day Janet packed her trunk,

and, with little Ruth, she turned her

back on the Scorching Way.

It was graduation week at Princeton
Seminary. The old town buzzed with
somberly clothed clericals and pretty

girls. Among the visitors, feeling sadly

out of place in the distinguished

throng, but drawn thither by his love

for his old-time pupil, was Stuart

Doane the Bruiser. He wedged him-
self into the press in the historic old

chapel, and listened uncomprehendingly
to the learned, addresses of D. D.'s and
LL. D.'s. Later he joined Dale Over-
ton on the campus, where the young
minister was proudly exhibiting his

diploma to his father and mother.

Pastor Overton was the duplicate of

Lis son in stature, tall and stoutly built.

His white head was held erect, and, in

spite of his years, there was no stoop

to the broad shoulders. The mother
was the embodiment of gentleness, and
quite evidently devoted to her stalwart

son.

When Dale caught sight of his

former boxing teacher, he stuck out his

hand. "Stuart, old boy," he cried, "it's

good to see you here ! Meet my folks."

They chatted for a little while, and
then Doane excused himself. "Have to

hurry for the train," he explained.

"One last word." His hand was on his

friend's shoulder. "Take the mitts

along with you and keep up your prac-

tice. It'll do you good. Maybe some
time I'll come and see you, and I'll ex-

pect you to knock me out. Go the limit

with the big crooks when you get into

the pulpit, but don't be too hard on the

folks who have been driven along the

Scorching Way. So long."

Doane went back to New York, a

little saddened by the fact that two of
his friends had dropped out of his

world—two pals of his, one a cabaret

dancer, the other a preacher, who, if

they had ever met, would have found
it hard to explain why they both treas-

ured the friendship of the pugilist.

Doane chuckled as he thought of such
a possibility. Then he promptly put
them out of his mind, and, being a man
of action, set about planning work for

the summer.

He had one letter from Janet. She
told him she was playing the "glad"
game, and was enjoying every minute
of the day. The house was lovely; the

country was lovely ; the neighbors were
lovely

"Everything is lovely," laughed
Doane, and tore up the letter without
glancing at the address. He had no
thought of replying. Janet Hall, the

girl of the cabaret, was dead; Janet
Hall, the widow, was not in his class,

and for her own sake he was deter-

mined to make her forget utterly the

old life.

It was six months before he heard
from Dale Overton, but the letter was
worth waiting for

:

What do you think, old boy? I'm mar-
ried. Come up to Ferndale and meet the
little lady. A week-end in the country will

do you good. Tell me what train you're
coming on, Saturday, and I'll be there with
both arms. Dale Overton.

Ferndale—the name of the town was
somehow familiar, but Doane could not

remember where he had heard it before.

He scratched his close-cropped head.

He was to referee a bout on Saturday—
but referees could be picked up in five

minutes. So he wired back :

I am coming. Eleven-forty-five, Saturday.

Doane.
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When he climbed down from the

train at Ferndale, two strong hands

fell on his shoulders, and the big frame

of Dale Overton radiated happiness.

"You're a sight for sore eyes," roared

the young minister.

"You son of a gun!" laughed Doane.
1<

I congratulate you. But where's the

wife?"

"Home," said Dale. "She's getting

the eats ready. I told her a very dis-

tinguished visitor was coming. Didn't

right, I'm game to go through with it.

It's your funeral."

A little later Doane felt the ground

slipping from under his feet, when his

friend led him up on the porch of a

charming house on a bluff overlooking

the Hudson, and presented him to

—

Janet Hall, the cabaret girl

!

"Jen, my friend, Mr. Stuart Doane,

of New York
;
Stew, old boy, shake

hands with my wife." Doane heard the

young minister's voice like a man in a

"Whatsoever a woman soweth

dare tell her you were a bruiser, or

she'd have barred the door. Jen's a

mighty precise little lady, and—
"I guess I better go back," said

Doane ruefully.

"Not on your life. She'll like you

the minute she sees you."

"No accounting for tastes. All

dream. Mechanically he put out his

hand. The girl's eyes pleaded for

silence. Dale was babbling on :
"And

this is Ruth, Jen's little girl—our little

girl, for I'm her new daddy." Ruth

was a winsome child, but shy, and she

permitted Doane to pat her small hand,

and then ran behind her mother's skirts.
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"It was quite romantic how we met,"

Dale was saying. "Jen's a widow, you
know. Her husband had bought this

house, but never lived here. After he

died, Jen came and brought little Ruth.

This was dad's old parish, but he re-

signed, and I received a call to the

church. I met Jen, and—but you're

hungry. Come up and wash."

The embarrassing moment passed,

and Doane had a grip on himself when
he came down to dinner. During the

meal, Janet devoted herself to little

Ruth, and the two men were left to talk

of old Nassau.

Later in the evening, Dale vanished.

"Want to run over to the old folks and

tell 'em you're here, Stew," he said.

"I'll bring them over to say howdy to

you."

He was gone, and Janet sent her

daughter to play in the trunk room—

a

big room, whose chief merit in the

child's eyes was disorder. In lieu of a

nursery, its accumulation of odds and

ends satisfied her.

"How did it come about?" Doane
was asking, in the parlor

below.

Janet Overton's fingers

opened and closed on the

arm of her chair. "I hard-

ly know, Stuart. I came,

intending to avoid meeting

anybody. Then Dale be-

came the minister here. He

'If it hadn't been for this man-

called. I think I loved him at sight.

You can guess the struggle I had when
he asked me to be his wife. The road

to happiness lay before me. If I had
told him of my one false step on the

Scorching Way, he would have turned

from me "

"Not if he loved you," Doane inter-

rupted.

"I was afraid, Stuart. His love was
too big a thing to lose. So I kept

silent. Barring the affair with Harry
Dalton, my life has been clean. I

thought by filling my days with good
deeds I could blot out the past. I was
right, Stuart ; tell me I was right."

"I don't know," said Doane dubi-

ously. "I'd have advised a candid

show-down and taken my chance. But
I guess your woman's intuition is the

best thing to tie to. At least, Dale'll

never hear of your cabaret days from
me."

Dale came in with his parents soon

after, and the reunion was a merry one.

Janet forgot her fears and gave herself

up to the pleasure of the moment.
But little Ruth, in

the room 'above, had
come upon a photo-

graph that fascinated

her—-a picture hidden

away in a trunk with

a bundle of letters.

She tripped down the

stairs and broke in on
the laughing group.

"Mamma, who's zis

nice man?" she asked.

The chill of death

took hold of Janet. She
stretched out her hand
for the photo ; strove to

conceal it ; stumbled

over an explanation,

and then dropped in a

chair limply as the

elder Overton, scan-

ning one of the letters

he said. the child had brought,
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passed it to his son. Dale had taken

the picture from her and was holding it

up curiously. His father glared at it,

and a light of comprehension broke

over him.

"Dalton! That's who it is—the man
who owned this house! What was he

to you?" he demanded. But Janet only

stared dumbly. The old man went on

scathingly: "He gave you this house

—for what? You sold yourself to him.

These letters

"Please—please " began Janet,

and held out her hands pleadingly to

Dale. But there was no sympathy in

the young minister's face.

"If what my father says is true, there

is nothing more to be said." His voice

was harsh, strained. But Doane, the

friend of all mankind, caught his arm

with a grip that hurt.

"Play the man," he said. "Whatever

your wife has been in the past, she loves

you now. Your place is by your

wife's side. When you married her,

it was 'for better or for worse.'
"

"You're wrong, Doane," said the

young preacher. "Whatsoever a woman
soweth that shall she also " A sob

broke from his lips and he left the ter-

rible sentence uncompleted. The sight

of the pathetic, broken figure of his

wife touched him. His eyes grew

kindly. "As we forgive " he mur-

mured, and caught Janet in his arms.

The elder Overton stormed. "Dale

—Dale, give up this woman. You're

mad—mad " He choked for utter-

ance.

"Not mad, father. Janet is my wife;

and, in spite of you and church creeds,

I'm going to stick to her."

The old man strove for speech, but

the girl had fainted, and Dale was car-

rying her away.

Doane's week-end trip lengthened

into a fortnight. Janet lay at death's

door, and Dale would not let his friend

go back to town.

"Stay with me," he pleaded. "Our

creed is a stern one, and you helped me
to remember that charity and kindli-

ness are above all dogma." The two

men were in the pastor's study. Janet

lay in the next room, a nurse with her.

Little Ruth played in the trunk room,

too young to realize the tragedy of her

sudden appearance in the parlor. Dale

held up the photograph of Dalton. "If

it hadn't been for this man " he

said.

Doane jumped forward and tore the

card to pieces. "The man is dead," he

said. "What he did in life he must an-

swer for himself. It's not ours to

judge. The race is run by one and one,

you know. It's up to you to help Janet

find happiness after the scorching years

—if she lives."

And Janet lived. More than that,

she lived to find not only Dale, but his

parents, willing to blot out the past.

"In that moment of disclosure we lost

our sense of charity," said the older

Overton. "Thank God, Stuart Doane

was with us. He has shown us how to

forgive when feeble feet have found the

Scorching Way, and lead them back to

the Road to Happiness."
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What's Happenin
Some snappy snapshots of famous stars as they

appear when they are doing things

for which they aren't famous

Norma Talmadge stopped

in the office the other day.

and so did all the work and

the machinery. She played

editor and found our pipe,

but not the tobacco. A

man who works with

other men keeps such per-

sonal effects out of sight.

Dustin Farnum, Pallas' famous
villain defter, giving an example

of his terrible "spread-eagle"

serve.

Helen Jerome Eddy,

of Movosco, has

other troubles be-

side the ones you

see her worry over

on the screen. And
there is always
some one anxious to

help her out of these

as well as the others.



Little Lena Baskette is probably the
youngest person in filrndom under long
contract. She is nine years old now and
is signed to play for Universal for six

years.

Which side of the

continent do you pre-

fer? These two pic-

tures offer a contmst
that should make any
deep-thinking person
who wears a derby
hat and a necktie con-

sider carefully both
sides of the well-

known
advice
about

Robert V.Carr (seated),

despite the fact that he

is famous for his humor-
ous magazine stories

ami especially for the

many Keystone come-
dies he has written re-

cently, can't see the

point of a gag told by
Manager of Productions
Hampton Del Ruth.

Mr. Carr claims his Irish

blood as an excuse.

man going West. Fritzie

Brunette, furred and
sarined, uses her talents

and gasoline to advan-
tage in Los Angeles;
while Anita Stewart,

satinless and furless,

sees to the raising of

her chickens and salary

in Brooklyn, New York.



There has been great chattering, laughing,

arguing and doubting in Universal City

of late. And three fourths of it—the

first three—have been done mostly by J.

Warren Kerrigan. Rather than make
you listen to it all, we let Mr. Kerrigan

present, illustrated, his line of talk.

While on the subject of

canines, Miss Edith Storey

wishes to present her blue-

ribbon prize. We respect-

fully suggest that you pay
at least a little attention

to the dog in the picture.

Not a chance, Theodore
Marston—you of the Vita-

graph directors — Jonah
was a thin man.



Some men are born lucky, some acquire luck

and some have luck thrust upon them. And,
think we, Sidney Mason, of Gaumont, came

upon it in all three ways. You'd think so, too, if

you could have smiling Marguerite Courtot and her
sister Juliette crowd you between them to look at
the fourteen or fifteen figures on your check.



Children are named for presidents, cigars are named for statesmen, and old maids'

cats are named for former sweethearts, but "Big Bill" Russell leads the roll of

honor with a racing automobile. The above was taken immediately after he

wagered that it would win. His inside pocket

is bulging with the spoils.

How Richard Bennett, who is working for American in California,

can open the door to Marguerite Clark's car in New York is more

than we shall attempt to explain. But 'tis said the camera never lies.



An unproduced
scene of Ham and

Hamlet, snapped in the

rear of the Kalem studio.

When the prop room runs short of cloth sausages, or when they

wish to make Hamlet emotional, they grind a more appropriate

machine than that which turns out motion pictures. There is

nothing he fears so much as the death of a dog.

And, while the spirit of

Shakespeare is prevalent,

Bessie Love herewith por-

trays how she would appear
if she lost her job and
were cast in "Love's Labor
Lost," with nothing but

burlap dress, stage-hand's

shoes, her eternal smile,

and a little, yellow dog
named Schneider.



Hughey Mack, who maybe
distinguished by the fact

that he occupies more of

this picture than any one

else, and other studio

people, are watchingLaw-
rence Semon put art into

actors. Until he recently

joined Vitagraph's direct-

ing staff, Mr. Semon de-

voted his artistic ability to

drawing cartoons for the

Xew York Evening Sun.

Mack Sennett, director general of the Keystone- Com-
pany, is telling pretty Mabel Normand, of the Kay-Bee
studios, that he knows a fine place for refreshments
right around the corner. And what does Mabel say?
"Er—ah—do vou mean an ice-cream soda?"

If our troops
looked like Jackie

Saunders, of Bal-

boa, no wonder the

Mexicans crossed

the border. H. M.
Horkeimer seems
to be enjoying the

parade as much
as any one.

Helene Rosson doesn't seem to object to a

little spin with Ashton Dearhalt while the

American studio awaits them. Hist, Ashton !

Ask her who her the flowers.
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Mack Swain, theatrical

manager for the famous
"Ambrose" mustache, is

also the owner of a farm
so large that only himself

and the tax assessor know
how many acres it covers.

He is here directing Director

Fischbach, who has lost

|& his sense of direction.

Why does Harry T. Morey, of

Vitagraph, look so worried?
Listen. He has been slightly

inoculated with the eccentricity

of Mark Twain—a strange tend-

ency toward white clothes. His
director has just told him that

the symbol of truce is not the

proper shade for the apparel of

one of the leads in "The Battle

Cry of War." Harry is trying

to figure it out and welcomes
suggestions. Only one thing

—

he detests red flannel shirts.



Destiny and Avenue
By Charles Phelps Gushing

AVENUE U, east of Neck Road,

in Brooklyn, is a level stretch

of macadamized highway, with

a decorative fringe of blossoming

weeds. The only habitation in the

neighborhood is a little, white farm-

house, with an old-fashioned well. An
early Dutch colonist, who. doubtless

smoked a long-stemmed clay pipe, and

wore balloon trousers and wooden

shoes, built the house, and nothing of

any consequence happened in the neigh-

borhood after that for several centuries.

Then—just the other day—Destiny

nudged another Dutchman in the ribs

and said: "Wally, treat that place to

a couple of thrills."

So Wally, sur-

named Van, looked

the site over with

the critical eye

of a moving-

picture director,

and agreed.

At ten
o'clock on

the morn-

ing of the appointed day, Avenue

U was still slumbering the peace-

ful sleep of centuries. At ten-one,

a sudden fusillade of motor-car

exhausts began to shatter its com-

posure. Like the advance guard of

a modern army, a dozen big motor

cars came charging down the road from

the west in a cloud of dust and burn-

ing oil ; behind them a convoy of motor

trucks. The eight automobiles in the

van were racing cars,

with big white or

black numbers on

their radiators.

With a grinding of

brakes, they came

Wally Van

directing,

and

Dan-

iel Boone |

cranking

the

twelfth

episode

of the se-

rial," The

Scarlet

Runner."

Us

Mill
ipiiiiii

^^^^^^

to a stop in front

of the white

farmhouse. A
chubby man
with a checked

suit and a

broad, conta-

gious smile
leaped out,

and the sol-
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diers of the advance guard gathered
around him for a council of war. It

was brief. Half a minute later every

one was in action. A portable plat-

form was unhinged and set up by the

roadside. On either side of the high-

way two tent poles were erected, and
from between them a banner was
strung across the pike, announcing:

START—FINISH

The motor trucks were dispatched to

the rear for supplies and reenforce-

m e n t s . The
eight racing
cars, pop-pop-

ping as if they

were
dread- t

The

hero,

Earle

Williams.

was no room for doubt that it could
pass reasonably well for a crowd of
Londoners on a holiday. Only—deah
me, old toppie—evah so much bettah

looking, the girlies in particulah! My
eye, what a time ! One may travel far,

in one's own country and in half a

dozen others, without finding anything

to compare with this in poultry pul-

chritude—certainly, nothing to com-
pare with it in a wealth of blondes.

The big yard of the Yitagraph studio,

from which they had flocked, must be,

I surmise, the greatest blonde poultry

farm in the world. But perhaps this

was only one of many bits of stage-

craft for the sake of realism. The

The

heroine,

Edith

Storey.

fully excited, jock-

eved into line, two
abreast, back of

the banner. Four
touring cars
backed into the weeds to get out of

the way, then nosed up close to the edge
of the road near the finish mark. I

knew by that time that Avenue U was
soon to be treated to a road race, but

the big surprise was yet to come.
Along about ten-thirty it arrived,

with half a dozen English bobbies

—

there was no mistaking them—march-
ing in advance, and some three hun-

dred other merry citizens, also with the

stamp of Britain on them, trailing after

in open order. As the procession

passed Wally Van's reviewing stand I

got my first good look at it, and there

scene, I learned, was laid in England,
and much of the patronage of the film

is to come from there. Well, every-

body knows that England has its fair

share of blondes.

A camera man mounted his machine
on the reviewing stand, and the director

and the six bobbies strung the crowd
out along the road in range of the lens.

The racing cars began tuning up, and
the director sang out : "Heads up, now—everybody! Heads up !"

Then I stood away and took a look.

In a couple of twinkles Avenue U had
been transformed from a suburban
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The effective manner

street of Brooklyn to

a stretch of English

country lane, and was

noisily celebrating a

bank holiday. Nois-

ily is the word. As
the starter dropped

his red flag, and the

racers got away with

ferociously eager
jumps, the crowd
cheered and
screamed, the engines

pounded and popped,

horns honked on the

touring cars, and a huckster's horse

—

along the side lines, but not among the

paid performers—got so excited that

he dashed away after the racers, and

left a trail of potatoes and onions and

string beans all the way to Coney

Island.

After which a property man gravely

remarked : "Dey say we're goona have

fried horsemeat fer dinner."

He was wrong, however. After we

had played the start and the finish of

the race countless times, until it all got

so thrilling that even the director cau-

tioned some of the enthusiasts to be a

trifle less reckless, we knocked off to

have a luncheon of sandwiches—cheese

and'ham—and hot coffee. We dined by

the roadside, a picnic party of three

hundred : and for final refreshment

in which Wally awakened sleepy Avenue U.

finish of the race.

The

What is it? We refuse to say whether they are rushing to congratulate

the winners or have just heard Wally Van say

it's time to knock off and eat.

swigged tin cups of cool water from the

farmhouse well.

In the morning I had seen a racing

motor car graze the crowd so close

that it left its mark on a white skirt.

Another car, swerving to pass a rival at

the finish line, had barely missed

wrecking Wally Van's platform. From
this I ignorantly supposed I had wit-

nessed- some thrills. Wrong ! The real

thrills were scheduled for the after-

noon.

After luncheon the director and his

London bobbies lined up the crowd be-

side a curve in the road, and warned

every one to look sharp.

''Here, boss," cautioned a bobbie to

a gray-haired man. "You'd better get

back to the fence. You ain't quick

enough on your feet."

The young and

agile stood their

ground.

"Heads up!"

Around the curve

sped a racer, spatter-

ing gravel and dust.

The spectators
pushed forward,

shouting and wav-

ing; the bobbies fran-

tically drove them

back. Just in time

!

Another car, close

behind, shot down
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the lane, swerved—and skidded com-
pletely around. The crowd was not
formal about scattering. The driver

hastily backed his car into the ditch,

got a new start, and dashed away again.

When he returned, the

crowd treated him to

a round of sincere

applause. Skid-

Miss Storey in an informal pose between heats of the road race

ding is a knack—yes. But to make a

-complete turn in a narrow lane, double

lined with spectators, is a knack that

requires nerve as well as skill.

There were other thrills, but to de-

scribe them would be to divulge the

climax of a serial called "The Scarlet

Runner." What I saw was the filming

of the twelfth and final epi-

sode. Earle Williams plays

the leading man throughout

the story, but is assisted by
no less than eleven leading

ladies—a different one for

every episode up to the

eleventh. Miss Edith Storey,

who appears in episode No.
ii, reappears in No. 12,

driving a racing car

But there ! We promised
not to divulge the plot, and
we mean to keep our word.

But there were many
things beside the story itself

which happened that would
arouse the interest of every

one of the many thousands who will see

the picture on the screen. They will

all watch excitedly and anxiously the

twelfth episode
;
they will all sit low in

their seats and see the racing cars shoot
by, but their thoughts will be entirely

on the plot. Each of these will

no doubt be satisfied, but each
would feel different if he
could know what he had
missed. Their hero of the

film is Earle Williams.

But the real hero of

occasion didn't ap-

pear in any of the

pictures. His name
is Wally Van. Through
a long and arduous
day, he kept three hun-
dred weary actors toe-

ing the mark, "heads

up," and alert. How?
Chiefly by virtue of

that broad, contagious smile. They
worked to make Wally smile, and when
they succeeded they knew that they had
worked well. Such a smile is a real

incentive to work.

Thus did Destiny, to the distant but

alluring clink o-f English sixpences and
shillings, have its way with Avenue U.

Luncheon by the roadside.



The Flight of the Eagle

Most actresses have a big salary, lots of fun

and very little money. It sounds strange, but

Hazel can tell where her golden eagles fly

Bv Hazel Dawn

w
money go

ELL —
w here
does the

? That

is what I have

been asking my-
self ever since I

earned "my first

dime by letting a

man go ahead of

me in the barber

shop while I ate a

piece of candy

and mother
fumed outside at

the delay. Of
course that oc-

curred when I

was some six

years of age, and

I have not had a

great many op-

portunities of cul-

hgure category

my hair bobbed

for one picture.

With the cost

of gasoline
crowding steadily

over toward the

left-hand side of

the adding ma-
chine and threat-

to break
the three-

it

is only natural to

claim that that is

one of the most

virulent forms of

m o n e y dissipa-

tion. Though I

have t w o insa-

tiable autos and

a motor boat that

seems to regard

being

tivatmg the

classic at-

mosphere of

the t on

-

sorial par-

lor lately,

though I

did have

even th :

:

facts
net blind
me to the

truth.
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Hazel says the easiest

best and most satis-

fying way to get

rid of money is

on good times.

She has a great,

shady lawn, a

home that is

nearly a cas-

w

tie, tennis courts,

enough other

things to cost a

fortune to keep,

and a sister and

Utile niece. And

the only things that

don't require checks

are the relations
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The greatest expense which I am
forced to contend with is having sisters

who bear entirely too striking a resem-

blance to me from an architectural

standpoint and who are so adorable that

I can never really become very peevish

when my most beloved possessions mys-

teriously disappear from my room and

quietly reappear upon my sisters. The
funny part of it is that they have just

as many and just as pretty things as I

have, but they seem to prefer my par-

ticular taste in wearing apparel.

I have returned from a hard dav at

the Famous Players studio and rushed

to a tea at home to find three of my
dresses already occupied by my sisters.

I have seen familiar hats in town, and

my sisters have turned and smiled out

of them at me. When I was a small

girl, I used to protest—now I am philo-

sophical. All I ask is that they leave

me enough to wear for myself and I

shall not complain. What do they bor-

row? Well, the girls who read this

article will know, and the men would
not understand, anyway—so whv dis-

cuss the matter?

But every girl who stops to consider

the matter will realize that a motion-

picture star simply must have a tre-

mendous wardrobe, sometimes using

five or six costumes in one production.

When she plays society roles such as

those which have fallen to my lot, she

frequently needs many more than that.

Add to this the peculations of one's im-

mediate family, and the gasping of the

pocketbook is distinctly audible.

This business of being a little coun-

try maid is an expensive luxury. In

the first place, I commute from Amitv-
ville to the studio by motor, and that is

not the most economical means of trans-

portation. Then there are many dis-

tractions in New York which require

one to spend many nights in town. The
hotels know me for a good thing, and
they are getting so spoiled that the

clerks at the desks look hurt and neg-

lected if I fail to empty my purse on
the counter two or three times a week.

As for the restaurants—the bills that I

have paid in them would keep our

young men on the border fed for a

year.

Then, of course, if one is in town for

a few hours, with time hanging heavily

on one's hands, there is nothing to do

but to go to a show or to do some shop-

ping, and that means another gaping

cranny in the purse.

Of course, one of my large sources

of expense has been my alleged versa-

tility. Having spent thousands of dol-

lars in London, Paris, and Munich on

the study of music, it would be ridicu-

lous for me to simply stop my work.

So I have kept constantly at work on
them, even while starring in the silent

drama. Vocal in tructors, violin and
piano teachers have been constantly on
my pay roll ever since I can remember
—and they are an expensive luxury.

Fortunately I am the despair of the

medical profession, because I refuse to

be ill. A doctor might thump me from
head to toe, and all he could do would
be to shake his head dolefully, pack up
his little tool kit, and shuffle disconso-

lately away. I am sure that if the med-
ical profession keeps a catalogue of its

prospects that I am not on it—or per-

haps I am marked : ''Hopeless case."

But it is a question whether the many
activities in which I indulge for the pur-

pose of keeping in good health do not

cost me more during the year than the

most accomplished purse opener in the

surgical profession. For, beside the mo-
tor cars which I have already enumer-

ated, there is the motor boat, the horses

—for I try to ride every day, though

there are mornings on which my bed

seems much more comfortable and al-

luring than the saddle. And I love

allurement.

Then, of course, there is golf and

tennis to nibble on the corners of one's

pocketbook. I have a collection of golf
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It is either a shame or very mean to own a motor boat and not have any one else go along to enjoy it.

clubs that would do credit to a mu-
seum. The game has always held a

certain fascination for me, despite the

fact that I cannot play it well to save

my life. As for golf balls—a statis-

tician might figure out that if all the

balls which I have driven into the Great

South Bay were placed end to end. pro-

vided a golf ball had an end. they would

reach from Broadway and Forty-second

Street to the third satellite of the planet

Jupiter when it is in the far corner of

its orbit.

Tennis is another bete noir (I think

that is the way it is spelled, and what

is the use of studying in Paris if you

can't show you have in some way?)
I play tennis much more gracefully than

I attack golf, and can really make more
progress against my opponents than I

can on the links. But the great trouble

is that I can never remember to bring

my racket into the house when I am
through playing. As a result. I think it

is a conservative estimate to say thai

every tennis season I have costs me
eight dollars, for, as every tennis player

knows, an all-night debauch is even

more fatal to a tennis racket than the

most frivolous of evenings is to ouro
young men about town. (Kindly ob-

serve the tremendous exercise of self-

control exhibited in refraining from the

obvious pun on both being "unstrung/'

Those are the moments which try one's

soul.)

So far I have enumerated only the

extra items of expense which happen

to fall to my lot. In addition to these,

there are the more prosaic things of

this world such as mere everyday liv-

ing expenses. Which would seem to in-

dicate that this high cost of living which

has become a popular subject for prose

and near-poetic gibes is a serious mat-

ter, and that somebody with more spare

time than I have ought to think ot

something to do about it.

And once in a while Hazel sits and tries io figure where all the golden eagles hare flown to, but

she laughs and gives up.



A Son of the Hills

The capitalist was once a ragged boy him-

self—and he had had a dog. And so-

By Eugene A. Clancy

Featuring ANTONIO MORENO From the film by Vitagraph

WHEN he went South on a still-

hunt for possible sites on

which to erect more of his

splendid, sanitary, and up-to-date fac-

tories, Markham, the big,

whole-souled, middle-

aged capitalist, did

not know that fate

was about to

cast him for

a fine part

in a little,

drama of

the South-

e r n hills.

With h i s

sister Ma-
tilda, a

kindly spin-

ster, who
w a s devot-

ing her life

to "mothering"

her bachelor
brother, he w a s

temporarily staying at

a cottage in a thinly settled

district.

One evening the moun-
tain postman had just rid-

den away from the cottage, when
Markham rushed out to call him back.

He had given the man a letter which

he now wished to recall. The post-

man was too far away to hear, but a

boy trudging along the road saw what
was wanted, and his shrill call suc-

ceeded in reaching the horseman's ears,

and brought him back. "Boy, Fll give

that V Markhamfor

Hertford and

constantly

you a dollar

cried.

The boy, accompanied by a dis-

eputable - looking dog,

turned back and slowly

climbed the porch

steps. Markham
handed him a

dollar bill, and
then gave an

exclamation

of amaze-
ment, for

the boy
had sud-

denly col-

lapsed,
and 1 a y
huddled on

the floor of

the porch.
The dog was

licking the boy's

face.

Matilda had come

running out, and she saw

at once what the trouble

was. "Quick !" she cried.

"Bring him inside in-

stantly, while I get some water!"

Markham willingly complied, and

soon the boy was lying back on the pil-

lows of a couch. He was ragged,

dusty, and evidently starving. Like-

wise the dog, which stood swaying and

woebegone. Markham sent for a doc-

tor, while Matilda bathed the bov's face

Cynthia were

together.
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and did what she could. It was the

comely face of a lad of seventeen, with
a sensitive mouth and firm chin. There
was something interesting and appeal-

ing about him, despite his rags and dirt.

\\ hen the doctor came, he took one
look and exclaimed : "By Jove, it's

Sandy, old Morley's boy ! A little

fever," he added, "but he'll be all right

in a day or two—feed him !"

"But hadn't we better send him
home?" Markham asked.

The doctor looked at Markham in an

odd way for a second. "No/ 5

he re-

plied slowly, "I think he is better oft

here. To be frank, I think Sandy
would be better off anywhere—away
from home.'' And the medical man
departed without further explanation.

Markham stood looking down at the

couch. The figure lying there made an
instinctive appeal to him—as also did

the dog.. The factory builder was a

rugged, self-made man. There was a

time when he himself had been ragged
and starving, and he had had a dog.

In three days the boy was fully re-

covered, and, though he did not know
yet who or what his benefactor was,

he told his story frankly and simply.

He had been born and reared in the

"'poor white" district of the mountains,

and lived in a wretched cabin. There
was a shiftless, not-ahvays-sober fa-

ther; a harsh, slave-driving stepmother,

and Molly, a little half sister of four-

teen. Sandy had ambition
; he wanted

to educate himself, and amount to

something. He had been secretly sav-

ing money to enable him to some day
go Xorth and realize his ambitions.

Also, he said, he had been getting

what little "learning" he could, mostly
from books lent him by a little com-
rade of his, a girl of his own age. who
lived in the "Big House" near him.

She was "eddicated," and taught him
to read and write.

Then, recently, came the day when
he could stand the miserable home con-

dions no longer. He loved his father

despite his faults, but there was no get-

ting on with the stepmother. So he
resolved to leave home. Taking his

secret horde of money—and the dog—
he said good-by to his little comrade
and set out on the journey North.
"And now," Sandv concluded. "I guess

I better be walkin'. You-all has bin

mighty kind to me an' Bob, but I

got to git on. Do you-all think as fifty

dollars'll git me an eddication?"

Markham almost let out a chuckle,

but he instantly suppressed it and sat

looking at the eager, serious-faced boy
in a whimsical. thoughtful way.
"Sandy," he said, "fifty dollars will

possibly help some, but for the present

I think you had better stay
"

He broke off to look out of the win-

dow at a carriage which had just driven

up to the cottage. Two people got out

and were coming up the porch steps ; a

majestic, elderly woman, and a youth

of nineteen or so. The young man was
good-looking and fashionably dressed,

but his face was weak and showed a

lack of character. Thev were Lansing
Hertford, Markham's nephew, and
Lansing's Aunt Olive. Matilda ush-

ered them in, and then, seeing that

Sandy was greatly embarrassed, led

him into another room, leaving her

brother with the visitors.

"Well, Edward," said the majestic

lady curtly, "we have come in response

to your letter. You say that you will

do something for Lansing?"

"Yes," replied Markham. who had a

strong dislike for majestic people, "and
I can put my proposition into a single

sentence. Lansing, if you will go to

work in one of my mills for a year, and
try to make a man of yourself. I'll

send you through college. If you don't

accept, I'll cut you out of my will."

Lansing's jaw fell. "What!" cried

his aunt. "Lansing work among com-
mon laborers ? My word, never

!

Lansing is a gentleman !"
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"My proposition

final," said Mark-
ham.
The pair

rose. "We
do not need

your help,

Edward,"
said the

lady.
Come,
L a n s ing

;

there is

nothing to

be gained

here. I'll

send you
through college

myself !"

Markham sat

thought for a moment
after they had gone;
then he spoke for a

minute with Matilda.

She nodded her approval

of Markham's words,
and called to Sandy to

in.

Sandy," said
Markham, "I'm
going to put up
to you a propo-
sition that an-

other chap has
just turned

down
Sandy,
up North
I own a

The days when she sat and read to him.

come
(t

lot
mills,

you
work

of
If

'
1 1

in

of
for

one
them
a year
and make
good, I'll

send you

through

college." His lips trem-

bling and his eyes

misty, the boy
looked at the

big, kindly-

faced man
for a min-

ute. Then
Sandy put

out his
hand ; he

could not

speak; but

there was
no need,
for the man

understood.

One evening, two

years later, a girl

sat beside a crystallike

pool which nestled in

a forest glade in Lost

Hollow, Sandy's old home
in the Southern hills ; a

beautiful girl, with her

. hair flowing

i on her shoul-

;s, her dark eyes

eflecting her
gentle, innocent

heart, inno-

cent as the

birds sing-

their

e n -

mg
e v
ing

Ann Walden's long-expected end was at hand.

song

in the
branches
a b o v e

her.

She was
Cynthia
Walden,
S andy'

s

former
play-
mate.
She was
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thinking of the days when she used to

sit beside this very pool, with Sandy,
and read to him. Here they had ex-

changed a timid boy-and-girl kiss when
he went away. Cynthia did not know
yet that the whisper in her heart might

be that of love ; she knew merely that

she had been fond of Sandy, and
missed him. Every evening she paid

a visit to the glade, and sat thinking

and wondering.

She rose at last and started to walk
to the Big House, where she lived with

her invalid aunt, Ann Walden. Cynthia

had not gone far when she met a man
hurrying along, swinging a shotgun.

She recognized him as old Morley,

Sandy's father. Morley had stopped
drinking when Sandy went away; he
had promised his son that, and was
really making an effort to brace up.

But now he was greatly excited, and
when Cynthia stopped him, he angrily

told her the reason—his wife had run
away with a loose-living mountaineer,

and they had taken the girl Molly.

In her gentle way Cynthia reasoned

with him, and finally persuaded Mor-
ley to lay aside his murderous intent.

Growing cooler, he realized that, per-

haps, it had all happened for the best,

as the evil-tongued shrew had led him
a bitter life. He agreed to go back to

his cabin—and quietly await the prom-
ised return of his son.

The following evening, sitting beside

the pool, Cynthia suddenly became
aware that some one was standing be-

side her. It was Crothers, the tight-

fisted, boorish owner of the Lost Hol-
low factory—a factory in which the

hearts of women and children were
daily crushed. Unknown to her, for

some time Crothers had had his eye on
the pretty, young girl.

"Howdy, Miss Cynthy?" he said,

striving to smile affably, and not to leer.

"I bin sorter looking for you. I got

an idea might interest you. How'd you
like to come an' work for me—not in

the mill, o' course, but in the office? I

need a new clerk."

Cynthia was startled, but the idea
did interest her, for she knew that they
were frequently hard pressed for

money at the Big House, her aunt's in-

come being very small Why not?
Cynthia decided to try it. "All right,"

she answered. "I'll come to work
Monday."

All went well for the first few days,

but one evening Crothers asked her to

stay in the office with him to go over
some extra work. He drew a chair

close to hers, and then, overcome by
her nearness and fresh beauty, sud-

denly he embraced her and endeavored
to kiss her. Wild with fright, Cynthia
broke away, grabbed an oil lamp from
the desk, and hurled it into his face.

Then she ran from the building.

Panting, the girl paused some dis-

tance away and looked back. A cry

escaped her when she saw little tongues
of flame reflected on the office win-
dow. The lamp ! And Crothers was
probably lying there helpless! With-
out hesitation, Cynthia ran back, made
her way into the burning office, and
bravely dragged the unconscious brute

to safety, just before the village fire

department and other help arrived.

Too upset to go right home, Cynthia
stopped at a cottage occupied by
Marcia Lowe, a splendid, cultured

woman of thirty-five, who had re-

cently come to Lost Hollow, though
just why, no one knew. For some time

Marcia Lowe had made efforts to gain

Cynthia's confidence, but so far the

shy, timid girl had failed to respond.

But now Cynthia, under the stress of

her emotions, was only too willing to

pour out her heart to the sympathetic

woman. She told about Crothers, and
about Sandy. She told a lot about

Sand\*—and Marcia Lowe smiled to

herself.

Their talk was interrupted by the

sudden, excited entrance of Ivy, Ann
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Starr died of a disease that swept
through the hill country. Not many
months after, you were born. Ann de-

nounced her sister, and Queenie, grief-

stricken as she was, and timid and
weak, soon followed Starr to the grave.

Many years later the truth came out

through the finding of Starr's will—he
and Queenie had been secretly married.

"Cynthia," Marcia concluded, "I am
Doctor Starr's niece. By his will he

left you a small estate. That is why I

came here, but poor Ann would have

nothing to do with me or Starr's

money."

Walden's old negro servant. "Missy!"

cried Ivy. "You bes' come home
mighty quick ! Yo' aunt done have a

powerful bad turn!"

Marcia and Cynthia hurried over to

the Big House immediately, to find the

invalid lying back in her chair. Marcia

Lowe saw at once that there was little

to be done—Ann Walden's long-ex-

pected end was at hand. Almost with

her last breath, the dying woman whis-

pered : "Cynthia—when I am—gone

—

you will go to live—with—Marcia

Lowe. She—she will—explain."

A week later, when Cynthia was able

to listen quietly, Marcia told what lay

back of Ann Walden's last words.

"Cynthia," she said, "when your Aunt
Ann was a girl, she fell in love with a

Doctor Starr. For a time she thought

her love was returned. Then, like a

blow, came the realization that it was
her younger and prettier sister that

Starr really

loA'ed. The R was a proud day for Sandy, ike erstwhile ragged boy

younger sis-

ter, Queenie,

admitted that

she loved
Starr. Short-

ly afterward,

I
T was a proud day for Sandy Mor-

ley—the erstwhile ragged boy of

the mountains—when he received

his diploma from the hands of the

president of the college. It was a proud
day, too, for Markham ; his judgment
had proved true ; his "find" had made

good all
along the

ere
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seated on the lawn in front of the capi-

talist's beautiful home, discussing the

future. Markham smiled again as he

thought of the dusty boy he had taken

in not so many years ago—and this

clean-cut, strong-faced, capable young
man was that same boy

!

"Sandy," said Markham, ''here's a

suggestion. I bet you'd like to take a

look at the old home place, eh? Well,

I've bought a factory site at Lost Hol-

low. Suppose you go down there and

get busy on the building job at once
!"

Sandy's heart gave a bound. All

through his college years he had car-

ried the memory of a girl's sweet face,

a face framed in a cloud of soft, brown
hair

;
always he could hear the musical

voice of his playmate as she read to

him. Sandy knew now that he loved

her. 'Til take the night train," he re-

plied. "I would like to see the old

place and to see—er—the hills."

On the train, Sandy was surprised

to find that he had Lansing Hertford

for a fellow passenger. Hertford—at

the majestic lady's expense—had gone

through college, and graduated with

Sandy. Lansing now casually ex-

plained that he was on his way to visit

some friends.

Arriving at Lost Hollow, Sandy
found himself in a mess of trouble, and

had to postpone his visit to Cynthia.

Crothers was at the station. He seemed

to know Hertford; with whom he held

a whispered conversation. Immedi-
ately afterward, Crothers made a tour

of the district, stirring up the people

against the new factory, and misrepre-

senting Sandy and Markham. As a re-

sult, Sandy was soon faced by an en-

raged mob.
But Sandy Morley welcomed that

opportunity. In words that rang with

truth and sincerity, he told them what
his venture would really mean for the

workers. He told of the splendid

building he would erect, the just and
living wages, the rest rooms and other

the Hills

comforts for the women, and the aboli-

tion of child labor. Then he began to

paint the notorious horrors of Crothers'

mill. But he did not have to go on.

The mob turned—and Crothers was
forced to leave town that night.

Then Sandy went to see Cynthia,

only to find that the old spirit of com-
radeship was gone. Both were con-

scious of a strange, awkward con-

straint. Sandy longed to take the girl

in his arms and tell her of his love, but

Cynthia's shy reserve kept him silent.

It was the next day that Lansing
Hertford so arranged things that Sandy
was forced to introduce him to Cynthia.

With a troubled heart, Sandy observed

that Hertford had evidently made an

impression on the girl with his dashing

manners and city talk.

The days went by, Sandy became ab-

sorbed in the work on the new factory,

but hour by hour he carried about with

him the knowledge that Hertford and
Cynthia were constantly together.

And then came the afternoon when
Cynthia and Hertford went for a drive

—and did not return all night ; not un-

til late the following day.

SAXDY and Marcia Lowe were
waiting for them when they

finally returned. Marcia gave a

glad cry as she looked into Cynthia's

face, for the girl's eyes met hers

frankly, innocently. Hertford showed
a marriage license to Sandy.

"Well?" said Sandy, in a low voice.

Lansing met the other's eyes fear-

lessly, manfully. "Wr

e got caught in a

storm," he said quietly, "and had to

seek shelter in a shack. We were

forced to stay there all night. I knew
what that meant for Cynthia's reputa-

tion—and I knew there was only one

thing to do. In the morning I told her

we must get married. She—and she's a

dear, sweet, innocent girl, Sandy !—did

not understand at first, but at last she

did—and we found a minister."
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There was that in Hertford's man-

ner which showed that he was telling

the truth. Cynthia's innocence and

youth evidently had touched the right

spot, and awakened his conscience,

and he had done the chivalrous and

manly thing for once.

''Lansing," said Sandy, in a thick

voice, his hand on the other's throat,

"swear that you will treat her as a

viction that she would soon learn to love

Hertford.

But Sandy did not know what was

really happening up there in the North-

ern city. He did not know that Cyn-

thia now realized that she loved him,

the simple, sincere, and earnest Sandy,

and had always loved him.

Filled with an idea she had a frank

talk with Lansing, and made him admit

''Sandy, 1 bet you'd like to take a look at the old home place, eh?"

sister, until such time as she may re-

alize what love is, and shows that she

loves you !"

"I swear it," said Hertford manfully

and convincingly. "She's coming

North, but she shall go to live with my
Aunt Olive—not with me."

THE days that followed were

black ones for Sandy Morley.

Life without Cynthia meant lit-

tle to him, and he had a sickening con-

that he did not love her, but had merely

been attracted by her youth and beauty.

She learned that he was really and sin-

cerely in love with a Northern girl.

Cynthia then suggested something—

evidently believing that no one had ever

thought of such a thing before.

Lansing smiled relievedly, and readily

agreed.

Thus it happened that one evening,

when Sandy was sitting alone in Mar-

cia Lowe's cottage, and making a sad
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effort to keep his mind on a book, the

door suddenly burst open, and the girl

of his thoughts came flying in, tri-

umphantly waving a legal-looking

paper. She stopped before him and
noted that he held a book.

"Sandy!" cried Cynthia. "I'm free!

We're going to be playmates again, and
I'm going to read to you—I'm going to

read that very book to you this

minute !"

Before the startled Sandy could say
a word she was sitting on the arm of
his chair and reading gleefully. But
not for long. In a moment Sandy had
her in his arms while the outraged
book dropped to the floor with a loud,

indignant bang.

CONTENTS NOTED
gHE writes a letter," said the "leader."

Silently I read.

"She writes a letter," said my neighbor.
"Thanks !" I sneering said.

"She writes a letter," said a fellow
In the seat behind.

"She writes a letter," went the chorus-
No one there was blind

!

"She writes a letter!" Fathers, mothers,
Daughters, sons repeat.

"She writes a letter." All together,

Hear the anthem sweet

!

"She writes a letter!" Makes me think of
Children with their readers.

"She writes a letter!" Have a heart, sirs,

Can't you cut those "leaders?"

Robert Foster.



Famous Players Studio Building, New York City.

The Famous Players Studio

Another story in the studio series describ-

ing things serious and frivolous in the

everyday work and life of screen players

By Robert C. Duncan

THE business of personally con-

ducting several hundred thou-

sand persons through the Fa-

mous Players studio via the ink route

is one to be approached with a due re-

gard for its responsibilities, dangers,

and pleasures. They must not be made
to think that it is all a world of sham,

of grease paint, of crape hair, nor must

we overlook the fact that all the ro-

mances are not enacted before the

camera.

In fact, some of the most delightful

romances that were ever enacted in

this building occurred before the days

of the motion picture, for it is the old

Durland Riding Academy, celebrated

for years as the rendezvous of New
York's oldest and wealthiest families.

Out of the high-arched door through

which trained pigs, camels, infinite va-

rieties of weird properties and multi-

colored players in variegated regalia

troop forth to play their comedies and

their tragedies, there rode forth in the

old days some of the most beautiful and

aristocratic of our society belles, bound

for their canters along the famous old

bridle path in Central Park just three

squares to the north.

When the old Famous Players studio

was burned last September, the riding

academy stood empty, and the officials

of the producing concern saw in the
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big building, which runs through the

entire block from Fifty-fifth to Fifty-

sixth Streets, the fulfillment of their

need for a suitable place to be used as

a studio. The great, tanbark arena was
ideally suited for use as the main studio

floor, because of its vast expanse, and

because of the fact that the roof was
entirely supported by steel girders,

there being no upright posts to inter-

fere with the largest setting which

might be required. The locker rooms

on the second floor, with their shower

baths, were just exactly the sort of

rooms required for dressing purposes

by the players. The storerooms and

harness rooms in the back of the build-

ing served admirably as carpenter

shops and storage rooms for proper-

ties, while a long gallery overlooking

the former arena offered the scenic

artists a coign of vantage from which

to ply their brushes.

So far so good—but there was the

matter of lighting to be considered,

and since the Famous Players have al-

ways worked on the principle that arti-

ficial light was the only trustworthy

source of illumination while working

under a glass roof, there was a trifling

item of two hundred thousand dollars

to be spent in installing the most mod-
ern and up-to-date equipment possible.

Then there were long, steel stairways

to be run up to second-floor dressing

rooms, ostensibly to provide extra exits
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Pauline Frederick, starring in a rehearsal supported by Joseph Kaufman, director, [left) and

John Voshel. The camera man is Ned Van Buren.
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for the players but actually to provide

the juvenile members of the various

companies with a balustrade down

which to slide whenever they could es-

cape the clutches of the director.

Having thus ruminated upon the

threshold of the studio, let us brush

past the sentinel at the door and enter

the building. If we arrive early in the

down which we may follow the star

with comparative ease. As she pro-

ceeds to her dressing room we, being

scrupulously polite, will remain behind

and await her reappearance.

Perhaps the first thing that we will

encounter will be a force of twenty or

thirty Quakers, all attired in light gray,

and all hustling toward the door, where

Sydney Olcott directing a big scene which' can be staged only by using the entire studio.

morning, we will probably have to bat-

tle our way through the crowd of ap-

plicants for such enviable positions as

corpses, waiters, shopgirls, "ladies,"

"gentlemen"—or just plain "atmos-

phere"—which will undoubtedly strike

us as being extremely dense at that

point, and not at all the elusive thing

which it has been called by alleged au-

thorities on the subject.

But if it so happens that Marguerite

Clark, Pauline Frederick, or one of the

other luminaries should arrive just at

the moment that we are attempting to

• edge our way through the crowd, we
can consider ourselves fortunate, for

there will be a very respectful little lane

formed through the center of the mob

several automobiles await them. But

if we catch a few casual remarks as

they pass, we will hear, instead of the

customary "thee" and "thy," something

about the Giants handing the Reds an

awful beating, Freddie Welsh finally

getting what is coming to him, and

other equally un-Quakerly expressions.

In a moment Louise Huff and Direc-

tor Robert G. Yignola brush by, deep

in discussion of the ridiculously high

cost of butter—and the "Friend Pa-

tience" company is under way for the

day.

Passing lightly over the barbed-wire

entanglements of completed, near-com-

pleted, nowhere-near-completed and

near-demolished settings, we arrive in
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the middle of the floor under the old

dome light that shed its one-time bril-

liant luster over what the society edi-

tor would insist upon calling the smart-

est set in New York. Now, alas, the

poor old cluster of bulbs would make
but a sorry showing in competition

with the great banks of lights which
are constantly being shifted back and
forth beneath it.

. One of the first really surprising

sights which greet our eyes is the ap-

pearance of Mae Murray in make-up
and costume, listening to instructions

from John B. O'Brien! When last

heard of, Miss Murray was at Holly-

wood, California, where one would ex-

pect to see the Lasky stars. But since

the consolidation of that company with
the Famous Players, we are apt to find

any of the Lasky stars in the East, or

to hear of Marguerite Clark, Pauline

Frederick, or any of the other Famous
Players stars departing for Hollywood.

Miss Murray's appearance would un-

doubtedly be quite a shock to most of
her friends along Broadway, for she is

decked in an aged and very soiled Peter
Thompson suit, with a tam-o'-shanter

dangling over one ear. As a matter of

fact, the production had nothing to do
with the Gay White Way in connection
with which Miss Murray first gained
fame, but is a story of the slums.

The sudden appearance of Sidney
Olcott in his usual hurry arrests atten-

tion. He rushes over to the far end
of the studio from that on which the

scene painters' gallery is situated, and
pauses an instant beneath a correspond-
ing gallery on that side of the building.

Following his gaze, we observe hun-
dreds of framed photographs, paint-

ings, prints and other mural decora-

tions hung on the wall, with a black

number above each one.

"Oh, Mike, let me have No. 15,"

calls Olcott to a man on the gallerv,

who promptly removes a small land-

scape in an old-fashioned frame from

Mae Murray serenely undisturbed as John B. O'Brien reads a document which startles

the other players.
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its hook. A glance at the wall shows

us that a call for Xo. 12 would have

brought down Xapoleon ; Xo. 43 would

have seen the Coliseum of Rome surge

forward from its hook, and some of

the higher numbers would have dis-

placed the saints themselves. Follow-

ing the course of the landscape, we find

it reposing in a little, Scotch cottage,

where Valentine Grant is busy pleading

with an obdurate old man for permis-

sion to invite her lover into the house.

The lover, meanwhile, instead of tear-

ing his hair in feverish impatience over

the separation, is out back of the studio

stealing a smoke—the use of the filthy

-weed being strictly taboo in the build-

ing, except where it is essential to the

action on the stage itself.

If one were to take a hasty survey of

the studio, he might be led to think that

the "Follies" had migrated to the

screen, for Ann Pennington is perched

on a table, trying to smother a yawn.

Why the yawn? She was doing her

Hula dance at the New Amsterdam the

night before, and now she is protesting

at being dragged forth from her downy
couch to play a sedate little maid be-

fore the camera. Xo, she has not de-

serted the stage—she is merely stealing

her sleeping hours for motion-picture

work, and devoting her recreation time

to slumber, which is a stern price to

pay for popularity.

A remark caught in passing Pauline

Frederick as she rehearsed a scene for

Joseph Kaufman is worth recording.

The incident occurred when Miss Fred-

erick was playing a dual role, which

was being handled by double exposure

at that point. One sister was supposed

to beg for money to buy a dress, while

the other, the family drudge, refused

to give it to her, telling that she had bet-

ter earn it herself. Miss Frederick was
playing the second girl at the instant.

She dropped the iron with which she

was working, and, gazing at her im-

aginary other self, remarked in fine

scorn : "Oh, work for it yourself—you
are as husky as I am." Whereupon the

woman wTho was playing her mother tit-

tered, instead of looking horrified, and

the scene was spoiled.

Over on the right side of the build-

ing as we entered there stood the office

of Studio Manager Albert Kaufman,
upon whose wall there hangs an inter-

esting specimen of the railroad train

dispatcher's sheet as applied to motion

pictures. A glance at this chart will

tell you what any one of the seven com-

panies now at work is doing, who com-

prise the respective companies, and

what they are expected to do on the

following day. But all of this system

is duly subordinated to the iron will of

the great god Weather, for rain will

turn the most willing and most capable

company of players in the world from

assets to liabilities in the twinkling of

an eye.

Xo studio story is complete without

its little," human-interest touch—the pa-

thetic little mother who brings her tiny

son to the studio in the hope that he

may earn a scant something to keep the

wolf from the door, or the broken-

down old actor who lost his savings in

a South American shell-less peanut-

grove swindle, and is now supporting

his family on the meager earnings of an

extra.

Prowling about the studio, guiltily

avoiding every one whom he encoun-

ters, and seeking refuge under the

nearest available piece of furniture at

the slightest indication of personal in-

terest on the part of any of the stage

hands, a big Maltese cat cannot but at-

tract the attention of the visitor.

Every movement of the cat bespeaks

his realization of his own unpopularity.

His most striking features are a white

star on his forehead, and the low vis-

ibility of his right ear, which shows

signs of having impeded the progress

of several very sharp claws. Inquiry

into the status of the cat, revealed the
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harrowing fact that "Tramp," as he
was called, gained his name from the

fact that he had calmly walked into the

studio several weeks ago, and had
elected to remain. He was a very dis-

reputable-looking affair then, but a

more regular and less precarious diet

had done wonders for his personal ap-

pearance.

So striking was the improvement in

model of propriety, and conducted him-
self like a veteran of the screen. Then
—the deluge. It is not known exactly
whether Tramp experienced an over-
whelming desire to revert for a time to

his old manner of life, or whether his

head was turned, by reading of the al-

leged exploits of the actor folk, but
Tramp disappeared for two whole
days. And when he returned, the white

— —iriTUHBimiBm

It is hard to tell Jrom the non-committal back of John B. O'Brien, director, whether he is pleased

by the cute little pose which Mary Pickford has struck.

Tramp's sartorial embellishments that

he attracted the attention of Marguer-
ite Clark, who thought it would be very
desirable to use Tramp in her picture.

She had already used the largest part

of a barnyard menagerie, and it would
be very effective to have the cat in her

interior scenes. Mr. Dawley, her di-

rector, acquiesced, and Tramp sec-

onded the motion.

For two days the new recruit was a

star was smudged with dirt, and the

end of his right ear was a thing of the

past

!

It is said that Miss Clark wept bit-

terly over her fallen idol, but the veil of

charity is drawn over what Mr. Daw-
ley said when he beheld two days' work
utterly ruined, for Tramp was so star-

tlingly changed in appearance that he
could not possibly pass for himself on
the screen. And the worst of it was,
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as Dawley pointed out, that the scenes

would not be consecutive on the screen,

and that some of those which had been

taken before the debacle would be in-

terspersed with those which followed

it. The result would be that Tramp
would alternately lose and regain the

end of his right ear all during the

progress of the picture !

Whether Tramp's present conduct

indicates that he is conscious of his

guilt, and is doing his best to express

his contrition, or whether he is just liv-

ing in mortal terror of losing the other

ear at the hands of the studio em-
ployees it is impossible to ascertain.

But certain it is that, in the downfall

of Tramp, the Famous Players studio

has witnessed one of the saddest trag-

edies in the profession. Which only

goes to show that when a feline can

occupy the attention of one so promi-

nent as Marguerite Clark, who almost

has to hire an expressman to take her

salary to the bank each week, the life

of a carefree star is not as terribly try-

ing as some portray it as being. But
the cat's misfortune had another side,

and it took an extra, who had been

hired for a thrill scene, to recognize it.

''This tragedy stuff like Tramp's," he

pointed out, "that makes the director

rage because his scenes are spoiled is

all right. But nobody thought of the

one who lost his ear. It's the same
with us extras, who take the chances

;

if Ave lose our legs or our lives it's

a terrible tragedy—for the director."

A WOOING A LA MODE
By Harry S. Smalley

j_|E was a substitute camera man, and she was an "extra" maid. He spoke his

love to his turtledove in the language of their trade. "Oh, dearest one, will

you marry me, and be my guiding star ? You play in my soul a leading role, and
the queen of my heart you are. I register bliss at the thought of your kiss, and
I dream through the tinted nights of my love, that is true and as warm for you
as the Cooper-Hewitt lights. Your features, love, are perfect now; throw the

make-up box away. Just be my wife, direct my life—and opposite I will play.

Take off your glove, put on the ring, and let the diamond flash. Then pack and
come to our little home, and I'll produce the cash. I am positive, dear, I love but

you—a negative please don't give. If you'll name the day of release, why, say,

we'll start to reely live. I'm not a crank—don't say 'fade-out.' All hopes would
then depart, and leave me naught but grief and pain, and a badly broken heart."

6



TO those who follow the film industry closely, the re-

cent merger of the Lasky and Famous Players Com-
panies was no surprise, but it was hailed with much

joy, because of the "better-picture" significance it bears.

Some time ago, when rumors were rife regarding mergers,

but actual mergers were scarce, we stated that this matter

had but little significance to the public, and would continue

to have but little, until some of the big men actually got together and agreed on

terms. The actual merger, however, will have much to do with the public—it

will enable them to see better pictures than either of these concerns could make
without the help of the other.

Through the merger, it becomes possible for Lasky, which is located on the

West coast, to borrow from Famous Players any player needed for a production

which should necessarily be made in the West because of its atmosphere. Famous
Players, being located in New York, may exercise the same privilege over Lasky

players wanted for plays which are essentially Eastern. Directors in every case

will be picked for their fitness to handle the particular subject at hand, and the

newly formed concern has announced that every effort will be made to get the

best possible grade of stories.

This approaches perfection in photo-play making, though the results still have

to be shown, and they will speak louder than words of the success of the plan.

It is at least a big step forward, and in a new direction—and it helps to clear up

wonderfully an atmosphere of semidepression, which seemed to have settled over

the film world prior to this mergei

.

HOW often do we see in print the expression, "Miss

or Mr. So-and-so, the noted star of the Blank

Company," and how often do we pause to realize

just what it means?
We dare say that this threadbare expression gives rise

to doubt and suspicion in the mind of the public. It is read

with a shrug of the shoulders, and a puzzled look that

means incredulity. The film producers, in their madness for stars, have con-

verted every player whose reputation is of any small cash value into a "star."

And because such a star is not really a star at all, he regularly fails in pictures.

This, of course, doesn't dampen the producer's ardor, but it does the public's.

A Step

Toward Bet-

ter Pictures

When
Is a

Star?
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Taking advantage of such a situation, players who really are good actors,

and whose talents have led them to the borderland of stardom, not only demand

that they be made stars, but that they be paid such salaries as will raise them

above the standard of the mediocre class of "stars." The producers allow them-

selves to be held up thus, and then turn around and hold up the exhibitors for

rentals thev cannot afford to pay, but which they are forced to pay because of

competition.

Now, Ave believe, the producers have awakened, and the near future will see

the end of the near-disastrous star craze.

It is not the amount of money that is paid to a star of the first caliber that

counts, but just how much legitimate profit the manufacturer can make from

him or her without causing the exhibitor to suffer. Naturally, huge profit can

be made only from stars who are exceedingly popular with the public, and there-

fore only such players can be paid stars' salaries without some one losing money.

John R. Freuler, president of the Mutual Film Corporation, who paid the

record-breaking six hundred and seventy thousand dollars a year to Charles

Chaplin, recently sized up the situation cleverly, and admitted that, though he

sought real stars daily, he was unable to locate those he believed would qualify.

Following are some of Mr. Freuler's remarks on the subject:

"I'd give a million dollars for another Chaplin, and more if I found a man
or woman worth it. Back of the expressions of the men who charge that the

exploitation of stars is a detriment to the film drama you will find a short-

sighted desire to reduce the costs of production, and a hopeless attempt to foster

a market for a photo drama of a mediocre quality. .

"To attain stardom for an actor is simply to gain the public's stamp of

approval. The actor who serves and pleases the public best is the greatest star.

The primary purpose of the film drama is to furnish amusement. It is mere

primer reasoning to say that that which pleases best is most in demand. The
largest-selling him generally is played by the most popular players. Therefore,

the investment, if wisely made, returns the price/'

A LARGE Middle' West newspaper and a prominent

film-producing company recently had words which

almost led to a court action, because a person who
was titled "motion-picture critic" of the paper made re-

marks regarding a certain film which were entirely un-

warranted, and did the film a great injustice. The pub-

lisher of the paper took time to see the film personally

before the affair got too far, and at once realized the unfairness of the criticism.

Through his columns he acknowledged it, and thus the incident closed.

But it revealed a great truth which many motion-picture people have be-

lieved for a long time—that many newspaper critics have little use for motion

pictures, and everything they write on the subject is done from a biased point

of view. We speak only of the guilty ones, for we all know that many real

motion-picture editors and critics on the newspapers work with their heart and
soul for anything which will better the industry. The undesirable class will be

found to come mostly from the ranks of former dramatic critics—ranks whicn

have been greatly reduced since picture plays have come into popularity. They
were schooled in the drama, they wrorship only the drama, and they look upon
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the screen as some alien who has stolen a place which rightfully belonged only

to the drama, does now, and should for all time.

These critics are clever writers as a rule; they are sharp with their gibes, and
the things they say hurt the motion-picture business more than is realized. Such
people should be weeded out. Publishers should see that their men do no inten-

tional injury in this field any more than in any other. Film producers and the vast

number of people employed by them spend day after day, week after week,
month after month, working on pictures which, when shown to these men, serve

merely as material for a "review" filled with clever sallies, humiliating compari-
sons, and undisguised "knocks."

We again apologize to the competent motion-picture critics on the news-
papers throughout the country, for they in no manner deserve criticism. Re-
garding the other class : the sooner they are done away with, the better for the

papers, the public, and the film game.

The Melo-

dramatic

Poster

I
T is, indeed, pleasing to note the tendency on the part

of publicity men to cast aside forever the weird poster

so familiar at the entrance to movie theaters. This

cheap form of advertising has been of unfailing injury to

the motion-picture industry. Time was when the fronts of

what we considered otherwise quite conservative theaters,

were decorated with posters in screeching colors, depicting

the wildest incident in a play—and in towns infested with censors the advertised

scene usually was not in the play at all. Now, fortunately, things are different.

Selecting posters for a film is now part of the work of the advertising de-

partments of companies. In some studios as much pains are taken to secure

something attractive as in putting on the play. In other words, "any old thing"

will not do. The public has advanced. It likes better pictures on the screen

—

in fact, it demands them—and it has begun to take note of poor posters. And
posters are usually the ads which draw the public into the house !

N OW that the tendency of the producers is toward
"stories at any price," not only photo playwrrights,

but the public also, should rejoice, for great joy is

in store for them. That it has taken this long for the

makers of motion pictures to realize fully that the story is

really the most essential part of a picture play, and that

stories cannot be bought from those who really know how to

write them for a mere pittance, seems remarkable. It has been quite an obvious

fact for nearly two years to almost every one except the men on top—and perhaps
they, too, have realized it, but have claimed to see it in another light in order to

shield their pocketbooks.

We all know that when we see a film, the thing which really holds our in-

terest is the story. Acting, direction, and photography all raise or lower the

worth of the picture in our estimation, but unless the underlying plot keeps our
minds on the action, we shall be bored long before five reels of a feature is un-

reeled. There are those who claim the acting of a noted star does away with
the necessity for a good story. Let us draw a rather broad example of lack of

story, and suppose the reels were shown starting with reel five, then reel four, and
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so on until reel one was reached. Every bit of the wonderful work of the star

would be there, but an audience that would sit through such an affair would be

exceptional indeed. In a much modified sense, the case holds good when a story

is trite, uninteresting, or carelessly written. The mind is so unconcentrated, that

even the enjoyment of the star's acting is depreciated.

Direction is, of course, a vital point, but directors must be taught to turn

scripts into picture plays in the most artistic manner they can, without branching

off into the authorship line, and reconstructing them to suit their own ideas. A
director's chief asset should be his ability to understand perfectly what the

author of any scenario wanted to do, and then proceed to see that it is done.

The Im-

portance

of Extras

TT THEN a girl tries to break into the salaried lists of a

yV company, she either "catches on" within a short

time, or else she is pushed into the discard, and

considered as one of the extra girls—handy to have about in

case she is needed for a certain type, but unnoticed when
important matters claim the attention of the men in

authority.

But when a man seeks a position on the regular list of a company—grant-

ing he hasn't a Broadway reputation of prominence—he is treated with insig-

nificance and contempt. He is given distinctly to understand that the company
cares little about his reputation, and, in case he is employed for a day at a salary

ranging from three to five dollars, he may be worked for hours and hours in

several parts, so that he will not be required the next day.

The condition is true in most studios, for there are so many who are so

anxious to "catch on," that they are willing to stand bad treatment, and the

people handling the extras take it as a matter of course that this is the proper way
to treat all comers.

We think it is decidedly wrong, for the extra man is a human being, and
he has his place in every photo drama. Let us suppose there had been no extra

men in "The Birth of a Nation" or "Cabiria." Would they have been the same
wonderful films that they are ? Hardly ! Therefore, we think that those deal-

ing with the extras should exercise forbearance, even though the insistence of

some overimpatient young man who wishes to become a star overnight does get

on the nerves. The difference between having a carefully coached and well-

chosen staff of extras from which a company may draw, and the impractical

policy which means that players must be engaged from booking offices when
extras are needed, is one difference between good and bad pictures.

THERE is one thing that is sadly lacking in some of

the men in the producing end of motion-picture

studios. It is a most essential thing, whether the

man be title writer or an office boy. It is a good grammar-
school education.

Every once in a while something is flashed on the

screen that speaks loudly and detrimentally of carelessness

in the studios. It is much more noticeable, and hurts the picture more than

would a bit of poor directing or bad acting: It is a grammatical error in a title.

Something

Greatly

Needed
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This could be overlooked if it did occur but very infrequently. - However, it is,

unfortunately, too often noticed.

An example is presented in a film that was produced by one of the largest

companies in the field—namely, the picture entitled "The Bugle Call," featuring

Willie Collier, junior, and produced by the Thomas H. Ince branch of the

Triangle Company. In this picture one of the leading characters is Billy's father,

who has charge of an army post. _n order to obtain this station, it is most
probable that he had been graduated from West Point, and it is not assuming too

much to expect him to speak the English language correctly. Yet, in a subtitle,

this scholarly gentleman is quoted as saying

:

Where is my wife and Billy?"

It seems a shame to spoil an otherwise excellent picture by such unpardon-

able carelessness.

Perhaps a good suggestion would be to take just a little bit out of the players'

and directors' envelopes/ so as to enable the companies to afford educated title

writers. We are sure that neither player nor director would mind, because such

errors are doubtless harmful to themselves when they appear in their pictures.

MANY of our readers seem to be confused between
"serials" and "series" as applied to "continued*'

films which are shown at theaters week after

week. The two really are quite different, and should not

cause much misunderstanding.

A serial is a film which tells a continued story, much
like those which appear in magazines and newspapers. It

may be thirty reels in length, and is released in two-reel episodes for fifteen

weeks. With each succeeding episode the story is taken up where it was left

off the last week and carried to another point, then continued until the next

week. "The Adventures of Kathlyn," "The Million-dollar Mystery," "The
Perils of Pauline," and "The Iron Claw" belonged, with others, to this class.

A series is a number of really separate films which bear on the same general

theme. The same characters may or may not be retained throughout the series,

this depending on how it is worked out. Each episode has its own climax and

plot, and usually this is entirely unrelated to the others. Among the more promi-

nent series were "The Girl Detective," "Who's Guilty?" "The Social Pirates,"

"Who Pays?" and many others.

PATHE proposes to set the styles for the coming year

with its one-reel fashion film, which is issued regu-

larly. Thus far the plan has met with much success,

and owners of shops throughout the country are com-

menting on it. There really is no reason why the motion-

picture screen should not carry the fashions to the public as

well as the magazines, for surely there is no better way of

learning exactly what a dress looks like than seeing it on a real live person.

Pictures in books never can carry the same satisfying idea of a dress to the

mind that a film can. The concern states that this is an experiment, and that

if it is successful fashion motion pictures will be made on a much more elaborate

scale and in much larger quantities. All of which should greatly please the ladies

!

Serials

and

Series

Fashions

By
Films



Any time Ethel Clayton wants to prove that her husband gave her the small sliare of

attention, she can borrow this picture.

When Star Meets Star
The story of a friendship that had its

beginning in an amusing coincidence

By Bennie Zeidman •

FAR be it from us to squeeze into

places where angels wouldn't

think of going, because it

doesn't seem right to raise the curtain

on a scene of friendship at first sight,

but the following little incident is so

interesting that maybe we won't be

blamed at that.

It was over in New Jersey last July,

at the beautiful summer home of Miss
Ethel Clayton, and the popular screen

actress was entertaining some friends

-at tea on the lawn. Over the teacups

and the walnuts, though it was really

olives instead of walnuts, if we re-

member right, the conversation glided

along famously. In the course of much
gayety and gossip, Miss Clayton began

to talk, as she generally and generously

does, in complimentary fashion about

her film rivals. All of an outburst, she

lit into Norma Talmadge with a vol-

.ley of praise that must surely have

sent blood gushing to the tiny ears of

the absent actress. That is to say,

Miss Norma wouldn't have been a bit

displeased if she had been hiding be-

hind a neighboring tree. "You know,"

Miss Clayton was saying, "I think, of

all screen players the one who has won
my greatest admiration is Norma
Talmadge. She seems to know what

to do every minute she is on the

screen." Then Joe Kaufman, Ethel's

husband, broke in : "You bet she is a

real emotional actress. I have been

watching her on the screen ever since

her debut in Yitagraph plays." This

eulogy of pretty little Norma might

have gone on ad infinitum—had not

some one knocked at the gate.

This incident is so far-reaching in

its effects on this story, and brings us

so rapidly to what it is all about, that
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The camera man laughed so hard at this joke that

he moved his machine.

we are constrained to loiter around on

the page a little while in deference to

the rule about ''suppressing the

climax." It is a shame to jump to the

conclusion without even a word of

warning.

Let's see ; somebody
was knocking at the gate.

Who was it? Where did

he come from ? What did

he want? It was a chauf-

feur. He came from the

side of the road where he

left a machine in distress,

not to mention a lady. He
wanted help. Quick to be

of assistance at any and
all times, Miss Clayton

ordered her own chauf-

feur to go out and see

what could be done. Be-

ing something of a me-
chanic herself, she w7ent

along, too, accompanied
by all the guests at the

tea party. As for the automobile,

they soon discovered that the dyspep-

tic carburetor needed some medicine,

and applied same with due dispatch.

That, however, is not the most inter-

esting thing that they discovered.

Who should be sitting there in the car,

who, of all people, but Miss Norma
Talmadge

!

Paraphrasing the old saying, Miss
Clayton exclaimed: "Speaking of

angels !" Well, as for introductions

and all the other preliminaries that

properly belong to a scene like this,

they were promptly disregarded, for

there are times when conventionalities

seem out of place, and this was one of

those times. Everybody said. "Hel-

lo !" and "Howdydo?" and nobody
thought of formalities. One of the

most attractive things about Miss

Talmadge's personality, as we soon

found out, was her adaptability and
her quick way of falling gracefully

into a situation. In no time they were
all back on the lawn, and the little party

was resumed with more zest than ever.

It's an old proverb that a person whom
you have heard a great deal about, and

whom you have hoped to meet for a

long time, never comes up to expecta-

Last but not least the ''car,'' icithout which this story would mi

have been written.
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tions. This was the ex-

ception that proved the

rule. The two stars fell

to chatting like old cro-

nies, and the other people

present noted with pleas-

ure the tall headway
made on both sides, in

the short hour that
elapsed, toward cement-

ing a friendship that has

since become permanent

in the hearts of both ac-

tresses. If you ask either

of them about it, she

will declare that it is a

case of kindred souls.

Any one who believes

that players are light-

hearted people who
never take things seri-

ously, and who are in-

clined, on the whole, to

be rather insincere and

artificial, will have to re-

vise this theory completely. At least,

as far as Misses Norma and Ethel are

''concerned.

If we tried to tell you all that they

talked about that memorable afternoon

we would run out of copy paper for

one thing, and, for another, we would

wear out the exclamation mark on the

typewriter. Also, we might wear out

the letters, g-o-o-d-n-e-s-s-g-r-a-

c-i-o-u-s. An orator may be able to

compute with a fair degree of ac-

curacy the number of words he can

reel off to the hour ; but the problem

of how many words a woman can-

insert in a given patch of time is one

of the incalculable things. The most

we can do is to make out a heading

that reads, "Among Other Things,"

and fill in as best we can.

Ethel recalled to Norma one of

the latter' s early Vitagraph com-

edies, "Janet f the Chorus." "Since

then," she said, "you have developed

into an unusual actress. I remem-

Oue of the Belgian hares thought he was being "snapped" for

the rogues' gallery and squirmed.

ber distinctly the time you played 'mes-

senger and bell-boy parts.' " Norma
has an equally good memory. She re-

joined with this : "And I will never for-

get the time you first joined the Lubin

Company. In your first picture you

played a depressed indoor type. You
know that is one kind that I do not en-

joy playing. There are so many happy

"Damon and Pythias had nothing on us."
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characters in life to select from, why
dwell on pathos? You were extremely

attractive in the part. I am surprised

to learn you have Titian-blond hair. It

photographs prettily, but the camera
does not do you justice." To which
Ethel made answer : "To tell the truth,

the screen does not do you justice,

either. What a joy it would be if the

camera could reproduce your coloring
!"

Such and such, and thus and thus, and
so on and so on. They discussed their

books and favorite authors, and the

latest designs in sleeves, and whether
red, with a soft-green thread running
checkerwise, is "nicer" than polka dots

on a background of pea green.

After which all of us went on a tour

of inspection around the grounds, pay-
ing particular attention to the Belgian

hares and the vegetable garden and the

chicken ranch. Miss Norma was so

crazy about the rabbits that Miss Ethel

promised to send her one as soon as

they grew up. When she tried to pick-

up one of the little Belgian hares, hie

must have thought that he was in the

hands of a German invader, for he
bounded to the ground with such un-
common alacrity that Miss Norma
said: "Oh!" But then, you can't expect
a rabbit to be a connoisseur of pretty
girls. He has too many other things

to think about.

Finally, when the time came to part,

the two actresses punctuated their fare-

wells with promises to meet again in

the very near future.

"Good-by," said Ethel. "It has been
the one ambition of my life to meet
you, and, from now on, Damon and
Pythias will have nothing on us for

real friendship. Isn't it strange that

we have each wanted to become ac-

quainted, and fate has brought you to

my very door? This is a small world,
after all, and I know that we will have
a lot of good times together when I re-

turn to New York."
Norma reciprocated these sentiments

very heartily, while the motor was say-

ing chugchugchugchug, which is a poor
motor's way of saying: "Ithinksotoo,

Ithinksotoo."

SELF-SCREENED
LJOW did you like the show?" they asked.11

"Bully !" I said. "And you?"
"Rotten !" they chorused, eying me
As if I had lost a screw.

"Not enough action, don't you think?"

"Action ? Ye gods, 'twas great

!

Lions and tigers and falls from cliffs,

And the fight of a bear for its mate."

"What are you talking about?" they cried.

"Honest, it made us weep.
There wasn't an animal in the show !"

They were right—/ had fallen asleep!

Everett Leighton.



The Love Letters of

Violet

Mersereau

MA CHERIE: There is really

only one thing for me to say

in this letter—only one reason

why I am writing it. But that is a big,

yes, a very big, reason. It is to tell

you that I love you. There is little use

for me to tell you a lot of things first,

before I get to the point. It would

mean nothing to you for me to tell you

I saw you on the screen and liked you

before I even knew who you were. It

would mean nothing to you or me to

tell you that after that first time I

would always watch the posters out-

side the theaters until I recognized your

picture on them, and then would go in

to view the film. And it would mean
nothing to you for me to tell you that

the first time I actually realized that I

honestly loved you was when I learned

your name. There is a lot in a name,

as some one said before. And there

is a reason why there was a lot in your

name—for me.

I am a teacher—they call me pro-

fessor—in French. I was born in

France, and love everything that is re-

lated to the country. Your name is

Another series of im-

passioned epistles writ-

ten to this screen
favorite by her male

admirers among the

movie fans and her

replies to them

French, and, judging from your fea-

tures and your manners, you must be

as French as your name. But you are

in America—and so am I. I have been

here since I was a little boy, and speak

and write as well as if I had been born

here. The greatest thing about me that

leans toward my native country is my
desire—a desire to some day return,

to return with a girl I can love and that

mv friends and relations across the

water can love—a girl like you.

The screen is a great and yet a ter-

rible thing. Without it I should prob-

ably never have known that my Violet

even existed. I love it for having shown

her to me. Yet, now that it has intro-

duced me to her—or, rather, her in-

tangible shadow—it is torturing me.

Torturing me because it merely shows

me some one I love, but whom I cannot

meet. My feeling is like that of a blind

man who is led into the beauty of the

country and the marvelous scenery is

explained to him. He is told of the

shadowy hills that drift off in the dis-

tance, range after range. He is told of

the magic that is wrought in the sky
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by the sinking sun and of the golden
glow that it casts over the fields. The
beauty is explained to him. He knows
that it is all lovely and beautiful, but he
cannot see it. He cannot enjoy it. He
lives in the hope that the time will ar-

rive when his eyes will open to the

glory.

I am living in the hope that the time
will come when I can grasp your hand
and speak to you—when I can tell you
from my lips that I love you. And I

hope, but scarcely dare tell you, that

some day those same lips may reach

over and touch you—in an enchanting

kiss.

You knowT all now, my dear Violet.

I have told you. I could not help but
tell you. I fear that you may not like

my temerity, and I must close before
I go farther. The rest I shall keep to

myself until I may tell it to you your-
self. And until that time I shall hope
and live only in my hope. Avec tout

mon cccur, Jean B.

Dear Monsieur Jean B. : When I

read your letter it inspired me with two
distinct feelings. One of sympathy for

you—sympathy that I should have un-
consciously made you fall in love with
me—because your letter seems to be
honest and sincere—when nothing can
possibly result of the love. The other

feeling I cannot exactly describe. It is

a sort of realization that everything
works two ways. I have received let-

ters from people wTho say that my act-

ing has helped them in their troubles

—

that they have been inspired to do right.

And then, on the other hand, there is

yours that tells me that I have spoiled

your happiness because we really can

never meet—or, even if we should by
chance meet some time, you would be
still more unhappy, as I could never
live up to your hopes—especially the

one about love.

There are a great many ways at

which to look at your letter, but the

one that stands out the strongest is the

foolish and illogical side of it all. It

will make me feel very uneasy if I

know that you or any one else is ac-

tually thinking of me away from his

chair in the theater. My one word of

advice and my greatest wish to you is—don't! Just forget it all. I hate to

blast a heart, but I really don't think
this will, because you merely think you
love me. You are actually in love with
my screen character. You do not know
me as myself. Violet Mersereau of the

screen and Violet Mersereau of the

world are entirely different. Again, for

your own good—don't. Sincerely,

Violet Mersereau.

Dear Miss Mersero : I am an usher
in a movie theater. I like you better than
any other actress. The rest of the fel-

lows go out and smoke while the show
is going on. I do too unless you are on
the program. But every time they
screen you I sit tight because I like

to see you more than any other actress.

I get the fellow in the box office to

tip me off ahead of time long before the

people know you are coming. I know
it because the fellow in the box office

tips me off to it.

Believe me Miss Mersero I think you
are fine. I think you are prettier than
any of the other actresses. And I know
them all because I am an usher as I

told you. Please don't think I am a

boob but I sure would like to have your
photo. Will you send me your photo-
graph? I would keep it in my trunk
because my mother thinks I like the gay
life too much anyhow and if she seen

your photo laying around she would
think I had girls in my head.

Miss Mersero I will tell you what I

have not told anybody else. I could

have got another job last week that paid

me $2 more than this job but I canned
it. Because I want to stay on the movie
job and see you every time they put you
on the screen. My mother is a widow
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woman and I am her mane support so

I can't. tell her about the job that paid

$2 more.

I go to night school three nights a

week unless Violet Mersero is put on

the screen. These nights I only start to

night school. I see you instead. You
see I don't have to work only four

nights a week. Don't forget to send

me your photo as I enclose in this letter

25 cents for same. I heard a fellow

say that you had to enclose 25 cents

to cover mailing of postage. I am fif-

teen and yours sincerely, Teddy M.

Dear Teddy : I think you were a

dear, sweet bov to write me such a nice

letter, and I appreciate it just as much
as I do the letters from my grown-up

admirers. Of course I shall send you

one of my pictures, but you must not

hide it from your mother. A boy's

mother is his best friend, and he should

be fair and square with her in every-

thing. I am dreadfully sorry that you

gave up the chance to get a better job.

Now go right straight to the man who
offered you this job and tell him that

you have reconsidered and that you

would like to take the position if it is

still open. You owe it both to your

mother and yourself to do this, and I

am sure that you will see it this way,

too, if you think it over.

It is very bad for boys of your age

to smoke cigarettes, and I wish my pic-

tures were showing all the time if it

kept you from smoking. I am going

to ask a little favor of you, and then I

must close. I want you to go regularly

to night school, and not miss it a single

time. Education will help you in all

that you do in after life, and you will

grow up to be a finer and better man
for the knowledge that you gain while

you are young. Your sincere friend,

Violet Mersereau.

My Dear Miss Mersereau : To-
night I saw you for the first time in

pictures. How can I describe the flood

of emotions that welled up in me? I

stayed through two performances,

which is another way of saying that I

stayed until "Good night" was flashed

on the screen. I am back in my room
now, all alone except for your sweet

face which lingers with me always.

I may never see you—I never dare

hope to meet you. I am writing this

only because I cannot help it, because

there is a strange, yearning pain in my
heart, and because I must put on paper

that which I cannot utter to you in per-

son. To-morrow morning I may de-

cide to tear this into shreds, but to-

night my hands reach out to you

through the darkness and distance that

separate us, and my heart will break

unless I find words for my feelings.

What will you think when you read

this, if you ever do? You will not call

me a silly, love-mad boy, will you ? You
will not say that I am wrong to feel

toward you as I do, will you? Won't

you answer me, if it is only two lines,

and tell me that you are sorry for me?
Surely it cannot be wricked to love.

Maybe you will say to yourself that I

do not know my own mind. You will

think, perhaps, that a love that sprang

so quickly and so easily into being can-

not be real and lasting. But, wonder ful

little lady, if you knew me you would

understand better. If you could only

know the long years that I have lived,

hoping to find the girl of my dreams !

No, I have not lived these years, I have

just waited—waited for you and your

smile. I have not searched for my
ideal; I believed that I would find her.

I knew that fate would send her to me.

At least, I was content all the time to

think this, and it seemed unholy, some-

how, to turn out of the little footpath

of my loneliness into the broad high-

way of lights and gayety. I am trying

to tell you in my lame way w^ho I am
by telling you what I have felt and suf-

fered.
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The world would not call me a luck-

less man, Miss Mersereau. I am neither

very poor nor very rich, but I have had
the advantages of a good rearing and
an education. My friends know me as

a light-hearted fellow who has youth
and opportunity on his side. But I am
quite sure that it is not material happi-

ness that counts for much. It is the

things of the heart that mean every-

thing. I am an artist, and, like all ar-

tists, I have worked hard and traveled

much, but work and travel are bloodless

things unless they go hand in hand with

the great adventure—love. In all that

I have done and said and written I have
seemed to get nowhere. Outward suc-

cess has been inward failure. My
friends have rejoiced in the small tri-

umphs of my career. I say without

pride that, although I am on the right

side of twenty-five, I have already at-

tained a little fortune and a little fame.

Not much of either, to be sure, but

enough to keep my family from being

ashamed of me. I am safely entrenched

in the esteem of my contemporaries,

and they are generous enough to say

that I am doing "good stuff."

Until three hours ago, little enchan-

tress, I thought that good stuff was the

be-all and end-all of my dreary exist-

ence. It seemed so futile to me. Day
in and day out I asked myself the old,

old question: What's the use? How
can a fellow go on working this way
with no incentive? I am a plain, blunt

chap, and I couldn't help being frank

if I wanted to. Besides, it isn't fair

to a lady not to tell the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth. I

can give you all of these three varieties

of truth; I could do it in just three

words—I love you. What more can

I say? I throw myself upon your
mercy. My future and my happiness

are in your little hands. You will not

spurn me—you must not—you cannot!

My heart is yours for always and
always, B. R. L.

My Dear Mr. L. : First of all let

me thank you for not tearing up your
letter "into shreds," as you threat-

ened to do. If you had done so, I

would have missed the inspiration which
your message of idealism has brought
to me. I am a sadder but a wiser girl

to-day for knowing that somewhere in

the world is a person with a heart so

full of fine dreams and strivings. I

don't take it to myself at all that you
have found a sort of anchor of hope
for your splendid ship of life that has

been drifting. It isn't fair that I should

take any credit for it. Don't you see

it's just that you have found your own
best self—and that is "the pearl of

great price" which you have been
searching for all this time. Won't you
agree with me that, after all, true joy

comes in realizing the best that is in

one's self? "Happiness is the occa-

sional flower on the still pond of duty."

I culled this little thought pansy from
a book I was reading, and it seems so

appropriate in your case. It's this way

:

all through the years you have been
putting fine, earnest effort into your
work ; it often seemed like a dreary

task, but all the time you were building

stronger ideals, and your art was un-

folding like a lovely bloom. Then sud-

denly on the still pond of your duty

you saw the occasional flower. That
flower, I believe, is the reward of virtue

and hard work itself. And because I

happened along—or, at least, the screen

prototype of me—you blamed all your
happiness on me. Just like a man, to

put it off on a woman. I feel very

much honored that I should in any way
be incident to your new-found hope and
hold on life. But you must not confuse

me with the real cause of your gladness.

The cause is in you yourself, and all

that you are, and all that you hope
to be.

Don't forget that "art is long and
time is fleeting," and that you must
keep on working with a "brave, stout
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heart." It's the same in your art as in

mine, and in all art, that the only road

to success is work and work and then

some more work. I don't doubt that

love requited and fame both will be

yours some day. I want to scold you

a little if you will forgive me. Don't

think that you are the only person who
is light-hearted outwardly and sad in-

wardly. That is true of all of us, more
or less. Deep down in every human
heart is much disappointment and lone-

liness. Life is so full of conflicting

emotions and yearnings that sadness is

bound to be. Haven't you ever heard

the little saying that "smiles are tears

turned inside out ?"

Just a word about myself. Do you

think it is quite fair of you 'to expect

me to fall in love with a man I have

never seen? Is it fair even to expect

me to be merciful to you? You must

remember that we actresses have as

much right to seclusion as any person

in private life. Our admirers should

not trespass upon our rights as indi-

viduals because they enjoy and appre-

ciate our work as professionals.

Hurry up and become a great artist,

so that you can paint my picture before

I get old and ugly.

With every good wish for your suc-

cess, sincerely, Violet Mersereau.

My Dear Miss Mersereau : I am
writing you to let you know how much
pleasure you are giving us "Tommies,"
even over here in London town. There
are a lot of us home with holes made
by the Huns, and others- on furlough

or business for the war office, and in

our leisure hours we float into the many
picture palaces in the metropolis and
the provinces. They are showing quite

a number of your pictures, my dear, and
we are immensely pleased with you.

You are so bright, lively, and dainty

that you set us all grinning and guffaw-

ing, and your stories are good for jaded

brains, too. But you yourself, miss, are

the apple of our eyes. Coming straight

from the muddy, blood-soaked trenches,

where death is an every-hour affair, and

shells, bombs, mines, grenades, and bul-

lets afford our principal amusement and

annoyance, we feel that we have en-

tered another, world when we sit in the

stalls of . the picture palaces and romp
with you and laugh with you—yes, and

cry with you, if need be. Only we hate

to see you cry, even in the films.

I hope you won't mind if I add a

personal note to the above. When my
regiment was first packed off across the

Channel to the front, "somewhere in

France"—the censor won't permit me
to say where—I left behind, in Man-
chester, a little sister—the j oiliest little

sister that ever a "Tommy" had. When
the Boches got me—it wasn't much, to

be sure, a couple of broken bones and

a bit of a hand shot away— I asked the

surgeon at the base hospital, when I

was doing fairly well, to send me home
to some Manchester hospital, so that

when I could be up and about I might

hunt up "little sister." He was good
enough to do that for me, bully old boy,

and they carted me back to the old

town ; and when I was able to limp

around rather lively with a stout stick,

I started out. When I reached the

place, strangers were there, and "little

sister" had completely disappeared. Ut-

terly and completely- disappeared} All

through the neighborhood and the town
I hunted

;
through the county and the

adjoining towns; I advertised in Lon-

don, Birmingham, Liverpool, Manches-

ter, Glasgow, Edinburgh—wherever it

seemed likely I might find her. But up

to the present time I have failed—failed

miserably. There is one hope, however,

to which I cling. My sister very often

spoke of acting for picture plays, and

she was fearfully fond of you and the

company for which you have been act-

ing for some time past. I made in-

quiries of the English agents of your

company, but they knew nothing of her
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whereabouts, and I think it is quite pos-

sible, even probable, Miss Mersereau,
that my sister Anne has shipped herself

off to America, by Jove, and joined one
of your studios as a substitute or extra

actress. She always had considerable

ability—talent, I might say—and a

pretty little mite of humanity she is, to

be sure ; and what with the money I left

for her, and some few hundred pounds
she had on deposit, I am inclined to feel

that she is now in the States. Of
course, if she is in good hands and
working her way upward, I shall be

rather glad of it ; she is really better off

in America than she would be over

here, where the Big Row has upset

everything and everybody. I shall be

a thousand times obliged to you if you
would endeavor to find out my sister

Anne's situation and condition, deliver

my message, and ask her to write to me.
If she will address me care of the war
office, — Regiment of Infantry, Conti-

nental Division No. —
,
Corps No. —

,

I shall receive her letter or cable and
answer sharply. And perhaps I won't
be delighted to hear from my baby sis-

ter after all these terrible months of

fighting in the hell holes of France!
Fortunately I have been detailed for

special work at home, and it is likely

that my work will keep me here indefi-

nitely, although I am as fit as ever I

was—except for that blasted hand. And
Anne and I will probably meet after

this nasty mess is over.

I hope I am not giving you too much
trouble, miss, but you can appreciate

how I feel about the dear girl. She is

all I have, and I am all she has ; father

and mother left us years ago, and the

few distant relatives have forgotten us.

It may be that some time I shall have
the happiness of thanking you in per-

son—Anne and I—and how grateful

we shall be, indeed ! If my sister has
changed her name—I am told actresses

frequently do this—you will be able to

recognize her from the photograph I

am inclosing herewith. It is quite a

recent one, and a good likeness; I was
with her in Manchester when she had
it taken.

Again thanking you in advance for

all your trouble, and assuring you, miss,

that both my sister and I will be eter-

nally grateful to you for restoring us
to each other—which I trust will be the

happy outcome—I am, faithfully yours,

Capt. B. K. Y.

Dear Captain B. K. Y., War Office,

London, England: Your letter inter-

ests me very much, and it would give

me the greatest pleasure to help you
find your little sister. Unfortunately
there is only a slim chance that I will

be able to locate her, even if she is in

this country. I have already made in-

quiry at several motion-picture studios,

but find no one answering the descrip-

tion which you give. I am afraid your
hope of finding her in America is a very
forlorn one. It seems heartless to dis-

courage you, but the search is almost

bound to be futile. You may rest as-

sured, however, that I shall do every-

thing in my power to get in touch with

your little sister who means so much
to you. It is peculiarly sad that, after

all your hardships in the trenches, you
should meet with such disappointment
when returning to England.

If my acting has in any small degree
cheered you up and made you forget

your troubles even for a little while, I

am heartily gratified. I do not feel that

my life work is in vain if I succeed in

making people look on the sunny side.

It is especially pleasing to me to hear
that I have brightened the "off" days
of the brave "Tommies."

If you should find out definitely that

your sister is in this country, and should

get any clews as to where she is, please

advise me, because this, of course,

would help me very much. Very sin-

cerely, Violet Mersereau.



THE PRETENDERS
It all began in a taxi. Did

Helen smile at the chauffeur?

By W. C. MacDermott

Featuring Emmy Wehlen. Produced by Metro

IN a beautiful and glittering dining room in a Fifth Avenue, New
York, mansion, three people were just finishing

an elaborate dinner. They were Silas Pettin-

gill, Maria, his wife, and their daugh-

ter Helen. A butler who might have

been a prime minister stood behind

Silas' chair, and an assistant butler

stood a little to starboard. All in

all, the general atmosphere was de-

cidedly fashionable, not to say

gorgeous, and Mrs. Pettin- ^jj
gill and her daughter j&
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seemed quite at home in it. Not

so, however, with Silas. Outwardly

there was nothing about him not in

keeping with his surroundings. His

big, handsome figure was correctly

groomed from head to foot ; but in-

wardly Silas Pettingill, man of wealth

and position and fifty-odd years old,

was wrestling with a strong desire to

throw his demitasse into the gleaming

chandelier—just to see what would hap-

pen. His mouth twitched humorously,

and his eyes twinkled as he thought of

it, and suddenly Silas let out a series

of most unfashionable chuckles.

At that very moment Mrs. Pettingill

happened to be giving her daughter an

account of a fashionable funeral. "Si-

las," she said, with a glare, "I fail to

see anything humorous in
"

"I beg your pardon, my dear," said

Silas hastily. "I was just thinking."

To tell the truth, Silas had been

thinking for some time, for weeks and

Silas told

out for a

fabulous

sum,.

months, with that twinkle in his eye.

Scarcely a year ago the Pettingills

nightly had sat down to boiled beef and

potatoes in the kitchen of a Western
cottage—and Silas had sat in his shirt

sleeves. Then came the miracle—Silas

became a millionaire overnight. Oil had

been the miracle. Silas struck it rich

and sold out to a corporation for a fab-

ulous sum.

The change in circumstances meant
little to Silas ; he was for staying right

there in the cottage. He thought they

might give it a new coat of paint, per-

haps, and also increase the supply of

boiled beef and potatoes. But Maria

and Helen had quite other plans. New
York for them—a mansion on Fifth

Avenue and society with a capital S.

They took the good-natured and easy-

going Silas by storm, and the thing was
done—at least, the mansion part of it.

But the society end of the program-

was a failure. The upper ten showed
no yearning to mingle with the Pettin-

gills, and, v/hile they became acquainted

with a few people, the doors of the

inner circle of the smart set remained

padlocked. The two ladies kept a care-

ful watch on poor Silas, who had a

bad habit of mingling with "the

wrong people." Silas had an

unfashionable desire to

be just human, and
now, to-night, at

dinner, this de-

sire was corn-

to amg
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climax. Pushing aside his demitasse,

suddenly he reached into a pocket

and pulled out a blackened corncob

pipe and a pouch of tobacco. Silas

filled the pipe, lit it, and proceeded to

fill the room with smoke. The silence

was awful. Mrs, Pettingill rose with

terrible dignity. "Helen !" she said.

"Come!"
Helen dutifully followed her mother

from the room, but, when the matron's

back was turned, the girl, suppressing a

giggle, quickly stooped down and gave

her father a kiss.

Silas went out after dinner and wan-

dered around town. He knew scarcely

any one in New York; he was lonely,

and wanted company. In the course of

his wanderings he made the acquaint-

ance of an agreeable young man to

whom Silas took a strong, instinctive

liking. It was not long before the

young man, who said his name was

Hubert Stanwood, knew all about Silas.

When it grew late, Stanwood at last

insisted that it was time to go home.

Silas had consumed a few high balls.

"Look here, Stanwood," he suddenly

cried enthusiastically, "you're coming

home with me as my guest."

"'Mr. Pettingill," said Stanwood,

when Silas had repeated his invitation,

"you don't know what I am. I don't

think I'd quite fit in your home—I'm a

chauffeur."

"I don't give a hang what you are!"

cried Silas. "I know a man when I see

one. You're coming right along with

me !"

The chauffeur hesitated a minute;

then the humor of the thing struck him

with irresistible force, and he suddenly

agreed.

Silas awoke the following morning

with many doubts and fears. What

would his wife and daughter say when

they found that he had brought home a

chauffeur? He decided that he was in

for it, but, going downstairs to break-

fast, an idea occurred to him. When
his wife faced him and sternly de-

manded to know who the unexpected

guest was, Silas' idea seemed so brilliant

to him that he met the lady's eyes un-

flinchingly as he replied carelessly:

"Why, I thought you knew him, my
dear/ It's Count Erfitt. Met him at

the club last night. He ran over from

Newport—was going to put up at^ a

hotel, but I thought it would be a nice

thing to bring him here."

Silas did it so well that he got away

with it; and Mrs. Pettingill, all in a

flutter, ran to Helen's room with the

news. Meanwhile, Silas hurried up-

stairs to Stanwood's room to implore

that startled young man to come down

to breakfast and play the role assigned

to him. Stanwood seriously balked this

time, but Silas was evidently in such

dire fear of his wife that the chauffeur

at last consented. Stanwood figured

that it wrould do no harm, as he was

not likely to see these people again.

But the moment Stanwood took

Helen Pettingill's hand and looked into

her brown eyes, something happened

within him that made him mentally

swear at Silas for the deception forced

on him. Here was the one girl in the

world—and he was meeting her under

false colors ! He was only a chauffeur,

but, after all, only her money stood be-

tween them. Stranger things had hap-

pened. But a bogus count!

During breakfast it became evident

that the young people had made a hit

with each other. Mrs. Pettingill was

in the seventh heaven. A count for a

son-in-law ! Silas chuckled, for he knew

that Helen was a chip of the old block,

and liked this young man for his own

sake, count or no count.

Stanwood at last got away somehow

—in love, conscience-stricken, and with

the knowledge of having recklessly ac-

cepted Mrs. Pettingill's pressing invita-

tions to dinner. But, though Stanwood

was really conscience-stricken, it might
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have been observed that he frequently

smiled to himself in a most peculiar

way.

In a few days Mrs. Pettingill gave a

dinner in honor of Count Erritt, and by
moving heaven and earth she had ac-

tually succeeded in obtaining a guest

whom she considered the "social equal"'

of her prize count. This guest she

in the Adirondack^ for the summer

—

Airs. Pettingill being willing, as she had
heard that it was now "quite the thing

to do."

"By Jove, old chap !" exclaimed the

earl. "I've the very place for you! A
friend of mine has a beautiful place up
there, and he wants to rent it—he's

going to Europe." He went into de-

tails, and the upshot of it was that the

Mrs. Pettingill rose with terrible dignity.

grandly introduced as "Our dear Eng-
lish friend, the Earl of Bradwood."
Stanwood gave a start when he heard

the name. He greeted the earl pleas-

antly, but there was an odd light in his

keen blue eyes as he studied the other's

heavy-jawed countenance. Also, it trou-

bled him to note that the earl was de-

voting himself to Helen and evidently

making a not unfavorable impression in

that quarter.

Both Stanwood and the earl remained
after the other guests had gone. It was
then that Silas remarked that he was
thinking of taking a lodge or bungalow

Pettingills decided to take the place, the

earl assuring Silas that he would be

delighted to make the necessary ar-

rangements.

Two weeks later the Pettingills

moved into the Adirondack lodge. The
earl and Stanwood were to follow in a

few days, to spend a month. Strange

to say, the latter no longer made any

objection to the deception. Silas was
delighted. It was the day before he left

for the mountains that Stanwood paid a

visit to John Stafford, an attorney in

lower Broadway. The two had a rather

lengthy conference. "We'll let it stand
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like that, then, Stafford," said Stan-

wood, as he rose to go. "Wait until

you get a wire from me."

It was about ten o'clock of a beau-

tiful August night in the Adirondacks.

The Earl of Bradwood had been out

for a stroll and a smoke. As he ambled

slowly back and came up the steps of

the Pettingill lodge, he caught the sound

of a man's voice and a girl's silvery

laugh. The earl crept to one of the

open windows and peered into the

lighted living room. Stanwood had

Helen's hands, and she was laughingly

trying to pull away from him; but only

for a moment, for, as the earl looked,

Stanwood drew the girl to him—and the

earl saw her return the kiss, then turn

and run up the stairs.

The earl swore ; then stole swiftly to

the end of the veranda. In a little

while he rapped in a peculiar way on

the railing. Evidently in response a

man came up the steps and joined him.

The man was a servant named Dugan,

whom the earl had recommended to

Silas.

Clearly the two understood each

other. "I've lost the chance to get the

girl," were the earl's words, "so we'll

have to pull the other trick. Do it to-

morrow night when we're all over to the

dance at the hotel." The servant went

away without a word, while the earl

strolled into the living room, nodded

coolly to Stanwood, who was still there,

then went up to his room. Stanwood

laughed softly to himself.

But the laugh was on the earl's side

the following night. When they ar-

rived at the hotel for the dance, he

chanced to see the chauffeur of a New
York banker's car greet Stanwood fa-

miliarly and try to talk to him. The

earl interviewed the man and found out

the secret. The fellow resented Stan-

wood's pretense of not knowing him,

and readily agreed to show him up

—

for a consideration.

Stanwood was just leaving the hotel

with Helen on his arm and her mother

and father following close behind when

the earl confronted him -with the grin-

ning chauffeur. "Miss Pettingill," the

earl drawled, "I have just made a most

unpleasant discovery. Our friend, the

count, is a rank bounder—he's nothing

but a common chauffeur. His pal, here,

will explain."

The pal explained. Silas started a

furious denial, but Stanwood suddenly

cut him short. "It's quite true," the

young man said quietly. "I am a

chauffeur, and not a count." He turned

to the girl, whose lips were trembling

with emotion. "Helen, I know that I

must appear a contemptible cad in your

eyes. I shall not try to excuse myself

—not now. But I am going to ask you

something: Will you believe in me

—

just a little longer?"

Helen looked into his eyes and

seemed to read something there—per-

haps she wanted to. "I will," she said,

in a low voice. "I—I can't help it!"

And, ignoring the earl's extended arm,

she ran down the steps and jumped

into the waiting car. Not a word did

she say on the way home, and when the

girl had finally locked herself in her

room she flung herself on her bed and

sobbed. He had deceived her in such

a low, mean way ! And yet—she loved

him

!

Naturally, Stanwood did not return

to the Pettingill lodge that night. He
put up at the hotel, and before going

to bed he stopped at the telegraph desk

and sent a wire to one John. Stafford,

New York.

While Stanwood was at breakfast

next morning, Silas paid him an excited

visit. All sorts of things had happened

at the lodge. His wife would not speak

to him, and had called him a common
lowbrow and heartless wretch; Helen's

jewels had been stolen—and the serv-

ant, Dugan, was missing; and. to cap

all, the Earl of Bradwood, against
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whom Silas had conceived a violent

dislike, had formally asked him for

his daughter's hand in marriage. It

was all too much for Silas, and he

wound up with this desperate propo-

sition : "Hubert, let's you and me beat

it to town on the next train and get

drunk !"

"Mr. Pettingill," said Stanwood,

when the elderly gentleman had calmed

down a little, "I'm going to ask you to

do nothing until to-morrow. Just jolly

the earl along until to-morrow after-

noon. In the meantime, I'll send out

an alarm about the jewels—and Du-

gan."

Silas, who by this time was putting

all sorts of faith in Stanwood, agreed

to the young man's request and de-

parted.

At about the time that Silas was mo-

toring back to the lodge, John Staf-

ford was sitting in the private office

of the law firm that had charge of Silas'

affairs. Though Silas was unaware of

the fact, Stafford was a personal

friend of the oil man's lawyers. An

hour later Stafford was on a train

bound for the Adirondacks.

As the lawyer got off the train at

the mountain station, he was surprised

to see Inspector Burke, of the Xew
York police, alight from another • car.

He saw Burke hire a rig and drive off

down the road. Stafford went to the

hotel, had a short interview with Stan-

wood, then hired an automobile to take

him to the Pettingill lodge alone.

When the car came In sight of the

lodge, Stafford gave an exclamation,

for the inspector was just getting out

of his rig at the gate. "Hello, inspec-

tor!" he said. "What brings you here?"

"You'll find out in a few minutes,"

replied the other noncommittally.

The two visitors were ushered into

the living room, where the Pettingills

and the Earl of Bradwood were dis-

cussing the jewel robbery. Silas in-

troduced his wife and Helen and then

the earl. The inspector put out his

hand to the latter—and then something

startling happened. There was a snap-

ping sound, a short struggle, a series

of imprecations—and the earl's hands

were incased in a beautiful pair of

handcuffs

!

"I'm sorry, Mr. Pettingill and

ladies," said the inspector, "but your

titled friend has been wanted in New
York for quite a while. One of my

men picked up a fellow named Dugan

at the Grand Central yesterday. Dugan

is an old offender, and this time we got

the goods on him—he had a lot of jew-

elry. We gave him the third degree,

and he finally came through with a com-

plete confession and squealed on this

chap, here, who is really tfie notorious

Macklin Thurston, the boss of the

eano-. We lost track of him when he

pulled this fake earl business. Guess

we'll be hiking back."

"Just a minute, inspector," said Staf-

ford. "This couldn't have happened

better. I think you will be interested

in my mission
"

"Cut it!" said Thurston savagely.

"Come on, Burke, I'm ready. You got

me, but I put a crimp in that d

count-chauffeur's game, anyway."

"I'm not so sure of that," said the

lawyer quickly. "Mr. Pettingill, will

you please read these papers ?"

The first paper was a letter from

Silas' own lawyers stating that they

would vouch for any statement that

John Stafford might make. Silas took

up, the other documents and began to

read them. Then he suddenly threw

them into Helen's lap and let out a

bloodcurdling whoop. "Great rattle-

snakes!" he cried. "Who'd have

thought it? Do you get it, Helen?

Your chauffeur is the real Earl of

Bradwood ! No wonder he let me hand

him around as a piffling count !
Maria,

you'd better stick to your lowbrow'
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Silas when it comes to picking the

bloomin' dukes !"

"But," objected Mrs. Pettingill. who
did not at all enjoy the turn of events,

"why should the man wish to conceal

his identity and indulge in low occupa-

tions ?"

"That is easily explained, madam,"
said the lawyer, with a smile. "Hubert
has been away from home and out of

touch with things for a number of years

—knocking around the world in a spirit

of adventure. He even had no idea

that he had fallen heir to the title until

he chanced to meet the false claimant

and paid me a visit. He is a fine young
fellow, and I sincerely hope that this

news will be pleasing to—all of us."

Stafford looked doubtfully at Helen.

The girl had been looking at the

lawyer with shining eyes. Now- they

flashed. "He didn't have to prove him-
self an earl for me," she cried. "I

never liked that count business, and
was glad when father explained it. He
—he was very nice just as a chauffeur

—wasn't he, dad?"
Mrs. Pettingill gasped with horror,

but before she could voice her outraged
feelings Inspector Burke was hustling

the bogus earl from the house, while

Silas was loudly ordering the car

around to send for one Hubert, ex-

chauffeur and rightful Earl of Brad-
wood.

That evening, on the veranda, the

Earl of Bradwood put a certain well-

known question to Helen. She gave
a satisfactory answer, but a little later

she asked a peculiar question of her
own. "Hubert," she said, "what was

the real reason for your coming
home with dad that night?"

"Well," he replied
slowly, "a few nights

before that, you went
to the opera. Your
own car was out of

commission. You

—

you rode to the opera
in my taxi.

:

Oh!" said

Helen.

Helen was

laughingly

trying to

pull away.



IN CHAPLIN'S
HOUSE OF GLASS

By MABEL CONDON

man earns his money, does his

work, and spends his spare time.

A day with Charlie Chaplin un-

der the glass roof of his studio.

Exclusive photographs, published for

the first time, of the greatest comedian

without his make-up, snapped in and

around the studio, will illustrate the arti-

cle. This is but one of the features of

How the world's highest-salaried

Picture-PlayMagazine
FOR DECEMBER. On sale November first
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home-town band in Bucksport, Maine.

Margaret Gibson, Mutual, played in vaudeville

sketches and musical comedies prior to her first ap-

pearance in pictures with the Yitagraph Company.
She took a leading part from the beginning, and made
such a hit that she was sent to the coast. Later she

joined the Tom Ince forces. Afterward she signed a

contract with the Centaur Company, and became a

star under the direction of Horsley. Miss Gibson has

gained an enviable place among screen favorites.

Earle Williams, popular Yitagraph hero, started

his theatrical career with a small stock company in

1 901, playing minor parts. He joined Yitagraph and
at first played extra parts. Previous to this he sold

phonographs for a living, and only went down to the

Yitagraph and applied for extra work after a friend

assured him that it would be much more profitable

than selling Victrolas. His later success in pictures

attests to the wisdom of his friend's advice.

Agnes Vernon, Universal, has been a screen actress

for a little over a year, but has worked her way to

the top of the ladder in that short time. Previously

she had had no theatrical experience. She is not yet

twenty years old. From early childhood Agnes
wanted to go on the stage, but was dissuaded from this

course by her mother. The parental consent for her

to become an actress came after her first visit to Uni-

versal studios.

Arthur Maude, American-Mutual star and di-

rector, was born in England, He was educated in

that country, and began his career in the banking busi-

ness. In 1902 Mr. Maude decided to take up the the-

atrical profession, and played with Sir Henry Irving

in that year at the Lyceum Theater. "Pelleas and

Melisande," Universal, is the first motion picture in

which he appeared. He is now starring Miss Con-

stance Crawley as a director with American.

W I L L I A M
Farnum. Fox,

now an idol of

the photo-play

fans, made his

first public ap-

pearance as



Telling What
popular players
did prior fo be-
coming screen
f^vorire^ -*

Dorothy
Gish. Fine
Arts, entered

pictures about

two years ago.

Her earliest

experience a s

an actress was

in child parts before she was ten years old.

Stuart Holmes plays leads and heavies for the

Fox company. "Stuart" made his theatrical debut in 1

Milwaukee. He would walk upon the stage pompously

during a lull in the lines of the players, and bellow in

an incongruous tone: "The carriage awaits without,

m'lord !" Among the screen plays in which he has
j

been most notably successful are ''Should a Mother
j

Tell?" and "Blindness of Devotion." His favorite di-

versions are sculpturing and painting.

i

Irene Fexwick, Metro, has risen to the rank of a

star in motion pictures from a humble start in the

spoken drama. After studying hard to become an

actress, she applied for a position, believing she had

reached perfection in the histrionic art. She was not
j

the least bit discouraged when offered a place as

chorus girl in "Peggy from Paris." Miss Fenwick

won distinction in the first row of the chorus because

of her good looks.

Al St. John, Keystone, is known to his fellow

players as the "Bounding Boy of the Films." He
started out in life with a medicine show. At school,

while playing hockey, he learned to do all kinds of

acrobatic feats-, and these served him in good stead in

the quack-medicine performances. Al did fine until

the doctors ran out of money, and wanted to pay him
in medicine. Roscoe Arbuckle rescued him and got

him a place in musical comedy.

George Duaxe Baker, Metro director, was a book-

keeper in a bank, and a cartoonist on the Chicago

Times, before he determined to go on the stage. He
studied in a dramatic conservatory for a long time in

order to prepare himself thoroughly for the profession.

At the outset of his career on the boards he luckily

succeeded in getting a place with Walker Whiteside,

In the legitimate drama he was both actor and di-

rector, but has directed only in movies.



Hands and the Woman
Be it death, happiness, love or fear, Florence

LaBadie can register it emotionally by mere-
ly using her educated hands

By Jerome Beatty

SO M E-

WHERE
in Kipling

—our set of

Kipling is in

storage, so we
can't give you
the exact quo-

t a t i o n —
sound advice is

given to a

young man de-

sirous of kissing one or more
young women—one at a

time, of course.

Kipling philosophizes to

this effect:

If a woman resists vou, look at her

hands. If she tries vainly to close

them, go ahead ; there is hope for suc-

cess. But if her hands are clenched

tight, and the thumbs held close to the

fingers—give up. Go get another girl.

Hands tell what the tongue would
suppress.

Few notable motion-picture actresses

have unexpressive hands. Florence

LaBadie, of the Thanhouser Company,
however, probably has made a more
careful study of "'hand emotion" than

any other star. Miss LaBadie's hands

are faithful workers. They belong to

no union. They are ready to act when-
ever called upon.

Frederic Sullivan. Miss LaBadie's

director, is as careful about hands as

he is about facial expression.

"First the face, then the hands," is

As Flo LaBadie would

look if she were

a spider.

his order of

procedure.

"Hands are

the punctua-

t i o n marks,

the capital

letters, the
italics of

dramatic ex-

pression," he

says. "They're

important in the

spoken drama, but of vastly

more use in motion pic-

tures, where the actress

hasn't the aid of the spoken

word to help her portray

her part clearly to the audience.

"Watch Miss LaBadie, or any other

motion-picture star who is qualified to

be called an artist, and you will see that

she has not forgotten her hands.

Watch the fingers ; even the position of

the thumb is important. I would rather

have an armless actor than one who had
unintelligent hands."

Miss LaBadie has a novel idea.

"So important is 'hand expression,'
"

she says, "that I believe a motion-pic-

ture story could be told almost entirely

with close-ups of hands, leaving out en-

tirely the faces of the actors.

"For instance, there is the passionate

kiss of- sweethearts. The girl's hands,

on the man's back, tell the story. You
don't need the faces. The fingers are

spread far apart in tense emotion, and

she is holding him tight.
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What

are these emo-

tional hands saying?

Here's what Flo LaBadie,

who owns them, meant they should

portray. The ones in the upper

r
right-hand corner should dis-

close to a wise lover: "There is

still hope. I believe you love me.

Keep arguing." Just below they be-

tray the fact that the wan they are

encircling is her hubby, and in the

center they indignantly inform: "I

iron't have you. Get another girl." At

the south of the page they display <ingerfully that the man w ith the. shoulders is her sweetheart.
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Hands in the position below would exclaim to an]

audience: "He's killed!"

This takes

the place

of a shriek

saying:

"You stole

my hus-

band."

the same ex-

otic passion.

It is a more
tender love.
H e r fingers

are not
spread out.
She does not

hold him
tight. She is

"Then take the same scene several

years later, after the two have mar-
ried."

"Ah," thought the interviewer.

"Here I get cynical expression regard-

ing the failure of married life. Here's
where I pick up a story about how
Florence LaBadie thinks marriage is an
unhappy state

!"

But it didn't come out that way.
"The way a wife kisses her husband,"

Miss LaBadie continued, ''is shown in

the hands. She loves him, but not with

more gentle,

more mother-
ing, perhaps.

"Many ac-

tresses," she

went on, ''ex-

press any sort

of violent
emotion b y
beating their

breasts.
That's wrong.
A w o m a n

clenches her

fists on her

sorrow or great

that brings her

breast only in great

fear—in an emotion

heart into her throat, and puts a tight

feeling in her chest. She can't breathe.

She beats her breast involuntarily, to

drive out that feelin^."

Miss LaBadie was making a scene in

''Saint, Woman, and Devil," a picture

being directed by Mr. Sullivan, when
the interviewer arrived, seeking some-
thing to write abcut. It was Miss
LaBadie who really gave the hunch for

this varn.
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She was standing beside a table,

around which were sitting a board of

directors.

''You own the factory," Mr. Sulli-

van was saying to his star. "These

men want to call off the strike because

the workingmen are suffering. You
are a devil. You don't want to help

the workingmen. 'Xo!' you sneer.

'No, let them suffer !'
"

Miss LaBadie rehearsed the scene

several times. Always she was careful

of her hands, but she didn't get just the

effect necessary.

"You're unconcerned about the suf-

fering men," Mr. Sullivan helped her.

"You're a cruel woman. You don't

care about your workmen. Be non-

chalant."

Still the effect wasn't just right.

Suddenly Mr. Sullivan found the so-

lution.

"Back up against the table,'' he -sug-

gested. "Drop your left thumb on it,

and drop your fingers one after the

other lightly against the table. What
emotion does that convey to you ?"

j J

Miss LaBadie tried it. So did the in-

terviewer. You try it yourself, and as

you do it, lift your -shoulders and
slowly sneer: ''Let them suffer."

It gave Miss LaBadie the keynote

she wanted. Doesn't just that action of

the hand help you realize the situation ?

Of course, it does.

That's where this story really began.

A little while later we persuaded Mr.

Sullivan to pose with Miss LaBadie.

"In the picture," we suggested, "you

will be posing Miss LaBadie, who is

portraying fear. Have her coming into

the room ; there she discovers a burglar

with his revolver leveled at her. Show
by the hands how a person would por-

tray such an emotion."

Air. Sullivan said he would.

"Miss LaBadie," he explained, "we're

going to be photographed—the two of

In a sudden moment of terror she clutched the curtain?.
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us. You are just coming through the

curtains, and we are going to discuss a

play."

The interviewer felt that Mr. Sulli-

van had misund :rstood, and started to

protest.

Mr. Sullivan came near. "I'll get

what you want, We'll play a joke on

Miss LaBadie," he said, under his

breath. ''Hands showing fear. It'll be

natural. Wait."

The camera man got his focus.

"When I speak," said Air. Sullivan,

"shoot."

"Now, Miss LaBadie," he went on.

''You are coming through the curtains

to speak with me about a play. Ready !"

Miss LaBadie parted the curtains.

Mr. Sullivan leaped toward her.

"Shut up!" he thundered.

Astounded at the sudden action of

her director, she seized the curtains.

The camera man snapped. And there

you have the photograph that Miss
LaBadie still laughingly calls "Director

and star discussing the play."

It was later that day that we were
seated about a table—a round table

—

discussing seriously the value of being

able to hold hands properly. There was
a camera man there who claimed great

knowledge of an unusuallv expressive

way of holding hands, but the only

trouble was that he wouldn't allow any
one to. take a photograph of it for dis-

play. Then he demonstrated. He laid

down an ace, king, queen, jack, and ten

of spades.

THE BATTLE "CRT"
|T'S a cruel shame," she whispered.

And she watched while soldiers died.

Round about them rolled the smoke clouds;

And a wild, resistless tide

Swept in fury o'er the ramparts

With a mighty, soundless cheer.

"Oh, it's cruel !" cried the watcher,

And she brushed away a tear.

''Can the tears, sis," said a roughneck
As the serried ranks grew thinner ;

'

'You can bet that bunch of 'dead men'
Wish they could go home to dinner."

J. D. Bradford.



SYNOPSIS OF PRECEDING CHAPTERS

HENRY CASTINE, a Louisiana political boss, assisted by a band of river pirates, led

by Sundown Stagg, is trying to obtain title to the island of Cypremont, near New

Orleans. Prosper Darrow, to whom the estate has been given by an uncle, is kidnaped and

carried off to Carencro. the pirate leader's island headquarters, where he draws
_

up a

false contract to sell the property. Darrow is rescued from the outlaws, and carried to

a near-by shore by Dolly Campbell, an ex-actor river skipper, assisted by Lawrence, a

camera man, who has accompanied the Greatorex All-Star Film Company to Cypremont

to get pictures. Darrow. Campbell, and Marian Robson, a leading lady with whom Dar-

row and Castine have fallen in love, escape in a canoe to a small island. Thence, after

spending the night there, they seek the swamp rendezvous of a vigilance committee that

intends to overthrow Carencro and its outlaws, including Castine. During the trip, Darrow

and Marian Robson exchange confidences. Darrow admits to bank embezzlement, and

Miss Robson divulges her separation from an actor husband. Campbell is disabled by a

snake bite. Two outlaws pursue them, and are shot by an unseen friend of the trio as

the latter approach the rendezvous.

CHAPTER XIII.

WHO is it, Prosper?" exclaimed

Marian Robson, half fear-

fully. In the appearance of

that tall, silent figure there seemed

something uncanny.

"Either it is my Uncle Jules, or I

am crazy!" murmured Darrow, and

lifted his voice in a call. "Is that you,

Uncle Jules, or your ghost?"

The tall figure broke through the

bushes and came to the water's edge to

meet the canoe.

"It is I, Prosper. I had not thought

to see you here."

8

'"And I thought you were in Cuba!"

gasped Darrow, stepping forth and

drawing up the bow of the craft. "I

—but, pardon me ! Miss Robson, may

I present my uncle, Jules Gremillion?"

For once in his life, at least, Darrow

of Cypremort was dumfounded ;
he

could only stand to one side and stare,

as Jules Gremillion helped Marian

from the canoe.

More than he had dared confess, the

supposed flight of his uncle from the

threats of Stagg had wounded him bit-

terly; he had never understood it, he

had shrunk from the thought of it.
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Now, however, he understood the

whole matter, and the mystery was

made clear to him. Jules Gremillion,

whom every one thought had fled

away, had in reality taken in hand the

suppression of Carencro ; and after ral-

lying those whom he could trust, after

perfecting an organization of some

kind, had come into the recesses of the

bayous to secure the evidence against

the outlaws, if possible.

This, too, was the explanation of all

that had wounded Prosper Darrow
that morning. Gremillion had made

his nephew master of Cypremort, and

had sedulously endeavored to keep him

out of the storm that was brewing;

then, as became his name and station,

had gone to work at the task appointed.

And yet—and yet

Darrow doubted.

He saw his Uncle Jules bowing over

the hand of Marian; tall, dignified,

very courteous was the elder man,

dressed in clothes that spoke indefin-

ably of an older generation, erect and

keen-eyed, proud to the uttermost. If

others were concerned in this plot

against Carencro, who and where were

they ?

"What has brought you thither, gen-

tlemen?" demanded Gremillion. ''And

to what do I owe the pleasure of a visit

from so charming a lady?"

"Act first and talk later, Jules," said

Campbell bluntly. "Those men who
were after us

"

"Will not trouble you further, I

trust," and Gremillion waved his hand

loftily. "You are shot in the leg,

Dolly?"

"Shot by a rattler," grunted the

other. "We'd best get to yo' Rice-

marsh camp at once, and explain then

what has happened."

"Very well. Since your canoe will

not hold four, I will paddle you there.

My dear Prosper, may I trouble you to

conduct Miss Robson by trail ? You'll

find my rifle among the trees just

above
;
pray bring it."

"Where is this camp of yours?" de-

manded Darrow.
"Directly over this rise. The water

route is somewhat longer than the trail,

which is blazed on the north side of the

oak trees. You will have no trouble in

following it, sir, and Miss Robson will

find it much more pleasant than the

water way."

Darrow watched his uncle get into

the canoe and shove off.

"Dominant, strong-willed, and lov-

able as the devil!" he muttered. "A
gentleman of the old South, if ever

there was one ! But Fd like to know
just how much of all this talk is fact,

and how much "

"I beg your pardon?" The girl's

voice broke into his thoughts, and he

turned with a quick smile.

"Oh, I was just thinking aloud, Maid
Marian. Shall we start?"

"Those two men :—where are they?"

asked the girl, her gray eyes troubled.

Under her steady gaze Darrow so-

bered. "Surely, they are in need of

help?"

"No. My uncle has the reputation

of never missing his aim. What of it?

Consider them as wild beasts—crimi-

nals, man hunters—and regard their

fate as justice come upon them un-

awares. Do not mourn for them,

Marian."

Despite his words, her face was pale

as she entered the folding trees, beside

him.

A few yards away, Darrow found

his uncle's rifle, and rejoined the girl,

nor did he encounter any difficulty in

following the trail. But he was in no

hurry. The sudden meeting with his

uncle, the dramatic rescue, the abrupt

shift of circumstances that found him

at one minute in danger of his life, and

at the next walking through the sweet,

spring woods with Marian Robson

—

all this acted as a tonic to his brain.
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Forgotten was his mental uneasiness,

his doubting; forgotten was all save,

the glorious presence of the girl at his

side.

"Up North there is snow and ice,

Maid Marian—and here, look at the

tender beauty of the new rice !" he

cried joyously. "Here in the woods,

you and I ! Does it not seem odd that

there should be anything in the world

except fellowship, and the green trees,

and the blue sky?"

"Yes, this is a world in itself," she

assented, grasping his mood. "When
the woods close around one, it is like

the end of the earth; like the universe

become a room !"

"Oh, you are well named, Maid
Marian !" Darrow's rugged face was

alight, and his laugh rang as it had

rarely sounded of late. "What have

you to do with cities and the crowded

ways of men ? What have you to do

wath the living hypocrisy of moving

pictures? Why, girl, you are part of

the magic of the woods, the mystic

beauty of primeval things ! How puny

seems everything here in the woods !"

"Even Cypremort?" she questioned

merrily.

"Cypremort! Aye, even Cypremort.

Yet I know well that when I am back

at Cypremort I'll forget the witchery

of the woods "

"And when I am back in the side

lines, I'll forget the glamour, too."

She glanced around, and a sigh broke

from her. "You're right, there is a

witchery here, a madness of the for-

est, Prosper! A fortnight ago, how
different everything seemed to me \"

"To you? And what of me?" Dar-

row paused, and when he continued

there was a deeper note in his voice.

"You don't realize that I was a man
out of the world, stuck here in an an-

cient house, managing a rice planta-

tion, engaged with the same people, the

same petty affairs, day after day and

year after year—until you came into

my world, Marian !"

"Don't, please !" She halted, a sud-

den stricken look in her eyes. "You
forget

"

"I forget what? That according

to conventions we are as yet strangers ?

Not so ! I used to think that it was
only in books that people learned to

know each other in a few days; but

now I know better, Marian. Or am I

thinking only of myself and not of

you? Am I mistaken in believing that

we have learned to know each other

thoroughly, to trust each other ?"

"That is true, Prosper," she said

quietly. "But I am not—

"You are not free?" Again he took

up her words impetuously. "Bah

!

That is less than nothing, Marian, to

me ! If things were otherwise with

you, if you were happily married

—

would that make any difference to me?
No ! You have come into my world,

and that is the sum of it all. You have

come, and presently you will go again,

and I ask no more than that w7hen you

do go, the memory of your true eyes

may always linger with me in the dark

moments."
For a moment she met his gaze

—

steadily, unwaveringly.

"You are a strange mixture of ideal-

ist and practical man," she said at last

slowly. "I do not understand you,

Prosper, but I do not think any one

could help liking you. I like your odd

conception of trying to make yourself

out a criminal ; I like what—what you

have just said, although it is anything

but practical. Still, we must forget

these things; we must forget this

woods madness, this knowledge of, and

liking for, each other. We have

drifted together by chance
"

"Would you call it altogether

chance?" he asked gravely. Under his

regard her cheeks flushed redly.

"Let us call it that, Prosper. It—it

is safer so Now I think we had best
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hurry along, or your uncle will be com-

ing in search of us."

"No
;
my uncle is a gentleman. But

let us go, since you will. This has

been a very sweet day to me, Marian,

in spite of its bitterness. You do not

mind my saying so much, do you?"

"Why, of course not ! Has it not

been the same to me?"
Darrow flinched from her steady

gaze, and knew that she was stronger

far than he himself.

"Come, then," he said huskily.

They walked on in silence. To Dar-

row it seemed hours since they had en-

tered the woods ; the few words ex-

changed had been pregnant with more

than had appeared on the surface, and

he had come to a great understanding

of himself.

For he knew that he had found The

Woman. Though she was barred from

him, he had found her, and in her very

reticence he had read her acceptance of

the fact. He loved her for her silences.

Darrow, better than most men, knew
the value of silence, of reserve, and ap-

preciated it. This had been a big day

for him, entirely aside from physical

vicissitudes, for in this day, more than

in the past five years put together, he

had disclosed something of his inner

self, and had found awakened in his

heart something more than he cared or

dared to admit.

Thus, scarce exchanging another

word, they came into the Ricemarsh

camp. Like that where they had spent

the previous night, it had been well

chosen. Two tiny log cabins nestled

amid the trees at the verge of a hid-

den back bayou—a quiet pool, where

lay the canoe beside the fast Cypre-

mort launch, in which Gremillion had

presumably departed for Xew Orleans.

Campbell sat near one of the huts,

Gremillion with him ; and the latter rose

as Darrow came forward with Marian
Robson.

"I regret, Miss Robson, that we have

no worthy accommodations here," said

the old Southerner. "However, it will

hardly be necessary for you to spend
the night in this place."

"Have you and Dolly been mapping
things out already?" asked Darrow, as

Marian smilingly seated herself on the

blanket spread by Gremillion.

"We have, sub," returned Campbell
pompously. "I have apprised yo' uncle

of all that has occurred, and we have
laid plans accordingly. He thinks, and
I agree with him, that it is best for you
to return to Carencro with Miss Rob-
son, this afternoon."

Darrow fumbled for his pipe and sat

down, staring helplessly at these two
arbiters of destiny.

CHAPTER XIV.

Precise, dignified, unsmiling, Jules

Gremillion delivered his mandate ; and

he was not a man whose opinions

could be crossed with any success.

"You .must return to Carencro at

once, Prosper," he said severely. "Dur-

ing the night, Mr. Campbell and I will

gather our friends, and by morning we
will pay Mr. Castine a visit saus cere-

mony."

Darrow glanced from one to the

other, incredulous.

"Do you actually mean that you're

sending Miss Robson back into that

den?" he queried, aghast. "Why, it's

absurd ! Let her remain here
"

"I know what is best, Prosper," re-

turned Gremillion in his stately

fashion. "You must trust to my judg-

ment, lad."

Darrow flushed darkly.

"You'll have to put up a mighty

strong argument, Uncle Jules, before

I'll consent to such a mad scheme as

that!" he exclaimed. "If you can get

out of here to-night, take Miss Robson

with you. Leave her at the Quebidoux
plantation, or the Saizan place

"

Gremillion cleared his throat. "Allow
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me to explain, Prosper. I cannot get

out of these bayous, watched as they

are by Stagg's men, with Dolly and this

launch. I can get in back of the Quebi-

doux lands, then I must abandon Mr.

Campbell, and strike across the marshes

on foot; there is an old trail which I

can make, but which Miss Robson could

not possibly use."

'"Could you not leave me to take care

of Mr. Campbell?" put in the girl

anxiously.

"I regret, ma'am," returned Dolly,

''that such action would not fit in with

our plans. Remember, Castine knows

nothing of my presence here. If you

and Prosper return to Carencro, the

outlaws will be under no further ap-

prehension; their guards will be called

in, and the way will be open for our

raid in the morning."

''In other words," said Darrow hotly,

"you mean to place Miss Robson in

jeopardy for the sake of clearing a

way to Carencro?"

"Prosper, you amaze me, sir," de-

clared Gremillion proudly. "Do you

imagine that I would knowingly place a

lady in peril for any reason whatever?

Certainly not, sir ! I have taken coun-

sel with Mr. Campbell; we have gone

into the matter thoroughly, and under

the existing circumstances it is our firm

conviction that Miss Robson will have

nothing to fear, at least until after to-

morrow. And by that time the danger

will be over."

Darrow met the girl's eyes, and in re-

sponse to their appeal he nodded re-

assuringly. Yet. at heart, he felt any-

thing but confidence.

He knew very well that nothing he

could say would shake his uncle;

when Jules Gremillion undertook any

project, the leadership was absolutely

and finally decided. Xow that Camp-
bell and Gremillion, stubborn men both,

had decided there was no immediate

peril to Marian, and that she had best

return to Carencro for the coming night,

Darrow knew that there was no ap-

peal. He accepted the fact grimly, his

lips clenched.

Well as he was acquainted with his

Uncle Jules, Darrow found it a bit dif-

ficult to fathom the actions of this gen-

tleman of the old regime. It was hard

to imagine Jules Gremillion, the stately

aristocrat of Cypremort, wandering

here in the bayous without body serv-

ants or helpers ; Darrow had never as-

sociated his uncle with conspiracies and

intrigues, and now doubts came flood-

ing anew into his mind.

Darrow rose, his face hard set, his

eyes cold and bitter. He would avoid

the futile work of combating his uncle

and Dolly Campbell, but he had no

idea of yielding to their dictation: He
believed that at last he had struck upon

the true solution of their strange en-

deavors.

"We may as well have it over with,"

he said harshly. "Marian, will you

please get into the canoe and be ready

to start? What route do I take back

to Carencro, Uncle Jules?"

"Cannot you follow the course you

pursued hither, sir ?" responded Gremil-

lion.

"I cannot," snapped Darrow. "You

have been hunting and fishing in these

bayous all your life. I have been out

in them barely a dozen times."

Gremillion nodded, his eagle eyes

fastened abstractedly upon the water.

"Go back to that small bayou where

you first sighted those two scoundrels

this morning, Prosper. The main

bayou leads from the other end of that

one, direct to Carencro. You need not

leave the main bayou at all."

"Yerv well. When do you plan to

reach Carencro to-morrow, and how

many will be in your party?" demanded

Darrow, watching his uncle keenly.

Gremillion flashed him a swift glance.

"That is not for you to know, Pros-

per," returned the elder man, with a

vague but lofty gesture. "In case any-
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thing goes wrong with our plans, in

case Castine should escape and make
trouble, I will not have you involved

in it. Our actions may not be accord-

ing to legal usage, you understand. Be

content, lad, and trust that my judg-

ment is acting for your own best, and

Miss Robson's best."

The stern face was softened for a

moment, and Darrow turned, his uncle's

hand on his shoulder. Without re-

sponse, he walked down to the canoe,

stepped into the stern, and shoved out.

Marian did not turn toward him, nor

did he speak until they were down the

lake, and had passed the overturned

canoe of their pursuers. Then, when
they had slipped into the bayou and

were beyond sight of Gremillion and

Campbell, Darrow laid in his paddle

and broke the silence.

"Well, Maid Marian ! What do you

think of my respected uncle?"

She faced about, and eyed him for

a moment before replying:

"I'm not quite sure, Mate Prosper.

He's a wonderfully fine old man, of

course, but—but I'm afraid I don't

quite understand him."'

"You're not alone in that." The
shadow of a smile twisted Darrow's

lips in a bitter grimace. "When my
Uncle Jules gets a fool notion into his

head, he's about as logical and stub-

born as Don Quixote. Look at this

conspiracy thing, for example !"

"Oh. I think it's splendid of him to

take the lead against Castine's bandits
!"

Marian exclaimed quickly. "All that

I meant was about going back to Ca-

rencro."

"Sure." Darrow pursed up his lips

in a silent whistle, pretending to think

hard ; in reality, he was watching the

fine curves of the girl's face, and ad-

miring the erect poise of her shapely

head. "By glory," he added to himself,

"I'd like to meet up with that brute of

a husband of hers, for about five min-

utes !"

Aloud, however, he kept strictly to

the subject in hand.

"I'll be frank with you, Marian," he

said quietly, "for I can tell you what
I'd not say to any one else. We've
heard quite a lot to-day about plots and
intrigue and so forth ; but when you

come down to cold, hard fact, it isn't

done any more—not even down in this

country."

"What do you mean?" she asked,

puzzled, her clear eyes watching his

face. "That Castine
"

"I'm not talking about Castine," cut

in Darrow. "I'm talking about my
uncle and Dolly Campbell. Of course,

I may be entirely mistaken
;
my uncle

may have been secretly at work with,

other planters, and he may have forty

or fifty men ready to jump in when he

gives the word, and wipe Carencro oft

the map. As I say, this is possible

—

but I do not regard it as highly prob-

able."

She stared at him, amazed.

"Oh! Surely not that! Why, after

all Captain Dollv said—and your uncle

has been here tracing the stolen things

"Tut, tut!" Darrow leaned forward

earnestly. "As I say. I may be entirely

Avrong, and I trust I am
; but just stop

and consider a few things, Marian ! I

have often urged upon our neighbors

the formation of a band of vigilantes;

now, if such an organization has been

formed, it has been done with such se-

crecy that not a word has come to me
of it. That could be possible, of course,

but I have some good friends around

here, and they'd slip me a word about

it. I believe."

"Perhaps," she made slow reply,

"they have kept silent at your uncle's

request. Prosper. He seems very deter-

mined not to draw you into trouble, and

to me that seems a fine and lovely qual-

itv in him."

Darrow nodded, his face grave.

"Conceded. But my uncle is an old
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man, Marian; he's full of fancies, and

is prone to imagine that things exist as

he would like to have them exist. I ex-

pect he imagines that by sending an

alarm around the plantations, he can

raise a force of men at any moment,

when in reality he would have a hard

job doing it."

"Then you really think that—that

Mr. Gremillion was misled
"

"I think so."

''But what of Mr. Campbell? Even

if such a thing were true of your uncle,

it would not hold good with such a man
as the captain, Prosper."

"No? We differ there. Much as I

like Dolly, he's a chap who loves to pose

—the profession is in his very blood.

He fairly worships my uncle, too. If

Jules Gremillion said black was white,

Dolly Campbell would swear to it. It's

a regular case of Don Quixote and

Sancho Panza over again—a cruel

thing to say, perhaps, but none the

less exactly what I feel, Marian."

She was silent for a moment. When
at length she made answer, her voice

was low and serious, vibrant with sym-

pathy for the man watching her.

"I understand, Prosper. It makes

everything hard for you, I know
;

still,

what is there we can do, except to fol-

low your uncle's directions? Knowing
that we are back at Carencro, he'll

spare no effort to rescue you."

"But his efforts may accomplish

nothing. I couldn't see you go to that

place again
,
Marian, and be in the

power of that scoundrel Castine ! Good
heavens, girl, it's absolutely unthink-

able !"

"What is there to do, then?" she

asked quietly.

"Use this." Darrow picked up

Campbell's rifle, which still lay in the

canoe beside him. "I don't know the

side bayous, but I can follow the main

bayou to Carencro, then circle around

it. Say the word, Marian, and we'll

smash through somehow—take the

fighting chance for safety. Will you

do it, or do you want to go to Caren-

cro and give up the fight?"

"No, I don't want to go there, of

course," she said, a gleam of admira-

tion in her eyes as she studied his face.

"Then, will you take a chance on

breaking through the blockade?"

"I'll do whatever you think best,

Prosper."

For a long moment their eyes held.

Then, with a great laugh on his lips,

and a song quickening in his heart, Dar-

row picked up his paddle and sent them

out into the stream.

"We'll try it, Marian ! By glory,

you're a woman !"

CHAPTER XV.

Darrow drove into the main bavou,

an hour later, without having seen any

sign of Stagg's men. That these might

appear at every instant, at each bend of

the water road, he knew well.

"I don't think you need fear any-

thing," he said grimly to Marian in the

bow. "No doubt Castine has ordered

his men to avoid injuring you at any

cost. If we do meet any one, I'll get

in the first shot."

"Those other ones fired at us," she

returned.

"Yes, but thev missed—and for men
of their stamp to miss is rather un-

usual, Marian. It was a good thing

my uncle showed up on the dot."

"I think it was terrible," she rejoined

simply. "I can hardly realize that two

men were killed
"

"They'll not be very lonely at the

Styx if any one else interferes with

us," chuckled Darrow. "Don't worn-

over those criminals."

She made no response, and they

threaded their way onward in silence.

Hot-headed though Darrow's deci-

sion was, his cooler second thought con-

firmed it. Marian might be in no

danger at Carencro. true
;

but, de-
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spite all reason, something in Darrow
rebelled against taking her back there.

Moreover, he did not have confi-

dence, he could not have confidence, in

Jules Gremillion as a dictator to the

Fates'. Darrow resolutely shut his

thoughts away from this subject;

whether or not he were grossly mis-

judging his uncle and Campbell, mat-

tered not to him. The main thing was

Marian Robson. For himself alone, he

would have returned to Carencro at his

uncle's bidding; but deliberately take

Marian there, he would not.

Then, in a flash, all his hopes and fine

determination crashed into nothing, and

the hand of Fate intervened among the

tangled skeins woven by men.

The canoe was dropping down an

open reach, bordered on either hand by

moss-hung swamp trees, when Darrow

saw Marian swiftly raise her hand.

"A boat, Prosper "

Before Darrow could even back

water, a skiff holding Sundown Stagg

and two other men darted into sight

directly ahead, and, perhaps, thirty feet

distant. To Darrow's amazement, the

three outlaws merely gazed at him with

amused grins. Nor did their attitude

alter in the least when, with a swift

movement, he shoved the paddle for-

ward to Marian, and swung up his

cocked rifle.

''Out of the channel, Stagg! Flash

a weapon and you're gone
"

''Not so fast, my dear Darrow/' cut

in a smooth voice from behind.

Darrow turned. In a flash he re-

alized that he had come upon complete

and irretrievable disaster.

From either side of the moss-draped

bayou behind him was debouching a

canoe. Three men sat in each, and in

the prow of the nearer craft was sit-

ting Henri Castine, clad in rough

clothes, but debonair despite his ap-

parel.

"Drop your rifle overboard, please."

commanded Castine. "I would much

regret having to institute a quarrel in

the presence of Miss Robson." Then
he went on in the patois that the girl

did not understand: "Be quick, you

fool ! The way is blocked, and you

will die if you resist. Otherwise, J

shall not harm you."

Without any faith in such a promise,

Darrow could not do otherwise than

obey Castine's command, for the men
in the two flanking canoes held re-

A'olvers trained on him. He tossed

Campbell's rifle into the water.

''You win, Castine," he exclaimed

bitterly. "You knew of our coming

this way ?"

"Of course. We have watchers in

the highest trees."

The three craft came closing in. Dar-

row was surprised to see that Castine

apparently paid no attention to Marian,

after receiving one cold regard from

the girl. The master of Carencro, in-

deed, seemed not his usual suave self.

Coming alongside Darrow's canoe,

Castine passed a line about the bow,

handed it to Stagg in the skiff, then

stepped lithely into the canoe, between

Darrow and Marian. He turned to the

girl with an apologetic word.

"Our friends will tow us in to Ca-

rencro, Miss Robson. If you will pray

pardon me, I will converse with Mr.

Darrow in our Creole tongue, since

there are one or two strictly private

matters which we must settle at once."

Marian did not turn, nor did she give

any sign of having heard the word-.

The two other canoes darted away

;

Stagg's two men fell to their oars, and,

as the captive canoe began to drag

slowlv after the skiff, Darrow found

Castine smiling maliciously at him.

"Well, m'sieu, confess yourself

beaten at last
!"

"The game's not finished yet, Cas-

tine."

"No. But unless you are amenable

to reason, it will be finished very shortly

—for you."
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"Oh! Then you have a proposal to

make ?"

"Certainly not, my dear m'sieu! I

merely have an alternative to otter you.

You see, by this evening I shall have as-

sembled the entire Greatorex band of

actors at Carencro. So far, the man
Griggs suspects nothing of untoward

moment; he believes that Miss Robson

went back to Cypremont last night, un-

expectedly, for some missing parts of

her wardrobe."

"I thought you could lie well to him.'"

said Darrow.

"You compliment me. At present,

then, only Lawrence is fully cognizant

of the situation—that is, if he is fully

cognizant of it."

'•He is." Darrow nodded in response

to the other's questioning glance.

"Here, then, is the plan. You will

pass me your word to insure the silence

of Lawrence—as you can easily do in

a few words to him. You will then, to-

morrow morning, state publicly before

these actors and my own men, that you

have sold me Cypremort of your own

free will."

"And how do your plans affect the

lady, yonder?" Darrow indicated

Marian.

"Oh, she enters no more into my
plans!" Castine shrugged his shoul-

ders. "I have found that she has a

husband already. Much as I would like

the amusement, I have stepped in slip-

pery places of late, and I cannot afford

to risk a public scandal. No, no ! There

are other ladies in the world, n'est ce

pas?"

Darrow repressed the loathing and

hatred which gripped him, and gazed

at Castine, his rugged face inscrutable.

"Then, I take it," he inquired, "you

have no other object in view than the

securing yourself in the possession of

Cypremort ?"

"That, and the absence of all future

bother on the subject," assented Castine

to be c

blandly. "One way or another, I must

be rid of these actors."

Darrow conjectured shrewdly that

Castine had been hard put to it to keep

the him players in ignorance of condi-

tions.

"They will be my guests at Cypre-

mort. until their work there is finished.

I depend on you to smooth matters

out for me in the morning."

"Thanks."' was Darrow's ironic com-

ment. "And if I fail to do so?"

Castine darted him a meaning, crafty,

smiling glance.

"That is a question soon answered,

m'sieu. We will stop within sight of

Carencro. If you assent to my request,

then we shall go on; to-morrow the

Greatorex people return to Cypremort

with me, and you shall be free to go

whither you wish. But, if you fail to

give your consent
"

He paused for a moment, upon his

olive face the thin smile which Darrow

hated.

"If you fail," he went on coolly,

"you will be knifed and sent overboard,

and Miss Robson will be turned over

to Stagg's men for disposition."

In Casting's unflinching gaze Dar-

row read determination, desperation;

he knew that Castine would survive this

situation at all costs of bloodshed or

suffering, if need were. It would not

be the first time that the Carencro

bayous had witnessed the silencing of

men and women who knew too much.

Castine's alternative was delivered in

terrible earnest.

"Very well," said Darrow calmly.

"You may have my answer now, Cas-

tine. I will do as you wish in the mat-

ter. You win."

"Upon your word of honor?" de-

manded the other swiftly.

"Yes," assented Darrow. His face

looked drawn, older by years. The

course to which he had assented was a

bitter one.

NCLUDED.



Screen Gossip
A hundred reels of the happenings in film-

dom, condensed into a few lively pages

By Neil G. Caward

THE whole film world was upset

a little while ago by a rumor
that the Paramount Pictures

Corporation had passed over to the con-

trol of the McClure Publications, In-

corporated. This was almost instantly

followed by a denial from Paramount,

and on top of that Frederick L. Collins,

president of the McClure organization,

brought suit against the Paramount cor-

poration and certain of its stockholders

to enforce a twelve-million-dollar option

on the company's capital stock. This

suit is still pending in the courts, but

meanwhile the September issue of Mc-
Clure's Magazine has appeared on the

news stands containing an announce-

ment that the McClure organization is

already hard at work making films, de-

spite the fact that the releasing medium
or distribution plan is not yet definitely

determined upon. Ann Murdock is to

star in the first McClure picture, and

Holbrook Blinn in the second. Five

other stars are said to be already un-

der contract, and it is planned to assem-

ble into one group the stars of all the

various ''programs," and then to give

each feature production such advertis-

ing as to date has only been accorded

the big serial productions. Advertis-

ing campaigns planned to reach, fifty

milion readers through magazines and

newspapers are already being laid out

for the McClure pictures. In an inter-

view, President Collins, of McClure's,

recently said : "It is too early to talk

about distribution plans, but I am in a

position to predict that McClure Pic-

tures will be distributed by the most

powerful distributing organization in

the United States, controlling two and
possibly three of the existing com-
panies/abundantly financed by McClure
interests, and - managed by the recog-

nized leaders in the distribution and
sales business." Evidently film fans

have something to look forward to with
interest.

New York has seen David Wark
Griffith's newest spectacle, and pro-

claimed it a masterpiece. The succes-

sor to "The Birth of a Nation" is

called "Intolerance," and was presented

for the first time at the Liberty Theater,

New York, on August 22A. This is the

picture which the. public has been hear-

ing about under the title of "The
Mother and the Law." which was the

working name given the production. It

is positively astounding in its massive-

ness, and deals with such impressive

events as the fall of Babylon and the

advent of the Nazarene into Judea, the

massacre of St. Bartholomew's Day in

1572, and events of modern times. "In-

tolerance" is unquestionably Griffith's

greatest production to date. What fur-

ther miracles this master producer will

perform can only be guessed at.

It isn't all fun being editor of one of

the big film-news weeklies, take it from
Pell Mitchell, editor of the Mutual
Weekly—he knows. Remember the big

explosion of war munitions stored on

a dock in New York harbor? Well,
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having'

Pell and a camera man were aboard a

tug and "shooting the burning dock"'

long before the shells had ceased to ex-

plode, and then they suddenly came to

the conclusion that they had been

wafted over to the European battle

zone, for the bursting shells began to

rain down all about them. A three-inch

shell came hurtling through the air,

struck a guy rope almost over the spot

where Mr. Mitchell was standing, and

fell to the deck. Mitchell had the case

polished, and then engraved the date

and place of his near death on one side

of the odd souvenir. A miss is as good

as a mile, thinks Pell, but after this he

hopes danger won't come any nearer

than the mile limit.

Busy Herbert Brenon, who we told

you last month was going into the film-

making industry for himself

severed all connections

with the Fox organiza-

tion, following a dispute

as to just how large his

name was to appear on

the posters

announcing

Anne tte

K eller-
mann in "A
Daugh-
ter of the

Gods," is

letting no

grass grow
under his feet.

The first an-

nouncement m e r e 1 v

hinted that some cele-

brated ladies were un-

der contract, and would

appear in big motion-

picture spectacles to

be staged by Mr. Bre-

non. But now Well.

now, "War Brides,"

made from a celebrated

vaudeville sketch, is already completed,

and beautiful Madame Nazimova is its

star. Not satisfied with that, Brenon.

has closed a five-year lease on the old

Ideal studios and laboratories, located

on the Hudson County Boulevard at

Hudson Heights, Xew Jersey, consist-

ing of two buildings, the stage areas

being one hundred and forty-three by

seventy-five feet in one, and fifty by

seventy feet in the other. The factory

portion of the plant can handle three

hundred and fifty thousand feet in

ten hours ;
and, when working at capac-

itv, can command six hundred thou-

sand feet. And now it is alleged Mary

Garden is one of the celebrated ladies

mentioned in the first hint .given by Mr.

Brenon that he has some notable stars

under contract. The film starring her

will immediately follow the Nazimova

production, it is said.

Out at Seligville, Los

Angeles, the lions and

tigers, giraffes and polar

bears have been awaiting

the coming of the world's

greatest zoo superintend-

ent, but from present in-

dications they are going

to be disappointed. Along

the early part of August,

President William N.

Selig startled Chicagoans

by announcing that he had

offered Cy DeVry, super-

intendent of the Lin-

Park Zoo in

that city, sev-

en t y - eight

hundred
dollars a

year to

look after

t h e Selig

menag-
erie, In-

stantly a
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wail arose that could

be heard from the

storm-tossed waters

of Lake Superior to

the foam-flecked bil-

lows of the Gulf of

Mexico, from the

briny deeps of the

Pacific Ocean to the

shark - infested
waves of the Atlan-

tic. In short, 1,231,-

459 Chicago school

children, all of

whom love the ani-

mals of Lincoln
Park, and the genial

Mr. D.eVry, who
looks after them,

united in a protest-

so loud and long

that the Chicago

Park Board was
compelled to listen.

As a result, Cy got

his salary raised
from thirty-five hun-

dred dollars a year

to somewhere
around six
thousand

T .
dollars,

and the S eli g
beasties are going to

be compelled to peg

along for another

year or two without

a guardian angel
with a salary like

unto Charlie Chap-

lin's.

While on the sub-

ject of serials again,

here's a good place

to jot down the fact

that as "Beatrice

Fairfax" succeeded

"The Mysteries of

Myra" on the Inter-

Mrs. Vernon Castle, who will star

a new film serial.

in

national program,

so "Beatrice Fair-

fax" in its turn is to

be succeeded by a

brand-new multiple-

reel serial from the

pen of Louis Joseph

Vance, in which
Mrs. Vernon Castle

will be starred. Fol-

lowing the Castle

picture, Interna-

tional will offer as

feature attractions

some Jack London
st o r i e s , a Rider

Haggard tale, and
also a picture
founded upon one

of Robert Cham-
bers' Cosmopolitan

novels. Oh, there

are big things ahead,

and you'll have to

arrange your long

winter evenings ac-

cordingly, or you'll

be sure to miss some
of them.

The William Fox
Corporation is grow-

ing positively corpu-

lent, so fast is it

expanding. One ex-

pects nowadays to

.find a new Fox stu-

dio about as often as

once a month, for

that is about the rate

at which they are be-

ing established. The
latest one to open is

situated in Holly-

wood, California,

the motion-picture

suburb of Los An-
geles, and it used to

be known as the
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former Selig star, and Ralph Rellard,

who has had a long and successful ca-

reer on the speaking stage, besides hav-

ing: been featured in several Pathe Gold

Rooster plays. The story of the new

serial is a veritable modern version of

"The Count of Monte Cristo," only

more exciting and thrilling. Its scenes

are laid in the Argentine and a desert

island known as Ravengar's Ledge.

The scenario was prepared by George

B. Seitz, who prepared "The Perils of

Pauline" and "The Exploits of Elaine,"

and the fiction story that will appear in

a -great many newspapers is being

written by Randall Parrish.

@
Rollin S. Sturgeon, famous director

of Vitagraph productions on the West

coast, has been transferred to the Flat-

bush studios in the East, and is already

hard at work on a number of feature

productions calling for scenery peculiar

to the East. The last picture Sturgeon

Grace Darmond, star of "The Shielding Shadow:'

Dixon studios, for it was there that the

interiors for "The Fall of a Nation"

were filmed by the National Drama

Corporation, headed by Thomas Dixon.

Director Walsh is the producer who is

to be in charge of the productions made

at this new studio in the Fox chain.

Pathe, the house of serials, has done

it again. October ist will see the re-

lease of what Pathe alleges is a more

gigantic serial than any that has pre-

viously been shown. "The Shielding

Shadow" is its title, and it was made at

the studios of the Astra Film Corpora-

tion, a new unit of the Pathe program.

Astra is headed by Louis J. Gasnier,

formerly vice president of Pathe, and

the new serial was made under the per-

sonal direction of Mr. Gasnier and

Donald Mackenzie, who produced "The

Perils of Pauline." 'The Shielding

Shadow" is in fifteen episodes or chap-

ters, and features Grace Darmond. a
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took before

leaving Los
Angeles was
"Through the

Wall," an

adaptation of

the Cleveland

Moffitt novel

of that title.

Back to
sunny Cali-

f ornia go
Harold Lock-

w o o d an d

May Allison.

Out near
Lake Tahoe,

these two
popular stars

are acting
"Mister 44,"

a story of the

great Cana-
dian woods,
for Metro-

Yorke. It is

an adaptation

of the novel

by E. J. Rath,

who has al-

ready given

the screen
"The River

May Allison and Harold Lockwood are spending the summer
in California this fall. What? Ar

o, ire mean it.

of Romance," which, of

course, you have seen and enjoyed im-

mensely. It sure seems like old times

for Harold and May to be skipping

about in the California sunshine, after

the cold days they spent in northern

Maine and in the vicinity of the Thou-
sand Isles. Must be almost like chang-

ing from fur overcoats to B. V. D.'s.

Speaking of growth and expansion,

have you heard about the five new di-

rectors Universal has put to work on
the "lot?" Millard K. Wilson, once an

actor with Universal, but more recently

with Signal,

is one of
them. Ben
Horning, a

producer of

the speaking

stage for
many years,

but more re-

cently a Uni-

versal char-

a c t e r man,
is another.
Douglas Ger-

rard, who has

been playing

leads with

the Rupert

Julian Blue-

b i r d Com-
p a n y , is a

third, and
William Jef-

ferson the

fourth. Last,

but by no
means least,

comes Harry
Millard, the

Kalem pro-

d u c e r who
used to boss

Ethel Teare
around. And

rumor has it that Hobart Henley, who
has been a leading man in scores of

pictures, is soon to join the directors,

making a big half dozen men whose
work we'll watch with interest.

All the rumors that Pauline Frederick

was to return to the speaking stage this

fall are proven so much bunk, for the

Famous Players Film Company an-

nounces that the famous star of "The
Eternal City" has just signed a new
two-year contract calling for her serv-

ices before the studio lights and the

camera. Bully for you, Pauline

!
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The tremendous success scored by

"Graustark," Essanay's big feature,

made from the ever-popular George

Barr McCutcheon novel, starring Fran-

cis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne,

made it almost certain that sooner or

later the mythical kingdom of Grau-

stark would again be visited via the

screen—and now it is about to happen,

and Essanay is again the firm that is

going to take us to Graustark. For Di-

rector Fred Wright, the same man who
produced the original "Graustark," is

now busily engaged on making "The

Prince of Graustark," McCutcheon'

s

latest story of the land of beautiful

ladies and handsome princes, into a six-

reel film. Bryant Washburn and Mar-

guerite Clayton are to be the players

featured in this new tale of Grau

stark, and the supporting com
pany will number among it

members such popular fa-

vorites as Ernest Mau-
pain, Sydney Ains-

wrorth, and lohn

Cossar. Long life.

Graustark

'

there ever

delightful

dom ?

Was
a more
ki ng-

The long-awaited

Robert Warwick-
Gail Kane patriotic

film feature, pic-

turing the life of

Xathan Hale, pro-

duced by World
Film under the

title, "The Heart

of a Hero," is at

last scheduled for

release. It is to be

first shown in the-

aters everywhere
on October 23d,

and "will be imme-
diately followed by

Robert Warwick

"The Heart

the Kitty Gordon feature, "The Man
She Married," in which Muriel Os-

triche, herself a star, appears in sup-

port of her famous sister player of the

alabaster shoulders.

Ann Luther, after her appearance in

the Fox feature, "The Beast," was

given a place in one of the Fox com-

edies, which was not at all to her liking.

It is thought that she will be put back

in Fox features to play leading parts.

Remember the splendid work done

by Frank Campeau in Triangle's "Jor-

dan Is a Hard Road?" You surely

must have missed him when he left

the silent drama for the speaking

stage, even though he did create

a role that made him still

more famous. Now, how-
ever, we're going to

have a chance to see

him on the screen

again, for he has

just signed his

name to a Selig

contract, and is

back in Los An-
geles, preparing to

play a big part in

"The Light of

Western Stars," in

which Tom Mix
and Kathlyn Wil-

liams are to be fea-

tured. This Zane

Grey story is sure

to make a corker,

and my, what a

cast ! If Tom and

Kathlyn and Frank
don't make the

thrills run up and

down your spine

when this picture

is unreeled, it will

be because pro-
and Gail Kane in

of a Hero."
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ducer E. A. Martin, a new Selig direc-

tor, doesn't know how to stage a pic-

ture—and everybody concedes that he

does.

The coming of another fall finds the

Jacksonville studios all being slicked up
preparatory to the coming of the play-

ers from a half dozen or more New
York studios. Metro, Thanhouser,

Gaumont, and a lot more companies are

preparing to flit South very soon, and

things will begin to hum all up and
down the Florida coast ere the leaves

begin to fall in New York.

Speaking .of alabaster shoulders, et

cetera, howja like to have been a "supe"

of some kind around the Fort Lee stu-

dios of the Clara Kimball Young Film

Corporation a week or two ago, when
they were taking the interiors of "The
Common Law," in which the

whole chorus of "Step

This Way," the

1916 Lew

Fields' show participated ? Oh, boy

!

Nine touring cars full of girlish beauty

were conveyed all the way from Broad-
way out to the Fort Lee studio, just to

appear for about a half hour before

the same camera that registers Clara

Kimball Young while she is doing her

heaviest "emotioning."

Carol Halloway has been chosen as

the leading woman of a light comedy
at the L-Ko studios. A number of new
companies are being formed, and the

one that Miss Halloway has just joined

is the first of these to sign contracts for

players. For the past year Miss Hal-
loway has played the. lead in the

"Beauty" comedies at the American
Film studios at Santa Barbara.

Nell Shipman, who recently left

Vitagraph to join Fox, is the

author of "The Gunman," a

novel one-reel script full of

action, the production of

which has just been com-
pleted by Director Douglas
Gerrard at Universal City.

Miss Francella Billington is

featured in this film. Miss
Shipman originally wrote

"The Gunman" as a vaude-

ville sketch, played in it her-

self out of New York, and a

year ago sold it to the Uni-

versal Company for screen

production. Thus her profits

for this one story include sal-

ary, royalty, and the purchase

price of it.

Speaking of new serials

—

did you know Grace Cunard
and Francis Ford are halfway

through another big one?

Yep, they just can't keep out

of the fifteen-chapter thrillers,
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two reels to a chapter—the pub-

lic won't let 'em, and as long

as the public yells for more,

and it means increased pop-

ularity, Grace and Francis

can scarcely be blamed for

yielding to the de-

mand. "Lady Raf-

fles" is the work- £>v

i n g title, and QsJ

most of the
C^:::

scenes are laid in

France, several

whole episodes being

taken up with scenes in the

apache district of Paris.

William Christy Cabanne,

after being affiliated with David
W. Griffith for six years, has

signed a contract with Fred Bals-

hofer, of the Metro forces, for the

direction of a serial featuring Fran-

cis X. Bushman and Beverly

Bayne.

It is nothing unusual for the

famous American stars to

go abroad to secure pictures, but to

date almost none of the European
stars have attempted to visit the

United States for the purpose of

being filmed in an American
studio. Truly astonishing,

therefore, is the announce-
ment made by President

George K. Spoor, of Es-

sanay, that a contract has
just been signed by Max
Linder, once the foremost
comedian in the world, calling

for Mr. Linder's coming to the

Essanay plant in Chicago to make
comedies. Linder is the famous
"Max" of the Pathe films of a few
years back, though of late not so

many of the "Max" pictures have
been seen in this country since Char-
lie Chaplin became the rage. At the

9

Obverse a n d reverse

of W. Christy Cabanne,

who has left Fine Arts

for Metro.

outbreak of the present Euro-

pean war, Linder went to the

front with the French
armies, was seriously

wounded more than a

year ago, and since his

convalescence has been

making the rounds of

the French hospitals,

entertaining the

wounded, and helping

many a soldier to for-

get his aches and- pains.

Undoubtedly the inimi-

table Max will set up a new
school of comedy upon his ar-

rival at the Essanay plant, and
perhaps— who knows ?— even

Charlie Chaplin may have to look

to his laurels.

Every film fan can recall the won-
derful series of detective dramas

which Gaumont made and
released in this country some
time ago. They were more
sensational and crammed
with more trick camera

work, mechanical apparatus, and
real surprises in the way of

secret trapdoors, sliding panels,

and things of that sort than any
half dozen episodes of the

modern American serial.
Well, now Gaumont is

ready to release a whole
new lot of them. The
series as a whole will be

known as the "Fantomas"
pictures, and will consist

of five productions, each

three reels in length. The five

subjects bear the following titles:

"The Phantom Crook," "The
Man in Black," "The Mysteri-

ous Finger Prints," "The Crook
Detective," and "The False Mag-

istrate." In each Fantomas, the

crook-detective, a sort of combina-
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tion Raffles-Sherlock Holmes, is the

central figure. (Nick Carter and Wil-

liam Burns, please note.)

Pretty Helen Holmes, dashing hero-

ine of hairbreadth adventures galore,

is at it again. She and her famous hus-

band-director, J. P. McGowan, accom-

panied by a big company of players, are

at Eureka, California, putting in long

hours of daylight getting the exteriors

for a brand-new serial, which is being

made under the working title of "The

Lass of the Lumberlands," though it is

highly likely a new name will be given

the production ere it is ready for re-

lease. Of course, Helen herself plays

the leading feminine role, and the play

is to be jammed with big, sensational

scenes that will make you grip the arms

of your seat when you see them on the

screen.

The big September feature of the re-

cently formed Ivan Film Productions

is entitled "Her Surrender," and Anna

Nilsson, who was featured in the Ar-

row-Pathe serial, "Who's Guilty?" has

the leading feminine role. The support-

ing cast is going to be a whale, however,

and will number such well-established

favorites as Rose Coghlan, who was

featured in the last Ivan production,

"The Faded Flower;" William H.

Tooker, star of "A Fool's Revenge,"

and other photo dramas
;
Harry Sping-

lar, who has been featured with the Fox

forces for a year or more; Wilmuth

Merkyl, who used to play leads opposite

Madame Petrova, and was starred in

"The Blindness of Virtue" and "Blaz-

ing Love ;" and Frankie Mann, who has

long been a part of the Vitagraph and

Lubin organizations.

We have already told you about one

of the new serials which Pathe is to

release, "The Shielding Shadow;" but

perhaps it is not too early to announce

that soon after the "Shadow" produc-

tion is well under way the American

public will be offered still another serial,

the later one to be from the pen of no

less famous a writer than Mabel Her-

bert Urner, author of such newspaper

series-serials as "Helen and WT

arren,"

"Their Married Life," and "The Jour-

nal of a Neglected Wife."

Adda Gleason and Nanon Welch,

friends for several years on the legiti-

mate stage, had the pleasure of meeting

again recently in Los Angeles under

rather peculiar circumstances. They

are of entirely different types and

heights, but each had decided that she

wanted to play the lead in Harold Bell

Wright's story, "The Eyes of the

World." Miss Gleason, who is five feet

five inches tall, said to Miss Wr

elch:

"The girl in the story is just my type."

"Not at all," protested Miss W'elch, who

is just five feet and not decidedly bru-

nette, "I always felt that she was just

my type." Both of these actresses are

weighing screen offers, but with differ-

ent companies and for places that call

for different types.



Hints for Scenario Writers
Instructions for the picture playwright, with

notes on where and what he can sell

By Clarence J. Caine

Qvestions concerning scenario writing, addressed to Mr. Caine, will be gladly answered, but an

addressed, stamped envelope should be inclosed. Due to the great amount of time that it would neces-

sitate, it is impossible for Mr. Caine to read and criticize any scripts. Six cents in stamps will bring

you our market booklet for scenarios.—Editor's Note.

COMEDY STYLES.

IN the process of "giving the public

what it wants," certain producers

every now and then strike out

along new lines, and more than once

these innovators have set the styles in

production. Mack Sennett and his

band of Keystoners were entirely re-

sponsible for the slapstick-comedy rage

which swept filmland about two years

ago, and which has lasted up to the

present. Xow another variety of com-

edy appears on the horizon and threat-

ens to establish a permanent "style/''

The new variety is the straight or po-

lite comedy, made famous originally by

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew when they

were with Vitagraph, and continued

when they went to Metro. These com-

edies are all one-reelers, and all the ac-

tion which takes place within them has

to be funny, and yet plausible. No
burlesque is allowed.

Since the Drews'* style of comedy has

become popular, the programs of many
companies have included "one-reel po-

lite comedies ;" and if the new comedy
continues in popularity, the writers who
have longed for a chance to prove their

ability as screen-comedy writers will

have their inning.

We would advise beginners to study

this style of production carefully, not

only with a view to writing along these

lines, but also because it comes closer

to being the screen comedy of the

future than anything else on the market

at the present time. Especially inter-

esting and helpful to the young writers

will be a study of how easily the

straight comedy can be turned into a

"slapstick." There really would be

nothing simpler than to exaggerate the

action which occurs in the "straight"

until it becomes typical of the old-time

stage burlesque, which is in reality the

same as the rough-and-tumble comedy

we have been watching on the screen

since Sennettism was recognized.

To illustrate, let us take the case of

a man caught with a woman by her

husband—let us see how it would be

worked out in the two styles of com-

edy. Most of us have seen the above

situation in Keystone pictures, because

it occurs in about every third one. The
Keystoner who is playing the part of

the woman's husband is armed with

plenty of pistols, knives, clubs, et cetera,

after the manner of typical slapstickers.

He steals in upon the pair, and pro-

ceeds to "let loose" upon the male of-

fender with the weapons he has at his

disposal. There is the usual chase, with

falls and other "comic" action, as the

film works out to an end. In the

straight comedy, the situation would be

handled in a dignified manner. The

husband would undoubtedly come in

and look at the "other man" until the

latter literally "quaked in his boots"

—

that would call for a laugh. Then the
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husband would reach into his pocket

for his handkerchief and frighten the

''other man" almost to death. These
mock threats would go on for some
time, and finally he would probably take

his wife and leave the scene without

laying a hand upon the man. The lat-

ter part of the story would deal with

the manner in which he avenged him-

self.

We think there is room for both

styles of comedy on the screen, and be-

lieve if writers are given due consid-

eration by comedy producers, men capa-

ble of writing both types of screen plays

will be developed. We do not think

that Keystones as they are now pro-

duced will continue to hold the public's

favor, but we do believe that the former

style in which they were made, and

which corresponded more closely to a

stage burlesque—minus the musical

trimmings—will again become popular.

Writers will do well to watch the

changes and the developments in com-

edy styles in the near future, for there

is sure to be money in this end of the

business for them before long.

THE PHOTO PLAYWRIGHTS' PROTECTION.

The following plaint is that of a

writer who, like thousands of others, is

fighting his way upward in spite of ap-

parent reverses. His name is August

Yoght, and he hails from Dallas, Texas.

Incidentally, his article carries weight

and serves as an opening shot for a dis-

cussion which we have had in mind for

some time

:

"Has the scenario writer any legal

protection for his work?"
Technically he has—but in practice

he has none. His script is subjected

to the danger of plagiarism, from the

time it leaves his hands. He is at the

mercy of every staff writer who han-

dles his script. To correct my conten-

tion, which may be mistaken as car-

rying insinuation that all manufactur-

ers wink at such dishonesty, or that

all copy readers will steal ideas which
go through their hands, I .shall state

that I am only speaking of what might
happen, without reflecting on any- one.

The chance to plagiarize and the

temptation created by such a chance
might make a literary thief out of a

person, who was otherwise strictly

honest. The defaulting cashier of a

bank is generally the one who has been

trusted for years. -

The bank, like the manufacturer, is

blamed for the shortcomings of its em-
ployees. It not only loses the money,
but its reputation as well. But while

a bank can set the law in motion, and
pursue, hound, or capture the dishonest

cashier, bringing him to justice, the

scenario writer has no redress. An
idea is a thing invisible, and can be

changed in many ways. But it still has

the living germ of its author's imagina-

tion in it—it is still his work, no matter

how it has been changed. A title leader,

or a single scene, even if taken from a

lengthy feature play, is sufficient to

fertilize the brain, and capable of sug-

gesting a different story. It even

sometimes happens that a script is re-

turned as a matter of expediency by

the person who adopts an idea in the

script.

But the question is

:

"How can plagiarism be prevented?"

The writer does not claim he has a

remedy for it. There is one, but you

cannot buy it in the drug store. It

lies in the honesty of man to man. Not
in a forced honesty, but that which

conscience dictates. What little can be

done to minimize plagiarism must be

done by the manufacturer in selecting

his staff. It should be the duty of the

manufacturer to brand as a literary

outcast any employee who is caught

plagiarizing.

The scenario writer is a business

partner of the manufacturer's, the one

who furnishes him with the raw

material, without which there would
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be nothing. The manufacturer cannot

afford to be at odds with the author,

and why should he be?

Mr. Voght expresses the sentiment of

practically every scenario writer, who
has advanced beyond the beginner

stage, and who feels that because of

the time and thought he invests in his

work he should be entitled to some sort

of protection for his work.

The past has proved that occasion-

ally persons get into the various studios

who think little or nothing of reading

over an outsider's script, and appropri-

ating the plot. Several of these people

have been caught in the act, and we are

very glad to say that in all the cases we
know of, they have promptly been re-

leased from the firm and requested not

to seek recommendations for another

position. Publicity has also been given

most of these cases, and such it practi-

cally meant the death of the offending

person in filmdom. One case was
brought into court, but little satisfac-

tion was gained by the author who
sought to prosecute a man for deliber-

ately stealing his plot. The judge who
rendered this decision—one which
seemed an injustice to all who had
the interests of photo playwrights at

heart—pointed to the copyright laws

to prove the justice of his decision.

At the time we sought information

on the subject, and received the fol-

lowing information from T. Solberg,

register of copyrights

:

The amendment of the copyright law,

dated August 24, 1912, provides for the

registration of claims of copyright for

motion-picture photo plays and motion
pictures other than photo plays. These
designations refer to the complete pho-

tographic films from which the motion
picture is exhibited, and there is no
method provided in the copyright law
for securing protection for unpublished

scenarios, synopses, or stories intended

to be developed into motion pictures,

except as such scenarios, synopses, or

stories may be covered by the copy-

right secured for the complete motion
picture.

So long as such scenarios or stories

remain unpublished, they are protected

under the common law without copy-

right registration, like other unpub-

lished works—novels, histories, poems,

et cetera. This protection at common
law is expressly affirmed in the copy-

right law in following language

:

"That nothing in this act shall be

construed to annul or limit the right of

the author or proprietor of an unpub-
lished work, at common law or in

equity, to prevent the copying, publica-

tion, or use of such unpublished work
without his consent, and to obtain dam-
ages therefor." (Section 2 of the act

approved March 4, 1909.)

If a story for a motion picture—

a

scenario—has been printed and pub-

lished, like any other story or other

literary work, registration of copyright

may be secured by proceeding as in the

case of books. After printing and pub-

lishing it with the -copyright notice,

copies may be deposited for the pur-

pose of registering the copyright claim,

as explained in the inclosed circular

No. 35. Registration for an unpub-
lished book or work of this character

cannot be made.

At the time we wondered to just

what extent the "common-law" part of

it protected the author. The case to

which we refer was dropped, and ap-

parently other evil-minded persons—if

there were others in various editorial

offices—refrained from stealing plots,

for no other cases were brought into

court until recently. A report of the

latest case, which is decidedly encour-

aging to writers, appeared in a late

number of The Editor. It reads as

follows

:

Some three years ago, a magistrate's

court ruled that as photo-play scenarios

could not be copyrighted they were
worthless, and, therefore, authors could
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take no effective action if their sce-

narios were stolen. The Editor pro-

nounced this an absurd ruling, and

called attention to the fact that authors

had common-law or literary property

rights in their unpublished or unpro-

duced work, rights which they could in-

voke if their work was used without

their permission. Proof that The
Editor was correct is at hand in the

decision of Supreme Court Justice

Hotchkiss, of New York, in the applica-

tion of Richard Barry for an injunction

to prevent the American Film Manu-
facturing Company from exhibiting_the

moving-picture play, "The Secret of

the Submarine." Justice Hotchkiss de-

cided that, as Richard Barry had

proved that he is the owner of the

original scenario upon which the play

is based, and the production was made
without his permission, his common-law
rights were violated, and he is entitled

to part, at least, of the profits arising

from the exhibition of the photo play.

YVe hope the decision will be called to

the attention of the magistrate who,

three years ago, refused redress when
Marc Edmund Jones attempted to

prosecute a scenario thief.

That decision apparently upholds the

common-law rights of the author, and

follows out the law to the letter in a

much more satisfactory way than the

previous decision did. We believe

Judge Hotchkiss should be thanked by
the authors of photo plays for his

"straight-from-the-shoulder" decision

when he believed that a photo play-

wright had been wronged by having his

work taken from him without recom-

pense.

This is the first time we have gone

into the subject of protection for the

photo playwright, and will probably be

the last time we shall touch upon it

for some time, for we believe that the

scenario readers of the present day are

absolutely honest. We confess being a

little doubtful about staff writers who

are constantly seeking ideas, but in few

studios are they allowed to read scripts

now, a separate department of read-

ers—not writers—being engaged for

this work. We also believe that if a

writer wishes to enter the game, he

should have enough confidence in the

people to whom he hopes to sell to

consider them other than thiefs. If

he looks at the matter as a doubting

Thomas, however, Ave think the above

article will put his mind at rest, for it

proves that the common-law rights of

the author are ample protection.

CHARACTER STUDY.

One of the things which does not

bear directly upon the writing of a

scenario, but which plays .a highly im-

portant part in its formation, is the

studying of character in people. With
a knowledge of the various types of

people, their actions and the motives

which inspire such actions, it is ever so

much easier to make the children of

your brain seem real—in fact, every

person who gains success in fiction, re-

gardless of what kind, must have a

knowledge of human nature.

To the untrained writers, the gain-

ing of such a knowledge seems to be

a task of large proportions, and so it

is, but to most of us the mastering of

certain studies in the schoolroom also

seemed to be almost too big for us to

handle. When we really got down to

work and studied whatever school

problem confronted us, however, we
found that it was really not as difficult

as we had imagined, and in the major-

ity of cases we mastered it. Such is the

case in studying the characters of the

people we meet.

A system must be adopted by which

this study will be simplified, and, while

practically every trained writer has his

own peculiar way of studying charac-

ter, we have found that the majority

of them with whom wye are acquainted

started their study by using their
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friends as their first subjects, and

classifying them—then they added to

each class as they met people who be-

longed to it. It is not advisable, as a

rule, to select close friends for the

basis of such a study, however, as you

are probably, blinded, through close as-

sociation, to their real qualities.

Subconsciously, you have all noticed

the man without backbone, who allows

others to boss him about, and who is

much like a ship without a rudder ; or

the jovial fat man, who likes to rest

and have things run smoothly ; or the

beautiful girl who appears to be full of

life, but whose beauty is marblelike and

lifeless. These are but a few of the

more common types to be found in a

given locality. We are sure you will

recognize at least one, and possibly all

of them, and if you do, you may be sure

that you have been unconsciously ob-

serving those about you. It will then

be quite a simple task to train the mind

to consciously study types.

In connection with this, as with all

other training "stunts" necessary to

success in scenario writing, it is to the

advantage of the writer to be with peo-

ple every day. He will then be able to

observe them under varied conditions,

whereas, if he were writing day after

day for a living, he would soon find that

his keen view of life would disappear.

The beginner in the writing game is like

the beginner in school. The latter

would not expect to start high school

after kindergarten—and neither should

the new writer expect to do work as a

professional after a few short months

of training. It is a long game to play

—but the reward .
is worth while, and

the beauty of it is that you are per-

mitted to offer for sale the very efforts

through which you are being educated.

THE EDITORIAL WEEK.

Quite a while ago we advised those

of our readers- who had one or more
scenarios in their desks, holding them

at home because they had been returned

by several companies, to have an

editorial week. Many of them fol-

lowed our advice, and we have heard

from three or four, saying that scripts

which they had laid aside were worked
over and sold in their new form.

On account of the fact that new
writers have come into the field since

then, and because many of those who
held the editorial week at the time it

was suggested may have forgotten all

about it by this time—as writers of

photo plays sometimes do—we believe

it would be appropriate to outline the

plan for such a week again.

Let us suppose a writer is holding

five scenarios in his ''dead" box when
he decides to ha\T

e an editorial week.

If he takes them one at a time—so as

not to give them hasty examination

—

o j -

and looks them over just as critically

as an editor would, considering how
they "stack up" with the current sub-

jects he has seen on the screen, and how
fresh and strong the plot is, giving

quarter to no single part of the idea or

development, he will either find a pos-

sibility in the script or discard it as

hopeless. Often a scenario will be

found to contain an idea, which, if

properly worked out, would make a

very strong plot. This idea can prob-

ably be used to advantage by the

writer.

When a play is discarded, it should

be gone over for attractive incidents or

anv other worth-while material which

might be incorporated in it. Usually

every script contains something worth

saving. The writer can add whatever

he finds of value to his plot file, and

use it in some future play.

We advise all our readers with

"dead" scenarios in their desks to have

an editorial week, and we shall be in-

terested to hear how much progress

they make this time, for we feel sure

that many a salable idea lies hidden

in a dusty pigeonhole.
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WHAT A DIRECTOR THINKS.

Incidental to his signing with the

American Company a short time ago,

James Kirkwood, late director for the

Famous Players Company, and for-

merly a Griffith aid, expressed, his views

regarding the shortage of good stories

for the films. They merely represent

the opinion of one man, but because of

the position that Mr. Kirkwood holds

in the industry—he is known as

''Mary Pickford's director" because of

the many films he produced with her

in the lead—they carry considerable

weight. We do not agree with him
entirely, but offer his views as ex-

pressed in his own words, that our read-

ers may learn just what he thinks.

"There seems to be a good deal of

talk lately," said Mr. Kirkwood, "con-

cerning the scarcity of motion-picture

stories and a great deal written about

it in the papers. Now, as far as I

know, they always have been scarce,

and to the best of my belief they always

will be scarce. Trained writers are now
taking up the work of writing photo

plays, but, even with more of them
doing so, good stories will be scarce.

Good stories are scarce in magazines, in

books, and in plays, so why shouldn't

they be in motion pictures, where they

must have all the qualities which make
them desirable as stories for publica-

tion and the special quality for visuali-

zation ?

"I believe that the most desirable sort

of play to-day is modern and Amer-
ican. Whether it be a swift-moving

drama with strong, human characteri-

zations, or a comedy devoid of extrav-

agance, its incidents must grow out of

the foibles of human nature. It must
not be of the kind in which characters

smite one another in what is commonly
called slapstick."

HASTE.

One of the gravest defects to be

found in the wo»rk of amateur writers

relates to haste in. its preparation and
to the absence of the thought and care

that does not appear in the scripts of

older writers. This may be largely due
to the fact that it is natural for a begin-

ner to be anxious to get his work off

—

his motive may be a desire to see it

produced or a longing for the check it

may bring.

Regardless of what causes the be-

ginner to rush his script to completion,

he should stop working in this way at

once, for it does not advance him either

from the standpoint of fame or finance.

We knew a writer who did things in

this way, and because he didn't take

our advice and go reasonably slow, he

suffered a year of rejections before he

learned his lesson. He would get an

idea for a scenario and spend a short

time working out what he called the

"plot." It was a brief sketch of what
he wanted to say. Then he dashed to

the typewriter and started to write the

scene action. When he came to a point

in his "plot" where "the hero was
badly hurt," he would scratch his head a

moment, and then, because he happened
to be thinking of how he had seen a

hero injured dozens of times in con-

ventional films in the theaters, he would
adopt some trite form of accident. He
didn't make the action novel, and there-

fore he drew rejections.

Not only was his action common-
place, but the manner in which the plot

itself was worked out was mediocre.

He wrote his play along the lines of

least resistance, because he wanted to

get it on its way to the studios in the

shortest possible time. This is not the

way for a beginner to "get his claws

in'," by any means. He should give

careful thought to every bit of action

he puts into his play, and especial care

to the style in which he works out his

plot. If he does not present his idea

to the best possible advantage, the

chances are that his manuscript will be

returned, unless he sends it to a con-
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cern that buys scripts "for the idea

alone."

Haste is very well for the profes-

sional writer who has a director wait-

ing on the studio floor for the scenario.

That will be a machine-made play, but

every one connected with it knows it,

so it doesn't make any difference. But

the outsider has to offer something

which shows care and thought in order

to gain attention.

And as a note of warning to lazy peo-

ple, wTho would use this article to ease

their conscience, -we would say that un-

productiveness is as bad as hasty work

—it is the steady worker that wins !

LEADERS OR SUBTITLES.

Of late, the producers of the better

class of pictures have been giving much

thought to ways of improving leaders

—or subtitles, as they are also known

—

for their films. This means that more

attention will have to be given to lead-

ers by writers than ever before. The

well-written leader was, at one time,

one of the hardest things to find in

film productions, but times have

changed, and will change even more,

within a short time.

Beginners should study the leaders

in every film they see, and should no-

tice how some seem to fit right into the

atmosphere of the story, and carry it

along, while others seem to interrupt

the action on the screen, and separate

it from what follows. That constitutes

the difference between good and bad

leaders.

THE SCENARIO EDITOR.

The present run of scenario editors

are very efficient, indeed, and the pres-

ent-day writers have little cause to com-

plain. In many companies big men,

men with reputations in the literary

field, have come into the studio, and

their ideas have superseded those of

stenographers acting as editors while

the scenario editors went on daily

jaunts or visits to friends.

It would seem that ''the good old

days" are fast passing, though they still

exist in certain studios, we are sorry

to say. The only thing the feature-

article writer has to fear is the scenario

editor minus authority. This type of

editor works for a few concerns, at

whose head are men who are firmly

convinced that they are supreme in all

departments of the motion-picture-pro-

ducing business, and insist on acting as

heads of all departments. These men

go over the heads of their scenario

editors, and refuse to allow them to

purchase scripts without their official

O. K. on them. In few studios arc

the meddling directors, who were so

important about a year ago, allowed

to "paw over" the scenarios before they

are purchased or rejected.

The future, indeed, looks bright for

him who submits scenarios as a free-

lancer, for it is certain that with the

realization of the manufacturer that

the scenario is really the basic require-

ment of all successful plays, the sce-

nario editor will come into his own.

and men who successfully fill the editor

positions in the studios will be the type

that will deal fairly and squarely with

all outsiders who submit scripts.

TECHNIQUE.

The writer who masters the tech-

nique of scenario writing, and then

completely- forgets it during the actual

writing of a script, is the one who will

gain success if his story ideas are up to

the mark.

That statement may seem a little

paradoxical, but if it is thought over

carefully, its full meaning will be seen.

There are those who state that there is

no .such thing as "technique" in sce-

nario writing, but we know of no other

name by which to designate the right

method used by every good author. To

master this "technique" or process

—

regardless of what name it is known by

—means hard work. In fact, it may
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take many, many months if the writer

does not readily take to the work.

Then, to forget all that has been

learned during the actual writing of a

script, also furnishes material for a

mental struggle on the part of the

writer, until his mind has been trained

to forget. Which proves that our state-

ment in the first paragraph heaps a

great deal of work upon the writer if

he wishes to reach the top of the ladder.

Further than this, to the minds of

many beginners, the statement would

seem to lack logic. They would con-

tend that it is no use to learn a lot of

"technique" if they must forget it when
they come to the actual writing of a

scenario. True enough, but if a story

is worked out with the rules governing

plot building or scene construction up-

permost in mind, the story will be heart-

less and stiff—it will be like a traced

drawing, and probably will contain

nothing new or original, because it was

molded to fit the "technique." A few

stories should be worked out this way
while the new writer is studying,

preparatory to his initial offering to the

screen. But when he starts to write

for submission, he must forget every-

thing except his story—that is the para-

mount thing. After it has been fin-

ished, all that he has learned can be

recalled and applied critically to the

work as a test of its worth. The
trained mind uses technique in this

way, but the beginner is apt to make
the fatal mistake of using it where it

does not belong, and kill his chances of

sale with the script he sends out.

The real meaning of the above 'state-

ment is to master "technique," so that

it will be applied naturally while writ-

ing and the story will not suffer.

THE LOVE ELEMENT.

We have at various times stated that

we believed the love element was es-

sential to all, except in a few cases

where an unusually strong idea can be

used in place of love. The great pub-

lic, which has taken so kindly to screen

plays, likes the hero and the heroine,

and likes to have them triumph over all

in the end. This same condition largely

prevails in literature, though many fine

stories have been done in the past, and

will be done in the future, without any

love interest. Writers of short stories

and novels who are real artists can pre-

sent the love story in a novel way, or

subordinate it to another interest in the

plot.

The average love story on the screen

forms one of the chief—if not the chief

—elements of a plot. It is worked out

in a more or less novel way, and when
we have finished seeing it, we think of

some love story we have enjoyed in

print, and cannot be other than unfa-

vorably impressed with the comparison.

The screen offering was hopelessly

weak and trite in comparison with the

printed one we recall.

This defect exists throughout the

works of photo playwrights, from the

experienced wr riter, down through the

rows of staff men to the outsiders, who
are struggling to secure a foothold in

the game. They all are apt to use the

love interest to the nth degree, but they

all use it in a conventional way, and

without charm or beauty. For a thing

that is so much in the public's demand
we believe the love interest in screen

plays should be more carefully han-

dled. It is a matter worth careful con-

sideration by all classes of writers, for

it will affect them mightily if this par-

ticular thing is the means of causing the

popularity of motion pictures to wane.

VIEWPOINT.

If you are sitting at a window at the

side of your house, and the only thing

you can see is the wall of the building

next door, the chances are that you are

not well satisfied with the scenery. The

natural thing for you to do would be

to go to the front window, where you
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could look out over the lawn and see

across the street, where everything is

life and animation.

But if you have a splendid idea for a

photo play, and have worked it out

along a certain line of development,

which seems to bring you to a most un-

desirable point, will you change your

viewpoint about the big idea or situa-

tion upon which your play is founded,

and make yourself see it from an en-

tirely different angle? Maybe the an-

swer of many of our readers is "yes."

At least, we hope so, for if they can

have but one viewpoint of their plot,

their ability is, indeed, limited.

ANSWERS TO READERS.

L. R. Thomas.—We would advise

you to take up the matter of the manu-

script, which was lost in being returned

to you, wTith the postal authorities. The

chances are that it was not taken by

any of the concerns to which you

mention having sent it to. You did

not mention the name of the Chicago

concern to which you submitted the

manuscript.

J. D. Brewtox.—We did not secure

a list of the papers in which the Yita-

graph Company's scenario articles ap-

peared, but you could probably secure

the same by writing this concern. Its

address is East Fifteenth Street and

Locust Avenue, Brooklyn. The course

was published in the papers some time

ago, and may be rather hard to secure

now. A "beginner" is a person who
has not qualified by experience or suc-

cess to be called a "young author," or

much less a professional. The selling

of one or two photo plays early in one's

career would not change one from a

"beginner" to a professional. We
have not heard that the Vitagraph

Company contemplated another prize

contest in the near future.

Kathryn Cruse.—The needs of all

the companies are contained in our sec-

ond issue of the market booklet, which

may now be had from the. publishers.

We believe you are wise in not trying

to work out an idea in five reels when
you know you cannot supply the needed

action. Master the smaller subjects be-

fore tackling the bigger ones. In sub-

mitting to Universal, simply address the

script to the company itself. The brand

names are applied to films miscellane-

ously, and should not affect at all your

submitting manuscripts to the company.

WT

e would advise that you write and

ask the producer who is holding your

script that he let you know his inten-

tions toward it. Most concerns will tell

you if they are holding it for further

consideration. If an editor becomes

temperamental, and returns a script "on

the grounds that he cannot be rushed,

and you are impatient," simply because

you make such an inquiry, we would ad-

vise that no future work be offered

that editor.

LIVE-WIRE MARKET HINTS.

Metro is in need of one-reel polite

comedies for Mr. and Mrs. Sidney

Drew. These comedies must be built

upon a comical idea, and worked out in

funny action. No slapstick is consid-

ered. Scenarios should be sent to the

Rolfe Studios, No. 3 West Sixty-first

Street, New York City.

The New Yitagraph Company,

Brooklyn, New York, which was re-

cently organized, and which plans to

produce films on a higher plane than

the old concern ever attempted, is in

need of one-reel comedies in which

Frank Daniels, Billy Dangman, and

Hughie Mack can be featured, and also

three, four, and five-reel features.

The Fine Arts studio is anxious for

"young-girl" plays in five reels—that is,

plays in which young girls, such as Mae
Marsh, the Gish sisters, and the Tal-

madge sisters, may be featured. Its

address is No. 4500 Sunset Boulevard,
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Los Angeles, California, and it desires

synopses only, as it prefers to have its

own staff writers work out the scene

action with the directors.

The Nestor Film Company, Univer-

sal City, California, is looking for one-

reel comedies that have new plots and
fit its stars, Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran,
Betty Compson, and others.

SHORT SHOTS.

Spend much time learning the most
effective way to develop your main idea.

It pays.

Why have others reap the benefit of

advice and instruction which is easily

within your grasp ?

Remember that your mind can be en-

larged to hold a far greater store of

knowledge than it now contains. There-

fore do not be afraid to study.

The last scenario has not been writ-

ten—therefore there is a chance for

you to see your offerings upon the

screen.

You may write one bad script, but it

should be a lesson to you in working

out all future efforts.

Effective naming of characters plays

an important part in the success of

many plays.

In scenario writing, as in most other

pursuits, success is largely the result of

labor.

See your action before you as you
plan or write it—visualization is the

greatest aid a photo playwright has in

determining the worth of his plot.

Don't write serious stuff all the time.

Get out of the rut by turning out an

occasional comedy. Maybe you will

learn that laugh producing is your voca-

tion. Others have.

Watch the details while preparing

your script.

Keep posted on the players, despite

their rovings. Some time you may have

a play you feel is fitted to some par-

ticular star.

Be sure that every scene you write is

worth its footage.

The rejection of a script means noth-

ing to an experienced author. He re-

gards everything he writes as a product

which he must sell. There are so many
reasons for rejections, that if the writer

feels his story is worthy of production

he should send it right out again.

Try putting yourself in an editor's

place and looking over your scripts with

his cold, critical eye. Do they stand

the test?

Action is the word. You can't write

a photo play with a lot of fancy sen-

tences.

Why does the amateur persist in

thinking a single-reel plot will make a

two-reel film?

Sharpshooting At Fort Lee
By CHARLES PHELPS CUSHING

Mr. dishing did some remarkable rapid-fire work around the famous New Jersey

fort. He didn't carry a gun, but his camera was loaded and he brought back

some interesting impressions on film and paper. They will be printed in

PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE
for December. On sale November first
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PEARL 13—And they say thirteen is an

unlucky number! If it is. the Oracle

does not observe it, for little Miss Thirteen

was lucky enough to land right at the head

of the department this month. Now" for

the cold facts in the case. Bessie Eyton

was Helen in "The Spoilers." that never-

to-be-forgotten Selig spectacle. Your sec-

ond question is against the rules. \es. it

occurs once in a while that a star appears

in a role unsuited to her best efforts, but

when the director gets a Theda Bara sce-

nario for a Mary Pickford type of leading

lady, and is told' to put it on, what is he

going to do?

Cleo.—Well, well, well ! You seem to be

running in hard luck lately. Your orange-

and-black envelope always arrives just too

late to be at the top. So you want to know-

why you haven't seen anything more of

Audrey Munson? My dear girl, is it pos-

sible to see any more? Between "Inspira-

tion" and "Purity," we have seen about

everything. Director Vernot's name is pro-

nounced Ver-no—the ¥ is silent.

Carlyle Dufrane.—Elmer Clifton was

the lad that played opposite Dorothy Gish

in Triangle's "The Little Schoolma'am."

Haven't you seen him in Triangle features

and Mutual masterpictures ? He was Phil

Stonetnan in "The Birth of a Nation." the

Reporter in "Acquitted," the Jap lead in

"The Fox Woman." Friend in "The Lost

House," and many others. Quite a good

actor, too. He will be seen in Dorothy

Gish's next release. Address him at the

Fine Arts Studio. Sunset Boulevard, Los

Angeles, California.

Miss Savannah—A letter addressed to

Frank Beamish in care of the World Film

Corporation, Xo. 130 West Forty-sixth

Street, Xew York City, will be forwarded to

him. Robert Warwick and Carlyle Black-

well tie their racing autos up in front of

the World Film studios and go to work

every day. Marshall Xeilan is playing and

directing for Selig. He recently finished

playing the lead in "The Prince Chap"_ for

that concern under Colin Campbell's direc-

tion. Gertrude Robinson played the lead in

"The Arab."

I. F—Theda Bara"s name is pronounced

many different ways. Theda
_
herself says

the right pronunciation is as follows: The

first name is bellowed forth like Theeda.

and the last with the first "a" short and the

second a little longer, or Italian—Ba-ra.

Evart Overton's name is pronounced just

the way it looks, with the "e" short. Ev-art

Overton. The "a" is short again. Harold

Lockwood is twenty-nine; Evart Overton

the same. Bryant Washburn is two years

younger. Edna Mayo is four years younger

"than Bryant, while Edith Story is a year

older than Edna. Bessie Barriscale is also

one up on Edith, and little Marjorie Daw
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eleven years behind Bessie. Theda Bara
is twelve summers and as man}' winters

ahead of Marjorie, and Henry Walthall is

the daddy of them all with twelve years

more than Theda tacked onto his birth cer-

tificate. There's nothing like making a

reader figure things out for himself, is

there? Are you thinking of sending the

gang birthday presents? Your next two
questions are against the rules. We don't

know whether Evart Overton will ever be

as popular as Francis X. Bushman. Only
time and Evart himself can answer this. Xo,

I am not one of the "Laughing Masks."

Why should I wear a mask when no one

knows who ' I am ? Address Evart at the

Vitagraph Company of America, Brooklyn.

Xew York.

Frederick Fan.—Pauline Frederick was
born in Boston, Massachusetts. Pauline is

certainly gifted with everything that makes
"the woman beautiful," and a very capable

actress. Xo, little Mary Pickford and she

never got together in a film, and probably

never will. Mary has a sister, Lottie, who
is also a star. She was featured in Amer-
ican's serial, "The Diamond from the Sky."

Hazel Dawn first appeared on the screen in

"The Pink Lady."

Francis Ford Admirer.—Yes. Francis

Ford has a brother, who is also with the

Universal. Both deny that a well-known
automobile (?) was named after them.

Grace Cunard is twenty-three years young.

Eddie Polo was Roleaux in the "Broken
Coin" serial. Eddie has had thirty birth-

day parties. Florence Lawrence is not ap-

pearing in pictures at the present writing,

but we shouldn't mind seeing her again at

all. Anita Stewart is not playing with Sid-

ney Drew, but under his son's direction, S.

Rankin Drew, at the Vitagraph. Ernest

Shields is thirty-two, and Harry Schuman
is thirty-six. The address of Francis Ford
is Universal City, California. Your next

question is ambiguous. There, I feel better.

I have been trying to find a nice little place

for that word for a long time. Thanks for

helping me out. How shall you address me?
Oh, any way you like. Any letter that looks

suspicious will reach me. Francis Ford's

eyes are light brown, while Ernest Shields'

are darker in hue. Ernest is far from being

a "sissy." He hits like a trip hammer when
he boxes, is an all-around good fellow, and

doesn't know what a wrist watch looks like.

Ima Mutt.—I can't help it! Why brag

about it? Mae Marsh and Miriam Cooper
were the Cameron sisters in "The Birth of

a Xation." Josephine Bonaparte Crowell

was their mother, Jenny Lee their faithful

colored servant. Lillian Gish was Elsie

Stoneman, and Alary i\lden was the mulatto

housekeeper of Stoneman s. J. Warren
Kerrigan is still playing with the Universal.

His latest release is "The Beckoning Trail."

U. R. It.—Maybe thou art a little mixed
up as to Joe Moore's identity. He is the

youngest of the four Moore brothers, Tom,
Matt, Owen, and Joe. He plays minor parts

with the Universal. He played Tom Moore's

twin brother in a Kalem picture once. Mary
Pickford has a summer home on Long
Island. There are many rumors as to which

company Lottie Pickford will join shortly.

Joe Patten is still with Essanay.

Mrs. John C. Schweitzer.—Send to

Theda Bara for her photo, in care of the

Fox Film Corporation, Xo. 130 West Forty-

sixth Street, Xew York City, inclosing

twenty-five cents to cover cost of mailing,

et cetera. You can get a photograph of

Marion Leonard by writing to the General

Film Company, inclosing the same amount
for the same reason. Sarah Bernhardt's

picture appeared in the December issue of

Picture-Play, which you can get by send-

ing the price to the circulation manager. Lina

Cavalieri's photo may be had from the Pathe

Company, Xo. 25 West Fourth Street, Xew
York City, on the above conditions. Geog-
raphy is something that we have long for-

gotten, but our Jap servant tells us that

XTippon is the entire country of Japan. I'll

do my best with the editor about cramming
some extra space in the gallery for photos

of Helen Gardner, Gene Gauntier, and

Louise Beaudet. We have already "run"

Annette Kellermann. You seem to dote on

French actresses. Polly-voo? Oui, oui?

Marion Leonard had her own company, and

also appeared in some Knickerbocker Star

features on the General program.

Violet Brandon.—Violet is a pretty name.

In fact, I am very fond of all flowers with

the exception of goldenrod. The reason for

my dislike of the latter is that we are one of

the many hay-fever sufferers. Our eyes are

running faster than the typewriter at the

present time. Mattie Roubert is with the

Universal, at Universal City, California.

Mal.—George Ovey has Clarie Alexander

and Harold Lloyd has Bebe Daniels for a side

partner in producing humor for the screen.

Oh, for the life of a comedian ! That is,

until we read Chester Conklin's article about

comedies and comedians in general in the

June issue of Picture-Play, which made
us sort of renig on the proposition. Who is
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the "prettiest and best" of the three, Francis

X. Bushman. Sydney Ayres, or Warren Ker-

rigan? Them's harsh words, Mai. Wonder
how any one of the three would feel if some

one called him a pretty man? Evidently

you think that all the honors belong to Ayres.

as you ask to have his picture in the maga-

zine. Harold Lloyd and Billie Ritchie both

have large followings in the realm of the

slapstick and padded brick.

I. OT.—That's nothing. We owe lots of

people. Creighton Hale is not a newcomer

to picture fans. He appeared with Pearl

White in all her serials with the exception

of the "Perils of Pauline." He has also

appeared in the leading role in the Famous
Players' production of "The Old Home-
stead." Billie Burke played the part of

Peggy in the picture that you don't remem-

ber. From your description of the play, you

refer to "Peg o' My Heart."

S. P. G.—We are sending you a copy of

our Market Booklet with the addresses of

film concerns in the market for scenarios,

and the kind they use. The Red Feather

features are produced by the Universal Com-
pany, Xo. 1600 Broadway, New York City.

M. C. W\—Your suggestion about an in-

terview with Bessie Barriscale is a good one.

We will spring it on the editor when he is

in a receptive mood on next pay day.

R. L. G.—William S. Hart will be seen in

'The Return of Draw Egan," following the

"Patriot." Florence Lawrence has dived

back into retirement after appearing in "Elu-

sive Isabel" for the Universal. Margaret

Anglin is to have her own film company.

Edna M.—Xavier is the middle name of

Francis X. Bushman.

Barbara H.—Ruth Roland confesses to

have had her birthday twenty-three years

ago. Frank Mayo was seven years old when
Ruth first opened her eyes.

Embrey Horan.—Wallace Reid and Ger-

aldine Farrar can be addressed at the Jesse

Lasky Company, Los Angeles, California;

Violet Mersereau at the Universal Com-
pany, New York City; and Harold Lock-

wood at Yorke Film Corporation, Los An-

geles, California. Grace Cunard is surely

"a darling." You see, I can call her all

the pet names that I want to, and no one

will say a word, as they don't know whether

I have a right to or not. Oh, it's great to

be an oracle—sometimes. The exact amount

of insurance carried by the Universal at

its city is not known, but it is very large.

Some people like Grace Cunard's vampiring

better than that of Theda Bara, and some

don't, so there you are. There are many
more film concerns in California than in

New York. Charlie Chaplin and Edna Pur-

viance get their mail at the Lone Star Com-
pany, Los Angeles. California. Frank Kee-

nan, Alary Boland, Edward McKim, and

Margaret Thompson had the leading roles

in "Stepping-stones."

"Hello Girl."—Whew ! What a lot of

questions for a little girl to ask ! Some peo-

ple say Pearl White is twenty-five, while

others insist she is twenty-three. Pearl is

neutral, so you had better take your pick.

Your second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth

questions have been refused admittance by

the rules. Marguerite Clark does not re-

ceive as large a salary as Mary Pickford.

That is, she didn't until Mary formed her

own company, and receives no salary at all.

so Marguerite has the better of her now.

Mary takes all hers out of the profits from

her pictures. I'll take the interest to the

salary any day. Hazel Dawn admits that

she has been out of the cradle for eighteen

years. Florence Reed is thirty-three, and

Ralph Ince twenty-nine. Yes. a star and a

director sometimes have differences. No, 1

haven't any nice young fellows around help-

ing me with these answers. The editor is

the only one who knows who I am. Don't

know whether I would accept a leap-year

proposal or not. Haven't had time enough

to think about it. You had better save yours

for some one else. I may be a man and I

may not.

Picture "Maniacs.—Never had the time or

inquisitiveness to ask Henry Walthall and

D. Wr

. Griffith why they parted company.

Guess Hank took the leap for financial rea-

sons, because Griffith and he are the best

of friends. Deciding whether "Civilization"

or "The Birth of a Nation" is the better

feature is very simple. One paper with a

high-priced and wisdom-abounding critic in-

sists that the Tom Ince film has it all over

-Griffith's spectacle, while an equally high-

priced and wise critic on another paper in-

sists that "The Birth of a Nation" is bet-

ter than "Civilization." Tom Ince thinks

he has the best picture, but Griffith thinks

differently, and there you are. Simple, isn't

it? Henry Walthall's best work was done

in "The Avenging Conscience," produced by

Griffith from Edgar Allan Poe's "The Tell-

tale Heart." It is useless to try to rate

Blanche Sweet, Mary Pickford, Bessie Bar-

riscale, and Lillian Gish as to their merits.

Each critic would pick a different one. Mon-
roe Salisbury takes the leading role in "Ra-
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mona." "The Daughter of the Gods" is the

latest picture with Annette Kellermann. Au-
drey Munson had better look to her laurels.

She still leads Annette, however, as the lat-

ter wears a fishtail and a pleasant smile in

the Fox picture. The board of censors in-

sisted that the smile be thrown in for good
measure. Fannie Ward is forty-one years
older than the day she was born. It seems
unbelievable, as she looks to be on the sunny
side of twenty. D. W. Griffith is thirty-four.

Francis X. Bushman, Wallace Reid, J. War-
ren Kerrigan, Henry Walthall, William
Desmond, Harold Lockwood, and Douglas
Fairbanks are a few of the manjr who are
noted for their ardent love-making on the

screen. I don't know whether Eleanor Glynn
had them in mind or not when she wrote
'Three Weeks." Billie Rhodes and Eddie
Lyons appeared together when they were
directed by Al Christie. Billie is now with
Christie's own company, and Eddie is with
Universal, so the prospects are not very
bright for seeing them together again.

"'Damaged Goods" has a strong moral to it,

and is just as effective in picture form as it

was on the stage, if not more so. Its moral
value is unlimited. Don't try to apologize.

A little thing like sixteen questions doesn't
worry us in the least. Keep up the good
work, and- ship us in some more puzzlers in

the near future.

Lucille Joyce.—We appreciate all those
nice things you say about Picture- Play, and
especially the bouquets thrown in the gen-
eral direction of the Oracle Department;
but, sorry I can't tell you what we are

—

"sir" or "madam." I'll tell you this much,
however: if you use the first named you
will be right, and if you use the last you
won't be wrong. Isn't that nice? Address
William Farnum at the Fox Film Corpora-
tion, Los Angeles, California. Bill is down
for an interview shortly. Read about his

career in the November issue, out October
ist, under "Before the Stars Shone." Clara
Kimball Young has her own company, and
we saw her the other day talking over with
her director about a new picture she would
like to star in. Anita Stewart was never on
the legitimate stage.

Lorexe Younger.—You show good taste

in selecting Pearl White as your favorite.

She is also the favorite of thousands of
other picture fans. Her hair is auburn.
She was born in Springfield, Missouri, of
Italian descent. White is her real name.
Send twenty-five cents to her for one of her
photos. Address her at Pathe Exchange, No.
25 West Forty-fifth Street, New York City.

The same with Creighton Hale. His ad-
dress is Frank Powell Productions, Times
Building, New York City.

G. E. B.—"Barriers Burned Away," by E.
P. Roe. has never been produced in pic-

tures. .

Polly.—Creighton Hale is not playing op-
posite Pearl White now. He is with the
Frank Powell Productions, along with Shel-
don Lewis and Linda Griffith. He played
with Pearl White in all her "serials" with
the exception of the first, "Perils of Pauline."
I think that "The Villain Still Pursues Her"
would be a fine name for another thriller

for Pearl. You can address Harold Lock-
wood at the Yorke Film Corporation. Los
Angeles, California. Creighton Hale is his

"social" and otherwise name also. See sub-
scription rates in the front of the magazine.

Lillian Ashley.—No, we have nothing
against dainty little Marguerite Clark. We
just printed a remark credited to her, which
she afterward denied, and we took her de-
nial in good faith; and the matter was
ended as far as we were concerned. We
agree with you in all the nice things that

you say about her.

Winifred Chapin.—"Little Women" has
not been produced in the films. The only
reason it hasn't, as far as we can see, is

because of its inadaptation to photo-play
form. We have sent you by mail prepaid a

copy of our Market Booklet.

Oracle's Admirer.—Attention, Francis X.
Bushman, Mary Pickford, Warren Kerri-
gan, Theda Bara, and all ye other photo-
play idols ! An admirer has been wrung
away from you at last by the Oracle. Mos-t

of the letters we have received are headed
"Bushman Admirer," "Mary Pickford Fan,"
or some other like them ; but to have one
for our own little Oracle is a treat. We
have sent you our Market Booklet. Thanks
for your bit about Mary Miles Minter. Ac-
cording to herself and other advices, she
was born in Shreveport, Louisiana, April 1,

1902. The Leonore Ulrich contest proved
very popular, and we shall use our influence

(?) with the editor to run another some-
what on the order of this. So you got a

cheap photograph from Charlie Chaplin?
That's strange, indeed. Charlie has some
dandies, and you probably received one of
the cheaper ones used to make cuts from.
If so, this was evidently a mistake, as

Charles doesn't send out "jitney" likenesses

of himself to friends as a rule. You shall

have your desire for the autographed letter,

Miss Admirer.
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Mlle. X.—Your question will interest

many. The actors' fund is for old, crippled,

blind, or otherwise disabled actors, who can-

not earn their living at their profession.

This is certainly a worthy institution, and

deserves to be supported heavily. Stuart

Blackton is treasurer for the motion-picture-

artists' end of it. Sessue Hayakawa is pro-

nounced Ses-soo Haya-ka-wa. The Lasky

pictures produced to date are too numer-

ous to mention, but we will name some of

the best: "Carmen," "The Case of Becky."

"The Cheat," "The Love Mask," "Secret

Sin," "Temptation," and "The Selfish

Woman."

27-14.—I didn't know the numbers ran as

high as that. I thought that the warden had

the highest number with 2001. Yes, the Es-

sanay-Chaplin pictures made very good

reading in Picture-Play. Maybe we can

persuade the editor to "run" some more.

Pete.—The address of Tom Forman is the

La-sky Company, Hollywood, California. It

is probably .due to an oversight on his part

that you did not receive his photo. Maybe it

went astray. Write him again to find out.

Pearlixe.—Sounds like Monday and

clotheslines. Ford Sterling can be paged

at the Keystone Film Company, Allesandro

Street, Los Angeles, California. Yes, Ford

is quite a handsome youth when his chin-

piece is discarded for his silk hat. Quite a

favorite with the gentle sex.

Klara Kleaves.—Viola Dana had the

leading role in "The Flower of No Man's

Land," a Metro feature produced by John
Collins.

Kathlyx Williams Fax.—Every one is

familiar with the many attempts of Nat
Goodwin to weather the extremely rough sea

of matrimony, with the result that he has

been shipwrecked many a time upon this un-

certain ocean, only to try again. The state-

ment in the magazine that "Miss Williams

bids fair to outdo him" was- simply intended

as a humorous reference to her marriage.

Any spare moments that you may have-, be

sure to sit down to pen off a few notes to

the "patient" Oracle.

Babe Crosskill.—Glad to hear from our

little Canadian sisters. There is nothing like

reciprocity, after all, is there? What have

you been reading, a magazine on photo plays,

or the Umpty-dumpty Gazette? We put our

foot down on answering matrimonial ques-

tions, as we haven't any too much hair to

lose, and can't run very fast, but we don't

mind at all denying the report which you

IO

saw that Syd Chaplin was married to Lottie

Pickford. Lottie is now back with the Fa-

mous Players Film Company. I am sure

that Charlotte Burton would send you one

of her photographs on the condition you

mention, and also answer a letter. Ruth

Stonehouse appeared in the first episode of

"Peg o' the Ring," but Grace Cunard as-

sumed full charge of the role of "Peg" after

that. Yes, I guess Creighton Hale would

write you. Address him at the Frank Pow-

ell Productions, Times Building, New York

City. Alas ! one of your questions is against

the rules. The moral is "Don't believe all

you hear." Show this to your girl friends

who said we didn't have time to answer our

dear little reader from Canada. There's

nothing like accomplishing something, is

there ?

Curley.—Your letter was a very interest-

ing one, and we enjoyed its contents thor-

oughly. Yes, a beginner can write a script

which he or she may think perfect, only to

have it returned by a company, much to

the disappointment of the beginner, and in

the majority of cases he becomes disheart-

ened, and gives up. You have the right

spirit. Stick to it, and you will come out

all right. Yes, a beginner will laugh himself

sick when he learns more about the funda-

mental principles of scenario writing, and

picks up an old scenario of his, which was

perfect, as he thought, at the time it was

written. It will make him howl with laugh-

ter now, and wonder why the company even

gave it consideration enough to send a re-

jection blank with it. There is a lot to

learn in the scenario-writing line, which can

only be obtained by careful thought and

study. The pictures themselves ought to be

the biggest help to the untrained writer.

You don't want to ask many questions this

trip, do you? Murdock McQuarrie both acts

and directs. He is considered one of the best

character men in the business to-day.

Just Me.—Glad to see you back again.

Thought you had become lost in the shuf-

fle. Violet Mersereau was Little Lord

Fauntleroy. That is merely a matter of

opinion. Some insist Mary is the best, while

some declare for Marguerite, so what can a

poor Picture Oracle do in this case? The

Oracle is bound to get in bad with one of

them, and as we like both, we prefer to re-

main strictly neutral. Marguerite Skirvan

had the feminine lead with Lionel Barrymore

in the Metro production, "The Quitter."

Mary Maurice, the Vitagraph "mother," fa-

mous the world over, is exactly seventy-two

years old. She made speeches during the
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Civil War, and it was practically this that

led her to decide upon a stage career after-

ward. Her friends insisted that it was the

only work intended for her. Millions of

photo-play fans are glad that she carried out

her friends' advice.

M. MacD.—Bobby Harron, in "The Birth

of a Nation," was the youngest Stoneman.

Ethel did not take a part in "Neal of the

Navy." Your adverse criticism of Lou-Tel-

legen in "The Explorer" is not altogether

justifiable, in our opinion. You did not make
it clear what it was exactly that you did not

like about his acting. Xo doubt Marshall

Xeilan would send you a photograph if you

write to him for one. Inclose twenty-rive

cents to cover the cost of picture and mail-

ing. We are glad you were pleased with the

story about Harold Lockwood in the July

issue of Picture-Play. It appears that you

think that Mary Pick ford is losing her

childish charms and becoming more sophis-

ticated. Perhaps there is some justice in

the criticism, though we think she retains

much of her- old-time cuteness, if not all of

it. You ask the addresses of the following

actresses. They are given as follows : Mar-
guerite Courtot, Famous Players. New York
City; Edna Mayo, Essanay, Chicago. Illi-

nois; Mabel Normand, Mabel X^ormand
Company, Los Angeles, California; Ethel

Clayton, WT

orld Film, New York City; Mar-
guerite Snow, Ivan Film Company, XT

ew
York City.

J. S.—Your ambition is a very worthy one.

Few people stop to think that between them
and their enjoyment of the movies stand the

camera man, and that he is just as impor-

tant as any other cog in the motion-picture

industry. Let us advise you to make known
your desire to bcome a camera man to some
of the wrell-known producing companies, and
ask them for suggestions as to the best way
for you to proceed. We shall send you a

list of producers contained in our Market
Booklet.

Mrs. G. B. Sparrow.—

W

r

e are sorry that

your letter has not been answered to date,

but you will get a personal answer before

this magazine reaches you.

C. M. K.—Being a nurse is evidently not the

best job in the world. From your account

of the thing, you put in quite a night at it,

and then some. Still, you should be glad

that you got the chance to eat a little some-
thing, even if it didn't agree with you. No,
we never heard of your friend Robert, and
we know almost all of them in the motion-

picture game. He may have been a car-

penter, stage shifter, or prop boy, as you

suggest, and again he may not. Maybe a

youthful dream of his. Glad you got along
so well with your patient. The pictures you
sent looked very natural. In fact, a little

too natural.

Anita Stewart Fan.—Note references to

Anita Stewart and Clara Kimball Young in

the Oracle Department of this issue. The
Oracle is more or less of a Christian Sci-

entist, and doesn't need a doctor even if we
did commit the egregious error of putting

several actresses ahead of Anita Stewart, as

you say we did. You wish to know if a sub-

stitute was used for Gail Kane in the clos-

ing scenes on board the ship in "Paying the

Price." Shake your head three times and
say "No !" Gail did the work herself. Con-
stance Talmadge was not the fairy queen
in "The Marriage of Molly O." Mae Marsh
portrayed the part. In this issue of Picture-
Play is a story called "When Star Meets
Star," which contains reference to Ethel

Clayton that may interest you.

Dimples.—We are fine this lovely morning—"fine as silk," to use your own words. A
letter addressed to Maurice Costello at The
Screen Club, New York City, will reach him.

Why should 3'ou feel any bash fulness in ask-

ing this question?

St. Claire.—The address of Hobart Hen-
ley is Universal City, California.

Little Vera Dolores.—The sad nom dc

plume which you have picked indicates that

you have had some tragedy in your young
life—not a disappointment in love, we hope.

Maybe you have been reading Swinburne's
"Our Lady of the Seven Sorrows." Your
questions are nearly all about Frank Mayo.
He must be your favorite actor. He is five

feet eleven and a half inches tall, has gray

eyes, weighs one hundred and sixty-five

pounds, and was born in New York City.

Ruth Roland was born in San Francisco.

You think they made a fine team, and we are

quite prepared to agree with you.

Roal.—Wally Van is directing for Vita-

graph. He was born in New Hyde Park,

Long Island, and was graduated from the

Xew York School of Sciences with the de-

gree of C. E. Besides playing and direct-

ing for Vitagraph, he has written many
comedies.

Philm Phan.—Almost any player should

send you his picture for a quarter. Espe-

cially if you send it near the end of the

week, before he gets his envelope. The
scenes for Vitagraph's "God's Country and

the Woman" were taken in Bear Valley,

California. Moonlight scenes are tinted.

Morosco and Pallas are one.
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To 3fiss Pickford : We here publicly thank you for
honoring us with the permission of offering the first

Art Calendar of you, the world's most popular woman.

A Mary Pickford
Secret

You know that she has a rare charm of youthful beauty.

But do you know that she has a quality of perseverance
almost unequaled in the history of the world's famous
women? For example, she posed 70 times over a

period of many weeks before she was satisfied that this,

her first Art Calendar, showed herself and her pet,

"Canary Billie," in just the best possible pose. In her
motion pictures, her writings, her charities, etc., etc., she
is satisfied with only the best.

Will you think us boastful if we say
that we feel the same way toward
Pompeian toilet preparations? We
are satisfied with only the best. For
example, Pompeian NIGHT Cream
was tried out for 7 years before we
thought it sufficiently perfected to
bear the name Pompeian. By the
way, Pompeian NIGHT Cream is en-
tirely different from our popular
Pompeian MASSAGE Cream, in
purpose, use and results.

O o* *. If y°n will acquire
Beauty flint thehabit of nightly
use of Pompeian NIGHT Cream,
youthful beauty will linger long in
your face. Your skin will become
soft and clear. Pompeian NIGHT
Cream is already famous from coast
to coast for its snow-whiteness,
smoothness and delicacy of perfume.
It also solves the complexion prob-
lem of women who motor. Sample
sent with Art Panel. Motorists' tubes,
25c. Jars, 35c and 75c at the stores.
An imitation will disappoint you.
Refuse it if offered.

H¥j« . Soft, brilliant, fluffy
air Hint hair will be yours if

you use that delightful clear amber
liquid, Pompeian HAIR Massage. It
is also bringing relief to thousands
troubled with unsightly and danger-
ous Dandruff and Scalp Itching. It

will not discolor the hair. Bottles,
25c, 50c and SI at the stores. An im-
itation will disappoint you. Refuse
it if offered.

A. r» i of Miss Pickford and
rt rand Pompeian NIGHT

Cream sample sent for 10c. Size, 28

in. by 1%. Art store value, 50c. In
exquisite colors. Please clip the
coupon now before you forget it.

Pompeian

Night")

Cream

Cut
Off,

Sign
and
Send

The Pompeian Mfg. Co., 150 Prospect Street, Cleveland, Ohio

Gentlemen: I enclose a dime for a Mnry
Pickford Art Panel and a Pompeian NIGHT
Cream Sample. For letting me have this pic-

ture for only 10c, I will gladly speak a good
word to my friends about it and Pompeian
products if I like them.

Name-

Address
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m
A new gem containing the gorgeous bril-

liancy and as indestructible as the diamond.
Genuine La Rayo will stand all tests the same as the

natural diamond. Cuts glass, acid, file, heat or any
diamond test you have ever heard of can be applied to

10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
PAY AS YOU LIKE

Order one ofthese beautiful, scintillating gems Wear it

ten full days. Test it any way you like, compare it with
diamonds. If you can tell the difference return it at our
expense. If you wish to keep it pay for it at the rate of
a few cents a day. Your credit is good. No red tape.

Think of wearing one of these beautiful, LAST FOR-
EVER gems mounted in an exquisite ring of Solid Gold
at less than 1-25 the cost of diamonds It positively
cannot be distinguished from diamonds either in appear-
ance or by test. And you get it DIRECT FROM THE
DISTRIBUTORS at the rock-bottom price, the price that
even dealers would have to pay.

Send for our free catalog to-day explaining all about
La Rayo and containing all the latest designs in rings to
select from. No obligation to buy. A post card brings it.

THE LEON BECK CO.
320 East Jefferson St. Fort Wayne, Indiana.

La Rayo is mounted only in Rings of solid gold.

A 1 VIFNF SCHOOLS Est. 20 Year*/ILi V IMILi The A ekhowledged Authority on
Each department a larg-e school in it-

self. Academic. Technical, and Practi-
cal Training-. Students' School. Theatre
and Stock Co. Afford New York Ap-
pearances. For catalogue, write

D. IRWIN, Secretary
Mentioning Study Desired

225 West 57th Street, near Broadway, New

•dged Authority on

DRAMATIC
STAGE

PHOTO-PLAY
AND '

DANCE ARTS
York I

DO ?
you wish v<y i^^co

w

whether you will prosper or not in your undertak-
ings? Whether you will marry or not? Have sick-
ness or health ? Travel or stay at home? Win or

lose in speculation? Business to follow, etc? YOUR Planets
WILL TELL YOU. No guesswork. Clear answers to all questions.
Will send you hundreds of addresses of people who have been pa-
trons of mine for 10 years, and vou can write to them and verify
my statements. GRASP your OPPORTUNITY and you will gain
your desires. Send birth date and 10c. for a trial reading.

L. THOMSON, Dept. 109, Kansas City, Mo.

You Can Have Beautiful

PP* Eyebrows
and Eyelashes

They give charm, expression, lovli-
ness to the face,addingwonderfully
to your beauty and attractiveness.

Societywomen and actresses get them by using

It promotes in a natural manner the growth of eyebrows and
eyelashes, making them thick, long and silky, giving depth ard
soullul expression to the eyes. A guaranteed pure arr harm-
less treatment. Send 2oc(coin) and we'll mailLASH-BROW-1NE
and our rREE Beauty Booklet prapaid in plain sealed cover.

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS—
Genuine LASH-BROW-IN E sold only by

Maybell Laboratories, 4008-H Indiana Ave., Chicago

U. R. A. Mann.—So you think so? Mar-
guerite Clark is twenty-nine years old, or, I

should say, young, because she looks to be almost
half her age. We know Maude Gilbert only
slightly, we are sorry to say. Dorothy Daven-
port is twenty-one, and can be seen in Universal
pictures.

A. B.—Wallace Reid did not play opposite
Geraidine Farrar in "Temptation."

Olive, Jr.—Haven't had more than one letter

a day from you for the past month. Have you
been ill? Yes, we have to travel oft to a

room all by our self to answer these letters

so that we will not be discovered. Hence we
do get lonesome once in a while. Your last

literary effort to us was the soul of cheer-
fulness. Let me have as many as you get time
to write. Yes, we have seen considerable of

your "Wally" off the screen—heard him speak,

saw him walk, felt his "'regular-fellow" grip, and
everything. Yes, Lasky thinks well of Wally's
acting ability. He played opposite Geraidine Far-
rar in her first picture, "Carmen." Most all the

actors keep scrapbooks, although we know of

some who don't. It is difficult to account for the

mistake about Wally's age, which you say you
have seen so often. He was born in 1891. Nope,
nothing can make us reveal our identity. You
call us "old boy." Supposing we may be a

man, and young? We should be insulted to be

called an "old boy," and, if we were old, we
shouldn't like to be reminded of the fact that the

years are fleeing by us with a rapidity that is

alarming, so you see you had better hope we are

a woman, so we won't take it so much to heart.

So you give us one-third of your heart? Our
first leap-year proposal, although we have had a

letter inquiring if we would consider one. We
shall place the fraction of a heart on file, and
return it intact whenever you want to give it to

some one else. WT

e shall take it out of its hid-

ing place occasionally and look at it. This might
act as an inspiration for a poem. It isn't right

for you to feel that way about your three aunts.

It wouldn't be polite at all to burn them up,

and, besides, they are not doing that this season.

Try hard-boiled looks, and present each of them
with a brand-new pair of shoes, three sizes too

small ; remove all their other shoes ; and you will

feel more than repaid in very short order. So
you thought Wally was a "dream" in the "Selfish

W'oman." By the way, are you sure that it was
a whole' one-third of a regular heart that you
sent us ? Since reading the above line about
WT

ally, it seems to us that it is about one-thirtieth

instead of a third. By the way, did you ever

carry your schoolbooks to Oceana ?

Hart Fan.—Didn't you see the article about
Hart in the September issue? "Bad Man Kill

Bad Alan" was the name of it. All about your
favorite. We are great admirers of Hart's ability

as a man and as an actor. Perhaps your brother
has told you all about "Hell's Hinges." It would
take too much space for the criticism it deserves,

but we can heartily say that it was "great." We
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Advertising*

of To day
Ad Writers In Greater Demand. Large Salaries and Partnerships

For Those Who Secure Expert Training. New Art Prospectus For Free

Mailing Gives Advice of America's Leading Advertising Authorities.

Mr. E. Milton Mosher,
Beverly. Mass., is another
Powell student who has made
a fortune in his own enter-

prise. From his page testi-

mony is the following

:

"The Powell System was the
keynote coupling the foundation
on which I succeeded. I have
used the knowledge in creating
my career as a specialist op-
erating high-grade real estate
sub-divisions—passed the mil-
lion-dollar mark."

ADVERTISING skill is today at a greater

premium than ever. X"ot only because
scientific advertising is a business builder,

but also because of its almost immediate effect in

establishing giant enterprises

The old way relied on for creating a million-
dollar business was to start small, be frugal and
slowly expand over decades or scores of years

—

generally through the combined efforts of several
generations. Today scientific advertising pro-
duces the hugely profitable, fully established busi-
ness in a twentieth of the time—often in a year.

The ambitious young man or. woman who wants
to win the big prizes will find that advertising
iffers more income than any other for trained
•riginality and skill, Red tape, pull and favor-
itism are not factors. There's no necessity of
'growing up in the business."
The advertising field offers to expertly trained

ad writers starting salaries and incomes from
Si.500 to $3,000, and later on as high as $10,000
yearly. Many Powell graduates have ret used
S10.000 salaries to accept more profitable partner-
ships and win personal fortunes, because the Pow-
ell System and my personal help paved the way.
My new Art Prospectus, now ready for free

mailing, is probably the most valuable exposition

ever published regarding the advertising field, its

work and rewards. It is far more than a mere
synopsis of the Powell System, important as this

is. First in interest to the ambitious are the

words and advice of many of America's most
eminent advertising authorities Next, and per-

haps of even greater interest, are the pages tell-

ing how former students, now in charge of great

advertising departments, have won their big in-

comes and how still others have become wealthy
by developing their own industries through Pow-
ell methods
Among the other special features of timely

worth are those giving the opinions of leading

publishers, type founders, Y. M. C. A. and_ adver-

tising dub heads. And to the skeptical investi-

gator who does not realize that the Powell Sys-

tem is infinitely superior to any oral school, the

article, "Correspondence Instruction Superior to

Class Work in Advertising," will prove an agree-

able surprise.. It means everything to the student

who lives far from an advertising center.
_

The five-page essay, "Capitalize the Emotions in

Advertising," has been recommended by noted

editors as the most interesting, chatty explanation

of what forceful advertising really is—hence its

incorporation in my new and enlarged Prospectus.

If you want guidance in solving your future

business career, you should fill out and mail the

Coupon today.

ueorge H. Powell, 55 Temple Court, N. Y.

j HOW TO SELL YOUR BRAINS
|

I George H. Powell, 55 Temple Court, New York.

I 1 want to i-arn 'ail about the Powell System and the bi«; |

1 rewards of advertising:. Please mail me free copy of your
|

i Prospectus.

I Tsan:e . .--
H

1 a

t Address • — - = " • 1

j
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$500Reward
will be paid to anyone who can
permanently destroy the brilliancy
and sparkle of RAJAH im. Diamonds
without destroying the stone. Their Bril-
liancy is eternal. Rajah is the king of jewels.

3d DAYS' FREE TRIAL
-YEAR OR MORE TO PAY
Rajah im. Diamonds will be a revelation to you-

Their fire and brilliancy is the only rival of real diamonds.
They stand the most exacting: teats to which real diamonds are
submitted, the fire, acid, diamond file and glass cutting tests. We
will send you on 30 days free trial any of these wonderful gems.
Wear it.test it, If you can tell it from a real diamond you don't have
to keep it; send it back and you won't owe us a penny If you
keep it you have all the time you want to pay for it.

SET IN SOLID GOLD
All Rajah im. Diamonds are mounted in solid gold in the

finest and most fashionable settings. Rings for men and women , La
Vallieres, earrings, studs, tie pins, necklaces, all in guaranteed
solid gold settings, are shown in our wonderful colored catalog*

BEAUTIFUL COLORED CATALOG FREE!
WRITE FOR IT. You will be delighted at the exquisite Rajah im.

Diamond jewelry. Just send your name and address on a postal.
You will be under no obligations to buy. Rajah im. Diamonds are
ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED FOREVER. Their brilliancy is

eternal. They cost one-thirtieth of real stones.

KRAUTH & REED
159 N. State St. Dept. G-3. Chicago, 111.

WHO IS YOUR FAVORITE
-MOVIE STAR?

Understand all spoken parts. Don't miss the best part of the
Picture. Read the moving lips. " Lip Reading In The Movies,"
just published, tells how. A wonderful explanation of this most
wonderful science. Simple rules for knowing what different

Lip Movements mean. Send 25c. stamps or coin. Address

SCHOOL OF LIP LANGUAGE, Dept. 109, Kansas City, Missouri.

SONGWRITERS" Key to Success"
SENT FREE. This valuable booklet contains THE
REAL FACTS. We revise poems, compose and ar-

range music, secure copyright and facilitate free

publication or outright sale. START RIGHT. Send
us some of your work today for FREE EXAMIPJATION.
KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS, 600 Gaiety Bldg., New York City

'hisBookletFREE
Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
L. You can cash in your "happy thoughts" and
earn big money right in your own home in spare
time. No previous experience necessary. Our
easy home course turns out more successful
scenario writers than all other schools together.
Write now and get by return mail FREE Booklet,
valuable information. Special Price and Prize Offer.
Chicago Photoplaywright College,Box 278XV,Chicago

THE TRUTH!!
About Photoplay Writing.
The beginners chances—the arts*

advantages and disadvan-
tages. Not a course, school or

book — just plain advice to the beginner about the-WRONG and
EXPENSIVE way, and the RIGHT and INEXPENSIVE way to

learn the game. Pointing out a course of self-instruction that excels

-costly school courses and which is free for the asking. This informa-
tion cost experienced writers many dollars. Postpaid 50c. Send no
stamps, we have nothing else to sell.

THE- WRITERS CLUB
Lock Box A. Harrison, New York

go to the movies so often that we can't count the

times.

L. C. O.—The address of Grace Cunard and
Francis Ford is Universal City, California. Mary
Pickford is certainly playing in pictures now.
She has formed her own company, and is busy
every day turning out her own features. Henry
Walthall can be addressed at the Essanay Film
Corporation, Chicago, Illinois; Anna Held at

Paramount Pictures Corporation, New York
City. Robert Leonard and Ella Hall are playing
in Universal pictures.

I. M. A. Fan.—Earl Foxe was the gentleman
who took the part of Silver Spurs in the "Love
Mask." His work in this Lasky production has
attracted considerable attention among photo-
play patrons, and we have received many in-

quiries about the person who played this part.

With preparedness propaganda so popular all of

a sudden, it is no wonder that the scenario

writers have seized hold of it for basic material

for their plots. It is true that the field is

crowded at the present time with scenarios deal-

ing with this subject, but it is not a bad thing

at all if the idea is handled the right way. By
the time this magazine reaches you, the date

for the release of the "Battle Cry of War," with

Alice Joyce, will have been announced. Don't
have any worries about our friend Henry
Walthall. He is too good an actor to be forced

into a back seat on account of the lack of the

right sort of plays suitable to him. Just watch
his smoke. If you have not seen him in pic-

tures lately, you will most certainly see him very

soon again. It seems unnecessary to state why
we don't put our name at the head of the Oracle

Department. "Modesty" is the only reason that

we can give without blushing. We like "Oracle"

as a good nom de plume, and are willing to let it

go at that.

Eleanore.—Mrs. Sydney Drew's name was Lu-
cille McVey before she met friend Sydney. They
played in Vitagraph comedies together, which he

also directed, and are now appearing together

under the Metro banner. We shall answer your

second question two ways, so as to be sure of

hitting the right one. An actor can play two
parts or more in a picture by using different

make-ups; or, through the aid of double exposure,

triple exposure, et cetera, an actor can be seen

as himself and some other characters on the

screen at the same time. This is all done in the

camera. King Baggot once took the part of

seven different characters in a play, and at one

time he appeared on the screen in all the seven

different make-ups at once, going right through

with each part. This is very tedious work, and

it takes many a long hour to accomplish it.

Hazel Dawn is an American by birth, but received

most of her education in London, England.

Ethel and John Barrymore are sister and brother

So you think that Charlie Chaplin's acting and

pictures are much better now than they were
formerly. That can be explained by the fact

that in most cases the work of a gifted actor

always improves with time. He is still a very
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RM>ER MARGINGU1DE

PAPtRKElfiSSfj

TABULATOR BAR ADJUSTMENT

MARGINAL STOPS

PLATEN RELEASE

VARIABLE SPAGING

CARRIAGE
RELEASE

RIBBON SHIFT
AND

STENCIL CUTIEB CARHTABE
RETURN
AND

AUTOMATIC
SPACER

BACK 5PACEB

RIBBONREVERSE

TABULATOR BAR

FREE
TRIAL

Iwant.through thisadvertisement
to establish as friendly business
relations with you as I possibly
can Iwant you to realize also,that
it is my earnest effort and inten-
tion to give you full honest value
for every dollar that you spend
with me. This is the only way I can
succeed. The publisher of this
magazine will vouch for my
square dealings during the four
years and more my advertising
has appeared.

I am building up my business on
the foundation of good value and
square dealings I am saving thou-
sands of satisfied customers thou-
sands of dollars, by supplying,
perfect—late style—visible writ-
ing—typewriters, at remarkably
low prices.

All my transactions are handled
throughout by personal corre-
spondence, I assure you every
courtesy and consideration, in

your dealings with me. Your
order will have my prompt, care-
ful, personal attention. I will be
glad to do business with you.

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
Free TRIAL—Use As You Pay

Send me only $2.50 a month until the low total price of $48.80 is

paid, and the machine is yours

This is absolutely the most generous typewriter offer ever made. Do not rent a machine
when you can pay $2.50 a month and own one. Think of it—-Buying a $100.00 machine for

$48.80. Cash price, $45.45. Never before has anything like this been attempted.

Standard

Visible L. C. Smith
Model
Number 2

Perfect machines, Standard Size, Keyboard of Standard Universal arrangement writing 84 characters— uni-
versally used in teaching the touch system. The entire line of writing completely visible at all times, has
the tabulator, the two color ribbon, with automatic reverse, the back spacer, ball bearing type bars, ball

bearing carriage action, ball bearing shift action, in fact every late style feature and
, M imami— — —

i

modern operating convenience. Comes to you with everything complete, tools, cover, i
operating book and instructions, ribbon, practice paper—nothing extra to buy. You L

w

cannot imagine the perfection of this beautiful reconstructed typewriter until you /
j_J Slllitll

Room 554-231 N. Fifth Ave.,

CHICAGO. ILL.

have seen it. I have sold several thousand of these perfect latest style Model >
No. 2 machines at this bargain price and every one of these thousands of satis- *

fied customers had this beautiful, strictly up to date machine on five days 1 *

free trial before deciding to buy it. I will send it to you F. O. B. Chicago for /
five days' free trial. It will sell itself, but if you are not satisfied that this is /
the greatest typewriter you ever saw, you can return it at my expense. You * Ship me a No. 2 L. C.
won't want to return it after you try it—you cannot equal this wonderful Jr Smith F.O.B.Chicago.as de-
value anywhere. / scribed in this advertise-

rs . «.t r*. i w-k t «f ^ i »r I ment. I will pay you the

You Take No Risk—Put In Your Order Now /^tJS^SS^L^ft
When the typewriter arrives deposit with the express agent $8.80 and take the machine 1 rate of $2-^ per month,
for five days' trial. If you are convinced that it is the best typewriter you ever saw, # The title to remain m you until
keep it and send me $2.50 a month until my bargain price of 48.80 is paid. If you don't * fully paid for. It is understood
want it, return it to the express agent, receive your $8.80 and return the machine f that I have five days in which to
to me. I will pay the return express charges. This machine is guaranteed just » ovominpnnrlti-vthptvnpwriter If I
as if vou paid $100.00 for it. It is standard. Over one hundred thousand people » £

xamine
J
n

.

a
\,*2"i + Vwiti nnrpfi,!^

own and use these typewriters and think them the best ever manufactured. / Choose not to Keep It 1 Win careiuny
The supply at this price is very limited, the price will probably be raised when my ^ repaci? it and return it to tbe express
next advertisement appears, so don't delay. Fill in the coupon today—mall to me f agent. It is understood that you give
—the typewriter will be shipped promptly. There is no red tape. I employ no # standard guarantee for one year,
solicitors—no collectors—no chattel mortgage. It is simply understood that I #
retain title to the machine until the full $48.80 is pa ; d. You cannot lose. It is /
the greatest typewriter opportunity you will ever have. Do not send me one W JYame ...
cent. Get the coupon in the mails today—sure.

j
HARRY A. SMITH, 554-231 N. Fifth Ave., Chicago /

Address
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"DIAMONDS
WIN HEARTS"

A Diamond is the ideal
gift for a loved one, it

lasts forever , and every
day reminds the wear-
er of your regard and
good judgment.

Rock Bottom Prices b-* b * r-
Easy Credit Terms ^KHJE- Examination

You don't pay one cent until you
see and examine any article you desire

Our import prices "di
rect from the mines to
yon" cut out all the
wholesaler's and re.

tailer's profits. You
get the benefit of this
saving along with our
liberal credit terms-
eight months to pay
—and you wear the
Diamond while paying
for it. Our large cata-

you
right in your own hands. If you like it pay for it

on our eaey credit plan. If not entirely satisfied
return at our expense.

GET OUR GREAT 116 PAGE
CATALOG. It contains over 2.000
beautiful illustrations of Diamonds,
Watches, Solid Gold Jewelry, Silverware,
Novelties, etc.—all the latest and most up-
to-date designs at our Importer's bargain prices
—andeasy terms of payment. Send for catalog
today before you forget. IT IS FREE.logis free, writefor it.

The National Credit Jeweler
I0FTIS Dept. F927 108 N. State St., Chicago, lit.

I BROS ftCQ tfSS
Stores m: Chicago Pittsburgh St. Louis Omaha

WILL SEND MY
25c BOOK improve Your Face

By Making Faces—for
1 Oc—stamps or coin

This book contains a com-
plete course of instructions
in Physical Culture for the
Face. More than 90,000
persons are following these
instructions today. They
will do more to build beauty
than all the paint and powder in
the world, for they get right at
the root of your facial defectsand
overcome them NOT SIMPLE
OR SILLY. Just physical culture
applied to the facial muscles Com-

mon sense— that's all . If you want to improve your looks, send
10c for this book, today, at once, while it's on your mind.

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER
5083 Barker Bldg., 1 1 W. 42nd St., New York City

(BEAUTIFUL WAVY HAIR
You can wave or curl your hair beautifully, quickly, easily
in the latest fashion without fire or electricity, just by '

using these marvelous new Martha Washington Cur jers

.

NO HEAT— EASY TO USE
Just wind hair as shown in illustration
and the curlers do the reBt . Will not irri- I

tate the scalp or injure the hair in any ,

THREE i fljtV * way - Send 10c for 3 nickel finished curl-

EAD I llii ^w .j ers and we will include—free—inetru-v
rUK I WV Postpaid tion chart for Correct Hair Dressing.

COLLI NG BOLTON E MILLS, J>ep_t._3286 £ Elgin,. III.

99Gems of Art
Beautiful, Bewitching Girl Poses
taken from lovely Life Models, ab-
solutely the "niftiest" out. Send dime
for good samples and catalog of "Real
Fascinating" Pictures, Books and Nov-
elties, showing nearly 100 bewitching
girl poses, etc. Send right now, you'll
want more after seeing samples and
catalog. We guarantee satisfaction.

WILLIAMS PUB. CO.
4008-16 Indiana Avenue, Chicago, 111.

young man, and we can expect great things of

him as he grows older. You had better

whisper that last question, and run for cover.

Thousands and thousands of people have writ-

ten to Mr. Bushman, complimenting him on his

work, and it would not be fair to put them down
as "idiots," as you, suggest. Each person has a

right to his own opinion, whether good or bad.

It is easy for us to see why Francis Xavier is

so much admired.

Walthall's Admirer 20.—It is possible that

when a popular player receives many requests

for a photograph that it becomes more or less a

matter of routine with him to send them, but he

must always feel some interest in his admirers in

sending them his photo. Most of the stars have
so little time to themselves that they have to

send photos in odd moments that present them-
selves. Naturally, the photos are rushed out as

fast as possible. Any time that Sessue Hayakawa
is good enough to grant us an honorable audi-

ence, we shall be glad to interview him. Yes.

we had the pleasure of seeing "Alien Souls," and
enjoyed it immensely.

Brown Eyes.—No ! Harold Lockwood and
May Allison are not married. What do you mean
in asking what is our opinion of Anita Stewart?1

Do you refer to her looks, her work, or her

personality? As to amT of the three, our opinion

is most favorable. Ruth Roland played two parts

in a "Matrimonial Martyr." The copy of Pic-

ture-Play which you desire will be sent you
upon the receipt of fifteen cents.

Ivanoff.—Welcome, brother nihilist. The Mary
Pickford films, released by the Unicorn Film
service, are pictures that little Mary appeared in

man\' years ago which are being reissued by the

Unicorn. Mary is not under contract with the

Famous Players Film Company. She has her

own company now. Wallace Reid did not ap-

pear in "Temptation" with Geraldine Farrar. It

was probably a misprint. The Bluebird films are

produced by the Universal Film Company. You
can address Olga Petrova in care of the Metro
Pictures Corporation, New York City.

G. H.—Yes, I am sure that Billie Burke and
Alary Pickford will send their photos if you
inclose twenty-five cents to cover cost of mail-

ing, et cetera. Billie Burke can be reached in

care of George Kleine Film Company, New York
City, and Mary Pickford at Artcraft Pictures

Corporation, New York City.

C. A., New Britain.—Charles Chaplin was
born in France, of English parents. His fond

pa and ma were touring the Continent with a

vaudeville company when he was born. Yes,

June Southern is in the movies. She played in

"The Mysteries of Myra," the serial of the In-

ternational Film Service. Yes, June Caprice is

really good looking.

Paw Perkins.—Theda Bara gets her mail at

the Fox Film Corporation, New York City; and

Pearl White at Pathe Exchange. No. 25 West
Forty-fifth Street, New York City. Henry
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Vou Get The Job
"We've been watching you, young man. We know you're made of the stuff that

wins. The man that cares enough about his future to study an I. C. S. course in his

spare time is the kind we want in this firm's responsible positions. You're getting your

promotion on what you knozu, and I wish we had more like you."

The boss can't take chances. When he has a responsible job to fill, he picks a man
trained to hold it. He's watching you right now, hoping you'll be ready when your oppor-

tunity comes. The thing for you to do is to start today and train yourself to do some
one thing better than others. You can do it in

spare time through the International Corre-

spondence Schools.
No matter where you live, the I. C. S. will come

to you through the mails. No matter how humble
or important your present job, I. C. S. training will

push you higher. No matter what your chosen work,
some of the 280 practical I. C. S. home-study
courses will suit your needs.

Choose Your Career
Do you like Advertising ? Salesmanship ? Many

of the foremost Advertising and Sales Managers in

this country were I. C. S. trained. Commercial
Law? Accounting? All over America bookkeepers,
accountants, private secretaries, office managers, are
reaping the rewards of training gained in I. C. S.

spare-time study of these subjects. Engineering?
Architecture? Electricity? Chemistry? Hundreds
of thousands of men have climbed into big jobs in

the technical professions through the I. C. S. help
The first step these men took was to mark and

mail this coupon. Make jw/r start the same way—
and make it right now.

n INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 4231, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X,

G ADVERTISING MAN
Salesmanship
Commercial Law
BUSINESS (Complete)
Certified Public Accountant
Higher Accounting
Bookkeeper

^Stenographer and Typist
Railway Accountant
WINDOW TRIMMER
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
Common School Subjects
Good English
Teacher
Civil Service
Railway Mail Clerk
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Stationary Engneer
Gas Engineer

Name_

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running

i Electric Wiring
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
Railroader
Mine Foreman or Engineer
Metallurgist or Prospector
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Plumbing and Heating
Sheet Metal Worker
CHEMICAL ENGINEER

C Illustrator
Designer
Textile Overseer or Supt.
AGRICULTURE Spanish
Navigator German
Poultry Raising French
AUTOMOBILES Italian

Present
Occupation.

Street
and No

City. State-
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WALTHAM
ELG I N
HOWARD
ROCKFORD

ILLINOIS

HAMILTON

Any Watch JSSn
on CREDIT

One Customer Writes: "ihavehad my watch just

;
a year today and our watch

inspector says its the best time keeper on the road. Please find enclosed
my last monthly payment of $1.00. '

' We have thousands of such letters
on file from satisfied customers, who have bought from us on

30 f)HV< TTi&i Express Paid**** * £ ICfffl isoMoneyDown
You take no chances with me. I am "Square Deal" Miller and I trust
the people. That is why I am doing the greatest credit Watch, Dia-
mond and Jewelry business in the world. .

Watches Guaranteed tor 25 Years

I Smash the Terms
NO REFERENCES DEMANDED

My terms will surely suit you. You get unlimited credit.

A CtlSr&e ACCOUnt the ssme kind of credit you get from
your grocer- No matter where you

live or what your income might be, you can now own the finest of watches,
a beautiful diamond or any rare jewelry and never miss the money.

4PSit Send me your name and address so IVa&OIVi; tt m\. *— *— can mail you Free and postpaid the
most beautiful catalog of its kind ever printed. I want you to have this
book. It's a gem. Write TODAY.

SQUARE DEAL FILLER, Pres.
MILLER-HOEFER CO. 700 Miller Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

LEARN RIGHT AT HOME BY MAIL

ft m DRAWING—PAINTING
Be a Magazine, Newspaper or Commercial
Illustrator; be a Cartoonist; paint in "Water
Colors or Oil. Let us develop your talent.

Free Scholarship Award. Your name and
address brings you free particulars by return
mail and our illustrated Art Annual Free.

INSTITUTE, Studio 948, Omaha, Neb.FINE ARTS

MOVING PICTURE PLAYS
Sho i*t S-tories,Poems , Etc.
$1 ft fA $^nn Far?! Constant demand. Devote all

*P1U III $JUUEiaCIl or spare time. Correspondence
course is NOT required. Start work at once. DetailsFREE.
Atlas Publishing Co., 424 Atlas Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

Curly, Wav^
Hair Like
"Nature's
Own"

Try the new
way—the Sil-

merine way-
and you'll never again use the ruinous heated iron*
The curliness will appear altogether natural.

Liquid Silmerine
is applied at night with a clean tooth brush. Is

neither sticky nor greasy. Perfectly harmless.
Serves also as a cplendid dressing for the hair*

Directions with bottle. Ac your druggist's.

Walthall and Edna Mayo can be addressed at

the Essanay Film Company, Chicago, Illinois.

Theda Bara was born July 20, 1890, near Cairo,
Egypt. I never measured her. A fireman on a

railroad is some job in the wintertime. If

your mind is made up to be either a movie actor
or an undertaker, choose the latter. There's
more in it. Let me hear from you often, or I

might fear that your train has been wrecked.

Jack Nobody.—So you think Picture-Play's
the best ever? Them's our sentiments also.

Address Violet Mersereau in care of the Uni-
versal Film Company. New York City. Viola
Dana can be reached at the Metro Pictures Cor-
poration, New York City. Flora Parker de
Haven can be caught at the Universal City, Cali-
fornia. The same for Betty Compton. Leona
Hutton must be the lady you refer to, not Lu-
cille. She can be reached at the American Film
Company, Santa Barbara, California. The Blue-
bird exchange in New Orleans is merely the place
from which the pictures are rented, not taken.
The studios of the Bluebird are at Universal
City, California. Yes, it was a fine picture of
Betty Compton in the September issue.

Fay Reeves.—Wallace Reid was born in 1891.

Yes, Eddie Lyons is quite a popular boy. There
are very few in the picture game between the
ages of fifteen and seventeen. It doesn't cost
anything to join the movies; but it take experi-
ence and hard work, which is worth considerable
to any one.

L. M. B.—Theda Bara can be reached at Fox
Film Corporation, New York City, and Mae
Marsh will get a letter addressed to her in care
of the Fine Arts Film Corporation, Los Angeles,
California.

Manuel B.—Pathe is considered by the ma-
jority of critics to be the best serial producer.
You can address D. W. Griffith in care of the
Fine Arts Film Company, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. I don't know of any college that teaches
motion-picture directorship. Mr. Griffith probably
never received your letter. He gets hundreds of

requests such as yours, and could spend all his

time answering them. His secretary probably gets

hold of most of this matter.

H. E. N.—Certainly I'll answer anything you
may ask. Holbrook Blinn and Carlyle Black-
well play opposite Ethel Clayton at times. Allan
Law does the hero roles with Mary Miles Min-
ter. Leo Maloney and Helen Holmes work to-

gether, while Vernon Steel and Marguerite
Clark are seen opposite each other. Evart Over-
ton plays opposite Lillian Walker, and Bobby
Harron opposite Mae Marsh. Creighton Hale
forms a team with Pearl White. Frank Bennett
plays mostly opposite Lillian Gish and Bessie

Love. Grace Cunard is twenty-three years

young. So you are going to be an actress when
you grow up? Good luck to you.

Olive, Jr.—So you didn't see your answer in

the September issue? Well, you certainly saw
enough of them in the October and November
issues, didn't you? We can pick out your let-
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ters from all the rest now. just as we do Cleo's.

See you are just as interested in Wally Reid as

ever.' So your heart is split up in three pieces?

One to some one in Virginia, one to Wally, and

one to myself. How would you feel if the third

part of that little heart of yours was held by a

woman, or an encyclopedia, as we are sometimes

called? You are one of our most interesting

contribs, and your letters are a treat. Geraldine

Farrar is reported as playing in many films,

among them being ''Joan of Arc." You put

one over on your English teacher. That was

very cleverly done indeed. You are also quite

a poet, something that I have heretofore not

discovered. Watty's handwriting is the real

thing. Handwriting experts say that they can

tell he is big-hearted from his writing. We
don't know* the exact figure of his salary, but it

is very high. Wallace Reid is not going to play

with Geraldine Farrar. Lou-Tellegen will play

opposite her. Wally is busy costarring with Cleo

Ridgely. You must be sure to keep up your

interesting notes to the Oracle, as they help bring

mam- a smile to our countenance as we sit and

pound away at the typewriter all day. You are

right about your efforts at finding out who we
are being futile. We work away from the office

for just this reason. Even the editor at times

is a little doubtful as to who we are. Fantomas

has nothing on us in this here mystery stuff.

What about that school play near Virginia Beach.

May. 1915?

C. Y. B. L. E.—Will you get those friends

of yours who don't think Charlie Chaplin is

funny, and photograph them?

Begie.—You guessed right in thinking that

David Manley—Creighton Hale—was the one that

played the part of the "Laughing Mask" in the

"Tron Claw."

Ferx.—It is with deep regret that we note that

your one little question can't be answered, as it

is against the rules. Send in a bunch if you

want to ;
just so you keep them well in within

the boundary lines, we won't kick one little bit.

Try us and see.

M, T. Cellar.—You will see a lot more of the

Sydney Drews if you keep a sharp lookout for

their stuff. They are appearing in one comedy a

week for the Metro, and their comedies are as

highly enjoyable as ever. Give us a good Drew
comedy, and we are perfectly satisfied. Wheeler

Oakman played an important part with William

Farnum in the Fox production of "The Battle of

Hearts." Your seventh question must be ruled

out. In answer to No. 8. it is not advisable,

for many reasons, to comment on marriages. It

would be prying too much into a player's per-

sonal affairs, and this isn't fair. Heaven knows
we go far enough in giving out ages ! What
Kathlyn have you reference to in your ninth

question? If you mean Kathlyn Williams, advise

us. It gives us great pleasure to inform you

that your inclosure for Vernon Castle has been

forwarded to him, but there is some doubt as to

his receiving it. You know he is now in the

The Burlington

Smashes
Mail the
Coupon
TODAY
for Free
WatchBook

All Watch
Competition

Look!
21 Ruby and Sap-
X>1l Ire Jewels—
Adjusted to the
second—
Adjusted to tem-
perature—
Adjusted to iso-
cJironism—

I Adjusted to posi-
' Hons—

25-year gold stra-
ta case—

Genu hie Mon tgom-
ery Railroad Dial—

Nev:Ideas inThin Cases

$
Every fighting vessel In the
U. S. Navy has the Burlington
Watch aboard. This Includes I

every torpedo boat — every I

submarine a9 well aa the bia I

Dreadnoughts. Some haveoverl
800 Buxlingtona aboard.

Only
And all of this for $2.50 — only $2.50 per
month—a great reduction in watch price—direct to
you—positively the exact prices the wholesale dealer
would have to pay. Think of the high-grade, guar-
anteed watch we offer here at such a remarkable
price. And if you wish, you may pay this price at
the rate of only $2.50 a month. Indeed, the days of
exhorbitant watch prices have passed.

See It First

!

You don't pay a cent to anybody until you see the
watch. You don't buy a Burlington watch without seeing it.

Look at the Bplendid beauty of the watch itself. Thin model,
handsomely shaped—aristocratic in every line. Then look at
the works! There you will see the masterpiece of watch
makers skill. A timepiece adjusted to positions, tempera-
ture and ieochronism.

FreeWatch
Book Get the Burling

tonWatch Book
by sending M/

FreeWatch
BookCoupcn
Burlington Watch Co,

19th St. and Marshall Blvi

Chicago, HIthis coupon now. You will 4? n , 1C. Q£
know a lot more about watch / uepI* iD8B

,

buying when you read it. S send me (withont

17^., ,„ ; 1 1 „vS„ & obligations and prepaio)
You will be able to steer / your free book on watches
Clear" of the over-priced £ with full explanation of your

cash or S2.50 a month offer onwatches which are no
better. Send the cou- £
pon today for the book
and our offer. f
Burlington /
Watch Co-/
19th St & Marshall J? Address
Blvi.Dept 1588 V

/

the Burlington Watch.

S^ame

Chicago
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THESlRINGoiCURLS
AS BECOMING AS PEARLS

A band of 12 thick curls pinned
all around—only 5 show in
portrait—band 12 inches long—curls droop about 6 inches.
May also be folded into a
cluster to pin to Psyche Knot.
Finest quality hair.

FIFTH AVENUE'S
VERY LATEST STYLE

A charming coiffure for the
back hair.

Price postpaid $3.00 per band.
Grays extra.

Money Back If Not Satisfied.

Write for New FREE CATALOG of Latest Style
Switches,Transformations,Pompadours, Curls,Waves,Braids,etc.

Wigs for Men and Women.

FRANCES ROBERTS CO.
The Mail-Order Hair House

100 Fifth Avenue Dept. 212 New York

Here is the Secret
of Beauty and Health

TRY JUST ONCE Dr. James P. Campbell's
Safe Arsenic Complexion Wafers, see how
they reveal your hidden charms and GiveYou

A Velvety Complexion
Campbell's Wafers surely and quickly
clear the skin of pimples, sallowness,
blackheads, wrinkles, redness and facial
blemishes. This marvelous beautifier and
tonic puts you in a vig-orously healthy condition, builds
up the system, removing- impurities from the blood, the
real cause of skin affections. Act now. Send for a
box, 50c. and $1.00, mailed in plain cover on receipt
of price from

RICHARD FINK CO., Dept. 49, 396 Broadway, N. Y.

SPECIAL FREE OFFER
mail two large

-To introduce to those unacquainted
with Campbell's Wafers we will

00 boxes for fl.00 if you inclose this ad.

SONGS
WANTED FOR PUBLICATION

Writers receive $50.00 on every 1000
copies we sell.

BRENNEN'S MUSIC HOUSE,
Suite 308, 1431 Broadway, N. Y.

GET RID
OF THAT FAT
FREE TRIAL TREATMENT
Sent on request. Ask for my "pay-when-reduced"

offer. My treatment has reduced at the rate of a pound
a day. No dieting, no exercise, absolutely safe and
sure method. Let me send you proof at my expense.

OR. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician,
State New York, 286 Fifth Avenue, New York, Desk A-134

WRITE FOR MONEY
Send us YOUR IDEAS FOR PHOTOPLAYS,
STORIES, etc. We will accept them in ANY
form—correct FREE—sell on commission. Big

Rewards ! Make money. Write to-
day for full details.
WRITER'S SELLING SF.IJVICi:

15 Main, AUBURN, N. V.

DONT YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
H LASHNEEN, a hair food, applied once each day,
f will absolutely produce thjck and long- eyebrows and

eyelashes. Easy to apply—sure in results. Lash-
neen is an Oriental formula. One box is all you will

need. Not sold at Druggists. Mailed on receipt of
25c coin and 2c postage, or Canadian money order.

LASHNEEN COMPANY, Dept. 28. Philadelphia.

aviation corps of the English army, and all the
mail is opened by the censor, and many a letter

has gone astray. We must hope for the best,

however, and a little piece of luck thrown in.

We are glad you liked "The Whirl of Life," be-
cause that is just our sentiment in the matter.
"Old Heidelberg" is a picture we haven't forgot-
ten by any means. Wallace Reid did some re-

markable wqrk in this feature, and Charles Wal-
dron also did himself -proud. You are very posi-
tive about "Tess of the Storm Country" being
Mary Pickford's best picture. It certainly was
one of her very best, at least. Have you forgotten
already that our friend Harold Lockwood played
opposite her in this feature? A fine combina-
tion, eh? We are afraid to get started in divulg-
ing secrets, as there is no telling when we would
stop. You were unfortunate in missing the
climax of the serial. Henry Walthall played
opposite Blanche Sweet in "Judith of Bethulia"
and "The Avenging Conscience." Norma Nichols
appeared in "Dough & Dynamite," with Charles
Chaplin and Chester Conklin. No apology is

necessary for asking this number of questions.
You ought to see some of the other bunches we
receive.

Frisco Fan—So you think that Wallace Reid
did all the posing in "Maria Rosa" with Geraldine
Farrar. Of course, as we have said often be-
fore, every one has a right to his own opinion,
but do you think that you are altogether fair

with Mr. Reid? He has proved himself to be
an actor of rare ability, and, if he were not, he
wouldn't be where he is to-day, enjoying the
popularity that he does. Maybe you think we
resemble the old lady who always answered a
question by asking one. The work of Adro, in

"Carmen," was very good. Also in "Maria Rosa."
Louise Huff has not appeared in a picture since
taking the leading role in "Destiny's Toy" for
Famous Players. Reports have it that Geraldine
Farrar and Lou-Tellegen will be seen in a feature
by the Lasky Company. Both are out there at

work at the present time, but one does not know
what to or what not to expect these days.

My Word !—Florence Turner is not appearing
directly for the Mutual Film Company. The
Mutual just bought several of the features that

were produced in England, featuring the former
Vitagraph star, and is releasing them with its

regular program. The American admirers of

Miss Turner will certainly welcome the chance
to see their favorite once more, however, and
big bookings are reported on all her releases.

A. P. Lehr.—Betty Compton is the real name
of the actress you inquired about. A letter ad-

dressed to Universal City, California, will reach

her, all right. Dorothy Davenport is twenty-
one years old. She plays with the Universal
Company. It is against the rules to answer
the next question. Miss Davenport is of the

brunette type, and she is very good looking.

"Romances in the Studios" appeared in the July
number of Picture-Play. We acknowledge the

receipt of money to cover the cost of this issue,

and it will be sent to you. Dorothy Gish's latest
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picture is "Little Schoolma'am." The actor who
played opposite her was Elmer Clifton.

j\ j # s.—If possible, we shall secure a picture

of the Fairbanks twins and send it to you. The

part of Colonel Ben Cameron in "The Birth of

a Xation" was taken by Henry Walthall.

N.—You ask what movie companies to apply

to for a position of a mechanical nature. We
shall send you a copy of our market booklet,

giving a list of producers, and we trust that you

will be able to select from it the company which

for your purposes is most suitable.

A Movie Fax.—The players who take the parts

of Stingaree and Ethel Porter in the Kalem fea-

ture, "Episode of Stingaree," are respectively

True Boardman and Marian Sais.

M. K.—For a beginner in scenario writing we
would suggest that he read carefully the model

scenario in the April issue of Picture-Play.

Also it would be well to study our little book

called "How to Write a Photo Play." We think

that the Famous Players-Lasky Company would

be the right company for you to apply to if you

want a personal criticism of a script. Write to

Mr. Harry Durant, of this company, for the in-

formation which you desire along the line of

scenario writing. The address is No. 130 West
Fifty-sixth Street, New York City. The depart-

ment under Mr. Durant attempts to give friendly

advice to beginners, and encourages them to sub-

mit synopses not over a thousand words in length.

The companies which make pictures for Para-

mount and Triangle are Pallas, Lasky, Famous
Players, Morosco, Kay-Bee, Fine Arts, and Key-

stone.

F. M. Jeff.—Cut out the pictures from August

issue, photograph copies of which you wish to

procure, and we will supply yon with them if

we are able to do so. Also we will send pic-

tures of the three actresses you mention in the

letter, if possible.

I. Couxt-Little Money IV.—James Cruz is

with Metro, and Florence LaBadie is with Than-
houser. Sid Chaplin is not Charlie's banker. Sid

is not playing in pictures now, though he has

been a very successful screen actor. Old films

are put on the shelf after they have been used.

They do not have any better luck along this line

than players who have outgrown their usefulness.

M. D.—We appreciate the kind things you say

about Picture-Play, and assure you that such

encouragement is a great help to an editor. Alia

Xazimova is with the Brenon Film Corporation.

The director of this company is Herbert Brenon,
who directed for the Fox Company in the pro-

duction, "A Daughter of the Gods." Read the

article, "Before the Stars Shone," in the Septem-
ber issue of Picture-Play, for information about
Helen Gardener. Douglas Fairbanks is thought
by many to be the best comedian in filmdom.
^ our suggestion that we run an interview story

about Warren Kerrigan is a good one, and I will

call this matter to the attention of the editor.

Every Blemish Removed
In Ten Days

I Will Tell Every Reader of This

Paper How FREE.
Your Complexion Makes or Mars

Your Appearence

PEARL LA SAGE, former actress who now offers to

tell women of the most remarkable complexion treat-
ment ever known.

This great beauty marvel has instantly produced a sensation.
Stubborn cases have been cured that baffled physicians and
beauty specialists for years. You have never in all your lite used
or heard of anything like it. Makes muddy complexions, red
spots, pimples, blackhends, eruptions vanish almost like magic.
Xo cream, lotion, enamel, salve, plaster, bandage, mask, mas-
sage, diet or apparatus, nothing to swallow. It doesn't matter
whether or not your complexion is a "fright," whether your
face is full of muddy spots, peppery blackheads, embarrassing-
pimples and eruptions, or whether your skin is rough and
"porey," and you've tried almost everything under the sun to
get rid of the blemishes. This wonderful treatment, in just ten
days, positively removes every blemish and beautifies your
skin in a marvelous way. You look years younger. It gives
the skin the bloom and tint of purity of a freshly-blown rose.

In ten days you can be the subject of wild admiration by all

your friends, no matter what your age or condition of health.
AH methods now known are cast aside. There is nothing to

wear, nothing to take internally. Your face, even arms, hands,
shoulders are beautified beyond your fondest dreams. All tlii-

I will absolutely prove to you before your own eyes in your
mirror in ten days. This treatment is absolutely harmless to the
most delicate skin, and very pleasant to use. No change in .voi r
mode of living is necessary. A few minutes every day does it.

To every reader of this paper I will give full details of this

really astounding treatment. Let me show you. Yon do not risk

a penny. Send me no money—just send your name and address
on the free coupon below and I will give you full details by
return mail.1—-..FREE COUPON,—
I

I
PEARL LA SAGE, Suite 439 S

2119 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

. I am a reader of this paper and am entitles to know full I
details of the sensation 1, bar n less, scientific method for |

B giving- marvelous beauty to the complexion and removing- _

| every blemish in ten days. There is no obligation whatso-
ever on my part for this information.

J Name
g

| Street

I
City State g"
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IN
THIS DAY AND AGE

attention to your appearance
is an absolute necessity if

you expect to make the most
out of life. Not only should
you wish to appear as attrac-

tive as possible for your own
self - satisfaction, which is alone
well worth your efforts, but you
will find the world in general
judging you greatly, if not
wholly, by your "looks," there-
fore it pays to " look your best"
at all times. Permit no one
to see you looking other-
wise; it will injure your wel-
fare! Upon the impression you
constantly make rests the fail-

ure or success of your life.

Which is to be your ultimate
destiny ? My new Nose-Shaper
"TRADOS'' (Model 22) corrects
now ill - shaped noses without
operation, quickly, safely and
permanently. Is pleasant and
does not interfere with one's
occupation, being worn at night.

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE?

Before After
Write today for free booklet, ivhich tells you Itpw to correct ill-shaped noses without cost if'not satisfactory

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 618 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

30 cents per line Circulation, 125,000

Agents and Help Wanted
AGENTS — SNAPPIEST HOUSE-

HOLD LINE on earth. Red hot
sellers, steady repeaters—100% profit.
250 light weight, fast selling, popular
priced necessities. Agents outfit free.
Get busy—quick—Write today; postal
will do. American Products Co.,
9475 3rd St. Cincinnati, O.

AGENTS—NEVER SUCH A BIG
SELLER. Concentrated liquor ex-
tracts makes the real article in a
minute right at home. Strictly
legitimate; no license needed. Make
$10^a day easy—anywhere. Territory
going fast. Just a postal today—ask
for free sample. Universal Import
Co., 5213 Field Street, Cincinnati, O.

Authors

WANTED—Stories, articles, poems*
etc. We pay on acceptance. Offers
submitted. Send Mss. to Cosmos
Magazine, 938 Washington, D. C.

Motion Picture Plays

WANTED—Your ideas for Photo-
plays, Stories, etc.! We will accept
them in Any form—correct Free

—

sell on Commission. Big Rewards!
Make money. Write us Now! Writ-
er's Service, Box 33. Auburn, N. Y.

December forms close Sept. 20th

Motion Picture Plays—Continued.

MOTION PICTURE PLAYS—How
to write and sell them. Send for E.
H. Ball's new 200 page book, "Photo-
Play Scenarios." It gives you the
substance of a $20 course in Photo-
Play Writing. Only 40 cents post-
paid. Star Library Co., Dept. P, 114
West 41st St., New York.

SYNOPSES REMODELED, plots
strengthened, and revised. Scenarios,
manuscripts typed, dime per page.
Marjorie Homer Jones, 322 Monad-
nock Block, Chicago.

SCENARIO WRITERS! We type-
write scenarios and other mss. Car-
bon included. Rate, 30c per 1,000
words. Corbo & Corbo, 125 Newark
St., Newark, N. J.

WRITE Photoplays, Stories, Poems:
$100 each; no correspondence course;
start writing & selling at once, details
free. Atlas Pub. Co., 423 Cincinnati.

Motion Picture Business

$35.00 Profit Nightly. Small Capital
Starts You. No experience needed.
We teach you. Our machines are
used and endorsed by Government
institutions. Catalog and Testimoni-
als Free. Reliable Film Exchange,
454 Franklin Bldg.. Chicago, ill.

Photoplays
HOW to Write and AVhere to Sell

Photoplays, Stories, Poems. Complete
instructions. 25c postpaid. Tilden
Co,, 514 Pontiac Bldg., St. Louis.

Printing
Excellent Printing—500 Bond Let-

terheads, $1.75; 500 Typewritten Let-
ters, $2.40. Send 10c for beautiful
blotter, price list, samples. Colossus
Printing Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Business Opportunities

IS HE CRAZY? The owner of a
plantation in Mississippi is giving
away a few five-acre tracts. The only
condition is that figs be planted.
The owner wants enough figs raised
to supply a canning factory. You
can secure five acres and an interest
in the factory by writing Eubank
Farms Company, 1158 Keystone,
Pittsburg, Pa. They will plant and
care for your trees for $6 per month.
Your profit should be $1,000 per
year. Some think this man is crazy
for giving away such valuable land,
but there may be method in his
madness.

The "Booster." Great Book. How to
get a job, or better one. Results guar-
anteed. 50 cents. Money orders only.
Address J. Page, West Haven, Conn.

crochet rprr
BOOK fIlLL

Contains 84 rare, and beautiful designs for
Edgings and Insertions. To introduce TEX-
ASILK. our new hard twisted, mercerized
cordoney (best for tatting, edging and ini-
tials),we will mail this Crochet Book Free
and Postpaid to any lady sending only 10c
silver or stamps for 2 full size sample balls

TEXASILK
comes in size 70 only, in white, black, med-

(23) ium green, pink, rose, scarlet, light blue,
delph.lightyellow. Crochet Book i3 clearly illustrated so designs
may be copied by anyone. Send at once and get this book FREE.
COLLINGBOURNE MILLS. Dept. 2386 » ELGIN, ILLINOIS

GYPSY
Fortune Teller
A.nd Dream Book
Know thy future. Will you be

successful in Love, Marriage.
Health, Wealth, and Business.
Tells foitunes by all methods,
cards, paimistry, tea cup, zodiaol
ogy, etc. Gives lucky and unlucky
days.Interprets dreams. A large
book by mail for TEN CENTS.
Earn money telling fortunes.

ROYAL PUB. CO., Dept. 101 So. Norwalk, Conn.
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HAVE
Ithis wholly visible (42) key single

.shift, standard of stand-
ards, for your own and com-
mission besides, if you will show
jyour friends wherein it excells

> other $100 typewriters, and
explain to them our most liberal

^offer ever made on a strictly
modern, 6ingle shift type-
writer, and a Woodstock

at that. By postcard or letter.
Simply say, "Mail Particulars."

WOODSTOCK TYPEWRITER CO., Dept. 067S* Chicago, Illinois

I

» firMTC estahl>sh'nS everywhere. Many sales easily made. Self-

/VilEiIl lijselling Woodstock the latest great seller. Write for
I terms and territory.Act nowand be ready for bis business*

Bring Out the Hidden Beauty
Beneath the soiled, discolored, faded or aged com-

plexion is one fair to look upon. Mercolized Wax grad-
ually, gently absorbs the devitalized surface skin, re-
vealing the young, fresh, beautiful skin underneath.
Used by refined women who prefer complexions of true
naturalness. Have you tried it ?

MorrnlWp^ Wav in one ounce package, with direc-mercuuzea vv ax faons for use> sold by a„ druggists.

YOU CAN MAKE CIGARETTES LIKE THESE
A Practical Novelty for Cigarette Smokers

TURKO CIGARETTE ROLLER
Sent postpaid for 25 Cts. Address,

Turko Roller Co., Box 38, Station H, New York City

Bush Car Free
'5-Pass.,28H.P.
Electric Starting

—and agency for your territory."
Ride in a Bush Car. Pay for it

out of your commissions
on aales. Driving agents
^wanted in every com-
munity.Agents getting
dozens of orders. Big
demand. Big profits for
yon. Write at once for
my 48-page catalogue.

_ Address J. H. BUSH, President. Dept. 1134

% BUSH MOTOR COMPANY, Bush Temple, Chicago, III. 4

In your own home, during
evenings of just one week you
can learn the famousDaysC PARAGONShorthand

Speed comes with use. Speed capacity practically un-
limited. Wonderfully easy to read. Writers in service
of U. S. Government and offices of largest corpora-
tions. System already adopted by number of cities
for High Scliools. Write now for full proof.
Paragon Institute, 239 Coliseum St., New Orleans. La.

typewrite
The Hew Way ^

Earn $25 to $40 a Week
Don't be satisfied with $8 to $15 weekly. Don't be held back by
the old way in typewriting-

! Learn the wonderful New Way, at
home, in 10 simple, easy lessons. Earn $25, $30, $35 and even $40 a
week! Already thousands of stenographers and other typewriter
users who never exceeded 30 to 40 words a minute are writing- 80
to 100 words a minute, with, half the effort and with infinitely
greater accuracy; and their salaries have been doubled and trebled!

80 to 100 Words a Minute Guaranteed
3Iost stenographers g

-et only $8 to $15 a week simply because they
lack speed a> d accuracy on the typewriter. No matter how good
you are at shorthand, you can never expect much increase in pay
until you g

-et speed—real speed—and accuracy on the typewriter.
You can typewrite 80 to 100 words a minute the New Way!

Learn at Home—lO Easy Lessons
Think of it! Only 10 easy lessons. Not the slightest interference
with your present work. You leurn at home quickly and easily,
improving- in speed with the VERY FIRST LESSON! Special
GYMNASTIC Finger training- Exercises bring- results
in DAYS that ordinary methods will not produce in
MONTHS. Among- the thousands of operators who
have taken up this system are many who were so-
called "toucu" writers— vet there has not been a
sing-leone who hasn't DOUBLED or TREBLED his or
her speed and accuracy!

NEW BOOK FREE
We cannot describe here the secret principle of this
new method. But we have prepared a 48-pag-e book
which tells all about it in complete detail. No in-
struction book ever written, no matter what it costs,
ever told so plainly the _
real WHY and HOW M .

.,

of expert typewriting-

. i«gr,. 'issaii
ttlai1

The boo 1c is FREE. TvSfXrflSH&Xr' ,

Mail the coupon or WHB&KBHI ° m«l
postal today—NOW.

THE TULLOSS SCHOOL
9611 College Hill

Springfield, Ohio

USE
-
THIS FOR BIGGER PAY

The Ttjxloss School, 9611 Colleg-e Hill, Spring-field, Ohio
Please send me your Free Book about the New Way in Typewriting.

This incurs no obligation whatever on ray part.

Name

.

Address

City State.

Don't Throw Away Worn* Old Hair
Get Something You Need for Something You Are Not Using

vill make your old hair new at little cost, or take yourcast-offswitches,
combings, etc., as part payment on new high class hair goods, toilet

articles, perfumes, ostrich feathers, corsets, etc. Write for liberal offer and
free Beauty Book. Combines made into switches. Mail your hair TODAY.
ANNA AVERS, Dept. 227, 220 South State Street, CHICAGO

3%c a Day
now buys a dazzling Lachnite Gem. Theii
brilliance is eternal—they stand fire and acid
tests and cut glass like diamonds. Cost but one-
thirtieth as much. Set in solid gold. The newest
designs. Sold on FreeTrial. See our newjewelry book.

Write for Big Jewelry Book Jffi^V'g
enough. No obligations whatever. Write today—now.

HAROLD LACHMAN COMPANY
12 jj. Michigan Avenue. Dept. 1586 Chicago, l».
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The Mothers
Say—

Billiards is "First Aid"
in rearing our beys and
girls, It keeps them
home—safe from allur-

ing pitfalls.

The Physicians
Say

—

Billiards is "First Aid"
in keeping folks in

health. It aids digestion,

steadies the nerves and
relaxes the tired mind.

Fhe Hostesses
Say

—

Billiards is "First Aid"
in entertaining. It's al-

ways ready for the un-
expected guests, and
keeps the whole party

in constant animation.

The Husbands
Say

—

Billiards is "First Aid"
in giving our wives de-

lightful diversion from
the routine of house-
work. It enlivens their

spirits and brings the

bloom to their cheeks.

Brunswick— the American family's
official Home Billiard Table. When equipped with
convertible cushions it is adapted to all 33 rollicking
carom and pocket games.

Why These Authorities

Advocate Billiards
For Your Home and Every Home

CAROM and Pocket Billiards are grand old games
of wit and skill that you can easily learn to play

in an evening or two at home.
They stimulate everyone's spirits. There's no other indoor amuse-

ment that inspires such sport and repartee.

After school—after work, there will always be merry times in store

for young and old if you have a scientific Brunswick in your home.

Brunswick Home
Billiard Tables
$2.50 Monthly-Play-as -You-Pay

Skilful shots carry true on Brunswick
Tables—that's why they are the choice

of experts. Beautiful oak and mahog-
any, richly inlaid and masterfully built.

"Baby Grand," "Convertibles"
and "Quick Demountables"
Some styles can be set up anywhere

and taken down easily after play.

Folks all about you are buying these

tables—no extra room is needed. So why
should you wait when a small payment
brings one on 30 days' trial at our risk?

We'll include a high-class Playing Outfit

Free—Balls, Cues, Rack, Markers, Ex-
pert Book of 33 games and instructions.

Send This Free Coupon
At least see these tables in our de

Magnet." See our low prices, easy
terms and home trial offer. If you don't
know the name of the authorized Bruns-
wick store in your town, send the coupon
for this interesting color book. IT'S
FREE. Tear out the coupon ?ww so

you won't forget and mail today.

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.
Dept. 36 R, 623-633 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Send FREE, postpaid, your color-book,

"Billiards—The Home Magnet
and tell about your home trial offer.

luxe book —"Billiards —The Home

illlilllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUllllllim

Name

.

Address (572)
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That Brings a Bigger

Day's Work

With Nearly a Third

Less Effort

MORE LOCAL AGENTS
NEEDED AT ONCE

When experts first saw this revolu-

tionary typewriter they predicted that

we would have to raise our price. Yet

the public would freely pay more, they

declared, to secure a machine that

vastly increases any typist's output and

reduces exertion about a third.

No Price Advance
But we equalized the extra cost

to us—partly by simplified con-

struction, partly by quantity pro-

duction.

Hencewe're selling the"NINE"
at the old-time price and for 17
cents a day!

Agent's Sample
Anyone who has use for a typewriter,

and would be willing to take orders

from the sample that we supply agents
on attractive terms, should write us to-

day for ' 'Opportunity Book. '

' This tells

all about our exclusive agency offer.

Salesmen, storekeepers, bankers,

clerks, office and professional men, etc.

—

nearly every occupation is now represented

in Oliver's world-wide sales army.

No Experience
We send the "Oliver School of Practical

Salesmanship" FREE. Thus new agents

can soon master the methods that are making
good money for scores of others.

Features That

Are Winning Thousands

New Bi-Manual Du-
p 1 e x-S h i f t multiplies
speed and makes touch-
writing 100% easier.

Selective Color At-
tachment writes 2 col-

ors at option and per-
forms the work of a
special check protec-
tor.

20-copy Manifold
Feature— All Color
Line Ruler — In-Built
Tabulator.

Visible Down-glance
reading and P R I N -

TYPE rest the eyes.
Silence rests the

nerves and brain.

Lightest Standard
Touch rests the mus-
cles.

Automatic Spacer
reduces labor and pre-

vents mistakes.

Apply Today
Thousands are writing us.

Don't wait till some other

wide-awake person is award-

ed the vacancy where you
live. Life's prizes come to

men of action. No obligation.

MAIL THE COUPON NOW!

! THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER CO.
1336 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago

Send free, the book I have marked
in the square.

; r~| "Opportunity" with Oliver
LJ ag-ency offer.

J

S f"j Oliver typewriter book de luxe. I

I
U

I

' Name. '

! I

! Address
J

i I



Send the

$300 a Monti
SEND the coupon below and find out about the opportunities in

profession of Signal Engineering. Big salaries are being paid. $125 to $3(
month is an ordinary salary for the man who has the proper training. You can get just this

of training right in your own home—during your spare time. Men are needed. Send coupon for the book that tells

all about it. You owe it to yourself to find out about the opportunities that are offered to vou. Send the coupon

Be a Signal Engineer
Be the man who gets the fat pay envelope. The profession of Signal Engineering is only in its infancy.

There are thousands of miles of block signals to be installed. Signal Engineers, supervisors, inspectors
and foremen are required to superintend thi9 installation. Hundreds of maintainers and battery men

» are needed to maintain systems already in use. Your duties may take you from coast to coast.
Department \ Railroad men are always in a fortunate position to travel and see the world because free transporta-

Of Signaling \ l'on *9 1'berally awarded.
_
You can accept a position where you will be located steadily at one place,

\ if,3'°*l prefer. The position of authority—the high place and the fat pay envelope may be yours.
Dept. 1588 1810 WiUon Are. *
Rarenrwood Station, Chicago \
Gentlemen: — Please send me V
absolutely free and prepaid your
big new book on Signal Engineer-
ing. Also full particulars about

Two Bi
Outfits F
Complete S
Engineer's C
and C o m p
Draftsman's
fit given
absolutely 1

to our stud

yonr great special free outfit of/'er. \
It is distinctly understood that I
assume no obligations of any kind. \

Send tiie coupon for the free Signal Book.

The profession of Signal Engineering is calling to ambition
Our ranks are not overcrowded. There are opportun
golden ones, awaiting the men who answer the call.

Si ?nal systems are no longer in the experimental stage.All over the country they are being installed. In 01

eaaion you will have the chance you have been looking for. We are calling you. Don't fall to send c

vMoreiHenNeeded

Name

Add

\ Send Coupon for Big New Boi
\ Put your name and address on the coupon or on a letter or a postcard now, and
V it to us. Absolutely no obligations of any kind. We will send you our big new Book, absc

\ free, and prepaid. Read about this fascinating profession. Read about the opportunitie

\ await you. The book is free. Send the coupon for it now — it's the first step towa
\ realization of your ambition. Get your name and address in at once.

Room 1588 -I.810 Wilson
£J|||£\ Department of Signaling Ave.. Bavtngwood Station
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' Have used your

Velveola Souve-

raine, also your

perfume, and

find them both

delightful."

(Signed)

VIOLET
MERSEREAU
August 10, 1916

What Ingram's prod-
ucts do for famous
beauties they can do
for YOU—

Take
Advantage
of This Offer
Send us 6c in stamps to
cover cost of packing
and mailing, and &et free
ourGuest Room Package
containin&In&ram's Face
Powder and Rou&e in
novel purse packets,
and Milkweed Cream,
Zodenta Tooth Powder,
and Perfume in Guest
Room sizes. Address

F. F. Ingram Co.
31 Tenth St.

Detroit U.S.A.
Windsor, Ont.

STARS of the
Movies, who
must stand

the severe test of the

camera, especially ap-

preciate the great value of Ingram's Toilet Creations.

To keep the complexion fair and free from Blemish,

skin disorders and sallowness, there is nothing equal to

Iqgtftm'S Milkweed Cream
All Druk&ists or tfA J <t1
by Mail, postpaid DUC ailG JL

Preserves Good Complexions—Improves Bad Complexions.

Ingram's W^vlmm
is a face powder that beautifies,

conceals blemishes, and is sure

to stay on. 50 cents—4 shades.

Ingram's Rou&e is the "pink of perfec-

tion." Ingram's Perfumes and Toilet

Waters are "doubles" of real flowers.

See free offer in left-hand panel. Write.

FREDERICK F. INGRAM CO.
Makers of Milkweed Cream

Established 1885

Windsor, Ont. 3 1 Tenth St., Detroit, U.S.A.

There
Is

Beauty
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Rising in the World of
Advertising and Business

Demand for my graduates three times greater than in any previous year. In
ew Art Prospectus for free mailing, America's leading authorities give valuable
dvice to brainy young men and women about entering the advertising field,

here large salaries and partnerships await those who secure expert training.

Do you know what leading Ameri-
n publishers and newspaper man-
ners say about advertising as a
ghly profitable field for ambitious
>ung men and women?
Men who mingle every day with
isiness men and manufacturers and
ire thoroughly familiar with their
hertising needs are, of course, the
ry ones to advise others.
And their trustworthy advice
•out the best course of instruction
eans everything to those attracted
advertising, but skeptical about

king it up.
Mr. James A. Harvey, General
anager of the Star, Terre Haute,
td., says :

'•The advertising field is one of
»e best for any young man. Since
mpleting the Powell Svstem my
pid advancement and salarv have
en all that any one could expect. JAMES A. HARVEY

I have been for the past five years
manager of all departments of the
Terre Haute Star, with a salary
equal in one day to what I previ-
ously received in a week."

Mr, Harvey originally became a
Powell student through the advice
of a prominent newspaper manager,
who knew the urgent needs of ad-
vertisers and the superior worth of
the Powell System, which accom-
plishes through home study more
than is possible in the so-called class
instruction.

Mr. C. C. Shearer, Vice President
of the Independent, Grand Ledge,
Mich., in closing , a letter of advice,
says :

"I am an advertising enthusiast
and have for years boosted the Pow-
ell System at every opportunity, for
I know its - worth. There is a cry-
ing need the country over for better
ad writers."

3ow Noted Men's Careers Began
F oL^ertai

S W
?,
U kr

L
own

> successful advertisingagent—a Powell graduate and former clerk—were
inS SU«Jnn at he J*PmPed from a $40 monthlvlary to $600—approaching $8,000 yearly—it would
rely carry weight in your decision as to taking

• advertising as a permanent vocation—wouldn't
i Granting of course, that you are interested in
is modern business lever that creates gigantic
lancial results over night, almost.

s

And if you could meet another old Powell student
former dress goods salesman who has become

ce President of one of the largest retail houses of
e country, your determination to follow in his foot-
?ps would be wonderfully augmented, it is certain

,

Partnerships and personal ownership of enterprises
at earn from $10,000 to $25,000 vearlv for Powell
aduates are no longer remarkable. Brainv voun^
?n often reach these figures inside of two or 'three
ars after completing the Powell System of Adver-
•ing Instruction.
Hundreds of experiences like the two just referredsnow opportunities for success where a common
nool education and steadfastness of purpose aremnd the advertising student.
The big winners of today must be experts in
eeiahzed work. The general, all-around man is
longer a factor in big business, unless at the

a a or some giant industry where he arose to com-md and a princely income through unusual skill
I some one important branch of business, and in
is respect trained advertising men have, perhaps,
e best opportunities of all specialists.

^tby3 is the day of selling sclenm. The world
tSt- ™«mfn *

who
?
an Produce good?. The cora-

•l fLJPanufacturer is no lonsrer a raritv. but the
foh Ji P r

?.
sPp"ty of his business depend on howich advertising-selling force is behind it all.

Advertising is fast bpcomine a world power a>->d-ry -day sees new and undreampd-of uses for its
ipioyment. Even two grrpat Daffies are trvine tn
ct their Presidpntial candidates with its influence.
A. thorough advertising training is to-day indis-

pensable to commercial success, whether it leads to
a S5.000 job, a $250,000 partnership or an individual
fortune-making business.
My new. Art Prospectus, now ready for free mail-

ing, fully explains the Powell System, gives the
testimony of famous graduates and the advice of
America's authorities, and shows the ambitious how
to win the big prizes in advertising.
Merely address me

George H. Powell, 61 Temple Court, N. Y.
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Who's Who in filmdom, as shown in large portrait reproductions, accompanied by

"close-up" paragraphs relating to the careers of the screen celebrities.

Frontispiece . . . . ..... 180
Some things are so good that they bear repeating, and one of these is a fat man's

smile, though this doesn't explain the picture which shows Roscoe Arbuckle
in eight places at once.

In Chaplin's House of Glass . Mabel Condon .181
Puncturing the artificial vein of the famous Charlie with an ambitious fountain pen

hypodermic, and draining from him little and big things about his personal
and unknown self.
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For Poster Purposes—Verse . Gerald C. Duffy . .216
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The Fear of Poverty . . . Robert Foster . .217
From penury to prosperity may be a long step toward happiness, but the full measure

of joy in romance does not come through riches if the moral of this story is
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A Seven-Car Parade ... ... . 226
Miles and miles of cars passed before the camera. The company paid hire for seven,

i Here is the explanation.
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Do You Want
Beautiful Hair and Skin?

"You Can Have Them Surely and Quickly,"

says Valeska Suratt, Queen of the Movie

Screen, "by following the Simple Sugges-

tions Given Here and which Hundreds of

Women are Using withWonderful Success."

By VALESKA SURATT

IF you could actually see a difference of two

or three inches in the growth of your hair

in a few weeks and detect a superb improvement

in its vigor and silky appearance, you would

perhaps wonder whether a miracle had not been

suddenly performed. Changes of this kind are

so infrequent that most women d<2 not believe

them possible, yet the fact remains that if the

proper means are employed, they are more likely

to occur than not. The proper means, of course,

are the controlling factor. Many of the ordi-

nary hair tonics which are sold in prepared form

and" ready to use are usually weak in ingredients.

U you would obtain a really beautiful head ot

hair quickly and with little trouble, just make

up yourself at home in a few minutes, a mix-

ture of one ounce of beta-quinol with one-half a

pint of alcohol and half a pint of water (or use

a full pint of bay rum if you wish instead of the

water and alcohol) and apply this liberally. The

result will soon be apparent. The beta-qumol can

be obtained at anv drug store for fifty cents.

Hair will stop falling, dandruff will disappear

and the hair will grow with remarkable rapidity.

It is, in fact, a hair-forcer. The hair roots

quickly take on new life and vigor, and natu-

rally enough, when this occurs almost any hair

trouble is bound to cease. This formula makes

over a pint of this unequaled hair-grower, and

costs much less than a hair tonic, and besides, it

is far more effective.

Superfluous hair on a woman is a hideous thing.

Manv women hesitate to use depilatories because the

ordinary preparations sold for this purpose injure the

skin and leave a spot where applied, simply because

the hair is literally burned off. The way to do is to

use sulfo solution, which will dissolve away the hair

and leave the skin soft, white and smooth. In this

wav no one can ever tell you used anything for re-

moving hair. Sulfo solution can be obtained at any

drug store for one dollar. It never fails to destroy all

hair light and coarse, with the utmost rapidity and

thoroughness, and it never injures the most sen-

sitive skin or loaves a mark.
Not so much the big wrinkles, but the hundreds of

little ones, are what rob the face of its youthful

appearance. No matter how faithfully and vigorously

vou mav engage in massaging the face, there will be

no perceptible result unless the proper article is used.

I know manv women of over 45 who have made
themselves look like young girls by the simple use of

the following remarkable wrinkle eradicator. Ihe
main point is that it acts promptly. You will find

all deep and little wrinkles, the thousands of little

cross-lines, crows' feet and the sagging of flesh will

quickly disappear and that the skin will become
plump, youthful and vigorous.

If you will make up your mind to make up this

cream yourself, which you can do in a few moments
as follows, you will have a remarkable wrinkle

eradicator—one that works quickly and surely, and

it will cost you far less than any prepared cream
vou can buy. Furthermore, you will get the result

desired. Dissolve one tablespoonful of glycerine and

two ounces of eptol in half a pint of water. An]

druggist will sell you the eptol for fifty cents. Thr
cream, used every day, will produce a startling change

in a short time, making the face plump and youthfu

to a marked degree.
You have probably never heard of the remarkabl

properties of eggol as a head wash and dandruff f<?

mover. This dissolves away all fatty accumulation
and dandruff, which nothing else, not even soap an-

hard scrubbing can do. A teaspoonful of eggol in hal

a cup of hot water makes the most exquisite shampo
you can ever get. It cleans out all the pores woi)

derfullv, and lets the hair "breathe," thus assistiu

very materially in making the hair healthy and vigd
ous. I would never use soap on hair; The eggol i

very economical, as for twenty-five cents you ca

obtain enough eggol for over a dozen of these es

traordinary head-washes.
Many women spend years trying to beautify then

selves and before they are through, wrinkles com

to nullify all their previous efforts. The met nod

employed at the present day for removing wrinkle

and beautifying the complexion are meager mdeec

It comes with much surprise then, to many wome
to realize that real beauty is a matter of but a m
weeks' faithful effort, as a resort to the followin

formulas will fully prove. I will give here my reciy

for a cream that is astounding in its quick results 1

clearing the skin of all impurities and blemishe:

such as red spots, freckles and the like. This i

made by mixing two tablespoonfuls of glycerine, ou

ounce of zintone (which can be procured at any dni

store for fifty cents), and a pint of water Vh

makes a satiny cream. Used every day liberali;

it soon renders the skin as velvety, pure and spo

less in tint as the petals of a rose. It never fail

Steaming the face is never successful against Mad
heads. Dieting will do no good. It is also impoi

sible to pinch out all the tiny blackheads, but yo

may remove them all in a few moments, much i

your surprise, by simply sprinkling a little neroxm o

a. wet sponge and rubbing the blackheads with, i

You will find that the blackheads will entirely vanis

Get the neroxin for fifty cents at any drug store,

never fails.

I don't use anv face powder but my own mac

according to mv own formula. Being entirely fn

from chalkiness and extraordinarily fine and smoot

it gives a tint and velvetness which appears aos

lutelv natural. It is called "Valeska Suratt Pa.

Powder," and is sold in drug and department ston

for fifty cents, in white, flesh and brunette tints.

Miss Suratt has instructed her secretary to o

tain for vou any article mentioned above and nec<

sary for making'up any of her beauty formulas if t'

any reason vou have any difficulty or delay m go

ting them from any drug or department store,

such case, simply send your name and address wi

the price to "Secretary to \aleska Suratt, feu

411, Thompson Bldg., Chicago, mentioning the articl

vou want.
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MARGUERITE CLARK
after a successful career on the stage and in opera made her d6but in pictures in "Wildflower."
Adolph Zukor, president of Famous Players Company, was so struck by the beauty and his-
trionic ability of Miss Clark in "Prunella" on the boards that he engaged her to play in the
pictures. Other motion-picture plays which have gained popularity for her are "Prince and
the Pauper," "The Morals of Marcus," "Mice and Men," and "Still Waters."



GRACE DARLING
is not only a fascinating screen star, but a newspaper correspondent of recognized ability. She

was the only woman journalist who was allowed to sail on the first passenger steamer that

passed through the Panama Canal on its way to the exposition at San Francisco. Among her

biggest successes in motion pictures are "Beatrice Fairfax" and "The Penis of Pauline. She

was born in New York in 1895, and was educated at Cliff College. Miss Darling is her own

mechanic when her car needs repairs.



MAURICE COSTELLO
is short for Maurice George Washington Costello, and he was born on February 22. His birth
and education are a matter of public record in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. For many years he
was with stock and road companies. He played leads for Vitagraph in many important produc-
tions, and later directed for that company. Mr. Costello retired from screen activity for a while, but
he is now appearing in a leading r61e of the Consolidated serial, "The Crimson Stain Mystery "



EDWARD EARLE
is a Canadian by birth, and was educated in Toronto. An enviable stage career preceded his

appearance in pictures. In the spoken drama he played in such notable productions as "Glorious

Betsy," with Mary Mannering; "Boys and Betty," with Marie Cahill; and "The Matinee Idol,"

with be Wolf Hopper. For several years he has been playing leading roles in Edison pictures,

and before that he played successfully for Famous Players and Pathe\ He is nearly six feet

tall and weighs one hundred and sixty pounds.



MOLLIE KING
comes from a theatrical family. Her sister Nellie and her brother Charles are well known
on the stage. She has starred in "A Woman's Power," "Fate's Boomerang," and "The Summer
Girl," all of which were World pictures. Miss King was selected from one hundred and fifty
candidates for a part in the Pathe serial, "Kick-in/' It was necessary to buy her release from
the World Company in order to take this part.



WILLIAM F. RUSSELL
began to act when he was eight years old, and played in "Chimmie Fadden" with Charles

Hopper. Others with whom he has played in supporting parts are Ethel Barrymore, Chauncey

Olcott, and Blanche Bates. His work in the title role of "St. Elmo" gained many admirers

for him. Since 1911 his talents have been devoted to motion-picture dramas. He has been

with Biograph, Thanhouser, and Famous Players, and is now playing leads for American.



NELL SHIPMAN
has distinguished herself both on the boards and on the screen, and is also well-known as a

writer of scenarios. She entered the theatrical profession, playing with Paul Gilmore in "At
Yale." For three years she was a leading woman in a stock company, directing her own plays, and
on two occasions taking her company to Alaska. She has played leading lady for Vitagraph, and
has written scenarios for Bushman, Kerrigan and others. Recently she joined the Fox Company.



I

IRENE FENWICK
made her debut as an actress in "Peggy from Paris," in Chicago, the city of her birth. In

this play she was a member of the chorus for three weeks, and was then given the stellar role

in the absence of the regular star for this part. Her rise to popularity and fame began from

this time. Charles Frohman featured her in several important productions. Her first appear-

ance in pictures was under the direction of George Kleine. She is now with Metro.



HOBART HENLEY
was born in Louisville, Kentucky, November 23, 1887. In the theatrical world, before going
to pictures, he was an actor and a stock company manager. He joined Eastern Universal in
1913, his first picture being "The Opal King." Later he was transferred to the Western
studios, starred with Hobart Bosworth in "The Little Brother of the Rich," and played leads
in "The Man in the Chair," "The Tenor," and others. He has also written successful scenarios.



LINDA ARVIDSON GRIFFITH
has returned to the screen after an absence of more than a year, during which she traveled

abroad. Linda achieved a reputation some years ago as 'The Biograph Girl," starring in many

notable features. For two years she was leading woman with Kinemacolor, and lately she has

been starred in "Charity/' the new Frank Powell feature, written by her. She is known as

a writer and actress, but better because she is the wife of David W. Griffith.



IVY CLOSE
is an English girl, and her reputation as an actress has, for the most part, been made in that
country. She is about twenty-one years old, and has been with the Kalem Company but a short
time, playing in one-reel comedies. Several years ago she won the International Beauty prize
in the contest^ which was conducted jointly by the London Daily Mirror and the Chicago
Tribune. She is a lover of out-door sports, and her favorite recreation is motorcycling.



ANNA LUTHER
has been a film actress for about five years, and has proven herself a most capable player in

various kinds of roles. One of her latest and best-known pictures is the five-reeler, "The

Beast," in which she acted with George Walsh. She is both beautiful and athletic. Miss Luther

is an ardent automobilist and also an enthusiastic angler. She is twenty-three years old. Al-

ready a favorite, she gives promise of becoming a star of unusual merit.



BRYANT WASHBURN
first played on the stage in 1907 with George Fawcett in several successes. Afterward, he
starred in "The Wolf," "The Great John Ganton," and "The Fighter." His motion-picture
career began in 1911 with Essanay. He has played leads in "Blindness of Virtue/' "Little
Straw Wife," "The Scapegoat," "The Woman Hater," and "The Alster Case." His height is
six feet, his weight one hundred and fifty-five pounds, his hair dark and his eyes brown.
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VIRGINIA PEARSON
is a stage and film actress of versatile ability, and is also famous for her beauty, for her

talents as a painter, and for her prowess as an expert horsewoman. She was born in Louis-

ville, Kentucky, in 1888. Her name in private life is Mrs. Sheldon Lewis. Her career in the

spoken drama' began with "A Fool There Was," in which she played the vampire part. "The

Hunted Woman," and "The Vital Question," Vitagraph, are among her best-known screen plays.



X :

GRACE DARMOND
is appearing for the Pathe" Company, in the serial film, "The Shielding Shadow." About two

years ago she began to act for the screen with Selig, after working several seasons in stock

companies. Among the famous actors for whom she has played supporting parts are Tyrone

Power, Harry Mestayer, and Otis Harlan. She has been in the leading feminine roles for such

productions as "Your Girl and Mine," "The Millionaire Baby," "A Texas Steer," and "The

House of a Thousand Candles." Her record of successes is unusual for so young an actress.
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Looks as if Charlie was getting ready to shave, but he is doing the exact opposite. He is about

to put on that funny little mustache.

In Chaplin's House of Glass
Focusing a pen instead of a camera on Mr. Chap-

lin, showing how seriously he takes the unim-

portant and how lightly he regards the serious

By Mabel Condon

IF a man can draw a yearly salary so

much over half a million dollars

that he could pay for the services

of the secretary of state for fourteen

years with the surplus, have balance-

enough to live happily on for twelve

months, and still wear a six-and-seven-

eighth-size hat, he deserves a lot of

credit. So take off your derbies and
give three long cheers for Mr. Charles

Chaplin, comedian and good fellow !

If you ever go to see him at the

studio, you'll doubtless have your shoes

shined and your clothes pressed be-

forehand, and rap your knuckles

against the door very gently and very

timidly, just the way I did. And you'll

be just as surprised as I was when
Charlie turns the knob and opens the

portal, smiles a wide smile, unmarred
by the famous little, black mustache,

and bids you warmly to come on in and

make yourself at home on the nearest

chair or piece of scenery that you can

find. That's exactly the way he treated

me. After he had shown me around

the studio, and allowed me to "sit in"

on conferences with his camera man
and property hustlers, I induced him to

go to some quieter place than the studio
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stage and tell me something about him-

self. The q. p. was the big, com-

fortable office of Manager Caufield, of

the Lone Star studio. Charlie slid into

the far corner of a large leather divan,

and I noticed that, contrary to the natu-

ral order of things, he was the one that

was nervous, instead of me.

"I—I get horribly embarrassed," con-

fessed Charlie, turning his six-and-

seven-eighth panama round and round

I laughed, but Charlie didn't. He
looked as though he half meant what
he had said.

The panama hat seemed, of its own
volition, and from sheer dizziness, to

reverse and spin the other direction in

the Chaplin hands. And the owner of

both hat and hands faltered on.

"I—I'm so ordinary that there isn't

a thing for me to talk about, concern-

ing myself. I suffer whenever I meet

A scene in the studio yard showing many of Charlie's friends. The one in the foreground is Miss

Nanny—the one in the auto, Miss Purviance.

and adjusting the black ribbon band

thereon that needed no adjusting. "I

—I'm very ordinary. So ordinary that

there isn't a thing for me to talk about

concerning myself. If you want a story

about my success, and all that, you

don't want an interview with me—you

should be introduced to my flexible

bamboo cane and my little mustache.

They are in their dressing room now,

resting, and I'm perfectly sure that they

wouldn't mind having you consult

them."

a reporter, or interviewer. If they only

weren't going to write what I said—or

if they only wrote what I said ! I don't

know just which is the worse. I al-

ways feel as though I should have some

wonderful things to say—and I never

have."

The Chaplin hat, now traveling be-

tween the Chaplin fingers at the rate of

at least thirty miles an hour threatened

to fly from its fingered moorings and

depart one might never know where

—

or mavbe into the corral, immediately
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without the window,

and where the Chap-

lin pet goat was
holding solitary but

bleating watch. By
way of safeguard-

ing the hat, and also

to bring peace to the

heart and manner
of Mr. Chaplin, I

volunteered

:

''Interviews are
so obsolete, don't

you think?"

He thought.

"And questions ?

I never ask ques-

tions."

A great peace set-

tled itself over all

things, and the

Chaplin voice,

though resigned, had

no intimation of in-

terview resignation

about it.

"Comedy is such

depressing work,"

was what he was
saying. "You'll al-

ways find a gloomier

atmosphere about a

comedy studio than

elsewhere."

He sighed.

"When I feel that

I can do just what
I want to do, I'm

going to do drama."

"But "

"Yes—but I'll try

it, anyhow. Even if

I don't please any-

body but myself in

trying it, I at least

will be getting a

change of work."

"But to be able

to make people
laugh

"

A visitor from Missouri might think he were a stage hand, but

Californians know better.
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"That's just it," eagerly took up
Charlie, "but does one ' continue to

make people laugh ? That's always the

comedian's nightmare—that the time

will come when they won't laugh."

"Oh, they laugh!" I assured him,

feeling of some assistance in being able

to truthfully say so.

"I hope so," Charlie said, referring to

the laughs and people. "I work hard to

make them laugh—and I get more tem-

peramental every day. I wish"—and
he emphasized the wish with a frown

at the goat and a lem-

onless lemon tree that

reigned supreme out-

side the window—"1

wish they wouldn't let

me get temperamental.

I don't want to get

temperamental," he ob-

jected. "But it's just

because people try to

save me from so many
things that might be

annoying. It makes
me so self-conscious,

being taken care of

that way.

"No, I'll never get

used to temperament
—or my pay check."

I suggested that the

latter must be some-
thing of a weekly

shock, and the recipi-

ent of the shock agreed

that it was.

"My ambition,

when I started

picture work, was
to make enough
money, s o m e_

time, so that I

might retire with

the knowledge
that I had enough
to insure me
a t w e n t y - five

dollar-a-week in-

The onhj female on record who would spurn

the Chaplin embrace.

come for the rest of my life. I was
sure, then, that I would be satisfied and
happy with that. My first contract,

with the Keystone Company, was for

one hundred and seventy-five dollars

per week. I showed it to everybody I

knew, and inwardly quaked with the

fear that I would never be able to fool

them into paying me that much for

more than a few weeks. When I had
been there three months, I had some
confidence in myself, and knew enough
to refuse an additional couple hundred,

knowing I could get

more. I did. And
now that I've got it,

I don't know what to

do with it."

At this sad state-

ment, the sun, deciding

to sink behind the

Hollywood foothills,

threw a shaft of

brightness across

one Chaplin foot

extended in its

gray-topped black

shoe, and appearing

radically unChaplin-

esque in its neat small-

ness. Charlie seemea
to reflect upon this,

and then proceeded.

"I don't spend much
of it," referring to the

thousand a week
a bonus. "What
might I buy ?" he

asked, as though

hoping some one

would tell him.

"One thing that I

have bought is

service—v a 1 e t s

and things. I do

love service," he

explained, a d d -

ing : "There are

so many things I

have to do myself
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that when I

can buy any-

thing to be

done for me
I'm glad to do

it."

" Things
haven't come
easily to me
all my life,"

he offered, re-

f 1 e c t i v ely

dancing the
foot in the

s u n motes.

"Things were
always rather

hard. I was
one of the un-

fortunate
kind w h o

works hard

for little
money. I

was known as

a good actor

Chaplin's viewpoint counts for

this side of the

vac u u

m

but I never

got any salary for it. I became so that

I didn't expect any—so when it did

come, it was quite extraordinary.

"The whole thing, though—playing,

directing, and thinking up something

funny where funny things never were
—is a tremendous responsibility. I get

depressed thinking of it. You see, it's

like this I should hate to think that

my pictures weren't making money for

the firm releasing them. My pride

wouldn't stand that. And I couldn't

retire and do nothing, because my am-
bition wouldn't stand that So I try

to think up new laughs for new pictures

all the time, and go at making them as

though I knew when I started just

what I was going to do in them."

"Suppose, though, you were going to

take a long vacation—then what ?" And
the fun man, who would give a great

deal to be entertained by some one as

he himself entertains millions, replied:

a lot at the studio. But if he always stayed on

camera there would be a terrible

in the Mutual moneybag.

"Russia. The thought of it fas-

scinates me."

"But how about an English castle

—

and a title, maybe?" And Charlie

laughed a laugh of startlingly white

teeth and a forgetfulness of the prob-

lem of what to do with his money, as

he answered

:

"Wouldn't my derby hat, loose

trousers, big shoes, and thin stick placed

crosswise, make a wonderful coat of

arms on the carriage of 'Sir Charles

Chaplin?' I'd have to buy in all the

Charlie Chaplin prints—especially the

'Tillie's Punctured Romance' one,

where all I did was kick Marie Dressier.

All through the making of the six reels

I was exhorted to 'Kick Marie Dres-

sier.' And I did."

A plaintive bleat came through the

window.
"My goat—he's hungry," interpreted

Charlie, and we walked forth to greet
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the goat. It raced at us, a series of

brown-and-white leaps until brought to

a sudden and violent halt by the limita-

tion of its rope.

"He's hungry," repeated Charlie,

patting the animal affectionately as it

stood on its hind legs and imprinted

clay hoof marks on the natty dark-blue

This was taken one minute before Charlie got his own goat. The animaVs

appetite for leather prompted him to steal the ancient number

twelves—and Chaplin's contract calls for Chaplin's shoes.

shoulders of the Chaplin well-fitting

suit.

From a stout man, in a red sweater

and the wings of a set, came the re-

mark :

"Hungry? I've fed him bushels of

everything all day
!"

u
So've I," came another voice, as an-

other besweatered individual hove into

sight, armed with a hammer and nails.

"Oh, Charlie!" sang out Mr. Caul-

field, in a pleased-with-himself voice, "I

just gave your goat a bag of cakes
!"

And there was the slam of the Caulfield

managerial desk as it was shut for the

night.

"But somehow," reflected Charlie, as

though puzzling over a wonderful mys-

tery, "he's always

hungry."

He left the ani-

mal, and walked into

the studio.

A kitchen set
supplied with much
prop food, a hall-

way set equipped

with wide and sus-

picious-looking bal-

ustrades, a saloon

set, bearing the un-

convincing name
"The Bulldog
Rest," were visible,

and Mr. Chaplin,

waving a nonchalant

hand toward all,

said

:

"My sets for to-

morrow. The story?

Sh-h-h ! I don't

know yet. I only

started making the

picture yesterday."

And that state-

ment told exactly

how Chaplin works.

Everything that goes

into his comedies is

done on the spur of

the moment. He made sure that all

was in readiness for the following

morning, and then led the way out

again. I suggested that a few "at-

home" photographs would make fireside

reading for the waiting world.

"My only home life is here in the

studio." He pointed up at the paned

roof. "I'm one of those chaps who live

in glass houses."



With a white bulldog and another pup of undetermined breed for a supporting company, Fatty played

in pantomime a warning to dogs to beware of the neighborhood of frankfurter stands.

Sharpshooting at Fort Lee
By Charles Phelps Gushing

FORT LEE fo

ordered

chief.
'

member you'

a sharpshooter

and don't fire

till you see

the whites of

their eyes."

Via the

Broadway
subway, I

entrained to

Manhattan
Street, and
boarded a

municipal trans-

p o r t to Edge
water, New Jersey.

In mid-channel, an

excited New Yorker on

the starboard bow raised She began powdering her nose.

cry that a woman was
being drowned near

the Jersey shore,

upstream. Half

a dozen citizens

of Fort Lee

gazed blandly

in the direc-

tion indi-

cated, and
guffawed.

It was
merely a

movie, they

explained.

I unlimbered

m y rapid-firer,

d tried to get

a bead on the hero-

ine, but she was out

range. By the time

our transport had docked,
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With a careful

eye for detail,

Director Buel

had the roof

thatch trimmed.

were slugging and kicking at

one another in the street. The
Jerseyites looked on as blandly

as they had at the "drowning,"

and grinned. I leaped off the

car to draw a bead on the

skirmish, but a brawny young
man was ahead of me, push-

ing the fighters apart. On
closer view, he proved to have

make-up on his face, and any

one could guess that he was
a movie actor. But there was
no make-up on the fighters,

and their bruises were bona

fide. For once, blase Fort Lee

had guessed wrong—the fight

was real and earnest.

If ever a murder is com-

mitted in Fort Lee in broad

daylight, or the First Na-
tional Bank is plundered, the

only hope of detecting the

criminals will lie in the

chance that some movie ac-

tors may be around to in-

tervene. No citizen of Fort

she and her associates

had disappeared in,

the woods.

Having been
warned to keep a

sharp lookout from
the moment my feet

touched the Jersey

shore, I cocked my
piece before boarding

the trolley. The car

wound a tortuous

course up the side of

the Palisades, and, at

the summit of the

grade, paused for

breath in front of an

amusement park.

There a sudden tur-

moil assailed my ears.

A gray-haired man
and a husky youth

Corrine Parquet, Fatty Arbuckle, and Alice Lake staged impromptu

stunts on the amusement devices.
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Lee would ever guess the hor-

rible truth.

The young man with the

make-up strolled across the

road and joined half a dozen
other actors who had just

alighted from two large tour-

ing cars. Conspicuous in the

group, both by his bulk and
his costume, was a figure fa-

mous in filmland as "Fatty"

Arbuckle. Two attractvve

young women marched beside

him—Alice Lake and Corrine

Parquet. Several young gen-

tlemen in eccentric comedy
costumes tagged along after

them.

A hot trail at last! Or,

perhaps, a hot scent would be

more accurate, for Fatty and
his pals, once they had passed

through the turnstile into the

park, made straight for a

frankfurter stand. With a

white bulldog and another pup
of undetermined breed for a

supporting company, Fatty A movie trick betokening

the broomstick and

alarm

string

Travers Vale is clutching at his throat, but possibly as much because

of heat as emotion.

The man in the background,

do not show in the film.

played in pantomime
there a warning to

dogs to beware of

the neighborhood of

frankfurter stands.

In the first rehearsal

the bulldog appeared
to be genuinely
alarmed—he ducked
away with his tail be-

tween his legs, and
couldn't be caught for

five minutes.

The aroma of

•boiled "hot dog" had
a different sort of

effect upon the hu-

mans of the comedy
troupe; they ad-

journed to luncheon.

Mr. Arbuckle was in
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high spirits at table. After a soup

course, he slyly dipped his fingers in

the tureen, a la finger bowl, made tea-

spoons turn back somersaults into a

glass of water, and, after juggling a

boiled potato, ended the act by spearing

it in mid-air with a fork.

After the meal, the company pro-

ceeded to put on various impromptu
comedy stunts on the amusement
devices.

I shot half a dozen rounds, and hied

onward in a motor car to the studio

buildings in Fort Lee proper. And
Fort Lee can be proper if it likes.

In one of the new Brady studios

—

a huge building with a glass roof like

a hothouse—the properest sort of seri-

ous drama was being filmed under the

direction of Travers Vale. If you ever

have visited a hothouse on a bright

afternoon in the dog days, you can

guess what the temperature was like in

that studio. And the costumes the

actors were wearing were Russian, with

fur caps and high collars ! Vronski

!

How those actors steamed ! Doubtless

they were getting well paid, but only

one member of that cast could I envy.

Though her lot in the play was most

sad, Miss Gale Kane wore a gown
which, particularly in the back, was

appropriate to the temperature. I fired

one round and strategically fled over the

hills to the west.

Two minutes after I began my re-

treat from Moscow, I brought up in a

walled town somewhere in Normandy.

At present the population is about half

a hundred, mostly carpenters and plas-

terers—but it is freely predicted at the

headquarters of the Paragons that in a

few weeks the census returns will show
an amazing increase.

After a little sniping in the walled

city, I doubled back, and reconnoitered
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the walled
citadel of

the Fox
Film Corpo-

ration. A
chariot
awaited with-

in its portals.

Hailing it, I

learned that

an expedition

was about to

depart for a

h u t in the

Scotch High-
lands. Direc-

t o r Kenyon
Buel invited

me in for a

w c e breesk

w h e e s k .

Now, let no
one suppose

that a wee
breesk
wheesk has
anything to

do with Sniped in the walled town somewhere in Normandy (N. J.)

mountain
dew. It is

simply a brisk

little whisk.

The after-

n o o n light

was drumlie,

and the high-

land clachan

some five or

six miles
away. . So we
whisked ! The
chariot was
gasoline pro-

pelled, and
appeared t o

possess a

great many
horse powers.

Through the

portals w e

whisked
around the
corner, into
the m a i n

street, a n d

westward. I

With a mirror from the cottage bureau, the filming began.
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dimly recall glimpses of a few movies

that were being filmed at Fort Lee's

highways and byways as we flashed

past, but I couldn't see "the whites of

their eyes" through the dust.

I distinctly recall that the car dived

down a steep hill on its two front

wheels and that, at the bottom of the

incline, it then reared up on its two hind

wheels and leaped clear across the

meadows to the next range of hills.

Somewhere in far-away Teaneck we

volplaned to earth again, and alighted.

We were in front of a weather-

beaten, one-story stone cottage. Below

the eaves of its all-too-modern shingle

roof, a fringe of decorative straw

thatch was held in place by an ingenious

scaffold. If you shut off the sight of

the upper half of the roof, you could

swear that you were beholding a cot-

ter's home in Argyll or Ayr. The fore-

ground, except for the presence of a

movie camera, was as good as the back-

ground. On the brae hunkered a cantie

carline with a dour cock laird, and a

bonny girzie beside her jo. The lassie

was aye kenspeckle, but appeared to be

the waur for a lack o' siller. Her claes

were cotton, and her footgear auld

bauchles.

But when she looked up and began

powdering her nose, I ceased wasting

my sympathy and sniped a snapshot of

Miss Virginia Pearson.

A drumlie hour, not much light to

spare ; so Director Buel hurried. With

a line eye for detail, he had the roof

thatch trimmed until the camera man
admiringly declared : "It's as bonny

now as my own mustache !" Then, with

a mirror from the cottage bureau for

a light reflector, the filming began.

Once it was interrupted by hilarity

from Miss Pearson when she tried to

get into the mirror's illumination and

couldn't succeed.

"Please, Andy," she pleaded, "let me
into your halo

!"

Andy stepped back too far, and got

out of it himself. The whole scene,

when the laughter subsided, had to be

done over.

A little before sunset the clans gath-

ered in their motor cars and sped back

to Fort Lee. There Miss Pearson

donned a striped blazer over her calicos,

put on motor goggles, and rode home
looking like a Newport heiress.

All the way to the ferry I passed car-

loads of movie actors returning from

work. But they all wore goggles, and

I held my fire. The first chief's orders

were explicit on this point : I was not

to fire until I could see the whites of

their eyes.

IB 4

THE FADE-AWAY
I WRITE about a movie queen,

In dreams I saw her on the screen;

Her beauty and her age (nineteen)

Enchained me as I watched the scene.

Expectantly I thought to stay

Until the finish of the play.

The lights flashed on, I awoke, 'twas day

—

She vanished in a fade-away.

G. B. DrucuiD.





The Man Who Stood Still

If what happened had not happened, Herr Kraus would still

be selling jewelry in his little cobwebbed store. But as it

is. some one else is selling it—and there aren't any cobwebs

Bv Will H. Johnston

Featuring: LEW FIELDS From the World Film Production

YOU smiled when you looked at

Kraus. There was something

about him that prevented you

from taking very seriously the little

German jeweler, whose inconspicuous

shop on the East Side, with its watches

and clocks and cheap stones and cob-

webs, caused no slightest ripple in the

big current of business in New York:

Modern methods Herr Kraus ab-

horred. Among his competitors who

forged ahead, he was "the man who

stood still." His beaming face was

screwed into a thousand tiny wrinkles

as he greeted you ; and even his bald

spot, with its fringe of disordered

hair, irradiated hospitality and good

humor.

You could not be angry with Kraus

—indeed, up till the day when he made

the staggering discovery that his daugh-

ter Marie was no longer a child, but

an exceedingly pretty young woman of

marriageable age. life had been for him

more or less of play, a thing to be

laughed at, a thing to be enjoyed to

the uttermost, leisurely, with entire ab-

sence of haste, and with plenty of time

for -the exchange of pleasantries be-

tween friends, with a stein on the

table.

It was over a pipe and a stein that

his eyes were opened one day to the

tremendously serious business of living.

And the man who performed the deli-

cate operation was his neighbor. Adolf
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Spiegel, restaurant keeper, fat, fair, and
fifty, a gentleman addict e-d to glasses

with enormous lenses, Rooseveltian

mustache, and an afifectation of pro-

fundity of thought. He was the best-

hearted man in the world, but he strug-

gled hard to hide the fact with a dis-

play of sternness that deceived nobody.

Said Mr. Spiegel one day, as he and
his neighbor sat in the little back parlor

of Kraus' unpretentious jewelry shop:

"For vy do you not an electric sign

buy?"

Kraus smiled benevolently. "Iss it

that I should gif my good money to tell

people vat they know already yet—that

ven I repair a clock it iss really re-

paired, and ven they buy jewelry from
me it iss vat I represent it to be ?"

"Sure you should tell them,'' an-

swered Spiegel. "Advertise ! That iss

the way to get rich."

"Und for vy should I get rich, I ask

you?"
Spiegel tugged at his drooping mus-

tache, glared at his friend through his

goggles, and drank deep from the

stein.

"Neffer did I hear such a foolish

question!" he exclaimed. "For vy haf

you a business if to grow rich you do
not intend? You do not speak? Der
iss no speech. Now, pay attention. It

iss not good business that you should

haf a place like this, und not make it

more up to date and put a big sign ofer

der vindow."

But Kraus only laughed. "Dose
peoples I please, dey vill tell der friends

about mine shop ; und for vy should I

pay money to say, 'Come und buy ?'
"

"Advertising iss der life of trade,"

insisted Spiegel. "If you were avake,

you might haf a place on Broadway."
"You don'd understand," said Kraus.

"If I started to tell peoples vat a fine

line of clocks und so forth I haf, I

might be tempted to lie about it."

"Und vy not?"

The lines on Kraus' forehead deep-

ened in perplexity. "Iss it mine old

friend Spiegel that asks that? Ach,
it iss a joke you make by me!" Kraus
patted his bald spot with a blue-and-

orange handkerchief. "I haf no desire

for a shop on Broadway. Here I please

myself "

"Here mit your cobvebs !" scoffed

Spiegel.

"Mit mine cobvebs, yes." Kraus
made a grand gesture. "Dey look so

homelike. I lof dem. For vy should

I change from der store I lof, ven I

make enough money for me und mine
leetle Marie "

"Again iss it foolishness ven you say

'leetle Marie.'"

"Und for vy? Iss she not my child?"

"Much more than a child. Old
friend, she will be getting married one
of dese days."

"Mein Gott! My leetle daughter

—

ach, Himmel, I would not haf believed

it. She is eighteen ! Her mother died

—how many years ago I haf forgotten.

I haf not thought of Marie as grown
up."

"Nor haf you thought of her keeping

company mit young Frank MacPher-
son!"

"Vass ! Der son of mine enemy in

business—der thieving Scotchman,
Donald MacPherson !"

"Don'd call him names. MacPher-
son iss a goot business man—vat dey

call close-fisted—but he has as much re-

spect for the law as we haf. But his

"He iss no goot, the son !" as-

severated Kraus.

"He iss no goot," Spiegel admitted.

"Und I can't bear to think of him mak-
ing lof to Marie."

"Has he made lof to her?" demanded
Kraus, anger in his eyes.

"I don'd know, but they haf been

seen together a great deal—at dance

halls und elsewhere."

"I vill a stop to it put, Adolf. I
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Herr Kraus demanded joyously: "Vy dorCd you eat?"
1

vill go .by der store of MacPherson

unci
"

"No. Besser it is that we put this

Frank MacPherson out from her mind

by making her think of some one else.

Now, vat iss der matter riiit my son

Fred
"

''Marrying my daughter Marie?"

shouted Kraus, and he almost upset his

stein in his eagerness to grasp his

friend's hand. " It iss a fine idea,

Adolf. Vy not come to-night, und bring

mit you your son und your trombone

;

und, while we shall play, der young

peoples shall make lof."

And the two plotting parents

squeezed hands and beamed on each

other as they dreamed of the future.

So through many a long evening the

old friends played interminable duets,

temporarily lost to all other sensations,

but at the end casting benign glances at

Marie Kraus and Fred Spiegel, who

were thus thrown on - their own re-

sources for entertainment.

The scheme might have worked suc-

cessfully, for at least young Spiegel was

quite ready to fall in with the plan.

But the girl, while evidently fond of

Fred, invariably switched the conversa-

tion when he tried to introduce a tender

note.

It was at a picnic on the Palisades,

engineered by Adolf, that matters came

to a crisis. The- quartet had become

a sextet, for the party included Fred's

sister Alice, a girl of Marie's age, and

Katie, Kraus' old housekeeper, who
was induced to leave her broom and

frying pan for a day. Katie packed

several bags with sandwiches and wine

and frankfurters and pickles and a can

of sauerkraut—and limburger. It was

a feast worthy of her, and Kraus

glowed with great good humor as he

piled the good things around his fat

friend Spiegel, asprawl on the green-

sward; and, after that ponderous gen-

tleman had placed himself outside a

square meal that would have satisfied

a day laborer, Herr Kraus, holding out
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a cardboard plate of cheese, demanded
joyously

:

"Vy don'd you eat?"

"Dere iss no hurry, iss dere?" asked
Herr Spiegel, disdaining to smile at

what Kraus intended as a witticism.

"Sure we eat—but we haf der whole
day

—

nicht wahr?"
After the feast, Kraus put his arm

around Marie, and, calling Fred to him,

he told them how his heart was set on
their marriage.

Fred's eyes were full of entreaty as

he held the girl's hand. But she shook
her head. "I'm sorry to disappoint you
both," she said. "But what father says

is impossible—quite impossible. I'm

fond of you, Fred, but I can't love you.

I have tried. I think, to show you that

our friendship must remain only a

friendship, and I'm sorry if father has

encouraged you to think otherwise. I

wish I could have loved you, Fred, but

it is impossible."

Kraus patted her shoulder. "I haf
been too abrupt with my leetle daugh-
ter. I should haf given you more time.

But some day, Fred," he added, as the

boy released Marie's hand, "everything

will be all right. You watch."

A little later Marie slipped away
from the group. Fred would have fol-

lowed, for it was growing dusk, but
the elder Spiegel stayed him. "Besser
she take a leetle walk, my son, und
think it ofer by her lonesome," he ad-

vised. "You don'd understand vomen.
I do!"

But Spiegel had grave cause to regret

that he did not allow his son to accom-
pany the girl. For Marie was scarce

out of sight when Frank MacPherson
—the son of Kraus' competitor, a

young man who had the reputation of
being a "sport"—stepped out from the

gathering gloom and clasped the girl

in his arms.

"Marie, little sweetheart," he whis-

pered. He kissed her, and Marie
snuggled closer in his arms.

"Frank, my love, did you hear what
father said?" she asked him.

He nodded. "I was afraid you would
tell him of our secret engagement."

"But why not be honest, and tell him
about it, Frank?"

"It would never do, little girl. Both
of our parents would object, and I

would lose you. Marie, I can't bear to

think of it. Why not come with me
now ?"

• "Now?"
'"Yes, this very moment. You love

me, and I adore you. Nothing else

matters. We are one already in spirit,

Your father has tried to make you
marry that Spiegel fellow. You know
you can't. But he will try to force

you. It is the German way. So come
with me, my darling."

And, as love-swept girls have done
since time immemorial, she forgot filial*

duty and went with her lover.

Marie did not return to the picnic

grounds, and the little group was begin-

ning to be anxious, when a boy came
to them, holding a letter.

"Any of youse guys by the name of

Kraus ?" he asked.

"Sure, I'm him," pm$[ the little

jeweler. >
"Then this billet-doux is for you. It

was give' me by a feller and his girl as

they were waiting for a trolley."

Kraus tore open the letter, and read,

with staring eyes

:

Dear Father : I have gone away with
Frank MacPherson. We love each other

dearly ; cannot live without each other.

And as neither you nor Frank's father

would sanction our marriage, we have de-

termined to take this step for ourselves,

believing it the right way. We are to be
married by a friend of Frank's, who is a .

minister. Will you tell Fred? And say

I hope he will find some sweet girl who
will love him as he ought to be loved. If

Frank had never come into my life I know
I would have loved Fred. But since Frank
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"I'm sorry to disappoint you both," she said.

came there has never been anybody else in

the world for me. Try to forgive me, fa-

ther, dear. I know I should not have run

away, but everything will be all right.

Please, please do not try to follow us. It

breaks my heart to leave you, but love is

above all, and Frank and I know it is the

greatest thing in the world. I will write to

3
tou when we get settled. Your ever-loving

daughter, Marie.

Kraus' face was transformed. Mur-
der was written there.

"Read dis !" he cried ; "read dis, und

see if Frank MacPherson isn't a scoun-

drel."

And, while the others crowded round

to read the note, the old man glared

about him as if expecting" to catch a

glimpse of the runaway couple.

With fingers clenched, he strode for-

ward, but Spiegel and Katie laid violent

hands on him, while Alice stood weep-

ing softly. Fred had dashed off in the

direction of the trolley.

"Ven I catch up mit him, I vill

strangle him !" Kraus swore, and he

strove to free himself from the cling-

ing arms.

"There iss nothings you can do," said

Spiegel sorrowfully, maintaining his

stout grip on his friend. "Even if you

killed this MacPherson fellow, it would

break Marie's heart. Old friend, it iss

a burden to bear, but you must bear

it—und I vill help you."

Spiegel's words were lost on the old

German jeweler. "Vefe iss dat boy

who brought der message?" he shouted.

But the boy had departed, and there

was no trace of him. "Come, then, und

let us find a telephone. I vill put der

police on der scoundrel's trail."
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"Ven I catch up mit him 1 vill st? angle him."

Meantime Fred had reached the

trolley tracks, but beyond learning that

a young couple answering to their de-

scription had boarded a New York car,

there were no clews. He induced a

motorist to race for the ferry, but

Frank and Marie did not materialize.

There were many ways of reaching the

big city, and the elopers had found no

difficulty in eluding pursuit.

Herr Kraus made the telephone wire

hot while he poured into the ear of a

desk sergeant the recital of young Mac-
Pherson's villainy, but New York is the

safest hiding place in the world, and
the efforts of the police to find the run-

away couple proved unavailing.

It was not till more than a twelve-

month had passed that Marie's pitiful

story was told—and in that twelve-

month Kraus lost his grip on life.

With no heart for business, the old

jeweler brooded over his loss, until

poverty and want confronted him.

Adolf tried to rouse him, but he moved
about like a sleepwalker. Piece by

piece his meager stock was transferred

to the pawnshop, and he was obliged

to give up his little store and accept a

position in the shop of his former sales-

man, and a home with the Spiegels.

Marie and Frank MacPherson had

traveled down a parallel scale, until he

left her with her baby and went away.

Without support, she was eventually

dispossessed of her squalid room, and,

leaving her baby in the care of the

Children's Society, she wandered out

on the street one sunny afternoon

—

going she knew not where. Fred

Spiegel, hurrying along, on business

bent, caught sight of her and stopped,

his eyes big with wonder.
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"Marie !" he cried, with outstretched

arms.

She looked at him vacantly.

"Marie, don't you know me?"

She was staring at -him dazedly. "It

is Fred," she breathed. Then: "Oh,

Fred—Fred, I am not worthy to speak

to you." •

"Now, don't talk like that, Marie,"

he said. "You'll always be my friend,

no matter what has happened. Tell me
about Frank. You don't look happy,

or prosperous. Has he—left you?"

The tears were running down her

cheeks as she nodded. "He said he

would come back to me, but I know now

he never meant to keep his promise.

Oh, please let me go !"

But the boy was keeping tight hold

on her hand. "Never," he said. "I am
going to take you home with me."

She protested, but he insisted, and,

taking her arm, he half dragged her

with him.

The elder Spiegel was absorbed in an

afternoon newspaper when Fred and

Marie came in. "Father, here is Herr

Kraus' little Marie come back to us

again " Fred began.

Spiegel's heart took an extra jump,

but he was the personification of stern-

ness as he demanded: "You dare to

bring mit you this young woman, here ?

She from her father's home ran avay.

Tell me, iss it right that we should wel-

come her?"

"Don't be hard on her, dad," pleaded

the boy. "You know it is more blessed

to forgive. She has no one to help her

now. Frank MacPherson has sneaked

off and left her to fight the world's

battle alone ; and it has been too hard

for her—for her and her baby."

Hp was the personification of sternness.
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"Zo ! There iss a baby ? Come here,

Marie." Trembling, the girl ap-

proached. Spiegel put his arm around

her. "You were a good girl, Marie,

till you met that scoundrel MacPher-
son. Now that he iss gone, maybe you
will be like the leetle daughter of Herr
Kraus that we lof. Now tell me all

about it."

Later on Spiegel took Marie to her

father, . who was at work in a near-by

But now MacPherson, who enticed her

away, has cast her off, und-

—

to-

"Und she comes back, expecting me

"No j" shouted Spiegel. ''She did not

come back of her own accord. It was
Fred, here, who found her und brought
her home, against her will."

"Say you forgive me, father,"

moaned the girl. "Only say that, and
I will go away content—content to die

'Remember she iss still your daughter.'

store. Fred went with them, for he was
determined to keep a watchful eye on
the girl he had loved and lost—and
found again.

•'Marie has come back to us again,

old friend," said Spiegel.

Kraus looked up from his work-
bench, scarce comprehending. His eyes

fell on the girl, and his hands went out

involuntarily to the pathetic figure.

Then he turned away.

"She broke my heart," he said plain-

tively. * -

Spiegel gripped his shoulder. "Re-
member she iss still your daughter," he
said. "God has not been kind to her.

if I hear a kindly word from my
father."

It broke the ice around the old man's
heart. He caught the girl to his breast.

"Mine leetle Marie," he said.

The years have passed, hardly blot-

ting out that tragic year of trouble, but

at least covering it with a kindly mantle

of forget fulness.

Of Frank MacPherson's further

doings history is so far silent. His

father, stiff old Scotchman, with a keen

eye for business, and an equally keen

eye for the conventions, pronounced
anathema upon his wayward son, and
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grave himself to his work with a zeal

that left no time for brooding on

the might-have-been. Whether Frank

drifted into the depths, and became a

member of the submerged tenth, or

whether he died honorably "somewhere -

in Flanders," no one knows.

With Marie free, Fred Spiegel re-

newed his suit, and the girl was glad

to find shelter in his arms. "You have

loved me all along, my dear," he in-

sisted. "And I was a fool to let

—

the

other fellow carry you off."

Fred has gone into the jewelry busi-

ness. He hopes some day to rehabili-

tate the little shop which his father-in-

law loved, and place the old man behind

the counter again. The project seems

in a fair way to accomplishment, for

the boy has tremendous energy and a

wisdom beyond his years.

But Kraus, who has won back some-

thing of his cheery outlook on life,

screws up his face with its thousand

tiny wrinkles and chuckles as he puts to

his old friend Adolf this unanswerable

question

:

"Mine son-in-law will maybe yet

haf a store like I used to haf, mit der

clocks und der vatches und der stones

arranged like I used to haf dem—but,

Adolf, I ask you how vill he arrange

mit it that he should haf der cobvebs

in der places I used to haf dem?"

SANTA CLAUS FAIRBANKS

Douglas Fairbanks awards prizes amounting to one hundred dollars which he offered the

Fine Arts child players for proficiency in school work. Their adoring up-turned faces leave no

doubt that the famous actor is popular with the little people.



What's Happening
Snapshots of famous people taken through the

keyhole of the door to their private lives

Looks as if Bessie Love had

gathered all the Fine Arts ac-

tresses about her to show them
that she had broken into print.

But when you get to be as fam-

ous as Bessie you'll learn that

it is harder to keep out of

magazines than get into them. 1
The crowd has assembled to see

the publication that was actually

issued without reference to her.

Every time Theda Bara sees this

picture of herself she shivers be-

cause of its grewsomeness. She

really didn't kill the man, you

now. It was posed as' a warning

to people to be

sure to be vac-

cinated— or

look what
will hap-

pen !

These two girls are the same
from name to clothes. One is

very famous and the other is

her sister. At the right

is Mina Cunard; at the

left, the one you
know.

The happy ending, entitled: "Der

Tag-Saturday." Leader:'! wouldn't

swap envelopes with you, kid, but

you can put yours in my bank."

Characters: Director Daly

and Mrs. Daly (Fritzie

Brunnette) both of

V Selig. Setting:

Home.
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Ever since True Boardman,
star of Kalem's "Stingaree,"

put over all those fights in

the series, he can't keep his

fists still. They have put gloves on him to act as

shock absorbers, and an Irish assistant director,

Tom Galligan, to act as the same. They are both

true sports, asserts the man who sold them the

shirts.

One might think

from this that

Helen Gibson, "The

Railroad Girl," is so

used to being run over

by railroad trains that she

sleeps better when she goes to

bed under her automobile. It

appears here that she is turning

out the light just before retir-

ing. Helen, however, disclaims

all this and says she is about

to fix her broken machine. She

explains the appearance of what

seems evening attire by declar-

ing that it is a suit of overalls.



We don't know whether Naomi
Chiiders posed this especially

for wear in the back of some
one's watchcase or not. At
any rate, it is an interesting

photograph, and a new idea,

but it might be used to better

advantage for darkening the

features of people not so

pretty as Naomi.

"Beating Back:" is the title of

this. It is another suggestion,

running beside Miss Chiiders',

that might be of use to some
Featureless Film Co. The
owner of the curls and square

shoulders is Miss Mabel Con-
don, who makes her living

through motion-picture act-

ing, although a movie lens has

never been turned her way.
She is one of the best special

article writers on PlCTURE-
Play's staff. The story about
Charlie C. in this issue will

prove it.



Not the smiling young lady from Niger,

But Vivian Reed and her tiger.

Don't go for a ride

—

You might come back inside,

With the smile on the face of the tiger.

A fire escape is about as

tame to Arline Pretty as

a dummy staircase in a

photographer's studio.

Considering the doubt-

ful angle of the mirror,

and knowing woman's
weakness, we doubt

whether Baldy's image

is the only one re-

flected—not meaning

to be ungallant, Miss

Enid Markey. Direc-

tor Reginald Barker

is content with the

minor role of animal

trainer.



This sign stands at the outskirts of Los
Angeles. Dancing is prohibited within the
city limits. So Jackie Saunders, who is

doing border duty, sits upon the warning
and impresses upon automobiles and the
young men in them who smoke through
cigarette holders and cany corkscrews
on their key rings, that there are speed
laws in the City of the Angels. It is quite
probable that most joy riders, on seeing
this sign, would stop.

Director Howell, of Balboa, is not
making fun of Jackie, although it

might seem so. He is merely wig-
wagging a signal to a mob that is

staging a scene a few hundred
yards away. •

J

When the picture

below was sent it was
accompanied by the fol-

lowing: "A happy after-

noon at 5 o'clock, just

before tea was served.

The sun of California is

better than the lights of

Broadway, at this time of

year." Two hours later, a

messenger dashed ir. with
this supplementary tele-

gram: "That photo was
taken Sunday. Don't
think we don't work."

^^liiSi?'

iMp- ,,i
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Gladys Hulotte goes the

divided skirt one better

with her little overalls

that bag at the knees.

And just to be different,

she rides barefoot in-

stead of bareback.

-
:-

:

Outside the studio, Director Roach, of Pathe, puts aside his mega-

phone, forgets his dignity, and pokes fun and fingers at his star,

Beebe Daniels. All of which she takes nicely enough to make any

man on the bright or dark side of twenty-five want to be a director.

Myrtle Stedman (below) is riding with the president of an automobile

concern. We are watching for the announcement about her new car.



Acting is hard work. So is ordi-

nary steeple-jacking. But Robyn
Adair and Lucy Pay ton do both

for Balboa's camera and a living.

Virginia Pearson smiles

happily as she returns home
after a successful day ruin-

ing men in Fox films.

This is Miss Emily Stevens, now of Metro, and the man-eater
who is particularly fond of the soft flesh of "stage-door
Johnnies." She always took him with her as a bodyguard
when she left the theater after each performance of "The
Unchastened Woman."

4



Lenore Ulrich. who is noted for her

portrayals of Mexican characters on

the screen, is working on another

such picture on the Pacific coast.

But, when she takes off her shawl

and puts on a dress after hours, she

finds lilies appeal to her better

than cactus.

Seven smiling faces that appear

quite regularly in Selig films.

Marguerite Courtot seems to be

enjoying herself as much as if she

were watching her latest Famous

Players picture. But she isn't. She

is merely taking a rest.



Ask Ruth!
Two little words which are the reason why Ruth Roland's
name and fame encircle the world as completely as the equa-
tor and why several moving-picture directors are not bald

By S. E. Snyder

AT two o'clock in the afternoon
she was laughing and joking
and dancing about happily,

looking very beautiful and attractive.

At two-thirty o'clock her wrists and
arms were swathed in bandages and she
was limping painfully. But she was
still laughing and joking and very
happy.

She had, in that fatal but triumphant
half hour, passed through the gates of
filmdom into the world of celluloid.

And, despite that a glance at the yards

of bandages might seem to contradict,

she had been a success.

That was the way Ruth Roland
started.

It was on Memorial Day, in 191 1.

The scenario called for a girl being-

tightly pinioned to a tree. The director

had found the tree—and he suddenly
remembered that it was equally' essen-

tial tp find a girl. His search had been
futile, and he was very much worried,
but the day and a feature film were
simultaneously saved when the thought
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Besides leading men, Ruth

is sometimes kissed

- by other males.

struck him to ask Ruth. And, if

it had not been for that happy

thought, he and many other direc-

tors who handled Ruth Roland later

would probably be bald now. They
would have pulled their hair out

bv the roots trying to find a girl to

play her parts.

If Miss Roland didn't exactly

like the idea of having her given

name changed to "Ruthless," she

kept the information to herself.

She told the director that she would

be delighted with a chance to break

into the films. She told herself

that it was more of a chance to

break into the newspapers—via the

post-mortem column—but neverthe-

less she was delighted. The direc-

tor had been working with Flor-

ence Lawrence, and continually

called her Miss Lawrence, which

.4 certain time of her day is devoted

to answering admirers' letters. She

h is more friends even than

pets, and many of them

would rather ..

be pets than

friends.
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fact served to flatter and divert Ruth
Roland. And, as has been mentioned,

in one half hour she became a suc-

cess.

That was the first time that any one

had thought to ask Ruth anything.

Since then it has become a sort of

axiom out at the Balboa studio, in

Long Beach, California : "When in

doubt, ask Ruth."

Miss Roland attributes her rise to

fame largely to the fact that she could

usually do whatever she was asked,

whether it was acting or arithmetic.

When she was starting on the upward
road, she wasn't very important in the

eyes of the company. Soon her adap-

tability and versatility became known.
If a star phoned down to the studio

that she had bronchitis or an important

engagement, and the director didn't

- %
Ruth has the best in

everything from dogs to

books, and sags she is

alwags in good, compang
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know who could do the part, he would

ask Ruth. And Ruth would do it.

When a fluttering ingenue lost her nerve

or her vanity box, it was Ruth who
ottered advice or comfort. Her advice,

about acting at least, was usually cor-

rect. So the inevitable happened, and

her talent was noticed and appreciated.

When the company wanted to feature

a certain player and she was busy in

some other film, the directors, using

drug-store parlance, would say, "\\ e

have something just as good"—mean-

ing Ruth. And, given all these opportu-

nities, her ability asserted itself and she

became a star

—

the star—-at the Balboa

studio.

So popular and indispensable is

Ruth now that a poor outsider has

as much trouble

squeezing m time

for a little conver-

sation with her as

she has finding

sufficient s t r a y

minutes to take a

spin in her new "I-

modeled-it-myself
"

sedan car. When
I sneaked into the

studio while the

doorkeeper was
looking attentively

the other way
watching Jackie
Saunders rub some
yellow grease paint

on her beautiful

but overchemicaled

complexion, I dis-

covered Ruth Rol-

and engaged in the

toilsome work of

making love to a

handsome y o u n g
chappie with a

mustache and eve-

ning suit. I think

they would have

kissed each other

right there in front of me if the thought-

ful director had not shouted: "All out

for lunch !"

As the others went out, I went in,

and one minute later Miss Roland had

invited me into her dressing room.

"We can talk while I change my make-

up," she said. I hesitated—a moment

—

and tagged along. Imagine a reporter

trying to ask questions with the pret-

tiest girl you ever saw. changing her

make-up right there in front of him

!

That's what I tried to imagine on my
way to the dressing room, but I soon

discovered that it would not be so dif-

ficult, after all. " Ruth's make-up was

on her face—I was not well enough

acquainted with picture talk to

know that the dress part is called

"costume."

With the sallow

pallor oft her coun-

tenance, she was
enough to give a

wooden gargoyle

palpitation of the

heart—yes, of the

heart !—and all I

could do was sit

and blink like a

frog, gulp, and fix

my tie. But my
reportorial eye was
trained to see

things ; and so, not

being able to make
words tell as they

should, in the gross

terms of dimen-

sions and statistics,

I shall relate what

made the wall

p a per o n that

dressing room look

so homely by con-

trast.

She is about five

feet high, and not

very wide ; not tall,

but tall enough to

Probably her beauty is u'hat accounts for Ruth's

carrying such a short lariat. Apparently

even the animals stay close by.
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pull down sufficient

salary to buy her

gasoline and other

necessities of life.

Eyes are blue,

and a wondrous
blue, and her hair

the hue of nut-

brown ale.

Sole owner of

the "fade-away

smile"— u n p a t -

ented because no

one can steal
it.

Isn't, and isn't

going to be—she

says so—the wife

of one Henr y
King.

Kittens, pigeons,

flowers, automobiles,

a bear, and that

wonderful how-

do-you-l ike-my-

teeth-smile. If there

is anything more

that a girl can

desire, besides the

Roland salary, Ruth

doesn't know about it.

-Athletic and

sport-loving.

Bright, unafraid,

and undaunted by

questions from any

one except an in-

terviewer.

Realizes she is a

girl, and is proud

of it, so doesn't

make believe she is

the whole universe

merely because she

is a star.

Eats ham and
cabbage in the stu-

d i o lunch rooni

with the bunch,

and pays thirty
cents for it.
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That was what I saw and heard from

others. All that I learned when I tried

my own hand at asking Ruth was facts

about her career.

She was born in San Francisco on

August 26, 1893. Although educated

by a private tutor and at the Hollywood

high school in California, she didn't let

education interfere with business and

earned her first salary, most of which

she spent on dolls and doll repairs, when

she was four years old. She was known

then as "California's Child Actress."

Later, when she began to take the

stage more seriously, Ruth Roland

found success in the dramatic stock

companies of Belasco and Morosco.

Following that, she sought and found

fame in every town on the Orpheum

vaudeville circuit, appearing with her

own company. Said company consisted

of two small but very agile feet and

one perfectly good singing voice.

And then, after feeling that she had

attained success in the world of drama,

her real opportunity came. She was

tied to the tree, as before narrated, for

a Kalem picture. That was followed by

others for Kalem, and she finally found

her way into the home of Balboa films.

Regardless of all these big things, if

you ask Ruth what the proudest mo-

ment of her life was, she'll answer,

without a moment's hesitation

:

''Why, of course, when I won the

Vernon Country Club trophy for danc-

ing with Julian Eltinge."

That is an illustration of the serious-

ness with which she regards things. If

you get all dressed up in a new suit,

comb your hair, and even shine your

shoes, and go to Ruth, fix your spec-

tacles, cough, and remark that her

made-to-order car is very nice, she'll

ask you how you'd like to drive it. Of

course you'll say: "Very much.'*

And then she'll crush your dignity

and offer you a job as her chauffeur.

FOR POSTER PURPOSES
II ER name was Mamie Cassidy

Before appearing on the screen,

But now she's Lucille Normandie

;

Her name was Mamie Cassidy,

But that had not the dignity

To grace a famous movie queen;

Her name was Mamie Cassidy

Before appearing on the screen.

Gerald C. Duffy.



The Fear of
"Give me neither poverty nor riches," said the

wisest man that ever lived. The girl in

this story makes grim acquaintance with both

By Robert Foster

TO Grace Martin a thing of beauty

was a joy forever. For her the

capacity to appreciate beautiful

things was life ; the lack of it death.

Y\ hen she awoke in the morning, she

stretched her arms to the sky and
thanked God for the beauty of each

new day. She reveled in the splendor

of the sun, and, even when clouds ob-

scured its glory, she found beauty in

the soft grays of the heavens and a

charm in the raindrops on the fire es-

cape. She was a child of the tenements,

but environment could not lessen her

innate love of beauty. Alan's works of

art vied with Nature's for her appro-

bation ; and sometimes man's works
won—as in the case of a cloisonne vase

that she had admired in a store win-

dow for a long time, and, by strictest

economy, saved enough out of her

earnings at the factory to purchase it.

Grace will never forget the night she

brought home the little vase—a night

that began in supreme content, never to

be duplicated again throughout her -life.

She hugged the dainty bit of art to her

breast, and pictured the delight of her

family when she would reveal it. She
would never have dared spend the
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money for the vase, but only a day or

two ago her father had told her that his

savings in the bank were almost enough

for them to buy a farm—an ambition

he had cherished for many years. So

Grace, hurrying homeward, anticipated

nothing but cries of admiration from

her parents and the two small children

when she showed them the vase.

Instead, when she pushed open the

door of the living room of the little

flat, she found herself staring question-

ingly at a white-faced group around

the table, on which was spread a crum-

pled newspaper. • Trouble was in the

air—unmistakably.

Jim Lane made one of the group.

Jim was a fellow worker at the fac-

tory, a youth with inventive mind, who
thought and talked patents, but who
had not yet succeeded in marketing

them. He took no pains to hide his

love for Grace, though the girl gave

him scant encouragement.

There was no greeting from the

group at the table. Absorbed in the

newspaper story, they gave no heed to

the newcomer. While Grace stood, un-

decided, looking from one to the other,

Jim Lane approached and put his arm
around her protectingly.

"What is it?" she breathed.

Her father lifted his grizzled head,

stared at the girl with eyes filled with

despair. He pointed to the evening

paper, over which the two old folks

had been bending, while the two small

children clung, terrified, to their moth-

er's skirts, conscious of some unbeliev-

able disaster that had banished the

thought of play from the household.

''This paper"—the old man's voice

was shaking
—

"this paper, Grace, spells

the end of our dream. The savings

bank has gone smash. Every last

penny has been wiped out."

The vase dropped from the girl's

hands. She let it lie, a broken thing, on

the floor. What use now to think of

things of beauty, when Hunger, the

dread wolf, howled at the door? A
few days more and the family was to

have moved to the country, where Na-

ture painted the woods and the lakes

and the skies in colors no human hands

could approach. She had looked for-

ward to the getting away much as a

prisoner in a dark cell for whom the

gates are thrown open. And now—

a

continuance of the dismal life of the

tenements ; the hard grind must be

begun again.

Jim was speaking—brave, manly

Jim of the factory, buoyant in the face

of disappointments. "Marry me, dear.

It is the only way out. Your father

has lost everything. He isn't able to

build up another bank account. I'm

getting a small salary, but one of these

days I'm going to hit on something big,

and then we'll have no further fear of

poverty."

"No further fear of poverty !" the

girl whispered. "Ah, what that would

mean ! Then surely we might fill our

house with beautiful things."

''Indeed Ave will/' said Jim enthusi-

astically.

"Then I will be your wife, Jim."

But, even after marriage, the fear of

poverty dogged their footsteps. It

darkened their honeymoon days ; it

forced Grace to put out of her heart

the craving for beautiful things, and

centered her every nerve and sinew on

the supreme task of money-making.

And fortune smiled upon them at

last. A happy invention of Jim's meant

the saving of thousands, perhaps mil-

lions of dollars. It was installed in the

factory, and so delighted the owners

that they bought the patent, giving Jim

fifty thousand dollars and a_ royalty,

and promoting him to a managerial

position in the works.

It meant good-by to the tenements,

and the beginning of a new life among

people of taste and refinement.
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Grace had now the opportunity which

she. had long sought—to -surround her-

self with beautiful things. But a year

and a half of the sternest self-denial

had blunted the fine edge of her appre-

ciation of beauty. She had thought in

terms of money, and now that there

was no longer the necessity to save she

was like a ship with a broken rudder.

She filled her home with things that

would have made her eyes sparkle in

the old days, but she found no such joy

in the richest of them as had - come to

weariness that he was powerless to

drive away. He could not understand

that she could be other than supremely

happy now that she could indulge her

taste for beautiful things.

There was a change, too, in Jim
Lane. Never a robust man, his stern

struggle with poverty had undermined
what strength he had, and the doctors

warned him that his heart was none too

"The savings

every last peri-

bank has gone smash—
ny has been wiped out."'

her that night when, with her small

savings, she purchased the cloisonne

vase and brought it home to the tene-

ment.

A baby girl had come to them, and,

as Grace looked down into the soft eyes

of little Florence, she prayed one

prayer for her : That the child should

never know the fear of poverty.

Jim, bent on adding to his riches, did

not notice that in the uphill climb his

wife had lost the one thing that had
made life in the tenements bearable to

her, but he was conscious that there

was a subtle change in her, a certain

sound. He laughed at them, and gave

himself to the task of piling dollar on

dollar.

One evening, at a dinner served in

the lovely garden, Jim raised his glass,

and. looking lovingly at his wife, he

bade the guests : "Drink with me, my
friends—to my wife and success!"

''Success!" It was the last word he

was to hear on earth. He heard it

echoed around the table ; then a dizzi-

ness swept over his senses, his face

grew ashen ; he gasped, strove for

breath, then toppled back in his chair.

The doctors' warning had come home
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to him at the moment when life was at

its sweetest.

The sounds of merriment ended like

a snapped string. The guests stood

speechless, with the glasses still at their

lips. A moment before they had drunk

to "Success''—and now the man who

had proposed the toast lay beyond the

reach of either failure or success.

Robbed of love by death, Grace

found consolation in her little daughter.

"At any rate, you shall be happy,"

she crooned over the sleeping child.

"You shall never know poverty."

She meant well, this widowed woman
who had had her hard struggle with the

world and won to riches through the

severest self-denial ; but years later she

was to learn that it is not alone through

wealth that happiness may be attained.

She lavished her heart's richest

treasures on little Florence. From in-

fancy to womanhood, nothing was de-

nied the daughter of Grace Lane: no

slightest whim was left ungratihed;

and. at eighteen, Florence was a spoiled,

pampered, self-centered girl of aston-

ishing beauty of face and figure, but

with her soul unstirred by the finer

things of life.

"I have a fancy to have my portrait

painted," she said to her mother one

day.

''Surely, my dear," answered Mrs.

Lane. "I will make an appointment

with Everard Hayden "

"The society painter?" scoffed Flor-

ence. "No, indeed. I want something

original. I want to sit for that good-

looking fellow Avho is being so much

ridiculed by the critics. Dur—what's

his name ?"

"You mean Durland—John Dur-

land?"

"Yes. He's an Adonis, and I couldn't

bear to stare at the great Hayden's

homely face for more than five min-

utes."

"But, my child, Mr. Durland has

made no reputation
"

"When he paints me, his reputation

will be made," said Florence. "Please

make the arrangements, mother, and let

me know when the sittings are to

begin."

Jack Durland was glad enough to ac-

cept the commission. He had not made

a success with his paintings ; one or

two landscapes he had disposed of at

good prices, but his portraits—and his

ambition lay in this direction—had

been condemned utterly. So, when Mrs.

Lane's telephone message came, he took

it as a gift of the gods, for he had seen

the lovely Florence, and already a pic-

ture of her was taking shape in hi?

mind—a picture that he felt was to

bring him fame.

"I will paint you as the Sleeping

Beauty," he said, when, late that after-

noon, he sat with Florence and her

mother in the sumptuously furnished

reception room. "If you will pardon

my speaking quite candidly, I do not

believe your soul has ever been awak-

ened. Therefore, the pose of the

Sleeping Beauty will best illustrate

your real character."

"You are certainly plain spoken, Mr.

Durland." The girl laughed. 'T have

never bothered very much whether my
soul was awake or not.

5 '

"My child!" chided Mrs. Lane.

"Now, mother, don't start quoting

Scripture to me. I believe in a good

time. Nobody has ever before charged

me with being asleep
"

"Nevertheless you are asleep," in-

sisted the young artist. "I can read

it in your face. You are asleep to the

deeper things of life, the things that

are really worth while, the things that

do not include a thought of self."

The girl's merry laughter answered

him. She eyed the young fellow with

a vast amusement. He was a hand-

some bov, with eves that were a bit too
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'"Your soul has never been deeply stirred, so I paint you as the Sleeping Beauty."

serious for her peace of mind.
kT am

in your hands," she said. ' "Choose the

costume and the pose, and you can

begin the pictured delineation of my
character to-morrow."

The next morning he set up his easel

under a huge umbrella in the rose gar-

den, and posed the girl on a couch half

hidden in shrubbery.

"I suppose you are making a for-

tune by your paintings?" she asked,

after he had worked steadily for ten

minutes in silence.

"No," he answered gravely. "I do
not make a fortune by my paintings

—

because I paint people's souls ; and
there are few who care to see their

souls."

"And in my case ?"

"In your case, as I said, your soul

has never been deeply stirred. So I

paint you as the Sleeping Beautv. Some
day, perhaps—who knows?—you will

awake. But it will take something tre-

mendous, something startlingly dra-

matic, to stir you."

True prophet, this young artist. The
dramatic awakening came in the course

of time—but it came, strangely enough,

through the medium of the languid

Alfred Griffin, an idler, whose chief

virtue was the air with which he wore
his evening clothes. Where he made
his money no one knew : his time ap-

parently was his own, and he was much
sought after for dances and teas and

tennis. He had become engaged to

Betty Alsted, a demure little beauty,

who had selected Florence for her

friend. The eirls were of the sameo
age, and both had a passion for pretty

clothes
;
beyond that they had little in

common, but they managed to maintain

a friendship of sorts.

Betty's engagement piqued Flor-
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ence. Many men had proposed to her,

but not one of them had caused her an

extra beat of the heart. She did not

understand the meaning of the word

"love," but she observed, with envy,

that her friend's face had a new beauty,

and the eyes of the engaged girl glowed

with the light that never was on land

or sea.

"Have you ever been in love, Mr.

Durland?" she asked the artist one

morning. The picture of the Sleeping

Beauty was nearing completion, and

Jack Durland knew that he had done

a work that he had reason to be proud

of. With his brush poised, he looked

bewilderedly at the girl on the couch.

"I—I have had no time to think of

it," he stammered.

"Take time," she commanded. "Of

all the girls you know, which of them

has interested you most?"

"You !" he blurted.

"Indeed !" she said languidly. "I

suppose that is one of the pretty

speeches you have learned to say
"

He came over close to her, his face

crimson. "I didn't intend to say this,

but"—his voice was husky—'"whether

you have guessed my secret or not, I

tell you in plain words I love you.

While I have been painting your

portrait, I have grown to love the curve

of your cheek, the glory of your hair,

even the masked eyes that baffle me.

Marry me, Florence, and let me try to

awaken your soul."

He held her hands, looking down at

her with burning glances. For the first

time in her life she was thrilled. But

she put him away. "You're a nice boy,

Jack, and I like you," she told him.

"But I'm afraid you're not the man to

rouse me."

"Try me," he pleaded.

She shook her head. "In the first

place, you have no money, and my
mother has instilled in me the fear of

poverty. Therefore, until you have

won fame and fortune, you see, it is

impossible."

She smiled, and her smile was win-

ning ; and he went back to his canvas.

The picture was finished, and among

those who came to admire were Betty

and her fiance, Alfred Griffin.

"You think it is like me, Mr. Griffin ?"

asked Florence.

Brushing back his hair with beauti-

fully manicured fingers, the idler

smiled. "Like you? Yes, like, and yet

unlike—not one-half as lovely as your-

self," he answered.

Betty Alsted threw up her hands.

"Don't listen to him, Florence. He's

the most absurd flatterer."

Florence frowned. "That's hardly a

pretty speech, Betty. Let me have your

interesting fiance for a few minutes.

Let me be flattered that long. You will

have Mr. Griffin for a long time, you

know. Take Jack Durland for a turn

around the grounds, and tell him what

a great artist you think he is." And
laughingly she pushed her friend and

the artist out of the room.

"Tell me -about this romance of

yours," she commanded, when she was

alone with Alfred Griffin.

"Oh, really, there was no romance

about it," he said. "We just—er—
met, and decided that getting married

would be—er—nice."

Florence declared herself shocked.

"But that's not what love should be,"

she protested.

"No, I dare say it isn't, Miss Lane.

But, you see, I am a commonplace fel-

low, and—well, Betty is a common-

place girl. Now, if it had been 3-0?/ I

had fallen in love with
"

"Why didn't you fall in love with

me?" she shot at him.

"Why, really—my word, Miss Lane,

you put the most alarming questions.

Would there—er—have been any

chance ?"

"That was for you to find out, sir."
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"My word!" gasped Air. Griffin.

Then suddenly: "Don't you think we
had better go and rind Betty?"

She nodded, and he fled.

"By, Jove, I bet she was laughing at

me !" he told himself. "I never could

stand for a woman laughing at me.
Serve her right if I broke my engage-
ment with Betty, and married her!

3

Two months later his threat became
an actuality. In the intervening days
Betty and he drifted apart

;
by mutual

consent, their engagement was canceled,

and Florence was rushing blindly on
into an entanglement that she told her-

self must be the grand passion. The
young artist, still firm in his devotion
to the Sleeping Beauty, saw something
of the climax that was approaching, and
he was scarcely surprised when, one
day, while Betty -was pouring her tale

of distress into his ears, Florence and

Alfred Griffin approached them and an-
nounced their engagement.

Betty's hands fluttered to her breast.

"He has turned from me to you," she

murmured.
Griffin, to do him justice, seemed a

bit sheepish ; but Florence looked at

him proudly. "Cupid is a glad, mad,
sad, bad fellow," she laughed. "He
plays with women's hearts as a child

plays with blocks. He bids us love, and
we must obey." She turned to the

artist. "You remember, Jack, that you
once said my soul had not been awak-
ened. Here is the man who will awaken
it." And she held up her lips for Al-

fred's kiss.

"I wonder," mused Jack Durland, as

they strolled away.

The marriage was indeed an awaken-
ing, but not" of the kind that Florence
had fondly dreamed. It soon became

'Begging your -pardon, sir, I'd like to say thai I saw the whole affair."
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evident to her that Alfred Griffin had

no real love for her, and, that if she

had had no fortune, he would not have

married her.

The disillusionment bit deep into her

being, but outwardly she gave no hint

of her disappointment. Listlessly she

watched while her husband dissipated

their, fortune. She concealed her

unhappiness from her mother—the

ing Alfred Griffin through pique and

envy of Betty, instead of letting true

love be her guide.

One day she went over to the artist's

cottage, a studio he had built in the

woods, the shrine of an ever-growing

company of worshipers, for Jack Dur-

land was becoming appreciated. When
she opened the door and entered, she

found him, not busy at his easel, as she

had expected, but fingering

an old glove that had beJ

longed to herself.

It was an

embarrassing

moment

for both

of

them.

mother whose own happiness, whose

very life was bound up in her daugh-

ter. Mrs. Lane believed that she had

saved Florence from poverty—but she

did not guess that she had bestowed a

still worse gift upon her—poverty of

the soul.

But the Sleeping Beauty had begun

to stir in her sleep. For, when love

—

the kiss of the prince—will not awake

the slumbering soul, sometimes a great

sorrow will. She began to realize the

terrible mistake she had made in marry-

It was an embarrassing moment for

both of them.

"I am glad you have come," he said

confusedly. "I meant to return this

long ago."

Her eyes grew moist as he held out

the glove to her. "Won't you please

keep it?" she urged. "If I have any

more remembrances of the glad old

days, I shall go mad. I am so unhappy,

Jack."

He made her sit down, brewed a pot

of coffee, and refused to let her talk
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of her home affairs. Im.oad, he spoke

of pictures, and brought a new bright-

ness to her eyes as he told her of his

growing success.

It was a ^wonderful half hour, and
Florence went back, uplifted in thought.

Matters grew steadily worse. Griffin,

not content with making inroads on his

wife's fortune, borrowed money from
her mother on one pretext and another

;

and one disastrous day there came a

polite note from the bank, warning the

girl that her account was overdrawn.
"There's a chance for you now to let

me see what you can do," said Griffin

brutally, when Florence asked him
what of the future. "Lots of other

women are in business, in factories, in

offices. Go to it."

"I think I begin to hate you, Alfred,"

she said slowly.

"Begin to?" he mocked. "Why, you
never loved me. And certainly I never
loved you. You know what I married
you for?"

"Money."
"Right. You threw yourself at my

head when I was engaged to Betty, and
I thought you had a bigger pile than
she. So I married you."

"You have confessed that you do not

love me," she said sadly. "Perhaps,
like me, you love some one else. I con-

fess that is my case. Then let us go
our separate ways. I could have mar-
ried a man who really loved me—who
still loves me. Let us part friends. The
royalty from the patent will enable
mother and me to live modestly."

Griffin had been drinking, and he
reeled across the floor and grasped the

girl's arms.

"You tricked me and fooled me !" he
stormed. "You brought me neither

wealth nor love. But you shall pay for
it. I'm sick of life. The money is done
—and I'm done

—

done with life!"

He jerked out an automatic pistol

Tm going to kill myself. But I won't

5

leave you to crow over me. You'll have
no chance of future happiness. The
world shall believe you guilty of my
murder."

He pressed the pistol into her hand.
Too numb with terror to resist him, she
felt her fingers close over the butt of

the weapon. Then the sound of a shot

crashed like a thunderclap through her
swooning senses, and Arthur Griffin

tumbled to the floor.

While she gazed, with horror-filled

eyes, her mother came running into the

room.

"Florence—Florence—my God ! You
have shot him !"

The girl was staring stupidly at the

automatic in her hand, and made no
answer.

"Perhaps he isn't dead," said the

mother, her voice breaking. • She tele-

phoned to a doctor, bade him haste, and
then dropped on her knees by the prone
form. "I'll take the blame, Florence,"

she murmured. "Put the pistol away.
It's my fault. I never prepared you
for the battle with life."

When, a little later, the doctor came,
the spark of life had fled. "There is

nothing more to be done," said the

physician. "The bullet struck his heart.

He must have died almost instantly.

Was it suicide?"

"I shot him," said the loyal mother.

"You—shot—him !" exclaimed the

doctor.

"Yes," she answered doggedly.

Florence, pampered, petted daughter,

felt some new feeling stirring within

her. The realization of her mother's

sacrifice, the horror and sadness of it

all, proved the salvation of the Sleep-

ing Beauty. She awakened, and, fear-

less in her new strength, she stepped

forward, holding the pistol, and ad-

mitted that it was she who had fired

the fatal shot.

But . the butler had come into the

room, and, coughing apologetically, he
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intervened between Florence and the

doctor.

"Begging your pardon, sir, I'd like

to say that I saw the whole affair. I

had been watching through the cur-

tains. Master hadn't been himself

lately, and I was afraid he meant harm

to his wife. So I kept an eye on him,

sir. I saw him force the pistol into the

young mistress' hand, and I saw him

pull the trigger himself, for she hadn't

the strength to do it herself. He shot

himself, and planned to implicate his

wife in the tragedy."

The things worth while in life—Flor-

ence had known none of them till the

great sacrifice which her mother was

ready to make hammered its lesson into

the inmost recesses of her being.

Awakened at last, the scales fell from

the eyes of the Sleeping Beauty.

"Jack told me that it would take

some great event to rouse me," she

whispered to herself. "He was right.

All my life, till now, I have lived for

myself alone. But now I am going to

live for others—my mother first, then

all others I can help.* I wonder if Jack

will approve."

And that Jack Durland did approve

was evident when she received from

him, some weeks later, after she and

her mother had moved into a less pre-

tentious home, a miniature of the Sleep-

ing Beauty awakened, with eyes wide

open and rich in expression.

"I knew there wTere depths in you,"

he wrote to her. - "I could not sound

them, but Fate has her own way of

bringing out the best there is in people.

It is a different Florence I hear about

—a Florence who has put self out of

consideration. You have set your face

in the right direction. Let this be your

motto: 'To love humanity, and by hu-

manity be loved.' " And he added this

postscript, which brought a happy flush

to her cheeks: "Perhaps when the

memory of the tragedy has been soft-

ened by time, you will renew a friend-

ship which I shall always cherish."

A SEVEN-CAR PARADE

The camera, that canny device for making unreal things look real, doesn't stop at double

exposures, et cetera, in producing magic effects. Here it is shown making a long automobile

parade out of seven cars, the trick being to have the autos pass in review, round a curve and

get back in the endless procession.



The Vitagraph Studio
By Robert C. Duncan

LEAVING the World of Every of classic/almost stern, simplicity. The
Day, one comes, via the Brighton outer walls of the studio are smooth
line of the B. R. T. and the graystone. The entrance into the

Vitagraph stu-
dios, at Flatbush,

to the World of

Make-believe, and a

wonderful world it

is to the traveler

along the dusty

streets of the City

of Practicality!

Leaving the little

brick station of the

electric railway, the

first thing one meets
is, perchance, a pot-

bellied tavern keeper
of the period of

Henry of Navarre,
standing in the path
which leads across a

meadow to the stu-

dios, smoking a cig-

arette and discussing

the coming election

with a Roman sol-

dier who may, as

like as not, be

given to chewing
tobacco, and is

using his helmet
as a basket in

which to carry

various dainties

from a near-by

delicatessen store

back to the studio

for luncheon.

Passing the tav-

ern keeper and
the soldier, one

realizes that Vita-

graph presents to

the world a face Hughey Mack entering the Vitagraph "Hall of Fame:'
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World of

through one

Make-believe

small door,

large enough for Hughie

is effected

just about

Mack to

get through without great difficulty.

Through this small door have entered

and gone out more stars of filmdom and

the theater than any other door of like

modest dimensions in the world, with

the possible exception of the entrance

to the subway under Grand Central

Station, in New York City.

Having passed through the door and

the casting director's glittering cage of

crystal and brass, one debouches once

more into the sunshine—literally" into

the Quadrangle—and there time is no

more. All ages, all races, all nationali-

ties, and all castes meet there as one.

The Roman soldier and the French

tavern keeper of the time of Henry of

Navarre were but earnests of what lies

within.

Columbia, arrayed in a great silk

flag, with a shield of golden stars on an

azure field and white and crimson bars,

smilingly converses with Cleopatra,

who is clad in blue-and-golden pea-

hen headdress and shimmering robes

unmistakably Nilotic. Louis XL, wrin-

kled and hunched, in his black and

shabbv hose, with the leaden saints on

his black, peaked hat shining dully in
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Producing a newspaper office scene. The director is Wilfred North, and he is scowling at

Lillian Walker and Bob Gaillard.

the sun, sits comfortably on a bench

with a scullery maid—true to history.

A cowboy and a lady of the court of

Louis XVI. are flirting amiably, lean-

ing against an iron rail. The rail is

around the lip of a square concrete

tank, in which is built a cave, with palm
trees about it. A handsome man, at-

tired in furs, sits on the edge of the

cave, gazing meditatively at the

heavens. A girl, also dressed primi-

tively, is sitting on the fallen trunk of a

tree, a bone knife in her palm-bark
girdle, her feet in rough sandals—knit-

ting, with fleet, modern needles of un-
mistakably bright steel, a comforter for

the coming winter. An American sol-

dier, bayonet set, in full marching
regalia, leans on his rifle and swaps
stories of the Lambs Club with a Mexi-
can peon of frightfully villainous

aspect.

Wandering through the Quadrangle,
through a jumble of centuries, one
comes to the iron stairs which lead to

Studio No 5, the vast, new building
which forms the southern quadrant of

the yard. Mounting the steps through
a crowd of bewilderingly pretty extra

girls, waiting their turns, one enters the

magicians' den, wherein are made the

movies.

The first impression one gets of a big

motion-picture studio is—nothing at all.

There are so many unfamiliar things

about, that one's mentality simply

doesn't grasp them at all, and leaves the

imagination a blank.

Then, presently, one begins to under-

stand one's surroundings. It appears

that the iron thing on a long rod, with

two arc carbons in it and a sort of a

white hood, is a movable light of great

power. So far, so good. From above,

suspended in clusters and batteries, are

tens and twenties of great arcs, swung
in rows from overhead rails, so that

they can be moved in any direction.

This gives rise to the rumor that Vita-

graph uses nothing but white lights for

its pictures.

In the good old days, so I am in-

formed, one could wander into the

studios and bungle about at one's will,
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watching any and every scene being

taken ; but that's all been changed now.

"Bing" Thomson did it. Bing ac-

quired his name from a little habit of

lumping on his hat—or any one else's

which happened to be handy—when he

got excited while directing a scene, ex-

claiming :

"Bing goes another hat
!"

It occurred to Bing one day that his

own directoral pyrotechnics and the

artistic abilities of his actors could be

brought out much better if every

vagrant person that came along wasn't

allowed to stand open-mouthed, watch-

ing the proceedings, and eventually

making 'remarks, or even suggestions.

The nerve of the tourist is proverbial.

So he invented the now justly famous

"Mind-your-business screen," which is,

in fact, a number of screens, made of

white cheesecloth on hinged, wooden
frames about eight feet high, and which

are placed completely around each

"set." They are, therefore, from two

to three feet higher than any reasonable

or unreasonable visitor. The result is

that the studios make one think one is

on the wrong side of a street in a city

of roofless white tents
; but obviously the

expedient is a wise one.

We, however, as distinguished and

journalistic visitors, were allowed

within the sacred, white cloth walls,

and, in the first one, beheld in the flesh,

for the first time, Bing Thomson him-

self, engaged in rehearsing a scene in

which E. H. Sothern is the star and

Miss Edith Storey his leading woman.
The name of the photo play is "An

Enemy to the King," and the scene rep-

resented the interior of a wine shop in

the outskirts of Paris during the fight

for supremacy between Henry of

Yalois and Henry of Navarre. But for

the fact that the tavern was roofless,

and that the camera man and the di-

rector were dressed in the clothes of

to-day, one could easily have imagined

oneself transported back to those stir-

Marguerite Bertsek,formerly Vitagraph

scenario wr ter. but now a director,

staging a scene in the studio.
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ring days when every swashbuckling

youngster carried a ready rapier at his

side and fought to the death for every

trifle, from an argument over the color

of his lady's eyes to the matter of a

horse race.

Merry rascals, with terrifying whisk-

ers of every conceivable fantastic cut,

heart good to see them come to life so

unexpectedly in the midst of a busy
day, that, but an hour before, had been
spent in the midst of motor cars and
the ceaseless editions of metropolitan

dailies.

But necessity dragged me forth from
the enchantment of medieval France. I

Director Theodore Marston, dissecting a scenario before the day's work. The others are

from left to right, W. A. Ross, Camera Man, Katherine Lewis,

Aimee Remley and Dorothy Kelly.

sat around the smoked-wood tables,

drinking deeply of nut-brown ale. while

Mr. Sothern, a courtly gentleman in

buckram, with a plumed hat and a

corselet of blue steel, flirted aristo-

cratically with the heroine, in a pointed

bodice of dark-blue velvet. As fine a

crowd of noble varlets as ever scuttled

a ship they were, and it did my modern

was led through the balance of Studio

No. 5, through a long, cool corridor

between stone walls, and eventually into

the older and smaller studios, until we
came to one where there were no

mind-your-business screens, because

here Folly, not Art, was engaged in

merry pranks.

The scene, roofless, as always in the
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Commodore J. Stewart Blackton directing Alice Joyce in the difficult act of picking daisies.

studios, represented a staircase, ending

in thin air at the top of the ceilingless

walls ; at the bottom, a corridor, a lamp

on a stand, and an open door leading

into what would have been a real Mid-

dle Western "settin' room,'' if the same

had been continued farther than a foot

from the door. There was just enough

of it for the camera's eye to see what

was apparently part of a real room

through the three-quarter open door.

At the top of the staircase was gath-

ered a group of human beings. In the

van of the group, huge, inspiring by

his magnificent rotundity, and perspir-

ing profusely under the arcs above him,

was the Rhodopian figure of that

Gargantuan Thespian, Hughie Mack.

Clustered behind him were numerous

policemen. At the foot of the stairs

—

well away from them—was a camera,

the ubiquitous camera man, and a di-

rector, who was saying calmly

:

"Now listen, Hughie. When Win-

nie begins to grind, you let out a yell,

start to run down the stairs, and fall

down most of the way. Then you guys

in back start to come down, trip over

him, and the whole bunch of you go

down the steps head over heels to the

bottom. When you get there, Hughie

runs out the door, with his mouth open,

you guys get up, look around a second,

see Avhere he's gone, and follow him."

And those steps were real wood, too.

I waited, with justifiable impatience,

while the camera man tickled his cam-

era, peeked in it a couple of times,

yelled to the electrician to move a bat-

tery of arcs three-quarters of an inch

west by sou'west, and then took his

stand grandly beside the tripod- footed

mahogany gulper of drama. Proud

guys, these camera men.

"All right, Winnie?" asked the

director.

"Sure," replied the camera man.

"All right! Grind!"
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The camera man started to "grind/'

and Hughie started coming down the

stairs.

Now, ye
.

gods and muses of Olym-
pus, give my pen power to describe the

tremendous events that followed. Not
even on the windy plains of Troy was

there such scrambling 'twixt heroes as

on that wooden staircase. When the

swords of Diomed and Ajax crashed

and clanged on helm and buckles under

the walls of towered Ilion, Mars
shouted on his seat, and stark Destruc-

tion ranged throughout the world ; but

when Hughie Mack, slipping obediently

on the fourth step down, fell, and began

to roll, the charge of Agamemnon's
chariots wTere naught compared to it.

Even as Pelion, hurled by angry

Titans from high heaven, crashed on

Ossa, pounding it to dust, so Hughie,

going down that staircase, sent one

mighty foot through the canvas wall to

right of him, and a mighty paw through

the banister, to left of him.

As a blue cloud rises over the moun-
tains, and sends its showers down
across the emerald meadows, so the

swarm of coppers rolled above him, and

broke in a foam of squirming humanity,

down to the bottom of the steps.

Arrived, they turned, gasped, looked

after Hughie, who had risen and fled

through the door leading into the frac-

tional settin' room, and, with one ex-

ception, rose, and hobbled swiftly after

him.

The exception lay panting on the

ground, feebly calling for a rescuer.

Hughie had rolled over him.

"It's too bad, boys," said the director,

"but we'll have to take that scene over
again. While the carpenter fixes the

banister, and the property man patches
up the wall, we might as well go out to

lunch."

The gasping one arose and followed

the rest out of the studio, in the direc-

tion of one of the three restaurants

where those not hopelessly given up to

delicatessen lunches dine at midday.

The director reminded me of Nero,

after the Christians had been torn to

pieces, saying, in a bored way :

"Take out the bodies and make little

bits of meat out of them for the palace

pets."

I hope that some Akte will strew

flowers over that director's grave some
day, too.

The luncheon idea was not bad. We
repaired across the meadow whence
we had come to the street where the

Brighton-line station is, and to the

restaurant.

There I realized the fact that history

has never been properly written. It all

has to do with heroic stuff. As I

watched the people in the habiliments

covering a historic period of some three

thousand years eating with equal inter-

est and enjoyment, I recalled to mind
that inspired Frenchman, a genius, who,

writing a preface to a culinary hand-

book for chefs of his period, said

:

"There are five arts : Literature,

sculpture, painting, music, and archi-

tecture—of which the most important

branch is confectionery."
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"Open

Market"

Concerns

ITH the passing of months comes a gradual chang-

ing of conditions within the motion-picture in-

dustry. New ways of getting a production be-

fore the public are appearing, and the old ways slowly but

surely seem to be giving way before the new. It was not

so long ago that an exhibitor who wanted films made by

a certain company had to bind himself to take the films,

not only of that company, but also of all the other companies which belonged to

the same program. Often these other companies did not make the kind of pic-

tures the exhibitor's patrons liked. That meant he either had to sacrifice his

business to some extent or give up the program—which meant give up the films

of the particular company his patrons liked. This method was decidedly unfair,

but in the early days of motion pictures nothing better was to be had in the way
of impartial treatment.

More than two years ago certain concerns tried to sell films on what is

known in the trade as the "open market." That is, they did not offer them

through any program, and required the exhibitor to book only the particular

film he wanted, and then only if he believed it was a money maker. These con-

cerns faced too much opposition, and few made good. A year ago V. L. S. E.

started its "open-booking" policy, which was really the beginning of the open

market. Exhibitors can look at all productions of this releasing concern, and book-

only those which they believe will please their audiences.

: Now there are many concerns coming into the field with "open market" pic-

tures, among them the Clara Kimball Young Film Corporation, Herbert Brenon

Film Corporation, Frank Powell Productions, Incorporated, California Motion

Picture Corporation, and many others. All sell on their merits, and force noth-

ing upon the exhibitor which he does not believe his audiences would care for.

Of course, there still remain the programs. Some feature programs, making

a picture a week, are virtually offering films on the "open-market" basis, because

they allow exhibitors to reject films which are not considered worth while. Note

the two senses in which "programs" is used. In its technical sense it means

bands of manufacturing companies making one, two, and three-reel films. There

are three recognized programs now, and it would seem that in time there will be

but one. Those whose foresight in the film game has earned them millions be-

lieve that the business will eventually have but two kinds of producers—makers
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of features and makers of "fillers" for a program, or, in other words, short-

length films.

Men holding this opinion firmly believe that the future will see pictures made
entirely without regard to prescribed length or time spent in production. Every

picture will be worth its place on the program of the theater; and these men also

believe that the programs of the future will be headed by a feature film made by

one of the major producers, such as we said were now entering the "open

market," and some of whom are now making films for feature programs. The
length of this feature will be given slight consideration. It will be as long as the

story demands that it shall be, whether it is four reels, seven, or more. For the

rest of the program, there will be real short-length comedies and dramas—not

"ground out" on schedule as part of a program, as the present films shown with

features are.

I
T is really pitiable that so many great works of the silent

drama are so crudely presented to the public that they

cannot be enjoyed. We think you have all sat in

theaters where a film made by a well-known and artistic

producer was run off at top speed by the operator of the

projection machine in the booth upstairs. The players

dashed about the screen at such a rate that they were little

more than a blur. As far as being able to tell what emotions they were express-

ing—that was quite impossible.

We think that a theater manager who allows his operator to run films in

such a manner should be forsaken by his patrons. Players, producers, writers,

and factory people have labored over a film, perhaps for months, to make it as

near perfect as possible—then an operator tears down all their work by getting

the picture unreeled as quickly as possible. In certain theaters, where shows
are continuous, this is a regular practice. The films are run off in the shortest

space of time possible, in order that many shows may be crowded into one day.

The audiences leave the theater dissatisfied, but altogether too often they think

that the pictures were poorly made, as they do not know that all the difference in

the world lies in the way a film is run through the projection machine.

Wherever our readers see a film run at such a pace that it is marred, we
would advise them to report the matter to the manager. If it was the operator

who was careles-, it will not happen again; if it was the manager who gave the

order to run it fast, it will happen again. And theaters in which such things

happen continually are the ones to be avoided.

A
ing Movie

Industry

FTER going along in quite a peaceful manner for

The Grow- several years, totally unmindful of its own power,

and calling to no outside forces for aid when any-

thing of an adverse nature opposed it, the motion-picture

industry at last seems to have waked up to the true condi-

tion of affairs. Xow it is ready and anxious to defend

itself, and prove that it not only holds a place of honor
among the "big money" industries of the United States, but that it is also as

influential as any of them.

The change came about through the election of a new president for the
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Exhibitors' League of America and the formation of a new national trade body

called the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry. The first step

served to put fight into the exhibitors, who have State organizations as well as

their national league. Each of these State bodies agreed to cooperate with the

national body in fighting any adveres legislation in its particular State. The

National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, which has replaced the

Motion Picture Board of Trade, is composed of representatives of every branch

of the industry, and one of its chief purposes will be to fight national legislation

which is considered detrimental to the film business.

The power of the screen as a political weapon is unlimited, but it will not

be used except for defensive purposes. There is little doubt, however, that the

work which will be done by the organizations mentioned above will, within a year,

place the motion picture on even a higher plane than it now occupies, where

meddling politicians and those having an "ax to grind" will be unable to interfere

with the public's enjoyment of the great art.

UITE a number of large companies have decreased

'Docking

the

"Regulars"

QUITE a number of large companies nave decreased

their number of regular-salaried players, and have

informed many others who formerly were "regu-

lars" on the "extra" list, that they will be used only when

they are needed, and that they will be paid only for the time

they work. Of course the majority of those who were lately

"regulars" immediately sought work at some other studio,

where they would not be forced to hold a place on the "extra" list. Some found

it ; others did not.

This is merely a forerunner of a condition that is sure to come, and in the

future it will be many, many times as hard to hold down the position of "regular"

than it has been in the past. Film magnates are alive to the fact that the ques-

tion of paying out monev to players is quite a large one. and are therefore limit-

ing salary expenses. One of them has discovered that the owner of a film com-

pany should really use the same privilege with a performer's contract as the

owner of a baseball club does with a player's contract—in other words, the film

magnate can trade, sell, and loan the contracts of his actors and actresses as he

chooses, and they can be forced to do as he bids. Other managers have discov-

ered that the only player whom it is really necessary to keep on the weekly pay

roll is the star who appears in featured leads in all the plays. The other players

are hired for the parts as they are needed. Others are more generous, and keep

four or five on regular pay, while the others are drawn from the outside.

This tendency to keep down the forces to as small a number as possible is not

prevalent throughout the industry. Certain companies keep stock companies m
which are included players of all types. Of course, none of these are real stars,

though some are occasionally featured in the absence of a real star, but they

are all good players, and for supporting roles in big features or leading roles m
short-length pictures they are hard to beat, because they are thoroughly experi-

enced.

It would appear that some rather dark days are m store for those players

who have not made themselves indispensable as members of such stock com-

panies and who have not reached the heights of stardom ;
but there is always a
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place in the film world for the good actor or actress, so that those who are tit

for the test should survive the ordeal.

T HE call of the critics for "something new" in pictures

is continual, and we cannot say that we blame them,

for when one has to see "much the same thing day
after day, and try to write something about it that is inter-

esting, it is not an altogether easy task. Innovations are

needed in him productions more at this time than any time

previously because it appears that another psychological

turning point in the advancement of pictures has been reached ; and this turning

point is more pronounced than any previous ones, for it comes at a time when
the continued popularity of pictures will depend on it.

It is true that there have been more innovations in motion pictures during

the few years of its existence than in any other art. but what other art came
into being with the evolution of motion pictures? This question raises the point

why inventive minds have been kept busy supplying new ideas to the films. The
public devours ' new stuff" quickly, and looks for more immediately. The de-

mand must be met or the public interest will begin to lag.

What the future innovations will be or where the innovators will spring

from, only time will tell, but both must appear in every department of the in-

dustry where they are needed, and without them the entire film business will be

placed in grave danger of losing much of its popularity.

both be the gainers

HAVE you been watching us for the past several

months ? We have been watching you. The edi-

torial department of Picture-Play Magazine is

studying the public closely, and is striving to give exactly

what the tastes of its readers demand. You who buy. the

magazine know just what you want. We are anxious to

So why not work with us, that we shallgive it to you.

Read each issue carefully. If you see something that you like, something

that pleases you and makes you glad you bought the magazine, write and tell us.

We shall give you more of the same. If. on the other hand, you see something

that you do not like, or that you think might be replaced by something better,

send us a letter and point it out. Suggestive ideas from our readers are a source

of great help to us.

We have decided that the public knows a great deal more about motion pic-

tures and those connected with it than most people realize. We think that you

like to read about the players and other picture folk, showing the bright side of

things in a bright way, and illustrated with attractive photographs. We think

that you like a few stories of the best films by good writers. We think that

you like snappy, instructive, and interesting departments each month. Are
we right ? Drop us a line and tell us whether or not we are serving your favorite

dish, cooked the way you want it.



A Peep Into the Dressing
Rooms

Lifting the window blinds of very

secret places and letting you

peer at the famous girls within

By Arthut

Gavin,
Jr.

A <$

** * 1. i<

Everything in Marie Doro's dressing room, from the rather bizarre colorings to the profusion of

silver articles, is in keeping with the artistic-and Marie Doro herself might be included.

EVERY one wants what he cannot

have—and he usually gets it.

Of all the one billion six hun-

dred million people who decorate the

surface of this planet, there are per-

haps two individuals who are actually

satisfied with what they have. The

first of these two is "Little Mary"

Pickford, who has every reason to be

content. She never knows what her

next year's salary is going to amount

to, and she never cares, because she

does know that it will pay all her bills

and still buy another automobile or an

ice-cream soda. The other satisfied per-

son is Mary Pickford's husband.

Ever since Adam and Eve staged the

famous apple episode, generation after

generation that followed has been creat-

ing incidents that bear proof that to

covet makes the world go round.

Alexander the Great wanted the earth,

the proverbial fox wanted a grape, and

if he had had half the ambition of a

modern office boy, he'd have gotten it,

and the first Mormon wanted another

wife.

So, being no better nor worse than

an average person, I wanted something,

and prayed and swore at intervals that

I'd get it. It was not such a great

thing; in fact, it was a rather trivial

thing, but, because I was fortunate or

unfortunate enough to be a man, I

couldn't have it. My one desire, and

most earnest ambition was merely to

see something—the inside of actresses'

dressing rooms when the actress was
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making up for a picture. Not only one

actress, but many actresses—the famous
ones. And I was determined, and
blushed at my determination.

And, being determined, the natural

result was that I saw. Some of the

secret chambers are located on the

Atlantic coast and some beside the

warm waters of the Pacific, but when
some one wants something, distance,

difficulties, nor price are significant.

In view of the popular saying that

a woman cannot keep a secret, there

are some men who ought to be women.
I am one of them. It is doing the fair

sex a great wrong to set them down in

a class with the ancient old maid of a

country town who spent the afternoon

making the round of her friends' homes
and learning all the family history and
local scandal from them, and then in

the evening going around to the same
houses again telling her friends what
she learned from the other people in

the afternoon. Some women of the

present day may be of that kind, but

they hardly outnumber the men. All

this I am saying in my own defense. I

am like the old maid, but I am afraid

that I shall make the mistake of telling

my story to the person who told it to

me, and so reveal my true character.

There is only one excuse that can be

offered. I am imparting what I saw
to many millions of people who would
no doubt like to get near enough to any
of the dressing rooms to peep through
the keyhole. It would be highly selfish

to monopolize the keyhole.

So I am telling you, and am going to

show you what I saw, trusting that no
one shall take offense. It is really an
interesting trip, this excursion about
the concealed chambers under the stage

—and, ah, the little glances into the

darkened wardrobes of the shining

lights of filmdom !

Dressing rooms are as different one
from the other as those who occupy
them may be. Some of the stars were

caught in negligee and some were not.

Some were clad even to headdress.

Some smiled, others frowned, some
laughed, and others threw brushes and
framed photographs of themselves that

were handy.

But I saw.

And what I saw was exceedingly in-

teresting. But, passing over the stars

themselves, there were other things that

just chanced to reach the eyes. In al-

most every case the walls were adorned
with photographs—all autographed.
There- were none of Mr. Roosevelt.

Most of them were of actors and
actresses, although in a few cases the

portrait of a film magnate hung in an
obscure corner for expediency's sake.

These were on the walls. The dress-

ing tables usually were beautified by
various likenesses in frames of the par-

ticular player in whose chamber of

changes they happened to be.

Silver and ivory were also promi-
nent. There was enough of these two
valuables in all the rooms combined to

reach a valuation almost as great as the

fortune in photographs that hung in

any one room.

And there were many other things

besides. But, by the time the optical

organs had wandered from the most
important thing present sufficiently long

to see the above, they would wander
involuntarily back to that important
thing, and the rest would remain un-

seen.

So I saw.

It is of little consequence how I man-
aged to feast my eyes on the forbidden,

but, in order to keep my friends and
preserve my family's reputation, I shall

say that I did it without breaking any
of the written, unwritten, or imaginary

laws of conventionality. How? Why,
I had girls take photographs of their

friends, the stars, and I spent three

days looking at the pictures !

Turn over a few pages, now, and be-

hold what I beheld.
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When the impudent camera
started to snap Anna Little

putting wrinkles in her hair

and erasing them from her

face, she turned on the little

machine savagely and cried:

"Don't dare take me like this!

Go away!" And Rhea Mitch el /,

who was handling the camera,
iust snickered and snapped.

The dressing room furnished
for Geraldine Farrar by

Lasky consists of a sitting

room, dressing room and
bath, a piano, palms, and—
well, everything but a garage
with an automobile to put in

it. It is built like a bungalow,
and the only thing that is

unlike the dramatic star's

own home is the absence of

another dramatic star.



The biggest bottle on Helen Holmes' dressing table contains
shampoo oil. After a day's work on, over, and under rail-
road trains she usually comes back to the white ivory sur-
roundings very greasy and grimy. This was snapped just
after she had tossed her overalls into a corner, and just be-

fore she replaced them
with an immaculately

. clean dress.

Lottie Piekfnrd doesn't

seem to approve of hav-
ing her solitude broken
in upon. The person
who took this picture
has nothing to say ex-

cept: "Excuse me."
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Rhea Mitchell doesn't ap-

pear to care a hang whether

she was caught in a kimono

or not. Her curls were

down, and she looked really

at home. But that threaten-

ing hairbrush kept the in-

truder on the same side of

the room, as the door.

We don't know whether

Bessie Barriscale was get-

ling ready for a scene or

for a dance. Any way, she

saw the cameratic expert

sneaking in through the

door and whispered: "Wait
a minute, please, 'till 1

fasten this pin."
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Cleo Madison u
visited as she was in
the act of painting her lips
with as deft and dainty touches
as if she were an artist. And
when she had finished and
looked around she was just
enticing enough to have made
a man want to transplant the
rouge.

Grace Cunard might as well
have been in a ballroom us
her dressing cha mber so far as
finding out about-her personal
life was concerned. She was done
up in a very appropriate cos.

tume, and deserved to be labeled
"a picture queen" She was
extremely nice, and beamed
with smiles—and that

finger was not point-
ing toward the out
ward passage.
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Curled and kimono clad, "Sunshine" Mary Ander-

son was found making entrancing eyes at herself

in her hand mirror. She turned around when the

man {this was taken by one of the unfair sex) came

in, and flashed her eyes bewitchingly. The whole

thing has been described before, more adventurous-

ly, in a copy of "Nick Carter:" "No sooner had lie

entered than there was a little pvff, the smell of

powder, and a flash. The man fell:'

Mi

HP X

Besides being one of the best,

this is the latest picture of

A nita Stewart. We pass it on

to you without comment. We
don't want to divert your at-

tention and we are not in

a position to criticize.
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Myrtle Stedman is a quiet, dignified young
lady who takes everything, from making toast

to making a reputation, very seriously. She
didn't smile nor object when this was taken,

but it was something of a shock for her to be

caught before a mirror using a powdering
apparatus. She emphasized the fact that she
mas making-up.

A "double exposure'' showing the both sides oj

Blanche Sweet. She looks somewhat as though

she were posing for a fashion camera; but it is

suspected that she was almost caught with a

stick of rouge, and jammed it into her pocket

and assumed an innocent expression just as

the dooiknob turned.



The House of Lies
The story of a girl who preferred to play the game of love as an adventure

and spurned the designing social methods of an ambitious stepmother

Eugene A. Clancy

EDNA COLEMAN was sitting in

the library reading a book of

verse by Marcus Auriel, the fa-

mous poet and dramatist. The girl had

the room to herself, as she always did,

for there was little in common between

herself and the, two other members of

the family—her stepmother and step-

sister, Dorothy. Edna loved books and

music, the gentle things of life; the

worth-while things; tastes which she

had inherited from her kindly, cultured

father, who had died a few months pre-

vious.

She put the book aside after a while,

her beautiful dark eyes holding a mus-

ing and wistful light. Perhaps she was

not the only girl who worshiped Au-

riel's genius, and perhaps, like many

other girls, her heart was filled with a

secret desire to meet and know the man

himself. But Edna's wish was not just

a silly, romantic notion. She was a girl

of keen intelligence and refinement, and

she knew Auriel's work for what it

really was—splendid, sincere, inspiring,

the work of one who knew men and

women and life, with its cruel prob-

lems, its moments of happiness—and

she saw in his books an effort; to help

his kind. He was a man who inspired

things, and—well, he was a man a girl

could love.

Edna's daydream was rudely shat-

tered by the aggressive voice of her

stepmother calling her to come upstairs.

She found Mrs. Coleman pacing the

floor of Dorothy's room, while Doro-

thy was lolling on the cushions of a

divan. Edna was twenty-three, and her

warm, dark beauty was in striking

contrast to eighteen-year-old Dorothy s

blond prettiness and fiuffiness.

Mrs. Charles Wayne Coleman was a
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big, forceful woman. A scheming so-

cial climber, she had deemed herself

near the goal of her ambitions when
she married her second husband, but

now Coleman was dead, and the law-

yers had stated some unpleasant facts.

The beautiful Madison Avenue home
was mortgaged to the chimney, and the

bundle of securities in the safe-deposit

box proved to be of little value.

Motioning Edna to sit down, Mrs,
Coleman plunged into a family confer-

ence. Bluntly she told the two girls

that the family was facing a financial

crisis and that something must be done
immediately. Edna quietlv suggested

that she and Dorothy might find some
sort of employment. Dorothy laughed
unpleasantly ; the girl was her mother's

own daughter, with all her mother's

selfish, climbing, mercenary instincts.

Mrs. Colem,an looked at her step-

daughter in a grim, calculating way.
"Edna," she said, ''you have all your
father's impossible and vulgar views.

I suppose you would think nothing of

becoming a typist or a nursemaid or

something of that sort. However, it is

in the power of you girls to remedy
matters, and I have decided that you
shall do it. You are both beautiful, and
for girls possessing your physical at-

tractions there is always a brilliant and
profitable career open—the stage. To-
morrow I shall take you to see YVin-

throp Haynes. I know him—or did

know him—quite well. Besides being a

leading theatrical manager, he is promi-
nent socially—and can do lots of

things."

Dorothy merely giggled. Edna sal

looking at her stepmother in amaze-
ment for a minute ; then, as the asigres-

sive lady launched into a tirade about
Edna still foolishly wearing black, the

girl left the room and stole down to the

quiet, stately library.

She sat there thinking for some time.

She was penniless, utterly dependent on
Mrs. Coleman, and, too, the sensitive

girl considered that, after all, her step-

mother had done very well by her and
was entitled to any return within

reason. Edna told herself that she was
provided with a luxurious home and
wanted for nothing in a practical way.
Was it not her duty, then, to help

Mrs. Coleman—hard, designing woman
though she might be ?

The stage! Airs. Coleman evidently

wras in earnest, and would see the thing

through. Edna saw nothing wrong
about the stage, but she had heard of

Y\ inthrop Haynes, and she shrank from
the very thought of him. She knew of

the things that YVinthrop Haynes repre-

sented—she did not wish to seek a stage

career of that sort, or in that way. As
she sat thinking of it, she chanced to

look up at her father's picture—a face

as gentle, refined, and sensitive as her

own—and the girl's eyes filled with

tears.

\\ inthrop Haynes strode into his

Broadway office and sat down gloomily

at his desk. His cynical, bold eyes held

an ugly look this morning. He was a

successful manager, but he lived high

and was habitually about one iump
ahead of a financial crash. He was
heavily in debt to Marcus Auriel. who
had just refused to renew the manager's
note for twenty thousand dollars. It

must be paid within thirty days.

Haynes was Auriel' s producer, and,

contrary to the usual state of affairs, it

was the dramatist who had the money.
Unlike most poets. Auriel was wealthy

and a man who moved in the. inner

circles of society. He was liberal and
willing to back Haynes to a reasonable

extent, but refused to be "bled" just

because he happened to be rich. Thus"

he had come down on the too sharp

manager and insisted that the long-over-

due loan be taken up. Haynes was des-

perate, and did not know where to turn,

for he had many pressing debts. If

something would happen to Auriel, or
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if he could get that note away from

him

!

An office boy placed a card on the

manager's desk. "Mrs. Charles Wayne
Coleman," he read. Wondering what

the society matron could want of him,

he told the boy to admit her at once.

Mrs. Coleman greeted him effusively,

and introduced her daughters. He
bowed to Dorothy and took Edna's

hand; then the man's bold eyes flashed.

He gazed at her for a long minute, until

the girl turned away, her cheeks hot.

Taking a seat beside the' desk, Mrs.

Coleman stated the object of her call.

As she talked, Haynes kept glancing

over at Edna. Though listening, he

had the air of a man who is rapidly

putting two' and two together for him-

self and mentally perfecting some plan.

"Mrs. Coleman," he said, leaning

close to the matron when she had fin-

ished, "we knew each other quite

at one time. Let us be fra

about this matter. Neither o

your daughters appears to me

to be particularly stage

struck. Isn't this your own
idea—isn't there something

back of this sudden notion

— f a m i 1 y circumstances

?one wrong?' Now, be-

fore you protest, listen: T can help you

—more than you think- for—if you will

help me. Tut, my dear lady. I said we
ought to be frank with each other. I

am in a sinking financial ship myself."

He leaned closer. "That stepdaughter

of yours can save us both ; she's the

most beautiful creature I ever saw."

Airs. Coleman looked at him under-

standingly, and he went on: "Marcus

Auriel—of course you know about him

—-is putting on a spectacle for the en-

tertainment of society down at Air-

dale. It is altogether a social affair

;

lots of well-known people are in the

cast, but we are still looking among

the social buds for a certain type of

beauty for the leading part. Your step-

daughter is that eirl
!"

Mrs. Coleman told the girls that the family was facing a financial crisis.
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Winthmp Hay nes had the air of a man who was putting two and two together.

"But will it not be difficult to ar-

range—Edna is not-—-"

"Leave everything to me," said

Haynes. "Send out invitations to a big

reception next week. Your guest of

honor will be Marcus Auriel, who will

give a private reading of his new play.

I will see that he is there; I shall tell

him that I have found the girl made
by nature for the leading part, and that

this will be merely a way of meeting
her and seeing for himself. Society

will come fast enough, when they hear

that Auriel is to be yoar prize guest."

"But," said Mrs. Coleman, "I fail to

see how this is going to help you, as

you say ?"

"My dear lady," said Haynes, smil-

ing in his cynical way, "don't you think

that Marcus Auriel may possibly feel

amiable in many ways toward the man
who throws him in contact with the

most beautiful girl in New York?"

One of the late Charles Coleman's

dearest friends was Doctor Barnes, a

splendid, kindly old fellow of sixty.

Edna regarded him as a second father,

and brought all her troubles to him.

A few days after the visit to Winthrop
Haynes she went to see the doctor, and

sobbed out the wretched story of the

thing Mrs. Coleman was bent on forc-

ing her to do—deliberately throw her-

self at the head of Marcus Auriel, the

man she secretly idealized ! The doc-

tor listened with a peculiar, gentle

smile while the girl faltered out that

secret; how she had come to think of

the poet through reading and studying

his works. Yes, she did want to meet

him, but not this way ; not to be offered

for inspection and sale on account of

her physical beauty !

The doctor gasped. "For inspection

and sale
"

"Yes," said the girl, with trembling

lips, "that is the final plan—marriage.
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I am to deliberately fascinate him. I

am to begin • my 'campaign' at the re-

ception on Wednesday."

The doctor soothed her as best he

could, though he still wore his peculiar

smile when her eyes were turned away.

They sat talking for a long time before

Edna finally returned to the now seeth-

ing and feverish Coleman mansion.

There was now a look of peace in the

girl's eyes, but there was also something

else there—the determined look of a

woman who is driven to the wall and

is ready for desperate things.

The reception was on. Mrs. Cole-

man and Dorothy stood just within the

drawing-room entrance, smilingly re-

ceiving the fashionable crowrd they had

never hoped to see in that house.

Auriel arrived, and stood chatting with

Dorothy and Doctor Barnes. But Edna

was not there. Raging inwardly, Mrs.

Coleman had sent a maid upstairs every

few minutes, but Edna still failed to

respond to the insistent demand that she

come down at once and save the em-

barrassing situation. The fact was,

Edna was not to be found in the house.

Finally Dorothy stepped forward and

did the honors in her stepsister's place.

She conducted Auriel to the platform,

and he began the reading of the play.

Whispers about the nonappearance of

Edna were silenced by the information

that she was indisposed. Auriel was

in the middle of the reading when a

series of shrieks rent the air. Mrs.

Coleman rushed through the curtains

and into the hall. In a moment she

returned to say that there was nothing

the matter; that it was just a hysteri-

cal maid. The guests settled back in

their chairs again, and Auriel resumed

his reading.

Mrs. Coleman again passed into the

hall and shook her fist at a trembling

maid. "Now," she demanded, "what is

the matter?"

"Oh, ma'am!" cried the girl. "It's

—it's awful; it's Miss Edna! She's

marred herself for life! She's threw

carbolic acid on her face! I came in

just as she did it; I was too late to

stop her
"

With an exclamation, Mrs. Coleman

flew up the stairs, followed by the maid

and Doctor Barnes, who had come out

into the hall. The maid had told the

truth. They found Edna lying on the

floor of her room in a faint, the terri-

ble marks made by the acid there on

her left cheek. Doctor Barnes did what

he could when they had placed her in

bed. Then Mrs. Coleman, her soul rag-

ing against the girl and against fate,

went downstairs to her guests, a win-

ning smile masking the tragedy.

But as the woman stepped into the

drawing-room, the smile became genu-

ine—the smile of a clever, scheming

woman who suddenly sees a new light,

new possibilities in a seeming reverse;

for, alone in a corner, Dorothy and

Auriel were together. She was look-

ing up at him with languishing eyes,

and he was bending over her fair head.

Whatever wild impulse had caused

the girl to do such a thing, Edna had

accomplished her purpose. She was

out of the race for Marcus Auriel;

there was no talk of letting him even

see her. He was informed that she

had been taken suddenly ill and had

gone to Florida for treatment.

Mrs. Coleman showed neither un-

derstanding nor pity. Her usefulness

gone, Edna was made to feel her alien

position in the house. Her lot became

little better than that of a maid to

Dorothy.

Sitting alone in the library of an

afternoon, Edna would pick up one

of Auriel's books, with the knowledge

that the man himself was then sitting

in the drawing-room gayly talking with

Dorothy.

Auriel was not really smitten with
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the girl, but he was peculiarly suscepti-

ble to the charm of youth. No one

could deny that Dorothy was distract-

ingly pretty, and she was an adept at

the art of schoolgirl fascination. Au-
riel, who was given to the habit of

taking young girls at their face value,

was deceived.

One day Edna, returning from a

her mother an invitation to spend a
week at Auriel's country place at Air-
dale, where he was holding a continu-
ous house party. Haynes was there,

and he and Mrs. Coleman managed to

keep the poet and Dorothy in each
other's company. Mrs, Coleman was
not a little puzzled to find that the shift

from Edna to Dorothv seemed to .make

ft'
%'yt

"Yes," said Edna, with trembling lips, "that is the final plan—marriage.

walk, chanced to enter the house di-

rectly behind Auriel. As he passed into

the drawing-room, she paused in the

hall for a second. She had one of his

books under her arm. Dorothy came
down, and caught her standing there.

The younger girl, furious, dashed the

book to the floor and all but struck her

;

then walked into the drawing-room
with a charming smile.

That smile obtained for Dorothy and

no difference to Haynes, who seemed
to bend every effort to further the

matrimonial enterprise.

Down at Airdale the house party

kept Marcus Auriel on the go, but he

made it a rule to devote the morning
to work. One morning as he sat down
in his study a servant entered with a

letter and stood waiting while Auriel

read :
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Dear Friexd Marcus : This will intro-

duce to you Miss Caldwell, the young woman
I spoke to you about as seeking a position as

a stenographer. I think she will be able to

handle your work, so please give her a trial.

Sincerely. Barnes.

In a few minutes a girl stepped into

the study, a heavy veil about her face.

After a question or two, the poet said

he would give her a trial at once. He
turned away to get some papers. The

eirl threw back her veil and brought

out her book and pencil. Auriel came

back and sat down, some words of dic-

tation on his lips.

But the words died in his throat as

he caught sight of a terrible disfigure-

ment on the girl's left cheek. Invol-

untarily he averted his face, while Edna

sat there waiting, her dark head bowed.

But instantly he recovered himself, and

was looking at her calmly, interestedly,

though impersonally so, and quietly

dictating.

"You'll do, Miss Caldwell," he said

genially, a little later. "Now, come

along and see the housekeeper ; she will

take care of you."

Thus Edna became Auriel's stenog-

rapher, under the same roof that was

at the time sheltering her stepmother

and Dorothy. She found no difficulty

in avoiding them, as she never came

in contact with the guests. They were

unaware that such a person as Miss

Caldwell existed.

The house party was prolonged for

another week, and a lawn fete was in

progress. Auriel was running about

and acting like a schoolboy. He came

running from the house with a basket

of favors which he proceeded to dis-

tribute on the luncheon table himself,

to make sure they were properly placed.

Dorothy, gay and giddy to suit his

mood, was beside him. Suddenly she

snatched the basket from him and

darted away, laughingly daring him to

fdve chase, which he did. She ran

across the lawn, and disappeared

among some bushes, but in a moment
Auriel was beside her.

Thev were alone, the rest of the party

being- all at the other end of the

grounds. Dorothy leaned toward him.

her parted red lips inviting. In a sec-

ond he had her in his arms, laughing

and kissing her again and again. Then

suddenly a feminine voice spoke di-

rectly behind him : "Oh, you loA^ers

—

we've caught you !"

Turning his head, his arms still

around Dorothy, the poet beheld Mrs.

Coleman smiling at him, and beside her

stood Haynes, a peculiar grin on his

face.

"This is a surprise ! I never even

suspected it!" Mrs. Coleman exclaimed

delightedly. "But I'm so glad, Doro-

thy ! Marcus, I just know she will

make you happy. I can't wait to spread

the news !"

If Auriel had been struck by light-

ning;, he could not have been more

stunned. Before he could speak, Mrs.

Coleman and Haynes were halfway

across the lawn. In another few min-

utes the poet, still dazed, found him-

self with Dorothy on his arm, receiv-

ing the congratulations of his guests.

Auriel accepted the situation. He
possessed a delicate sense of honor and

chivalry, and he saw no decent way

out. He still believed Dorothy to be

the simple, artless girl she looked.

Late that afternoon Auriel and Dor-

othy were sitting together on the lawn.

Auriel was dangling a bunch of keys.

Dorothy had had them in her hands a

few minutes, having playfully taken

them from him. Xow, rather suddenly,

she got up and left him. He watched

her cross the lawn and disappear be-

hind an arbor.

With a puzzled frown, the poet stood

up and strolled in the same direction.

Out of the corner of his eye,' he had

seen the girl abstract one of the keys.
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Taking care not to attract attention, he

followed the path she had taken. Then
he drew back behind a bush. A few
feet from him, Dorothy was talking to

her mother and Winthrop Haynes.
Both women showed some sort of fear

of the man as he pointed to the key in

the girl's hand and spoke clearly, menac-
ingly. Auriel listened until he had
heard enough, then hurried back to the

house.

That night, when his guests had
gone to bed, Auriel went down to his

study and concealed himself behind a

screen, without turning on the • lights.

He had not long to wait. In a few
minutes two people stole into the room,
paused as if to satisfy themselves that

the room was deserted, then switched

on the light.

They were Mrs. Coleman and Dor-
othy. The girl quickly stepped to the

small wall safe, inserted the key, and
opened it, selecting a paper from its

contents. She was about to shut the

safe, when all three people in the room
were startled to find a fourth standing
in the glare of the light.

Auriel gasped, for he recognized his

stenographer

!

"Put that paper back and go—or I'll

call Mr. Auriel !'' Edna cried. ''Mother
—Dorothy—what has brought you to

this?"

"You sneaking cat!" Mrs. Coleman
exclaimed. ''\\ nat on earth are you
doing here? You've seen nothing, un-

derstand? It's for your sister's happi-

ness !"

'Tf she tells, we'll say she did it!"

flashed. Dorothy, her face working.

With a sudden movement she shut the

safe and darted from the room, snap-

ping off the light as she went, her

mother close behind her.

Edna gave chase, and Auriel, unob-

served, followed. Out of the house

and across the lawn the pursuit led

The younger girl,

furious, all but

struck her.
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A feminine voice spoke behind him: "Oh, you lovers—we've caught you!"

to the spot where the conference with

Haynes had taken place. He was there

now, and eagerly, snatched the paper

Dorothy thrust toward him. Edna

again demanded that it be returned to

the safe, and now Haynes savagely

added his threat to accuse her of the

theft if she did not keep silent.

Then, like a bombshell, Auriel came

forward and stood among them.

He spoke rapidly, fiercely, and, when

he had finished, three figures slunk

away and across the lawn. Auriel held

the paper in his hand as he watched

them go. It was Winthrop Haynes'

note for twenty thousand dollars.

Then the poet turned to the girl who
remained beside him, her dark eyes

glistening with tears in the moonlight.

He took her hand and raised it to his

lips. A sob burst from her—and then

she was in his arms.

"But this—this thing on my face?"

she said in a low voice a little later.

He drew her closer. "For me, dear,"

he said simply, "it is not there. I have

found something that no mere physical

blemish can disguise from me—the soul

of a dear and splendid woman."

The wedding was to be at Doctor

Barnes' house. When Marcus Auriel

arrived on the eventful morning, the

doctor hurried him through the throng

of guests and into the quiet study.

Auriel wondered what the doctor might

have on his mind, but before he could

ask, Edna came in her bridal dress. As
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Auriel stepped forward, she threw back

her veil. The poet gave a cry that he

was quite unable to suppress, for he

was gazing at a warm, lovely, smiling

face—without a single blemish

!

, "Yes," said the chuckling old doc-

tor some ten minutes later, "I con-

cocted that little acid-throwing drama.

W hat the maid saw thrown was merely

water—the bottle of carbolic was just

a stage prop. Quite a work of art,

that scar I constructed, wasn't it? She
wanted you to love her for herself.

Marcus, not merely for your physical

beauty. Oh, I knew what was in her

heart ! I knew that when she became
involved in that wretched scheme of

Mrs, Coleman's and YVinthrop Haynes'
the poor girl thought there was no pos-

sibility of her ever meeting you in the

right way—as a decent woman meets
a decent man. At first she would not

consent to my little plot, but I knew
you both, and I bullied her into it, the

more so when I saw the way you were
being fooled by those two social ban-

dits and that scheming, blue-eyed chit

!

Yes, Air. Poet, I bullied her; if she

didn't consent, I threatened to marry
her myself. Was she a good stenogra-

pher. Marcus ?"

"Do—do you still like me?" asked

Edna, not meeting the poet's eyes.

Judging from Auriel *s actions, he did.

THE BROKEN THREAD
DREATHLESS, I watched the villain hurl

The hero o'er^ the brink

;

His frantic arms outflung in air

—

Breathless, I watched him sink.

Deep were the waters shrouding him

;

Never a hand to save.

Over his head the wild waves washed

;

Deep were the groans I gave.

Breathless, I saw the villain clasp

The maiden to his breast.

Fear in her eyes, she shrank from him;
Breathless, her bosom pressed.

Jjf Jji ^ H< % fje

Deep was my wonder when I saw .

Hero and maid at play.

Never a trace of villain bold

;

Deep, deep was my dismay.

Breathless, I told my neighbor : "Sir,

"Surely the hero died?"

"Rescued! You've missed an episode!"

Breathless, I could have cried.

Everett Leighton.





Money, Art
and Nazimova

By

Randolph

Bartlett

ONE of the most

universal
means of esti-

mating the value of

anything is the price

you have to pay for it.

After all, things are

worth just about what
we pay for them,
whether one is buying
dry goods or old mas-
ters. The rule does
not always apply, of

course, but in the give

and take of the world's

transactions it is im-

possible to fool all

of the people much
of the time.

Therefore, when
we hear that a cer-

tain moving-picture

concern has paid
nearly a million dol-

lars a year for the

services of a come-
dian, we can be
fairly certain that

this comedian is

worth that much.
You may be able to

sell a farmer a gold
brick for a few hun-
d r e d dollars, but

7
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when you begin to sell things for prices

that go into six and seven figures, the

man who signs the check is very likely

to scrutinize the value of the commodity

pretty closely before he opens his bank

account. The figures paid for the serv-

ices of stars from the speaking stage

by motion-picture producers in the last

few years have been so sensational that

it is hard to convince the public that the

facts are as stated. It has been a field

day for the popular player. Once it

was known that he or she was on the

market, it became merely a question of

who could bid the highest, and the bids

were always in cash.

For five years one of the greatest

actresses in the world had received

repeated offers from almost every

important motion - picture - producing

corporation, and had steadfastly and

consistently rejected all of them.

She did not quibble over terms; she

did not say, "Make it three-quarters of

a million instead of half a million;" she

did not demand a percentage of profits

;

but she quietly persisted in repeating

her firm, if courteous, "No." They

had not offered her her price, although

they were not parsimonious, if one were

speaking in terms of mere money. They

did not realize that here was an actress

who demanded that the producer

should offer her something besides his

check.

This actress is Nazimova. Just re-

cently it was announced that she had

signed a contract to appear in photo

dramas under the direction of Herbert

Brenon. There was no blaring an-

nouncement of the monetary considera-

tion. There was no declaration that

Herbert Brenon was paying Nazimova

more than had ever been paid an

actress for work in pictures^ Yet

here was a new film corporation, in

the first week of its existence, captur-

ing this much-coveted star. What was

Nazimova as she ap- * he pnce t h a t

pears in'
1 War Brides." Brenon paid? Ltt
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Xazimova tell the story in her own
words

:

"Five years ago, a certain well-

known producer of motion pictures

asked me to visit his studio and see

how the work was done. I had always

been interested in this new art,, and ac-

cepted his invitation. It was all very

fascinating. Then I saw some of the

films that were turned out at this plant.

I was impressed,, but only with the pos-

sibilities—not with the achievements.

This producer asked me if I would not

consider an offer at that time, and I

said. 'Not yet.' So impressed was I

with the future of the art that I told

my press representative I was going to

write an article on moving pictures for

some magazine. He said, 'It won't do.

madame ; it is beneath your dignity to'

recognize this very crude film industry.'

I told him that I would write the article,

and I did, and it was published in a

magazine. I saw then, as I see now,

that if the actor or actress hopes to

live beyond the little span of years in

which they appear on the stage, they

must place their art upon the screen.

It is the only way that we can be saved

from oblivion.

"From this time forward I have re-

ceived almost innumerable offers from

producers of moving pictures. My an-

swer to all of them has been the same

:

'Show me what you have done.' I

would then see their very best films,

and was forced to say to them, as I

said to the man that introduced me to

the art : 'Not yet
!'

"A few weeks ago a friend told me
of Mr. Brenon and his work, and asked

me if I would not like to meet him. I

said, 'Certainly/ but the word came
from Mr. Brenon that he would much
prefer, before meeting me, that I should

see his latest creation, ''A Daughter of

the Gods,' as that would be his best in-

troduction. It was an interesting coinci-

d e n c e that Mr. Naziinova as she ap-

Brenon pursued the pears on Broadway.
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same course toward me that I had been

pursuing toward other producers, so I

said to myself, 'By his works I shall

know him,' and I went to a private view

of his picture. I was impressed, and

the result was a contract.

"This does not mean that I am going

to abandon the stage—it means only

that I recognize in the silent drama the

sister art to that of the spoken drama,

sisters which must go hand in hand,

sympathizing with each other, and not

lighting each other, cooperating, and not

quarreling, supplementing, and not

competing.

"It is one of the difficulties of

dramatic art that we can never see our-

selves as others see us. When my pic-

ture appears upon the screen, I shall,

at last, for the first time in my life, be

in a position where I can intelligently

criticize my own work, and if there is

anything in my art which can teach

others, either through its virtues or its

faults, I shall have contributed mate-

rially, not only to the photo

drama, but to the stage as

a whole. What would

I not give to be able

to witness a photo

drama of the tri-

umphs of Rachel?

I know it would
teach me much.

Supposing all the paintings of all

the ages were suddenly to be de-

stroyed by some terrible catastrophe

—

what, think you, would be the effect

upon the paintings of the next genera-

tion? Without Raphael, Van Dyck,

Michelangelo, Tintoretto, and all that

long line of geniuses, what would the

painter of tOrday be able to accomplish ?

Yet, the actor of to-day knows nothing

—absolutely nothing—of his art as it

existed in years gone by, and even as it

exists to-day in other countries. That

is to say, he could not know until the

moving picture began to record for his

benefit, the art of other lands."

"Nazimova's first appearance on the

screen is in a photo-drama version

of her play, "War Brides.''" But there

will be no battle scenes. She will pre-

sent the human side of the play.

So this is the manner in which Her-
bert Brenon outbid all the competitors

—not in terms of money, but in terms

of art, which is most certainly a new
thing in an industry the sym-

bol of which has, almost

since the start, been the

dollar sign.

Herbert Brenon and

Nazimova going
over a scenario at the

studio.
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I Have a Daughter Aged Twelve
Where the cute kiddies of the screen come from, how they

get there, and a lot about the ones who never land a job

By Jerome Beatty

EVERY morning's mail

brings them to the

general manager—let-

ters from mothers. They all

start just about alike

:

Dear Sir: I have a

daughter, aged twelve, who
would make a wonderful

movie actress. She has been

a great success in amateur

theatricals. I inclose a post-

card photograph of her. She

has very blond, curly hair, like

Mary Pickford. The photo-

graph is a bad one, and does

not do her justice . .
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Robert Vignola, of Famous Players, in the embarrasing position of telling mothers what

he thinks of their children. He is picking for a picture and confesses

that he feels like a judge at a baby show.

Often these mothers bring their chil-

dren to the studios, seeking fame and

fortune. The children are of different

sorts. Some are precocious, spoiled,

little imps,, the sort you see running

about the lobby of a family hotel.

Others are shy bits who would much
rather be at home playing with dolls.

Now and then comes one that is sweet,

dainty, and truly ingenuous.

The mothers, however, are mostly

alike—there's an exception now and

then to prove the rule. They are moth-

ers through and through—meaning that

they are blindly devoted to their chil-

dren, seeing genius in every pout, and

extraordinary histrionic ability in every

attic drama to which the admission is

two pins.

Some mothers come from motives

mostly mercenary. They are widowed,

perhaps, and along with their ambition

for a career for their daughters they

have a hope that this career will prove

to be financially advantageous. And
now and then, greatly to the joy of the
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general manager, comes one of those

exceptional mothers, leading a little girl

who will do, as came the mother of

Mary and Lottie Pickford ; as came the

mother of Joyce Fair, as came the

mother of Dorothy and Lillian Gish, as

came the mother—or was it the aunt?

—of Mary Miles Minter.

These mothers, and perhaps half a

hundred like them, encouraged hope

of a motion-picture career for their

daughters because they had made cold

analyses of the situation and they

launched their daughters as a father

starts his boy out to be a lawyer or as

a mother puts her daughter on the road

that leads to the Metropolitan Opera
House,

Sometimes
seeking work,

seeking work.

the children come alone,

Sometimes they are not

In a New York
girl of four-studio now a

teen is playing a very

small part for ten

dollars a week. She
used to take sub-

scriptions for
magazines. One
day she called

at the office of

a moving-pic-

ture company.

She was so

pretty and
agreeable

that even

the gen-

eral man-
ager sub-

scribed.Two
weeks
later she

returned

,

full of enthusiasm, to show him a watch
she had won as a subscription prize.

He happened to be in need of a child of

just her type, and hired her for one pic-

ture. This little girl has no mother

;

just a father, who is a shoemaker. She

is doing so well, that she probably will

remain with the company. Perhaps she

will become a star, and when she is in-

terviewed as to her life before she be-

came a motion-picture actress she will

say : "Oh, before I went into pictures ?

Why, I was doing magazine work."

Rarely does a mother come to a

studio with a son. Perhaps it is be-

cause no mother really wants to raise

her boy to be an actor—especially a

love-making one; perhaps it is because

acting comes naturally to girls, while a

first-class boy rebels at such stuff.

Boys are in small demand, for they are

hard to handle, and they don't bring the

"Ohs!" and "Ahs !" that a movie fan

gives to a sweet little girl.

Mothers offer children of all ages.

Every studio has a list of babies that

can be rented at a reasonable

sum. According to the

mothers, they are all

wonderfully good
babies, who never

cry or kick.
Never, accord-

ing to the
mothers, will a

director have

to hold

picture

waiting

up a

while

for a

go to

Baby Lorna Volarg who injects

and her

baby to

sleep, so

that the

scene can

be taken

show ing

the pov-

e r t y -

stricken
heroin e

sitting by

the cradle looking out the window of the

tenement watching for the return of

her drunken husband.

But the casting director has the

goods on them. He has lists of sweet-

tempered babies and a few cards

cuteness into World pictures,

mother.
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marked "nasty disposition," or "always

yelling." So when a director wants a

scene showing, a baby howling for its

mother, he knows where to get one that

always is in character.

No matter how pitifully poor the

mother may be, her daughter always is

spick and span, with a blue sash around

the middle of her starched dress, and

a big bow in her hair.

So insistent are the mothers that

their daughters shall look pretty in the

pictures that directors have difficulty in

getting kiddies for tenement scenes.

Usually they drive into the poorest sec-

tion of a city and recruit from the

streets, for never yet has a casting di-

rector had proper response when he

sent out cards asking for children in

ragged clothes. Invariably the mother

brings her daugh-

ter all dressed

up, and

Oakland

becoming

cries to the high skies when the direc-

tor wants to muss up the kid's hair and
smudge its face.

Mothers are responsible in contracts

for children. A mother agrees to de-

liver her daughter's services, and

mother always sees to it that clauses

are inserted providing for proper dress-

ing rooms and for transportation for

herself and child. As a child advances,

she often acquires a maid, but not until

she is a proved success. Mother always

is around to boss the job, but when the

child is dressed and made up and called

for a scene, there mother's authority

ends.

Few are the mothers who are al-

lowed to stay around when a picture

is being taken. The directors won't

stand for it. Even at the downtown
photographer's, when daughter is hav-

ing her picture taken for magazines,

mother usually has to remain

downstairs while
daughter is being

photographed.

As the girls grow
older and are able

to care for them-

selves, sensible
mothers remain

away from the stu-

dios during working

hours, for if they

stay around there is

bound to be a

clash some time,

and a temperamental

mother and a tem-

peramental director,

arguing over a tem-

peramental daughter

is a sight terrible to

see.

A child actress

has need for a bat-

tling parent. There

is no doubt about

that. General man-
and directorsOakland agers
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may have kind hearts, but an unat-

tended girl never gets as good parts or

as good contracts as does one with an
ambitious mother to guide her. Many
an actress owes her success to a mother
who fought while her daughter sat lan-

guidly by, wondering why her mamma
didn't go ahead and sign the papers

without making so much fuss about it.

On the other hand, too-belligerent

parents have spoiled careers. Often a

sweet girl is refused employment be-

cause the manager can't stand her

mother around.

You hear a great deal about girls

who have entered the movies against

the wishes of their parents. But they're

rare.

"This nation is cursed by one

phrase," said a general manager to me
the other day. I had reached his office

after plowing through half a hundred
girls who were waiting outside to see

the casting director. "There ought to

be a law against its use. It is : 'You
could do as well as she can.' It's the

Little Madge Evans, of World,

and her mother {above), and

{below) Madge, who is called "La

Petite Bernhardt" registering

emotion.

mothers who are responsi-

ble for such crowds as

that one out in the office.

Mother and daughter go to

a picture show. The lead-

ing woman is a great actress—so great

that she doesn't seem to be acting at

all. It looks easy, and ambitious

mamma turns to daughter and says : T
don't think she's anything remarkable.

You could do as well as she.' Imme-
diately daughter gets the bug, and away
she goes. She acts at home with a mir-

ror in front of her, and her mother

behind her, until she thinks her services

are worth three hundred and fifty dol-

lars every Saturday, and then goes to

find some one to pay it. If daughter

is under sixteen, mother takes her by

the hand and leads her around. If

daughter is older she goes alone. The
only result is that it is lowering the

salaries of extra girls, and making good
stenographers as hard as the deuce to

find."
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Outside his office, I watched the

crowd of girls waiting to ask for jobs.

Here, I thought, was a good opportu-

nity for research work, a chance to

prove whether the general manager was

right. I would learn whether mothers

were responsible. I approached a pretty

girl of perhaps seventeen.

"Pardon me," I asked, "why do you

want to go into the movies ? What mo-

tive led you here?"

A hand grasped my shoulder. I

turned. A man frowned at me.

"None of that mash stuff allowed

here !" he growled. "Move on !"

So there was no research that day.

THE PASSING OF THE CLOWN
A Lament by Pantaloon

T^HOSE good old Christmas pantos, in the days that's passed away,
A When me and Joey used to come out strong,

With Harlequin a-dancing with his Columbine so gay,

And no one thought as anything was wrong.

We was a funny couple, in our motley and our paint,

As we tumbled on with "Here we are again
!"

But now the times is altered, and the cry is, "Here we ain't
!"

And you'll look for me and Joey now in vain.

The kiddies used to love us. How they laughed at all our fun,

When from his pocket Joey would produce

A glowing, red-hot poker, just to make the copper run,

While we stole the string of sausages and goose.

Now they say that we're old-fashioned, and they've rung the curtain down;

But how about the little boys and gals

Of the rising generation what has never seen a clown?

And them and us, we used to be such pals

!

Well, cheer up, poor old Joey. We may get our cue again,

When they're tired of "fancy turns" and sichlike things;

But to think that we're forgotten—well, it gives a sort of pain,

So we'll have to keep on waiting at the wings.

R. H. Roberts.



Tis Better to be Hugged than
1 Hissed

How a kiss in place of a sneer changed
a girl from a villainess to a heroine

and brought laughter instead of tears

IT was a dark and stormy night.

Across the lonely moor howled a

raging wind ; sleet pelted down and
froze upon the storm-tossed trees. A
vivid streak of lightning flashed like a

knife through the heaving clouds, dis-

closing a solitary hut in the wilderness

—then all was black. Thunder rolled

its booming tones against the surround-

ing hills.

Crouched before a tiny fire in the in-

terior of the hut, which was rocked to

its foundations by the violence of the

blast, was little Nell. With frozen fin-

gers, she tore open the package—the

papers ! She read them by the flame of

the dying embers, and finally came upon
the missing will which would restore to

her the man she loved and her rightful

fortune.

Slowly the door opened. Action

!

Camera

!

Enter the deep-dyed villainess—Cleo

Ridgley.

"Whoa! Cut! Cross it! Retake!"

"How can she be a deep-dyed vil-

lainess when she is a natural blonde ?"

(Business of the director looking it up
in the script.)

My, but Cleo was the mean, horrid

thing in those days ! She poisoned more
soups than the well-known Mr. Crone,

scuttled ships every time she felt out"

of sorts, and struck crippled children

with hammers. There was no deed too

devilish, desperate, or daring for Cleo.
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She was quite a horrible person—not at

all the sort of young lady you would

leave in care of the children or intro-

duce to your husband. But you ought

to see Cleo now! (This, dear fan, is

for the benefit of those few benighted

creatures who haven't. There are some,

you know.)

While the director is abusing the

scenario writer for making a deep-dyed

villainess out of a natural blonde we

will flash a few announcement slides

and put on a short reel of Cleo's past.

This will be followed by an overture

on the million-dollar pipe organ, and

then the main feature. Those who have

not witnessed the entire performance

may remain.

Having been left an orphan at a very

tender age, Cleo Ridgley was taken un-

der the protecting wing of her cousins,

Victor Moore, the comedian, and his

wife. As she grew up, the stage ap-

pealed to her more and more. Several

times she attempted flights into the

spoken drama, but was hustled back to

the fastness of Long Island by the mas-

terful commands of Mrs. Moore. All

exits to the stage being blocked, the

venturesome Cleo made a dash for the

screen, and she connected so success-

fully with the Kalem Company that it

was decided she could remain.

She was ingenue lead with the Flor-

ida Company for some time, and then,

upon returning to New York, took the

remarks of the late Mr. Greeley as per-

sonal and decided to go West. Trains

Avere much too prosaic for Cleo in those

days, so she decided to go by horse-

back. Not that she had to. She could

have taken a taxi as well as not; but,

having a perfectly good horse and

plenty of spare time, she started for

the frontier, armed only with a dog.

It took her eighteen months to make

the journey, and each month contained

as many adventures as a hundred sce-

narios—but she made it, and arrived in

Los Angeles with the same horse and

dog she started out with. If you don't

believe it, all you have to do is to look

in the back yard of her bungalow on

Santa Monica Boulevard, Hollywood

—

and there they are. The horse is named
"Captain" and the dog "Major." The

dog has a higher rank because he com-

mands a larger army. He scratches

more frequently than the horse.

Arriving in California, she immedi-

ately became leading woman with the

Western Kalem Company and appeared

in all sorts of roles. One day she would

be a heroine and the next day a heavy.

It was there she was found by a Lasky

scout.

Fading out on the long shot of the

Lasky scout in true scout attitude

—

hand shading eyes—discovering Miss

Ridgley, for proper continuity we must

flash to a close-up of the discovered,

registering surprise, fear, joy, or

some kindred emotion to get over the

impression that she realizes that she is

caught in the act.

As the iris of the camera slowly fades

into this close-up, we first see a more

or less tousled mass of blond hair. Be-

neath the hair, two eyes—peculiar eyes
;

sometimes they are the eyes of a saint,

and again the eyes of a sinner. You

never know just where to get off with

Cleo. These eyes have a peculiar droop.

They sort of tilt down toward the nose

as if overburdened with fun—or saint-

liness; they tip a little. Beneath the

eyes is the customary nose—a bit up-

pish—sensitive lips and firm, white

teeth. Cleo's complexion is the despair

of cosmetic purveyors. If all actresses

had her complexion, the manufacture

of grease paint would be among the lost

arts. A dab of powder on the end of

the aforesaid nose to prevent halation,

and Cleo is made up for the day.

When Miss Ridgley first went with

the Lasky Company, she was cast for

the mean-lady parts—making her debut

in support of Blanche Sweet in "Stolen

Goods." Beginning with that, she
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When Cleo did terrible things to innocent Blanche Sweet the audience did not like her as much
as they do now.

started on her career of crime. She
made every one miserable. Once let

her appear on the scene and it spoiled
the whole day. The papers would be
nearly signed—the lovers about to be
married—or the child to be restored to

its long-lost parents—when up would
pop Cleo and crab the act.

Then all of a sudden, seemingly in

a moment, the deep-dyed villainess be-
came a lovely blond star. Just too
sweet for words. Seeing her as a cat,

you would never suspect her of being
a coquette.

It happened this way : A certain fa-

mous theatrical star with much reputa-
tion and salary could not do certain
scenes the way Cecil B. de Mille, the
Lasky director general, knew they
should be done. Finally his patience
became exhausted, and, throwing his

manuscript and everybody up in the air,

he demanded a star that could do some-
thing. All the other Lasky stars were
toiling merrily away on other produc-
tions, and were not available. Sud-
denly Cleo Ridgley, who was on a
vacation, flashed across his mental hori-
zon. Could she do it? She had never
failed him yet. But she was known to

the public as a hussy. How would they
take her as a heroine ? Anyhow, it was
worth trying, so Cleo was given her
"Golden Chance."

"You know," explained Miss Ridg-
ley, in telling about how she had been
promoted to stellar roles, "I had played
so many mean parts that I was begin-
ning to feel mean myself. It really

did affect me. I would get myself into

the mood of a villainess, and then that

mood would cling to me. I must have
acted very silly when Mr. de Mille
called me into his office and told me I
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was to play leading roles and be co-

starred with Wallace Reid. I sat there

and laughed and cried and giggled, and

got my nose red and just carried on ter-

ribly. The idea that they were taking

the part away from a great big theatri-

cal star and giving it to me so over-

whelmed me that I could say nothing.

I don't think I have thanked Mr. de

Mille to this day.

"Before I started playing heavies, I

would get hundreds of nice letters from

people all over the country, but the min-

ute my first picture with the Lasky

Company was released, every one

started picking on me and

telling me how mean I

was. Then when I

started playing

leads again, the nice

ones commenced to

come in. Those

letters from all

over the
country
mean

thing about it, and helped me all he

could. He would stop and experiment

with those wonderful light effects of his

until I felt sure of myself.

"Never more will I be the vill-yun

—

that is, if I can help it. I feel perfectly

happy again, and when I was caught

under the landslide in 'The Love Mask'

I faced it without a tremor, for I knew
it would come out all right in the end."

Wallace Reid and Cleo Ridgley

in a scene just before a

happy ending.

was

lot

girl who
interested

her work.

"In Tl
en Chanc
first time

under Mr. de Mille's

personal direction, and
for the first day I was scared

stiff—just as if it were my
first time on the stage. He saw

that I was frightened and nervous

and was kind enough not to say any



SYNOPSIS OF PRECEDING CHAPTERS
LJENRI CASTINE, an unscrupulous Southern planter and legislator, forces a false title
* 1 to the island estate of Cypremort from Prosper Darrow, having kidnaped him, with
the aid of bayou outlaws, and carried him to the island of Carencro, Castine's headquarters.
Cypremort was a gift to Darrow from his uncle, Jules Gremillion. Meantime Griggs, the
director, with his Greatorex All-Star Film Company, has come to Cypremort to get a set-
ting for a six-reel picture as the guest of Darrow. Lawrence, the camera man and Cap-
tain Dolly Campbell, an ex-actor, river skipper, rescue Darrow, and carry him to a near-by
shore. Thereafter Darrow, in company with Campbell and Miss Marion Robson, a leading
lady with whom both Darrow and Castine are in love, take an adventurous canoe trip,
lasting several days and filled with mishaps. They go to a hidden swamp rendezvous of
a vigilance committee of planters that conspires to wipe out Carencro and its outlaws,
including Castine. Gremillion is leader. It is there decided that Darrow and Miss Robson
must canoe to Carencro, where Castine has taken the film players, and that Gremillion and
Campbell will follow next day with a band of planters to the same place and spring a
surprise attack on the outlaws. On the way to Carencro Darrow and Miss Robson are
captured m the swamp by Castine and his henchmen. Castine exacts promise of Darrow
that the latter will publicly proclaim him owner of Cypremort when Carencro is reached.

CHAPTER XVI.

MORNING dawned upon Caren-
cro—the morning of Castine's

triumph.

Darrow, having been brought in after
sunset^ had spent the night confined in

a rear upper room of the hotel, closely

guarded by two of Stagg's men. The
room overlooked the heavy grove of
trees— immense live oaks— which
topped the higher ground behind the
town.

At the edge of these oaks, as Darrow
saw upon awaking, preparations were

being made for a huge barbecue ; with
a thrill of anger he recognized the fig-

ure of Uncle Enos, who seemed to be
in charge of operations, bobbing and
bustling amid the nondescript crowd of

outlaws.

"So, then, Castine has brought over
the whole party of players!" thought
Darrow. "And Uncle Enos with them.
They must be going to stage the bar-

becue scene which Griggs mentioned

His reflections were cut short by

steps . at the door. The fat cook, Ar-
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mand, entered with his breakfast tray,

followed immediately by Castine, who
now wore his frock coat and most im-

maculate congressional apparel. He
greeted Darrow with a warm smile.

"To breakfast, my dear Mr. Dar-

row! Pray disregard me entirely. I'll

smoke while you eat, if I may, and we'll

settle the schedule of events."

Castine rolled a cigarette and walked

over to the window, where he stood

gazing at the scene outside.

''Why the barbecue?" queried Dar-

row, attacking the food before him,

when they were alone. "For the bene-

fit of Griggs?"

"Yes, in part. He's getting ready to"

picture the festivities." Castine turned,

with his omnipresent, suave smile, half

contempt and half craft. "I had a bit

of a scene with Lawrence last night,

but the safe return of Miss Robson, and

the assurance that you would explain

matters this morning, has quieted every-

thing in nice shape. You are supposed

to be off on a fishing trip."

"Oh ! And when do I say my little

piece ?

"When the barbecue begins. It will

be carefully staged, I assure you. Law-

rence will photograph you in the act,

and the film will make excellent evi-

dence in future, should you be inclined

to make any trouble."

Darrow made no response, but con-"

tinued his meal in silence, Castine eying

him reflectively.

"Griggs takes his players back to

Cypremort to-night," went on the

Creole, after a slight pause. "I have

no further interest in any of them, you

understand. It is too distressing alto-

gether to deal with these actresses who
pass under maiden names and suddenly

turn out to have husbands

—

:

—

"

The keen eyes of Darrow lit up at

the speaker.

"Have a care!"

Castine sneered slightly. "Bah! So

you have met disappointment yourself

in that quarter, eh? And the wound
is raw, perhaps

!"

Those words changed the entire

sequence of events—for Henri Castine.

Their sting of truth lashed across

Darrow's spirit and fanned his slumber-

ing hatred into lambent flame. He sat

motionless, gazing at Castine, a dull

red flush slowly mantling to his brow.

Until that instant, Darrow had felt

passive, helpless under the grip of

necessity, ready and willing to do all

for the sake of seeing Marian safely

out of this place. But with the flick

of the lash, his sluggishness was swept

away; it seemed as though something

leaped and stirred within him, like a

;
swift wakening of impulse.

After all, why should he not fight

—

fight how, when Castine least expected

it ? He heard Castine talking, expatiat-

ing on what was to be said and done by

Darrow before the barbecue guests ; but

Darrow did not hear the words. Hatred

stirred him to quick visioning of the

situation, anger and dogged pride

roused in his heart a sudden perception

that materials lay ready to his hand,

could he but use them

"See here!" Darrow broke in upon

the Creole's flow of speech. "Bring

that: camera : man, Lawrence, up here

right how. " Unless I can fix things up

with hiin ^beforehand, and explain that

our differences have been adjusted, he's

apt to make a' scene in front of them

all.. Call him up now, Castine, and we'll

smooth- the way."

Ca-stine nodded eagerly ; no doubt he

had discovered that Lawrence was a

difficult young man to deal with. Going

to the door, he called Armand, who
seemed to be on guard, and instructed

the fat chef to bring Lawrence to the

room at once. Darrow filled his pipe,

lighted it, and strolled to the window.

Now that he was sure, determined on

his course, he was perfectly poised and

cool. The room was bare, save for

table, chair, and bed; Darrow crossed
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to the table, picked up the heavy, pew-

ter coffeepot from the tray, and poured

a little of the thick coffee into, his cup.

Castine watched cynically as he drank

the liquid.

"That's fine for the nerves, Darrow."

Suave, insolent, conscious of his mas-

tery, the Creole flicked the ash from
his cigarette with a gesture that set

Darrow's pulses twitching. "Do you
know, you had me worried for a time,

after you vanished with Miss Robson.

Still, all's well that ends well."

"Exactly," assented Darlow grimly.

"I presume you will have no objections

to my leaving here at once, after our

differences are adjusted?"

"The sooner the better, my dear fel-

low."

Silence fell upon the room, broken,

two minutes later, by steps in the hall-

way without. The gigantic Armand
opened the door, and admitted Law-
rence.

"Darrow ! Where on earth have you
been "

With a glad cry, Lawrence darted

into the room, and Darrow gripped his

hand.

"I've been up the bayous, hunting
and fishing."

Darrow stood beside the table,

Castine to one side. Armand still stood

in the doorway, and Darrow motioned
toward him.

"Better send your murderous cook
away, Castine."

The Creole nodded, and directed

Armand to disappear.

"But I didn't know that this was the

hunting season !" exclaimed Lawrence,
not sure whether to seek a double mean-
ing in his friend's words or not.

"Castine said
"

"The hunting was excellent." Dar-
row icily picked up the pewter coffee-

pot, and smiled at Castine. "Le Barbe
and Jean Grojean, for example, are

dead."

"What?"

Castine stepped forward, surprise on
his olive-hued features. Before he
could utter another word, Darrow
swung up the pewter pot, and, with a

quick, savage blow, caught the Creole

squarely above the ear.

The one blow was enough. Castine

swayed and fell sideways to the floor,

senseless. Darrow whirled on the cam-
era man.

"Quick ! Have you a gun ?":

"No! What's up—good heavens,

man ! Are you starting out alone
"

"To raid Carencro ? I am. You're
my first recruit, Lawrence ! Xo time to

explain now; here, help me lift this

scoundrel to the bed."

The dazed Lawrence obeyed. To his

dismay, Darrow found no weapon in

the pockets of Castine; plainly, 'the

Creole had thought further precaution

useless.

Swiftly he explained to Lawrence the

outline of what had happened since

their parting, and learned that Marian
had rejoined the company, safe and un-

harmed, on the evening previous, when
Lawrence and the other players had
been brought from Cypremort.

"I thought everything was closed up,"

went on Lawrence, puzzled. "Castine

told me that everything had been set-

tled satisfactorily, and Miss Robson
said that you'd show up this morning,

beyond a doubt "

"Sure," and Darrow laughed harshly.

"It was all planned that way, but now
it's working out another way, old chap.

Say, is the whole bunch over here?

Make-up and all the rest of it along ?"

"Of course. We're making a great

barbecue picture this morning "

"Well, tell Griggs he'll have to post-

pone it until later. Doesn't that chap

Hazen, who's doing character stuff for

you, have about the same general build

and cast of features as Castine?"

"Yep. Jimmy's about an average all

around." Lawrence glanced at the re-
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cumbent figure on the bed. "What's

the idea?"

Darrow was busy cutting up a sheet

and tying Castine's hands and feet. He
looked at the camera man with his old

hearty laugh.

"When we've finished off the fat

gentleman who keeps the door, you skin

down and send Hazen up here with his

make-up box—and in a hurry, savvy?

Then tell Griggs for Heaven's sake to

forget his pictures temporarily, and to

get Miss Robson and Elsie Winkle and

Flora Meigs down by the landing—pre-

tend to take pictures or anything he

likes. Be ready to jump into one of

those launches, and beat it."

The alert eyes of Lawrence shone

with swift comprehension.

"Going to make a get-away, eh? By

George, Darrow "

"Cut it," and Darrow grinned faintly

as he strode to the door. "Here's the

dangerous minute, right here." He
stepped to one side the door, and lifted

his voice: "Armand! Mr. Castine

wants you. Armand!"
"Mais oui, messieurs

!"

The heavy voice reverberated

through the corridor outside, followed

by the heavy step of the giant. Dar-

row waited quietly. The coffeepot,

broken by that one blow, was of no

avail at this juncture, and Darrow had

faith in his hands.

The door swung open, and into the

room stepped the fat one. Fat though

he might be, however, Armand was

alert; he must have sensed Darrow's

purpose, for he swung about just as

Darrow struck, and the blow glanced

from his fat jowl.

A knife flamed, and, with a low snarl,

Armand rushed his assailant into the

corner. Neither bulk nor fury could

avail, however, before the terrible

smashing blows that Darrow drove

home ; Armand was halted, staggered

—

then Lawrence stepped in, with a

straight right under the ear. The fat

giant fell like an ox, crushing the chair

beneath him as he went down.

"Good work!" panted Darrow

heavily. "He's a murderer—wanted in

New Orleans. Run along, now, and re-

port back for further orders. Remem-
ber you'll be watched when you get out-

side."

Lawrence nodded, darted to the door,

and slammed it after him as he de-

parted. - Darrow fell to work binding

the fallen Goliath, and, with a low word

of satisfaction, took a revolver from the

cook's pocket.

"Now, Mr. Sundown Stagg," he mut-

tered grimly, as he worked, "we'll at-

tend to you next
!"

CHAPTER XVII.

Carencro was en fete, in a strictly

proper meaning. The key of the closed

saloon reposed in Stagg's pocket. All

fights were ordered postponed.

For all the habitues of the place, the

center of interest lay in Griggs and the

Greatorex stars. Hence, when these

made their way to the wharves and

landing, the crowd of observers tagged

along. Uncle Enos found himself pre-

paring the barbecue all alone, at the

upper end of the town; Griggs, mys-

tified and fuming, saw Lawrence and

Hazen depart, then took the camera'

himself and went to work faking a

water scene near the landing.

Some few moments later, Lawrence

left the hotel and hastened down to

the landing. He took the camera

while Griggs stepped into the largest

launch, already occupied by the other

players. Then, while Lawrence turned

the crank with an air of lively interest

and an occasional shouted direction,

Griggs steered the launch out into the

bayou—and off to Cypremort.

So excellently was the coup carried

off that not until after the launch had

vanished around the bend in the bayou

did the outlaws suspect the truth.
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Then, with a bellow, Sundown Stagg
rushed toward Lawrence.
"What yo' doin' thataway? Here

"Do your talking to Mr. Castine,"

broke in Lawrence curtly, with a ges-

ture toward the hotel.

Bewildered, Stagg turned. In plain

sight of all, Darrow was emerging
from the hotel, following the well-

known figure of Castine. They walked
together toward the barbecue ground,
and paid no attention to the hoarse yell

of Stagg; then, as if recollecting some-
thing, turned back to the hotel en-
trance.

Darrow paused in the doorway. He
saw the red-thatched figure of Stagg
rushing toward the hotel, with others
of the outlaws behind, while Lawrence,
on the landing, was remaining close to

the launches, in seeming indifference.

"All right, Hazen, you tricked them
neatly/' said Darrow quietly. "Run
along, now—strip, get into your own
things, and join Lawrence in a hurry.
Move fast, man!"
Hazen vanished. Darrow lounged

indolently in the doorway; behind him,
the little, boxlike office of the empty
hotel held a single, half-naked figure,

whose hands were bound, whose mouth
was gagged, and whose glittering black
eyes gleamed like those of a snake.

"Git out the way !" roared Stagg, as
he came up to the entrance. "Where's
Castine?"

"He'll be back in a minute," returned
Darrow, unperturbed. "Stay outside
until you're wanted, Sundown."
The outlaw glared at Darrow, who

returned the look coldly; behind Stagg,
other of the Carencro folk, men and
women, began to crowd in the realiza-
tion that something must be wrong.

"Yo' git out that door," ordered
Stagg threateningly. "I'm a-goin' to
see Castine, right quick. Who the hell
are yo' givin' orders to here?"
"To you, Stagg." Darrow's eyes

were steely, his hands were in his coat
pockets. He understood perfectly that

the whole issue lay between himself
and this burly leader of the outlaws;
yet he shrank from what he must do, if

his plan were to reach completion.

"Be mighty careful, Sundown," went
on Darrow's icy voice. "Your stand-
ing is a good deal more uncertain than
you think, and when Castine comes
back "

"Curse yo', he'll find yo' daid!"
snarled Stagg, his hand flashing down.
For an instant Darrow looked into

the muzzle of a revolver—then the
right-hand pocket of his coat erupted
flame. Stagg's revolver roared, but the
bullet flew high. Darrow jerked forth
his own weapon as the outlaw fell in

a crumpled heap.

"Are any more of you dogs looking
for results?" he snapped harshly.

The crowd fell back a pace,

astounded, incredulous before the sight

of Stagg lying dead at their feet. Dar-
row seized the opportune moment and
hauled the helpless figure of Castine
out before him. A wild cry arose as

the outlaws recognized their disheveled
leader.

"Out of the way!" rang Darrow's
voice. "Try any tricks, and Castine

gets the first bullet. Stand aside, you!"
He shoved Castine forth a step, his

revolver at the Creole's head. Then
he checked himself abruptly at sound
of a sudden wild scream that shrilled

up from the edge of the trees, in the
voice of Uncle Enos

:

"Marse Gremillion! Fo' de Lawd,
Marse Jules

!"

Amid a rising mutter of curses, the
crowd turned to follow Darrow's gaze.

Advancing from the trees, stalking

down to the first of the straggling

houses, was the tall figure of Jules
Gremillion, and behind him were other
figures flitting down, while the sun
gleamed on weapons.
A startled gasp of amazement welled
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up, followed by a yell from those of

the outlaws who had a view of the

bayou.

"Boats! Launches on the water

"Silence!" Gremillion had halted,

and now his deep, strong voice lifted

above the clamor and stilled it. Some

of the women cried out, but they, too,

fell silent as Gremillion continued in

the patois that all understood:

"Silence, all of you! Stay where

you are, Carencro men, or you die ! Up
with your hands, for we have you sur-

rounded !"

The putt-putt of motor launches

sounded from the bayou, as though to

back up the words of Gremillion.

Other men appeared from the trees,

running toward the straggling shacks.

A great storm of curses broke from

the outlaws, who saw themselves lost

indeed. Stagg was dead, Castine a

bound prisoner
;
they could not flee into

the hotel for Darrow
;

they had

crowded into a mass, and dared not

scatter for fear of the raiders who had

them covered; none of them had rifles

with them, few had other weapons,

and it was palpable that escape by

water had been cut off. Without

leaders, they knew not what to do, and

therefore obeyed Gremillion's behest.

Darrow stared at his uncle like a

man bereft. He realized that, after all,

he had sadly misjudged the other—that

Gremillion had carried out his promises

to the letter, and had carried out the

raid in a masterly fashion. Nor was

it coincidence that the raiders had

come at that precise moment; beyond

doubt, Gremillion had been watching

events in the village, and had thrown

in his men at the killing of Stagg.

This belief was confirmed when, a

moment later, Gremillion broke the

dead silence that had fallen upon all

the folk.

"Here is judgment come upon you,

wastrels and evildoers !" cried the stern

old man, his voice harshly vibrant.

"Your leader lies dead, and he whom
you have served goes from this place

into the court of the law. Too long

have you lived and carried on evil prac-

tices here at Carencro
"

"Stagg was murdered!" cried out

one man, bolder than the rest. "Dar-

row murdered poor Stagg!"

"That is a lie!" snapped Gremillion.

"We saw what happened, and Prosper

Darrow has witnesses in plenty. Now,
keep your hands in air, all of you.

Prosper, march that hound Castine to

the boats."

The sullen crowd slunk aside.

Launches had put in at the landing,

and men were running up, rifle armed;

those who had followed Gremillion

from the shelter of the trees were

already scattering through the houses

or aiding in holding the outlaws

cowed. Darrow knew most of them,

and shouted greetings were hurled at

him from every side.

He took no chances on Castine, how-

ever. With his revolver shoved into

the Creole's neck, he pushed his cap-

tive ahead of him, striding toward the

landing. Gremillion fell in at his side,

and, a moment later, they joined Hazen

and Lawrence at the landing.

"Did you expect me, Prosper?"

asked Gremillion. ''Or were you act-

ing on your own initiative?"

"On my own," and Darrow smiled

grimly. "I got the film people away

"So we saw, and we could guess

what we did not see. It was good

work, lad. Now get you into a launch

and take Castine to Cypremort until I

come."

Darrow introduced the camera man

and Hazen to his uncle, and scoffed at

the notion of leaving Carencro. But

Gremillion insisted.

"Your best work lies in holding

Castine safe, Prosper. Besides, there
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is work before us that I would not
have you involved in."

"How?" Darrow eyed his uncle
keenly. "You do not mean to take
justice, into your own hands ?"

"No, lad. We have half a dozen de-
tectives from New Orleans and other
parishes in our party, and those of the

Carencro men who are criminals shall

go into jail. The others shall be scat-

tered, and Carencro shall be burned
within the hour. So begone with your
friends. You will find Campbell in

my big launch, keeping guard at the
inlet mouth of this bayou."
"Very well." Darrow knew that

there was no withstanding his uncle's

will at this moment. Besides, the raid

was already a success, and the most
important thing was now to turn over
Castine on the charge of forgery. "If
you'll start one of those engines, Law-
rence-

"

"Hold on," broke in Lawrence, eying
the scene behind them. "I'd like to

make one request, Mr. Gremillion, that
may mean a good deal to me and my
friends."

"Speak, sir."

Lawrence hesitated.

^"Well, this is one peach of a blow-
off," he said slowly. "We've been
using this place some in our film story,

and if you burn it up you're going to
cost us a whole lot of money and time.
Why can't you let the shacks stand for
a few days, till we can come back and
get the whole thing in the take-up box?
Then burn her up, and we'll use that
in the scenario, too. We could work
in some great situations, and it's stuff
that couldn't be duplicated in a thou-
sand years."

Gremillion frowned, in some bewil-
derment.

"I do not quite understand your
words, sir," he returned; "but I gather
that you and your friends wish to make
more pictures before Carencro is de-
stroyed ?"

"You've got me," assented Law-
rence.

Gremillion bowed in his stately way.
"You and your friends are our

guests at Cypremort, sir. Your wishes
are as law to us, and we shall be most
happy to consult you before destroying
the place. Prosper, I'll send one of
those detectives with you ; Castine may
be more comfortable in handcuffs, as
well as in more safety. Gentlemen,
pray excuse me."
Darrow gazed after his uncle for a

moment. Then, drawing a deep
breath, he turned to the landing stage.

"This is your cue, Castine," he re-

marked. "Hop along!"

CHAPTER XVIII.

^

Griggs, of the Greatorex, sat at the
big table in the Cypremort library, on
the afternoon following these events,

and he wras working furiously. Law-
rence entered, and resumed his place
opposite Griggs

;
evidently he had been

hard at work, also.

"Darrow's launch is just getting back
from Fenris," remarked Lawrence.
"Who's to break the news to him?
Have you "

"Purple persimmons !" breathed
Griggs excitedly. "Listen here! This
is a world beater ! We'll run the whole
thing just as it happened; bunch of

movie people arriving, received by Dar-
row, and then the events following.

Wind up with the blow-off at Caren-
cro. Only one thing missing—the love

interest."

Lawrence grinned to himself.

"Let that wait, Griggs. Say, if you
feature Darrow, you'll get Hildren
sore

"

"Hildren be blessed!" exclaimed the

director. "We've got a big "thing here
—hello, there's Darrow now. Welcome
back, stranger! Did you land Castine

in the soup?"

Darrow entered with a smiling greet-
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ing, and flung a package of mail to

Griggs.

''He's landed, all right. Here's some

mail for you. Hard at work again,

eh?"

"Sure." Griggs reached for the let-

ters. "Tell him, Lawrence."

Darrow dropped into a chair and

lighted a cigar.

"We want to use you, Darrow," said

the camera man. "Our original sce-

nario is knocked into a cocked hat

—

you see, I've got some great little pic-

tures of that business at Carencro yes-

terday, when you shot Stagg, and all

that
"

"You got pictures of it?" Darrow

frowned.

"Yep. Well, we're going to make

the biggest film you ever did see, old

chap! Going to title it 'Not In the

Cast.' Have a bunch of film folk ar-

rive at Fenris
;
you meet 'em, take 'em

out to Cypremort, then come on with

the Castine and Stagg business: Bring

Dolly Campbell into it, picture the

whole thing just as she happened. Get

the idea? We want you to take the

lead, and, when it comes to the Caren-

cro stuff, we can get a bunch of supes

to reconstruct the scene, then burn up

the place for the blow-off—say, we've

got a great little scenario plotted out!

Will you do it?"

Darrow puffed thoughtfully at his

cigar.

"I don't know but what you have a

good idea," he replied. "Still, nothing

doing so far as I'm concerned. And
how'll you get Castine and Stagg back

into the pictures?"

"WVve got Hazen and Bowman,

haven't we?"
A sudden exclamation from Griggs

startled them. The director was star-

ing at an opened letter.

"Purple persimmons ! Say, this is

awful—listen, Lawrence! You re-

member Ward?"
The camera man's face darkened.

"Who—Franc R. E. Ward, the

booze specialist, high-finance expert,

and used-to-be star of the Greatorex

second company? Sure. What about

the guy?"
Griggs slowly folded the letter, star-

ing at Lawrence.

"He started out for Santa Barbara

the other night—joy riding, as usual

—

with Joe Wilbur, of the Metropole, and

a couple of girls. The whole bunch

went over the Conejo grade; drunk, of

course. One of the girls lived. The
others

"

"By glory!" breathed Lawrence,

wide-eyed.

"Who was this Ward?" Darrow

asked casually. "An actor?"

"Why, yes," returned Griggs. "He's

dead, and we can say nothing evil of

him "

"Who could say anything else of

him?" flamed out Lawrence, with sud-

den heat. "The drunken skunk—to do

the things he did! W7ho wants to say

good of a fellow like that? Who could

say anything good of him "

"Perhaps -Miss Robson could," said

Griggs softly. Lawrence flushed and

fell silent.

Darrow set down his cigar very care-

fully. Only the quick brightness of his

eyes told of the sudden pulse leap that

thrilled him. W7hen he spoke, the

vibrant ring of his voice made Griggs

jump.

"Griggs! Who was this man Ward?
What was he to Miss Robson? She

told me that she had been married

The director, white-faced, nodded.

"Yes. She's free at last, Darrow."

Darrow's face was like stone. Per-

plexed and wondering at his words, the

other two men watched him silently.

After a moment he picked up his cigar

and bit into it.

"I am interested in your film mak-

ing," he said evenly. "You want me
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to act in the picture, you say? But I

know little of the work, Griggs."

"Yes, we want you," Griggs returned,

a nervous shake in his voice. He had
been under a terrific strain in the past

few moments. For a moment he

paused, then continued in more of his

usual dry manner:
"You've a wonderful film face, Dar-

row, and in this business we're begin-

ning to get away from the old idea of

trained actors. People are coming more
and more to want natural acting—ges-

tures that aren't learned in dramatic
schools, and so on. I'm not offering

you a job, understand; when it comes
to salary, we'll agree well enough. It's

this one film that I'm thinking of. We
want you for it, Darrow—purple per-

simmons, man! We've got to have
you

!

"You can't realize what a tremen-

dous film this thing would make, but

we can realize it. It must be built

arounu the blow-off, of course—and
Lawrence has filmed that business at

Carencro. We could never stage a

thing like that."

"My uncle will never consent to ap-

pearing," cut in Darrow.
"He won't have to. We'll cut his

entrance out of it—have you back
down the whole crowd, and shove
Castine through to the landings Of
course, we'll have to develop Law-
rence's film and work from that, as to

crowd and costumes and so forth—but

we'll do it. I'll go up to New Orleans
to-morrow, and pick up enough extra

people who can act, to make up the

movie bunch in the pictures; then we
can put our own people in the leading

roles, see?"

Darrow nodded. The more he
thought over this whole idea, the more
it appealed to him, and he began to

see something of Griggs' vision.

"Very well, if you think I can do it,

I'll have a try," he said, rising and
flinging his cigar butt into the fire-

place. "By the way, I have a few let-

ters here for Miss Robson. Do you
happen to know where she is?"

Lawrence motioned toward the gal-

lery.

"She went down the garden just a
little while ago, Darrow. Said she
was going to investigate that old,

bronze sundial over beyond the boat-
houses."

"See you later, then."

Darrow was gone, with a nod. For
a moment silence prevailed, then Griggs
glanced at his work with a stifled sigh.

"There's only one thing lacking in

this whole scenario outline, Lawrence.
Got to have love interest. If we have
Miss Robson play opposite Darrow, that

part will fall flat, because he isn't the

heroic-lover type
"

"Gee," remarked Lawrence irrever-

ently, "but you're a damned fool at

times, Griggs
!"

"Huh?" The director frowned sav-

agely. "What's the matter now?"
Lawrence grinned happily.

"You remember that sundial down
the garden, Griggs?" he said. "Well,
play it up strong—moonlight and mock-
ing birds, rippling water, and so forth.

Couple of canoe scenes on the bayou.

Why, you wall-eyed old ass, can't you
see anything except your darned sce-

nario? Play up that sundial, and play

it up strong. Believe me, when it

comes to the love business, our friend

Darrow will lay over any stuff Hildren

ever put across ! That is, if he plays

opposite Marian Robson. Get me at

last?"

Griggs drew one hand across his

brow.

"Purple persimmons !" he gasped
weakly. "Purple persimmons !"

"Nope," cut in Lawrence. "Not a

bit of it. Weddin' bells, you mean !"

THE END.



Edith
Storey played

an extra part

with Eleanor

Robson when
she was ten.

She was later

transferred to

a leading role in "The Little Princess."

Warren Kerrigan chose a stage life against the

wishes of his mother, who wanted Warren, the young-

est of her eight sons, to be a minister. He set out for

New-York from his home in Louisville, Kentucky,

and got a job with his brother-in-law, Clay Clement,

in the latter's own production, "Sam Houston." He
entered pictures five years ago with the Essanay Com-
pany, one year later joined American at Santa Bar-

bara, and is now playing leads for Universal.

Louise Glaum, the vampire lady of the Kay-Bee-

Triangle forces, made her initial stage appearance in

"Why Girls Leave Home." Then she jumped into

comedy, playing in "Officer 666." After that she

joined Nat Goodwin's companies. With the first rush

of picture concerns to California, she got the movie

fever. She went to the coast, and persuaded Tom
Ince to give her a start in pictures. It is superfluous

to add that she made the best of this opportunity.

Sheldon Lewis, twenty years ago, was a milk-

wagon driver for his father, who was in the dairy

business in Philadelphia. Sheldon's soul was too full

of adventure to endure this prosaic occupation, so he

decided upon a theatrical career. First he played

extra parts in a Philadelphia stock company. After-

ward his connection with the Augustin Daly stock in

New York gave him a chance to act with Mrs. Leslie

Carter, Mrs. Fiske, and other celebrities.

Eugenie Forde, American-Mutual, sang her way

into popular favor as an understudy to Jennie Hawley,

who was playing with Francis Wilson in "The Torea-

dor." When she temporarily lost her voice, she de-

termined to play in pictures for a short while. She

was so delighted with the fascinations of screen act-

ing that she remained in this field. She made her first

real hit as Rosamond in "The Desperate Desmond," a

series put out by the Nestor Film Company.
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seasons with Sarah Bernhardt as a little fairy dancer.

Harold Lockwood, Metro star, would probably
have been a dry-goods merchant to-day if he had
followed the advice of his parents. They chose a nice

job for him behind the counter, but he rebelled, and
decided to try his luck on the stage. He secured a

place as a chorus man with "The Broken Idol." It

was in the back row, too, but his later success has
proved the wisdom he showed in the choice of a pro-

fession.

Rhea Mitchell, American-Mutual, broke into the

stage profession by playing minor parts in the Alcazar
Theater, San Francisco. Several very good engage-
ments followed this. Finally she decided to play in

pictures during a vacation. They appealed to her so

strongly that when rehearsals for the next stage season
began she remained in a film studio, and has never re-

turned to the spoken drama. Her last appearance
before joining Mutual was in "Don Quixote."

Howard Hickman's salary was five dollars a week
when he played for the first time at the Alcazar Thea-
ter, San Francisco. His success came so rapidly that

he returned to this theater one year later at a salary

of one hundred and twenty-five dollars a week. After
a long career on the stage he and his wife, Bessie Bar-
riscale, made up their minds to try pictures. Having
once entered the film game, they attained early popu-
larity as film players.

Mary Anderson, "Sunshine Mary," started to play
extra parts at the Vitagraph while she was going to

high school. She showed considerable talent, and was
put on a guarantee, and then on a salary. When
Rolin S. Sturgeon left to be managing producer of the
Western Vitagraph, he took "Sunshine Mary" along
with him, and under his careful direction she has rap-
idly advanced until she is now one of the idols of
filmdom.

L r LLIAN
G i s h began
her stage ca-

reer when
only six.
When very
young she
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A hundred reels of the happenings in film-

dom, condensed into a few lively pages

By Neil G. Caward

MARY PICKFORD makes her

debut in her own company in

a brand-new role. In ''Less

Than Dust," her first production, she

appears as a little English girl whom
misfortune places in an East Indian

setting. The story was written by

Hector Turnbull, and he is said to have

gotten his inspiration from a poem of

the same name by Lawrence Hope.

John Emerson, who produced some of

the earlier Triangle films at the Fine

Arts studio, is acting as Mary's new
director.

Out of all that consolidation talk that

has been going on for months and

months, one new arrangement of pro-

ducing companies has at last emerged

It became effective on September

1 6th, when the Kleine-Edison-Selig-

Essanay service was born. It means,

of course, that in the future all

the productions of the George m
Kleine, the Selig Polyscope,

the Thomas A. Edison, and

the Essanay studios will be

released on one program.

Selig and Essanay with-

drew from the V. L. S.

E. program some weeks before. Neither

of these companies had previously at-

tempted anything more than the manu-
facture of films—neither had made any

effort to form a chain of exchanges for

the distribution of films. It was neces-

sary for them, therefore, to arrange

immediately for somebody to market

their product. The George Kleine film

exchanges scattered throughout the

country were chosen as the releasing

medium, and the Edison plant, which

had already been closely affiliated with

Mr. Kleine's organization for some
time, also agreed to the new arrange-

ment. The men behind the new merger

all declare themselves opposed to the

definite-program idea—the agreement
which compels a film producer

to turn out such and such a

production on such

and such a day,

Mary Pickford

in "Less

Than

Dust."
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no matter how elaborate its nature.

They propose to devote painstaking

care to the preparation of a given film

before it is inspected, approved, and a

date set for its release. In other words,

Kleine-Edison-Selig-Essanay won't at-

tempt to release a required number of

feature films per week, but as fast as

big multiple-reel subjects are completed

they will be issued. It all sounds like

a step in the right direction. Time
will tell whether the public will bene-

fit.

It was only a few weeks ago that this

department was queried by a fan as to

what had become of E. K. Lincoln,

former Vitagraph star and more re-

cently a leading man in some World
releases. At that time Lincoln was
evidently "hiding out," for not a word
as to his whereabouts could be obtained.

Now, however, comes the announcement
that he is enacting the principal role

in a brand-new serial entitled "Jimmie
Dale, Alias 'The Gray Seal,' " which
will be released to the public by the

Monmouth Film Corporation, a new-
comer in the production field. The
serial is to be in sixteen installments,

and Mr. Lincoln will be supported by
Paul Panzer, Edna Hunke, and Doris

Mitchell, all of whom are well known
to the public.

Al Christie, known to every film pa-

tron for his Nestor comedies, which
for more than three years were released

at the rate of two a week on the Uni-
versal program, has finally been bitten

by the bug of ambition and now has

established the Christie Film Company,
which will continue to produce come-
dies of the typical Christie sort at

its studios in Hollywood, California.

They will be released on the open mar-
ket, and sold to the highest bidder.

Prominent in the new series of come-
dies will be Billie Rhodes, Betty Comp-
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son, Dave Morris, Eddie Barry, Neal
Burns, and Harry Ham.

Richard Bennett, who first achieved
fame on the screen in the Mutual fea-

ture film, "Damaged Goods," following

his portrayal of the same role over a

long period on the speaking stage, is now
a regular star of the Mutual program.
His first offering in five reels, entitled

"The Sable Blessing," was praised by
all the critics, and among others, which
are scheduled for release by Mutual,
are "His Brother's Keeper," "The Law-
makers," and several other famous
stories, the release titles of which have
not yet been chosen.

At last Paramount has added some
jolly good comedies to its program.
The new brands, Klassic Komedies and
Black Diamond Comedies began on

September 25th and October 2d, respec-

tively; and, judged by the first few re-

leases, they are fully up to the standard

which Paramount has set for its other

offerings. The Klassic Komedies intro-

duce Joseph Byron Totten to the Para-

mount fans. Yes, he's the same Joseph
Byron that used to direct for Essanay,

but this time he is producing comedies

only and has instructions to be as funny

as he can. The other brand—praise be

to him who wields the Paramount scep-

ter—is to become famous for its trick

camera work. Remember the trick

stuff that was released, way back in

the infant days of the motion-picture

industry, by Pathe, Melies, and Vita-

graph? Well, the Black Diamond di-

rectors are sitting up nights trying to

dope out still more marvelous stunts to

perform, and with all the improvement

that has been made in the lighting of

studios, the perfecting of cameras, and

the creating of scenic effects it will not

be strange at all if they delight us with

some really ingenious screen novelties.

f
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One of the biggest surprises since

the last issue went to press came
with the resignation of Kathlyn

Williams—the famous star of

"The Adventures of Kathlyn"

and the heroine of "The
Spoilers"—from the Selig

Polyscope Company and her

announcement that in future

she would star under the Oliver

Morosco banner in Morosco
and Pallas films which, of

course, will be released on

\ he Paramount
program.
Fans had

Kathlyn Williams, who is now playing

with Morosco.

/t grown so

accustomed
to seeing the

fair Kathlyn in

Selig productions that

they never dreamed she

would flit to another com-

pany, but when she got good and

ready to make the change away

she went. You may have forgot-

ten that Kathlyn was not always a

Selig star. Her early training was

received under the direction of

David W. Griffith, when Miss

Williams, Mary Pickford, Arthur

Johnson, Henry Walthall, Billy

Quirk, and other members of the

famous "old guard" were per-

forming before the Biograph cam-
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eras. Thomas Holding, who for the

past year has been appearing in lead-

ing roles for Famous Players, will play

opposite Miss Williams in her new sur-

roundings at the Morosco studios.

Reports from the West coast indicate

that Helen Ware, famous star

of the speaking stage,

promises to achieve

her greatest artis-

t i c triumph in

"The Garden
of Allah,"
the S e 1 i g
production
in ten or

more reels

now being

made by

D irector

Colin
Campbell.
The latter

was responsi-

ble for "The
Spoilers," "The
Ne'er-do-well,
"The Crisis/' and

the' never-to-be-

forgotten "Ad-
ventures of Kath-

lyn," all released

by Selig. It is ru-

mored that the seen

effects in "The Gard
of Allah" will surpa<

anything ever seen on the

screen, a desert sand storm
one reel of the production being Hden ware,now
particularly sensational. with Selig.

talk Lady" on the screen. Famous
Players is making the picture, and Jack
Pickford, "Little Mary's" brother, is

going to be Willie Baxter, while Louise
Huff is playing another important role.

The

Perhaps you enjoyed a few chuckles

over Booth Tarkington's latest novel,

"Seventeen," the story of "Will-ee"

Baxter, the lad of seventeen who was
experiencing his first calf love—but it

will surely be a lot more fun to see

"Tttle Boy Baxter" and his "Baby-

Gaumont series of detective

stories in film on the Mu-
tual program seem to be

what the Sherlock

Holmes stories

are to lit-

erature.
Throughout
September
it was
" F a n t o-

mas," the

"phantom
crook,"
who en-

tertained

screen pa-

trons with

his dare-
devil feats,

surprising dis-

guises, and unique

escapes, and now
a new series is an-

n o u n c e d. The
title of the new
multiple reelers is

to be "The Vam-
res," and they are

same films that were

eleased in England un-

the title of "The Crime
gator." All of the

series follow the fortunes of a

newspaper reporter of Paris in

his efforts to unravel the mys-
teries surrounding the criminal exploits

of a band of criminals calling them-

selves "The Vampires." Sounds inter-

esting. And the clever Gaumont direc-

tors have proved their ability to keep

the real criminal carefully concealed

from public knowledge until near the

r<

der

Investij
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end of the last reel, so that seeing your

thrillers on the screen is even more
fascinating than reading about them in

print.

Have you seen and enjoyed "Jaffrey,"

William J. Locke's delightful story

which was made by the Frohman
Amusement Company and released by

the International Film Service? If so,

you'll be interested to know that the

same producing company has now com-

pleted and has ready for market a six-

reel feature founded on another suc-

cessful, book. It is "The Conquest of

Canaan," the Booth Tarkington story,

and features Edith Taliaferro and Jack

Sherrill. Others in the supporting

company are Ralph Delmore, John

Sutherland, May Price, Ralph Dean,

Howard Messimir, George Melville,

Frances Lincoln, Walter Heirs, and

Jack Hopkins. Just when "The Con-

quest of Canaan" will be first shown has

not yet been announced, but the date

of release is not far off.

Speaking of successful novels and

plays calls to mind the fact that Edna
Mayo, Eugenie O'Brien, and a big com-

pany of other popular Essanay people

are well along toward the end of "The
Chaperon," the play which ran for

months on Broadway, New York, with

the noted stars, Maxine Elliott and

Julian L'Estrange, in its leading roles.

Much of the story is laid in the Adi-

rondacks, and Miss Mayo and her sup-

porting company spent several weeks

in the real Adirondacks filming scenes

for the play. A real scenic treat is

promised when "The Chaperon" is

ready for the screen.

"The Faucet" sounds like a funny

title for a photo play. When it is

known -that the production involves pro-

Gossip

hibition propaganda, and when one re-

calls that prohibitionists are strong for

water, and that as a rule water runs

from faucets, it may not be such a bad

title after all. Anyway, "The Faucet"

was turned on in Los Angeles recently

at a private exhibition, and by this time

is ready to be shown in theaters the

country over. Virginia Kirtley, who
used to romp through Selig films, fol-

lowed that experience by a brief stay

with the Beauty company at Santa Bar-

bara, and jumped from there to Uni-

versal films, has the leading role, sup-

ported by Barney Furey, Edna Mae
Cooper, Herbert Sutch, and Jack Fra-

ser, who used to be leading man for

Maud Fealey.

October proved a banner month for

the Bluebird features, as all of the re-

leases not only featured famous stars,

but also unfolded stories of surprising

strength. It brought Ruth Stonehouse

back to the screen in "The Spring

Song," brought Louise Lovely and J.

Warren Kerrigan together, both of

whom had previously been lone stars of

the Bluebird productions in "The So-

cial Buccaneer ;" introduced Cleo Madi-

son to the Bluebird fans in "The Chal-

ice of Sorrow," and gave the public

Lois Weber's presentation of James
Oppenheim's story, "Idle Wives," in

which Miss Weber, Phillips Smalley,

and Mary MacLaren appeared.

Kalem found its "Hazards of

Helen" series in one-reel subjects, each

complete in itself, so popular that it is

about to launch another series. The

new one will feature George Larkin,

famous athlete and player. He will be

starred in a long series of newspaper

mystery tales from the pen of Robert

Welles Ritchie, entitled "Grant, Police

Reporter."
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Alan Forrest and Anna Little, now Air. and Mrs. Forrest.

Just as we began to think there were
going to be no players' marriages to

record this month, the news leaked out

that Anna Little and Alan Forrest, both
of Santa Barbara, slipped quietly away
long, long ago, and were united in the

holy bonds of matrimony. Rhea
Mitchell and Rena Rodgers—Mrs.
Frank Borzage—accompanied the bride,

and Richard Willis gave the bride away.
The best man was Frank Borzage, who
played opposite Miss Little in so many
American and Mustang dramas.

When Helen Holmes, famous star of
"The Girl and the Game," makes her
bow on the screens all over the country
in the new Mutual serial, "The Lass of

the Lumberlands," you're going to be
almost able to smell the pine trees, so

realistic is the staging of this tremen-
dously gripping story of the forests and
so perfect is the photography that re-

produces all the grandeur of the big out-

of-doors in which the plot of the story

is laid. One of the strongest companies
ever assembled for a serial picture aids

Miss Holmes, and her director, the fa-

mous J. P. MacGowan, is staging the

production.

An issue or two ago this department
made brief mention of the cooking
recipes of Vivian Martin, the Morosco-
Pallas star, which are appearing in

newspapers all over the country. The
impression seems to have gained head-
way that perhaps these recipes were
prepared by a young man named Pete
Schmid, who occasionally sends out

press matter concerning Miss Martin.

In fact, this impression grew to such

tremendous proportions that the editor

of this department received a most chill-

ing epistle from Miss Martin pointing

out that she knew how to prepare

recipes without any assistance from her

press representative. If we have done
•the lady an injustice, we most sincerely

apologize. We shall even go so far as

to offer to try one of the recipes and
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, A scene during the filming of ''The Scarlet Runner

promise faithfully to devour the con-

coction, whatever it turns out to be.

The strange part of the whole matter

to us is that Miss Martin's remonstrance

is undoubtedly in the handwriting of

Pete Schmid. What shall we do with

him, folks?

By this time you are probably fol-

lowing the amazing adventures of

Christopher Race in 'The Scarlet Run-
ner." In other words, the surprising

series of haps and mishaps of good-

looking Earle Williams in the Yita-

graph serial of the above title, which

depicts his career as the driver of a

big automobile, famous for its speed.

The story, as every one knows, was

penned by C. N. and A. M. William-

son, and though Earle Williams plays

the lead in every one of the various

episodes, he is supported by twelve lead-

ing women, all of whom are very beauti-

ful. We don't dare start to enumerate

them, for fear we'll be accused of plac-

ing the most beautiful of all last—we'll

just tell you that among those who ap-

pear in the support of the handsome

Earle are Edith Storey, Lillian Tucker,

Marguerite Blake, Zena Keefe, Betty

Howe, Gypsy O'Brien, Adele Kelly,

Billie Billings, and Jean Stuart. It's up

to vou to decide which of the twelve

reallv is the most beautiful. Go to it.

"Broncho Billy" is coming back

—

though not as Broncho Billy. It will

be as plain G. M. Anderson that he

will appear when he assumes a promi-

nent role opposite beautiful Kitty Gor-

don in "Vera, the Medium," the first

of a long series of Kitty Gordon fea-

tures that are to be made and released
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under the trade name of Selznick Pic-

tures. Miss Gordon was induced, some
time ago, to sign a contract calling for

her appearance in a number of famous
plays, rights to which are controlled

by Louis J. Selznick. He is the same
man who organized the Clara Kimball

Young Film Corporation which brought
the famous ex-Vitagraph stars back to

the screen in "The Common Law." G.

M. Anderson was engaged at the same
time to act as director general of

the productions and return himself to

screen activity. He has the first feature

well under way at the Blache studio

in Fort Lee, where the Clara Kimball

Young Company is also at work.

Pallas Pictures, is to make his first

appearance opposite Vivian Martin in

a subject entitled "The Right Direc-
tion/' a touching story by Julia Craw-
ford Ivers, in which Miss Martin will

appear as the "little mother" of the

slums of a big Eastern city who starts

Derwent Hall Caine,

son of the

famous Hall

Caine.

Derwent Hall Caine, son of Hall

Caine, the famous author of "The
Christian," "The Manxman,"
and a score or more of other

celebrated novels, has jM
come to America to ap~ |
pear in film versions of a \

great number of his 1

father's stories. W. E. fe

Shallenberger, president
"

of the Arrow Film Com-
pany, is the man responsible

for bringing Mr. Caine to 11
this country, and the features I
in which he appears will all be

'

made at the Arrow studios.

Derwent Hall Caine is a player
of real note, as is proved by the
fact that he appeared
as John Slorm in his

father's "The Chris-

tian" more than eight

hundred times in Lon-
don and the English

provinces.

Colin Chase, the

leading man who re-

cently signed a long-

term contract with

9
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out to tramp to California. Some of

the scenes are being taken in one of

the richest gold mines in the world,

and Miss Martin, Mr. Chase, and the

director are there now, hard at work.

guard it. In the picture he is seen

standing directly behind Billie Burke.

Gee, we'd never have imagined that

so pretty a girl as Billie needed watch-

ing that way, would you?

Frederick Warde, who scored

heavily as Silas Marner in. the

Thanhouser production of

that name released as a

Mutual Masterpicture,

has just completed

another wonderful

characterization in

"The Vicar of

Wakefield," which

is also being done at

the Thanhouser stu-

dios in New Ro-

chelle, but will be re-

leased on the Path

program, as was his spl

did version of Shakespeare's

"King Lear." Other Than-

houser-Pathe forthcoming-

offerings are Florence La
Badie in "The Pillory"

and Gladys Hulette in

"Prudence, the Pi-

rate."

so With Griffith's newest spectacle, "In-

tolerance," proclaimed an un-

oubted success and well on

e road to breaking the

biggest records created

by "The Birth of a

Nation," the country

now awaits the Uni-

v er sal spectacle,

"Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the

Sea," which is said

to have been in the

making for two

| whole years. A big

I Broadway premier

J will be given the

I spectacle, and then

I it will go on tour,

playing only at the

largest theaters as

in the case of "In-

tolerance," "The
Birth of a Nation,"

"Civil i z a t ion,"
Frederick W arde, of Thanhouser.

The press agent of Billie Burke and

"Gloria's Romance" not long ago wrote

a story for a lot of newspapers in which

the luncheon scene on the lawn, shown

in chapter eighteen of the George

Kleine film novel, was described. The
P. A. raved at length over the wonder-

ful silver tea service that was used in

the scene, the said tea service being

in reality the property of a New York
millionaire, on whose grounds the com-

pany was at work at the time. He
added, however, that the director of the

Billie Burke film didn't want to be re-

sponsible for the valuable tea service,

and would only consent to its being used

on condition that one of the million-

aire's own butlers stay on the job to

"The Dumb Girl of Portici," and others

among tremendously big ones. The

Universal offering was made, of course,

from the famous Jules Verne story, and

much of it was actually filmed beneath

the sea by means of an ingenious appa-

ratus that kept the camera and the cam-

era men perfectly dry while permitting

them to record what was going on amid

the coral grottoes, sea gardens, and

ocean bed that lay before them.

Marguerite Clark, who, it was feared,

would leave the screen for the stage,

has signed another contract with Fa-

mous Players. George B. O'Brien has.

on the other hand, left Famous Players

to direct for Metro.



Hints for Scenario Writers
Instructions for the picture playwright, with

notes on where and what he can sell

By Clarence J. Caine

Questions concerning scenario writing, addressed to Mr. Caine, will be gladly answered, but an
addressed, stamped envelope should be inclosed. Due to the great amount of time that it would neces-

sitate, it is impossible for Mr. Caine to read and criticize any scripts. Six cents in stamps will bring
you our market booklet for scenarios.—Editor's Note.

THE FUTURE.

THE past has had its bright and
dark sides for writers, some re-

ceiving more than a fair share

of publicity and dollars, others—many,
many others—failing to get what they

believed was their just due. Failure

came to many; success to a much
smaller per cent. Some complained of

their fate; others did not. Taken as

a whole, the past of the photo play-

wright has not been what it should have
been. It is a fact that the manufac-
turers of film, with few exceptions,

have not realized the value of a good
story.

These manufacturers became blinded
by "big authors' names" and "well-

known works," as well as by the craze

for stars. They figured that the

scenario written by the outsider could
not be good and would make a poor-
selling film. But the few who didn't

lose sight of the real motion-picture au-
thor—the man who studied the screen
and learned the construction of a
scenario from the ground up—put out
films whose stories were not adapted
from works of well-known authors, but
written by real photo playwrights.

These "went big," while the adaptations
which flooded the market failed to make
money about as often as they made it.

This gave all the manufacturers some-
thing to think about. And they have
been thinking, apparently.

We believe we mentioned the offer of

one thousand dollars each for the best

one hundred scripts which the Famous
Players-Lasky Company made some
time ago. Then W. A. Brady, the new
guiding spirit of the World Film Cor-
poration, started his contest, and also

announced that scripts not entered in

the contest would be paid for at the

highest rates. Herbert Blache was the

next to offer one thousand dollars per
script, and since then practically every
maker of big features has intimated or

stated flatly he will pay higher rates

than heretofore for good material.

The manufacturers, of course, do not

realize now that inside of another year

they will be more than glad to pay
several times one thousand dollars for

a five-reeler that can be made into a

picture that the market will take to

kindly. Just now the lowest possible

amount which can be placed in four

figures is their limit. But trained au-

thors, who are giving their entire time

to the work, cannot afford to work
months on a scenario, and make it as

interesting as a drama or novel for one

thousand dollars. And, as the demand
for stories is going to keep right on be-

coming more and more of an item in

the manufacturer's expense account, he

is going to cut down some other ex-

penditure and place the money where it

should have been placed since the be-

ginning of the industry—in the story.
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The men and women who have had

the advantage of training for six

months or more will have the inside

track when the test of the real photo

playwright comes. Technique will be

expected of writers, but the real

requisite will be ideas. It will become a

game of ideas in which some of the

cleverest writers in the country are

going to compete. The men with repu-

tations are not at all times the men
with ideas. There is a crying need for

new talent. The bars will be down, and

the same privileges will be open to

every one. It will be up to each person

to make good.

We dare forecast such a future be-

cause it is inevitable. The public has

tired of seeing rehashed material on the

screen, and hails with delight every new
theme which appears. Manufacturers

know this because of a falling off in

business on all pictures except those

with clever stories. Therefore they will

try to remedy this condition, as they

are doing even now. And when they

have tried to tempt authors with small

bait, and failed, they will be forced to

offer stronger inducements. Then it

will be that the photo playwright will be

able to take his place among his brother

writers of fiction and drama and feel

that he deserves fully as much recog-

nition as they receive. Literary men
have thus far foolishly held themselves

aloof.

CHARACTER AND ACTION.

Phillips Brooks once wrote an essay

on character and action in daily life

which really applies just as much to the

principles of these two things in fiction

as it does in life. We reproduce the

essay herewith, and advise a careful

study of the thoughts lying beneath the

words

:

"Behind every foreground of action

lies a background of character on which

the action rests and from which it gets

its life and meaning. It matters not

whether it be a nation, an age, a church,

a man, anything which is capable both

of being and of acting, must make its

acting an expression of its being, and

must feel its being behind its acting, or

its existence is very unsatisfactory and

thin. What does it mean to me that

the French Revolution broke out in

fury a few years ago, unless in that

outburst I see the utterance of the

whole character of that crushed,

wronged, exasperated time which had

gathered into itself the suppressed fury

of centuries against selfish despotism?

What does it mean to me that a great

reformer rises and sets some great

wrong righted, unless I see that his

coming and the work he does are not

mere happy accidents, but the expres-

sions of the great necessities of human
life, and of a condition which mankind

has reached by slow development and

education ? What is a brave act without

a brave nature behind it? What is a

smile unless I know you are kind? What
are your indignant blows unless your

heart is on fire? What is all your ac-

tivity without you? How instantly the

impression of character creates itself

and springs into being through a deed!

A man cannot sell you goods across the

counter, or take you for a drive in his

car, or collect your fare in a public

conveyance, or hold a door open for

you, without your getting, if you are

sensitive, some impression of what sort

of a man he is and seeing his act col-

ored with the complexion of his char-

acter.

"Here is the value of reality, of sin-

cerity. Reality and sincerity are noth-

ing but the true relation between char-

acter and action. Expressed artistically,

it is the harmony between the fore-

ground and background of a life. We
have all seen pictures where the fore-

ground and background were not in

harmony with each other; each might

be good in itself, but the two did not

belong together. Nature would never
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have joined them to each other so they

did not hold to one another, but seemed
to spring apart. Man is by nature quiet,

earnest, serious, sedate. If he simply

expressed his calm and faithful life in

calm and faithful deeds, all would be

well, but behold ! He tries to be rest-

less, impatient, radical, vehement, and
how his meaningless commotion tries

us. The man's emotions are prosaic

and direct, but he makes his actions

complicated and romantic. It is the

man's nature to believe, and only listen

to the skepticism he chatters. It is the

discord of the background and the fore-

ground of character and action.

"On the other hand, when the two
are not in discord, but, rather, in har-

mony, every one feels the beauty of the

picture they make. The act which
simply utters the thought, which is the

man, what satisfaction it gives you

!

"What will be the rule of life which
such a description of life as this must
necessarily involve? Will it not in-

clude both the watchfulness over char-

acter and the watchfulness over action,

either of which alone is woefully im-

perfect."

study.

We wonder how many of our pupils

profit by what they see when they at-

tend picture show after picture show.
We hope there are many of them, but

experience has taught us that often a

student who is really in earnest about
his work seems to lose his seriousness

of viewpoint when he visits a picture

theater and is more attracted by the

work of the players or by some spec-

tacular feature in the film than by the

story—the thing he should have paid
more attention to than anything else.

We do not believe in visiting a

theater with a notebook for the pur-
pose of getting the story of a film seen

on the screen. The notebook is all

right to have with you in case some idea

comes into mind which should be jotted

down, but we think a little exercise in

memory and attention can be gained by
keeping track of the story mentally
rather than by notes. We do not be-

lieve, either, in straining every nerve in

an effort to remember every little thing

as it happens. Just leave the mind open
to what the eye sees, observe all that

goes on on the screen, and determine
that you will remember all that you see.

When you get home, sit down at once
and write out a detailed synopsis, using
all the important action but none of the

"frills" to describe fully the picture you
saw on the screen. You will find, as

you write, if you concentrate your
thoughts, that the film will unfold itself

to you again, just as you saw it in the

theater. When you have finished your
synopsis, you then have a complete out-

line of the picture you wish to analyze,

and you have it in your own words, so

that every idea which appeared in the

picture is clear to your mind. A synop-
sis taken from a trade paper, while
helpful to a degree, is never as good as

one of this kind to work with when
studying.

The writing of the synopsis has prob-
ably impressed the story with most of

its details on your mind, but if it has
not, all you have to do is to refer to the

synopsis. Now you begin to study in

earnest, and to learn just how a par-

ticular plot was developed, and why it

was better than those rejected scripts

that are in your files. The general out-

line of the story must at first be con-

sidered, of course. That is the main
idea upon which it is built, and the chief

situations which carried the storv

through its development. Then the

characters and location must be gone
over, and the relationship between these

and the main idea and plot considered.

The reason for the author's choice of

all these things should be studied out

until it is found. Then the writer

should imagine what he would have
done toward development if he had
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had the same main idea that the au-

thor of the produced play had. Here

honesty with one's self is an invaluable

asset, for it is often hard to admit, even

to one's self, that one would not have

done as good work as another person

did.

The fundamentals of the play dis-

sected, the student-writer should then

go through the entire play, taking situa-

tion by situation, incident by incident,

and seeing just how the author handled

it differently from the way he would

have handled it had he been working

out the same play. Often weak spots

are found, but more often a close study

reveals thought behind seemingly mean-'

ingless action which is deserving of

great praise. The unfolding of the plot

will probably interest the student-

writer as much as would the working

out of an original script, for one con-

stantly has to recreate his own plot

to see if it would be different from the

original.

This, of course, includes only a study

of plot, but really that is by far the

most important thing. Scene construc-

tion can be studied only with great diffi-

culty from the screen unless the per-

son who undertakes the study has first

studied a sample scenario. This maga-

zine published such a scenario in last

April's issue, and, after a careful study

of that, a student should be able to go

to a theater and study the scenes on the

screen. Without the previous study of

a script, however, we fear a person who
tries to study scene construction on the

screen is apt to become badly mixed

up and lose all that is valuable in the

attempt. .

It is a fact, also, that more time

should be spent studying plots than

technique, for the latter can be learned

by an ordinarily intelligent person in

the same way as the alphabet can—it is

mechanical; but with plots it is dif-

ferent, for they have no tangible form,

and the value of those which you create

will depend as largely upon the study

and work that you do as upon your

latent talent. Therefore we advise some

study of technique, so that one will

know how to use it—and unlimited

study of plot, so that one's faculties

may be developed to the highest pos-

sible point.

WHOM TO PLEASE.

There is a tendency on the part of

young writers to turn out scripts every

now and then which are written to

please themselves, and not to please

the editors and the public. It seems

that this is a part of every writer's

career and that all write material

which never had a chance to sell

once in a while just because they

wanted to do it to please themselves.

With the passing of time, and the gain-

ing of experience and reputation, this

disappears, and seldom bothers the

writer again.

Examples of the sort of work which

are turned out to please one's self are

plots revolving around some incident

which has had a sentimental bearing on

the life of the writer. It may be almost

any kind of a story, but it is one that

plays on his fancy, and he is blinded by

the belief that it is the very best thing

that is in him, and therefore exerts

himself to the limit to make it a suc-

cess. Editors of experience consider

these offerings "slips" on the part of

a writer, and really expect one every

so often during the first year or two

of a writer's career. They know it is

better for the writer to get it out of his

system than to have it remain in his

mind and have him use it as a part of

all his work.

The warning we wish to extend, how-

ever, is that this thing can be over-

done. We believe a beginner does bet-

ter work if he gets these occasional

"stickers" out of his system, but we

also believe that he should be very care-

ful to realize that he cannot turn out
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very many of them per year. He must
. keep before him the paramount idea

that he is writing to please the editors

and the public, and not himself, and he

must study what will please them. A
knowledge of this, and the keen ability

to supply what is wanted spells suc-

cess. Many authors never seem to

learn that it is a lack of study of what
is wanted by those they are trying to

please that is keeping them from the

top of the ladder. And, until they wake
up to this fact, they never can enjoy a

full measure of success, though they

sometimes sell because their work has

accidentally filled the requirements.

EDITORIAL COMMENT.

One of our students recently inquired

what was meant when an editor wrote

a letter rejecting a script, giving the

reason for rejection, and suggestions

for future work and words of en-

couragement. This means two things

:

First, the author has made a favorable

impression on the editor with the sub-

mitted offering, and has caused that in-

dividual to believe the author can be

developed into a writer of sure-fire

stuff. Second, the editor was a live

wire, and understood his business ; he

was not of the type that consider it

"lowering themselves" to encourage a

writer, even though their jobs depend
on their doing this very thing.,

There are a fair sprinkling of edi-

tors who should not be editors through-

out the film companies, but they are

being eliminated swiftly, for the men
who pay their salaries are beginning to

realize that in them lies the fault for

not getting more work from the prom-
ising young writers. The leading con-

cerns have real editors, and when the

latter see earnest and promising work
by a new writer, they always take time

to write him a letter of encouragement.

The beginner who receives such a letter

should do his utmost to see that every

offering that is sent to that particular

company by him is better than any pre-

vious one. Do not rush the market,

but rather play up to it, and turn in

your best work there. The chances

are that it will not be long before a sale

is made, and then it is only a matter of

keeping one's balance in order to be-

come a regular contributor.

CENTRALIZING INTEREST.

The successful writer of stories,

novels, plays, or photo plays seldom

allows several characters of several

happenings to hold equal prominence in

his work. He aims, rather, to cen-

tralize his interest on one character in

one big happening, and aims his entire

plot at one big result. In the course

of development he may often so skill-

fully cover over the bare outline of the

story that it is not at once evident, so

that the interest is not focused in one

spot. Careful study proves this to be

the case.

In the photo play this is especially

necessary, for, once the interest is

spread out over several happenings,

and the lives of three or more char-

acters are given equal importance, the

interest is scattered. It is human na-

ture that we are interested in one thing

above all others ; this applies to what-

ever we do. Thus, when we see a

film, we at once seek the leading char-

acter, and if the story has been prop-

erly prepared, we follow his or her

doings throughout the play, leaving the

other characters to shift for themselves,

as it were, for we are interested in

them only in so far as they affect the

leading character.

Then, too, we look forward to the

one big happening in the life of the

leading character—the supreme mo-
ment when all the happenings of the

play are brought to a head at what we
know as the climax. If there are other

climaxes in the life of the leading char-

acter, they must be minor ones, and

must bear on the big, main climax.
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Where there are several climaxes of

equal value, and the play ends without

any grand climax, a flat taste is left

in the mouth of the spectator, for he

has looked for the great moment in the

life of the character whose doings he

has followed with most interest.

Centralizing the interest in a scenario

is one of the things which should be

mastered in the early days of a writer.

With some the ability to do this seems

to be second nature, while with others

it seems an impossibility. We have

seen some writers try for months, and

still be unable to write any kind of a

story except one in which the interest

was scattered among four of five char-

acters, and in which these characters

went through a lot of interesting

events, but failed to meet in one grand

climax at the end. If you are one of

the fortunate ones whose instinct leads

toward the concentrating of interest,

study and practice that you may im-

prove your skill, and if you are among

the less fortunate, who cannot seem

to master this particular angle, study

the screen and note how the chief char-

acter and the supreme moment stand

out in practically all photo plays. Then

practice more on your own work, and

we feel sure the knack of getting the

desired result will come to you in time.

WORKING BY DEGREES.

Some writers, especially those who

have been in the game for some time,

prefer to work out their entire plot in

their mind before putting a line on

paper, while others, newer at the work,

place everything pertaining to their

plays that comes into their head on

paper, lest they forget it.

We think all writers should work

toward the ultimate goal of being able

to do all their work in their brain, so

that when they sit down to a machine,

the writing out of the story is merely

mechanical. But in the beginning this

is impossible for many, so we will offer

a suggestion for the new writers who

are in the habit of writing every idea

down.
These writers we would advise to

divide the work of writing out their

scenario into three parts. In the first

part of the work, form the general out-

line of the plot, and assemble the notes,

et cetera, that bear on it. There will

probably be quite a pile of papers when

you finish, and, to get rid of these, take

the second step and write out the entire

plot, with the notes as a guide. Then

you have it in neat, workable form.

This synopsis should be gone over care-

fully for plot changes, and, when it is

O. K.'d, the third and final step should

be taken, and the scenario written from

it. Thus the beginner is enabled to

work toward the completion of the full

script in an orderly manner and not in

a helter-skelter fashion, which might

bring him to confusion, and spoil his

work.

Of course, as soon as he becomes

sure of himself, he should train his

brain to do the work of the many notes

and the synopsis, and work out the en-

tire plot before he sits down at a type-

writer to work out the script. It will

not do to attempt this too soon, how-

ever, for the new writer's brain cannot

do the work in the beginning that it can

after the experience of a year or two.

Take your work and advancement by

degrees, and do not become too impa-

tient for success. It will surely find

you.

TRAGEDY.

Most tragedies are a drug on the

market, but every now and then one is

written which is so artistic and clever

that it forces its way into popularity

despite the fact that the public dislikes

the "sob" ending. It is well for young

writers to avoid this particular type of

play, for it seems that editors have the

impression that all beginners write poor

tragedy, and, therefore, when they get
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a play with an unhappy ending by a

writer they do not know they at once

feel prejudiced toward it. They have
a right to do this, for there is nothing

worse than a poorly written tragedy

—

and probably nothing easier to write.

Those seeking the favor of the men in

the editorial offices should write of the

cheerful side of life, of how obstacles

without number were overcome, and
how happiness came to the hero and
heroine in the end. But when a writer,

be he young or old, feels with all his

heart that he has an artistic tragedy

—

one whose ending could not justly be
happy—then let him write it, and the

editor may receive a shock if he has
been prejudiced against it at the first

glance. For, as surely as there is noth-

ing worse than a poor tragedy, there is

nothing better than an artistically writ-

ten one—and there is nothing harder to

write, to contradict oneself.

VISUALIZING.

We wonder how many new writers

visualize what they write into their

scenarios? And we wonder how many
just go ahead and write any old idea

that comes into their mind, and trust

to luck and the director that the "stunt"

will appear on the screen if the play is

produced?

Every photo playwright should make
it his business to acquire the habit of

careful visualizing of his scripts. As
he writes out the scene action, he should

see it before him as it will appear on
the screen, scene by scene. If he is

earnest in his endeavor to thus have all

his action pass in review before his

mind while he critically examines it, it

is a certainty that he will not call for

landslides, earthquakes, sensational

wrecks, et cetera, and that his scene
continuity will be of the very best, be-

cause he will see to it that everything
runs along just as smoothly as it would
in the finished picture on the screen.

The photo playwright wlso does not

visualize cannot be depended upon to

turn out work which can be produced
as written, though he may turn out a

"finished" script by luck every now and
then. It is far better to learn to visual-

ize, and thus become one of the depend-
able writers.

ANSWERS TO READERS.

James C. McKay.—A scene is

known merely as a scene, and scenes

should compose the great majority of
a photo play. Leaders, or subtitles, as

they are also known, should be used
only where needed to cover a "break" in

action or explain something that the

action cannot. A feature is a film

longer than three reels which has some
distinctive notion which raises it above
the quality of other films. It is best

not to go to unknown corners of the

world for settings, but when one does,

it is advisable to give some idea of the

setting desired within the scene. To
"cut" a film means, in words of the

trade, to stop taking pictures. A "flash

back" is another name for the "cut

back," the system by which action is

flashed from one scene to another in

rapid succession, making it possible to

work out two incidents at the same
time. "Double exposure" is the process

used in exposing a film twice, thus al-

lowing an actor to appear on the screen

two or more times simultaneously in

the same scene. "Static" is that pecu-

liarity of the air which makes the taking

of pictures almost impossible at times

because of its effect upon the film.

E. Reher.—The address of the Uni-
corn Film Service is No. 126-130 West
Forty-sixth Street, New York. It

merely distributes films, so do not send

scenarios to it.

J. J. Malley.—We believe you pay
too much attention to technical terms

which are used in different ways in the

trade and studios. "Drops" of all kind

mean the painted backgrounds used for
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scenes done in the studio. Their dif-

ferent colors often give them added

names. Fade out is the fading of a

scene from the screen, and the other

terms must be peculiar to some studio

or writer, as they are not in general

use.

H. L. Roux.—We quite agree with

your remarks, but conditions indicate

that those who have mismanaged pro-

ductions in the past are awakening.

When manufacturers realize the story

is the paramount necessity, the power

of directors will be limited to that of

an interpreter, whose business it is to

put onto films the action which is called

for in the script.

F. Clarkson.—We would, not advise

you to worry over the exact time in

minutes and seconds for your scenes

and leaders. Study films on the screen

until you learn approximately how
much action makes a reel. Then work

out your own scripts on that basis. We
thank you for the suggestion, and think

we will use it.

A. T. Seymour.—See answer to E.

Reher regarding Unicorn. Hard and

intelligent work will land any person of

talent in a studio, though the road cer-

tainly is not strewn with roses.

Unknown.—We would advise you

not to worry over assertions that the

scenario editors were "highwaymen,"

for they are not. We have treated this

matter in our columns several times;

our opinion is that it is not worth fur-

ther consideration. The amateur who

has an exceptional play to market

stands fully as good a chance of selling

as any other writer.

LIVE-WIRE MARKET HINTS.

The Americal Film Company, Santa

Barbara, California, is not at present in

the market for one and two-reelers. It

desires strong, dramatic five-reel

scripts, however, and promises to pay

very interesting prices.

The Edison Company, which we re-

cently announced was buying material,

seems to be "covering up" and with-

drawing from the market entirely. At

present its wants are supplied by staff

writers.

The Gaumont Company, Flushing,

Long Island, New York, has a ten-

dency to favor synopses only, but will

be glad to get full scripts from writers

of experience.

It appears that many of the older

companies, especially those whose films

are released on the General program,

have boycotted authors, and closed

their scenario departments. This

should not bother free-lancers, how-

ever, for the new companies more than

make up for this reversal, and it is a

conspicuous fact that the companies

who came into the game late are the

first to realize the value of a good story,

and offer to pay real money for it.

SHORT SHOTS.

The writer who learns to edit his

own stuff takes a long step toward the

top.

Do not think script writing is a

"cinch." It isn't, and only disappoint-

ment awaits those who believe it is.

One sale does not mean you have

conquered the world. Neither does a

dozen. Keep on plugging and win-

ning.

Make your scenarios sharp and to

the point. Don't waste words in them,

for this is a cardinal sin in photo play-

writing.

It is far better to write one good

script per month than one bad one per

week. Wherein lies the profit in the

latter work?

Remember suspense! Without this

important element your script will

cause audiences to yawn, and go home

—if it reaches the screen.
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This department will answer questions asked by our readers relating to motion pic-
tures. No questions regarding matrimony, religion, or scenario writing will be answered

;

those of the latter variety should be sent to the editor of the scenario writers' depart-
ment. Send full name and address, and write name or initials by which you wish to
be answered at the top of your letter. Address: Picture Oracle, care of this magazine,
79 Seventh Avenue, New York City. All questions are answered in the order received

;

failure to see your reply in one issue means that it will come later. If you desire an
early answer, inclose a stamped, addressed envelope, and a personal answer will be sent
unless there is space in the magazine for it.

CLEO.—At last here you are, right at the

summit of inquisitiveness, or, in other

words, at the top of the Oracle department.
After months of striving, your orange-and-
black envelope was the first to arrive in our
correspondence this month. And it made
a very happy beginning, because you didn't

ask a single question. But make some in-

quiries next time, will you, please? If you
don't, I might get lazy, and, besides, the

fellow at the desk might notice that I didn't

have much work to do, and in another min-
ute I'd be out in the street asking for things

myself—for sandwiches and nickels and
suchlike. We have almost lost count of
your excellent letters, but it seems that this

is the twelfth. Quite a few rungs to the

Oracle ladder that you had to climb to get
to the top. But some one said : "All things

come to him who waits." And it can work
with "her" just as well. Come again. Won-
der whose interrogation point will breeze
merrily in on the first mail next month?
What! Well, you are working like a

machine gun this time—one right after the
other. As soon as your first letter arrived,

along came a second, with some questions
in it. Paddy McGuire played the leading
role in the Vogue comedy, "Going to the
Dogs." Evidently your orange-and-black
envelope was caught in a storm, because it

was slightly damp and faded when we dis-

covered it. What—must we scold you for
asking a question against the rules? We

can hardly imagine a seasoned contrib, such
as you are, asking questions against the
rules; but we may as well deny it for you,
anyway, if you promise never to do it

again. Chester Conklin is not married to

Pauline Frederick. What on earth made
you think she was? Sydney Ayres is not a
manicurist, and never was. So you hope
to be a singer. May you reach high on the
scale of your aspirations

!

Fuller Admirer.—Doris Pawn is with)

Universal. Marguerite Snow is reported
signed up with a new company. Creighton
Hale and Sheldon Lewis are with the Frank
Powell productions. Mary Fuller is appear-
ing right along in Universal pictures. The
only reason that she doesn't appear in "Blue-
bird" photo plays exclusively is because she
would not be seen so often as she is now
if appearing in features under this brand en-

tirely. Mary is quite a favorite and the pub-
lic demands to see a great deal of her. I'll

do my best for your favorites. No, your
letter was far from being a bore. I en-

joyed it.

Susanne.—You didn't have much to say

in your first letter. I always look for lengthy

letters from our first offenders. Glad to

hear that you like the magazine so well.

Florence Lawrence returned to the screen

in "The Elusive Isobel," but retired again

after finishing this production for the Uni-
versal. Theda Bara took a rest from her
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"vampire" roles, and appeared in several

regular heroine roles, but is back at her old

tricks once more.

Sed.—So thou wouldst a picture actress

be. Being as this is your first letter to the

Oracle, I guess that maybe you had better

be forgiven this time. If all the people

went into moving pictures that wanted to,

all the companies would close down for

lack of an audience. Ann Pennington can

be reached at the Famous Players Film

Company, New York City. Yes, she has

appeared in vaudeville, too.

Just Betty.—You ought to be more care-

ful with your mail in the future. We re-

ceived a letter addressed to us, but which

was written to a Miss Mary Butler. Most
likely you got the letters mixed up, and

your friend has received the letter that you

wrote to us, and now we can't answer those

questions you must have written. Better get

the letter back again, and send it to me,

anyway.

A. A. D.—Welcome, little reader ! So

you, too, want to be in the movies when
you grow up? Well, there is some hope for

you to reform before you get older. John
Barrymore can be reached at the Famous,
Players Company, New York City, and

Billie Burke at the George Kleine Company,
New York City. Marguerite Clark had the

leading role in "Out of the Drifts." Cer-

tainly, we'll welcome another letter from
you.

Barriscale Admirer.—Yes, Bessie Bar-

riscale impersonates the characters . in the

parts she takes, instead of merely acting in

them as she naturally would; thus she ap-

pears to have a different nature in every

play you see her in. "The Mating" was
her best work. "The Cup of Life." "The
Devil," "The Last Act," "The Green

Swamp," "The Golden Claw," "Home," and

"The Payment" were some of her best

works. Bessie Barriscale, Edward McKim,
George Fisher, Clara Williams, and Leona
Hutton appeared in "The Last Act." You
have quite a bevy of favorites. It isn't likely

that Betty Nansen will be seen in motion

pictures for some time to come, unless it

be a foreign-made production. Yes, Claire

McDowell is a most talented actress. She

is now with the Universal.

Triangle.—Yes, Al St. John is really

Roscoe Arbuckle's nephew. His funny-

looking appearance is due to the make-up

he uses, for Al is a right good-looking chap

when off the screen. He weighs about one

hundred and forty. Arbuckle comes in a

bundle weighing two hundred and eighty-

eight after dinner. Douglas Fairbanks has

a three-year contract with the Triangle to

appear in pictures for that concern, so

there is not much chance of his returning

to the stage before then. We have published

articles on Charlie Ray and Bessie Love.

Bessie Barriscale will appear in the maga-
zine later. Douglas Fairbanks first saw the

light of day in Denver, Colorado, in 1883.

Marie.—Certainly, I'll comply with the re-

quest you made. William Farnum had the

lead in "The Battle of Hearts," a Fox fea-

ture production. The cast of the "Spoilers"

was : William Farnum, Bessie Eyton, Kath-

lyn Williams, and Wheeler Oakman. You
haven't much to ask this time. What's the

trouble?

M. D.—Your letter was very interesting,

indeed, but I expected to be asked some
questions. It seems funny to receive a letter

that hasn't a single question in it. No, I

don't have much time to read books be-

tween answering questions and taking in the

photo plays. Two of Robert W. Chambers'

stories have been filmed : "The Girl Phi-

lippa," by the Vitagraph, with Anita Stewart

in the leading role, and "The Common Law,"
produced by the Clara Kimball Young Com-
pany, and featuring Clara herself.

L. K. M.—Have not heard of Lila for

some time. Think she had gone on the

stage, the last we heard of her.

Velma H.—Yes, Mary Pickford's hair is

naturally curly. Can't answer that question

about friend Pearl White, as it is against

the rules of the magazine. John Barrymore
is still appearing every now and then for

the Famous Players Film Company.

Louise Decker.—Sorry I can't answer the

Marguerite Clark and Pauline Frederick

questions. Blanche Sweet can be reached

at the Lasky Photo Play Company, Los An-
geles, California. Mae Marsh gets her mail

at the Fine Arts Film Company, Los An-
geles, California, and Pauline Frederick is

reached by letter in care of the Famous
Players Film Company, New York City.

Theda Bara is twenty-six years old, and

Geraldine Farrar was born in 1882. Pauline

Frederick is two years younger than Ger-

aldine Monroe Salisbury was Alessandro

in the Clune spectacle, "Ramona." No, I

haven't had the time to read "Richard Car-

vel." It takes all the spare moments I have

to keep track of the batting averages of the

ball players. Couldn't get your answer first,

for reasons stated in the first paragraph

of this department. Don't let a little thing
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like this discourage you. Remember the old

saying: "If at first you don't succeed, try,

try again." This is Cleo's motto, and she

won out. I shall be only too glad to put you

first if your letter arrives before the others.

q D—Edna Mayo, Bryant Washburn,

Darwin Kerr, John Cossar, and Henry Wal-

thall are all with the Essanay Company.

No, Irving is not a brother of Ruth's.

Sorry we couldn't get the answers in any

sooner, but the space was all taken up until

the present time.

Grace and Dollie Stephenson—The gar-

dens and different exterior scenes that you

see in pictures are real, and not made on

an outdoor stage, as you seem to think. What

would be the sense of going to all that ex-

pense when they can be had for the asking,

and a small recompense? No, a person does

not have to be pretty to be an actress, but

most of them are, just the same. You two

girls certainly have an interesting history.

I sort of looked forward to seeing some-

thing about you two wanting to go in for the

pictures after your questions, but for once

was pleasantly surprised. The freight cars

that were used in the Helen Holmes pictures

were the real thing. Did you think they

looked fakey? You are to be complimented

on your neat little letter. Let me hear from

you more often.

Golden Curly Locks.—Welcome, little

corn husker, to our Oracle club. From

your threat at the start of your letter, I

looked forward to answering a bunch of

questions, but these are all I found. Edith

Taliaferro is not playing in pictures at the

present time. Her sister Mabel is being

featured by the Metro. Jean Southern is

with the International. Didn't you see her

in the "Mysteries of Myra?" I haven't room

enough to tell you my favorites. They

would fill the magazine. I certainly do like

Mae Marsh. I don't mind stating that her

name appears very prominently on my list

of favorites. Mae Marsh admits that she

is exactly nineteen years old.

J. R. S—No, the story you mention has

never been produced in pictures, to our

knowledge.

C. F. G—You can obtain the names of

the studios by sending for one of our latest

market booklets.

Halcyone—It almost breaks my heart to

refuse you anything, but, plead as you will,

it will be in vain when your questions jump

the border of the rules. Cruel, you say?

Maybe, but safety first for mine. Some one

might accidentally find out who I am and

try to penetrate my skull with an ax. Well,

at least you can't say that I never did any-

thing for you, because here is your letter,

and your questions all answered, with the

exception of the Tom Forman one. We
know that Thomas Meighan went to school

in Pittsburgh, but we don't happen to know
which one it was. So you have no favorites

outside of Paramount and Metro pictures?

Don't you ever see any Triangle offerings?

No, you're wron^- about my identity. I am
neither the porter nor the editor. Better

try again. I also won't say whether I am

of the masculine or feminine gender, so

there! Tom Forman is a very genial chap,

and an admirable fellow. Why don't you

send Harold Lockwood the "Eat and Grow

Thin" book if you think he is getting too

stout? I can't say whether our friend Wal-

lace Reid is the handsomest man in America

or not, as I haven't seen all the others.
_

It

is a safe bet, however, that Olive, junior,

and yourself think so, at least. Sort of a

moral certainty, eh?

D. and J. P.—You certainly want to know

the ages of a big bunch of players. Well,

I'll give them, to you as best I can. Con-

stance Talmadge is eighteen, and Norma

two years her senior. Pearl White is twen-

ty-seven. We thought she was between

twenty-four and five, but our last informa-

tion has her age correctly, as just stated.

Theda Bara is just a year nearer the cradle

than Pearl. Douglas Fairbanks has seen

thirty-three years pass him by. Beverly

Bayne is just at the voting age, twenty-one.

Mae Allison is the very same age as Bev-

erly. Kathlyn Williams is four years older.

Nell Craig is twenty-three. Lottie, Jack,

and Mary Pickford all are members of the

Pickford family. Lottie and Mary are sis-

ters, and Jack is their brother^ WT

e don't

answer questions about the private affairs

of players, but we will state again that Mae

Allison and Harold Lockwood are positively

not married. Joyce Moore is Alice Joyce's

baby's name.

Mabel—The only way you can find out

whether your little child has talent or not

is from the director at the studio. I can't

tell you. as I haven't even seen the little

one. " From your description she must be a

"bear."

Teddy.—Deelighted to see you back for

more! Your friend Kathlyn Williams has

left the Selig Company to join Paramount.

No, Charlotte Walker and Lillian are not

related. The sequel from the "Diamond

from the Sky" has not been filmed as yet.
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The winner of the suggestion contest has

just been announced. Blanche Sweet is

playing with Webster Campbell now, and

Hazel Dawn has been working opposite

Owen Moore in offerings for the Para-

mount program. Glad you like Picture-

Play so well. The term "heavy" refers to

the villain in the cast. It hasn't anything to

do with the weight of a person, as some of

our leading "heavies" weigh very little.

Just Claire.—Welcome back into the fold

once more! All your sins in stating that I

must be a man, because if I were a woman
I couldn't "write such clever stuff," are for-

given. You see, you don't know whether

you should apologize or feel that you had

complimented me. I'll answer your ques-

tions to show that I still think you O. K.

Wilmuth Merklyl is not with Fox now.

Tom Forman was Graham Gordon in "Pub-

lic Opinion," with Blanche Sweet. The Bio-

graph Company is still in existence, and

Vera Sisson is still playing in pictures.

Certainly you may write again. A letter or

two a day, if you wish.

Talmadge Fan—I accept the nomination!

You ask me what I think about Norma Tal-

madge. Words fail me at this opportune

moment, but I shall state that I think she is

just "great." "Martha's Vindication," "The

Children in the House," "Going Straight,"

and "The Devil's Needle" are the pictures

starring Norma Talmadge, produced by the

Fine Arts Triangle Company. No, it was

not Louise Fazenda who appeared with Ros-

coe Arbuckle in "Fatty's Tintype Tangle."

It was Minta Dufree. Louise is playing

with the Charlie Murray company of Key-

stoners.

B. E. H—Probably Wallace Reid did not

receive your letter. Are you sure that you

sent it to the right address—Lasky Photo

Play Company, Los Angeles, California?

What do you mean, "Who does Dorothy

Davenport resemble?" I just thought of a

good answer, but my own rules won't let me
tell it. Can you guess? You can get the

copy of Picture-Play in which ''Romances

of the Studios" appeared by sending fifteen

cents to the circulation manager of the

magazine.

R. H. H. A—Oh, Ruth! How could you

?

So you think I would be crazy from answer-

ing these questions if I were a member of

the fair sex? Can't you see what a tangle

you have gotten yourself in? Suppose I

am a woman? Don't you suppose that I

would feel rather peeved at being called

"crazy?" If I should get real peeved, that

might prove that I am a woman, and if I

don't, it will show that I am a woman.

Guess, then, that the only thing for me to

do is not to scold you or ignore your charge.

That's neutrality for you ! Pearl White has

auburn hair. Yes, of course your Bushman

question is against the rules. Broncho Billy

(G. M. Anderson) and Flora Finch are not

playing in pictures at the present time. G.

M. Anderson has purchased a half interest

in the Longacre Theater with H. H. Frazee.

Don't mention it; you're entirely welcome, I

assure you.

Lil. Colo.—Don'c know anything about the

firm you mention. The bulletin may be

sent around, but don't know whether much

attention is paid to it or not.

The Undecided—Yes, I do have good

laughs over the different headings addressed

to me. So you want to be on the safe side,

and don't know whether to call me sir or

madam. Why don't you address me as

"Dear Oracle," and then you can't go

wrong? Yes, many of the players have to

have secretaries to take care of their mail,

but most of them read the many letters sent

them, and, if they don't write the answers

themselves, at least dictate them. I am sure

that you will get a personal letter from Jack

Pickford and Earl Foxe if you write to

them. Address Earl at Lasky Photo Play

Company, Los Angeles, California, and Jack

Pickford at the Famous Players Film Com-

pany, New York City. You write a very

interesting hand.

M. G. M—"The Biography of a Sinner"

was very interesting, indeed, and I am sure

that it would make a good photo play if

handled well. The International Film Cor-

poration will probably have the rights to it

before any others, on account of Mr.

Hearst's association with the company and

newspaper.

L W. P.—Jean Southern is twenty-one.

You can address her in care of the Inter-

national Film Corporation, New York City.

The "Mysteries of Myra" have been out for

several months now. I never heard of

thought photography outside of the above

serial. Do not know who owned the house

that was Myra's in the "Mysteries." The

laboratory was a set, built for the purpose

by the International. A question against

<:he rules. Alas and alack! Warren Kerri-

gan is still appearing in features for the

Universal.

M. E. G—Pearl White is light-complex-

ioned. "The Iron Claw" is the last serial

in which she appeared. I think she will
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send you a photograph if you ask her for

one. Better inclose a quarter to cover cost

of mailing, et cetera. Crane Wilbur is ap-

pearing in Horsley productions on the Mu-

tual program. Creighton Hale is now with

the Frank Powell Productions, Incorporated,

having deserted Pathe.

S A. B.—You horrid old thing! How
could you say that? The only reason Earle

Williams wasn't seen in such a long time

was because he took it into his head to

vacation for a while. I'll do my best for

Wheeler Oakman. He's one of my fa-

vorites, so together we ought to be able

to do something. Now will you be good ?

Master Fenton Jeffers.—You wouldn't

think that your friend Buffalo Bill was deaf

and dumb if you could hear him once let out

one of his famous war whoops. "Under

Cover" was Hazel Dawn's latest play, with

Owen Moore playing opposite. Harold

Lockwood and Mae Allison have been with

the Metro Company for quite a while now.

Sis Hopkins.—Quit your kiddin' !
Yes,

I think "Dusty" and Harold Lockwood

would answer you. Yes, you have good

taste in selecting Charlie Chaplin and Mary

Pickford. Address Harold Lockwood at

the Yorke Film Corporation, Los Angeles,

California. What do you mean when you

say Theda Bara makes a good "villain?"

You might as ' well say Sheldon Lewis

makes a fine villainess. Yes, Hazel Dawn
is as pretty off as on. You tell your friend

aunt that she ought to see an oculist as

soon as possible if she thinks Olga Petrova

ugly. True, Olga has red hair, but, oh, such

a red! Your poetry was werra werra good.

Andrew J.—You can get a picture of the

Fairbanks twins by writing to the Than-

houser Film Company, New Rochelle, New
York, and inclosing twenty-five cents to pay

for the photo and mailing.

Toronto-Jumbo-Tsuri Aoiki.—Where do

you get that Tsuri stuff? No, you are en-

tirely wrong. I did not go to sleep while

reading your letter. To tell the truth, I

didn't even yawn. Just wait until you see

some of the very fine pictures in our gal-

lery. They get better with each issue.

Blanche Sweet is very popular in the United

States. Think you had better write to her

stating that you sent the two bits. Address

her at Lasky Photo Play Company, No.

5284 Selma Avenue, Los Angeles, Califor-

nia. Mary Pickford was born in 1893. All

right, I shall be expecting you to live up

to your promise, and write me at least once

a month.

Theda Bara Fan.—Where is Teddy?

Which one do you mean? T. R. or Teddy

Sampson? Guess I will have to answer both

for you to make sure that I hit it right.

T. R. is out stumping for Hughes these

days, and Teddy Sampson is on the coast.

Seena Owen is still under the care of the

Fine Arts Film Company at Los Angeles.

No, Theda used her own hair in "Under

Two Flags." Not hers by right of pur-

chase, but by right of being born with it.

Mary Fuller will still be seen in five-reel

features released by the Universal Film

Company. Yes, it is true that Kathlyn Wil-

liams has deserted Selig for Pallas.

G A.—I like every one of your favor-

ites very much indeed. You certainly have

good taste. Yes, I am lucky enough to be

acquainted with Billie Burke. She is every

bit as nice in everyday life as she is on the

stage. Fay Tincher is an artist in the true

sense of the word. Just wait until you see

Bessie Barriscale in a real good picture

!

Saphead.—Sessue Hayakawa is the Jap-

anese star with the Lasky Company. You

can get a picture of him by addressing him

in care of the company at Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia, and inclosing twenty-five cents to

cover cost of mailing, et cetera. The same

for one of Wallace Reid. What do you

mean the cows are giving ice cream these

cold days? What has happened to all your

cows that used to give buttermilk, and the

one that used to give butter if you chased

her around the yard long enough? The best

age at which a young man should enter pic-

tures is from ninety-nine up. Then he won't

have long to suffer, and neither will the

public.

H. A. S.—Evidently you are going to use

up quite a quantity of stationery if the num-

ber of addresses you want has anything to

do with it. Jackie Saunders and Ruth Ro-

land can be reached by letter at the Balboa

Film Company, Long Beach, California;

Violet Mersereau at the Universal Film Com-

pany, New York City; Bessie Love, Fay

Tincher, and Douglas Fairbanks at the Fine

Arts Film Company, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia; Charles Chaplin at the Lone Star

Film Corporation, Los Angeles, California;

Roscoe Arbuckle at the Keystone^ Film Com-

pany, Los Angeles, California; Mabel Nor-

mand at the Mabel Normand Feature Film

Company, Los Angeles, California; Fair-

banks Twins at Thanhouser Company, New
Rochelle, New York; and Vivian Martin at

the Morosco Photo Play Company, Los An-

geles, California. The majority of your mail,

it seems, will go to Los Angeles.



PICTURE-PLAY ADVERTISER

BESSIE EYTON—Sehg Star
Writes: "Creme Mignon is concentrated Roses

and Sunshine—refreshing and efficient."

YyoX'T you g-ive us the opportunity to prove to you -whv» Creme ilignon—the Perfect Cold Cream— is' recom-mended by the most beautiful women of the stag-e andscreen—why Creme Jliguon is the favorite cream of New
lork's Society Women?

DON'T ENVY A BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
when a few minutes time at nig-ht with Creme Mignon
will bring- to your face the same rosy glow of youth
and perfect health—the appealing- freshness and charm towhich every woman is entitled. Carelessness alone is re-
sponsible for a sallow complexion, unsightlv blotches and a
tired, drawn face. It is easy to make your friends proud of
you. Can you afford not to

!

OUR GUARANTEE
of satisfaction or money returned means this- To readers of
Picture-Play Magazine who will remit 50c. in stamps or
coin, we will send, prepaid, a larg-e jar of Creme Mignon. If
this cream does not refresh and improve vour complexion
better than any cream, or lotion vou have ever used, we
will, upon receipt of the jar—whether full or emptv—im-
mediately return your fifty cents. We g-uarantee this to
you^and to the publishers of Picture-Plat Magazine.

CREME MIGNON CO.,540 W. 1 65th St., New York City

SPFflAT OFTFT? to readers of Picture-Play Magazine.Jl liVlrUi vrrcn Wewil] mail, on receipt of 25c, abeautiful
Alnmimim Box, Purse Size, containing Creme Mignon and Clair
Mignon Complexion Powder—enough for two or three weeks.
Write today. This offer is presented at a great loss for a short
time only, to prove the wonderful value of the Mignon products.
Large jar of Creme Mignon 50c. postpaid.

Plain or Cork Tip. Made of Selected
Pure Turkish Tobacco, with a dis-
tinctive blend which is appreciated by
smokers of discrimination and taste.
50 Bud Cigarettes securely packed in
Mahogany Wood Boxes, with Brass
Hinges and Spring Catch. Send us
$1.00 for box of 50. Sent postpaid to
any address. You'll be glad to smoke
'em. The Bud Cigarette Company,
2 Rector Street, New York City.

saiABRAHAM LINCOLN
"Iwill study and yet
ready and maybe
my chancG will come.

YOUR Chance
Will Come

Born in a log cabin, Abraham Lincoln had
little chance to acquire an education. But
he was determined to succeed. "Some
day," he said, "my chance will come."
So he studied and got ready. And his

chance DID come.
Tour chance will come. Some day you'll be
considered for promotion or for a good job in
some other line of work. If you are ready,
you'll go up.

And you CAN get ready. No matter if your
echooling was limited— if you do have to work
long hours.

_
If you really want a better job,

the International Correspondence Schools can
train you for it at home during your spare time.

Every month more than 400 I. C, S. Students
voluntarily report promotions or salary increases
due to I. C. S. help. What the I. C. S. have
done for these men they can do for YOU.
Mark and mail the coupon NOW.
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, Boi 4232, Scranton, Pa.

TnTer nationaITcIor r espWdTn ce~sch do ls
Bos 4232, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the Dosltlon.
or In the subject, before which I mark X.
ELECTRICAL EN6INEEB

J Electric Lighting
J Electric Car Running

Electric Wiring
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CITIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN OB ENGINEER
Metallurgist or Prospector
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

_ PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
CHEMICAL ENGINEER

SALESMANSHIP
I ADVERTISING MAN
Window Trimmer

I Show Card Writer
) Outdoor Sign Painter
] RAILROADER
IILLUSTRATOR
] DESIGNER
] BOOKKEEPER
1 Stenographer and Typist
] Cert Public Accountant
] Railway Accountant
j Commercial Law
J GOOD ENGLISH
] Teacher

I
Common School Subject*

I
CIVIL SERVICE

I
Railway Mail Clerk

!AGRICULTURE
I
Textile Overseer or Supt.

I
Navigator Spanish

I
Poultry Raising Q German

J AUTOMOBILES French
] Auto Repairing Q Italian

Name

Occupation
& Employer

.

Street
and No.

j
City .— State

> If name or Course you want is not in this list, write it below
State.
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OBLONG RUBBER BUTTON

HOSE
SUPPORTER
The Oblong Rubber
Button is an exclusive

feature of Velvet Grip

goods. This most im-

portant modern improve-

ment in hose supporters has

taken the place of the old-

fashioned round button. It

is a cushion of solid live

rubber, and because of its

large holding surface it pre-

vents tearing and drop

stitches.

Buy corsets having the hose

supporters with the Oblong

Rubber Button.

= Look
M for
= this

H clasp

H with

§§ the

= Hump
H Loop
s§ and the

= Oblong,

m Aii-

H| Rubber
- Button

Sample set of four
|

"Sew-ons" for women
ant! misses, 50 cents. =j

Sample pair of "Pin- ^
ons" for children, 15 ||
cents [give^age]. ^
Sample pair of "Baby =
Midgets" for infants— p=
lisle, 10 cents; silk, 15 ^
cents, all postpaid. =

1 georgeTfrost company, makers, boston I
lillilllllllllli

A I Y/IF IMF* SCHOOLS Est. 20 Y
J\lLt V lCill JLLi< The Acknowledged Aulhorit;

Each department a larg-e school in

self. Academic, Technical, and Practi-

cal Training-. Students' School, Theatre

and Stock Co. Afford New_ York Ap-
pearances. For catalogue, write

D. IRWIN, Secretary
Mentioning Study Desired 1 * mium ' " 1

225 West 57th Street, near Broadway. New Yorkj

S Est. 20 Yearr

:dged Authority" on

DRAMATIC
STAGE

PHOTO-PLAY
AND

DANCE ARTS

LEARN RIGHT AT HOME BY MAIL

DRAWING—PAINTING
Be a Magazine, Newspaper or Commercial

Illustrator; be a Cartoonist; paint in Water

Colors or Oil. Let us develop your talent.

Free Scholarship Award. Your name and

address brings you full particulars by return

mail and our illustrated Art Annual Free.

FINE ARTS INSTITUTE, Studio 949, Omaha, Neb.

DO YOU LIKE REAL

"FASCINATING"
Pictures, Books, Novelties, etc.? We have
the "niftiest" out, just the kind you like.

Send dime for good samples and Catalog

with nearly 100 illustrations of beautiful

girls in "bewitching- poses," etc. You'll

want more after seeing samples.

WILLIAMS PUB. CO.
4006-18 Indiana Ave, Chicago

MOVING PICTURE PLAYS
Short Stories.PoemS, Etc.

$10 to $300 Each or spare time. Correspondence

course is NOT required. Startworkatonce. Details FREE.

Atlas Publishing Co., 424 Atlas Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

Memphis Girl.—So you liked the way I an-

swered your questions? I'm glad to hear it. I

always like to have my customers satisfied. You

were a real nice girl this time, not even asking

one question that was against the rules. So a

doctor told you that you ought to make a great

actress? These doctors are such kidders !
He

must have said that after you paid him a bill.

Why didn't you return the compliment to him?

So you are crazy to be an actress? Marguerite

Clark can be addressed at the Famous Players

Film Company, New York City. Mary Pickford

at the Artcraft Pictures Corporation, No. 729

Seventh Avenue, New York City. Theda Bara

gets her mail at the Fox Film Corporation, New
York City. Dorothy Gish is eighteen years in the

shade. Blanche Sweet is twenty. Be a good girl,

and don't play "hooky" from the Oracle for so

long in the future.

Al.—John Dore was the name of the leading

character in the "Master Key" serial, produced

by Universal. Robert Leonard played the part.

This character or name was not used in the

"Trey o' Hearts."

Honolulu May—Your letter was certainly

mighty welcome. I am very fond of Hawaiian

music, and played your letter over on my guitar

Sounds very pretty, too. With regard to your

favorites, they have all been put down for inter-

views, and will appear as soon as their tun

arrives. Blanche Sweet is playing in the Laskj

studios on the coast. Naomi Childers is at the

Vitagraph studio in Brooklyn, New York. Char

lotte Burton had the villainess' part in the Ameri

can serial, "The Diamond from the Sky." Naom
Childers was seen to advantage in "The Island o

Regeneration," "The Writing on the Wall," an<

"The Turn of the Road." Won't you write agar

real soon?

California.—Emmy Whelen is with Metro, s

is May Allison and Nance O'Neil. Juanita Har

sen, Ruth Blair, and Ormi Hawley are registere,j

with Fox, while Grace Darmond is being feature

by Pathe. Lillian Gish played the role of Elsil

Stoneman in "The Birth of a Nation." Ma-

Marsh was the girl who supposedly fell over tt

cliff when chased by Gus, played by Walter LonJ

Yes, there are several companies that sell sma
j

post cards or cabinet-size photographs of the pla;
|

ers at a very reasonable figure.

Only Fourteen.—Page Peters was drowm

out on the Pacific coast some time ago. He w:

a cousin of House Peters.

Just Me.—You don't ask many questions f

a first offense. Your only question is a very sir

pie one to answer. Pauline Frederick is thirt

two years old. Can't you think of anything els

Pollyanna—Another first attempter

!

certainly are gathering them in this month,

right! You mean Charles Clary, and not Hen

Clary, who was "Father Kelley" in the "Rosar;

He went with Griffith after leaving Selig, a

then to Lasky, where he is playing at present. I

latest picture was with Fanny Ward, in "Ea
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Pearl a Tear." Theda Bara has resumed her
vampiring once more, and Theda is the one vamp
in the music for us. Your theater manager can
still get hold of the "Crucible" and "Wildflower."

Yes, Wallace Reid and Cleo Ridgely are to be

continued as a costarring team. Cleo was on

the stage before entering pictures, and rode across

the continent alone on horseback to show that she

had a little nerve, too. Come again soon, and
i stay a while longer.

Movie Bug.—Haven't heard of any of the

Frank Merriwell stories being filmed as yet. The
AVorld Film Corporation put out a big boy-scout

feature. The Juvenile Film Corporation puts out

comedies with children making up the principals

;of the cast. There is always a chance for a per-

son who can write new and clever ideas for

'Iphoto plays, possessing the ability to tell the story

in scenario form, clearly and concisely. Film
: costs thirty-four dollars a thousand feet before
it is exposed. A good camera costs anywhere
from five hundred dollars up to fifteen hundred.
jlA "fade-out" is produced by gradually shutting

down on the lens of the camera, letting less light

through all the time, until it is completely closed.

Yes, Mutual has many producing companies, and
a releasing company for their pictures. The same
"is true of the others you mention.

M. S.—So you are a great admirer of Bessie
Barriscale? Shake! So am I. I am sure that

-Charlie Ray would smile if he knew that a "mar-
ried lady of twenty-six summers" was in love
with him. You don't do yourself justice. When

tfi
woman gets around the fifties, she is considered

:
a "hen." You are only twenty-six. It was "The
Painted Soul," and not the "Painted Woman,"
that you saw Bessie Barriscale and Charles
Ray in.

W. D.—The Vitagraph address is Locust Ave-
jpue, Brooklyn, New York.

Marguerite Clark Admirer.—So you have
-"ound a new idol? I see that you have dropped
"'Bushman's Admirer" from your letter and sub-
stituted Marguerite Clark. That's what I call

iesertion, all right. "The Clansman" will evi-
dently come back to Los Angeles again. It

vas called the "Birth of a Nation" in the East.
3o you mean Miriam Cooper? She is with Tri-

angle. She played one of the Cameron sisters
n "The Clansman." Remember her—Mae

I Marsh's sister in the play? Mae Marsh, Lillian
Bnd Dorothy Gish can all be reached at the Fine
'Arts Film Company, Los Angeles, California.
Ye haven't heard anything about Wallace Reid

;

nd Geraldine Farrar playing together again,
jferaldine Farrar can be addressed at the Lasky
rl3hoto Play Company, Los Angeles, California.
lenry Walthall was in the "Sting of Victory."

JjThe Parson of Panamint" is Dustin's last pic-
' ure, and "Fires of Conscience" his brother Wil-
liam Farnum's latest play. Why do you think
That the players you name are too beautiful for
omedies? Don't you think that comedies should

|
ave pretty women in them just the same as their

Ude partner Mr. Drama has? Florence La Badie
i'-

"Any woman
can improve her

HEALTH, FIGURE
and APPEARANCE' 9

says

Annette Kellermann

/^NLY a few years before my public

appearance as the Perfect Woman,
I was puny and under-developed. To-
day I can say in all sincerity that I owe
my perfect figure and splendid health to

my own efforts.

There is nothing mysterious about my
system. It involves no drugs, requires
no apparatus. It is a sensible plan of

upbuilding and correction taken from my
own experience. It will be just as effec-

tive for you as it has been for thousands
of other cultured and refined women who
have properly followed my methods; and
it requires only fifteen minutes a
day in the privacy ofyour own room.

Surely you want to
find out more about a
system that can do so
much for you .

How you can
find out

I have written a little

book which I want you
to read. It is called "The
Body Beautiful' ' and is

illustrated with photo-
graphs of myself. This
little book, which you
mayhave forthe asking,
outlines my system and
explains my methods
frankly and clearly. It

proves that there is a
way to good health and
a perfect figure.

Senda two centstamp
now and " The Body
Beautiful " will reach
you by return mail.

You owe it to yourself
at least to investigate.

ANNETTE KELLERMANN
Suite 701 P 12 West 31st St., N. Y. C.
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TRADE T MARK

Curls, Transformations, Switches, Pompadours, etc.

WIGS FOR MEN AND WOMEN
WRITE for FREE CATALOG of newest

FIFTH AVENUE STYLE

GUARANTEED HAIR GOODS
AT LOWEST IMPORTERS PRICES

FRANCES ROBERTS CO.
100 Fifth Avenue Dept. 223 New York

A new gem containing the gorgeous bril-

liancy and as indestructible as the diamond.

Genuine La Rayo will stand all tests the same as the

natural diamond. Cuts glass, acid, file, heat or any
diamond test you have ever heard of can be applied to

La Rayo. 10 Days' Free Trial; Pay as You Like.

Order one ofthese beautiful,scintillating gems. Wear it

ten full days. Test it any way you like, compare it with

diamonds. If you can tell the difference return it at our

expense. If you wish to keep it pay for it at the rate of

a few cents a day. Your credit is good. No red tape.

You get it DIRECT FROM THE DISTRIBUTORS at

the rock-bottom price, the price that even dealers would

have to pay. Send for our free catalog to-day explain-

ing all about La Rayo and containing all the latest de-

signs in rings to select from. A post card brings it.

THE LEON BECK CO., for

t

e
wayne^

ff er

s

ind

i

mi&

La Rayo is mounted only in Rings of solid gold.

^andyoukeep

"this superb

Typewriter
— Think of it! Only $2.00 on this great offer.

You have full ten days free trial. Our factory price

is less than others ask for second-hand machines.
Every sale bears our ten-year ironclad guarantee.

Settlement for the balance can be made on the

easiest monthly payments. The first buyer in each
locality gets a handsome leatherette carrying case

free. "Write today—Now.
CALESBURG WRITING MACHINE CO., Dept. 121, Caloaburg.jlllnol*

WHY BE STOUT?
To prove that ADIPO, a pleasant, harmless

Obesity Treatment, will take fat off any part of

the body, we CA/» FRFF toanyone

will send a 9Ut DUA **LK>K> whois too

fat. Adipo requires no exercising or diet-

ing, nor does it interfere with your usual

habits. Rheumatism,Asthma, Kidney and

Heart troubles, that so often come with

Obesity, improve as you reduce. Let us

prove it at our expense. Write today for

the FREE 50c Box and illustrated book

Address ADIPO CO , 3137 Ashland

Building, New York City.

is still with Thanhouser, which now releases its

productions on the Pathe program. Her latest

picture is "The Fear of Poverty." Marguerite

Clark will continue her picture work. Alice

Joyce is now with the Vitagraph Company of

America. Her latest picture, soon to be released,

will be "The Battle Cry of War," a sequel to

"The Battle Cry of Peace." Mary Pickford is

appearing in pictures for her own company at

the present time.

Bunny.—Yes, I am sure that both Mary Pick-

ford and Ruth Roland would send you their pho-

tographs. What do you mean, "whom?" You
were right about "Kilmeny." Better send a quar-

ter with your requests for photos. Mary Pick-

ford can be reached at the Artcraft Pictures Cor-

poration, No. 729 Seventh Avenue, New York

City, and Ruth Roland at Balboa Company, Long

Beach, California.

Pete Wee-wee.—Henry Walthall was born on

March 16, 1878. Neither was right. Mary Miles

Minter has changed her address again. You can

reach her now at the American Film Company,

Santa Barbara, California, Edna Mayo at Es-

sanay, Chicago, Illinois. See above for Ruth

Roland. Lillian Walker and Alice Joyce are with

the Vitagraph Company, Brooklyn, New York,

Mary Anderson with the Vitagraph Company,

Santa Monica, California. Florence La Badie

can be reached at the Thanhouser Film Company, 1

New Rochelle, New York. Oh, but you must be

sure to write again!

Question Mark.—You live up to your nom de

plume this month, all right, but I'll answer your

little queries for you. Charles Ray is twenty-six

years old. No, Bobby Harron does not always

wear a mustache. In the "Marriage of Molly O"

he appeared with a misplaced eyebrow—the first

time he has offended this way for quite a while.

Bobby has shaved it off. No, Bessie did not star

in the play you mention. On the Sahara for

Theda. "Green Stockings" was released by the

Vitagraph Company, starring Lillian Walker. Do

you mean to tell me that you think Charlie Chap-

lin has died out? Not according to box-office re-

ceipts and hearty laughs he hasn't.

Inquisitive.—Call you inquisitive? Certainly.

Anything you say goes with us, just so it does

not transgress the honorable rules of the Oracle

department. It is with huge delight that we no-

tice we have a fair Japanese girl who takes an in-

terest in our endeavors to answer the photo-

play questions of all the nations. I find lots ol

time to answer questions, as that is all that 1

do outside of a few hundred other little jobs

The only time I feel like laying down on the jot

is when my hay fever gets the better of me, anc

my eyes flow faster than my ideas. Yes, Tsun

Aoki is both pretty and talented, and Sessu<

Hayakawa is quite handsome, and a very versatil

actor, too. No, I shouldn't say that brunettes

photographs are better than blondes', or vie

versa. We have some very pretty blondes—Ma;

Allison, Mary Pickford, Edna Purviance, Juanit

Hansen, and Pearl White. The brunettes ar
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defended by such capable actresses as Marguerite
Clark, Theda Bara, Virginia Pearson, Geraldine

Farrar, Clara Kimball Young, Norma Talmadge.
We are neutral. One photographs about as well

as the other. We adore Bessie Barriscale for her

acting. She isn't considered beautiful, but is an

exceptionally clever actress, and quite attractive.

Marguerite Clark and Mary Pickford, while they

have different types of faces, are equally attrac-

tive. You have not asked too many questions.

In fact, your letter is so interesting that we can't

help but feel that you didn't ask enough of us.

We are interested to learn that inquisitiveness is

a weakness of womanhood, regardless of race.

We thought that the men were guilty of this, but

are glad to find things so evenly balanced. Please

let's hear from you soon.

Vellie McDonnell.—Welcome, little Austra-
lian, to the United States of America! Your let-

ter went right by the censors without their even
opening it, which is considerable, when you realize

that it is the only one that was not opened by
that worthy board. So you are called Theda
Bara's double? That's quite a reputation, I think.

I shall be mighty 'glad to have you drop in. and
leave a stall for the Metropolitan when you are

an opera star—that is, if I am answering ques-
tions that long. Madame Melba ought to know
about your voice. You will have done a lot of
studying by the time you finish your courses in

^Australia and Paris. It grieves me to state that

I cannot answer your question about Francis X.
Bushman, as it goes beyond the limits of the
rules. Marguerite Clark is a sweet little singer.

You just ought to hear her chirp. It would do
^your heart good.

W. Nezyoovd.—Here is a little puzzle for our
^readers. Who can give the correct pronuncia-
tion of this nom de plume? All answers must
-be within three thousand words. Yes, D. W.
.Griffith's "Mother and the Law" has been re-

leased, but not under that title. It is called "In-
tolerance" now, and is playing to capacity houses
.wherever it is being shown. It is a stupendous

.

.production, and if you ever get the chance you
don't want to miss seeing it. Henry Balboa
Walthall is the gentleman's name. The "Diamond
from the Sky" winner is expected to be an-
nounced any day by the Mutual now. They are
r filming the war in Europe, and when the conflict
ps over we may look forward to seeing some
jjstartling pictures of the world's worst war. You
rare right about the scenes you mention from the

Mysteries of Myra." They were all accom-
plished by

. aid of double exposure. You didn't
'suppose little Jean walked right on the ocean, did
pott?

Universal Mc—Good heavens ! We sure must
3e getting quite popular in the antipodes. An-
other letter from a fair reader in far-off Aus-
ralia, and all her questions are mostly about
Universal players. I haven't had the pleasure of
peing in Australia for several years, so the next
ime you go out walking kiss a kangaroo for me,
md sprinkle my best wishes around. Now for
he dreaded (?) questions! I shall be able to

Mr. Edison's
Wonderful

NewPhonograph
The world's greatest in-

ventor has made the music
of the phonograph life-like,
at last. Success—after years
of labor on his favorite in-
vention! Read our offer on his
wonderful new phonograph.

Thomas
A.

Edison

Only

S^ftOU and
after trial

An astounding offer—the New Edison,
Mr. Edison's great new phonograph with the
new Diamond Stylus reproducerand yourchoice of all
the brand new Diamond Amberol Records wi 11 be sent
to you on free trial without a pennydown. The finest*
the best that money can buy at very, very much less
than the price at which imitations of the genuine
Edison are offered—a rock-bottom offerdirect from us.

Entertain Your Friends
Hear all the latest up-to-date song hits of the
bigcities. Laugh at the side-splitting minstrel shows.
Entertain your family and your friends with every-
thing from Grand Opera to Comic Vaudeville—then if
you choose, send the outfit back to us at our expense.

Rock-Bottom Direct Offer
If you wish to keep Mr. Edison's superb new in-
strument, send ua only $1.00 after the free trial. Pay the
balance on the easiest kind of monthly payments.
Think of it—a $1.00 payment, and a few dollars a
month to get this outfit of Mr. Edison's new phonograph with
the Diamond Stylus reproducer, the life-like music—the same
Diamond Amberol Records—all the musical results of the
highest priced outfits — yes, the greatest value for $1 .00
down, balance on easiest monthly terms. Convince your-
self— a free trial first! No money down, no C. O. D.,
not one cent to pay us unless you choose
to keep the instrument.

Our New Edison /f.k.bj»oD
Catalog Sent Free / ftaJ&w.,s

Your name and address on a > J589 Edison Elk.
postal or a letter (or just the Chicago, in.
coupon) is enough. No obligations ^ ~, .

in asking for the catalog. Get jT Gentlemen: Please send
this offer — while this offer f ,

me your New Edison Cata
:

lasts. Fill out coupon today, f J** Sg£S?S%g
F. K. BABSON * new model Edison Phonograpii.

Edison Phonograph Distributors J?
1589 Edison Block J Name i .

Chicago, III. f
Canadian Office: jf Address
855 Portage Ave. A Address.

Winnipeg,
Manitoba.
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DO YOULONG
TOHAVE YOURHAIR
SOMECERTAI1SSHADE?

One Application of

La Goutte-a-Goutte
applied by. yourself at home,

privately, will restore any color

to your hair no matter how gray,

streaked, faded, or lifeless it

may be. Or if your hair is a color you do not

admire, with one package of La Goutte-a-Goutte

you can make it any shade of black, brown, drab

or red. It's harmless, does not discolor the scalp;

makes a lovely, lasting color that does not fade

or rub off on pillow, that friends can't detect and

hair can be washed as usual. Why suffer the dis-

advantages of gray and unbecoming hair when

without trouble you can have any shade you pre-

fer ? The hair is soft and glossy, with a full-of-life

appearance. Requires only one application and

no after shampoo. Full size package $1.25, post-

paid. Order direct, or if you have any doubts

Send Mc a Little Lock of Your
Hair, I'll Color it Free

to show you what it will do. Cut it close to head and say

what color you wish. I have helped thousands of ladies

with dandruff, oily or dry scalps, falling hair, getting

bald, etc. Write fully. No charge for frank opinion.

L. PIERRE VALLIGNY, Room 35, No. 14 E. 44th St., N. Y.

I will send my 25c book

Improve Your Eyes
For 10c stamps or coin

A high-grade exercise and massage method
that quickly strengthens and beautifies the

eyes. Also a most beneficial system of exer-
cises that will improve the muscles of the
temples and sides of face, thereby facili-

tating mastication and vocal pronuncia=
tion. Completely illustrated. Entirely
without apparatus.

Muscle Builder
A steel spring exerciser and chest ex-
pander, with a complete course of twenty-
four selected exercises for developing all

the muscles of the body. It is equal to

any $3.00 exerciser. My price for a short

time only, $1.00.

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER
4083 Barker Building, 110 W. 42d St., New York

Box of Powder and
other Beauty

LIMITED OFFER
Five Famous Marinello

Beauty Preparations Ab-
solutely Free to every woman

just to prove why millions of

particular women prefer Marinello

products. Miniature Box of Face Powder, Jar of
Motor Cream, Tube of Tooth Paste, Box of Phantom Powder,

Jar of Rose LeafJelly and Book of Beauty Secrets. Send five

2c stamps for postage and packing now, before offer is withdrawn.

Marinello Co., Dept. 141, Mailers Bldg., Chicago

answer all but the one which is against the

rules. I am sure that the players you mention will

all send you photographs of themselves, auto-

graphed. Inclose twenty-five cents with your re-

quest, to cover the cost of mailing, et cetera.

Wallace Reid can be addressed in care of the Lasky

Company, Los Angeles, California. Ben Wilson
receives his mail at Universal City, California.

Mary Pickford can be reached at the Artcraft

Pictures Corporation, No. 729 Seventh Avenue,

New York City. Carlyle Blackwell gets his mail

every morning at the Peerless Studios, Fort Lee,

New Jersey. Yes, I agree with you that Francis

X. Bushman does get some very queer letters, but

so do I. Let me hear from you early and often.

Billy Penn.—Yes, Creighton Hale was one of

the Laughing Masks in "The Iron Claw." It

turned out that there was a whole regiment of

them, numbering about nine, who were hired by

Davy (Creighton Hale) to assist him. You are

wrong about your relationship questions.

Little Sister.—So you have picked me out for

one of the gentle sex? Well, I can't deny that

you are wrong or right, because I would give

myself dead away. I enjoyed your letter, any-

way. Yes, I am sure that Carlyle will an-

swer your letter, and also send you a photo-

graph. You had better inclose a quarter for

the same reason I told Universal Mc above to

do so. Address him at the Peerless studios,

address given above. You will win your wager
about the letter, I am sure. Send me down an

ice-cold glass of buttermilk when you win.

Molly E. F.—Did you really read the rules be-

fore you wrote? You must have read them up-

side down this trip, because most of your ques-

tions are against the rules. Carlyle is with

World. See address above.

Sweet Sixteen, and Never Been Kissed.—
And you live in the Cripple Creek district? This

probably accounts for the fact. No healthy young

man would let a fair maiden escape. Who said

I was seventy-three years of old age? I don't

mind telling you that much about myself—I am
far from seventy-three. Pronounce Arnold

Daly's name "Daily." Harry Schumm's name

sounds the way it looks. Yes, I am glad to say

that I know Pauline Bush personally. Quite a

nice girl, too. Harry Carey was born in New
York City, January 6, 1880. So you like Clara

Kimball Young better than Mary Pickford, or

maybe you like the parts Clara has better than

the characters little Mary does. You see, their

acting is on such a different plane thr* it is hard

to compare them.

Cleveland Wally Admirer.—So you think that

your heading is a long one? Just cast your eyes

at the one above you, and you will see that your

own isn't such a much, after all. I agree with

you about Wally. Probably Geo Ridgely didn't

get your letter because you sent it to the wrong

address. She can be reached at the Lasky Com-

pany, Los Angeles, California, and Marguerite

Clark in care of the Famous Players Film Com-

pany, New York City. It is too bad that the
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infantile-paralysis epidemic has kept you away
from your theater. Maybe "The House with the

Golden Windows" won't be shown there until the

plague is over. Wallace Reid was born in 1891,

and Geo Ridgely in 1893.

W. H. E., Jr.—Miss Sherwood was the young
lady who played with Charles Ray in "The De-

serter." He certainly is a most capable actor,

and you will again see his wares in another

feature very shortly. His latest work is "The
Wolf Woman," with Louise Glaum.

W. S. T.—Has Charles Chaplin lost his mind?
If he has, this is the first time that I have heard

anything about it, and I received a very sane

letter yesterday, written by him. Some one has

been kidding you. Don't swallow any such tales.

Charlie is just as sane as any of us. When a

person gets extremely popular, a lot of rumors
regarding his health, bank account, and disposi-

tion are floated around with the idle wind, and
should be let in one ear and out the other. The
Fairbanks Twins are young ladies, being just

sixteen years old apiece. Lillian Walker has not

deserted the screen, by any means. She is still

appearing regularly for the Vitagraph Company.

A Miss Cunard Admirer.—Back for more in-

formation, I see. Well, leave it to me to give it

to you. I am here for the purpose. Grace has a
Stutz car, and another which I don't know the

name of as yet. I can find out for you if you
really want to know. Sure, write her again. I

am sure that she will be glad to hear from you.

I know that I am. She has several saddle horses,

but prefers her cars, I am afraid. She is now at

Universal City, California, and you can address
her there. We shall get an interview with her
just as soon as we can find her at leisure long
enough.

Olga De Vaux.—Why the "Mr. Picture Or-
acle?" Of course every one has his taste,

whether good or bad. Wallace Reid and
Henry Walthall are extremely popular and well

thought of by the movie fans, as is evi-

denced by the letters I receive. The big ma-
jority of them are strong for the above-men-
tioned. I agree with you that Harold Lock-
wood is one of the best lookers we have in the
rilm business. No, Miss Clark is twenty-nine,
although she doesn't look it a bit. 'Vaudeville is

a great game, but me for the pictures every time.

I. Green.—You have certainly chosen your fa-

vorites wisely and well. I enjoy the acting of
every one you mention, and agree with you that
they are all good actors and actresses. So Bessie
Barriscale and William S. Hart are your favor-
ites? They are two of my best also. You have
an eye for beauty in naming Marguerite Clark,
May Allison, Margaret Gibson, and Marie Wal-
camp for good-lookers. Yes, Bessie Barriscale is

charming socially as well as professionally.

Springfield Girl.—Certainly, anything to oblige
a lady. Marguerite Clark can be addressed at
the Famous Players Film Company, New York
City. Mary Pickford will receive mail sent to

in

ON CREDIT

on

WALTHAM
ELGINHOWARD

HAMILTON
ILLINOIS

30DaysFrceTrial

No Money Down
Express Prepaid In Advance by Me
You take no chances with me. I am "Square Deal" Miller
and I trust the people. That is why I am doing the great-
est Credit Watch, Diamond and Jewelry business in the
country. Suppose you want any one of the country's best makes of
watches? Name any one, I have it for you, No Money Down, Express
Prepaid. A full month to carry It In your pocket and the easiest

of Long Time Payments. That's the test that tells. All these watches

Guaranteed 25 Years

I Smash the Terms
No References Demanded

My terms are made to suit you. You get unlimited credit, with no
red tape, notes or collectors. All unneccessary detail left out.

An **Open Charge" Account
the same kind of credit you get from your grocer. No matter where
you live or what your income is, you can now own the finest watch,
a beautiful diamond or any rare jewelry and never miss the money,

Costly Catalog FREE
Send me your name and address so I can mail you, Free and postpaid,

the most beautiful catalog of its kind ever printed. I want you to

have this book. It's a gem. It illustrates all makes of valuable
Watohes, Elegant Genuine Diamonds! and a vast assortment of

Beautiful Jewelry, all on the easiest and most liberal terms. Write
for this book today and get a letter from me that will make you a
friend of mine from the start. Take My Word For It.

Square Deal MILLER, Pres.
MILLER-HOEFER CO., 701 Miller Bldg., Detroit, Mich,

You Can Have Beautiful

Eyebrows
and Eyelashes

They give charm, expression, lovli-

ness to the face.addingwonderfully
to your beauty and attractiveness.

Societywomen and actresses get them by using

It promotes in a natural manner the growth of eyebrows and
eyelashes, making them thick, long and silky, giving depthand
soulful expression to the eyes. A guaranteed pure and harm-
less treatment.Send25c(coin)and we'll mailLASH-BROW-INE
and our FREE Beauty Booklet prapaid in plain sealed cover.

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS—
Genuine LASH-BROW-INE sold only by

Maybe!! Laboratories, 4008-H Indiana Ave., Chicago
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We Need
Women!
We have positions open at $12.00

to $25.00 per week for Beauty Specialists.

Never before have such opportunities existed.

Right now if you were a graduate of the
famous Marinello School of Beauty Culture, you could
be earning $15 to $25 weekly in a pleasant position.

Thousands of Marinello graduates today
either own prosperous Beautv Shops or have permanent,
high salary positions. Not oralis out of work. We posi-
tively guarantee to secure a good position for you
the day you qualify.

Beauty Culture offers you a great oppor-
tunity. Millions are spent yearly for beauty treatments.

The Marinello School is the largest in
the world. Beauty Culture is taught here in all its

branches on scientific, thorough, advanced methods.

Mail Coupon NOW!
YOU can learn the Marinello system and step into a

lucrative position. Mail coupon for free » - —
facts, easy tuition fee and stories of Marinello Co.,
Marinello successes. Start on the ^ T>eDt 140 Mailers
road to freedom, independence Building, Chicago
and happiness NOW.

,

Marinello Co.
Dept. 140
Mailers Bldg^
Chicago,^

Address

Please send, free, full facts
about your Course in Beauty

Culture and easy terms.

Name

City State

hisBookletFREE
[Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200

You can cash in your "happy thoughts" and
I earn big money right in your own home in spare
time. No previous experience necessary- Our
easy home course turns out more successful
scenario writers than all other schools together.

I Write now and get by return mail FREE .Booklet,
I valuable information, Special Price and Prize Offer.
Chicago Photoplaywright College,Box 278XT,Chicago

DO
YOU ^WIJ^H TO KNOW
whether you will prosper or not in your undertak-
ings? Whether you will marry or not? Have sick-

ness or health ? Travel or stay at home ? Win or
lose in speculation? Business to follow, etc? YOUR PLANETS
WILL tell YOU. No guess work. Clear answers to all questions.
Will send you hundreds of addresses of people who have been pa-

trons of mine for 10 years, and you can write to them and verify

my statements. GRASP your OPPORTUNITY and you will gain

your desires. Send birth date and 10c. for a trial reading.

L. THOMSON, Dept. 109, Kansas City, Mo.

WRITE FOR MONEY
Send us YOUR IDEAS FOR PHOTOPLAYS,
STORIES, etc We will accept them in ANY
form—correct FREE—sell on commission. Big

Rewards! Make money. Write to-
day for full details.
WRITER'S SELLING SERVICE

IS Main, AUBURN, N. Y.

SONGWRITERS"^ to Success"
SENT FREE. This valuable booklet contains THE
REAL FACTS. We revise poems, compose and ar-
range music, secure copyright and facilitate free
publication or outright sale. START RIGHT. Send
us some of your work today for FREE EXAMINATION.
KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS, 100 Gaiety Bids., New York City

her in care of the Artcraft Pictures Corporation.

No. 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City, and
Harold Lockwood will look in his letter box at

the Yorke Film Corporation, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia, to see if there is anything for him.

Patsy.—Charles Ray can be reached by Uncle
Sam's mail carriers at the Kay-Bee Film Com-
pany, Culver City, California. He is just twen-
ty-six years of age. Lillian Gish will get mail

addressed to her in care of the Fine Arts Film
Company, Los Angeles, California. She is twenty
years young, has blue eyes and blond hair. David
Belasco accuses her of being the prettiest blonde
in pictures.

C. T. A. P. N. J.—Your letter was well worth
reading, and, while you didn't ask any questions,

I feel that I must comment upon it. Your criti-

cisms were all very good, and we are glad to note

that you took such a liking to Picture-Play.
You have quite a list of favorites. In fact, from
the size of your list, we judge that you like them
all. I still think that "The Birth of a Nation" is

the greatest photo play. While Griffith's latest

effort, "Intolerance," is on a larger scale, it

doesn't carry one through as smoothly as his

former triumph. So you thought the interview

with Charlie Ray and Carlyle Blackwell was
great? So did we. We shall be awaiting your
next letter, in which you threaten to have some
questions to ask of us. Go to it

!

A Denver Girl.—Ah, ha! another Wallace Reid
admirer. Olive, Jr., please take note of this.

S-h-h-h ! She has written for his picture, too 1

Bet I'll have two letters every twenty-four hours
from Olive now, instead of only one. Yes, Mar-
guerite is a most accomplished actress. We, also,

enjoyed Anita Stewart in "The Suspect." So you
treasure the pictures that Marguerite Clark and
Dorothy Gish sent you more than anything you
have? Can't say that I blame you one bit, because
they are both really nice girls. I also think very
highly of the autographed photos they gave to

me. Billie Burke*s hair is naturally curly.

Charlie.—So you would be a movie actor?

Well, there are about one hundred thousand who
would be the same as you. Better go to a studio

and apply for extra work. It won't take long to

find out whether you really have any talent or

not. If you don't find out for yourself, some
one else will, and tell you about it.

I'd Like to Know.—Surest thing you know.
William S. Hart has been acting in pictures for

Thomas H. Ince for a little over two years. He
has not been with any other moving-picture con-

cern. He was a leading man of great repute on

the stage for many years before entering the

silent drama. Pearl White was born in 1889.

Ruth Roland was born four years later. "The
Spoilers" was an exceptionally fine picture, and
showed William Farnum at his best. George
Walsh and Lionel Barrymore are appearing right

along, Walsh for Fox and Barrymore for Metro.

Didn't you see "The Beast," with George Walsh?
The letters are written by others than the actors
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No. 414—$20

No. 420—$50

«fi^to£WEETS DIAMONDS
ARE WORN BY

PEARL WHITE
Beautiful Diamond Sent On Approval.

NO MONEY OOWN NO OBLIGATION—Pay as you can.

Every diamond is especially selected, blue
white, perfect cut, with which we will furnish
a guarantee certificate attesting its quality and \f
value and we will allow you 7\% increase value
any time you wish to exchange. Order any dia-

mond from our catalog; when received, if not
absolutely satisfactory, return it,

OUR CREDIT TERMS
20% down—10% monthly

You enjoy every advantage in price and quality. Let us send you our beautiful

new 72-page De Luxe Catalog 50, also request blank which enables you to
order any article of jewelry on free examination. NO MONEY IN ADVANCE.
Everything at rock bottom prices direct to you. NO
DEALERS, NO MIDDLEMEN. Get the beautiful
things you want NOW—pay later, on such easy terms
that you don't notice the cost..

No. 402—$35

No, 432—$150

No. 510 -$40

L W. SWEET & COMPANY, Inc.,

Dept. 50, 2 & 4 Maiden Lane, New York City

THE WORLD'S GREATEST DIAMOND MERCHANTS

No. 532—$100

No. 392—$30

IN THIS DAY AND AGE
attention to }our appearance
is an absolute necessity if

you expect to make the most
out of life. Not only should
you wish to appear as attrac-
tive as possible for your own
self - satisfaction, which is alone
well worth your efforts, but you
will find the world in general
judging you greatly, if not
wholly, by your "looks" there-
fore it pays to " look your best"
at all times. Permit no one
to see you looking other-
wise; it will injure your weir
fare! Upon the impression you
constantly make rests the fail-

ure or success of your life.

Which is to be your ultimate
destiny? My new Nose-Shaper
"Trados'' (Model 22) corrects
now ill - shaped noses without
operation, quickly, safely and
permanently. Is pleasant and
does not interfere with one's
occupation, being worn at night.

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE?

Before After
Write today for free booklet, ivhich tells you hoiv to correct ill-shaped noses without cost if not satisfactory

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 635 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

GET RID
OF THAT FAT
FREE TRIAL* TREATMENT
Sent on request. Ask for my "pay-when-reduced"

offer. My treatment has reduced at the rate of a pound
a day. No dieting, no exercise, absolutely safe and
sure method. Let me send you proof at my expense.

DR. R. NEWMAN, Licensed Physician,
State New York, 286 Fifth Avenue, New York, DeskA-134

Delivered you Fr©©
5-Pass., 28 H. P.
Electric Starting

Write Today for full details ofmy won-
derful offer. Get the agency for the

Bush Car in your territory.
Ride in a Bush Car. Pay for it

out of your commissions on
sales. Driving1 agents wanted in
every community. Get Big 48-page
Catalog. No obligation. Write to

J. H. BUSH, Pres., Dept. 123^ Bnsh Motor Co. , Bnsh Temple, Chicago

EWELRYAT WHOLESALE PRICES
DIRECT FROM MAKER2SAVED

Keep in tune with the times, buy wholesale, save 0-N-E-H-A-L F. Any Diamond you choose, no
middlemen to pay, you get Price, Quality and your money's worth. Send to-day for your

SOLID 14 K GOLD WATCH I SSSStiS't. ifeSfe*C?
12 size. 17 Jew. Illinois mvt. Solid gold Wal- I amination Prmlege. Full money back ^aran

withjn_ 30 days if not satisfactory. DO IT_NOW
WE RETAIL AT WHOLESALE PRICES

demar chain, solid gold Knife, retail pnee $42.50

S.RAIVES & CO."Estr26YRsI
.366 F I FTH AVE., N EW YORK.

SEND FOR
CATALOG
NO. 103
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UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER ^

Shipped you on 10 Days Free Trial,

express charges prepaid, a late

model Typewriter. This machine is

equipped with two color automatic

ribbon,back spacer and tabulator.

There is not the slightest obligation on

your part. You don't payone centof our

special cash price of $43.85 (less than

half the manufacturer's price) until

you have thoroughly examined and

tried out the machine. We will arrange

an easypayment plan for you if desired.

All machines guaranteed for 5 years

Write now—We pay all charges

METRO TYPEWRITER COMPANY
75 Front Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

Pay asYouWish
We'll send you a genuine Lachnite for you
to wear for 10 full days. If you can tell it
from a real diamond send it back at our expense.
Costs but l-30th as much. If you decide to keep it

pay only a few cents a month, write for catalog.

GENUINE LACHNITE GEMS
keep their dazzling fire forever. Set in solid gold.

Cut by world renowned diamond cutters. Will stand
fire and acid tests. AH kinds of jewelry at astound- "

ing low prices; Easy payments. WRITE TODAJf»

H. Lachman Co..l2 N.Michigan Ay.. Chicago. Pent 1587

.

W-&U.LD YOU
show this standard high grade
42 key fully visible typewriter
to your friends and let them Bee
wherein it excels any $100
typewriter, if by doing thi9

and other small assist-

ance,you could easily have
one to keep aa your own?

Then by post card or letter
simply say, "Mail Particulars."

WOODSTOCK TYPEWRITER CO., Dept.N-675 Chicago, III.

GYPSY
Fortune Teller
A.nd Dream Book
Know thy future. Will you be

successful in Love, Marriage.
Health, Wealth, and Business
Tells fortunes by all methods,
cards, palmistry, tea cup, zodiaol

ogy, etc. Gives lucky and unlucky
days.Interprets dreams. A large

book by mail for TEN CENTS.
Earn money telling fortunes.

ROYAL PUB. CO., Dept. loi So. Norwalk, Conn,

or actresses that you see flashed on the screen.

Hart's latest is "The Return of Draw Egan."

Doesn't that sound "Western" enough for you?

It surely is. It is certainly very kind of you to

think of sending me those cigars, but—well, 1

better decline with thanks for several reasons.

If I accept them, people will think me a man,

and if I refuse, they will think me a woman, so

I think I'll advise you to give them to some

poor old millionaire.

Mary Fuller Admirer.—You are living up to

your name, as I see you don't ask a single ques-

tion about any other than your favorite, Mary.

She was born in Washington, D. C. Appeared in

the first serial, and the first three-reel picture ever

made. She is but five feet three inches tall, weighs

one hundred and eighteen pounds, has really curly

brown hair, and brown eyes. She has her own
motor car, and is exceptionally fond of all out-

door sports. Is there anything else you would

like to know about her now? Couldn't answer

your first question, as it was against the rules.

Statement of the Ownership, Management, etc., re-

quired by the Act of Congress of August 24,

1912, of PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE, pub-

lished monthly, at New York, N. Y., for October

1, 1916:

State of New York, County of New York, (ss.)

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the State

and county aforesaid, personally appeared George C.

Smith, who, having been duly sworn according to

law, deposes and says that he is one of the publishers

of Picture-Plat Magazine, and that the following is,

to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true state-

ment of the ownership, management, etc., of the

aforesaid publication for the date shown m the

above caption, required by the Act of August 24.

1912. embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and Regu-
lations, to wit

:

1. That the names and addresses of the publisher,

editor, managing editor, and business managers are :

Publishers, Street & Smith, 79-89 Seventh Avenue.
New York, N. Y. ; editor, Gerald C. Duffy, 79 Sev-

enth Avenue, New York, N. Y. ; managing editors,

Street & Smith, 79-89 Seventh Avenue, New York,

N. Y. ; business managers, Street & Smith, 79-89 Sev-

enth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

2. That the owners are : Street & Smith, 79-89

Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y., a firm, composed of

Orroond G. Smith, 89 Seventh Avenue, New York,

N. Y. : George C. Smith, 89 Seventh Avenue, New
York, N. Y.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent or

more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other

securities are : None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the

names of the owners, stockholders, and security

holders, if any, contain not only the list of stock-

holders and security holders as they appear upon the

books of the company but also, in cases where the

stockholder or security holder appears upon the books

of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary

relation, the name of the person or corporation for

whom such trustee is acting, is given ; also that the

said two paragraphs contain statements embracing
affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circum-

stances and conditions under which stockholders and
security holders who do not appear upon the books of

the company as trustees, hold stock and securities in

a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner ;
and

this affiant has no reason to believe that any other

person, association, or corporation has any interest

direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other

securities than as so stated by him.

GEORGE C. SMITH,
of the firm of Street & Smith, publisher.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 27th day of

September. 1916, Charles W. Ostertag. Notary Public

No 29, New York County. (My commission expires

March 30, 1917.)
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Bring Out the Hidden Beauty
Beneath the soiled, discolored, faded or aped com-

plexion is one fair to look upon. Mercolized Wax grad-
ually, gently absorbs the devitalized surface skin, re-
vealing the young, fresh, beautiful skin underneath.
Used by refined women who prefer complexions of true
naturalness. Have you tried it ?

MairnliTA^ XhJa-v in one ounce package, with diree-lYiercou^eu VV <AA. tiona for use. Bold by all druggists.

Fo the Wife of

One Who Drinks
i I have an important confidential message for you. It

/ill come in a plain envelope. How to conquer the liquor

abit in 3 days and make home happy. Wonderful, safe,

asting, reliable, inexpensive method, guaranteed. Write
o Edw. J. Woods, 986 D, Station E, New York, N. Y. Show
his to others.

To Give Your Skin

Nature's Own Charm
Naturally, Quickly, Surely—Use
Dr. James P. Campbell's Safe
Arsenic Complexion Wafers
This marvelous beautifler of the complex-

ion is guaranteed to surely clear the skin
of pimples, blackheads, wrinkles, redness,
sallow skin, etc. Do not hesitate to give
them a trial; test their wonderful health
and beauty building- efficacy. They put you
in perfect condition, build up the system,
removingall impurities from the blood, the
real cause of all skin affections. Act now

—

send for a box—mailed in plain cover on
receipt of price, 50c and $1.00 per box, from

RICHARD FINK CO., Dept. 49, 396 Broadway, N. Y

SPECIAL FREE OFFER
mail two large $1.00 boxes for J

I

To introduce to those unacquainted
with Campbell's Wafers we will
00 if you inclose this advertisement.

z

DONT YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
iff LASHNEEN, a hair food, applied once each day,
W will absolutely produce thick and long eyebrows and
't eyelashes. Easy to apply—sure in results. Lash-

neen is an Oriental formula. One box is all you will
need. Not sold at Druggists. Mailed on receipt of

25c coin and 2c postage, or Canadian money order.

LASHNEEN COMPANY, Dept. 28. Philadelphia.

PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE offers a new field for the Classified Advertiser. The rate is but

30 cents a line—a four line announcement costs $1.20—and this small sum carries your message

to 125,000 people who pay 15c. per issue for PICTURE-PLAY because they want the best magazine of

its kind published. PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE is growing rapidly and now offers a rare opportunity

for the small advertiser to cash in on a growing market. Minimum space, 4 lines; maximum, 30 lines.

Forms for January number will close October 18th.

Authors
WANTED—Stories, articles, poems,

t c. We pay on acceptance. Offers
ubmitted. Send Mss. to Cosmos
lagazine, 967 Washington, D. C.

Agents and Help Wanted

Become a Detective and Secret Ser-
rice Operative, travel or home work;
;arn high salary. Bertillon Secret
Service Inst.,BaltimoreBldg, Chicago

AGENTS—SELL "ZANOL" CON-
CENTRATED EXTRACTS for mak-

: ng liquors at home. A few minutes
;toes the work. Saves over 50%.
Guaranteed strictly legitimateJSmall
package. Enormous demand, sells
last, coins you money. Send postal
oday—ask for free sample. Universal
mport Co., 5313 3rd St., Cincinnati, O.

AGENTS—MEN OR WOMEN. A
*eal honest-to-goodness—sells itself
ine—over 250 light weight, popular
triced necessities. We pay 100% com-
mission. $6 a day can be made at
he start. No capital—no experience
•equired. Enormous demand—sells
ast—big repeaters. Valuable' terri-
ory opened—all or spare time. Ele-
gant agent's outfit furnished free.
vVrite today. Postal will do. Ameri-
can Products Co., 9275 Third Street,
Cincinnati, O.

Agents and Help Wanted—Continued

THOUSANDS Men-Women Want-
ed. Government Jobs. $75 to $150
month. Write for list now. Franklin
Institute, Dept. P-5, Rochester, N. Y.

Motion Picture Business
$35.00 Profit Nightly. Small Capital

Starts You. No experience needed.
We teach you. Our machines are
used and endorsed by Government
institutions. Catalog and Testimoni-
als Free. Reliable Film Exchange,
454 Franklin Bldg.. Chicago, 111.

"MARGUERITE CLARK." You'll
like this beautiful song of this movie
favorite. Supreme words and music.
Price 25c. Delivery guaranteed. Max
J. Janes, Pub., Box 340 B, Enid, Okla.

Photoplay Text Books
"HOW TO WRITE A PHOTO-

PLAY," by C. Winkopp, 1342 Prospect
Ave., Bronx, New York City. Price
25 cents. Contains model scenario,
"Where to Sell," "How to Build
Plots," " Where to Get Plots," etc.

Salesmen
$31.50 WEEKLY SALARY. Exclu-

sive representative wanted in every
county in U.S. Atlantic,Registry Co.,
No. 311, Moore Bldg., Richmond, Va.

Motion Picture Plays

WANTED—Your ideas for Photo-
plays, Stories, etc.! We will accept
them in Any form—correct Free

—

sell on Commission. Big Rewards

!

Make money. Write us Now ! Writ-
er's Service, Box 33, Auburn, N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE PLAYS—How
to write and sell them. Send for E.
H. Ball's new 200 page book, "Photo-
Play Scenarios." It gives you the
substance of a $20 course in Photo-
Play Writing. Only 40 cents post-
paid. Star Library Co., Dept. P, 114

West 41st St., New York.

WRITE Photoplays, Stories, Poems,
$100 each; no correspondence course:
start writing & selling at once, details
free. Atlas Pub. Co., 423, Cincinnati.

"Photoplay Pointers" and Model
Scenario sent free. Write photoplays
—accept any form. Experience un-
necessary. Paramount Photoplays
C >., Box 1402, Los Angeles, Calif.

Games & Entertainment

PLAYS, Vaudeville Sketches, Mon-
ologues, Dialogues, Speakers, Min-
strel Material, Jokes, Recitations,
Tableaux, Drills, Entertainments.
Make up goods. Large catalog free.

T. S. Denison & Co., Dept. 67, Chicago.



I Came to Interview"
By Bertrand Harding

SHE was seated at her dressing

table, and before her were the

ordinary array of grease paint,

lip sticks, eyebrow darkeners, and

other "stock-in-trade" beautifiers of the

actress. A studious frown wrinkled

her brow as I entered, and with an air

of preoccupation she motioned to me
to sit down. What I had planned to

say was : "Good morning, Miss Doro-

thy Phillips. You are very good to

tolerate an interview at this enor-

mously early hour," and thus light the

fuse of conversation with a ready show
of good-natured ease. What I did say

was, "Yes," in response to her word-

less gesture. Taken back a little by

her taciturn but not unfriendly man-
ner, I fell to wondering whether "the

interview" would end in a sort of El-

bert Hubbard "Essay on Silence."

"What a different creature, this," I

mused, "from the animated mite of

femininity that I had seen so often on

the screen. A trifle temperamental

this morning," I continued to myself,

in unspoken monologue, as I watched

her. Evidently she had just begun the

sacred rites of the morning toilet. En-

sconced in a big chair many sizes too

large for her, and attired in a roomy
kimono which was mostly roominess,

she examined the dressing-table outfit

as if deciding the momentous question

of what to use first. For all the world

she looked like a dainty little white

mouse, saucily nosing for food.

Every now and then she indented

the silence with an absent-minded

pleasantry, as if half conscious that

she was not holding up her end of the

social rope with sufficient attentiveness.

I enlarged with enthusiasm upon each

remark she made, vainly hoping to

arouse her garrulity. Plainly she was

looking for something—the all-impor-

tant, essential something—and didn't

intend to be disturbed.

Listlessly she fingered the box of

cosmetics, took a whiff at the bay rum,

and half mechanically consulted the

carved-ivory hand mirror. Then sud-

denly her beautiful face, from tip of

chin to top of brow, lighted up. "Oh,

now I remember where it is !" she ex-

claimed, with childish delight. While
I sat back and waited to see what
would happen, she drew from the sec-

ond, right-hand drawer of the table a

mysterious bit of apparatus. Without
delay, she began to apply it to every

portion of her facial anatomy, steam-

roller fashion.

"What is it?" I ventured meekly.

For the first time our eyes met, both

of us grinning broadly.

"Why," she exclaimed, "it's my pre-

cious, adorable little electric vibrator

that has made two sphinxes of us these

last five minutes." We chatted on

merrily, all the time becoming the best

of friends. "Forgive me again," she

pleaded graciously, when I got up to go.

I assured her that if the first three hun-

dred seconds of watchful waiting had

seemed like an hour, the last hour of

blissful enchantment had seemed like

three hundred seconds.

And when I reached the other side

of the door, I suddenly remembered

what I had forgotten—the interview.

And all because of a purring little elec-

tric vibrator ! Some people claim that

make-up is disastrous. It was, in the

interview's case—but if it wasn't for

the vibrator, where would Miss Doro-

thy Phillips' beauty be? And, conse-

quently, how about her fame and for-

tune?



PICTURE-PLAY ADVERTISER

Be Your Own
Beauty Specialist!

Do you know that the whole art of
professional beauty culture is based on
vibration? You, Madam, no matter where you live can
give yourself scientific Vibratory treatments in your own
home. With a White Cross Electric Vibrator you can culti-

vate your beauty by the same methods famous experts employ.

| Nature gave you a perfect complexion, bright eyes,
1 a well-rounded figure, luxuriant hair. They are all inside of you
H —-in your blood. Let vibration bring them out. Send the cou-
m pon today. We will mail you our remarkable new book "Health

l and Beauty," that tells what vibration is doing for others.

FiveMinutes aDay
Use aWhite Cross ElectricVibrator a few minutes night
and morning in the privacy of your own room. Use it to banish
backache, headache, rheumatism, catarrh, constipation, weak

eyes, nervous exhaustion and general debility. Nature is fighting all the time to make you beautiful. With the help
of vibration she may succeed. Vibration will open up every clogged vein and capilary and the tissue building,
cleansing, energizing blood will do the rest. Read how in our Free Book. Send for it— now.

VibrationBringstoWearyMen
Vim—Vigor—Energy
Strength that is more than mere muscular strength—the strength
of robust manhood may be yours through vibration. You can regain the
springy, elastic step of youth, the calm nerves, the plump, sound flesh and
muscles, the tingle of perfect health, by treating yourselfa few minutes each day. The White

Cross Electric Vibrator is the busy man's safe-
guard against ill health and disease— a rejuv-
enator for worn-out men. Investigate at once.

i^y ibratmg
Chair

With a White Crcsg Electric Vibrator
youcanmake a perfect vibrating chair

out of an ordinary rocker. Think of
it. Right in your own home you can
have the same stimulating Swedish
movement treatments for which
doctors charge big fees. Nervous,
worn-out, irritable men and women
obtain quicker and more permanent
relief from vibration than from hun-
dreds of dollars' worth of medicines.

is the perfected product of years of
study and experiment. If your home is wired
for electricity you can connect it up quickly to a lamp
socket. If not, it will run perfectly on its own batteries.

^snpHpl Offr^fl -^or a snort time only we areOpCLlal VyllCl , making a Special Offer on the gen-
uine White Cross Electric Vibrator. The chance to save nearly one-half the
regular price of this machine is yours now—if you act at once. Write at once.

FREE! "Health and Beauty"
™"

* Lindstrom, Smith Co.
Dept. 1589

Just your name and address in the free f 1100 S.Wabash Ave., Chicago

coupon, or a letter or post card is enough. You without any obligation at all,

We please send me, free and prepaid.
your free book on Vibration, full

Book. Mail Coupon ^
assume no obligations of any kind,
will send you free and prepaid our new
book, ''Health and Beauty,'" that f
tells you all abont the wonder-working A

power of vibration. Also full particulars of our startling offer on which you J>

particulars of the White Cross Vi-
brator.

can have a White Cross Electric Vibrator in your own home, Don't
delay. Be sure you write today for our free book and big liberal offer

Name.

Lindstrom, Smith Co. ti&hS%££Sr/
, Hair
uto- A

y.

We also manufacture White Cross Electric Stoves, Irons. Hair
Dryers, Electric Lanterns, Electric Fans, Electric Auto-
mobile Horns, Electric Curlin g Irons, Heating Pads, Small
Motors, etc., etc. Dealers write.

s
My Electrical Dealer's Name is



PICTURE-PLAY ADVERTISER

SMASHES
ALL WATCH

PRICES

Look!
21 Ruby and Sap-
phire Jewels—
Adjusted to the sec-

ond

—

Adjusted to tempera
ture—
Adjusted to isochron-
ism—

{J
Adjusted topositions—

25-year gold strata

case—
Genuine Montgomery
Railroad Dial—
New Ideas in Thin
Cases.4

Only

Burlington Watch Co. \
19th Street and Marshall Blvd. V
Dept. 1588 Chicago, III. V

"\
Name ^

A Month

And all of this for $2.50—only $2.50
per month—a great reduction in watch prices

-direct to you—positively the exact prices

the wholesale dealer would have to pay. Think of
the high-grade, guaranteed watch we offer here at
such a remarkable price. And, if you wish, you may pay
this price at the rate of $2.50 a month. Indeed, the
days of exhorbitant watch prices have passed.

ee It First
see the watch. You don't buy a Burlington
Watch without seeing it. Look at the splendid
beauty of the watch itself. Thin model, handsomely
shaped— aristocratic in every line. Then look at the
works! There you will see the masterpiece of the watch

makers' skill. A perfect timepiece adjusted to positions,
temperature and isochronism.

Every fighting vessel in the U. S. Navy has the Burlington Watch aboard. Many
have over 100 Burlingtons— a few over 200. This includes every torpedo boat—
e?ery submarine as well as the big Dreadnaoghts.

Please send me (without obligation and
prepaid) your free book on watches
With full explanation of your cash or

Address

.

Send Your Name on
This Free Coupon
Get the Burlington Watch Book by sending this

v
coupon now. You will know a lot more about watch buying

\ when you read it. You will be able to "steer clear" of

V the over-priced watches which are no better. Send
\ the coupon today for the watch book and our offer.

Burlington Watch Co.
\ 19th St. & Marshall Blvd., Dept. 1 588, Chicago, III.



7 CENTS A DAY
Buys This Standard Visi

Oliver Typewriter
i Much Less than Half Price

FREE Trial—10-Year Guarantee
This is the best typewriter offer ever made. The

typewriter is the genuine model No. 5 Standard Visi-
ble Oliver with complete, brand-new equipment. Per-
fect machines only Not shop worn, not damaged,
not inferior. Back spacer and tabulator—no features
lacking. Warranted to be the equal in quality of any
other $100 typewriter.

This offer is not on some ancient style of blind type-
writer, but on an up-to-date, standard, visible machine,
the same kind of typewriter that many thousands of
the world's best business firms are today using.

Oliver Points:
Nearly one-half million Olivers have been

sold. Its record has never been equaled. It

is easily "The Favorite."
Its simple efficiency, lightness and durability

place it in a class ahead of all others; writing
always in sight; writes in many different col-

ors without changing the ribbon. Has the uni-
versal keyboard, back spacer, tabulator, ruling
device, disappearing indicator. The type is

beautiful; it is so hard that nothing can mar
it. It^ outwears type found on other machines.

It is the lightest of all the standard type-
writers. It is the only practical, portable
typewriter. It has the lightest key action. Its

speed is unlimited. It has the patented "U"
shaped type bar which insures perfect align-
ment of the letters. One can write on ruled
lines with it or it can be used to draw lines.

It makes an efficient billing machine as well
as correspondence machine.
The downward stroke of the type bar gives

greater power.
_
The Oliver is nearly always

chosen for manifolding—some firms write as
many as 20 copies at one writing. It does any
practical thing which any typewriter can do.

It has the fewest parts. It requires the
least adjustments. There is nothing to wear
out. We guarantee it for 10 years.
While it is the choice of the experts, it is

so simple in its design that anyone can learn
to write on it in 10 minutes' time.

Sensational Reduction
Many thousands of purchasers paid $100.00 for
typewriters of this model. They were satisfied
that at the price they were getting the best value
that the market afforded.
Now. without any reduction in quality and

with brand-new standard equipment, our price to
you is but §42.80—a saving of over half, and we
give you over a year in which to pay.

Our Offer Is This
Send the coupon and we will forward one of

these typewriters with complete equipment on ten
days' trial. We will ship it by express. When it
arrives you leave $4.80 with the express agent to
be held while you try the typewriter.

If you do not find it to be the best typewriter
that you ever examined, satisfactory in 'every re-
spect, the best value offered anywhere, then you
simply return it to the express agent, who will
give you back the $4.80 and return "the typewriter
to us at our expense.

If you decide to keep it, the express agent will
forward the $4.80 to us and it will be deducted
from the $42.80 price, leaving a balance of $38.00,
which you can pay at the rate of $2.00 per
month, the first monthly payment not being due
until one month after date of delivery-

There are no interest charges, no red tape, no
salesmen, no collectors, no bother. The simple
coupon is all we require.

Send the coupon today. Make sure of getting
this bargain, as we will only supply 100 type-
writers at this price.

United States Typewriter Exchange
Room 1499, All Light Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

r Trial Order Coupon
United States Typewriter Exchange

Room 1499, Al! Light Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

You may send me a No. 5 Oliver Typewriter on approval.
When it arrives I will leave with the express a gent $1.80

with the understanding- that if I do not wish to keep the type-
writer the $4.80 will be returned to me by the express ag-ent
when I return the typewriter to him within ten days from the
date I receive it.

Otherwise I will keep the typewriter and the $4 80 will be
forwarded to you to apply on your special purchase price of
$42 80. and I will pay the balance of $38.00 in 19 consecutive
monthly installments of $2.00 each, commencing' one month
from date of delivery.
The title of the Oliver Typewriter remaining- in you until

it is totally paid for.

Name

Address -

References

• (363)



Here is the most amazingly liberal offerevermade on precious gems. To quickly

Introduce into every locality our beautiful, TIFNITE GEMS—which in appearance

and by every test are so much like a diamond that even an expert can hardly tell the

difference—we will absolutely and positively send them out FREE and on trial for IV

days' wear. But only 10,000 will be shipped on this plan. To
take advantage of it, you must actquickly.

Send the coupon NOW! Send no money. Tell us which
item you prefer—Ring, Pin or LaValliere. We'll send your
selection at once. After you see the beautiful, dazzling gem
and the handsome solid gold mounting—after you have care-

Flat Belcher Ring
No. 1. Solid gold through-

out. Eight claw mounting
with flat wide band . Almost
a carat, guaranteed gen-
uine Tifnite Gem. Price

fully'made an examination and decided that you like it-pay fn
1
fti

7
o
5
i°Baflnc

tf $3 ™i
us only $3. This is our 10 Day Free Trial Offer. When the month. Can be returned at

10 days are up, if you believe you have a wonderful bargain
and want to keep it, you may pay for same in small
monthly payments as described in this advertisement. Then
the Ring, Pin, or LaValliere is yours to give away or wear
just as you prefer. If, however, you can tell a TIFNITE GEM
from a genuine diamond, or for any reason you do not wish it,

send it back at our expense.

IFNITE

our expense within 10 days.

Ladies' Tiffany Ring
No. 2. Solid gold through

and through. Has a guar-
anteed genuine Tifnite Gem
almostacarat in size. Price
$12.25; only $3 after exam-
ination. Balance S3 per
month. Can be returned at
our expense within X0 days.

Tooth Belcher Ring
No.3. Solid gold.six-prong

tooth mounting. Guaran-
teed genuine Tifnite Gem
almost a carat in size. Price
$12.25; only $3 after exam-
ination. Balance S3 per
month. Can be returned at
our expense within 10 days.

Ladies' LaValliere
No, 4. Solid gold through-

out. Chain 15 inches long.
One-half carat guaranteed
genuine Tifnite Gem artis-

tically mounted in genuine
latest style Black Onyx cir-

cle. Price $14.26; only $3
after examination. Balance
$3 per month. Can be .re-

turned at our expense with-
in 10 days.

Scarf Pin

Solid Gold Mountings
are recognized as the closest thing to a diamond ever discovered. In
fact, it requires an expert to distinguish between them. In appeane
ance a Tifnite and a diamond are as alike as two peas. TIFNITEGEMS
have the same pure white color as diamonds of the first water, the
same fire and brilliancy, cut and polished with same fineness. They
stand every diamond test—fire, acid and diamond file. The mountings
are exquisitely fashioned in latest designs—and guaranteed solid gold.

Send No Money-
Send No References
Just send coupon. You do not obligate yourself in any way. The

coupon—only the coupon—brings you any of the exquisitely beautiful

pieces shown and described here,. If you want ring, state whether
ladies' or gentlemen's, and be sure to. enclose strip of paper show-
ing exact finger measurement as explained below.

Send coupon now and get a TIFNITE GEM on this liberal offer.

Wear it for 10 days on trial. They have no
artificial backing—guaranteed to contain
not a particle of glass. All set in latest

style mountings of pure solid gold« Note
the special, low introductory bargain
prices on each gem. Each is a wonder
ful bargain. Buying a TIFNITE GEM.
as far as appearance is concerned, IS ^»
just like buying a diamond, except M
for the big money-saving. Just ^
send the coupon for 10 Days' Trial. Ml
Then decide whether you want *f
to keep a TIFNITE on our M account and balance at rate of $3 per month
amazingly liberal offer. Send ~ isfactory, I will return same within 10 days,

for yours now—today—sure.

The Tifnite Gem Co.,

Rand-McNally Bldg..
Dept. 29, Chicago, 111. '

No. 6. Solid gold through-
out. A beautiful open circle
mounting. Half carat guar-
anteed Tifnite Gem. Price
$12.25; only $3 after exam-
ination. Balance $3 per
month. Can be returned at
our expense in 10 days.

THE TIFNITE GEM CO.,
Rand-McNally Bldg., Dept. 29, Chicago, III

Send me No on 10 days' approval
(Ring, Pin or LaValliere)

If satisfactory after examination, I agree to pay $3 oi

If not sat

Name

.

Address..
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THIS BOOK SHOWS YOU HOW TO LIVE
A HEALTHIER, HAPPIER, LONGER LIFE

"Self-preservation is the first law of Nature." In obedience to that law all should learn from
undoubted authorities how to preserve a healthful condition of body, to ward off disease, to care
for and feed the sick, as well as to render aid to the injured in emergencies. The need of this
book is all the more emphasized by the statement upon the highest medical authority that nearb- all

of our ailments are produced and propagated by either our own ignorance or our own carelessness*

The Century Book of Health
An absolutely up-to-the-minute manual of Health and Disease containing the most advanced

medical knowledge and practice for individual and family use.

Complete in one royal octavo volume, size 9 7-8x7x2 inches; of over 800 pages containing
more than 200 illustrations in line, half-tone, steel and color. Superbly printed on finest book
paper, bound in beautiful Blue Interlaken cloth, gold-stamped side and back, with marbled edges.

The Accepted Guide to Healthful Living in Over 50,000 Homes
Twelve Books^ in One

1. Maintenance of Good Health.

2. Causation and Prevention of Disease.

3. Modern Nursing and Care of Sick.

4. Diseases of Adults.

5. Womanhood and Motherhood.
6. Care.Feeding and Diseases of Children;
7. Accidents and Emergencies. Poisons

and their Antidotes.
8. Injurious Habits and their Effects.

9. Special Systems of Treating Disease.

10. Anatomy and Physiology.

11. Useful Medical Knowledge.

12. Some Important Points Discussed.

The labor attached to the gathering together of matter from so many sources; of subjecting
it to modern criticism ; of arranging to the best advantage what would prove most helpful, has
been a task of no slight magnitude. That, however, has been forgotten when it is remembered
that we have the honor of presenting a work that is at once reliable in its recommendations, trust-
worthy in its advice, and clear and plain in its instructions and explanations.

Editor in Chief, JOHN H. McCORMICK, M. D.
Member American Therapeutical Society, Medical and Surgical Society, Washington, D. C

Marylai.d Public Health Association.

Associate Editors

GEORGE R. DEVITT, A. B., Literary and Managing Editor.

James Freed Wark, D. D. W. Gordon Lindsay, Ph. G., M. D. R. W. Conant, A. B., M. D.
Western Reserve University. Bellevue Medical College, N. Y. Yale University.

J. W. Woods, M. D.
Medical College N. Y. U.

J. W. Hofsess, M. D., D. O.
Still College of Osteopathy

Bellevue Medical College, N. Y.

Emil Buehler, Ph. G.
New York College of Pharmacy.

G. Frederic Wheeler
Mills Training School for Nurses.

R. J. McDonnell, M. D.
Rush Medical College.

A. Goltman, M. D.
Royal College, Edinburgh.

ENDORSED BY DOCTORS, EDUCATORS, CLERGY, LAITY
REBECCA FISKE, M. D. : "It

is the- most practical work I

have ever seen for the laity. I

heartily recommend it."

WILLIAM E. FLEET, M. D.,
School Physician : "Of great
value to the' mother and nurse.
In emergency, time is wonder-
fully saved hy the cross index

- system."

REV. j. P. O'NEIL, Roman Cath-
olic: "A most excellent hook
for the household lihrary."

REV. CHARLES SUMNER
DAVIS, Ph. 1).: "I regard sin-

gle sentences of counsel found
therein worth of themselves the
price of the hook. It ought to

find a place in every home."

G. R. NEWKIRK, Pastor M. E.
Church : "This hook will he a
hlessing to every home and in
many cases may save the life of
some of the family."

E. ,T. SCOTT, Supt. Schools : "It
can he put into the hands of
young men and young women
with propriety and with profit
to them."

LIU VV LL11 pi U1J L

s
Especially prepared for reading and study by all the e

W. C. CRICKS & CO.
members of the family in health that they may wisely I 175 Fifth Avenue, New York.
avoid the errors of daily life; and in cases of illness,

[ Ene,osed find $3.00. Please send me, all
that each may contribute something, according to his

g eharjres prepaid, one copy, cloth binding, of

ability, to relieve the suffering. the famous "Century Book of Health."

Fill out and send i n

PRICE $3 Delivered

W. C.CRICKS & CO., 1 75 Fifth Ave.,N.Y.
j

ame.

COUpon nOWgjQp I Address

I



Mr. Brady's Plans

for World Pictures
Win A. Brady has set another pace for World Pictures. During the present week and

the weeks to follow come unusual plays on which the great World Studios have been at
work for months. These, we know, will delight American audiences. In the selection of

the scenarios, in the assignment of stars and supporting casts, in the stagings and in his
choice of directors, Mr. Brady has surpassed his previous splendid triumphs.

These Brady-Made pictures reach the summit of histrionic art in the silent drama. They
are bound to command nation-wide recognition and applause. In these pictures and in
their seasoned workmanship you will see a vision of what all photo-plays must come to
eventually. Hurried, tawdry productions must fail. Only Art can survive.

World Pictures Brady-Made for

opening Fall and Winter Season, 1916
THE MAN WHO STOOD STILL—Louis Mann's

great stage success; written by Jules Eckert Good-
man; comedy and drama entwined in a charm-
ing combination. LEW FIELDS and DORIS
KENYON.

THE HEART OF A HERO—Historical, a pic-
turization of the famous play "Nathan Hale,"
by_ Clyde Fitch. ROBERT WARWICK and
Gail Kane.

BOUGHT AND PAID FOR—George Broad-
hurst's marvelous stage success; one of the
most^talked of plays ever produced. ALICE

THE MADNESS OF HELEN—Startling and
unusual and intensely interesting throughout;
different. ETHEL CLAYTON and CARLYLE
BLACKWELL.

THE RISE OF SUSAN—Modern, love and"
ambition delightfully combined. CLARA KIM-
BALL YOUNG.

ALL MAN—Written by Willard Mack, it tells
the story of a chip off the old block; thoroughly
entertaining* ROBERT WARWICK and Mollie
Kin£.

THE MEN SHE , MARRIED—From the story
by Harold Vickers in "Snappy Stories;" in-
tense. All-star cast, GAIL KANE. Arthur
Ashley, Montagu Love and Muriel Ostriche.

THE SALE OF A SOUL—Drama, the story of
a struggle against desperate circumstances.
ETHEL CLAYTON and CARLYLE BLACK-
WELL.

THE WORLD AGAINST HIM—The drama of
a man's great fight. JUNE ELVIDGE and E.
K. LINCOLN.

A WOMAN ALONE—Vivid, unique, gripping
story of a woman's loneliness and final hap-
piness. ALICE BRADY.

Ask to see these Triumphs
Throughout the United States, managers of the best theatres are arranging to show

these new-day photo-plays. But you should be certain now that they will be shown on the
dates, and at the theatres, where you and your friends may find this greater enjoy-
ment. Once you see one of these remarkable World Pictures you will want to see
all of them. You will be dissatisfied with efforts of lesser values. For in these / J"
pictures Mr. Brady has brought all his infinite art and knowledge to the /
screen, establishing new standards.

These Super-Plays at Your Theatre
The surest way to bring "World Pictures to your favorite ^theatre

is to fill out this coupon and send it to us. We will then make
arrangements. At the same time speak to the manager of the
theatre, telling him that you and your friends want to see
World Pictures. We advise immediate action so that you
will see every World Picture Brady-Made.

4*

World Film Corporation
New York City130 West 46th Street
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that
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Will H. Johnston
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?r and almost a thh
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Here is a son with the proper stride.
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]N. C MacDermott
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Interesting Book
shows how you can learn to play the piano or organ in your own home ir

one quarter the usual time and at one quarter the usual cost. It explain

t, „rftfo,,nd treasures and well-known social advantages ot musica

training, clliu. cuni-aino uiuuu .
.

an accomplished player or do not know a single note.

Send letter, postcard or coupon below for your copy

of this valuable 64-page book. It is free.

Music As A Career
Our free book tells you of the concert career which

may be open to you. It explains the great

and increasing demand for professional

players and tells how you can earn to

$100 weekly through your, own playing

skill or by giving musical instruction to

fc^ others in spare time.

Dr. Quinn's Famous WRITTEt
METHOD for Piano or Organ

has revolutionized the study of music. By the us

Quinn's remarkable device, .the COLOROTOIS

FREE
BOOK
COUPON

ma:

tners m spare time , .

It fully describes a method of home
M.LQuinn Conservatory > study which brings you all the

Box 650 JM, Chicago, IL ^ advantages of the test foreign

Please send me without cost or> conservatories at less than 43

oEtfon! your 64-page free w cents a lesson. Send for this

Book, "How to Ltarn Piano or ^ free book at OtlCe.

Organ," and full particulars re- ^
garding Dr. Quinn's Course vn -

Piano or Organ by the Written "V ^TCfl
Method, and special Twenty-Fifth ^
Anniversary Offer now open. ^ Write

Name

Address

.

of Dr. Quinn's remarkable device, the

Vnatented), you save three-quarters of the time, effort ar

money usually required for learning piano or organ. You ph

chords immediately and a complete piece, ™WW kg, with

four lessons. Investigate without cost by sending for free boo

Endorsed by Distinguished Musicians

Dr Quinn's WRITTEN METHOD has been provir

its merit by RESULTS for 25 years. Among our gjaduat

are thousands of accomplished amateur Players, as weU

leading composers, distinguished virtuosos and heads ot cc

servatorieT The method is endorsed by prominent musicia

IndTdSors who can apeak with authority.

and systematic, yet practical and easy t9 understand. It

^lly iWtratei'lt is equally effective for beginners oraperte
layer* children or adults. All necessary »nsic ib included FRI

You oractice in sparetime at your own convenience, progress as r

idlyccdoSyw you wish. Diploma of recognized value is grant

Investigate Without Cost
Write todav using postcard, letter or free book coupon, for c

K°bMt explaining everything you want to know about E

Tof^^ano&C^gan," and giving full particulars of our COU

Sneci^educed term! this month on account of our Twenty-fi

Anniveralry Offer. Investigate without cost or obligation HC

Marcus Lucius Quinn Conservatoi
Box 650 JM Chicago, I
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MARGARET THOMPSON
is a typical Western girl whose birth, education and rise to fame are a matter of record of three
States, between the Rockies and the coast. She was born in Trinidad, Colorado; went to school
in Portland, Oregon; and gravitated to Inceville, in the days when motion-picture people began
to colonize California. "The Man from Nowhere," "The Mating," "The Cup of Life," "Mat-
rimony," and "The Thoroughbred" are a few of her screen successes. She is still with Ince.



NORMA TALMADGE
has played leading parts in a hundred pictures, and is not yet old enough to be a voting suffra-

gette her home State, California. Her earliest stage experience was gained in the cellar of her

nome back in kidhood days, when she charged a penny^^^^^^-^
she was leading lady and supporting cast in one. The versatility displayed as a child is her

most characteristic quality as an actress, though she is best in emotional roles.



FRANK KEENAN
entered filmdom about two years ago. Previously he had had a long and successful career on
the stage. Since 1880, when he first appeared on the boards, he has been associated in vari-
ous capacities with many of the most celebrated people of the theatrical world. Among the
famous plays in which he has starred are "Oliver Twist," "Hon. John Grisbv," "The Warrens
of Virginia," and "The Girl of the Golden West," with Blanche Bates.



X

LOUISE HUFF
is a little Southern girl whose violet eves and ninety pounds of petiteness have won the hearts

of thousands of moiion-picture fans. She played two seasons in a stock company, and also

appeared in 'Ben Hur» before taking up a screen career. As a leading mgenue sne figured

h^such pictures as "The Girl at the Locks,- Lubin; "Morse Covington," Metro; -the Sphinx,

Universal; "The Ransom," World; and "Seventeen," Famous Players.



MARY MILES MINTER
is sweet sixteen as regards sweetness; as regards years she is still on the cradle side of that
Utopian age. Though just the mite of a maid, her successful appearance in many screen and
stage productions is a record that a veteran player might be proud of. When a mere child
sne played supporting parts with Nat Goodwin, Robert Hilliard and Bertha Kalisch "Alwavsm the Way ' and "Barbara Frietchie," Metro; are two of her best-known pictures.



CLEO MADISON
has the distinction of being one of the few successful women directors in motion pictures. Her

clever work as a directress and leading woman for Universal comes as the crowning triumph of

her stage and screen career which includes notable successes in leading parts. She received

her first chance to prove her histrionic ability in a stock company at Santa Barbara, about

eight years ago. One engagement led to another until finally in "The Trey o' Hearts she

became recognized as a star of the first magnitude.



HARRY HILLIARD
was educated for the medical profession. He turned to the stage soon after leaving college,
appearing first with Blanche Ring in "When Claudia Smiles." "I decided that making people
laugh was more therapeutic than medicine so I pulled down my shingle and took to the
boards," is the way he explains it. As leading man for Universal and Fox, where he now
is, he has played in "The Strength of the Weak," "Artistic Interference," "The Modern Thelma,"
and "Romeo and Juliet." His favorite diversions are riding and swimming.



JOHN HINES

according to his own confession at the World studio, was "made in America." H s autobiography

in part runs thus: "Ambition, to have more wild women than Solomon; nickname Nut
;
nobby

baseball, pool, and auto racing; love for screen and stage, fifty-fifty; complexion dark; height

to date five feet, five inches; weight, including stick-pin and smile, one hundred and titty

pounds^ age, going on to twenty-two." johnny was too modest to mention his many successes

in screen comedy.



CLAIRE ANDERSON
out-Daniels Daniel when it comes to animal taming. In the picture, "The Lion and the Girl,"
Miss Anderson bearded Leo, the man-eater, in his den and chucked him under his chin just
to show there was no hard feeling. This is just one of the many daring feats of this fearless
young actress that has won for her the reputation of being a "thriller." She has figured sen-
sationally in "Dizzy Heights and Daring Hearts," and other Keystone comedies.



HUNTLEY GORDON
is one of the most favored motion-picture actors in the country in the matter of looks and

reputation. Though still under thirty his list of achievements includes a successful stage

engagement with Ethel Barrymore in "Our Mrs. McChesney," a great many hits in Broadway

plays and repeated appearance in such photo plays as "Money of the Many" and "Miss

Warren's Brother." More recently he has attracted widespread attention as costar with

Lucille Lee Stewart, of Vitagraph.



VELMA LEFLER
is not only one of the most beautiful girls among the younger screen actresses, but has a most
exceptional gift for "registering." Her especial talent 'lies in playing emotional parts, and it is
said that by gesture, movement, and facial expression she can lead the camera to believe most
anything. She is best known perhaps for her supporting work in "The Heart of Paula,'' with
Lenore Ulrich. As an amateur painter she has won high honors. Miss Lefler is playing for Alorosco.



FRANK BORZAGE
began his professional career in stock, repertoire, and night stands in the Middle West when

he was fourteen years old. His last stage appearance was as a character lead in The Prisoner

of Zenda " For the past five years he has played in picture productions, some of the best-

known of which are -The Wrath of Gods" and -The Typhoon." He is now with American.

His ability in performing all manner of "stunts" has scored a peculiar brand of popularity for him.



LOUISE OWEN
plays '"heavies" in Vogue comedies. Despite her skill in portraying vampire roles she would
never be accused of "temperament" in private life. Her principal diversions are cross-countrv
tramps and strawberry ice cream. In her own words "corn-beef-and-cabbage genuineness" is

the thing which is dearest to her heart. Before signing up with Vogue she acted in both
comedy and drama companies on the Pacific coast, and prior to that played in several Winter
Garden productions.



G. M. ANDERSON
is and always will be just plain Broncho Billy to the picture-loving public. Both as an actor

and a producer he is a pioneer in the moving-picture industry. 'The Great Train Robbery,"

in which he made his screen debut, was the first long film ever made. Soon afterward he

founded, with George K. Spoor, the famous Essanay company. He is now with the World

company, acting and directing.



GRACE DARMOND
was for several seasons in stock companies until she entered pictures through Selig three vears
ago. If such a thing as fame can be reduced to terms of arithmetic Miss Darmond doubles her
popularity with each appearance. She has played leading feminine roles in the following pro-
ductions: 'Tour Girl and Mine," "The Millionaire Baby," "A Texas Steer," "The House of
a Thousand Candles," and "A Black Sheep," and has supported Tyrone Power, Harry Mestayer
and others. At present she is being featured in Pathe's serial "The Shielding Shadow."



The Life
of

Next month—Ince's last days

in school; his first appearance

on the stage; the beginning

of his battle with the world.

AR down in the

drama column of

a big Pittsburgh

daily there appeared, on

December 30, 1908, this

item, embodying neither

wit nor too many words :

. . Besides this

n o t a b 1 e work, Mr.
Thompson has a long

list of solid and endur-

ing portrayals to his

credit, and belongs prop-

erly among our most

capable and modern
players. He is coming

back to the Grand with

practically the same
company, including

w young Tom Ince,

who is not only

the son of his

father, but has al-

ready shown that

he is quite a good

actor on his own
account. This
combination o f

inherited and ac-

quired talent is

going to land

Tom Ince 'up

front' some of

these days."

Nor wit nor too

many words ! But

what a wealth of

truth! What a forecast! What judg-

ment !

The item, it is likely, was written by

a press agent, for it had but a modest

position in the column, and smacked

of a hackneyed advance notice in the



Thomas H. Ince
His birth and important things prior to and after it—all

before he became a king in the world of silent drama

By Kenneth O'Hara

future tense, but even press agents have
the power of discernment, and once in

a while hit the bell with their merry
laudations. This one did. And he

must suffer the loss of no glory for his

prediction, merely because Alan Dale,

writing in the New York Herald of

October 8, 1902, had concluded his

analysis of "The Ninety and Nine"
with: "Thomas H. Iince showed sin-

cerity and enthusiasm, and he will do
something worth while one of these

days."

Ince is a rare individual ; he is a mix-
ture of artistry and acumen. That is

one of the reasons Avhy he went into

the business of making moving pic-

tures; he recognized in it an outlet for

his surging genius—a genius which,
bound by the fetters of circumstance,

struggled mightily for freedom of ex-

pression. The other reason is—he
wasn't fond of parading Broadway
with an empty stomach. More of that

later.

It took Ince less than a half decade
to justify the verdict of the Grand
press agent; nearly a decade to do the

same thing with Alan Dale's. But he
did it; he landed "up front," not, how-
ever, because he felt it behooved him
to show them they were right, but be-

cause two kinds of talent, hereditarv

and acquired, together with something

An old water-color painting of Ince Rail, in England {Fee of Makerfield, County Palatine of Lancaster).
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John E. Ince, father of Thomas, when he was stage manager and

comedian of the Boston Theater.

the press agent didn't know about—ex-

ecutive tact—kept shoving him there.

His film, "The Battle of Gettysburg,"

pulled him over the edge, to the top;

and a long succession of better silent

dramas has held him secure.

Outside the facts that he was born

in none-too-afBuent surroundings, and

that, by virtue of parental calling, he

was deprived of much of the motherly

attention bestowed upon the average

boy, and that he was compelled, along

with countless other worthy applicants,

to wait beyond the railing from which

the office boy deliv-

ered managerial ulti-

matums, and that his

first fling at the mo-
tion picture came not

with a company of

capitalists, but with a

handful of good spec-

ulators—outside these

facts, there is nothing

extraordinary about

Ince's career ; at least,

nothing so extraordi-

nary as to merit for

him a more enviable

position in the public

eye than that which

acclaims him the

greatest creative

power in one of

America's richest in-

dustries.

One man, a staid

minister of the gospel,

even went so far,

when he had seen

"Civilization," Ince's

spectacle, as to say

of him

:

"Surely, this enti-

tles the man to a place

in American history.

I have seen many
gems in the field of

literature, drama, and

opera, but this is the

single production ofmost wonderful

all."

About Ince's birth and boyhood—an

inconsequential event then, but viewed

now in the light of a highly important

happening—there is little obtainable,

except from his mother. She it is who

looks upon him now as a youthful god,

revels in the recollection of his achieve-

ments, adores the very ground he

treads. Emma Brennan she used to be,

in the days when she warbled "Saman-

tha" in "Fun in a Boarding School;"

Mrs. Charles P. Brown she is now.
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A portion of

the genealogy showing

the Ince property in England

And in her unpretentious little cot-

tage in Santa Monica, California,

where ease and contentment are

righteously rewarding a life of

undying devotion to her family,

she clings to the yesterdays, as

clings the ivy to the portals of the

home.

"I cannot think of him as any-
thing else but my little Tom," she
says—and there is even the metallic

ring of her operatic voice to her

words. "The years, it seems, have
sped so swiftly that it does not <

seem more than a decade ago that

I held him to me, in rapture, and prayed

that he might
one day occupy
the footsteps of

his father."

The elder
Ince was born
in Wigan, Lan-
cashire, Eng-
land, in 1841, of

a family whose
genealogy is

traceable to

1085. The Ince

Hall, in what
was the Fee of

Makerfield, was
one of the nota-

ble manors of

Britain, and the'

traditions of

this noble fam-
ily were proudly
upheld when
John E. Ince, as

a boy, enlisted

Thos.

H.
Znce's
mother,

E m m a

Brennan, at

the heyday of

her career as a
comic opera favorite.
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in the

of the

navy
"powder
key."
was the

saw of

service

British

as a

mon-
That

last he

his na-

mes,

SKIRL

ty i

j:'t.!;:r!'iy

8. rat- |

"tive heath, for ,|

after girdling !

;

the earth
aboard one of

the king's bat-

tleships, he dis-

embarked, to /

stay, at San [ I

Francisco.

This was at

about the time { ~

the gold craze
j x

was at its height, (
s

and the ener-

getic lad had no i

compunctions /

about carrying

tools for the

miners. He
;

-

knew sufficient t—~

about climbing

halyards, but
nothing about "panning." So his was

but the lot of a helper—a "step-and-

fetch-it."

With two years' savings in his belt,

he entered the Jesuit College at San

Francisco, and then studied law. But

in his veins coursed the blood of Thes-

pis, it seems, and he could not resist

the call that beckoned him to the stage.

Void of experience, but rich in confi-

dence, he embarked upon a theatrical

career, beginning humbly as a dramatic

reader, touring the West Indies, and

later associating himself with the. fa-

mous artists of his time, including

Booth, Barrett, McCullough, Adelaide

Neilson, Clara Morris, and Mrs. John

Drew.
In his tours about the country, he

met Emma Jones, and—possibly be-

cause he hailed from Lancashire and

K*t*. *w» bersdlssts

The record of the Ince family cuaL-of-arius.

she from Shrop-

shire, for she

was a daughter

of Samuel
Jones, a wealthy

and aristocratic

landowner of

the kingdom

—

they were at-

tracted to each

other. Then
came the inev-

itable ! John E.

Ince became a

benedict, and
the few theatri-

cal journals

chronicled the

nuptials, and
wished the hap-

py pair a blessed

union.

Was it any

wonder, then,

that, some years

later—to be ex-

act, in 1879

—

Emma Brennan

winked extra
hard at John E. Ince, standing in the

wings, as she occupied the stage alone

in "Fun in a Boarding School," and

chirped across the footlights

:

"Ah! There he goes, the lovely man, with

but a heart of stone;

For all these years he's failed to see the love

that I have shown ;

And though, in training young ideas, he's

famous in his art,

Yet still he ever fails to solve the problem

of my heart.

For I'm sorrowing and ciph'ring, from year

unto year

;

Each day finds him growing to my heart

most dear

;

At fig'ring and ciph'ring I still find him true,

Yet too well he understands that one and

one make two.

If he will only marry me, we'll work the

school on shares

;

And in these loving arms he'll find a balm

for all his cares

;
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And then in ribbons I will wear my sunny
auburn curls

;

And when he spanks the little boys, why—

I

will spank the girls."

THRIFT—not stinginess—and un-
interrupted occupation, enabled
Ince, who had by this time

established himself as a comedian of

no mean caliber, to invest his savings

in a home. He chose Newport, Rhode
Island, and there, on November 16,

1882, when Gotham's "four-hundred"
set was beginning to take cognizance of

it as a summer resort, Thomas
H. Ince was boi

was the second ch

John, junior, havir

preceded him into

being—and from
the time of his

teething he was
destined f o r

the stage.

_ The house
which, until a

few years
ago, when it

was razed at a

m i 1 1 i o n aire's

mandate,
claimed to be the

birthplace of the
great Ince, was a com-
fortable dwelling, in no
wise, either inside or
outside, a luxurious
home, except in that

it harbored a happy family, nestled
cozily among the grove of sturdy oaks,
on a tract of six acres, far to the north
of the city proper. One day the boy
Tom, barely beyond the age of safety
pins, spent two hours cutting the boards
to form his initials in the side of the
house. They were crude and unpre-
meditated—for the baby craftsman had
neglected to include his middle initial-
yet they served to precipitate what is

remembered as a severe scolding ad-
ministered by Tom's *big brother."

Thomas H. Ince, at right, vhen he

was three years old. The other

child is his brother John.

'This house is to live in," is the way
in which John, now a contemporary di-

rector, is recorded as having admon-
ished the younger one, "not to carve."
Whereupon Tom, delightfully obedi-
ent, but determined to carry on his

campaign of destruction to things sta-

tionary, attacked with his pearl-handled
weapon the woodshed.
That incident, while not illustrative

of the hereditary artistry Ince is ac-
credited with, is strikingly suggestive of
a trait that counted heavily in his suc-

cess—the trait of doggedness

—

not stubbornness, but de-

termination. It is the

determination that

equipped him to

stick to his guns,

in the face of

the ridicule

that was flung

at him when
he announced
that the cry

of the Ameri-
c a n picture-

playgoing pub-

lic would be for

feature film s

—

plays of a greater

length than one reel.

It is the determination,

too, that fortified him
against the attacks of

his critics when he an-

nounced that he was
going to present a peace spectacle, and,

moreover, expected to make money out
of it. And it is this selfsame determi-

nation that loomed up most powerfully
as a weapon in his efforts to do some-
thing in the motion-picture business

—

in those days when, as a figure in the

motion-picture business, he was a non-
entity.

It is said that Ince commenced to

exhibit the dramatic instinct of his

parents as early in life as at the age
of five. One day, shortly after his
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fifth birthday anniversary—it has been chronicled by his mother—the

toddler—for he was not much more advanced than that degree, in the

practice of walking—deliberately pulled together the portieres, depend-

ing from the entrance of the dining room into the living room of the

Newport cottage, and, with a set of tin soldiers for an engrossed audi-

ence, opened up a volley of "barker" oratory that would make some

of Coney Island's side-show solicitors

take on the aspect of mutes. He had a

rolling-pin for a "giant," a needle stuck

into the carpet for a "skinny man," and a

large tomato for the "fat lady." While

he was in the midst of his impassioned

entreaties to the silent regiment of "lis-

teners" to "turn in," John entered and

spoiled the show. And history has it that

the lusty-lunged promoter yelled himself

to sleep in a paroxysm of mingled anger

and grief.

M
Thomas H. Ince

at work
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UNLIKE those of many notables

in American history, Ince's

schoolboy days were unevent-

ful, from a standpoint of either mental

or physical achievement. At about the

time he was ready to matriculate as a

pupil of the primary grades, his father

was appointed manager of the old Bos-

ton Theater, and, with that guarantee

of long association, he removed to The
Hub. And there Tom was sent to

school.

It was not much of a school—just an

ordinary public institution—but it was
abundant with learned instructors, and
the tiny son of Boston's beloved

comedian soon began to enhance the

value of the knowledge he had ac-

quired by reason of his companionship
with his parents.

He developed a penchant for talk-

ing aloud in the classroom, and the up-

right professor soon fell a victim to

exasperation from the lad's disturbing

utterances. Came the day—and this

is from the mother's carefully con-

structed diary—when the pedagogue
lost patience with the flaxen-haired

rogue, and called him to the desk. For
punishment, he meted out the task of

reciting a "piece" to the other boys.

Which, as a matter of fact, pleased

"Tommy" Ince more than any other

penance the master could have pre-

scribed. Bravely, the misdoer faced

his classmates, no shame showing on
his beaming face, and, standing erect,

as though he had been taught the skill

of good stage presence, delivered with

amazing eloquence "Minnie's Christmas
Sermon :"

'She is dressed for the Christmas party,

In a robe of white and blue,

With snowy ruffs and laces

And snowy slippers, too !" et cetera.

This punishment proved an inspira-

tion for the teacher, who decided then

and there to encourage his incorrigible

charge into memorizing more reci-

tations and offering them at the occa-

sional academic functions. Tom read-

ily consented to be encouraged, and the

result of the agreement was that from
time to time, throughout the year, the

boy entertained his classroom com-
panions with "selections."

It would appear, from this record,

that Ince should be qualified to indulge

in extemporaneous speaking, now and
then, at this time of his life, but,

strangely in contradiction to what
might be expected of him, he is not.

The nervous tension to which his sys-

tem seems always to be keyed very
probably is to blame for this.

Following the premiere of "Civiliza-

tion" in Los Angeles, in April, 1916,

there arose a frenzied cry for Ince.

The spectators, driven by the en-

thralling spectacle to a high pitch of

enthusiasm, refused to leave the Ma-
jestic Theater, without first having
heard a word of acknowledgment from
the hero of the occasion.

Realizing the impossibility of per-

suading the patrons to vacate the house
with their wish ungranted, Dave Hart-

ford, Ince's superintendent of produc-

tion, stepped upon the stage and spoke

a few words of gratitude, in behalf of

his chief, for the ovation. He could

see from the feeling of the audience,

as he stood on the stage, that Ince had
attained the height of success, and

thanked them. Then they left.

Later, Ince stood in the lobby, great,

glistening beads of nervous perspiration

popping out on his forehead.

"I wish I could have walked out

there and addressed them," he said, and

his voice trembled in regret, "but I've

been away from it too long. I used to

like it, but now I'm as timid of an audi-

ence as I used to think my playmates

were back in Boston."

TO BE CONTINUED.



Fame Plus Fame
A short time ago he would have considered

a move to the movies a step down the

ladder. But now he feels he is going up

Bv J. B. Wave

If 1

•

EH. SOTHERN was one of

the last surviving members
9

of that school of footlight

celebrities who refused to desert the

stage for the screen. About four

months ago he joined the ranks of

his distinguished fellow players who

have preceded him to filmdom. He
was induced to devote his talents to

acting in motion pictures on the
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ground that his art would
thus be perpetuated. And
Mr. Sothern is adding
fame to fame. He has be-

come a favorite on the

screen as well as the stage.

Already he has played in

the leading role of three

releases: In "Chattel," by
Paul Dest, Peggy Hyland
being his leading woman;
in "The Man of Mystery,"
an adap-

tation of

Archibald
Clavering's

"The City

of M y s -

tery," with

Charlotte
Ives play-

ing oppo-

site : and in "An Enemv to the

King," by Edward Stephens, with

Edith Storey as costar. In each pro-

duction the erstwhile player of

Shakespearean drama showed un-

usual adaptability in the new art.

Fred Thomson, who for

years was associated with Mr.

Sothern as stage manager, is

now with his old friend in

the capacity of director. Re-

cently, Mr. Sothern presented

him with a gold signet ring

in remembrance of their re-

newed friendship at the stu-

dio.



Filming Joan of Arc
Standing around the field of action while

Geraldine Farrar and a battery of cameras

make twelve reels of wonderful drama

By Arthur Gavin, Jr.

A MAN in white shirt, open neck,

knickerbockers, and puttees

emerged from the woods, leaped

over the little ditch, and stopped by the

roadside, facing a group of people loll-

ing in the shade. By comparison of

apparel it seemed as if, in jumping the

ditch, the man who had come from

the woods had crossed the span of ages.

He was arrayed in the most modern

of present-day costumes, while the

loungers were clad in suits of chain

armor and dress of the early fif-

teenth century. But, with a disre-

gard for time and history, they

mingled and talked and laughed to-

Jeanie MacPherson, author

of the scenario, direct-

ing a scene.

gether. ''Found just the right

place, boys," the newcomer
announced enthusiastically.

Then he drew a watch from

his pocket and puckered his

brows in the characteristic

manner of the famous Cecil

B. DeMille. "Miss Farrar

will be here any minute now.

Better see that everything is

ready." The loungers rose

and began to hustle and bustle

about, and the quiet appro-

priate to the lazy California

sun was broken by the din of

work and action.

The roadside

Geraldine Farrar

calmly preparing

for battle.

was on the

outskirts of

the town of

Pa sadena,
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and the fringe of woods on either side

was suitable to the production of a scene
of any age in the progress of the world.
That was why Mr. DeMille had chosen
it for the location in which to set some
scenes for the spectacular twelve-reel

screen version of "Joan of Arc," fea-

turing Geraldine Farrar in the title

role, and that, in turn, was why he
was there with his company of players
from the Lasky studio.

Less than a minute after Mr. De-
Mille had ordered the work started, a

great white limousine swept around a

bend in the road and slowed up as it

approached the group of actors and
workers. The curtains which were
over the windows were drawn apart,

and the chalk-white face and bonnet

-

clad head of Miss Farrar appeared be-

tween them. A moment later the car

had stopped and the star was speaking
to her director.

"I'm all ready/' she informed him,
smilingly surveying her ragged peasant
dress. "Are the sheep here?"

The sheep were there. A short dis-

tance up the road was a great auto

Cecil B. De-

Mille staging ^jfiflfH|| ,,- -v.

a scene with HH / 1

truck filled with them. They, too, were
part of the day's equipment, as they
were necessary for the scenes that fol-

lowed, representing the early life of
Joan of Arc in the little village of
Domremy. At first unruly, the ani-

mals in time responded to the per-
suasive commands of Mr. DeMille and
the long stick which Miss Farrar flour-

ished over their heads. Then the work
commenced in earnest. There was no
more resting, no joking, no time for
leisure. Instead there was the perpet-
ual grinding of the camera, the scuffle

of hurrying scene men, the firm, con-
tinuous commands of the director, and
the clanging of chain armor. It con-
tinued until the sun drew near to the
tops of the hills in the distance and the
light grew faint. That was a typical

day during the filming of the great
twelve-reeler.

There were many problems that

arose in preparation for the taking of
the picture, just as great problems arise

prior to the carrying out of any elabo-

rate enterprise. It is true that the little

things are what usually afiford the most
trouble, because they are not antici-

pated. An example of this occurred in
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connection with the screening of "Joan

of Are."

The story for the spectacle was de-

cided upon and prepared in scenario

form. The star was chosen. Mr.

DeMille went over everything.

Then, just three weeks prior to

the date set for the taking of

the first scene, it occurred to

some one in the property de

partment that the scenario

called for over two thou-

sand suits of chain armor

and there were but a

few in stock.

Each suit had to be

so carefully made that

the wearer, riding on

horseback, could mount
and dismount without

awkwardness, and ride

easily in the great

scenes of approaching

battles before the camera.

Representatives of the company in

all parts of the country were notified

to search for metal mesh with which

to make the suits of mail. No cos-

tumer could be found who had any-

where near the

With one hand on her

sword and ike other

on her camera, Miss

Farrar was

ready for
any emer-

gency.

sufficient
amount. At
length a

firm which

manufac-

The defense of
France and the

slaughter of its

enemies were put
aside frequently

for the sake of

a mere sweet
pickle.

tured silver mesh bags was located and

enough of the cheaper grade of its bags

was purchased to make suits for the

principals in order that the first scenes

might not be delayed. Meanwhile, the

search for material for the armor of

the army continued. It was not

until very nearly time for the

battle scenes to be filmed that

an alert member of the concern

located, in a little coun-

try town, a factory that

turned out chain sauce-

pan washers. A deal

was made with the fac-

tory whereby its entire

output for a full week
was bought by the film

producers
\ for suits
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of armor for more than two thousand

actors.

But the armor problem was only one
of many that arose in the arrangements
preliminary to the actual filming of the

picture. On a great chart which hung
on the wall of Air, DeMille's den at

the studio hundreds of little lines in-

dicated specific preparations. The lines

were drawn in various directions, with

dates placed here and there indicating

the time when each piece of work

horseman had to be equipped with a

saddle fashioned after those in use in

the early fifteenth century in France
in the period when Joan of Arc lived

and fought her great battles in the

cause of her land and liberty. Each
also had to be equipped with battle ax,

gauntlets of mail, helmet, sword, and
lance. The archers, in even greater

number, had to be equipped with
shields and jerkins of mail, in addition

to crossbows and filled quivers. So

Commander in chief VeMille and three of his assistants in conference over a day's

shooting with the camera.

should be finished. The chart also in-

dicated the various departments of the

studio which would participate and
concentrate on the big production

.

The most active of these were be-

neath the general heading of equip-

ment. Before Miss Farrar arrived at

the studio some thirty-four separate

details of property had to be arranged
for. These were not the properties of

the modern photo play, but consisted of
articles and dress long extinct. Each

3

much for the extras, of whom several

thousand appear in support of Miss

Farrar.

As for the principals, they wTere

given the greatest attention. Miss Far-

rar's own wardrobe represents an ex-

penditure of several thousand dollars.

Her suit of silver armor was made un-

der the most expert direction ; the ban-

ner, an exact duplicate of the famous

ensign which Joan carried into battle,

was of embroidered silk.
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A mong other

principals are Ho-
bart B o s w o r t h,

W a 1 1 a c e Reid,

Theodore Roberts,

Tully Marshall,

Raymond Hatton,

Charles Clary,

James Neill, and

others. Each re-

quired a variety of

apparel.

One of the first

problems which the

equipment depart-

ment was called

upon to meet was

the purchase of

material. Had
Joan of Arc lived

in the present day

it would have been

an easy matter in-

deed to have gone

to some Fifth Ave-

n u e atelier and

placed an order for

a thousand hoop
skirts or ten thou-

sand dress suits. But Joan lived in

France in and around the year 1420,

when hoop skirts were unknown and

when dress suits were worn only by the

nobility and then consisted of cloth of

gold richly jeweled. In New York,

Philadelphia, Chicago, Seattle, and San

Francisco, Mr. DeMille had purchasing

agents acting on telegraphic instructions.

Next to the department of equipment,

the greatest activity revolved around

the studio of which Wilfred Buckland

is chief. Mr. Buckland, formerly art

director for Mr. Belasco, has won for

himself in the past two years, in a sim-

ilar capacity with the Lasky studio, a

place of exceptional standing in the

motion-picture industry. It was Mr.

Buckland's duty and the work of his

huge department to accurately design

the costumes of principals and extras,

The director—who would not make a piayer do

anything that he would not undertake him-

self—seeing that the burning at the stake

would not discomfort the victim.

the properties of the produc-

tion, including every bit of

furniture, and to

supervise the con-

struction of the

great exterior sets

which were the

center of wronder

and interest on the

part of thousands

of visitors in Hol-

lywood during the

past summer.
Three entire vil-

lages were built on

) Mr. DeMille's

I

ranch, while within

f the studio grounds

was a street repre-

sentative of Or-

leans. Down the

narrow lane, Joan

and her victorious

army marched un-

der the gaze of the

all-seeing camera.

It is one thing

for a star, a direc-

tor, and a large

company to work together on a five-

reel picture-play production, and it is

something entirely different to keep

an organization of artists together and

hold the enthusiasm at the utmost

pitch for a period of three months.

The starting, the building, and the

making of the production of ''Joan

of Arc" is worthy of credit, and this

credit should be divided between many.

The director and the star, of course,

figure heavily. Then there are others

who cannot be forgotten. Jeanie Mac-

Pherson compiled the story and pre-

pared it for the screen, which gave

the director something tangible with

which to work. The photography is

excellent, and that is greatly due to

the work of Alvin Wyckoff. There are

many other features, little things, but

big when aggregated and considered as
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Miss Farrar and Mr. DeMille admiring the gift given her by the company. Can you
guess the monogram?

a whole, that may be noticed when the
film is on the screen. Practically every-
thing that helps make it a success, can
be summed up in one word: Work.
Three months of it—continuous, hard,
ardent work. There was a limited time
in which to produce the picture, for the
star had to be back in New York in
time to fill other engagements.
Days when Geraldine Farrar was

sufficiently relieved of her undertakings
to seek repose did not occur in the
few short months which she had given
to Mr. DeMille. Each day at sundown
was a day nearer to the time when Miss
Farrar must necessarily return to the
East to prepare for the winter season
of grand-opera concert.

Each evening Mr. DeMille and his

staff of ten assistants in conference
checked over carefully the accomplish-
ments of the day. No finer tribute to

this spirit which animated the entire

Joan of Arc production could be found
than in the simple ceremony on Miss
Farrar's last day, when members of her
company presented to her a silver mir-
ror with their names inscribed on it.

Miss Farrar's note of thanks follows :

My heart is too full to adequately express
the sentiments that surge within me at the
presentation of the beautiful gift this morn-
ing. My hearty thanks toward those valiant
comrades who have followed the Maid from
Domremy through the glorious triumphs of
the battlefield and coronation to prison and
martyrdom—I thank you, one and all. and
my tears are of joy, though they do leave
me ashamed and silent. Thanks—thanks !

Joan of Arc.



WORKING PEOPLE

Mr. and Mrs. Lou-Tellegen strolling thus down Fifth Avenue any Sunday, might be accosted and inter-

viewed for the fashion page. But—hush—they are in working clothes on the way to the Lasky studio.



The Honorable Algy
Coming from a distinguished, monocle-wearing family

in England, Algy was inclined to travel the narrow
and quiet path— but he got his signposts mixed

By Will H. Johnston

EVERY man is a potential thief.

Given the spur to stealing and
the opportunity, any man, how-

ever honest he has been, may succumb
to temptation."

Thus reasoned the Honorable Algy,
sitting in his stateroom on the Gigantic,

en route for New York. He alone of
all the hundreds on board ship held
the secret of the whereabouts of the

great Cape diamond and the Dryker
jewels, which had mysteriously disap-

peared from the purser's safe—a mys-
tery that had destroyed the harmony
of the ocean voyage and set suspicion

flying over the heads of indignant pas-

sengers.

If, two weeks ago, you had called

the Honorable Algy a thief, he would
have attempted to knock you down

—

and probably would have succeeded,

for, in spite of his languid pose, Algy
was an expert with his fists and knew
how to put punch into his blows. But
within a quarter of an hour some of

his moral scruples had gone by the

board—and as a consequence the key to

the mystery was his and his alone.

Two weeks ago his father, the Mar-
quis of Monteith, had called him into
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his study and set before him the pain-

ful fact that the noble house of Mon-
teith was in financial difficulty and that

it was up to him to retrieve their mis-

fortunes.

"Get out and marry an American

heiress," the old man had bidden him

—not in these identical words, but

with the nicely

rounded phrases

that an English

squire uses to

address a gath-

ering of savants

or discharge a

cook.

The Honora-
ble Algy de-
murred, set his

monocle in one

in love with Algy, but. she had an ex-

alted opinion of duty, and where love

and duty came to grips she backed duty

to win. She was the daughter of the

vicar; she had the vicar's classic cast

of features, hardly less delicate, but

with more vivid coloring and more

vitality showing in her eyes.

Silently he

closed and
locked the safe

and dropped the

keys on the desk.

eye, and did his best to look belligerent.

With an explosive "I say!" he began

his demurrer. But you can't keep at

white heat while addressing a rosy-

cheeked old man who makes no re-

sponse and continues to stroke his

whiskers while regarding you as some

kind of trained animal, doing stunts for

his benefit.

So the Honorable Algy flung out of

the room and sought consolation from

Patricia.

Now Patricia Leslie was very much

" 'Honor thy father,' " she quoted to

the Honorable Algy. "You must obey

him. It will break my heart to see you

go, but it is your duty and you must

obey."

"If I go, I shall be positively rude

to every million heiress I meet," he an-

nounced. "Then, you see, Pat, I shall

come back and tell the pater that the

American girls have given me the cold

shoulder and I'll marry you."

He put his arm around her and

•kissed her.
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She smiled wanly. "You couldn't be

rude, Algy, dear. But let's leave what
happens in the hands of Providence. I

am glad you agree with me that duty

must come first."

Algy managed somehow to say

good-by and tear himself away—and
then Providence, in whose hands Pat

had left the future, began to set the

stage for a serio-comedy that gave pos-

sibilities for a harrowing "curtain,"

with Algy looking but on a prison yard
through barred windows.
On board the transatlantic liner

which was to carry the Honorable Algy
to fortune was Bud Harvey, also a

treasure-seeker, but of quite a different

caliber. Where Algy's face was well

known in the best circles of England,

Bud's was not unfamiliar to the police

of London and New York. At the

present moment he wore a little mus-
tache, and his clothing had the Bond
Street air. There were times in his

career when he wore a full beard, and
again was clean shaven ; times when
he arrayed himself in the pearlies of

the coster, or the tarry wide bottoms
of a Southwark longshoreman, or the

flamboyant checks of a Cincinnati

brewer. Something of a turncoat as re-

gards facial appearance and attire, Bud
Harvey yet laid claim to a single-track

mind when it came to annexing the

property of the other fellow.

On the sailing list of the Gigantic

were three names that had interested

him: Mr. and Mrs. James Dryker and
Miss Grace Dryker, of New York. As
a plain matter of fact, they were re-

sponsible for his being aboard.

An enterprising English journalist

had interviewed Mr. Dryker on the

business outlook in America, and men-
tioned, among other things, that the dis-

tinguished New Yorker had become the

possessor of the great Cape diamond,
valued at sixty thousand pounds. Bud
had read the interviewer's story with
consuming interest. He was not con-

cerned about the business outlook. But
the mention of the Cape diamond set

him scheming. He had neglected sev-

eral other promising things in London
to keep in touch with the doings of

the Drykers, and when he found they
had taken passage on the Gigantic he
arranged his affairs that he might be

a passenger on the same ship.

Representing himself as a connois-

seur of diamonds—which he was—he
introduced himself to Mr. Dryker. The
latter was by no means loath to talk of

the Cape diamond, and would have
brought it from the safe for his ex-

amination, but his more cautious wife
dissuaded him.

Bud took the rebuff with easy grace.

"Your good wife is quite right . A ship

is a risky place for the display of so pre-

cious a stone—if it be the genuine
Cape."

"It's genuine, all right," laughed
Dryker. "But the wife has to be hu-

mored in these things, and I guess we'll

leave it in the safe. If you care to

call and see me at my home in New
York, I'll let you peep at it,"

"Thank you. I'll look forward to

the treat."

Thereafter Bud kept a careful eye

on the purser's office, and from a study

of the man's habits a plan to loot the

safe was evolved in Bud's mind. His

opportunity came when * he overheard

the purser order a brandy and soda.

This was the chance he had been wait-

ing for, and, meeting the steward re-

turning with the tray, he collided with

him and managed to drop an opiate

into the high glass.

Bud apologized and strolled away a

few paces. Presently the steward

emerged, and the jewel thief glided to

the purser's room, gently pushed open

the door, and entered.

The opiate had done its work. The
purser lay back in his chair, dead to

the world. His cap had slipped to the

floor. Bud put it on his own head,
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and, turning his back on the barred

window, he took the keys from the desk

and opened the old-fashioned safe. He
found a bulky envelope marked

"Dryker," and, quickly opening it, he

transferred to his pockets the rope of

pearls and the necklace and the big

Cape diamond. They were in separate

cases, and these cases he restored to

the envelope and put it back in the

compartment. Then silently he closed

and locked the safe, dropped the keys

on the desk, flung the purser's cap

on the floor, and crept out.

It was not till the following day that

the robbery was discovered. A concert

in the saloon was announced, and Mrs.

Dryker asked her husband to bring the

jewels from the safe. When he found

the caskets empty he demanded the in-

stant arrest of the purser. But this

brought no results, and a systematic

search of the passengers and cabins was

begun.

Harvey was in a quandary where

to hide 'the loot. With the jewels

wrapped in his handkerchief, he went

up to the boat deck, and there got

his inspiration from the ventilating

funnels that fed

air to the corn-

pan ionways
and fire-
rooms be-
low. With

a stout string fastened to the handker-

chief, he lowered the precious freight

down one of the funnels until the cord

had run out, and then tied it to the rim.

The Honorable Algy had been chat-

ting with Grace Dryker. on deck. She

was the only one of her family who
was not cast down by the loss, and Algy,

in spite of his determination to be rude

to heiresses, had found this American

girl with the sparkling eyes and the

mass of black hair a very pleasant com-

panion.

"The jewels'll turn up among your

mother's cabin baggage as likely as

not," he said.

"Shouldn't be surprised," answered

the girl lightly. "But it's nothing in my
young life. What are a few baubles,

anyhow ?"

"They represent a good many thou-

sand dollars," said Algy dolefully.

"Dollars—always dollars !" she

scoffed. "I thought we Americans were

the only peo-

p 1 e who
tli ought in

terms of dol-

lars."

He shook

his head.
"Money is

one of the

most impor-

tant things in
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"I used force and help came and I was thrown out.

the world. It is the lack of it that
makes men thieves and rogues."

She would have taken issue with him,
but just then the maid came to beg
Grace to go below and try to comfort
Mrs. Dryker, who was almost hysteri-
cal.

Soon afterward Algy went to his
stateroom and sat with a pipe and a
magazine, trying to read. But Pat's
face, with its roguish smile, and her
merry eyes came between him and the
pages of the magazine, and he gave it

up.

Above his head was the opening into
the ventilator shaft, and as he sat mus-
ing a handkerchief came swinging and
swaying down through the opening, and
hung just below it. His curiosity
aroused, he reached up and untied it—
to find the big diamond and the string

of pearls and the necklace winking up
at him

!

It was then he gave vent to his bit

of pessimistic philosophy about every
man being a potential thief. While he
philosophized there came a knock at

the door, and Lord Rockmore, a titled

Englishman whose title was the only
genuine thing about him, stepped in, an
ugly look on his face.

"Just want to say one thing," he
snapped. "You're a lot too much with
Grace Dryker, and I don't want you
spoiling my chances in that direction.

Keep away from her—y'understand ?"

Algy had time only to spread the

magazine over the jewels, and he
merely nodded, though he was minded
to get up and kick Rockmore out of his

cabin. He had known the man in Lon-
don, and despised him.

"
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After the wrathful suitor had gone,

Algy stowed the jewels under his pil-

low. Then the realization came to him

that he was in the same fix as the actual

thief. He stuck his head out into the

companion—and saw the stewards and

the ship's detective searching the ad-

joining cabins. They would search his

cabin, and—unquestionably would look

under his pillow! Then a happy

thought struck him, and he stowed the

necklace and pearls in his tobacco tin.

The Cape diamond he put in the bowl

of his pipe and tamped the tobacco

down on top of it.

He was smoking when the searchers

came in.

"Sorry to bother you," said the de-

tective politely. "But Mr. Dryker's

jewels have been stolen, and we have

orders to search the ship. It's only a

matter of form in your case, sir, and

I'm sure you won't object."

"Go ahead, by all means, my dear

fellow," answered Algy. "I hope you

find 'em."

They stripped his bunk and turned

out his bag, and perfunctorily went

through his pockets, while Algy uncon-

cernedly smoked his pipe, with the great

Cape diamond hidden in the bowl,

meanwhile.

The search of the ship proved fruit-

less ; the jewels were not found, and

there was no clew to the thief. The

story of the robbery was wirelessed to

New York, and a tugload of detectives

met the ship at quarantine and put the

passengers through the third degree.

Bud Harvey was arrested on suspi-

cion by a shrewd sleuth who recognized

him, and they searched his cabin inch by

inch and went through his clothes, but

of course found nothing, and they had

to release him.

Algy had about determined to keep

the jewels. With the proceeds of their

sale he saw himself hastening back to

England, marrying Pat, and living hap-

pily ever afterward. The thought put

him in a jovial frame of mind, and he

chuckled as, from the shadow of a life-

boat, he watched Harvey pull up the

string—with nothing on the end of it

!

He had a few minutes for farewell

with Grace Dryker, and he felt like a

thief as he accepted her invitation to

call on her at her New York home. He
walked down the gangplank, puffing at

his pipe, with the diamond still in the

bowl and the rest of the jewels in the

tobacco tin in his pocket.

He and Rockmore had decided upon

the same hotel, and on the first evening

ashore his lordship came to Algy's

room, quite evidently in great distress.

"Hope I don't disturb you, old chap,"

he began, "but I must have five minutes

with you."

"If it's about Grace, you can save

your breath," returned Algy, who was

writing a letter to Patricia.

"It is about Grace, but it's nothing

you need be hufTy about. Do you re-

member Belle Delmore, of the Leices-

ter Square?"

"Of course. You were sweet in that

quarter, weren't you?"

"Sweet ! I was a fool. I wrote Belle

a lot of letters I'd give a good deal to

get hold of. Belle is in New York now.

She's seen the report that I'm going

to marry Grace, and she phoned me
that it won't do ; that she has first call.

I went to see her, and there was a

quick-action scene staged in the dress-

ing room that the people cut in front

would like to have witnessed. I tried

moral suasion to make her give me the

letters, then I used force. She cried

out, and—to make a long story short

—

help came and I was thrown out. The

last words she said were: T'm going

to send these letters to Miss Dryker

this very day and let her know the kind

of man she plans to marry.'
"

"Good for Belle!" cried Algy.

"Don't jest, old chap," pleaded Rock-

more. "This is a life-and-death matter

for me. I've been a good deal of ?
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bounder in London, but that's all past.

The point is, if Grace gets hold of

those letters, it's all off with my pros-

pects. Cawn't you advise me what to

do? Wonder if you'd go and see Belle

and "

"I—will—not," answered Algy de-

cidedly.

"I don't guess it

would be of the slight-

est use, anyway," said

Rockmore slowly.
"There's only one
thing left for me to

do, and that is to in-

tercept the letters."

"Bright idea!"

laughed Algy. ''Get

a job as postman on

the Dryker beat, old

chap, and the thine is

done !"

Rockmore was not

insensible to the sneer

in Algy's voice, and
he did not prolong

the interview.

When he had gone,

Algy opened the win-

dows.

"The air needs
purifying after a

visit from that rot-

t e r," he muttered.

Then his thoughts

turned upon himself.

Was he so much bet-

ter himself? He had
the jewels that be-

longed to Mr. Dryker.

He was a thief ! He
got out the diamond
and the necklace and
pearls, and stood staring at them for a
long time.

"It's easy money, but it isn't cricket,"

he decided at last. "If Pat were here,

she would tell me to play the game
straight."

His self-communings ended in his

making a package of the jewels and
mailing them to Miss Dryker.

Next morning Lord Rockmore
haunted the Dryker home till the letter

carrier appeared. He followed him up
the steps, and while the old butler took

There's a package missing from the mail," the old man faltered.

the mail, Rockmore watched keenly.

Sure enough, there was a package with
the letters. He sent his card up to

Miss Grace, and the butler put the mail

on the hall table and started up the

stairs.

Rockmore quickly transferred the
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package to his pocket, and then aston-

ished the butler by calling him back.

"I had forgotten a previous appoint-

ment," he said. "I will call later. You
need not mention that I have been

here." And he smilingly withdrew.

On the street corner, he almost col-

lided with the Honorable Algy, who
had come to take a morning canter in

the park with Grace. Algy, in riding

clothes, was a good-looking picture, but

Rockmore gave him only a venomous

glance and hurried on.

The letter carrier was returning to

the house as Algy climbed the steps.

He handed the butler another package,

which, he said, he had overlooked.

Algy was ushered into the drawing-

room, and he was idly flapping his put-

tees with his riding crop when he heard

an exclamation from the hall.

"What's the matter?" he asked lan-

guidly, sauntering into the hall and

eying the butler, who was on his knees

by the hall table.

"There's a package missing from the

mail," the old man faltered. "I don't

understand it. It was here when Lord

Rockmore called a few minutes ago."

Algy was quick to guess what had

happened, and it galvanized him into ac-

tion. Grace and her father had come

on the scene, and he begged the girl

to open the package right away.

Wondering at his anxiety, she tore

off the cover, and found— Belle Del-

more's letters

!

"Rockmore intended to steal this

bunch of letters," cried Algy. "Instead,

he has got away with your jewels!

Don't ask me to explain. He's not a

chap to be trusted. Call a taxi, quick
!"

And when the taxi came, he bundled

the Drykers into it, and ordered the

chauffeur to get to the hotel as fast as

the speed regulations would let him. .

Meanwhile, Lord Rockmore had

reached his rooms, and sat down to

gloat over the coup he had made.

"It'll be amusing to glance at the gush

of former days before I put a match

to the stuff," he laughed, as he opened

the package.

But there were no love letters to

amuse him. Instead, his eyes were daz-

zled by a lovely rope of pearls, a dia-

mond necklace, and a wonderful dia-

mond that caught the sunlight on its

thousand points and blazed in marvel-

ous glory.

"Good Lord! The great Cape dia-

mond, or I'm an ass !" he gasped, star-

ing unbelievingly. "Dryker's jewels

that were stolen on board ship. Sure as

I'm alive ! The thief must have gotten

cold feet and sent the boodle back.

Oh, fine, fine!" he exclaimed, rubbing

his hands, as he bowed over the gems.

"This ought to make me solid with

Grace when I return them with some

cock-and-bull story that I'll have to

think up."

But as he held the big diamond to

the light another thought came to him

with stunning force.

"By Jove !" Why return them ? It's

entirely too early for me to settle down
with a wife tied to me. I can dispose

of the stuff" somewhere on the Conti-

nent, and then
"

His musings were interrupted by a

rush of feet along the corridor. There

came a banging on the panel, and the

door was burst open as Rockmore flung

the jewels into a drawer.

"What's the meaning of this?" he be-

gan indignantly.

It was the Honorable Algy who an-

swered. "Fork over, old top!" he said

slangily, but with a note of deep relief

in his voice. "I saw you putting some-

thing in that drawer. The Dryker

jewels, eh?"

Behind him, Grace and her father

stood, waiting developments.

"Get out of here!" said Rockmore.

But it was no time for argument. Algy

swung his fist to Rockmore's jaw, and
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while his lordship sprawled on the floor

the drawer was jerked open, and Algy
was holding out to the astounded Mr.
Dryker the necklace and pearls and the

great Cape diamond.

"I've been a good deal of a fool,

and came near being a thief, but I'm
glad it happened, for it showed you
what kind of a rotter Lord Rockmore

is," Algy was saying. It was later after-

noon, and he sat with Grace Dryker
in the luxurious "den" which she called

her private reception room.
"I guessed the caliber of his lord-

ship some time ago," she answered, with
a smile. "If it hadn't been for mother,
I'd have cut him off my calling list

months ago. Mother still believes he
would have returned the jewels, but
I'm not so charitable. Anyway, the
Belle Delmore letters have convinced

her that an international marriage, with
Lord Rockmore at one end of the

golden chain, is out of the question.

I'll tell you a secret, if you promise
not to tell. I'm in love with somebody
else, a good American who is not to be
compared with this poor sample of a

titled Englishman."

"I'm glad—mighty, mighty glad,"

said Algy, sighing. "I'm in love, too,

but the pater sent me out here to marry
an heiress." Then he told her the whole
story.

Grace listened sympathetically, and
finally, after a few minutes of silence,

she shot at him the question : "Why
don't you go to work?"
"By Jove, I never thought of that

!"

he exclaimed.

The girl laughed. "Well, think of

it. You've got brains, and there's no

reason in the world why " She

When Algij's name was called they dragged him forward to a corner of the room.
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investments that had paid well, and On

Bassett's advice had plunged his all on

a venture which promised big returns.

There were presents for all, and when

Algy's name was called they dragged

him forward to a corner of the room

that was curtained off. Grace was

spokeswoman, and her eyes were danc-

ing.

"Two big presents for you, sir," she

said. "First, this big check, which Mr.

Bassett has handed me as the result

of your fortunate investment, and sec-

ond this " And she drew back the

curtain.

Patricia, the English vicar's daugh-

ter, stood there, hands clasped de-

murely, smiling down on her lover and

enjoying his look of utter astonishment.

"Pat! Pat!" he shouted. And as

he moved forward the curtains closed

behind him, and the girl of his dreams

was laughing and sobbing in his arms.

SOME DAY!

COME day the public taste will change,

P And pictures of the dissolute and vile

No longer will comprise the mental range

Of those who in the dimmed halls rest a while

To watch a shadow play.

Some day the faithless man and maid

Will be no longer thrust upon our view;

But health and moral cleanness, long delayed,

Will be the moving-picture magnate's cue

—

Heaven speed the day

!

Everett Leighton.

broke off and jumped to her feet.

"Come right downtown this minute, and

I'll introduce you to Lon •" She

flushed and lowered her eyes. "He's

my big secret, Algy, and for pity's sake

don't give our romance to the reporters.

You'll like Lon Bassett. He's a broker,

and I'll make him take you into his

office."

The annual Christmas party at the

Dryker home had nothing of the formal

about it. Save for a few intimate

friends of the family, it was mostly a

gathering of bright-eyed children who

would have had no Christmas party in

their own homes. Algy was one of the

invited guests—and it was something

of a transformed Algy who romped

with the kiddies, a keener-eyed, less-

languid Algy. He had learned busi-

ness very quickly, and with his savings

of the six months he had made several



Louise Glaum—on the screen—lures
from their homes and other places
of conservatism, men, married, sin-
gle, whiskered, and otherwise. But
Louise Glaum—off the screen—does
not lure men at all. She doesn't have
to—in fact, she has to maintain a
bulldog to keep away men, married

,

single, whiskered, and otherwise.

Little children who sneak from then-
studies at night to see Bessie Love
in pictures might be interested to
know that while they are chewing
their hats with emotion at her
acting, Bessie is home doing her
own lessons.



This is a photograph of E. H. Sothern, the eminent actor, at the dress-

ing table where many of his famous characters have been born. On

this seat he has changed everything from his age to his clothes, grown

whiskers and done other interesting things in the course of a few min-

utes. But nothing has been so

hard or taken so long as his

struggles here with his collar-

button.

\ This picture seems to indicate that little Jane

'M and Katherine Lee did not get enough of sand

- \ while they were in the West Indies with the

Jll
''Daughter of the Gods" company, trying hard

to look as cute as the older mermaids. From
IIP the absence of the others the conclusion is

K drawn that they had all the sand they needed

||l —except in their eyes.



There are lots of things that might be on
that piece of paper to make Gail Kane look

so thoughtful. Perhaps a milliner's bill, or

one from the gasoline man, or a letter from
her country cousin who wants to become
famous, or even a testimonial she has writ-

ten to some beauty-soap company, and, being

modest about her looks, she feels a little

guilty. What's that? No, it can't be an
answer to a love letter sent with those
flowers. Actresses have to work at times,

and think how long it would take to turn

down those million proposals a week of

which the pressagents tell.

Just why Fred Mace, that reliable custard
sharp-shooter of General Mack Sennett's, is

hiding his frivolity in a dark corner and an
expression of gravity is more than any one
can tell. It was suggested that both place

and face might be explained by the fact

that Fred was told he would have to pro-

duce comedy all night. Being funny at late

hours is nothing to smile at. Anyway, this

photograph offers a fine opportunity for a
budding young song-writer to scribble

something about "Fred Mace's joy lies

moldering in the grave."

Mrs. Joyce,

Alice Joyce, and Re-Joyce-
which makes one

Moore.



Waldo Walker went shyly around to Myrtle Stedman's dressing-

room door with a scenario to find out if she objected to that

long love scene with the leading man. Look at the
?

smile on her

face! "Humph," said Myrtle. Got enough film?'

A bucket may be able to hold more than a man

can hold, Charlie Murray asserts, but that is no

evidence that it can hold a man. This sectional

part of a well is built in the ever-filled Keystone

tank for the sole purpose of washing the pie-

filling off Charlie's face after a comedy scene.

The sectional part of a man. at the right, is

half of the reason for Mr. Murray's theatrical

progress in this film.

The first time these implements of warfare ap-

peared at the studio Velma Lefler didn't know

exactly what they were. The camera caught

her sneaking carefully up to them to make

sure the electrical apparatus was not con-

nected with bottles instead of battles. Ye

can't tell what them there ecters'll do next.





The clever fellow who borrows a pipeful of smoke each

afternoon remarked: "Huh, leave it to the Irish to find a

way. No safer place for a married man and a pretty French

girl than 3,000 feet up." So, just to vii

dicate Owen Moore and Marguerite J|
Courtot, we are going to say that J

this scene is taken from a movie

Did you ever see a photograph of a moving-picture actor

beside his automobile? A camera man at Vitagraph spotted

a car and was struck with the original idea. Three ready

heroes suddenly appeared: John Robertson, Wally Van, and

Earle Williams. We think the auto belongs to the company.

Marin Sais, the branded "Social Pirate." having rid

the Kalem studio of all its gentlemen of society,

is trying her smile on the horses. They are a

harder proposition; they allow her to shake hands

formally, but she can never turn their heads.



This is a picture of

vampire. Virginia
Pearson, who has put
so many men out of
commission that she
has to do their work
herself, heard some
one say that hay should
be made while the sun
shines. And, just so
long as Virginia wears
that smile, the world
is bright, the sky is

clear, and all the
clouds turn inside out
and display their

silvery side. What is

a vampire?

If some farm juurnal
saw this photo it could
make a fortune through
its ad. columns. For
instance: Kathlyn Wil-
liams says that farming
can be made a pleasure
by using Soandso's over-
alls; Whozit's face mas-
sage keeps the sun from
t anningyou

; Watisnam's
" and cream prevents
blisters—and so ad in-

finitum. And all that
Kathlyn really did was
whisper: "For good-
ness' sake hurry; this

rake is terribly heavy."

A good loafer is one who can
make people think he is working
when he isn't. Bill Farnum seems
to be watering the lawn with per-
spiration—except that his wise
partner in the labor union isn't

moving his feet. "Hey," says Bill,

"how about
alittlegur-

gle?" And
the friend

in front
throws
back a

wink.



Scenario writer Lloyd Lonergan, of Thanhouser,_ is very

proud of this picture. It is very seldom a poor writer even

gets so far as a studio door, but here he is with Dons brey,

Wavne Arey, and their director, Ernest Ward, all waiting

for 'his word of command—or the point of his joke.

Old Chief Seattle, the phenomenal one-handed catcher and

Lucille Lee Stewart, of Vitagraph, as Statue of Liberty

traffic cops on a corner in Seattle, Washington.



Derwent Hall Caine
As soon as he stepped on American soil he was
famous in America—as his father's son. But when
he leaves he will be more famous—as himself

By A. S. Le Vino

WELL, here

I am, and
a jolly

hard time I've had
getting here."

'The speaker's

greeting had an
overseas flavor and
the buoyancy of
the traveler who
has just stepped
from ship to shore
and whose soul is

filled with the won- 1
der of a new land
and a new people.

He sat down
across the desk
from me.

His smile spread
—one might almost
s a y suffused—it-

self all over his

face. It was a ro-

mantic face, one
that painter or

sculptor would de-

light to use as

model. The fea-

tures were those of

a poet, a musi-
cian, an artist, a

dreamer. And yet

there were courage
and strength—the

courage to think

strength to enact them.
"Yes," he said, "I've really had a hard

time getting here. When I left England
they tried to hold me back, and when

I reached the

United states they
tried to keep me
out."

A moment be-

fore, the office boy
had brought into

my office the card
of a stranger
w h i c h bore the

words : "Mr. D.
H. Caine, Lon-
don." But already,

after a moment of

conversation with
the son of Hall
Caine, the famous
English novelist,

he was no
a

was a contagious

friendliness in the

presence and per-

sonality of the
young actor that

once and for all

banished any im-

pression of his be-

ing a newcomer or

a mere acquaint-

ance.

On the day of

his visit to me,
Derwent Hall
Caine had just ar-

rived in America and was on the eve of
appearing in a number of screen produc-
tions of his father's best-known novels
and plays. In all these pictures Mr.
Caine was to be starred with the tre-

longer

stranger—there
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Mr. Caine and his director going over action before taking a scene.

minutes beyond her sail-

ing: time, and he stuck

along with me on the

steamer until there was

no further chance for me
to get off the boat.

"When the New York

arrived here one of your

immigration inspectors

decided that I came within

the rule regarding foreign

combatants. They had

almost decided to send me
to Ellis Island and hold

me there until my peace-

ful mission had been

clearly established. The

same discharge papers

which had ruined my
chances to stay in Eng-

land now served me in

good stead in your city."

In his expression,

'ruined my chances," I

mendous reclame that goes with our

American starring methods. Following

and interspersed with his screen ap-

pearances, he was to play leading roles

on the speaking stage.

Had a stranger been present in the

office and not known in advance the

reason for Mr. Caine's coming to the

United States, he never could have

gleaned it from anything Mr. Caine

said.

I asked him what he meant when

he said he had had a hard time getting

here.

"Just as the New York was about to

pull out from her Liverpool pier," he

explained, "an army inspector decided

that I was of military age and should

remain in England. He yanked me

and my boxes off the steamer. But

when the inspector opened my luggage

he found my navy and army discharge

papers. He muttered something and

"Well, he put me back on the New
York, which he had held for fifteen

detected the regret of a soldier at leav-

ing his home land during war times,

and I induced him to tell me about his

experiences in the great European

strupfSfle.

"At St. Moritz, m February of

1914,
" he told me, "I had smashed,

almost simultaneously, the world's

speed record for toboggans, and, just

across the finish line, when my toboggan

crashed into a sled which had suddenly

stopped on the runway, my right leg

and my left arm. Early in November,

1915, I was able to be about again, and,

of course, I volunteered for service.

"First they sent me to a naval-train-

ing camp. You see, I had learned some

of the tricks of sail and steam vessels

in the waters of my native Isle of Man.

After they deemed me sufficiently

versed in the game; I became a dispatch

bearer to the Grand Fleet in the North

Sea."

Mr. Caine grinned as he sensed my

question before I could put it to him.

"Yes, I think it was the coldest ex-
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perience that ever I've

had. Traveling on a tor-

pedo boat in the North
Sea in the dead of win-

ter was fairly exciting.

But the little boat made
up for any hardships by
some skirmishes with

German 'subs' and de-

stroyers. We got through
a year of it all right.

Then a surgeon decided

my broken bones could

not stand the strain any
longer. So they dis-

charged me and sent me
home.

"I was taken on as an
army chauffeur. There-
upon, two army surgeons
said it was not safe to let

me run one of their old

busses—they made it very
explicit that it was the

safety of the bus they were considering.

They wouldn't let me stick it out, so

I started training naval recruits. Then
the navy people kicked me out of the
service again and told me to keep out
of the way. So, when I got this offer

to appear in pictures and on the stage

in America, I accepted it.

I remarked, in a rather conventional
way, that, of course, Americans could
not imagine the awful realities of the
war, being so far away.

"I am not so sure about that," he
said, with a good-natured laugh. ''You
have wonderful ruins in your own Xew
York streets. Americans don't have to

go abroad to get the atmosphere of

devastation. After a rather wild ride

through the streets that look like

trenches and shell craters, in a taxicab

whose chauffeur, in order to get a pas-

senger, almost abducted me from the

pier, I am convinced that all the ruins

are not on one side of the Atlantic."

I assented to his conclusions about
our streets—anv Xew Yorker would.

Watching a scene during the filming of one of his father's stories.

But Mr. Caine evidently felt that he
had told me enough and that now it

was his turn to put the questions

:

"Is my scenario ready? When do
I start work?"
The two inquiries came out with a

rush. The man's purpose was clearlv

derined. In an instant he had changed
from the easy-going visitor to the mat-
ter-of-fact artist.

And be it said that Derwent Hall

Caine, though one of the youngest, is

to-day one of the most prominent of

London actor-managers. The Aldwych
Theater, in London's fashionable West
End, is his. There he has produced
and played in three of his father's

greatest successes : As John Storm in

''The Christian," with more than six

hundred consecutive performances ; as

Pete in the title role of the play of

that name, with upward of four hun-

dred performances ; and as Dan Mylrea
in "The Bishop's Son," with more than

eight hundred performances. It was
his work in the latter which moved the
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London Post to call him "England's

greatest romantic actor."

The success of his productions and

of his theater have proved him quite

as efficient and successful as a business

man. These two qualities—artistic

ability and sound business sense—are

perhaps Mr. Caine's most strongly

marked characteristics.

Since that first meeting I have come

to know Mr. Caine intimately. I can

tell you his taste in literature and in

art. I can tell you that he has a pro-

digious memory ; that he can quote ver-

batim from authors little known to the

general reading public and can describe

with accuracy the details of the world's

great paintings. I can tell you that his

chief hobby is automobiling ; that he is

a skilled mechanic ; that his soft, sinu-

ous fingers can take a motor apart and

put it together again without having any

little cog wheels or other things left

over.

And I can tell you that when it comes

to interviewing him, as we Americans

interpret an interview—well, in the

words of Mawruss, ''that is something

else yet again."

"What a flaire you Americans have

for interviewing your visitors," he said

one day as I threatened to "talk to him
for publication." "While the New
York was still at Quarantine, half a

dozen reporters backed me into a cor-

ner and started to question me about the

United States. I told them I had never

been here before, so they asked me
what I thought of American women.
I told them I never had seen any ex-

cept in London. They said that was
very nice, thanked me, and departed.

The next morning I read of many things

I had told them about your country

and your women. I wish I could have

been half as clever as those chaps made
me out to be.

"I feel the same way now. It seems

really awful to have to face an Ameri-

can interview—to rattle off bright

things for what you call a 'snappy' talk.

Hall Caine, the renowned novelist, and father of America's newest screen actor.
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"But, if you will let me tell you some-
thing my own way, I really should like

to say this : Since we started work on
'The Bishop's Son' picture, I have vis-

ited many Eastern cities. The thing

that strikes me as above all most Amer-
ican is, to cite one of your own poli-

ticians, that you "'patronize home indus-

tries/ Excepting, perhaps, only France,

I have never visited a country where
home ties are so strong as they are in

the United States. There is a whole-

someness about your observance of

home relations, there is such determina-

tion to improve it, and there is such

partnership between husband and wife

as may be seen only in France.

"There is something else I have
noted—and this I say with regret : You
seem to have failed, despite all your
-wonderful literary men, to rear success-

ful dramatists.

"Now, you cannot get away from the

facts that even a mediocre cast cannot
ruin a good play, and that even the

greatest cast cannot save an inherently

bad play.

"Why a nation so rich in heroic tra-

ditions and in industrial advance, so

exuberant in its spirit, and so ardent in

applying 'that spirit should fail to pro-

duce dramatists the equal of Shaw, of

Barrie, of Jones, of Pinero, and, if you
will permit me to say so, of my father,

seems to me strange.

"There must be a removable reason

for it. You Americans have all the

qualities that go to support an active,

virile, triumphant stage. Your daily

life, as individuals and as a people, is

so colorful that it deserves, and should
receive, perpetuation through plays that

reflect that life. You have the greatest

newspaper, magazine, and book-reading
public in the world. You have more
theaters than any other country in the

world, and yet it seems that you have
to import many of your great stage

successes. Certain it is not that your
public will not support American plays

written by Americans, because there is

no public anywhere more intensely de-

voted to its country than the American.
"There is no message that I would

rather carry from my country to yours,
from the English stage to the American
dramatist, than to express the hope that

your people will realize the value to

their own lives and to their progeny of

the prompt and proper support of

American musicians, painters, sculptors,

writers, dramatists, and actors. You
are the people who should nurse the

priceless legacies of these arts.

"And you have only to apply your
practical, sensible, sturdy hands to the

task to make America the leader in

world art, as it has become in world
finance and world commerce."

Mr. Caine may consider that he met
with trying difficulties in his efforts to

clear the port of Liverpool when he
sailed for the United States. But it is

predicted that, should he try to leave

this country a year from now—after

the American public has seen his work
—he will find it even harder than when
he left England.



Blackton the Second
By Warren Reed

THERE is very good and sufficient reason for calling Buster "A chip of

the old Blackton." This is the paraphrase which the studio people affec-

tionately use in referring to the youthful director, J. Stuart Blackton,

junior. It is not by the reflected glory of a famous father that the younger

Blackton shines. It is only necessary to see him in shirt-sleeve action during

a rehearsal, with his arms swinging dangerously near the camera, to be con-

vinced of his directorial ability.

Be it said at the outset that Buster is just plain Buster to his host of

friends in the picture game. He himself says that he never

expects to use his real name but once in life, and that will

be when he proudly affixes it to a marriage license.

jt^T He is a strapping, red-blooded, football star of a

youngster, who radiates vim and vigor in every ges-

ture and movement.

Last summer Buster graduated from prep school, and

straightway showed up at the studio for duty. With Spar-

tan zeal he set to work to learn all there was to know about

motion-picture production. He is robustly practical like his

father, the commodore, and proved himself an apt appren-

tice in every department of the plant. Pretty soon he

developed such form that he was given a chance at directing,

and he made good. In August he was transferred to an

assignment with the ''Battle Cry of War" company, which

was then stationed on Staten Island with the New York
militia. Here he

proved himself

an indispensable

assistant to his
father in the

huge task of

getting war pic-

tures for
the coming

great pre-

p aredness
production.

i
Director W. P. S. Earle, J. Stuart

Blackton, Sr., and "Buster" watch-

ing a scene.



Ferries to Fairyland
By G. B. Diuguid

Between the humdrum
affairs of everyday-

life and the carefree

Arcadia of the Thespian

are five cents, five

minutes, and a ferry

The ''Fort Lee" fading

away from the pierfreighted withfilm folk.

ANYBODY can tell you where the

busiest corner in New York is.

Leastwise, nobody will admit

he doesn't know. Leave it to the street

gamin or corner grocer ; ask the shop-

girl while she is tying up your bundle;

inquire of the traffic cop ; or

pop the question to any un-

suspecting passer-by. It

doesn't matter if the

testimony conflicts. It

doesn't really matter if

none of them are

right. And maybe,
after all, there isn't

any busiest

corner.
Only the big

fact counts,

which is

_Jp

George A. Daly, one minute late, giving the ferry a grouchy stare

that every inhabitant of our ''modern

Babylon" is infected with the bacillus

hustilius and takes to a crowd like a

brick to mortar. If you can spell

pell-mell-millions-on-the-mall, you're a

Gothamite. Elbow the brains out of

some stranger in the push, and
the keys of the city are

yours. Even the la-

mented cat who was
''run over by a bulldog"

died in a good cause

from the viewpoint of

the congestionaires. Is

it in a seething sea of

sight-
seers, this
vortex o f

the masses

—or is it in

^^Miiiiiiii

_
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ingenues.

the surging slums, or in the mighty

melee of the meal fighters at lunch

time? If you look everywhere in vain,

The slot ma- anc[ haggard hope gives up the search,
chines in the

turn hito ^e avenue of human hearts
waiting room ^ follow it till yQU come to the cross_

have a fatal r ... ... r
± , town street of imagination, tor there,

attraction/or .

&
'

. . u
like Bohemia, you may hnd it m the

mob-mad minds of the multitude.

But where—oh, benighted metropo-

lite—where is the j oiliest spot in New
York? Leave your jostling, shoving

streets and lead me to the market place

of the merrymakers. Far up the river

coast, in a little cove under the hill,

there is a barge that plies all day

from shore to shore. To be more
accurate, it is not really a barge at all,

but a ferry—the ferry to Fairyland. If

the busiest corner, with its swarms of

labor-burdened, soul-hardened people,

might be called the center of gravity

our little river harbor might be called

the center of gayety. Here every morn-

ing when that sinister obsession, "the

rush hour," holds the speed-crazed

city in its grim spell, here, to this

quiet nook by the riverside, gather

from the four corners of the great

New York that light-hearted part

of our populace that we call player folk.

Beyond the rock-ribbed, forest-crowned

Lottie Nelson, a bur-

lesque queen, and her

husband, Chester Nel-

son, on their way to

visit friends at the

studio colony.
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hills across the Hudson is a motion-
picture studio colony, and thither daily

wander the pilgrims to this Arcadia
where playing is not pastime but hard
work.

Those people of the "rubber-rubber-
endum" tribe who feed their souls on
sights unusual and glimpses at famous
people must get up early if they would
see the grand concourse of screen

celebrities which passes through the

clanging turnstile at the ferryhouse
each morning on its way to the Fort
Lee studios. They must be there not
later than eight a. m., and stay until

ten to have their curiosity satisfied with
beholding persons and personages of

film fame. The latter are not hard to

identify. In one way or another, they
can always be differentiated from the

mass of mere people coming and going.

The Cleopatras of the movies always
come in big limousines, apparently in-

different to everything. They are
grand ladies, wondrously gowned in

morning creations, who peer half lan-

guorously through the beveled-glass
windows. If you are a real fan, and
know the leading ladies of the motion-
picture world from seeing them in

screen dramas, you will, no doubt, catch
fleeting squints at

such renowned
actresses as

Clara Kim-

Helen Martin and Adelaide Mulry, Universal,

waving farewell to the sky line.

ball Young, Theda Bara, Ethel Clay-
ton

,
Alice Brady, Norma Talmadge,

and many others.

Alice Brady says the

morning boat trip is

the best part of the

day's routine.
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Hardly less interesting is the long

train of prominent actors and direc-

tors who usually reach the ferryhouse

in merry bunches of three or four in

their open automobiles. They, too, are

easily recognized. You can safely

count on seeing every type of player

from Roscoe Arbuckle, the funny fat

fellow, to Irving Cummings or Carlyle

Blackwell, who play more dignified

roles. And, if you are not careful,

you will encounter shaggy-browed,

much-bewhiskered big chaps whose

records for villainy and crime have

given them a place in the thumb-print

department of many studios. For all

that, they are not very dangerous, but

on the other hand, are rollicking good

fellows who will tell you of murders

committed and burglaries perpetrated

without the trace of a blush. George

A. Daly, for instance, who plays

heavies with Violet Mersereau, wouldn't

be taken for a "bad man" on the street,

but the bloodcurdling deeds of evil to

which he confesses make you move

away from him a few steps involun-

tarily. At the end of the covered pier

the air is dank and cool, and the place

suggests the silence of a sepulcher dur-

ing the few-minute intervals between,

the arrival and departure of ferries.

Here, as he posed for a picture, Mr.

George A. said this would be a good

place to kill a man.

A festive atmosphere pervades the

ferry as it speeds its way toward the

Palisades, thronged with players from

aft to fore and from port side to star-

board. You might imagine it was a

big picnic party off for a day's outing

in the country. Or it might be a crowd

of youngsters from a coeducational

college. Predominant is the spirit of

play, the optimistic note of disband-

ment and levity ; in short, the excursion

impression.

Last of all would one guess that this

small army of happy-go-lucky citizens

were industrial workers on their way

to the day's labor—mill hands bound

for those huge, glass-roofed plants

where facts, the livelong day, are woven

into fancy, and where the textile com-

monplaceness of life is fashioned into

the fabric of romance.

If you overhear their rambling jollity,

and good-natured bantering, one with

the other, you can get a bookful of

anecdotes and human-interest experi-

ences. Ethel Clayton is almost in tears

as she tells her friends, grouped around

her limousine, about a poor dray horse

that was assassinated by a nihilist street

car that very morning when she was

speeding up Park Avenue at Forty-

second. She is almost heartbroken

and too nervous to speak.

Stuart Holmes and a little coterie of

fellow actors are discussing the reel

possibilities of

the latest
Broadway hit.

Douglas Fair-

banks, in the

smoking room,

is giving his

friends an ex-

Conway Tearle (in front), Montague Love and Lillian Cooke leaving the ferry, on the New Jersey

side, for Fort Lee.
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hibition high kick by way of getting
in form for his day's pranks before the
solemn-faced camera. More serious-

minded players are reading their news-
papers between contented puffs at their
cigars. The advent of the latest stage
celebrity into the field of film follies is

the topic of

c on v e r -

sation i n
another
quarter.

Diffused
through
the whole
scene is

much bow-
i n g and
nodding of

good morn-
ing from
one end of

the boat to

the other

Things take
A ^ Bluebirds 9^"P<-

Jd on the fore dtck of the ferry.

on quite the air of an informal social

gathering during those happy five min-
utes between New York and New Jer-
sey—between the world of reality and
Fairyland. In days to come the good
ship Fort Lee will take its place in his-

tory with revered taverns or actors'
clubs that have become famous as the
meeting places of the notables of a great
profession.

What of the demure little maidens,
with brown and flaxen curls dangling
from their close-fitting hats, who scam-
per and skip like joyous schoolgirls
onto the ferry? This may sound like

a case of contradictory terms, but they
really are both joyous and demure at
the same time—no combination of qual-
ities being impossible in "the female
of the species." At least, they seem
like little Red Cross nuns when you
speak to them—downcast eyes, blushes,
and all that. It's when they are chat-
tering and chirping with each other that
they remind you for all the world of

5

a tree full of happy robins. If you
have not already guessed it, these hope-
fuls are the little ingenues of to-day,
but—bless their hearts!—just you wait
till to-morrow, for numbered among
this galaxy of good-lookers are the
stars and the leading ladies of some

golden,
future day.

They come
i n flocks,

herds,
swarms,
and every

other word
that con-
notes clus-

tering col-

1 e c t i v e -

ness, each

a c c o m -

panied by a

satchel, and
some of
them by

their protecting mothers
Get one of them to talk to you if

she will; in fact, many of them. No
masher stuff or anything like that. Just
be a plain, honest-to-goodness, regular
guy. You will find them sociable but
shy, and, what's more, you'll find that
underneath their little velvet hats and
locks of gold are many things about
pictures, players, and productions that
a director couldn't tell you. Over and
above and exclusive of all they know
in their eager, enthusiastic way about
the picture game, is something even
more interesting. Who among us is

so hardened or callous, so blatant or
sluggish, that he does not understand
and appreciate how sweet are triumphs
and how sad are tragedies to the soul
of a sixteener ? Outwardly carefree, all

of them; but what, for all we know
or don't know, is the secret disappoint-

ment of little Gertie Gay over there by
the deck rail, alone and looking wist-
fully at the water? Maybe her heart is
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atremble as she timorously journeys to

Fairyland in quest of some small as-

signment to extra work. Fame, friends,

and fortune may be hers some day, but

this morning she will wait—poor girl!

—in the "antechambers of the great,"

penniless and without

patrons, wondering if

that which she has of

beauty and grace will

be her passport at the

portals of the picture

palace. Quite differ-

ent is the case of

cunning Pauline Cur-

ley. You can't help

overseeing her as she

sneakingly peeps to-

ward the side of the

ferry conspicuously

marked "MEN."
There now, naughty

lassie, "seen you when you done it."

She came with her mamma, and quite

by eavesdropping chance from the lips

of the stern matron herself, it was

learned that Pauline has been in pic-

tures for these last six years. A wee

bit of a tot she was, of course, when

she played first. Already glory has

claimed the mischievous mite of a maid

for her own—leading ingenue in

"Where Love Leads." A toast to you,

Pauline : "Twinkle, twinkle, little star,

think I don't know what you are?

Leading extra—how did I know so?

Heard your mother when she said so."

On the hither side of the Rubicon

The arrival of the trolley spoils Stuart

Holmes morning smoke.

the first onrush of players to the ferry-

house—the first really tempestuous

stampede—comes about eight-forty-

five. There is much jingling of nickels

at the ticket window and much pushing

and panting, while the turnstile does

a little tune in ping-

pong meter, like this

:

Click — click-click —
click — click-click-

click — click-click —
click - click - click -click

—click. In a minute,

and as if by magic,

the sleepy waiting

room is transformed

into a human caldron

of bubbling anima-

tion. Dapper extra

men in two-button

coats gravitate in

bunches toward the

closed exit door, and wait impatiently

for the next ferry, which means an-

other chance to smoke—the rule in the

waiting room is what they call, in plain

French, "Defense de Fumer," the

American translation being "Smoking

Prohibited." Scattered here and there

over the room are middle-aged men
and women who are unmistakably

"theatrical." Morning-after rouge tells

the story sometimes, post-penciled eye-

brows sometimes, peculiarities of dress

sometimes. More often, however, the

player's profes-

sion is betrayed

less de-

The gateway to Fairyland—the Fort Lee ferryhouse.
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finable ways. There seems to linger

around the personality of an actor the

composite soul of all the fiction people
that have gladdened and saddened his

life's work. It is as though the ghosts
of the kings, villains, and jesters of
bygone plays, which have long been
buried in the man's memory, are crying
out for expression in his haunting eyes.

Perhaps, too, there is a look of hopes
unfulfilled or ambitions realized that

invests the player people with a charm
of individuality which is all their own.
Without exception, they are quite gay
in their conversation with one another,
telling stories, exchanging pleasantries,

and discussing plays with a show of
vivacity and abandon that is quite char-
acteristic of people who live each day's
life in a world of unrealities and never
grow old.

The aforementioned damsels, who
are near-actresses, disport themselves
variously as they wait restlessly in the
ferry station. They are up to all sorts

of girlish capers and pranks. Some

weigh themselves gleefully on the
penny-slot scales; others invest in pop-
corn or candy at the confectionery
counter, and still others may be seen
slyly employed with puff or comb in

performing the finishing touches of a
hurried morning toilet.

Pretty soon the ferryhouse rocks and
quakes a bit as the arriving ferry bumps
and splashes into the pier. The wait-
ing-room gates swing wide, and, pell-

mell, helter-skelter, the youth and old
age of filmdom crowd through and
hurry to the boat. They are still laugh-
ing and chatting when the ferry reaches
the thither bank of the river. Then
comes the rush for the cars marked
"Fort Lee."

Back and forth across the river the

faithful ferry plows its watery furrow.
On each return trip it is freighted anew
with a human cargo of stragglers bound
for Fairyland—that realm of romance
and adventure, where art breathes new
life into the immemorial vanities, won-
ders, and realities of the world.

A MOVIE SYMPHONY
QH, there's music in the howling of the breeze;

There's a chanson in the humming of the bees;
There's a hymn in running streams
Chanting 'neath the moon's pale beams,
And an anthem in a clamant thunderpeal.

But the music that I passionately love

Is the clicking in the balcony above

—

A barcarole each night

While the lantern flares its light

—

Where the operator's grinding out the reel.

W. C. MacDermott,



IN the upbuilding of a great art and industry many weak-

nesses come to light from time to time. As these are

remedied, just so much advancement is made. So it

is with motion pictures. In the early days of the film busi-

ness mistakes were taken for granted and overlooked be-

cause nothing had been perfected, and, therefore, there was

no contrast between things strong and things weak. Now,

however, the business and art ends of the industry have both taken definite form,

and certain imperfections in both become apparent.

The latest thing to dawn upon those whose business it is to conduct the great

industry with a view to progress and reform is that directors for the most part

lack that artistic and dramatic instinct so necessary to really finished productions.

It is also true that the industry has been supplied all too often with poor scenarios

on account of the fact that good writers were not given enough financial en-

couragement to induce them to enter the field of photo-play writing. Here are

two problems, the need for stronger directors and stronger authors. As to the

latter, the shortsighted policy of underpaying writers is rapidly giving way to a

more generous policy on the part of producers. The question of a higher

standard of personnel among directors is a more serious one to combat.

The public knows little of the inside workings of studios. It can judge of

the progress being made by the industry only by the character of the pictures

which are shown. Even the most rabid fans realize that there is much room for

improvement as regards the quality of the pictures offered. For one thing, there

is too much sameness in productions. The reason for this is that the directors

remain the same, and their mediocrity is inevitably reflected in screen offerings.

On the other hand, there are quite a few directors whose subjects always

bear a distinctive touch which makes them stand out as interesting. It is these

directors who are at present supplying the needs of a badly picture-famished

public, and it is more of this class which must be developed shortly to take the

places of those who merely "grind" out so many feet of film which tell a more

or less connected story, but which make no appeal whatever to the feelings.

We do not mean that directors have to reach the Griffith-Ince-DeMille-

Brenon standard. In fact, these more advanced directors, who give all their

attention to larger subjects, are in a class by themselves, and, for the purposes

of this discussion, are not even considered. The ideal directors to whom we

refer are to be found on almost any program—but in altogether too small numbers.

Directors

and
Directors
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A S exhibitors and manufacturers of motion pictures be-

come more progressive, the question of the power
of the screen in politics becomes an important one.

Recent legislative results have proven what organizations of

exhibitors can do alone, unaided by the publicity which the

screen in the many houses controlled by them affords, and,

as a result, politicians have developed a healthy respect for
the industry which they once looked upon as a weakling and were wont to

persecute.

Some time ago we declared ourselves heartily in favor of exhibitors organiz-
ing solidly in order to protect themselves against any adverse legislation, and also

as being in favor of the national organization of motion-picture interests. We
still retain this stand, but we cannot say that we favor a militant attitude on the
part of such bodies in politics. The making and exhibiting of motion pictures is

a business quite by itself, and should be conducted along business lines. It is

not a perfect business, and will not be for some time to come. Still, some per-
sons who could well lend all their talents toward developing it are inclined to seek
laurels outside their field. Therefore, they favor stepping into the political battles

wherever they are fought, and dragging motion pictures in with them. We can
see no advantage in such a move, and we believe that the public will resent sitting

through ten minutes of slides of various political arguments before the showing
of the advertised picture begins. It is well enough to use the screen as a de-
fensive weapon in case politics and motion pictures conflict, but it looks like a
poorly pointed offensive weapon.

,
Regarding

Pictures

and Politics

GAMBLING does not pay; so say our Sunday-school
teachers, and the sweeping investigations of city

and State prosecutors at various times seem to

bear out their words. Nevertheless, it would be hard to

convince John R. Freuler, president of the Mutual Film
Corporation and the man who manages Charlie Chaplin,

that it doesn't pay to "take a chance." Mr. Freuler, of
course, is a business gamester, and plays the game in accord with all the laws of
the universe—but he gambles just the same. And gambles successfully, at that.

It was not quite a year ago that Charlie Chaplin was in the market for the
firm who offered the highest bid. Various film men took out pad and pencil and
figured things out in dollars and cents, and made their bid for the eccentric
comedian's services. Some bids were high, it is true, but none of them reached
Cheerful Charlie's idea of what real money was. Then Mr. Freuler modestly
submitted his bid of six hundred and seventy thousand dollars for a year of the
comedian's time, during which period he was to make twelve pictures. Chaplin
at once accepted, and film men declared that such a salary was a bad case of
inflated value.

But the Mutual president quickly demonstrated how farsighted he was in

outbidding all others to get hold of Chaplin's services. He organized a separate
company, called The Lone Star Film Corporation, to make the pictures, and had
the concern which he headed—Mutual—distribute the films at a profit of thirty
per cent clear for its services. The first month—before Chaplin had made a
film under his new contract—his immense salary had already been paid out of the

A Far-

sighted Sal-

ary Policy
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advance bookings in the Eastern-coast territory alone. English rights of the film

were disposed of for five hundred thousand dollars, and two hundred and

fifteen copies of the film—the largest number ever circulated—were dis-

tributed throughout the United States. The Lone Star Corporation earned more

money than some concerns that employ many famous stars, and Mr. Freuler

reaped a rich reward of perfectly good green and yellow backs.

Meanwhile, the men who feared to risk a large amount of money in a mam-

moth venture, and who criticized Mr. Freuler's judgment in doing so, looked on

with envy. Perhaps it will be a lesson to them. At least, we hope it will.

Instead of doing things in a big-business way, they have spent the past year grop-

ing along as they did three years ago, investing a little here and a little there.

Sometimes they make a small profit, but again the small investment is lost. Times

have changed, and, to be a successful motion-picture manufacturer at the present

time, it is necessary to do things in a big, convincing way—but the magnates

have to take a real chance if they wish to gain a real reward.

WHAT will they attempt next? "They" meaning, of

course, David Wark Griffith and Thomas H. Ince,

the noted producers, who have staged their pro-

ductions of "Intolerance" and "Civilization" respectively

and will soon settle down again, in the solitude of their

California studios, to "make another."

Of all directors in the motion-picture field, these two

are the most picturesque, and their achievements the most startling. Griffith is

the recognized master, but Ince has succeeded in building up a type of produc-

tion distinctly his own, and has grouped about him a wonderful staff of artists.

Other directors have made big features, also, but none of them seem to be inclined

to continue spectacle productions regularly, except these two.

Griffith's first big film, "The Birth of a Nation," is now playing all over

the world, and "Intolerance" will soon be doing likewise. Ince has only "Civi-

lization" at present, but when he left New York, for his return to California,

he stated that he had perfected plans for another big subject. He did not, how-

ever, even hint at its theme. Griffith is even more reticent about what sort of

masterpiece he will make next, but is said to favor a de luxe pageant of the

Passion Play or a version of "The Quest of the Holy Grail." Whatever these

two worthy producers undertake will be well worth waiting for—that much is

certain.

IT is encouraging to note the general trend in motion pic-

tures toward cleaner and better subjects than have ever

before been placed before the public. The better class

of film makers have always respected the tastes of that class

which looks up to films rather than looks down to them.

We are sorry to say, however, that sensational and gener-

ally objectionable films have had their inning because some

misguided companies thought that was "what the public wanted." Having learned

by costly experience that such was not the case, these concerns have noted that

other concerns produce clean films at a profit, and have started to do likewise.

There is no use of assuming a "goody-goody" attitude in regard to films and

Spectacle

Produc-

tions

What the

Public

Demands
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expecting that in time every one will be making "perfect pictures, which the cen-

sors will not dare to touch." That is not what the conscientious motion-picture

man seeks. He merely desires that every producer in the entire industry use

questionable scenes only when they logically belong to the story, and then present

them with a due regard for proprieties. The time for the realization of this hope

seems very close at hand, it would appear. If for no other reason, it is good

business to cater to that wholesomeness of appetite and judgment which is for the

most part characteristic of the American people.

G HICAGO, ILLINOIS, seems destined to become the

center of distribution for motion pictures, judging

from the signs of the past year. By many it has

always been considered the logical point at which to gather

together the films produced in the East, West, and South,

as well as North, and distribute them to the branch ex-

changes throughout the country. The advantages which
this city, as a railroad terminal, offer are well known, and it was this that was
responsible for the removal of the Mutual Film Corporation from New York
City there. The Unity Corporation also centered at that point, and all other

concerns have given their Chicago office more than ordinary attention during

the past year. Selig, Essanay, and American always have been in the Middle

West metropolis ; and now the offices of the newly formed Kleine-Edison-Selig-

Essanay distributing concerns will also be there. Besides these big companies,

there are numerous smaller, independent ones with headquarters in that city

;

and two of the leading motion-picture trade journals are also located there.

There can be no denying the fact that the distributing and business ends

of the industry are leaning Chicagoward, but the artistic and production ends

will always be centered in the West and New York, with a few companies work-

ing in the South and elsewhere occasionally for the sake of new locations.

A Plea

for Strict

Usage

A N agitation has been started to revise conservatively

some of the terms used in dealing with motion-

picture producing and distributing. The first

expression which was selected for elimination was "re-

leased." It is very correctly argued that the word
"released," when applied to short-reel program films of the

past was "O. K.," but that it does not carry the proper

meaning when referring to the handling of the bigger and better features of

to-day, especially those which are independent of programs. Films formerly

were made and held—then "released" as the schedule called for them. Now they

are made and offered to the public when ready for exhibition. The words "pub-

lished" or "issued," instead of "released," have been suggested, and both seem

much better fitted to present usage.

Among other terms used entirely too loosely are "star," "featured," "feature,"

"scenario," "script," "screen," and hundreds of others, all of which should be

used in a more restricted sense. But the person who undertakes to supply an

entirely new vocabulary of motion-picture terms will indeed find before him a

huge, and, we fear, a thankless task.



Impeding the Stamp
An actor may look like, a cowboy in the

films, but he cannot fool a broncho. There's

more to a Western chap than his chaps

By Kilbourn Gordon

IN
that section of the

wild and woolly

West which, lying

west of Seventh Ave-

n u e , has
for its
hub, town
square,
main
s t reet,

and general meet-

ing: olace of the

populace, the cor-

ner of Forty-sec-

ond Street and

Broadway, there

was great and

grand excite-

ment. The time

was early in Au-

gust, and the oc-

casion for the ex-

c i t e m e n t

the an-
nounce-
ment made i

that morning of Motion-pic-

ture Actors' Day at "The
Stampede."

"The Stampede," as you

m.

are prob-

a b 1 y
aware,
was
that
remark-

able carnival of the great

West, transplanted in its

entirety from Cheyenne to

Sheepshead Bay, and embrac-

ing in its presentation the latest

modes in bronchobusting, steer bull-

dogging, relay racing, roping and

tying, trick riding, and those other

sports in which the denizens of the

great outdoors excel.

Motion-picture Actors' Day
promised several sensations for

those who follow the fortunes of

the film favorites.

Announced to ap-

pear and partici-

pate in dare-

devil feats

Mr. Hale, of Neiv York, feels as he dresses and is a brave starter.
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Creighton even tried to fix a Western

girl's bridle—and she didn't fall in

love with him.

without number were some million
three hundred and seventy-five thou-
sand eight hundred and two constella-

tions of the celluloid firmament. In
fact, all who belonged to the upper
crust of picturedom, and many who
possessed nothing more than an ob-
session to that effect, were scheduled
to thrill the paying public.

But

Early on the morning of Thursday,
August ioth, occupants of many of the
fashionable apartment houses which
herd as in a drove on and about West
Eighty-sixth Street, Manhattan, were
astonished, amazed, nonplused, and
what not to see emerging from one of
the largest and most expensive of the

aforementioned hives of humanity, two
figures unlike any before seen around
those parts.

Garbed in chaps, sombreros, flannel

shirts, boots, spurs, carrying quirts,

and having distributed about their per-
sons much of the impedimenta long
associated in the public mind as part
and parcel of those who roam the great
outdoors, this odd twain made their
way to a waiting automobile of size,

and went away from there.

They were Creighton Hale and

Sheldon Lewis, of West Forty-second

Street, did his mounting when

no one was looking.

Sheldon Lewis, all ready for "The
Stampede." And theirs was consider-

able make-up.

They made their way, these cowboys
of the Great White Way, to the Times
Building, where are the offices of

Frank Powell. Pulling up alongside the

Broadway curb, they made as if to

alight, but passing pedestrians, arrested

by the sight of a novelty on Broadway,
paused to look, and came to look in

increasing numbers. Discretion always
being the better part of tying up traffic,

Mr. Powell was that morning denied

the privilege of a chat with his stars.

The six-cylinder prairie schooner
proceeded Brooklyn Bridgeward.
At the entrance to the bridge, a traffic

cop, majestic in authority, held up the

hand that halts. The machine stopped.
"! think, Creighton," said Lewis, tak-

ing advantage of an opportunity to sur-

vey himself for a moment in the small

looking-glass adorning the inside of the

car. "I think we look a whole lot more
like the real thing that anything we'll

see down at The Stampede.' "

"Well," said Hale, "it seems to me
we do resemble the real thing."

Just then, one of the number of small

boys that had been peering, wide-eyed,
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Whenever Creighton got into the saddle it gave Sheldon a chance to act like a real cowboy.

at the occupants of the car yelled to

his comrades: "Hey, fellers, look at

Crighton Hale and the Iron Claw."

"What's the use?" remarked Mr.

Lewis.

Thus began a day of adventure and

misadventure, principally the latter.

This same Thursday, August ioth,

had dawned dank, drab, and drear, also

at intervals it rained. Taken by and

large, it was no sort of a day for out-

door sports.

When the car conveying Messrs.

Hale and Lewis finally arrived at

Sheepshead Bay, those gentlemen sal-

lied forth, to find themselves somewhat

alone in their glory. About them, on

every hand, were cowboys, cowgirls,

cow ponies, bronchos, Indians, long-

Mr. Hale, of New York,

though he started

gracefully, fin-

ished quite dis-

gracefully.
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horns, and peoples and things of vari-
ous characters, all hailing from some-
where west of Denver. The real things
were much in evidence, but of the mil-
lion three hundred and seventy-five

thousand eight hundred and two picture
stars scheduled to appear, there was
hardly a suggestion. They, or ninety-

nine-hundredths of them, were not
there.

Our heroes wandered about, waiting
for something to happen. Nothing did.

Announced for the crowning events
of the afternoon sport and to be run
at the conclusion of "The Stampede"
proper, were numerous events, in which
were to participate the generous num-
ber of screen folk above mentioned.
These failed to materialize in their

original glorious conception. With so
few contestants present of stellar

caliber, naturally there were no stellar

contests.

And then came the horseless age.

Our heroes had been promised steeds
galore, of every color and condition of

servitude, but nary a

*as there to

be had. Horses, horses everywhere, but
not a one to ride.

Standing in the inner field, and look-
ing too clean of apparel ever to be mis-
taken by the stampeders for other than
themselves, the leading characters of
this scintillating narrative were the
cynosure of many Western eyes.

"I see some of them moving-picture
actors did show up," remarked one
weather-beaten rider of wild steeds.

"Yes," replied his neighbor, "and
there's the ambulance all ready."

Horseless, and somewhat damp of
person, and more so of ardor for the
day's doings, Hale and Lewis came
suddenly to the conclusion that the
inner man craved nourishment. In the
hustle and bustle of preparation they
had neglected an important function-

luncheon.

They made their way
>ack to the grand stand to

a place having over
its. door the signifi-

cant sign, "Bill's

*J Place." Inside were
to be had sand-

wiches and other

Thev were

The cowboys rolled their cigarettes with one hand and Sheldon tried to. He didn't smoke that da//.
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on the point of having their fill, when

came the appalling discovery that in

addition to being sans horse, they were

sans cash. In changing from conven-

tional garb to their present habiliments,

they had left in the former their cur-

rency and change, as well. In short,

they were flat.

Said Lewis to the white-aproned per-

son, evidently in authority : "Can you

trust us for a few moments until one

of us can go out and pick up a friend

with some money?"
"I cannot ; I don't trust none of you

Western guys, nohow."

?'I think, Shelly," said Hale, as they

were riding home, "that hereafter I

shall prefer a Bronx to a bronch."

DREAMS IN THE DARK
(~\F course I love the sunlight,^ And the giddy crowds that go

A-marchin' up and down the street,

A-steppin' heel and toe.

But it's darn' sight better fun for me,

It's something like a lark,

To watch the pictures come and go,

A-sittin' in the dark.

It takes me out a-hikin',

I see the big, round world,

I lead a glorious army,

With all our flags unfurled;

I'm hero of a hundred tales,

I'm . captain of the bark,

I'm great and famous while I sit

A-dreamin' in the dark.

And then I'm wishin' with my heart

That some day I may be

A movie actor doin' deeds

That all will want to see.

I long to get my chance and feel

I'll somehow make my mark.

And so I sit and watch and dream,

A-hopin' in the dark.

Matthew Allison.



The Ugliest Actor
By Jerome Beatty

-

-jiff

silken basket and fed upon beef-
steak and dog biscuit—a brand of
biscuit guaranteed to make the
hair grow long and curly and to
put sparkle into the eyes.

After working three days,
Panthus escaped. For twenty-

four hours, led by William
Parke, the director, a posse
from the Thanhouser studios
searched New Rochelle. They

THE ugliest pup in the world has been \
captured and turned into an actor. 1
His name is Panthus, "because he

pants so much/' according to. Agnes C. John-
ston, who wrote the part he plays.

Panthus is a lucky dog. He not only gets his
name in the papers and his picture on the
screen, but he frolics through five joyous reels
in the arms of no less a person than Gladys Hulette,
who is the star of the play, "Prudence, the Pirate,'
in which Panthus appears.
But Panthus doesn't like acting. He was found in

the dog pound at New Rochelle, and, rescued from
death, taken to the Thanhouser studios and placed in a

had to have him, for if

Panthus vanished an-
other dog must be ob-
t a i n e d and all t h e

scenes in which Pan-
thus had appeared
would have to be re-

I taken.

Panthus was
found in an alley,

far from his
silken couch,
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trying to nose the lid off a garbage can. For instance : In one exterior, Miss

He was seized and taken back to the Hulette carried Panthus into a house,

studios under guard. Throughout the Later, the interior of the house was

taking of the picture he was watched taken, showing them coming in. The

as though he were made of pure gold, spectators would have been rather

Each day his value increased, and shocked had they seen Panthus enter

when the feature was nearly finished the house as a brown mongrel and then

he was worth thousands of dollars. come into the hallway a St. Bernard!

Obviously, since he was in part of Before Panthus' last scene was taken

the play, he had to appear in all of it. he was worth fifteen thousand dollars.

If your leading man quits you in the When it was finished, he was a tramp,

middle of a production, you can't get He was not cast out, however. Miss

a double for him. You have to start Hulette has taken charge of him, and

all over again with a new actor. he is to be on a pension for life.

PRETTY SOFT!

HTO the fellows who rave about winter—here's how

!

* There's something about it that's fine, I'll allow;

Many a thrill

In a snow-covered hill

—

If there wasn't the chill

Of the frozen air on your brow!

None of that stuff for me; I'm a lover of heat;

I like winter landscapes—without the cold feet!

Give me the screen,

Where a cold winter scene

May be viewed all serene

While you sit content in your seat!

Martin C. Newman.



Miss George Washington
When they pinned the Truth Medal on her
Alice just naturally had to take off the lid

By Eugene A. Clancy

CERTAINLY it is a mean and un-
gallant thing to accuse a nice

young girl of possessing the bad
habit of telling fibs, but it must be said
that Alice

A 1 twold,
diminu-
tive,
pretty, and
demure, as

a n eight-

een - year-

old school-

girl should

be, had the

habit. She
not only

had it, but

she fairly

reveled in

the gentle

art of tell-

i n g fibs,

and always
she got
away with

it. F e w
people
were proof

against the

demure
and guile-

1 e s s ex-

p r essi on
l

'She never told a lie— never!"

which concealed her quick and fun-lov-
ing wit.

But Alice had the finest excuse in

the world for fibbing! She had to do it

in sheer self-defense—to prevent the
death and burial of her natural and
healthy sense of humor. Throughout
her young life she was in constant

danger of becoming a sad and white-
faced Victim of Truth. Her mother
was an active and aggressive member
of a desperately earnest and solemn

organiza-
tion which
rejoiced in

the name
of "The
George
Wash ing-

ton Truth
Society."

Worthy
matron
though she

was, Airs.

Alt wold
had no
sense o f

humor.
Her hus-

band,
Judge Alt-

wold, was
a famous
interna-
tional
lawyer and
d i ploma-
t i s t, and
Mrs. Alt-

wold con-

sidered di-

plomacy the invention of the devil.

She never could get her husband's view-
point, and conceived it her duty as a

straightforward American woman to

counteract the vast and devious evil the
judge was supposed to represent.

Hence the wonderful society ; hence
also the fact that Alice lived in an

J
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awful atmosphere of truth morning and

noon, and in a more natural atmosphere

when her father came home at night.

As a sort of climax to her efforts,

Mrs. Altwold dragged poor Alice to a

great meeting of' the truth society,

which was presided over by one Miss

Perkins, a sharp-nosed spinster who ran

a select school for young ladies. Miss

Perkins always had her weather eye

open; she had wormed herself into the

society, knowing that it was- composed

of wealthy matrons who paid well for

the tuition of daughters. Miss Per-

kins had her eye on Mrs. Altwold's

daughter, knowing that if she got Alice,

she would also get Alice's chum, Bere-

nice Summers.
Miss Perkins played her trump card

at the end of the meeting when she

summoned the wondering Alice to the

platform. While some two hundred

matrons applauded, the schoolmistress

pinned on Alice's simple white dress a

Truth Medal, stating that it was a sym-

bol, a gift of the society to Mrs. Alt-

wold's daughter, because Alice had re-

ceived exhaustive and perfect training

in the tenets of the society and "has

never breathed a lie from the day she

was born."

It is true that Alice's white dress

quivered for a moment, but she was

equal to the occasion. Her innocent

eyes went to the ceiling, and her ex-

pression was serene and beautiful. She

was getting away with it fine—until

some one in the audience giggled. The

giggle was followed by sounds unmis-

takably suggesting the efforts of a

young lady suppressing hysterical and

sardonic laughter with a handkerchief.

Just for an instant Alice lost her pose

as her eyes spotted the shaking form

of Berenice Summers, but she quickly

recovered, for she knew that Berenice

would stand by her. .

Miss Perkins' little scheme bore fruit,

for the delighted Mrs. Altwold imme-

diately, decided that Alice should attend

the Perkins knowledge factory. Bere-

nice, of course, asked her mother to

let her go to the same school, and the

following day the two girls entered the

Perkins establishment. Judge Altwold

was called abroad suddenly, and his

wife accompanied him, leaving Alice

in Miss Perkins' charge.

The two girls succeeded pretty well

in turning the Perkins establishment

upside down and inside Out, but Miss

Perkins never quite got to the bottom

of the various and exciting doings. -

Neither did she run down the real cul-

prits—Alice always rolled her pretty

eyes to the ceiling and clutched the sym-

bolic Truth Medal. In fact, whenever

things came to a crisis, which was about

every other day, Alice would wave the

potent emblem before the Perkins nose.

It might be said that Alice, and, of

course, Berenice, had Miss Perkins tied

to the mast—of truth.

One evening a young gentleman

named Paul Carroll called to see Bere-

nice. He had a perfect right to call

on her because he happened to be en-

gaged to her. However, he did not

call via the front door, for young men

were animals utterly taboo in the Per-

kins Eden. He called via the moonlit

lawn and pebbles thrown up at Bere-

nice's window. Berenice and Alice put

their heads out of the window and pro-

ceeded to entertain their guest of the

moon.
"For the love of sacred cats," said

Carroll, speaking low, as he was cau-

tioned to, "is this a jail, or are you

just interned?"

"It's a Truth Jail," said Alice, dis-

playing the medal. "Better go away,

Mr. Moony Man. Abandon hope, all

ye who fib in here."

"Look here," said Carroll, "why don't

you two bright girls put one over on the

She Demon? I dare you to come over

to Manhattan next Saturday and go to

a matinee with me !"
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The two heads in the window went
close together for a few minutes ; then
Berenice called down: "Where could
we meet you?"

"In the lobby of the Marblend Ho-
tel," said Carroll. "I'll be there at one
o'clock with the tickets."

"All right," said Berenice;
"we'll be there."

"Chase yourself quick, Mr.
Knight of the Moon!" called

Alice, waving the medal. "The
demon chaperon has a hunch

"a Mr. and Mrs. Gardner, old friends
of my mother, are staying in New York
for a few days, and I know mother
would want me to call on them. Would
you mind if I and Berenice went over
to town Saturday to see them?"

Miss Perkins chanced to be in a most

that all is not truthful and is coming
upstairs."

The window was shut quickly, and
Carroll stole away through the grounds.
That evening an anti-Perkins and

pro-matinee conspiracy was hatched in
the girls' room, while the Truth Medal
hid its blushes under Alice's dainty
kimono. In the morning, while Bere-
nice busied herself with a grapefruit,
Alice proceeded to take Miss Perkins
into camp. "Miss Perkins," she said,

o

Holy Mohammed!" he exclaimed.

amiable mood. She positively beamed
on the two girls, and they mentally
hugged themselves ; it was too easy

!

Then Miss Perkins spoke. "I think
that will be very nice, Alice," she said,

"and I'm sure I can see no objection.

Indeed, I am going to town myself Sat-
urday, and I shall be delighted to go
along with you. Old friends of your
mother—I shall be charmed to meet
them !" —

Berenice's grapefruit skidded off the
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plate, while Alice clutched the Truth

Medal convulsively.

At a few minutes to one on Satur-

day, Paul Carroll took up a position

in 'the lobby of the Marblend Hotel to

watch for the two girls. He had just

come down from his friend, Claverly

Trafton's, room. Trafton was a young

diplomat who was temporarily putting

up at the Marblend. He had

turned Carroll out because that

young gentleman seemed to

be able to do

nothing but
rave and drivel

about the won-

derful girl he

w a s engaged

to.

In a few
minutes
Carroll
saw Bere- gljj

nice a n d |

Alice en-
tering the 1|

lobby with

a sharp-nosed

lady between

them. Vainly

had they tried

to shake the

demon chap-

eron
;

but, in

this sense,
Miss Perkins was unshakable. Not

knowing what to do, Alice made frantic,

but by no means intelligible, signs to

Carroll, who, not having the code num-

ber, was unable to read them. The

Perkins army of three marched right

by him, neither Alice nor Berenice be-

ing able so much as to glance at him,

for the Perkins eyes were missing noth-

ing.

"The—Gardners are on the seventh

floor, Miss Perkins," said Alice hur-

riedly. "I think—think I'll
"

She stopped, for a new and unex-

pected element had entered into the sit-

uation. Miss Perkins, suddenly dart-

ing forward, was effusively greeting an

elegantly gowned woman who was

about to step into the elevator. She

proved to be a Mrs. Henderson, a

wealthy woman who had a daughter of

school age. The wide-awake Perkins

seemed to lose interest in everybody but

Mrs. Henderson, and

the moment the

wo girls thought

they might es-

cape. They
dived into the

elevator, only

to find the

other two

right behind

them. Mrs.
Henderson had

asked Miss Per-

kins up to her

room.

"The—the sev-

enth floor," said

Alice to the boy.

'That's mine,

too," said Mrs.

Hender-
son,

Panic-
stricken,

the two
girls g o t

out on the

seventh floor, the two women follow-

ing. "What number is the Gardners'

apartment?" asked Miss Perkins.

"It's—it's seventy-two," said Alice

wildly.

"Well, there it is, two doors down/'

said Miss Perkins. "Give my compli-

ments to your friends, my dear ;
I really

must see Mrs. Henderson. I'll meet

you in the lobby in half an hour."

Not knowing just what she was do-

ing, Alice, with shaking fingers, rang

the bell of No. 72. The door was

opened in a few seconds. Alice pushed

Berenice was pounding the sacred Perkins piano.
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Berenice in without any ceremony, en-
tered herself, and slammed the door
shut. Safe, at least, from the terrible
Perkins, the winner of the Truth Medal
looked to see what she and Berenice
were up against.

Before them, and evidently knocked
completely off his base, stood a good-
looking young man with his collar off,

his face lathered, and a razor in his
hand. For a full minute the three
young people stared at each other ; the
two girls speechless, strange gasps and
unintelligible sounds issuing from the
young man's throat. "Holy Mo-
hammed !" he exclaimed at last.

Seeing that he was a nice young man,
Alice's panic left her, and. in a veritable
flood of words, she told him of their
predicament and begged him to help
them.

Now, the young man was Claverly
Irafton, and, being a diplomat, he had
a keen sense of humor. Of course, he
at once agreed to help the girls—but
here was a good one on Carroll, the
lovesick swain who was decorating the
lobby, and, no doubt, at his wit's end.
"I'd better try to get Paul on the
phone," said Trafton. "Maybe he "

He got no further, for suddenly the
door was flung open, and in walked
Judge and Mrs. Altwold ! The two
girls gasped. Mrs. Altwold's mouth
opened, evidently to say dire things, but
the judge motioned her to be silent.

"Alice," he said quietly, "your mother
and I got in from France this morning.
We sent no word, as we planned to sur-
prise you. We came here for luncheon,
and have just met Miss Perkins in the
lobby. She was on her way out with
a Mrs. Henderson, and she said you
and a young friend were up here, pre-
sumably visiting some friends of ours.
I suppose this is the young lady Miss
Perkins mentioned, but I do not know

"That is enough, Charles," cut in
Mrs. Altwold, who could no longer be
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kept quiet. "Alice, explain to me at
once !"

Alice had been standing with one
hand in her bosom

;
only Berenice knew

that the hand in question had a Arm
grip on a certain Truth Medal. Alice's
face now assumed its most beautiful
expression, and she turned to her
mother and father angelically. "It is

very simple—and quite funny!" she
said, with a pretty laugh. "My friend
has just gone. This is Edna Gardner
and Mr. Gardner. Edna is an old chum
of mine, mother, and has been married
only a few weeks. I told Miss Per-
kins

^

that you knew them because I was
afraid she would not let me come other-
wise."

"I'm glad to meet you and your wife,
judge," said Trafton, splendidly com-
ing to the rescue. "Edna and I have
heard a lot about you from Alice. What
a silly misunderstanding this is! But
Alice and Edna seem to love unneces-
sary secrets. Won't you be seated?
Edna, my dear, please take Mrs. Alt-
wold's cloak."

Thus directly brought into the game,
Berenice, urged on by a look from
Alice, played her part, though Mrs. Alt-
wold gave her a keen scrutiny, evidently
trying to recall where she had seen the
girl before. The worthy lady had seen
Berenice only once or twice, however,
and now was unable to place her.

There followed a most remarkable
conversation during which Trafton per-
spired, Berenice nearly fainted, and a
Truth Medal was nearly squeezed to

pieces by a clutching, feminine hand.
All records for fibbing were broken,
but successfully so, for Alice's ingenu-
ity became positive genius. Trafton
listened, spellbound ; this demure little

bundle of prettiness was certainly a
marvel when it came to the gentle art

of handing out whoppers

!

At last the Altwolds rose to go. To
Berenice's horror, Alice rose with them,
and, before either Trafton or Berenice
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quite grasped the trick about to be

played on them, Alice was in the ele-

vator and descending with her parents,

leaving behind her as a doubtful con-

solation the mocking echo of an impish

laugh.

"What—what ever shall I do?" qua-

vered Berenice, as she stood uncer-

tainly in the doorway of the room with

Trafton.

He suggested several things. As they

stood debating the matter, an upward

elevator stopped at the seventh floor,

the gate clashed open—and Paul Car-

roll stepped out, making hurriedly for

room No. 72.

"Quick!" cried Trafton, taking Bere-

nice by the arm. "Go into that inner

room and lock the door. I'll get rid

of him, and then you can make a get-

away."

Carroll had to ring the

bell half a dozen times

before his friend at last

flung open the

door and ex-

claimed cheer-

ily: "Hello, old scout; back again?

Thought you had a heavenly date with

your best girl? Got a stand-up, eh?"

The Knight of the Moon pushed his

way into the room and threw himself

into a chair, his face dark and troubled.

"Trafton," he said, "there's something

wrong. She—Berenice—came into this

hotel, with her friend, Alice Altwold,

and that confounded schoolmarm. And

she—Berenice—passed right by me
without so much as a glance! At first

I thought it was on account of the

schoolmarm being along, but the school-

marm has gone, and just now I saw

Alice Altwold go out with her mother

and father. Berenice is still somewhere

in this hotel—I saw her come up in an

elevator, and she has not come down.

Suppose something has happened to her

Alice

was making

frantic signals.
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—awful things happen in big hotels,
you know. What am I to do ?"

"I'd go down to the bar and have a
drink, old man," said Trafton. "Like
all young men in love, you are in a
general state of daffiness and need a
stimulant now and then to bring you
back to normal. She's probably gone
to a show with another fellow "

Trafton stopped suddenly. Carroll
had picked up something from the table
and was looking at it. It was one of
Berenice's gloves. Trafton braced
himself for a riot, but it was instantly
evident that the Knight of the Moon
did not recognize his best girl's dainty
gauntlet and had no suspicions of the
immediate premises.

"You nickel-plated lover!" Trafton
exclaimed, when he saw Carroll throw
down the glove carelessly. "Now, look
here," he went on. "Don't you think
the most natural explanation is that
your girl has skidded down a back way
and gone home very much scared and
disappointed? I bet you anything you
like that that is just what she's done.
You ought to go right out to the school
and see the poor kid. Again, maybe
she's looking for you this minute in "the

lobby, now that the coast is clear "

Carroll made a dive for the door, and
the next instant he was jabbing the
buttons of the elevator signals furi-
ously. All four elevators rushed for
the seventh floor, the boys certain there
was a murder on tap, or, at least, a
three-column jewel robbery.

Trafton, laughing, waited until the
excitement was over, then knocked on
the door of the inner room. Five min-
utes later he was putting Berenice into
a taxicab on the side street.

The following Saturday afternoon
Alice and Berenice found themselves
alone in the Perkins establishment.
The demon chaperon had gone to town,
hot on the trail of Mrs. Henderson and
hoping to return with a Miss Hender-

son bound hand and foot, scholastically
speaking. Berenice was pounding the
sacred Perkins piano, while Alice
knocked over the furniture—she was
inventing a new Russian dance. Both
girls had forgotten the Mr. and Mrs.
Gardner incident.

_

But they failed to take under con-
sideration the relentless fact that every
fib is sooner or later likely to have a
comeback. They were making so much
noise that they did not hear a maid
open the door and usher in Mrs. Alt-
wold and the judge, who were making
another perfectly innocent attempt to
surprise their daughter—and once again
they rang the bell in more ways than
one.

_

Mrs. Altwold took one look at Bere-
nice, and then the lady's mouth set in
thin, ominous lines. This time Alice
was really stumped. How on earth
was she to explain "Mrs. Gardner's"
presence here? She gripped the trusty
Truth Medal wildly with both hands,
but not a single untruth to fit the emer-
gency occurred to her.

Then unexpectedly Berenice saved
the day. "This is a surprise !" she ex-
claimed, taking Mrs. Altwold's hands
effusively. "And I suppose you are
surprised to find me here. Mr. Gardner
was called abroad suddenly—you are
a diplomat, judge, and understand that
—and I thought I would spend a day
or two with Alice—dear Miss Perkins
was so nice about it, too

!"

Alice gasped
;
then, while her mother

and the judge were seeking chairs, she
surreptitiously held out the Truth
Medal to Berenice and solemnly offered
it to her—with a remarkable grimace.

It seemed that Alice's parents wanted
her to come home for a week, and they
invited "Mrs. Gardner" to be their
guest. Fearing that the terrible Per-
kins might return any moment, the two
girls eagerly agreed and quickly shooed
the slightly mystified couple out to the
waiting automobile. Leaving an ex-
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planatory message for Miss Perkins,

the girls jumped into the car with their

hastily packed bags and were driven off.

All went well at the Altwold home

for a few days; then, unknown to the

two girls, some evil genius got busy

with Claverly Trafton. His boss in the

state department at Washington wired

him to go and consult Judge Altwold

on some international question that had

arisen. Trafton had no idea that Bere-

nice was staying at the Altwold house.

Furthermore, his mind completely on

his work, it was not until he was on

the train that it flashed on him that he

was known to the judge as Mr. Gard-

ner. After thinking the matter ever,

he decided to remain Mr. Gardner, for

the girls' sake, in case the Marblend

incident had not been explained. He
could see no harm in this program, as

he intended to make only a brief busi-

ness call.

But when Trafton entered the Alt-

wold drawing-room, the first person he

saw was Berenice, and he stood rooted

to the spot, for Alice, gurgling and

choking, was making frantic signals to

him—signals which he interpreted to

mean that the Marblend incident had

not been explained. The judge was

greeting him cordially as Mr. Gardner.

"But,'"' said Mrs. Altwold, when .she

had shaken hands, "your wife said you

were in Europe
!"

"I was—pretty near in Turkey-
France—almost—you see, I—I was re-

called by wireless! Got to go back at

once—that is, I must sail on the next

steamer. Edna, dear, didn't you get

my telegrams—but naturally I didn't

know you were here—awful to be a

slave of diplomacy, judge!"

By this time Alice had gained con-

trol of herself, and she took command

of the distracting scene. Under the

spell of her fibbing genius and the mys-

tic power of the Truth Medal, she soon

had everything running smoothly. So

smoothly, in fact, that Mr. Gardner

was compelled to consent to stay a day

or two, the judge pooh-poohing the need

of hurry and pointing out the unde-

niable fact that there was no steamer

sailing for a week.

It was when the family was about to

retire that the crash came. Mrs. Alt-

wold smilingly announced that the

Gardners' room was ready and that she

would show them up to it. His ciga-

rette fell from Trafton's fingers; Bere-

nice clung to Alice for support.

''You must go up to the room," whis-

pered Alice. "You must, Mrs. Edna

Married Lady
;
you must, or all is lost !"

Berenice did it, somehow. When the

door closed on them, Trafton went to

a far corner and sat down ; Berenice

stood at the door and listened until she

was sure the coast was clear; then she

opened it and ran like a deer to Alice's

room and flung herself on her chum's

bed.

Trafton, thinking that perhaps Bere-

nice would have to occupy the room,

went out on the balcony with a blanket

and prepared to spend the night in the

fresh air. But he had not been there

many minutes when there came a knock

on the door and he opened it to find

the judge there.

The judge, it seemed, had been puz-

zled all evening by the conduct of the

Gardners, though he could not quite

figure it out. He had consulted his

wife, and she had come to the conclu-

sion that the young couple had quar-

reled. Mrs. Altwold now joined the

two men, and, seeing the state of af-

fairs, the worthy lady conceived the

idea that now was the psychological

moment to effect a reconciliation. She

summoned Berenice, but Alice had

overheard her parents' discussion and

had a plan ready. She had told it to

Berenice, and now managed to whisper

one word to Trafton— 'quarrel."

Trafton got the idea at once, and

when Berenice started in he was right

there with some awful words. They
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staged a beautiful row, while Alice
fairly jumped for joy and hugged the
Truth Medal to her bosom. The judge
and his wife sadly dropped the clive

branch; Berenice went off to Alice's

room for the night and Trafton re-

moved the blanket from the balcony,
with many mental blessings on Alice
for saving him from pneumonia.

In the morning Trafton pretended to

remember a pressing engagement in

town which would positively prevent his

staying another night at the Altwolds'.
After a most melodramatic breakfast,

eaten in silence, Trafton, forgetting,

that he was a married man, innocently
went for a stroll with Alice. He was
completely charmed with the pretty lit-

tle imp and found himself ready to
agree to any deviltry she might sug-
gest. She proposed that he and Bere-
nice stage a touching reconciliation at

lunch; then he could depart in a sort
of burst of glory. Berenice, she said,

was ready to play her part.

When they returned to the house, the
outraged Mrs. Altwold conducted Alice
upstairs and gave her a lecture about
single girls strolling alone with mar-

ried men. "But, mother," said Alice,
assuming her most demure expression,
"he's so nice! Don't you think Ber—
Edna—is awfully lucky?"
The entrance of a maid announcing

luncheon saved Alice.

Trafton and Berenice began opera-
tions by tentatively smiling at each
other across the table ; then they joined
in the general conversation, and finally

began to talk to each other. When they
rose from the table, Trafton took a step
toward her, and the next moment she
was in his arms, sobbing some really

fine sobs. The judge and Mrs. Altwold
beamed on them; but, somehow, Alice
did not seem to enjoy the spectacle.

A genuine pout was on her pretty lips,

and she gave the Truth Medal a vicious
tug. You see, during a part of that
morning stroll she and Trafton had
gone hand in hand, and—oh, well

!

The play

was going
spl endidly,
however—
but at that
moment Paul
Carroll came

Alice soon had everything running smoothly.
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striding angrily into the room. In his

hand was the mate of Berenice's Mar-

blend glove. He had found it at Miss

Perkins', where he had gone in search

of his best girl, not knowing that she

was at the Altwolds'.

He nearly mussed up the scene; but

Alice, her conversation working over-

time, forced him out on the veranda

and rapidly acquainted him with

the peculiar state of affairs. Some-

what doubtfully, he agreed to en-

ter into the game, and, as he knew

youth! "Stay where you are!" she

commanded, her bosom heaving. "The

judge shall settle this!"

The judge came and looked. Cer-

tainly he was taken aback, but frankly

he was puzzled. Instinctively he turned

to his daughter, a question in his eyes.

The game was up, and Alice knew

it the Truth Medal had met its YYater-

A deluge of truth came from her lips.

the Altwolds, it was easy for him to

explain that he chanced to be motoring

in the neighborhood and thought he

would drop in.

The judge went to his study; Mrs.

Altwold was busy with the housekeeper,

so the young people stole off to Alice's

den."

A little later, Mrs. Altwold had a

hunch to visit the den. She stood in

the doorway, petrified at what she saw

:

An unspeakable married man with his

arm around her daughter, and the

wretch's abandoned wife happily ac-

cepting a similar embrace from a gilded

loo. At last Alice told the real, sure-

enough truth, the whole truth—a del-

uge of truth came from her lips.

Mrs. Altwold was angry, but really

there was nothing for her to do but get

over it. She had to, for, the judge had

begun to chuckle, and it was a saying

at Washington that when Judge Alt-

wold's sense of humor got going, every-

body had to quit cold on the gloom

business and grab a smile.

"A Truth Medal, eh?" he said.

"Well, little girl, I don't blame you for

taking the lid off. Blest if I wouldn't

do it myself
!"



AS YOU LIKE THEM

Pets are very strange things. Some people become attached to cats, some to dogs, some
to canaries, others to lucky pieces of money, and many to any kind of a piece

of money. Claire Whitney, of Fox, likes her monkey best.



Forty-five Minutes from Broadway
A lively day at the Thanhouser studio,

which is one of the busiest producing plants

By Robert C. Duncan

WHENEVER you hear New
Rochelle, New York, men-

tioned, you think of one of

two things. You either remember that

it was the place in which George M.

Cohan set the scenes for one of his

most famous musical comedies, or you

think of it as the home of Thanhouser

pictures.

In most cases the Thanhouser

thought is first to the wire. The little

city itself is prouder of the huge mo-

tion-picture plant, which is one of the

most complete in existence, than of any

of its other possessions.

It's easy to find the Thanhouser

studio when you alight from the train

—if you have the courage to ask ques-

tions.

I approached a policeman. Just as

I was about to put my inquiry, the ter-

rible thought came to me : "What if he

should think that I was an extra man,

looking for work?"

I attempted to appear nonchalant

But I wasn't.

"Which way to the—er—the stu-

dio?" I asked.

"Block up. Turn to your left. Keep

going till you come to it," he replied.

"Thanks," I said. Then, hoping to

explain, "I just wanted to go up there

to look at the plant."

I thought that I would make every-

thing clear.

"Uh-huh," he grinned. "Maybe I

can save you a trip. They've got all

the extra people they want for that

big scene in Florence La Badie's pic-

ture."

I fear my embarrassment was visible.

"I'm not looking for work," I said.

He laughed. "That's what they all

say," he returned.

And I plodded on.

You turn down a private street, past

the big Thanhouser laboratories, to

reach the main office. If you are
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merely an investigator,

you hurry past the

crowd waiting in front

for a chance to talk

with Frank Grimmer,
the casting director,

and climb a flight of

stairs to the 'gate that

bars the stranger from
the secrets that lie be-

yond.

It's a genial force

they have at the Than-
houser plant. Every-

' body made me feel

welcome and went out
of his way to be cour-
teous.

Mr. Thanhouser was
busy when I arrived,

so first I was taken to

the scenario depart-
ment—starting at the
place where a photo
play begins.

Lloyd Lonergan was
there. Everybody in

motion pictures knows
Lloyd Lonergan,
author of Florence La
Badie's famous serial,

"The Million-dollar

Mystery," and the first

trained writer to see
the possibilities of mo-
tion-picture scenario
writing. Mr. Lonergan
has been with the
Thanhouser Company
from the time it

started, m 1909, and,
since he was the pio-
neer scenario editor,

probably has written
more motion-picture
plots than any other
man.

P h i 1 i o
George Webber,

j "at camera, tak-
oner " ing a bird's-eye

g a n , scene.

brother of Lloyd Lon-
ergan, and Agnes C.

Johnston are the other
staff writers.

They were quite
Jrank in the scenario

department. I know
that I can't write sce-

narios. I have tried it.

But at nearly every
studio I visit—probably
in an effort to flatter

me—they suggest that

I ''write something and
send it in."

Lloyd Lonergan
didn't bluff. As a

feeler—just to see what
he would do—I told

him I had written a

few scenarios that had
never been sold.

"Um-m," he said.

"Let's go in and meet
Mr. Thanhouser."

''Look us over," Mr.
Thanhouser offered
cheerily. "Ask all the

questions you like, and
we'll be glad to answer
them."

"I did ask questions,

and I found in Edwin
Thanhouser a quality

rare in picturedom. He
has ideals.

"I went into motion
pictures in 1908," he

said. "I gave up my
stock companies in Mil-

waukee and Chicago
and decided to make
pictures. I believe I

was the first theatrical

man in America to

make pictures in a big

way and the first inde-

pendent manufacturer
to make a two-reeler.

"Probably every the-
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atrical man wants to produce fine things

—even- actor wants to play Shake-

speare. So I wanted to film classics.

They told me I was crazy, that the

public didn't want 'highbrow stuff.'

But I worked into it slowly, starting

with a popular novel, 'St. Elmo/ From
time to time I have put on film drama-

tizations of great works of literature,

and I have found that the public does

want this sort of thing every now and

then."

Of course, Mr. Thanhouser does not

specialize in classics. The film fan

does not want a steady diet of them,

and the Thanhouser organization pro-

duces them only at comparatively long

intervals.

Vincent Serrano and his director, Eug

Just then the publicity man came into

the office.

"Pardon me/' he said,
' :

but if you
want to talk to Florence La Badie,

you'll have to see her now. She's just

starting out on a location."

Did I want to talk to Florence La
Badie ! Visiting the Thanhouser stu-

dio without talking to Florence would
be like spending a vacation in Xew
York without seeing Fifth Avenue !

When you stop to think of it, what
a wonderful career Florence La Badie

has had. She was one of the first

actresses to achieve fame in pictures,

and ever}* day her place in the hearts

of the fans seems to grow stronger.

So many of the early picture stars have
faded, outshone by

more talented ac-

tresses, who came
over into pictures

from the stage. But
Florence La Badie

still is at the too.

Miss La Badie was
working on "Divorce

and the Daughter,"

under the direction of

Frederic Sullivan,

who, by the way, is

a nephew of Sir Ar-
thur Sullivan, the fa-

mous composer.

"I'm glad my pic-

tures are being shown
again," she said. "For
several months, in-

cluding the time Mr.
Thanhouser was
transferring his alle-

giance from Mutual
to Pathe, none of my
pictures were re-

leased, and I felt as

if I were in a tomb.

I like to steal into a

theater where my him

self is appearing and

hear the comments.
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Rocking the boat. If scenes in a steamer were taken on the ocean the players might get seasick.

So the cabin is built on a rocking platform, and a stage hand is the waves.

Especially do I want to overhear the

critics, for you can't improve unless

you are criticized.

"I couldn't see myself, and I seemed
to "be like a person who tries to speak

and finds he has lost his voice. I

didn't know how I was getting along.

Now, however, I'm back on the screen,

and am very happy."

At the Thanhouser New Rochelle

studios—differentiating them from the

company's winter studio in Jackson-
ville, Florida—are three stages, two
under glass and one outdoors. The
main studio is a huge building, and the

other two are about equal in size, each

large enough to accommodate two or

three good-sized sets.

On the smaller covered stage we.

found Gladys Hulette, her director, O.
A. C. Lund, and a hen, making "Her
New York." The hen seemed quite at

home.
"I've been carrying her for two

weeks," Miss Hulette said, "and Peggy

has become quite resigned. She doesn't

know what a tragedy is approaching,

though. In this picture I carry my pet

hen to New York, and there, in order

to save a boy from starvation, I sacri-

fice Peggy."

Miss Hulette loves animals.

"In 'Prudence, the Pirate,' I had to

carry around Panthus, a dear, ugly

puppy that they found in the dog pound
here. Now I have a hen." She
laughed. "I'm getting so that I feel

almost like an animal trainer."

Leaving Miss Hulette reluctantly, I

hurried on and next came to the open-

air stage, where Eugene Moore was di-

recting Vincent Serrano in "A Modern
Monte Cristo." He had a curious de--

vice erected. It was a ship's cabin on

rockers. Ten men slowly rocked it

as the camera man turned the crank

and Mr. Moore directed Mr. Serrano

through scenes supposed to be located

in the inside of a

storm.

ship during a
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It made one seasick to look at it, and

one of the men playing a minor part

actually held up a scene for a few min-

utes when he became dizzy in the midst

of it.

a great success in important parts in

Thanhouser plays, such as "The Shine

Girl," "Saint, Devil, and Woman," and

"The World and the Woman." Mr.

Thanhouser expects great things of

down
stage.

Doris Grey and Wayne Arey were Miss Grey and Mr. Arey in "Her Be-

loved Enemy."
Before long I cut loose

from my guide, and drifted.

That's the only real way
to see a motion-picture stu-

dio, to just browse about

from one stage to the

other and

on the big indoor

Their set took up
only a small part of the

huge stage. They were

resting while

Ernest Warde,
their director,

talked with
h i s photog-

rapher about

the plans for

the morrow.
Mr. Warde

had just,

learned that

scenes he had
.made on the

Hudson the
day before

had been
ruined by

static— t hat
my steriou s

force that no
Director Lund, Gladys Hulelte and an ingenue going over

a script.

man can pre-

vent—and he was trying to lay out a

way to hurry up his work so as to get

in the retakes without loss of time.

Miss Grey and Mr. Arey had just

been promoted to stardom. Miss

Grey, you remember, is the Boston girl

who was the most beautiful young lady

at the motion-picture exhibitors' ball,

and was signed by Edwin Thanhouser

for one picture as a try-out. So suc-

cessful was she, although she had had

no motion-picture experience previ-

ously, that Mr. Thanhouser sent her to

school, so to speak, in the studio for

nearly a year, and developed her. He
believes she is the greatest "find" in

motion pictures.

Mr. Thanhouser is costarring Miss

Grey with Wayne Arey, who has been

back again.

I strolled

through the
storerooms,
with furni-

t u r e and
props all clas-

sified. On my
right was a

set of gilt
f urn i t u r e,

stored above

it a set of

mahog any,
while just be-

yond, like a

bunch of cats

rickety chairs

for a kitchen

looking at a king, were

and tables, suitable only

in a tumble-down tenement.

In the room holding the small props

you could find equipment for any sort

of a venture you might start upon.

Here were revolvers, shotguns, mus-

kets. Near by were baseball bats,

skates, tennis rackets. Bunched to-

gether were cigar and cigarette boxes,

and over in a corner was a complete

stock for a small grocery store, from a

coffee mill to a case of laundry soap.

"See if you can name something we
can't show you," challeneged B. D.

Carber, the stage manager.

I paused, deep in thought.

"Give me a scarab, an alligator pear,

and a pair of running trunks," I said.
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He threw open the lid of a box. Out

of it he drew a wax effigy of an alli-

gator pear. He led me into an office

and opened a safe. In a second I was
looking at a case of genuine scarabs.

"The running trunks/' he said, "are
up in the wardrobe room, in the same
compartment with the football and
baseball uniforms. Will you go up
and look?"

I believed him, but I wanted to see
the wardrobe room.

Three women were working on cos-
tumes. Trunks circled the room, and
a stairway led to a storeroom above
where I saw enough closets to satisfy

the most exacting house hunter.

Here were 'costumes," meaning
clothing of ancient days. There were
ball gowns also. Across the room were
chests holding tattered suits.

Only the unusual costumes are kept

95

in the wardrobe rooms. The actors
furnish all their modern clothing.

Mr. Carber left me. He had an ap-
pointment with Frederick Warde, the
character actor, who was to discuss sets
needed for the coming production of
"The Vicar of Wakefield/'

I strolled back to the big stage. A
moment before it had been crowded
with sets. " Now it was almost empty.
In less than half an hour workmen had
taken down a ballroom, a fine hallway
and reception room, a barroom, and a
kitchen.

Now they were rebuilding for other
pictures.

Mr. Lund, having finished a scene
with Miss Hulette, had come over to

lay out his scene plot for the feature
in which he is to direct Charlotte
Walker.

Vincent Serrano came running

Director Ernest Ward being very polile to Doris Grey, who owns this beautiful mansion—in the film.
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across the stage on his way to his

dressing room.

"Now I have to put on my old

clothes and stand under a faucet until

I'm soaked," he explained. "I enter a

room after I've been overboard in the

sea, and it never would do for me
to appear to have my clothing dried be-

tween flashes."
,

I went over to watch Ernest Warde.

He is one of the hardest-working di-

rectors in moving pictures. He has

had a long career on the stage himself,

and he watches every detail of the act-

ing, usually going through the parts

himself, to illustrate how he wants

things done.

They told me how an extra man had

failed to show fight in a rough-and-

tumble scene in "Her Beloved Enemy,"

and how Mr. Warde had gone in and

played the part himself. The fight

with Wayne Arey was a real one, and

Mr. Arey gave his boss a wallop on

the jaw that laid Mr. Warde out for

several minutes. When he recovered,

Mr. Warde thought it was great.

After a complete tour of the plant,

I returned to the business office. We
were sitting there, talking about the

complete equipment of the property

room, when a boy entered.

"Say," he said to the manager of the

property department, "have you got a

Police Gazette around here? They

need it for that barroom scene, and

they haven't got one about the place."

At last the weak spot in the organi-

zation had been found, I thought.

I was wrong.

"Sure," said the manager, and drew

a copy out of a pile of papers on his

desk.

Frederick Sullivan (at extreme left), conquering the elements. The men above are furnishing rain from

watering pots and an aeroplane propeller attached to the machine makes the wind.



To-morrow's Pavlowa
By John W. Brandon

"The Dumb Girl

Portici," she was

:%

FWRING the
time that

Anna Pavlowa was in

Universal City play-

ing the leading role

in

of

greatly attracted to a

little brown-eyed girl

of wonderful beauty
and grace, who took
a small part in the

production. The
child's name is Lena
Baskette, age nine
years. Fame and for-

tune are beckoning to

her; and already the

Universal Company,
recognizing her
genius, has made
Mamma and Papa
Baskette relinquish all pa-
rental claim to Lena for the next
six years. This means that the
small sprite of a dancer holds
the longest contract of any
member of the Universal
forces.

This is one reason why she
will not soon go to Russia to
enter the Imperial Bal-
'et School. Such was
Pavlowa's affection

and high regard
for her that she

mtim

wanted to adopt
the child and take

her back to Russia.

But President Laem-
mle, of the Universal,

would not hear to

this. Instead, he will

have her educated and
trained at the studio.

For all that, the

friendship between
the two dancers de-

veloped into such a

strong chumship that

little Lena soon be-

came known as the

Pavlowa of to-mor-
row.

She has taken part
in a series of juvenile

plays which were pe-

culiarly adapted to

her remarkable gift for

rhythmic dancing. In ad-
dition, she has appeared
with Carter De Haven in

the role of a seventeen-year-
old girl. She owns her own
motor car.

Those who have a chance
observe this prodigious

child at close range proph-
esy brilliant years in

the future for her in

the field of terpsi-

chorean art.

to



The Love Thief
A romance of the Mexican border in which

a pair of blue eyes and a couple of brown

ones battle royally for a man's heart

By Robert Foster

Featuring GRETCHEN HARTMAN and ALAN HALE From the Fox picture play

IT
looked like war—and we were

glad of it, we fellows of Troop B,

with plenty of red blood in our

veins and that dare-devil spirit among

us that had earned us the name of the

"Fighting-cocks." That big event in

American history, the mobilization of

the national guard, had taken place, and

Troop B, among others, was assigned

to border duty.

Not a man of us but was delighted,

for we had sat on the anxious seat for

many weeks, hearing tales that stirred

us to wrath against the Mexicans and

praying that the policy of watchful

waiting might end in action.

I have said "not a man of us," but

I take that back. There was one—our

troop commander, who had been well

content with the pacific policy of the

country and felt no glow of delight

when the order came bidding us en-

train for the border.

Don't run away with the idea that

Captain Arthur Boyce was a coward.

Not a bit like it. I have been sergeant

for many more years than I care to

count, and I have never served under

a finer, cleaner, braver gentleman. But

the truth is, there was a girl in the

case, and any man might be pardoned

for resenting the call to service when
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it meant tearing himself away from the

one woman in the world.

I had met the little lady, and to meet
Clare Nelson was to have her impressed
indelibly in your memory. It wasn't

so much her beauty of face that stayed

with you—and she had beauty of the

demure sort—but it was the innocent

soul that shone in her lovely eyes.

It's a strong point in her favor that

a hardened old soldier like myself
should have been attracted to her, for

I'm free to confess that I have a greater

fondness for the dashing type of beauty
—a girl like Juanita, for instance—but

that's where this story begins.

Juanita's eyes and hair were both of

the deepest black. She had hands and
feet, too, and a supple, graceful figure;

but when Juanita stepped into the lime-

light you only thought of those black

eyes and the night-black hair.

She came over the border with a

grandee who called himself Costa and
proclaimed himself the brother of Juan-
ita.

"My beloved country!" moaned the

senorita, clinging to the hand of our
young commander, and speaking in an
English a bit halting, but mellowed by
an accent that was not the least fas-

cinating thing about her—the kind of
accent that lingers on the senses seduc-
tively.

I have used the word "seductive,"

and it is a good word for Juanita. It

applied to her physically and mentally
as well as vocally.

"Ah, senor, we have stayed through
two insurrections," she went on, half

sobbing. "My heart tells me to stay

now, but self-preservation—what you
call common sense—bids me flee. So
we have come, my brother and myself,

to beg your hospitality, your permission

to stay on the American side of the

border till peace comes to our unhappy
land."

It was one of those sleepy, dusty

days, and we had been lounging around
our tents, fighting flies and swearing at

the inaction, when the Mexican grandee
and the girl made their appearance, es-

corted by a sentry. We woke up and
forgot the heat and the flies.

I saw Captain Boyce's eyes flash as

he stared at Juanita. He was in no
haste to relinquish the lovely hand he
clasped, and I wondered what the de-

mure little Clare Nelson would have
thought if she could have seen them.

"Consider me at your service, seno-

rita," he said earnestly, and she lifted

her night-black eyes to him in grati-

tude. He was good to look upon, this

young commander of ours, hardly more
than a youth in years, but with a set

to his jaws that gave him maturity and
indicated his strength of character. I

could see that he had made a hit with

Juanita right at the start.

She went on to tell him of how a

Villista band had raided her hacienda,

carried off her peons, and looted the

house, and she and Senor Costa had
barely escaped with their lives. It was
a story that in itself would have wrung
your heart, and, told by the teary-eyed

Juanita, it was intensified a thousand-
fold. I saw Captain Boyce's hands
grip, and he had the appearance of a

man ready t* face death itself to avenge
the insults offered to this high-strung

Mexican girl.

The imposing Costa took a hand in

the conversation—apologized for the

hysterical state of his country, apolo-

gized for intrusion into our camp, and
begged the captain for information as

to how to reach the nearest town.

"I might be able to make provision

for you here temporarily " began

Captain Boyce.

"I understand, and I thank you,"

murmured Costa. "But if we could

reach San Marco "

"San Marco !" The commander ut-

tered the name lovingly, and his cheeks

took on a heightened color.
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Juanita looked at him, a little puz-

zled. But I could understand his in-

terest in the name. It was at San

Marco that Clare Nelson made her

home—the one girl in the

world, whom temporarily

Arthur Boyce had forgot-

ten.

"Yes, yes," he went

on, speaking quickly.

"You can easily reach

San Marco. I will provide «

you with an escort." He
dropped the girl's hand
abruptly, and, saying

something about

"dinner," he con-

ducted them to

his tent.

The}* stayed

overnight a t

the camp, and

I could see that

our young corn-

man d er was
getting deeper

in the toils. But

it was none of

my business,
though I did

have a sympa-

thetic thought

toward little
Clare.

In the morn-
ing they set

out for San
Marco, and I

was sent along as escort. The farewell

between Captain Boyce and Juanita was

a more than friendly one, but then Mex-
ican women are apt to be impulsive, and

a kiss is neither here nor there with

them. Still, I was glad, for Clare's

sake, the dark-haired beauty was going.

Fate stepped in and supplied a queer

climax to that fond farewell. Almost

the first person we met in San Marco
was Clare Nelson herself

!

I had conducted the distinguished

Castilian gentleman and his sister to

the Hotel Southwest, in accordance with

my instructions, and was waiting while

they wrote their names on the register

when Clare tripped past. She

Caught sight of me, and, with a

The farewell

little cry of astonishment, she ran

to me and caught me by the

arm.

"Why, sergeant, what are

you doing here?" she demanded.

I told her, and was making
rather a long story

of it when she

cut in with

:

" Introduce
me," nodding

toward the

refugees.

Here was a

c om p 1 i ca-

tion that I

had not an-

ticipated,

and I did
not know
whether our

commander
would . ap-

prove of the

introduction.

But Clare, if

she be- little

and demure,

is imperious

and not to be

denied. So I
was a more than friendly one.

made them acquainted.

Nothing would do but this small,

sunny-haired maid must invite Costa

and juanita to become her guests.

"I make my home with my uncle,

Mr. Nelson, who has rented a house

here," she rambled on. "It's a big

house and there's plenty of room and

it's so much better than a hotel. I've

just been up to see a friend of uncle's

with a business communication, and I
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don't see how he can abide to stay in

a place like this. Oh, yes, I know it's

the best you can get in this out-of-the-

way corner of the country, but please,

please come with me, if only for a day
or two. My uncle must hear your story.

He is greatly interested in Mexico."
"Your uncle—Mr. Nelson," mur-

mured Costa. "Is it that his name is

William Nelson?"

"Yes—you know him?"
"I—er—have heard of him," an-

swered the Mexican hesitantly.

"Then you must meet him," insisted

Clare. "Come ! Sergeant, see if you
can find a cab."

But just as we were about to leave

the hotel there came a fresh surprise

for me—nothing less than a wire from
Captain Boyce. It read :

Leave of absence. Am starting for San
Marco to-morrow. Hustle back here.

Boyce.

I could visualize his delight. His
ecstatic telegram, phrased in informal
language, hinted at it. But also I won-
dered whether his delight would not re-

ceive something of a shock when he
discovered that the black-eyed Mexican
girl was housed under the same roof as

Clare Nelson.

The telegram was meant for me, but
I had to give its contents to Clare.

Like an excited schoolgirl she danced
about, babbling all sorts of nonsense,
and finished up by bundling Juanita and
Costa into the ramshackle cab, leaving

me standing on the street, staring du-
biously after her waving arms, and
wishing I had not received that order
to "hustle back." Here was the fat in

the fire, and I was sorry to miss the

conflagration. But "orders is orders,"

and, like a good soldier, I obeyed.

I was out of the drama for the next
scene or two, but later on I gathered
the staggering details. What happened
I got from hearsay, and it's pretty in-

teresting hearsay. Listen.

A little bit about Clare's uncle, Wil-

liam Nelson. He was a business man
pure and simple, and he didn't care

where he sold his wares so long as

he got his price. He had engaged in

various fields of enterprise, and had
made money in all of them. His latest

exploit was the risky, if highly lucra-

tive, business of supplying arms and
ammunition to the Mexicans. He was
a middleman, and a most successful

one. His name had been whispered
among various bands of insurrectos,

and it was no wonder that Costa's eyes

had glowed when he heard that he was
to become the guest of the munitions

agent. For, in spite of the horrific

story told by the refugees, the truth

was that Costa and the lovely Senorita

Juanita were in the United States not

from fear of marauders, but to aid one
faction of the disturbers of the peace
of Mexico by replenishing their ex-

hausted military stores.

Clare Nelson, good little patriot that

she was, would have turned the visitors

from her uncle's house, had she known
or even suspected their real mission.

But she swallowed the pitiful story,

and wept over the raven locks of the

languishing senorita.

It did not take long for Mr. Nelson
and Senor Costa to understand each

other, and, the little business transac-

tion safely concluded strictly sub rosa,

they formed themselves into a mutual
admiration society.

Pleasant little family group for a

poor but honest troop commander to

blow into ! Which Captain Boyce did,

just a few minutes after a friend of

Mr. Nelson's had been complimenting

the distinguished-looking Spaniard and
presenting the delightful possibility of

a union between the wealthy senor and
the lovely niece of the munition agent.

"You know a Mexican can really be

an excellent husband," said the fat

friend, with a smirk, and he was going

on to elaborate his theme when Cap-
tain Boyce sent in his card.
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There was nothing to quarrel with

in the reception Clare gave him, but

uncle was like an iceberg. He had

tolerated the friendship of Clare and

the captain, but the coming of this

wealthy gentleman from the other side

of the border set him thinking along

different lines.

To add to Captain Boyce's bewilder-

ment there was the stunning and unbe-

lievable fact that the girl with the

night-black' eyes and her brother were

here as the guests of the Nelsons. It

was a bad quarter of an hour for the

gallant captain, but he got through it

somehow.
There ensued a week of joy and

gloom at the Nelson home, and little

Clare got the wrong end of the deal.

The captain gave her his undivided at-

tention at the beginning, and discreetly

kept away from the fascination of the

sefiorita, but the black eyes of Juanita

proved his undoing. There were little

tete-a-tetes that set his senses reeling,

"You can easily

reach San Marco.

I will provide you

with an escort."

and, to make matters worse, Mr. Nel-

son was thrusting the attention of Costa

upon his niece. Hence the little girl's

gloom.

Matters came to a climax when Clare

came upon Captain Boyce and Juanita

in a corner of the conservatory just as

the Mexican beauty put her arms about

the young commander, and she heard

her say, with all the passion of Mexi-

can thought done into mellifluous Eng-

lish, that she loved him.

"Senor Capitan," Clare heard the

other woman say, ''there can be no hap-

piness for me if you do not love me."

Clare fled to her room, and forthwith

refused to see or communicate with

Arthur. She was shocked and hurt,

but with it all she loved him.

I don't blame Captain Boyce greatly.

As I said, Juanita was a type of dash-

ing beauty that put everything around

her into the shade, and while Clare was

sweet and winsome, she wasn't one,

two, three with the Mexican girl. She
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wasn't making allowances for the

frailty of man, either. She was just

one superlatively jealous girl, and she

told herself that she was through with

her gay young commander, who could

be turned aside from his devotion to

her by a pair of dark eyes that held

cruelty mixed with their loveliness. It

was enough for Clare that she had seen

the pair in an impassioned embrace.

But she did not guess that a moment
after she had gone Arthur tore himself

loose from the clinging arms and con-

fessed that his love was already given

to Mr. Nelson's niece.

Whereupon, Juanita raged and went
out to plot revenge, taking with her

the tractable Costa. They took a room
at the Southwest Hotel, and here fate

played into her hand in a fashion al-

most uncanny.

. The captain was unable to under-

stand why Clare refused to see him,

and, thinking that perhaps Juanita and
she had had a quarrel, he went to the

hotel to seek enlightenment from the

senorita.

He derived little satisfaction from
the visit, and went off more perplexed

than ever. But hardly had he gone
when Juanita was startled by a scream,

and, hurrying into the corridor, she

saw a man running softly to the stairs.

Unhesitating, she opened a door he had
closed. On the floor lay a woman with

a great, gaping wound in her breast.

She knelt and felt for the heart, but

it had ceased to beat. Then was born

a horrible plan for revenge that had
for its object the ruin, perhaps the

death, of the young commander who
had spurned her love.

It was a frail woman that had been
killed, and Juanita lifted her and car-

ried her to her own room. There, with

the blood of the dead woman, she wrote
on the wall

:

Art. . Boyc .. . . Murder.- .

With Mephistophelean, malice she

had left the words incomplete, but all

the more damning. And next day,

when the murder was discovered and
the blurred writing on the wall de-

ciphered, Captain Arthur Boyce was
arrested and held for trial.

Content, Juanita took her brother

back to Mexico, in the full faith that

a proper revenge for the insult to a

Mexican girl had been consummated.
A few days later Mr. Nelson and

his niece closed the big house and
moved to a border camp, where there

was more likelihood of business deals ;

but Clare sent the captain a letter that

he will always treasure. In it she de-

clared that there must be some horrible

mistake and that she could never be-

lieve him guilty.

The letter cheered him, though the

future did not present much hope. But
just when it seemed as if nothing would
save him, the murderer, appalled by his

crime and unwilling to see an innocent

man suffer for him, came forward and
confessed to his deed. It was a sordid

affair, and there is no use lingering

over it ; but it ended with Captain Boyce
back at our camp and bent on confining

himself solely to matters of army tactics

and strategy. Once the soul of good
humor, he had become somber and ill-

tempered, and more than ever I hoped
for a brush with the dark-skinned fel-

lows across the border.

It came before our commander was
a week in camp. Armed with the

weapons provided by Mr. Nelson him-

self, the well-drilled peons of Costa and

Juanita made a raid on the town where
Clare and her uncle were staying, and

not far from where we were encamped.

A hurry call for help brought us on

the jump. But we were outnumbered
fifty to one, and though we put up a

scrap that was monumental and lost

some of our best men, we had to keep

on the defensive and call it a drawn
battle till the reinforcements arrived.

Clare and her uncle had taken shelter
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"You know a Mexican can really be an excellent husband.

"I care not for your threats. Your
country is too cowardly to fight."

But the belligerent Costa was wrong.

I had combed the section for help, and

before the Mexican and his band

could establish themselves for

defense we swooped down on

them and flung them back, dead

and living, across the border.

I'm going too fast with

my narrative, but with

Captain Boyce at our

head once more, we
were apt to think in

terms of speed. He
had led the reinforce-

ments by a devious

route into the desert

town, and we were

whipping the greasers

to a standstill.

Juanita and Costa did

not enter into the en-

gagement. They had

stuck to the shack, not

dreaming that the

Fighting-cocks could

bring up additional

forces so quickly.

in a shack, and there Juanita and Costa,

who had come with the raiders, found

them panic-stricken.

"You are the beauty El Capitan pre-

ferred to me !" cried Juanita, and, con-

sumed by jealousy, would have struck

the girl, but Costa pushed her aside,

and turned venomous eyes on Mr.

Nelson.

"Ah, you would sell us munitions,

sefior !" laughed Costa. "It is the for-

tune of war. I think I will keep you

as hostage and marry your niece to that

villainous-looking bandit who has his

rifle crouched under his ear."

"I am an American citizen," blustered

Nelson, "and if you lay a finger on my-

self or my niece, you'll have the whole

United States down on your accursed

country."

"Pig-dog of a gringo!" said Costa.

When they heard the racket they lay

low, letting the rabble do the fighting

for them. In the midst of it all I

missed our gallant commander, and I

learned later that a shot had come from

the shack, probably fired by the vil-

lainous-looking bandit that Costa had

named as the prospective husband of

Clare. And Captain Boyce had made

a wide sally to flank the sniper with a

surprise attack. The plan went the

other way, and he himself became the

victim of the surprise attack. The mo-

ment his face showed around the cor-

ner of the adobe wall, he was grabbed

by a dozen dirty hands. It was useless

to put up a fight, for these fellows were

well heeled, and if guns missed fire

there was always the trusty friend of

the Mexican, the keen-bladed knife.

They could have shot him out of hand,
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but evidently their orders were to cap-
ture him alive.

"You've got me," he said coolly, as

they commandeered his hardware.
"What next, senores ? My back against

a brick wall—at sunrise—a firing

squad?"

It wasn't sheer bravado. It was a

kind of fatalism that had settled down
upon him, a sort of "glad-did-I-live-

and-gladly-die" feeling that doesn't be-

long in the make-up of a healthy man,
but becomes part of the fellow who has
nothing to live for. And that was Cap-
tain Boyce's case. You see, Clare

hadn't written him again ; she had cast

him off, and—at sunrise, did they say?

Normally, our commander wouldn't

have talked -like that ; but since the epi-

s ode of
J u a n i t a

and the
break with

the little

girl at San
Marco h e

had been ab-

normal, a man
utterly unlike

his real self.

But this villain-

ous gang had no

orders to shoot

"You are the beauty

El Capitan pre-

ferred to

me!"

him. Instead, they opened a rear door
of the shack and flung him inside, one
of them giving him a tap on the head
with the butt end of his rifle as a part-
ing gift. And then the tattered crew
jumped on their horses, and, satisfied

that their particular job had been done,
spurred off into the blue distance with-
out concerning themselves about the
final outcome.

.
That blow from the gun butt, which

helped to tumble the captain into the
shack, was no gentle love tap. It

stunned him for a long minute, and
when he got back his senses he found
Clare bending over him, murmuring
tender things. And then he got a squint
at juanita, standing, with her hands on
her hips, laughing in mockery. He was

on his feet in a moment.
Costa stood in the background,
his finger twitching on his

automatic.

"Don't shoot

—

yet!"
said Juanita calmly, and
Costa nodded, but kept
his pistol leveled. "I

wanted to tell this

brave gringo before he
dies that no woman
with Spanish blood in

her veins suffers a

man to spurn her."
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"No woman

with Spanish

blood in her

veins suffers

a man to

spurn her."

Bewildered, Captain Boyce glanced

from one to another of the group. His

hand groped for his revolver, but it

had been removed.

"I seem to be in your power," he

said, and he was trying hard to get a

grasp of the situation, though his head

was bursting. "But what does it all

mean? We drove the raiders off, and

now I find Clare here—and
"

"And you find me also," said Juanita,

with a vicious snap of her teeth. '"You

had the extremely bad taste to prefer

this white-faced girl to myself,, and I

planned this raid to avenge the insult."

The captain felt sure he was dream-

ing, and he pinched himself to see if

he was awake.

But Juanita went on passionately:

"It was I who planned to fasten the

murder of that girl in San Marco on

you, I who put the red writing on the

wall ; but you slipped out of that noose

and so I thought of something else."

Whether Juanita would have con-

tinued her confessions and ended them

by ordering Costa to shoot the captain,

I don't know. At any rate, the tirade

was cut short—and by myself.

I had missed the commander, and,

nosing about, I finally located him in

the shack. Through the window I saw

the group, posed like figures on a stage.

I heard a bit of the conversation, and

sent a bullet crashing through the glass.

I didn't kill Costa, as I had intended,

but I put him out of the fight by plug-

ging his gun hand.

The haughty Castilian gentleman

danced about like an acrobat, upset a

table and a chair or two, and in the

melee, while Captain Boyce was center-

ing all his efforts in preventing Clare

from being hurt by this bull in a china

shop, Juanita caught up a bronze mug

and sent it whizzing at me.

It was a good throw, and while I

was picking the glass out of my hands
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and face Juanita grabbed her brother

and hustled him out through a back
door of the shack.

The captain was well content to see

them go, and took no further interest

in their departure, for Clare was in his

arms and they were telling each other

the things that young people have told

each other since the world began.

Myself, even if I hadn't had my skin

punctured by glass and a bump on my
forehead that would have puzzled a

phrenologist—I couldn't have shot the

lovely Juanita, but I sure would like

to have taken a pot shot at Senor Costa.

Somebody else came in to wind up
the story—and Juanita, not the senor,

was the victim. I deny emphatically

that it was anybody in B Troop who
fired that shot, for, bad as the girl

was, we have all of us an uncanny re-

spect for the sex, and not one of us

would rest easy in his grave with the

knowledge that we had deliberately

taken the life of a woman.

That random shot came from a bunch
of rookies who had come up with the
reenforcing squad. Who fired it was
never known, never will be known; it

was a coward's trick when all is said

and done, though I must acknowledge
that it was a kind of poetic justice. And
it was practically the last shot of the
raid.

We're still on the border, and there's

still a raid or two, which the Rangers
can snufT out without our assistance;

and once in a while a ripe Mexican
beauty comes through the lines and
gives us a smile and passes on, but
Captain Arthur Boyce is married now
and has no eyes for pulchritude apart
from his wife, and doesn't care if the

Powers That Be ordain that his stay

at the border shall be prolonged in-

definitely.

Has Clare forgiven him? Why, she
doesn't know that there's anything to

forgive. She blames it all on Juanita.

THE SINGLE-TRACK MIND
jy|Y wife forgets from day to day

How much, for butter, eggs, and meat,
And other simple things to eat,

In these tough times, she has to pay.

She can't remember, sad to say,

The happenings of yesterday

—

My wife forgets.

But mention any movie play,

She'll give you names and dates, and greet
Your question with a startling feat

Of memory. Ne'er a screen display

My wife forgets

!

J. D. Bradford.



Mrs. Ethel Clayton
She is Ethel Clayton to a million persons

and Mrs. to one. Meet Mrs. Ethel Clayton

By Alison Smith

IF
a well-meaning Cubist should wan-

der into the Paragon studios in

search of an impressionistic pic-

ture of Ethel Clayton, he would emerge

with a vision of a tiny Cubist hand of

iron—with Cubist dimples—inclosed in

a dainty velvet glove, Cubists being

those perverse individuals who insist

on seeing a symbol of a personality in-

stead of the person himself. When
Miss Clayton came out to meet me, I,

having a more literal mind, saw simply

an exceedingly pretty girl with misty

blue eyes and hair of the unusual shade

which fiction writers love to call "bur-

nished copper." Yet even before I

talked to her I sensed the fact that

back of that charming, intensely femi-

nine exterior is a character with in-

genuity and determination worthy of a

Prussian general. And as we chatted

in the midst of an "Eden Musee" set

with carpenters and sceneshifters stum-

bling over us, I was irresistibly re-

minded of the immortal "Sentimental

Tommy." Tommy, if you remember,

was the leader of a band of Scottish

laddies who depended on him utterly

in all their games of "make-believe,"

and who, whenever any difficulty arose,

were perfectly confident that "Tommy
would find a way." And Tommy al-

.

ways did. So does Miss Clayton, but

the odd thing about it is that she is

perfectly unconscious of her gift for

surmounting difficulties and believes

that any other girl in the same position

would be equally capable of handling

the situation.

"Really, there isn't anything interest-
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ing to tell about myself," she protested.
"I simply found out what I wanted to
do and then went ahead and did it."

All of which sounds simple—to those
who haven't tried. "My first appear-
ance was in a Frawley Company in
which I played the lead in a pretty
little comedy-drama called, "For the
Love of a Girl." I had never been
on the stage before; in fact, I was not
quite sure of the best method of get-
ting across the stage, and directions
such as "Cross left second to center"

me. "But it wasn't," she added in tones
of satisfaction. And I, who realized
the pluck and skill that had been neces-
sary to handle the situation, assured
her that I thought nothing of the kind.
"On the first night," she went on,

"the modiste who had faithfully prom-
ised to have my evening dress ready
for the first act, failed to send it, and
its absence was not noticed until it was
almost time for me to go on. My maid
went into hysterics, giving a perfect
example of Trench calm;' the wardrobe

woman was reduced to

tears, and even my
mother, who had steered
me through many other
mishaps, was utterly at a^
loss.

''What did you do?" I

gasped, knowing perfectly
well that I should have
followed the combined ex-

That is, if he were not as appre-

ciative as Joe. He is a firm
believer in the old adage: "If
pleasure interferes with busi-

ness; give up business."

It might be very lonesome to come
home after work to a husband
who is a conscientious director

like Joe Kaufman

and "X up stage'* meant
absolutely nothing in my
young life. Cues were
equally inconsequential to
me, and I simply waited
until the other actors had
stopped talking, and then be
gan to speak my own lines. You
would think it would be a fearful
mix-up, wouldn't you ?" she questioned ^^^^^^^^^
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Ion has shown the same genius for pres-

ence of mind and resourcefulness in

carving out her destiny with her own
pretty hands. The titles vof some of

her successes seem remarkably sinister

for so charming and lovable an actress.

She has been featured in such savage

dramas as "The Brute," 'The Devil,"

'The Wolf," and 'The Lion and the

Mouse." Those who know Ethel Clay-

ton best always associate with her the

homelike qualities that are characteris-

Some actresses prepare dainty menus for publicat ion.

The daintiest thing about Ethel's meal is Ethel.

ample of the maid and the wardrobe

woman.
"Oh, I improvised something," she

informed me calmly. "Wore it with a

dash that Paquin could not have im-

proved, and behold! by the next act the

missing dress had arrived in the hands

of an abject modiste, who was promptly

reduced to a pulp by the irate mistress

of robes."

All through her various experiences

in stock and on the screen Miss day-
men a dummy with the number 13 can be lucky

at times.
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tic of the typical, wholesome Amer-
ican girl. She is essentially rural in

her tastes, and as often as she can
leave the duties of her profession,
which keep her in New York, she
hustles over to her little New j
Jersey home in the country. Jo- 1
seph Kaufman, director for Fa-
mous Players, constitutes the
other half of the marital happi-
ness which distinguishes the
home of this couple.

In every respect it is an
ideal little "ranch," and the
Kaufmans spend their days
off at regular farming pur-
suits. They have a garden,
chickens of various breeds,
and a large collection of Bel-
gian hares. Mornings, if you
should peep through the pal-

ings of the fence, you would
see a tidy little country girl

going in and out among
the henhouses, collecting

eggs for breakfast. She
is humming a merry lit-

tle song to herself that
goes like this: "What
will the wedding
breakfast be, hard-boiled eggs and
cup of tea?" From over the wire net
ting that separates the chickens from
the rabbits Joe can be seen feeding the
little Belgians.

The house itself, exteriorly and in-
teriorly, is the snuggest, coziest little

nest imaginable, and the grounds around
it give the most homelike setting. They
are also very fond of entertaining, and
the Kaufman home is the scene of many
a merry party, particularly in summer.
Charmed by her naive, girlish way of

telling me about her home life, I was
on the point of pelting her with ques-
tions about the details of furnishings,
color scheme, decorations, and so on
when her director, Mr. Travers Vail,
tore her away from my eager interroga-
tions and would-be rapid pencil, "f

One might think that Ethel was a heart-
less executioner, smiling as she put on
the power. But she is merely turning

off the lights after a scene.

a haven't given you much," she said
kindly.

"You have given me a whole ser-
mon," I insisted, and the glance she
threw me over her shoulder was so
frankly puzzled that I laughed. But
really a theological seminary should
gladly confer all manner of degrees on
her if it appreciated the value of such
determination toward success. I can
readily imagine the Reverend Ethel,
D.D., mounting a pulpit in a fetching
bishop's gown, her curly hair tucked
under an ecclesiastical cap. "Dearly be-
loved brethren," she would begin, "each
one of us has some gift that we can
give to the world as no other person
can. If we try to discover what we
can do best, and then determine to do
it, not all the powers of Satan can keep
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us from our rightful destiny. We shall

now arise and sing "Onward, Chris-

tian Soldiers."

There was a shout of "fade-in" from

the set where Miss Clayton had ceased

to be a happy, philosophical young

woman, and had turned into a perse-

cuted heroine. "Now you are Vir-

ginia," Mr. Vail was explaining, very

much as Frank Tinny explains his roles

to the orchestra leader. "Your sister

Caroline is out in the night, in the snow,

where tramps are prowling about, and

where wolves may bite her. Moreover,

you are just about to have a frenzied

scene with her faithless lover, who is

the double of your own fiance, who is

all that is noble. Now, hold that,

please. Camera !"

"You're in no end of trouble, Caro-

line," I mused, as the scene went on.

"But cheer up. Ethel will find a way."

HER MONEY
VV7 HERE in the world does her pin money go?

How does she spend it,

Lose it, or lend it?

Scatter it recklessly round on the street?

Here is the likeliest clew that I know

:

Dolly possesses the tiniest feet

!

How in the world does her pin money go?

Motoring, rambling,

Drinking, or gambling?

Possibly she is investing in land?

I have suspicions, and utter them, so

:

Dolly is blest with a beautiful hand!

Where in the world does her pin money go?

Not for silk stockings,

Mittens, or frockings
;

Not for fine feathers in which she may preen,

But to her temple, the cinema show.

Dolly's in love with a chap on the screen

!

Terrell Love Holliday.



Screen Gossip
A hundred reels of the happenings in film-
dom, condensed into a few lively pages

By Neil G. -Caward

TIMES without number splendid
feature films have been made
from successful stage plays, but

now the pendulum is beginning to swing
the other way and the stage is turning
to the screen for inspiration. The lat-

est example of this shift in the tide
of things is the announcement that Lou-
Tellegen, famous first as leading man
for Sarah Bernhardt, arid more. recently
as the hero of a number of Lasky photo
plays and the husband of Geraldine
Farrar, is to tour the country this win-
ter in a play entitled "The Victory of
Conscience." This is nothing else than
the Lasky photo drama of the same
name set to words. "The Victory of
Conscience" has scored heavily as a cel-
luloid drama, and with Tellegen as the
star of the same play as a spoken
drama, t h e public

will be given a

chance to see this

favorite in real life

in a role that has al-

ready proved a tri-

umph for him. Upon
the conclusion of his

tour of the United
States in this play, Tel-
legen expects again to
return to the shadow
stage and the Lasky
banner.

Henry B. Walthall
is coming back to the
screen in what is

said to be the best

Walthall picture
8

ever made under the Essanay brand.
The title of the new production is "The
Truant Soul," and it will be a real su-
perfeature, if one may steal a word
from the nomenclature of superdread-
naughts, supersubmarines, super-Zep-
pelins, et cetera, for its length has been
fixed at seven reels. Supporting Mr.
Walthall in this new film will be Mary
Charleson, long a famous leading lady
in the celluloid classics, and Patrick
Calhoun, a heavy who first rose to fame
as the villain in "The Little Shepherd
of Bargain Row." Harry Beaumont is

directing the production, and many of
the exteriors were filmed near Richard-
land Center, Wisconsin. The motion-
picture camera proved to be as much

of a novelty to the

natives as would a

Henry B. Walthall, iqho plays lead in "The Truant Soul"
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modern phonograph to Ramses II., so

it is hard to say who had the most fun

out of the venture into the wilds of

Wisconsin—the natives or Mr. Wal-

thall and his fellow players.

The reverse English on the screen-

to-stage route of plays is instanced in

the case of Yitagraph's recent purchase

of photo-play rights to Sel- ;
—

wyn & Co.'s "Within the Law." It was

written by Bayard Veiller. Following

its opening at the Eltinge Theater in

Xew York in September, 1912, it ran

through two solid seasons and earned

tremendous box-office receipts. After

the Xew York premiere of "Within the

Law," twelve different road companies

were sent out in the same play, with

such stars as Jane Cowl. Margaret

Illington, and Helen Ware playing the

same role at the same time. Yitagraph

is alleged to have paid more money

for the rights to this successful play

than was ever paid for a motion-pic-

ture scenario, and announces that when

released as a Blue Ribbon feature film

it will be played by a representative

cast of Yitagraph favorites.

David W. Griffith, master director, who is starting work on his third

big spectacle.

Xot so very long ago, David W.
Griffith, forever famous as the

director of "The Birth of a Na-

tion" and "Intolerance," is al-

leged to have raised one hand

solemnly aloft and declared

that "intolerance" was his

last picture—that in

future he would con-

fine himself to the
stage direction of

spoken dramas. But all

that' is now changed ap-

parently, because the last

week in September, David

W. packed his grip in Xew
York, after seeing "Intol-

erance" successfully
launched, and flitted west-

ward to begin work on

"another big one." The

exact nature of the

new production can-

not be disclosed, but

more than one inter-

viewer has had some-

thing to say about a

new version of the

Passion Play, after a
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chat with the famous producer. It
might also be casually mentioned that
during- a momentary pause in Chicago
on his way West, Mr. Griffith severely
jolted a lot of Triangle "fans" by say-
ing to a newspaper critic: "I haven't
seen a Triangle production in four
months. I have never produced a Fine
Arts picture, and the words 'supervised
by David W. Griffith' were put on the
screen without my knowledge. My
time has been spent in making 'Intol-
erance/ which has occupied all my wak-
ing hours."

Remember Harry Lyons, one of the
prominent members of the Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran Nestor Company?
Don't be surprised if in the
future you look in vain
for his name on the

cast of the Nestor com-
edies. You won't find

it, but you will see a

Harry Nolan men-
tioned. Rest easy;
Harry Nolan and
Harry Lyons are one
and the same. Harry
found it expedient to
change his cognomen re-
cently in order to avoid a
political mix-up. In Los
Angeles County, out in Cali-
fornia, there is a State senator
named Harry Lyons, and the
two were continually getting then
mail mixed up. Harry Lyons, the
senator, kept getting the mash notes
of Harry Lyons, the actor, and
Harry Lyons, the actor, received
daily invitations to speak at politi-
cal rallies, to forward silver mugs
to babies that had been named
after him, and to hurry up this or
that bill of interest to his local
constituents, all of
which were undoubt-
edly intended f o r John Emerson, who is
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Harry Lyons, the senator. At last, in
desperation, the actor man went into
court and had his name changed to
Harry Nolan. Simple when you un-
derstand it, isn't it ?

Reference to the Fox organization
calls to mind the fact that Harry Ben-
ham, known to every film fan since- his
days with Thanhouser, and more re-
cently as a Universal star, is now in the
employ of William Fox. Mr. Benham
will make his debut as a Fox star oppo-
site June Caprice.

Douglas Fairbanks and John Emer-
son, his director, are again a team.

Emerson was loaned by Triangle
to the Famous Players

Company, and worked
for nearly two months
in the Eastern studio
of that corporation.

He is now back "on
the lot" in Los An-
geles, with smiling,

happy Douglas
Fairbanks, hard at

work on some more
comedies of the type

of "His Picture

in the Pa-

back directing Douglas Fairbanks" pictur
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pers." Anita Loos is writing the sub-

titles for the new Fairbanks pictures,

so you are assured of a good many

chuckles from the captions alone.

Stories and denials of upheavals in

the ranks of the Universal forces fol-

low fast upon one another. Just a few

weeks ago the story gained

credence that both Ella

Hall and Warren Kerrigan

were no longer Universal-

ites. Ella was reported to

have left the Big U studios

without even a word of

farewell and to have

shifted all her belong-

ings over to another

California studio,
while J.

Warren was

reputed to be under

contract to play a

solid year of vaude-

ville at a salary that

would make John D.

Rockefeller feel like

a pauper. And now
Universal has issued

a denial of both sto-

ries in toto. Ella is

alleged to be abso-

lutely contented and

happy in her present

surroundings and
Warren to be much

annoyed by "such ri-

d i c u 1 o u s stories."

However, since the

denial w a s issued,

another rumor has
popped up in which J.

Warren and a num-

ber of gentlemen with

huge bank rolls are

prominent figures.

The new rumor hints

that the public may
soon learn with much
surprise of the for-

J. Warren Kerrigan

will soon star in

mation of a Warren Kerrigan Feature

Film Company or something like that.

Xot being able to peer into the future,

we can only sit back and wait to see

what happens when present contracts

expire. In the meanwhile, if you grow

impatient, perhaps the nearest clairvoy-

ant can relieve your anxiety.

By this time you have probably

seen "The Light of Western

Stars," the big ten-reel Selig pro-

duction featuring Tom Mix and

Bessie Eyton. Director E. A. Mar-

tin, who produced it, is now hard

at work on a twelve-

reel picture that deals

with American his-

tory from the year

1776 up to the pres-

ent time. Mr. Mar-

tin has spent nearly

twelve months tour-

ing the country in

search o f locations

for his gigantic un-

dertaking, and up to

the time actual work

began on the early

scenes of the scenario

almost twenty-five

thousand dollars had

been spent in research

work alone. With

such notable produc-

tions as "The Crisis,"

"The Garden of Al-

lah," and "The Light

f Western Stars"

completed, and such

big ones under way

as "Mizpah" and the

new one under Mr.

Martin's direction re-

ferred to above, the

Selig Company is one

which i s certainly

,
who, it is rumored, making a big place

his own company. for itself.
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The Fujiama
ization is a 1

1

ways from being

the only Jap-
anese enter-

prise of im-

portance, for

none other
than your old

friend, Sessile

Hayakawa, of the
Lasky force s—the

same Sessue who was
starred in 'The Cheat,

"The Honorable Friend
and "The Soul of

San"—is now the

etor of a Japanese
in Los Angeles. Ha}
is continuing his dail

at the Lasky studios

by a big company o

anese players, and at r

these same actor folk

pear in stock dramas
the newly opened J
anese theater. One wc
ders when Sessue
going to find time tc

sleep, but perhaps he,

like Edison, is tire-

less and works on
and on, with no
need for sleep.

Sessue Hayakawa, of Lasky, owns a Japanese theatei

Los Angeles,
The irre-

pressible Ben-
nie Ziedman, vest-pocket-edition pub-
licity man. who represents Yorke-
Metro just as energetically as he ever
did the Fine Arts-Griffith studios for
so long a period, solemnly assures us
that the singing of a few lines of a
Southern melody by a character actress
in the make-up of a negro mammy
decidedly "started something" at the
Yorke studios. The craze kept grow-
ing and finally resulted in the forma-
tion of a quartet among the players,
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consisting of May Allison,

soprano; Lester Cuneo,
bass

; Henry Otto,

tenor, and Harold
Lockwood, baritone.

Bennie himself i s

evidently satisfied to

sing the praises of
all four. At any
rate, there is no re-

port to date of calls

to the police depart-

ment to quiet

t h e disturb-

ance, and the

worst that can
probably hap-
pen will be the

formation b y
Ben's hated
r i v a 1—K e n
O'Hara, of
Inceville—of a

vested choir or
a symphony
orchestra over
at the Culver
City plant.
Gee, but
doesn't it make
your blood run
cold to think

of what a mu-
sical battle be-

tween these
two popular

publicity men
may result in ?

in

Perhaps Henry Ford can be induced to

attempt to get them both out of the
choir loft bv Christmas.

South Africa is the locale of Than-
houser's big November offering on the
Pathe program. "Hidden Valley" is

the title of the piece, and Valkyrien,
the beautiful Danish dancer, is the star.

Boyd Marshall, good-looking matinee
idol, has the male lead opposite her,
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and Ernest Warde, the director of the

production, also plays an important

role. Most of the South African at-

mosphere was secured in Florida, and

the scenes are said to be gems of pho-

tography.

Mention of the Essanay Company

will instantly recall to every motion-

picture fan who has seen Richardson

Cotton, the well-known character man

of that aggregation, the sad event that

brought this young star to an early

demise. It was just at the time when

"The Chaperon" was about to be started

that Cotton, with a number of other

stock players, journeyed up to Ephraim,

Wisconsin, near Sturgeon Bay. On the

Sunday before actual field work was

to start, Cotton went for a ramble down

a country roadside. At a sharp turn

in the road he was struck by an auto-

mobile going at tremendous speed,

hurled a long distance, and killed al-

most instantly. He was a favorite with

every one who knew him, had been a

player for a long time, and a member

of the Essanay Stock Company for

more than two years. His absence will

be sincerely felt by hosts of
u
fans" who

had learned to admire him, and his fel-

low players feel that they have suffered

a deep loss.

Do you recall that cunning baby that

was used in chapters one and two of

the Helen Holmes serial, "A Lass of

the Lumberlands?" Well, Helen

Holmes, in private life Mrs. J. P. Mc-

Gowan, as of course you know, grew

so fond of the youngster during the

making of the picture that she formally

adopted it. And now that pretty kiddie

is known as Dorothy McGowan. (Post-

script.—And when she grows up she'll

probably learn how to drive a locomo-

tive, dash about in a high-powered auto-

mobile, foil countless villains, and be-

come even more famous than her cele-

brated foster parent.)

Lewis J.
Selznick has also added an-

other star to his galaxy of famous play-

ers. Hard upon the heels of the an-

nouncements that Clara Kimball Young,

Nazimova, and Kitty Gordon are to

release a long series of productions with

their own companies, all of which will

be marketed through the Selznick or-

ganizations, comes another an-

nouncement to the effect

that Joseph Schenck,

^ of the Marcus
Loew forces,

has or-

Norma Talmadge, sole star of the new Norma Talmadge Film Company.
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ganized the Norma Talmadge Film Cor-
poration, and that the Talmadge pic-

tures will also be marketed under Mr.
Selznick's auspices. The first Talmadge
picture will be David Graham Phillips'

"The Price She Paid." Allan Dwan,
former director of Douglas Fairbanks,
is in charge of the Talmadge produc-
tions. With such a star and such a
director it is hard to expect anything
else than tremendous success for the
newest comer to filmland's companies.

Eckert Goodman and Montague Glass,
and the Paragon studios, where he
works daytimes in a tremendous eight-
reel feature soon to be released under
the title "The Whip." This production,
which is being directed by Maurice
Tourneur, is a picture adaptation of the
famous Drury Lane melodrama of the
same name which played so success-
fully last year on the road. Alma Han-
Ion has the leading role opposite Mr.
Cummings, and Jane Elvidge is the
adventuress.

Monroe Salisbury, who played for
more than two years in William Far-
num's great success, "The Prince of
India," Harry Carey, famous star of
Biograph, Universal, and other organi-
zations, and William Clifford, who will

be remembered for his work in Univer-
sal and Horsley films, are all now Fox
players.

Writing of twelve-reel subjects, did
you know that our Nipponese friends
from across the Pacific are hard at
work on some big features? Yep, it's

all true. The name of the outfit is the
Fujiama Feature Film Company, and
the studio is located in the vicinity of
Redlands, California, a number of fi-

In answer to an inquiry received
from a fan anxious to know what has
happened to Irving Cummings,
we beg leave to report that

the curly-haired star is

now dividing his time
between the theater at

which he is appearing
evenings in the com-
edy, "Object, Mat-
rimony," b y
Jules ^sdtt

-

•

Irving Cummings is dividing his time between the screen and stage.
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nanciers of that thriving town having

backed the proposition with hard Amer-

ican dollars. A twelve-reel subject

dealing with the Korean- War is said

to be the first subject undertaken, and

only Japanese people will appear as

players. Part of the scenes will be.

taken in Japan, the principal players

being sent across for that purpose, while

the remainder and by far the larger

part of the scenes will be staged at the

Redland studios.
.

Nance O'Neill and her husband, Al-

fred Hickman, have completed "Greed,"

the third of the plays in the forthcom-

ing McClure Pictures series of photo

dramas, all of which will be released

under the general title of "Seven

Deadly Sins." Miss O'Neill's part in

"Greed" is that of a young woman in-

nocently involved in the operations of

a speculator whose passion for money

and power leads him into the shadiest

recesses of high finance. The girl's en-

deavors to free herself from the stock

operator's machinations, and to save

others from being ruined by him, form

the basis of an absorbing play that mir-

rors the frenzied life of those who seek

the short and easy road to wealth.

Pearl White

smiling at

death. She is

playing the
I e ad in

the n e

w

Pa the

\ serial,
li
Pearl

of the
Army."

Pearl White is the heroine of

Pathe's newest serial. "Pearl of the

Army" is the title, and Miss White

during the course of the production,

accomplishes better than ever the

dare-devil feats for which she is fa-

mous. There seems little left for

Pearl to do in the way of thrilling

stunts, but scenario writers by sitting

up nights seem to keep just one jump

ahead of the star's audacity. But they

haven't stumped her yet.

The World Film Corporation, it is

announced, has just completed the-

purchase of a huge tract of land

in the vicinity of Poughkeepsie

on which will shortly be

erected what is alleged

will be the largest of all

the Eastern studios. The

tract of land on which

options have already

been secured is rumored

to contain more than

eight thousand acres and

to be noted for the ex-

traordinary variety and

beauty of its scenic ad-

vantages, which include

lakes, streams, moun-
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tains, ridges, broad, fertile valleys, old

farms, and a number of private es-

tates. With such a studio and location

for outdoor settings, World Film ought
to be able to offer pictures superior to

those it is now releasing.

Two of screenland's fairest

stars have entered the holy
bonds of matrimony since the

last "Screen Gossip" depart-

ment was written, charming:

Gertrude Robinson having
become Mrs. James Kirk-
wood, and beautiful Bes
sie Eyton having taken

unto herself a husband
in the person of Clark

CofTy, a wealthy
young attorney of

Yicksburg, Missis-

sippi. Miss Robinson
will be instantly re-

called by screen fans

as the star of count-

less Biograph, Reli-

ance, and Mutual
photo plays, while

"Jimmie" Kirkwood is

known to fame as

the director of many
of the Mary Pickford pictures, and at

present as the producer of the Mary
Miles Minter Mutual Star productions,
which are being filmed at the Santa
Barbara studios of the American Film
Company, Incorporated. Miss Eyton
rose to popular favor as a Selig star,

having appeared in such tremendous
spectacles as "The Spoilers," "The
Light of Western Stars," and "The Cri-
sis." It was while at work in the latter-

named production at Vicksburg, Miss-
issippi, that she met Mr. Coffy, and it

was a case of love at first sight. Thou-
sands of admirers of both stars will

unite in congratulations to the "newly-
weds" and best wishes for a long and
happy life.

Bessie Eyton,

who is now

Mrs.Clark
Coffy.

All the mergers haven't been com-
pleted yet, though every few weeks sees

a new one accomplished. One almost
begins to wonder if before the "drive"
is over all the film aggregations will

be in one tremendous organization.

Famous Players and Lasky, months ago,

united under the name of Famous Play-

ers-Lasky Corporation. Now the Oli-

ver Morosco Photo-play Company and
Pallas Pictures, also controlled by Mo-
rosco capital, have been merged into a

large corporation and combined with
the others. The identity of the several

companies represented in the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation will con-

tinue to be distinct, and the studios will

operate as before, but the executive
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affairs of each will be handled by the

larger corporation—all of which should

bring about an even higher and more

artistic standard of production than has

characterized these companies in the

Announcement is made that Ralph

W. Ince will retire from his position

as producing director for Vitagraph and

form a large company of his own. He
proposes to carry out some ambitious

plans which he has long had under con-

sideration. These include some nov-

elties which are not quite in line with

the policy of the big Brooklyn concern.

There is, however, no dissolution of the

cordial relations that exist between him

and his "mother company." With Mr.

Ince will go Lucille Lee Stewart and

Huntley Gordon, who will lead the new

company. Mr. Ince believes that his

selection of these two screen favorites

is a very happy one, and he expects

great things of them. Mr. Ince is un-

der thirty, has been with the Vitagraph

ten years, and has done much toward

upbuilding the industry.

Either H. H. Van Loan, of the Uni-

versal Film ..
Manufacturing Company,

is a most unfortunate youth or Joe

Brandt is the world's greatest press

agent—we haven't made up our minds

yet which is the case. Anyway, the

whole country has been upset over a

report that Van Loan, in attempting to

bring home from the Bahama Islands

the submarine which Universal used in

its "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under

the Sea" feature, was held up by British

cruisers who suspected the submarine

of being a German vessel. Van Loan

finally landed in the United States and

immediately lodged a complaint with

the American Department of State, in-

sisting upon the release of the subma-

rine by the British authorities. For

the life of us we can't tell whether Van

Loan is to be pitied or the Universal

press agent credited with the biggest

"bunk" story of the year. Anyway, it's

a yarn that is getting lots of publicity.

Yes, even this story is a part of the

propaganda, but is it really news or are

we being "stung?" You say.

There are many sides to the making

of a five-reel feature besides the acting,

the plot, and the direction. Perhaps

one of the least known of these, es-

pecially in pictures that are adapted

from fiction stories and plays, is the

work of the continuity writer—the per-

son who actually composes the scenario

and evolves the scenes. A great deal

of the effect and strength in a picture

depends upon this person. A very good

example of this can be seen in "The

Blue Envelope," recently produced by

Vitagraph, in which Miss Helen Duey

made the most of her opportunities.

In a previous issue of this magazine

the person in a picture in the "What's

Happening" columns was called Rolin

Sturgeon. Since then Arthur Albertson

has written to us and claimed the hand-

some face as his own. Inasmuch as

the photograph was that of Mr. Albert-

son in a rocky canoe we gladly make

the correction and give him credit for

his hazardous feat.

The busy press agent of the Frank

Powell productions sends in a little note

for the information of the world. Some

time ago we asked in an article, "Where

Are the Stars of Yesterday?" and

pointed the question, among others, at

Linda A. Griffith. Mr. P. A. has

shouted for her, "Here she is !" and

Linda bows gracefully again in pictures

on Frank Powell's screen. P. A. also

adds that his company will produce

many pictures, but—just at present—the

greatest of these is "Charity."
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angle's world-

famous di-

rector, was a

singer and ac-

tor before he

joined the film industry.

Gretchen Hartman, Fox leading woman, started

on the stage as Little Eva. She played child roles

with the Ben Greet players. Then followed several

years in school before her return to the boards. Her

career in legitimate drama included many engage-

ments. She entered pictures under the Biograph ban-

ner, and was with that company until quite recently.

With Alan Hale, her screen partner, she is known to

thousands of picture fans for her clever work.

William ''Desperate" Desmond is^ an Irish-

American. That is, he was born in Dublin, and was

brought to this country when very young. His first

{
stage appearance was in a minor part in "Quo Vadis."

He was with the Morosco Stock Company for five

years, and finally entered pictures with the film com-

pany' of the same name. Later followed an offer

from Thomas Ince, and he has since been doing splen-

did work at Inceville and Culver City.

Ruth Storehouse is a Denver girl who went to

Chicago to study dancing. She soon found that the

way to the top was long, and, to maintain herself dur-

ing the long wait, she "tried the pictures" with the

Essanay Company. Her "try" was so successful that

she gave up dancing, for she worked her way up from

"extra" girl and small bits to stardom. She went with

Universal six months ago, and now is playing her own

leads and directing them.

Ralph Ince was a cartoonist before he entered

theatrical work. The blood of the stage ran in his

veins, and he gave up ink slinging to appear with a

one-night-stand troupe in a modified version of "Hazel

Kirke." This experience ended dismally, and so he

went back to his sketching. The fever got hold of him

again soon, and he returned to the footlights. He at-

tained success as an actor, and now he ranks high

among the foremost screen directors.
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May Alli-

son lett her

home on a

Georgia plan-

tation for the

stage. Soon
she played
Vanity in

"Everywoman," and repeated successes followed.

Chester Conklin, the inimitable comedian of the

Keystone Company, and popularly known to lovers of

the slapstick as "Walrus," left home with a circus

that came to the little town of Oskaloosa, Iowa, where
he lived. He was just a boy then, and his father,

who was very religious, wanted Chester to be a min-

ister. All visions of the pulpit vanished from Ches-

ter's mind when his chance came to see the world with

a traveling circus.

Juanita Hansen, heroine of the American serial,

"The Secret of the Submarine," "just came along."

Her striking blond beauty so attracted the attention

of a director on a certain occasion when she was
visiting a studio with a friend that she was asked to

take a minor role. Small parts led to bigger ones.

She has at different times been with Favorite Players,

Fine Arts, Keystone, and American ; and is now with

the Western Fox Company.

Alan Hale, who with Gretchen Hartman is star-

ring in Western Fox features, started to be an osteo-

path, but, as he says, "sick people made him sick."

The law was too musty, and real estate was too com-
mercial to suit his aesthetic tastes, so he turned to

the stage. He joined a stock company, and from that

worked up. Finally, entering pictures, he successively

appeared with a half dozen companies, and last played

for Famous Players before his present engagement.

Ethel Teare belies her name, since her work on the

screen has been almost entirely in comedy. She began

to act before the camera just a year and a half ago.

Previous to that she had been on the Orpheum circuit

with her sister. Her popularity in "Ham Comedies,"

opposite Mr. Lloyd V. Hamilton, won her a company
of her own, and now she is being featured in Kalem
comedies written especially for her. She appears in

roles ranging from ingenue to elderly character parts.



Hints for Scenario Writers
Instructions for the picture playwright, with

notes on where and what he can sell

By Clarence J. Caine

Questions concerning scenario writing, addressed to Mr. Caine, will be gladly answered, but an

addressed, stamped envelope should be inclosed. Due to the great amount of time that it would neces-

sitate, it is impossible for Mr. Caine to read and criticize any scripts. Six cents in stamps will bring

you our market booklet for scenarios.—Editor's Note.

DIFFERENT WAYS.

THERE are ways without number

of turning and twisting almost

every fiction idea which comes

to one's mind, whether that idea be

big enough to use as the basis of an

entire play or only a small "bit" in its

development. New writers find it very

hard to realize this, for their untrained

minds eagerly seize any idea in its crude

form and make use of it, whereas the-

trained mind turns it over and looks

at it from all sides before finally de-

ciding whether to make use of it at

all, and, if so, in what way it will be

most effective.

Let us take a concrete example. Sup-

pose a burglar has broken into a house

and the writer wishes to have him

caught for the purpose of the story.

The first idea which will probably flash

into the mind of the novice will be to

have him knock something over or make

some other noise and thus be discov-

ered. Then probably will follow the

usual fight with the man of the house,

while his wife or other parties within

call a policeman. This action may

prove interesting if the players do their

share, but again it may not if the scene

happens to be taken when the players

afe not quite "in color." At any rate,

the success of this particular action

could not be credited to the writer, for

it is what is termed about the studios

as "old stuff."

A trained writer handling the same

situation might have the same thought

as the beginner at first, but he would

consider the matter with a brain that

was analytical because of constant prac-

tice. He would see that there was

really nothing novel or especially inter-

esting about the above way of working

it out, and would, therefore, consider

other methods. There might be a child

worked in who would discover the bur-

glar at work. But the trained author's

mind would probably suggest avoiding

this, because it had been done so often

before. Then, depending upon the

amount of talent possessed by the writer

and his supply of inspiration, other

means of working out the action would

come to his mind. Perhaps it would

be a sick man whom the burglar would

discover, and whom he would be led

to help because of a tender heart be-

neath his desperate exterior. To add

interest to this possible development a

neighbor might see him enter and call

the police, who would arrive and trap

the crook. Then the man whom he had

befriended would repay him by saving

him. Or the crook might have broken

into a vacant house, being watched by

a special policeman, who saw the man

enter. When the special policeman

trapped the crook he might discover that

he was his young renegade brother

whom he had not heard of for years.

Would he let him escape, or do his duty ?
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Thus in the trained writer's mind one
method of development after another
would present itself, and he would
weigh each according to its dramatic
value, its freshness, and its power of
strengthening the story until he at last

found what appeared to him the logical

way of working it out. Then this

would be thought out in detail, and the
writer would devote his mind to the
next step in the development of the
story.

Thus, you see, there is a vast differ-

ence between the writer who merely
uses the ideas which flash into his mind
and the writer who thinks. It is the
difference between the successful writer
and the novice. It is within the power
of all to consider and weigh, though
we admit it seems a hard task at

first. We have all learned to "think
around" subjects in our daily life—that
is, unless our lives are very simply led.

or we have some one to solve our prob-
lems for us. Therefore we should all

be able to "think around" plot ideas and
see them in as many different lights

as we see some matter of great impor-
tance to us in our own life. The prin-
ciple of the thing is just the same. All
we have to do is to get deeply inter-

ested in the idea at hand and study out
the many different ways it can be han-
dled until the one which appears to be
strongest and most logical presents it-

self. It will not take a great deal of
training until the mind will automati-
cally seek the different sides of an idea
as readily as it now grasps and uses the
idea in its crude form.

SYMPATHY.

It is, indeed, a lucky writer who
knows much of the human heart at the
very beginning of his work; and it is

a very wise one who gains this knowl-
edge as soon as possible, if Me does not
possess it at the start. The heart con-
trols the emotions, except in such cases
as we sometimes hear of where a person

has trained his will so that it over-
shadows everything. Even then the
deeper emotions are controlled by the
heart. Therefore, it is the heart to

which the writer must appeal.

We have seen several efforts on the
screen lately which were supposed to
contain a strong "sympathy" element
which would appeal to the heart. In
fact, we were told by one industrious
press agent that a picture we were about
to see would surely wring bitter tears
from the world, and would leave said
world far better because of its human
qualities. We saw the picture and al-

most wept ourself, because it was such
a pitiable attempt to reach the heart
and excite sympathy. The heroine was
followed relentlessly by the villain, and
the old-time "save-my-child" style of
stuff was worked to the limit in an
effort to reach the Heart. It was arti-

ficial
; therefore it failed miserably. The

author obviously did not have his heart
in his task. He patched together the
picture with a lot of stuff he felt sure
would win sympathy. According to the
rules of the old melodrama, he had done
a good "job." But in terms of the
modern film world he had written a
"fizzle."

Sympathy comes only when one
heart speaks to another. If the writer
turns out a scenario in which his whole
heart has been put, it is sure to reach
the heart of any audience it is shown
to—more so, of course, if the director

does a good job, but it will in spite

of the director if the latter fails in his

task, for a story which is well written
will shine out on the screen, poor pro-
duction or acting to the contrary not-

withstanding.

To the beginner the question of gain-
ing the ability to write these heart-in-

terest stories which create sympathy is

of most importance. There is only one
bit of advice to be given in regard to

that. Be human. Act like a human
being yourself, and watch your fellow
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human beings about you. Learn what

things are nearest the heart in life, and

then consider them seriously. And,

above all, if you expect to gain the sym-

pathy of others for your screen charac-

ters, learn to sympathize with every-

thing and everybody in the world

yourself.

TOO MUCH COMPLICATION.

It is very nice to allow your plot to

run along through incident after inci-

dent and situation after situation and

pile up one baffling circumstance after

another without giving the spectator

any idea of what is coming next or how
the mystery which has been created will

ever be cleared up. But when you get

to a certain point and spring the sur-

prise climax that you had been planning

all along and then find that there are

any number of complications, you be-

gin to wonder how in the world you

are ever going to clear up all the points

so as to make the story logical and still

command the interest of the audience.

This is a danger that many new

writers find difficult to avoid. In play-

ing for strong crises and in creating

surprise and mystery plots the danger

is greatest because the writer does not

wish to expose too much of his action

and thus give away what he is hiding.

Still, he wishes to give enough so that

after the climax he will not have to

explain why such and such a thing hap-

pened. To gain mastery over this par-

ticular problem in writing we should

advise a careful study of how other

authors successfully "covered up" their

incidents and situations without strain-

ing toward a climax. We think that

short stories and novels would be as

beneficial for study as produced films

in this particular case, though in many

cases they are not.

DETAILS.

All of us who are blessed with sight

can see the things about us, but many

of us are blind to the finer points

of the objects upon which we gaze.

This applies to the animated life about

us as well as the still life, and is the

difficulty which must be overcome to

gain the power of observing life with

an eye that sees and a mind that pene-

trates beneath the surface. The art of •

seeing that which apparently is hidden

from those whose training has not

taught them to observe is one which

can be mastered by any one who sets

his mind to it, and one which no person

who attempts authorship can afford to

slight. It is really nothing but the ap-

plication of the powers of attention;

that scrutiny of an object which brings

out every one of its details and permits

the mind to learn untold things about

the object which would be entirely un-

seen in the first glance or in a hurried

or thoughtless inspection.

An excellent exercise for beginners is

to take simple objects about the house

or office and study them thoughtfully

and carefully. They must concentrate

their whole mind on the object and an-

alyze its smallest detail, at the same

time considering many things regard-

ing it. This may not seem to be the

most interesting thing in the world to

do, but it certainly is the most helpful

along this particular line. As the

smaller things are mastered, take more

complicated objects, and apply the same

method of examination to them. When
you feel the mind has been sufficiently

developed to attempt the analysis of a

photo play, visit a theater and you will

find that it will be ever so much easier

to study its construction and plot than

before—for the mind has been taught

t6 watch for details and to apply the

critical test to everything that it sees.

Of course, there are many beginners

who seem to be gifted with the ability

to observe things closely and to study

critically right from the start. But the

majority of amateurs observe the whole

rather than the small parts, the details
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which compose the whole. Therefore,
they are unable to get deeply into the
fine points of their subject and study
all its twists and turns—the things
which really make the whole what it is.

It is the writers in this class that the
training in observing details of com-
mon objects will benefit.

THE SELLING PROBLEM.

An Eastern man, prominent in the
advertising and sales-promotion game
for the past twenty years, has recently
become interested in motion pictures.
Like a thorough business man, he in-

vestigated the selling end first, and ap-
parently was satisfied with the way
everything was handled except in the
case of scenario writers. Following
are his ideas, which he has sent to us,

anent the problem of selling scenarios
that has so bothered "outside" writers
for the past three years or so:

"It seems to me that scenario writers
should- be classed with any other im-
portant business concern which has
merchandise or ideas to sell.

"For instance, what would we think
of a big department store if the sales

manager would send out valuable fur
coats to a special list of possible cus-
tomers, inclosing the money order cov-
ering the return express charges?
What if each recipient held the coat
two to four weeks, then sent it back,
possibly injured to the extent that re-
pairs were necessary? What if some
other customer happened in the store
and wanted just such an article as was
then reposing peacefully in the home of
a disinterested individual several hun-
dred miles away? Then, too, isn't it

barely possible that style changes may
interfere with a sale of goods held too
long? Isn't it likely also that the season
may become history ere the return of
goods happens along?
"The modern business idea is to sell

goods up to the minute in style, when
they are wanted and at the prices quoted

enario Writers 129

everywhere for similar values. Pub-
licity directors work in conjunction with
sales managers. The products offered
to the purchasers are successfully mar-
keted through 'personal' introduction.
New goods are sold by direct contact,
either with the wholesaler, retailer, or
consumer. One mail-order company
does over one, hundred million dollars
annually with the money in advance
of even wrapping the goods. In this
instance an illustrated, well-worded, ab-
solutely truthful catalogue is the 'per-
sonal' contact. But the principle is the
same. The firm does not send out its

merchandise until it is sure of a sale.

"Mr. Lasky's article, published in a
recent issue of Picture-Play, partially
covers the new way of selling scenarios.
He has taken a step forward in the in-

terest of photo-play writers, and his in-

novation will be watched by thousands
with great interest. It is to be hoped
that Mr. Hector Turnbull will permit
the 'personal'-contact method, which
has proved marvelously successful in

the world of retail trade.

"The time will come wheri film-man-
ufacturing companies will establish a
bureau, or one-man scenario authority,
where authors may receive prompt,
courteous treatment, and whose word
will be final in the matter of purchas-
ing the plays offered. Then a sales

manager for scenario writers will be.

able to approach this executive, explain
his product personally, produce the
copy, go over the entire plot with him,
and go away either with the check or
a satisfactory understanding about the
refusal. It seems to me that the pro-
ducing companies will get what they
are striving after in much shorter time
if they will establish this one-man bu-
reau, where personal interviews with
authors who have plays to sell may be
obtained, In this manner, scenarios will

be written with much more interest;

dramatists, short-story writers, authors,

-and dreamers, as well as unknown
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writers, will come to the front with

the desired copy for photo plays, and

the alleged shortage in good stuff will

soon be supplied by a regular line of

writers, encouraged in their efforts by

the knowledge that he or she will have

the satisfaction of selling the script

personally or know the reason why.

"Ideas are worth more than fur

coats! Ideas should be classed as

'merchandise' or 'gold dollars/ Ideas

should be sold direct, through sales

management ! Ideas, being worth more

than sealskins, they should be protected,

guarded, and transferred only through

personal negotiations."

First and foremost, we believe our

readers will agree with us that the film

editors of the early days and the writers

of the same period did about the most

logical thing possible when they copied

exactly the plan of manuscript submis-

sion that had been used^ successfully by

magazine editors and authors. That is

the present system, for it has not been

changed because of want of a more

practical one. We believe this gentle-

man looked at the matter of handling

scenarios in a little too idealistic way

when he compared the sending of them

to producers to sending of merchandise

to customers. While the analogy will

appeal to many minds, those who are

broad-minded will easily see the differ-

ence between a big" organization of the

variety mentioned and the individual

scenario writer as well as between the

respective products in question.

In tone, however, the article is in-

teresting, for it touches directly upon

the question of more attention being

paid to writers of photo plays. Lasky

has started a movement in the right

direction, and it is to be hoped this firm

will keep its promise and really help

"outsiders." There is a need of closer

contact between editor and writer, but

we do not think it has to be a personal

contact, in which the author goes to the

editor and hands his script in person-

ally. This would be quite impossible

for two very good reasons. On the part

of the writers, it could not be, because

the vast majority of writers in the free-

lance class live far away from the pro-

ducing centers ; on the part of the edi-

tors, it would be impossible because the

number of people who would desire to

see them personally every day would be

beyond reason. A selling agency of

sufficient prestige may spring up to han-

dle the works of "outsiders." In fact,

two or three concerns are dabbling in

a business of this kind at present with

more or less success. But real and last-

ing satisfaction will come only when

every company provides for an editor

who personally, or through a competent

assistant, sees that every scenario
^

sent

in is given careful attention in a critical

way and the real reason for every re-

jection is clearly conveyed to the author.

There are such editors in the film game

at the present time—many of them

—

and there always have been men of this

type at the head of some scenario de-

partments. But other concerns who

allow stenographers to send scripts back

and shrug their shoulders with a "not

in the market" or "overstocked" semi-

apology deserve nothing but the con-

tempt of both old and new writers.

The really big concerns—the ones that

live writers who look to the future are

interested in—will discharge an editor

in a moment for tactics which are

winked at by the heads of older and

decadent firms. The near future will

see the elimination of these*incompetent

companies. It is because they have not

sufficient finance that they avoid dealing

fairly with authors and paying them

real money for ideas of merit—and,

without financial soundness, a film com-

pany cannot long endure. Then writers

will have only real companies and real

editors to deal with, and an idealism

should exist which will satisfy even

such a keen critic as the sales-pro-

motion man.
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TERMS.

One of the pet things a beginner
adopts is "technical," or "studio,"
terms. He knows but few of them,
but he feels quite certain that many of
them exist and that if he could master
them he could not only write more in-

telligent letters to the editors, but could
write better scripts. This impression
is false, and should be destroyed. Tech-
nical terms there are in photo-play writ-
ing, but not a great many that are in

general use. The jargon of the studio
people differs in each studio, and none
of it is meant for the outsider to use as
standard.

In the following list we have defined
some of the terms of the photo play
which are in general use. There are
dozens of others we could use here, but
they would only serve to confuse those
who are working toward real success
rather than toward the mastery of a
lot of useless "shop" vocabulary.

Working Script.—A scenario so com-
pletely and simply worked out that all

a director has to do is to take it upon
the studio floor and begin woi on it.

This style of script requires no revision
or rewriting.

Leader or Subtitle.—The explana-
tory text thrown on the screen between
scenes to clear up a part of the plot or
to denote a lapse of time. Also known
as caption zi d title by some, though
the two forme- names are universally
used.

Gut-in Leader—A leader cut into the
action of a scene usually to convey the
words of a character who says some-
thing important. If "subtitle" has been
used instead of "leader" throughout the
script, the "cut-in" insertions bear that
term.

Cut-hack or Switchback.—The sys-
tem used in shifting the action from
one place to another, thus allowing sev-
eral threads of the plot to work out
simultaneously. The scenes are short,

as a rule, when this system is in use,
and the suspense runs high in most
cases.

Fade Out, or Diaphragm Out.—

A

fade may disappear from the screen
in any fashion, the light of the picture
gradually disappearing until the screen
is blank. A diaphragm causes the pic-
ture to fade from the screen in a cir-

cle which grows smaller until it disap-
pears.

. Vision.—This term is now used most
strictly when the thing a person is think-
ing or dreaming about appears in the
same frame with him, thus calling
for double exposure of that particular
scene. A vision may also be introduced
by means of fading, the scene, with the
thinker or dreamer, off the screen ; then
fading in the vision, and then fading
it off again into the original scene.

Close Range and Close-up.—Both of
these are used to bring the camera close
to the action. The former applies to
objects, while the "latter refers to ac-
tors.

Continuity.—The arrangement of ac-
tion into scenes, and scenes into the
complete scenario, interspersed with
such leaders or subtitles as are neces-
sary. The whole should present an ab-
solutely smooth line of thought devel-
opment, visualized for screen presenta-
tion.

Action.—Literally meaning what it

says. Action is the life of the photo
play, and a play that is deserving of the
comment, "lots of action," has some-
thing interesting happening in it every
moment.

Theme.—The subject upon which a
plot is based.

Crisis.—A minor climax in the devel-

opment of a plot. There may be sev-

eral crises in the development of a play.

Climax.—The part of a play in which
its plot reaches the highest possible dra-

matic point and "breaks." It is the

point toward which, the entire action
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is directed and at which all issues in-

volved in the plot are solved.

Visualization.—The process of see-

ing with the mind's eye exactly how a

scenario will look when produced upon

the screen.

don't do it.

Every so often we know by the gen-

eral talk of the many beginners with

whom we come in contact that the time

has come again to say: "Don't write

adaptations."

"A very trite and a very tiresome say-

ing it is to those "outsiders" who know

its significance as well as ourself, but

to the ambitious newcomer it is always

a statement which appears to be very

harsh and not at all based on facts-.

But these same beginners change their

minds in a short time. Some must learn

in their own way, even though that way

be expensive.

Candidly, there is small use of an

outside writer looking over a lot of old

books, either copyrighted or not, and

then selecting one and making an adap-

tation from it. There is just about one

chance out of five hundred that he will

be able to "place" his work, and that

kind of gambling does not pay if you

are taking up script work seriously.

- To begin with, if the book bears a copy-

right, the O. K. of the author must

be bought for a handsome sum. And

the outsider may rest assured that if

the book had shown sufficient merit,

some manufacturer would have already

produced it, unless the price demanded

for copyright privilege was prohibitive.

The old books and the newer ones of

little value which bear no copyright will

not interest the producers as much as a

strong original script would. It must

be remembered that the film companies

are quite as much at liberty to use

printed works as is an outside writer,

and, as the companies all have staff

men who could make the adaptation

during their regular hours on salary,

why should they spend money buying

it from an outsider?

Quite aside from all this, the fact

remains that the great majority of

adaptations are largely original, sce-

narios with the men who "'adapt" them.

A mere hint in the lines of one of the

characters in a drama may lead the

adapter to make the climax entirely dif-

ferent from the original. Many of us

have been disappointed when our fa-

vorite works have appeared on the

screen for the reason that this process

made them quite unrecognizable. But

what else can be done when the film

magnates are fighting market conditions

with five-reelers and the actual material

in most of the Avorks adapted only

stretches over two or three reels ?

But this matter does not concern the

beginner who would "adapt." We have

tried to make clear the folly of his do-

ing so, and we trust that the new writers

who are coming into the work will be

willing to take our word for the fact

that money lies in original work,rather

than waste time learning the same fact

by experiment.

TRAINING.

Don't think that just because the

present sees most of the attention in

the film game being given to ten or

twelve-reel features, and the five-reel-

ers shoved to the background, while

the smaller films are forced to the out-

skirts of the city, that such conditions

will continue. The "natural-length"

picture is almost here, so learn how to

write a play that truly carries a story

and a dramatic "kick," whether it be

one or twelve reels. That is the kind

of story that will sell in the near future

and the kind it is worth training for to

gain perfection in.

THE THOUGHT HABIT.

There is no need for us to begin this

particular bit of advice by telling our

students that if they hope to get ideas
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of worth for their scenarios they must
acquire the thought habit. They have
been told that often. What most of
them, especially the new writers, are
interested in is in acquiring said habit.
Like everything else, in the beginning
it seems something which can never be
learned—though often the persons feel-
ing this very way unconsciouslv have
acquired the habit. But it is the habit
of conscious thought—the kind that
produces desired results—that must be
gained, and this is hard to master.

First of all, of course, there must
be concentration

; then some knowledge
of the subject upon which the mind is

centered should be attained next. And
then comes the dream of thought in
which the writer leaves the world be-
hind and explores every nook and cor-
ner of the subject at hand. The mind
must not be allowed to drift from its

subject, but should be steadily applied
to it, and, if it is, it will not be' long be-
fore the brain begins to germinate ideas.
It is at this point that the deep reader
and student has the advantage over
others. As he turns a subject over in
his mind, ideas formed in reading and
philosophizing in the past will come to
him. These stimulate the mind and
cause it to seek with even greater en-
ergy further material.

Spells of thought where the concen-
tration is intense cannot last very long,
so^ the best must be made of your in-
spiration. By training the mind along
the lines indicated above the length of
time it can stand the strain of con-
centration can be materially increased.
As the thought habit grows, part of
the process becomes more or less me-
chanical, and thus the strain is reduced.
Under no circumstances should a writer
sit by the hour and simply "dream"—
his thoughts spread afar and gather no
ideas for him whatever. - This often
happens when a tired brain is forced
to think, and because it is worn out
it drifts beyond control.
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ANSWERS TO READERS.
Miss J. L. W.—At the time the

Lasky Company and the Famous Play-
ers made their offers about establish-
ing a scenario bureau and giving one
thousand dollars each for the best one
hundred photo-play scenarios received
they were separate concerns. Now they
have merged and have announced that
both offers stand. Scripts should be
sent to the Famous Plavers-Lasky
Company, No. 485 Fifth Avenue, New
York City, New York.

E. H. F.—Neither of the books you
mention have been made into films.
Their authors are holding back all their
works. Two of the Graustark stories
have been done by Essanay. We un-
derstand that another large concern has
an option on other similar books.

M. A. S.—There is no company in
the field at present which specializes
m filming poems. If there is sufficient
action and the adaptation is a good one,
most of the companies in the market
would consider such a script—if the
poem is original with you, or if you
own the dramatic rights to it.

H. J.—In our April, iqi6, issue,
which carried the picture of Mary Pick-
ford on the cover, we printed a sample
scenario which gave the correct form
for a

^

working script, . together with
many interesting notes explaining the
various terms and their uses. Our
"Live-wire Market Hints" every
month give changes in market condi-
tions, and if they are followed closely
after a writer gets the market booklet,,
the correct standing of the market will
be before him all the time.

D. B. L.—We should advise you to
work right along at first and send out
such plays as you feel to be worthy of
an editor's consideration to the reguiar
companies in the general market. If
you desire to enter a contest or a special
campaign conducted by companies of
repute, prepare a special scenario, or
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send one which you feel you can spare .

for the length of time between the

submission and the date set for the

close of the contest—if you feel you

are going to get it back. Our market

booklet includes only reliable compa-

nies. Should any of them treat a writer

unfairly, we should like to hear of it,

for when we entered them in the book

we did so because we felt the work

of writers would be safe with them.

There are hundreds of crooked people

preying upon the film industry, many

of whom have companies and advertise

for scripts. Unless concerns had

proved their good intentions toward

outside writers in the past, we left them

out in compiling the list of names for

the book.

E. J.
M.—The Thanhouser Com-

pany formerly had a dog they used

in pictures, and other concerns have

used dogs at times. Unless the trick

you have written into your scenario

is a difficult one almost any studio could

find a dog to use. You might try Uni-

versal with the story.

H. B.—We believe the course you

followed in writing the editor for a

decision after he had informed you

that your script was being held for con-

sideration hurt your chances for sale.

Often the wording of such letters

makes the editor think the writer de-

sires an immediate return of the script,

and, being unable to give a prompt de-

cision, he returns it. We have learned

that it pays to wait on the editor, for

the real, editor is a very busy man.

LIVE-WIRE MARKET HINTS.

Despite the fact that the film indus-

try is going through a vital change in

all departments, the scenario market

is far from "dead," as many growlers

seem to believe. The following com-

panies are buying more manuscripts

now than at any time in the past
:

Uni-

nario Writers

versal, Metro, American, Greater Vita-

graph, Famous Players-Lasky, and

World.

Morosco-Pallas, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia, has also just come into the

market for strong five-reelers for their

long list of stars. They are especially

interested in society dramas with com-

edy relief.

The Christie Film Company, Sunset

Boulevard and Gower Street, Los An-

geles, California, is in the market for

clever one and two-reel comedies with

a plot and lots of legitimate fun. Al

E. Christie heads the company, and

for- years made Nestor comedies for

Universal. His own films will be about

the same style as Nestor's; that is,

minus slapstick to a very large degree.

SHORT SHOTS.

Success comes only to those who

seek it.

Don't think you always'have to have

a girl, a hero, and a villain. Why not

have two of one type and neither of

the other some time?

We wonder why it is a photo play-

wright will yawn at a conventional bit

of action on the screen and then go

home and put an equally conventional

bit of action in his latest "master-

piece."

No one can give himself a better

present than to make an ironclad prom-

ise he will honestly give his best efforts

to his work for the year that is coming.

There is always time to pause when

a certain degree of success has been

gained, but a complete halt is never

called by those who have reached the

top.

Do not think any kind of develop-

ment will do if you get an exceptional

idea. Many such ideas have never seen

the light of day because their authors

did not treat them properly.



Mary found herself regard-
ed as a sort of miraculous
healer by ike simple mountaineers.

The World and theWoman
One woman had given up the fight and another was
slipping. There was a man, too, who was adrift

By Edgar James Rice

Featuring JEANNE EAGELS

TT was after midnight, and Broad-
way's gayest restaurant, facing on
Longacre Square, was going full

blast. In a Broadway corner of the big-

dining room one party was going espe-
cially strong, but it did not attract much
attention, for it was an almost nightly
occurrence. Everybody knew that when
James Palmer and his choice crowd got
together the lid came off the gay doings
and stayed off.

Palmer .was a wealthy bachelor of
forty and a veteran man about town.
Having bales of money and no occupa-
tion, he considered himself a Somebodv,
and had no suspicion that he was merely
the slave of wine, women, and head

From the Pathe film

waiters. The men of his party were
replicas of himself; immaculately
dressed and groomed, unmistakably
prosperous and man-about-towny, but
with cheeks slightly flushed and bold,
staring eyes. In short, they were the
men you will see in any Broadway res-
taurant after midnight—men who
should 'be taken out in

, a back lot and
soundly thrashed and then put to work
on a farm.

The girls of the party were all young
and pretty, dainty and much more nim-
ble-witted than the men. - Who were
they? Well, they were still within the
social pale. They were nice, jolly girls,

but they made the fatal mistake of con-
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stantly repeating to themselves, "I

should worry!"—each unconscious of

the fact that" the Broadway ice is thin

and covers countless fathoms of extra

cold and damp worry.

It was a sort of family party; they

gathered in the same corner night after

night, for Palmer was always to be

found there. As a little Broadway

stunt, he gave the restaurant as his

home address, and actually had his mail

sent there. He was reading it now,

while he had his breakfast—and such

it really was.

••Here's something interesting," he

said, taking a sip of his breakfast cham-

pagne and holding up a letter. "This

is from the housekeeper of my moun-

tain lodge. She wants me to send her

a maid. Girls, the job pays well and

lots of nice, fresh mountain air goes

with it free of charge. I cheerfully

offer the job to any one

^.— of vou !"

"Nix on that, Jimmie," said a girl

who was small and young enough to

be spanked. "We'll stay right here on

the bounding plains."

Palmer pleaded with them in mock

despair. "But Mrs. Graham is a holy

terror," he said. "When she says she

wants a maid, it's up to me to get her

one pronto, and I'm blest if I know

where one gets such things!"

"'Well," said the small girl, "'if you're

up against it so bad as that, just take

a look out of the window. That woman

there rubbering in at us looks as if she

might be willing to tackle any old job.

I dare you to go out and put your fresh-

air proposition up to her.'
5

The whole party turned to the win-

dow, and then a chill ran down each

midnight spine. A woman was stand-

ing on the street, close to the window,

staring in at them. Her face was one

not easily forgotten. De-

spite the lines of bitterness

The. house party arrived with much noise, laughter, and shouting.
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and despair around the mouth, it still

bore traces of remarkable beauty. Her
eyes, though strangely compelling, were

bold and reckless, and proclaimed her

for what she was—a woman beyond the

pale.

The hush that fell on the party was
broken by an angry exclamation from
one of the girls. Tom Huntington, the

most human looking of the soulless men
present, had knocked over his glass,

and the champagne was dripping on the

girl's dress.

"I don't blame you, Tommy," said

the small girl. "That face would give

anybody the shakes ! But look here,

Mr. Jimmie Palmer, that dare still

stands. Are you going to take it up?"

"Surest thing your cute little mind
ever knew !" cried Palmer, as he jumped
to his feet and ran to the door.

Huntington had also risen unstead-

ily, his face white, words of protest

on his dry lips. But Palmer already

had disappeared through the entrance,

and Huntington saw that the others of

the party were looking at him curiously.

With a great effort, he got control of

himself and sat down.

Again all turned to the window.
They saw Palmer talking animatedly

with the woman. In a few minutes he

took her arm and led her into the res-

taurant, but not to the expectant party.

Instead, he sat down with her at an-

other table, summoned a waiter, and
gave a lengthy order, after consulting

the woman. His wondering friends in

the corner saw an elaborate meal

served, saw Palmer call for pen and
ink and write a note, which he handed
to the woman. Then he rose, shook
hands with her, and returned to his

party.

"All fixed !" he exclaimed, filling his

glass and that of the small girl mock-
ingly. "As soon "as I convinced her

that the proposition was on the level,

she jumped at it—going to hit the trail

for the woods to-morrow afternoon.

She's sure up against it—starving.

Seen better days—and nights, too, I

guess. I'm interested in her—she must
have been some looker once !"

"See here, Jimmie," said the small

girl, a frown on her face, "you better

quit that talk!"

"Did she tell you anything about
herself ?" asked another girl, one who
had been watching Huntington.

"No," Palmer replied, with a cynical

sneer and laugh. "Isn't the story plain

enough without words ? Come ! Drink
up, my children ! I don't relish funerals

with my breakfast. Give Tommy an-

other drink—he looks as if he'd seen a

ghost
!"

The party proceeded to enjoy itself.

The woman at the other table finished

her meal. As she rose to go, she

paused for a moment and looked at the

gay and boisterous gathering in the cor-

ner. It was merely a glance of mild

curiosity. Perhaps there was even a

light of thankfulness in her eyes, the

simple thankfulness of one whose pride

has been, humbled to the dust. Then
her gaze met that of Huntington, and
her lips trembled. Huntington looked

away quickly. In another moment she

was gone.

The orchestra struck up just then,

and the party hurried off to, dance, all

but Huntington. He remained at the

table alone, his glass of champagne un-

touched.

The mountain lodge of James Palmer

was perched at the top of a magnificent

cliffside in the heart of the Adiron-

dacks. Beyond a little clearing in the

rear was the primeval forest. Summer
had just settled over the mountains. It

was late in the afternoon, and on the

deep veranda of the lodge sat two

women.- One was the woman of the

restaurant, the other was Mrs. Gra-

ham, the housekeeper, an energetic,

efficient old lady, but with a kindly

heart in her.
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The woman was reading, while Mrs.

Graham was sewing industriously. The

old lady kept stealing glances at her

companion, and at last she put down
her work. "Mary, dear," she said, "I

While the two women were talking,

a man on horseback clattered up to

the lodge. He was the postman from

the village, a mile below. Mrs. Gra-

ham hastily opened the letter he brought

and proceeded to read it.

"There!" she cried. 'T told

you we'd be hearing from him
soon, Mary, and, as usual,

he's giving us no time at

all—it's good I'm always

ready ! Mr. Palmer and

a house party of ten will

be here the day after

tO-morrow !"

When the house

party arrived

—

with much noise,

laughter, and
shouting

-devotedly doing "battle for her life, though the country doctor held out no hope.

declare to goodness it's like a miracle,

the change in you since you came up

here—like a blessed miracle
!"

Mary closed her book and smiled,

her hand seeking the old lady's. It was

true the magic touch of the Adiron-

dacks had wrought a wonderful change.

The woman who had been beyond the

pale now looked like a radiant young

girl. She looked more like twenty-two

than the thirty she actually was. Her
eyes were bright and held a new light

;

her cheeks were slightly tanned, and

her masses of brown hair were coiled

low on her neck. Her simple house-

maid's dress completed the picture.

And she was happy. The magic had

wrought inwardly as well as outwardly.-

—Mary was upstairs, putting the last

touches to the rooms, but she could

hear Palmer and the others asking

questions about her. Somehow, she

shrank from going down among them.

Suddenly, as she stood in the upper

hall, she heard some one coming up-

stairs quickly, and in a moment Palmer

was before her.

"Good Lord!" he exclaimed, with a

start. "Is it really you?"

"Yes," she replied, smiling, "and .it

would be silly of me not to admit that

I know how—how changed I am—and

how changed I feel. And I owe it all

to you, Mr. Palmer; all I can do is to

thank you !"

She held out her hand to him frankly.
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It was Palmer's golden opportunity to

be a gentleman, and perhaps to really

win a woman's heart. But in all his

life Palmer had never had the faintest

idea what a gentleman was, and if any-

body had been foolish enough to tell

him, he would have laughed. His bold

eyes on her, . he took her hand, put an
arm around her, and drew her to him,

his lips seeking hers.

Mary eluded him and ran downstairs.

So it was to be that all over again

!

The glorious magic of the mountains
had come to this sordid climax! She
ran through the house and out into a

forest path, his laugh still in her ears.

She soon quieted down, and stood think-

ing. Perhaps she was acting foolishly.

If she had explained the new life she

was trying so hard to live, he might
have listened. After all, did not she

owe the miracle to him? And as yet

Palmer did not know that—that she was
no longer the woman of Longacre
Square.

She decided to go about her duties

and forget the unpleasant incident. As
she walked back along the path, she

passed a man and a girl strolling from
the house. The man was Huntington,
and he stopped dead in his tracks.

The girl at his side laughed, but he

seemed to forget her very exist-

ence as he gazed after Mary.
Then he stepped forward impul-

sively, as though to follow.

The girl at his side grabbed his

arm. "That will be about all of

that for you, Tommy Huntington,"

she said, in a hard voice. "Palmer's

just been raving about that dame,
and now it's you ! Do you think

we girls are going to stand for

that? Why, she's
"

The words died on the

girl's lips, for, looking

full at him, she saw
in Huntington's eyes

something it had never

been given her to see.

and she knew that what she saw was
not for her—perhaps never would be
for her, from him or from any other
man. She trembled, then burst into

wild sobs. "Tommy," she said miser-
ably, "take me back to the lodge—it's a
rotten party and a rotten place,- and I

wish I was dead !"

Naturally this brought Huntington
back to earth with a bang, but he did

not laugh, or even smile, except to him-
self, perhaps. He put an arm around
the girl in a big-brother sort of way
and led her back to the lodge.

In the Adirondack village, a mile

from the Palmer lodge, lived Jim Rol-
lins, his wife, and little daughter,

"Sunny." They were old friends of

Mrs. Graham's, and Mary had soon
come to know them, spending many
happy hours in the Rollins cabin.

Sunny had taken to her at once, and
Mary was never so happy as when she

had the child in her arms. Jim Rollins

had never asked Mary any questions

;

he was not that kind. He was a big,

It was Mary who ran to him fast and expertly ministered to him.
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kindly, simple fellow, as open as a boy,

but possibly a terrible man to have for

an enemy, once his easy-going nature

was thoroughly aroused.

A few nights after the Palmer party

arrived at the lodge, the Rollinses were

about to go to bed when there came

a knock at the door, and Mary came

hurrying in, a bag in her hand. She

was evidently upset and had been cry-

ing. "Alice, Jim," she said, "I've left

the lodge. I—I had a dispute with Mr.

Palmer. He—he
"

"You don't have ter explain, Mary,"

said Jim Rollins, who was thoroughly

acquainted with Palmer's character.

"Jus' you forgit all about it an' stay

here with us as long as ye like—there's

the little extra room a-waitin' for you.

Better stay an' not go back to the city

yet a while ; the city ain't no .place fer

ye, Mary."

It was the day after that Sunny, who
had been ailing, was put to bed critically

ill. Mary at once became the dominant

figure in the cabin, nursing the child

with consummate skill, devotedly doing

battle for its life, though the country

doctor held out no hope. After a week

of it she won the grim battle, and won
it all by herself, with little assistance

from the clumsy and ignorant doctor.

Then a curious thing developed.

Mary found herself regarded as a sort

of miraculous 'healer by the simple

mountaineers. She smiled, of course,

but the simple folk, having once gotten

the notion, clung to it. Mary tried to

explain that at one time she had been

a trained nurse and was now merely

exercising the knowledge and skill of

her old profession, but the people of

the mountains would not have it that

way.

Meanwhile, Palmer was still at 'the

lodge, and most of his party remained

with him, though several weeks had

gone by, and it .was not Palmer's cus-

tom to stay so long. It was pretty well

known why he lingered. Every day he

managed to put himself in Mary's way,

in the village streets, in the post office,

on the mountain road; but Mary ig-

nored him. His vain pursuit of the

girl had become a standing joke at the

lodge, and even the village folk were

beginning to smile.

But not so with Mary. She knew
the type of man she had to deal with

;

knew that if she did not yield to him

soon, he would strike, and in a moment
her happy, useful life would be at an

end.

One day Tommy Huntington was

thrown from his horse in the village

street. It was Mary who ran to him

first and expertly ministered to him. He
was taken to the lodge, and, a week

later, when he had recovered, Mary
thought of appealing to him, but now
he seemed to go out of his way to avoid

her.

In response to many requests, Mary
one' day announced that she would give

a little talk in the schoolhouse on health

and the cure of simple ailments. When
the evening came, the schoolhouse was

filled with the mountaineers and their

families.

Mary had not been talking long when
there was a commotion at the back of

the room. With a sudden foreboding

of trouble, she saw the party from the

lodge, headed by Palmer, enter and take

seats on the vacant rear benches. Hunt-

ington was the last to enter, and he did

not sit down with the others, but stood

alone at the back of the room.

A hum of wondering speculation

went around the room when the vil-

lagers saw that their preacher, Deacon

Hampton, had entered with the lodge

party and was now actually sitting with

Palmer. Hampton was not a regular

minister, but an itinerant religious fa-

natic who preached at camp meetings.

He had a sort of power, and the moun-

taineers stood in awe of him; they did

not ' know the mean, narrow soul of
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the man. Hampton, like his kind, al-

ways preached of a heaven without

mercy, and he did it in such a savage

way that he cowed his ignorant listen-

ers. Now the mountaineers were won-
dering what their grim preacher was
doing in company with the gay and

When he ceased to speak, a terrible

hush fell on the room. An old moun-
taineer sitting in the front row with
his daughters called on Mary to answer
the charge.

She faced them bravely. "It is all

true." she said quietly.

They were soon tocareless Palmer,
know.

Mary had scarcely resumed her dis-

course when Hampton rose, walked up
the aisle, and stepped onto the plat-

form, a hard, strange light in his eyes
as he motioned Mary to be silent.

Then the deacon spoke. In harsh,

bitter sentences he told the assemblage
who she really was, and what she had
been. He painted a dramatic picture

dear to his narrow soul; the picture
of the deceitful, soiled woman who had
come among the innocent. It was a

contemptible thing, but he was appeal-
ing to a stern-minded, if simple, people.

With an oath, Palmer

sprang from the divan

She said not a word -more, but stood

waiting to see what the verdict would
be—if they would give her a chance.

There was a dead silence in the room
for a moment ; then the old mountaineer
and his daughters rose and filed out.

Instantly the whole assemblage was on
its feet, silently moving down the aisle

and out. Hampton stepped from the

platform and followed. Palmer and
his party pushed their way out with

the villagers.

Mary stood there on the platform

until apparently the last person had
gone, then she stepped down and sat

in one of the benches, her head in her
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hands. A footstep sounded along the

aisle, and she looked up to find Hunt-

ington standing before her. "Mary,"

he said, "you have had enough to stand

to-night and I shall be brief. I could

not come to your defense just now—it

would have only made matters worse.

It was my sin against you that lies

back of it all, and I, too, have suffered

for it, Mary, in realizing now what a

splendid, noble woman you are. Mary
—can't you see that I, too, have

changed ? I want you to be my wife

—will you give me a chance?"

She was looking up at him, and she

saw that she was looking at a real man
at last; the clean, honest love standing

in his eyes made her heart pound. "I

—I'll think of it, Tom," she said simply.

"But I cannot answer you to-night;

I'm too wretched to think. Take me
back to the Rollins cabin while I get

my things—I'm going to New York to-

night, Tom. Give me your word to

believe in me and ask no questions."

Huntington pressed her hand to his

lips, then silently led the way from the

building.

Having seen Mary safely in a rig,

bound for the railroad station, Hunt-

ington strode swiftly up the path to the

lodge. He flung into the big living

room, and an instinctive hush fell on

the noisy party. "Well," drawled

Palmer, from a divan, "been spooning

with the Magdalene?"

"Palmer,'' said Huntington, an omi-

nous calm in his voice, "it was you who
had that soulless fanatic play that dirty

trick. - She's a splendid, noble woman
—there's not one of us fit to touch the

hem of her dress ! Palmer, I'm through

with you and your kind
!"

With an oath, Palmer sprang from

the divan, his hands seeking Hunting-

ton's throat; but in a second he was

stretched on the floor, his lips bleed-

ing. Huntington turned and walked

quietly frorn the room.

He went to the garage and got out

a car. As he was about to throw in

the gears a girl came running from the

lodge—the girl who had been walking

with him on the forest path that first

day. "Tom," she said, "I'm through,

too ! Please take me—just let me ride

away !"

"All right," he said. "Jump in the

tonneau—I'm in a hurry."

He was in a hurry; he wanted to

catch that rig ahead, though he knew

quite well that there was plenty of time.

When the car reached the lonely little

branch-line station there was still half

an hour before the train was due.

Mary was sitting on the lone bench.

The girl who had come with Hunting-

ton quietly walked to the far end of

the platform and stood there looking

at the brilliant stars and .thinking. She

could hear the murmur of voices

—

Huntington's and Mary's. After a time

she stole a glance at them. They were

standing now, and as she looked she

saw Huntington's arms open; then,

through tears, she saw the kiss.

Moved by some impulse, the girl sud-

denly went swiftly to them, and in a

moment Mary was holding her in her

arms, soothing her as she would a child.

Huntington strolled away—to surrepti-

tiously wipe his own eyes. A woman
had conquered the world.
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PICKLES SIN CLAIR.—Not much of a

size to this question to land the writer
in the front row, but as we ' don't play any
favorites, and the first who comes is first

to be served, little Pickles is No. I this

month. You can secure pictures of Jack
Pickford by writing to him for one at the

Famous Players Film Company, New York
City.

Kid Mouie, the Notorious Knut.—You
know the old saying, "Half the world are
squirrels, and the other half are nuts." Wil-
liam Farnum's latest is "Fires of Con-
science." He is considered an exceptionally
fine actor, both by press and public. You
can address him in care of the Fox Film
Corporation, Los Angeles, California.

Princess Marguerite.—Wallace Reid and
Cleo Ridgley are still playing leads oppo-
site one another. One of their latest pic-
tures is "The House with the Golden Win-
dows." You can reach Billie Burke at the
George Kleine Film Company, New York
City. I shouldn't be at all surprised if she
would" answer a letter from an admirer.

Little Colonel Admirer.—So you are a
stanch admirer of Henry B. Walthall?
Can't say that I blame you the least bit, for
I am the same kind of an admirer of his
myself. No, he is not with Triangle. "Pil-
lars of Society," which was released by Tri-

angle, was made some time ago, before
Walthall went to Essanay. Raoul Walsh,
now directing William Farnum for Fox, put
on the picture under the supervision of
Griffith. "The Birth of a Nation" was cer-
tainly a wonder. Maybe if it comes your
way often enough you will be able to equal
my record for the number of times I saw
this picture. When you say that Mary Pick-
ford, Marguerite Clark, Beverly Bayne, Bil-

lie Burke, and Norma Talmadge are very
pretty young ladies, it savors of the old
axiom : a straight line is the shortest distance
between two points. So you think you are
crazy to become an actress ? So do I. They
say that people who think they are crazy
really- are not. It is. the ones who think they
are not that are dangerous, so you see there
is hope for you yet. Yes, I know Beverly
Bayne personally. You bet. she certainly

is a mighty nice girl. Henry Balboa Walthall
is thirty-eight years old. Yes, Walthall and
I are very good friends. He is considered
by the majority of critics to be the best
actor on the screen to-day, and -also by the

majority of players themselves. No, Walthall
is still with the Essanay Company. "The
Avenging Conscience" is considered to be
his best work, and the picture that really

made him the recognized king of them all
;

and this same picture, by the way, also put
quite a feather in -the producing cap of D.
W. Griffith. Fannie Ward is forty-one years
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old May Allison is twenty-one, Lillian Gish

and Norma Talmadge are just twenty years

old apiece, while Mary Miles Minter insists

on fourteen as her age. Billie Burke has

made quite a success of "Gloria's Romance,

and it is almost certain that she will be seen

in some other production shortly. Yes, Mar-

guerite Clark is to return to the stage, but

will not give up her picture work.

I. M. Buggy—You certainly must be

game. Right after receiving an answer in

the Oracle, you come back again for a sec-

ond helping. No, I don't think that it bores

the motion-picture players one bit to re-

ceive sensible letters from their admirers. I

should think it would please them to learn

that their efforts are meeting with such suc-

cess and pleasing the majority. From the

tone of your letter you evidently have

designs on the motion-picture industry "by

wanting to become an actress. What did

the movies ever do to you that you bear

this grudge? Sure, send along your photo-

graph. Beauty hath its charms even with

an Oracle. I don't agree with you. I think

that if the public were acquainted with the

players personally that the latter would have

even more admirers. You can address Olga

Petrova in care of the Metro Pictures Cor-

poration, New York City. No, I am not

either Edith Storey or Charles Chaplin.

Don't you think they have troubles enough

of their own, without being an Oracle to

boot?

LouIS K—Muriel Ostriche hasn't been

with the Vitagraph for some time. The

World Film Corporation was her last stop.

Rumor has it that she is about to follow

Mary Pickford's footsteps, and have a com-

panv of her own. You are right about

Myrtle Lind. She is playing in Keystone

comedies these days. Kalem and Vim have

their studios in Jacksonville, Florida.

E. F—Looks as if you are going to use

up quite a quantity of writing paper. Am
I right? Well, here's the addresses of the

ones you want so badly: Constance and

Norma Talmadge and Mae Marsh can be

reached at the Fine Arts Film Company,

Los Angeles, California; Jackie « Saunders

and Ruth Roland get their mail at the Bal-

boa Film Company, Long Beach, California;

Louise Huff is now receiving letters at the

Famous Players Film Company, New York

City; Ella Hall and Lois Wilson can be

reached at Universal City. California;

Louise Fazenda is now residing at the Key-

stone Film Company, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia; Billie Burke will receive all mail

addressed to her at the George Kleine Film

Company, New York City ; Naomi Childers

and Lillian Walker at the Vitagraph Com-

pany, Brooklyn, New York ; Edna Purviance

is now answering all mail from the Lone

Star Film Corporation, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. Los Angeles, the home of the "na-

tive sons," seems to be the stamping ground

for most of your correspondence.

FL0—Lottie Pickford is with the Famous

Players Film Company now. She is quite

pretty, and I am sure that you will like her

in "The Diamond from the Sky." It is

many months old now, but if your theater

is able to get a good print of this serial

you will find it very interesting. Tom
Chatterton can be addressed in care of the

American Film Company at Santa Barbara,

California. He is a handsome chap, don't

you think? Write and tell Creighton how

well you enjoyed his work, that's all. If

you want a photo, inclose twenty-five cents

for one. Creighton is now with the Frank

Powell Productions, Times Building, New
York City.

Kitty G—Yes, Mary Pickford's eyes are

the same color as your own, but what has

that to do with your ability as an actress?

Really, I can't tell whether you would make

a good movie actress or not. The lessons

you have had in elocution might help you

on the stage, but not much in the realm of

the silent drama. It's like a piano tuner

taking plumbing lessons, and deciding that

with these two accomplishments he ought to

make a good real-estate salesman. How-

ever, you are but fifteen years of old age

now' and, with time and experience, there

is no telling what the future may bring.

Do your best, and when you get to be a

movie star let me know, and I'll ask the

editor to give you a mention in the paper.

You are right." You are not the only one

who writes me about becoming an actress.

It might be put the opposite way. I could

address the reader and say that you are

one among countless others who writes to

me that she .wants to become a movie actor-

ine.

Mary L. A Movie Fan.—The characters

you mention plav in which episode of the

"Road o' Strife?" Crane Wilbur has gray

eyes and brown hair. Francis X. Bushman

was born in Norfolk, Virginia. I don't

know his favorite color.

B. A —Alas and alack ! still another young

lady who would be a movie actress. Of

course it is not necessary for one to have

a "wonderful" education to becpme an ac-
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tress, but there is no denying that an edu-

cation helps a lot. With three such beauti-

ful children I should think that it would
take all your time looking after them.

Dorothy Gish is very sweet, and also a
capable actress, to be sure. You are right

about Mary Pickford and Lottie Pickford,

they are sisters.

Sweet Sixteen.—So you, too, want to be-

come a star of the screen? That's what
they all seem to be saying in my corre-

spondence this month. Sessue Hayakawa
appeared in "Alien Souls," Lasky. He cer-

tainly is a very good-looking Japanese, eh?
A lot of our readers have been writing to

me about him.

Betty.—So glad to hear from you. Sorry
that I can't state the exact salaries of
Anita Stewart, Mary Pickford, and Mar-
guerite Ciark. The companies don't want
them to be known, evidently, or they would
publish them, and the players seem to be in

league with the companies. Mary Pick-

ford doesn't draw any salary now, but she

does not work for nothing, just the same.

She has her own company, and will realize

her money from the earnings of her pic-

tures, which will doubtless be very large in-

deed. Can't name all of Anita Stewart's

pictures, as they would take up too much
space. Some of her best were "A Million

Bid," "The Juggernaut," "Sins of the

Mothers," "The Goddess" serial, and "The
Suspect." Anita Stewart can be reached at

the Vitagraph Company, Brooklyn, New
York. Webster Campbell is now receiving

all mail at the Lasky Photo Play Company,
Los Angeles, California. Mary Pickford is

now reached at the Artcraft Pictures Cor-
poration, No. 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York City. Carlyle Blackwell will get a let-

ter addressed to him at the Peerless studio,

Fort Lee, New Jersey. Earle Williams is

at the present moment just thirty-six years
of youthfulness. Certainly you can write

again—three or four letters a day if you
want to.

O. I. C. U., Toronto.—Marguerite Courtot
is now getting her big weekly check at the
Famous Players Film Company, New York
City, and a letter addressed to her there
will be received by dainty Marguerite. I

am sure that she will send you an auto-
graphed photo of herself if you do as you
say. She has a sister Juliette, who is also

exceptionally good looking, and plays in

pictures with her sister every once in a
while. Juliette is evidently not as enthusi-
astic over acting in the movies as is her

IO

younger sister. Violet Mersereau can be
reached by the postman at the Universal
Film Company, New York City. I was glad

to hear from you again. Kind of thought
that you had gotten lost, strayed, or stolen,

when I didn't hear from you. I knew your
letter, however, the minute I spied the en-

velope and the writing.

Fatty Blanton.—Whew ! you sure have
some weight on you for a wee small lad of
but sixteen summers. So you have decided

that a motion-picture actor's life is the only
existence for you? One hundred and
ninety-four pounds isn't so very bad for a

lad your age. Probably when you grow
older you will get a little flesh on those

bones of yours. Honest, I couldn't get you
a job in the movies. You are only sixteen.

Why not wait a few years? You might
send your picture to the Vim Company,
Jacksonville, Florida. That is the nearest

company to you. I see that you also would
like to know a few things, so I will try to

enlighten you on your questions. Charlie
Chaplin has a contract which calls for six

hundred and seventy thousand dollars a

year. That ought to be enough to keep the

wolf away from his door, oughtn't it? No,
Roscoe—Fatty—Arbuckle is not dead. Ros-
coe is quite a live one these days, and is

back at the Keystone plant in Los Angeles,
throwing his two hundred and eighty-eight

pounds all over the place. We don't answer
matrimonial questions in the department, but
don't mind telling you that Mabel Normand
is not Arbuckle's better half or his worst.
She is not married to him at all, or to any
one else. Charles Chaplin first started in

the picture game with the Keystone Company
at a small salary. He was born on April

16, 1889, at Fontainebleau, France.

M. A. P.—You heard correctly. Mary
Pickford was known to her family as

Gladys Smith before she went on the stage.

Southern Cross.—Another letter from an

Australian reader of Picture-Play. We
have had quite a number of queries from
the antipodes this month, and more are com-
ing in all the time. Evidently the motion-

picture business is in a very flourishing state

in your country, as I can tell from the num-
ber of letters that I receive indicating that

the interest in the movies and its players is

great. See the above answer for your Mary
Pickford question. I shall speak to the edi-

tor about Chester Barnett. He was born in

Piedmont, Missouri. He received his edu-

cation at St. Benedict's College. He was
under David Belasco's management for two
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years before entering pictures. He can be

reached at the Peerless studio, Fort Lee,

New Jersey. Warren Kerrigan is still with

the Universal. His address is Universal City,

California. Herbert Rawlinson was born in

Brighton, England. Can't answer matri-

monial questions. June Elvidge was born in

St. Paul, Minnesota, June 30, 1891. Yes, she

has been on the stage, at the Winter Garden,

and was a concert singer before that.

Clarice.—You may be too young to write

successful photo plays, but there is no harm

in your trying, at least. It will give you

experience, and will make the work come

much easier to you when you get a little

older if you decide to continue your work

at that time. Madeline and Marion Fair-

banks were both born in New York City on

November 15, 1900. Yes, their parents are

living. I don't know whether they will re-

turn to the Thanhouser Company or not. I

don't think so from present indications.

L. W. H., Vermont.—Certainly there is a

chance for you to become a camera man.

Seeing that this is your ambition, why don't

you apply to some studio, preferably in per-

son, and ask them for a job as assistant to

the 'camera man? It will give you a chance

to study the camera and learn a whole lot.

To be a camera man it takes a great deal of

careful thought and study, and there is noth-

ing so good as getting your experience right

in the studio, under working conditions.

No "The Garden of Allah" has not been

filmed. Yes, I saw "The Battle Cry of

Peace." The Drews were very good in the

picture you mention, "Fooling His Better

Half." Sidney surely does look a great deal

like President Wilson at times. Just watch

some of our future drawings of the players

in Picture-Play. Watch the gallery for the

fair Lillian. We admit that she is a very

beautiful creature. We regret that Robert

Grau has passed away. He died recently at

his home in Brooklyn, New York. No,

friend L. W. H., your questions don't peeve

me in the least, as you think. Try again.

Curious.—I should say that your title

suits your disposition very well indeed. Yes,

Marguerite Clark reads all the mail that she

gets at the Famous Players Film Company.

The mail is not sent to her house. She gets

it herself at the studio. It's fifty-fifty with

Marguerite Clark and Mary Pickford. I

am sure that Marguerite herself autographs

the photos that she sends out. I was down

at the studio one day when she was signing

a bundle of photographs to be sent out to

her many admirers.

A. E. C—What do you mean the name of

the actor that married Carmen? There

ain't no such animal. Don Jose stabbed her

in the last reel before she could marry any-

body. Wallace Reid was Don Jose, and

Pedro de Cordoba was the bullfighter.

Theda Bara is her right name. Anita King

plays opposite Victor Moore. Yes, Sidney

Drew is related to the Barrymores. Blanche

Sweet, Mae Murray, and Marguerite Clark

are all very good actresses. Creighton Hale

is now performing for the Frank Powell

Productions.

Annette.—Billie Burke can be addressed

in care of the George Kleine Film Company,

New York City, and Dorothy Gish at the

Fine Arts Film Company, Los Angeles, Cali-

fornia. Harold Lockwood now receives his

mail at the Yorke Film Corporation, Los

Angeles, California.

Sylvia.—You should worry now. All the

theaters are open to children over twelve

years of age. Xavier is the middle name

of Francis Bushman. Mae Murray has been

starred with Lasky for about six months

now. She was formerly a dancer with Zieg-

feld's "Follies." The actors pay for their

own clothes in the pictures unless it is a

costumed play. The same for the actresses.

The Kalem studios are in Jacksonville,

Florida, and Los Angeles, California. Es-

sanay is situated in Chicago, Illinois. Vita-

graph is on Elm Avenue, Brooklyn, New

York. Yes, most of the companies will read

only photo plays that are typewritten. You

were a good little- girl to-day, and didn t

ask any questions that were against the rules.

Keep up the good work.

Ima Nut—You can't scare me. Grace

Cunard is twenty-three ; Pearl White is four

years older than Grace. Anita Stewart and

Violet Mersereau both admit, without a

blush, that they are each twenty summers

wise. Earle Williams is thirty-six. Ruth

Roland is the same age as Anita Stewart and

Violet Mesereau. Creighton Hale played

opposite Pearl White in the "Iron Claw.

Tom Moore is now playing in a production

for the stage, "Yankee Doodle Dick." Evi-

dently you favor me much with your affec-

tions from the tone of your letter. You

write a hand equal to some one twice as old.

So you are pretty, and don't want to be an

actress? Quit your kiddin'. I advise you

never to marry an answer person. You

would see so little of one another that you

would have to be introduced every little

while. It's a hard life, mates, but an honest

one. Write again soon.
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Manfred.—Not so bad at all for your first at-

tempt at writing to the Picture Oracle. No, Vio-
let Mersereau did not marry the winner of the

Universal's Handsome Man Contest, and doesn't

intend to, either. We shall have a nice interview

with Bessie shortly. I don't see anything wrong
with Theda Bara's face. In fact, I think that

she is quite pretty. It may be, jealousy, as you
say, that makes some people think she is not

good looking; and, again, it may be just a mat-

ter of taste, one style of beauty not appealing to

certain people. Clara Williams played the part

of the parson's sister in "Hell's Hinges," and she

performed in fine style, as you state. No, I agree

with you that Marguerite Clark does not look to

be anywhere near the age of twenty-nine, but

she is. You don't consider a woman old at

twenty-nine, though, do you? I think that that

is quite young. A person is only as old as he

feels. I feel about fourteen years to-day.

Nero.—Ah, those good old Roman days. Hope
you don't play a harp or anything like that. So

;

you feel sure that I am a man because I use a

little bit of slang once in a while ? Maybe you're

right, and then again maybe you're dead wrong.

One of my readers just a few pages ahead in-

sisted that I couldn't be a male personage because

I used witty sayings once in a while. All I can

say is that one of you is wrong. Sessue Hay-
akawa plays for the Famous Players-Lasky com-

|

bination. You can address him at the Lasky
Photo Play Studios, Hollywood, California,

where he gets all his mail each and every morn-
ing. I certainly agree with you that he has done
some remarkable work. His best was in "The
Cheat" and in "Alien Souls." He was starred in

the latter vehicle. . J

Harry Horton.—You might write to Joyce
Fair at the Essanay Company, Argyle Street,

Chicago, Illinois, and ask her for a photo. In-,

close twenty-five cents to cover the costs, and you
will be sure to get it. Yes, I am sure that she!

will answer your letter. Don't let this be the

last I hear from you. I enjoyed your letter veryj

much, and am looking forward to another one-

from you shortly.

Jestafew.—From the many witty remarks in'

your little note full of questions you ought to

have changed your title to Jest-a-little, because

your letter is all jest about the players. You are*

right, it is a remarkable stunt for a person tc

keep within the rules in his first letter to the

Oracle. Even some of our older customers fait
[

to do this. Congratulations while the meeting isjj

in order. You better think a bit about writing

to all the people you want to. Paper has be

come very expensive all of a sudden, and is stil

going up. If, after careful thought, however i

you decide that you still want to write the gang -

you may address them as follows : Bessie Lov<

at the Fine Arts Film Company, Hollywood, Cali 1

fornia; and William Desmond, William S. Hart t

and Jack Standing at the Kay-Bee studios, Culve 1

1

City, California. Marshall Neilan is now direct



These two men, like thousands of others,
started side by side at desks in a row—equal.

#

One stood still. Today he's just a little older, just a little more
discouraged—but right where he started.

The other has grown to a position of command and big pay with all its accompany-
ing advantages and comforts. The big difference in these men's lives is Training.

, The failure had theTEAR OUT HEMK

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 4233 , SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the peal
tlon, or In the subject, before which I mark X.
ADVERTISING MAN
Salesmanship
Commercial Law
BUSINESS (Complete)
Certified Public Accountant
Higher Accounting
Bookkeeper
Stenographer and Typist
Railway Accountant
WINDOW TRIMMER
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
Common School Subjecta
Good English
Teacher
Civil Service
Railway Mall Clerk
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Stationary Engineer
Gas Engineer

ELECTRICAL EN6OTEB
H Electric Lighting

Electric Car Running
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
Railroader
in* Foreman or Engine**5

Metallurgist or Proopastev
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
Plumbing and Heating
Sheet Metal Worker
CHEMICAL ENGINEER
Illustrator
Designer
Textile Oreriear or inpt.
AGRICULTURE Q Spanish
Navigator " German
Poultry Raising French
AUTOMOBILES Q Italian

Name
Present
Occupation.

Street
and No.

aty. State.

same opportunities, as
much spare time, as much natural ability as the
man who won. They started equal.

But the successful man looked ahead ; he saw that
the man who climbs to a position of responsibility is

the man who trains himself for bigger work. And
he had the pluck, the determination to get that
training in spare time while others idled. He nvon.

Go where you will, you will find thousands of
such men who have risen from the ranks to posi-
tions as Superintendents, Managers, Engineers,
Contractors, Proprietors, solely through training
secured through the help of the International Cor-
respondence Schools.

It is just the same with you. You, too, can in-

crease your earning power and advance yourself
just as fast and as far as you choose. All that's

needed is the courage to say "I will."

It makes no difference what you are doing, how
old you are or where you live. The International

Correspondence Schools will bring right into your
own home all the help you need to train in spare
time for whatever position you mark on the at-

tached coupon. Take the first step today ! Mail
the coupon NOW !

If name of Course you want is not in this list, write it below. j:



Beauty Is Power
Write today.Encloseonly$1. Tryoursuperb
Dr. Jas. P. Campbell's Arsenic Wafers—the
world's greatest complexion beautifiers. These
marvelous tablets quickly clear the skin, remove
impurities of the blood, build up the system,
prevent skin affections and make blackheads,
wrinkles, redness, etc., quickly disappear.

ArsenicComplexion Wafers
Test them now for their beauty and
health building efficiency. Convince
yourself of their superior value. Write
today—now. Enclose only $1. Wafers will be
promptly mailed under plain cover.

Richard Fink Co. Dept. 49, 396 Broadway, New York City

DON'T YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
LASHNEEN, a hair food, applied once each day,

W will absolutely produce thick and long eyebrows and
I eyelashes. Easy to apply—sure in results. Lash-

neen is an Oriental formula. One box is all yon will

need. Not sold at Druggists. Mailed on receipt of
25c coin and 2c postage, or Canadian money order.

LASHNEEN COMPANY, Dept. 28, Philadelphia.

LEARN TO DRAW FROM
THOSE WHO KNOW HOW

Illustrating-, Cartooning' and Designing prop-

erly taught by mail. Pleasant and Profit-

able work. Correspondence and Local School.

Send for book on Art Study. A reliable

school at the National Capital.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
987 F Street Washington, D. C.

4r

FOR^IS
STOCKING

i

Boston Garter
will ornament thousands of Christmas trees.

Get one of these attractive gift-packages for

each of your men-folks. It makes a sensible

remembrance that any man will appreciate

because the "Boston" gives the greatest

satisfaction in comfort and service. The box

covers show four beautifully colored designs

—the garter colors are black, white, tan,

baby blue, marine blue, lavender and gray.

At stores everywhere or by matt postpaid.

Silk, 50 cents Lisle, 25 cents

GEORGE FROST CO., MAKERS, BOSTON
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ing for the Lasky Company, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. Theda Bara can be reached at the Fox
Film Corporation, New York City. Owen Moore
is now capering around at the Famous Players

Film Company, New York City. Mabel Normand
is not playing opposite Roscoe—Fatty—Arbuckle
any more. Mabel has decided that being hit in

the face with a pie, and on the head with a brick,

is no business for a perfect lady, so she has her

own company now, and is producing comedy
dramas for the Triangle program. You can get

in touch with her at the Mabel Normand Feature
Film Company, Hollywood, California.

Gabriel Jalbut.—Your letter was almost word
for word like the above, but for the substitution

of Bessie Love in place of Joyce Fair. If it

hadn't been for the difference in the handwriting,

I should have sworn that they were from the

same person. Bessie Love is all the sweet girl

that you imagine her. You can write her at the

Fine Arts Film Company, Hollywood, California,

and follow out the instructions given to the above
Harry Horton. Bessie gets on an average of

seventy-five requests a day for photographs. You
can easily see that she would soon be in the

poorhouse if she had to supply them all at her

own" expense. Her latest play is "The Defenders,"
produced by the Franklin brothers, in which the

famous six little Triangle juvenile stars appear

in support of Bessie. I don't know how much
Charlie Chaplin gives to charity.

J. M. M.—Maurice Costello has returned to

the screen. Haven't you had the good fortune to

see him in "The Crimson Stain Mystery?"
Have seen Joyce Moore but once, and from
the racket she raised on that occasion I should

say that she will most likely be a tennis player

when she grows up. Marie Dressier is appearing

in pictures for William A. Brady at the present

time. I don't answer questions that are against

the rules, as are your two about Alice Howell
and Ben Wilson. Mary Pickford's first picture

for her own company was "Less than Dust."

It was directed by John Emerson, formerly with

Griffith-Triangle. Charles Richman was the lead

in "The Hero of Submarine D-2." You are right

about the giant in "Marvelous Machiste." He is

the same one that played the giant in "Cabiria."

Pretty strong little feller, don't you think?

A Romantic Nuisance.—You don't know what
a pile of trouble you might have gotten yourself

into with me. Why can't I be married if I am
a man? You seem to think that a man can't smile

if he is married. I know a lot of them that are,

and they smile—when the wife's away ; and lots

of them are elderly men, that have quite a spark

of humor in them—much more than some of

the younger boys. You seem to overlook the

idea that I might be a girl. I'll overlook it all,

however, and answer your questions. Who told

you that all the good-looking actors marry stars?

Whoever it was must have been indulging in a

little wild dreaming. I know lots of them who
are not married to professionals at all, but I
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ain't a-goin' to tell who they are. My own rules

won't let me. I could fill up half a page with
the names of actresses who have been declared
to be the most beautiful in Movieland, but space
is valuable, and, as you only wanted to know
one, I won't bother. I live in a hotel, like horse-
back, but prefer my car—no, not the street car,

but a real live auto, which I bought with my
earnings before I started answering questions for
the Picture Oracle. I make enough to buy gaso-
line for it, so I should worry.

Kerbigan-Pickford Lover—Ah, little Canadian,
welcome to our city ! You certainly have a long
list of favorites. You must have been following
Warren Kerrigan's work for some time to have
witnessed every picture since the old American
days when he played opposite Pauline Bush.
Well, you sure have had a treat in seeing all the
stars in person at your theater. If Mary Pick-
ford should come up there, it would be on her
own initiative, for she is no longer with the
Famous Players Film Company. Little Mary has
a company all of her own now, and is making
photo plays under the direction of John Emer-
son. I guess that you will still see her at your
favorite theater, however, because she is quite a
popular little lady in Canada, and all the theaters
will be anxious to book her own films. Yes, I
witnessed Lois Weber's Bluebird photo play.
" Shoes." It was very good, indeed. In fact, it

was the best picture that I have seen for manv
a day, with the exception of a very few. Mary
MacLaren was the star in the picture. She fol-
lowed this with a very good performance in an-
other exceedingly good picture, directed bv Lois
Weber, entitled "Saving the Family Name.'* You
must be sure to see this one if you ever get the
chance. Ella Hall certainly is adorable. You
love the kiddies, too, I see. Griffith keeps a small
company of kid players working all the time. So
you have never seen William S. Hart on the
screen. Well, well, well, you don't know what a
treat is in store for you. Be sure to see him
the first chance you get. Violet Mersereau is
still at the Universal Eastern studios.

L. J.—You are quite right. It was Pedro de
Cordoba who played opposite Geraldine Farrar
in "Temptation," and not Wallace Reid, as stated.
It was probably the mistake of the copy reader.
Wally only played opposite Geraldine in "Car-
men."

R. B. W.—Betty Nansen is not with the Fox
Company any more. In fact, she has not been
for some time. She had the longing for home,
sweet home, and sailed over the ocean waters^
back to Denmark, to see the old place once more!
and so far has not returned. "The Eternal City"
was produced by the Famous Players Film Com-
pany^ and not the Fox, as you stated. Thomas
Holding was in the leading role opposite Pauline
Frederick. Write Blanche Sweet in care of the
Lasky Photo Play Company, Hollywood, Cali-
fornia. William Farnum can be reached at the
Fox Film Studios, Hollywood, also. Farnum's

Special JiSsT
IVe are proud to present to our readers and friends
f/ie special o/fe#'made in the following advertisement
ofthe HARRIS-GOAR JEWELRY CO., ofKansas City,
Mo. That their liberal offer is in good faith and will
be carried out to the letter, is beyond question. The
Harris-Goar Company is one of the oldest and most
favorably known jewelry concerns, and with their
Easy PaymentPlan, have helped
thousands ofworthy people in
all parts of the country. You
should write for theirCatalog
and tellyour friends to do so.

2
Sent on

Approval

Exact Size

of Case

A Month

$12 to
$25

Elgin
New
Thin Octagon I

A Stunning Model
This Elgin Is Appealing to Thousands

Right Now, during our Holiday Special Sale,
is the time for you to buy your watch. Wenow make
it possible for you to own one of these beautiful Elgina
at our astoundingly low price on such easy terms
that you'll never miss the money. This thin
model, Elgin Octagon, is the very latest thing in
watch construction. Strong, accurate, unique—it has
made good from the very start.

A#£W C«3T.Ain& 0uT New 1917 Calalogmwirwr *« *>*at shows every Elgin
made. It shows all the different style cases. It gives
you the lowest rock-bottom prices on all Rail-
road watches— prices lower than any retailer can
afford to make. And our Special Holiday Offer
is to send you this New Octagon Elgin, or any watch
you may select from our New Catalog, subject to your
own inspection and approval No Money Down.

We do this to prove to you that the great volume of our
business in all parts of the country enables us to do better by
you than any other watch or diamond house in the the world—
that our prices are lower and our terms more liberal.

Send No Money^U^s"^^^m ^ first received and
inspected the watch for yourself— merely give us your name

and address (postal will do) that
we may send you our NEW
FREE CATALOG. It gives you
the simplest, Easy Payment Plan
in the world. It contains hun-
dreds of illustrations of Watches,
Diamonds.Jewelry, Men's Cloth-
ing, etc. This is the most inter-
esting Catalog in America. It
was built by more than 200,000
satisfied customers. It shows why
You Assume No Risk What*
ever—Everything is sent for your
approval. No interest, no secur-
ity, no red tape, just common
honesty among men. Write for
Catalog Today. You'll find we
are just the House you have been
looking for.

Harris-Goar Co.. 2074 ' Kansas City, Mo.
The House That Sells More Elgin Watches Than Any

Other Firm in the World.
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ELGIN, MILLER
Illinois, Howard

30DaysFreeTrial

No Money Down
Express Prepaid in Advance by Me
You lake no chances with me. I am "Square Deal" Miller and I

trust the people. That is why I am doing the greatest Credit Watch,
Diamond and Jewelry business in the country. Suppose you want any
one of the country'sbest makes of watches? Name any one, I have it for

you. No money Down, Express Prepaid. A full month to carry It In

your pocket and the easiest of Long Time Payments. That' s the test that

tells. All these watchesGUARANTEED 25YEARS

I Smash the Terms
IV© References Demanded

My terms are made to suit you. You get unlimited credit, with no red
tape, notes or collectors. All unnecessary detail left out.

An "Open Charge" Account
the same kind of credit you get from your grocer. No matfer where you
live or what your income is, you can now own the finest watch, a beau-
tiful diamond or any rare jewelry and never miss the money.

Costly Catalog FREE
Send me your name and address so I can mail you, Free and postpaid,
the most beautiful catalog of its kind ever printed. I want you to have
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Fine Diamonds
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best picture was undoubtedly Selig's big twelve-
reel sensation, "The Spoilers." He has never
had the opportunities in any other picture that

he enjoyed and made the most of in "The
Spoilers." No, there is nothing to the rumor
that he is now at work on the picture that is

costing over one million dollars to produce.
Pauline Frederick is a most capable actress.

Evelyn N. T.—Wish that we had the space to

tell you all about your favorites. An interview

appeared with Harold Lockwood in the August
issue, and a story that told all about Charlie Ray
was in the October issue. All that we have room
to say about Agnes Vernon is that she is mighty
nice. We shall have more to tell about her later,

but I guess interviews with two of your favorites

ought to hold you for a little while. What do
you say?

Brother Bob.—So you want to know all about
the serials ? Well, here they are : "What Hap-
pened to Mary" and "Who Will Marry Mary?",
Edison; "The Trey o' Hearts," "Lucille Love,"

"The Master Key," "The Broken Coin," "The
Black Box," "Peg o' the Ring," "Graft," and
"Liberty" constitute the Universal serials. "Perils

of Pauline," "The Exploits of Elaine," "The Ro-
mance of Elaine," "The Iron Claw," "Neal of the

Navy," "Who Pays?", "The Red Circle," and
"Who's Guilty?" were the principal Pathe serials.

"The Goddess" and "The Scarlet Runner" were
the Vitagraph offerings in the serial line. "The
Diamond from the Sky" and "The Secret of

th* Submarine" were the big money getters for

the American. "The Million^? 11^ Mystery" and
"Zudora" were put out by Thanhouser. "The
Crimson Stain Mystery" was turned out by the

Consolidated, featuring Ethel Grandin and
Maurice Costello, while Metro is now running the

serial with Francis X. Bushman and Beverly

Bayne. Next

!

Bob.—There is no one at the Jniversal City

studios by the name of the lady you mention.

Babe.—So you weigh over two hundred pounds,

are but four feet tall, almost round, and de- ;

sirous of becoming a motion-picture player.

What role do I advise you to take at the start?

Well, you might start rolling around the hall

four or five times. I know a good many people

who reduced this way. Why not the "Eat and

Grow Thin" book?

Pelham.—Young lady, I am afraid that yon

did not study all the rules of the department

very carefully, or else you would not have asked

some of the questions that you have. The matri-

monial ones I have excluded, so that leaves me
but one question to answer. Jean Southern ad-

mits that she is nineteen years old, and she is

now working in a serial for Pathe. Better luck

next time. Better look the rules over now.

C. H.—You certainly want to know enough

about Barbara Tennant. She played in "The Dol-

lar Mark" with Robert Warwick. It is quite ar

old picture, and was put out by Eclair. Miss
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Tennant was one of the lucky ones who escaped
with their lives when the Titanic hit an iceberg

and sank. You have learned Fannie Ward's cor-

rect age. Yes, Miss Tennant appeared in many,
many more pictures than those you mention. It

would take up too much space to print them all

here. They are too old now, however, for you
to see them unless they are reissued, and this is

hardly likely. Myrtle wore a transformation,
which made her hair appear so long. I noticed
the same thing.

To Nancy F. C.—So you can act as well as

Mary Pickford, Marguerite Clark, and Violet
Mersereau? Then why write to me and ask
if you can get in pictures? If you can act as
well as they, it'll be easy.

Anne Brough Double.—Mary Pickford was
born in Canada. She met Owen Moore while
playing in pictures for the old Biograph. Lillian

Lorraine has gone back on the stage again. Wil-
liam Courtleigh, junior, has been playing with the
Famous Players Film Company. "Green Stock-
ings," with Lillian Walker in the leading role, has
been released for some time now by the Vita-
graph. Why not inquire of your theater man-
ager what is delaying him in getting the picture?

Allie.—Ah, but that was a nice letter that you
wrote me, even if you don't agree with some,
and insist that I am a woman. There are C.

Gardner Sullivan and J. G. Hawks at Ince's plant
who attend to the writings. Ooinions are funny
things, aren't they?

Elaine A.—So you don't like "vamps," eh ?

Well, not many people do, yet they like to see
people impersonate them. If they didn't, why,
there would be a scarcity of them. You have
chosen well in picking your favorites. Douglas
Fairbanks has a three-year contract with the Tri-
angle Film Company, so you will no doubt see
much of him at your favorite Triangle theater.
Blanche Sweet was playing for D. W. Griffith

before she went with Lasky. She played oppo-
site Henry Walthall in "The Avenging Con-
science." Most critics consider Mae Marsh a
better actress than Dorothy Gish. I have spoken
to the editor anent your request concerning
Bessie Love.

Movie Lover.—Eddie Polo is the character you
mention in "The Broken Coin." You can address
Tames Cruze at the Screen Club, New York City.
Cleo Madison can be reached at Universal City,
California, and Jean Southern in care of Pathe,
No. 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New York City.

Hope Springs Eternal.—The Famous Players
add new faces to their lists all the time, and
many of their people are only engaged by the
picture. Mary Pickford has her own company,
and is not with the Famous aggregation now,
but her sister Lottie and brother Jack are. So
you have written several scenarios, and one of
them you know to be very good. Well, if you
can only convince the editor that it is, all will
be well. That is the hardest part of the job.

80 to 100 Words a Minute
Guaranteed!

Learn at Home—10 Easy Lessons
A wonderful new method of acquiring skill on the
typewriter has been discovered. Almost over night
it has revolutionized the whole typewriting situation.
Already thousands of stenographers and other type-
writer users who never exceeded thirty to forty words
a minute, are writing 80 to 100 words with half the
effort and with infinitely greater accuracy than they
ever could before, and they're earning salaries in-
creased in proportion.

Nothing Else Like It
Don't confuse this new way in typewriting with any
system of the past. There has never been anything
like it before. It is as different from the old touch
systems as day is from night. Special Gymnastic
Finger-Training Exercises bring results in days that
ordinary methods will not produce in months. It is
the greatest step in typewriting since the typewriter
itself was invented—already its success has become
nation-wide.

Doubles and Trebles Salaries
Among the thousands of operators who have taken up
this system are hundreds of graduates of business col-
leges and special typewriting courses—many were so-
called touch writers—yet there has not been a single
one who hasn't doubled or trebled his or her speed
and accuracy, and the salaries have been increased
from $8 to $15 a week (their former pay) to $25, $30
and even $40 weekly. And the new way is amazingly
easy for anyone—there are only 10 lessons and they
can be quickly learned at home.

Valuable Book: Free
We cannot describe here the secret principle of this new method. But we have
prepared a book which tells all nbout it in complete detail, which is free to
those interested if 4c in stamps is enclosed to cover cost of wrapping-, mailing,
e^c. It is a big- 48-page book, brimful of eye-opening- ideas and valuable in-
formation. It explains how this unique new method will quickly make your fin-
gers strong and dexterous, bring them under perfect control, make them
extremely rapid in their movements—how in a few short weeks you can
transform your typewriting and make it easy, accurate and amazingly
speedy—all this and much more is told in detail. No instruction book ever
written, no matter what it cost, ever told so plainly the real WHY and HOW
of expert typewriting.
If you are ambitious to get ahead—if you want to make your work easier—if

you want to put more money in your pay envelope—get this book at once. It
will be a revelation to you "as to the speed and salary that is possible to
typists. Mail the coupon or a postal today

—

Now.

USE THIS FOR BIGGER PAY ——

1

THE TULLOSS SCHOOL OF TYPEWRITING, 9621 College Hill, Springfieli Ohio
,

Please send me your Free Book about the New Way in Typewriting. i

I I enclose 4e in stamps to 1 cover wrapping, mailing, etc. This incurs no I

|
obligation whatever on my part.

1
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I
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CREDIT TO ALL

XMAS
DIAMOND SALE

OUR $39.50 DIAMOND RING
Wonderful value. Easy terms—equal to'^

15 cents a day. Just the thing yon want
,

for Xmas. This is an exquisite diamond
|

fof the finest quality, perfect in cut and full

| of fiery brilliancy. Price unequalled any-
[where. 30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL. Easy|
.Payments. You won't miss the money.

SENSATIONAL WATCH SALE
Great holiday reduction sale on Elgins, "Walthame, Hamilton,
Dueber and Illinois watches. Prices will surprise you. Every
watch guaranteed. Terms: 5 Cents a Day.

30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL—YOU DON'T RISK A CENT
Send for oarDigfree holiday catalog. Hundreds of bargain
presents to pick from. Send TODAY—GET POSTED.

ALFRED WARE COMPANY Dept.635St. Louis, Mo.

Big Free Catalog
Photoplays, Plots, Original Stories

WANTED
by a new company. Submit in any form. Pro-

tection guaranteed. No School Agency. En-
close return postage. Address Scenario Editor,

CALIFORNIA SCENARIO COMPANY, INC.,

610 Wesley Roberts Bldg., Los Angeles, California.

A 1 X/IFNF SCHOOLS Est. 20 Year*
V ILHLj The A cknowledged Authority on

DRAMATIC
STAGE*

PHOTO-PLAY
AND

DANCE ARTS

Each department a large school in it-

self. Academic, Technical, and Practi-
cal Training. Students' School, Theatre
and Stock Co. Afford New York Ap-
pearances. For catalogue, write

D. IRWIN, Secretary
Mentioning Study Desired 1

. 1

225 West 57th Street, near Broadway. New York|
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GET RID
OF THAT FAT

State

FREE TRIAL, TREATMENT
Sent on request. Ask for my pay when reduced

offer. My treatment has reduced at the rate of a pound
a day. No dieting, no exercise, absolutely safe and
sure method. Let me send you proof at my expense.

OR. R. ATFtV/HA/V, Licensed Physician,
New York, 286 Fifth Avenue New York, Desk C-48

DO YOU LIKE REAL

"FASCINATING"
Pictures, Books, Novelties, etc.? We have
the "niftiest" out, just the kind you like.
Send dime for good samples and Catalog
with nearly 100 illustrations of beautiful
girls in "bewitching poses," etc. You'll
want more after seeing samples.

WILLIAMS PUB. CO.
4006-18 Indiana Ave., Chicago
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however—the convincing end of it. Just so you
don't sway the public too far with your stories,

it will be all right. Keep up the good work.

Only thirteen rejection slips in thirteen tries isn't

so bad. You might have had one of them re-

jected twice. Owen Moore, Marguerite Courtot,

Hazel Dawn, Louise Huff, and Marguerite Clark

are also members of the Famous Players.

Al.—I never had a tape measure with me when
I went to see Pauline Frederick, Theda Bara, or

Anita Stewart, so I can't tell you their exact

height to the fraction of an inch. The next time,

however, I go calling on them, I shall take my
little measure with me, and then I shall be able

to tell you all about it. William Courtleigh,

Miss Woodruff, and Charles Kent were in "The
Island of Surprise." Bebe Daniels acts with

Harold Lloyd. Marguerite Clark was in "Wild-

flower," William Farnum in "The Spoilers,"

Blanche Sweet, in "Judith of Bethulia," Wallace

Reid in "The Golden Chance," Mary Pickford in

"Tess of the Storm Country," and Dustin Farnum
in "The Iron Strain."

G. A. L.—So you have to smuggle Picture-

Play into your room at boarding school? Well,

there's nothing like taking a desperate chance to

obtain something that you desire most, is

there? June Caprice can be reached at the Fox
Film Corporation, New York City. You ask

about Florence Turner's whereabouts. She is

now in England, and has been on the other side

for several years. Mutual recently released a

number of features with Florence in the title

roles, and you ought to be able to see them if

you have any pull with your local picture-house

manager. Speak up for what you want.'

Ivan W. Dickson.—You have some one at

Kalem in mind. Jackie Saunders is with Balboa

and not Kalem.

Miss Informed.—Scenario sounds just like it

looks.

Brick.—There are lots of actresses on the

screen within the seventeen-year limit that you

put. Mary Miles Mintner, Bessie * Love, and

Joyce Fair are a few of the chosen ones. "Blue-

bird" is a special release of the Universal Film

Company. Ida Schnall was the queen in "Un-

dine."

L. H. K.—Lillian Gish has appeared- in pictures

too numerous to mention. Besides "The Birth

of a Nation," "Home, Sweet Home," "The Lily

and the Rose," "Sold for Marriage," "The Lost

House," "Daphne and the Pirate," and "Diana

of the Follies," were some of her best-known

releases. Mary Pickford was christened Gladys

Smith. Her hair is naturally curly. Your other

question regarding her is against the rules. Yes,

I certainly do think that Marguerite Clark is

very pretty.

Myra T. P.—Your friend who declares that he

is in on the "know" has misinformed you about

myself. From the description he has given you.

he is further away from the truth than any ot



Tfl€ WIH} "Baby Grand'

Christmas GiftGoodAllYear'Round
Parents, boys and girls and guests are all merriment and wholesome exercise. Some

fascinated by the royal games of Carom and styles can be set up quickly anywhere and
Pocket Billiards when played on Brunswick taken down easily after play
tables in cozy home surroundings. Made of beautiful oak and mahogany
After school hours and winter evenings richly inlaid—speed, accuracy and ever-level

always find the Brunswick the center of smoothness—sizes to fit all homes

Brunswick Home Billiard Tables
$30 andUp—Pay 10c a Day
A small first payment puts any Bruns-

wick that you select in your home for
Christmas. After that, pay the balance
monthly—terras as low as 10c a day.

Balls, Cues, Etc., FREE
With everyBrunswickTablewe giveyou

a complete Brunswick high-class Playing

The Brunswick-

Outfit—Rack, Markers Balls, Cues, Tips,
expert book of 33 games, etc. V
Get our 30-day home trial offer and S \

see these tables in our handsome^ «d-h
colored catalog—"Billiards—The <r Billiards

Home Magnet." V
Write or send the attachedScoupon and have this book by ^return mail free! Send today Name

and decide in time for S
Christmas delivery.

Balke-Collender
Co., Dept 41S

623-633 S Wabash Ave.
Chicago, 111.

Send FREE, postpaid, color-book.

The Home Magnet"
and tell about your home trial offer.

SAddress

LEARN RIGHT AT HOME BY MAIL mi "T% ,

DRAWING-PAINTING
I LA^DOOKletFREE

Be a Magazine, Newspaper or Commercial
Illustrator; be a Cartoonist; paint in Water
Colors or Oil. Let us develop your talent.
Free Scholarship Award. Your name and
address brings you full particulars by return
mail and our illustrated Art Annual Free.

FINE ARTS INSTITUTE, Studio 941, Omaha, Neb.

You Can Have Beautiful

Eyebrows
and Eyelashes

They give charm, expression, lovli-
ness to the face.addingwonderfully

«r . A° yQur beauty and attractiveness,
bocietywomen and actresses get themby using
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™ oatural manner the growth of eyebrows and
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nd 25e.(cwn)and we'll mailLASH-BROW-INEand our FREE Beauty Booklet prapaid in plain sealed cover.

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS—
Genuine LAS H-B ROW-IN E sold only by

MaybeD Laboratories, 4008-H Indiana Ave., Chicago

Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
UJ You .can cash in your "happy thoughts" and
earn big money right in your own home in spare

I time. No previous experience necessary. Our
easy home course turns out more successful
scenario writers than all other schools together.
Write now and get by return mail FREE Booklet.

I valuable information. Special Price and Prize Offer.
|
Chicago Photoplaywrighrt College,Box 278XY,Chlcago

Beautifully
Curly, Wavy
Hair Like
"Nature's
Own"

In three hours you can
have just the prettiest

curls and waves ! And
they remain a long time, when Liquid Silmerine
is used before rolling the hair in curlers.

Liquid Silmerine
is perfectly harmless. Easily applied with brush.
Hair is nice and fluffy when combed out. Silmerine
is also a splendid dressing. Keeps hair fine and
glossy. Directions with bottle. At your druggist's.

" — — — n .
Keep in tune with the times, buy wholesale, save 0-N-E-H-A-L F. Any Diamond you choose, nov middlemen to pay, you get Price, Quality and your money's worth. Send to-day for your

" S0LJD 14 K GOLD WATCH I SasSiS* S,fefe&ei
12 size. 17 Jew. Illinois mvf. Solid gold Wal- I »rhination Privilege. Full money back guarantee

A-^^JI^^pnceWMO | w'e^retaTl' at"wholesale*SS
S.RA1VES & CO. EST.26YRS.lcS
i366_I=;iETH AVE.. N EW YORK. L™.



My $3 Exerciser $1.00

Reduced to 1
Until further notice I will
send one complete

Muscle Builder

\ Outfit
to any reader of "Picture-
Play Magazine" upon re-
ceipt of SI. 00—just one-third
the reg-ular price. I will also
include a complete body-

building' course of instructions con-
taining- 2i selected exercises. The
Muscle Builder will meet the require-
ments of any person—weak or strong1

—man, woman or child. Can be used
to exercise any muscle in the body.

A Chest
Expander Also
with each outfit. I will give
an extra handle, without
charge, by which the Muscle
Builder can instantly be con-
verted into a most effec-
tive Chest Expander to be
used for developing1 the chest
and lung's. Take advantage
of this opportunity while it
lasts. Send your order today.

Prof. Anthony Barker
Studio 34 B, 110 West 42nd Street, New York City

MOVING PICTURE PLAYS
Short .Stories,Poems , Etc.

$10 to $300 Each
Constant demand. Devote all

course Is NOT required,

Atlas Publishing Co,

Start work at once. Details FREE,
424 Atlas Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

SONGWRITERS"Key to Success"
SENT FREE. This valuable booklet contains THE
REAL FACTS. We revise poems, compose and ar-

range music, secure copyright and facilitate free

publication or outright sale. START RIGHT. Send
us some of your work today for FREE EXAMINATION.
KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS, 100 Gaiety Bldg., New York City

tmnn per man per county
9 I U U U Strange invention startles the
world—agents amazed. Ten inexperienced men divide

"1.000. Korstad, a farmer, did S2.2U0 in 14 days. Schleich-
er, a minister, S195 first 12 hours.. $1,200 cold cash
made, paid, banked by Stoneman in 30 days; Slo.OOO

to date. A hot or cold running water bath equip-
ment for any home at only $6.50. Self-heating.

No plumbing or water-works required. Investigate.
Exclusive sale. Credit given. Send no money. Write

letter or postal today.

ALLEN MFG. CO. 287 Allen Bldg., Toledo, Ohio

WRITE FOR MONEY
Send us YOUR IDEAS FOR PHOTOPLAYS,
STORIES, etc We will accept them in ANY
form—correct FREE—sell on commission. Big

Rewards! Make money. Write to-
day for full details.
WRITER'8 SELLING SERVICE

15 ><4ain, AUBURN, N. V.

(The Picture Oracle

—

Continued.)

my other correspondents. Wallace Reid is one
of my favorites. Joseph Singleton was the valet.

Chester Conklin certainly is there with the funny
stuff. I could laugh at him all night. Sure,
write to Norma Talmadge and tell her about
yourself, and ask for a photo. I am sure that

she will send you one. Address her at the Fine
Arts Film Company, Hollywood, California.

Marie.—The reason that answers are repeated
is because not every reader will go through all

the other answers to find the replies to. his ques-
tions. A reader looks to see his or her heading,
and then reads the answers after it. Of course
a great many do read all the replies clear through,
but then we have to allow for those that don't.

May Allison was born in Georgia in 1895 ; T. W.
Kerrigan was born in Louisville, Kentucky, in

1S89 ; Florence La Badie was born in Canada in

1894; and James Cruze first saw the light of

day at Ogden, Utah, in 1884.

Riverside Girl.—You are hereby admitted to

the ancient order of the Oracle. Now let's have
some questions.

Lois Fairbanks.—Didn't you read the inter-

view we had with your favorite, Carlyle Black-

well ? He is appearing in productions for the

World Film Corporation. He is in New York
at the present time. Write to Blanche Sweet
again, and inquire whether she received your
request for the photo, accompanied by a regular -

quarter of a dollar. i

No. 69302.—Of course I like to work. Do you
suppose that I would be doing this for a living

if I didn't? Oh, those jokes about the players!

They are all good, but you got them all mixed up

in the telling. July 25, 1889, was Jack Kerrigan's

birthday.

Little Miss Aviator.—So you flew over the

mountains? That's nigh life for you. There

are two companies in Jacksonville, Florida, now
that are really doing something all of the time.

The two referred to are the Vim and the Kalenui

studios.

Ruth Clelaxd.—Several companies have post-

age stamps of all the players. Can't answer the";"

Marguerite Clark question as it is against the !-

rules. You heard correctly. Fannie Ward is

forty-one years of age. It seems unbelievable.-

doesn't it?

Dixie.—I guess the magazines all say that Alan .

Miles Minter is fourteen years of age because

Alary says so herself. She states that she was

born in Shreveport, Louisiana, on April 1, 1902

Evidently Castro, "the man without a country,'!

has nothing on you.

Mal.—Your request received. I have handec

it to the editor for consideration, and he tells ir.(

that they are all to be taken care of as soon a

the space permits. You can look for them righ

along.

Wyer Less.—Not a bad title at all. Where di

you get acquainted with it? George Beranger wa 1



No. 414—$20
-Hip^WEETS DIAMONDS

ARE WORN BY

PEARL WHITE
Beautiful Diamond Sent On Approval*

NO MONEY OOWN—NO OBLIGATION—Pay as you can.

Every diamond is especially selected, blue
white, perfect cut, with which we will furnish I
a guarantee certificate attesting its quality and
value and we will allow you 7\% increase value
any time you wish to exchange. Order any dia
mond from our catalog ; when received, if

absolutely satisfactory, return it.

No. 420—$50

No. 383 $50

OUR CREDIT TERMS
20% down—10% monthly

You enjoy every advantage in price and quality. Let us send you our beautiful
new 72-page De Luxe Catalog SO, also request blank which enables you to
order any article of jewelry on free examination. NO MONEY IN ADVANCE.
Everything at rock bottom prices direct to you. NO
DEALERS, NO MIDDLEMEN. Get the beautiful
things you want NOW—pay later, on such easy terms
that you don't notice the cost.

W.JSWEET & COMPANY, Inc.,

Dept. 50 2 £4 Maiden Lane, New York City

THE WORLD'S GREATEST DIAMOND MERCHANTS

No. 532—$100

No. 392—$30

Agents and Help Ranted
THOUSANDS Men-Women Want-

ed for Government Jobs. $75 month.
Steady. Short hours. Write for free
list positions obtainable. Franklin
Institute, Dept. R-5, Rochester, N. Y.

Authors
WANTED—Stories, articles, poems,

etc. We pay on acceptance. Offers
submitted. ' Send Mss. to Cosmos
Magazine, 995 Washington, D. C.

Games & Entertainment
PLAYS, Vaudeville Sketches, Mon-

ologues, Dialogues, Speakers, Min-
strel Material, Jokes, Recitations,
Tableaux, Drills, Entertainments.
Makeup goods. Large catalog free,
r. S. Denison & Co., Dept. 67, Chicago,

Vaudeville sketches, monologues,
oarodies, etc., written to order. Send
wenty-flve cents for sample act and
orices. Albert Smedes, Vaudeville
Author, 38Broadway, Jersey City,N.J.

Exchange Club
FRIENDS everywhere correspond-

ing. Pleasure and profit. Membership
10c. Big list photoplay fans. Universal
Exc, Sec. C.A. Siefert, Harrisburg, Pa.

Motion Picture Business

$35.00 Profit Nightly. Small Capital
Starts You. No experience needed.
We teach you. Our machines are
used and endorsed by Government
Institutions. Catalog and Testimoni-
als Free. Reliable Film Exchange,
454 Franklin Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Motion Picture Plays
WANTED—Your ideas for Photo-

plays, Stories, etc.! We will accept
them in Any form—correct Free

—

sell on Commission. Big Rewards !

Make money. Write us Now ! Writ-
er's Service, Box 33, Auburn, N. Y.

WRITE Photoplays, Stories, Poems,
$100 each; no correspondence course:
start writing & selling at once, details
free. Atlas Pub. Co., 423, Cincinnati.

Motion Picture Plays—Continued.

SCENARIO WRITERS! Manu-
scriptsjtypewritten,includingcarbon.
Also correcting and revising. Typing
rates, 30c per 1,000 words. Corbo &
Corbo, 125 Newark St., Newark, N. J,

SEE HERE!We want your ideas for
photoplays and stories! Submit them
in any form. We'll criticise them
Free, and Sell on commission. Big
money writing. Detail Free. Mss.
Sales Co., Dept.F, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

Business Opportunities
IS HE CRAZY? The owner of a

plantation in Mississippi is giving
away a few five-acre tracts. The only
condition Is that figs be planted.
The owner wants enough figs raised
to supply a canning factory. You
can secure five acres and an interest
in the factory by writing Eubank
Farms Company, 1158 Keystone,
Pittsburg, Pa. They will plant and
care for your trees for $6 per month.
Your profit should be $1,000 per
year. Some think this man is crazy
for giving away such valuable land,
but there may be method in his
madness.

"lJU&ct+tS* SJ.OO inkPencil*
The only perfect non-leakable, will suit any hand. Guaranteed. Last a
lifetime. Great for general writing or manifolding. Pure Para rubber
with precious metal point. Can be carried point down. Made in red
and black. Long and short. (Special! 8 inches, black, $1.26.) Mail orders
promptly filled. FREE supply of ink with retail orders. Agents wanted.

J. T. ULLRICH & CO., 27 Thames St., New York

I



UNDERWOOD $
TYPEWRITE"
Equipped with late fmprovements—

color ribbon,back spacer and tabulator.
Shipped to you express charges prepaid,
without one cent advance payment. After
yoa have thoroughly examined and tried
the machine and are satisfied with it in
every way, you pay our special cash price
of $43.85 (less, than half manufacturer's
price), or we will arrange an easy payment
plan for you. We pay all charges.

All machines guaranteed 5 years.
Write today

METRO TYPEWRITER COMPANY
75Front Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

There is No Longer ANY QUESTION REGARDING
M. TRILETY'S

Superfluous Hair Remover
IT IS PERFECT in Every Way,

being- composed of ingredients
that are of the highest purity

and quality, and prepared discrim-
inately as well as scientifically;
truly a depilatory that will safely
and positively remove, without
any unpleasant after-effects, the
most stubborn growth of super-
fluous hair. It is used by thou-
sands and hig-hly recommended
by beauty authorities and experts.
Money refunded if not proven
satisfactory.

A i ounce bottle sent to
you in plain ivrapper
upon receipt of60 cents.

M. TRILETY, Mfr. of Toilet Requisites
Dept. S 1 1

Binghamton, New YorK, U. S. A.

3% c a Day
now buys a dazzling Lachnite Gem. Their
brilliance 19 eternal—they stand fire and acid
tests and cut glass like diamonds. Cost but one-
thirtieth as much. Set In solid gold. The newest
designs. Sold on FreeTrial. See our newjewelry book.

Write for Big Jewelry Book Js™P^VS
enough. No obligations whatever. Write today—BOW.

HAROLD LACHMAN COMPANY
|g W. Michigan Avenue. Dept. 1588 Chicago. III.

BECOME A MOTION PICTURE

ACTOR OR ACTRESS
One of the most pleasant and well paid of

professions. Send stamp for particulars.

The P. A. Booking Offices, Box B363, Chicago, III.

BOUND VOLUMES
$2.00 per volume* Address Subscription Department.
STREET & SMITH, 79-89 Seventh Avenue, NEW YORK CITY

Wrinkles
Thousands have successfully used
this formula to remove
traces of age, illness or
worry: 1 oz. of pure

Powdered
SAXOLITE

dissolved in H pt. witch hazel;
use as a face wash. The effect

is almost magical. Deepest wrinkles, crow's
feet, as well as finest lines, completely and
?iuickly vanish. Face becomes firm, smooth,
resh, and you look years younger. No harm to tenderest
Skin. Get genuine Saxolite (powdered) at any drug store.

(The Picture Oracle
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Continued.)

Automatic Joe, the hired assassin, in "Flirting

with Fate," Triangle-Fine Arts production, in

which Douglas Fairbanks was starred. You are

quite right, there are times when he looks and
acts a great deal like our own Henry Walthall.

Many of our readers have noticed the fact, and
written to me about it. Yes, it certainly is a won-
der that they got away with "Charlie, the Heart
Thief." Some of the incidents gave me the im-
pression of its having been gleaned from many
Keystone comedies. No, the English scenes in

"The Heart of a Child" were all filmed in Uni-
versal City, California. The photography of Ince

and Lasky is perfect. Colored films cost too
much. They are done on the other side. It

could never be done here profitably. Can you
have a photo from me? Where on earth do you
think I get the time to go out and have myself
measured for a photograph?

Margaret Sylvester.—I haven't taken notice

of the fact that most of the crook characters,

bosses, and ruffians in a photo drama are given
Irish names. Are you sure of this? I have seen

many a photo play, but it has never come to my
attention that such was the case, and I should
think that I would be the first one to spy it, if it

were a fact. I have the casts in my files of
many, many pictures, and just for fun I went
over them to see if I could substantiate

. your
argument. But, after twenty minutes, I was not
convinced that you were right. True, Irish names
were used occasionally, but not to the exclusion

of any others. It certainly is a fact that this is

not done purposely. Maybe you only take notice

of the ones with the brogue. I did not see any-

thing forlorn about thj Bushman-Bayne reissue

of the Essanay, "The Girl at the Curtain." It

was a very entertaining comedy-drama, and I am
sure that you will think the same if you ever

have the opportunity of seeing it. All right, I

shall see Agnes Vernon very shortly, and I'll

make it a point to tell her that you think she is

getting thin, and shall also inform Herbert Raw-
linson that the fans think he is a bit stout. Funny,
I haven't noticed anything very careless about

our friend Carlyle Blackwell, and I have known
him for quite a while, I have. Of course, people

all have their tastes, whether good or bad, and
something that one person would notice, and kick

about, would be overlooked by some one else.

The safest way out of the whole difficulty is to be

"nootral." So you think that there is a lack of

kissing on the screen? You might change your

opinion if you would but read "Gosh, How They
Dread It!" in the October number of the Pic-

ture-Play Magazine. It's all about osculation.

Interesting article.

"Iceman Mike."—Your letter of consolation

is premature. There seems to be spread in dif-

ferent parts of this glorious country a report to

the effect that Charlie Chaplin is dead, deaf and

dumb, crazy, and a few other things. We take

great pleasure in assuring you that he is still a

live One.
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Immediate Results
Trying to quit the tobacco habit unaided is a losing fight against

heavy odds, and means a serious shock to your nervous system. So don't
try it! Make the tobacco habit quit you. It will quit you if you will
just take Tobacco Redeemer according to directions.

# . rn
1* doesn,t ^ake a particle of difference whether you've been a user of tobacco for a sinele month orfor 50 years, or how much you use. or in what form you use it. Whether

DacC° lor a smgIe montn or

you smoke cigars, cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine cut or use snuff
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sltlv£ly remove all craving for tobacco in anyform in from 48 to 72 hours. Your tobacco craving will beg-in to de-crease after the very first dose-there's no long waiting for results.
tobacco•Redeemer contains no habit-forming drugs of any kindand is the most marvelously quick, absolutely scientific and thoroughly

reliable remedy for the tobacco habit.

Not a Substitute
Tobacco Redeemer is in no sense a substitute for tobacco, butw a radical, efficient treatment. After finishing the treatment youhave absolutely no desire to use tobacco again or to continue the

use of the remedy. It quiets the nerves, and will make you feel
better in every way. If you really want to quit the tobacco habit
—get rid of it so completely that when you see others using it, it
will not awaken the slightest desire in you—you should at once
begin a course of Tobacco Redeemer treatment for the habit.

mm

Results Absolutely Guaranteed
A single trial will convince the most skeptical.

Our legal, binding, money-back guarantee goes with
each full treatment. If Tobacco Redeemer fails to
banish the tobacco habit when taken according to
the plain and easy directions, your money will be
cheerfully refunded upon demand.

Let Us Send You Convincing Proof
If you re a slave of the tobacco habit and

want to find a sure, quick way of quitting "for
keeps you owe it to yourself and to your family
to mail the coupon below or send your name and
address on a postal and receive our free booklet
on the deadly effect of tobacco on the human
system, and positive proof that Tobacco Re-
deemer will quickly free you from the habit.

Newell Pharmacal Company
Dept. 571 , St. Louis, Mo.

i
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JMall CouponNOW
f»rFREE Booklet

NEWELL PHARMACAL CO.,
DepU 571 , St. Louis, Mo.

Please send, without obligating me in any way, your free
booklet regarding the tobacco habit and proof that Tobacco
Redeemer will positively free me from the tobacco habit.

Name

Street and No.

Town State.



WATCH ES
P|K WONDERFUL BARGAINS FOR ONLY

Ow Reputation,
Is Y®m Safeguard

Whether a man has expert
Knowledge of diamonds
and jewelry or not, he is safe 1H
if he puts his trust in mer- m
chants of good reputation. 1
Over fifty-eight years of hon- \
orable business success has
built our business up from a
small store to the largest Dia-

.mond and Watch Credit House
.in the world, with branch stores
in many large cities. The Loftis

u T?^
r;

,',
ntee

L h^a over a million and a
half dollars back of it. Our guarantee

Certificate given with every diamond we
sell, is tne strongest, broadest and most

,

binding ever issued by a responsible house.
We Guarantee Absolute

Satisfaction or
Your Money Back

Our import prices "direct from themines to you" cut out all the
wholesalers' and retailers' pro-

fits. You get the benefit of
this saving along with our
liberal credit terms—eight A

AND MANYARTICLES ON CREDIT
TERMSAS LOWAS $1 A MONTH

months to pay — ancl
you wear the dia-
mond while paying
for it. Our largo
catalog is free,
Vi'ite for it.

JM
Think of it! High grade, guaranteed
genuine Diamonds, perfect in cut
and full of fiery brilliancy; 19,21 and

23 Jewel Watches and other gorgeously
beautiful Jewelry, only$2.50 amonth—about 8ca day.

Your Credit Is Good—Loftis Will Trust You
No matter how far away you live you can buy
of us on credit as easily and pleasantly as
though you paid all cash. There is no red tape
—we ask no security. We mean just what we
say—Your credit is good. Just select any ar-
ticles you desire from our large 116-page cata-
log of bargains and we will send them for your
examination, all charges prepaid by us. You
assume no risk, you are under no obligations.
You don't pay a cent until you see and exam-
ine the articles in your own hands. If not
entirely satisfied return at our expense. If you
are pleased with our merchandise pay for it on
our easy credit plan, the plan that has brought Dia-
monds, Watches, Jewelry, etc., to hundreds ofthousands
all over the country, at wonderful Bargain Prices, and
on the easiest kind of payments. Your credit is good.

Get Our 116-page Catalog Now!
See the wonderful bargains we have for you.
It contains over 2,000 exact illustrations of Dia-
monds, Watches, Solid Gold Jewelry, Silver-
ware, Novelties, etc.—all the latest and most
up-to-date designs at our importers' bargain
prices—and easy terms of payment. Whether
you are thinking of buying or not GET OUR
CATALOG. It is an education in Diamond
and Jewelry values and styles and easy credit
buying. Holidays will soon be here. Do your
Holiday shopping from our great Catalog
of bargains, containing many suitable sug-
gestions for Holiday gifts. Send for Cat-
alog today before you forget. IT IS FREE.

The National Credit Jewelers
Dept.H927 108 N. State St., Chicago, |||.

Stores In: Chicago Pittsburgh St. Louis Omaha

AiffazingWatch
Bargains

19-21 and 23 Jewel. Elgin,
Waltham, Hampden, Howard,
and Illinois Watches at rock
bottom prices and terms—only
a few cents a day and youwear
and enjoy the watch while
paying for it. Wedonotmanu-
facture a special watch to be
sold at a special price, but, we
do sell the best and most re-
liableAmerican made Watches,
absolutelythefinestthat money
can buy at rock bottom prices
and easy credit terms. Write
today for our liberal offer on
these justly famous watches

—

guaranteed adjusted—adjusted
to temperature— adjusted to
isochronism—adjusted to posi-
tions—accurate to the fraction
of a second. These watches are
guaranteed by the great fac-
tories that produce them to be
accurate timepieces in perfect
running order, and further
GUARANTEED BY US. We
will make any necessary re-
pairs, barring accident, free of
charge for a period of three
years from date of purchase
and agree to replace at any
time, free of charge, any part
which may give out because of
defective material or work-
manship.

I0FTIS
Bh bros accurst



No Money Down
FREE Trial First

A Year to Pay

/ Iszble Waiter

.

Visible Reader
Automatic Spacer

n-Built Tabulator

Universal Keyboard
V-Skaped Type Bar
Handy Back-Spacer
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A $250,000 Partnership

If You "Know How"
cLIMBING to high salaried positions, and later to partnerships, depends

upon specific training. The "all-around man" has miles further to

go, and generally doesn't get there at all.

Not long ago a Powell graduate was given a $250,000 partnership

in recognition of his skill. He had climbed from $125 a month to $5,000 a

year, and declined $10,000 a year. A postal clerk in central New York
became tired of $25 a week
drudgery and became a Powell A J W^if^ye .Wantorl
student. A year later his own i"lU "I IICI O ¥ f CllilCU
agency had clients netting him
$6,000 a year.

These are mere examples of

what an ambitious, determined

young man or woman can ac-

complish with my personal help.

The Powell System, with over

fifteen }^ears of remarkable suc-

cess to its credit, is today able

to do more than

ever for those

who wish to climb

to high positions

and incomes. Bet-

ter send the
coupon today.

GEORGE H. POWELL
70 Temple Court, New York

Real Estate Selling
Development of large residen-

tial tracts has won fortunes for
the successful operators, while
thousands have "gone broke"
because they "didn't know how."
E. Milton Mosher, Beverly, Mass.,
is one who learned how. A part of

his letter of June 24, 19.16, reads:

"The Powell System was the
keynote coupling the foundation
on which I succeeded. I have
used the knowledge in creating
my career as a specialist operat-
ing high-grade real estate sub-
divisions—passed the million-
dollar mark."

Gov. Capper's Publications Have Several Powell Graduates

In the new 64-page Powell Art Prospectus you will read
the testimony of one of Gov. Capper's managers—a Powell
graduate—and how he enrolled for my scientific course
of training through the advice of another Capper man-
ager and Powell graduate. Fairly changes old notions
about the possibilities of the right kind of correspond-
ence instruction in advertising.
And now comes another Capper man—L. R. Booth,

whose portrait adjoins. He recently wrote an inquirer,
a part of which was: "The thing I liked most about the
Powell System is that it gets right down to business,
cutting out everything extraneous."
This is one secret as to the great success of Powell

graduates. They " know how " by practical experience.

A General Manager Who Began as Powell Student on

Advice of a Prominent Newspaper Man.
Mr. James A. Harvey, General Manager of the Star, Terre

Haute Ind says
; //gEORGEH.
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any young man. Since completing the ' *

Powell System my rapid advancement and
salary have been all that any one could
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the Ten e Haute Star, with a salary

equal in one day to what I pre-
viously received in a week."
Ambitious investigators will read with

interest, on page 60. of the new Powell y ^
Art Prospectus, the full story about / f a/Myvshs
Mr. Harvey's enrollment and the / f AUUXBhS'

opinion of the prominent news- /f
paper manager who recom
mended the Powell System
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THIS BOOK SHOWS YOU HOW TO LIVE
A HEALTHIER, HAPPIER, LONGER LIFE

"Self-preservation is the first law of Nature." In obedience to that law all should learn from
undoubted authorities how to preserve a healthful condition of body, to ward off disease, to care
for and feed the sick, as well as to render aid to the injured in emergencies. The need of this

book is all the more emphasized by the statement upon the highest medical authority that nearly all

of our ailments are produced and propagated by either our own ignorance or our own carelessness.

The Century Book of Health
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Favorite Picture Players
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GRACE CUNARD
has played since she was thirteen, first on the stage and then on the screen. Her especial

talent lies in the direction of emotional roles. She is a "Universal star.



ALLA NAZIMOVA
the Russian actress, has been associated with American stage and screen life for the last eleven

years. Most of the time she has starred in classical dramas of the type of "The War Brides,"

"The Doll's House," and "Comtesse Coquette." Only recently she was persuaded to enter

pictures after being convinced that pictures had been so perfected that they could faithfully por-

tray the best in high-standard plays. She is now playing for the Herbert Brenon Film Corporation.



STUART HOLMES
is justly famous as a player in villain roles, though he does not confine himself entirely to such
parts. His start in legitimate drama was gained with Henry E. Dixey in "Mary Jane's Pa "
and his later screen career was identified with the Biograph Company which "discovered" somany present-day, stars. He is now with Fox and some of his best-known plays are "UnderTwo Flags" and uHer Double Life." Mr. Holmes is a capable sculptor



ROBERT HARRON
left school at fourteen to become an errand boy in the Biograph studios. Almost immediately

he was cast for a minor part, his histrionic ability being recognized. "The Great Leap" was the

play in which he made his initial bow in a conspicuous role. Although only-twenty two he

has a lasting place in the hall of film fame. In his latest pictures he has been featured with

Mae Marsh, the last of these being "The Wharf Rat."



MAE MARSH
has many distinctions to her credit and among these is what has been called the shapliest head
in rilmdom. The crowning glory of this comely cranium is a wealth of closely coiled red hairAs a child she journeyed from one end of the country to the other with her family, finally
leaching ban Francisco in time for the earthquake. Her screen ambitions were discouraged
by her parents, but as soon as Griffith saw her he cast her for "The Escape," and her suc-
cess was assured.



CONWAY TEARLE
received his early training in the companies of no lesser personages than Sir Charles Wyndham

and Ellen Terrv. Also his theatrical education was gained in part under the guidance of his

father, Osmond Tearle. He has played supporting parts with Ethel Barrymore, Viola Allen

and Billie Burke. He entered pictures with the Famous Players Company, and is best-known

for his work in "The Common Law" with Clara Kimball Young. He is now with her company.



DORIS KENYON
was born in Syracuse, New York, in 1897, and in spite of the scant score of summers to her
credit she is an alumna of two colleges, and has risen to the rank of a star in filmdom. In
addition she had a brief but successful career on the stage, appearing in Victor Herbert's
"Princess Pat" as Coralie Bliss, in 1915. As a leading woman for the Paragon Company she
has played in "The Man Who Stood Still" and many other productions.



TOM MCORE
became an actor on his twenty-first birthday when he was signed to fill a juvenile role in a

stock company. Engagements with several other stock companies followed, and finally he

landed in pictures with the Kalem Company. It was then that he met Alice Joyce whom he

afterwards married. He has played in more than a hundred films and is now with Pathe.



CHARLOTTE WALKER
is a leading woman in the Thanhouser Company. She was born in Galveston, Texas in 1878
and her stage career dates from 1895. One of her first engagements was with Mansfield's
company, on tour, and she has appeared with numerous celebrities both here and in England
in her list of film successes are "Out of Darkness/' Lasky, and "Sloth," McClure.



ANITA KING
is not only a transcendental little actress but a transcontinental motorist. Recently she drove

an automobile alone from Los Angeles to New York. Later, she appeared in "The Race,"

a film play founded on this trip. She has played feature leads in many Lasky productions,

such as "Anton the Terrible" and "The Heir to the Hoorah." Miss King, in her early stage

career, was associated with Lillian Russell and Richard Goldman. She is five feet four inches,

weighs one hundred and thirty pounds, and has auburn hair and hazel eyes.



ROSCOE ARBUCKLE
began his motion picture career with Keystone three years ago as an extra man at three dollar
a day. To-day he is a star comedian and director with that company. Roscoe's laugh-pro-
voking stunts are inseparably linked with his corpulence in the popular mind. This, however
is an injustice to "Fatty." He is funny "inside" as well as exteriorly. The rollicking com'
edies which he writes prove him to be a humorist regardless of his size.



WILLIAM E. SHAY
is one of the few American actors who has worked before the camera abroad. He has seen

studio service in some of the leading capitals of Europe including Paris, Berlin, and Vienna,

In his own country he has achieved distinction in some of the most noteworthy productions

that have ever been screened. Some of these include "Les Miserables" and "The Ruling

Passion" (Fox), and Herbert Brenon's "War Brides." Previous to his screen career he played

with Mrs. Leslie Carter in "DuBarry" and "Zaza."
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DORIS GREY
sprang into public notice about a year ago when she was chosen the most beautiful girl at the

Exhibitors' ball in Boston. Soon afterward she was engaged by Thanhouser Company, and

recently rose to stardom in "Her Beloved Enemy" written especially for her. "What Dons

Did," which was Miss Grey's first picture, was a success. She is only nineteen years old,

and her personality is crowned with determined ambition and the enthusiasm of youth.
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KNIGHTS OF THE .45
Al Jennings, once leader of

"wanted" in almost every State

the "Long Riders," a band
in the union,

William S. Hart, w ho is an equally '"bad man"—in

iam S. continues to shoot, Mr. Jennings has re-

of outlaws that was
talking to his friend

pictures. While Will-

formed and is a lawyer.



Ah! So This Is New York
When Bessie Barriscale, with all her glittering star-
light, stepped off the train from the West to the
great metropolis, the bulbs of Broadway grew dim.

Sketches by
RAY ROHN By Gerald C. Duffy

-/ -/v,

HERE/' spake the.

boss, with that
'

'*"

gruff tone which
bosses are wont to use when
addressing those who work
for a livelihood, "I have an
assignment for you. I want
you to go out and see New
York. You must visit every corner of
the city. You must ride a bus on Fifth
Avenue you must shop in every large
store—but don't buy anything; you
must visit every swell restaurant and
cabaret, and—just see all you can."
To me that was like some one asking

a Sixth Avenue street-car conductor to
ride on a Sixth Avenue street car.

With narrowed eyes, I scrutinized the
speaker suspiciously; but there was not
the trace of a smile on his face, and I

knew that he must be in earnest.

"I may be Irish," I told him, "but
I carried a hod when Solomon's temple
was built. Why, man, I've never seen
anything except New York."

"That's not the point," he informed
me, rather coldly. "I want you to go
out and see the city."

"If it is anything that you would

like to know about

the cross streets," I re-

plied, "or if you are in doubt
about the first name of waiter

No. 28 at Maxim's, or if any
bartender has treated you in

an ungentlemanly manner, or

if you would like to find out
if the metropolis is in need of a new
Statue of Liberty or another United
Cigar Store, I am the latest edition of

the Encyclopedia of New York, includ-

ing index, with a complete volume of

Who's Who' for an appendix. I don't

have to go out to see the town."
There were reasons for my speaking

as I did. Every word was true, and
there was proof.

Now, although this is a story about
an actress, it is necessary that I say
something about myself to make things

clear—it is alwavs essential to the wa°f-

ging of a tail that the dog have a head.

So here you are

:

I was born on an avenue in New
York City which had for a name a

letter so close to the beginning of the

alphabet that I could say it before I

was old enough to understand its dis-
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grace. Very soon afterward, we
moved, and kept moving until I knew
all about every place from Park Row,
near the Brooklyn Bridge, to Million-

aires' Row, on Fifth Avenue. And
what I was not acquainted with about

the city I learned before I was much
past my twelfth birthday by being a

charter member of a gang of young-

sters who tried to break as many laws

as possible while they were so young
that the stern hand of justice could

not reach them.

I had been in every part of

the city except those which are

reserved as exclusive territory

for the sight-seeing busses with

green paint on the outside and

green people on the inside ; not

to mention the bills of that un-

patriotic hue that are collected

by the curly-haired men in
charge. I had been a hard-

working man in about every

kind of job that

didn't pay big
money, until
finally I ob-

tained a po-

sition which
c onnected
me with the

picture i n -

dustry.

All of
which is

told to indi-

cate that I

knew about

as much of

our great
city as any

one without

the imagi-

nation of O.

Henry.

And so it

i s evident

that when I

replied t o

"I can't hear a

word you say,

Bill, account of this

chicken chirpin' away

down here!"

m y employer a s I

had, I knew where-
of I spoke. He re-

garded me solemnly

for a moment after

I made my last

statement, and then

broke the silence.

"Well/'
he drawled,

shrouding
me in a

cloud of
blue smoke
so that I

could not
see his
smile, "of
course, if

you would
rather not go, I am
not going to insist.

The assignment is

just this : Miss
Bessie Barriscale is

coming to New
York to add her

glitter of starlight

to the incandescent

glory of Broadway.
She knows nothing

at all itbout the town.

I want a pen-and-
pencil record of her

sight-seeing tour of

New York. With you
on the graphite end
of the job, and an
artist for the draw-

ings, the
last word
o n explo-

rations stories

would be
scooped.
But, since

you do not

care—

"I guess

the place,

I ought to see

I cut in before
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he could say that he
would take Bessie

around himself. "If

Miss Barriscale wants to

see New York, it is not t

who am going to keep her
from doing it. I'll go
along for you. Say, she's

pretty, isn't she ?"

The man with a sketch-
bock and pencil in his pocket
and a silver-handled cane twirl-
ing picturesquely between the
fingers of his silk gloves took
hold of my arm and led

me into the lobby of an J|
outrageously expen
sively hotel on Broad
way. If he had no
taken me there, I

should have gone
right by it in

the direction

of the East
Side—I have al-

ways had a grave

suspicion of those

places that have
canopies over the

sidewalk to pre-

vent their guests

from being sun-

burned on the

way to their auto-

mobiles.

The interior

w a s beautifully

BIS

decorated, and
the carpet on the

floor gave one the

i m p ression of

quicksand. The
management was very considerate
of its patrons in providing such
a soft place for them to faint on
when they received their bills.

We walked to the desk, and
.
sent

up my name to Miss Barriscale.

She said she would be down

There you can

dance and have

your toes tram-

pled by such
celebrities that

you will boast

of the fact as

long as you lire.

immediately. The gentleman
of art and myself had just
completed a careful study of
interior decorations when a
wonderful medley of blond
hair, dancing brown eyes,

and general beauty fluttered

across the lobby, and we met
Bessie Barriscale.

The most interesting thing to a
visitor in New York is how de-
lightfully unlike New York it is in
its secluded corners. As a rule,

when a stranger comes to the great
city, die first thing that he inquires
for is Bohemia. Miss Barriscale
proved no exception. Therefore,

^ the most natural thing for us
m to do at twelve o'clock on a

hungry day with a

visitor from the

woolly West was
to visit a quaint

little restau-

rant, atmospher-
ically foreign,

situated in the

back yard of a

tea room on
Fortieth Street,

just east of

\ clanging Broad-
way.

When the
awning man
made the cano-

pies for Bessie's

hotel, he cut off

a few extra yards
to shade epicureans

from the blazing

sun of Bohemia.
They are in the

form of giant par-

asols that seem to

grow out of the rough
wood tables in the yard,

and, when we were
seated, the handle re-

minded me very unpleas-
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antly of a theater seat behind a post. I

couldn't see anything of Bessie except

an occasional blond hair that struggled

loose from its tight moorings and

waved within my range of vision.

Bessie made a few inquiries regard-

ing the location of our lunching place,

and finally came forth with a revela-

tion that was not only surprising, but

coincidentally interesting.

"I was born in New York City, you

know/ 4 she said, "and lived here when
I was a little girl. The only reason

that I do not know much about the

great town now is because I went away
early in life at the call of the stage, and

have not seen it for a long while. But,

sitting beneath the beach parasols here

in Bohemia, I just happened to catch

sight of something familiar. See that

house over there?"

Bessie pointed over a board fence

that serves as the boundary line be-

tween Bohemia and a Chinese laundry

at a wooden structure a few doors far-

ther from Broadway. We saw the

house and nodded.

"Well," she continued, "if any one

writes my history, I am going to insist

on one chapter being devoted to that

house. It's strange that you should

take me to lunch almost next door to it.

"When I was a very young girl

—

young enough to live in Broadway's

back yard without having to fear its

dangers—my aunt lived in that house.

And here is a bit of relationship that

you never heard of, no doubt.

"My aunt's- name was Taliaferro, and

she ran a booking office there for stage

players. I used to love to come down
and sit around afternoons, watching the

actors pass in and out. Some were

famous ; others were looking for jobs

in Broadway shows where they could

carry spears or announce a carriage or

anything else that would pay enough to

buy their meals. They were great peo-

ple to me then.

"And one of the first people I ever

met there was some one you know. Her
name is Mabel Taliaferro—we used to

pronounce it 'Toliver.' I haven't met

her now for some time, but I have seen

The old Western stagecoaches could not' compare to crossing Madison Square on the Fifth Avenue bus

*0
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And so we went to Bohe.

mia—next door to a

Chinese laundry.

her. How is that

for a bit of unpub-
lished history?"

Neither of us answered,
too busy with our pencils.

The conversation turned around cor-

ners and did somersaults after this rev-

elation until we finally found ourselves

talking "shop," and decided that the

time had come to call the white-aproned
Consul of Bohemia and get passports
that would permit us to leave the

country.

We stepped out on the sidewalk with-
out knowing where to go next, but
found ourselves wandering naturally

again toward that magnet of humanity,
the Great White Way. We went up as

far as Forty-second Street. As we
walked along, Bessie confided to us that

she had never been behind the scenes

since her last stage appearance. Right
then and there we agreed to amble
down to the New Amsterdam roof and
witness the bevy of beauties of the

Xew Midnight Frolic go through an
undress rehearsal.

"We'll see lots of interesting things

there," our artist friend suggested

as we trudged gayly through the

throngs. And we did—about thirty of

them ! Our pencils became paralyzed

immediately upon our entrance. And,
as for ourselves, every time our hearts

beat, we could feel ourselves rise up
a few inches from the floor.

We stood at the threshold and
looked. Bessie smiled; but we were
bashful and self-conscious. There were
something over a score and ten girls

—beautiful, wondrous girls—gathered

about the great room, some lounging,

some dancing, some skipping and flit-

ting hither and thither about. It is not

hard to imagine how two susceptible

young men were affected by such a wil-

derness of fascinating damsels.

The rehearsal was merely for the

singing and dancing; and the girls had
not bothered about the stiff, varicolored

costumes which they wear at the eve-

ning performance. They were clad,

for the most part, in tights and little
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bloomers, some with stockings and

some without stockings. One little mor-

sel of humanity who crouched her slen-

der form into a corner shyly, had come
to work in a pair of silken pajamas, and

seemed quite set back when she learned

that company had called—she was not

dressed to meet guests. The huge bulk

of Ned Wayburn, which seemed to be

more fitted to grace a football field than

a dance floor, was turned with its back

toward us. It seemed strange to see

him watch light cross steps of the danc-

ers and comment with the same gruff

voice he would have used in coaching

thrilling plays and passes with the pig-

skin on a college gridiron.

There were three girls lounging in

a corner—one stretched across three

chairs with an impudent leg raised ceil-

ingward—and they were obviously ad-

miring the beauty of their exposed

—

hosiery. Suddenly one turned and

stared directly at us. She smiled. Bes-

sie smiled. But we two knights of the

lead pencil shivered and shook. The
girl on the chair whispered to her

companions, and they looked toward

us. Sudden-
ly there was

thirty or more girls rushed in our di-

rection. We scratch-paper scribes,

both of us, glanced at each other

and were about to take to the door

when we found ourselves completely

surrounded by a mob of beauty. But
in another instant we were some-

what relieved at learning that the pha-

lanx of femininity had come to take

possession of the famous motion-pic-

ture actress who was with us.

Bessie had been recognized and was
acclaimed queen. No one would be

satisfied until she had done "a turn."

Her gracious majesty introduced us as

subjects—rather a compound subject,

as it were. The crowd led her. off to

a piano in a corner of the room near

the glass runway that has made the

Frolic famous and given the wives of

New York a place where they can be

sure of getting their husbands on the

telephone when they stay downtown
on business in the evenings. Let it be

explained that the runway extends over

the tables and has a glass floor so

ff that the people dining below may
watch the dancing as it goes on over

their heads .

without mak-
ing thos at
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other tables remove their hats. On
looking up, then, instead of the fan-

tastic toes of dancers, we saw only the

heavy shoes of carpenters. They were
remodeling the dining room. Hammers
were pounding and boards dropping in

rhythmic discord with the piano player.

Bessie consented to sing. A
gentleman, with rolled-up sleeves

and a felt hat, kindly offered to

accompany her. But the song
did not last long. One of the

members of the labor union,

who was working close beside

Bessie, had been conversing

antiphonally with a fellow

worker on the glass runway.

Just as she reached a mellow
high C, he cried out above the

din :

"I can't hear a word you say,

Bill, account o' this chicken

chirpin' away down here."

And Bessie obligingly agreed

to suspend the concert while he
talked. Mr. Wayburn came
strolling across the floor to

greet Bessie. After everybody
had shaken hands around, the

fair contingent of dancers dis-

persed and went back to work.

We went out of the room and
down to the street, but it was
not until we were on the side-

walk that Bessie and I noticed

that our artist companion had missed
the elevator in his interest in one of
the new steps—or steppers.

I confess I was quite happy when I

noticed his absence, and would have
introduced and passed a motion, had I

been in the majority, to the effect that

we continue our travels about the world
of wonders or the city of sophistication,

without him. To my way of thinking,

and meaning no disrespect, it was a case

of two being a company. But there was
no such chance, and we had to wait,

much to my sorrow, until the elevator

boy went up again and dragged his man

JI

Those who were

completely clad

wore sweaters.

from the harem. Bessie was making a

strong hit with me, I am frank to ad-

mit—regardless of who is flattered.

Every time she turned those great,

brown eyes of limitless roundness upon
me, I was seized with an almost irre-

pressible desire to run away and get

a Turkish bath to take the steam
out of me.

In another minute a cane

showed itself in the doorway,
and to it was attached a large

embodiment of intrusion wear-
ing an exceedingly happy smile

that reminded one of a movie
villain who had just slain a hero
and captured a movie heroine

for himself—which he did do,

when he came between us and
took Bessie's arm.

What happened during the

next fifteen minutes is some-
thing that is not quite clear to

me, for we were more absorbed
in the excitement of going some-
where than we were in getting

anywhere. But at the end of

that time, I found myself
planted directly in the heart of

fashionable society, and close

beside me was Miss Bessie. We
were in a "low-neck" cab, jaunt-

ing as swell-chestedly down
Fifth Avenue as plutocratic po-

tentates. A half an hour in this

delirium of lights and limousines was
sufficient for us. We drew up at a

department store with a wonderful
window display, and we promptly dis-

missed the cab in favor of a shopping-

expedition.

With a mock show of seriousness, we
inspected every dress, gown, suit, and
coat but three or four that the store

had in stock. Then Bessie declared,

to the disgruntlement of floorwalkers

and salesgirls, that she couldn't find

"just what she was looking for," and
we went out again.

It was getting late, and the dark
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Bessie

enjoyed

tea in a

little

shop on

"Million

aire's

Row:

cloak of twi-

light in-
wrapped
Fifth Ave-
nue. The clang-

ing of bells and

horns, and the

piercing, shimmer-

ing, dancing lights of automobiles in-

fected us with the champagne optimism

of nocturnal New York.

The Great White Way is a place of

easy spending and razzle-day recrea-

tion. It has been said that fifty dol-

lars, carefully spent, would buy a return

ticket from a given point and back

again, with a visit to most points of

interest. There are many reasons for

seeing New York—for seeing Broad-

way is seeing the city—in this manner.

To begin with, a single-trip ticket is

far more expensive than a return one.

It costs more not to come home than

it does to do so. Moreover, the fifty

dollars must be carefully expended, and

who in that chattering, laughing, merry

crowd spends his money carefully?

When Bessie alighted from the taxi,

which we had taken, on the Way of the

Wayward, all the shimmering electric

arcs and nervous street lights seemed

suddenly to grow dim. The splendor

of Broadway radiated from Miss Bar-

riscale herself.

Every one who has ever stood at that

crossroad of life and destiny—the cor-

ner of Forty-second and the Great

White Way—knows that a two weeks'

trip up and down the latter highway-
traveling by night and sleeping by day
—-will enable one to see just about two-

thirds of its wonders.

But we were seeing New
York in a day and had

other places to visit yet.

So Bessie had to be con-

tent with a view of

the famous axis of

society as it might be

seen during a lightning

flash.

For an hour we
surged with the ebb

and tide of slumming
humanity. " S 1 u m -

ming" is the vernacu-

lar term

for being

extrava-

as

We

extravagant

gant places

your money
saw witching

dances, heard

drippy melo-
dies from
weary orches-

tras ; and Avher

we were thor

oughly inocu

lated with the

serum of ec-

stasy and felt

it beginning to

course through

our veins and

pocketbooks.
we hied our-

selves off to

other regions.

According to

plans, we
walked to

Nero York's king of the streets

rules with an iron hand.
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Bessie looked at

every dress in the

store but four.

Fifth Avenue, mounted a

bus, and rode toward the

Hotel Majestic, that Eden
of society, where you can
eat, drink, and be merry
until you have your fill of
fun and folly. There
you can dance and
have your toes tram-
pled by such celebri-

ties that you will

boast of the fact as

long as you live.

Under the spell of

bacchanalian revelry

and the romantic
strains of music, I

became entranced. Bessie and I sat

together on a leathered seat and chatted

of many things. Making the most of

my time while my good-natured
rival, - the artist, was conversing
with a friend he had met, we
danced unceasingly.

The rhythm of her

grace and the radiance

of her smile en-

grossed me. Every
man, whether he

admits it or not,

nourishes a half-con-

scious thought that he will

some day marry a motion-
picture actress. I even ven-
ture to go further: Every
man, in his own mind, has
picked out the particular star

whom he would long to pos-
sess as his life's soul mate.
But, be that as it may, I con-
fess that my dreams drifted

with the sweet cadences of
music, and in imagination I

built castles of happiness. It

grew late. The crowd in the

room thinned. Only a few,

tables were occupied. Bes-
sie and I wTere dancing. I

looked down at her and a football hero, but pre-

whispered
: fers to coach dancing.

"I hope you have seen New York as
pleasantly as I have to-day." She
smiled graciously. "It's a shame that

you can't be here always," I added.
"It is," she said. "But there are
many things that keep me on the

coast. My home is there,

you know."

"Oh, yes," I said,

"your home is there.

But then, you know,
we have some

very nice homes in

the East here. It would
be easy enough to get a lit-

tle place in New York, now
that you know the town so

well, that would be just as

nice and cozy as Los Angeles.
We have the Gulf Stream in

our ocean, you know, and it

keeps one so warm and fine.

There are many advantages."
"But the disadvantages are

greater, I fear," replied Bessie.

I did not think she meant any-
thing personal by the remark, be-

cause I was sure that one day
with me would not want her to

A rear elevation of Ned Put a whole, great continent

Waybum, who might be between us. But, neverthe-
less, I was somewhat unable
to refute her.
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The music stopped for a moment,

and the orchestra changed pieces.

When it. started again I could feel my
brow wrinkle up in an expression of

mystification. There was something

unusual about it. At first I thought that

it was a Hawaiian piece, and I was
about to tell Bessie that a jump from

Bohemia to Hawaii in the same day

was too much for me and it couldn't

be done. But just as my lips parted to

make the assertion, the music stopped

as if it had run into something and then

stuttered for a moment. Bessie chuck-

led gleefully.

"Oh," she exclaimed, "the new Lon-

don Taps. You must dance this."

If Bessie spoke to you that way, you

would have felt that you must, too, and

you would have tried as hard as I did.

When the dance was half over we
had already learned something—we
knew why that famous "taps" is worded
"I can't get 'im up; I can't get 'im

up," et cetera. After every person on

the floor had ''tapped" on our feet two

or three times we steered toward the

tables and sank down in a chair. And
any one who could have gotten us up

would have had a just right to change

the verse of "taps."

Between winces Bessie murmured

:

"We don't have dances in Los Angeles.

They don't allow it."

"What a shame !" I said. Now you

certainly must live in the East. A
home is such a movable thing. You
know, some one has said very aptly that

'the home is where the heart is.' You
have heard that, I suppose?"

And then came the blow.

"Oh, yes," Bessie said naively, "that

is the main reason—that and my work
—why I prefer the Pacific coast. That
is where my heart is."

"Do you mean in your work?" I

queried, hanging on to my last hope.

"No, no!" She dashed the hope on

the ground and annihilated it. "You
see, my husband is West, too."

"Husband !"- I echoed mournfully,

and my ethereal palaces crumbled upon
my head.

"Certainly," she went on, innocently

and frankly. "Howard Hickman and
I have been married these seven years,

as Rip van Winkle would put it."

"Oh !"

I suddenly thought of one place in

New York that I had not seen that day,

and craved for a sight of it—alone.

The artist came over to our table after

the dance, and I left him with Bessie.

I shook hands, said farewell, with the

best show of unconcern that I could

muster—and went off to look at the

cold, cold water at the Battery, just

at the point where New York City and
foolish hopes come to an abrupt end.

A ride in a ''low neck'' cab put us in fashionable society.
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Off with the
Old Reel-
By Lucille Lee Stewart

The year is gone; farewell to sweet 'Sixteen,

With all its hopes and fears. Hail 'Seventeen!

'T'HE New Year's like the starting of

4 a reel,

That breathless moment when, for woe
or weal,

Another play begins What
will it be?

What joy or sorrow will Life's screen

reveal?

\ The memories of other reels por-

tend

\ Struggle, perhaps disaster—Heaven

forfend

That in this new reel, which we've

just begun

With joy, there should be aught

but to commend.

We are not mere spectators of

the play:

Each has a part; each has his

lines to say;

P Each has his value, never

mind how small;

Let's make the most of it while

here we stay.

Lucille And though its true no scnp is in
Lee i i

Stew- our hands,

ar̂ No acts rehearsed, yet back of us
picture ,i . J
favor- there stands

The Great Dictator, who, with

still small voice,

The players in the newest reel

commands.



Greetings to 1917 from the

pen of a film star

We may obey, or scout the sti.I

small voice,

For in the reel of Life we have

our choice;

Cast for the parts of heroes,

we may balk

And run amuck, nor make the

world rejoice.

Or we may hearken to the Prompter's

cry:

Doing the right thing as the mo-
ments fly;

Speaking the kindly word,

and putting forth

The best that's in us—never

asking: Why?

So shall this newest reel

be best of all:

Conscious of duty done,

whate'er befall,

Let's play our parts and

make it—andwe can—
A reel that we'll be eager

to recall.

Life's shadow play we may not

comprehend:

At times the bitter task our hearts

will rend.

What matters—if we hear the words,

"Well done!"

In commendation when we reach

"the end?"

3



Types Street
A very interesting place is this—the street

of contrast and the haven of the extra.

By Charles Phelps dishing

H OW does that old nursery rhyme

run?

Rich man, poor man, beggar man, thief,

Doctor, lawyer, merchant, chief.

No matter. I was only trying to re-

call the list in connection with Types

Street. In semblance, at least, you may
find the whole list, and ever so many
other sorts and conditions of men, in

a five-minute search in Types Street.

Like the Great White Way, which

is on the map of New York City as

"Broadway," Types Street has another

name. It is listed in the official guide

books as "West Forty-sixth." Too
colorless a label by far for so colorful

a place. Is there anywhere in the

world a street so full of contrasts?

Here is a fellow you would take to be

a magnate from Wall Street, chatting

amiably with a Russian nihilist. Here
is as dangerous a type of the vampire

lady as the heart could dread, but she

is strolling- arm in arm with an ador-

ably sweet-faced grandmother. You
have to step off of the sidewalk to get

past a fat man ; and what you mistook

at first for a lamp-post is also human
—just another type.

Here are dapper young chaps who
might be clubmen from upper Fifth

Avenue, but they
scorn not to mingle
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Mr. Stern filling a cast with happy players. He pays no fabulous salaries, but he does get

work for players.
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with the sort

o f lowbrows
you so often

see pictured in

mob scenes.
Just as you
pause to ad-

mire this tab-

leau of Democ-
racy Realized,

a police ser-

g e a n t inter-

poses his bulk

into the fore-

ground of the

scene and dis-

perses the
group with a

muttered
warning

:

"Up stage,

boys ! Move
on ! Keep the corner clear

!"

Don't nastily surmise from the "up
stage" that Forty-sixth Street in the
neighborhood of Broadway is a haven
of character actors who work in the
"legitimate." It may have been in the
past, but to-day a majority of the types
of Types Street are making their liv-

ing in the movies. They frequent
Types Street, waiting for something to

turn up. No less than fifteen hundred
persons in New York City are depend-
ing in whole or in part upon irregular

employment in the movies, working in

smaller roles or as "extras." Nearly
a dozen Forty-sixth Street agencies

—

one of these the headquarters of the
newly organized "Motion Picture Extra
Players' Association"—supply assorted

types, mobs, soldiers, and the like to

the directors of film companies.
Any day in the week, Sundays not

excluded, Types Street drives its

flourishing trade, but, to see it at its

best, drop in some sunshiny morning.
Make your way west on Forty-sixth
Street from Sixth Avenue. Along
about the middle of the first block you

begin to dis-

cover types.
One swarm
buzzes around
the front of a

skyscraper
building whose
lofty sides are

blazoned with
the signs of a

number of
moving-picture

corporations.
By the way,
who was it

w h o declared

that blondes

are a doomed
race ? Let him
take a stroll in

Types Street,

and he will

soon enough find out that blond young
ladies are making a rather valiant last

stand. But then there are two drug-

stores on the next corner, vending
peroxide. He might offer that as a

lame excuse for the apparent col-

lapse of his theory. Out of various
basement restaurants pop up more
types—rich man, poor man, beggar
man, thief. But they are not so rich,

not so poor, not so villainous as they

appear.

Where Broadway and Types Street

and Seventh Avenue intersect, the four
corners are appropriately occupied by
drug stores, a bar, and a pawnbroker's
shop and whenever you find these

ideal lounging places unadorned by
types, it is because a police sergeant has

just passed by and herded them up
stage.

West of Broadway the types are

even more numerous and varied.

Matinee girls and matrons, heroes and
varlets, juveniles and venerables

—

white, black, and brown—they stream

up and down the worn sidewalks and
in and out of the agency offices. The

Name

Address 7f<$ Ago/- /?-% St. C^L
Telephone ^^^^jt<^^^__SpIP

TYPE ha^c^c^z,
AGE j t^gu^
HEIGHT ytf. /
WEIGHT /^/
COL. EYES OC^r/^

MEN WOMEN
FULL DRESS EVENING GOWN Y4*>
TUXEDO CAPES ^A^-
FLANNELS - SUMMER CLOTHES

DANCE: SWIM:- Jg* R,DE:- f
H°RSE fa>

f
I MOTORCYCLE SlO

.

REMARKS
:
- l%CC£<

f
CXA&0^~ C^©4 fi?Tr Zst^Jffo^eJl

An. application card that tells an actress' story at a glance.
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icK Man

heart of the street is

this long row of old

brownstone houses,
fronting north. Harry
von Tilzer's ragtime

foundry pounds out

an endless free con-

cert for the counter-

marching procession.

The sun mounts in

a clear sky and the

telephone bells in the

agency offices are jin-

gling frantically. Step
one of the offices—any one on the street can
point them out-. On benches or long lines of

camp chairs the types sit, waiting the call of

opportunity..

Have a seat. No one will notice you if you
don't happen to be a pronounced type.

Bl-l-ling! goes a telephone bell. The man-
ager, sitting by the front window of what

in the past was doubtless a parlor, takes down
the receiver and reaches for a pad and pencil
Some of the hungrier types slide forward to

the edges of their seats in anticipation.

"Yep ! You're talkin' to him now. Sure,
I've got just what you want. Wait a minute."
The manager's fingers skim over a card index
a few moments. "Hello ! How about this one ?

Five foot seven, one hundred and forty pounds,
gray hair, blue eyes, and a full wardrobe.
Twelve years' experience as a mother in some

of the best companies. O. K. ? Any-
thing else I can do for you. All right-
shoot. 'Girls for a swell millinery shop.

Five-six or over, one

into

Poor Man

hundred and fifteen

pounds, good figures,

and know how to wear
a hat.' Gotchu. Drop
in at noon and I can
give you your pick of

a hundred. Thanks.
Good-by."

A banker, a vam-
pire, a kiddie of three

with blond
curls, a college

football team,

or a hundred soldiers—the manager

has them all in his card index and can

rush them into action before a camera

in less time than it takes to call out the

police reserves. Mobs furnished day or

night. Look over our choice line of fat

and slim comedians. A gypsy, a Hindu,
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an expert military horseman, a doctor, a chauf-
feur, a diver—if you don't see what you want,
ask for it. We carry a full line of stock.

One of the most interesting labor-clearing

houses in Types Street is No. 234, headquar-
ters of the Motion Picture Extra Players'

Association, Branch No. 30 of the White Rats
Actors' Union. The offices occupy a suite in

one of the old brownstones. At the desk, by
the front window, sits the union's organizer,

Isadore Stern. By his shell-rimmed glasses

and youthful air you might pick him as

a college type and not be wrong.
As a matter of fact, he is a stu-

dent in New York
University, and when
he pulls out a drawer
in the flat-top desk and
starts to rummage
around for some
portrait heads to show
you, he discloses by
mistake a drawerful
of schoolbooks.

The story of how
the union was or-

ganized is a page |
out of this plucky

to be paid off, the

agency offered him the
princely wage of a dol-

lar and a half.

Mr. Stern boiled

over with rage. He
refused t h e money
with appropriate com-
mentary. It struck him
all of a' sudden that

the trouble was not
with the movie di-

rectors, but with the

agencies. The movies
were doubtless paying

twice as much for his services that day as
he received. Half of his wage had gone into the
pockets of a greedy middleman. Why not or-
ganize the "extra people" into a protective
union? He thought the matter over on his way
home, and ended by having a confab with an

official of the White Rats. This official was

young man's brief biography.
He was helping to pay his own
way through college by working occa-

sionally at odd jobs. He wrote for the

newspapers; he hired out as an "extra man"
for the movies. One day he labored ten

hours before the camera, and, when he came
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A photograph that could only have been taken

on Tenth Avenue or Types Street. They are

^msM&-- three actors ready

for a day's vil-
Mi

Pill!
mm

.. if'
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a good sportsman. Out' of his own
pocket he advanced the organizer

money enough to rent a hall, and the

White Rats printed some handbills for

him.
• Mr. Stern reflected that he must get

somebody to speak. He went to Clara

Kimball Young, who, apparently, has

a heart as beautiful as her face, for she

not only adorned the rostrum that eve-

ning but contributed like a Lady Boun-
tiful to the campaign fund, as well. The
organizer enlisted fifty-six new mem-
bers that first evening, and there is no

reason to doubt that the union's fiftv-

seven represented all of the justly fa-

mous varieties. At this writing—seven

weeks later—the organization numbers

nearly eight hundred.

By the time this squib

sees print, they may
be housed in a sump-

tuous clubhouse and

number fifteen hun-

dred, or they may be

scattered to the win-

ter winds. Mr. Stern,

who is as frank as he'

is bold, will admit the

possibility of either

future.

"Just now/' he ex-

plains, "there's a big

fight on me because

I'm under age. Maybe
the whole union will

go to smash. I don't

know. Will they have

jjjj&jjjg
sense enough to keep

I
together? The other...
agencies are doing all

they can to break us

up, and maybe
they'll succeed. But
w e'v e accomplished

one thing—we extra

people are getting

treated far better
now than we ever

were before. We've
cut a big slice out of the middleman's

former profits. If we hang together,

we'll drive those agency fellows to the

wall. If we don't—well, I guess Broad-

way will have the laugh on me, and

we'll be right back where we started."

Wages for extra people are graded

according to the nature of the demands
upon the performers' talent. In mob
scenes, which can be played by un-

skilled labor, the extras are lucky to

collect one dollar and fifty cents a day.

Where better art and costumes are re-

quired, the wages run on an
. ascending

scale, two dollars and fifty cents, three

dollars, three dollars and fifty cents,

A wealthy young college man and tiro friends—who are glad to work

for five dollars a day.
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five dollars, and seven dollars and fifty

cents. A few types who show talent

for acting and no aversion to hard

work steadily climb out of the "extra"

class into regular jobs—hitch their

wagons to a star.

The task of organizing the extras is

made more difficult by the constant in-

flux of amateurs. A few of the well-

to-do who are stage-struck work before

the camera for the fun of a new ex-

perience, and hundreds of men and
women out of a job and eager to ob-

tain temporary employment work for

shouting a dialogue between Hubert
Dangerfield and an imperiled heroine
named Musette. I can recall of this

only one noble line : "Strike me ! Here
I stand !"

Along about five o'clock a telephone

order came in for forty girls, five feet

seven or more, weight about one hun-
dred and fifteen, to be put through their

paces for a "swell ballroom" scene.

Mr. Stern promised a large selection,

and was as good as his word. At six

There is envi/ fur some ami pride for others when work is given out—but such is the way of the ''extra.''

short intervals for the movies and add
to the general disorganization of the

trade. No wonder young Mr. Stern

will hazard no guess about the union's

future.

On the day I interviewed him a good
many butchers happened to be idle, and
three or four of them made applica-

tion that afternoon at union headquar-

ters for work as actors. The younger
faction of the union appeared to be

somewhat restless and inclined to loud

conversation. Mr. Stern had to repri-

mand an East Side gangster and a

handsome juvenile "idle rich" for

o'clock a movie director came in to

look them over, and there were so

many that the suite was packed, and

he had to stand on a chair to get a

view. The scene looked a little like a

bargain-counter rush in the Christmas-

holiday season for a while, but, after a

painful process of elimination, the di-

rector got what he wanted, mopped his

forehead, and departed.

Then Mr. Stern took an armful of

schoolbooks out of the desk and started

off up Types Street to a night class in

the university—a type himself, and of

the best.



Whom the Gods Destroy
"How can man die better

Than facing fearful odds

For the ashes of his fathers

And the temples of his gods?'

Bv Will H. Johnston

Featuring MARC MacDERMOTT
and ALICE JOYCE

From the Vitagraph picture by Cyrus Townsend

Brady and J. Stuart Blackton

IT
was the best of times, it

was the worst of times ; it was U
the time of hope, it was the time ^

of despair; it was the time of success,

it was the time of failure; it was the

time of joy, it was the time of gloom;

to one man it presaged the rebirth of

the Irish nation—for these scenes are

laid in the little, green isle—and to an-

other it meant only the lengthening of

the chain that has bound the distressful

country to England for many dreary

years.

The two young men who discussed

the situation over the tea table at Castle

O'Xeill one afternoon in August, 1914,

represented these diametrically opposed

views. Both had the cause of Ireland

at heart, but one of them was sublimely

optimistic, the other profoundly

pessimistic. To Leslie Leigh, an

English officer, but a Home Ruler

and a stout supporter of Redmond's

policy of compromise, the outlook for

a separate parliament for Ireland in

College Green was bright ; to his

chum, Sir Denis Esmond, a hot-headed

member of the Sinn Fein, and a bitter

opponent of the Redmond plan, Ire-

land's dream of emancipation was as

far from realization as ever,

''Conciliation—that's the new note in

human affairs/' said Leigh. He was

smooth-faced, boyish looking, and took

the world smilingly. ''The old days of

using a club on a man to get what you

want are gone."

Denis Esmond was a different type.
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Deeply serious, with strong lines on his

face, he had brooded long on the fate

of Ireland, and hated England with an
undying hatred. His mother, the gentle

Lady Esmond, had done her best to

make him think more kindly of the

"tyrant Albion," pointing out to him
that the days of tyranny were over ; but
Sir Denis, biting at his mustache to

keep back the angry words, had refused
to revise his opinion. He caught up
Leigh's words now, and in the rich,

deep brogue which he used at times

retorted: "No club, did ye say? I'm
thinkin' England applied a pretty big

club in the case of the Boers, didn't

she?"

"Und look at der Balkan States,"

put in Carl Bergoner, the handsome
young German civil engineer who
seemed to have plenty of money and
plenty of time at his disposal, and who
was a frequent guest at Castle O'Neill.

"Austria iss going to use der big stick

on Servia—und she vill deserve it

—

and Russia vill use der club on Aus-
tria, und France vill help Russia, und
Germany vill help Austria, und dere

von't be any talk of vat you call

conciliation ; und England vill

S q u ire

O'Neill
choked on
a muffin.

"Mercy!"
he cried.
"A young
man's im-

agination
is the most
amazing
thing in

the world.

Sure, now,
you're not
so foolish

to believe

there is to

be a world 11A man isn't fit to be a man who
war !" for the

Carl is quite right, father." It was
Mary O'Neill who spoke. 'The Prin-
cess Mary" she was styled by the vil-

lagers
; and if beauty and grace be

essentials to royalty, she looked the
part. But Miss Mary O'Neill had no
very high opinion of the princesses she
had met. She was a sober-minded
young woman. There was loveliness in

her face, but it was instinct with intel-

ligence. Speak of Ireland's future, and
her great, hazel eyes would flash, for
Ireland was her passion. "We have
to face the facts, father," she went on.

"Any day the match may be applied
to the powder mill of Europe, and mil-
lions of human lives may be snuffed
out. You call it the imagination of a

young man, but Carl is quite right, and
I believe his prophecy. He is one of

the wisest boys I know."
Whereat the young German blushed,

and the other two young men at the

table looked daggers at him, for they
were both very much in love with the
girl.

There was silence for a moment, then
Leigh drawled: "Carl laid it on a bit

too thick, don't you think, old

chap? England has but to say
the word, and Austria will

down."

Esmond
tugged savagely

at his mustache.

He turned
wrath fullv o n

his friend.

"Be the
powers,
m e bhoy,

ye seem to

think that

England is

the boss
of the
wor-rld!"
he e x -

clai m e d.

"Let me
isn't willing to fight and die

sod"
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tell ye if Austhria wants to make war,

Johnny Bull can't shtop her."

And, as if in confirmation of his be-

lief, Father McCarthy entered, his man-
ner excited, evidently the bearer of

great news.

"The worst has happened," he said,

mopping his face. "Austria has de-

clared war on Servia. Russia is mo-
bilizing, and Germany will rush to the

defense of her ally. It means the world

in arms."

The four men and the girl had

sprung from their chairs and gathered

around the good priest, who spread the

evening paper before them.

"It's not the worst; it's the best!"

muttered Denis deep in his mustache.

"England's extremity will be Ireland's

opportunity."

Carl overheard him and whispered

something in his ear—a message that

sent the blood to his cheeks and made
him look furtively about.

"Friends, I've got to hurry back to

join my company," said Leigh. And,

with a smile in his eyes, he added:

"Lieutenant Leslie St. George Leigh,

on behalf of his majesty the king, in-

vites every able-bodied man to jump
into khakis and do his bit. No use

inviting you to come along, Denis, you

unforgiving young Turk?"

Denis Esmond returned the smile,

but there was bitterness in his voice

as he answered : "What ! Fight for

England, the oppressor ? Never ! No
Esmond has ever fought for England,

nor ever will
!"

Leigh shrugged his shoulders. "Too
bad, old chap. You're making a mis-

take. My advice is to try to make
friends with England ; follow the lead

of John Redmond "

"Redmond has betrayed us."

"Have it your own way. I am only

giving you my opinion. At least you
and I won't quarrel. Good-by, old

chap." Then to the young German

engineer: "Auf wiedersehen, Carl.

You're a good fellow, if you are a Ger-

man. Hope I don't clap eyes on you
across the trenches. If I do, I guess

I'll have to try to pot you, just as

you'll try your darnedest to return the

compliment. It's a tough world. Take
my tip and hurry back home, or you'll

be interned in a British camp. So long,

everybody. Wish me good luck, and
pray hard for a quick return of peace.

Mary, a minute or two with you?"
Fie walked with the girl to the door.

"I didn't think this was going to break

loose so sudden, little girl," he said,

"That's why I've got to speak abruptly.

Mary, I love you—haven't you a word
for me before I go?"

She gave him her hands. "Yes

—

and the word is, 'Wait !' I'm fond of

you, Leslie, very fond of you. But

Ireland is first in my heart. When she

is free—perhaps
"

And with this he had to be content.

When Mary returned to the tea room
she found Carl the center of interest.

In his halting English he was setting

forth a desperate plan which, as the

girl listened, drove from her mind all

thoughts of the man who had gone to

do his bit for his country. It was
nothing less than an Irish rebellion,

aided by Germany, that he proposed.

Denis Esmond and he were to sail in

a steam trawder for Holland and make
their way to Berlin, where they were

to lay their proposal before the war
staff. Carl promised that a submarine

with arms and ammunition for the Irish

people would be dispatched without

delay.

"In von month," he finished, "you

vill be home mit money und guns. Ger-

many vill gladly help you to break

der yoke of England."

The fire of fanaticism flamed in the

eyes of the Irish girl as she listened.

"Splendid!" she cried. "It is our

chance to strike for freedom. You will
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"You will have the undying gratitude of a people that has struggled long for freedom.

go, Denis? It means risking your life,

but "

"111 dare anything, acushla, for the
sake of ould Ireland and you," he an-
swered. "Go? Of course I'll go. If

I have your blessing and the blessing

of my countrymen, I care not how great
the risk."

Before the day was ended there was
a secret meeting of the leaders of the
Sinn Fein in Castle O'Neill. Details
of the great project were arranged, and
Carl and Denis boarded the trawler,

outward bound on a voyage that spelled

hope for Ireland. There had been a
tearful leave-taking between Denis and
his gentle mother, but Mary was there
to comfort Lady Esmond and paint a
rosy future for the downtrodden coun-
try as a result of the hazard taken by
her son.

"Denis will come back with glory,"

she cried, her eyes gleaming. "He will

be remembered in the history of Ire-

land."

But the mother clung to her boy.
^Denis, dear, don't go," she pleaded,
"This rash undertaking will only end
in disaster and death. And you are all

I have."

He kissed her tenderly. "It's for
the sake of the ould land, mother. A
man isn't fit to be a man who isn't

willing to fight and die for the sod.
Mary will cheer your loneliness while
I am away—won't you, mavourneen?
—and maybe, when the rebellion is won
and the new day dawns for our blessed
country, Mary will let me bring her
here as my wife."

Mary O'Neill shook her head. "It
is no time to talk of love, Denis. Wait
till Ireland is free, and then—we shall

see."

The trawler made the trip to Holland
unmolested. Denis, convoyed by Carl,

reached Berlin and laid before a coun-
cil of the war lords the details that had
been arranged by the Sinn Fein.

"We cannot hope to pay you now
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for your help/' he said, after they had
agreed to his proposal. "Ireland has

been impoverished for centuries, but

you will have the undying gratitude of

a people that has struggled long for

freedom. In the years to come, when
Ireland has taken her place among the

nations, we will meet our obligations

honorably, and for every ounce of gold

and ammunition we - will recompense

you."

A bearded man in uniform put out

his hand. "For Germany I speak," he

said. "There is to be no talk of rec-

ompense. England is our bitterest en-

emy. She is also yours. We are friends

through this bond of hate. Our slogan

is the overthrow of England
;

yours,

the" freedom of Ireland. Let us com-
bine them." And they gripped hands.

The weeks that followed were days

of strain for the world. The war had
spread from the Balkans and had en-

gulfed Russia and Germany and France

and Belgium and England. And the

-days of strain were felt acutely in Cas-

tle O'Neill, away out on the west coast

of Ireland, where secretly but fever-

ishly the sons of the sod were prepar-

ing for the great uprising—the first of

many destined to harass the British

government before the war ended.

There was one voice raised in pro-

test against the coming rebellion. Fa-

ther McCarthy was the type of Chris-

tian true to the creed of love. He
preached peace at all times and under
all circumstances. "They that take the

sword shall perish by the sword," was
his favorite utterance. But he could

do nothing with the hot-headed patriots

who were ready to give their lives that

their country might live. They appre-

ciated the kindly spirit of the good
priest, but religion has ever been sub-

merged by patriotism, and the trail of

blood runs through the history of the

world.

Mary did not attempt to argue with

him. With her, Ireland was first, and
she moved among the people, urging

them on to preparedness for "the Day,"
when Denis would return and the blow
for freedom would be struck.

She had made a new flag—the flag

that was to be the flag of the republic

in later days—and was exhibiting it to

her father and a company of Sinn Fein-

ers who were swearing allegiance to it,

when a letter came from her friend, the

British lieutenant, Leslie Leigh. It had
the imprint of a hospital in Surrey on
the envelope, and with brimming eyes

the girl tore it open and read:

Dear Irish Lass : I am dictating this in

a hospital in England. Our ship was sunk.

I escaped with my life, was picked up un-
conscious, and brought here. There was an
explosion. I cannot give you the details in

this letter. I am all right except for my
eyes. I was nearly blinded, but the doctors

tell me I have a fair chance of saving my
sight if the bandages are kept on for a few
weeks longer. I am given permission to

leave any time I wish—and I want your
sweet face to be the first thing I see, after

the long night. May I come? Yours de-

votedly, Leslie St. George Leigh.

"Bad news, daughter ?"' said her fa-

ther, coming over to her and putting

his arm around her shoulders.

"It's from Leslie," she sobbed. "He's

wounded—his eyes—oh, the poor boy !"

She gave him the letter ; and while he

read it there was satisfaction as well

as compassion in his face.

"Of course he must not come here,

father," she said.

"Indeed and he must," answered
O'Neill. "The presence of an English

officer here will allay suspicion

—

and
he can't see anything. By all means
write and tell him to come."

And Mary wrote—a tender letter,

which brought a flush of delight to the

wan cheeks of the temporarily blind

man.

In due time Leigh reached Castle'

O'Neill, and, though Mary's mind was
engrossed with the thought of Denis'
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return with guns and ammunition

—

due at any moment—her heart went
out to the helpless man whose, eyes

could not behold her, but whose hands
groped for hers and held them with a

boyish ecstasy that thrilled her.

''I'm a pretty sad spectacle to come
back to you, Mary, acushla," he said,

with the old smile. ''But the doctors

promise me if I don't take the band-

ages off for three weeks I'll be able

to make eyes at you just as I used.

I wonder if you've grown much prettier

since I saw you last—I bet you have."

This wTas his home-coming, and when
Alary led him to a big chair in the liv-

ing room and curled herself up at his

feet, she sat entranced, like Desdemona,
while he told of the torpedoing in the

North Sea of the ship that was to bear

him to the front. In the midst of his

narrative he made a wide gesture, and
his hand touched the banner that Mary
had made.

"This feels like a flag," he said.

"What flag is it, dear?"

Frightened, confused, and ill at ease,

Mary stammered: "W-why, it's—our
flag—your flag."

Leigh brought it to his lips and kissed

it. "A flag worth fighting for," he said.

"A flag I nearly gave my eyes for ; and
if you let me take the bandage off my
eyes within three weeks, I'll never see

it again."

The castle windows commanded a

view of the ocean, and had Mary
O'Neill looked out she would have seen

in the gathering dusk a light cruiser

coming to anchor in the roadstead.

Further, she would have seen a boat

lowered and sturdy German sailors pull

for the shore. Presently she would
have seen a man scrambling up on the

jetty—the young patriot, Sir Denis Es-

mond. Eagerly he bounded along the

path through the fields, reached the

castle on the run, sprang up the steps,

blundered through the great hall, and
entered the living room.

Halfway across the floor, he stopped,

"I charge you with being a traitor

to your country."
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puzzled. A man whose head was band-

aged sat in a big chair
;
Mary was fold-

ing a flag. She turned quickly. A
scream trembled on her pale lips. Her
hand gripped the edge of the table for

support. Nodding significantly toward
the wounded man, she put her finger

to her lips and signaled Denis to leave.

In the strained silence Leigh said

:

"Some one came in. Who is it?"

"No one, you foolish boy," answered
Mary, laughing hysterically.

As Denis backed carefully toward the

door, there was a clatter of horses'

hoofs on the walk. The girl glanced out

of the window. It was a detachment of

British cavalry coming on the gallop.

Instantly there leaped into her mind
the torturing thought that a spy had
learned of Denis Esmond's visit to Ger-

many, and his reappearance in Ireland

had been reported. She beckoned him
to conceal himself behind the heavy

curtains at the window.
Hardly had he obeyed when O'Neill

and a cavalry officer entered. The of-

ficer glanced suspiciously at the man in

the chair, but, recognizing him, his face

cleared.

"Leigh !" he exclaimed. "Home
again ?"

"Guessed it the first time," said

Leslie. "And the voice sounds like the

big foghorn of Captain Bannister, of

His Majesty's Horse."

"That same, Leigh
; and sorry I am

to see you wounded."
"Don't waste sympathy on me, Ban-

nister. I'll be all right in a few weeks.

But you didn't come here to see me?"
"No, I'm on the trail of Sir Denis

Esmond. He's been working with se-

cret agents of Germany to foment a

rebellion in Ireland."

"He's a rash boy, but I don't believe

he'd do that."

"It's so, just the same, Leigh. Our
secret service informed us that he

landed from a German cruiser and came
here."

"The information must have gone
wrong somewhere, captain. Whatever
Denis has done, he didn't come here.

Did he, Mary?"
O'Neill answered for her: " 'Tis a

ridiculous story, captain. Of course he
didn't come here. On my honor, sir,

I haven't laid eyes on the lad since he
went away, weeks ago."

"All right. If he comes, lock him up
and send a messenger to the barracks

for me."

O'Neill and the officer left the room,
and Denis crept out from his hiding

place and took Mary's hands in his for

a moment while she silently urged him
to go. He reached the door just as

O'Neill returned.

"Esmond!" gasped the old man.
"Bless, my soul, boy, the Britishers are

after you !" And he pushed him back
into the room.

Leigh sprang to his feet. "Esmond
here !" he cried. "Then we lied to Ban-
nister!" He plucked out his revolver

and groped his way to the door, over-

turning a table and hurling a chair out

of his way. "Esmond, I love you as

a brother," he said passionately, "but

if you attempt to pass out of this room
I will kill you."

Stealthily Esmond crossed the floor

toward the window. At the sound
Leigh swung his revolver. He had
reached the door and stood with his

back to it. His hand went up to the

bandage on his eyes.

"Leslie, if you uncover your eyes you
will be blind !" warned Mary, shaking

with terror.

She tried to stay his hand, but he

thrust her away. "God give me one

moment of sight," he prayed. The
bandage was ofT. Hazily he made out

the man at the window. He fired

through the haze, while intense pain

stabbed through his blind eyes. But

Mary had flung herself in front of Es-

mond, and she toppled to the floor, a

bullet in her shoulder.
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In the dead silence that followed,

Leigh heard O'Neill gasp: "My poor
Mary !" And he knew what had hap-
pened.

He pressed his hands against his eye-
lids, strove to see—in vain.

"God ! Blind ! And I have
killed her !" he moaned.
Esmond, bending over

wounded girl, saw her
move.

"Mary, mavourneen," he
whispered. ' "You did it to

save me
She looked at him with eyes

in which patriotic fanaticism

There was a cry from Alary at the
window. She had snatched up the
glasses, and, after peering through
them, shouted : "Your men are coming,
Denis—and a British warship is enter-
ing the harbor. Carl is leading the men.

flamed. "No—I did it for

Ireland and freedom."

'I'm a poor daughter of

Erin to wilt under fire as I

did," Alary murmured, as

she stood at the castle win-
dow, looking out pensively

across the ocean. The
bullet had been removed
from her shoulder and
the wound dressed.

Behind her, Leigh,
his eyes rebandaged

—

though there was little

hope that he would
ever see again—stood
with his hand on Denis
Esmond's shoulder,

pleading with him:
"Denis, old friend, don't go

on with this mad business.
Can't you see you haven't a
chance to stand up against well-trained
soldiers? Think of the innocent blood
that will be shed, the lives sacrificed,
the homes destroyed. Alary doesn't re-
alize the cost, but you know what it

will be."

His trembling hand was stretched out toward the wounded
and the dead.

He must have come back from Ger-
many with you."

"Yes—he landed farther up the coast
with 37 boatload of munitions—the first

installment. Xow let the rebellion be-
gin !"
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In the little room adjoining the court the last good-bys were uttered.

But Leigh made a last plea : "Denis,

before it is too late, go out and send

your followers to their homes." Get-

ting no answer, he turned to Mary. He
could hear the clamor of the men en-

tering the castle gates. "Give me that

English flag," he said.

Mary stood motionless. She knew
that he would be torn to pieces by the

mob if he appeared with the Union
Jack. Deciding quickly on her course

of action, she put into his hands the flag

she had fashioned—the banner of the

Irish republic.

On the terrace, to which Mary led

him, he held the flag up to the multi-

tude. "Men—this is the flag to fight

for, and, if need be, die for. Thou-
sands of good Irishmen "

He got no farther. The mob broke

in with wild shouts of : "Three cheers

for the Irish flag ! You're right, bhoy !

That's the flag for us ! Hurrah !"

Leigh lowered the flag, puzzled.

Then the truth flashed upon him. Mary
had deceived him. It was not the

Union Jack he clutched. The day was
lost ! Suddenly there came to him
Mary's announcement that a British

warship was in the harbor. The ter-

race was in full view. There was a

chance that the lookout would see and

catch a signal from him. Hope in his

breast, he swung the flag from side to

side while the mob cheered itself

hoarse. But there was reason in his

course. He was wigwagging in the sig-

nal code, and the message he was send-

ing out—a message that was registered

on the cruiser and instantly wirelessed

to the nearest garrison on land—was

:

"Help—rebellion
!"

Over the shouts of the crowd Carl

Bergoner's voice rang out: "He iss

tricking you ! He iss signaling to dat

warship ! I know der code !"
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They made a wild rush for the man
with the flag. But Esmond jumped into

the breach, pushed Leigh behind him,

and, spreading out his hands, shouted:
"Back to your homes, men ! When an
Irishman fights, he doesn't right with
blind men."
But words could not hold back the

infuriated mob. They swarmed onto
the terrace. A shot or two was fired,

but in the melee friend was as likely to

shoot friend, and they relied on their

hands to execute vengeance on the man
who had betrayed them. Esmond
pluckily stood by his friend, his fist

dealing out punishment to even- face
that came near, while he maneuvered
back to the doorway. Mary had come
out, shrieking, "Cowards!" only to be
swept aside.

But the garrison that had received the
call from the warship had acted
promptly. Two companies of cavalry
swung out at breakneck speed through
the winding Irish lanes and across the
bog paths. They reached the gates of
the castle at the moment when Es-
mond's last ounce of strength was gone
and Leigh's life hung in the balance.

Stragglers on the outskirts of the crowd
of Sinn Feiners caught sight of them
first and raised the alarm. One of
them brought his rifle to his shoulder
and fired. A cavalryman toppled from
his horse. It was the first shot of the
rebellion.

"Company dismount and fire \" came
the command.
What a little squad of New York

mounted policemen would have done to
dispel the mob it is easy to think, and
there would have been no such slaugh-
ter as a result. But more than one
British officer has lost his head in emer-
gency and fancied there was only one
thing to do—kill and kill and kill.

Carl was one of the first to fall;

men around him were screaming in

death agonies. With their leader gone
and Denis Esmond weak and helpless

and unable to rally them after his stern

fight for Leigh's life, the crowd broke
and ran, firing aimlessly as they fled.

They were picked off like sheep by the

cavalry marksmen. The castle yard
had become a place of merciless slaugh-
ter.

It was all over in less than ten min-
utes, though more than one reporter,

discrediting the official story, length-

ened the fighting to hours.

Through it all Leigh stood dumbly,
holding the flag that had brought succor
and nipped the rebellion in the bud.
Bullets had come near him; one had
grazed his arm ; but almost miraculously
he and Denis had escaped death. When
the fighting and the tumult died, the

cavalry commander approached and put
his hand on Leigh's arm.

"Your name ?" he demanded.
"Leigh." answered the blind man.

"Leslie St. George Leigh, a British of-

ficer." And he mentioned his com-
mand.

"Then I charge you with being a

traitor to your country," snapped the

cavalry commander.
"He is no traitor," Esmond inter-

rupted. He told the story of Leigh's
wigwagging. "Arrest me if you like,"

he finished. "I am the one responsible.

I went to Germany and secured the mu-
nitions for the uprising. You came
before we had 'time to marshal our
forces. You have slaughtered this small
company of patriots. Xow you can
take me and shoot me if it will do you
any good. But for every man you Eng-
lishmen shoot, Ireland will demand an
accounting in the years to come."

Father McCarthy stood with Mary at

a corner of the terrace.

"Look there !" he said to the girl.

"That is what rebellion means ! That
is where your madness has led you!"
And his trembling hand was stretched

out toward the wounded and the dead.

There were tears in Mary's eves, but
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she proudly raised her head. "How can

a man die better," she quoted, "than

facing fearful odds for the ashes of his

fathers and the temples of his gods
!"

Sir Denis Esmond was tried in an

English court. There was no defense.

There could be none. The English law

is a. stern thing. Appeals to sentiment

and sympathy fall on deaf ears. Cold

facts are insisted upon. And the cold

facts left no loophole for Esmond.

His lawyer endeavored to palliate

his offense by telling of his heroism in

risking his life to save his friend when

the angry mob, led by Carl Bergoner,

would have torn him limb from limb.

The jury listened, unblinking. An
Englishman appreciates bravery as

much as any man, but this was a court

of justice, where a man was being tried,

not for cowardice, but for treason.

The bewigged judge gave the charge

in a voice devoid of emotion, and the

jury filed out. In less than fifteen

minutes they returned—with a verdict

of "Guilty."

Esmond bore himself calmly through

the ordeal, and when asked if he had

anything to say why sentence should

not be pronounced, answered : "What
I have done I have done for my coun-

try, and I gladly suffer the conse-

quences."

The judge adjusted his black cap.

Tonelessly he recited the grim sentence,

ending: " and that you be hanged

by the neck till you are dead. And
may God have mercy on your soul."

In the little room adjoining the court

the last good-bys were uttered, and

Esmond—one of the brave company of

men whom the gods had destroyed

—

was led away to the place of execu-

tion.

But Leigh was working might and

main to free him. Through an influ-

ential member of the House of Lords

he carried his appeal to the king him-

self. And the king had a flash of rea-

son; he saw that further slaughter

would only inflame the Irish people.

So the gates of the prison were flung

open and Esmond stepped forth a free

man.

Sir Denis Esmond is still biding his

time ; he is not so sure that the yoke

of England is to be removed by Ger-

many's assistance, but there must be

other ways—he is still thinking of

them.

And Mary ? She is still the same

whole-souled Irish patriot, but she is

married to a blind man, an Englishman

who gave his sight that the rebellion

might be averted.

"Leslie Leigh has shown me that I

was wrong when I thought Ireland

could be freed by the sword," she told

Father McCarthy. "I have come to his

way of thinking—that conciliation, and

not guns, will win freedom for our

beloved country. That is why I chose

Leslie instead of Denis ; that"—and her

hazel eyes glowed
—"and the fact that

Leslie needs me."



What's Happening
What famous people do when they think no one is looking,

In the little game in the "prop" room of the studio, Fred Mace

I NiHcZf''V'f̂ I"
8 Sh °U]der

>
Seems more "testedm Nick Cogley s hand than Nick himself. Guy Woodward is dis-

gusted because he
Ik can't get a chance '

" ^¥ to pull that ace
f out of the top of

his shoe.

Mil Don Moore camera man, Jack Mulhall,
juvenile, and Milburn Moranti, comedian, at
the Joker studio acting out a comedy drama
entitled "The Broken Pledge." The celebra-
tion is in honor ^^.^^ (each says)
of the greatest JHftH| actor of the
coming genera- JpV tion having
just been born in mW^JW his family.

The Keyatone laugh
factory is in business

to make people happy.
,

But Fatty Arbuckle
thinks differently.

"How would you feel,"

he asks, "if you start-

ed work in a good frock
coat and Prince Albert
trousers and they
weren't even fit for

pajamas when
you finish ?"



Stuart Holmes admits that it's great to be
a villain and feed the heroine poison and see

the hero blamed for it. But at least once in

every film he has to suffer for his deeds.

Here he is suffering. They put his head in

a vise to keep him turning away in shame
as villains try to do, and take a "rogues gal-

lery" of his nervous, expressive mustaches.

Harry McCoy, who contends that he is the

enemy of every man in his comedies, says:

If you had twenty Keystone foes

Throw custard pies at you.

When you put on your Sunday clothes,

You'd keep some bulldogs, too.

There is no end to the troubles of rich

men. When Vincent Serrano came out

of the studio one Saturday afternoon,

holding his million or two dollars' worth
of salary in his pocket, he tried to slip

away without breaking a single thou-

sand-dollar bill. And then he ran into

Edwin Thanhouser, who pays him said

salary. Who bought the drinks, Vin-

cent ?



If you don'fc dry yourself after washing in
the morning, you know, you're liable to get-

chapped "hands. Norma Talmadge knows it

too—and so she visits Mr. Bright Eyes,
whose business consists of drying only, he
having charge of that part of the process
of film developing. Of course, that has
nothing to do with the fact that Norm;
has had a chap on hkr hands ever
since a fortunate young man led
her to the altar recentlv.

When Bill Hart carries a gun every-

body runs away. When he carries a

cigar they all flock around. From
that look, and the fact that he is

holding the cigar as if he were about
to pull the trigger, it would seem that
some ten men were approaching to ask
for a smoke. It's all right, Bill, keep
that left hand on the bank roll.

Leonie Flugrath and Pat O'Malley used
to produce for Edison, but they aren't
working now. The other day they de-
cided to fall in the Hudson and commit
suicide but the "you. go first" stuff
failed; so they fell in love instead.



Charlie Chaplin, at the right, braving the

cold weather without his usual -little fur to

keep his face warm. He leaves the public

in mystery about two of his coat buttons

so that no one can count up and find

whether he's a "rich man" or "poor man."

Brother Sid is the happy one in the center

and at the left is Manager Harry Caulfield

of the Chaplin studio.

Anders Randolf has his dressing room at the

Vitagraph studio all fitted up with easel and

canvas. And, when Anders isn't painting him-

self for a picture, he is painting a picture for

himself.

Mother Gish, seated on the lawn

of her home, is reading a book on

philosophy aloud to her famous
daughter, Dorothy. Philosophy is in-

teresting, it seems—to~Mother Gish.



A snapshot of Theda Bara taken one Saturday
afternoon as she was leaving the studio with the
reason she is a vampire, in her right hand. She
maintains that her dog never spoils a photograph
by looking at the camera. Neither would any one
in her cast if she carried around that list of figure?
all the time.

"Please pass the olives" said Cleo Ridgley.
And Wally Reid dumped the whole bottleful
out so that, with both her hands busy and a
cup of tea in her lap, she could not resist
smacking her lips with the dessert that fol-
lowed. And Mr. Japan had a glorious time
watching the scenery.

Lois Meredith (right) and H. M. Horkheimer
president of the Balboa Company (center),
were posing nicely for a photograph, when
the camera man mistook H. 0. Stechhan, the
press agent, who was standing near to listen
to anything Lois might say to make "copy",
for some one of importance, and put him in.

And so is the picture sufficiently interesting
to print.



A little evidence of the high

life that film people lead.

And it looks as if Director

Ellis, of Kalem, were asking

Ivy Close and Arthur Aibe

son to go still higher.

Arthur falls off there will

a fine opening for a good

looking steeple-jack to

become either an

actor or a corpse.



This may be publicity for either Jack White, that dauntless
Morosco leacing man, or for the automobile tire business.
It makes no difference—one is as big a proposition as the
other.

If Lenore Ulrich walks along the street with this fur, she
frightens the horses, so she has to pose on the roof. Never
mind, Lenore, you have a lot of good spots, but keep them
out of the films.

Sunshine Mary Anderson's di-

rector believes in sleeping at
the helm, literally speaking.
So, when Mary gets lazy, she
dresses up like him and tries to
snatch a snooze, too. Don't
look at us, Mary. We didn't
throw anything. It was that
fellow in the other boat.



Anybody want a gardener? No work

done, but satisfaction guaranteed

And who wouldn't be satisfied with

Fanny Ward around, blossom-

ing like a flower.

"Never get wrapped up in a
newspaper" said Edith
Storey, when she saw this

photograph. "You can't see
what's crossing your path.

It may be a black cat, and
he may be cross-eyed, too.

That's what happened to me.
No, never get wrapped up in

a newspaper." -

Leave it

to

Sweet Blanche

to

make the

dough.

Jl iniiiiim



The Life of Thomas H. ince
PART II.

The happy incidents and trying difficulties that arose when he
first joined the theater and began his battle with the world.

By Kenneth O'Hara

His power

and

character

are

displayed

in his

features

when he is

at work.

IN the fight for fame and success

the far-flung battle line of Tom
Ince's career reaches from the

position of a bus boy in a hotel to the

rank of a great leader in the motion-

picture industry. Poverty, hardship,

adventure, and romance have colored

and shaped the events of his life which
have led to renown. His discourage-

ments have been his incentives. Zest

and enthusiasm for overcoming ob-

stacles have been the secret of his

ability to win out. His boyhood ex-

periences read like passages from
"Tom Sawyer" or "Oliver Twist."

Long before most boys know anything

of the world that does not lie between
home and schoolhouse, young Ince was
shifting for himself, and, what's more,

was getting a lot of fun out of it. Fate

usually dealt with him in a good-

natured way, and, whenever the gaunt
giant of failure stood in his path, he
would find some way around, even if

he had to slip through the legs of

such a dismal creature. Homeless and
turned adrift at an early age, he

apprenticed his way to opportunity

through many situations and escapades

that were sometimes humorous, some-

times almost tragic. Once he was a
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Thomas H. Ince directing a scene on a roof that

was built before the house.

''capper" for a band of—but that's get-

ting ahead of the story.

While Ince was attending school in

Boston, his father and mother accepted

an engagement to travel, and, rather

than suffer him to risk the pitfalls of

the big city, they placed him in the

care of an elderly couple, who occu-

pied a modest dwelling in the town of

Lower Bartlett, near North Conway, in

the White Mountains. He was sent to

the village school, and for a time it

appeared that he would be fortunate

enough to acquire more than an ele-

mentary education.

But Destiny played her hand here,

and one day Tom's father arrived and

took him to New York. He was to

make his debut on the stage.

It had chanced that Henry Dixie

wanted a boy to appear in the produc-

tion of "Seven Ages" at the old Stan-

dard Theater. John Ince learned of

the opening, and, recognizing an op-

portunity to give his second son a start

toward theatrical fame and fortune,

persuaded Dixie to let Tom play the

part. One of the acts in the piece

was featured by a comedy boxing

match, with Dixie as one of the com-

batants, and the part for which Tom
was slated was that of "second" to the

star.

Young Ince made a distinct hit by

his quaint comedy work, though the

part was of but minor consequence,

and veteran theatergoers say they well

remember his antics. His success was

short-lived, however, for something

happened to halt it a few weeks after

the premiere.

One night a suave-looking gentleman

appeared at the theater and requested

an interview with the house manager.

"I am an officer of the Gerry So-

ciety," he said, when the two had met,

"and I am compelled to demand that

you withdraw that lad from the cast

of the show. Our records do not estab-

lish that you have been granted au-

thority to employ him."

There was no sense in the dispute,

but the manager agreed to withdraw

young Ince, and on the following day
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fulfilled his promise. The interrup-

tion, however, was as short-lived as

had been the first glittering rays of

success, for the municipal red tape

soon was unwound and the boy allowed
to resume his capers before the foot-

lights at the Standard.

Somebody with an eye for talent and
a mouth for advice met Henry Miller,

one day not long after that, and "tipped
him off" that there was "a clever kid

over at the Standard, doing a bit in

the Dixie show." Miller was then pre-

paring to be presented with May Irwin
in a rollicking piece known as "Poets
and Puppets," a satire on "Lady
YVindemere's Fan." Miller looked the

boy over, and promptly placed him in

the cast. He gave him the part of Abe
Hummel, which was a burlesque of

that famous courtroom character, and,

when the curtain went up at the Garden
Theater, on the opening night,

"Tommy" Ince jumped into the spot-

light of public favor with his ludicrous

impersonation. A few wise first-

nighters, exercising keen discernment,

ventured the

remark that

he would
"get there in

t i m e," and
Hummel him-
self was so

amused at

the young-
ster's clever

performance
that he went
"back stage"

af t e r w a r d
and congrat-

ulated him.

Ince spent

the summer,
at the conclu-

sion of this

run, in the

White Moun-
tains with his

father and mother and brothers, John
and Ralph.

Then there came to him an oppor-
tunity broader than he ever had
dreamed of. It was a chance, pro-
cured by his father, to associate him-
self with James A. Heme in the pro-
duction of "Shore Acres." He grabbed
at it, for ambition was tugging at him,
and he appeared at the Fifth Avenue
Theater in the part of the dime-novel-
reading nephew. For two years he re-

mained with Heme, finishing out the
first season in New York and then play-
ing Boston, Philadelphia, and all the
other big cities of the East, and finally

going on the road. It was this pro-
longed association that equipped him,
more than did anything else, to act like

a professional player in the years that
followed. He often speaks of it.

One day at Inceville he was re-

miniscing with William S. Hart, the
screen's best bad man, whose remark-
able success as a motion-picture star

was achieved under the Ince banner,
and the conversation diverted to "Shore

Acres."

Young Ince made a hit with his comedy work from the

sidelines.

Til always

m a i n t a in,"

said Ince,
"that that

was the great-

est school-
ing I had

—

schooling, I

mean, for

what was in

store for me.
I was only a

boy, very
true, but I

was at that

impression-
able age when
a youngster

absorbs
ever ythi n g
that tran-
spires about

L
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him. And Jim Heme ! What a lova-

ble character ! I'll never forget the only

time I ever saw him get upset. It was

at the beginning of the second season. I

had been in the country with the folks,

and father had been putting me through

a course of physical-culture exercises.

The result was that, when I presented

myself for rehearsal, I was lighter by

about fifteen pounds. Heme was as-

tounded, and for several minutes paced

up and down the stage, delivering a

severe lecture on the subject of what

actors should and should not do in the

summertime. For, the point of the

story is that I was supposed to be a fat

boy."

It was at this same impressionable

age Ince refers to that he encountered

a most harrowing experience—one, in

fact, that might have proved fatal to

a nervously inclined lad.

At the termination of the run of

"Shore Acres/' he found himself in

New York without funds. The elder

Inces had made provision for his re-

turn to the little school in the White

Mountains ;
so, early in the summer, he

left the metropolis and landed back, in

Lower Bartlett to live in the boarding

house that previously had harbored

him. The cost of his maintenance to

John E. Ince was three dollars a week.

For several weeks, during the hot

summer, Tom lived in sweet content-

ment, not a worry disturbing his boy-

ishly happy frame of mind. But cruel

Fate stepped in and had something to

say ; the repertoire company with which

Ince's parents were traveling went

broke, and Ince's parents, in straitened

circumstances, were unable to send any

more weekly remittances to the good

White Mountains farmer and his wife.

One bright morning Tom sat down'

to breakfast and was very emphatically

notified to find another boarding house.

Without further ado, the boy took his

leave and wandered down the road,

knowing not where to go. Soon he

met a bedraggled urchin, with whom
he had attended the rural school. This

incident led to a serio-comic experi-

ence, which nearly frightened the lad's

hair white, but which indirectly led to

better things.

"I've been kicked out," said young

Ince.

And the other, not realizing that the

ejection had been due to nonpayment

of board, inquired : "How much did

you have to pay them?"

"Oh, three dollars a week," cheerily

replied Tom.
The country boy made a hasty men-

tal calculation. Then he decided that

his father very likely would be willing

to reduce the price.

"My dad'll take you in fer two," he

suggested. And Tom readily con-

sented, though he had not the faintest

idea how the boy's father could expect

to be paid.

After a walk of several miles into

the very heart of the mountains, the

boys reached their destination. Gloom
was everywhere about the place. It

was a dilapidated shack—this pros-

pective boarding house of John E.

Ince's second son—and reeking with

filth. Daylight was streaming in

through yawning cracks in the roof

and a pig was cavorting about in the

kitchen. Tom saw at a glance that he

was going to be anything but com-

fortably situated, but he was a healthy

youngster and had a ravenous appetite

and was very familiar with the proverb

about the bird in the hand. So he

elected to "stick it out."

Dinner time came. The father of

the house, who, Ince says, looked more

like a Tennessee moonshiner than a

White Mountains citizen, summoned
the lads to the meal.

What young Ince saw turned him

pale. His knees quaked and his heart

thumped in tremulous fright. For

there, at one end of the crude table, sat

a maniac. His hair was long and
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matted., and in his eves lurked a fierce,

murderous look, and his coarse hands
were held secure to the table by heavy,
clinking chains. A guttural gurgle es-

caped from his throat, and his body
writhed in a desperate effort to extri-

cate itself from the bonds as he ob-
served Ince enter.

Seeing that his guest was fright-

ened, the mountain lad explained the
presence of the irrational one by say-
ing:

"Don't be afraid! That's my uncle.

He won't harm you! Sit

down!" KJ

The timid Ince obeyed, but J
not once during the repast did J\
he remove his gaze from the
maniac sitting opposite him.

[ \

"And what a meal that I

js ;. .. J

founder and proprietor, Walter Pit-
man, one of those men with "a heart
as big as all outdoors." Old Pitman
had known the Inces for some years,
and always during the acquaintance-
ship had evinced a keen interest in

young Tom.
It was quite natural, then, that he

opened his eyes in awe as he caught
sight of the curly-haired boy kicking
up the dust of the road on his way to
the hostelry.

"I got scared up there at Potter's,"

JL

m a i!mm

was!" ejaculates Ince, when
he recalls the incident. "There
wasn't even any butter on the
table

!"

After supper, Ince was
shown to his room in the loft

of the shack. He could not
sleep. The hideous face of
the uncle danced about the
room like a grim specter, ever
struggling to shake off the
chains and grimacing like a

clown. As Tom was dozing
off to sleep, he was startled

by a pounding on the door.
Peering through the keyhole,
he observed that the maniac was bent
'on entering the room.

The next day Ince left the uncanny
place, without hesitating even to bid
good-by to his benefactor.

On a knoll near the village, over-
looking the surrounding country for
miles around, stood a large hotel. The
pathways and lawns about the place
were famous for having been trod by
folk of fine tastes, and the excellence
of its cuisine was known in many of
the big cities on the Atlantic seaboard.
It was Pitman Hall, named for its

X
=

J'.'.

mm
For several weeks Tom lived in sweet contentment.

explained Tom, in reply to Pitman's in-

terrogations. "There's a wild guy up
there, with chains on his hands, and he
tried to bust into my room last night.

Gee ! I never thought I'd get outa there
alive. I haven't any money, and I

figured maybe you'd give me a job
doing something."

The boy had figured right, for old
Pitman put him immediately to work
as bus boy in the big dining room.
"They were among the happiest days

of my life," he says, when he tells

about the experience. "Of course I
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wasn't paid anything—I merely was
given my board and lodging—but it

was lots of fun for me. One day I

placed a trayful of soiled dishes in a

wealthy fat lady's lap in a very un-

graceful manner. She ranted around

and threatened to sue old Pitman,

and otherwise created a fuss, but

somebody -quieted her temper, and all

I got was a scolding. It was a mighty

lucky thing that the woman who went

to the mat with the dishes didn't see

me bursting my sides with laughter, out

in the kitchen."

The only revenue that accrued to

young Ince during his employment at

Pitman Hall consisted of a sprinkling

of dimes and quarters showered on

him by appreciative guests at their de-

parture in the fall. Getting a little

change in his pockets after being

"broke" all summer was, he says, "like

a million to me." Once his sister

"/ placed a trayful of dishes in a wealthy lady's lap in a very

ungraceful manner."

Bertha, in the Middle West, sent him
a dollar, and he bought a half interest

"in another kid's magic lantern." With
this the two staged an entertainment,

one night, but, because some of the

younger element among the guests gig-

gled at the crude outfit, Ince and his

partner allowed their tender feelings to

become ruffled, and they thereupon

relegated the lantern to the woodshed.
There was a peculiar clause in the

civic code of the village that served

to bring Ince into contact with another

line of endeavor. It prescribed that

property owners, should they so choose,

might, in lieu of paying taxes, make
improvements on the road in front of

their respective holdings. Pitman was
one of those who decided to pay his

taxes in this way. And Tom Ince be-

came one of the taxpayers by proxy,

so to speak. For several months, each

morning and evening, he dragged a rake

over the stretch of

road fringing Pit-

man Hall, and went

to his bed nursing

tender blisters on his

hands.

Ince was rounding

out his eleventh
month as bus boy

and general handy
lad at Pitman Hall,

when he received a

telegram from his

father in New York,

advising him to

"come at once."

Pitman furnished

the railroad fare, at

the request of the

elder Ince, and Tom
went—alone.

Three days after

he had arrived in

the metropolis, he

appeared on the
stage of the Bijou

Theater in the part
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of a messenger boy in a play called

"Charley's Uncle." It was a hurriedly

produced comedy, made in an effort to

succeed "Charley's Aunt/' and it failed

to enjoy a prosperous run. It lasted

about seven weeks, during which time

Ince paid more attention to his physical

training than to the nice things many
people were saying about his work.
Eugene Sandow, the celebrated

"strong man," was in the cast, and he
took a strong liking to young Ince. And
that is why Ince spent much of his

spare time in physical development.

Each afternoon, the modern Hercules
and his young protege swung dumb-
bells together and lifted heavy scenery

about.

At the conclusion of "Charley's

Uncle," the Ince family occupied a

small flat in upper Manhattan. Then
the father and mother joined a travel-

ing company. John, junior, followed.

And thus were Tom and his younger
brother, Ralph, left alone in the apart-

ment.

One day Frank Guderian, who, inci-

dentally, is now appearing before the

moving-picture camera, went to the flat

and asked for John. After notifying

him of John's absence, Tom inquired

about his mission.

"Why, I know of a job for him," re-

plied the actor, "and I thought he'd like

to know about it, too."

"So would I," retorted Tom. "Where
is it?"

"Down at Huber's, doing repertoire,"

was the answer.

Tom got the job. It was with the

small stock company then appearing in

"Rip Van Winkle," "The Three Hats,"
"East Lynne," and others of that cal-

iber, and it netted him ten dollars and
fifty cents a week.

Finally the company disbanded, and
Tom again was out of work.

But the character woman thought a
great deal of Tom Ince's ability, and,
when she joined the Elite Comedy Com-

pany, she kept him constantly in mind.
Soon a vacancy presented itself, and
she wired Tom in New York

:

Can you sing and dance? If you can,
come on.

"Will you pay my fare?" queried
Ince, by wire.

"Yes, after you get here," was the

reply.

Ince delved into the family treasury
and assorted sufficient dollar bills to

defray his traveling expenses to a small
village in the Adirondack Mountains,
where the Elite Comedy Company was
holding forth on that date.

Though he maintains that he was a

"punk" singer and a worse dancer, Irce
stepped in and "saved the show;" for

it was about to become stranded, and
the villagers agreed to pay admission
that night only on the promise that they
were to see a new boy marvel.

For twelve weeks Ince remained with
his troupe. Then it went absolutely

broke—in a place which claimed the
name of Glen Falls.

Led by the star, who was John Win-
ston Murray, the entire company re-

paired to a boarding house. They re-

mained overnight, and were preparing
to arise when the farmer sent word
upstairs for his money. The capital of
the company amounted to less than a

dollar. They pleaded with him to give
them credit until a remittance should
arrive from New York, but he stoutly

held out against any such compromise.
"No breakfast until I'm paid," he told

them. And they waited. They waited
all morning, and they waited into the

afternoon. Then the daughter of the

house, who was a buxom country lass
;

put in an appearance. Strategic Ince
made eyes at her. And the flirtation

resulted in the girl's smuggling some
food to Ince.

Late in the afternoon, he wandered
away from the house and down to the
village. He entered the saloon and
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Ince, under whispered directions, purchased a bottle and

won a gold watch.

stealthily strode over to the free-lunch

counter. While the bartender was not

looking,, he plucked large chunks of

cheese from the tray and crackers from
the bowl.

Presently one of two men who had

been standing at the bar turned half-

way around and addressed himself to

the hungry lad devouring the compli-

mentary lunch : "Hey, kid !"

"Huh?" quizzed Ince.

"Want a drink?"

"Yes, sir."

The boy ordered a glass of beer and
proceeded eagerly to gulp down the

foaming amber fluid. There was a

tense silence for some minutes. Then
the host put another question to his

juvenile guest.

"Want a job?" he asked.

"Sure!" And when he spoke, Ince

meant what he said, and yet he had not

the vaguest idea of his prospective oc-

cupation.

Ten minutes later, two men and a

boy were squeezed into a buggy, en

route for the outskirts of the town—

a

section where money-laden vacationers

were wont to congregate. They drew
up at a tiny tent, stepped from the

vehicle, and entered through the flap.

A \
Tenerable-looking old fel-

low whom the two men called

"Doc" greeted the trio.

"Well, well ! So this is our
n e w light-fingered wizard,

eh?" he said, as he patted

Ince's curly, blond head.

"Fine broth of a boy ! Looks
like he might be able to teach

us a few things." Then, after

a pause: "Well, let's get

started. The minnows will- be

ready to nibble in a little

while. Come on !"

Perplexed, but game to the

core, the ex-boy marvel of the

erstwhile Elite Comedy Com-
pany obeyed an order to go
out in front of the tent and

stand in front of a counter that was pra-

fusely adorned with bottles of liquid.

Crudely printed posters blazoned forth

the allegation that each bottle contained

eight fluid ounces of the world's most
renowned rheumatism medicine

—"The
Discovery of the Ages ! Guaranteed to

make pain disappear instantly ! Can
also be used for cleaning your piano

!"

Just as the sun was beginning to drop

behind the horizon, the fellow who had
accosted Ince at the bar earlier in the

day stepped upon a soap box, and, re-

moving his hat, called "Ladies and gen-

tlemen !" to the listless crowd that had
by this time accumulated. "Doc" stood

behind the counter, coolly stroking his

long, gray mustache. And the third

of the mysterious triumvirate leaned

languidly against a near-by tree, hold-

ing Ince in leash with one hand.

"We are heah, to-day," began the

"barker," his arms akimbo, "in the in-

terests of scientific research and relief.
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After many yeahs of tireless experi-

mentation, a noted German physician

has concocted a cure for rheumatism,
and he has delegated us to carry it

around the country and introduce its

beneficial qualities to poor, suffering

humanity. It is simply the oil extracted

by a patented process from an herb
found in the desolate wastes of Arabia.
And you will be astounded when I tell

you that, in addition to curing your
rheumatism, it will polish your pianos,

lubricate your sewing machines, and re-

move rust from your knives and forks.

We sold it in New York for two dol-

lars, we sold it in Chicago for a dollar

and a half,

we sold it in

Albany for a

dollar— but,

just to intro-

duce it, we
are going to

let you have

it for the
small sum of

fifty cents, a

half a dollar.

And, to show
you that our

hearts are in

the right
place, we are

giving away,

to-day only,

valuable pre-

miums with

each and
every bottle.

You may get

a scarfpin or

a camera or

a set of box-

ing gloves or

a cut-glass
cake dish—or

even a hun-

dred-dollar
bill. Come
on, now.

en-

the
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folks! This is bargain day! Step up
heah and see what you win !"

It was a study in human nature to

note with what avidity the credulous
tourists stampeded the counter ; not im-
mediately, however, but after young
Ince, under whispered instructions

from his boss, had stepped up and pur-
chased a bottle of medicine and was
rewarded with a handsome gold watch.
They swarmed about and dumped their

money into the crucible of gross de-
ceit, whence emerged renewed
treaties to the tardy and skeptical.

Having exhibited his prize to

curious throng, Ince wended his way
to the rear

of the tent

and entered.

His instruc-

tions were
t o change
h i s clothes

for the out-

f i t of a

country boy
and mingle

again with

the crowds.

This man-
date he
obeyed t o

the letter,

and his next

harvest con-

sisted of a

shotgun.
More suck-

ers ! Then
he won a

handsome
clock. Still

more suck-

ers !

"And the

funny part

of it i s,"

says Ince,

speaking of

the incident,
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Thomas H. Ince in one of his early

stage ventures.
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"that I was too thick to understand why
I should be winning a valuable prize

every time. As a matter of fact, I

didn't care, because I was being paid

live dollars a day, and, believe me, I

needed the money \"

One day, about three weeks after

Ince had joined the medicine show, a

heavy-set man clutched him forcibly by
the coat lapel, and, jerking him around,

bawled : "Yer blame little capper ! I

got a notion to turn yer in
!"

The qurck wit of "Doc" came to the

boy's rescue.

"Look here, young feller," said the

old proprietor. "Take yer hands off!

That lad's my son, and I have half a

mind to arrest you for insultin' him !"

Cowed by the brazen charge, the

stranger shuffled away, and the game of

chance went merrily on.

About a year later, Ince met "Doc"
in New York.

"After you went away," the old man
told him, "we beat that guy up and
threw him in jail. Oh ! Yes, of course

we stood in with the constable
!"

Ince's strange experiences in upper
New York State terminated at the end
of the summer, when he was sum-
moned by his father to appear in a

Metropolitan production. It was "A
Southern Romance," a dramatization,

by B. B. Yallentine and Leo Ditrich-

stein, of Dora Higbee's novel, "In God's
Country." It opened at the Fifth Ave-
nue Theater on September 4, 1897, and
the cast included Frank C. Bangs, Leo
Ditrichstein, Katherine Grey, and Ince's

mother, Emma Brennan. Ince had the

part of Alecj a negro boy.

It was a small role, but the com-
mencement of a great career, during'

the course of which were destined to

happen many things of importance and

interest both to Ince and to the world.

Next month: Ince's Stock Com-
pany Days—His Experiences
as a Full-fledged Actor—The
Molding of His Character.

TO BE CONTINUED.

COME AGAIN!

JT jars you when the villain bold,

Big-muscled, iron-sinewed,

Has knocked the gentle hero cold,

To read: "To be continued."

W. C. MacDermott.



The Studio's Golden Hour
By Howard Mam

JUST as the circus man prizes a little

time which he has to himself along
about sunset, or the stage actor

loves his midnight supper, the folks

around the studios enjoy their rest hour
at midday. You will find them in cor-
ners of the studio or the yard, joking
and laughing, and—if you must know
the worst—the barber-shop chorus is

frequent and ofttimes violent.

Evidence is this snapshot caught at

the Fox studios in Fort Lee. The
property man, a baron, a cruel father,

and a few plainer citizens often get
their heads together and send strange
harmonies quavering upward toward
the fragile glass ceilings. For this is

noonday—the studio's golden hour.
The other midday snapshot at the

Solax plant in Fort Lee, shows that

the kiddies who act are on friendly

terms with the fierce varlets of the films.



And They Made Her a Star
It is easy to make a girl famous—it is harder to

make her popular. But it can be done as Doris did it.

By J. B. Griswald

ABRAHAM LINCOLN may
not have known a great

deal about the motion-pic-
ture business, but he left to pos-
terity a line that applies to cer-

tain conditions in the realm of
the celluloid drama. -Lincoln
opined that you can't fool all of
the people all of the time, which
can be paraphrased into a movie
maxim, 'you can't make a star

with publicity alone."

The motion-picture business
has been crowded with meteoric
careers. A girl was pretty and
so they made her a star. A girl

was ambitious and her father

had money, or she had influ-

ence, or she was cute, or she
could drive a flying machine,
or she had fallen off a ten-story

building and had landed unhurt,
or she had shot her husband,

or she had won a swim-
ming contest, or she had

a pet chimpanzee, or

she had invented

a new way to

make fudge,

or the cam-

Dam Grey.
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era man had some unexposed negative

he didn't know what to do with, or the

general manager was trying to cut ex-

penses—and so they made her a star.

She was a star for from three to five

reels, and then nothing but a cinder,

burned out.

That was in the olden days. The
very star system itself has protected

the public and has driven out the in-

competents. Now a girl must be an

actress before, not after, she gets her

name on the three sheets and her pic-

ture in the magazines. It was the ill-

advised motion-picture magnate who
tried to make an incompetent famous,
and, hoist by his own petard, he has

perished.

The companies that have survived

are the ones that early in the game con-

ceived the idea—at that time quite rad-

ical—that a play should be acted by ac-

tors and actresses, not by acrobats or

persons notorious. These companies,
for the most part, were headed by men
who had been theatrical producers be-

fore they went into motion pictures,

and who realized that the motion-pic-

ture play was to be something more
than something to look at; it was to

be something to think about.

A motion-picture play must have a

star. Some authorities will say the star

system is wrong, but stop and think.

How do you pick the pictures you are

going to see? Do you say, "Let's go
over and see 'The Sins of the Popu-
lace,' or 'The Undertaker's Bride ?'

"

Of course you don't. You say, "Let's

go see Mary Pickford," or Theda Bara,

or Florence La Badie, or Marguerite
Clark, or Gladys Hulette, as the case

may be.

Motion-picture fans follow stars.

Advertising may make the patrons go
see an actress once, but if she doesn't

satisfy they never go to see her again.

The better she is advertised the more
easily they remember that they don't

like her. It's the same theory that is

used in selling soap or breakfast food
or smoking tobacco. The publicity may
make you take a chance, but if the

product is no good you don't try it

again.

All of which has made motion-pic-

ture producers careful about selecting

stars. They try them out first, and
they do not open a big advertising cam-
paign until they are sure that they are

going to make good.

The stars you see in motion pictures

to-day get their names into the electric

lights because they have made good,

because men who make it their busi-

ness to know talent when they see it

have decided that the girl or the man
has talent, that the public is going to

like her or him and will pay money to

get in for a look at five thousand feet.

There's no sentiment in it now. It's

business.

Now we're into the story. That was
just the introduction, meant to lead you
on, to instruct you so that you would
understand the why of the announce-
ment from Edwin Thanhouser that he
has decided to star Doris Grey and
Wayne Arey. -

Doris Grey was the prettiest girl at

the ball given by the Boston motion-
picture exhibitors in Boston last De-
cember. Mr. Thanhouser had agreed

to take the prettiest girl and put her
into a picture. He promised nothing

more than that. He had not promised
to make her a star. In fact, he had
not expected to.

Doris appeared in a three-reeler

called "What Doris Did." Doris did

various things. Until she joined the

Thanhouser Company she never had
seen a motion picture in the process

of making. Her histrionic efforts had
been confined to amateur entertain-

ments at Dorchester High School, and
what she had learned in a Boston school

of expression. You probably imagine
that she was pretty bad. You're half

right. She was pretty, but not bad.
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Wayne Arey. cn

star w i t h

Miss
Grey.

WW r-

Two

scenes of

Doris Grey and her

director, Ernest Warde

Doris did surprisingly well, so well

that Mr. Thanhouser, who had expected

to let her go after making the one pic-

ture, made her a member of his stock

company and instructed his_ directors to

help her in every way possible.

Mr.. Thanhouser was a man of wide

theatrical experience before he went into

motion pictures. He was one of the most
successful stock producers in the country, with

companies of high standing in Milwaukee and
Chicago, when he decided to try his luck in

celluloid. He knows an actress when he sees

one, and he saw that Doris had talent.

For eight months Doris. Grey went to a
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motion-picture school at the Than-
houser studios. She appeared in all

sorts of parts, and was given every op-

portunity to learn the art of pantomime.
Doris has made good. She has with-

stood the test. Now she is a real star.

Air. Thanhouser believes she is des-

tined to become a great motion-picture

actress. M he didn't believe so, he
would not have signed her to a long-

time contract at a large salary.

Deris is only nineteen

years old. Her success

has not changed her in

the slightest particular.

She is a good friend to

everybody, and she still

cannot understand
why she has been

selected to receive

this great opportunity.

When s h e at-

tended the motion -

picture, ball at

Boston she accom-
panied her little

cousin. Doris had no intention of com-
peting, but she entered her cousin in

the contest. The judges ignored the

cousin and chose Doris. So works fate.

While Doris Grey was being devel-

oped in the Thanhouser studios a young
man also was rising to stardom. He
was Wayne Arey, who is costarred with
Miss Grey. Mr. Arey had a long stock

experience before he went into pictures

-and had had important parts in

lelasco and Frohman productions.

Mr. Thanhouser recognized

that Mr. Arey would make
L good, and gave him a chance

II to prove it.

Now, under the direction

of Ernest Warde, Miss
Grey and Mr. Arey are

doing excellent work.
Miss Grey and

Mr. Arey have
proved to be good

k players,

jn And so they

made them stars.



Mae Marsh-

HE gentleman who wrote that famous saying

about it pouring whenever it rains had in-

side information concerning life. If no one

else had ever proved it, Mae Marsh has now.
She works all day in the Fine Arts studio, making

pictures, and then she goes home to her own
studio and makes more pictures. Of course

they are not the same kind of pictures, but

they are pictures, just the same.

It all started a short time ago, when
Anita Loos, who has written many
Triangle plays and is a close friend

of the actress, noticed that the lat-

ter was following art very carefully.

She suggested that Mae trv her own

When some one accused her of being
an artist Mae started out to prove that

she was—every kind of an artist.



Double Artist
By E. K. Saunders

brush. Perhaps that was all that Miss
Marsh had been waiting for—some one to
urge her on. At any rate, she did try.

She did not receive any instructions ; she
did not make any inquiries; she just went
ahead and painted and carved. Most of
her painting has been done without models.
Imaginary faces, they are, but surprisingly
good for a beginner.

Her first attempt with the clay was more
trying on Mae's little sister than it was on
Mae. She had to sit still and pose for
hours at a time. And when it was fin-

ished, no one proclaimed loudly, as they do
in stories, and called it a masterpiece—that
is, no one except Anita Loos.
But Mae was not discouraged. She con-

tinued with her work, and finally decided
to study the art. She has arranged to take
lessons from well-known artists.

In the picture above Mae is shown work-
ing on her first clay head, and it may
be compared to her

. latest achieve-
ment, the praying woman, below. At
the top of the opposite page, she is

playing with her little cousin.



The Victoria Cross
By Robert Foster

WHEN Ralph Seton took up the

white man's burden, carrying

the flag of England into the

heart of India, he was splendidly

equipped, mentally and physically, to

give battle tu the .fighting tribes, but

he had no armor to protect him from
the Princess Adala.

That was in the dread days imme-
diately preceding the great mutiny,

when the country was split by the dis-

sensions of the Mahrattas, who, if they

had put aside their jealousies and united

in one purpose, might have checked
the growing power of the British and
seized India for themselves as it fell

from the relaxing grasp of the Great

Mogul.

Setcn was a soldier, and so iong as

there was fighting to be done he gave
himself body and soul to the task. At
Agra, where he routed the sepoys, he

won undying fame, and no less a per-

sonage than Sir Allan Strathallan was
sent to convey to Major Ralph Seton

in person the thanks of Parliament and
pin on his breast the Victoria Cross.

Not only was Sir Allan coming, but

his daughter as well, the lovely Joan
Strathallan, who had been a school

chum of Seton' s.

These two things would, in ordinary

circumstances, have given him un-

bounded delight, but India had laid its

insidious hand on the young major, and,

with no righting to occupy his mind,

he fell an easy victim to the vices of

the East, and the fine flower of his

manhood was in danger of being

blasted.

When the letter from home arrived,

announcing the coming of the Strath-

allans, he pulled himself together, and,

sitting at the table with his brother

officers, he pushed the proffered drink

away from him, and, raising his hands,

declared

:

"I'm through, fellows. No more of

the stuff for me."

For a week he kept his vow, and

there is no telling how long he might

have resisted temptation, had he not

met the Princess Adala.

He saw her in her palanquin one day,

and the eyes that glowed above her veil

undoubtedly held a smile for him. She
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commanded her bearers to stop, and
called him to her side.

"Your name?" she said imperiously.

"Seton," he told her. "Major Ralph
Seton."

''How long have you been here?"
"A matter of ten days."

'Then why have you not been pre-
sented to me?"
He looked bewildered.

"I am the half sister of the mah-
ratta; I am the Princess Adala," she
explained.

He bowed low. It was the British

policy to keep on good terms with the

Mahrattas, and he told himself it would
be no hardship to cultivate the society
of this beautiful, veiled native princess
who had mastered the English language
and carried herself with as queenly an
air as any royal lady in Europe.
On her invitation he visited her at

her "palace"—a big barn of a place at

Bithoor, twelve miles upriver from
Cawnpur, which had been given to

the peishwa after his dethronement,
and where now his heir, the nana, lived
in princely state.

Here Major Seton was entertained,
and here the princess reawakened his

appetite for drink with a native liquor
that fired his soul and shattered his res-

olutions.

When he returned to the garrison he

gave his friends a colorful picture of
his visit.

"The princess is as lovely as the
dawn," he told them.
"And probably as dangerous as a ser-

pent," added an older officer who,
through long years in India, had grown
cynical.

"Nonsense," said Seton. "She has
the heart of a child. She knows how
to flatter, though. Told me what a

splendid-looking chap I'd be in Eastern
clothes, and when I fell for the flattery

she ran away and brought me a pair
of beautifully worked slippers. Car-
ried them in on a cushion as if she were
offering me a crown.

." 'For me ?' I asked.

''And she laughed and nodded her
head. " 'You'll wear them like a Mah-
ratta/ she said, and what could a fel-

low do but grab slippers and girl in his

arms ?"

So for several days Seton gravitated
between the palace and the barracks.
He had not the slightest inkling of the
truth that the interest which the prin-

cess had taken in him was not wholly
of her own intuition. Back of it was
the brain of Azimoolah, the nana's
chief adviser and native commander
of the regiment, a polished villain who
had visited England and added the
white man's wisdom to the cunning of
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the East. He spoke English and French

fluently, and had been the teacher of

the princess. His hatred of the Eng-

lish was a thing not to be measured

in words, but he hid his hate behind

a mask of politeness that deceived the

white population of Cawnpur. Al-

though apparently loyal to the conquer-

ing British, he was laying his plans for

the mutiny that was to send

a shudder of horror around

the world. |jf<

'Now, with the coming of

''You'll wear them like a Mahratta," she said

the young, easy-going, susceptible Ma-
jor Seton to Cawnpur, he saw a chance

to hasten the debacle. To the princess

he went with his plan.

"Under the spell of your charm," he

told her, "you can win this soldier, and,

with him in your toils, his men will

be as sheep. Get him here, Make
him your slave, and I will persuade the

nana to give the word to the hundreds

of his subjects to rise in rebellion. We

can wipe out the garrison in an hour

;

then the way is clear for the nana to

become prince of all India and yourself

the first lady in the land."

The girl agreed, and Seton allowed

the net to fall around him.

Azimoolah proceeded with his plan,

winning permission of the Mahratta to

begin the revolt, and on a day arranged

commanded the princess to entertain

the major and as many of his officers

as could be inveigled to the palace.

When Seton received the letter

from the princess he read it aloud,

and half a dozen of the officers

left with him for the palace

of the Mahratta.

The princess received

them graciously, and

led them to the nana.

Surrounded by his
dancing women, they

found the king in all

his glory. He made
them welcome, spoke

of his great hopes for

the future of India under

England, and metaphori-

cally gave them the keys of

the palace.

Meanwhile, Azimoolah

with a company of his men
had marched on the town,

overpowered the garrison

guards, and began the

looting of the army stores.

One of the badly
wounded guards managed
to crawl away, and reached

Seton's bungalow—only to find that

Major Seton and his fellow officers

were absent and that a distinguished

Englishman and his daughter had ar-

rived from home.

Sir Allan, himself a soldier, had

brought with him a well-drilled force,

and when he heard the story of the

wounded guard he gave battle to the

plunderers and routed them in panic.

Azimoolah, who had been conducting
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the attack from a safe distance, was
not prepared for the coming of Sir

Allan and his men, but, being a fellow
of infinite resource and a quick thinker,

he promptly joined in the pursuit of the
fleeing natives and shot a few of them
to testify his allegiance to the conquer-
ing race from overseas.

Then he went with a plausible story
to Strathallan, pleading that the natives
sometimes got out of hand, as on this

occasion, but that he could insure there
would be no repetition of the attack.

"Where is Major Seton?" asked Sir
Allan.

Azimoolah hesitated, but Seton's na-
tive servant, Cassim Beg, stepped for-

ward, and, salaaming, explained that
the major had gone to the nana's palace
on the invitation of the Princess Adala.

Strathallan's lips tightened in dis-

pleasure. "Take us to the palace," he
ordered, "and see that a strong guard
is replaced at the storehouse. I did
not expect this looseness of discipline
in an officer who has won the Victoria
Cross."

" 'All work and no play,' you know,
father " said his daughter softly.

"This is no time for play, Joan, and
Seton should know it," answered Strath-
allan seriously. 'The fate of India
hangs in the balance, and we don't know
what a day may bring forth. It is a
moment when every man ought to be
attending strictly to business. But
come, we will see if Seton has an ex-
planation."

On the way to the palace, Azimoolah
managed to dispatch a native runner
to the princess, telling her of the arrival
of Strathallan and admonishing her to
send the officers back to town by a cir-

cuitous route. The princess acted with
dispatch, but Seton refused to go with
the others.

"Mistake," said the nana in his oil-

iest tones, when Sir John arrived and
asked for Major Seton. "He may have
intended to come here to pay the prin-

cess a call with his brother officers, but
I am informed that he has not been
here, and I can only suppose that busi-
ness of a pressing nature has sent him
elsewhere. Let me make you welcome.
You will be my guest for as fong as
you care to stay, and your daughter
shall be the guest of the princess."

"For myself I must decline," said
Sir Allan, "but my daughter "

"I shall be delighted," said Joan, and
was conducted to the princess' court.

She found the princess Adala not at
all to her liking. For one thing, the
shifty eyes distressed her, and she could
not help following them as they moved
ever and again to a screen in the corner
of the room.

Behind the screen she saw a foot
projecting—a man's foot, clad in an
Eastern slipper. Being curious and a
resourceful girl, she made a pretext
of examining the objects of interest

scattered about, and upset the screen.

Major Seton stepped out unsteadily.

Joan stared in amazement.
"Ralph !" she gasped.

"Why, it'sh HT Joan!" he muttered
maudlinly.

She shrank away from him. "How
could you ?" she cried. "You—the hero
that all England is talking about—and
I find you here—intoxicated!"

"I'm not drunk, m'dear," he insisted.

"Only a HT drink, s'all."

Joan was on the verge of tears.

"When you are sober I will talk to

you," she said, and ran out of the
room.

There was no possibility now, after
that wretched discovery, that Joan
could become a guest of the palace, and
with her father she went back to town
sick at heart.

Sobered by the interview, Seton hur-
ried back to his bungalow on the fleet-

est Arab in the nana's stable. He was
smoking moodily when Sir Allan re-

turned and made surly answer to the
baronet's question.
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"I refuse to say a word about my-
self, except that I have been drink-

ing," said Seton. "And drinking is not

an uncommon thing in the army of oc-

cupation in India/'

"Your drinking has caused the death

of a number of your men," retorted

Sir Allan, "and I shall see that you

are court-martialed. God knows I

would have given my right hand to find

you more worthy of the Victoria Cross

that has been awarded you. It's yours,

but I hope I shall never again have the

distasteful task of presenting the trophy

to one who has failed in his duty to

queen and country."

The English code is a stern one. Sir

Allan Strathallan had known and liked

Ralph Seton in the early days, but per-

sonal likes or dislikes had nothing to

do with his conception of duty. His

words were bitter, and they flung Seton

farther down the ladder of degrada-

tion. Back he went to the Mahratta's

palace, and after one of his carouses

would have taken his own life, but the

princess stayed his hand.

He was with the princess when his

eyes fell on Joan again—not Joan, the

guest, now, but Joan a nautch girl.

The brain of Azimoolah had been at

work again. In the love of Sir Allan

for his daughter the crafty Indian saw

an opportunity for an adequate revenge,

as well as aiding in the coming of the

mutiny. To four of his men he had

assigned the task of kidnaping the girl.

They succeeded, and Joan was brought

before the Mahratta and ordered to

write to her father, urging him, at the

price of her life and honor, to with-

draw the troops from northern India.

"Never!" said the stout-hearted

daughter of the old soldier. "My life

is yours for the taking if you wish it,

but I will never betray my country."

"I like fire in a woman," said the

nana, with an evil grin. "You will

make a spirited addition to the women
who entertain me."

Thus it happened that Joan was at-

tired in the garments of a nautch girl,

and, biding her time; pretended to ac-

cept his caresses till the day came when,

plying him with liquor, she saw him
reduced to a state of insensibility. She

fled from the room, and, running

through a maze of corridors, she came
suddenly into the boudoir of the prin-

cess. Seton was alone in the room. He
was standing by a table, gazing into

a glass filled with native liquor.

"Joy and madness," she heard him
mutter. He was in Eastern dress, but

the gay trappings ill became his pres-

ent mood. His face was somber. "Joy
and madness," he repeated morosely.

"The glass holds both. Is it worth If?"

"It isn't ! Oh, Ralph, it isn't !" The
girl's voice broke in on his musings.

Joan's first impulse had been to get

away from there as quickly as possible,

but she determined on a last appeal to

his manhood. "Put the thing away and

—save me. If there is a spark of the

white man left in you, you will help

me," she went on, coming close to him

and looking appealingly into his eyes.

He put away the glass, and stared at

her for a long moment in sheer aston-

ishment.

"Little Joan—a nautch girl!" The
words came from him in a gasp.

"Yes, they kidnaped me. Brought

me to the Mahratta. I left him drunk

a moment ago, and fled here. Help

me to get away."

Major Seton drew his hands across

his eyes, as if to brush away a film.

Then his shoulders straightened.

"God forgive me!" he whispered.

Then he put his arm around the girl.

"Come !" he said. "The princess is

away. No one will question my right

to take—a nautch girl"—he winced

—

"wherever I wish."

"Seton, there's a chance for you

yet." Sir Allan Strathallan was hold-

ing the major's hand and peering keenly
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'Preparedness is better than panic," he told the garrison.

into his eyes. They were in the bunga-
low, and overhead they could hear the

excited chatter of the womenfolk who
were transforming Joan from the

nautch girl to a primly dressed English
lass.

"You brought back my daughter
from a peril worse than death. By
that act you have expunged your sad
record of the last few days."

"Nothing can expunge that record,"

said Seton bitterly. "I was a fool and
a knave. But this isn't a time to talk

of my own affairs. While I was in

the Mahratta's palace I learned some
things of terrible importance. I was
sober part of the time, you know. Azi-
moolah is going to order the nana to

begin a revolt. They both profess
friendship for the English, but at heart
they are our implacable foes. The
princess is with them heart and soul.

When she learns that I have left her
and that I aided the escape of Joan
from the nana's clutches, nothing will

stop them. Therefore, my advice is to

prepare for the coming attack on the

garrison."

There was a long silence in the room.
Then: "Seton, are you with us for

good?" Sir Allan snapped out the

question with a suddenness that

brought the blood to Seton's cheeks.

"I am," he answered, "to the death
!"

"Then take control. Get your men
6

together. Make your plans and I will

stand by you."

So Seton, a man among men again,
assumed command.

"Preparedness is better than panic,"
he told

.
the garrison. "An attack is

coming, I believe. Pray God it doesn't
come, but if it does, we will be ready
for it. Alarming news has come to me
from Delhi, and the north road is in-

fested with dacoits and liberated con-
victs. At any moment the sepoys, led

by the nana and the princess, may be-
come murdering fanatics."

With almost preternatural prescience
he began to prepare for the siege—

a

siege that was to eventuate in unspeak-
able horror. He strengthened the old
dragoon hospital, which consisted of
two brick buildings—one thatched, the
other roofed with masonry—and a few
outhouses. Round the hospital was
thrown up a mud wall four feet high.
The women and children were ordered
into this inclosure. Seton and his fel-

low officers still slept in the native lines

to encourage the sepoys in the belief

that their loyalty was not under sus-
picion.

For a few days there was an omi-
nous quiet in the palace of the nana,
then the word was quietly passed
around among the sepoys, and the re-

volt was on.
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Almost the first act of the rebels was
to open the jail and let loose a motley

host of cutthroats who burned and
sacked every European house outside

the inclosure.

The garrison had ten guns, but they

were placed in wide embrasures that

gave no cover and exposed to the ene-

mies' fire all who worked them.

It was Sunday morning when the

first shot from the nana's forces wras

fired. By noon the mutineers had
placed many guns in position, and the

intrenchment was raked with twenty-

four-pound shot from every quarter.

By nightfall the attack slackened, to

be renewed next morning. The enemy
seemed in no hurry, however, and, after

one faint-hearted attempt to storm the

ramparts, they kept to their own lines,

trusting to long-distance shots to wear
out the defenders.

Day followed day, with no hope of

relief from the siege. Provisions were
growing less, but the spirit of no sur-

render that had taken possession of

Major Seton nerved the defenders to

an endurance that puzzled the Mahratta
and inspired the poets of later days.

Wherever Seton passed he left men
something more courageous, and women
something less unhappy. In those days

Joan regarded him with a kind of won-
der. It passed comprehension that a

man who a few days before had sunk
so low should rise to such heights of

nobility.

But all of Major Seton's heroism
could not hide the ghastly fact that

men and women and children were
dying around him. Fever, epilepsy,

dysentery brooded over what shot and
shell had left. Both Seton and Sir

Allan were wounded, Seton so badly

that he was carried to the hospital. But
the doctors could not keep him there

longer than a day or two, and after

removing a bullet which had been
deeply embedded in his shoulder they

bandaged him and let him go. Pallid

of face and weak from loss of blood,

he went the rounds, breathing words
of encouragement.

Shut off from the outside world, the

little company fought on, half famished,

their clothes in rags, their throats

parched for the blessed water which
could only be procured by a hazardous
journey outside the intrenchments.

On the morning of the twenty-first

day of the siege a native approached,

carrying a white flag, and, while the

guns were silent, proffered a note for

"the major in command." This is the

historic letter :

To the Subjects of Her Most Gracious
Majesty, Queen Victoria : Although con-

fident of our ability to prolong the siege

indefinitely, we see no reason for further

killing, and offer safe passage to Allahabad
to all those who are willing to lay down
their arms.

The document was unsigned, but the

handwriting was that of Azimoolah.

Seton, fearing treachery on the part of

the nana, was opposed to making terms,

but when Sir Allan reminded him that

the provisions were almost at an end

and that the women and children could

not stand the hardships much longer,

he gave way and instructed the bearer

to say that they agreed to the terms

in the letter.

It was the end of the siege, but the

chapter of horrors was only just be-

gun, for as the surviving company filed

out and eagerly boarded the boats that

were to take them down the Ganges
to safety, the treachery of the Mahratta
climaxed in a slaughter of the innocents

that has few parallels in history. At
the moment when hopes were brightest

the natives, at the word of command
from Azimoolah, opened fire from the

banks, and the straw roofs of the boats

burst into flames from the red-hot char-

coal flung on the thatch. Men, women,
and children died by scores. Only
three of the boats moved away, and of

these two drifted across to the Oudh
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bank into the hands of the merciless

foe.

The third boat, which luckily had
not caught fire, floated downstream al-

most unnoticed in the smoke which
spread like a dense fog over the scene.

In this boat were Seton and Sir Allan

Strathallan and Joan and a scattered

remnant of horror-drenched men and
women who escaped to tell the tearful

tale.

But as they rounded a bend in the

river, Seton, standing with Joan at the

stern of the boat, turned sud-

denly to the girl and took her

hand.

"This is the end; I'm going-

back," he said. "I

have no

rent. A few swift strokes and he was
beside her, holding her head above the

water while he shouted for help. But
the boat had gone—swallowed up in

the dense smoke cloud.

They reached the bank—only to be

captured and hurried to the house tem-
porarily occupied by the nana and the

princess.

'As you Eng-
lish say, T am
very pleased to

said the

right to

escape while others

are alive and in peril."

She clung to him. ''This is

madness!" she cried. "They
will kill you !"

''Let them," he answered.
"Men a thousand times better

than I have perished in the last

few weeks." He unpinned the

Victoria Cross which he had
worn under his tunic. "Keep
this for my sake," he said. "If

you never see me again, try to

think of me as you have known
me in the days of the siege, and
forget, if you can-

She stopped his speech with
a kiss. For one moment he
held her to his breast, then he sprang
overside. Joan stared helplessly at the
Victoria Cross, thrust it into the bosom
of her dress, and, obeying an impulse
that permitted of no second thought,
clambered over the bulwarks and
dropped into the murk.

Seton, striking out for the shore,
heard the splash behind him, and, turn-
ing, saw the girl battling with the cur-

Cassim Beg pointed through the window. "Out there more
English coming. We go and join them, sahib"

princess gayly. "I cannot devote time
to you now, as I have several interesting

executions to witness, but you will be
entertained

—

under lock and key—at the

palace. Whether your execution, my
Englishman, will come to-morrow de-

pends on yourself. You left me for

this girl. Put her out of your mind
and I can save your life."

Seton made no answer, but his hand
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sought that of Joan's, and there was
an understanding between them that

needed no words.
In a room in the castle, where they

were imprisoned, they determined to

die together rather than be separated
in life. But Cassim Beg, Seton's faith-

ful native servant, came to their rescue.

He had slain the guards, taken their

keys, and unlocked the doors.

"Whoso sits down to the feast of life

must drink of the cup of death," he
said, quoting an old Hindu proverb.
He pointed through the window. "Out
there more English coming. We go
and join them, sahib."

Mounted on the swift Arabs that
Cassim Beg had provided, they dashed
into the hills, letting the native lead the
way. By what means he learned of the

coming of the British forces Seton
never knew, but Cassim Beg led them
straight.

The swift stroke of General Have-
lock has been told many times. It is

said that the English forces gave them-
selves up to the task of extermination
with a ferocity that has never been
paralleled.

The princess took her own life rather
than fall into the hands of the redcoats.
A bayonet let loose the evil spirit from
the gross body of the nana.

Azimoolah, the leader of the mutiny,
was captured, and Seton was called on
to pronounce sentence.

"Let him be blown from the mouth
of one of his own cannons," he ordered.

Black days, but the sun of peace

'Let him be blown from the mouth of one of his own cannons"
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shone again, and later, when, with Sir was it the dawn of a new day for the
Allan standing by, smiling upon them, lovers, but it was the dawn of a new
Joan pinned the Victoria Cross on day for India, that mysterious land
Seton's breast and told him that she where the dead ashes of a thousand
loved him, the young major felt that a dynasties have choked the light of
glorious dawn was at hand. Not only progress.

THE MOTHER
^HE Mother has a kindly face,

But very little airy grace;
Utterly lacking chic or style,

She has a sort of pious smile.

She wears a neat, black bombazine,-
With basque—if you know what I mean.
.And then a woozy shoulder shawl
That's not in fashion now at all.

She isn't just what you'd call smart

—

But you can see she has a heart.

Her brow is deeply seamed and lined,

Her hair's a small, tight knot behind—
She isn't beautiful a bit,

And yet, somehow she makes a hit.

The Mother isn't one to run;
She sits alone when day is done,
And it would seem her greatest joy
Is weeping o'er her erring boy.

Now, those are just the simple facts

Of how a Mother looks and acts;

I haven't any. But I've seen
Lots cn the moving-picture screen.

Carolyn Wells,



Striking Poses of Colin
Chase

One has to have a strong arm to buck against

a villain, and about the only thing Colin

doesn't do to get it is drive an ice wagon.





Confessions of a Press Agent
Some one has said never to trust a press agent.

One of the villains has turned traitor, and here-

with reveals his secret of how he "gets them over."

By Jerome Beatty

I AM press agent for the Thanhouser
Film Corporation, Edwin Than-
houser, president, of New Ro-

chelle, New York, Jacksonville, Florida,

and London, England. I realize that

everything I say may be used against

me, and I have waived immunity.
Gather 'round, grand jury, and listen

to my tale.

The editor says he wants a press-

agent story—no, not that. He gets all

of those that he can handle.. He wants
a story about press agents, motion-pic-

ture press agents.

"Get out of the rut," says he. "Bare
your brazen soul."

Which means that my trained type-

writer must be taught new tricks. So
expert is this machine that all I have
to do is to start to write "F-l." I take

my hands off the. keys, and, unassisted,

they rattle off "orence la Badie, the

beautiful Thanhouser star, who is now
appearing in Pathe Gold Rooster
Plays."

I press the "G" key, and turn away
to light my pipe. I turn back, and find

that the faithful machine has written

"ladys Hulette, the dainty Thanhouser
star." I touch "D," and lo ! with no
assistance whatever, the mill grinds out

"oris Grey and Wayne Arey, the bril-

liant Thanhouser stars."

All is not perfect, however. The
machine becomes confused often.

When I punch "F," it never knows
whether to write "Florence la Badie"
or "Frederick Warde, the eminent
Thanhouser s,tar."

"Don't think you can get across a lot

of stuff boosting your own stars," the

editor told me.

So I'm not going to try. But I have
to explain, don't I? Of course I do.

And I haven't mentioned Jeanne
Eagels, the stunning Thanhouser star,

or Vincent Serrano, the popular Than-
houser star, or Charlotte Walker, the

famous Thanhouser star, have I ? Self-

restraint is a fine thing to have.

He wants a story he can illustrate. I

have a good idea for him, It would be

a splendid stunt to run a bunch of

photographs of the world's greatest mo-
tion-picture actors. He could pick them
at random, say one of, well-—Florence
la Badie, for instance. And—just take

whatever ones come to mind : Gladys
Hulette, Charlotte Walker, Doris Grey,

Wayne Arey, and any others whose
names might occur upon first thought,

such as Frederick Warde, Jeanne
Eagels, and Vincent Serrano.

The press agent is always under sus-

picion. "Press-agent story" has come
to mean a blatant untruth, a lie cooked
up to exploit a star. If Florence la

Badie accidentally ran her car off a

cliff and almost killed herself, would
the editors express great sorrow and
exclaim that it was a national calamity

that such a public benefactor should be

temporarily detained from her noble

work? Not on your life!

"What won't these press agents do
next !" the editors would say.

A couple of weeks after the shark
scare had started in New York, Vin-
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cent Serrano was making water scenes

about five miles off Block Island. Little

Helen Badgley fell overboard, as or-

dered by the scenario, and was rescued

by Mr. Serrano, who dived off the

ship.

A moment after Mr. Serrano and
Helen had been pulled out of the water,
two sharks' fins came cutting through
the water near the boat, and work for
the day was promptly ended.

Did I send it out?" Of course not.

Editors would have said: "What,
again! Why doesn't this fellow think
of something new?"
On the same trip to Block Island, the

big Hygeia Hotel burned, and Mr. Ser-
rano and Thomas A. Cur-
ran, heavy man, helped

awaken the guests and get

them out. Eugene Moore,
the director, never over-

looking a bet, got out

George Webber, his camera
man, and took scenes of the

fire just because it was a

big one, and the stuff might
come in handy. He and
Mr. Curran got a girl and
carried her into the fire, and
then photographed them as

they came out.

It was an opportunity to

get spectacular stuff that

might be needed in a fu-

ture picture.

I sent the story out. Only
one editor used it, and he

labeled it "The Biggest

Press-agent Lie of the

Week."
Gladys Hulette appeared

in person at a showing of

"The Shine Girl," at the

Park Theater. We staged

a palpable fake. Miss
Hulette was supposed to be accidentally

locked in her dressing room over the

theater just before she was scheduled

to appear at the afternoon performance.

falsehood.

Jerome Beatty, whose life

work is trying to change

the capital of the United

Sta tes to New Roehelle, N. Y.

To keep her appointment, she donned
overalls and climbed down a ladder in

front of the theater, on Washington
Street, on a busy afternoon, while about
five thousand persons looked on.

Nearly every paper in Boston printed
something about it. Of course, the re-

porters had their tongues in their cheeks
when they wrote the stories—but they
wrote them.

I have been a newspaper man for

many years, and after much thought
have evolved this theory

:

To be worth printing, a press-agent

story must impress the reader as a cold

recital of facts or as a deliberate

There must be no half-

way ; no reader must be

allowed to doubt. He must
know, the moment he reads

it, whether to believe or to

grin indulgently.

The suggestion to make
Charlie Chaplin's birthday

a national holiday, the Ed-
win August campaign for

the presidency, Virginia

Pearson's beauty bath—in

which she was derricked

into a vase filled with rare

oils—are samples of fiction

yarns that gave laughs to

readers.

In Winsted, Connecticut,

is a man named Stone, who
writes nearly all the nature-

fake stories. He has made
Winsted famous as a town
full of such things as bull-

dogs that sit on eggs and
hatch a brood of chickens

when the old hen dies, rat-

tlesnakes that can click off

the Morse code with their

tails, and storms that blow
sheets of paper into a type-

writer and write the alphabet backward.
It's readable because when you see

the Winsted date line you know it's a

fake.
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Before he learned to spell "Thanhouser" Mr. Beatty's sphere was a baseball. This photograph was

taken at Marlin, Texas, during training season, and he is surrounded by famous sport writers.

From left to right: Sid Mercer, William Hanna, Jerome Beatty, Heyward Broun,

Damon Runyon, Lawrence Semon (now Vitagraph director), and Sam Crane.

I don't know whether the fake stories

from Winsted have pleased the cham-

ber of commerce, whether the wild tales

have increased the town's population, or

brought factories within its precincts.

I do know that the fact story that

Charlie Chaplin receives six hundred

and seventy thousand dollars a year

sells more Chaplin pictures than the

story that some congressman would

make the anniversary of Charlie's birth

a national holiday.

I also know that if your star can't

act, all the press-agenting in the world

won't get him over. The idea of pub-

licity is to make motion-picture fans

familiar with certain actors, so that the

fan will want to see them. After the

interest is created, it is up to the star to

help the press agent hold it.

Anything that will keep players

pleasantly before the public is good pub-

licity. If the fans see something that

makes them laugh at a star—good

night ! If they ever get the idea that a

star is "stuck on herself," it's all over.

A star must never be placed in the

position of seeking publicity—that's

why an announcement that an actor

thinks he would make a good supreme-

court justice would do him real harm.

All the news must seem to come spon-

taneously, all the fakes must seem as if

the star were having a good time over

them and saying: "Here's a funny one

—did you ever hear of anything as

ridiculous as this ?"

Most moving-picture stars are charm-

ing persons, and have no more a crav-

ing for fame than you or I. It's born

in the human race to like the limelight.

If you don't believe it, look around in

your desk, and you'll find "marked

copies" of newspapers, telling how you
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were banqueted by your friends upon
your election to whateveritwas, or a few
items taken from the society columns
describing afternoon teas or showers

that you gave for brides to be.

He may blushingly deny it, but no

person ever failed to read a second time

a complimentary notice concerning him-

self. And some people go as far as to

buy extra copies to send to their friends.

The editor asked me to tell about how
actors are different from what the press

agent says they are. I can't, for they

are not.

They're regular human beings, and

for common sense and general agree-

ableness will rate above the average.

Now and then you hear of a handsome
hero who is generally hated about the

studio, and it is whispered about that

the press agent had to talk fast to sup-

press the story that a chauffeur in a

fight had blacked both of the hero's

eyes. But the disagreeable picture actor

is a rare specimen.

This is a true story. I can honestly

say that I never have said that an
actress was beautiful when she wasn't,

or that she was charming when she was
a cat. I'm fortunate, in that I haven't

had to. Thanhouser actresses are both

beautiful and charming. I'm sticking to

facts, and if I couldn't conscientiously

have written that sentence, I would
have said nothing about it at all.

There are so many moving-picture

fans, and the "underground" carries the

inside dope so rapidly that you only

make yourself ridiculous by stating as

facts things the public knows to be
untrue.

It doesn't pay a producer to employ
second-rate players.

Therefore, I repeat, among our stars

are Florence la Badie

Fading into the scene I seem to see

the menacing figure of the editor.

''Don't think you can get across a lot

of stuff boosting your own stars," he
says.

So all I can do is to drop this manu-
script and run for my life.

CAMERA!
^pHE girlies on Fifth Avenue,

They trip along the street

With shortened skirts and flimsy hose
And dainty, slippered feet.

The girlies in the movies, too,

Look just as dear and sweet,

But—darn those close-ups !—we can't see

Their dainty, slippered feet.

Everett Leighton.
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w ITHOUT trying to cause embarrassment or to com-
ment unduly upon the unique business genius of

any person or persons in the industry, we feel

it our duty as an observer to point out that all large and
notable productions seem to travel in pairs. Particularly

we have in mind such subjects as "Carmen," "Romeo and
Juliet/' "Macbeth," "War Brides," and "The War Bride's

Secret," et cetera.

All this is very well as far as' it goes, for we have seen two theaters on oppo-
site sides of a thoroughfare playing productions of the same subject by two" dif-

ferent companies, and both doing good business. But, again, we have seen two
theaters lose their patronage to a third because the public believed both pictures

of the first two theaters to be "fakes," and preferred to see another and more
reliable film. There is nothing to stop producers from duplicating other pro-
ducers' films when they are based on uncopyrighted works, but they do so at their

own risk; they may score a greater success than the original producer or they
may meet with a miserable failure.

Merging

"Corner

Theaters

s
OME months ago a general topic of discussion among

the motion-picture trades' people was the possibility

of picture theaters being operated on the important

street corners of large cities in connection with drug and
cigar stores. Every person whose name was involved in

the rumors promptly denied connection with the deals in

question, but the rumors still persisted. And, when a
rumor lasts throughout a season in the film industry it is usually based on fact.

Therefore, those in touch with the game are not surprised to know that at the

present time the plan is being actively advanced by certain outside financial in-

terests, and will, in all probability, become a reality.

It takes but little imagination to conceive the immense profit which will rise

from a combination of this kind—that is, financial profit for those who operate

the triangular business—but the profit to the motion-picture industry is indeed
very doubtful. The big financial men back of the project at the present time
will wax rich on the scheme if they take it up, and will, therefore, bring much
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more money into the film industry. But that is just where the danger lies. Con-
solidated capital on a big scale would tend toward a balance of power in the
industry.

Granted that a corporation such as this one will, if formed, be successful
in getting one-half of the city street corners that it plans to get, it will have under
its control about two thousand theaters. An exhibiting company having this
many theaters is a mighty big factor in the distributing of films—in fact, it can
almost control the situation, and can easily force minor exhibitors in various
cities into an alliance to dictate to the producers. And dictation of this kind has
a note of finality about it which will practically shape the policy of the producers.

And so the question arises whether or not the men behind this big move-
ment will demand better pictures and fewer of them, or more pictures of doubt-
ful quality. Wrapped up in this question is much that is of vital importance to the
lover of motion pictures. The attitude of these men, if they really enter the
motion-picture field, will be watched with interest.

The "Open-

Market"

Trend

THE movement of stars, directors, and financial
geniuses toward individual organizations still con-
tinues, and, as time passes, the number of per-

sons to repudiate the old style of program releases and
set themselves up as "open-market" film makers increases
with surprising rapidity.

Long ago, the California Motion Picture Corporation
was the only concern steadily engaged in making open-market films. Others
came and went, usually staying only for one picture. Then Mabel Normand and
Charlie Chaplin were given companies of their own, and were followed by Clara
Kimball Young. Miss Young was backed by Lewis J. Selznick, film magnate,
who decided to gather about him numerous other open-market satellites. He
has well succeeded in doing so, having such stars as Norma Talmadge, Kitty '

Gordon, Lucille Lee Stewart, Nazimova, Mary Garden, and Florence Reed and
such directors as Herbert Brenon, Allan Dwan, Ralph Ince, Albert Capellani,
Charles Giblyn, and G. M. Anderson on his list at the present time, making ''non-
program" films.

In addition to these, there is Mary Pickford, with her own company the
venerable George M. Cohan, with his, and such directors as Christie, Abramson,
and Powell, who make films independent of programs with much success. David
W. Griffith and Thomas H. Ince may also be mentioned as producers of inde-
pendent films, though their efforts are very large and hardly are to be classed
with the others mentioned here. Mack Sennett also is an independent to a large
extent, having succeeded in securing Triangle's permission to sell his films to all
exhibitors, whether or not they took all of the Triangle program. Roscoe
Arbuckle, Sennett's chief star, is also to make films for himself and the open
market shortly. We dare say that before this comment is through the press
many others will be added to the list.

While to calm minds this movement is like all others in the industry, viz.,
much too swift and unattended by proper forethought on the part of many in-
volved, it is, nevertheless, indicative of a changing condition. It means that the
time has come for us to cease seeing poor, miscast, and hurriedly directed films,
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with little or no story. Each and every production that these independent pro-

ducers and stars turn out has to be of the very best quality, for it sells on its

own merit, and has no "program relations" which will serve to bring it before

the public whether the exhibitor believes the public will like it or not.

And because it is a progressive movement and one containing much that we
have longed for and waited for, we bid it welcome.

ONE of the vital things in motion pictures to-day is a

director's task of presenting a truly big and worthy
offering to the public. This issue has grown in im-

portance month by month, and, with the presentation of

each master work, its significance has become recognized

more and more. The result has been a correction of the

old idea that a director of films was merely a studio ma-
chine, which "ground out" so many reels every so often ; wise film magnates now
realize that a director's place is with his film to the very last possible moment, if

the film is to be offered for its full value.

We believe that D. W. Griffith, always an innovator, was the first director

to personally superintend the staging of a picture he had produced, and we be-

lieve that picture was "The Avenging Conscience." At any rate, it was Griffith

who made the practice an established one by traveling about the country and

giving his personal attention to the manner in which his "Birth of a Nation"

was shown on the various screens. Ince followed suit with his "Civilization,"

and other producers staged their films in a few cities. Now Griffith is again

touring the country, staging "Intolerance." When Universal recently released

in Chicago its "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea," the entire executive

producing staff was on hand to see that it was correctly presented.

That a film is more pleasing to the public when presented under the direc-

tion of the man who produced it is a proved fact. No person knows better than

a director what effects he strove to get in taking the picture, and, therefore, there

is no one able to emphasize these facts with lighting, music, and other stage

adjuncts better than he. It is quite a hopeless thing for directors of shorter sub-

jects to hope to stage their pictures in this manner, but we believe every producer

who makes a pretentious offering of many reels should devote at least a part of

his time to seeing that it is correctly presented to the public.

IN the chaos which has resulted from changing conditions

in the film world, the little exhibitor seems to have

been lost sight of almost entirely, together with his

clientele, which includes many, many thousands of motion-

picture devotees. By the little exhibitor we refer chiefly to

the owner of a medium or small-sized theater in a medium
or small-sized city or town. The class may also be stretched

to cover the exhibitors in larger cities, whose houses are in outlying or poor dis-

tricts or are so small that they hold only about a hundred people.

The prices that these exhibitors can charge are naturally not so large as

those secured by the more prosperous "downtown" or "neighborhood" house

The

Director's

Jurisdiction

Better

Short Films

Needed
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owner. Therefore he cannot pay so much money for the films he rents. To
such exhibitors, with their limited pocketbooks, the film market at the present time
is far from pleasing. Only one large distributing company is really giving proper
attention to short-reel subjects—one, two, and three-reelers—while all the others
are madly competing with each other in the five-reel market. The other com-
panies that are releasing short subjects are either flooding the market with reis-
sues or are turning out such inferior films that they are practically worthless.
The worthy short subjects are insufficient to supply the demand of a small house,
and, therefore, the exhibitor has to fill in his bill with old and badly worn features
or inferior serials, for the new feature and the attractive serial are beyond his
financial reach.

Thus it is easy to see that this class of exhibitors, and the public to whom
they cater, await the coming of an established producing company which will con-
centrate its energy on short subjects of good quality that can be secured at a
reasonable price/ In the evolution of the industry this demand is sure to be met
in due time, but the time to meet it is right now, and not at some dim, future
date.

A CERTAIN film producer is very much excited over
the prospect of giving the public "something new"
in screen plays—a revue of the motion-picture hap-

penings for the year, with an all-star cast. The production
calls for the clever directing of a scenario prepared by the
most humorous writers in the country.

It sounds very well, but as to its practicability we are
m doubt. It strikes us that George M. Cohan may have had something similar
to this in mind when he promised to startle bored motion-picture patrons with a
daring innovation. It's something decidedly different from anything yet at-
tempted, and if the 'Tollies," "The Passing Show/' and "Cohan's Revue" are able
to score such smashing successes on the stage, we believe something of the same
nature would "go big" on the screen. Let's have the experiment, anyway, Mr.
Producer

!

"Some-

thing

New"

A SHORT time ago announcement was made of the
merger of the already-merged Famous Players-
Lasky Company and the Morosco and Pallas Com-

panies. Aside from the fact that Oliver Morosco was said
to be leaving the picture business, the most important state-— '

j
ment made in connection with the deal was that Cecil B.
DeMille, director general for the Laskv Company since its

inception, had been elected president of the Morosco Company and vice president
of Pallas.

This promotion of DeMille is the reward of a long, hard campaign on his
part to raise the standard of motion pictures. He entered the game when pic-
tures were comparatively inferior, and it has been largely through imitation of
his efforts by other directors that the artistic standard of films has been raised
within the past two years.

He was really responsible for the formation of the Lasky Company. He

A Prac-

tical

Idealist
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had an idea that he could make better pictures than were being shown on the

screen, but he did not want to work in a studio where he could not work out all

his own ideas. Therefore he persuaded Mr. Lasky to start a company for him.

His success is testified to by all who saw the following films : "The Rose of

the Rancho," "The Girl of the Golden West/' "The Warrens of Virginia," and

"Carmen," with Geraldine Farrar. In addition, he has another massive produc-

tion with Farrar as "Joan of Arc."

As director general for Lasky, DeMille's motto was "make artistic and

dramatic pictures," and time, money, nor trouble were allowed to deter him or

his assistants in living up to that motto. He has done much for pictures, and,

as general manager of productions for all Pacific-coast activities of the merged

companies, will doubtless do much more. His name belongs alongside the few

really great directors whose efforts have been as an oasis in the desert of inferior

productions in the past. May many more like these few masters arise in

the near future to give us films which can proudly be preserved to posterity.

Beware of

Fake

Stocks

MANY of our readers have doubtless seen advertise-

ments in the newspapers offering the stock of vari-

ous moving-picture concerns for sale—usually in

the same city in which the advertisement appears. But,

after a week or two of advertising stock, the company's

name is never seen in print again, and its films are never

seen in the theaters. The reason is that the concern very

suddenly and mysteriously ceases to exist, and the unfortunate persons who in-

vested their money in its stock awoke to the realization that they had been

swindled.

This does not mean that motion-picture stocks are to be avoided as an in-

vestment. Far from it, for a good, reliable film company pays higher dividends

on its stock than almost any other industrial concern. But the trouble is that

the valuable stock of the film companies seldom reaches the public. Most of

the "good things" are kept by the men who are responsible for having created

them, and, therefore, never offered the general public, either directly or through

the stock market. Once in a while stock will be listed for general sale, but not

as a rule.

Therefore, when large newspaper advertisements proclaim startling bargains

in stocks, they can generally be disregarded with profit to the individual. The

companies represented by these advertisements seldom have producing facilities,

and, if they have, the chances are that they have not marketing connections of

certain worth. Without these there can be no profit. Those interested in mo-

tion pictures, and having a desire to get into the game financially, will go about

it very slowly and cautiously indeed, if they take our advice. In fact, we would

advise them to shun the film stocks entirely unless they can secure them through

one or two sources—either a reliable broker, on whose judgment you can depend,

or a film magnate on the "inside" of some large and thoroughly established pro-

ducing company, whose position in the film world stamps as valid any new enter-

prise in which he may engage.



David Powell
Footlight fame attained in Shakespearean roles abroad preceded the
young Englishman's appearance as a leading man in screen romances.

By Warren Reed

YOU may be a close follower of the films and
know most of the players by sight, but can
you discourse for even a full minute about

Mary Pickford's leading men? If you can, you
are unusual. Yet, despite the little that is heard
of them, a canvass of the picture-play actors in

these United States would reveal a small army of
men who claim the distinction of having appeared
opposite "Little Mary."
A single reason explains at once both why there

are so many of these and also why so little is heard
of them. That reason is that, until very re-

cently, Miss Pickford was guilty of photo
osculation with a different male lead in

every cast. The actors did well in

one picture, but were seldom re-

tained, probably because they

were not adapted for work in

various types of plays.

In the course of this

progression of players

coming in and passing

out of the door of dis-

tinction, the knob was
finally turned one day

and there entered a

young, handsome, and

exceedingly impressive

gentleman, who re-
minded one of a "Brit-

isher in India," and who
claimed to have sup-

ported on the stage

Forbes-Robertson, El-

len Terry, and Sir

Herbert Tree. On
the visitor's card he

wrote the name
David Powell.
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Mr.

gaged

Powell was en-

and cast to act

with Miss Pickford in

her next production.

That was at the Famous
Players studio, where
she was then employed.

When the picture was
completed, Air. Powell

was not reengaged,

but, as he went
out the door,

h e was fol-

lowed by the

eyes of those

who recognize

ability, and it

was certain
that his work had
not been over-

looked.

That w a s all

that the world

heard of David

Powell for a while.

.Then suddenly Miss

Pickford left the Fa-

mous Players Company
W and formed the Artcraft

jjfc Corporation, of which she

jjjjf was the sole star—and the

Br announcement was made
W that Air. Powell had been

1 chosen for her leading man
in the first production. She

had remembered him. And
when the first Artcraft film

was shown, his role in the cast

happily fitted the part that he

seemed to fill in real life. He
looked even more, in his khaki

uniform and sunshade hat, like

a real "Britisher in India"

—

and he was. Air. Powell did well

on the stage. He is doing better

on the screen. And.

though he would have

been miscast in the play

that followed his first

appearance with Miss
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Pickford, he was re-

signed when a vehicle

suited to his talents was
used. There are big
things ahead for him.

Mary Pickford has
ceased wondering where
to find a leading' man

;

and coincident with this

fact is the beginning of

a brilliant motion-picture

career for the erstwhile

actor of the spoken
drama.

All this I learned be-

fore I met Mr. Powell

himself. He would
never have disclosed it.

He never discloses any-

thing about himself.

But I was exceedingly

interested in this man
who was so well
spoken of in every

circle where he was
known, and I at last

met him one eve-

ning as his guest in

his old-fashioned studio

apartment in New York
City.

David Powell, the man,
is no less interesting than

David Powell, the actor.

This opinion is borne out by
all his friends, who say that

''the best thing about him is

himself/' I found it out my-
self that evening.

He was standing outside his

apartment door at the head of

the steps when we came in

downstairs, and shouted his

way into our hearts as we be-

gan to climb the two
flights. "Come up !" we
heard him call gayly.

In his voice there was
something plaintively

good-natured. It was

*
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An after-dinner smoke in the Detroit garden of an artist friend.

so much more than just a conventional

welcome. It was a tiny incident, but

one that was so characteristic of the

man. He might have been a fellow

mountain climber, I felt, who had

reached the summit ahead of us and

was calling his weary brother strag-

glers to a dizzy height of wonder and

grandeur. Around a curve of the steps

we were face to face with him. and a

moment later hand to hand with him.

And what a wondrous den of an

apartment it was that Ave were ushered

into ! The chill of autumn lay upon

the night outside, but within the homi-

ness of the little place heartened and

cheered. First we were invited to in-

spect a rare collection of ancient weap-

ons that hung on the wall in the vesti-

bule. Air. Powell numbers, among other

antiques, a sword owned by Sir Walter

Scott, which he showed us with ill-

concealed delight. Each dagger and

dirk had its own history. More sur-

prises awaited us in the sitting room.

And best of all were the blazing logs

on the hearth that crackled cheerily.

Books of old vintage lined the shelves.

Massive pieces of carved furniture,

draperies, art treasures, and pictures

gave an old-world quaintness to the

room that suggested English glory of

days agone. Of particular interest was

an old. cork-handled penholder which

Air. Powell produced from some hid-

den cranny. He told us its story first,

and then added, with a whimsical little

show of generosity, that we might hold

it in our hands for just a second. It was

the last pen that Robert Louis Steven-

son used.

For all the fascinating relics, we soon

drifted into an evening of cozy conver-

sation around the fire, chatting away
like old friends. Though his profession

is something very close to his heart, he

is not inclined to talk "shop" much.

Pretty soon, however, I drew him out

about his work.

"Mr. Powell," I ventured, "were you
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born to the stage, like so many of your
brother actors who tumbled out of the

cradle onto the boards?"

"No," he answered, half amused, "I

was no child prodigy. It never oc-

curred to me until I was venerably

twenty-one that I'd like to attempt a

dramatic career. At that time I was
a bank clerk in London. One day I

called to see Sir Herbert Tree and con-

fided my ambition to him. He was non-
committal and advised me to train at

a school for young players before trying

to get a job. I took this advice and got

my start there. It's an experience I'll

never forget. I was first told to go
home, learn a poem, and then come
back to recite it. This preliminary les-

son was a test to show whether I had
any histrionic ability. I had never
learned a poem in my life, and I went
away from the school rather heart-

heavy."

I interrupted him to ask the natural
question that suggested itself: "What
was the poem?" He anticipated me,
and, in a very rich and meaningful tone,

repeated the impressive soliloquv from
"Hamlet" : "To be or not to be." In
a moment his drawing-room infor-

mality had changed to dramatic dig-

nity. The gay manner of offstage life

dropped away, and he stood before us
every inch the actor.

Mr. Powell succeeded in his ambition
and played with signal success in

Shakespearean roles, later appearing at

different times with Sir Herbert him-
self, who had given him such scant
encouragement at first. In this country
he has toured with Forbes-Robertson
and Ellen Terry. It was after confine
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to America that he was taken with the

film fever and began to devote his tal-

ents exclusively to the screen, though
he had worked before the camera a lit-

tle in England.

When I asked him if he still nour-
ished his hope of playing again in

Shakespeare, he admitted that he did,

and added that "King Lear" was his

favorite.

Mr. Powell is a capital story-teller,

and entertained us with many rollick-

ing anecdotes about his antics in film-

land.

"They seemed to think I was so good
at dying that it became quite an occu-
pation with me," he told us. "In re-

hearsing for one play, it was necessary
for me to drown several mornings in

the Hudson River. I didn't mind dying
so much." he concluded, with a twinkle,

"but I jolly well refused to get up early
for such pranks. Undisturbed by the
impending tragedy, I usually arose late,

ate a leisurely breakfast, and strolled

over to the river to meet my fate. No
'death-at-sunrise' business for me."

Despite his record of achievements
before the footlights and camera, it is

his youth and his days of triumph to

come that you think of most in talking

to him. It is my lady of to-morrow,
Dame Fortune, who is beckoning- him
on to fame and success. Scarcely thirty,

he is too young to have attained that

lasting claim to greatness which can
come only with years. His career is

essentially in the making. It is his

native fitness, his catholic temperament,
his dramatic instinct, his scholarlv

training that augur how splendidly the

future awaits him.



A thousand people working in four studios at Fort Lee,
New Jersey, indicates the scope of this company's or-

ganization—and "the West is still to be heard from."'

Bv Robert C. Duncan
W. -j*

A group (f Fox directors and camera men making plans to film a battle scene in which the

"Russian" army, shown in the background, will figure.

ATMOSPHERICALLY the stu-

dio suggested a stock exchange.

The "floor" was buzzing like

"steel" on the jump. _ There was the

rumble of shifting property, the

shouted commands of the director, the

undercurrent conversation of sundry

employees, the clicking grind of the

camera, and, above all, the melo-

dramatic voices of the players them-

selves as they strutted before the lynx-

eyed camera, speaking their lines.

Confusion was added to chaos in the

motley jumble of sets, scattered scene

decorations, and multiplied high-power

lighting devices. Over all was the

canopied roof of glass through which,

on this particular winter day, the sun-

shine streamed, giving a weird radiance

to the tempestuous scene of people and

pillage. In this screaming scrimmage

of things there was one factor that re-

lieved the situation. Here and there

in the big room were colorful maidens,

sitting apart from the rehearsal where

they were not needed for the moment.

Gorgeously costumed and much be-

rouged, they suggested huge hollyhocks

or chrysanthemums, the greenhouse

products of a pane-roofed studio.

Unnoticed, I slipped into this bewil-

derment. It might be said here, how-

ever, that I was already prepared for

shocks. Arriving at Fort Lee, New
Jersey, I inquired how to reach the

Fox Company. I was rudely surprised

to get conflicting answers. The street-

car conductor was sure that if I got off

at a certain street, and turned to my
right, I would collide with it head-on

fashion. An Italian vender of groceries

directed me to bear to my left down
such and such a road and then turn into

a path through the woods, and I would

come to it in five minutes. Other per-

sons whom I asked had their own and

very certain idea about where the com-

pany was located. The upshot was that

all of them were right. The puzzle

was solved when I discovered that

there was not one but four studios fly-

ing the Fox banner.
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The first studio to which I made my
way was the Willat, the largest, best

equipped, and most important. Several

officials offered to show me around,

but I decided to just wander about and

see the plant, as an aimless tramp is

supposed to see the world. It was a

busy day for the imagination. Theda
Bara wTas occupied in a set in the

center of the great stage, seducing

men before the all-seeing eye of the

camera ; while William Farnum, who
was producing in the East, which was
quite fortunate for me as most of his

pictures are made in California, was
living snatches from the life of a

buxom hero in one corner. Just out-

side the door, looking off into a woods,

June Caprice was kittenishly avoiding

the arms of the famous Harry Hil-

liard.

I stood bv the Farnum scene for a

time and saw some unusually interest-

ing things. On one of my previous

visits to a Western studio I had seen

an emotional actress play on her tem-
perament with excellent results by using

a victrola just outside the camera line.

But Mr. Farnum did better, and he

was the first man I had ever seen do it.

Sitting his bulky form in a chair, be-

side a table, he looked like a dressed-

up mining man. His big, square shoul-

ders and open face seemed almost out

of place in the narrow inclosure of a

three-sided drawing-room.

"All ready, Bill," the director called,

and the smile seemed to fade from the

actor's face. It was to be an emotional

scene, and he was to have a battle with

himself—mentally, of course—that was
to be registered entirely from his fea-

tures. Hardly had the director called

for action, when the sorrowful strains

of solemn music fell on my ears, and
I looked around for their source.

There, just beyond the scene,

were two men, playing with as

much pathos and sentiment in the

Villiam Farnum "regis

ters" emotion under the

spell of an orchestra

which plays for the

purpose of heighten-

ing his mood.

a.
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refrain as possible, on a

cello and violin.

Bill put his head in his

hands, and the emotion be-

gan to bubble. Suddenly,

while keeping the pose
fixed so as not to spoil the

scene, he cried : "Tell 'em

to play slower—that music

is getting on my nerves !"

Those standing about
chuckled

m o m e

but the films kept grinding,

and Bill Farnum completed

an exceptional bit of acting

by defeating himself in the

battle, emotionally speaking.

When the Farnum scene

was over, I walked about the

stage, watching various
scenes, and discovered the in-

teresting fact that two were
being made at once for the

same picture. This is quite

unusual, for it is not often

that two scenes are made at
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the same time, two entirely

separate groups of players

appearing at once. Even
in this such was not the

case, for Walter Law
played in a set with Glen
White, Alice Gail, and
Carey Lee, while Theda
Bara posed for scenes of

herself alone and "close-

up." When Law finished

one scene, he hurried over
to Miss Bara's set and

acted with her. No
was lost

graphic affidavit to the fact that

a painter as well as a player.

Theda Bara, costumed for

rehearsal, and her direct-

or, J. Gordon Edwards,

discussing the details of

an exterior scene.

est and most completely

Company's Eastern plant.

in waiting, for, through good

fortune, Mr. Law did not

have to wear different cos-

tumes in the two sets.

Such is the efficiency of the

Fox plant; and Mr. Edwards,
Theda Bara's director, is de-

serving of some praise, ma-
nipulating the scenes in order

to use every minute of the

players' time whenever it is

possible. There was much to

attract my attention, as the

I play was from a novel of six-
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teenth-century life, and it required a

great deal of rehearsing to make every

detail correct.

When Mr, Edwards had a minute to

spare, I questioned him about some-

thing that had been bothering me for

some time

:

"How is it," I asked, "that Bill Far-

num is in the same picture with Theda

Bara? They don't seem to me to ex-

actly harmonize in type, and, besides,

I thought both were stars featured in-

dividually." He laughed a little, and

then said

:

"They aren't playing together. Bill

has just stepped out for a second for

a smoke between scenes, and the fellow

you see who looks so much like him

is Glenn White. They are almost

doubles. Every one speaks of the like-

ness."

Recalling the incident of the taking

of two scenes at one time, I thought

that the Fox plant must be the place

where efficiency was originated, and de-

cided to investigate the less absorbing

but interesting departments where time

and labor saving could be practiced.

More than passing mention should

be given to the studios from the stand-

point of equipment and production.

They are veritable warehouses of sup-

ply when it comes to picture para-

phernalia. An inventory of the stock

is staggering in its completeness. Such

is the importance attached' to perfect

working conditions that expense is not

spared. An example of this is an entire

street recently erected in the grounds of

the company, said to have cost twenty

thousand dollars. This represented

the outlay for a single set. Archi-

tecturally it was a masterpiece, being

a plaster duplicate of an ancient sec-

tion of Paris, and it included the

facade of the Notre Dame Cathedral.

The huge production plant is a hum-

ming factory of imagination. There

are, not counting the extras that come

in for a day or two and then leave, a

hundred people employed there. When
a mob or battle scene is being filmed,

the number often jumps to one thou-

sand or more. Included in this small

army are nearly a dozen stars who are

famous in practically every corner of

the world, such as Theda Bara, Bertha

Kalish, June Caprice, Virginia Pear-

son, -Yaleska Suratt, Harry Hilliard.

Stuart Holmes, and William Farnum,
although most of the acting of the lat-

ter is done on the Pacific coast.

After looking at all the mechanical

departments, I went out again to the

stage. There, attracting more atten-

tion than anybody, was a little new-

comer to the ranks of playerfolk. She

occupied a conspicuous place in the

center of the room, and gracefully sub-

mitted to the caresses and kisses that

were lavished upon her. Considering

her tender years, she scampered and

frisked about lustily—that is, as much
as the slender rope about her neck

would permit. Nannie Goat was the

mascot of the cast.

It happened to be pay day at the stu-

dio. The din and uproar incident to

picture filming subsided when the

genial paymaster began to circulate in

the planetary system of movie stars

and satellites. By common consent,

work was suspended. Grim-visaged

villains, heroic leading men, feminine

luminaries, and sprightly ingenues,

joined with the come-and-go element

of lesser dignitaries and employees to

celebrate the occasion. At all times it

is a democratic, fun-loving crowd that

peoples filmdom ;
and it needs but an

excuse to unsettle its enforced dignity.

While eveiy one was in a happy

mood, I asked many questions, and

found out several things. Kenean

Buel, who directs Virginia Pearson,

and sometimes Theda Bara, was giving

directions to stage men and property

hands, pointing at plans that seemed

like architectural drawings for a new
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Just outside the door .... June

Caprice was kittenishly avoid-

ing the arms of the fam-

ous Harry Hiliiard.

mansion, but which were, in reality, de-

signs of scenes.

When he finished talking, I got into

conversation with him and found that

he was ''starless" for a few days or

weeks, he did not know which, while

he was waiting for Theda Bara to com-
plete her picture.

"As soon as she is finished, or works
on exteriors, I'll start Miss Pearson on

her next film," he told me. s

"Why not start now?" I asked. "Mr.
Edwards is doing everything at once,

it seems, and I thought Fox was a

short way of saying 'save time.' There
seems to be plenty of place for more
sets."

"You've overcome every objection

except the real one," he answered.

"That is that Miss Bara never acts

when Miss Pearson is playing in the

studio. Probably it is due to the fact

that they are both vampires, and their

work might interfere or be too much
alike. Each has her own little way of

doing away with men, you know."

I laughed, and suggested that there

was a possibility, too, that the com-

pany might run short of players if the

vampires worked at the same time and

put an end to all the male stars at

once.

"We keep pretty busy, at that,

though," Mr. Buel remarked. "We
have six big directors, who are around

most of the time. You've probably
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heard of most of them, and, if you

haven't, you should, because they de-

serve every bit as much credit as the

players. They are Jack Adolfi—John

G. he is—James Vincent, Tefft John-

son, J. Gordon Edwards, Carl Has-

baugh, and Miss Pearson's director.

Guess who he is. William Bach does

a lot of good and also hard work in

the capacity of technical man. When
we were taking "Her Double Life,"

with Theda Bara, he broke all the rec-

ords of the English army by building

a big, armored car in two hours and

a half, with the aid of the carpenter

shops. But it wasn't quite bullet proof,

because it was constructed of papier-

mache."

It was getting quite late, and I ex-

cused myself from Mr. Buel while I

hurried across lots to catch a glimpse

of the Lincoln studio—another branch

of the Fox producing plant—before

going back to New York to spend the

evening in the company of my type-

writer. I was fortunate enough to

find a play in progress with Stuart

Holmes in the lead.

Owing to the fast-dimming light, it

was necessary to employ a reflector de-

vice. Large mirrors held, at the wide
door of the studio reflected the rays

of the reddening sun in spotlight glory

upon the faces of the actors.

Thus they worked until the sun went

down behind the Jersey hills and Di-

rector Hasbaugh said the day's toil was

ended. The players sauntered off to

their dressing rooms, and I left, while

Stuart Holmes was grumbling good-

naturedly as he tried to dislodge his

solemn red wig.

This scene was abruptly halted while the demure actress sitting on the cushions complained that

her foot had gone to sleep.



The Princess Explains
By J. B. Waye

THIS happened in Fort Lee, New Jersey, so

don't let it amaze you. From a long, low
ugly shack of framework and canvas, with

a sagging roof of black cloth, arose a feminine cry
of anguish

:

"How dare you! Oh-h-h-h! Let me go! Let
me go

!"

We scurried toward the shack and
anxiously peered inside. Believe us

not, it wasn't a shack at all. It wa
a palace ! The outside looked shabby,

but the inside was a richly furnished,

great hall in a medieval castle.

A princess of olden times,

with wonderful, big eyes and
beautiful hair and a gown of

shimmery green, was strug-

gling and screaming in the

arms of a varlet. We could
tell he was a varlet from
his bandy legs and from
the way he cowered a mo-
ment later when, just in

time, a handsome young
knight in a coat of mail

came bounding in to the

rescue.

The knight was about
to clasp the princess in his

arms when she screamed
again. The ' varlet was
making a vicious stab at

Sir Harold with a long,

glittering knife. Just in

time—again—the knight
caught sight of Bandy-
legs, twisted away the
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knife, and—ugh !—finished him. But

any jury would have cleared our hero

on a plea of self-defense.

Not often are representatives of the

press fortunate enough to be eyewit-

nesses of the events they have to re-

port. We exulted in our luck as we
approached the princess and demanded
an. interview.

"It really didn't happen at all," she

declared.

"But, sweet lady, we saw it our-

selves."

"I can't help that," " she persisted.

"All you saw was a daydream. I'm

really a modern girl—even in the sce-

nario. This is only what I pictured in

fancy as I sat there reading a story-

book."

We had just enough reportorial pres-

ence of mind remaining to ask one

more question

:

"Name, please?"

"Clara Kimball Young," she said.

Then she skipped away to her

dressing room to make a quick change,

from King Arthur's day to King Bag-
got's.

QUALIFIED

J—
J IS parents made him walk with swinging strides;

They made him go for hikes and horseback rides,

They made him learn to drive,

And rope a steer alive,

And lots of other little stunts besides/

They made him box and fence and feint and swerve,

They made him learn to pitch a spiral curve,

They sent him off to college

—

Not so much to gather knowledge
As to join the football squad and steel his nerve.

They took him to receptions and to teas,

They made him learn to dance with practiced ease;

And after that they got

An auto and a yacht

And an ice boat and a biplane and trapeze.

He learned to wrestle, golf, and shoot and swim;

He spent his evenings training in the gym
;

At last he learned to wear
His clothes with such an air

They made a motion-picture star of him.

Jewell Parish.
|



The Uncomplimentary
Department

Containing practically everything except soft soap and whitewash.
This department is not intended to offend or reflect upon any one.
The photographs were posed for by the people themselves

A picture of a moving-
picture man. That is what
any one of these three

photographs might be
called. One might think

at first that each was
trying to hide a weak
chin, but their heroic

deeds on the screen dis-

pel any such thought.

Almost every photograph
of an actor is a bust re-

production of the famous
"Thinker." Of course the

elbow leaning oh the

knee cannot be shown

—

re men are far too
modest to show then-

knees. Effervescent
Creighton Hale, at the
top, seems much happier
than the others. And
why not? Hasn't he two
beautiful rings to wen-
while Francis X. Busli-

man only has one? And
poor Herbert Brenon,
who isn't really an actor
at all, but a director,

must have sacrificed

his to the gods in Ja-
maica, W. I.



1 Posing willi a dog is getting to be a very

bad habit with actresses. When Gladys

Brockwell led her man eater to the camera

she gave the world an unusual contrast of

expression. The dog had such an impressive

face that it appeared as if Gladys posed

with Mr. Bull instead of vice versa. It might

be suggested that ladies press-agent them-

selves instead of the animals. The latter

don't seem to like it much anyway.

Either Theda Bara should be accompanied by a

detail detective when she poses for photographs.,

or else she is starting a new fashion. Quite a

unique combination, she presents—a gorgeous

evening gown and a large drooped-tail canine.

It is terribly hard for an actress to

look properly innocent, even if she is.

Fritzie Brunette has proved it here.

This photograph is hitherto unpub-

lished. We do not wonder why.
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Well, for the love of Jake! Who ever thought that Ruth
Roland would have to go to an unsuspecting little deer to be
kissed? Boys, boys, just look at this! Since the lady's in
distress, we shall give you her address. Send applications
to her at the Balboa studio, Long Beach, California.

There isn't much the matter with this

picture except that Peggy Hyland is

paid for doing this when any one else

would be fired.

1 1

IIP

When Norma Taluiadge's

press agent sent this out he
started something. Looking
at the picture we have to say
that Miss Talmadge, who is

painting herself, isn't much
of an artist, or else, if she
is, she can't really be as

beautiful as she seems on
the screen. That butcher's

arm shield she wears makes
favor the first theory.

This may be one reason why
Hughes was not elected. A
photo-play bureau, which handles
Madge Kirby's publicity, sent
these pasted pictures out as a
photograph of the star giving
the candidate a bouquet. What'll
we do with the faker, who thinks
that all one needs to be a press
agent is muscilage?

8

ff4



Screen Gossip
A hundred reels of the happenings in film-

dom, condensed into a few lively pages

By Neil G. Caward

NOVEMBER was a great month

for birthdays. Not only a lot

of players, but two big film

corporations celebrated their birthdays.

Triangle was one, and Morosco the

other. It was Triangle's first birthday,

and Morosco's second. After cutting

its birthday cake, Triangle looked back

over the year just past, and had cause

to be proud. It doesn't really seem as

if it could all haye happened within

one year. For instance, doesn't it seem

to you that you have known Douglas

Fairbanks more than a year? A year

ago, on November 1st, he was almost

unknown to screen fans. And yet to-

day he is screendonrs most popular

light-comedy hero. Bessie Love had

never even been inside of a studio a

year ago. That splendid interpreter of

Western characters, William S. Hart,

had been appearing in Kay Bee pro-

ductions, of course, but wasn't any-

where near as popular or as well known

as he is now. And Charlie Ray, the

boy wonder of 191 5-16, was only a

juvenile at the Ince plant. As for the

stars with the big names—introduced

to picture fans by Triangle—there are

DeWolf Hopper, Billie Burke, Sir

Herbert Beerbohm Tree, Frank Kee-

nan, and William Collier. Nobody

had even dreamed that they would be

seen on the screen. One is tempted to

wonder what new miracles Triangle

will be able to look back upon in No-

vember, 1917, when it lights its second-

birthday candle.

Morosco starts off its third year with

a new president—none other than

Cecil B. de Mille, the famous ex-stage

director, who was one of the original

founders of the Jesse L. Lasky Feature

Play Company, and the man who di-

rected the Geraldine Farrar produc-

tions of "'Carmen'' and "Joan of Arc."

With such a man in the president's

chair, it seems likely Morosco's prog-

ress during the coming year will be

even more spectacular than its achieve-

ments to date, stupendous though they

have been. On its second birthday

Morosco had no mean accomplishments

to look back upon, for it presented on

the screen such artists as George Be-

ban, Anna Held, Lenore Ulrich, Kath-

lyn Williams, Fritzi SchefJf, Rita Joli-

vet, Myrtle Stedman, Lois Meredith,

Constance Collier, Elsie Janis, Vivian

Martin, George Fawcett, Cyiil Maude,

Charlotte Greenwood, and Blanche

Ring.

One of Marie Doro's greatest tri-

umphs is scored in the title role of what

many consider one of Charles Dickens'

greatest characters
—

"Oliver Twist."

Early in December this Lasky photo

play was given its first public showing.

Miss Doro was peculiarly fitted to in-

terpret the title role, for it was she

who created the part in the Liebler all-

star presentation of the same play dur-

ing the Dickens Centenary in 1912. For

her supporting cast in the screen ver-

sion of "Oliver Twist," such splendid

plavers as Hobart Bosworth, Tully

Marshall, James Neill, and Raymond

Hatton were chosen among others.

Bosworth, of course, will be the brutal

Bill Sykesj while Tully Marshall, fa-
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mous for his dope-
fiend characters on the

speaking stage and in

Ince productions, will

try his hand at Fagin,

and undoubtedly will

score a triumph.

In answer to the

query of a fan who re-

cently asked, "What
has become of Flora
Finch, formerly of

Vitagraph ? " we
hasten to mention,
"Turned up," one of

the newest of States'-

rights films. Those
pictures were made
and sold to the high-
est bidder, who re-

ceived, in return for

his money, the ex- I

elusive right to

show the film in a

certain State or I

States. "Turned
Up" features Xat J
Goodwin and 4

Flora Finch. >

The direction of
the picture was

|

in the hands of
J

Billy Quirk, an-

other former
V i t a g r a -

pher, like Miss
Finch. In the

support - t
ing cast ap-

pear such
well-re-
membered fa-

vorites a s

A u g u s -

tus Phillips,

Mildred
M anning,
E s t e 1 1 e

Ann
Murdoch

Mardo, Eddie
O'Connor, Lina
D'Avril, and Charles

Brandt. Many of the

scenes were taken at

Palm Beach, Florida,

and it is said the

"Four Hundred" will

recognize on the
screen, when the film

is released, such well-

known personages as

Robert Goelet, the

Yanderbilts, Charles

Schwab, and a lot of

others. Flora seems
to have been flying

pretty high, doesn't

she ?

You will soon be

seeing a new brand
of films, bearing the

name "Superpic-

tures." They are the

productions w h i cli

have been so long in

the making by Mc
Clure's, and the con-

cern releasing them,

known as Superpic-

tures, Incorporated,

is headed by W. W.
Hodkinson, who
formerly was presi-

dent of the Para-

mount organization.

The new concern is

capitalized at nine

million dollars and
numbers among its

officers, besides Mr.
Hodkinson, Fred-
erick L. Collins, the

multimillionaire pres-

ident of the McClure
publications ; Holland

S. Duell, and Ray-
in o n d P a w 1 e y ,
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H. B. Warner. corporated, expects to

have acquired a substan-

tial interest in one of

the greatest ex-

change systems of

the country.
Which one ? Ah,

that is guess-

work at this

time, but it

would not be

surprising i f

the magic name
of Triangle
proved to be the

one announced
later.

formerly treasurer of Paramount. Su-

perpictures' first "release will be a series

of seven pictures produced under the

auspices of the McClure publications,

and starring H. B. Warner, Ann
Murdock, Holbrook Blinn, Charlotte

Walker, and other big stars of like cal-

iber. Looks like a big treat is in store

for the fans. Incidentally, before this

copy gets into print, Superpictures, In-

Max Linder, one of

Charlie Chaplin's
strongest rivals, is now a

resident of Chicago. The

celebrated French come-

dian, who was starred by

Pathe for years and years, and

who dropped everything, at the

outbreak of the present European war,

to fight for his country, has again con-

sented to appear in comedy roles, un-

der an American director. Max de-

voted • all of his private fortune to

France, and served for months in the

aeroplane and dispatch service of his

country up to the time he was badly

wounded, and invalided home. It was

while he was recuperating in a French

hospital, at Contrexville, that Presi-

dent George Spoor, of the Essanay

Film Manufacturing Company, of Chi-

cago, closed the contract with him for

a year in Essanay films. Linder is

said to be receiving a salary of five

thousand dollars per week, one-half of

which Max turns over to his beloved

government. He made his way across

the English Channel, sailed from Liv-

erpool for New York, and, early in No-

vember, reached Chicago, to begin his

film work. His first picture is being
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made at the Chicago n , & . . .

. °. Douglas Fairbanks.
Lssanay studios, but it

is rumored that, on ac-

count of weather condi-
tions, the Linder Com-
pany may later be in-

stalled in a special

studio in California.

Your old friend

Douglas Fairbanks
will make his next ap-

pearance in the title role

of Blaze Derringer, the

hero of Eugene P. Lyle's

famous novel of that

name. The story, you will

remember, tells of a young
American who leaves for a
mythical South American
country in company with a pair
of notorious jail breakers, to get
the deposed president of the country
out of prison. Thrills galore are sure
to follow such an expedition, and,
needless to say, Douglas just revels in
the opportunities given him for daring
deeds, sensational stunts, and flirtation

with beautiful senoritas. If you liked
"Manhattan Madness," "American
Aristocracy," and "The Matromaniac"
—and who didn't ?—you are sure to be-
come enthusiastic over "Blaze Der-
ringer."

Reference to Max Linder calls to
mind the famous French novel, "Ar-
sene Lupin," which features a French
detective of that name who is even
more marvelous than Sherlock Holmes.
The photo-play rights to the famous
story have been secured by Vitagraph

;

and Earle Williams, late hero of the
series of stories released under the title

of "The Scarlet Runner," is now being
starred in it, under the direction of
Paul Scardon. "Arsene Lupin" will be
released as a Blue Ribbon Feature some
time in January.

When you see "The Breaker," a rive-

act Essanay feature starring Bryant
Washburn and Xell Craig, be sure to

watch Miss Craig's mouth just about
the time the subtitle referring to "Tris-
kardekaphopia" and "Hyperpyrexia"
is flashed on the screen. The director

insisted that Miss Cra,ig should speak
those words clearly enough so thev
would register plainly on the screen.
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and she spent nearly a solid week learn-

ing to pronounce them. When the

scene . was finally

"shot," Miss Craig

heaved a big sigh of

relief and quit work
for the day, de-

claring that she

w o u 1 d willingly

give up her screen

career before ~,
,

Charles
it n d e r t a k- Ray .

ing to perform such a stunt again. She

was perfectly willing to be hurled off

the Municipal Pier into ice-coated

Lake Michigan, to be tossed out of a

speeding automobile, or lashed to the

track in front of the Twentieth Cen-

tury Limited, but she absolutely

drew the line at pronouncing such

words as "Triskardekaphopia" and

"Hyperpyrexia." And you scarcely

can blame her, at that. (Xote to com-

positor : For the loveaMike, try to

spell both these words twice

alike, even though it is a

hard stunt to do.)

Charlie Ray, perfectly,

tailored juvenile star of

the Thomas H. Ince

forces, who has scored

•so many triumphs on

the Triangle program,

surprised his many
friends by his work
in "The Honorable

Algy," a Novem-
ber Triangle re-

lease, for this is

the first picture

in months in

which the pop-

ular Charles

has not ap-

peared in

the role of

I a weak-

"f . ' 1 i n g , a

coward, or

a waster. Ray was sup-

ported in this production by

Margaret Thompson, Marjorie

Wilson, Howard Hickman, and

Charles French. It is hoped the

future months will see Ray in

many similar roles, for, really,

he's too nice a chap to be cast as

a weakling time after time. He
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might get the habit, and girlies all over

the land woulchbe disconsolate if such

were the case.

Mrs. Vernon Castle, famous dancing

star of the new preparedness serial now
being released by International, accom-
panied by forty members of the pic-

ture company, departed recently from
the Wharton studios in Ithaca, New
York, for California, where the later

episodes of "Patria" are all laid. The
first few chapters of the new serial are

laid in Xew York City, Washington,
D. C, Buffalo, at Xewport, and off

Sandy Hook; and southern California

and the Mexican border will be shown
in the latter part of the picture. Mrs.
Castle and her fellow workers were
taken in a special train from Ithaca

to California.

He chanced to meet Miss Searl, who
had never appeared on stage or screen,

but in whom he believed he saw great

possibilities. He engaged her on the

spot.

Will history repeat itself and Veta
Searl some day shine in the movies as

do Mr. Powell's two other film "finds ?"

Some achieve fame and others have
it thrust upon them. To the latter for-

tunate few belongs Yeta Searl, a di-

minutive miss, recently discovered and
placed in the movies by the man who
performed a similar service for the

now famous Blanche Sweet and Theda
Bara.

Frank Powell, it

was, who gave Miss
Sweet and Miss Bara
their first chance to

shine on the many
cinema circuits, some-
thing Miss Searl, it is

expected, shortly will

be doing.

It all came about
in this fashion: Mr
Powell was looking

recently for a young
woman small in stat-

ure and possessed in

abundance of pulchri-

tude, personality, and
intelligence.

Remember how interested you were
in the famous "Stingaree" series, is-

sued by the Kalem Company some time

ago ? Well, the motion-picture public

of America liked the stories and the

acting of True Boardman in the title

role so well that Kalem has been

begged, implored, and beseeched to pro-

duce another series of the Hornung
stories. They were eager to accede to

the wishes of the "fans," but getting

another set of ''Stingaree'' tales from
Mr. Hornung proved quite a task.

Some authors have a dreadful dislike,

you know, to trying to duplicate a suc-

c e s s f u 1

Veta Searl.
series

the latest
of stones,

"find."
t X
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fearing that their later ef-

forts may not match up to

the original tales. But
finally, after spending a

small fortune in cable tolls,

the arrangement was com-

pleted, and E. W. Hor-

..^ nung, the same
man who wrote

"Raffles" and the

original lot of

"S t i n g a r e e
,J

stories, is now
hard at work on

another set of
thrilling Austra-

lian stories, which
will be produced

in films bv the

Kalem Company,
with Mr. Board-
man again play-

ing Stingaree.

Big announce-

ments have al-

ready been made
by the Mutual
Film Corpora-

tion with re-

gard to n e w
stars they have

placed under
contract, and

still bigger an-

il n c e -

will prob-

be made
a few

. Marjorie

famous
leading

Nance O'Neill, one of the stars of the new Frank Powell

Producing Corporation.

n o

ments

ably

within

weeks.
Rembeau,
Broadway

woman, is one of the

new Mutual stars, while

Nance O'Neill, who has al-

ready written her name

high in the motion-picture

Hall of Fame, is also a

Mutualite. Both will ap-
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pear under productions of the Frank theatrical venture which included the
Powell Producing Corporation, which taking over of the Broadway Theater,
releases through Mutual. The Powell at Broadway and Forty-first Street, for

pictures. Mr. Selznick and Mr. Brenon
are representatives of an entirely

different film-making organiza-

tion than

i s M r .

Laemmle,
who heads

the Uni-
v e r s a I

F i 1 m
Manu-
factur-
ing Com-
pany. Im-
m e d i ately

a crop of

rumors
broke
loose to

effect that Selznick

and Universal

films are made in the East—the Mutual
thus, for the first time, becom-
1 11 £ a n

t£

ocean-
to - ocean

produc-
ing or-
ganiza-
tion, for

already it

owns and

o p erates
some of

the best
studios on
the Pacific

coast,
where the

Minter, the Bennett,

the Helen Holmes, the

Chaplin, and the Mar-
garita Fischer produc-
tions are staged. Miss
O'Neill's first picture

will be from the first

Gertrude Atherton
novel to be filmed.

-

Art Acord, the fa-

mous American ;, cow-
puncher who was the

hero of the Mutual
series of "Buck Parvin"
stories, from the pen ofXharles E. Van
Loan, is now a Fox player, and soon
will make his appearance in a series of
Westerns, in which hard riding, dare-
devil stunts, and other typical Western
"atmosphere" are sure to be included.

NewT Yorkers were amazed, a few
weeks ago, by the announcement that

Lewis J. Selznick, Carl Laemmle, arid

Herbert Brenon were partners in a new

th

Pictures

were about to combine.

All these rumors
were without
foundation,
however, and the

partnership was
merely formed
for convenience

&£' and to insure all

Jj| parties to it of a

Broadway thea-

ter in which to

show their master-

pieces. The first

picture to be screened at the Broad-
way under the new management was
"War Brides," which features Madame
Nazimova, directed by Mr. Brenon and
released by Lewis J. Selznick. This

will be followed by "Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea," the multiple-

reel Universal drama ; and this, in

turn, will give way to "The Foolish

Virgin," the second of the Clara Kim-
ball Young pictures under Mr. Selz-

nick's auspices.

Art Acord, who will soon appear "in

another Western series.
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Beatriz Michelena, of the California

Motion Picture Corporation, who has

been temporarily absent from the

photo-play screens of the country, is

coming back soon, and stronger than

ever. A film adaptation of the opera

"Faust" will be the new vehicle in which

she will appear, and, naturally the role

of Marguerite is the one which will fall

to her. Captain Leslie Peacocke, ver-

satile scenario writer, is the author of

the working script from which the pic-

ture was made.

Hard on the heels of the announce-

ment that Selznick Pictures have taken

over the former Biograph studios in

New York City—the same plant which

George Kleine leased for production

of the "Gloria's. Romance" picture

featuring Billie Burke, comes the state-

ment that Robert Warwick, for some

months a World Film Corporation star,

has resigned from that organization to

become the featured personage of the

Robert Warwick Film Corporation,

which will release its output through

Selznick Pictures. Harry Rapf is

president of the Robert Warwick Film

Corporation, and it was he who ar-

ranged with Lewis J. Selznick for an

outlet for the new series of produc-

tions, as well as for Mr. Warwick to

stage his pictures in the newly secured

studio mentioned above. Ralph Ince,

former Yitagraph director and brother

of Thomas H. Ince, is to be Mr. War-
wick's director in the new organization.

Some great productions ought to re-

sult.

The long-awaited "Garden of Allah"

production from the Selig studios is

at last cut, tinted, and ready for the

screens. To those who have been

privileged to give this masterpiece the

"once over" in the Selig projecting

rooms prior to its first public show-

ing the dictionary is all

too small to contain ad-

jectives enough with
which to describe it.

Helen Ware, as the hero-

ine, is seen at her very

best, while Thomas Sant-

schi, in the role of Boris,

gives one of the most

vivid characterizations of

his entire career. The
tage settings, costum-

ing, and lighting are

perfection itself,

and the "Garden
of Allah."
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leased, is sure to place the name of

Selig in the very forefront of Amer-
ican producers.

Phillips Smalley, director-husband of
Lois Weber, who has been missing
from the screen lately on account of

a bad attack of pneumonia, is now
safely past the crisis, and, within a
week or two at most, expects again to

be busy "on the lot/'

"

and Universal will profit accordingly.
It is eyen rumored that a photo play is

being written- around the race and the
trophy. Xow, who'll be the next film

magnate to bust into the racing game
with a trophy ? We wonder !

"The Easiest Way/' the famous
drama from the pen of Eugene

Carl Laemmle and his associates of
the Uniyersal Film Manufacturing
Company haye discovered a new way
of spending money, and, at the same
time, acquiring a lot of publicity.

It's in the automobile-racing game.
The solid-silver three-thousand-
dollar Universal trophy was one of
the prizes hung up at the opening
of the new million-dollar Union-
town Speedway at Pittsburgh on
Thanksgiving Day. It was presented
to the winner of the hundred-and-
twelve-mile feature event, and will be
again raced for when the new Phila-
delphia speedway is opened. The sil-

ver trophy is made in the form of the
Universale trade-mark, the upper por-
tion being a reproduction of the globe
used by Universal, and the Saturn
ring, which forms the outside cir-

cle of the trade-mark, is now
supposed to represent the

speedway track on whicl

cars race. Two figures

either side of the glob

uphold the track. One
represents the God-
dess of Speed,
while the other is

the Goddess of

Victory. Col-

li m n s , o
"

newspaper
publicity

ought to

r e S U 1 tj Holbrook Blinn, who will be a star in the new Superpictures.
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fourth Clara Kimball Young picture,

and will be filmed under the direction

of Albert Capellani, the same man who
supervised the production of "The

Common Law," her first offering, and

"The Foolish Virgin," which was the

second released by the Clara Kimball

Young Film Corporation.

Gossip

appear opposite Douglas, for she has

signed a Fox contract, and is now at

work in the Fox Western studios. We
hate to look forward to seeing Douglas

without her, but cannot but look for-

ward to some mighty enjoyable times

the nights the Fox Jewel Carmen pro-

ductions are on the screen at our fa-

vorite theater, eh, what?

Norma Talmadge, late Triangle star,

but more recently the head of her own
company, which is releasing through

Selznick Pictures, is now Mrs. Joseph

M. Schenck, her husband being the

head of the Norma Talmadge Film

Corporation and general manager of

the Marcus Loew enterprises. The
readers of this department will surely

unite in congratulating Joseph M.
upon acquiring such a bewitching little

wife, and the fair Norma upon choos-

ing a husband so wisely.

That "King Lear" production of

Thanhouser's, concerning which we
wrote a paragraph a few weeks ago, is

now ready -for release. It stars Fred-

erick Warde, and will be the tenth

Thanhouser Gold Rooster play released

by Pathe. Every fan who has seen

previous Warde releases knows what a

splendid production may be expected.

Remember "Silas Marner?" That was
his triumphant entry into the film game,

and he has been scoring equally heavily

in his other appearances.

Speaking above of Douglas Fair-

banks makes one instantly recall Jewel
Carmen, his fair-faced little leading

woman. Well, Jewel is no longer to

George M. Cohan has gone and done

it. At last he has plunged into the film

game, and, from present indications,

he will soon be as famous in screen-

land as he is now on the speaking and

.musical-comedy stages. Times with-

out number Mr. Cohan has been ap-

proached by various film magnates with

offers to himself to appear in pictures,

or, at least, to release his celebrated

series of successes for film purposes.

But George turned a deaf ear to all

these entreaties, and now "George is

going to do it" himself. He has al-

ready formed the George M. Cohan
Film Corporation, and announced that,

besides appearing as the star of a num-
ber of his old successes, he will devote

much of his time to writing new screen

plays. The releases of the Cohan plays

will be made through the same firm

handling the Mary Pickford produc-

tions—Artcraft Film Corporation. The
first Cohan production will be selected,

it is reported, from among the follow-

ing list of Cohan plays : "Little Johnny

Jones," "Forty-five Minutes from

Broadway," "The Governor's Son,"

"The Miracle Man," "The Yankee

Prince," "George Washington, Junior,"

"The Talk of New York," "Hit the

Trail Holliday," "The Man Who Owns
Broadway," and others.



Hints for Scenario Writers
Instructions for the picture playwright, with
notes on where and what he can sell

By Clarence J. Caine

Questions concerning scenario writing, addressed to Mr. Caine, will be gladly answered, but an
addressed,^ stamped envelope should be inclosed. Due to the great amount of time that it would neces-
sitate, it is impossible for Mr. Caine to read and criticize any scripts. Six cents in stamps will bring
you our market booklet for scenarios.—Editor's Note.

PREPARATION.

WHAT many young writers need
is a complete readjustment
of viewpoint in regard to

their work, although they will strenu-
ously argue against such a thing if it

is proposed to them. Most of them
are pegging along, writing scenario
after scenario and sending everything
they write to the editors. They are
making headway, of course, but they
are paying high for the experience they
gain. On the other hand, if they ap-
proached their work from a new angle
they would advance much quicker and
would learn without wasting anything
but time and thought. But to go at it

in a different way they would have to

give up chances for immediate success
—and small though these are, a begin-
ner seems to be unable to part with
them.

It seems to have become quite the
recognized thing in scenario writing for
a beginner to write out his first effort

and send it off to several companies.
Of course, it seldom is accepted, but a
second and third are also written and
sent off and so on—if the writer is . de-
termined—until a sale is finally regis-

tered. But so many rejections cost
money, and, even if it is a nice feeling
to believe that one of the scripts you
have out may bring back big money, it

is hardly worth the while. The begin-
ner who goes at the game in a business-

like way sets out to master the funda-
mentals first, before submitting any of
his work to producers. This requires
much work on plots, much study, much
training of the mind, and much writing
of actual scenarios without any pos-
sibility of immediate reward in the
shape of an acceptance—for all the
work is either filed away or destroyed.
It's a hard course to take, but it's really
the shortest and least expensive way to
success, because when a writer, who has
tackled the game in this way, starts to
submit his work, it has the earmarks of
having been written by a "comer" and
at once attracts the attention of the edi-
tors.

We know that many writers will be-
lieve this course to be a waste of time
and opportunity, but, as we said before,
many beginners need a complete change
of viewpoint. Let's see if preparing for
the profession of scenario writing in

this way is so different from preparing
for any other profession in the correct
way. A lawyer spends the early years
of his life in schools and universities
and then serves a rigid apprenticeship
for several years; a doctor does like-

wise, only his apprenticeship is often
longer ; the man or woman who turns to
the stage for a career or seeks fame in

opera goes through many, many years
of hardships with but small reward un-
til his or her art has been mastered,
and so on with any profession that can
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be named. And it is not alone with

the higher professions, for even the

butcher, the grocer, and others in kin-

dred businesses have spent a certain

part of their lives learning the "ins and

outs" of their business that they might

apply the knowledge with profit later

on.

To the clear thinker it is obvious that

time spent learning scenario writing is

time well invested—that is, if the per-

son who devotes such time has care-

fully thought out the matter and de-

cided that he has sufficient talent to

warrant the time spent training for the

work; and that he intends to take up

the work as a profession. It is an abso-

lute waste of time for any one to

"dillydally" with scenario writing to

"kill time" or to satisfy one's vanity.

The thing for the beginner to do is

to make his decision as to whether or

not he intends to seriously study the

writing of the silent drama with a firm

determination of taking it up as a pro-

fession and making a success of it.

Then it is up to him to set out and give

his time to the study of it, creating all

the time both scenarios and plots, but

sending out only such work as he con-

siders fit for editorial judgment to pass

upon. It is a cheerless, hard road, but

the one who traverses the early and

unpleasant part of it will find its later

course lined with laurel wreaths.

THE NEWSPAPERS.

Every morning, in all parts of the

country, thousands of scenario writers

eagerly scan the daily newspaper col-

umns for plot and ideas; and—sad but

true—few of them are really successful

in their search for unusual material.

The trouble lies in the fact that the

main items of the paper—the ones

which are almost certain to attract the

new writer because of their dramatic

qualities and the manner in which they

are handled—generally furnish nothing

but threadbare ideas for motion-picture

plots.

The real place to find material in the

paper is in the little local items which

tell of happenings of but little im-

portance to the city at large, and are,

therefore, given but little space. But

most of these happenings are novel—
that is their reason for being in the

paper at all—and, given a novel idea, a

scenario writer should be able to weave

a novel plot about it. Even the "want

ad" columns and the daily advertise-

ments of various firms often carry

ideas that can be worked into suitable

plot form.

There is no denying the fact that the

newspapers are one of the greatest aids

an aspiring author has when seeking

ideas ; but it is necessary that they be

used discriminatingly in order for a

person to gain the best advantage from

what they offer.

BE CAREFUL

!

One of the great dangers the stu-

dent writer is likely to encounter is that

of becoming so absorbed in his work

that its theory overshadows its prac-

tice, and, therefore, little or no prac-

tical advancement is made. Theory is

the first thing to be mastered—then

must come long, long stretches of prac-

tice with theory buried in the back of

the brain. A liking for thinking over

various terms and trying to fit them in

here and there is liable to lead the

writer away from the path of practical

work. Therefore, watch yourself care-

fully and "keep your nose to the grind-

stone."

CHARACTER TRAITS.

A great art, which has as yet been

developed very little in scenario writ-

ing, is the drawing of characters to a

fine artistic degree. That little charac-

terization of an advanced nature has

been seen in pictures up to the present

time can be traced largely to directors'
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efforts. Writers have often succeeded
in ''making good" on character presen-

tation; but, because of faulty produc-
tion, the success was diminished. There
is a decided tendency to get away from
this at the present time for the very
good reason that, unless real characters

are drawn by authors and sympathet-
ically interpreted by actors and direc-

tors in the very near future, the public

will tire of seeing puppets going
through so much action per reel.

With the issue soon to be put up to

authors throughout the land, we won-
der how many of them are capable of
creating real live human beings to fit

the "action"—a thing for which there is

always such a crying demand in the

photo play. We fear that many writers

will discover that this art is not as easy
to master as they now imagine it, and
that considerable toil on their part will

be required to meet the demands of the

producers who will first call for works
of this kind; who are even now calling

for them in fact.

A character is many-sided when it is

correctly drawn. On the contrary, mo-
tion-picture characters of the past have
usually been one-sided—"the good were
good and the bad were bad," as the say-
ing goes. There is no excuse, in the
statement of many supposed authori-
ties, that if a screen character becomes
complex the dramatic value of the
story will be impaired, and that in

many audiences the film will be unintel-

ligible. The public has grown in intel-

ligence regarding motion pictures—that

is proved by the fact that five-reelers of

a much more complex nature than the

old-time one-reelers are now popular
even in the small houses. Therefore,
it is time that something deeper than
mere "surface stuff" were offered; but
no good character drawing can be ob-
tained until the writers get beneath the
exterior of their characters and show
some of the more complicated inner
emotions which surge through them.

Character traits are many, and a

character can be unfolded in action just

as easily as if words were used to

sketch it. The reason why many de-

clare that deeper characteristics are im-
possible of portrayal in motion pic-

tures is because the scenario writers

of the time have never studied char-

acter drawing and discovered for them-
selves just how much could be made
of it. It can be used to express the

different emotions, and in many ways it

may indicate how each particular emo-
tion could be registered. But the time
is near when the writers who are tak-

ing scenario writing seriously will be
called upon to demonstrate the truth of
these words, and—again we wonder
just how many are ready now and how
many will be ready later.

failure !

Early in the week Mr. Beginner,
knowing he will have Saturday after-

noon and Sunday to himself, makes
elaborate plans for much scenario .work
on these days. In fact, he makes such
elaborate plans for working on these

days, when he is nice and fresh and
everything will come easy to him, that

he doesn't work any of the nights dur-
ing the week; but, then, Saturday and
Sunday will make up for that

!

Saturday afternoon arrives, and with
it an invitation to a little party of a

very dear friend. Much disappoint-

ment follows the receipt of the note.

Of course, Mr. Beginner couldn't re-

fuse—therefore, he must give up his

script work for that afternoon. What
a shame, and he would have done so

much good work, he says to himself.

But then it couldn't be helped, and
there really was a good excuse

!

Sunday morning finds him very tired,

but he has work planned. His head
aches a little; and beneath the covers

of his bed he is very comfortable. The
house is cold, too, and—well, you
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couldn't do good work under those con-

ditions, he assures himself ; then he

falls asleep. It is almost noon when
he wakes, and after making himself pre-

sentable—you know it is Sunday—his

stomach must be taken care of. Right

after the meal, however, he's going to

get to work—you bet he is ! But you

know he had forgotten all about ask-

ing three of the boys over that after-

noon to tell them about his writing.

They arrive just the same, and they

must be told in detail how and why Mr.

Beginner will be a great photo play-

wright some day. Then, of course, they

want Mr. Beginner to come to supper

with them, and then they decide to go

to a show or some kind of entertain-

ment in the evening. When he finally

reaches home and his writing machine

stares him reproachfully in the face, he

realizes that a full week has passed

since he uncovered it. He is truly

sorry, for he realizes that time has been

wasted in his pursuit of his career—he

sees the folly of waiting until the week-

end to do the work, of not going

through with his determination to work

Saturday afternoon, of not rising Sun-

day morning to work, and of letting his

desire to pose as a hero before his

friends spoil the afternoon's work. In-

deed, he does see his folly, for he has

squandered all the time he has to work

on photo plays. He is employed all the

rest of the time on the ''old job," which

he detests and from which he hopes to

free himself through photo-play writ-

ing. But this waste will never happen

again ; he didn't see these things in ad-

vance ; now that he realizes how easy

it is to let valuable time slip away he

will be careful

!

Early the week that follows, Mr. Be-

ginner, knowing he will have the next

Saturday afternoon and Sunday to

himself, makes elaborate plans for

much scenario work on these days. In

fact, he makes such elaborate plans for

working on these days, when he will

be nice and fresh and everything will

come easy to him, that he doesn't

But why tell the story all over again?

You can read it through again if you

want to, beginning at the first para-

graph—also again and again. It's the

story of many, many beginners who
plan much and do little ; the story that

is so familiar to those of us who stand

between the newcomer in the field and

the editorial offices and are in position

to see the story of failure.

There is a great moral in the few

paragraphs—read them carefully and

think over what is behind them. If

you follow the moral, it may mean the

losing of many happy hours of com-

radeship, but it will put you on the

straight road to success in photo-play

writing; the road all the successful

have traveled.

Griffith's latest.

In the latest masterpicture to be

turned out by D. W. Griffith there ap-

pears a technique which has never been

presented on the screen before, and

which enables him to present four dis-

tinctly different stories at the same

time. The picture
—

"Intolerance"

—

deals with the intolerance of the world

in four periods of history, and is pre-

sented in the form of an argument on

this subject. Instead of starting one

story and going through with it to its

end and then taking up the next story

and so on until the four are presented,

Griffith has succeeded in presenting the

four simultaneously by means of using

scenes of parallel value from each story

in groups—one group of scenes driv-

ing an idea home, and then the next

group making another point. It is the

most daring innovation that even this

pioneer inventor of screen technique

has attempted, but it is apparently suc-

cessful as applied to this picture.

We do not doubt but what we will

have many promising beginners trying

this new invention on their plays
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shortly, and we fear there will be some
sorry "messes" offered to the poor edi-

tors. This new angle of technique was
not created by Griffith to be used indis-

criminately. He is a finished artist,

and in a sense follows no technique.

He creates his own technique, and be-

cause this picture could best be told

this way, he used this particular style.

Very few stories would lend themselves

to this style of development, and to try

to put a straight dramatic story into

such form would be suicide as far as

the author's hopes are concerned. Well
and good in the case of a story that is

strong enough to warrant this sort of

treatment and dramatic enough to ex-

cuse it, as is "Intolerance." Otherwise
it is an innovation to be admired but
not copied.

STRAIGHT COMEDY.

There was a time when certain con-

cerns felt quite sure that if they wanted
to lose a lot of money all they had to

do was to make straight comedies and
put them on the market

;
they were cer-

tain the public would never patronize

theaters showing them. Other con-

cerns said nothing—maybe because the

subject didn't interest them and maybe
because they believed the same thing.

Anyway, there were few straight com-
edies and many slapsticks made.
Now, we understand that the concern

which is noted as the "world's greatest

advocate of slapstick" has decided
that it will be profitable to make a cer-

tain per cent of straight comedies.

Other concerns woke up to this fact

some time ago, and more are waking
up to it even as we write this article.

The motion-picture public is not
stupid, despite the assertions of some
directors and even a few manufacturers
—they are no longer in the business.

And not being dunces, the people natu-
rally tire of two or three years' steady
diet of slapstick and want something
with a little more thought behind it

—

in other words, they want more real

American humor and less of the "up-
to-date, revised French farce."

The atmosphere about all of us

—

even the most glum—is filled with real

natural humor all the time. Just stop

and think back over the past week of
your life. You have laughed quite

often, have you not? Well, then, you
must have had something funny pre-

sented to you to make you laugh.

Maybe that something is the germ of

a straight comedy. Think it over well,

for that is what is needed by some
straight-comedy producers now, such as

the Drews and Meyers, Theby, Fig-
man, et cetera. When things in the

comedy line right themselves, the man
who can see real humor in the life of

the masses and he who interprets it suc-

cessfully for the screen will have a

wide and lucrative field. Therefore,
keep your eye open for straight

comedies, and, when you discover a

clever idea, work it up in one-reel form,
and you may find immediate sale for it

with one of the concerns now making
pictures of this type.

THE MARKET BOOKLET.

As will be noted by the editorial note

at the head of this department, we are .

in position to supply writers with a

market booklet for the price of print-

ing and mailing. This booklet is pre-

pared along general lines and avoids,

statements of needs which are only tem-

porary. Despite this precaution, how-
ever, there are certain changes in

market conditions from time to time,

and to keep up with this we refer all

our readers to the "Live-wire Market
Hints" of this department. These hints

are prepared upon reliable information

and are always up to the minute. By
noting the changes in the markets of

the various companies as stated under
these market hints, it will be possible

for even the new writers to become
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familiar with market conditions at all

times, and thus be always in position

to sell their work.

IMPATIENCE.

After you have become satisfied with

the general idea, plot, and development
of your story, and are ready to change

it into scenario form or into complete

synopsis form—depending on how you
plan to market it—don't allow your
anxiety to have it on its way to an edi-

tor to get the best of you. We have
seen young writers so afraid that some
one else will ''beat them to" the studio

offices with an idea that they literally

"maul" the scenario proper or else so

poorly write the synopsis that all the

time spent on the development of the

plot is wasted—for the effect is lost.

Never mind the selling part until you
have perfected your script. Fight the

desire to have it started for the studio,

for it is a real enemy. When it is fin-

ished throw yourself into the sale of it

with your whole heart—but again

avoid impatience.

THE MORAL.

There is a certain class of stories

which have as their basic idea a certain

moral or lesson, and another class

which, while they have no such pointed

moral, have an underlying idea of a

very similar nature. We have no doubt

but what many of our student readers

have seen plays of this type on the

screen, as there have been many of

them. Therefore, it is small wonder
that many of them attempt to incor-

porate ideas of this kind into their own
plays and often to build plays upon
such ideas.

There is no objection on the part of

editors to receiving plays with ideas

that "point a moral or adorn a tale"

—

in fact, they favor such works—but the

play that tries to teach a moral, and,

instead, "preaches," might as well be

kept in one's desk at home, for it will

not find a welcome awaiting it in an
editor's office.

Editors have certain standards that

all scripts must meet, and one of these

standards is that it must not be a ser-

mon in scene form. The editor knows
from experience that the public goes

to motion-picture theaters to be enter-

tained above all else. If they are edu-

cated in a sugar-coated manner, so

much the better, but if they are

"preached to," it is an entirely differ-

ent matter, and they at once resent it.

Therefore, the editor acts according to

the best rules of logic, and simply

sends back the scenario that "preaches

a moral." He feels that if some one
else cares to produce it they will be tak-

ing a risk of failure which he does not

care to take.

Wr
e have written before about "the

underlying idea" and how it may be

cleverly worked into a screen story.

The less obvious it is the harder it will

hit home, but the author is put to a real

artistic test to keep from presenting his

thought clumsily. The really clever

writer has every bit of his action serve

to point toward the moral, and the

whole general effect of the picture em-
phasizes it, but never once is the moral
idea itself mentioned. Perhaps half of

those who see the picture will not real-

ize that it contains a moral, but all of

them will have unconsciously assimi-

lated it. Perhaps days or even weeks
later the realization of the lesson they

were taught will dawn upon them when
they remember the particular way one

of the characters acted and wonder
why.

On the other hand, a moral that

is literally forced from the screen to

the audience goes against them. If the

same moral were offered them from the

pulpit it would be accepted—also, it

would be accepted, unconsciously per-

haps, if given in suggested form in an

interesting screen play—but when
forced upon a public, which has paid
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for entertainment, it is' an absolute

failure.

criticism.

In a previous issue we gave a gen-

eral outline for the study of films on

the screen, and in a near future issue

we will probably treat the subject

again. But, in the meantime, new

writers will see many films which

should be criticized by them for the

sake of their own education. To ap-

proach the task of criticism in a "helter-

skelter" spirit will yield but little bene-

fit ; a definite plan must be followed.

At first only the larger and more im-

portant points should be noted. Later

the work of analyzing a scenario in de-

tail should be taken up.

After a beginner sees a film he should

make a synopsis of it on paper—writ-

ing it from memory. For the purpose

of the beginner only the climax, the

main incidents, minor crises, charac-

ters, and such points of interest in the

film as are outstanding should be noted.

The beginner should secure a clear

knowledge of the value and relation of

these points through his criticism of

the film and then take up another one.

At first this will seem difficult, and, to

the beginner, useless, but when he un-

dertakes the more advanced study of

the photo play he will realize just how
valuable his early criticisms were to

him. He will realize that he has al-

ready attained much knowledge that is

fundamental.

ACTION AND MOTIVE.

All of us engage in many little pur-

suits each day and there is a reason

for everything we do. We all know
that, but we do not all seem to realize

that in the case of our photo-play char-

acters there must be reasons for every

act. It is that which makes a play ;

without it there can be no coherence,

though there may be action galore.

Therefore, the motivating power is of

supreme importance.
.

And what is it, some of you may
ask. Just this : Motive is the reason

behind each action or the idea which

causes the action.

Every action that takes place in the

world has a motive. There are two

general kinds of motives, good and bad
;

indifference is a bad motive. When
the motives of a man are not in accord

with the law of the land, his actions gen-

erally lead to his arrest sooner or later.

To walk out on the street and shoot a

man is highly criminal in this country

or any other; yet to walk upon a bat-

tlefield and kill forty or fifty men dur-

ing an engagement is considered quite

heroic in the bloodstained times of war.

Why? The first man kills because of

malice, revenge, lack of reason, or

other motives not in accord with the

laws of mankind ; the other man is

fighting for his country and kills that

his country may rise supreme in the

eyes of the world. Love for his coun-

try is his sole motive.

An infant left alone will cry to at-

tract attention so that some one will

take it up or give it its bottle, as the

case may be. A candidate for public

office will talk before thousands until

his throat is sore, because he wants to

attract their attention to him so that he

will be elected. Each action, despite

the vast difference between them, has a

motive, and the motives are not greatly

unlike.

Thus you see that just as motives

control everything in life they must

also control everything in plots, so be

sure that every one of your characters

have motives for their every act. And
be sure to also make the motives big,

plausible, and lifelike, and not weak,

anaemic, and trite.

HARD FACTS.

We know as well as all other writers,

who have had to start in the scenario

game from the very bottom and work

up practically without help, that to get
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rejections is far from pleasant, but
we wonder if the many disappointed
writers with rejection slips in their

desks or wastebaskets realize, just what
the facts behind a rejection are.

First of all, the editor has no grudge
against you. In fact, he is probably
hoping against hope that each succeed-
ing script you offer will be one he can
use, for he has to have good material
regularly, and the more promising
young writers he can keep "on his

string" the easier his life is. But the
fact that he hasn't accepted a particu-

lar scenario tells one important fact,

viz., that his company does not care to

undertake the production of it. The
reason may be any one of a hundred
—the main idea is that the company
does not believe they can put your play
on the market at profit to themselves.

Let us suppose that, instead of re-

jecting it, they put it out and paid you
fairly well for it. It would probably
be a complete financial failure; the

treasury of the company would shrink.

Dissatisfaction would be caused among
the officers and leading stockholders,

and if the story was found to be the

poorest thing connected with the pro-
duction, it is very likely that no more
of your stories would be attempted.
Motion-picture companies are operat-

ing for cold, hard dollars in profit even
though some of them are not getting it.

Now, think it over; isn't it better to

have those poor scripts safe back at

home where their weak spots can be
strengthened than to have them losing

money on the market as finished

pictures and working against your fu-

ture with a particular company? We
think it is, and, therefore, we don't be-

lieve in authors taking the risk of of-

fering a company a poor play—they
may accept it, and then, when the profit-

and-loss sheet shows the picture to be
a failure, the chances are that the au-
thor will suffer as well as the director,

actors, and editor who had anything to

do with the picture. Thus you see that
some of those despised rejection slips

may be good friends after all.

ANSWERS TO READERS.
R. E. O.—Always name your char-

acters, such as George, Florence,
Harry, et cetera., instead of merely re-

ferring to them in the scenario as hero,
girl, man, et cetera. The latter was
sometimes used in the old days for the
simple one and two-reelers, which were
"dashed off" with such speed that tak-
ing time to name the characters was
considered a waste. There is a great
art in naming your characters "in
color" with the part for which they are
cast.

H. G.—Do not divide the action

separated by a statement of one of the

characters into two scenes. Write it as

a single scene, inserting a subtitle or
cut-in leader, thus

:

i.—Parlor, John and Harry talking

angrily—Harry speaks.

Cut-in leader.
—

"I tell you the money
is mine, I've worked hard for it."

Back to scene.—Harry's statement
makes visible impression on John, et

cetera.

A close-up is always regarded as a

separate scene in numbering, but where
the camera shifts from one person to

another at close range the entire con-

tinuous strip of action is numbered as

one scene.

A. de E.
—"My Mother's Rosary"

would be a very good selling title for a

film, we should imagine, but it happens
that the dramatic rights to this particu-

lar title are owned by a Chicago the-

atrical producing company which has

several companies out on the road. It

originally belonged to a song publisher,

you know. Pastoral dramas sell, but

not as well as modern dramas of the

classes, both upper and lower, at pres-

ent. Straight dramatic offerings of

daily life seem to be pleasing the editors
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more than anything else just now. The
fact that certain companies are filming

big historical subjects, in from eight to

twelve reels, does not mean that the out-

sider can write and sell that stuff-

not just yet, but the day is coming.

H. W.—Several companies make ad-

vertising films, and almost any of the

middle-class type of producers would

undertake such a film if money enough

was offered them. Living in New
York, as you do, we would advise you

to look up some of the companies in

the telephone book, call them up, and

state your proposition to them.

J. D. G.—The sole idea in breaking

your scenario up into scenes is to keep

the action continuous. You cannot

jump your characters from a quiet fire-

side in the evening to an open field in

the sunlight
1

without an explanatory

subtitle, or leader, between the scenes

to tell that so much time has passed

between the scenes. Scenes which are

continuous all belong to the incident or

incidents happening at the same time.

This rule is broken in the case of vi-

sions and fades, the latter permitting

action to follow or precede a scene

without a title, regardless of chrono-

logical order. The fade process, how-
ever, prepares the mind for the shift-

ing scene and makes it logical and un-

derstandable.

E. P. L.—A comedy-drama is really

a dramatic work with strong comedy
relief in vital places. It excites both

tears and laughter, and is, in our hum-
ble opinion, worthy of a supreme effort

in filmdom. When a picture fades

from the edges of the screen into the

center, gradually fading out in the

form of a circle, the process is called
' kdiaphragming out."

LIVE-WIRE MARKET HINTS.

The Universal Film Manufacturing

Company, No. 1600 Broadway, New
York, N. Y., and Universal City, Cali-

fornia, have again sent out a call for

scripts of all lengths. They want
everything from one-reel straight and

slapstick comedies and one-reel dramas

to five-reel dramas. They will under-

take any kind of a production except

those requiring special costumes, mili-

tary apparatus, or other special outlay.

Full scenarios are desired from experi-

enced writers and synopses from those

not perfect in technique. Where a full

script is accepted, the payment will

naturally be larger than for a synopsis

only of the same story value.

Metro, care Rolfe Studios, No. 3

West Sixty-first Street, New York,

wants five-reel dramas for their women
stars, including Mabel Taliaferro, Viola

Dana, and Emmy Whelen. Also, this

concern will give slower decision on

plays for Ethel Barrymore and Emily

Stevens, who only work occasionally

for this firm. Modern stuff is given

much preference over anything else

that is offered.

A MODEL SCENARIO
"THE CHEAT," by Hector Turnbull, head of Lasky's scenario department, the best

five-reel picture ever produced, will be published in its original technical form as a

model scenario for authors to follow; also a glossary of technical terms and many
helpful notes.—All in

THE NEXT (MARCH) ISSUE OF
PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE
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Bertha Kalicii, Fox
leading woman, was
born in Germany and
sang in classic operas in

Europe, beginning a t

fourteen. She came to

America in 1895. Be-

fore entering pictures

she starred in stage pro-

ductions. Many of them,

before she learned English, bore on Jewish life and
were written in her own language.

May Allison, a Georgia girl by birth, made her

first public appearance in an opera written by her-

self, "The Life of Moses," when she was in her
early teens. She came to New York to carve out a

career for herself, and was soon engaged by Henry
W. Savage to play the role of Vanity in "Evefy-
woman." Other stage engagements followed.

''David Harum" was the first screen production in

which she played. She stars for Yorke-Metro.

William D. Taylor, Pallas director, wanted to

be a soldier instead of an actor, but when he tried

to enlist in the British army, he was barred on ac-

count of the eyesight test. Then he came to

America, and for a while lived on a ranch. Later
he returned to England and joined Charles Haw-
trey's company. When he came" to America the sec-

ond time, he first played with the New York Motion
Picture Company and then with other companies
before directing for Pallas.

George Fisher has won a reputation for his

study of roles and his ability to play them sympa-
thetically. As the Christ in "Civilization" he evoked
approval by his reverent and skillful handling of

that part. Fisher got his stage start with a stock

company in Milwaukee, where he played Beauty in

"The Boys of Company B." In Los Angeles he was
persuaded by Reginald Barker to enter pictures,

and he has remained with the Triangle Company.

S. Rankin Drew is the fifth member of his fam-
ily to join the Metro forces. He- recently became
a director with that company. Although well under
thirty, he has added greatly to the distinction of the

family name. He first appeared in the multiple-reel

feature play, "Thou Art the Man," and his work
in this production set the pace for his later suc-

cesses. He directed and acted for Vitagraph with

notable success. On the speaking stage he has been

associated solely with his father, Sydney Drew.
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Mae Murray, the
Lasky star, will always

be remembered for her

Terpsichorean antics at

Ziegfeld's Follies, and

as a teacher of new
dances before entering

pictures. "To Have and

To Hold" was one of

her early pictures which

scored success. "The Plow Girl" is a strong drama in

which she was featured recently.

Mary Birch Maurice, who is known to millions

of fans as "Mother" Maurice, has been in the pub-

lic eye since Civil War days, when she used to make
stirring speeches. Her first theatrical appearance

was in the Pittsburgh Stock Company nearly fifty

years ago. Like many of the old-time players, she

used to act with Edwin Booth. Since 1910 she has

been with the Vitagraph Company. She is espe-

cially adapted to playing character parts.

Harry Lonsdale was born in Worcester, Eng-

land, and was educated at the Worcester Cathedral.

An unusual career on the stage and in opera pre-

ceded his appearance in pictures in 19 10 with the

Selig Company. He first played with Mansfield in

"Beau Brummel." It is said that he can sing any

role in any Gilbert-Sullivan comic opera, having

long been identified with these productions. He
was twelve years with E. S. Willard, in repertoire,

and two seasons with Nat Goodwin.

Lillian Hamilton, as a little girl, tolerated

dolls not so much from the mother instinct, but be-

cause they served as actors in the little dramas

she staged on the nursery floor. Her early efforts

were divided between humorous recitations and

pretty dances. The longing to be a comedienne per-

sisted despite her grandmother's desire that she be

a missionary. At eighteen she is a recognized star

who makes mirth for the world in Vogue comedies.

Rolin S. Sturgeon fought his way into the mo-
tion-picture world with a pen point. Soon after he

left college he wrote a scenario which he sold to a

company for the sum of eight dollars, and then pre-

pared another, which he offered to the Vitagraph

Company. They gave him five dollars and a job

on the strength of it. From that time on he has

been with Vitagraph, rising from the scenario de-

partment to the rank of director general of the

Western studio.
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Have You a

Screen Face?

PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE is

going to give twelve people an op-

portunity to gain fame and fortune.

It is going to give them all a real part

in a real picture—a feature produced
by one of the largest companies.

They will be paid a good salary

while working and a contract
if they make good. Here is

your chance—man or woman.

Read Next Month's

Picture-Play for Details
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This department will answer questions asked by our readers relating to motion pic-

tures. No questions regarding matrimony, religion, or scenario writing will be answered;
those of the latter variety should be sent to the editor of the scenario writers' depart-

ment. Send full name and address, and write name .or initials by which you wish to

be answered at the top of your letter. Address: Picture Oracle, care of this magazine,

79 Seventh Avenue, New York City. All questions are answered in the order received

;

failure to see your reply in one issue means that it will come later. If you desire an
early answer, inclose a stamped, addressed envelope, and a personal answer will be sent
unless there is space in the magazine for it.

MARION M.—Yes, Owen Moore and
Mary Pickford have played opposite

each other many, many times in the old Bio-

graph pictures, and also for the Universal.

In Famous Players pictures they have ap-

peared opposite one another. '"Caprice" was
one of the Famous Players releases in which
Mary and Owen were featured. The reason
that they have not played together more is

probably because, as it so happened, they

have been with different concerns. When
Owen went back to the Famous Players,

Mary had formed her own company. No,
the majority of picture people that are mar-
ried do not play opposite their better halves.

In fact, hardly any of them do. By the

way, do you notice the distinction you are

enjoying this month in being at the very
head of the department?

E. G. Swixt.—February 22d is Mar-
guerite Clark's birthday. She resides in New
York City. William Farnum lives in Cali-

fornia part of the time, and part of the

time in New York City, and during the

other fractions of time he has at his dis-

posal he lives wherever he happens to be.

That's pretty definite, isn't it? No, Billie

Burke doesn't enjoy red hair. She lives in

New York City most of the time. '"Gloria's

Romance" has been finished for some time
now. So has the serial, "The Secret of the

Submarine." The name "Geo" is just the

character name of the leading lady in the

submarine serial. Her right name is Juanita
' Hansen. She has been away from the

American film company which produced this

picture for some time, having joined Fox
just after the completion of the serial.

I'm for Billie Burke.—So are we. You
can address a letter to Billie Burke in care
of the George Kleine Film Company, New
York City, and she will be sure to receive

it. Dorothy and Lillian Gish take parts so

unalike that I don't see how you can think
that their talents are similar. No, Theda
Bara is much different in real life from what
she is in reel life. Off the screen, Theda
is one of the nicest little girls that one
would want to know. No, Marguerite Clark
is not thirty-rive. She is now but twenty-
nine, and doesn't look nineteen.

Mary H.—No, Claire Whitney is not with
the Fox Film Corporation at the present

time. She played opposite William Farnum
for that concern in "The Nigger."

Dick.—George Walsh is appearing right

along in pictures for the Fox Film Cor-
poration. Ask your theater manager to get

the pictures in which he appears. If there

is enough demand for them, I am sure that

he will consider it good policy to get what
his patrons most desire. I agree with you
that he is quite a likely chap, and was very

good in both "Blue Blood and Red" and
"The Beast."
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Just Little Wee Marjorie.—You can ad-
dress Charlie Chaplin at the Lone Star Film
Corporation, Los Angeles, California. No,
little girl, you have been misinformed. There
is not the slightest chance of Charles' leav-
ing the silent comedy for some time to come.
As long as he continues to be the drawing
card that he is, it is quite certain that motion
pictures will continue to be the only life for
him. Chaplin is his real name. Charlie pos-
sesses dark-brown curly hair and blue eyes.

Yes, his toes really do turn up a little in real

life as well as on the screen.

L. W. H—Wally Van is it. Tyrone Power
was the leading figure in the Universal fea-
ture, "Where Are My Children?" Francis
Ford and Grace Cunard, leads in "Peg o' the
Ring." Lillian Gish is likely to adorn our
columns soon. Look out for her.

Buddy.—Evidently you had bought every-
thing which your fancy called for with the
supposed check that was coming from the
Famous, after the certain number of days
had elapsed, but cheer up ! You have oceans
of company in your misery. Many are the
amateur photo playwrights who have bought
a great many things with the money they ex-
pected would be forthcoming after their mas-
terpieces were read, and declared worth five

times what the company usually paid for
scripts of that length, but when neither story
nor check shows up after many days of
watchful waiting, then they surely have a
kick coming. Maybe you had better sit right

down at that fine typewriter that you mis-
treat, and push a few words of inquiry along
to the said Famous Company about your
story. Mention the fact that you received an
acknowledgment blank of the receipt of your
masterpiece, and inquire where it may have
strayed. Thanks very much for the kind
praise you have for the Oracle, and, believe
me, it is certainly appreciated. I haven't been
able to find any question in your three-page
letter, so guess I won't answer any.

B. H. R.—Clara Kimball Young was born
in Chicago, Illinois. Take a look at the rules
of the department, and you will discover why
it was that I couldn't do my duty on the next
question. Yes, Edna Hunter appeared in the
Clara Kimball Young Film Corporation pic-
ture, "The Common Law." The scenes of
this picture were taken in and around New
Jersey.

Margaret S.—Pearl White has auburn
hair. No, it is not likely that she will ap-
pear in another serial with Creighton Hale,
as they are both working for different con-

cerns now. Pearl is still with Pathe, while
Creighton is working away with the Frank
Powell productions.

Trixie B.—Certainly you can write to the
Oracle even if you don't ask any questions. I

am always glad to get letters from my read-
ers, whether they ask me any questions or
not. You see, you did ask me a question,
though, when you inquired if you had to

ask a question when you wrote to me, so that
makes it all right, anyway. You are welcome
to write to the Oracle at any moment that
you may feel in the humor to do so, and you
don't have to ask a question, either. So you
are a sporting writer, and a few others be-
sides ! You wouldn't believe it, but once
upon a time I used to write on athletics and
athletes, too. Oh, yes I forgot! Great minds
always run in the same channels.

Tommy.—Yes, I do like Eddie Earle. The
only reason I haven't mentioned him oftener
is because I haven't had as many questions
asked about him as I have some of the oth-
ers. Well, here's one big one for him, any-
way. Edward Earle left the Edison some
time ago. He has been with the Metro Com-
pany only recently. No, he isn't considered
a star. A star is the featured person. He
is a leading man. He was with DeWolfe
Hopper, Marie Cahill, and many other stars

on the stage before he entered pictures. Yes,
I am sure that he would answer a letter

from you. You can address him at the
Screen Club, New York City. He certainly

does play a blind man very well, indeed.

Lawrence W. P.—I remember answering
the questions about "The Mysteries of Myra"
that you asked in the magazine. You know,
I get hundreds of them every day, and it

takes quite a little while to answer them
all in the magazine. If you can't locate
them, write me again, and I shall answer
them again for you.

Violet P.—Creighton Hale can be reached
in care of the Frank Powell Productions.
Times Building, New York City.

Grace Freeman.—You are right about
Pearl White's hair and eyes. How did you
guess it? Yes, Mary Pickford makes a
larger salary than Theda Bara or any other
motion-picture star with the exception of our
friend Charlie Chaplin. Evidently you don't
care much for Charlie from the tone of your
letter. Better get used to him. He's a great
cure for the blues. Mary Pickford doesn't
draw any specified salary now, as she owns
her own company, and figures largely in the
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division of profits that her pictures make.

No, you don't have to send twenty-five cents

for one of my pictures, because there are

none for sale. The reason? Well, where on
earth do you suppose I ever get the time to

go and have a picture taken, and if I did

have one taken people would know who I

am, and as the editor doesn't want them to

know that, you see what a slim chance I have

of ever getting my picture taken.

Anita Stewart Fan.—Haven't heard

from you for quite a while. Where have you
been keeping yourself these days? Yes,

Anita is to appear in Robert W. Chambers'
scenarioized novel, "The Girl Philippa."

Lasky and Famous are now one and the

same firms, so that is probably the reason

that you saw the same person in a picture

put out by each concern. They are switch-

ing their players about quite frequently of

late. Yanski Dolly is the one you are think-

ing of. Don't believe all you hear. Henry
Walthall is not a bit conceited. Am too busy

to think about any cover. Will tell the edi-

tor all about it, and let him do the wor-
rying.

John D. P.—Anything to oblige a reader.

Roscoe Arbuckle, Ford Sterling, and Chester

Conklin can all be reached at the Keystone
Film Company, Edendale, California. Edna
Purviance will get a letter sent in care of

the Lone Star Film Corporation, Los An-
geles, California. Frank Keenan and Charles

Ray get their mail at the Ince Studios, Cul-

ver City, California. DeWolfe Hopper will

get a letter sent to the Fine Arts Film Com-
pany, Hollywood, California. The same ad-

dress will reach Fay Tincher. Owen Moore
will be discovered by the postman at the Fa-

mous Players Film Company, New York
City. You're welcome.

L. H. M.—You should sign your full name
and not just initials. Write the initials or

name at the top of the page that you want
your questions answered under. The scenes

from "The Lash," featuring Marie Doro,

were taken out on the Pacific coast around

Los Angeles, California.

Clarice.—The Fairbanks twins are just

sixteen years old apiece. They have never

been with any other company than the Than-
houser. Joyce Fair is the same age as the

Fairbanks twins. Yes, that is the twins'

right name. Pearl White is now appearing

in another Pathe serial called, "Pearl of the

Army." Consult our scenario expert, Clar-

ence J. Caine, on all matters pertaining to

scripts of any- kind.

M. J. Cellar.—Your lengthy letter re-

ceived, and glad to see that you enjoy the

Oracle department, and are going to be a

regular customer of mine. Don't ask me any
questions about any of the warring nations,

or any one that's fighting for any country.

I'm perfectly neutral. I would tell you all

about the fair Gertrude, but she isn't playing

in the movies now. Wheeler is not playing

leads opposite Mabel Normand. Lewis J.

Cody is the chap who is taking up the bur-

den of being the male support for Mabel.

Can't say it is much of a burden, however, to

support this dainty little maid. Who
wouldn't be an actor—sometimes? Ah,
wouldst thou blame me for that Charles

F. paragraph ? Remember, I am only the

much-abused Oracle, and don't bother with

anything else in the magazine except my
own department. Don't you think that

I have some time as it is, looking after

that part of Picture-Play? "Old Heidel-

berg" is quite an old picture now. It was
released on the Triangle program dur-

ing that company's second week of life, so

you can see how long ago that is. "The
Coward," and "Old Heidelberg" were released

the same week by the Triangle. What do

you you mean, Olive J.? Why not Dorothy
D. ? Yes, "Romeo and Juliet," featuring

Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne, has

been released by Metro for some time now.
Edna Purviance is still playing opposite

Charlie Chaplin in comedies for the Mutual
program. Certainly he is silly! What do

you think he's getting paid for? The pictures

in which Alice Joyce and Carlyle Blackwell

appeared were reissued by the Kalem Com-
pany a little over a year ago. Didn't you see

even one of them? Yes, I like Mary Mac-
Laren's work very well, indeed. No, Ferris

Hartman was not the clergyman in "Saving

the Family N?me," although I must admit

that it did look like him. Do you remember
when he had the Ferris Hartman Opera
Company? Roscoe Arbuckle worked for

him at that time, and now things are just

reversed. Roscoe has Ferris working with

him as his assistant director. How time will

change things ! Yes, Charlie Ray was ex-

ceedingly good in "The Deserter." You ought

to have seen him in "The Coward," how-
ever. Be sure to see his latest releases, "A
Corner in Colleens," supported by Bessie

Barriscale, and in "Honorable Algy," in

which he is starred alone. Both pictures are

great ! My typewriter doesn't like to reveal

its identity any more than I do. No, you
are all wrongv There is only one Oracle,

and I am the guilty party. There are not a

staff of them, a; you think. Guess the above
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is some lengthy reply, eh? I didn't miss a
question, though, so my record is still pretty
good.

A. B. C.—No, Hank Mann is not with the
Keystone gang any longer. Hank is falling
all about the Fox studios now, making com-
edies for this concern.

Barbara H.—Don't know the favorite
colors of the players you mention. Why
don't you write to them and inquire?

Worried Girl.—Yes, Creighton Hale
turned out to be the Laughing Mask in

the Pathe serial, "The Iron Claw," with
Pearl White. In fact, there were about
seven of them in the last episode, but Creigh-
ton was the head of them all. See answer to

Louie above for Francis Ford's address.
Yes, I think he will answer a letter from you.

X. Y. Z.—You certainly did have a close
call, didn't you? Just think if you hadn't
been so lucky, you might be a motion-picture
actress to-day. All joking aside, however, it

is a shame that you came so close to winning
a chance to get before the camera, and then
lost out by a hair's breadth. Why don't you
go to one of the studios in Fort Lee, or the
Pathe, in Jersey City, and ask for a chance
to do some extra work. If you have the
talent, you might get a good chance to work
yourself up in the profession.

M. V. S.—Until recently, George LeGuere
has been playing juvenile leads for the Metro
Pictures Corporation. No, they are not sis-

ters. Runa still plays in pictures occa-
sionally.

Minnie W.—I guess that you must have
written the wrong address on your letter to
May Allison, as you would no doubt have
heard from her if she received it. Harold
answers letters at his every opportunity when
he is not before the camera. You can ad-
dress both of these players in care of the
Yorke Film Corporation, Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia, and they will be sure to receive your
letter, and will also be just as sure to an-
swer it. Both May Allison and Harold
Lockwood are Universal favorites with the
film fans, but they always manage to write
to their admirers who appreciate their ef-
forts to please them, and I am sure that they
will do the same in your case.

Arline.—Marguerite Clark had the lead-
ing role in the Famous Players production
of "Seven Sisters," and not Marguerita
Fisher. Mary Pickford is just a bit taller

than Marguerite Clark. Olga Petrova was
born in Warsaw, Poland. She is five feet
five inches tall, and has red hair.

Better Films.—It is no use for a scenario
writer to dramatize a book, as the pro-
ducer has to get the dramatic rights for it

from the author, and after he does this he
will turn it over to one of the members of
his scenario department to write the scenario
from, or he will give it over to some well-
known scenario writer to handle if all his
force of staff writers is busy.

M. B.—When she is off the screen, Vir-
ginia Pearson is called Virginia Pearson just
the same. Don't know that Ruth Jean Mc-
Tammany is playing in pictures at all now.
If she is, she is keeping very quiet about it.

H. Cox.—Yes, the actors and actresses con-
nected with motion pictures are usually well
educated. In fact, you will find that nearly
all stage and screen people "are well edu-
cated. The stage is an education in itself.

M ina Cunard is with the Universal Film
Company, as always. She is twenty-one
years of age. She appears right along in

Universal releases. Maybe you don't run
into them? Yes, Bessie Love certainly was
fine in the "Aryan" with William S. Hart.

Anxious—Charles Ray was born in Jack-
sonville, Illinois, just twenty-six years ago.
He has done some remarkable work as you
say, and is looked upou. as one of the best
little actors that we have. His latest starring
vehicle for the Triangle is "Honorable Algy,"
in which he plays the role of an English
youth, a part he most capably fills. No,
Francis Ford has not left the Universal Film
Company, as he is hard at work with that
concern at Universal City just now. It is

just another one of those ever-present false

rumors that one hears so many times re-

garding the different players.

Marie Mariner.—No, that was not
Charles Chaplin that you say you saw in

"Luke, Crystal Gazer." It was Harold
Lloyd, of the Rolin Film Company. He
makes up to look a lot like our friend
Charles, but there is quite a lot of difference
in their work—and salary.

J. T—Sorry, old top, but I can't do a
thing to give you a start in the picture busi-

ness. If you really have decided that there
is no other existence for you, just drop
around to some studio, and ask for some
extra work. That is all that I can advise
you to do. I get many, many letters asking
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me the same thing. So, you don't know
whether I am a man or a woman, but you
insist that I am married. Good heavens

!

Don't you think I have trouble enough on my
hands answering the questions for the
Oracle department?

E. L. S.—Bob Walker was born in Bethle-
hem, Pennsylvania, on June 18, 1888. He
never went to college. You can address him
in care of the Screen Club, New York City.

Jiggs.—Dusty Farnum is playing for the
Pallas-Paramount Company.

Pelham.—So you want to know all about
the woman that Carlyle has his arm around
in the photograph in the October Picture-
Play.—Have no fears. That was merely a
"still" from one of his pictures, and not the
real thing, although I must admit it did look
rather natural. Yes, Marguerite Clark is

twenty-nine years old. Address Jean South-
ern in care of Pathe Exchange, No. 25 West
Forty-fifth Street, New York City. Wallace
Reid and Cleo Ridgley had the leading roles

in "The House With the Golden Windows."
Charles Ray is twenty-six years old. You
would have some friends if you knew all the
photo players. It would run well up in the
thousands.

F. J. M—Yes, Mary Pickford and Arthur
Johnson played together eight years ago at
the old Biograph under the direction of D.
W. Griffith.

Bright Eyes.—So you have declared your-
self to be an actress? All right, go ahead.
Get some extra work first, and work your
way up. You'll find it a rocky road. Doug-
las Fairbanks has been playing in pictures
for a year.

Foster M. Sambler.—You can address
Howard Estabrook, who played the lead
opposite Jean Southern in "The Mysteries
of Myra," in care of Chamberlain Brown,
Longacre Building, New York City.

A. S. Hall.—Theda Bara can be ad-
dressed in care of the Fox Film Corporation,
No. 126 West Forty-sixth Street, New York
City, and she will be sure to receive any
letter written to her there.

Inquisitive.—Back with us again this
month. Well, you are sure getting to be a
steady diet with us lately. I agree with
you that Frank Farrington did some very
good work in the Thanhouser serial, "The
Million-dollar Mystery." He is still playing
for the screen. It is no easy question to
decide which is the better actress, Blanche

Sweet or Alice Joyce. It all depends on
which one appeals to each individual most.
Can't name which is the most beautiful of
the three, Blanche Sweet, Alice Joyce, or
Theda Bara. They represent three entirely
different types of beauty. Take your pick.
We had a fine interview all about Norma
Talmadge in the September issue of Pic-
ture-Play. Her picture was on the cover,
too. The others will all be written about
in due time. Helene Rosson was in "April."

Montreal.—We didn't bother to address
your letter to William S. Hart that you in-

closed in your note to the Oracle. We had
it handed to him in person. Guess we ain't

some Oracle? Don't have pity on me, as
you say, and not ask me any questions. I

shouldn't know what to do with myself if

I were not answering questions all the time.
Have pity on me, and keep me busy.

J. K. B.—You can secure a complete sce-
nario by sending to the subscription depart-
ment for the April issue of Picture-Play.
A complete scenario by Clarence J. Caine,
our expert in this line, appeared in that
issue, and I am sure that it will satisfy all

your wants in the matter. I have not heard
of the picture houses putting out a copy of
a scenario free. The one in the April issue,

together with the advice by the author that

accompanys it, will be very beneficial to you.

Francis F.—It is better to put your story
into scenario form before submitting it to

a director. Producers prefer a complete
synopsis, that will tell them the story before
they read the play itself. Theda Bara
played the leading feminine role in "Her
Double Life." No, it was not a vampire
story. Theda is a sweet, unsophisticated
maiden in this story, who marries a minis-
ter at the end. Katherine and Jane Lee
were the kids, Walter Law was the foster
father of Theda, and Stuart Holmes the vil-

lain, as usual.

Ned Fuller.—Don't know where you could
secure a copy of the course of lessons pub-
lished in the magazine you mention. It has
long since been discontinued, and I could not
give you information where you could reach
the head of it, as I don't know his where-
abouts.

William D. V.—Edwin August can be
reached if you will address a letter to him
in care of the Screen Club, New York City.

No, he is not in Honolulu at the present
writing. Edwin is back in dear old New
York City.
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v show mountings and rock bottom prices. You are to be sole

judge. Send for yours today—now—while supply lasts.

THE TIFNITE GEM CO.,
Rand McNally Bide, Dept. 81 Chicago

LA VALLIERE—Solid Gold, 15 in. Chain,
one-half carat Tifnite Gem, black
enamel mounting, $14.25. Noth-

ing down. $3 per Mo.

e with privilege to

FREE

Scarf
Pin,
Solid
Gold,
open
circle
mount-
ing
Half
Carat
Tifnite
Gem

Noth-
ing
down.
S3.00
Fer Mo.

BE A TRAVELING SALESMAN
Hundreds of good positions now open. No experience
required to get one of them. Write today for list of
openings offering opportunities to earn Big Money while yon
learn and testimonials from hundreds of our students who are
£?UUH*L*100 to 5500 a month.- Address nearest office. Depfc 5051NATIONALSALESMEN'S TRAININGASSOCIATION
©Bo3©ag'@o New York, San Francisco

New Book Free
Write today for the book that tells about the
opportunities in the profession of Signal Engi-
neering. Men are needed. Learn,too,howyoucan
get the training that you need to fill the big job.

$125 to $300 a Month
The free book will give you just the information
you want. Write for it now— immediately. Here is a
golden opportunity. <

Dent tA Si<malin<r Dept. 1 582 -1S10 Wilson Ave.«/cpi. QI signaling Ravenlwo<£lSf ., Chicago. HI.

RiderAgents Wanted
in each town to ride and show a new 1917 model
"RANGER" bicycle. Write for our liberal terms.

DELIVERED FREE on approval and 30 days' trial.
Send for big free catalog and particulars of most
marvelous offer ever made on a bicycle. You will be
astonished at our low prices and remarkable terms.
FACTORY CLEARING SALE—a limited number of

old models of various makes, $7 to $12. A few good
second-hand wheels $3 to $8. Write if you want a bargain,

res, lamps, wheels, sundries and repair parts for all makes
of bicycles, at halfusual prices. Write us before buying.
MEAD CYCLE CO., DEPT. A2 1 2 CHICAGO

Motion Picture Acting
Learn the technique of gesture—the lan-

guage of the Silent Drama. Opportunity for
good screen artists. Terms reasonable.

TILLMAN SCHOOL,
Van Dyck Studios, 8th Avenue & 56th Street, New York City
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E. I. B.—So you, too, have decided to in-
vade the realm of the Cooper-Hewitt, and sun-
shine? Well, there certainly are thousands of
them to-day who have decided to do the very
same thing, so you are not alone by any means.
Well, all that I can do for you in the line of
advice is the very same that I did for your
friend, or* I should say fellow reader, J. T.,
who is only a few lines up from this little an-
swer of yours. It is the only way that I know
how any one can get into the picture business.
There are a great many in the game to-day who
started this way, and are now considered among
our best screen actors and actresses. Anyway,
there's nothing like trying.

Miss Curiosity I. M.—Delighted to hear from
you again. No, we don't get as many letters
from Canada as the United States. We get
about half as many. Thelma Salter was the
little blond girl in "The Alien." No, the parents
of the Fairbanks twins do not play in pictures.
Yes, Anita Stewart is all through with her re-
cent illness. Johnny Junior is still capering about
in pictures for the Essanay Company.

Somnolent Sophomore.—Oh, such language!
Don't ever let your algebra and Picture-Play
Magazine interfere. If you haven't time to read
both, better forget about the algebra for a while.
Yes, Wally and Harold get so reckless at times
that they really answer letters. They are two
very busy little boys, however, so be indulgent
if they don't reply right away. Remember they
get about fifty letters a day from young girls

just like yourself, who want a prompt reply from
them. They have to work, so can't answer let-

ters all the time. I'll do all I can about that pic-

ture you so much desire. You say you are writing
to me at midnight? Well, you have nothing on
me. It is just ten minutes to two as I am an-
swering this letter of yours. "The House of a
Thousand Candles" was produced by the Selig
Company. Address this firm at Chicago, Illinois.

What don't you like about Theda Bara? Yes,
Anita is all well again. The lady above you
asked the very same thing. Address Blanche
Sweet, in care of the Lasky Photo Play Company,
Hollywood, California. Your letter was a mere
scribble, compared to some of the missives I

get.

H. Kaldizar.—Margaret Thompson was Betty
Ainslee, and George Fisher was the Reverend
Thomas Hayden, in the Triangle-Kay Bee pro-
duction, "The Thoroughbred." Mae Marsh,
Bobby Harron, Constance Talmadge, Seena
Owen, Ralph Lewis, George Walsh, Bessie Love,
and a host of other favorites appear in Griffith's

spectacle, "Intolerance."

Warren Kerrigan's Friend.—Yes, you show
good judgment in selecting Warren Kerrigan
and Bessie Barriscale as your favorites, as they
are both talented and very popular players.

Paddy McQuire and Gypsy Abbott were the two
leading characters in "Rolling to Ruin," Vogue
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Immediate Results
Trying to quit the tobacco habit unaided is a losing fight against

heavy odds, and means a serious shock to your nervous system. So don't
try it! Make the tobacco habit quit you. It will quit you if you will
just take Tobacco Redeemer according to directions.

for ^nl^f^^tf Pu
rticle of diffe

.
rence whether you've been a user of tobacco for a single month orfor 50 years, or how much you use, or in what form you use it. Whetheryou smoke cigars, cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine cut or use snuff

i obacco Redeemer will positively remove all craving for tobacco in anylorm in from 48 to 72 hours. Your tobacco craving will begin to de-
crease after the very first dose-there's no long waiting for results.

1 obacco Redeemer contains no habit-forming drugs of any kindand is
i

the most marvelously quick, absolutely scientific and thoromrhlv
reliable remedy for the tobacco habit.

Not a Substitute
Tobacco Redeemer is in no sense a substitute for tobacco, but

is a radical, efficient treatment. After finishing the treatment you
have absolutely no desire to use tobacco again or to continue the
use of the remedy. It quiets the nerves, and will make you feel
better in every way. If you really want to quit the tobacco habit
—get rid of it so completely that when you see others using it, it
will not awaken the slightest desire in you—you should at once
begin a course of Tobacco Redeemer treatment for the habit.

Results Absolutely Guaranteed
A single trial will convince the most skeptical.

Our legal, binding, money-back guarantee goes with
each full treatment. If Tobacco Redeemer fails to
banish the tobacco habit when taken according to
the plain and easy directions, your money will be
cheerfully refunded upon demand.

Let Us Send You Convincing Proof
If you're a slave of the tobacco habit and

want to find a sure, quick way of quitting "for
keeps ' you owe it to yourself and to your family
to mail the coupon below or send your name and
address on a postal and receive our free booklet
on the deadly effect of tobacco on the human
system, and positive proof that Tobacco Re-
deemer will quickly free you from the habit.

Newell Pharmacal Company
Dept. 571 f St. Louis, Mo.

V.

MailCouponNOW
firFREE Booklet

BQ
no
an
OB.

NEWELL PHARMACAL CO.,
Dept. 571 , St. Louis, Mo.

Please send, without obligating me in any way, your free
booklet regarding the tobacco habit and proof that Tobacco
Redeemer will positively free me from the tobacco habit.

Name

Street and No.

Town State.



LEARN MUSIC
AT HOME!

New Method—Learn To
Play By Note—Piano,

>

Organ,Violin, Banjo, Man-
dolin, Cornet, Harp, 'Cello,
Guitar, Piccolo, Clarinet, Trombone,
Flute, or to sing-. Special Limited
Offer of free weekly lessons. You pay
only for music and postage, which is
small. No extras. Money back guar-
antee. Beginners or advanced pupils.
Everything illustrated, plain, simple,
systematic. Free lectures each course.
16 years' success. Start at once.
Write for Free Booklet Today—Now.
U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Box 326
225 Fifth Avenue, New York City

r\s. Graham's
HAIR RESTORER

GRAY HAIR
to its natural color

^5 in a few days
TRIAL BOTTLE IO*

Perfectly harmless — easily ap-
plied—will not stain the skin or
scalp. Positively sure in its results.
Makes the hair rich and glossy.
Price $1. Write for FREE Book*
"Aids To Beauty."
MRS. GERVAISE GRAHAM
47 W. Illinois Street, Chicago, IU.

IGOV'T POSITIONS^
Earn $75 to $150 monthly at once. Rapid promotion.
Easy work. Short hours. 15 and 30 day vacations,
full pay. Lifetime positions. No strikes, no "lay-
offs,

'
' no "straw bosses, ' 'no pull needed. Ordinary

education sufficient. American citizens 18 or over
tiriif nnnu rnrr eligible no matter where you live. 1

NEW BOOK FREE Tells about Railway Mail, Post————— Office, Panama Canal, Custom
House and many other Gov't positions. Tells how to
prepare for Examinations under supervision of former
U. S. Civil Service Sec'y-Examiner. Write today—postal
will do. Address PATTERSON CIVIL SERVICE
SCHOOL, 322 News Building, Rochester, N. Y.

Eat and Get Thin
New Nature Book-FREE
Any fleshy person writing us will receive, FREE, by

return mail, a new Nature Book on reducing without drugs,
Starving or exercising. There is nothing to buy or pay for.
We merely ask to enclose a list of our other Nature Books,
but this one is FREE. Address,
NORMAL HEALTH PUB. CO., 402 Camera Bldg., New York

STRAIGHTEN YOUR TOES
1BAN ISH THAT BUN ION

2>e,..ACHFELDT'S
Perfection Toe Spring

Worn at night, with auxiliary appliance
for day use.

Removes the Actual Cause
of the enlarged joint and bunion. Sent on
approval. Money back if not as represented.
Send outline of foot. Use my improved
Instep Support for weak arches.

Fullparticulars and advicefree
hi plain envelope.

M. ACHFELDT, Foot Specialist, Ertab. 1901
MARBRIDGE BUILDING Dept. D. E.

1328 Broadway (at 34th Street) New York
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two-reel comedy. Charlie Chaplin has made
seven pictures for the Mutual. Besides his latest
scream, he has produced "The Floorwalker," 'The
Fireman," "The Vagabond," "One A. M.," "The
Count," and "The Pawnshop." The Mittenthal
Brothers made the Starlight comedies on the
Pathe program. The Italia films, as their name
would suggest, are all taken in sunny Little Italy.

Yes, Robert Leonard stays up nights every now
and then, and answers his mail. He is not with
the Universal any more, but is directing feature
productions for the Lasky Photo Play Company.
The Universal Studios are located in Universal
City, just outside of Hollywood, California. Ford
Sterling is appearing regularly in Keystone re-
leases. He does most of the directing himself.

Ruth Bromeier.—Sorry that I couldn't give
you a personal answer, but I have been rushed
to death with questions lately, and, besides, you
forgot to inclose a self-addressed, stamped en-
velope. Several of your questions are against
the rules of the department. If you will read
these often-abused rules at the head of the de-
partment, you will see which ones they are that
I couldn't answer. Marguerite Clark admits that
she is but twenty-nine years of youthfulness. Of
course, she doesn't look it a bit. Blanche Sweet
is twenty-three. Roscoe Arbuckle- is twenty-eight
at the present time, and still going strong. Lillian

Walker is twenty-three. Lillian Gish is twenty-
one, and Dorothy eighteen. Fannie Ward is

forty-seven years old, but certainly doesn't look
half her age. Fannie ought to put out a book
on "How. To Be Young." She certainly must
follow a wonderful doctrine herself. Address
Tom Forman at the Lasky Studios, Hollywood,
California. Douglas Fairbanks, at the Fine Arts,

same place.

Helen.—Address William Courtleigh, junior, in

care of the Famous Players Film Company, New
York City. Yes, I am sure that he will send
you a photograph if you carry out your threat,

and inclose a quarter. So -you, too, want to be

a movie actress? And you have your own car,

too ! Believe me, you will find it more com-
fortable riding about in your limousine than

working in a hot, stuffy studio. All the players

rush away as soon as they are finished. It is

not the soft snap that most people think it to be.

Olga Petrova Admirer.—Address Olga Pet-

rova, in care of the Metro Pictures Corporation,

New York City. Her hair is auburn. I think

that she would answer a letter from you. Why
not write to her, and find out? She answers all

I write to her.

Kissmee.—I'd like to oblige you, but I fear that

I am too far away. Can't you find any one else

to do the job? Yes, Dorothy Phillips is thirty-

four years old. Marguerite Clark is going back

on the stage, but she will appear in pictures, too.

Have no fear of that. She is too popular a

little lady for the movie public to let slip off to

the footlights without coming back, and doing
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some picture work for us, too. Can't answer

that Bushman question. You will notice our rigid

set of rules at the. head of the department.

Cleo.—Well, well, well ! Where on earth have

you been keeping yourself up in Alaska? That

country is a wee bit too cold for me. I was
certainly very glad to hear from you, as I

thought that something had happened to you, and

enjoyed the picture immensely of you and the

Eskimo. You must have been quite North to get

one of those fellows. Is he any relation? Yes,

they are still making pictures, and lots of them,

too, so you will have plenty to see when you
come back from the frigid zone. Kiss an ice-

berg for me.

Henry Harvey West.—Sorry, but I can't send

you Ruth Roland and Marguerite Courtot as you
ask. I guess you mean their addresses, don't

you? If so, you can reach Ruth at the Balboa

Company, Long Beach, California, and Mar-
guerite, in care of the Famous Players Film Com-
pany, New York City.

H. P. Beesley.—True Boardman and Marin
Sais were the featured stars in the "Stingaree"

series. You can address them both in care of

the Kalem Film Company, Glendale, California.

Jimmy.—You can address Winifred Kingston
and Dustin Farnum in care of the Pallas-Para-

mount Company, Los Angeles, California.

M. L. P.—Henry Walthall is the gentleman's

right name. Creighton Hale is just shy of six

feet tall. Theda Bara is twenty-six years old.

You can address Sheldon Lewis in care of the

Frank Powell Productions, Times Building, New
York City.

The Hallroom Girl.—Glad to have you back
in this little old department once more. No,
Alice Joyce is not a blonde, she is a light bru-

nette. The B. in Henry Walthall's name stands

for Balboa. The effect of the boat rocking in

"The Shop Girl" was produced by the camera
being moved from side to side like a seesaw. I

guess you mean "Flirting with Fate." It was
produced by the Fine Arts Company, starring

Douglas Fairbanks. I should like to join your
club very much, indeed. You can just put me
down as the Picture Oracle, and can correspond
with me that way, in care of Picture-Play. It

will give a sort of mysterious touch to things.

Thanks for your most generous fee.

Adoree.—Can't say who it was that played the

part of Doctor Scott. It was produced some
time ago by a firm in Denmark, but they were
not thoughtful enough to send a cast out with

the picture. It would take a long time for a let-

ter to reach that company, and probably it would
never reach its destination these troublesome
days. Henry Walthall surely is a good actor, and
is rather small, although he doesn't look it on
the screen. Marguerite Clark and Mary Pick-

ford work somewhat along the same lines.

A Sure Secret Way to

Remove Wrinkles
Miss Vivian Reed,

Selig's Gifted Star, be-
ing featured in "The
Princess of Patches,"
says:

I am recommending
Princess Tokio treat-

ment to all my movie
fellow-workers. Ifound

tliat my skin was suffer,

ing from out-door expos-

ure and hard, nerve-testing

ivork. A friend advised me to try your
preparations and now I can wipe all

traces offatigue, wind-caused, lines, heavi-
ness of the eyes and other effects of expos-
ure, from my face in a few minutes with
your Tokio treatment. It is truly xvonder-
ful. It makes my face look ten years
younger in ten minutes.

At Last!
Any woman who has wrinkles need no longer

suffer the humiliation and heart-pangs that she
must feel as one time and another she is made
to realize that youthfulness has the call in all

spheres of social life. Youth is a matter of

appearance today far more than it is a matter of

age. And as for spirit of feeling young, it is not
easy to feel young without looking young. So
then the problem is how to look young. This
problem has been solved!

Ten Minutes At Home Does It

Regardless of your age, no matter the sort of

blemishes or how deep the lines of age and worry
may be in your skin, no matter how many
wrinkles may have set in, you can positively re-

move them by a simply secret treatment now
being introduced to American women by The
Princess Tokio Company. It is something entirely new
—no massage, no plaster, no masks, no rollers, no exer-
cise, no injections; just ten minutes in the privacy of
your own home does it.

You Can Look Years Younger
Write today for the Princess Tokio Book,

which tells all about this treatment. It is FREE;
and will be sent prepaid in a plain envelope. Any
woman who has wrinkles and
does not write for this book is

her own enemy because she is

depriving herself of the oppor-
tunity to regain a youthful ap-
pearance, a charming skin, and
the prestige that is gained by
youth. For your own benefit,

write for this book at once.

Do Not Send Any Money
Just ask for the Princess Tokio
Beauty Book, and you will receive
it by return mail.

THE PRINCESS TOKIO COMPANY,
Dept. 14 Federal Life BIdg., Chicago
Please send me the Princess Tokio Beauty Book—FREE.
Name

Address

This

Book

FREE
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Hilda Isringhans.—Grace Cunard and Francis
Ford are going to be interviewed very shortly
now. Back numbers of this magazine can be
obtained from the circulation department at the
regular price.

Val.—Yes, Pearl White will continue to be
featured in serials. Harold Lockwood is twenty-
nine years of age. You can get a letter to Grace
Cunard by addressing her in care of the Uni-
versal Film Company, Universal City, California.

Greta Gobelle.—Harris Gordon plays opposite
Florence la Badie. Harold Lockwoods' age ap-
pears in the answer above. Crane Wilbur is

twenty-seven. Yes, most of the studios allow
visitors. The Keystone Company, at Hollywood,
California, has the largest list of players. Can't
answer your matrimonial questions regarding
Charles Ray, D. W. Griffith, and Edward Coxen,
as they are all against the rules.

Florence Drace.—Harold Lockwood can be
reached at the Yorke Film Studios, Los Angeles,
California. Vernon Steele at the Famous Players
Film Company, New York. City. Theda Bara is

twenty-six years old. Juliet Shelby is Mary
Miles Minter's right name. Have to keep my
identity a dark secret.

Louise M. Watson.—Sorry, but most of your
questions are against the rules, which you will
discover by reading the said rules at the head
of the Oracle department: Tom Forman was
born in Mitchell County, Texas. Tom Meighan
was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Frank
Mills^ first saw the light of day in Kalamazoo,
Michigan. Enid Markey was born in Denver,
Colorado. Mae Marsh was born in Madrid, New
Mexico. She is nineteen years of old age.

M. J. Cellar.—Well, well, well. I was about
all in when your letter arrived, but, gosh! it

sure did make me feel much better after I had
devoured its two typewritten pages thoroughly.
You write a fine letter. No wonder Wheeler
sent you such a fine picture, and wrote you a

letter also. I agree with you about Charles Ray,
in the "Deserter." He is certainly a finished
actor in every respect. No, Allan Hale does not
wear a wig. That is all his own hair. Presented
to him when he was a baby. Ella Hall was not
in "Where Are My Children ?" Yes, I have seen
Napoleon and Sally several times. Sally rules
the roost. She -henpecks friend Napoleon some-
thing terrible when they are not before the screen.
Monkeys sure do have some funny ideas about
how to run a family. Sally takes large mouth-
fuls of Nap's hair every once in a while. If

I were in his place, I should leave her. Wheeler
played the heavy in the "Battle of Hearts." Lois
Webber produced "Hops, the Devil's Brew."

O. Piffle.—No, my dear friend, Mary Pick-
ford does not do any jumps from high cliffs into

the plunging sea below. Alary does not con-

sider this art, nor does any one else. They
consider it foolishness, and it is only done to sup-

ply a thrill to a picture. Some dare-devil always
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doubles for the stars in their perilous stunts,

such as the cliff-jumping episode. Yes, actors

and actresses of the screen are regular people.

They act like real human beings, and make

friends, too. Who told you that they didn't?

Florida First.—The Bluebird is just a brand

of features made by the Universal Film Manu-

facturing Company. Harry Carey was born in

New York City on January 6, 1880. Has been

everything from a cowboy to a prize fighter,

once holding the amateur middleweight champion-

ship of New York City. He had long experience

on the stage before entering the films, starting

with D. W. Griffith at the old Biograph.

Billie B—Certainly ! Carlyle Blackwell can

be reached at the Peerless Studios at Fort Lee,

New Jersey. Mary Miles Minter gets heaps of

mail in care of the American Film Company,

Santa Barbara, California. Ruth Roland gets all

of hers at the Balboa Film Company, Long Beach,

California. Billie Burke can be located at the

George Kleine Film Corporation, New York
City. She has appeared in two pictures only;

"Peggy," for Triangle, was one, and the serial,

"Gloria's Romance," for Kleine, was the other.

Evidently you have hopes of becoming a motion-

picture actress.

Oracle's Admirer.—You have evidently over-

looked your answer. In spite of all the letters

I receive, I have a wonderful memory for re-

membering names, and I remember answering

your last questions that you sent in to me. When
you find it, let me know. If you don't, let me
know, and I will find them for you. Yes, there

is quite some Southern blood in me, but that

won't help you very much in finding out whether

I am a man or a woman. Valli Valli can be

reached in care of the Metro Pictures Corpora-

tion, New York City. The jolly old cook in the

"Master Key" was Daddy Manley, of the Uni-

versal. The whole photo-play world has mourned
the loss of this lovable old actor, who passed

away several months ago. Yes, Bessie Love is

only seventeen years old. You certainly are a

very faithful friend to the Oracle person. So
you think that I earn Charlie Chaplin's salary?

So do I, but the editor thinks differently, so that

settles it.

Ally A. B.—You mean Mary Miles Minter,

not Mary Ann. She is fourteen, according to her

own confession. Lillian Gish is twenty-one, while

Mary Pickford is two years older. Mary Pick-

ford started on the stage at the age of five,

and has remained in the theatrical profession

ever since.

M. T. Head.—I am sorry, but I can't inform
you as to the brand of garlic that Charlie uses,

as friend Chaplin insists he never touches that

weed.

A Friend of the Movies.—Creighton Hale has

not been with Pathe for some time. He is now
appearing in pictures. for the Frank Powell Pro-
ductions, opposite Linda Arvidson. Sheldon

Send for
"Jewelry Catalog No. 57

containing over 2,000 beautiful illustrations of Diamonds, Watches, Artistic
Jewelry, Silverware, Cut Glass, etc. Select anything desired, either for per-
sonal wear, or for a gift to friend or loved one, then ask us to send the selec-
tion for your examination. It will be sent, all charges prepaid by us.
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Established 1858) Stores in: Chicago : Pittsburgh : St. Louis : Omaha

Ffower Drops
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silver or stamps

For a Regular 25c Boftle.of MON AMOUR
(the sweetheart ot perfumes). Flower Drops are the most exquisite per-

fumes ever produced ; other odors are Rose, Lilac, Lily of the Valley, Violet,

and Garden Queen, the newest creation—all odors are Sl-00 an ounce at

druggists or by mail. Bottle exact size of picture, 25c. Send S1.Q0 for

souvenir box containing six different odors 25c bottles.

.PAUL RIEGER, 202 First Street, San Franciscq.

Dissolve Away Your

Superfluous Hairs
It's jiut as easy. Every hair is removed, entirely no

matter how thick the growth. Hair on the most delicate
skin can be removed com-
pletely without the least dis-

comfort or irritation and en=
tirely without danger of
burning or blisters. Simply
moisten the hairs with

£ulfo Solution
Leaves the skin smooth and soft.

Leaves no trace, spot or mark what-
ever. Why " burn off " hairs, injuring

the skin and causing red, irritated
spots, and only half doing the work,
when you can dissolve them away
easily, comfortably, quickly, and thor-
oughly with Sulfo Solution. There's

nothing like it. Fashions demand hair-free arms, face and shoulders. Sold
at $1 a bottle at drug and department stores, or sent on receipt of price by

COOPER PHARMACAL CO. • • 426 Thompson Bid?., Chicago



YOU.-GET A GOVERNMENT JOB
Candidates Coached Free

No ''layoffs" without pay, because of strikes, financial
flurries or the whims of some petty boss. If you
want immediate appointment, send TODAY
for free list of positions now easily obtain-
able. Any delay lessens your
chance of early appointment.

WeWHICoach25 FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
(The pathway to plenty)

Candidates ^^^^ Dept. S 1 70, Rochester, N. Y.
FREE ^^^^^

This coupon, filled out as directed, entitles

the sender to a free copy of our book, " Govern-
ment Positions and How to Get Them," a full list

of positions now easily obtainable and to consideration for
Free Coaching for the position here checked.

COUPON
.Railway Mail Clerk
.Bookkeeper
.Postorfice Clerk
.Postoffice Carrier
.Rural Mail Carrier
.Customs Positions

<$900 to $1800) Stenographer ($800 to $1500)
($900 to $1800) Internal Revenue ($700 to $1800)
($800 to $1200) Clerk in the Department
($800 to $1200) at Washington ($800 to $1500)
($600 to $1200) Clerk at Panama
($800 to $1500) Canal ($1200 to $1800)

Name.

Address

.

Use this before you lose it. Write plainly.
S 170

010
COINS
WANTED

$2 to $500 Each
paid for hundreds of old U. S. and Foreign
Coins. Keep all money dated before 1895
and send TEN cents for our New Illus-

trated Coin Value Book, size 4x7, showing prices we
GUARANTEE to pay for coins. This book may mean
many dollars to you. Get Posted at Once.

CLARKE COIN CQ.^^7
A. v.

$•250 A MONTHp™ Buys a
Visible Writing

JLy. O. » JXJL X H
Perfect machines only of standard size
with keyboard of standard universal
arrangement—has Back-spacer—Tabu-
late]—two color ribbon—Ball Bearing
construction—every operating- conven-
ience. Five Days Fro© Trial. Fully guar-
anteed. Catalog and special price sent free.

H. A. SMITH
338-231 N. 5th Ave., Chicago, ill.

Motion Picture Acting"
Is a book that you will find intensely interesting.
A book that is positively necessary in looking for
a position in this fascinating profession. You
should know Whether You Are Fitted for Comedy
or Drama—What the Director's Photo Test Is—
How to Prepare for This at Home—How Movie
Actors Make Up—Salary—Location of Studios

—

How the Director Works—and a great many
other important and interesting: facts which you
will find in "MOTION PICTURE ACTING."
DON'T TRUST TO LUCK
Looking for a position. The stakes are too big. Don't throw your
chance away by not being ready. One reader writes : "Other books like
this cost me $1.00 and $1.50. Yours is the simplest form and the best."
Motion Picture Acting will be mailed on receipt of 50c in stamps or
money order or coin. If you are not entirely satisfied I guarantee to you
and Picture-Play Magazine that your money will be promptly returned.

H. E. GRIFFIN, Dept A, 353 E. 55th Place, Chicago, HI.
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Lewis, that villainous villain who shared honors
with Creighton in the Pathe serials with Pearl
White, is also with the same company, playing
heavies, as usual. Creighton's picture has already
appeared in the gallery of Picture-Play's photo
players. Miriam Cooper and John Burroughs
have not played together.

Fordham.—Yes, I think that Henry might be
induced to send you his photograph upon request.
You had better inclose a quarter with your let-

ter, to make sure, as this will cover the cost of
photograph and mailing. He gets numerous re-
quests for his photos daily, and would soon be
bankrupt if he had to pay all the expense him-
self. Allan who? I can't make out that last

name.

Hepco Worcester.—Whee ! You surely do
want to learn a lot about pictures and players
in general. Valeska Suratt played in 'The Soul
of Broadway," and Francis X. Bushman and
Beverly Bayne appeared in the "Silent Voice."
Julia Dean had the principal role in "Judge Not,"
an Equitable production. Clara Kimball Young
and Chester Barnett enjoyed the leading roles

in the World Film production, "Marrying
Money." Jack Pickford played with Mary in

"A Girl of Yesterday," also one Marshall
Neilan, now directing for Lasky. Henry Walthall
was Holophernes in "Judith of Bethulia."
Blanche Sweet was Judith. Wallace Reid sup-
ported Lillian Gish in "The Lost House." A.
D. Sears was the villain, and Elmer Clifton was
Wallie's* friend, the reporter. No matrimonal
questions answered, so that lets out your ques-
tion about Mabel Normand. She was born in

Boston, Massachusetts. Marguerite Clark will

be thirty years old on February 22d. She is

just five feet tall, less two inches, and weighs
but ninety pounds. Sorry, but we haven't the

space to give you the plot of the story of the

"Tramp Telegrapher." Visitors are allowed in

most studios at certain times, while in some a

pass must be secured from the office before one
may look about the place. Dorothy Dalton was
born at Chicago, Illinois, September 22, 1893.

She is five feet three inches in height, and weighs
just one hundred and twenty-seven pounds.
That enough? Let us hear soon again.

The Questioner.—Mary Miles Minter is still

appearing in productions for the Mutual pro-

gram. Annette Kellermann's latest picture is

"A Daughter of the Gods," which was produced
by the Fox Film Corporation. Jack Pickford is

back with the Famous Players Film Company,
where he is acting all over the place once more.

You can address him in care of that company,
New York City. Harold Lockwood can be

reached at the Yorke Film Corporation, Los
Angeles, California. Anita Stewart has quite

recovered from her recent attack of typhoid

fever. Vernon Steele is Marguerite Clark's lead-

ing man's name
;
right name, too.

Bingo 18.—You can secure a photograph of

Teddy Sampson by writing to her in care of the
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Fine.Arts Film Company, Hollywood, California.

No, I never heard that Maurice Costello was
traveling as a salesman for the American To-
bacco Company last summer. Some one must
have been kidding you, as Maurice was working
on the new Consolidated serial, "The Crimson
Stain Mystery," during the summer months.

Silly Child.—No, I take great pleasure in an-

nouncing to you that the report you heard to the

effect that Alice Brady or Alice Joyce was dead
is not in the least bit true, as both are enjoy-

ing sound health to-day. Certainly I will answer
every one of your letters even if you do write

me six a month. The more the merrier. Ask
me anything that your little heart desires. So
you worked in a picture one day and earned

three dollars. That's fair enough. Tell me the

name of it, and I will go to see who my fair

correspondent is. Did you give the three dollars

to your hubby that you talk about?

La Senorita.—Sounds like a funny heading
for one who hails from Alabama. I don't know
anything about the kind of contest you mention.

Haven't heard of any new one by that name
starting.

Miriam O'Leary.—Just because you have a

cousin that looks a little like Norma Talmadge
is no sign that you should right away try to get

her in pictures. I have a cousin who resembles

an iceman that I have seen, but that is no rea-

son why I should start him to work on the weight
machines to get him in form for carrying frozen
water around, is it? Yes, Mary Pickford and
Owen Moore used to play opposite each other

at the old Biograph. Wallace Reid is twenty-
four years old. He is with the Lasky Photo
Play Company. Address Pearl White, in care

of the Pathe, Jersey City, New Jersey, and it will

be sure to arrive in her hands. Creighton Hale
is with the Frank Powell Productions. You can
address him in care of the Screen Club, New
York City. Hazel Dawn is with the Famous
Players Film Company, New York City. She
has different leading men at all times. Owen
Moore and Irving Cummings have been support-
ing her of late. Pearl White is being featured
in another serial by Pathe. It will be a patriotic

one this time. Marguerite Clark will be thirty

years of age on the twenty-second of February,
as we have stated above. She plays for the Fa-
mous Players Film Company when she appears
on the screen. Marguerite Courtot is just nine-

teen years old.

Hoo R. U.?—Ah, that is a sad secret that I

cannot divulge. Jean Southern was the blind

girl with Theda Bara, in the "Two Orphans,"
produced by Fox. Marjorie Daw was born on
January 19, 1902. Address Carlyle Blackwell,
in care of the Peerless Studios, Fort Lee, New
Jersey ; Edna Mayo at Essanay, Chicago, Illinois

;

and the same for Bryant Washburn. Wallace
Reid can be reached at the Lasky Company,

j

Hollywood, California.
I
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ANY WATCH
CREDIT

1917 Models^
WALTHAM
HAMILTON

ELGIN, MILLER
Illinois, Howard

30DaysFrccTrial

No Money Down
Express Prepaid in Advance by Me
You take no chances with me. I am "Square Deal" Miller and I

trust the people. That is why I am doing the greatest Credit Watch,
Diamond and Jewelry business in the country. Suppose you want any
one of the country' s best makes of watches? Name any one, I have it for

you. No money Down, Express Prepaid. A full month to carry it in

your pocket and the easiest of Long Time Payments. That' s the test that

tells. All these watchesGUARANTEED 25YEARS

I Smash the Terms
No References Demanded

My terms are made to suit you. You get unlimited credit, with no red
tape, notes or collectors. All unnecessary detail left out.

An "Open Charge" Account
the same kind of credit you get from your grocer. No matier where you
live or what your income is, you can now own the finest watch, a beau-
tiful diamond or any rare jewelry and never miss the money.

Costly Catalog FREE
Bend me your name and address so I can mail you, Free and postpaid,

J;he most beautiful catalog of its kind ever printed. I want you to have
lathis book. It's a gem. It illustrates all makes of valuable Watches,

Elegant Genuine Diamonds, and a vast asortment of Beauti-
ful Jewelry, all on the easiest and most liberal terms.

Square Deal MILLER
PRES.

703 Miller Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Fine Diamonds
Our diamonds are all per
feet cut beautiful stones, white
in color and lots of fire.

luifliMiumuiliaiininiumiHiwinin

FREE CATALOG COUPON
SQUARE DEAL MILLER, Pres.

703 Miller Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Please send me your 1917 Catalog and explain fully your 30 Day

Trial Plan and Easy Terms

Name
Address



*^EW apparel stimulates you to under-

take your daily tasks with greater con-

fidence. New garters add largely to
your comfort and to the personal satisfaction that

comes from being well dressed. Keep your
"Bostons" fresh and at top-notch efficiency.

Boston Garter
SILK 50c. LISLE 25c.

GEORGE FROST CO JS&few BOSTON

WRITE FOR MONEY
Send us YOUR IDEAS FOR PHOTOPLAYS.
STORIES, etc. We will accept them in ANY
form—correct FREE—sell on commission. Big

Rewards ! Make money. Write to-
day for full details.
WRITER'S SELLING SERVICE

15 Main, AUBURN, N. Y.

A 1 VIFNF schools Est. i
V IL.HL. The A ckhowledged Auth

Each department a large school in it-
self. Academic, Technical, and Practi-
cal Training-. Students' School, Theatre
and Stock Co. Afford New York Ap-
pearances. For catalogue, write

D. IRWIN, Secretary
Mentioning Study Desired

225 West 57th Street, near Broadway. New York|

S Est. 20 Year*
:dged Authority on

DRAMATIC
STAGE

PHOTO-PLAY
AND

DANCE ARTS

HsBookletFREE
Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
You can cash in your "happy thoughts" and

earn big money right in your own home in spare
time. Nopreviousexperiencenecessary. Our
easy home course turns out more successful
scenario writers than all other schools together.
Write now and get by return mail FREE Booklet,
valuable information, Special Price and Prize Offer.
Chicago Photoplaywright CoMcge,Box278XV,Chicago

DON'T YOU LIKE
My EyelasLes and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
f LASHNEEN, a hair food, applied once each day,

will absolutely produce thick and long eyebrows and
eyelashes. Easy to apply—sure in results. Lash-
neen is an Oriental formula. One box is all you will

need. Not sold at Druggists. Mailed on receipt of
26c coin and 2c postage, or Canadian money order.

LASHNEEN COMPANY, Dept. 28. Philadelphia.
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F. N. S.—No, Gretchen Hartman is not the
one that you knew, sorry to say. Why not write
to her, anyway?

Theda Bara Admirer.—Quite a lengthy letter,

but only one question was asked, and that was
a very simple one at that. Yes, I think that
Theda' s pictures lend themselves to moral teach-
ing. Any pictures of this type are bound to do
this with discerning patrons of the silent drama.
Couldn't you think of anything more to ask?
Better luck the next time you try.

Eddie M.—Yes, I am sure that Charlie would
answer a letter from you. Why not try, anyway?
He can be reached in care of the Ince Studios,
Culver City, California. Webster Campbell is.

not working in pictures at the present writing.
Address Harry Benham, in care of the Universal,
Universal City, California.

Gish Girl.—So there is a dispute as to whether
you look like Lillian or Dorothy Gish? Well,
it is a compliment either way you look at it.

"Home"^ was a very delightful picture, and I

agree with you when you say that Charles Ray
and Bessie Barriscale did some great work in

it. Theda Bara was born in Egypt—the Desert
of Sahara, to be more exact. Don't answer any
matrimonial questions. Yes, Marguerite Clark
will continue to appear in productions for the
Famous Players Film Company, as she has just
signed a new contract with them to do so at a
very fancy salary. Guess she deserves all she
gets.

Schoolma'am.—Ethel Clayton is five feet five

and a half inches, and can be addressed at the
World Film Corporation, Fort Lee, New Jersey.
Theda Bara is one inch taller. She can be
reached at the Fox Film Corporation, New York
City. Alice Joyce and Anita Stewart both can
be found at the Vitagraph Company, Locust Ave-
nue, Brooklyn, New York, and if there is any-
thing more that you would like to know at any
time, be sure to call on your friend, the Oracle.

D. M. H.—You can obtain a picture of John
Bowers by writing to him in care of the Metro
Pictures Corporation, No. 3 West Sixty-first

Street, New York City. Ditto, Wallace Reid, at

Lasky Photo Play Company, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. Better inclose a quarter with each re-

quest to make sure that you get one, as photos
and stamps cost money, and these players re-

ceive hundreds of requests such as yours each
week.

Flo.—Yes, that surely was a bad mistake. Ad-
dress Tom Forman, in care of the Lasky Photo
Play Company, Hollywood, California. Why not

write Creighton a letter, instead of a postal?

Maybe you didn't address it correctly. Address
him in care of the Frank Powell Productions,

Times Building, Forty-second Street and Broad-
way, New York City. Would like to send you
my picture, but I have never had time enough
to myself to have one taken.
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K. B. A.-^-Write to King Baggot for a picture

at the Screen Club, New York City, and he will

be sure to get ycur request.

Coocko.—What does your title stand for ? Mary
Pickford's first big part was in a Biograph pic-

ture that was directed by D. W. Griffith, and
was called "A New York Hat." Yes, I think
Anita Stewart would answer a letter from you.
Address her in care of the Vitagraph Company,
Brooklyn, New York. So you think Warren
Kerrigan is a baby doll? He is no longer
with the Universal. Theda Bara has dark-brown
hair and eyes.

Bud.—Marguerite Clark is just thirty years of
youthfulness—that is, not quite. We accent on
the youth part of it because she is certainly all

youth. She could pass for sixteen any day in

the week. Marguerite Courtot was born on Au-
gust 20, 1897. You can address her in care of
the Famous Players Film Company, New York
City.

Edwix B.—The "Birth of a Nation" was in

twelve parts.

Cunard Twins.—Ruth Roland and Frank
Mayo were featured in the Pathe-Balboa serial,
' The Red Circle." "Neal of the Navy" was in

fifteen episodes. So you live in Oregon, and not
Canada? I don't know how I came to mistake
your residing place.

Mollie C.—Pedro de Cordoba played the lead
opposite Geraldine Farrar in the Lasky photo
play, "Temptation." Write to Billie Burke in

care of the George Kleine Film Company, New
York City, for one of her photographs. Sydney
Bracy was the butler in the "Million-dollar Mys-
tery." Harry Benham, in "Zudora," was the
young lover. No, the two Claytons are not
related.

L. L. J.—None of the big studios teach motion-
picture camera work. The only way you can
learn this at a big plant is to get a position
there as assistant camera man, and watch your
chance to learn all you can while carrying the
tripod, setting up the camera, et cetera.

H. R. M.—Marguerite Clark took both parts
in "The Prince and the Pauper," Famous Players
production, but it surely took some mighty fine

camera work to make the thing a success. Ver-
non Steele played his own brother by the same
process.

Gertrude.—All right, I shall not call you
"Gert." Thanks very much for that French ac-

j
cent you put on my nom de plume. Sounds real
dignified to be called Monsieur le Oracle. Must
mean something nice, but why not Mademoiselle
Oracle, as you don't know to what gender I be-
long? Allan Hale is out on the coast now. You
:an reach him by addressing him in care of
Lasky, Hollywood, California. You mustn't mind
any people like, the ones you told me about that
talk about their "studio" every other word, then
look around to see if any one is noticing them.

20 Lessons of Course

In Drugless Healing

FREE!
Positively and absolutely free to

you! Not one cent to pay now or
later. To a limited number and
for a short time only, we are
giving 20 Complete Les-^j
sons in Chiropractic *

s

absolutely FREE. (?
There is no cost to you
at all for these com-
plete lessons. But you
must act quick! This re-
markable offer is strict-
ly limited. As soon as
a certain number of
these sets of 20 lessons have
shall withdraw the offer,
ute. Act now.

been given we
Don't wait a min-

These Lessons Teach You
How to
How to
How to
How to
How to
How to
How to
How to

Treat
Treat
Treat
Treat
Treat
Treat
Treat
Treat

Headache
Neuralgia
Constipation
Indigestion
a Sprain
Dyspepsia
Rheumatism
Lumbago

How to
How to
How to
How to
How to
How to
How to
How to

Treat
Treat
Treat
Treat
Treat
Treat
Treat
Treat

Catarrh
Epilepsy
Hay Fever
Paralysis
Pleurisy
Asthma
Gout
Jaundice

WhyWe Make This Great Offer
We want the public to know the real truth

about Drugless Healing. We want you to
convince yourself by actual and practical demonstration
just what a marvelous curative force may be placed at
your command. We want you to see for yourself what
tremendous opportunities have been opened to Doctors of
Chiropractic. You will see what has been done. You
will see what can be done—by you! A diploma in Chiro-
practic offers you a profession of dignity, prestige, in-
fluence and wealth. If you are ambitious and can read,
the way to success is open to you. Take advantage of
this lifetime opportunity.

Also FREE! Two Sets of

Charts, Value $31.50
As an extra inducement for prompt action, we are

giving a complete $15.00 Set of eight colored Anatomical
Charts and $16.50 Set of Nerve and Pain Area Charts,
absolutely free, Also for a limited time, our

New Illustrated Book Pnjjr
On Drugless Healing l I\HI!j

Doctors of Chiropractic throughout the United States
are making a big success. Let us tell you about them.
Let us prove how you should easily make $200 to $500
per month and more. Write while this special 20 Free
lessons offer is open. Send your name and address on
postal today, and receive by mail, postpaid, our new
illustrated Book on Drugless Healing which makes every-
thing clear and our remarkable Free Lessons and Free
Charts offer. Write today sure.

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Manierre Bldg

, Dept. 766 Chicago



You
Can Have

Beautiful

Eyebrows
and

Eyelashes
They give charm, ex-

pression, loveliness to the
face, adding wonderfully to your
beauty and attractiveness. Society
women and actresses get them by using

It promotes in a natural manner the growth
of eyebrows and eyelashes, making them
thick, long and silky, giving depth and soulful

expression to the eyes. A guaranteed pure
and harmless preparation. Two sizes—25c
and 50c. Send coin and we'll mail LASH-
BROW-INE and our FREE Beauty Booklet
prepaid in plain sealed cover.

Beware of Worthless Imitations

—

Genuine LASH-BROW-INE sold only by

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
4008-H Indiana Avenue, Chicago

MOVING PICTURE PLAYS
Short Stories,Poems, Etc.

$10 to $300 Each
Constant demand. Devote all

or spare time. Correspondence

course is NOT required. Startwork at once. Details FREE.
Atlas Publishing Co.,424 Atlas B!dg„ Cincinnati, O.

Learn Piano!
This Interesting Free Book
Shows how you can become a skilled
player of piano or org-an in your own home,
at one quarter usual cost. Dr. Quinn's

famous Written Method is endorsed by leading- musicians andheadsof
State Conservatories. Successful 25 years. Playchordsatonceandcom-
plete piece in every key, within 4 lesssons. Scientific yet easy to un-
derstand. Fully illustrated. For beginners or teachers, old or young All music
free. Diploma granted. Write today for 64-page free book, "How to Study
Music." M. L. QUINN CONSERVATORY, BOX 650 AL, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

I will send my 25c Book

STRONG ARMS
For 10c in stamps or coin.

Illustrated with 20 full-page half-tone cuts, showing exer-

cises that will quickly develop, beautify and
gain great strength in your shoulders,
arms and hands, without any apparatus.

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER,
80 Barker Bldg., 110 West 42d St., New York

SONGWRITERS"Key to Success"
SENT FREE. This valuable booklet contains THE
REAL FACTS. We revise poems, compose and ar-
range music, secure copyright and facilitate free

publication or outright sale. START RIGHT. Send
us some of your work today for FREE EXAMINATION.
KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS, 100 Gaiety Bldg., New York City
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They are not real reel folks. They were prob-

ably working "extra," and thought they were
somebody. The kind that want all attention are

usually the ones who don't make any of the

loud noise in the picture game.

C. M. H.—Enid Markey was the wife in "Fare-
well to Thee," or "Aloha Oe," as it was called

on the- screen. We have not published an in-

terview with Pauline Bush as yet. Willard Mack
played the husband opposite Enid, the wonderful
lawyer that went to pieces in the picture, but

redeemed himself in the end.

Mary Marcil.—Address Douglas Fairbanks at

the Fine Arts Film Company, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. Herbert Rawlinson can be reached at

the Universal Film Company, Universal C*ity,

California. Yes, Beverly Bayne and May Allison

are even* better looking off the screen than they

are on. Address Beverly Bayne in care of Metro
Pictures Corporation, New York City, and May
Allison at the Yorke Film Corporation, Los
Angeles, California. I don't see why they

wouldn't answer a letter from you. Why not try

one ?

T. A. B.—Write to Clarence J. Caine, of this

magazine. He answers all questions pertaining

to scenario writing, and I am sure that he can

help you out on your question.

Curls.—All in "caps," too ! Do vou mean
"Mister 44" or "The River of Romance?" These

were the two late pictures of the Lockwood-Alli-

son combination that you could have seen. I

guess you mean "Bullets and Brown Eyes." Bes-

sie Barriscale was a nun in this picture for a

short time. "Home," "Plain Jane," "The Pay-

ment," and "A Corner in Colleens," were her

latest pictures. Charles Ray was costarred with

her ' in all but the "Payment." Alice Brady ap-

peared in "The Gilded Cage" recently.

Every Week.—"Little Meena's Romance" was
directed by Paul Powell. "Sold for Marriage"

was produced by W. Christie Cabanne, and the

"Habit of Happiness" was directed by none other

than Alan Dwan. Bits of inferior detail are cer-

tain to slip in even the best of pictures. The
best of them are bound to have mistakes some-

times. I think that "The Half-breed" was a very

good picture, but still insist that "The Lamb,"

"His Picture in the Papers," and "Manhattan

Madness" had it on the "Half-breed."

U. R. Right—"Honorable Algy" is the latest

picture from the Kay Bee studios starring

Charles Ray. He plays the part of an English-

man in this feature.

M. T.—Address Mae Marsh in care of the Fine

Arts Film Company, Hollywood, California.

Norma Talmadge can be reached by the mail

man at Louis J. Selznick Pictures Company, New
York City. She is at the head of her own com-

pany now, and Allan Dwan is directing her.

"The Price She Paid" was her first release,

heading her own company. So you feel sorry
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that I'm not in sunny California? Maybe I am.

You never thought of that, did you? Why not

look for me in Levy's, Sunset Inn, Watt's, or

Vernon? Now, I'll bet I have you guessing. Did

you like the ice skating at the Bristol? Address

John Bowers in care of Metro, No. 3 West
Sixty-first Street, New York City, and Frank
Keenan at the Longacre Building, New York
City. He will appear on the stage, and after-

ward return to films.

H. P. B.—See above question for Norma Tal-

madge's address. Her latest pictures are "The
Social Secretary" and "Fifty-fifty" for the Tri-

angle, and "The Price She Paid" for her own
company. Yes, the stars all seem to be forming

their own companies these days.

Movie Nut.—Don't know any magazine that

is devoted entirely to the motion-picture opera-

tors. Helen Holmes is

McGowan is the name
played the character of

the Game" serial. He

her right name. J. P.

of the gentleman who
Spike in the "Girl and
also directed the pic-

ture, reconstructed the scenario, and wrote most
of the story, but outside of this he had nothing

to do whatever with the picture.

C. F. G.—I don't know anything about the

company you mention, nor do I know of any
one who has had any dealings with that concern,

so I am not in a position to either recommend or

condemn it to you.

B. M.—Yes, Margaret Anglin's company has

started production.

?????????—So you are looking for a man
with all the qualifications that you state before

you will get married. My dear young lady, you
sure have some little hunt picked out for your-
self. You had better not make your require-

ments so stringent, or you will go unwedded.
In all the thousands upon thousands of people
that I have seen and heard of, there isn't any
one that can come within a mile of the eugenic
piece of manhood that you talk about, and I

have seen some mighty fine specimens, too, be-
lieve me.

M. D.—You can get a copy of the April issue
of Picture-Play by sending fifteen cents to the
subscription department of this magazine.

Mrs. N. G.—See six answers up for the ad-
dress of Norma Talmadge. Ethel Clayton can
be reached in care of the World Film Corpora-
tion, New York City.

Sunny Jim.—You can address the young lady
in care of the Picture-Play Magazine, and she
will be sure to receive it.

u
A. M. G,—Address Wallace Reid at the Lasky

Company, Hollywood, California. Yes, I know
"W7

ally" very well, and will say that he is one
fine fellow. He played in many pictures with
Dorothy Davenport for the Universal a few years
back.

Every Blemish Removed
In Ten Days

I Will Tell Every Reader of This
Paper How FREE.

Your Complexion Makes or Mars
Your Appearence

PEARL LA SAGE, former actress who now offers to
tell women of the most remarkable complexion treat-

ment ever known.
This great beauty marvel has instantly produced a sensation.

Stubborn cases have been cured, that baffled physicians aud
beauty specialists for years. You have never in all vour life used,
or heard, of anything like it. Makes muddy complexions, red
spots, pimples, blackheads, eruptions vanish almost like magic.
No cream, lotion, enamel, salve, plaster, bandage, mask, mas-
sage, diet or apparatus, nothing- to swallow. It doesn't matter

;

whether or not your complexion is a "fright," whether your
: face is full of muddy spots, peppery blackheads, embarrassing-
pimples and eruptions, or whether your skin is rough and
"porey," and you've tried almost everything- under the sun to
g-et rid of the blemishes. This wonderful treatment, in just ten
days, positively removes every blemish and beautifies your
skin in a marvelous way. You look years young-er. It gives
the skin the bloom and tint of purity of a freshly-blown rose.

' In ten days you can be the subject of wild admiration by all
your friends, no matter what your age or condition of health.
All methods now known are cast aside. There is nothing to
wear, nothing to take internally. Your face, even arms, hands,
shoulders are beautified beyond your fondest dreams. All this
I will absolutely prove to you before your own eyes in your
mirror in ten days. This treatm ent is absolutely harmless to the
most delicate skin, and very pleasant to use. No change in your
mode of living- is necessary. A few minutes every day does it.

To every reader of this paper I will give full details of this
really astounding treatment. Let me show y ou. You do not risk
a penny. Send me no money—just send your name and address
on the free coupon below and I wull give you full details by
return mail.

.FREE COUPON™-.....
I
PEARL LA SAGE, Suite 457 fi

2119 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111. |
I am a reader of this paper and am entitled to know full B

details of the sensational, harmless, scientific method for |
giving- marvelous beauty to ttie complexion and removing;
every blemish in ten davs. There is no obligution whatso-
ever on my part for this informaiion. |

I
Name

|

Street

City.... state

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I



TRANSFORMATIONS
Pompadour?, Waves.
Switches, Puffs, etc.

WIGS
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Amazingly Low - Priced

Money-Back Guarantee

Write for FREE CATALOG
FIFTH AVENUE STYLE

of newest

VOGUE COIFFURESFRANCES ROBERTS CO
THE MAIL-ORDER HAIR HOUSE

100 Fifth Avenue Dept. 227 New York

GUARANTEED

UNDERWOOD • for
TYPEWRITER FJVE
lessthaa 1-2 Manufacturer's price^^fEARS
Equipped v>\th late improvements—two

Color ribbon, back spacer and tabulator. ^
Shipped to you express charges prepaid,
Without one cent advance payment. The
machine must sell itself. You make no pay-
ment until after you have thoroughly exam-
ined and tried the machine and are satisfied
with it in every way. You can buy for cash
«r an easy payment plan will be arranged
foryoa. We pay all charges.

Write today about this
sensational offer

TYPEWRITER COMPANYMETRO
75 Front Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

Power forYou!
Power from within ! Strength that is more than
mere muscular strength—the strength of better health,
abundant nerve force—the strength of keen relish. Write and
find out what the White Cross Electric Vibrator can do for
you. May be operated either on its own dry cells or maybe

l~ connected with light socket.

) Write for Free Book lKT*n
a

, 'fpost card and we will send you our book, "Health and
JT I Beauty." It's FREE—if you write at once.

Lindgtrom-Smith Co., 1100 S. Wabash Ave., Dept. 1S82 Chicago

LEARN RIGHT AT HOME BY MAIL

DRAWING—PAINTING
Be a Magazine, Newspaper or Commercial
Illustrator; be a Cartoonist; paint ill Water
Colors or Oil. Let us develop your talent.
Free Scholarship Award. Your name and
address brings you full particulars by return
mail and our illustrated Art Annual Free.

INSTITUTE, Studio 942, Omaha, Neb.FINE ARTS

^this superb

Typewriter
""Think of it! Only $2.00 on this great offer.
You have full ten days free trial. Our factory price
is less than others ask for second-hand, machines.
Every sale bears our ten-year ironclad guarantee.
Settlement for the balance can be made on the
easiest monthly payments. The first buyer in each
locality gets a handsome leatherette carrying case
free. Write today—Now.
CALESBURG WRITING MACHINE CO.. Dept. 284. GaU»barg, Illinois

(The Picture Oracle—Continued.)

Irene Lois.—Address Ruth Roland in
7

care of
the Balboa Company, Long Beach, California.

Grace Ctmard and Francis Ford can be reached
at Universal City, California. Anita Stewart
will get all mail addressed to her at the Vita-
graph Studios, Elm Avenue, Brooklyn, New
York. Jean Southern gets her mail at Pathe,

No. 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New York City.

Billie Burke calls for her mail at the George
Kleine Film Company, New York City. Mar-
guerite Courtot does all her corresponding from
the Famous Players Film Company, New York
City.

Mrs. E. A. C—Address Vivian Rich and Al-
fred Vosburgh in care of the American Film
Company, Santa Barbara, California, and Thpmas
Chatterton at the same place, George Ovey *at

the Horsely studios, Los Angeles, California;
Lamar Johnstone also at American, and the

same in the case of George Field. Alice Joyce
at the Vitagraph Company, Elm Avenue, Brook-
lyn, New York. Willard Mack played in quite

a few pictures for Tom Ince, Kay Bee produc-
tions on the Triangle program.

Buster B.—Don't be afraid that you will ask
too many questions. I shall try my best to an-

swer any that you may send in. George Larkin
is with Kalem, now playing in- another thrilling

serial on the order of the "Trey o' Hearts.'* He
certainly is a very dare-devil young man, and
has a lot of admirers. Address him in care of

the Kalem, at Jacksonville, Florida. Blanche
Sweet is working under Marshall Neilan now
at the Lasky Company. Her address is in care

of this company, at Hollywood, California. Let's

have a few more next trip.

A. Movie Kid.—Earle Foxe, Marjorie Daw, arid

Blanche Sweet can be reached at the Lasky Com-
pany, Hollywood, California. Address Valeska
Suratt in care of the Fox Film Corporation, New
York City.

Just Millicent.—Vivian and Wallace are no
relation. You can get a copy of the Picture-
Play Magazine with Theda Bara's "Strange
Life" in it by writing to the subscription depart-

ment, and inclosing fifteen cents. Blue eyes for

all three. Theda Bara is the actress' real name.
No, it is not true that Fannie Ward is forty-

one years of age. She is only forty-seven.

M. W. S.—Tom, Matt, Owen, and Joe Moore
are all brothers. Address Wally Reid in care

of the Lasky Company, Hollywood, California.

Far from it—I was not bothered by your ques-

tions a bit. I enjoyed answering them.

Naomi A.—James Morrison is still acting down
at the Vitagraph Company. Maybe you haven't

visited the theaters where his pictures are shown?
This is probably the reason that you haven't seen

more of him than you have. Elmer Clifton

played opposite Dorothy Gish in the "Little

Schoolma'am." No, Francis X. Bushman is not

a college man. Of course, mistakes happen in

the detail work of pictures, even in the best of



TOBACCO HABIT
Easily Conquered in 3 Days

Stop Ruining
Your Life

Would You Like to Quit Tobacco Quickly and Easily and Enjoy
Yourself a Thousand Times Better While in Robust Health ?

Why continue to commit slow suicide when you can live a really contented life, ifyou only get your body and nerves right? It is unsafe and torturing to attempt to
rid yourself of tobacco by suddenly stopping with "will-power"—don't do it. The
correct way is to eliminate nicotine poison worn the system, and genuinely overcome
the craving. ° J

-

Tobacco is poisonous and seriously injures health in several ways, causing such
disorders as nervous dyspepsia, sleeplessness, gas belching, gnawing, or other uncom-
lortable sensation m stomach; constipation, headache, weak eyes, loss of vigor, red
spots on skin^ throat irritation, catarrh, asthma, bronchitis, heart failure, melancholy,
lung trouble^ impure (poisoned) blood, heartburn, torpid liver, loss of appetite, bad
teeth, foul breath, lassitude, lack of ambition, weakening and falling out of hair andmany other disorders.

Overcome that peculi c nervousness and craving for cigarettes, cigars, pipe, chew=
ing tobacco, or snuff.

Here is an opportunity to receive FREE a carefully compiled treatise on the subject,
containing interesting and valuable information that you should be glad to learn
about, lhis book tells all about the renowned THREE DAYS'METHOD by which thousands and thousands saved them=
selves from the life=wrecking tobacco habit. Full particulars,

i?Dcc
in
T^the b°°k

-

on tobacco and snuff habit, will be mailedFREE TO YOU, m plain wrapper, postpaid. All you need
do is merely REQUEST IT. A postcard will do. Address

EDWARD J. WOODS, 986 E, Station E, NEW YORK, N. Y.
NOTE To those who are injuring their health, making themselves nervous, dyspeptic, etc., by excessive use of cigarettes, cigars, pipe, snuff

.

0T chewing tobacco—here is your opportunity quickly and easily to become your own master.

Duld be glad to learn

FREE



Beauty Is Pokier
Write today.Encloseonly$1 . Tryoursuperb
Dr. Jas. P. Campbell's Arsenic Wafers—the
world's greatest complexion beautifiers. These
marvelous tablets quickly clear the skin, remove
impurities of the blood, build up the system,
prevent skin affections and make blackheads,
wrinkles, redness, etc., quickly disappear.

ArsenicComplexion Wafers
Test them now for their beauty and
health building efficiency. Convince
yourself of their superior value. Write
today—now. Enclose only $1. Wafers will be
promptly mailed under plain cover.

Richard Fink Co. Dept. 49 , 396 Broadway, New York 1

THE TRUTH!!
About Photoplay Writing.
The beginners chmces—the arts'

advantages and disadvan-
tages. Not a course, school or

book — just plain advice to the beginner about the WRONG and
EXPENSIVE way, and the RIGHT and INEXPENSIVE way to
learn the game. Pointing out a course of self-instruction that excels
costly school courses and which is free for the asking. This informa-
tion cost experienced writers many dollars. Postpaid 50c. Send no
stamps, we have nothing else to sell.

THE- WRITERS CLUB
Lock Box A. Harrison, New York

WJIMLD YOU
show this standard high grade
42 key fully visible typewriter
to your friends and let them see
wherein it excels any $100
typewriter, if by doing this
and other small assist-
ance,you could easily have
one to keep as your own?

Then by post card or letter
simply say, "Mail Particulars."

WOODSTOCK TYPEWRITER CO., Dept. D-675 Chicago, III.

GET RID
OF THAT FAT
FREE TRIAL* TREATMENT
Sent on request. Ask for my pay when reduced

offer. My treatment has reduced at the rate of a pound
a day. No dieting, no exercise, absolutely safe and
sure method. Let me send you proof at my expense.
OR, R. NEWMAN, Licensed physician.

State New York, 286 Fifth Avenue New York, Desk C-48

MOVIE ACTING
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would you

like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send 10c
for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or Key to Movie
Acting Aptitude and find whether or not you are suited
te take up Movie Acting. Instructive and valuable.
Send dime or stamps today. Interesting:, Illustrated
Booklet on Movie Acting included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU, Station R, Jackson, Mich.

Bring Out the Hidden Beauty
Beneath the soiled, discolored, faded or aged com-

plexion is one fair to look upon. Mercolized Wax grad-
ually, gently absorbs the devitalized surface skin, re-

r? i
n? tne young, fresh, beautiful skin underneath.

Used by refined women who prefer complexions of true
naturalness. Have you tried it ?

Mercolized Wax I"
on
l
ounce Package with diree-«*A tions for use. Bold by all druggists.

(The Picture Oracle—Continued.)

them, but are you sure that it was a mistake
in the incident you name?

+

You say that an
actor ran from a house without any hat, and
yet when he reached his destination, several days
later, he had a hat on his head. Well, surely
he had plenty of time to buy himself a hat in
several days, didn't he?

Mae Murray Admirer.—Certainly I would
write to her again. She probably did not re-
ceive your letter. Did you address her in care
of the Famous Players Film Company, New York
City?

Brent T. Harding.—Your letter was very in-

teresting indeed. Sure, I know Betty Compson
personally, so I ought to know thcvt it is spelled
with a p and not a t, but evidently the printer
or linotyper didn't believe me, and made the
mistake. When the answer was written about
Betty being with the Universal, she was. I know
that she went over to the Christie Company, be-
cause she told me so herself. When are you
going to win your next race ? Ford and Cunard
get all the mail that is sent to them at Universal
City. Lucille Hutton is with L-KO, to be sure,

but the lady that asked the question about her
inquired if it was she that played in a certain
drama, and Leona Hutton is the dramatic young
lady, is she not? Thanks for your letter, just
the same, and don't let it be your last.

Yeo—man.—Mary Miles Minter can be reached
at the American Film Company, Santa Barbara,
California. Mary says that she will be fifteen

years old on April ist. Marguerite Clark is just

thirty—or will be soon. You can reach her at

the Famous Players Film Company, New York
City. Quite a few of the stars of the screen
have blue eyes. Whoever told you that they
don't accept actors or actresses with blue eyes
for the screen must have been somewhat befud-
dled. Harry Fox has never "done time" at any
place except on the stage.

Olga Gade.—Chester Barnett has not left the
silent drama. He is still acting before the camera
for the World Film Corporation, and has de-

veloped into quite a favorite among the film fans
since you saw him in the old days playing oppo-
site Pearl White for the Crystal Film Company.
You can address him in care of the World Film
Corporation, New York City.

Louie.—Address Francis Ford and Grace Cu-
nard at Universal City, California. Yes, I think

a great deal of Grace as a screen actress. I

don't know what sized ring she wears, as I have
never given her any. Why not write to her and
inquire yourself?

Harold Lockwood and May Allison Admirer.
—Quite a long title for one so young as your-
self. Harold Lockwood and May Allison were
featured in "Mister 44." This picture was pro-

duced by Henry Otto for the Yorke Film Cor-
poration, and released on the Metro program.
Sorry, but we don't answer any matrimonial ques-

tions regarding the players.
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DIRECT FROM MAKER2SAVED

Keep in tune with the times, buy wholesale, save O-N-E-H-A-L F. Any Diamond you choose, no
ddlemen to pay, you get Price, Quality and your money's worth. Send to-day for your

SOUD. 14 K GOLD WATCH Itei^t iJsS^st^k
1 2 size. I 7 Jew. Illinois mvt. Solid gold Wal- I animation Privilege. Full money back guarantee

^ma^in.s bd goldKn^re^pnce $42.50 | t^X? Tr'tEXuS PffltST

S.RAIVES 6 CO.EST.26YRS.te2
1366 FIFTH AVE.. NEW YORK. LSl

IN THIS DAY AND AGE
attention to your appearance
is an absolute necessity if

you expect to make the most
out of life. Not only should
you wish to appear as attrac-
tive as possible for your own
self-satisfaction, which is alone
well worth your efforts, but you
will find the world in general
judging you greatly, if not
wholly, by your "looks," there-
fore it pays to " look your best"
at all times. Permit no one
to see you looking other-
wise; it will injure jour wel-
fare! Uoon the impression you
constantly make rests the fail-

ure or success of your life.

Which is to be your ultimate
destiny ? My new Nose-Shaper
"TRADOS'' (Model 22) corrects
now ill - shaped noses without
operation, quickly, safely and
permanently. Is pleasant and
does not interfere with one's
occupation, being worn at night.

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE?

Before After
Write today for free booklet, which tellsyoa hoiu to correct ill-shaped noses -without cost if not satisfactory

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 665 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

«7A^b«W $1.00 /nk Pencils
The only perfect non-leakable. will suit any hand. Guaranteed. Last a
lifetime. Great for general writing or manifolding. Pure Para rubber
with precious metal point. Can be carried point down. Made in red
and black. Long and short. (Special! 8 inches, black, $1.25.) Mailorders
promptly filled. FREE supply of ink with retail orders. Agents wanted.

J. T. ULLRICH & CO., 27 Thames St., New York

40 cents per line Circulation, 150,000 February forms close Dec. 20th

Agents and Help Wanted
Thousands Government Jobs open

to Men—Women. $75 month. Steady
Work, Short hours. Common educa-
tion sufficient. Write for free list.
Franklin Inst.,Dep.S5,Rochester,N.Y

Business Opportunities
IS HE CRAZY? The owner of a

plantation in Mississippi is giving
away a few five-acre tracts. The only
condition is that figs be planted.
The owner wants enough figs raised
to supply a canning factory. You
can secure five acres and an interest
in the factory by writing Eubank
Farms Company, 1158 Keystone,
Pittsburg, Pa. They will plant and
care for your trees for $6 per month.
Your profit should be $1,000 per
year. Some think this man is crazy
for giving away such valuable land,
but there may be method in his
madness.

CALIFORNIA little suburban
farms near Los Angeles for sale on
easy payments. Write E. R. Waite,
Shawnee, Oklahoma.

Motion Picture Plays
SEE HERE! We'want your ideas for

photoplays and stories! Submit them
in any form. We'll criticise them
Free, and Sell on commission. Big
money writing. Detail Free. Mss.
Sales Co., Dept.F, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices
paid. Great demand. We show you
how. Get free particulars. Rex Pub-
lishers, Box 175—P-l, Chicago.

SCENARIOS, manuscripts type-
written, ten cents per page. Spelling
corrected, extra carbon copy fur-
nished, free. Marjorie Homes Jones,
322 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

WANTED—Your ideas for Photo-
plays, Stories, etc.! We will accept
them in Any form—correct Free

—

sell on Commission. Big Rewards

!

Make money. Write us Now ! Writ-
er's Service, Box 33, Auburn, N. Y.

WRITE Photoplays, Stories,Poems:
each: no correspondence course;

start writing & selling at once, details
free. Atlas Pub. Co., 423, Cincinnati.

Motion Picture Business

$35.00 Profit Nightly. Small Capital
Starts You. No experience needed.
We teach you. Our machines are
used and endorsed by Government
institutions. Catalog and Testimoni-
als Free. Reliable Film Exchange,
454 Franklin Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Photoplay Text Books
"HOW TO WRITE A PHOTO-

PLAY," by C. Winkopp, 1342 Prospect
Ave., Bronx, New York City. Price
25 cents. Contains model scenario,
"Where to Sell," "How to Build
Plots," "Where to Get Plots," etc.

Games & Entertainment

PLAYS, Vaudeville Sketches, Mon-
ologues, Dialogues, Speakers, Min-
strel Material, Jokes, Recitations,
Tableaux, Drills, Entertainments.
Makeup goods. Large catalog free.
T. S. Denison & Co., Dept. 67, Chicago.



Just Out

!

21 -Jewel Burlington
All sizes

for both

men and
women.

Thenewest
ideas in

gold strata

The new Burlington is ready—just
out—and distributed for the first time

—

on an astounding offer. The superb new
model far surpassing everything of the past. 21
jewels, adjusted to positions, temperature and
isochronism. Runs almost two days on one
winding. Sold on an iron-clad guarantee. New
thin design—and all the newest ideas in gold
strata cases to choose from. Send coupon today.

Special OfferNow
And—WQ will send you this master watch
without a cent down. If you decide to buy it

—

you pay only the rock-bottom price—the same
price than even wholesale jewelers must pay.

5Q a Month

!

—- Just think of it! $2.50 a month
—less than ten cents a day will pay, at the rock-bottom price, for
the New 21-Jewel Burlington—the master watch. This perfect time-piece
will be sept to you, prepaid, without a cent deposit so that you lean see and
examine it for yourself.

^
When you hold it in your hand you will realize

what a gigantic value it is— and you will know how the Burlington
brought the highest watch values within the reach of all. Send coupon now.

Write for Introductory Offer
?s"
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ŵ °\ Write today for our new catalog and the

Dept. is?!! ^c&cag«, iii,\ introductory offer. Read about this gigantic watch
Please send me. without ohlica- ^ i t i . .« . i i • t
tion (and prepaid) .your free laook V value. Learn about watch movements and whv 21 iewels
on watches, with full explanation ^ - f •111 1 »% 1 1

•
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i?n^on watcb

onth offer X are ttle number prescribed by watch experts. Read what
\ makes a watch movement perfect—and how the Burlington is adjusted

\ to the very second. The watch book is free. Write for it today
Name \ and get posted on watchei and watch values. Send the coupon.

Address

.

\ Burlington Watch Company
X Depttl 589 , 19th Street and California Avenue, Chicago

—
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7 CENTS A DAY
Buys This Standard Visible

Oliver Typewriter
Much Less than Half Price
FREE Trial—10-Year Guarantee

Oliver Points:
Nearly one-half million Olivers have been

sold. Its record has never been equaled. It

is easily "The Favorite."
Its simple efficiency, lightness and durability

place it in a class ahead of all others; writing
always in sight writes in many different col-
ors without changing the ribbon. Has the uni-
versal keyboard, back spacer, tabulator, ruling
device, disappearing indicator. The type is

beautiful ; it is so hard that nothing can mar
it. It outwears type found on other machines.

It is the lightest of all the standard type-
writers. It is the only practical, portable
typewriter. It has the lightest key action. Its

speed is unlimited. It has the patented "U"
shaped type bar which insures perfect align-
ment of the letters. One can write on ruled
lines with it or it can be used to draw lines.

It makes an efficient billing machine as well
as correspondence machine.
The downward stroke of the type bar gives

greater power.
_

The_ Oliver is nearly always
chosen for manifolding—some firms write as
many as 20 copies at one writing. It does any
practical thing which any typewriter can do.

It has the fewest parts. It requires the
least adjustments. There is nothing to wear
out. We guarantee it for 10 years.
While it is the choice of the experts, it is

so simple in its design that anyone can learn
to write on it in 10 minutes' time.

This is the best typewriter offer ever made. The
typewriter is the genuine model Xo. 5 Standard Visi-
ble Oliver with complete, brand-new equipment. Per-
fect^ machines only. Not shop worn, not damaged,
not inferior. Back spacer and tabulator—no features
lacking. Warranted to be the equal in quality of any
other $100 typewriter.

This offer is not on some ancient style of blind type-
writer, but on an up-to-date, standard, visible machine,
the same kind of typewriter that many thousands of
the world's best business firms are today using.

Our Offer Is This
Send the coupon and we will forward one of

these typewriters with complete equipment on ten
days' trial. We will ship it by express. When it
arrives you leave $4.80 with the express agent to
be held while you try the typewriter.

If you do not find it to be the best typewriter
that you ever examined, satisfactory in everv re-
spect, the best value offered anywhere, then' you
simply return it to the express asrent. who will
give you back the $4.80 and return the typewriter
to us at our expense.

If you decide to keep it. the express asent will
forward the $4.80 to us and it will be deducted
from the $42.80 price, leaving a balance of $38.00,
which you can pay at the rate of $2.00 per
month, the first monthly payment not being due
until one month after date of delivery.

There are no interest charges, no red tape, no
salesmen, no collectors, no bother. The simple
coupon is all we require.

Send the coupon today. Make sure of getting
this bargain, as we will only supply 100 type
writers at this price

Many thousands of purchasers paid $100.00 for
typewriters of this model. They were satisfied
that at the price they were getting the best value
that the market afforded.

Now, without any reduction in quality and
with brand-new standard equipment, our price to
you is but $42.80—a saving of over half, and we
give you over a year in which to pay.

United States Typewriter Exchange
Room 1492, All Light Bldg., CHICAGO,

Trial Order Coupon

inge I

I

1

Sensational Reduction

1

United States Typewriter Exchange
Room 1492, All Light Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

You may send me a No. 5 Oliver Typewriter on approval.
When it arrives I will leave with the express agent $4.80

with the understanding- that if I do not wish to keep the type-
writer the $4.80 will be returned to me by the express ag-ent
when I return the typewriter to him within tfn days from the
date I receive it.

Otherwise 1 will keep the typewriter and the §4.80 will be
forwarded to you to apnlv on your special purchase price of
$42.80. and I will pay the balance of S38.00 in 19 consecutive
monthly installments of $2.00 each, commencing- one month
from date of delivery.
The title of the Oliver Typewriter remaining- in you until

it is totally paid for.

Name .

|
Address

J (363)
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IfYou CanTell

froma Diamond'Senditback
YES, well send you one of these exquisite man-made gems and you

can wear it for 10 full days at our expense. Put it to every diamond test
you ever heard about—fire—acid—the diamond file. Compare its briU

hanee with the brilliance of a mined diamond. Notice how it is cut—by world renowned diamond
cutters. Test it m every way. Wear it everywhere you go. Then after ten days—if you are able
to tell which is your Lachnite and which is youi diamond—or if any of your friends have been able
to tell the difference—send the Lachnite back to us. The trial does not cost you a penny. If vou
decide to buy the Lachnite pay only the rock-bottom price, and if you wish—at a rate of a few
cents a day. Our new jewelry book (sent free) tells all about our generous terms. Write today.

Pay As You Wish Set Only in
Do not decide to buy a genuine Lach-

nite Gem until you have worn it for
10 full days. Then—if you wish—
you may pay for it at the rate of

Harold °nly a few cents a day- Terms
- ' os low as 3 1-3c a day-
Lacnman CO. no 'Merest. You do not

11 xt K/r- u- a
payfortrialNo red tape.

12 N. Michigan Ave. ^ Your credit is good.
Dept. 1582 Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen: Please send me
ibsolutely free and prepaid your
lew jewelrybook and full particulars
)f your free trial, easy payment plan.
assume no obligations of any kind.

Gold
Lachnite Gems are mounted only in
solid gold. To hold these splendid jewels we have
secured the latest and newest ideas in solid gold
settings. In our new catalog you will see illus-

trated rings by (the score for both men and
women—bracelets, La Vallieres, stick pins, cuff
links— all the newest jewelry—made of solid
gold. Write for our new catalog today. It's

free—and it has a message for you.

Send the Coupon
for @urNew CatalogI
Put your name and address in the coupon or on a
postcard and get our new jewelry book. It shows hand-

some illustrations of the newest solid gold mountings from
which you have to choose. Too— it tells the interesting story

of how Lachnites are made—and why their brilliance is guar-
anteed to wear forever. You'll be delighted with this new book

Write for it today— it is free—no obligations. Send the coupon*

Harold Lachman Co., 12 N. Micfaigas Ave., Dept. s 582, Chicago, Hi
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